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ABSTRACT

This thesis deals with the trends and movements of contemporary 

Arabic poetry* It is arranged in two parts and comprises an introduction,

ten. chapters, a conclusion and a bibliography*

In the introduction the method followed in writing this work is 

explained and compared with various methods of writing literary history* 

Part I, in two chapters, is a study of the cultural roots of 

contemporary Arabic poetry in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries*

A section depicts the emergence in the nineteenth century of a healthy 

poetic revival along Classical lines*

Part II; The first chapter deals with the confirmation of 

neo-Classicism, the early infiltration of Romanticism, and the first 

signs of interest in new ideas and forms*

The second chapter examines the poetry of the Immigrant Arab 

poets in Latin America and the United States, known as Mahjar poetry*

The Forth American contribution, which established the trend of 

* Romanticism in Arabic poetry, is shown to be radically different from 

the South American, which continued to be mainly along Classical lines* 

Chapter 3 deals with the change of poetic sensibility and critical 

criteria in the Arab world*

Chapter 4 is dedicated to the discussion of the Romantic movement 

in the poetry of the Arab East* The achievements of modern Arab 

Romantics are assessed and the rise of decadent streaks is discussed* 

Chapter 5 deals with the Symbolist trend in contemporary poetry, 

assesses the depth and importance of this experiment and shoxvs its 

relativity to the current poetic scene*

The output of critics Marun *Abbud and Muhammad Mandur has been 
instrumental in bringing about poetic change* Chapter 6 represents 

a critical evaluation of their roles and methods*
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Chapter 7 gives an account of the beginning of the free verse 

movement, the theorisation which accompanied its initial stages, the 

vehement controversy it produced, and the vital role of avant-garde 

magazines. The categories of "committed poetry" and "platform poetry" 

are also dealt with.

Chapter 8 is devoted to the technical achievements of contemporary 

poetry in the sphere of form (with a study of prose poetry); tone, 

attitude and themes; diction; dramatic poetry; imagery; end obliquities; 

symbol, allusion, folklore 9 myth and archetype.
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INTRODUCTION

I

Many books have been written on contemporary Arabic poetry and 

every year their number grows* One would be led, therefore, to believe 

that any new attempt to write about contemporary Arabic poetry would merely 

be a repetition or an elaboration on an already exhausted theme* However, 

this is far from being true* While the historical development of this 

poetry has been the subject of several partial studies, no single full 

account has been attempted of this poetry as an art form* The enormous 

changes it has undergone in technique, form, tone, attitude, emotion, 

imagery, diction and theme since its revival in the nineteenth century 

have not been followed up in any comprehensive fashion that can furnish 

the reader with a continuous line of development* For this purpose, in 

attempting to examine the trends and movements of Arabic poetry in 

contemporary times, it has been necessary to trace them back to their roots 

in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries*

The development of modern Arabic poetry took on an organic growth, 

evolving along lines determined, not only by social and cultural 

developments, but largely also by artistic needs* Its evolution is not 

only a fascinating story for those interested in modern Arabic poetry as 

an expression of a particular people who have undergone great changes in 

all the aspects of their life, but is also a demonstration both extensive 

and intensive of artistic development over a relatively short period of 

time* Hence it is also of interest to all critics of poetry generally*

This study proposes, therefore, to tell the story of the Arab poetic 

genius in contemporary times* It is through the sustained effort of 

this genius that modern Arabic poetry has developed steadily through the 

decades despite the many hindrances put in its way by traditional elements* 

It has therefore been necessary in dealing with the achievements of 

this genius, also to pause in order to look at the -activity' and the
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work of those whose influence has hindered or sought to hinder its 

development.
One of the greatest difficulties with which a writer is faced when 

trying to review contemporary Arabic poetry as a whole is the vastness and 
diversity of the field he has to cover in that the centre of gravity of 

this movement has tended to shift in modern times from one Arab country to 
another. Regional differences in temperament, cultural background and 
poetic traditions have contributed greatly to the richness and variety of 
the various poetio experiments but have also been responsible for the 

development of some negative streaks, although these were mostly of a 
regional character. The full story of modern Arabic poetry can be covered 
only by examining the poetry of all the countries which played an active 
part in its development and by attempting to put each contribution in its 

right place. By nactive part” is meant here that the poetic contribution 

of any particular country has entered the living stream of modern Arabic 

poetry, imposing itself on a considerable reading public outside its own 
boundaries, or that it has at least made its influence on the poets whose 
own work has proved decisive in this development. It will be clear, 
therefore, that were some poetic genius to have written in isolation from 
the main stream of Arabic poetry remaining unknown to the poets and critics 

of the Arab world, his poetry would not come within the scope of this work. 

The poetry of several Arab countries must therefore be left untreated.
This will be better understood if one bears in mind that this is the story 
of the poetic evolution and not merely the recounting of the details of 

literary history. It is a critical study of the various factors that have 
promoted or hindered the main stream and is not directly concerned with 
isolated streams.

II
During the relatively short period since the Arab poetic revival in 

modern times, a little over a hundred years, Arabic poetry has undergone
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drastic changes, and it is these changes that constitute the subjeot of
this work- Such changes were acoompanied by similar ones in the Arab
people themselves in all spheres; political, social, eoonomic, cultural
and psychological. Since this is a history of a poetry written in the

Classical language, it deals with the contribution of those poets who belong
to the more cultured group of men and women in the Arab world. A higher
degree of consciousness is expected here, therefore, and a nature at least
as complex as any among the more cultivated individuals in the different

Arab countries. The role played by this group of individuals was more
complex and their reaction to change more profound than that of the average
educated man. A study, therefore, that deals with the analysis of the
changes that have taken place in the psyche and consciousness of these
individuals would need a highly specialised approach. A writer on literacy

* 1^  history would need the help of the historian, the economist, the sociolcsfifead

the historian of ideas and culture, and the social psychologist. The 

description of the political life of the Arab world alone is an exhaustive 
study, especially so in an introduction to a work that deals with the 
evolution of poetry, because the political event, before it is discussed, 

must be translated into its psychological significance before it is shown 

to be relevant to the literary study at hand. Many landmarks of the 
political history of the Arab world in the last century and a half have 
been arbitrarily accepted as landmarks of poetic change. To give a single 

example, certain critics have related the Romantic movement, at least in 

part, to the failure of the 1919 revolution in Egypt, a very astonishing 
conclusion since it was by no means limited to Egypt nor could it be tied 
to that particular date? it had already begun among the Arab poets in North 

America, and even in Egypt itself before that date.
It should not follow from this that no particular political event 

oould'exercise a profound direot influence on poetry, but it is not the 
fact that an event has taken place that is significant in a study of this 
sort. It is the reaction of the people to it and their eapacity to
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assimilate the full meaning of that event that is significanto

Moreovers political events are never sufficient alone to explain 

the external forces at play on poetry0 Cultural, social and economic 

forces are inseparable from the politioal forces*
A sustained process of conditioning of the Arab individual to life

in the modern world was taking place* The important developments in Arab

life whether politioal, cultural, sociological or economic, if seen to be 
particularly effective on poetry at a certain period, will be mentioned 
throughout the following work* Otherwise the general scene must form a 
kind of moving picture in the background. But we could deal with it here

only in the abstract. It is a picture of constant change. The best way

to begin is to recognise the immense difference that has taken place over 
the years in the educated individual in the Arab world* It would not 

perhaps be untrue to think of the men who were writing in the nineteenth 
century as belonging to a different order, to a Mediaeval culture with which 
the modern life of contemporary avant garde authors (sophisticated, 

rebellious and thinking mainly on secular lines) has very little in common 

and which was virtually unaware of the culture of the men who were writing 
literature in Europe.

The process of metamorphosis was accomplished through a realisation^ 
sometimes gradual, at others extremely sudden, of the presence of a happier,

more enlightened, more progressive life outside their wide borders. Prom
%/  the Napoleonic invasion of 179^ 1943 Palestine catastrophe, the Arab

world was exposed to a series of disasters which shook its very foundations* 

The outer enemy is the first menace which the Arabs discovered.

The awareness of this outer enemy and his role in the act of oppression, 
deprivation and impoverishment inflicted upon them was a unifying force 
which integrated, to some extent, their efforts and attitudes. The fact 
that the nation was steeped in ignorance, stagnation, stupor and squalor 
in addition to an inner spiritual emptiness, started to dawn on them only
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at the turn of the century hut became a full emotional realisation in the 

late forties after the Palestine disaster. Their first awareness of their 

backwardness was mixed with feelings of pride in past Arab glory and accom

plishments, and a hope of imminent possibilities of revival and independence 

The absolute failure of the old order of things did not dominate their way 

of thinking early in the century, although men like Salemah Musa did 

hold that "national independence was of no value in itself, but must be 

combined with internal change. Reform and independence go together and the

enemies of the two have always been allies; European imperialists and
1Egyptian reactionaries have worked together."

The whole Arab world in this century started to be exposed to the 

same currents of thought blowing on it from Western and Eastern Europe, all 

be it̂  certain Arab countries were more directly and strongly influenced 

than others. Their modern history is a history of revolt and strife, of 

heart wrenching disappointments and failed endeavours, and of renewed strife 

and revolt. This, plus the constant cultural contacts were able finally 

to produce the archetype of the more sophisticated modern Arab poet; divided 

deeply wounded, dominated by varying attitudes of anger, rejection and dreed

III
When Arab literary historians relate the history of modern Arabic 

poetry to political events, they do so because they feel, rightly, that 

poetry and politics have always been connected in modern times. However, 

a writer on the effects of politics on poetry must guard against regarding 

the change in theme as the only criterion with which he is concerned.

Usually the majority of poets react to a particular poetic event by writing 

directly about it without achieving any change in the more decisive element 

of poetry. But theme alone is no criterion of value in a poem, nor does 

the fact that a poet is dealing with a contemporary event indicate that he 

is really modern in outlook.

The aim of a critic who is studying the connection of politics with



poetry must "be to try to find ‘the eictojjt to which politics have influenced 

as an arto This is certainly a more difficult course of study since 

changes in the artistic aspects of poetry are more subtle and need finer 

critical criteria. The student of modern Arabic poetry might be surprised 

to find that politics have had two contradictory effects on the art of 

poetry, one positive and renovating* the other reactionary and conventional 

This will be elaborated in its proper places in this work.

IV

Modern Arab writers on literary history have resorted to .=■ 

several; methods of writing. Some of these methods are a continuation of 

the usual methods of writing literary history in Arabic* others have 

benefited by some Western writers. The following are the main types of 

literary history in modern Arabic literatiires

a. Many literary histories are a collection of biographies* written in

the usual encyclopaedic manner. Some of these may include some extracts

of the poetry of the persons dealt with. Some of these writers try to

form some critical opinion on the poets and writers discussed* but this i s

often of little help because it is counteracted by the fact that they,

right from the beginning, do not show any selectiveness in their choice of

poets and writeis but crowd their books with as many as they can lay hands 
2on. Such books are in fact neither literary histories nor books of 

criticism, for they neither speak of literary evolution, nor do they discus 

poetry and literature with a reference to a definite scale of values."̂

b. Other writers divide the history of poetry in a chronological order,

by calendar centuries, half or any other part of a century, by decades or
4-in an annalistic fashion. However, the mere fact of chronological 

sequence is not enough to explain historical development. Most literary 

histories seem to prefer this type. While this is unavoidable in xfriting 

on modern Arabic poetry since this poetry grew in sophistication and depth 

steadily over the years, a strict application of the chronological order
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is not possible, because Arabic poetry did not develop in the same degree
5and order all over the Arab world. This will be elaborated more fully in 

paragraph nine of the introduction,
o. Several books on literature have treated poetry as a document for 

national growth and the study of ideas and national institutions, R.Wellek, 

in dealing with this kind of literary history throws doubts on the correct

ness of the relation between history and literature. He asks; ”How far 
can literature be considered a reliable document for cultural history?
Slmild we not consider the obliqueness between literature and life, the 

difficulties and the dangers of confusing literature with documents, the 
specific nature of a fictional s t a t e m e n t S u r e l y  it would be an over
simplification of the highly complex nature of artistic growth to measure 
this growth by the changes effected in the content only. Poetry as an art 

has its own criteria of values. It also has its own conventions and 

dimensions and cannot be regarded as an accurate social or political 

document. There are always other factors pertaining to the domain of art 
which interfere and impose themselves on the poet. There is for example 
the weight of the poetic traditions on the conventional poet who, because 

of the self-assertive nature of the traditional approach, diction, emotion 

and idiom on him is for ever drawn to adhere to a more traditional point of 
view. Thus the traditional rhetoric with its pompous insistence on bravado 

and fakhr took hold of the conventional nationalistic poet of the fifties 
and stifled the deeper feelings of rebellion, rejection and despair that 
were dominant among the more cultivated individuals in the Arab world.

Another great factor which might confuse the direct relationship 
between events and poetry is that of the influence of foreign poetry.
In an age of rapid poetic and cultural borrowing from foreign fields, there 
is bound to be a certain amount of simulation and pretentiousness, even

among some good poets. Their poetry might not be representative even of
7what F.N.W. Bateson calls "the point of maximum consciousness1* of their
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generation* . When Sa‘td 'Aql was writing his Symbolist poetry in the 
thirties and forties many grave events were happening in the Arab World, 
but his poetry was not in line with them* The Symbolism of the thirties 

and forties had little to do with the spirit of the Arab world except frcm 

the point of view that it constituted a cultural adventure which the Arab 
world appreciated at the time.

This should not mean that a social historian or psychologist can 
find no material for his field of work in poetry, for he will indeed do so.' 

El. Greenlaw asserts that the literary contribution may be taken as
9documentary material to help appraise the civilisation of the period. 

However, such an appraisal must be related to an inner knowledge of al1 
the forces that make poetry, and these are by no means limited to social 

and cultural factors. To return to the example of the national poetry cf 

the fifties one can easily say that the conventional poets who tried to be 
leaders in a general national awakening, contributed very little to the 
self-knowledge which is the greatest 'social' function of poetry. In this 
poetry the historian of civilisation and ideas will find nothing which is 

authentically representative or new. This poetry by ho means represents 

the highest growth of the national mind. There is very little in this 
poetry which is different in spirit and human consciousness from similar 
national poetry written much earlier in the century. Would this mean then 
that the Arab mind and personality have not developed in depth and sophis

tication over these crox*ded decades in which so much has happened?
Moreover, in any study on poetry what we expect to read is 

something about poetry itself not a document of ideas and a list of
themes. We want to know about poetry as an art not as "an illustration

10of national and social themes". When a writer is looking at poetry as
a social document illustrating some theme or another, he will inevitably
ignore value judgements and he will perforce take into account poetry

11"which has more life than art in it", as J. Baily puts it, a poetry
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whioh might be "full of truth and moral insight, but being deficient in
12art" fails to be {ta permanent factor in life"*

There is no doubt that this way of writing literary history is a

much easier method than the one which discusses the artistic aspects and

development of poetry* Artistic growth is subtle and aesthetic probler.s

can be illusive to the less sensitive critic* The external functions c..?

art are "much more accessible to treatment in terms of intellectual

concepts than the aesthetic function and preference is therefore given to

an examination of the external relations of a work of art, to the social

context to which it refers, to the psychology of the author, to its

communicative contents." Such a history will have, moreover, xo

accumulate a great amount of material and the writer will find himsel •’

dealing more with the less able poets of a period because it is "authors

of minor artistic ability and weak personality /who/ usually take

protective colouring in relation to their time and place more supinely

than do their superiors, /and/ their work can /therefore^ profitably

studied in embodying streams of intellectual tendencies - political,
14religious, social and aesthetic"* There are several books of this k:-.o ,

15of literary history in modern Arabic*

d. More sophisticated works on the history of modern Arabic poetry hav~i

tried to explain poetry in terms of its setting* This takes into aero.-.

the external social, political, psychological and economic influences on

a work of art* The nineteenth century French critic,H* Taine,was the

greatest propagator of this idea on which he expostulated in his i'-' '

history of English literature, although other writers before him had
16worked in this direction* His method of writing literary history is

based on the influence on art by what he calls "the moment, the race and 
17the milieu**. This takes particular account of the historical origins

of works of literature, of the role of external elements of environment
13and events in determining literary change*
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There are, however, other types of deterministic interpretation

of literature. At the time of Taine another Frenchman, F. Sainte-Beuve,

postulated another deterministic method of interpreting literature* His

method was to interpret works of art in the light of the personalities 
19behind them. The psychology of the writer plays a primary role in the

nature of the work he creates,

"Each of these two methods has had further developments which played

a major role in the history of criticism and of literary history in the

twentieth century, Taine’s method of historical environmental determinism

bred yet another factor, that inspired by the Dialectical Materialism

X^ropagated by Marx and Engels in the middle of the nineteenth century.

This related the works of literature to what Marx and Engels called ’’the 
20economic base”, and x̂ras far less simple than Taine’s. The propagators

of this idea believed that the creative authors did not only belong to the

superstructure of human activity, but also that they tended to constitute 
21social groups. Such terms as bourgeois shrinkings and middle class

snobbery began to have a meaning in the interpretation of literature, and

for the first time a creative writer or poet was seen to produce the kind

of particular sentiment generated by his class in society, i.e. by the

economic basis of his existence. Wilson tries to show how the idea of
22political committment evolved after Marx and Engels. His assessment of

Trotsky’s concepts in Literature and Revolution, 1924y however, is wrong.

Far from praising or rebuking a writer according to his harmony or

dissension with the aims of the government, Trotsky insists that
23’’Marxist methods are not the same as the artistic”.

A development of Sainte-Beuve’s psychological method was the 

psychoanalytical method of Sigmund Freud. This method takes care of the 

biographical incidents in a creative writer’s life. It also finds great 

interest and significant meaning in emotional patterns which repeat
24themselves in an artist’s work and in recurring attitudes and comxmlsions.
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These are the four major deterministic methods employed in the

interpretation of literature, hut other approaches exist most of which

combine two of these methods. In modern Arabic literary histories,
however, it is more usual to find writers who employ one of the two

2Ssocially based methods, rather than the psychology based ones.  ̂ The
interpretation of literature in the light of the personalities behind them

is not much used in writings on modern Arabic poetry.^ This is fortunate,

because such kinds of analytic study need a high degree of specialisation
which very few writers have. Even in the West one reads criticism of
"pseudo-scientific criticism and equally misleading pseudoaesthetic writings 

27by analysis", attempted by different Western critics in this century.

What are the advantages and dangers of the deterministic method in

literary interpretation? It is certainly impossible to deny "that a work
of art has some relation to the social context and that it is dependent on

2 8the mind of the author". But the aesthetic function of a piece of art
29begins beyond the questions of external relations. "Determinists,

whether followers of Marx or Taine cannot explain why the same time, place,
race, and economic conditions bring forth utterly different powers of

artistic articulateness in individuals.""^* Moreover, causal explanation
"usually singles out only one kind of external relationship, either
psychological or social, and assumes that the work of literature can be

31completely reduced to being the consequences of these outside forces".

Thus the literary work is ignored in its central capacity as a work of
art. This is an oversimplification of the matter and forgets that works
of literature themselves influence society. It also fails to account for 

32genius, and ignores the possibility of having writers or poets writing 
relatively out of the context cf their own time or society. The relation
ships mentioned in the previous paragraph are also valid here. An 
elaboration of this argument will be made in the course of this work 

wherever relavent.
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The Marxist theory of literary interpretation is usually too much

concerned with politics, with the importance of mass consumption, with the

utilitarian use of poetry and art, and is too little concerned with the
appreciation of the art of poetry itself. Critics tend to he more tolerant
of the artistic weaknesses of a socially minded poet, and might malign the

work of a great poet who seemed to he at odds with their own concept of

life and politics*
Just as it is not possible to draw clear parallels between social

and political life and a work of art, it is not possible to limit one’s

interpretation of a work of art to the knowledge of the personality of the

artist. The most important reason for this is that we do not read a poem
with the object of understanding its author. In fact what happens when
we read good poetry is that we immediately translate the poet’s experience
into our own, or empathetically identify it with a more general experience-

33This argument could be carried much further if there were scope here.

The psychoanalytic method entails, of course, more danger. The most out
standing example of a dangerous and banal employment of it in modern Arabic 

is the constantly reourring idea, treated as often as not by persons lacking

any critioal or psychoanalytic knowledge, that the poetry of women poets
34must unfailingly show the symptoms of sexual repression.

However, the advantages of employing external explanations can help,

if applied carefully and knowledgeably, to throw some light on the reasons
why certain motifs do occur and will tend to occur perhaps in the future,
why it was not spontaneously easy to adopt certain forms and genres such

as dramatic poetry for example, the reason why certain themes are more
adhered to than others, etc. These and other questions could be even
better explained if a critic had some correct knowledge of the "non-ration^1

35determination of men", for the "beliefs and acts of individuals and social 
groups are not /merelgj shaped by ’intellectual’ processes, but by unavowed 
or ’subconscious* non-rational desires, passions or i n t e r e s t s " H o w e v e r ,
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these are elastic hypotheses and can entail many dangers and harbour many 
'VIinaccuracies o'"5 In general, despite the fact that literary historians in 

the future will benefit from the best of these methods when a higher degree 
of specialisation will be more available in these fields, at the present 
time it is safer to remember that "parallels between life and work, 

experience and expression are extremely dangerous and should be drawn vrith 

the utmost caution",^
e, The history of "individual pervasive and widely ramifying ideas or 
doctrines" has been adopted by some modern Arab writers to write literary 

histories* In such histories an idea or a group of related ideas are 
followed through the periods studied and their development and diversity

Q p
pointed out* However, such books, despite their value to those who want 

to understand something about the ideas that dominated the minds of men at 
certain periods of their history, give us no aesthetic knowledge of the 

poetry discussed. But the historian of ideas has a scope here to mitigate 

the absolute dependence of the social historian of literature on historical 

(political and social) factors, H* Clark explains this admirably when he says 
that "the historian of ideas can help to balance the tendency of the social

40
historian to an extreme deterministic emphasis on environmental influences". 
Hence an Arab literary historian who lays the emphasis of the nationalistic 

contribution in poetry on the actual political events alone, can be reminded 
that many of those ideas had been engendered in the first place directly 
from Western sources, notably from the ideas of the French revolution. He 
would be referred further to an excellent book written on the subject by
Ra’if al-Khouri entitled Al-Fikr al-*Arabi al-ffadith wa Athar frl-Tharrrh

—  ■?* —  “  A- *1fi Tau.jihihi al-Siyasi wa ^-I.jtima l,
f. The greatest number of books written on modern Arabic poetry by Arab 
1 writers deal either with the history of poetry in one particular Arab
country,^ or with the history of a poetic movement,^ While there is 
every advantage in studying the history of a particular movement in poetry,
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the history of poetry in one Arab country alone can never hope to give a 

full picture of the development of Arabic poetry. However, it is 

inevitable that such separate histories of poetry be written, because of 

the enormity of the task of writing on the poetry of the greatest part of 

the Arab world. But it must be kept in mind that none of these books can 

furnish a complete picture of the development of Arabic poetry as a whole,

V
This work follows a method which takes into account several factors 

at the same time. To the social and political factors it gives due 

attention as important forces behind the changes in the mind and 

consciousness of the creative Arab talent. It also seeks to examine t'1, 

psychological changes in attitudes, points of view and emotional emphasis 

of the Arab people as these changes were reflected in their poetry, Eut 

it regards it of primary importance to attempt to know, with conviction, 

not the details of the political events and of the intellectual, national 

and social movements, but their effects (if any) on the various authors 

in any one epoch, as they were reflected in their works. The concern 

with the external factors is therefore more with the development of the 

Arab consciousness in modern times and with the variations in the patterns 

of Arab culture as a whole, and as far as it is possible to deduce such 

conclusions in a work of this kind. However, this being a work on the 

art of poetry, it carefully avoids becoming a history of the Arab mind in 

modern times, or modern Arab civilisation as reflected in its poetry.

Such conclusions should be drawn, not by a critic writing on poetry but 

by a writer dedicated to the history of thought or civilisation, A writer 

on poetry must take into primary consideration the development of this 

art, its problems and its aesthetic values. The inner knowledge of th'- 

national mind and its philosophy of life should be an enormous help to 

the critic and historian of poetry because it can throw a great light on 

many of the aspects, inhibitions and possibilities of this poetry.
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However, it should "be regarded only as an aid and not an aim in suoh a 
study* In the light of this conclusion, therefore, one would tend to 
disagree with E* Greenlaw when he enthusiastically encourages the dedication 

of literary history to the study of the evolution of the national thought* ’ r 

Aside from the study of the times in which the poets and critics 
lived, the knowledge of the authors' personal education is followed up, as 
far as it is possible, the kind of schools they attended, the authors they 
read, the countries they visited, the contacts they made, the literary 
traditions they are likely to have inherited, for it is important to know 

the cultural affinities of these authors and the ideals, if any, which thcv 
embraced, in order to understand more fully the incentive and drive behind 

their contribution*
Above all this work is concerned with the evolution of modern 

as an art* Important changes have happened to it over the decades, and 
the observation of these changes remains, when all has been said and done 
about external causes and influences, an activity within the subtle,' 
intricate yet exciting domain of art* The evolution of poetry, while 
yielding in varying degrees of strength to the effects of external forcou 

and acquired experience of inartistic nature, has an artistic life of its 

own and an internal process of change and development where forces of 
acquisition or resistance are constantly at play* These forces are aoti\e 
however, only when the external environment of the artist is vibrant wi+'s 
life and experience* This would explain why when men live too long in ar_ 
age of stagnation, their poetry stops growing and dwindles into barren, 
repetitive versifications*

Thus, according to the theory that art has its own internal laws of 

growth and development, an experiment introducing a new trend will only Iw 
successful if the poetic situation,at the specific time and place where the 

innovation is introduced, is ready for it* There are many forces, artistic 
and environmental, that could stand in the way of introducing change* lire;-
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to yield to change, or might still he in need of further strengthening in 

a certain direction- The experiment of Khalil Murrain is a good example 

of this- Writing early in the century, his Romantic affinities were not 
ahle to supersede the strong Classical basis both of his early education 

and of the poetry of the epoch- Romanticism had to be achieved under 
different circumstances before it could take hold of the poetry of the 

following generation- There are many examples of this in modern Arabic 
poetry*

The concept of an internal development of art was evolved by another
Frenchman, Ferdinand Bruntierejwho based his theory on "Darwinian conception

4*5of biological evolution"- He considered that "literary genres perish
and, whatever efforts are made, as soon as they reach a certain degree of

4 6perfection, they cannot but wither, languish and disappear"* To
VBruntiere, genres also became "transformed into higher and more differen

tiated genres, just as the species in the Darwinian concept of biological 
47evolution"- Wellelc is right in his criticism of this theory when he says

A ̂that "genres do not die", for the possibility that a genre or a certain 

poetic structure which has fallen out of favour might be revived in the 
future is always present- There are many reasons why this is so- In the 
first place, Bruntiere's concept suggests an infinity of genres to be 
created in the future, which is not acceptable, for the history of poetry 
has shown a remarkably limited scope for producing poetic genres- In the 
second place, poetic genres seem to be born in answer to aesthetic, social 
and spiritual needs- These needs disappear, but appear again, probably 
coloured by a modified culture- There is nothing to prevent the poetic 
genres which suited them once from reappearing themselves in modified form^ 

if there should arise an aesthetic need for them (such as the need felt 
at the beginning of the Arab poetic renaissance for reviving the Classical 
qasidah in its finest tradition, in order to bring new strength of diction,
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form and phraseology info nineteenth and early twentieth centuries Arabic

poetry), or a social and spiritual need (such as national resurgence, a war

a revolution, in which more heroic genres of poetry would automatically be
revived, etc*)* In the third place poetic genres, once successful, become
a part of the poetic traditions of a nation and,even if they should be

forgotten or become neglected for some time, lie always in readiness for

rediscovery by a searching critical talent„
Wellek concludes his assessment of Bruntiere’s theory by asserting

that the value of his "genealogical51 method is in its "attempt to explain

literary change by an internal causal connection while he rejects the usual
49causal explanation by purely political or social events55«, Wellek*s o^m

theory of the internal development of art is very illuminating.. However,

it is best to try to explain here the method evolved in this work without

giving a complete elaboration of Wellek*s theory because the method follouc
in this work was not based on any previous knowledge of ite The literary
history which might have influenced this work is Louise Bogan's small volur.

50on American poetry, with which the present writer became acquainted in
1960o

The evolution of modern Arabic poetry is the history of this art in 
its constant aspiration towards contemporaneousness* Its sustained 
movement towards this goal describes a stato of healthy internal evolution 
This internal evolution is perforce a historical one because, in the first 

plaoe, it marks the gradual change from one period to another, and in the 
second place, it is dependent on the historical role of Arabic poetry which 
tells the story of living poetic traditions, of definite experiments and 
of specific failures* No two poetries can have the same points of touch 
with their own poetic past, and hence no two poetries can develop in 

precisely the same way*
The sustained movement of modern Arabic poetry towards a goal of 

contemporaneousness aspired to bring Arabic poetry to a level with world
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poetry, and not merely to suit the contemporary Arab framework of life and

thought* A pattern can be detected in this evolution towards this goal,

drawn by persisting attempts at introducing healthy change and at resisting

premature experiments, guided by unconscious and sometimes instinctive

drives* These drives came from the nature of art itself which, in a
healthy age, grows constantly towards a scale of values that demands

rigorous discipline* This, one is aware, raised many questions which,

were one to elaborate on them, would need not only much more space but a
highly specialised study* All that one can hope to do in this introduction
is to discuss briefly the most persistent questions that impose themselves.

The first question that imposes itself here is what is this scale of
51values? Writers on this have not been in agreement over the epochs*

Different schools demand different things from poetrys symmetry, control,
balance, internalisation of experience, suggestiveness, vision, the

52delineation of realistic experience, etc* It is therefore apparent that

the "historical process ^the internal evolution of art through time7
5 3produce ever new value forms hitherto unknown and unpredictable". To

the quick observer, Wellek here seems to be denying the presence of values
as "essences" in art. He says that "only through 'tendencies* discoverable

5 4by a scale of values can historical evolution be discovered”. He speaks 
of art as transforming itself in a certain direction under the pressure of 
changing environment, "The direction can be discovered only in terms of 

reference to values,"-^ This immediately conjures up an argument, for 

one feels that there must exist in all works of art through history a 
universal "essence" of values without which a piece of work cannot become 
art, Wilson bases his explanation of this question on the emotional 
reaction which a reader has, i.e. he explains this "essence" by its 
effects. The identification of the essence of good poetry with any one 
particular element, say suggestiveness, or with any combination of elements 
is simply the shifting of the11 emotional reaction to the recognition of the
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"57element or elements,, But this emotional reaction} in his opinion, must

be that of the "highly organised man" with the "wider intellectual range",
53and not that of "crude and limited people" ■>

However, this does not really contradict Wellekfs concept of mobile 

"tendencies" which keep changing from one epoch to another* Wellek is 

speaking here not of essential, universally persistent values which Wilson 

fails to describe except by their effect, but of historical evolution, 

which cannot deal with persistent factors but takes their presence for 

granted* The constant universal factors which make art are not the only 

important elements in poetry, for otherwise there would have been no need 

for the essential phenomenon of "change" which has qualified the history 

of art throughout the world, and which has preserved the permanent values 

of art* The conclusion that one draxxrs from this is that an artistic scale 

of values is made up of two sets of values, one subtle, complicated and 

extremely difficult to define xdiich qualifies all good art, and another 

changing set of values which are imbued, to a great extent, in the historical 

process of art* This process prompts change and makes it essential at 

certain times, vrhile resisting it at others* This process, moreover, is 

highly unconscious*

Here another question imposes itself* Does not this change often 

depend on the conscious knowledge of the artist that such a nextf scale of 

values exists? The answer is two-fold, for although it is usually 

instigated by a conscious knowledge of a different set of values, it is 

guided unconsciously by the demands of art at that particular moment of its 

history* This phenomenon has showed itself throughout the evolixtion of 

modern Arabic poetry and has been observed and commented upon in this work*

In viex\r of the many mistakes of judgment made by Arab 'writers writing on 

modern Arabic literature one feels one must insist that "there is a 

problem as that of the change, the development, the continuity of the art 

of literature", and that a grasp of the internal development of th? art 

of literature is essential*
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Another point seems important here to support the above hypothesis..

The faot that art only exists by virtue of the existence of the artistic 

genius in man should not mean that this genius can manipulate art out of 

its particular context not only in external time; but also in the artistic 

phase in which it is passing* S h a v ' *s genius could not have assimilated 

the highly sophisticated concept of nineteenth century French Symbolism,

but had he been in a position to do so (and this could have happened only

if he had been brought quite early into very close contact with French 

poetry and culture) one cannot visualise an early achievement of the 

Symbolist doctrine in Arabic poetry at the turn of the century*

Modern Arabic poetry, because of the peculiar circumstances of its

development in modern times, furnishes a most interesting field of study*

It is the story of a resurrection and a complete re-vitalisation, of a 

gradual forging of links and of a steady evolution towards contempor

aneousness within a comparatively short period of time* It is because of 

these considerations that it furnishes the literary historian with a most 

fertile field for the observation of the external infliiences on art and 

for its internal evolution*

VI

It is precisely because of the peculiar circumstances of modern 

Arabic poetry that the writing of this critical history enjoys the posjtiom 

of falling neatly between two points of extreme situations? a decorative, 

benighted, superficial kind of poetry dominated by a Mediaeval spirit on 

one side, and another greatly aware of man’s condition, inspired by a 

contemporary spirit and experienced in modern poetic techniques on the other* 

Although the xoeriod of time covered by the evolution of Arabic poetry 

between these two points is short, it seems to have passed through most 

of the known phases and schools of modern poetry in say, England or France*

To achieve this, Arabic poetry needed the collaboration of both 

poets and critics* This is the case, one is aware, with the evolution of
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all poetry* But in modern Arabic poetry the need was even greater, 

because there had to be an intensive (rather spontaneously instigated) 

campaign to bring home, in rational argument, the value and need of change, 

and to translate as many of Western poetic concepts as possible* It was 

the onslaught of new poetic theories at the beginning that preceded most of 

the experiments in poetry itself* The early decades in this century show 

the prevalence of theory over practice* Only a few poets 

wore able to achieve a poetry nearly equal to their theories of it* But 

the most spectacular phenomenon showed itself at the beginning of the 

fifties* The poetic experiment x̂ as far superior to the theories written 

on it at the beginning of the movement of the new poetry*

This is why the history of modern Arabic poetry is firmly connected 

with the evolution of the poetic theory* This evolution is followed up* 

as much as possible in this work, but only the critical voices which have 

been central in the development of poetry are referred to, since this is 

not a history of criticism but of poetry*

VII

It is clear that in a work like this selectiveness is of paramount

importance* It would bo irrelevant to the central theme of this work to

include the work of every poet who was able to win some sort of fame in

his own time* The emphasis is rather on those poets or writers on poetry

who were able to contribute a unique^ or a directive influence^ to the

main stream of modern Arabic poetry, or on those whose work does not compare
62with the impression still held about them, or on those whose influence

/T O

hindered the flow of the main stream* Sometimes, in examining a field, 

it seemed fit to go over a great variety of the poetic experiment in one 

period to show the range of poetic experience at one given time9 especially 

so if this was the background of an important movement later on* This was 

the case, for example, with the Iraqi poets who dominated the poetic scene
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in the first few decades of this century* They form the solid background 

to the most important movement in the history of Arabic poetry, that of 

the movement of Mddernr Poetry, so called for lack of a better term* This 
new movement was begun and nourished to maturity by the Iraqi poetic genius 

in the fifties of this century*

This work has a slightly different task to that of the regular 
literary historian, for it is not a full history of poetry but a critical 
account of its evolution* It was therefore irrelevant to include poets 
whose experiment was similar to that of a greater poet writing at the time* 

This is why poets like Sal ah Labaki who is a better poet than many who 
were examined, had to be omitted*

VIII
A problem which presented itself immediately was; do we judge the 

poets and critics from a contemporary point of view or from a point of view 
of the period in which they lived? The inevitability of using e, contem
poraneous outlook to a work of art is two~fold* Firstly, a contemporary 
writer benefits greatly from the longer perspective available to him by 
which to sieve the various poetic experiments of the past and to decide 

their actual service to later periods* In this he must be able to point 

out the poet’s real contribution; whether he introduced new trends, 
strongly confirmed an already begun one, experimented in a virgin field, 
made new links with foreign fields, or naturally and spontaneously, as in 
the case of the poet Ilyas Farhat, wrote a better kind of poetry in an 

already established style*
Secondly, a judgment of values will have to stem from our own concept 

of artistic values at the present time, for ’’efficacy, contemporaneous 

success /of a past poetic contribution/ cannot be a sufficient criterion 

of what is historically important”* ^  However, this should not mean that 
we apply what is commonly called as ’’absolutism" in our judgment of past 
works of literature* It simply means that wo must have acquired for
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ourselves certain criteria of judgment that take into account "both the
permanent value of a past poetic contribution as well as a comparative and
fair knowledge of past achievements-. This would mitigate our viex̂ s greatly

when we judge a past work. We see it in perspective, in a chain of

evolution, and in the case of modern Arabic poetry, we see it grow steadily
from a point of weakness to a point of strength, which gives us an even
greater scope for relative judgment- Absolutism drives the critic to a
hard judgment of past achievements as he applies a strictly contemporary

criterion to his evaluation of past poetry- An opposing method to this is
that of relativism, when the writer tries to enter the mind of the period
studied- This is rather difficult when one studies the mind of a far
away period- Moreover, it is insufficient, for a past poetic contribution

would then be judged merely from its contemporaneous point of view which

ignores the immense value of knowing it now, in perspective- There is no

doubt that the two points of view must be combined so that we can refer Lne
past contribution to a scheme of values which is for ever renewing itself,

wand to admit to ourselves the fact of its existence- For as Wellek says,

"History does not exemplify general values - - - "the historical process
6Swill produce ever new forms of value", i.e. we must refer past literature, 

not to our set of values, but to the values of its own time and all 
subsequent times-^ By doing so we can discover the poet's own achievement 

in his own time, its importance to his own contemporaries as well as its 
influence on a following or the following generations- Such achievement 

can be discovered only if the condition of poetry and the poetic education 
of the period studied, as well as the particular mind of that period, are 
understood as empathitically as possible by the writer-

* This is important, because a failure to understand this basic principle 
in poetic development caused painful controversy in the Arab world when 
the free verse movement began, at the end of the forties, a controversy 
which has increased as the movement became more complex and called itself 
the movement of Mbdernr Poetry-
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IX
The division of this work into periods turned out to he of major

difficulty* Looking at contemporary Arabic poetry in its last period

which began at the end of the forties, we are able for the first time in
the history of modern Arabic poetry to recognise a harmony in the poetic
situation all over the Arab world* There are the avant-garde poets who
share more or less the same views on poetry, the conservative poets who
are drastically opposed to the former, and the uunorous groups of poets who

adopt the middle way. But in previous periods poetic activity did not

enjoy such a shared uniformity in every Arab country* Movements and trends
began usually in one or two poetic fields arriving to other Arab countries
later on* Thus Romanticism which began with the contribution of the Arab

immigrants in North America at the turn of the century and reached its

peak of influence in the thirties in Egypt and Lebanon, arrived in Iraq

only in the forties*
It is undoubtedly much easier to describe definite movements than to

describe a historical process made up of periods which embody movements as

well as other trends and lingering characteristics of previous eras of

poetry* But if one has to arrive finally at the description of the trends

and movements in the contemporary period, one has to study their origins
in whole periods where their roots lie*

The greatest difficulty furnished here is the diversity of the poetic

experiments in several Arab countries, which participated in the evolution
of modern Arabic poetry* Before the revival, the picture was as uniform
as it was in the fifties* Poetry all over the Arab world was benighted*
* This even includes countries where the poetic situation had not been 
progressive before* The poetry in countries like Kuwait, for example, 
is as divided between these spheres as the rest, despite the fact 
that Kuwait has not yet produced a poet of note in modern times*
(Compare the poetry of Muhammad al-Eayiz, in his diwan, Mudhakkarat 
Babhar, Kuwait, n*d*[but probably 1965]? where he employs free verse, with 
that of a man like ‘Abd al-Razzaq al-Basir who, in both his verse and his 
views on poetry, stands at the centre of poetic reaction in that fast 
developing country* Al-Basir does not seem to have a diwan*)
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This is of course a rough, highly generalised, picture, hut it serves the 

purpose at the moment* Between these two points the evolution of poetry 

in every Arab country has its own peaks of development* The problem of
Cn

'•discovering orests and troughs in the undulatory stream'1 of poetry
takes one from one poetic field to another, but knowing the importance

of poetic traditions, of cultural contacts and of special regional

temperaments, we have to keep a constant eye on what is going on in each
of the poetic fields vrhich contributed eventually to the enriching of
this stream* This is why strict divisions into definite periods is not

possible in the story of modern Arabic poetry* Because poetry is "not
a passive reflection or copy of the political, social or even intellectual, 

68development", the periods of modern Arabic p>oetry could not be divided

to fit the political changes* This should not mean that Arabic poetry

is not, to use Wellek!s words, "in constant interrelation with all the 
69other activities", 7 for it is profoundly influenced by them, but its own

"autonomous development" imposes a different kind of judgment* Being a

study of the evolution of an art, the guiding criterion in this work was
the literary situation which qualified the periods* Some movements lent
great colour to certain periods like Romanticism in Egypt in the thirties
and forties, while the same movement in Lebanon, although exemplified by

a talent, that of Ilyas Abu Shabalcah, which was greater than any of the

Romantic talents in Egypt, did not dominate the same historical period in
that country, because there appeared at the same time in Lebanon a great
Symbolist poet, Sa*id ‘Aql, who left as great an impact on this period

as his Romantic colleague* A literary period, therefore, is not identical

with a historical period and is not "an arbitrary cross-section, but
rather a time section dominated by a system of literary norms, whose
introdtiction, spread, diversification, integration, and disappearance 

70can be traced"* The history of a period will be written by following 
the continuous changes from one system of poetic criteria to another*



It will have a varying degree of unity, hut it is hy no means compactly

united as a movement can he- Periods overlap, for "one set of methods
and ideas is not completely superseded hy another; hut , on the

71contrary, it thrives in its teeth". We have therefore, poets like
Bisharah al-ghouri who could, to use Wilson's words, "hear, see and feel

7:2
with the delicate senses of Romanticism" while clinging to many of the
neo-Classical attitudes and norms,

A literary period is therefore qualified hy a system of literary

norms that are dominant in it. The possible agreement of the literary
activities of a period with the activities of politics, society, philosophy

or culture come only after the phases of literary change have heen

distinguished clearly and studied in their capacity as artistic phases
73of the human creative activity,

X
This work attempts to examine the contrihution of individual poets 

where this contrihution is seen to he relevant to the story of the 

evolution of modern Arabic poetry. It is only through the analysis of 

individual contributions that the various changes in the elements of 
poetry can he seen. However, poets who rose to fame in the fifties can

not he treated individually. Firstly, they are still experimenting, 

and secondly, and this applies also to Badr Shakir al-Sayyab (1926-1964), 
their influence has not yet heen fully assimilated hy their own generation. 
The poetry of this last epoch is therefore examined generally, and an 
attempt is made to describe its trends and movements, its basic changes 

and its initial achievement. Being still at its highest level of 
experimentation, the full history of this period and its final 
achievement can only he written several decades from now.
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poetry published in Al-Adab, January, 1955* In the same year al- 
*Alim published, in collaboration with ‘Abd al-^Azim Anls their well 
known book Fi * I-Tftacafah aI-M.igri.y,yah (Beirut) in which the 
Marxist deterministic method was followed in several articles of 
applied criticism. However this is a book of criticism and not of 
literary history. Such books of criticism have been written for 
some time in the Arab world, and writers like Salamah Musa, *Umar 
Fakhuri, Shihadah al-Khuri, Rat if al-Khouri, Husain Muruwwah. and■ 1*1 *4* * o ||» I ipn r tnlMH 1 * I? t

others have been very influential.
26o There are probably no books on the history of modern Arabic litera

ture which treat the subject in the light of the personalities which . 
have formed this literature. Some books, however, have been vn?itton 
on the psychology of individual poets. However, these seem to have 
dealt mainly with poets from the Classical period. Examples are 
H i  Hawi * s interesting, study of Ibn al-Rumi, Ibn al-Rumi, Fannuhu wa 
Nafsiyyatu.hu* Beirut, 1959? 4 Abbas Mahmud ai-**TAqqadJ Abu Nuwaa al-
Hasan Ibn H a m 1, Liras ah. fi 11-Tahlil al-Nafsi wa ' l-ltaqd al-Tarikhi, 
Cairo, n.d, ? Muhammad al-Nuwaihi Shaich^ivyat Bas^pjy-ir. Cairo, 1951> 
and Nafsiyyat Abl Nuwas, Cairo? 1953, Several theoretical studios, 
however, were published on the relationship between literature and 
psychological studies. As early as 1947 Muhammad Khalaf Allah 
published his book Minal-Hujhah ai-Nafsiyyah fx Lirasat al-Adab wa 
Naqdihi, Cairo, which adopts a rather simple approach to the relation
ship between psychology and literature. A much more complicated 
book is WugJ&fa Suwaif's well known work, AI-Usus al-Nafsiyyah li 
*l~Ibda4 al-Fanni, Cairo, 1951* which is an interesting study of the
creative function in its relationship to psychology and psycho
analysis , quoting such writers as Freud, Jung and others. It is, 
however, too specialised a book to be of general benefit to the ’
Arab reader. Another beneficial book is Shuleri *Ayyadfs sophi
sticated study of the hero in mythology and literature, Al-Bafai fi
*1-Adab wa *l-Asatlr, Cairo, 1959? in which the author makes use of
anthropological and psychological studies, depending a great deal on
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James Frazer’s study of ancient mythology, on Lord Raglan and 
Joseph Campbell*s studies of the hero, on Freud's socio-anthropological 
studies and on several other writers. Several other hooks and a 
great number of articles on the theory of the relationship between 
literature and psychology exist. The application of psychoanalysis 
to a study of the modern period in Arabic poetry is very rare. One 
study, based exclusively on a Freudian analytic method, is Tawfiq 
Sayigh’s essay on fUmar Abu Rishah, "Abu Rishah wa ’l-gubb al-Mujazza'", 
AI-ldab, September, 1955* PP»15-20, which is discussed in the 

on Abu Rishah,
For more information on the different writings in Arabic on literary 
history and its methods and a list of the articles written on the 
subpect prior to 1960 see M.Y. Najm, "Al-Funun al-Adabiyyah", Al-Adab 
al- Arabi fi Afthar al-Darisin, the American University of Beirut,
Beirut, 1961, pp.470-7.

27. Morris Philipson, op.cit., p.275.
28. Wellek, "Theory", p.176.
29. Ibid.
30. Clark, op.cit,, p.118.
31* Wellek, "Six types of Literary History", p.117*
32. Wilson, op.cit., p.252.
33. For a discussion of the deficiencies of the psychological inter

pretation of literature see C.J), Lewis, "The Personal Heresy in 
Criticism", Essays and Studies, Oxford, 1934* Vol.XIX, 7-28; see 
especially his excellent analysis of poetic passages to illustrate 
his ideas, pp.9-18; see also the article of E.M.W. Tillyard, ibid..
1935r Vol.XX, 7-20, which is a rejoiner to the previous essay by 
Lewis; see also A.O. Lovejoy in the Journal of the History of Ideas, 
New York, January, 1940, I, i, 10, for an argument with Lewis;' see 
also ibid., p.13 n, ^

34* One of the most poignant examples of this is the analysis df Bint
al-Shajji' (*A’ishah * Abd al-Rahyian) of the poetry of women poets in 
Al-Sha irah al- Arabiyyah al-Mu agirah, Institute of Higher Arabic 
Studies, Cairo, 1965* pp.54-61.

35- Lovejoy, op.cit.* p.17.
36. Ibid.t p.16,
37* Ibid,, p.18.
38. Welleck, "Theory", p.181,
39* Examples are 6 Umar al-Daqqaq, Al-Itti.jah al-Qaumi fi ’1-Shi‘r al-

* Arabi al-Hadith, second edition .Aleppo,' 1967- % Thurawa Malfoas, 
Al-Qiyam al-Rnbiyyah fi ’1-Shi *r al- Arabi, Beirut, n.d,

40. Op.cit., p.123.
41. Beirut, 1943.
42. These are many. Among them thereis-S.Labaki’s charming book on modern 

Lebanese poetry, Lubnan al-Sha ir, Beirut, 1954; Ifcsan ‘Abbas and 
M.Y. Najm’s excellent study of the immigrant Arab poets in North
America, Al-Shi'r al-*Arabi fi ’l-Mahjar, Beirut, 1957* Muhammad
Mandur’s study of modern Egyptian poetry, Al-Shi *r al-Migri ba *d
Shauqi. in three volumes, Cairo, 1955-8; Nagir al-Din 
on modern poetry in Palestine and Trans-Jordan Al-Shif

Asad's book 
al-Hadlth

fi Filasjjin wa '1-Urdunn,Institute of Higher Arabic Studies, Cairo, 
1961; Sami al-Dahhan’s book on modern Syrian poetry, Al-Shi*r al-
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Badlth. fi 'l-Iglim al-Suri, Institute of Higher Arabic Studies,
Cairo, 196O5 Yusuf iEzziddln's book on modern Iraqi poetry, mentioned 
above .

43° Outstanding among these is A* Ghattas Karamfs book, Al-Ramziyyah fi
11-Shi* r al-*Arabi al-Hadith, Beirut, 1949°

44° 0p°cito, p.152,
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60° Such as Badawi al-Jabal, Ahmad al-Safi al-Najafi, Muhammad Mahdi al-

Jawahiri, etc.
61, These constitute the majority of the poets examined.
62, Such as Ahmad Zaki Abu Sh’adi and *Abbas Mahmud al-*Aqqad in their

capacity as poets.
63° Such as the poets of the conservative school of Damascus who will be

discussed in a later chapter.
64° Wellek, "Theory", p.185.
65° "Periods and Movements in Literary History", English Institute Annual, 

1940, p.88.
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PART Is THE CULTURAL■ROOTS OF CONTEMPORARY ARABIC POETRY

Before proceeding' to describe contemporary Arabic poetry, it would be 

relevant to examine the cultural roots of this poetry in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries with a view to discovering to what extent the cultural 

traditions of these two centuries have influenced the development of Arabic 

poetry in this century., This introductory chapter is not meant to be an 

historical surveybut an attempt at tracing the remote influences that 

might have played a part in colouring the development and quality of 

contemporary Arabic poetry in the various Arab countries*

The poetic situation of recent times is subtly connected with the 

cultural situation of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and with the 

cultural centres in the different Arab countries during that time,. It is

amazing to note the influence of accumulated culture on the growth of the

poetic talent°? for although one cannot exclude the possibility of an 

extraordinary talent springing up against an arid background, it does 

become clear to the observer that an accumulated cultural tradition 

enhances both the growth and the possibility of the discovery of talent, 

gets a quicker reaction and furnishes a richer background on which to build.
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CHAPTER ONE : ARABIC CULTURE IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

In the eighteenth century there was a living Islamic educational
•jtradition in Egypt, Iraq and Syria. In Egypt, the supremacy of the

college mosque of al-Azhar was established, the madrasas and colleges of
2Cairo becoming its satellites. Iraq in the eighteenth century still had 

the active remnant of an old educational tradition (preserved with difficulty

after the Mongul conquest)^ in Baghdad, Musil and Basra,^ as well as in the
-  £ 5great Najaf and Karbala’ Shi a colleges. Indeed, the cultural tradition

had never died in Iraq but was preserved from generation to generation, not

only in the religious centres but, like other great centres of Arabic and

Islamic learning, as a family heritage. Writing about the old public and

private libraries in Iraq, Zaidan quotes Father Anistas al-Karmili, editor

of Lughat al-*Arab magazine, as asserting the presence of a great number

of important books hidden in the Iraqi libraries among which are many rare

manuscripts preserved with jealous care in private libraries.

The culture of both Egypt and Iraq was purely Islamic being

divided in Iraq into Sunni and Shi^a elements with no cultural contacts 
7between them. In Syria, however, the cultural scope was not limited to 

an Islamic tradition of education. The eighteenth century saw the Arabic 

language becoming more and more established in the Church instead of the 

Syriac language^ and witnessed the beginning of what is known as the 

Christian tradition in modern Arabic literature. This will be discussed 

shortly.

The centres of Islamic education in Syria were less centralized than 

those of Egypt, since in addition to the main centres of Damascus, Aleppo 

and Tripoli, there were provincial schools in Jerusalem and Nablus and
Qcollege mosques in all towns. But Damascus and Aleppo were definitely 

the most important centres of Islamic culture in Syria, with no less than 

forty-five madrasas active in Damascus and probably nearly that number in 

Aleppo.
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The range of studies in the Islamic centres of education, as in most
11religious seminaries was narrow and characterized hy an attitude of com-

12plete submission to authority,. This limited scope naturally had a

narrowing effect on the minds of the pupils, and education had sunk to the
13level of merely holding society hy the inculcation of tradition. One

concludes from what Gihh and Bowen have written, that the culture of Egypt

seems to have heen the most centralised in the Arab world of the eighteenth

century and the most conventional; for besides a strong centralisation of

education around al-Azhar, the literary output seems to have heen exclusively
14the work of Sheikhs, whereas in Syria and to some extent in Iraq, the

educated lay classes of clerks and secretaries took a prominent share in
1 5both poetry and helle-lettres. Egypt, moreover, seems to have heen able

to remain self-contained and self-centred, while Syria, was in close conta,ct
16with Turkey and other Arab countries. Cairo, because of the presence of

17al-Azhar, the great centre of Islamic Sunni studies m  the Orient to which 

students flocked from all parts of the Islamic world, was able to keep to 

this self-centred attitude in the sense that Egyptians did not find it 

necessary to seek knowledge anywhere outside their country. This might bo 

the beginning of a trend in Egypt which has played a part in directing 

cultural relations between Egypt and other Arab countries throughout modern 

times. For this attitude was to remain a characteristic of Egyptian writers 

for a long time, allowing for some exceptions, and even now, despite the in

evitability of a cultural fusion in the contemporary Arab world, a great 
deal of the critical and historical material produced in Egypt still carries 

to some extent the mark of being self-centred, as will be shown further 

during the course of this work.

The educational tradition in Syria was characterised by a greater 

spirit of adventure and openness, Syrian scholars being apparently more

inclined than those of Egypt to travel outside their borders, many going
18to al-Azhar itself. Reference is due here, too, to the Islamic Schools
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of Istanbul which must have had some influence in the provincial centres.

Syria, including Lebanon, had, in the eighteenth century, another

cultural field which was to be cultivated to a great extent in the nineteenth
century. This was the Christian literary current which started at Aleppo

and spread to Lebanon. Aleppo was, in fact, both an Islamic as well as a

Christian educational centre, and had produced during the seventeenth and
19eighteenth centuries several men of letters, both Moslem and Christian,

thus retaining a sort of literary heritage. There were definite cultural

contacts between Christians and Moslems. The Christians at Aleppo "set

themselves to master the sciences of the Arabic language, acquiring them

from the only group which possessed them at the time, the sheikhs of the

Moslem religious hierarchy. Some of them wrote poetry and prose correctly

and with love, and it was from them that the flame of Arabic literature was
20carried to Lebanon.” The literary tradition was fortified, moreover,

by certain European influences particularly among the Arabic speaking 
21Christians. The relations between the Christian centres of Aleppo and

tbose of Lebanon were established early. The cultural activity centred
2 2 ' 'around the convents and religious seminaries as well hr. the many schools

dependent on them which numbered quite a few and were increasing steadily.

For, by the beginning of the seventeenth century, the relations of Lebanon
23with Europe, politically and culturally, were already established. Many

of the Maronite Lebanese clergy were studying at the Maronite Seminary of

Rome, some of whom rose to great eminence, and translated from Arabic a
24number of books in history, theology and literature. Western languages,

on the other hand, were being taught at the many schools founded in Lebanon

”and it was men who had studied at these schools who acted as interpreters
25 tto the foreigner when he occupied Egypt." As vAbbud puts it, the

2 6Lebanese were messengers of culture between East and West.

The greatest contribution to the Christian literary tradition in 

the eighteenth century was furnished by the Metropolitan Jirmanus Farhat 

(1670-1732), lexicographer, grammarian and poet. Farhat had received an
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lie is famous as the first of the Arabised Syrians to achieve Classical
28purity in his style* His poetry, however, was not free from grammatical

29errors and colloquialism* He was a gifted man who would have done much

more as a poet had he not had the extremely difficult task of being a

pioneer in the field. His translation of Christian ideas into Arabic

poetry, or as the Encyclopaedia of Islam puts it, "his effort to apply the

forms of Arabio poetry to specifically Christian themes" was the beginning
*of a long tradition which is still alive in contemporary poetry.

At the opening of the nineteenth century, there were two cultural
31currents, both emanating from religious centres, blowing timidly along

two axes: a Moslem axis connecting Cairo with Damascus and Aleppo, and not

entirely out of touch with the cultural centres of Iraq (Sunni scholars

never losing touch with Cairo, and the Shi*a with Shi*a scholars in Syria
, 32who travelled to the Shi*a, centres in Iraq for their education) 5 and a 

Christian axis connecting Aleppo with the mountains of Lebanon. The nine-* 

teenth century, however, was to see many developments in the general situa

tion as the modern literary Renaissance began.

* To give a single instance his two verses describing his struggle against 
temptation which although not completely free from Sufi influences, are 
more directly Christian in essence;

(_5—----- t'g) d wLpJ 'if 1 'j—-- sJ . j - '
 ̂ ----k-' ̂ 1— -------- ».d jj L(j vdJ p C 1

The verses read fresh and^pleasant in Arabic. A Moslem poet would 
probably have written I 1 (where can I run away?) instead of
,yy)\_____jjl    < (how can I be saved?)

But even in so early an attempt, Farhat is not able to free himself 
of the ridiculous grasp of the Arab poetic tradition on the mind, although 
a g^od part of it should have been quite dead for him. A single example 
is his saying when he was appointed Metropolitan:

—̂  ■    -Jj ^  JI 1L \ i ^ L  i I J rfs ^  j 1

where the reference to Dlgud, Yadhbul and Thabir, mountains in Arabia, 
is ridiculous.30
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CHAPTER TWO ; THE ARAB LITERARY RENAISSANCE IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY

SECTION 1 ; THE PROSE REVIVAL

(0 I m l

There is ample evidence that the Napoleonic invasion of Egypt

(1789-91) was the beginning of the national renaissance of the country.

The European occupation was an intellectual and social shock which shook
2the rigidity and stagnation of the eighteenth century society in Egypt,

For despite the short period of the French stay there, they had made a

great impact before they finally left, having stirred a considerable
3cultural activity during their stay. Throughout the following rule of 

ambitious, extremely progressive Muhammad *'A li (who ruled from 1305-1849)» 

a considerable political, industrial, military and cultural activity took

place in Egypt,^ an activity limited, however, by Muhammad ’Alifs political
5 6and selfish ambitions and lack of real appreciation of liberal values.

The cultural activity included the founding of the Bulaq printing press in

1022, the beginning of publication of the newspaper "Al-Haqa* i*" al-Misriyyah"

in 1323, the eleven despatches of scholarship students sent to Europe over

the years (from 1826-1347) and the founding of schools at home. Famous
among these schools was the "School of Languages" (Madrasat al-Alsun)

founded by Muhammad *Ali in 1836 on the advice of Rifa’a Rafi* al-Tahtawi

(1801-1873) who became immediately its principal. There was an active
Iperiod of translation during the reign of Muhammad Ali and later, during

the reign of Isma'il (1863—1 8 7 9 ) An authority on the subject, as 
9Maqdisi calls him, mentions, for example, as many as 243 books translated

10 —  —from European languages between 1322-42, and published at the Bulaq

printing press, Gibb mentions as many as two thousand translated into
11Arabic and Turkish by al-Tahtawi and his students. All these branches

of cultural activity helped to bring about a general re-awakening of minds. 

It would be superfluous and repetitive to go over the details of the
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cultural revival in Egypt in the nineteenth century, The technical details 

of this revival are repeated over and over again as an introduction to most 

histories of the Arabic literary renaissance, The hooks written hy

Egyptian authors, moreover, tend mostly to overlook tho immense cultural 

activity that took place in Syria and Lebanon in the nineteenth century, 

and the vital, basic and leading role played by the Syrio-Lebanese pioneer 

writers in the general re-awakening of the literary activity in the Arab 

world.

This chapter, moreover, does not aim at an historical survey but 

only at an attempt to touch on the most outstanding contributions of the 

creative talent in nineteenth century Arabic literature in order to trace 

the aesthetic and cultural roots of the contemporary p o e t i c  situation.

An attempt will be made, however, at following some relevant trends down

stream through the consecutive literary generations with a view to explain

ing their importance in moulding the contemporary poetic scene.

The cultural activity in Egypt in the first half of the nineteenth 

century, vital as it was to Egypt and to the Arab world on the whole, has 

helped only to pave the way in Egypt for future literary contribution which 

began to bear fruit only towards the last decades of the century. Special

mention is due here to Rifa'1 a Rafi" al-Tahtawi who stands unique in his 
13age. He may well be regarded as the first enlightened sheikh of modern

times in the Arab world. His book Takhlig al-Ibria Ila Talkhis Bariz

is not only an account of French life as the author witnessed it during the
five years of his stay in Paris where he was acting as Imam to the first

group of Egyptian students sent to Paris in 1826, but is also an important

summary of Western liberal thought as it was manifested in France in the

twenties and early thirties. Ho watched the three day successful revolu-
1Ation of 1830 and the deposition of King Charles X and wrote a full

13 -description of the event, Tahtawi was one of the most profound Arab
16minds to come into contact with Western liberal thought, Tho ideas of
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the French enlightenment left a permanent mark on him and through him on 

1 7the Egyptians. He is, moreover, undoubtedly the most famous, (and 
18perhaps the first) Egyptian of modern times to take upon himself the task

19of translation into Arabic from a European language. As head of the
"School of Languages" he was a teacher and guide to the first generation
of Egyptian translators. He also edited al-Waqa' i‘ al-Misriyyah from 

PO1842-18501" and aside from his numerous translated works (mostly on
21 _scientific subjects), he wrote several books. But Tahtawi's original

works, even his two most important books, Takhlis.. and Mabahij al-
Albab al-Misriyyah Fi Manahij al-Adab al- Llgriyyah (which embodies

Tahtawi's views 011 Egypt's future, her nature and destiny, as well as a

whole theory of politics) are not creative from a literary point of view.
Al-Tahtawi, in fact, spent his whole life struggling with his medium,

22prose, but could not achieve even at the end a style flexible enough to
be able to set the model for other Egyptian prose writers. In most of
his original literary writings, he was unable to get rid of the rhymed
endings to sentences (saj{) or at least of parallelisms, embellishments
and rhetorical figures which characterised the prose of his time. It is
not that he was unaware of the encumbrance, this affected style had on the

unexplored fields imposed on prose in the new age that was dawning on his

part of the world. He managed to avoid it while writing on completely
new topics, or while translating. Moreover, his attention had been drawn

to this by watching the style of the French prose writers. Writing in
Takhlis about embellishments, he mentions that the French regard these ̂

as a sign of weakness not to be used but rarely and only in humorous
23writings. Yet this does not impress him as the right attitude to 

adopt himself. One doubts, though, whether at such an early stage of 
prose development in Egypt, he would have been capable of taking a decisive 
attitude or successfully following a different procedure of writing in the 
extremely difficult art of prose. He had to yield to forces stronger than
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of peasant stock with no cultural background in his earlier life. His

brilliance, his diligence and his depth of mind could not be enough. He'

was not at home when writing on completely new topics previously unadmitted

and technically inadmissible to the prose style common to his age, and one

can sense the extreme difficulty he had while translating from French or
24while writing about internal news in Al-Waqar j* . Instinctively,

al-Tahtawi, confronted by a flood of new words and expressions which he had

to translate into Arabic, did the only thing he could do: he used the

colloquial word or Arabised the foreign. This natural and instinctive way

of overcoming the difficulties and deficiencies of a language long divorced

from modern contacts, was not destined, however, to become a tradition -

the idea of the purity of the Classical language taking later on a strong

hold on the minds of the Arabs, prompted by the rise of nationalism. Al-

Tahtawi' s achievement should only be judged against his entire background

and its possibilities. He was Egypt's first important journalist and his

brave and persistent attempt to pave his way towards a greater clarity

and simplicity of style and towards fulfilling a task which was vital and
25patriotic cannot fail to evoke admiration. He was a pioneer in the 

field and his difficulties and shortcomings are not a proof against him 

but are rather a proof of the indispensable connection between form and 

content, especially when the form is elaborate and conditioned by rigid 

rules and a long usage, as was the case with the rhymed prose of his time.

A time comes when the repetitive form carries with it its repetitive 

phrases and the whole content is narrowed to a limited sphere and is 

repeated over and over again. To break through such an empasse needs 

more than intelligence and goodwill; it needs time - time to experiment 
and explore all the possibilities, and then time to arrive at a new 

command of a re-adapted language and style. While the Syro-Lebanese 

writers were, by mid-century, already in perfect command of an older and
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2 6freer experiment at modernising prose, Egyptian prose writers did not

27arrive at a modern sensibility except towards the end of the century.

This may have been due firstly to the kind of revival that took place in

Egypt during the reign of Muhammad *Ali which laid stress on scientific
28studies and did not encourage literature or too much originality, and

secondly to the nature of the cultural heritage in Egypt, carried on from

the eighteenth century: centralised around al-Azhar, narrow, self-contained

and very conventional. It is perfectly true that there was a general
29cultural degeneration throughout the Arab world, ' the literature suffer

ing from a kind of introversion and living on its past."^ But the 

cultural situation in Egypt had been narrower than that in Syria and

Lebanon which were characterised by a relative openness towards outer 
31cultural currents. The learned Christians of Aleppo, where the Christian

literary activity began, carried the flame of Arabic literature to Lebanon,

and those in Lebanon "who wished to be officials studied Arabic avidly.,.

and passed on what they had studied to their children. Whole families

of men of letters grew up in this way, and it was from such families -

Yaziji, ShidySq, BustSni, that there came in the early nineteenth century
32the founders of the literary renaissance of the Arabs."

(ii) Syria and Lebanon

There is no doubt that the modern literary renaissance of the
33Arabs, from the point of view of general creative contribution, started 

in Syria and Lebanon and not in Egypt, in prose rather than in poetry, 

and was first accomplished by Syrian and Lebanese authors.^ The 

development of Arabic prose in the nineteenth century is a very interest

ing study of an art that was able to explore to the full its great possi

bilities in an atmosphere of relative freedom. We cannot go here into 

any details concerning this side of its development, but its evolution in 

the nineteenth century is relevant to this work from several points of 

view. Firstly,because on a comparative basis, it was the only literary
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form -that underwent a complete metamorphosis during the nineteenth century* 

Secondly, because a whole basis for the modern Arabic language was being 

laid in prose in the nineteenth century. This basis affected its diction 

and idiom and therefore affected poetry's diction and idiom. Thirdly, 

because some experiments in nineteenth century Arabic prose would lead to 

a re-examination of the possibilities of the poetic medium and would at a 

surprisingly early stage of the poetic development produce some first 

class literature of an original kind that would enrich not only the poetic 

form and content, but also the whole poetic sensibility of the following 

generations. This will be discussed in due course.

During the Arab literary renaissance in Lebanon, we see the first 

generation of Lebanese writers, those whom Martin ‘Abbud rightly called
35’’The Pioneers" in his book of the same name, were working simultaneously

on several levels of creativity. Among them, three in particular did to

Arabic prose the services it vitally needed to become a living and powerful

medium of expression. These were NasTf al-Yaziji (1800-1883), Ahmad
FSris al-Shidyaq (1801-1887)» and Butrus al-Bustani (l819-1883), The

36first two who were contemporaries, and literary rivals, were working 

in two opposite spheres| their work proved vital and indispensable,

Arabic prose in Lebanon at the beginning of the nineteenth century, aside 

from the fact that it shared the general features of Arabic prose every

where, was suffering from two other shortcomings: firstly it had

threatened to decline into "a pale reflexion of a culture /Western culture/
37foreign to its nature and traditions" through the contacts which the

38educated in Lebanon had with the Western educational missionaries, and
39secondly, it was burdened with a diction which lacked firm roots as a 

result of the gradual and rather recent Arabisation of the Lebanon, The 

Classical Arabic language in the mountains of Lebanon had not yet had 

sufficient scope to become strongly rooted in the Lebanese literary 

tradition, as a result, no doubt, of its having grown gradually among the
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people in an age of general literary and intellectual decline in the Aral

world. It had not "been given the opportunity, therefore, of producing

any great work or works of literature in Arabic. No language can become

really rooted in a people without the aid of good works of literature

written in that language. It only becomes really theirs when it has been

able to express their emotional and aesthetic experiences and reflect the

inner state of their conciousness. The early translations of the Bible
40were weak and grammatically incorrect. They had given a rather weak

start to the Christian Arabs who gradually acquired a bad reputation as 
41writers of Arabic. In order to become strong and firmly rooted, the

language in Lebanon had to link itself with important works in Classical

Arabic, had to go back to tradition and relate itself completely to it as

a sign of actual kinship, and this task needed a traditionalist to

accomplish it. Nasif al-Yaziji was the necessary traditionalist destined

to fulfill this task. "He followed the footsteps of the old ̂ /Arab writers^

so closely that he was envied for his ^/assimilation^ of traditional ways."^

Both a poet and a prose writer, his greatest service to the Arab literary

revival was rendered in prose. His poetry was in the spirit of the

affected poetical fashions of the day,^ and although he admired al-

Mutanabbi very greatly and memorised a great part of his poetry,^ never-
45theless, and contrary to what the E.I. says, he could not in most of his 

poetry, overcome his immediate poetical tradition and forge a true link 

with the best examples of the Classical poetry. But in prose he was the 

first master of Arabic in Lebanon and his greatest concern was with 

language.^ In his collection of sixty maqamas entitled Ma.jma* al~

Bahrain he was able to divorce himself from the Christian literary tradition
47 -both in style and thought and to forge a link with al-HanriTs style and

48diction, rendering at once a double service of the utmost importance:
49firstly, a service towards a general revival of Arabic prose and diction, 

and the service of creating a work of literature good enough to be able to
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accomplish the task of rooting the Arabic language in Lebanon as a medium

of culture and self-expression on an artistic level.

But traditionalism could not become a firmly established attitude

in Lebanese nineteenth century prose. It was not rooted deeply enough

and was too remote in time and spirit to grow on the Lebanese as a new

experience, to penetrate permanently the depth of their sensibility. Prose
does not carry the emotional and aesthetic weight of a national culture as

does poetry. It is a more experimental vehicle of expression and the

needs of the times force on it change and development more quickly. Among

those early Lebanese prose writers there was a natural freshness and an

adventurous spirit as well as an actual awareness of the times which would

have made any attempt at a long stay within the boundaries of the old

literary sensibility quite impossible. Al-Yaziji's attempt - instinctively

sought because it was vitally needed - was possible because al-Yaziji
50had not had any Western education in his time. The rest of the revival-

51ists were all men who had come into direct contact with Western culture.

A direct link with modern life had to be forged and the two men most res

ponsible for this achievement were Ahmad Paris al-Shidyaq and Butrus al- 

Bustani.

Ahmad Paris al-Shidyaq was a great revivalist and reformist who 

had a deep sensitiveness to the needs of the age. Hourani does not think 

much of him as a political thinker, although he giveB him great credit 

as an original writer. '‘There does not seem to be any sign of superior
52political insight in his writing nor of a consistent political doctrine."^

This great writer, however, was an original mixture of nineteenth century

modernism, the Arab cultural spirit and the Lebanese urge for adventure

and incentiveness. The result was a rather erratic personality and a
53more erratic career. His literary achievement, however, was great

when measured against the background of his time. His explicit concern
54-was first of all with language and his mastery of it has been recognised
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55by all the writers on the subject,  ̂a mastery surpassing that of his con-

56temporaries, including al-Tahtawi, despite the latter's Azhar background*

One could say that al-Shidyaq had a constant adventure with the Arabic 

language which lasted all his life; for he never ceased exploring its 

possibilities, discovering its riches and exploiting all its resources*

His style, though heavy at times for the modern reader, was varied and 

interesting, not lacking in sarcasm and abounding in wit and humour.

There is no doubting its link with the best Classical Arabic prose. Only 

the fact of genius can explain how he could have achieved such a perfect 

linkage with a style long out of use, and such a sudden freedom from the 

unwholesome traditions of eighteenth century prose, talking at the same 

time on modern themes, introducing new ideas, comparing life wherever he 

went, bringing the culture of East and West face to face and roving freely 

between them without halting in breath or faltering in expression. His 

contemporaries, working simultaneously on one line or another of similar 

activity, never achieved his stylistic level* Butrus al-Bustani who 

shared with al-Shidyaq his humanistic attitude and deep concern for both 

the Arab traditions and the European Enlightenment, as well as his immediate 

more liberal heritage, did not succeed in arriving anywhere near al- 

Shidyaq1 s powerful style. Mention is due here of al-Shidyaq's famous 

newspaper, Al-Jawa'ib which he published in Istanbul from i860. It was 

the first really important newspaper in the Arab world, "the first to

circulate wherever Arabic was read, and to explain the issue of world
57 - - - -politics." In his Jawa'ib, in his books Al-Saq * ala al-Saq Fima Huwa

al-Fariyaq, and Kashf al-Mukhabba', al-Shidyaq, besides his sometimes

bitter attacks on society as a reformist repudiating its vile qualities,

launched direct attacks on traditionalism in both poetry and prose, thus

helping to pave the way to innovation which other writers and poets

followed.^
Al-Bustani1s efforts to revive the language were in no way inferior
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in their result, though the literary style was plain and unpolished,, As 

Hourani puts it, half his life work was concentrated on reviving the know

ledge and love of the Arabic language,, ’’His Arabic dictionary, his Arabic

encyclopaedia (Da’irat al-Ma* arif), the periodicals which he edited, all
59contributed to the creation of modern expository prose,” Language to

him must be capable of expressing the concepts of modern thought simply,

directly and precisely, without deviating from its true past in grammar and

idiom.^ Al-Bustani was at the very heart of the movement of revivalism,

surrounded by a circle of dilettantes and men of letters, all of them his

pupils, and among them sons and relatives of his who became the second
61generation of writers and poets in the nineteenth century.

It is clear that the early pioneers of the Arab literary renaissance

excelled and experimented mainly in the field of prose. Their attempt at
62poetic creativity was limited and unsuccessful. Al-Shidyaq’s poetic

contribution, for example, is inferior to his prose work and to his own 
ideas on poetry.^ The same is true of al-Yaziji, despite the latter’s 

superiority as a poet. This is perhaps a proof that poetry needs a longer 

time than prose to rid itself of any unwholesome traditions that had been 

infused in it over the years, even if attempts at revival should be made 

simultaneously. For the more rigid form of poetry (with its metres and 

rhythms, and in Arabic poetry its order of two hemistichS and the monorhyme) 

resists longer the attempts made at penetrating it, the unwholesome tradi

tions becoming a part of the poetic art,^ The very rhythm of the verses 

calls forth the appropriate meaning and shades of expression which had 

been repeated over and over again, and the whole work is done in a closed 

cell revolving around itself. Of course, the prose of the nineteenth 

century was suffering from a rigidity of form, but form in prose is always 

less rigid. Prose as a vehicle of everyday communication in a progress

ing country will have to find its way towards fulfilling its task. Change 

is imposed on it more quickly from sheer necessity. Moreover, poetry
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embodies the aesthetic and emotional experiences of a people, experiences 

which are more private because they emanate from their own emotional re

actions to things and from their inherent capacity for aesthetic apprecia

tion,.
The suggestion that poetry is more resistent to change than prose

is supported by the history of Arabic poetry and prose in the nineteenth

century. The nineteenth century which saw only a limited poetic adventure,

saw a tremendous evolution of Arabic prose - a great and daring exploration

into its possibilities, into the latent elasticity of words and phrases,

modes and rhythms. From the Lebanese revivalists, we move to the second

generation of Syro-Lebanese prose writers whose greatest representatives

were fAbd al-Rahman al-Kawakibi (1849-1902),^ Francis Marrash (1836-1873)^
6*7and Adib Isl̂ aq (1858-1885)0 These men have left a deep impact on the

intellectual and revolutionary thought of the nineteenth century Arabic 
68world. They were men who had come into direct contact with Western 

69liberal thought, their temperament, moreover, was invariably revolution

ary and uncompromising.
70Adib Ishaq’s style is regarded as a rare achievement in his age

71and the best model for later generations of prose writers. He ardently
72sought to revive the Classical style, and a contemporary Arab, reading

him now, cannot fail to recognise in the firm, well-proportioned and

vigorous (often fiery) phrases the direct linkage with the healthier models
73 -of Classical prose. Al-Kawakibi’s style is almost modern, clear and

vigorous and very strongly woven. The direct, intelligent and precise

expression is an example of modernised Arabic prose based on the Moslem
74tradition in style, of which the Quran is the strongest basis. And

75although Gibb thinks along different lines, the same description would 

apply to Adib Ishaq's style.

Francis Marrash's experiment, however, is the best fulfillment 

in nineteenth century prose of the Christian tradition in literature. He
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is an original in the full meaning of the word. His Ghabat al-ffaqq

is an allegorical vision of events happening in a dream world and revolving

around the question of establishing freedom and civilisation. What is

important in his thought for this work is the fantastic mixture of

advanced European thought of his time (the benefits of peace, the import-
7ance of freedom and equality), with his own personal concept of Christian

77belief in universal love as well as his ardent concern with the modernis

ing and liberating process in the Arab world which insisted on the love of
7 ̂country, but on a love free from religious considerations.

In his writing a purely Christian element is liberated and subtly

introduced into Arabic literature. It is not, as ]Jawi says, the first
79creative expression of the Christian spirit in Arabic. Jirmanus Farhat

had already done that in the eighteenth century. Moreover, Marrash1s 

contemporary and townsman, Rizq Allah Hassoun (1825-I880) was writing a 

good part of his poetry on purely Christian themes. His anthology,

Ashlar al-Shifr, published in 1867, was a versification of Biblical stories 

from the Book of Job, the Song of Moses in the Exodus, the Song of Songs 

of Solomon, the Lamentations of Jeremiah the Prophet and others. But 

Marrash1s work was perhaps the first important literary work that blended 

Christian ideas and ideals with other ideas and ideals into a system of 

thought. It was not directly Christian in purpose, a fact which explains 

its influence on the following generations of nationally conscious people. 

From now on Christian ideas will leak slowly into Arabic literature and 

thought, merging all the time with Islamic attitudes.

The second important element in Marrash1s writings is his style.

It is true that it is not as sound nor as strongly woven as the style of 

either Adib Ishaq or al-Kawakibi, but at its best it is original, often 

Romantic in tone, rising sometimes to poetic heights, declamatory, vivid, 

colourful and musical. It is the first example of poetic prose in modern 

Arabic literature. Hawi has correctly established the influence of
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—  81Marrash’s style on that of Gibran, There is no doubt that the poetic

prose in modern Arabic literature is directly derived from the creativity 

of Christian Arab writers, a creativity emanating from the style of the 

Bible.

With these writers the link was completed with the modern Western 

thought of the Enlightenment, which was now directly introduced into modern 

Arabic thought, and stated over and over again in modern terms. The seeds 

of Western liberalism sown at this time ware to give birth to the many 

revolutions and upheavals of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. They 

would, moreover, give rise to the long and vital conflict between contra

dictory ideas and situations that will be brought to life in the twentieth 

century Arab world as it stood open to the ideologies and doctrines ad- ' 

vertised by the great centres of world politics.

In order to complete the picture of the prose revival in the 

nineteenth century, mention is due to the illustrious bunch of Syro-

Lebanese prose writers and journalists who immigrated to Egypt during the
82reign of Isma'il and afterwards, repelled by the coercive measures of

83the Ottoman authorities in Syria and Lebanon against free thought and 

attracted by the relative liberty granted to writers and journalists in 

E g y p t T h e  many newspapers and magazines they founded,^ set the 

example to the Egyptian journalists and press writers who were still 

struggling very hard to overcome the clumsiness of rhymed prose as they 

applied it to modern t h e m e s H a m z a h ,  with objective fairness, established 

the link between the aspiring Egyptian reformers and journalists and the 

enlightened journalism of the Syro-Lebanese writers, and described the in

debtedness of the former to the latter. "Popular journalism" he says,
f\*7"is linked in Egypt with the presence of the Syrians here," He quotes

-  88‘Abdallah Nadim’s newspaper, Al~Tarif, as saying that the Egyptians are 

indebted to these immigrant Syrians /T n the field of journalisn^"^ To 

Hamzah the participation of the Syrians in Egypt with so many cultural
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activities, the meeting of the Syrian and Egyptian minds, were a great

90factor in the general revival of the country.
There is no scope in this work for further discussion of the prose

revival of the nineteenth century which, by the end of the century, was

almost completely modernised. The movement of Jamal al-Din al-Afghani

(1839-1897) and his famous pupil Muhammad *Abdu (1849-1905)? their immense

influence on Arab Islamic thought and on the movement of liberation have a

direct bearing on the purpose of this work only as a part of the general

intellectual and spiritual revival of the nineteenth century, Muhammmad

‘Abdu, despite his personal concern with the renovation of the Arabic
91language (he included its revival in his programme) "did not produce any 

literary work - but this is not a cause for denying the important role 

he played5 for as a result of his efforts the Moslems decided to adopt 

the attitude of change and innovation, and the power of the literary

movement increased little by little, influencing the majority of
92 gEgyptians»" Muhammad Abdu had opened the minds to a new self-awareness,

and thus returned to them a self-confidence which might have suffered a 

shock as the fact of Western civilisation and its superiority dawned on 

them. He, "more than any other single man gave modern Egyptian thought a 

centre of gravity, and created, in place of a mass of disconnected \-\rritings, 

a literature inspired by definite ideals of progress within an Islamic
93framework."

This wtn4k- will be concerned from now on with the development of 

poetry and will be interested only in those prose writers who have had a 

marked influence on the development of poetry either as critics or as 

creative writers helping to establish a trend or mould a sensibility.
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SECTION- 2; THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARABIC POETRY IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

Arabic poetry in the major part of the nineteenth century was
1benighted in every meaning of the word* It had sunk to a genre of

expression mainly concerned with amusement and politesse, Even elegy

which has always remained a constant theme in Arabic poetry, had become a

formal structure of repetitive phrases and laments, Embellishments (badi (,

jinas, tibaqp etc,), formal exercises of takhmis and tashtir, the art of

badiciyyat, of tatriz, ta'rikh, tarasul and several other genres of versifi-
*cation made of poetry a craftsmanship rather than an art. It was an

exercise of the wits that revolved around itself in a vacuum. The

conception of the general public on poetry was that it was a choice of words

and a capacity for outshining other poets and beating them at the game of

musa.jalah, Humour, quick wittedness, a cleverness in introducing a new

original shade of meaning and wit, were the most important qualities that 
5made a good poet.

Poetry was therefore artificial, imitative and sham,° It bore no

relation to the best examples of the Classical poetry. Its relationship

to the intellectual and stylistic adventures going on in prose was very

superficial. There seems to have been no significant rapport between the

* The badi* iy.yat were poems written in praise of the Prophet in the basit 
metre, each verse containing a kind of badi!* , the poet often mentioning 
its name in the verse itself. This originated in Burdat al-Baugiri in 
praise of the Prophet and was imitated later by other poets. Perhaps 
al-Barudi, then Shauqi, were the last to write this kind of poetry which 
killed the spirit of originality,^
TatrTz is another artificial sort of skilful versification. The poet, 
praising someone, uses the letters of his name, each letter at the beginning 
of the first or second hemistich , until he uses them all.
In ta*rlkh, letters that denote numbers are formed into words to fit a verse 
or a"hemTstich coming right after the word 1arrakha1 or one of its deriv
atives, The numbers indicated by the letters jioTnt to a special date
(birth, death, wedding, etc,). This genre was used to a great extent all
over the Arab world and is not yet completely out of use.
In tarasul, poets exchanged poems of praise usually in the same metre and 
rhyme. This very common genre was used among poets all_over the Arab
world. Some of these exchanges were argumentative musa.jalat ,
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poetic scene of the times and the enlightenment that was spreading itself

over the century. Even the great Shidyaq could not, as we have already

seen, pass the hard test' of producing a real change in poetry. In this,

he was not helped much by his apparent sensitiveness to the faults of

Arabic poetry in his time. In his long introduction to his anthology

entitled Al~Maghna Li Kulli Ma‘na which is perhaps the first introduction
7to an anthology written by an Arab poet, he wrote that words in poetry

should be appropriate to the meaning, and that poetry should be simple,
8harmonious, unpedantic and unaffected. Yet he was drawn to write

9panegyric poetry according to tradition, admitting that he had the poet's

greed to "adorn his anthology with panegyrics saying .r 
* 10 *j — # VI ". These poems are of a most affected style, empty of spirit

11and lacking in sincerity.

(i) Iraq-

There is no doubt that such weaknesses were found in Arabic poetry 

all over the Arab world. Artificiality and shamness remained dominant in 

the main centres of culture in the Arab world. The Arab poetic revival 

has been attributed to MaJjmud Sami al-Barudi (1833-1904) of Egypt who rose 

to fame in the second half of the nineteenth century. Al-Barudi is the 

greatest Arab poet of the nineteenth century and the poetic revival of 

Egypt and Syria was accomplished mainly through his own achievement as 
will be discussed shortly. However, there was another poetic field, Iraq, 

which was slowly accomplishing a partial poetic revival even before al- 

Barudi fs time, a revival which stemmed from indigenous forces in Iraq 

itself.
12Iraq was isolated from constant contacts with the outer world and

was the Arab country in the nineteenth century least affected by the West
13among its progressive neighbours. However, a living poetic tradition 

had persisted there, although a good part of nineteenth century poetry in 

Iraq did suffer from the same maladies and embellishments which reflected
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tho emptiness of men's life® But despite the eulogies of Walis some
"16 17of which overflowed with humility or at least with uncritical praise,

and despite the fascination with form and the play of words, etc*, a current

of strength and vitality was flowing which most writers on the subject have

underestimatedo The nineteenth century poetry in Iraq should be most

interesting for the scholar who wants to place his finger on the roots of

strength and supremacy in the Iraqi poetry of the mid-twentieth century.,

The energy of the recent Iraqi poetic experiment has its roots in this pure

poetic tradition which has flown persistently in Iraq during the nineteenth 
18century,,

Few literary historians have attempted a true, early estimation of

the nineteenth century poetry in Iraq* Several studies have been made

recently, but none of them waS’o able to establish the importance of this
19poetry and to introduce it to the Arab reader with forceD And while

the achievements of al-Barudi and of Isma< il §abri in Egypt, and of Ibrahim

al-Yaziji and Sulaiman al-Bustani in Lebanon and others of their generation

were fully advertised and accepted as basic in the development of modern

Arabic poetry, the nineteenth century Iraqi contribution has never really
20taken its place in tho history of this developments

The authentic current in Iraqi poetry in the nineteenth century was

based mostly, but not in all cases, on what may be vaguely called "the

rebellious political theme”„ This genre of nineteenth century political

poetry in Iraq is the finest example in modern Arabic of a poetry revived

by the imposition of external social and political factors and the adoption

of a theme answering to them* This was possible because the Classical

poetic tradition in Iraq had been kept alive from generation to generation,
21preserved in the college mosques of the Islamic centres where a living 

poetic tradition was very active* All the nineteenth century Iraqi poets 

seem to have been students of these religious institutions* These 

institutions were to be found in all the main cities and towns of Iraq,
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22al-Najaf* There seems to have been a great freedom of cultural exchange

within them, inspired perhaps by natural Iraqi creativity* Zalci Mubarak

who lived in Iraq for about one year at the end of the thirties of this

century observed the lingering tradition of competition between Sunni and

Shi*ah centres of learning and the literary controversies that took place 
23between them* The vitality of the cultural tradition in Iraq explains

the easy shift to a more modern kind of poetry which the nineteenth century

Iraqi poets were able to make when they had to resort to a new theme* A

directness and simplicity of considerable significance proved to be at the

command of these poets*

Iraq in the nineteenth century suffered from extremely bad social 
24and political conditions* The Ottoman administration was bad and a

great deal of foul play, oppression, espionage, looting, bribery and other
25forms of corruption prevailed* The society was non-homogeneous and

abounded with deep contradictions* It was made up of Turks, Kurds,
26Persians and old Assyriacs in addition to its Arab population* The

urban population which suffered from poverty was outnumbered by a tribal
27population in constant restiveness* The tribes were both Kurdish and 

Bedouin Arabs who never conformed to the laws* Rough, proud and

irreligious, they wreaked havoc in their many rebellions against the
28government, and in their inter-tribal wars* The lives of the feudal

land-owners made a fantastic contrast with the prevailing poverty of the
29peasants and simple townsmen, and not only many races and social 

structures prevailed, but also many religions and sects*^

One is naturally led to believe that such social and political 

conditions are not conducive to the blossoming of literature* Egypt needed 

a European invasion and an enlightened and ambitious Mu&ammad *Ali to start 

a renaissance, while Syria needed the activity of a restive Christian 

community and the cultural influence of many Western missionary schools to
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call forth its creative and intellectual impulse® But Iraq had none of

these, so that one is brought to the conclusion that Iraq had no literary

renaissance in the nineteenth century® This is partly true since by

renaissance we mean a full revival of literary and intellectual activity

in which all the possible kinds of learning are introduced, and the whole

trend of intellectual thought aspires to a modern standard®

But if the Iraqi renaissance as a full cultural movement was

belated, a part of the nineteenth century poetry was alive and thriving®

It has been explained above how poetry was preserved in the religious

madrasas® Another element to consider here is the fact that poetry in
31Iraq is almost a way of life, and is "the most important expression of

32the Iraqi personality"®

The Shi'ah element also seems to have played a part in keeping alive
33the surge of virile poetry in Iraq® The main Shi'ah cultural centre,

al-Najaf al-Ashraf, was also one of the most important centres of Arab-
34 35Islamic culture, in which many a valuable manuscript was kept® Most

of its population was poor.^ It also suffered from roughness of life and
37the extreme severity of a desert climate® But in spite of this, it had

great cultural dignity® Together with other Shi* ah centres, it retained
33

a Bedouin spirit which shoxfed itself in the diction and structure of poetry,

although Bedouin influences in Iraq were by no means limited to Shi*ah

centres for we see their effect on some later Sunni poets like al-Ra^afi,

as will be explained® However, they were at their strongest in these

Shi* ah centres which had also developed certain poetic traditions that
39flourished in their forums of poetry, their i^rivate salons ̂  ̂ and the

courtyards of their mosques® Many of these traditions were observed during 

the seasonal celebrations and solemnities commemorating the tragic death

of al-$usain, the Grandson of the Prophet®^ Al-Najaf can boast of more
41poets than any other Iraqi town with the exception of al-Hillah, and in

42
fact the two of them seem to have produced more poets than the rest of Iraq®
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43Poetry seems to have been a daily preoccupation in al-Najaf, alternating
44between wit and humour on the one hand, and elegiac verse on the other,

45Poetry competitions were encouraged.

The centre of poetical life,^ al-Najaf was also at the heart of the
47political strife and restiveness, The Shi* ahs seem to have been

48unfavoured by the Stmni Turks who annoyed them in their faith and lives.

Their beliefs as to who should be Imam of the Moslems and their ideas on
49the Caliphate brought upon them many troubles from the Ottomans, This 

gave cause for resurgence and hence for a political theme that mixed itself 

with religious poetry and the elegies of al-Husain which sometimes expressed 

great spiritual rebellion. Indeed the elegies would have become completely 

stereotyped with repetitiveness had not the political and social theme 

introduced a new vigour and emotional veracity into them.

Another cause for the upsurge of dissenting political poetry in the

nineteenth century was the Wahhabi movement. Although religiously inspired,
-  • 50the anti-Wahhabi poetry was tinted with a political colour. This early

example of a Shi'ah poet called Haj Hashim al-ICa'bi, who died in 1B17 shows

a very early, capacity of writing simple moving verses
i jjti Js # ̂  O
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The whole poem is on this level of simplicity and is charged with genuine 

emotion.

It should not be understood, however, that it was only the Shi'ah 

who harboured a grudge against the Turks, The whole Arab population was 

exposed to the Turkish misrule, although the Shi'ahs of Iraq were more in 

disfavour. In fact, t m s of the most important political poets of the 

period, *Abd al-Ghani 'l-Jamil (1780-1863) and ' Abd al-Ghaffar al-Alchras
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(1805-1875) were Sunni, The Turkish oppression was able to stir to anger
52many poets of both sects in Iraq, The poetry which resulted from this 

is perhaps the beginning of the poetry of protest in Arabic in modern times< 

Its simplicity and directness, its powerful spirit and diction and its 

emotional veracity are often admirable. The poetic art in Iraq seems 

to have been understood by some poets as requiring simplicity and clarity. 

Verses by Salih al-Tamlmi, criticising the artificiality of the Lebanese 

poet Butrus Karamah and his decorative, verse read thus:
5 3

<SjS 1 lo V dU# 13$ &j3 ' Ow L 1 lo Vi 1 loj

Al-Alchras and al-Jamxl have many examples which show authenticity and a 

powerful grasp on the poetic language. Such verses by al-Jamil whose 

poetry reflects more than that of any other contemporaneous poet in Iraq
54the troubled times of his country, are significant:

1 8 *̂ 1 6 y & V 1
&3 o° <84-̂ tJ 
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This is a meaning which was to be repeated a f t a h  in the national poetry 

in this century. Early reference to Arab glory appears in his poetry:

\ — ..jJLlic pllLJl gLir-L - y  
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The following example from al-Akhras illustrates further the strength and 

simplicity of this early poetry:
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A1—Alchras is a very interesting poet and shows remarkable poetic 

gifts* Tho following poem on wine, women and play, shows great vitality, 

originality and grace, is well-contained and possesses or^^ic_janidy, a 

most rare achievement in his times

53
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Men who were in the public eye, such as poets for example, lived in

the nineteenth century in the world of men. Their poetry was dedicated

to serve the communal spirit which infused even the love poetry with a sort

of uniform reaction* Such a way of life was never strictly private and

gave little chance for the strictly private voice in poetry* This is why

an authentically personal expression of a true experience as is shown in
59the above quoted poem as well as in the best poems of al-Alchras, is a 

£>roof of the poet’s originality and independence* This does not mean that 

ono does not perceive the unnecessary mistakes in al-Alchras * s poetry, but 

the general value of such poems remains artistically great because the 

poet successfully broke away in them from the humdrum and the conventional* 

‘izziddin did not perceive the artistic importance of al-Alchras? s 

poetry, but criticised its immorality*^ However, another short example 

of poetry on the same theme of love, wine and play which ‘Izziddin himself 

quotes shows the difference between al-Alchras’s poems and those more



representative of traditional, nineteenth, century poetry?
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The particular genius of al-Akhras, his spontaneous love of life,

the mischievous streak which appears when his private voice is heard, the

fluency of his style, the authentic tone, appear at the beginning of some 

of the traditional eulogies he writes, although he remains at his best in 

his strictly personal poetry® In these love overtures to his eulogies,

the poet begins in traditional manner but seems to get carried away by his

true emotions out of all proportion with the original theme of the poem®

When he finally proceeds to praise his dignitary he does that suddenly and

rather clumsily, committing a breach of the condition of husn al-talchallus

in famud al-shifra The modern critic can perceive in this, however, the 

unconscious struggle of the poetic art to free itself from obsolete

conventions at the hands of its talented bards

The most important poets of the nineteenth century beside al-Alchras
61 - - 64 and al-Jamil are Haidar al-Hilli (1830-1886), Salih al-Tamimi (1762-1845)?

(Abd al-Baqi 'l-'Umari (1789-1360)^ and Muhammad Sa'id al-Ilabbubi (1849—

1916)«. Towards the end of the century, when the Egyptian and Syrian

periodicals started to arrive regularly in Iraq, a final departtire from all
66decorativeness and embellishments was quickly effected® This is seen by

/fry

‘izziddin to have happened often in the poetry of the same poets® Yet 

despite this observation ‘Izziddin does not try to investigate the artistic 

causes behind the phenomenon® This phenomenon is really linked with the 

persistence of an authentic current in poetry and the existence, all through 

the nineteenth century, of a kind of direct, simple poetry mainly, but not 

always, employed in the rebellious political theme® In fact, the 

nineteenth century poetry in Iraq, was, as al-Basir perceives, a very good 

anticipation of twentieth century poetry there*^ It can be said that
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ftwhat the dissenting political poetry in Iraq achieved on an artistic level 

as early as the second quarter of the nineteenth century, was the maximum 

that Arabic poetry achieved at the time* al-Barudi of Egypt not rising to 

fame except after al-Jamil had already been dead.

The persistence of this authentic current made it also possible 

for al-Habbubi, towards the end of the century to enrich Iraqi poetry with 

fluency, a gentleness of emotions, a choice of poetic diction and a more 

subdued tone. No basic change of imagery can be detected in his poetry, 

but this is not expected at that early date, for imagery in poetrjr changes

only when a real change in the poetic sensibility is achieved,. However,
- 69al-pabbubi is regarded by al-Dujaili as the pioneer in modern Iraqi poetry.

Al-Dujaili regards him as the bridge between the "dark period" and modern 
70times. It has been seen how this concept is highly inaccurate because

Iraq had never been devoid of an authentic poetic contribution. The idea

of a bridge between a dark period and an enlightened one overlooks the
71achievement of al-Akhras, al-Jamil as well as all the other rebellious

political poetry that was written in the nineteenth century.

With al-Habbubi, however, a tradition of a simplified poetic

diction is established. A Bedouin streak faintly appears, just as it
- 72appears in much of the poetry of other Shi* ah poets, but the general 

aspect is that of an urbanised poetic diction. His authentic poetic gift 

and his Classical Najafi education combined to elevate his poetry and free 

it from many of the decadent streaks of much of the love poetry before him.

The examination of the nineteenth century Iraqi poetry shows the 

roots of present day creativeness in Iraq. This work, unfortunately, 

cannot give more space for a more detailed study of the poetry of this 

period in Iraq, but the basic point should be clear now. Despite the 

predominance of decadent streaks in Iraqi poetry in the nineteenth century,

* The words "dissenting” or "rebellious" are used in this chapter with 
"political poetry” to differentiate between this genuine kind and the 
political poetry which dealt with the eulogy of the Walis or Sultans, with 
the pro-Ottoman spirit, etc.
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•there was an authentic current which expressed itself in simple., direct

and emotionally genuine verse, and which arrived even at organic unity in

some of Al-Akhras’s poems0 Despite the presence of occasional weaknesses,

this poetry was in the process of modernisation even before the Arab

literary renaissance in Egypt and Syria (including Lebanon) had begun to

have effect on the nineteenth century poetry in these countries., When

finally the Arab Renaissance came fully to Iraq at the turn of the century,

a quick shift to a more modernised poetry was accomplished. The experiments

which followed were finally able to arrive with Iraqi poetry at a point of

supremacy in the Arab world during the fifties of this century, as will be

shown in a later chapter.

On a pan-Arabic scale, the unifying factor in poetry was the

tyranny of the Ottoman rule. Towards the Ottomans there were two

attitudes. The first an all-Ottoman spirit revealed in some poetry over

the Arab world which showed enthusiasm for a pan Islamic unity under the 
73Ottoman Caliphate, and the other an Arab nationalist spirit bent on 

74reform. This trend, even in the nineteenth century, played on the

nostalgic and deeply exciting theme of past Arab glory, a theme exhausted

to its full in the twentieth century. Because of Ottoman suppression

there was a great deal of immigration by Syrian (including Lebanese) poets

and writers to Egypt, Europe and the Americas, where they went in search

of freedom as has been mentioned above, Iraqi poets, however, poured
75forth their criticism even in Iraq itself,

(ii) Syria and Lebanon
Mention here is due to the court of Emir Bashir al~Shihabi in 

Lebanon, and the attraction it held for poets. Emir Bashirfs court 

attracted poets and men of letters who included the famous Bufcrus ICaramah 

(1774-1851),^ Niqulah al-Turk (1763-1828)^ Nasif al-Yaziji and AJjmad 

Paris al-Shidyaq, As to the court poetry itself, it was weak in language 

and imagination but might have had, nevertheless, a revitalising influence
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because it gave rise to a great poetic activity in Lebanon and. other Arab
  *70countries, through al-tarasul.

Syria, however, had seen some unusual attempts in verse. Jubra’il

Dallal(1836-1892), a Christian poet from Aleppo who was perhaps the first
79Arab martyr of free thought in modern times, wrote poetry of protest

satirizing the authority of the clergy and the tyranny of kings and calling 
80for a republic,, Risq Allah Hassoun portrayed quite a different

experience., He, Marrash and Dallal were among the many Syrians who wrote

their poetry in exile. His anthology, Ash'ar al-Shi*r has been mentioned

above as an example of the continuation of a purely Christian current in

modern Arabic literature. His other anthology, Al-NafaHvat. consisted of

two parts; the first was a translation of allegorical tales from the

Russian poet Kbulov, an attempt at translating from Russian which seems to
81have been the first in Arabic literature, and the second part of the

anthology was in the old tradition of Arabic poetry; he satirised and

praised and wrote poems expressing longing for the fatherland and poems of
82sorrow and lamentations. Riaq Allah Hassoun, moreover, was one of those

nineteenth century men of letters from Syria and Lebanon who wrote about

freedom and helped in the general awakening of the Arabs, sending his poems

and writings from London just as his other townsman, Francis Marrash, was
8 ̂sending his from Paris.

It must be stated at the outset that these poetic attempts, despite 

the activity they aroused, could not accomplish in the poetic art anywhere 

near a true revival - neither the talents of the poets concerned nor the 

forces within the poetic art itself were strong enough to command a general 

decisive change. The Lebanese Khalil al-Khouri (d.1907), however, seems 

to have been the first to be liberated from an old outtworn way of expressio 

and to write good poetry at the same time. He has four anthologies of 

poetry all published before 18.84° lAbbud declares him to be the first 

innovator who created wonderful images in his poetry and wrote original
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poems on independent subjects*^- Actually, his originality lies in his

new way of approach and his new use of images while preserving the strength
85of style and diction* In this he outshone his student Marrash, and the 

poet Hassoun, both innovators in themes* One wonders why Khouri did not 

leave a greater influence on his contemporary poetry, for there is no 

mistaking the often modern imagery and the strong urbanized phraseology of 

his poetry* This might be due, however, to the mildness of his theme, a 

mildness which prevented an actual break through*

(iii) Palestine and Trans-Jordan

The poetic adventures in Syria (and Lebanon), despite their limited

scope did not include Southern Syria which is the part known, after the
86first World War, as Palestine and Trans-Jordan* Neither in the 

eighteenth nor in the nineteenth centuries did this part of Syria enjoy 

the benefits of a strong cultural tradition* It does not seem ever to 

have been the centre of a strong cultural activity* This phenomenon has 

been noted by other observers. One writer says; "If we go deep into the 

history of Palestine, we will find that she had not produced along the 

centuries any but a few talents that appeared every now and then *** and
o7

it was rare that any two of them lived contemporaneously*" But the 

reasons he advances for this are not really valid* The first reason he 

gives is the fact that it is a holy place* The second is that it lacks 

in beautiful scenery* The holiness of Jerusalem cannot be over-estimated, 

but this being so one would expect a great cultural tradition, both Islamic 

and Christian, to have thrived there. Yet, despite this fact, the 

important Islamic centres of culture did not include Jerusalem, nor did 

the Christian tradition in modern Arabic literature ever begin or take root 

there* As for natiiral scenery, the desert itself produced some great 

talents* The secret lies, probably, in the fact that Palestine seems to 

have been less fortunate than other Arab countries (vilayets as they used 

to be called then) in the amount of state education allotted to it* The
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first intermediate school was founded at Jerusalem only in 1889, the first
38full secondary school in 19130 This southern part of Syria seems to

have remained cut off from the main cultural current that blew between

Egypt and Lebanon, often reaching Iraq* Its relations to the Arab world,

especially its cultural relations, were rather weak all through the nine- 
89teenth century* Palestine, moreover, has never been the home of any

90political authority"̂  having no princes to help and encourage poets and

writers; whereas Baghdad, Aleppo, Damascus and Cairo can each boast of a

caliphate or a princedom which made it the centre of cultural progress and

effervescence* Palestine, in fact, was neglected, politically and
91administratively by the Turks* One phenomenon, relevant here because

it has repeated itself again in recent times, was that the few literary

talents of Southern Syria who contributed to the main stream of Arabic

literature in the nineteenth century were mostly talents thriving outside

the region, having studied and lived for the most part away from their
92birth place which was therefore deprived of their cultural influence, 

and was denied an early start in a cultural tradition* This is very 

important, because a sort of "rawness" in the artistic conception is still 

apparent in present day Jordan (i.e* the remaining part of Palestine after 

1943, and Trans-Jordan) where a certain provincialism persists*

(iv) Egypt

In nineteenth century Egypt poetry suffered the same defects

prevalent in the various Arab countries* Al-*Aqqad describes the poetic
93activity in nineteenth century Egypt in an interesting little book, 

showing the situation to be, with the exception of al-Barudi’s contribution, 

affiliated with the palaces of the great and wealthy* The court of Emir 

Bashir in Lebanon was matched in Egypt not only by the court of the 

Khedives, but also by the palaces of the influential and prominent men of 

society who were out to imitate the life of the great in Classical times*^ 

All the foremost Egyptian poets of the nineteenth century, not excluding
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the proud revolutionary 'Abdallah al-Nadinr^ (poet,, orator, journalists 

writerv leader and teacher) hovered around the court and the salons 

of the great*

Mahmud Safwat al-Sa*ati (1825-1880), by far the best Egyptian poet

before al-Barudi, was a eulogist in the old tradition of al-Mutanabbi whom
97he loved and memorized,, His poetry was a good step from the poetry of

his contemporaries* It was mostly serious, modelling itself on the

Classical poetry and not suffering the inherent weakness of style so

prevalent in the poets around him* But he could not get rid of the

mannerisms of his immediate poetic tradition, despite his great knowledge
98of al-Mutanabbi and other Classical poets* He followed the fashion of

ta'rikh, poetic riddles and wise-cracks as well as the rest of the embell- 
99ishments* He is, however, the stepping stone between the poetry of the

Age of Decadence and that of al-Barudi.^^

Trailing behind, but filling the literary world in Egypt with their

empty verse, come the other poets* Some of them were court officials whom

al—‘Aqqad called a 1-diwaniyyun ^ 3-----------» The others were the

poet companions of the great al-hudama * * All of them indulged

in eulogy too, and were dependent on their relations with the Khed*v<£ or

the other prominent men of Egypt* The court poet 'Abdullah Pikri (1834-

1889) was the most famous among them and was a prominent official at the 
- _ 101court of Isma<il* His poetry, however, suffered from affectations,

102exaggerated embellishments and a general weakness in the elements of
+ 103poetry*

The poet companions of the great played a distinct role in the 

general social life of the higher Egyptian society in the nineteenth century* 

They are of interest to this work because of the great contrast they offer 

to the change of poetic sensibility that took place in this century*
Perhaps their role is the worst role Arab poets played in the history of 

Arabic poetry* It was the role of half poet, half entertainer*
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companion had to have a good general knowledge, had to be versed in old

Arabic literature; in its poetry and prese, its anecdotes and proverbs5

and had to be quick witted and intelligent. He had to give council, or

consolation, if the situation needed them^or humour and wit if it asked for

these. He was often called upon to extemporise some verses for a chance

occasion. There was never to be any relaxation from this strenuous

attendance upon the whims and moods of the great person. Patience and

self-control, as well as a constant amiability, were always needed. This

increasingly affected urbanity stole away the remnants of strength and

virility which had characterized Arabic poetry. It blocked all the outlets

of the poetical self, and a thick wall stood now between poetry and the

human heart,
10*5The two most famous poets of this 11 school” as al-'Aqqad puts it

were ‘Ali 'l-Laithi (1830-1896) and *Ali Abu *1-Nasr (1800?-1880), It is

noteworthy to mention here that al-Laithi, before his death, cursed anyone

who would attempt to publish his anthology of poetry, a sort of oblique

confession of an inner disrespect for the role it x̂ as made to serve,

‘Abdullah al-Madlm, too, before his death, tried to collect his poems and

burn them, but found them lost. They contained too much unholy satire,
107 *he -said.

It was now clear that poetry needed a breath of fresh life. The 

question was how it was going to be achieved. Any attempt at rejuvenating

* It is not easy to know how long this tradition remained active in Egypt, 
But it did not die completely, it seems, even in recent times. The 
present writer personally knew an Egyptian poet who lived this tradition 
Lip till the last minute of his life which ended in Kuwait in 1964° He 
is Muhammad Mustafa Hamam, versifier of the first degree, one of the 
quickest wits in poetry in an era when poetry did not only become serious 
and involved in life, but also tragic in many of its examples, Muhammad 
Mustafa Hamam knew the art of munadamah perfectly, memorized thousands of 
verses, some of them his own, roved about the Arab world eulogising princes, 
and filling the courts of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, as well as the literary 
salons of the Arab capitals he visited, with his ready wit and fluent 
anecdotes. He tried to live by this talent, but could not manage to do 
that permanently, and had to resort to some journalism and broadcasting 
to survive. The whole sensibility of the age had changed.
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the poetry of the time by the process of borrowing from some foreign fields

would have been a failure* For it was not only meaning and attitude that

were in need of change (two elements easily • borrowed from, or influence!

by foreign poetry), but the whole framework, diction, idiom and sentence

formation were in a pathetic state* A return to a firm and strong basis,

a connection with the best of the same language and tradition was the only

way for Arabic poetry in Egypt then to escape from the decadent state into

which it had fallen at the mid-nineteenth century* Poetry had to forge a

link with the Classical poetic contribution, stripping itself of the

mannerisms and superficiality of the Age of Decadence* The poetry to

forge a link with had to be a model of the Glassical poetry at its best

whore the framework, diction, idiom and sentence formation were themselves

paragons of excellence*

This task was accomplished by Mahmud Sami ‘l-Barudi* He was a
107descendant of a noble Circassian family belonging to the Turco-Egyptian 

108ruling class* Many factors in his earlier life have combined to mould

his poetic achievement* He had attended the Military School where the sons
109of the ruling class studied for a military career, x Had he studied at

al-Azhar of the mid-century, he would have perhaps graduated as other

talented Azhar men of his time did, a finished product of a narrow system

of education and special way of thinking on entrenched traditional lines*
110The Military School, in not giving him any literary education, left him

free to follow his own inclinations and when, after graduating in 1854, he

found himself out of work as a result of the reactionary policy of ‘Abbas 
— 111and Sa*id after him, he used his leisure time to nourish a deep longing

he had for reading* His main interest in reading seems to have been poetry*

It is well known that he read Diwan al-Hamasah and the anthologies of the 
112Cl assical poets* It is probable, moreover, that he was not interested

in Classical prose, for his prose style, even towards the end of his life 

when he wrote his introduction to his diwan, (published posthumously), kept
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true to the style of rhymed parallelisms and other nineteenth century prose 

mannerismso But poetry he read with fondness, having "been probably

influenced by a family tradition in poetry, his maternal uncle being a
11 i 114poet, and also by his own great natural talent* He read extensively,

115storing hundreds of images and poetic expressions* It was easy for

him to skip an immediate poetic tradition for which he felt neither loyalty 

nor interest* He was basically a soldier belonging to the ruling class 

and feeling far above the self-effacing kind of poetry common at the time* 

Being emotionally detached from the poetical traditions of his age, he 

was free*
This situation proved of utmost importance to the development of 

modern Arabic poetry in Egypt* Al-Barudi's poetry was a direct, simple 

but powerful and virile expression of a proud nobleman whose only model 

was to be the best in a Classical tradition now brought to life by the 

movement of Revivalism* Al-*Aqqad refers what he calls his poetic 'leap'

to the national freedom felt by the Egyptians during the reign of Isma'il
— 116 — — and which culminated in the Arabist revolution* But al-Barudi's poetic

117personality was already formed long before these events in which he took
118an active part as an already prominent figure* In fact, his avoidance

of the poetic traditions of his day was conscious and based on a clear 

understanding of the poet's role and importance as he saw them;

|» 1 - 1ly ^ «4aJJ dl .i.i wy —.S-J lo  ̂ ^
He was only too aware of the importance of the work he was doing* Poetry,

he explained in his introduction to his anthology,"is a flash of the

imagination that sparkles in the thought and is transmitted to the heart
119to overflow on the tongue **«" The best poetry is that which has

harmony of diction, beauty of meaning and a far reaching objective5 it

should be clear, easy to understand and free from affectations and ambiguity*

There is an altruistic end to all poetry in his opinion, for it widens the
120understanding, refines the spirit and urges towards noble deeds*
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The pattern he followed was a fixed pattern modelled on the Classical

poetry- He remained permanently caught in its grip, hardly evolving at
121all- Neither in form nor in conte,Xt do we see much hasic change in

his poetry over the years- But that was not really asked of him- It

was sufficient that he should perfect (as far as it was possible for him to

perfect) the one pattern he set himself to revive, that he should banish

from poetry the sham and affected, the hollow and decorative, and affirm

the positive and elevated role of poetry in a society about to evolve- His

talent was spontaneous and instinctive, and the circumstances of his limited

formal literary education in his school days, of the availability at the
122mid-century of anthologies of the old poetry, of his seemingly early

123ignorance of European languages seem providential in the extreme- Most

later critics seem to understand the importance of Barudi's work in
■« 124 connecting nineteenth century Arabic poetry with the Classical poetry.

They vary, however, in judging his originality and his capacity for
125expressing his personal experience and of mirroring his age. Zaki Najib

Mahmud proves the dependence of al-Barudi on the imagery of the old poetry 

saying that the poetry of al-Barudi was ’’not /a mirror of^ his life but the 

result of his reading /in the old poetr/7" Actually his poetry reflects

both- He expressed in his poetry that part of his life which he felt could 

be expressed, emphasised and laid bare to the world- The social allowances 

and limitations of his age played a good part in directing and limiting his 

capacity for further self-expression- He was primarily a public figure, 

a soldier and a man of ambitions. His poetry had to enhance and not hinder 

his progress in life towards these goals. It suited him perfectly to take 

the old poetry as his model because his career, his spirit, his outlook 

and his whole personality were not alien to it- In fact, in keeping to 

the subjects of the old poetry? chivalry, fakhr, description, war poetry, 

elegy, longing, satire and even eulogy at times (he wrote some praising 

the Khedives, but on a limited scale), he was in harmony not only with his
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own basic attitudes towards life, but also with the spirit of his age.

People still thought and lived by the old standards. Moreover, the flow 

of liberal thought in the nineteenth century and the relative freedom of 

intellectual adventure were not in contradiction to the basic attitude 

in the old poetry which, despite the abundance of eulogy, was often free 

and always proud in spirit. This is why al-Barudi's sort of traditionalism, 

based on the better examples of the Classical poetry, was right and

harmonious to a large degree. Critics like M. A. al-Sa&arti who do not
  129seem to appreciate the extent of al-Barudi's achievement, or like al-

*Aqqad who think that al-Barudi's traditionalism could have been greatly
13 0minimized through a wider knowledge of the poetic art and its functions, 

overlook, not only the natural limitations of his situation, but also its 

absolute suitability as a vital link in the chain of poetic development in 

modern times.

Thus with al-Barudi, the corner stone of the neo-Classical school 

of poetry in modern Arabic literature was laid. This school is 

characterized by a serenity and strength of style, by strong resonant 

rhymes, by a well chosen diction and a clarity of meaning, by a directness 

of approach and above all by its great concern with form and music - a form 

which had been already perfected and fixed, and a music which was an integral 

part of that form. This school, perpetuated later by Shauqi to its greatest 

limits 1 was destined to play in modern Arabic poetry not only the ryule of 

revivalist and saviour which it played in its earlier and more robust days, 

but also that of self-appointed watchman and judge which it persisted in 

playing long after its real job had been accomplished. Right from the 

beginning it adopted a superior attitude being affiliated with the revived 

Classical poetry which had regained a collossal respect in the hearts of 

the modern Arabs, a respect arriving at reverence, which has never been 

overcome on a general scale. This attitude was to act as a buffer force 

against any experiment which seemed to deviate from the Classical model
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'of perfection', and when overcome in the fifties of this century by the

forces of creativity, was to utter a cry of protest that still rings in

the contemporary periodicals with ever increasing force.

The poetic experiment of al-Barudi, it must be remembered, was a

unique experiment in his time rather than a part of a natural general

reaotion to progress - a sort of precocious example. All the writers on
■131

al-Barudi seem to agree on his merit of 'uniqueness' in an age still

dominated by traditional standards.

Isma'il Sabri (1854-1923) whose name is often connected with al-Barudi,

is possibly the first Egyptian poet to show the effect of a Western education 
1 32in his poetry. He wrote his best poetry, however, in the twentieth

133century when his poetic gift had matured, but by that time he was already

overshadowed by the towering figure of Shauqi. Sabri was not a great poet,

but some of his poetry is of quite a good standard, and is perhaps the

first poetic contribution in Egypt to reflect a modern mind sensitive to

the conflicting currents in the literary field; currents of Classical
134revivalism and currents of modern progressive thought. However, the

effect of the Classical heritage on him seems to be stronger than any
135effects of Western culture.  ̂ But it is important to note here

136
that gabri, unlike al-Barudi, was no Mediaeval poet. His poetry, genteel,

musical and often misty, reflects the tastes, life, aspirations, refinement 
1 37and limitations of the urban upper class officials in Egypt during the

time of the British occupation. There is a marked divorce in his poetry

from the pompous self-assured attitude of al-Barudi and a noticeable if not

predominant trend towards a contemplative attitude, decidedly modern. Some
138of his poems show an originality and a unity of theme and meaning.

Aside from the usual themes of eulogy and nationalism, Sabri wrote 

on such themes as God, love and death. The last two themes drew the

attention of critics because they saw signs of originality and authenticity
139 -in them. A kind of lyricism appears in his poetry which Mandur regards
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141his love poems. His famous poem Liwa* al-Husn which has given birth

142to a great deal of interpretations can be singled out as a unique

expression of a refined and unusual sensibility* Writers on him disagree
143as to the meanings of this original poem, written probably in 1901  ̂ but 

none of them saw in that poem £>abrifs refined love of beauty as an absolute'

*\---------sufy f j j  i j j  !\ \ j jh 144
The beautiful woman he talks to is idealised in a way unknown in modern 

Arabic until Sa‘id *Aqls
145
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The whole poem points to a new sensibility and a shift in human and 

poetic attitudes which might have been due to a basically refined nature

whose consciousness had been heightened by readings in French literature.
— 1 /r~'Mutran saw in this poem a combination of Classical and French influences.

Mandur believes that this poem expresses a true experience and that it
—  141"might have been written on the famous Lebanese woman writer Mai Ziyadah* 1

But his interpretation is inadequate because it does not rise to the level

of the poem itself, which is an expression of a deep longing, nearly
148metaphysical, to beauty and perfection*

The metaphysical aspect of Sabri*s poetry has not been treated, even 

by Mandur, as such. This might have been overlooked because it is some

times a subtly illusive element in his poetry:

149
J 9 -
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His attitude towards death is interesting for he seemed to have a longing 

for death, free of fear or anguish:
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and;
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Those verses betray a wistfulness quite alien to the fundamentalist

attitude of his younger contemporary, Shauqio In fact, one can feel in

Sabri*s occasional flashes of insight an original spirit submerged most of
152the time under the weight of a traditional life but capable at times to 

153find an outlet,.

Sabri*s poetic diction is greatly urbanised and is comparatively quite 

moderno His imagery is often traditional, but is sometimes quite original:

—...>» I ^  L— 9 Ltfr I  ̂ 154-

and this: |---^  *LS» J5U J  L*jk 155
His image of sea, ships gtnd waves, sustained over several lines is another 

good and original example:

*V— — tjio'iH Ci.
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The following is also an original example of his use of imagery:

^1 1... 1 1* 1 wC 1  ̂  ̂**̂ . 1  ^ y -*̂  î»u> 157

In his original poems, gabri paves his way, quite early in modern poetry, 

towards an emotional veracity =, What is interesting to us here is the fact 

that we can, through the few poems which are not committed to one kind or

another of externalised experience, get acquainted with the personality of
— ~ 158this poet, and like him. One can feel in poems lilcenAkhlaq al-Nas

(the title of the poem does not give it credit), that this well-tempered,

urbanepoet harboured the seeds of social rejection in his heart, a rejection

which could not find a way to appear in its full flavour at that early date, 
#
Sabri cannot be regarded fully as a nineteenth century poet, for his
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best poetry was written in this century, as has been mentioned, However, 

before turning to talk on the twentieth century contribution, mention is 

due to the nineteenth century Egyptian critic $usain al-Mursifi (do 1889)0 

His book in two volumes on the sciences of the Arabic language and (in the 

second) on .literary criticism, entitled Al-Wasilah al-Adabiyyah ila *1- 

*Ulum al-<Arabiyyah,was the best reference of its kind in the late nine

teenth and early twentieth centurieso Al-Mursifi based his critical 

concepts mostly on those of Classical Arab critics, but brought his work 

to a contemporaneous level by elaborating on his ideas by quotations from

al-Barudi whom he seems to admire greatlyn The book, however, can be
189regarded as a continuation of the old critical tradition* Al-Mursifi

himself, however, was an important literary arbiter in his own time, and 

did much to enhance the literary activity in Egypt through his teaching 

in Bar al-*Ulum (founded in 1872) and his publications in the periodicals 

of the time,^^
1 6 iBut it was the Syrian Egyptianized group of writers and thinkers

who introduced new ideas on poetry in Egypt* They worked there during

and after the reign of Isma'il in an atmosphere of comparative freedom,

having carried with them into their adopted country the fruits of a highly
162 tmixed culture, very much impregnated with Western methods and concepts, 1* 

Adham regards this group (who included Zaidan, Earah Antun, Ya*qub Sarrouf, 

Mutran and others) as a distinguished class by themselves, unique and

toweringly outstanding, not only in their own age, but also in the
161 16 Afollowing. It was at their hands, as Najm agrees, that the first

movement towards a systematized method of poetic criticism started. They
165published their critical articles in their newspapers and magazines 

and practically formed a school of thinking which was both loyal to the 

Arab literary heritage yet interested in what was new and adaptable in 

foreign fields, "Their articles included discussions on meaning and form, 
truth and objective in literature, spontaneity and avoidance of affectation
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as well as on the role of the imagination emotion and style in the literary 
1 67work”, and it was the magazines and newspapers both in Syria and Egypt 

which finally made the link between the literary contribution of the various 

Arab countries-

(v) Tunisia

The eighties of the last century, which saw the confirmation of 

foreign rule in Egypt, saw also another political aggression in Tunisia,

for in 1881 the French armies occupied that country and established French
168 — — — rule therec Muhammad al-Fad.il Ibn *Ashur, however, describes a gradual

influx of Western ideas and habits into the country as far back as fifty

years before occupation- This was introduced by the European settlers in
169the country, particularly the French- However, Tunisian literature in

pre-occupation years does not seem to reflect this general awakening in
170Tunisia to the fact of a superior Western civilisation, but remains

171’’imitative and weak in spirit”-

Poetry in Tunisia in the greater part of the nineteenth century was 

benighted, like the pre-renaissance poetry in the Arab East- It showed

the same defects of decorativeness, hollowness and superficiality- It
- - - 172 was bent on tarasul, taslrtir, takhmis and other characteristic defects-

■ ■■ ■.............................. . i .u '

The beginning of the literary renaissance in Tunisia seems to have 

been first prompted in the nineteenth century by local cultural developments 

However, locally prompted efforts of the Tunisians, despite their signifi

cance, were not enough to achieve a true renaissance, and the Tunisians 

finally were obliged to lean greatly on the literary achievements in the 

Arab East-
The events of the last century saw the rule of an enlightened prime

- 123 minister, Khairiddin. He was a man of Circassian origin who seems to

have been cultured and progressive, with a fair knowledge of the French

language- During an eight year rule (1869-1877) he was able to enhance
175several cultural developments- He founded al-Sadiqiyyah School and
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re-organised, the teaching at al-Zaitunah College Mosque]^ for many centuries

the citadel of learning and culture in Tunisia, He also established a 
177large library containing many periodicals as well as a large number of

*1 *7 ftthe then recent books published in the Arab East and in Europe, This

was "a strong factor in linking educated Tunisians with the /cultural^
179currents of their time". Knowledge and literature were now transmitted

more widely and the love of reading and learning was strengthened,

Another achievement of this minister was the encouragement of books
131and periodicals at the Tunisian printing press. This had been founded

some fifteen years before but its activities were showing signs of
182 —  —  deterioration. Now, according to Ibn ‘Ashur, many literary and

183historical books and periodicals were published at this press. It is

interesting to note here that the first two men to be appointed as super

visors of its activities were non-Tunisian; one was a French Orientalist
18 4and the other an Egyptian,

The movement of secularism, which aimed at introducing modern

scientific subjects in Arabic to the curriculum to compensate for curricular

deficiency in al-Zaitunah College Mosque (mostly bent on religious and

linguistic studies)>was introduced in 1896 by a society called "al-ATam*iyyah 
185al-IChalduniyyah", Consequently, the Zaitunah College Mosque caught to

186some extent the spirit of reform and progress. It is interesting to

note here that the movement of al-Shaikh Muhammad *Abdu in Egypt found one

of its most fertile grounds in Tunisia, A large number of Tunisian
1 ft 7educated men were bent on religious reform, Muhammad *Abdu himself

188visited the country at the turn of the century and apparently left a
189deep impression on the educated elite.

This local progressive movement in Tunisia in the nineteenth century 

was given greater strength and incentive by the literary renaissance in the 

Arab East, It is apparent to the student of this period that educated 

Tunisians were in constant touch with the Syrio-Egyptian literary and
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cultural movemento Periodicals such as al-Manar, al-Muqtataf, al-Hilal 
— 190and al-Riya * 7 seem to have introduced greater enlightenment to the

Tunisian reader and so also did the works of such writers as Jurji Zaidan,

Rafiq al-*A§mv Muhammad Farid Wajdi, Rauhi 'l-Khalidi, Sulaiman al-Bustani,
191Ahmad Fathi Zaghlul and others. Modern prose, as achieved in the Arab

192East, gradually influenced the style of Tunisian writers, and the neo

classical poetry of Hafig and Shauqi was at the basis of the poetic revival
193 * - -in the country., Ibn Ashur makes an interesting and meaningful

observation when he declares that it was the poetry of Hafiz which enjoyed
194the greatest popularity.,  ̂ This must have been due to the close connection

between Hafiz and Muhammad *Abdu.

Tunisian educated men also benefited greatly from the movement of
199Revivalism in the Arab East which was largely bent on the revival of

Classical books 4 diwans and anthologies of poetry,,

Aside from Eastern Arab influences, the introduction of the French
196language and culture was steadily increasing with the years.  ̂ Tunisian

writers with some knowledge of French found easy access to some sources of
197French culture which were present in Tunisia itself among the settlers*

The next generation in Tunisia, that which grew up at the beginning

of this century, was becoming more Westernised as the French system of
198education established itself in the country. From the beginning of

this century two streams of culture started flowing side by side, the
199Classical Islamic stream and the French stream. y Gradually but steadily, 

this was to introduce a schism in the culture of the country, a schism from 

which, not only Tunisia, but Morocco and to an even greater extent Algeria 

were to suffer to a considerable degree.

A1-Khalduniyyah Society aimed at reform within an Arabo-Islamic 

framework. Its members were among the greatest enthusiasts of Muhammad
t — 200 — — 20^*Abdu. But in 1905 the Society of'Qndama1 al-Sadiqiyyahn was formed.

This Society aimed at a greater Westernisation of culture and at introducing
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basic changes in thought and in the way of life of the society and of

public institutions, from a Western point of view, but without losing
202sight of the national aims of the country.

The continuation of an early progressive movement in Tunisia, 

together with other political, religious and cultural factors, was to safe

guard, in some measure, the Arab literary tradition in the country. But 

although a strong link with French culture was established early in the 

century, two factors remain apparent. The first is that Tunisia’s most 

important poets in the first decades of this century (who include al-Shabbi, 

the only one among them to leave an important impression on Arab readers in 

the Arab East) do not seem to have had any significant French education.

In fact al-Shabbi did not know any foreign tongue at all, as will be shown.

The second is that Arabic poetry in Tunisia during those decades, with the 

exception of that of al-Shabbi, never attained any significant heights.

The fact that Arab creative talent in Tunisia, as well as in Morocco and 

Algeria, and even Libya could not impose itself on the modern literary 

contribution in Arabic except in rare examples, deserves a special research 

for which this work is not prepared. This research will have to be done 

in these countries, because much of the source material is not available in
20athe libraries of the Middle East or Europe.

The poetic revival in Tunisia, like that of the Middle East, was first 

instigated by national awakening. It has been shown how Iraqi poetry in 

the nineteenth century was able to pave its way to simplicity and relative 

modernity when it treated political or social subjects. The Tunisian poets, 

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,also felt the promptings 

of nationalism and the desire to express their concern for reform and 

progress. In this they were urged greatly by the example of the poets in 

the Arab East.^^ However, according to Ibn *Ashur, they seem to have 

found it at the beginning a rather difficult goal to achieve, apparently 

on purely artistic grounds. Ibn *Ashur says "Thinkers and men of letters
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in Tunisia started to give their attention and admiration to this kind of

literature ^national and socialy7 and to aspire to emulate the poets of the

East in this. But this was not achieved "until al— Shaikh

Muhammad al-Nakhli started this for them ... with a poem exceeding eighty

verses which the ^Tunisian^ newspaper, al-Hadirah, published in 1319 /E  or7-
1901 This poem appeared under the title of al~Shifr al—*Asri*'

207(modern poetry), a term which meant in Tunisia the major trend of poetry

written at that time in the Arab world. It was a poetry bent on social

reform and political emancipation, on singing the praises of past Arab
2 08glory and on urging towards freedom and progress.

209
After this attempt other poets in Tunisia seem to have followed suit,

and as social and national consciousness developed, poetry linked itself
210firmly with the movement of liberation and reform. The call for reform

211was mainly linked with Islam.

Tunisian poets writing on these subjects chose for their sources of

inspiration contemporary Arabic poems written by Middle Eastern poets on 
212such themes. Since these were mostly of a traditional nature, and

since poetry in Tunisia had not had any strong revival in the nineteenth 

century, a sort of blockage of real creativity in poetry appears to have 

taken place. Another important factor was that modern schooling, on a
213

general level, seems to have been mostly carried out in the French language, 

Arabic literature and language were mostly the concern of Islamic 

institutions.
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Footnotes

1» Zaidan in his Tarilch Adah al-Lughah al-1Arabiyyah, Vol. IV, divided 
the nineteenth cenliury into three epochs with regard to poetry; the 
first until 1863, i»e. until the beginning of Isma'Il's rule, the 
second from 1363 when a poetical revival took place until the 
Occupation and the third from the Occupation until the date of writing 
the book, see ibid,,, pp.231, 235 and 240. _But such definite divisions 
in art are never perfectly sounds Al-Barudi was writing his poetry 
before that date* The division of artistic trends to suit political 
and historical episodes has been an easy habit of many writers on 
Arabic literature in modern times, as has been discussed in the 
introducti on .

2o For more on this see Haddarah, Al-Tajdid fi Shi*r al-Mali jar, Cairo,
1957, pp»14-5-

3„ For more details on this genre see f Abbud, Ruwwad, pp.42-9, Haddarah, 
op.cit., pp.13-4=

4« *Abbud, Ruwwad, p.49 and Rufus, pp.237-3; for an account of tarasul
between Iraqi and Lebanese poets in the nineteenth century and of 
mu aradat some of which arrived at high level of artistry, see 
Al-Ma arif magazine, Beirut, June and July number, 19&3, pp.42-8, an 
article by Abd al-Hamid al-Rashudi entitled "Baina Udabar al-'lraq 
wa Lubnan".

5„ A.M. *Aqqad, Sbu/ra* Misr wa Bifatuhum fi *1-411 al-Madi, first
edition, Cairo,i 1937, p.22. This kind of versification, although no 
more used in serious poetry, is greatly employed in Lebanese zajal and 
enjoyed fully by most Lebanese.

6. See Baif, op.cit., pp.38-9; A. Hammoudah, Al-Tajdid fi *1-Adab 
al-Misri VL-Hadith, Cairo, $950]]* PP» 37-3.

7. M.Y. Majm, "Al-Funun al-Adabiyyah”, Al-AAab al~*Arabi fi Athar al- 
Darisin, Beirut, 19̂ 1, p. 334.

8. See a summary of his ideas in Najm, ibid., pp.334-6; in Khalaf Allah, 
op.cit., pp.180-92.

9= On his panegyric poetry see M. Sawaya, op.cit., pp.127 and 123.
10. Ahmad Faris al-Shidyaq, Manahil Al-Adab al-‘Arabi series, Beirut,

1935, PP-75.
11. See Kanz al-Ragha^b, III, for many examples of his panegyrics.
12. Ibrahim al-Wa'ili, Al-Shi'r al-Siyasi al-*Iraqi fi ♦l-Qarn al-Tasie 

°Ashar, Baghdad, 1961, p. 69; this should not mean, however, that 
Iraqi poets were completely cut off, for in fact they published in 
al—Shidyaqrs periodical, Al—Jawafib, and had strong relations with 
him and other nineteenth century_Lebanese poets; see also AI-Ma*arif 
magazine, the'article by al-Rashudi, op.cit.

13. Al-Wa’ili, 01:).cit. , p.69.
14= Yusuf ‘izziddin, Al-Tayyarat al-Adabiyyah fi * 1- ‘iracf, Baghdad, 19̂ 2, 

p.S., where he specifies poetry written on trivialities.
15. Ibid., p.7; , al-Maqdisi, op.cit., pp.26~7 speaking on eulogy in

all Arabic poetry at the time; al-Wafili, op.cit., pp.203-13 and 222-58.
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16. Yusuf ‘izzidin, Al-Shi* r al-* Iraqi, Alidafuhu wa Ehasa'iguhu fi '1- 

Q,arn al-°Ta;si‘ ‘Ashar, Baghdad, 1953, p®33°
17® Maqdisi, op.cit., p®26, where he describes it as flattery.,
18. It was only in the preface to the second edition of his book Al-Shi*r 

al- 'Iraqi fi '1-Qarn al-TSsi* 1Ashar, Cairo, 1965, that Y. e Izziddin 
mentions the vitality of the nineteenth century Iraqi poetry and 
realizes that it is in great need of further research. In the first
edition he did not seem to think well of it.

19® The earliest of three important studies on Iraqi poetry in the
nineteenth century is Muhammad Mahdi al-Basir's book Nahdat al-*Iraq 
al-Adabiyyah fi 11-Qarn al~Tasi‘ ‘Ashar, Baghdad, 1946. This praises 
and even exaggerates the value of the literary activity in Iraq during 
that century and attempts to link the poetic creativity of nineteenth 
century poets with more modern ones (p.331), but fails to describe the 
forces and qualities at play on poetry during that century. The 
second is Y. Izziddin's work, mentioned above:; and the third is 
Ibrahim al-Wa'ili's most valuable work, also mentioned above. In 
al-Wa'ili's book the reader can find the sources of strength and 
virility that fed Iraqi poetry and kept the current of creativity alive 
during those troubled times. However, despite the evidence at his 
hand, al-Wa'ili does not realise the full artistic value of the 
political poetry in Iraq in the nineteenth century, see his chapter 
PP°259-95° Other books on twentieth century poetry in Iraq soften 
have introductory chapters on the nineteenth century poetry. See 
A. al-Dujaili, A1-Shi‘r al - ‘Xraqi J 3 -Hadi-th, Institute of Higher 
Arabic Studies, Cairo, 1959, PP°3-15s Baud Sallum, Tatawwur al-Eikrah 
wa '1-Uslub fi '1-Adab al- *Iraqi fi 'l-Qarnain al-Tasî -Ashar wa 
Tj- *1 shrtii, Baghdad", 1959, ppT27~70; Alyng.d Abil ''Sa3'̂r*̂ ^ wa '1-
Shu‘ara~'~ fi ' 1 - ‘ Iraq, Beirut, 1959, PP°4~5°

20. All'-Uqdisi in Ittijahat has much less to say on Iraqi than on Syrian 
and Egyptian poets; see ”Tadarub al-Nazafat al-Adabiyyah fi *Ahd
al-Sultan al-fUt liman i *Abd al-Hamid al-Thani” , pp. 15-41 ((Abd al-Hamid 
II reigned 1873-1903). Another example is U. al-Daqqalq Al-Ittijah 
al-Qaumi fi 11-Shi* r al-fArabi ' ' l-Hadf-th.. see his chapter "Bawakir 
al-Shi r al-Qaumi" , pp. 15-29; similarly Gibb in his essay cm rvineteenth 
Century Arabic Literature , S.O.A.S, Bulletin, 1926-1923, IV, 745-60 
does not discuss Iraqi poetry.

21. Al-Wa'ili, op.oit», P°99> al-Bagir, op.j3_it_., p. 10; ‘Izziddin,
Al-Shi* r al-̂ 'iraqi fi 11-Qarn al-TasP ‘Xshar, pp. 26 and 27®

22. On the religious "me-drasas" of al-Najaf, for example see the valuable 
work of Ja*far al-KhalTli, MausU*at al-*Atabat al-Muqaddasaft- 7,1 SJA 
al-NajafVol.II, Baghdad, 1966, pp®33~194; see also J.B. Al Mahbubah, 
Madi 'l-Najaf wa Hadiruha., Najaf, 1953, pp. 124-47®

23® "Al-Adab al-*Arabi ' 1-Hadith fi 'l-*Iraqt5, Al-Risalah magazine, Cairo, 
No.404, 31st March, 1941, PP®372-6.

24® Al-Wa'ili, op.oit., pp.36-89®
25® Ibid., pp.43—9* *Izziddin, Al-Shi‘r al~‘ Iraqi fi '1-Qarn al-Tasi‘ 

‘Ashar, pp.14~5 and 24-5°
26. Al-WS'ili, op.cit., pp.70 and 74-5®
27® Ibid., pp.66-7, 67n, 75-6; ‘Izziddin, Al-Shi‘r al-‘Iraqi fi '1-Qarn 

ax-Tasi‘ ‘Ashar, p.23®
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28. On the lack of real religious feeling among these tribes see al- 

Wa’ili, op.oito, p.83.
29. Ibid*, pp.77-9*
30. Ibid., pp.80-7•
31* Al-BasTr, op.cit., p. 13; al-WS'ili, op.oit., pp.108-10 describes the 

poor life of these poets, and asserts that they, despite poverty, 
persisted in writing poetry for love of poetry (p.109)0

32. Muhyi ’1-DTn Ismael* "Malamih min al-Shi*t al- 'Iraqi M-gadith", 
Al-Adab magazine, January, 1955} P«57«

33* Al-Wa’ili, op.cit., p.111.
34* Al-Basfr, op.oit., pp. 10-1;. A. al-Hilali, Al-Shi? ir al-Th£’ir *Abd 

al-Baqir al-Shabibi, Baghdad, 1965} p.30.
35- Al-Wa’ili, loc.cit.
36. Ibid.
37* Ibid.
38. I. al-Samirra’i, Lughat al-Shi*r bain Jilain, Beirut, n.d,, p.27*
39* Al-Wa’ili, op.cit., pp.110-2.
4-0. Al-Basir, op. oit., pp. 10-1; ‘izziddin, Al-Shi* r al-*Iraqi fi ’1-Qarn 

al-Tasi Ashar, p.114*
41. Al-Dujaili, op.cit.} p»26; al-Hilali op.cit. 8 p.26 describes the 

abundance of poets in Najaf also.
42. Al-Dujaili, loc.cit.
43* On the circles of poetry and learning in Najaf see *Ali ’1-Sharqi, 

Al-Ahlam, Baghdad, 1963, in which he has very interesting chapters 
describing this kind of life where poetic traditions were nourished; 
see also Ja‘far al-Khalili, HakadJja *Araftuhnm, Baghdad, 2 vols,
1963, 196$.

44* Al-Dujaili, loc.cit., al-Wa’ili, op.cit., pp.111-2.
45* These traditions are still prevalent in al-Najaf, see Dujaili, loc.cit.
46. For more on al-Najaffs importance as a centre of literary activity see 

Mahbubah, op.cit., pp.388-96; on its libraries which were in use in 
the nineteenth century see pp.148-63, and on those still in use see 
pp.163-74; see also Ja‘far al-Khalili, Mausu‘at aI-‘Atabat al- 
Muqaddasah, Qism al-Najaf, II, 197-267 for public libraries, and 
2^8-31^"for private ones.

47* See al-Dujaili, op.cit., pp.20-1.
48. Al-Wa’idi, op.oit.8 pp.45? 181-2 and 184; ‘Izziddin, Al-Shi* r al- 

* Iraqi fi ’1-Qarn al-Tasi* *Ashar, pp.90-1, 111 and 230.
49° Ibid., pp.113-4; al-Wa'ili, op.cit.t p.182.
50. On this poetry see ibid., pp.273-9*
51. Quoted in ibid., p.124*
52. Both al-WS'ili and cIzziddin show this dearly; see for example 

^Izziddin, "Al-Qaumiyyah wa ’1-Siyasah”, Al-Shi*r al-*Iraqi fi '1- 
Q,arn al-TSsi *Ashar, pp. 157-86; al -Wa * i IiT'op°~cit. 7 PpT849-~80~.
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Al-Ma 'arif magazine, Beirut, June and July number, p.43; verses 
written sometimes "between 1340 and 1345; for more examples of a 
poetry free from artificiality see WaOili, op.oito, pp.151-78°

54® Al-Wa’ili, op.oit., pp.174 and 282; see also ‘ABBas al-'lzzawi,
his introduction to Majmu* at *ABd al-Ghaffar al-Akhras fi Shi*r 
.aI.yOstadh * A bd al-Ghani ’A-Jamil wa mePQalahu 11-Akhras fihi, Baghdad, 
1949? p72'0; also SaTlum, op. oit . v pp.57? 85 and 667“

55® Majmu ‘at, p.29®
56= IBid., p. 48, the verses taken from a mukhammas By al-Akhras on

al-Jami] !s original verses. “
57® Quoted By ‘izziddin, Al-Shi*r al- Iraqi fi rl-Qarn al-Tasi *Ashar,

p»I64; see also pp.165, 168, 171? 181, etc., for examples of al- 
Akhras ’s political poetry.

53. IBid., pp.192 and 3.
59® See al-Basir, op.cit., pp.119-20 for two delightful examples; the

second one is also quoted By ‘izzidin, Al-Shi*r al~*Iraqi fi ’1-Qarn 
al-Tasi* ‘Ashar, p.198.

80= IBid., pp.196-7.
1̂° IBid., pp.193-4® Compare also the poems of al-Akhras with those of

a contemporary of his, al-Sheikh *ABBas al-Najaf i”("l 823-1757) whom 
al-Basir calls ’’the amorous poet” (op.cit., p.210). See examples 
of his poetry, ihid®, pp.212 and 213-8; these poems are traditional 
in imagery, expressions and emotional attitudes.

62® For examples of these love overtures see Makhfutat Shi‘r al-Akhras,
Sha ir al- Iraq fi ’1-Qarn al-Tasi Ashar,"edited By Yusuf Izzidin,
Baghdad, 1963, PP®21-3 and 30-2. N.B. This lovely verse on wine on
P. 2 1 nf H*  ̂a |
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63. For an account of al-Hilli’s achievement see al-Ba^ir, op.oit.,
pp.40-71.

64® For an account of al-Tamimi’s achievement see iBid., pp.72-83.
65® For an account of al-^Tmari’s achievement see iBid., pp.39-113? see

also al-Wa’ili, op.oit., p.176=
66. See Izziddin, Tay.yarat, pp=9“10, where he speaks of the sudden change®
67® IBid.
63. Al-Basir, op.cit., pp.330-1.
69® Op.cit., pp=1 and 32; al-Basir, op.oit., pp.14-5 regards him and

Haidar al-Hilli as the two pioneers of modern Iraqi poetry.
78° Op® cit., p.32® On pp.4 and 32 he calls him the pioneer.
71® This poet deserves a detailed and separate study; Y. ‘izziddin

mentions in the preface to the Makhtutah, p.5? that he is writing a
Book on this poet who was regardecPas the foremost poet in the
nineteenth century in Iraq.

72. On the Bedouin streak in Shi*ah poets see al-Samirra’i, op.cit.,p.27®
73® Al-Maqdisi, Ittijahat, pp.15-22 and 26-7®
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74° Ibid., pp.28-35°
75* Ibid., p°33°
760 On Karamah’s life and work see '* Abbud, Ruwwad, pp°55- 3̂; Chiekho, 

op.oit. , pp.54-61; Zaidan, Mashahir, pp. 189-92.
77- On Turk's life and work see fAbbud, Ruwwad, pp.50-4; Cheikho, op,oit., 

ppc13-9 and 36—40o
780 (Abbud, Ru'us, p.237, for more examples of tarasul see Cheikho,

op. oito, pp,59-60.
79° On his torture and death see Kayyali, Al-Adab, pp.61-2; AI-Harakah, 

pp.55 and 73—3; see also ibidos pp.73-85 for a version of the poem 
which caused his death.

80° He died in prison where the instigation of the clergy had landed him
as a result of his poem a/m entitled "Al-*Arsh wa ’l-Haikal" in which
he attacked both clergy and kings;; see ibid. , pp.73, 76, 77, 78;
Zaidan, Tariichv I?, 247°

31o Kayyali, Al-Adab, p.52.
32. Ibid., pp.52-3.
83° Maqdisi, op.oit., p.31; see also Zaidan, Tarikfo, IV, 274.
84. Ruwwad, p.88.
85“ Ibid.
86. For the original divisions of al-Urdunn and Filastin see I. Asad,

Al-Ittijahat al-Adabiyyah al-Hadlthah fi Filastin wa 'l-Urdunn,
Cairo, 1957? pp.8-9.

37. Muhammad Salim al-Rashdan, !,A1-Adab fi Filastin", Al-Risalah magazine, 
No.684, 13th August, 1946, p.397“

88. N. Asad, Al-Shifr al-Hadith fi Filastin wa '1-Urdunn, p.10.
39“ Ibid., p.11.
90. Asad, Al-Itti.jaliat, p.23.
91. Ibid., p.23.
92. Ibid., pp.28-9; Al-Shif r fi Filastin, p.12.
93° Shu/ara' Misr wa Bi’atuhum fi '1-Jil al-Madi.
94« Ibid., p.100.
95° See ibid., p.88.
96. Ibid., pp.93-7“
97° U. Dusuqî ' Fi__'_l-Adab al-Iladitli, I, 92°
98. Ibid., p.93.
99“ Ibid,, pp. 98 and 104°
100. Al-fAqqads op.oit., p.122.
101. On his career see Dusuqi, Fi 'I-Adab al-Hadijjb., I, 106-7.
102. Ibid., p.107o
103° See fAqqad., op. cit., p.32; see many examples of his poetry in 

Dusuqi, Fi * 1 -Adab al-Hadit.h. Vol.I, 110-1, et passim.
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104* Ibid. , pp.100-3.
105. Fi f1-Adab al-Hadlth, I, 84*
106. Qpc cit* , p.103*
107* Ibid*, p„90o
107* Uo Dusuqi, Mahmud Sami ll-Barudi, Cairo, 1958, p.22; Muhammad Haikal 

in the introduction to Diwan al-Barudi, Cairo, 1940, I, 6.
108. Dusuqi, Al-Barudi, p.23 and n, for an example of the social

distinction of classes in Egypt at the time*
1°9* Ibid*, p.22.
110. Al-^qqad, Shu ‘ara* Misr, pp.125 and 126, where he mentions that

al-Barudi studied grammar and prosody by himself; see also paif, 
Al-Adab al-‘Arabi ‘i-Mu* a sir.. pp.87-8.

111 * Dusuqi , loc. cit; Haikal, op* cit . , p* 7*
112. Ibid. , p.8; Daif, op.cit., p.84*
113* Dusuqi, Al-Barudi, p. 31*
114* Al-^Aqqad, op* cit*, p.126.
115* Ibid., p. 125 quoting H. al-Mursifi.
116. Ibid., pp.120, 121 and 123 where he puts great stress on the

liberating influence of national freedom; see also Daif, op.cit*, 
pp.43-4.

117* See Muhammad Sabri, Adab wa Tarikh, second edition, Cairo, 1927?
pp.26-30 for examples of his poeTiry before the Arabist revolution.

118. See ibid. , pp.39-54 where the role of al-Barudi in the Arabist
revolution is described fully; see especially p. 54 on the effect of
these political events on his poetry.

119* Diwan al-Barudi, the introduction, I, 3 of the diwan proper (i.e. 
excluding Baikal's introduction). In the above quotation the 
superfluous, decorative language is overlooked.

120. Ibid., pp.3~4»
121. Some timid adventures outside the traditional form have been noted,

e.g. his poem in ma.jzu' al~mutadarak which seems an adventure in his 
time, see Diwan al-Barudi, I, 121-3*

122. M. Mandur, Qadaya Jadidah fi Adabina ‘l-ffadrth, Beirut, 1958, p.94*
123* Al-Barudi knew Turkish and Persian. No knowledge of French had

been mentioned by his biographers, but a belated knowledge of English 
which he learnt in his exile at Ceylon has been recorded. This, 
however, oould have had no infliience on his already mature poetry.
For his knowledge of Persian and Turkish, see Dusuqi, Al-Barudi, 
p.23; Haikal, op.cit., p.11. For his study of English see ibid. 9 
p.28, Dusuqi, Al-Barudi, p.25*

124* Ibid., p*51; Al- Aqqad, op.cit., pp.121-2 and 132; Daif, op.cit.,
p.44; Haikal, op.cit., pp.13-4°

125* For writers who think he pictured his life and age see Hammoudah,
op.oit., pp.91-4; Haikal, op.cit., p.5? al-*Aqqad, op.cit., p.133 
where he says that he reflected his own personality, see also 
pp.139-40; Dusuqi, Al-Barudi, p„51*
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126. Falsafah wa Fann, Cairo, 1963? P°373°
128o For a full account of the intellectual achievements of Arabic thought 

in the nineteenth century see Hourani, Arabic Thought in the Liberal 
Age-

129- Al-Shi‘r al-Mu‘asir *ala Dan* al-Haqd al-Hadith, Cairo, 1943, p.220, 
where he overlooks the facx that' to-succeed in producing a poem in
the Classical style, was already an achievement in itself at the time.

130- Op-cite, pp-141-2*
131 - Hammoudah, op-cit-, p°94; al-Dusuqi, Al-Barudi, p°51? M- Sabri,

on-cit-, p-23? Z.N. Mahmud, op-cit., p.333; al-fAqqad, op-cit-, p.122; 
Zaidan, Tarikh, IV, 250; Daif, op-cit-, p.44°

132- He did some studies in France; for probable Western influences on
him see M- Sabri, on-cit- , pp.135? "537, 146; al-*Aqqad, op- cit- ,
PP° 33-4; pamraoudah, op-cit. , p - 95 °

133° Mo Sabri, op-cit-, p.125; see also pp-126-55°
134° See ibid- , p-139°
135° See Apollo magazine, September, 1934? for writings of Â imad Muharram

on Sabrifs Classical influences.
136- See al~*Aqqad, op-cit-, pp°32-9; Hammoudah, op-cit-, p-95°
137° On the political limitations imposed on Sabri by his official position

see U- Dusuqi, Fi 11-Adab al-Hadith, II,°115-21 -
138- See his two poems "Al-Sa/ah" and "Al-Dawat”, Diwan Ismafil Sabri

Basha, edited by Ahmad al-Zain, Cairo, 1938, pp-188-9 and 133-5 
respectively.

139° Antun al-Jumayyil in his essay on him in Diwan Sabri, p. 20; Mandur
also sees his authenticity in his ghazal, see Ismafil Sabri, Cairo, 1956,
pp-13 and 14° ”

140- Ibid-- p-31 -
141° Mandur says that it surpassed all his other poetry, ibid., p.8.
142- See ibid-, pp.8-14°
143° Mandur, however, puts doubts as to this date, ibid., p. 13°
144° Diwan Sabri, p-107-
145° Ibid-- p-109-
146. Quoted by M. Sabri, op-cit-, p.139°
147° Mandur, loc-oit-
143- See ibid-? pp.3-14; Mandur, however, talking on another poem sees

Sabri*s love of moral beauty, ibid-, p-29? see also the comment of
Uo al-Dusuqi on this poem which he completely misunderstood calling 
it cheap and materialistic, Fi *1-Adab al-Hadith, II, 280-1; see 
also al-‘Aqqad*s comment 011 this poem, which aTso does not give it 
an adequate interpretation, op-oit- - p°35°

149° Diwan Sabri, p.112.
150° IM4°? P° 191°
151° LfejUL* ? P° 190.
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152 = See his many poems of congratulations and eulogy in his di wan, ibid* ,
P P o 1-91 o

153= See his poem on Godf ibid* , pp*192-4=
154. Ibid., : , p.143.
155“ Ibid* , p*110; see also Mandur, Isma'il Sabri , pp*17-8, where he 

rightly defends him against the accusations of plagiarism*
1560 Diwan Sabri, p*108*
157= Ibid* j p.141.
153* Ibid*, ppo140-3=
159° Najm, on o cl to , p„317i see also the essay of Mandur in Al-Naqd wa
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PART II s MODERN ARABIC POETRY IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

CHAPTER ONE ; EARLY DEVELOPMENTS 

SECTION 1 : CONFIRMATION OP NEO-CLASSICISM

The emerging figure of Shauqi (1869-1932) was the greatest poetic

event of the late nineteenth and. early twentieth centuries* ’’The poet of
1 2 his generation", who stood "far above the rest", Shauqi*s achievement

merits a far greater discussion than this work can give* Summed up, it

was great and vitally important* He was the continuation and culmination

of the neo-Glassical school started by al-Barudi, With him the Classical

method in poetry established itself as a revived and modernized pattern to

be held again with the greatest esteem by the majority of the Arabs, This

had a double edges for Shauqi was able to regain for Arabic poetry its
3original vigour and recapture its old mastery of an expression that was

flowing and shimmering with life,^ But on the other hand, he established

the Classical pattern so firmly that it came to be regarded as the model

pattern for poetry with the result that any attempt at a radical innovation

in form and style was later to meet with great difficulties.

Moreover, Shauqi, at the beginning of his career, was unfortunately

a court poet. He had grown up within the precincts of the royal palace in
5a rich aristocratic environment. Then at the law school where he studied,

he became closely acquainted with his teacher in Arabic al-Sheikh Muhammad

al-Basyuni, a poet himself, who discovered Shauqi’s poetic talent and guided

it, pushing him in the way of the poets of eulogy which was the only genre
6of poetry he composed. Thus it was very easy for Shauqi to consecrate

the first years of his life as a poet to Khedive ‘Abbas’s poems of praise

and glorification. He was the Khedive’s protege and it was he who sent
7him to France to study law. This continuation of the old tradition of 

court poetry with its pompousness and insistence on the outside description 

of a set theme (although Shauqi never really lost his particular mark),
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rather than on the poet’s own experience, did confirm these traditional 

qualities acquired through centuries of surrender to a set pattern of 

eulogy. The time gained for poetry through the exceptional talent of 

Shauqi was partly lost later on in trying to get rid of traditional 

attributes confirmed in poetry through Shauqi's involvement in a theme 

which did not fit the modern sensibility; for this gave the modern Arabs 

not only new contemporary examples of poems of eulogy with recent names 

and living references, but made it easier and more natural for assemblers 

of anthologies of the Classical poetry to include any number of poems of 

eulogy in them. This was going to lie heavily on modern Arabic poetry, 

and although it was to suffer in part a sort of metamorphosis in direction, 

diverting itself towards poems of eulogy of the nation or of patriotic and 

national leaders, the approach itself, with its ponrpousness, resonance, 

grandiose style, its dependence on catchwords and phrases and its divorce 

from experience was going to persist, accounting for a great split in 

contemporary poetry between two contradictory currents. This, however, 

will be discussed later on as part of the contemporary poetic scene.

But it must be stated at the outset that Shauqi's survival among 

present day Arabs is due, not to the first phase of his poetry when he was 

living in the environment of the court and praising the Khedives and the
g

Ottoman Caliphs, but to the two later phases of his career; the phase of 
ahis exile in Spain where he wrote some of his best poetry on the past 

glories of the Arabs as well as his greatest poems of nostalgia for his 

country; and the last phase which started after his return to Egypt and 

continued until his death. In this stage, Shauqi, liberated from court 

routine and court affiliation, echoed in his poetry all the great events 

that took place in the Arab world, and in the last few years of his life, 

attempted dramatic poetry. As the twenties advanced his poetry had 

gained such a prestige in the Arab world that he was honoured in 1927 by 

being named the prince of poets at a big official celebration in Cairo
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in which the Egyptian government and delegations from the various Arab

countries participated,^

The main interest of this work in Shauqi lies in a general estimation

of his work as a final affirmative force of revivalism which put Arabic

poetry firmly on its feet, and in his position as a final link binding

modern Arabic poetry more strongly to its roots. The work begun by

al-Barudi needed confirmation and strengthening before poetry could really

start looking for newer and more modern links, Al-Barudi had been able

to free Arabic poetry from the mannerisms and superficiality of the poetry

of the Age of Decadence and to connect it with its Classical roots. He

was not able, however, to supply modern Arabic poetry with a model of

excellence capable of restoring to it the full splendour and glow of the

best Classical verse. In fact, such a task would have been extremely

difficult to achieve so suddenly at that particular time and against that

particular background. But when Shauqi came one generation later, it was

possible for him to build on the foundation laid by al-Barudi and give back

to the Arabic poetry of his time that missing glow which was a great feature

of the Classical poetry, Isma*il Mazhar, a younger contemporary poet and

a critic of intuition and good modern sensibility said in this context;

only once a poet like Shauqi would appear to take in his hands the

remnants of Arabic poetry and give it new life; ,,, Shauqi*s glory is

therefore due to two inseparable elements; an undeniable genius, and a

piece of good fortune that had for centuries awaited Egypt and her great 
-] ■]poet ,

In this short essay al-Barudi and his work are completely ignored, 

but despite this deficiency, the criticism is decidedly modern and fresh 

revealing an independence and sobriety of judgment. One of the main 

causes of controversy, not only around Shauqi*s poetry, but around the 

Classical poetry as a whole, has lain in the attempt of Western educated 

critics forcefully to apply Western standards of criticism to this poetry,
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and in an automatic method of comparison, prove its failure.. But one

cannot judge poetry in this way. Poetry is the expression in art of a

people*s emotional and spiritual experience, and its first merit lies in

its ability to convey their emotional and spiritual fervour.. The only real

drive towards change of its methods and attitudes does not lie in a direct

application of imported standards, hut in an inner change of sensibility.,

During Shauqi*s career the poetic sensibility had not yet changed much and

when, in the last phase of his career, the poetic attitude was already

showing some signs of change, it was too late for him to grasp fully the 
*new spirit„

Shauqi, especially in the twenties, suffered numerous attacks from

Western educated critics of the younger generation, the most important of

whom were Taha Hussain and al-^Aqqad. The latter was his most bitter
13critic who tried to strip him of all merit. More on this raging battle

which filled the literary world of the twenties in Egypt will be said in a

later chapter<> Al^Aqqad's strongest points against Shauqi were that

Shauqi was a traditionalist who wrote poems of occasion, of mu{araclah, and
14praised the Khedives in the traditional manner of the old poets. His 

description of things, he insisted, was superficial and devoid of aesthetic 

value* He did not feel the true essence of things and their relation with

* Several writers criticised Shauqi*s shortcomings in introducing more 
changes in poetry. Among these S„ Daif criticised his inability to intro
duce significant changes despite his awareness of the need for change as 
revealed in his introduction to his diwan published in 1898. paif, unaware 
of the obstacles standing between the awareness of the poet and his capacity 
to carry it out at such an early stage of the development of the poetic art, 
blames him* Mandur also blames him in no uncertain terms saying "Despite 
his stay in France at the end of the nineteenth century when France was 
seething with literary battles and schools such as Romanticism, Symbolism, 
Realism and the Parnassian school, he was unable to react to these concepts 
and come out with a new poetic philosophy in which he combined these 
/Western concepts/ and his vast Arabic culture* The result would have 
been a universal poetry combining a new content and a wonderful structure." 
This sounds strange coming from a sober critic like Mandur who should have 
realised that neither Shauqi nor the tools of Arabic poetry at the time 
were ready for an assimilation of the sophisticated concepts of the French 
poetic field at the end of the^nineteenth century. A.G. Karam also says 
something to the same effect.



life, but resorted to similes that described their outer appearance, not
15 __their effect on the feelings. Taha llussain accused Shauqi of not having
16evolved much over the years, of timidity in the face of criticism and in
17 18introducing change in poetry, of a deficient culture and of resorting

t 19to poems of mu aradah. But despite all the criticism directed against 

him by these writers who were gaining rapid fame in the twenties, as well 

as by others, Shauqi!s fame in Egypt and the Arab world was increasing all 

the time, built on a real appreciation of his poetry<> The homage paid to

Shauqi by his contemporaries all over the Arab world was unparalleled durin
20 21 his life-time, and also on his death-. He is, moreover, the only poet

of his generation whose work is robustly alive at the present time. Other

poets live on in a few poems or verses of social or national significance.

But Shauqi lives on in all his good poetry-, He is sung, quoted, read

and memorised all over the Arab world, and despite any shortcomings he had,

he is marvellously entrenched among the most important bards of the Arab

poetic heritage.

Such a place which a people instinctively give to a poet cannot be 

simply the result of the man's fame and prestige, and any student of the 

poetic history of the period must stop and examine his ascendency and 

permanent popularity- The secret of his continuing fame lies, probably, 

in the following points. .First, Shauqi was a great craftsman, a quality
—  22 rrecognised even by al-fAqqad. He resembles the best of the Classical 

poets in his supreme manipulation of the emotional waves that pervade the 

Classical poem of high quality- In Arabic poetry, the poem of two 

hemistichs“ and the monorhyme can easily fall into a depressing monotony 

if it is not saved by this emotional fluctuation that concentrates a great 

intensity of feeling or meaning in verses not too far apart. This is a 

basic need in this form of poetry, for, before the poem can have time to 

fall into a monotony of rhythm, a good poet will instinctively supply a 

verse pregnant with meaning (usually with great meaning such as a wise
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reflection or an enthusiastic conclusion, dramatic and final at times)

or intensely charged with emotion. Modern poetry now, in its freer form

which will be described later on, can charge its verses with a subtle and

slowly growing tension, awaiting a final climax at the end, but the

Classical form of poetry does not usually resort to this. Instead, the

poem is supplied with occasional emotional jets or waves of emotion that

flow in fluctuating strength over the whole surface of the poem- This

is a natural phenomenon in this form where the verse is usually a complete

unit in itself and the poem is not an organic unity developing gradually 
23to a final climax.

The accusation directed later against the Classical form by
24contemporary critics insisting that it is monotonous, falls apart when

one remembers that art contrives its own devices to get out of dangerous

situations. When a gifted poet composes, there will be no question of

a rigidity of form or a monotony of rhythm. Ho will find a way out of

traps of form and rigidity of metre. The Classical poetry, in its good

examples, is not monotonous, nor is Shauqi’s poetry. His poetry, in fact,

is often exciting, even from a rhythmical point of view. This is all the
25more so because of the element of music in it. It is a special music, 

rich and flowing, reaching the point of grandeur at times, very reminiscent 

of the music in the best Classical poetry, carried along on an emotional 

stream and strongly interwoven with the meaning of the verses. It is 

never a music of rhyme and rhythm only, as is the case with inferior poetry.

The second reason for Shauqi1s continuing popularity is that he had 

touched the spirit of the Arabs. Unlike al-Barudi, he is not merely a 

good imitator of the Classical poets, but is one of them, tuned to their 

rhythm and vigour, vitally reminiscent of their spirit in its more 

dominant streaks, with one foot in the Abbasid period and another in 

modern times. He is a combination of what is still alive, potentially 

or actively, of the old Arabic spirit, coupled with the intellectual
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curiosity and spiritual search of the Arabs of the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries . In his poetry he carries Islamic fervour and
2 tSall the emotionalism and the kind of wisdom typical of the Arab people0

The two traits in his poetry which are more representative than

others of the traditional spirit of the Arabs are: grandeur and nostalgia.

Shauqi was not a poet of moods and depressions, not of inner strife, but

a poet of acceptance and steadfastness. This is an Arab-Islamic state

of mind at its healthiest- He had, not only a firm grip on life but a

rather broad and grandiose outlook. The most pervasive element in his

poetry was the staunch stand he took with regard to everything that his

world represented against all attacks on its integrity. Ilis world was
28broad and wide, and he went wholeheartedly for the big event, the public

occasion, the national happening, the pan-Arabic, the all-Islamic, the

Oriental scene. He was part of a public front and lived his life much

according to this image, in an environment of prominent men and public 
29exhibitionism. He was a poet of celebration ready to change catastrophe

itself into an occasion for praise and grand commemoration.^

Shauqi, like most city men of his age, who lived in the public eye,

had a whole part of his life completely closed to the currents of 
11experience. He lived a gregarious life well tuned to the social norms

of the age, completely conscious of the public surroundings. Taking his

ghasal, for example, vre see that most of it is not really expressive of
32on inner experience. Woman never seemed to play an apparent part m

his life and never was a central theme of his poetry. This was perfectly

in tune with the attitude of the age. The Arabs were just emerging

from the age of the harem when woman had not yet gained a social status

* Ghali Shukri, writing a long article about al-*Aqqad's critical theory 
says that Shauqi, in his poems of occasion, lacked warmth of feeling and 
emotional depth. Shukri here, as he searches for the personal emotional 
experience in those poems and laments its absence, overlooks the immense 
store of stock public emotions with whioh Shauqi1s poetry oPi occasion 
abounds. In the whole article, the writer seems to be out of toiich with 
the reasons of Shauqi1s popularity and cannot see in him anything but a 
master craftsman of the old technique.



33which would give lier the opportunity to fill the songs of a Romantic bardp 

Hen of letters looked up to a public position and literature was more 

exhibitionistic than expressive of man's inner life* But lying behind 

this fapade of social stability and public compromise, there was in Shauqi 

a more fleeting spirit, a Romantic longing for woman and love which is 

inherent in the spirit of the Arabs and is echoed all through their 

Classical poetry. And it was in his experimental poetry (that is in his 

dramatic poetry) that Shauqi found the freedom to express an inner tendernes. 

full of the Romantic nostalgia of a people whose culture and spirit he had 

absorbed and reflected. Some of his best love poems were written in his 

plays; Majnun Lai la and Masrac lulydbn'tra... ^  Using the life of the 

hero of the play, he was able to pour forth verses of very intense emotions 

longing for the feminine image.

But the longing in Shauqi*s poetry was not mainly for woman and love- 

There is in his poetry a deep nostalgia for everything' past and remote, for 

everything loved and unachieved; for the ancient civilisation of Egypt, 

the greatness of the Turks, the power of the Caliohate, the ambitiour: of
35the Arabs, the liberal spirit of Islam, the glories of the Orient, and 

on a personal level, for youth and for life and its joys. This is a 

key theme in his poetry, the theme which makes it most akin to one of the
37

most permanent streaks in the Arab spirit over the centuries; the nostalgia
t 33Abbud compares him with Hafiz in this respect and proves his superiority,

t>o
Shauqi, however, wrote a great deal of poetry of occasion.. Much

of it can be easily classed under the title of versification* He himself
4 0neglected to include a good part of it in his anthologies* But the bulk 

of the Shauqiyyat, his respected anthologies, is one of the most important 

hinges upon which Arabic poetry turned in the first quarter of the century* 

By the beginning of the twenties, Shauqi had brought the poetry of the 

neo-Classical school to its final maturity, to a completion so ripe that it 

could stand the strain of continuity no longer, and immediately the counter- 

move in Egypt began*



Shauqi's famous contemporary, gafig Ibrahim (1871-1932),shared with

him his pan-Arabic fame, although he remained rather inferior to him*

He knew no foreign languages and remained directly related to the Classical
42poetic contribution, but without losing his own personal approach and

poetic personality., However, writers on him have taken little notice of

his particular artistic attributes and those who appraised him concentrated
43their studies on the poet's themic innovations. These last were tied

with general events and public occasions,^ but were also deeply involved
45with the problems of poverty in his own country.  ̂ In this he showed a

more popular approach than that of the aristocratic Shauqi. In fact,

Hafig believed consciously in the social and national duty of the poet.^

His concept of commitment was not modern in the contemporary sense, but

he felt it his duty to participate in all public and social activities,
47as well as to write on all big events in the world. His friendship

with the leaders of reform in Egypt (Muhammad Vbdu, Mustafa Kamil,
—• — — /lPiSa#d Zaghlul and Qasim Amin) was conducive to such an involvement,

although the involvement in big events and public occasions was a fashion

also for the other contemporary poets in Egypt and elsewhere as has been

explained. However, in his social poetry, Hafiz gained greater fame than

Shauqi and his famous social poems were included in the school readers and
49memorised by young students all over the Arab world.

But although his social poetry seems to have been the direct cause

of his fame, it remains quite naive and superficial. This is why Antun

Karam, probably studying those more famous poems, concluded that Hafiz

produced only a kind of "superficial, lyrical, demagogical, oratorical

verse whose strength stemmed from popular emotion, and whose effect

vanished when the direct cause of the emotional ^/excitement/
50down". He does not give his poetry a higher value than a historical 

one. This is a hasty judgment, for Hafiz had certain poetic attributes 

which were particularly his own and which can still be of benefit to the 

student of the poetic technique.
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Judging his poetry as a whole, one can see the causes of his 

popularity in his social and political poetry, There is a fluency of

style, a simplicity and directness of approach and a flow of emotion,
51which make it immediately appealing to hoth reader and hearer, He did

not have Shauqi*s surge of emotions and his grandeur of style, hut he had.
52that simple and natural manner most suited to a poet of the people.. His

greatest attributes, however, lay elsewhere.. Hafiz had a, magnificent 

capacity, when writing under the effect of something which had moved him 

greatly, to use very vivid language, strengthened greatly by a vitality 

in his use of verbs. His poem on a sea storm which he witnessed while 

travelling by sea is most representative of his magnificent use of his 

verbs;
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54Hafiz did not always achieve this because of his involvement with public 

events and platform poetry, which diverted his emphasis towards a more 

simple and less artistic technique. His authentic talent, however, showed 

itself also in another characteristic trait, irony. This poet excels in

this particular trait which is rare in modern Arabic poetry, producing 

sometimes comical pictures like this on society;

L—. J-— ■ -I. 1 O'0 j*__^ hs O  \.|| I TSJ  ̂['3  ̂3--- 3 t- -J—&--*!> q 5 .5

* This name denotes the poetry declaimed from a platform to a large 
audience, as will be exemplified more fully in chapter seven0
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and on newspapers;

   ■ ■ mB  ̂ -̂--- --- - .- jj l  ̂̂

Writing from the Sudan describing his state of poverty and destitution 

he draws a picture relevant to his Sudanese environment and more comioal 

than ti'agic;
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His comparison with al-Ma'arri in the following verses is not really

convincing,^ because the kind of irony he employs in them tends to lighten

the tragic element;
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However, he can be very bitter in his irony as in the following verses 

talking to the British in Egypt;
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His description of his new suit mixes bitterness with subtlety and has

a refined kind of ironical approach;
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There was? 110 doubt, a feeling of wistful loss in Hafiz’s poetry which

must have stemmed from his comparative poverty and lack of achievement in
62other fields of life0 A deep yearning for death can be detected in

63much of his later poetry., The following verse is an example of the
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great heights to which Hafiz could, arrive:

^     -yJsa (j-A; L I b «-r*--- :#■■**■** ^  W* 64-1

His use of ” (_j———Jv4aj for death here is excellent.

Hafiz was the victim of both his age and his lack of a good modern
65education* His authentic poetic gift was submerged under the weight 

of his public involvements which he believed were the natural d u t y  of poets, 

and his best poetic attributes were not given enough scope to flower and 

develop. “• '

SECTION 2: INFILTRATION OF ROMANTICISM

Khalil Mutran played a different role. He was an Egyptianised 

Syrian and the only prominent poet among the many illustrious men of letters 

who flocked from Syria and Lebanon at the end of the nineteenth century and 

made Egypt their new home, helping greatly to establish its literary re

naissance.

Mutran was born in Ba'laback and studied at Zahlah,then at the• o p

Patriarchal College in Beirut where he had the extremely good fortune of 

being the student of both Khalil and Ibrahim al-Yaziji.^. The influence 

of these two masters, especially of the latter, is seen in Mutran*s

immense care for language in his poetry. Right from the start, moreover, *"
—  68 Mutran studied French, and his knowledge of Western literature seems to

have had a very early st.art. Right from his first serious attempt at

poetry, he showed the mixed influence of a strong Classical and Western

culture. This was his poem "1806-1370" on the battle of Jena, which

is said to have been written in 1888, when the poet was only sixteen 
69years old. If this is true, then Mutran*s poetic development was

fantastically precocious, for the poem is quite powerful in places, rarely
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showing any of the signs of amateurish weaknesses of beginners* Describing 

a marching army he says:

70
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This is very good indeed for that early date, and the poem shows Mutran's

independent poetic personality, as he opens his poetic career with an

objective poem that narrates and describes a battle that took place on a 
71distant land.

The political conditions in Syria at the time of Mutran's youth were

oppressive and there was a great deal of coercion by the Ottomans, The

Syrian (including Lebanese) poets were among the first in the Arab world
72to write poems of protest and enticement* Such literary activity was 

frowned upon greatly by the Ottomans and the poets were exposed to 

suppression and their lives were threatened. Many Syrian intellectuals 

were forced to flee their country and take refuge elsewhere, Mutran was 

among them, having had to flee his own country because of a nationalistic 

poem he wrote,

Mutran spent the rest of his life mainly in Egypt, and it seems that
74as a stranger, he had to be circumspect and unpretentious. ^ How this

has affected his personality and consequently his poetry one can never tell,

for Mutran was a naturally prudent and even-tempered man. His extreme
75reticence to talk about his personal life betrays a basic reserve in 

him which should be of great importance to the critic of his poetry. It 

explains his great tendency to write poetry which was technically objective 

and yet charged with social messages* This will be elaborated soon. The 

story of a tragic love affair early in life has not been confirmed with
rj

documented evidence, and is in line with the many similar stories about 

other poets of the younger generation in Egypt, as will be shown in due 

course. However, Mutran never got married.
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There i s  a  s - fc ra n g e  c o n t r o v e r s y  c o n c e r n i n g  Mutran, Did. he or did 

he not establish the trend of Romanticism in modern Arabic poetry? What 

real influence did he have on his contemporary poets and especially on the 

younger generation amongst them? What was the real value of his achieve

ment?

It is essential to try to assess the role Mutran played and determine

whether he was an important link between the neo-Glassical school and the

more modern poetry written in the twenties and thirties,,

Is the story of Mutran the story of the beginning of change in modern

Arabic poetry? It is certain that Mutran is held by many literary

arbiters to have occupied a prominent position in Arabic poetry in the

first decades of this century. He is said to have been the pioneer in
77introducing innovations, in modern Arabic poetry, the first poet of his

generation to show modern trends and to free himself from the rigidity of
78the old poetic order, to have been the predecessor of such poets as

al~ A quad 5, al-Maaini, Shukri, ̂  Abu-Shadi, ̂  Naji,^ and ILballl Shaybub^^ 

and to be the first poet to introduce the objective trend into modern 

Arabic, poetry,*^ Ismabil Adham, a Western educated critic of Turkish 

origin and a great admirer of' Mutran, wrote a series of articles on him 

insisting that he was a pioneer xforking on virgin soil and on a new level
Q A

of creativity amidst a slumbering world in which he was far greater than

the rest o.f his contemporary poets. In fact he insists that Mutran wan
65"Tar greater than the era he lived in,” and that he was the founder of

86the fbroantic trend in modern Arabic poetry.

Long before this, a great celebration in honour of Mutran was held

in Cairo in 1913 sponsored by Khedive *Abbas Hilmi II, It was attended

by the. most illustrious poets and writers, of the Arab world and numerous
87poems and speeches were delivered in honour of the occasion. Then, in

1947 ? the Arab world again recognised Mutranfs merit as a poet in a series
88of celebrations in. Cairo and Alexandria, and it was at one of these
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stood up and declared Mutran to be the master of all the poets in the Arab
39world, not excepting any one.

There are numerous examples of such universal acclaim. Even sober
90critics like Mandur acclaimed his leadership in modern poetry. Yet in 

the face of so much recognition we are confronted by a few strong denials. 

Abd al- Aziz al-Dusuqi insists in very strong terms that Mutran did not
91.lead the movement of innovation nor create a new current in Arabic poetry.

*Abd al-Rahman Shukri strongly rejected the assumption that he had been 
#

- 92influenced by Mutran1s poetic methods. Al- Aqqad, while admitting that
93Mutren was an innovator in poetry, denied him any credit for it, for m  

his view, Mutran could not help what he was doing. "He had been brought 

up in the European literary tradition and the Arab heritage did not impose
94on him any real loyalty towards either Arabic or Islamic literature.”

This is of course a fanatical comment on the Catholic Mutran and of litt]c 

value. But al- Aqqad goes even further. Mutran, he says, did not in

fluence any of the poets who came after him .either in expression or in the 

spirit of his poetry. ”For these /poets/ got acquainted with old Arabic 

literature from its Classical sources, and with European literature from 

its original sources, especially from English literature..They are more 

likely to copy directly from European literature and would not need Mutran
95to play the role of intermediary between them.”

Al- Aqqad assumes a great deal here, for there is nothing to preclude 

a poet from playing the role of intermediary in a case of this kind. For 

a poet, himself assimilating, transforming and reproducing in his own 

language a trend existing in a different literature, can, if he.is really 

gifted, help more to establish that trend in his own language than all the 

minor poets combined who copy directly from a foreign source. This is so 

because the task that confronts a poetry in need of change is one of 

assimilation and not of direct imitation, and this is a task which yields
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itself only to the few really talented in any language. What remains to

be seen is whether Mutran was in fact capable of playing the important role

of establishing a new trend in Arabic poetry and influencing a generation

of poets after him,
Mutran issued his first dxwan in 1903 accompanied by an introduction.

In it he insisted on spontaneity but also on the conscious attempt at using

x - jro rd s  a n d  p h r a s e s  i n  u n f a m i l i a r  s i m i l e s  a n d  u n u s u a l  w a y s  w h i l e  k e e p i n g  t o

96the rules of the language. His poetry, he said, "has not enslaved its 

writer,,.the right meaning in it is said in the right words, and its writer 

has not looked for the beauty of the single r̂nrse, while neglecting,the 

following, but has sought the beauty of the verse in itself and in its 

place /in the poem/, as well as having cared for the whole poem in its form 

and order, in the harmony of its meanings, the originality of its images 

and the newness of its themes, /while seeing that/ all this agrees with 
the truth.

Despite its rhymed endings, this introduction impresses by its air of

knowledge derived from experience. One of its greatest merits is that it

did not presume much more than the poet could achieve. On the whole it

describes well Mutran's kind of rebellion. His rebellion here is against

artifice, rigidity of expression and diction, the lack of unity in the

C l a s s i c a l  p o e m ,  t h e  r e p e t i t i v e n e s s  o f  t h e  C l a s s i c a l  t h e m e ,  a n d  a l l  s o r t s

of shamness in poetry. But there is no real protest against form as a

settled pattern in Arabic poetry. In an earlier statement which he 
98published in 1900 he had saids "The poetic ways of the Arabs need not

be our own...,our poetry should represent our own imagination and feelings

and not theirs,.even though it is poured into their own moulds and uses
99their own diction."

Before attempting to analyse and sum up Mutran's real poetic 

achievement, it is important to note here that he is one of the most 

illusive figures to study in modern Arabic poetry. For, in the first
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place, he combines several contradictory elements in his poetry, the most 

important of which are the two opposite poles of innovation and conventional

ism as manifested in his experimental poetry and in his many poems of 

occasion. In the second place, the critic does not find it easy to judge 

the merit of his much praised poetic contribution, from a purely artistic 

point of view. This will be elaborated shortly0

One of Mutran's greatest contributions to modern Arabic poetry was 

his introduction of narrative poetry into Arabic. His first anthology 

already contained some of the most famous narrative poems which he wrote.^^

The first attempts at narrative poetry had already been made in the nine-
101teenth century by the poet Khalil Khouri, but Khouri’s was a timid 

attempt which left no mark on Arabic poetry. Mutran’s attempt, however, 

can be regarded as laying the foundation for narrative poetry in modern

Arabic. Al-Maqdisi rightly declares that "narrative poetry did not
— ■— 102become a genre in /Arabic/ poetry except after our contact with the West."

-  103Mutran had read extensively in French, and his attempt at innovation in

poetry must always be remembered as a conscious attempt made with a full

awareness of the necessity of improvising changes that conformed to the

spirit of the age.^^

There is every probability that the poets who wrote narrative poetry

after Mutran were influenced directly by his attempt. Most of these
105poets were Lebanese, but some were Syrian and Iraqi and a few were

*106Egyptian, Among the most important of these poets were the Lebanese

Sliibli al-Mallat? Bisharah al-Khouri, and Bulus Salamah. The attempt

of the Egyptian poet, *Abd al-Rahman Shukri, to write a narrative poem in
—  107blank verse entitled ’̂ Napoleon wa ll-Sahir al-Misri" , might have been 

influenced by Mutran’s experiment, but is in itself of a low standard 

chiefly on account of the poet's use of blank verse in a poem of two 

hemistichs-.

Mutran, moreover, indulged in descriptive poetry to a great extent.
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Even in his first anthology the number of descriptive poems far outnumber

any other genre of poetry he attempted. His love of nature is apparent

throughout his whole work, again the product of a mixed culture, enhanced

by his Syrian background which lingered on in his memory despite his long

expatriation in Egypt. It is interesting to note how the Syrian scenic

background, with its varied magnificence, has always lived on with the

numerous Syrian (including Lebanese) immigrant poets itfherever they had gone.

It would be impossible to trace in this chapter all the influences

leading to any one trend or movement, but Mutranfs interest in nature and

his insistent description of it must have influenced other Egyptian poets

of the following generation who did indulge later on in writing about

nature? poets like Shukri, Abu-Shadi, Naji, *Ali Mahmud Taha and the

Syrian Khalil Shaybub. Yet these poets who were truer Romantics than

Mutran ever was, must also have been immensely influenced by their readings

in Malijarpoetry i.ethe poetry written by Arab immigrant poets in the

Americas, as well as Western poetry.

The important question that readily comes to the mind of the

observer here is thiss did Mutran's involvement in nature mean that he was

a Romantic? Adham claims that Mutran was the originator of the Romantic

trend in Arabic p o e t r y . H e  was a Romantic, he says, in his deviation

from the conventional theme and his introduction of narrative and 'pictorial' 
110poetry. Adham uses the term 'Romantic' here to denote any attitude

deviating markedly from the conventional poetic situation. He is speaking 

here of the boldness and originality with which Mutran paved his way 

towards a new themic approach in poetry.

As for Mutran?s involvement with a subjective Romantic expression° I
of the kind employed in Western Romantic poetry, there are signs of this
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in his personal poems which are often reminiscent of some remote, sad
111personal experience- But this tendency is immediately and decisively

offset by two factors- Firstly, by that great balance which his poetry
112enjoys between form and content as well as between emotion and thought,
113a distinctly Classical attribute- The supremacy of imagination over
114thought and emotion in his poetry does not help much, because he often 

forgets to find a voice for himself through the descriptive phrases that 

crowd the poem- Generally, in such poems, he has the air of total pre

occupation with the outer features of the observable, lacking the sustained 

fullness of self-projection so common to good Romantic poetry- A good 

example are the following purely descriptive verses;
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When Mutran does find a voice for himself, which is not very often, he

is a mildly contemplative poet in whom nature evokes a strain of emotions or

reminescenoes- But he is never a true part of nature, and never does he
115know the mystical fusion with nature which Gibran experienced so deeply-

His poetry is marked in general by a controlled emotionalism often generated 
1 *1 6by his imagination which kindles the mild flow of emotions in it-

The second factor, not irrelevant to the first, is Mutran!s immense 

capability of objectivity in both his nan&tive and his descriptive poetry- 

Many writers have spoken of Mutran's objectivity, but not all they said is 

clearly distinctive- For the term "objectivity" can be very ambiguous 

when it is not defined clearly- The first few decades of this century 

saw a rebellion against the suppression of the subjective element in
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poetry and the insistence of poets like Shauqi and the other neo-Classic ists
117to externalise poetic experience. Most of their poetry was of an

objective nature. Their kind of objectivity was also shared by Mutran in
c *j "i 8a large part of his poetry- However, what A- Dusuqi and others mean

by the objective trend hero is Mutran’s use of narrative poetry.

Before going further in our discussion of Mutran’s Romanticism, an

important point ooncerning his craftsmanship must be discussed. Accord-
119ing to his own description of his poetical activity, Mutran seems to

have been a poet who took great pains to polish his work and restrain

the flow of emotion in the poem. He asserts that he was in the habit of

revising his work with great deliberation and by a process of omission and

careful scrutiny, succeeding in polishing his work to his utmost ability-
120ICaram compares him with the Parnassians. Mandur builds his short

121 -  study of him on this trait. He compares him to Zukhir ibn Abi Sulma
122in his "hauliyyat" and adds that this habit of revision cannot be con-U.... " .1,1 1

eluded without the interference of the will and the mind, a fact which
123must have led the poet to suppress his deep Romantic nature. To him

Mutran is an authentic Romantic poet who tried to camouflage his
124Romanticism by employing great self-control- However, Mutran1s

Romanticism would reappear as soon as the poet succeeded in curtaining

the self and it would then be donned on the object which aroused the poetic
1£r 125

impulse. J Such Romanticism Mandur calls objective Romanticism, a

strange term if one remembered that Romanticism is a rebellion against

objectivity and externalised experience. Mandur goes even further than

this when he describes it as "a spiritual Romanticism, rarely found in its
127Western counterpart, but is typically Oriental.” To him, the West

achieved very little of the spiritualism of the Orient, the land of 
128Prophecy. One can hardly accept Mandur’s idea here, because there

are many spiritual elements in Western Romanticism. As for his idea of 

an objective Romanticism, this is a contradiction T̂i terms. But the
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Romantic trend, he senses in Mutran’s poetry stems from Mutran’s choice of 

subject matter for his narratives, from those tales of suffering, poverty, 

treachery, death, heroism, devotion and noble deeds which fill the diverse 

stories he wrote. The trend to look at the world as a place of horror and 

wonder where great events take place and where people suffer, fight, and 

die had become, during the first few decades of this century, quite 

established. Poets like Shauqi and Hafia participated, each according to 

his own psychological make-up, in great world events as they happened. What 

Mutran did was to cross the limits of the factual and recount imaginative 

tales in narrative form. Thus he was able to achieve two things at the 

same moments to speak of imaginative happenings, and to do that in the form 

of a story and not, as his other neo-Classical contemporaries did, as an 

item of sensational news. It should not follow from this that Hafiz, for 

example, did not achieve a good poem when he wrote about the Messina earth

quake, for he indeed did so, but Mutran’s attempt was unique among his 

contemporaries in Egypt, and was able to pave the way smoothly to a change 

from the imaginative objective to a subjective poetry greatly dependent on 

the imaginative element.
129 -It is common knowledge that Mutran resorted to narrative poetry to

express his own ideas on society, freedom and tyranny, or to relate in them
130 131his own tragic love story. Poems like "Maqtal Buzarjumuhr” and

- 132?'NairunH are full of social and political messages of the most rebellious 
*natures 133
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Karam is right when he says that Mutran seemed to live his poems and 
135experience them, although Karam fails to notice that Mutran*s narrative,

136like most of his poetry, often suffers from a mildness of emotion.

Talking obliquely on a subject can only achieve real artistic effect when

it is touched by a certain fervour and arrives at real poetic heights.

Except in verses which carry direct social and political implications,

Mutran*s narratives lack a direct emotional appeal and the subtle build-up

which invariably accompanies good narrative or dramatic poetry in any

language. He rarely succeeds in enriching the reader with a sustained

aesthetic experience but does succeed quite often in supplying him with
137a noble vision of life and with a final revelation capable of transform

ing his mood and adding something to his general experience of life.

Mutran*s experimental poetry proved that Arabic poetry was capable 

of entering upon virgin fields without losing its recognised attributes, 

of turning back upon a long-established approach and embracing a wider 

scope of themes and attitudes without falling apart. In breaking through 

to such methods, Mutran was a revolutionary and a modern, but a modern 

caught in the grip of a premature epoch when Classicism, even from an 

artistic point of view, was supreme. This, and probably a naturally 

reticent nature and a readiness for compromise to an extent, explain the 

limits he consciously put on the experimental side of his poetry, as well 

as his dabbling in poetry of occasion. But it must be regarded as a real 

achievement of Mutran to have been able to divorce himself in a great part 

of his poetry from the continuous involvement of the conventional Arab 
poet of his time with the outer periphery of public life of one sort or 

another, with its more exhibitionistic attitudes.

Prom Mutran*s writings on innovation in poetry one feels the extreme, 

even agonising, effort this compromise imposed on him. "Right from the 

beginning," he wrote, "I wanted to innovate in poetry, but met with 

opposition and oppression which I shall not discuss here, nor will I
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*133relate here the motives that lay "behind such oppression/1 To him

innovation in both prose and poetry is necessary for the vitality of the 
1 39language., Right from the beginning he must have realised that form

in Arabic poetry was one of the most stubborn elements of poetry, and

although he would have wanted to introduce changes in form, he did not

venture to do so. "I did not want to surprise people with everything

that came to my mind,"^^ The circumstances of his early life must have

left a fear in his heart and a wish for a peaceful co-existence, for he

mentions them in this context as inhibiting his adventures in poetic 
141innovation. In fact, one can feel in Mutran not only the wish to corn-

142promise with a more conventional atmosphere in Egypt but also the wish

to outdo the neo-Classical poets whose grasp of the language was probably

a conscious cause of pride. In an introduction to his long poem "Nairun",

which he wrote in order to deliver at a celebration in his honour at the

American University of Beirut in 1924» he declared that he wrote this long

poem using only one rhyme, in order to explore the extent of a poet’s
143capacity to write a long, monorhymed poem on one unified subject. This

accomplished, he says "I could then show my Arab brethren the necessity to

follow the methods used by Western nations in their p o e t r y . . . T h e

innovations he introduced were innovations in the art of description and
145in the poetic image, as well as in the narrative. "In this way," he

says, "I prepared the way for the new poetry in /literary/ circles which

were then quite restricted and which subsequently started to widen ,/Their

horizons/ even more than I anticipated."^^ He then goes on to say that

now, even at an old age, he still wants poets to innovate. He declares

that it does not distress him that some innovators do not hold to xtfhat

linguists call correct, nor does it anger him that there is a great deal

of immaturity in their meanings, for he is quite convinced that the Arabic
147language will eventually become adequate for all sorts of expressions.
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This hope he gives for poetry shows a deep understanding for the 

secret of the development of art. His greatest wish had always been to 

convince the fossilised traditionalists that the Arabic language was the
1A c3mother of all languages and had the capacity to suit the changing times,

Mutran himself enjoyed a superbly wide vocabulary. His diction and

phraseology are quite sellective, although he could be pedantic at times,

(see the many absurd rhymes in his long poem ’’Nairun” ). Often there is a

tendency to use less familiar words, without however causing much shock to 
149the reader. One can feel the mastery of expression, well entrenched in

Classical strength and precision, without being familiar and easily

predictable, Mutran’s habit of working hard on his poems and revising them

over and over again gave them added strength, but less flow and spontaneity.

It is unfortunate that Egyptian poets of the following generation were not

able to benefit by Mutran’s precision, strength and terseness of phraseology

for even as early as (Abd al-Rahman Shukri, a weakness of sentence formation

is noticeable, which can also be detected in the poetry of Mutran’s most

loyal admirer, Ahmad Zaki Abu Shadi. Other poets of Abu Shadi’s generation

such as Naji for example, did not benefit by Mutran’s capacity of economy

and balance, for their poetry suffered from dilution and flabbiness. One

achievement of Mutran’s which became an established element in modern poetry

was the unity of a poem. Early in his life he began to attack the lack of
150unity in the traditional poem. In some of his narratives, he was able

to achieve an organic unity, in which events followed each other to a climax

but in his other poetry he succeeded in concentrating his effort on one therm

and one flow of emotions in the poem, keeping to a harmonious continuity of
151thought and feeling.

Mutran, moreover, was conscious of the element of truth in poetry
151and of the necessity for poetry to reflect its own era. Except in his

poems of occasion where a line of exaggerated praise is often blurred and



reminiscent of Mutran1s hopeless attitude of compromise, his poetry is 

sincere and serious.

From what has been said it is clear that Mutran’s Romantic tendencies 

were offset to an extent by his Classical balance, by too much deliberation 

and by an occasional tepidity of tone and emotion0 He was not able, there

fore, to generate a current of Romanticism in Arabic poetry, but his poetry 

had given the first signs of basic change and heralded the Romantic trend 

through his immense interest in nature, his choice of Romantic themes in his 

narratives and the open invitation laid to experimentation and a further 

exploration of new themes and attitudes .

Moreover, the age in which Mutran started his experimental poetry,

(the end of the nineteenth century and the first decade of the twentieth)

was not yet ripefor the advent of such a current in the Arab world. In the

first place, although the Arab poetd’s major interest in Western poetry up

to that time and a little later, had been centred mainly on Western Romantic
"1 52poets, both French and English, their readings in Western Romantic poetry 

had not really matured enough and had not been properly assimilated. In 

the second place, the spirit of the age, which was curious and adventurous 

but neither truly rebellious nor tragically involved with events and social 

change, was not yet in need of the release of such a current. In the third 

place, Arabic poetry itself, from a purely artistic point of view, might 

have resisted such an early movement, even if a good poet, through a special 

personal situation, had tried to generate it. For the Classical poetry, 

newly rediscovered and staunchly re-established as a genre par excellence,*""'" 

together with the neo-Classical poetry which was then at the height of itŝ " 

glory, were so deeply entrenched that any drastic deviation from their 

spirit and structure at such an early date would have been strongly resisted
1 53by the poetic tools themselves as well as by the reading public. Tools

destructive to such entrenchments had to be handled carefully and admini

stered gradually. This is why the real beginning of true Romantic
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literature in Arabic appeared in two separate fields both removed from the 

immediate poetic situation in the Middle East, The first field was al- 

Mahjar, whose remoteness in place gave courage and opportunity for change 

and experimentation as will be discussed later; and the second field 

instigated the Eomantic tone through the highly emotional prose of Mustafa 

Lutfi al-Manfaluti (1875-1924) and other prose writers of the second and 

third decades of this century. Prose had been a highly experimental 

literary medium in the nineteenth century, as has been explained above, and 

it was easy to embark on any adventure in it even at a very early date.

To sum up his achievement, one can say that Mutran, in spite of his 

important contribution to the poetic genre at the beginning of the century, 
did little to add any revivifying warmth of feeling to the.poetry of liic 

time. In his work a wider range of interest, power of imagination and a 

certain originality appear. The element of ’imagination’ was so strong in 

his poetry that it is safe to say that he laid the basis of much of the 

imaginative work produced in the twenties and thirties at the hands of the 

Apollo group of Romantic poets and others. He was precocious in early 

defining his proper aims and in his discovery of a new field of poetic 

experience. What is dramatic about his experiment is not the poetry itself 

but the courage of his conscious attempt to undertake the double task of 

seeking continuities with an Arab literary past while moving towards un

touched fields at an age of strongly entrenched traditions.

Mutran had taken the lead in the move towards several aspects of 

innovation but had stayed all his life at the periphery of his own experi

ment. His greatest and most original contribution to Arabic poetry was 

rendered at the beginning of his career. Later on, Mutran participated 

in the changing poetical scene rather moderately, his poetry keeping to a 

more or less even level of creativity. He must be remembered, however,

as the herald of a new awareness in Arabic poetry, despite the fact that
1 54he was too mild in the application of his theory ^ and was therefore not
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fully able to project his argument with force. His long narrative poems, 

which were an event in their time, left no permanent impact due to their 

dramatic tepidity and structural ruggedness.

SECTION 3 s EARLY INTEREST IN NEW IDEAS AND FORMS

Before Mutran introduced the bulk of his ideas on poetry, a Palestiniano

writer, Rauhi al-Khalidi, (b. 1864), wrote a series of articles in al-Hilal 

magazine entitled "Tarlkh *Ilm al-Adab #ind al-Ifranj wa *1- Arab, wa Victor 

Hugo11. In this long series, extending over two and a half years, and 

twenty seven chapters, he perused the history of Arabic and Western litera

tures trying to show the influence of the former on the latter. A modern 

reader, going through his writings, will no doubt find them rather too 

simple and not devoid of mistakes. However, in 1902-1903 when he wrote

them, Arab readers were nearly completely out of touch with Western litera-
156ture and Western literary concepts, and his essays were extremely popular.

An important subject with which these essays dealt and which is of particular

interest to this work was the development of the Romantic current in Western

literature. Reading him now, one feels that Rauhi al-Khalidi was the

first Arab writer to introduce- the concepts of the Romantic school and

to compare them with Classical concepts. Rauhi al-Khalidi was the Ottoman
1 57consul in Bourde^ux for some time, and this gave him an opportunity to 

come into direct touch with French and apparently other Western literatures. 

It is not important for this work to try to argue with al-Khalidi1s ideas 
and general description of literary currents and developments. What is 

important, is to try to visualise the effect of his writings on the 

generation of Arab readers at the turn of the century. He writes describ

ing Romanticisms "The writings of German men of letters in this /̂Romantic/
1 58style W£̂ f prompted by an emotional urge and stemmed from the heart."

159These writers, he says,wrote in the vernacular, and embodied all that
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could stir an emotional reaction. They also stuck to a simple style and 

e x p r e s s i o n , O f  Lamartine he says, "He was the first to introduce a 

change in form, writing a new kind of musical (lyrical) poetry. His 

volume of verse contained poems written in the glorification of God, and 

showing a great involvement in love; /some were poems o f f gentle medita

tions and had wonderful descriptions of the phenomena of the universe and
l6lthe world of nature." Speaking of Victor Hugo, he says "He founded the

Romantic school, and abandoned the metaphors of the scholastic style and 

its old similies. Moreover, he did not model his writings on his pre

decessors, but resorted to a natural (spontaneous) style and to an 

/expression/ o f inner f e e l i n g s . T h u s  the Romantic link between the 

emotions and the creative energy in a poet is made quite clear to readers. 

The reader's attention is also drawn to the element of simplicity in the 

Romantic style, and to the fact that a change in the poetic sensibility 

entailed a change in style and vice versa. On this he gave also the

example of al-Mutanabbi and al-Ma*arri and those who wrote in their style
163and who had, therefore, "deviated from the ways of the Arabs." The

old school (he also called it the scholastic school) depended on a terse
164arrangement of words and on the use of all kinds of decorative rhetoric.

The whole discussion of al-Khalidi is an interesting testimony to the method 

of writing and the appreciation and evaluation of works of literature of 

which enlightened writers were capable at that time, so early in the 

century, it is one of the first works written on comparative litera

ture in modern Arabic. One of the most interesting points one notices 

is the fact that al-Khalidi is completely free from feelings of unpropor

tional admiration to Western works of literature. He does not find it 

necessary to make a mystery of that literature, although he is not dis-
165

respectful of it. He takes it all naturally and with charming simplicity. 

Another author, contemporaneous with al-Khalidi,was Sulaiman al- 

Bustani, (1856-1925)? a Lebanese poet, writer and statesman. Ho participated



in 'both the field of experimental poetry and the field of criticism,, In 

1904i after ten years of strenuous work, he published a translation of 

the whole of the Iliad in eleven thousand verses, He had been able, in 

the process of translation, to experiment on variations of rhyme, metre 

and the poetic genre (such as dubait? muwashshah, etc,). His experiment,
167however, was not spectacular from a poetic point of view, the poetry 

showing signs of resistance to expressions in the text foreign to Arabic 

thought, as well as a lack of poetic heights. He did not really abandon 

the Classical heritage as a whole and did not absorb fully the spirit of 

the work he was translating, being under the influence of the Arabic 

poetical spirit carried on in the Classical expression and diction. But 

the importance of his work lies in the.courage of his attempt and in its 

novelty, for it was ’’the first sustained attempt to present a masterpiece
16of Classical literature in a form which the Arab world could assimilate,if 

More beneficial to the reader than the translation were perhaps the 

c, two hundred pages of introduction with which he prefaced this work. 

Together with Rauhi al-Khalidi*s book, this long introduction is possibly 

the first modern work to be published on literary criticism with a deep 

comparative view on Western literature. Aside from al-Bustani*s dis

cussion on Homer, his Iliad and his importance in the history of literature 

he discussed other poetic matters, such as the nature of epic poetry and

the reasons why the Arabs did not write epic poetry, a most interesting
169and enlightening discussion. He also treated of the method of poetic

translation and several other themes, some of them decidedly modern and
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FOOTNOTES

1c *Abbud? Ru * us , p.292.
2o Al-Mtikhtar min Shi‘r Shauqi? collected "by an Egyptian man of letters? 

CEi^oTT1924? ] p d  81, quoting al-Manfaluti.
3, fAbbud? Rufus, p.294°
4c Haikal in the introduction to Al-Shauqiyyat? Cairo? nod, I? eu-» *
5 = So Daif? op-cit.? ppd10-1 and Shauqi? Sha*ir al-fAgr al-Hadrth?

Cairo? 1953? PP°10-1 A 16-3.
6 c Ibid.j p.13°
7° See Shauqivs introduction to the first edition of his own diwan 

Al-Shauqiyyat 1833-13^8? Cairo* 1893, pp=17-21o
3o See Daif? Shauqi? pp.23-3.
9o He xjas sent there by the British authorities at the outbreak of the 

first World War in 1914 because of his connection with the deposed 
Khedive Abbas? his former patron* and stayed there until the end of 
the war0 paif* Al-Adab al~fArabi, pd12°

10c Ibidc * p.113.
11c Apollo* December* 1932? p.419°
12c For Daif* s comment see Shauqi? ppB97-1005 f°r Mandur's comment on him

see Al-Shi*r al-Misri? I? 2-3; for Karamfs comment see Al-Ramziyyah,
p.114 and "Madkhal”, pp°232 & 240°

13= See al-*Aqqad!s two chapters on Shauqi? ”Shauqi fi 'l-Mizan” in
Al-Diwan, Kitah fi 'l-Naqd wa !I-A dab? Cairo? April-February, 1921? in 
two VolSc5 I? 3-45 & II? 33-78c Al-Diwan was written in collaboration 
with IcAc al-Mazini who wrote? however? on other authors. See also 
al-^qqad's Sa‘at baina ♦l-Kntub, third edition, Cairo, 1950? ppdl6- 
9 & 137-9; also Shu‘ ara? Misr, pp»156-88°

14, See McHo Shaukat in Al-Masrahiyyah fi Shi (r  Shauqi? Cairo? 1947? for
his defence of Shauqi!s traditionalism and its compatibility xtfith the
norms of the age which had not changed much? pp031-2o

15c Shu{ara’ Migr? pp.168-70; Sa7 at ? pp.117-9°
16c pafig wa Shauqi, Cairo? 1933? ppd91-2? & 195°
'7° Ihidc ? pp0192-4°
18c Ibidc? pp.115-27, & 200-6»
19° Ibidc ? pp.195-6.
20. See for example the Palestinian writer Is af al-Nashashibi, Al-

c Arabiyyah wa Shaf iruha 11-Akbar ? published in pamphlet form at Cairo 
in 19285 originally a speech delivered at the celebration in honour of 
Shauqi in 1927? see especially pp.22-31°

21. See for example the special issue of the Apollo magazine on Shauqi? 
December? 1932=

22. Shufaraf Migr? pd71°
23* Although the special features of the traditional form in Arabic poetry

(the two hemistich and the monorhyme) has been discussed by xnriters on
the subject like Ibrahim Anis in Musiqa 'l-Shifr? 3rd edition, Cairo? 
1965? and Nazik al-Mala'ikah in QadSyai""̂ I - S h P T " a l S i r ., Beirut? 
1962  ̂ especially ppn199-227? and others? the influenc of this special 
form on context in the Classical poetry has not been tally explored.
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24= Writers like Mo *A1?a in Khalil Mutranv Cairo, 1959? P = 49? and others,
25= See the interesting discussion written by Daif in Shauqi« pp=47-9=
260 Haikal in the introduction to A1-Shauqiyyatv I, ^ , discusses his

possession of an emotional language effective on the Arabs,
27, "Ma^lim al-Thaurah al-Ula fInd al-cAqqad”f Dirasat ‘Arabiyyah

magazine, Beirut, December, 1966, p,6l; see also p,S4=
28, Abbud, Ru'us, p,292,
29, See Karam? 'kadkhal1' p„239? see also an essay by I^san ‘ Abbas entitled

"Al-Surah fT Shi *? Shauqi”, in Mahrajan Shauqi wa Hafiz,, Khartum 1958? 
PP=9-16, in which he makes a link between ShauqiTs imagery which often 
seeks to combine two opposing objects and his social and public 
attitude which Abbas believes to be bent on compromise. Although 
this is a sophisticated interpretation that might have a good amount 
of truth in it, it remains true that Abbas overlooks the most 
important fact concerning this use of imagery, for the combination
of opposite images is a basic trait in Classical Arabic poetry; see 
xdiat Lutfi Ahd al-Badi says on the subject in his essay, ”A1- 
Takamul fi fl-Qasidah al*~f Arabiyyah”, I la Taha Husain, ed, by A, 
Badawi, a book of essays by several authors presented to $ = Husain 
on his seventieth birthday, Cairo, 1962; * Abd al-Badi quotes al~ 
Jurjani to substantiate his idea, p,173=

30, For a single example see his poem ”Hakbat Dimashq”, Al-Shauqiyyat,
II, 33-91o

31, For a description of Shauqi*s daily life and its concentration on a 
world of men see Apollo magazine, December, 1932, p-317; see also 
Saini '1-Dahhan ShaFir al-Sha* b, Cairo ? 1953? pp=41-4 for a 
description of the life of Hafiz Ibrahim, Shauqifs contemporary,

32, See for example Al-Shauqiyyat, II, nBab al -Nasib^;jsome of these 
poems are famous such as "Khada uha” , p, 139? r,Mudnaka Jafahu 
Marqaduhu”, pp, 152-3; ”*Allamuhu lcaifa I'ajfu,fa Jafa” , p,l63; nYa 
Na*iman Raqadat Jufuhuh”, p,174; ”Marqas”, p,13 and the overture to 
his famous poem, ”Zahlahu, pp,224-5=

33= A cultivated woman like May Ziyadah was able to arouse very noble 
sentiments in a poet like Ismafil Sabri, but that was an unusual 
thing to happen,

34= See in Masra* Kil.yubatrah, Cairo, 1929? bis lyrical poem ”Ana
Antunyo wa Antunyo Ana”, pp = 43~5; and in Ma.jnun Lai la, Cairo, 
n,d, his several lyrical poems, ”Saja al-Lailu”, pp,17-8:( ”Laila 
Munadin Da'a) Laila”, p»43; ”Jabal al-Tubad”, p,114 and others,

35= ‘ Abbud, Dimage . wa Ur,juwant second edition, Beirut, 1964? pp = 92-3 =
36, Ibid,, p=95=
37= Modern folk-lore in Arabic still abounds with nostalgia,
38, 1 Abbud, ibid,, pp,86-98,
39= For more details on Shauqi fs poetry of occasion see Daif, Shauqi

pp,162-77=
40, Muhammad Sabri made a special research and found aboud 130 poems not

included in his diwans. He collected them from manuscripts and 
newspapers. However, not all of them are verified, _ They are 
collected in two volumes called Al-Shauqiyyat al-Ma.jhulah, Cairo,
1961, Most of their poetry is inferior to Shauqi's recognised 
poetry.
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41 * ‘ Abbud, Dimaqs, p. 37“
42« Karam, ’’Madkhal" , p.245°
43„ See for example -the chapter by S, Dahhan on the kinds of poetry he

wrote, Sha'ir al-Sha*b, pp.79-102, which is an enumeration of his 
themes5 see also R. Masibah, Hafiz Ibrahim, al~Sha ir al-Siyasi,
Cairo, 1947? which also paraphrases his poetryjalso K. Jum*ah,
Hafiz Ibrahim, ma lahu wa ma *alaihi, Cairo, 1959? PP°93-316 ■;
Jum ah’s assessment of novelty in his poetry concentrates only on 
themic innovations, see especially ibid., pp.305-16; J.A. Arherry, in 
his valuable appraisal of Hafiz, also concentrated on the context of 
the poet’s work, but Arberry’s study was concentrated on the reaction 
of Moslem poets to the ’’humiliating situation of their people and what 
they said in reminiscences of past glory and as spokesmen of the 
liberation to come-" See Aspects of Islamic Civilization, London, 
1964, po 359? for the quotation; see also the whole section on Hafiz, 
pp.359-66.

44“ See the diversity of his social and public themes (charity projects,
openings of educational institutions especially for girls, orphanages, 
etc,) in Diwan Ilafia Ibrahim, edited by Ahmad al-Zain, Ahmad Amin, 
and Ibrahim al-Abyari, second edition, Cairo, 1939? chapter 
entitled "Al-I jtima*iyyatE! v I, 250-313, et passim.,

45° See Masihah, op. oit. , pp.69-71? Dahhan, Sha*ir al-Sha b, p»97°
460 See a quotation by him in Jum*ah, op.oit., p. 173” so® also the

comment of A. Sanad al-Jundi, Hafiz Ibrahim, Shakir al-MTl, Cairo, 
1959? pp.103 & 105“

47. Such as his poem on the earthquake of Messina in 1903, Dxwan Ilafig,
I, 215-20; his elegy on Tolstoy in 1910, II, 164—7? etcD

t (
480 Jum ah, loc. oit. ) on his association with Muhammad Abdu see

S., DahhcEn, Sha ir al-Sha*b, pp.30-6 and other referenceso
49° Such poems as his famous ’’qafiyyah” delivered at the Girls' School in

Port Said, Diwan Hafiz, I, 279-83? and his poem on the Arabic 
language, written from a patriotic point of view, ibid., pp.253-5°

50» On his flow of emotion in poetry see Karam, lococit.
51. On the appeal of his poetic diction see A. Sanad al-Jundi, op.cit.,

pp.103 & 105“
520 On the suitability of his diction to the listeners see Taha Husain,

Hafiz wa Shauqi, pp.152-3“
53= Diwan Hafiz, I, 227-8:; for more examples see his very vivid

description of the Messina earthquake, i/bid... , especially pp„ 216-8,
N0B0 this concise and poignant verse (p.216);

see also another good example in which he describes a fire at Mait 
Ghamr, a town in Hgypt; the fire lasted eight days; ibid., pp.250-2.

54“ Compare the above-mentioned poems with the affected poem on a fire
which broke out at a friend's house, ibid.. , p.233°

55“ Diwan Hafiz, I, 257=
56“ Ibid. The whole poem is interesting from this aspect.
57“ Ibid.y II, 122.
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58c Dahhan, however, finds it so, Shaf ir al-Shafb, P°26; A. Sanad al-Jundi 

discusses what he calls ”Fukahah” in the poetry of Hafiz, however, he 
understands it to he mere jesting, and the subtle, often bitter irony 
of the poet completely eludes him; see op_? cit „ > pp0190-7; Jum* ah also 
discusses his humorous verse, op.cite, pp.233-300, but mentions the 
more comical verse regarding it also as a themic variation. The 
poet's irony as a technique in serious, even tragic poetry, also 
eludes him. For poems in which Hafiz josts and jolces with his 
friends see Diwan jrlafiz, the chapter on ”AI-Ikhwahiyyat”, I, 162-204, 
in which there are several poems of this kind.

59. Diwan Hafiz, II, 133*
60. Ibid., p=20; see also ibid. , I, 316 the first six lines.
61. Ibid-, pp.205-6o
62. On his life see A. Sanad al-Jundi, op.oit., pp®15-46, especially 

pp°35-7, Dahhan, Shafir al-Shafb, pp.22-9 especially p.29, and other 
references.

63* See his elegies on Muhammad *Abdu, DTwan Hafiz, II, 144 the third 
verse,and p.203 the first fifteen lines; see also his elegy on 
Zaidan, ibid., p.184, etc.; however, this is different from Shauqi's 
nostalgia, see (Abbud, Dimaqs, pp.94-7°

64. Diwan Hafiz, II, 203®
65® .For his education see Dahhan, Shafir al~Shafb, p.12 where he says 

that his education was based on Al-Masilah al -A dab iyyah.; see also
Junfah, opocit., pp.30-9? where he exaggerates the extent of his
education; see Taha Husain, Hafiz wa Shauqi, pp.196-7 & 210 on tho 
deficiency of his culture.

67° T.A. al-Tanahi, Hayat Mn.tran, Cairo, 1965? P°37; Karam, ”Madkhal”,
p.246.

68. Ibid., Tanahi, op.cit., p.44°
69° Ibid.
70. Diwan al-Khalil, 4 volumes, third edition, Beirut, 1967? I? 15°
71. See ibid., the preface to the poem.
72. Among these was Ibrahim al~Yaziji, Mutran's teacher; see an account 

on him in al-Maqdisi, Ittijahat, pp.106~9°
73® Tanahi, op.cit., pp.45~6°
74° See Karam's description of his alienation, ”Madkhal”, p.243°
75® See Mandur, Khalil Mutran, Cairo, 1954? PP°3~7°
76. Tanahi has written a full biography of Mutran’s life and love, but 

aside from his personal knowledge of the poet, there is little 
evidence shown in the book.

77° M. Mandur, Al-Shi* r al-Misri, II, 3°
73. R. Khouri in his introduction to Al-Tughut9 an anthology of some of 

K. Mutran's poems edited by him, Beirut, 1949? P°3; Salamah Musa, 
”Khalil Mutran”, Al-Hilal, June, 1924? Vol.32, ix, 960; A.Z. Abu 
Shadi, Qadaya !1-Shivr al-Mubasir, Cairo, 1959? P°57°

79° On his influence on these three' poets see Mahmud Amin al-(Alim,
”A1-Shifr al-Misri '1-Hadith”, Al-Adabv January, 1955? P°16.
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30. See Abu Shadi's diwans Al-Shafaq al-Baki, Cairo, 1927? P°1236, and 

Anda' al-Fajr, second edition, Cairo, 1934? PP°52-3? 110, 113? 117? 
etc.; soe also his elegy on him in Min al~Samar, New York, 1949?
pp.130-6; see also his book of essays Asda* al-Hayat, second edition,
Alexandria, 1937? PP°6-25; etc.

31. S. Jaudat, Ibrahim Naji, Cairo, 1960, pp.144-5? N.A. Fu'ad, Naji al- 
Sha'ir, Cairo, 1954? pp.12-4; see also Abu Shadi's diwan, Ajyaf al- 
Ral7j~,"Cairo, 1933? for an essay by Naji, p. j , in which he asserts
that Mutran is the poet who opened the eyes of the young poets to
"the light £ o f knowledge/...and sowed the seeds” of modern poetry.

32. See fAta, op.cit., p.70 for quotations from K. Shaybub on this point.
33° A. Kurani as quoted by Adham, "Khalil Mutran, Sha'ir al-'Arabiyyah

f 1-Ibdai-K'ash' at al~Tayyar al-Ibda'i fi (1-Shi'r al- 'Arabi" ?A1-Muqtataf May 
1939, vol.,94, v, 611.

34° Adham, "Khalil Mutran, Sha'ir al-'Arabiyyah al-Ibda'i-Al-'Asr wa 
51-Rajul", ibid.,°March, 1939? Vol.94? iii? 296.

85° See ibid., pp.296-7°
86. See ibid., the whole essay, pp.295~307°
87° Adham, "Khalil Mutrsb . Sha'ir al-'Arabiyyah al-Ibda'i - Al-Taur al-

Thalith min Hayat Mutran", ibid., August, 1939? Vol.95? iii? 320-3°
38. J. Ramadi, Khalil Mutran, Sha'ir al—Aqtar al—fArabiyyah, Cairo,

[c1960], pp.56-7°
89. A. Dusuqi, Jama'at Apollo wa Atliaruha fi 'l-Shi'r al-Haditk? Cairo,

i960, p.76.
90. See M° Mandur!s book, Khalil Mutran, p.11.

pp°79, 81 & 377—31.
92. "Haul Maqal (Khalil Mutran)", Al-Muqtataf, April, 1939? Vol.94? iv,

495? see also his essay, "Rafyi fi '1-Shi r al-Radlth", ibid., May,
1939? Vol.94? v, 545-52? in which he recounts his Arabic influences, 
probably to prove that he was not influenced by Mutran; see also his 
essay, "Al-Shi'r wa '1-Thaqafah", ibid., June, 1939? Vol.95? i? 33-40 
in which he recounts his Western influences.

93° Shu'ara' Misr, p.199°
94= Ibid.
95° Ibid., pp. 199-200 (quotation on p°200);̂  see Mandur, Al-Shi'r al-Misri,

I? 37-8, where he throws doubts on al- Aqqad's statement concerning
both their Classical and Western education.

96. DTwan al—KhalT1, third edition, Beirut, 1967? I? 8.
97° Ibid., p.9°
98. Quoted by Adham in "Khalil Mutran, Sha'ir ad-'Arabiyyah al-Ibda'i - 

Al- Asr wa 11-Rajul", p.295? and by Ramadi, op.oit., p.300, to have 
been published in Al-Majallah al-Misriyyah, July, 1900, p.85°

99° His singde resort to write a sort of poetic prose was his elegy
entitled "Kalimat Asaf", Diwan al-IChalII, I, 294-6; however, this is
a lame and unsuccessful attempt, very prosaic and diluted, but 
showing, nevertheless, the marks of Western influences.

100. Among which are ”Wafar", ibid., pp.105-10; "Al-fIqab"; ibid., pp.112-7; 
"Finjan Qahwah", ibid., 143-54? "FatSt al-Jabal al-Aswad", ibid., pp. 
179-83; "Al-Janin al-Shahid" , ibid., pp.223-45? arid "GharSm fif̂ lain", 
ibid., pp.245-8.

101. Maqdisi, op.cit., p°391a° ? see Khouri f s poem "Al-Rumman wa ’1-'InnSb",
Abbud, Ruwwgtd, pp.91-2.
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Maqdisi, op.cit., P°391? see Ramadi, Mutran, pp.243-7°
Ibid., p.20; Adham, "Khalil MutrSCn, Sha'ir al-'Arabiyyah al-Ibda'i - 
Al-Taur al-Awwal min Hayat Mutran", Al-Muqt a-faf, June, 1939? Vol.95? 
i? 91° *
See his introduction to his diwan, p.8 in which he says that he had 
written first according to the ancients, then, disgusted, left off 
writing poetry altogether until he was able to innovate.
See 'isa Saba, Shu'ra:' al-Qisgah wa '1-Wagf fi Lubnan, Beirut, 1961? 
for numerous examples of narrative poetry written by Lebanese poets.
See a list of these by Maqdisi, op.cit., pp.392-3°
Diwan Shukri, edited by Nuqula Yusuf, Alexandria, 1960, being a 
collection of all Shukri's diwans, pp.205-6°
See above footnote 92 for what Shukri says about his own poetic 
educat i on °
"Nash * at al-Ittijah al-Ibda'i fi * 1-Shi* r al-'Arabi", pp.296? 300, 
302, 306 et passim.
Ibid., p° 300.
See for example his poems "Al-Masa’", Diwan al-KhalTI. I, 144-6; 
"MushSkah Baini wa Baina '1-Badr". ibid., 29-30, "Al-Asad al-Baki", 
ibid., II, 17-9: "Min Gharib ila Usfurah Mughtaribah", ibid.,
pp.21-30°
A trait noticed also by other writers on him': see Adham, "Sina't 
Mutran al-Fanniyyah", p°547? Paif\ Al-Adab al-'Arabi ’1-Mu*agir f 1 
Misr, p.124°
See Ihsan 'Abbas, Vann al-Shi'r, Beirut, 1959? pp°46~9 on the idea 
of Classical balance in " '̂arnud al-Shi r" °
See Adham, "Al-Khayal fi '1-Shi'r wa Manzilatuhu fi Sha'iriyyat 
MutrSn", Al-Muqtataf, February, 1940, Vol°96, ii, 160.
Diwan al-Khalil, II, 136-7.
On Gibran's involvement with nature see K° Hawi, op.cit°, pp.167? 
206, 211, etc!
Adham, loo.cit.; see also his other essay, "Al- Stifah wa Tl-Fikrah 
fi 'l-Shi^r wa ManzilatuhumSC fr Shi' r Mutran", Al-Muqtataf, March, 
1940, Vol.96, iii, 306 and 310-1.
See below. Chapter IV.
Qp°cit., p.63; see also Adham, "Khalil Mutran, Sha'ir al-Aqtar al- 
Arabiyyah - Al-'Asr wa ’1-Rajul", p°300.
See Adhamfs essay, "KhalTl Mutran, Sha'ir al-'Arabiyyah al-Ibda'i - 
Al-Taur al-Awwal min HaySCt Mutran", p.37 n.
Karam, "Madkhal", p.246.
Khalil Mutran, p.3°
Ibid.y p°12°
Ibid., p.13°
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., pp.15 & 18.
Ibid., p.17®
Ibid.
Ibid., pp.28-9, Karam, "Madkhal", p.249°
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130 o See his poem "Hikayat f£shiqain", Diwan al-Khalil, I, pp,185-222

which is regarded as an interpretation of his own story; see Mandur, 
loc.oit. , Tan&hi, op, cit, v pp.125-54°

131. Diwan al-Khalil, I, 120-3°
132, IbidM  III, 50-73=
133° Ihid,, I, 121,
134° Ihid,, III, 69,
135• ”Madkhal", loo,cit,
138, Adham agrees to this, see "Sina‘at Mutran al-Fanniyyah", Al-Muqtataf, 

May, 1940, Vol.96, v? 555°
137, See for example the final lines of "Nairun" and "Maqtal Buzrujumuhr".
138, "Al-Tajdid fi ’1-Shi'r", Al-Hilal, November, 1933, Vol,42, i, 10, 

see also 10—2,
139° Ibid,
4̂0, Ibid, He believed that the poetic and aesthetic nature of people is 

slovg to change; see his introduction to Abu Shadi's Aj?yaf al-Rabl*, 
p, ! , where he states this and comments on the particular 
conservative nature of the Arabs,

141, "Al-Tajdid fi »1-Shifr», loc.oit.
142, Karam, "Madkhal", p,248,
143° Diwan al-Khalil, III, 48,
144° Ibid,
145° "Al-Tajdtd fi 11-Shi* r", loc, cit,
146, Ibid,
147° Ibid., pp.10-1.
148° See his preface to the second volume of Diwan al-Khalil.
149° There is, however, a slight difficulty in assimilating quickly much

of his poetry if a reader’s taste had been nourished primarily on
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CHAPTER II 

ARABIC POETRY IN THE AMERICAS

The general literary activity in Egypt was to culminate in the rise 

of a movement aiming at liberating poetry from many of the neo-Classical 

qualities which were being strongly established there, This was the 

movement of the Diwan Group, a group of three poets, *Abd al-Raiiman Shukri, 

1 Abd al-Qadir al-Mazini and *Abbas Mahmud al-^Aqqad, who sought to make 

poetry the voice of the human heart and liberate it from rhetoric and 

trivialities,, The achievements and failures of these poets will be dis

cussed in the next chapter. But before these poets began their campaign 

a similar but independent movement in Arabic poetry had been taking place 

in what the Arab writers call "Al-Mahjar al-Amriki'1, i.e, in the United 

States and Latin America, by Arab immigrant poets there, Al-Mahjar 

poetic movement proved to be more successful and influential. The two 

movements do not seem to have been aware of each other except at a later 

stage of their development when their basic principles had alreadjr been 

established. This is significant of the needs which poetry had at that 

time and of the simultaneous reactions which Arab poets and writers on 

poetry showed as soon as contact with foreign fields was established.

For the two movements were influenced directly and indirectly by Western 

poetry and the Western poetic concept.

But one must emphasise at the outset the basic differences in the 

poetry of the immigrant Arabs in the U,S,A, and that of their compatriots 

in South America, Two points are significant here. The first is that 

the poetic contribution of the Southern group is far greater in bulk than 

that of the Northern group. For although there were many prose writers 

in the South who wrote in newspapers and magazines, and delivered talks 

and orations, the most famous within the Southern group are poets. The
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second point is that, despite the abundance of poetry in the South the

rebellion in form, content, diction and tone, the introduction of abstract

themes, the adoption of philosophical attitudes, and the successful arrival

at modern Romanticism in poetry were achieved mainly by the immigrant poets

in the North, the South remaining itfell in the stream of traditional Arabic
2poetry and culture. Writers on the subject like *Abd al-Ghani Ĵasan,

3 - 4  5M, Haddarah, U, Dusuqi, A.K. al-Maqdisi, and G. Saidah and others are

in the habit of discussing the Mali jar poetry as one unified whole. And 

although some of them, such as al-Maqdisi,^ and ‘isa Tl-Nafuri,^ for 

example, remarked on the differences between the two groups, they did not 

look at al-Mali jar poetry as running in two different streams. Both of

these streams were rich. The Northern one, which might include the
8Southern Fawzi and Shafiq al-Mafluf*s two imaginary voyages, led a new

current in poetry. The Southern stream fed and enriched with a fresh and

pure contribution the already established neo-Classical poetry. In their
9 tvaluable book on al~Mahjar poetry, Ihsan Abbas and M.Y, Najm subtly

evaded a discussion of the Southern contribution and simply wrote a book

on the poetry of ^AI-Rabitah al~Qalamiyyahft, the famous North American

literary societjr which led the wave of innovation in Arabic poetry in
10al-Mahjar. N, Sarraj also wrote exclusively on them.

The immediate heritage in Arabic poetry of all these poets is the

same, Nu*aimah describes it in an article written in 1949*• He says,

”The mind /at home/ was closed, the /literar/7 taste stale and the creative

will paralysed. The poet did not dare deviate from the /order of the/

one rhyme and from the topics adopted by Arabic poetry since ancient

times and after describing it said, nThis was the kind of literature

which the emigrants carried with them to their new countries they also
11carried with them the dreary spiritual atmosphere in which they grew up,"



Gibran, too, in a letter to a woman Orientalist says that Syria at the time
12had two maladies; traditionalism and traditions., But what happened when 

these poets settled in their adopted countries was a different story. The 

Northern poets experienced a great change in their artistic output, while 

the Southern poets, despite the fact that, compared to the contemporary 

poetry that was being written at home, often showed a broader outlook and 

a deeper perspective, as well as a clearer vision of man and of life, 

nevertheless remained mild and limited in their attitude towards innovation. 

In form, the Classical verse of the two hemistich and the mono-rhyme 

remained the most prevalent, although the use of the quatrain, of shorter 

metres and of variations of the Muwashshah type was attempted successfully.
i —In theme, aside from the imaginary voyages of the Ma luf brothers mentioned

above, which displayed originality and courage as well as a definite Romanti

trend, the Southern poets employed much the same themes that were being

employed in the contemporary poetry of the time in the Arab world. In tone

a large part of the Southern contribution, which talked of nationalism or

uttered the concise, all-conclusive epigrams typical to Arabic poetry,

retained the rhetorical, self-assertive, direct tone of Arabic poetry of 
*Classical times.

It is interesting to note the basic differences in attitude and in

points of interest between the two groups, as well as the marked differences

in outlook, the most flagrant of which is perhaps their different attitudes

towards nationalism. For while the Northern poets tended to be universal

in their outlook on the world and believed mostly in the brotherhood of man,

the Southern poets were flagrantly on the side of Arab nationalism. Some
13writers on the subject have noted the basic differences in diction and 

14-theme but few of them attempted to probe into the reasons that lay behind 

this phenomenon.^

* This should not exclude a change in tone in the same poet in the South 
when writing on personal matters. The private voice was heard in the 
poetry of several southern Mahjar poets among whom a notable poet was 
Ilyas Farhat, whose rhetoric in national poetry rang high.
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Artistic as well as environmental causes seem to lie behind it, 

however* Artistically, the three most influential personalities in the 

whole Arab-American literature happened to be in the North* They are
^ — — t 16al-Rihani, Gibran and Nu aimah* These three literary personalities had 

the courage, the originality and the highly mixed culture (which embodied 

Arabic and Western literatures, as well as Islamic and Christian heritage) 

that could enable them to forge new ways in literature and to impose new 

ideas and concepts on any of their contemporaries who happened to fall under 

their influence* Perhaps the greatest achievement they accomplished in 

this respect in al-Mahjar itself was the conversion of Ilya Abu Madi, the 

best of the Mahjar poets, from a conventional and realistic way 

to that contemplative, highly abstract style of his more famous poetry*

This will be discussed later* The links the three men had with European 

and American literatures and their more sophisticated and finely tempered 

artistic personalities did a great deal to accomplish a thoroughly liberal 

attitude towards literature, considerably free from persistent traditional 

hindrance^. Nothing as strong and deep as this characterized the Southern 

poets*

Environmentally, the difference between life in the United States 

and life in Latin America at the beginning of this century has also helped 

to emphasise the gap between the two groups as each of them fell under

different influences* The North American way of life, with its order and
"17 i Smaterial superiority, its impressive impact, its bustle and quick pace

19which Nu'aimah described as a dragon, could not but draw these immigrants 

into its orbit and acclamatize them, quickly and forcibly, to its general 

spirit* Arab individualism was prone to suffer in such an atmosphere 

which compels the individual to an immediate compromise with its hard and 

unyielding demands* Moreover, the Northern poets could not help but be 

influenced by the talk on the ideals of liberty and the four freedoms,
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as well as the value of man and his position in life: the typical concepts

of Western liberalism* The United States, satiated with boon and plenty,

was dominated by a general spirit of liberalism that could not fail to make

its impact felt on those young immigrants who were looking, both consciously

and instinctively, for new sources of knowledge and experience*

G* Saidah, an Arab poet of the Southern group, disagrees with this*

It was our poets, he insists, who were missionaries for the spiritual
20message of the East* They were the givers, not the recipients* Their

message "had a great impact on the American media where the souls were in

need of a spiritual philosophy * * * to go along with the ambiguous
21materialistic philosophies imported from Europe*" He does admit that

the "American environment in the Worth imposed its style on the habits and
22outer appearance of the Arab immigrants" but goes on to deny emphatically

that the men of letters were influenced by it in their literary output*

Most of the men of letters he knew, he said, lived close to their original
23countries in thought and emotion* One must certainly try to gain by

Saidahfs personal glimpses and by his own experience, as a poet, in the

matter. But he lived in Latin America* The Worth, which he probably

knew only to a limited extent, was different. If the contradiction

between great ideals and a materialistic reality seemed incompatible and

often revolting to the Arab immigrant in Worth America, the flagrant display

of power and material superiority, of active progress, of a real grasp on

life, must have furnished the challenge needed for an intellectual rebellion*

Hangovers from an agricultural, poverty-stricken and oppressed background

might slow the pace of those poets. A basic cultural barrier might

immunize them against a true conversion* But there can be no doubt that

they recognised in what they saw an advanced level of human progress and

freedom with which they could not identify their own people* Moreover, if
24Western culture was not attainable to all, it was most definitely
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absorbed, in varying degrees of intensity, by the three leaders of the 

movement in the North* They had direct and easy access to more sophisticated 

examples of literary creativity* Their creative work was coloured by a 

new tinge which was absorbed, in varying degrees, by the other poets of the 

group* The ground for rebellion was fertile* Gibran's intense rebellion 

at such an early date, against the clergy in his country, against traditions, 

against the conventional methods that suffocated creativity, could not have 

been achieved by mere genius, but also by a harsh discovery of a better way

of life* Saidah may be right in asserting that the change was only skin

deep, that it was not a deep conversion* But it does not need a complete

adoption of a new way of life to accomplish a rebellion against the old,

even a rebellion reaching the state of complete rejection to which Gibran 

arrived when he shouted; ”1 hate you, Oh my people, because you hate 

greatness and glory”*

In the South environmental influences worked on quite a different level* 

Saidah himself gives the key to environmental differences when he, as an 

eye-witness in the South, describes the early experiences of life and

orientation which emigrants to Latin America had* These were marked by
25 2 6savage hardships, lawlessness and a good amount of fanatical oppression*

Moreover, in most of the Latin countries there was no trace of the freedom,

political and social, which characterized life and thought in the United 
27States* The immigrants in the South found themselves among people who

23did not surpass them in progress and energy. The pace of life around 

the immigrants was slower and the Latin American atmosphere, with its loud 

social tones, its exuberance and emotion, was not unsuited to their original 

background* It did not confront them with the stark and overwhelming

# Gibran's complete rejection, as expressed in this and other statements, 
may have been the first examples of utter rejection in modern Arabic 
literature. Later on, in the fifties and sixties, this would become an 
important trend in ilrabic poetry directed, like Gibran's, against the 
evils of the nation, the traditions and all conventional ties that 
suffocated creativity, but on a far greater scale, as will be shown later*
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contrast which life in the United States furnished, hut with the challenge 

and clash of an individualism not completely free of fanaticism and 

prejudice* The great ideal of individual freedom and response to the 

challenge of things in the North gave way in the South to an individualism 

of a pattern, well-known in Arab culture, evoked and stimulated afresh by a 

matching individualism of the Latin pattern* The individual versus things
29in the North was replaced by the individual versus individual in the South* 

The whole equipment of a traditional, self-assertive poetry was immediately 

reinstated with its stock phrases and proud exaggerations* Direct emotional 

links with the home countries were kept alive, as well as a deep loyalty to 

traditions in language and style*

But this attachment to the traditional form, style, diction and 

attitude was also due to another reason. Most of these poets had little 

access to forms of literature other than Arabic*^ It is true that they 

all came from Syria and Lebanon where contact with the West had been 

established for some time. Btit they had had no formal education and this, 

together with the reasons discussed above, decided their ultimate poetic 

methods. Forced by lack of education to remain out of touch with other 

literatures, they had no alternative but to stick to the only methods of 

poetry they knew* The fact that they were Christians and therefore less 

bound by a traditional loyalty to Classical forms, could not overcome their 

extremely simple cultural background. Their other Christian compatriots in 

the North were able to break through the impasse and furnish the best
31authentic avant-garde literature in the first quarter of this century*

Yet looking at the poetic output in both the North and the South,

it is found to be rich and marked by a great vitality. Writers have

wondered why Arabic poetry flourished in the Americas, and a number of

reasons have been suggested* These varied from the suggestion that it

flourished because the poets came from a people noted for their adventurous 
32spirit, to the suggestion that their knowledge of Western literature
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33spurred them on. It was also put forward that the fact that they were

aliens in a strange land stimulated their imagination and stirred in them

emotions of homesickness conducive to fruitful creative work. Nu aimah

and Saidah, answering these arguments, 'insist that it was natural talent

that was responsible for the flourishing poetic activity of these poets in

the Americas. But a natural talent alone is not enough to explain the

great vitality which characterized that poetry. If the poetry in the Worth

was consciously hent on innovation, the poetry in the South was characterized

by a marvellous virility and strength of approach, considering, of course,

the beet examples in both places. One can explain this phenomenon by the

suggestion that a naturally endowed number of immigrants found in the

Americas the freedom to express themselves unhampered either by political 
37and social fears or by the jealous opposition of a conventional heirarchy

•jO
of literary arbiters. The simultaneous appearance of so many bards in

the Americas is a testimony to two things. Firstly, to what freedom of

thought can do to release the currents of creativity in naturally endowed

individuals. Secondly, it is a testimony to the fascination Arabs have

with words. Away from their country, the only means of contact they could

find was through their literary expressions. They were immediately
39received with enthusiasm and gratitude. The superior work of some of . 

them covered up for the inferior work of the majority who were poorly 

equipped for their ambitions. The absence in the literary field at home 

of critics who could take pains early to sort out the Mahjar poetic output 

left a confusion in the minds of both the poets concerned and the readers at 

home as to the ultimate merit of the Mahjar poetic contribution. Both 

praise and abuse were showered on all the Mahjar poets indiscriminately.

A weakness detected in the language of the poetry of some Northern poets, 

for example, was taken as a sign that the whole Mahjar poetry suffered from 

this •defect1,^ a too sweeping . . accusation indeed, because some Mahjar 

poets like Farhat and al~Qarawi are noted for a strength of style and a 

virile, correct and effective diction.
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It i® wall to examine the poetry of the Southern group before wo 

turn to study tho achievement in the field of avant-garde poetry of the 
Northern contribution, although the Southern group started-writing a little 

later than the poet® in the North Mahjar*
The first thing to remember about the Southern poet® is that they 

were not affiliated in a school of literature which profcseed certain 
principles and well-defined rule®, like the Northern group* In the North, 
the formatioil of nAl~Rabitah al^almniyyaH' in 1920 included the issuing of

fl5HHdSwl6(ieil®sewWffiSiAiNSlWffW®S8il®WtVpf8SeS6iJfSMWfi^HAQe6HiaW

a manifesto, written by M. Hu*aimah, in which its formulations and conception
of literature were declared* ffslmfo a 1 ̂Andalfes&yyahf'; its
counterpart in Brasil,.formed in 1932, was merely a literary society devoted

41to the promotion of Arabic literature in Latin America. Some of the
best poets in Latin America were member® of it and it helped to publish a
few volumes of poetry which included Far^&t *® diwans, that of al-Qarawi,
(Rashid Salim al-fgmri), Fawzi aima^uf*® 'Ala Bisat al-jtifr. and Shafiq
al-$ta\uf*s *Abo«p*^ With much appreciated humility, Saidah declares
these four works to be the most important works accomplished by the Southern 

43group.
(i) Fawzi al~Ha*luf

Although the Southern contribution in general could be regarded as
a fresher version of the neo-CXassieaX school, some poetic works are
singled out for originality end novelty. The most important work of Fawzi
al~Na #luf {1889-1930), him long peom *Ala Bicat al-Rih. could well have
belonged to the Northern contribution. Its involvement with the *souIf
and its ultimate freedom, with life*® absolute slavery,its ohaoklea, and 

44burdens* with the dualism of good and evil, the distinctly abstract 
atmosphere 1 is definitely more aligned to the constant search of the 
Northern poets in the realms of the soul, the question of vice and virtue
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45and the other dualisms which preoccupied them* The poet imagines himself 

on an imaginary trip over the clouds, where he meets his soul and rejoices 

in the union. Exhortations against the evil of man on earth are uttered

without hesitancy or compassion,, Man lives for evil and the earth has no
46use for him except dead. The pessimistic tone of the poem and its 

imaginary framework are directly Romantic. Published first in 1929 in 

Al-Muqtataf, it immediately drew the attention of readers in the Arab 

world with its originality. The premature death of the poet in 1930

focussed greater attention on his work and numerous articles were written

,.4'
43

about the peet and the poem.^ *Ala Bisat al-Rih was also translated into

several European languages,

There is a purity about this poem, a nobility of styles
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Despite a purely imaginative context, an authenticity of attitude

gave it a special place in modern Arabic poetry and gave its author an
50esteemed position among the poets of his day. In its pessimism there is a.

heart-catching element which gave it a different resonance from that of
- 51other modern poets such as Gibran and the poet's brother Shafiq. The

flow of its rhythm is a fine example of fluidity and smoothness, and of

the harmony of words and phrases. fAoun believes that Fawzi has connected
52Arabic poetry with Western culture, given it a mixture of Oriental and

53Western elements well suited to the European taste, and a "fluidity and
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54music rarely found before him”. This is rather exaggerated, but it

testifies to the influence which this poem leaves on its readers.. Fawzi
t  __ 55al-Ma luf has several other poems, some of them of fairly high standard,

56some not so high, but he owes his fame mainly to this single work. The

ease with which this poem found its way to the hearts of the reading public

in the thirties proves not only its poetic value, but also the eagerness

of a public in search of novelty and change.. The influence of this poem,

however, is rather difficult to assess» Its special pure quality does not

yield to imitation and therefore remains an isolated example., Other

characteristics in it which can be exploited by other poets, lose by

reproduction. The idea of the imaginary voyage, for example, itself not

new in Arabic and world literatures, has been taken up by his brother,

Shafiq, in another long poem entitled 1 Abqar, published in 1936° The most

famous work of Shafiq, it remains far inferior to the original poem which
57gave it its inspiration. Another quality of the poem, abstraction^ 

has also been taken on by other poets in the thirties and forties, but 

with little success. *Ala Bisat al-Rih is possibly the most powerful, and 

definitely the most successful example so far of the use of abstract images 

that are indulged in with the ultimate goal of serving a greater idea or 

delineating amoral side of the human condition. This trend was begun in 

al-Mahjar poetry in the North, and was strengthened greatly by this poem.

An idea takes hold of the poet and he expresses it, not in epigrams and 

wise sayings, but in the form of a story or within the framework of an

imaginary setting. A great struggle was to take place later on in the

fifties and sixties to rid Arabic poetry of the sapping effect of this trend 

as it took hold on the poetry of several poets and led to an indulgence in 

unfathomable images, often out of the reach of the normal visual sensation.

Direct attacks were to be launched to effect a transfer from the poetry of

ideas represented by invented situations to the poetry of true
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experience where both the image and the idea serve to emphasize an already 

experienced situation* However, *Ala Bisat al-Rih remains a unique 

creative work in modern Arabic poetry, and although it may seem old- 

fashioned now, it cannot be described as naive or truly out-dated*

(ii) Shafiq al-Ma^uf, (b*1905) issued early in life a collection of poems
— 58entitled Al-Ahlam just before emigrating to Brazil in 1926* It is

apparent from examples from this first diwan that the poet follows a

Romantic trend in poetry which had begun in Syria and Lebanon partially in
59the first decade, especially in the poetry of minor poets like Felix Faris* 

Here the inner voice of the poet makes itself heard* A new pessimism can 

also be detected. This pessimism had started to appear in prose and in 

some poetry in the second decade, as will he discussed shortly* "the

North Mahjar it had, by the beginning of the twenties established itself 

and was now finding its way more strongly into the poetry of the txirenties.

It was to spread side by side with persistent rhetorical themes of the
f  _ qQneo-Classicist, a'l-Ma luf brothers (including a third brother, Riyad), 

the Tunisian al-Shabbi and the Egyptian Ibrahim Naji being some of its
t _strongest protagonists* Saidah wonders why the Ma luf brothers should

express such pessimism in their poetry when they were rich and successful 
6 "1men* He does not seem able to recognise in it the beginning of a major 

trend in Arabic poetry, caught by the poets early in life* This trend 

found in al-Mahjar the freedom from some of the social ties that bound 

poetry at home to a set pattern* It was also out of the direct influence 

of the neo-Classical poetry, then at the height of its power in the Middle 

East, with its public voice and rhetorical expressions* It was therefore 

possible for this trend to be released freely in the poetry of al-Mahjar* 

Fostered and developed by several poets, mostly in the North, this trend 

led the true current of Romanticism in modern Arabic poetry* But it must
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be remembered that it had its roots at home. In the South the Ma*luf 

brothers were it3 best protagonists.

The next work to be published b,y Shafiq was his famous *Abqar, 103$* 

Original ly a long poem in six songa and an introduction* it was republished 

in 1949 with a longer introduction and double the number of songs* ^  

was written mostly in the Sari*metre and the ordinary two-hemistichs form.

It attempted, however, some variations in form, using sometimes shorter 

versions of the same metre (marjzuT) find sometimes employing different 

lengths of verses in the same stanza, much in the same way as modern free 

verse does. It is an interesting example of tho use of al-Sarif metre, 

a metre employed later on in free verse with exciting results. In Shafiqrs 

poem, however, there is no musical excitement except in the stanzas where 

variations occur. In the ordinary two-hemistioh stanzas there is an air

of staccato hcsituncy that gives the poem, as *Abbud says, a lifeless
.. 62 coolness.

The poem tells the story of another imaginary voyage which the poet 

takes, flying to the valley of libqar on tho back of the muses and Djiit, where 

a multitude of weird horrifying creatures live, which the poot meets, 

species by species, in an orderliness highly unpoetical and listens to their 

exhortations against the evil of man, or to their fragmentary ntterings of 

wisdom* The poem is crowded with painstaking descriptions of those mostly

repulsive creatures: gouls, djins, sibyls, wizards, prostitutes,
63 64mythological creatures and legendary personages from old Arab mythology.

It is also suffocated with feverish descriptions of the strange, confused,

tumultuous soothing valley in which all these creatures live. Thirty

years after this poem was first published, the reader can find very little

to gain from it in theme or imagery. It lacks the musical flow and

nobility of style of Fawzi*s poorn. It betrays a forced imagery and a

highly artificial subject matter. Its wisdom is banal and outdated. Yot



65it was able to draw a great deal of attention and comment in its own time*
66and even in the present day. The novelty of the work, the fame of the 

earlier work of Fawzi and a few luminous verses scattered here and there in 

the poem may provide the reason.

*Abqar is perhaps the first flagrant example in modern Arabic poetry 

of a poem crowded with words of a horrific character with which the visual 

and auditory faculties of the reader uro continuously bombarded. Already 

-*-n Al-Ahlam the tendency towards a heated language is manifest5 an example 

is his little poem ’’Kurat al-Nar";
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In *Abqar, these features are multiplied. The mood of the poem is blatantly 

discordant, sometimes even macabre, without being able to arrive at the 

poetic harmony, artistic depth and emotional crisis which characterize a 

macabre poem of value such as Baudelaire’s ”Une Charoigne”. The bleakness 

of the poem and the effusive tirade of repulsive words is an unhappy 

precedence in modern Arabic poetry for the multitude of similar poems 

written in the fifties and sixties all over the Arab world. A number of 

minor poets and at least one major poet were to indulge in this, filling 

their poetry with a fusilade of nouns and adjectives, much to its own 

detriment. It is proper, perhaps, to call this kind of poetry the ’’poetry 

of excessively repellent images”. An early example of this from *Abqar 

is the following:
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Another interesting aspect of the poom is its interest in reviving 

the old Arab mythology- The poet must have gone into painstaking study 

of Arab mythology to gather material for his work, as his long introduction 

to the poem shows- He is not, however, the first modern poet in Arabic 

to show an interest in mythology- Gibran had showed some interest in old 

Lebanese mythology as early as Dam * ah wa 11 bt i samaha collection of essays

in poetic proso which began to appear in different magazines in 1904 and
(jo — _were published in book form in 1914*. ‘ Ahmad 3aki Abu Shadi had boo:;

trying to introduce Arab poets to Greek and Egyptian mythology on the pages

of Apollo, his famous magazine of poetry which ho issued in 1932 but which

lastod only until 1934* A long and interesting essay was written by
70Nu*aimah on the Phoenix bird in 1934. Above all, N• ‘Arl^ah and Ilya Abu 

i'iadi had written in the twenties their poems n cAla Tarlq, I'ram11 and 

"Al^^Anda1 using two Arab iayths, as we will see shortly. Written in 
this tradition, *Abqar is the third poem to assimilate ancient Arab 
mythology- But it must be explained at tho outset that tho early u s g  of 

mythology by modern Arab poets, even as late as 1942 when *Ali Mahmud Taha

published Arwah wa Ashbahv did not show the poets as understanding the use
* 71of myth in poetry as it was understood by tho modern Western poets.f Apart

from the poems of *ArIdah and Abu Madi, the myths were mostly adopted

such as Arwah wa Ashbafr betray a great ignorance of tho use of myth as 

symbol, for tho flatness and directness of tho poems are astounding- Tho

in a descriptive and not a symbolic sense- In fact *Abqar and other poems
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hoard of wise sayings in *Abqar, moreover, do not lend it a further depth, 

for they are uttered with blatant clarity often quite ostentatious- The 

poem is a courageous and studious attempt at a novel subject in Arabic 

poetry but its influence on later successful attempts at the use of myth 

in poetry is hard to trace-

One aspect of the poem remains interesting and might have had some 

influence on later poets- This is the poet's effective variation of

-ad-̂ flar.i * metre in some stanzast
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This is an exciting variation of the use of feet "tafa*il” in the 

sari* metre, one of the most dynamic metres in Arabic- Later on, in the 

fifties, poets of the modern school of poetry were to exploit this metre 

and produce interesting experiments in it, but it remains true that it was 

Shafiq al-Ma *luf who first attempted in *Abqar one of the most elaborate 

experiments on this metre-

Writers who tend to favour Shafiq al-Ma*luf admit that his lyrical
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73poetry remains superior to his poetry in *Abqaro He has three more

collections of poetry: Li Kulli Zahratin *Abir, 1951* Nida* al-Maiadhlf,

19521 a*id *Ainaki Mahrajan, i960. In 1961 h© published Sanabil Ra £th.
In many of his poems in these volumes the return to the inner voice of
the poet and to a grace of expression is manifest. But S. aH4a*luf,

despite his diligent beginning as a poet, and despite a good poetical

gift, did not develop sufficiently with the years. *Ainaki Mahra.jan,

his last published single work, seemed outdated when it appeared in 1960.
A collection mainly of love poems, it sounded embarrassingly ill-fitted for
its time. Great changes had taken place in Arabic poetry between 1952 and

1960, and Shafiq al-Ma luf seemed completely unaware of any of them. He

had remained on the margin of life and did not seem able to treat the love
theme with any new depth or vision. He stuck to the outer description of 

74beauty and love.

Turning now to the two other poets who gave riches and fame to the 

Southern contribution we come to a completely different poetic atmosphere. 
Ilyas Farhat and al-Qarawi and, following them, a number of poets of 

varying degrees of ability were a stronghold of the neo-Classical poetry 

and of Arab patriotism. Many of them were fine poets who, while devoted 
to the best in the neo-Classical poetry, were not oommitted to its 
inflexible tenets.

(iii) Ilyas Farhat, (b.1893) was a folklorist in his early youth,^ but
after emigrating to Brazil in 1910 began writing poetry in Classical Arabic.

1 6However, he destroyed all his early poetry. After 1921 he started
-  7 7reading al-Mutanabbi, al-Jahig in al-Bayan wa al-Tab.vin . and al-Quran- .

His first volume of poetry, published in 1925 under the title of Rubadyyat
Farhat, shows him to have mastered the language and conquered the obstacles
of a scanty education. The volume is a collection of quartets written in
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several metres* Ardour and a wide range of interests are manifest in this

first collectiono The poet also shows a characteristic Arab trait in his

short utterings of wisdom and his sharp, brief comments on the philosophy

of life* During the following decades Farhat won great fame as a poet

bent on defending the Arab cause. His fiery verses on Arab politics and

national events were circulated widely all over the Arab world* But he

is a poet of varied interests* His main work9 Diwan Farhat came out in 
*71932, later in 1953? his allegorical book of verse entitled Ahlam al-Ra*!

was published* In this small volume a herd of sheep and their dog comment

on the evil of man* It is a biting and bitter satire on the power and

might of both clergymen and the rich* However, although this work might
79seem unique and original as Saidah finds it,  ̂it is not the best of 

FarhatTs works* The poet is really at his best in his lyrical poetry, 

when he gives full reign to his emotion and allows his spontaneous impulse 

to direct the course of the poem.

Because of an argument in verse between Farhat and Fawzi al-Ma*luf 

which the latter started by condemning the continuation of Bedouin tradition 

in poetry and to which Farhat retorted by defending the old traditions which 

he regarded as roots for the present, the impression that Farhat 

represented the stronghold of traditionalism in al-Mahjar was left to grow
80 —unchallenged* This was helped by Farhat's typically Arab personality 

which was never adulterated in the life-time he spent in foreign lands*

It was also confirmed by the poet’s Classical strength of language and 

powerful style* But Farhat, within the Classical framework, has done a 

great deal towards the purification of poetry from shamness and inherited 

traditional weaknesses. There is a conventional crispness in his poetry, 

a vigour and directness which are rare* He is talking to his dead 

parents i
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Farhat broke with no traditions, but his quality is remarkably puro and &© 

i'S: impressibly free from the depressing self-conscious pompousness which 

characterised most of the neo-Classical poetry of the time* There is a 

charming humility in the following verses;
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He is the example of the poet who was able to cross the labyrinth of

imbued ideas and attitudes and the cliches of expressions to arrive at a
33great deal of emotional and intellectual veracity without abandoning,

in the least, the traditional style and strength of diction.. He is by

far the most spontaneous of the Mahjar poets, North and Southyand one of

the most authentic poets of all modern Arabic poetry*^ He must have been

helped towards this by a basic goodness, pride and dignity, qualities which
85Saidah attributes to him unhesitatingly* His very limited formal 0 °

education has confined him within the framework of the traditional poetry 

in style and phraseology - but aside from this he was unrestricted, 

uninhibited and independent*

Quite early, he showed a tendency towards a liberation in form in



some examples of his poetry, although he remained, for the most part, 

within the conventional frameworks One of the most interesting examples 

in form is a poem written as early as 1922 where a great freedom in the 

variation of the number of feet in each line of poetry appears* The poem 

is made up of three stanzas* The repetition of the same method of 

variations of the feet in each of these stanzas has turned the original 

freedom into a pattern similar to the kind of restrictions of the , m^washshah;

i-J i f>■ tff-Vs hij I I —L.C.

The transfer from a poetry long dedicated to public ostentation to a poetry 

of experience and direct personal involvement with things took place at his 

hands easily and naturally^ so easily and naturally that his service has 

not been clearly noticed by critics and writers on al-Mahjar* They had 

certainly noticed that his poetry mirrored his life but they did not refer 

the personal story he tells in poetry to a basic development in the art 

and to a new approach and a different attitude* There is a heart-catching 

and tragic revelation in the following verses about himself;
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It is his national involvement which is usually commented on and praised.

But even this aspect, which had Been so impersonal in similar poetry at 

home, is linked in Farhat with a personal joy and a deep personal suffering. 

For even when he speaks to the whole Arab world, his public voice echoes 

his inner feelings with great poignancy and ardour; talking to the oil 

kings in the Arab world he says?
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Right from the beginning, he was able to arrive, with true artistic instinct,
39at unity in the poem, and was also able to pave the way in poetry, both 

through humour and tragedy^ towards the pathos in life.

The human relation in Farhatfs poetry is remarkably natural and 

spontaneous, with no traces of the stereotyped cliches and affected 

attitudes. In the following heart-catching extract from his poem 

t!Hafidatin to his grandchildren, old age is a fact rendered bitter when 

the little girls depart, but is bearable in their young presence;
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(iv) Rashid Salim al-Khouri, known as al-Qarawi, (b.1387) is another 

cornerstone of the Southern contribution.. In the annals of national poetry
91his name rings supreme.. His verse is fiery, emotional and direct. Like 

Farhat, he had little formal education and, like him, he led a life of 

hardship and toil. He published as early as 1933 Al-A*asir, a collection
92of his national poetry which contains some of the most famous of his poems,

with an introduction in which he discusses poetry and politics- In 1952
93his main diwan, a huge volume, came out in Sao Paolo, with a preface in

which he wrote an autobiographical sketch of his life- Aside from more

personal poems, this diwan is a record of the public events and national

happenings which took place in the Arab world over four decades.

In al-Qarawi, there is a conflicting mixture of the conventional and

the independent. He is less spontaneous than Farhat, but his great

emotional sincerity compensates for this. His patriotic poems are^like

those of Farhat, a fiery outcome of a personal involvement and a continuous

commitment. His introduction to Al-A*asir is one of the first discussions

on engaged poetry to be written in Arabic from personal experience. His

argument is extremely plausible and as modern as any of the later arguments

speaking about the subject in recent years, geared to the tenets of neo-

Realism. To be committed is not an act of the will as much as a
94spontaneous reaction to life around. His people, his country, were

suffering. He must inevitably suffer too, and naturally write about his 
95feelings. If he were a European, he would preach peace and charity.

As an Arab yearning for freedom, he must perforce preach hatred to the
96enemies of freedom.

Perhaps al-Qarawi’s best national poetry might not meet the approval 

of the modern school of poetry in Arabic which rose in the fifties, for 

rhetoric and exteriority are greatly condemned by them. But there is no 

doubt that some of al-Qarawi’s national poems are among the greatest in
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modern Arabic national poetry, Modern poets might well benefit from the 

study of the emotional jets in his poetry and from the poet's unrivalled 

capacity to transfer both image and emotion to the verse;

Al-Qarawi is the example of a poet who took poetry very seriously, 

a career to live and fight fore Despite a conventional basis, he 

instinctively sought a more modern idiom than the ordinary conventional 

poetry of the day. But, unlike Farhat, he indulged in poetry of occasion 

and has a chapter in his diwan devoted to this called "B5b al-Mahafil wa 

'l-Majslis" amounting to about 180 pages, which shows the poet's involvement 

in a social life which should have been beyond the scope of serious poetry. 

Moreover, he has not always shown a capacity to keep to the unity of the 

poem. But despite these faults, al-Qarawi has greatly enriched the 

treasury of national poetry, A Christian poet, his introduction of 

Christian themes does not stem from religious grounds, but is dedicated to 

the fight against imperialism or religious intolerance at home.
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and this;

99
His poetry has not therefore strengthened the Christian tradition in

modern Arabic literature from a spiritual point of view. But the
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introduction of originally Christian terms in such popular national poetry 

in such verses as;
îr     L— j ̂ ylc- 100
^.i. ii. < tip1 U -Jj) jj & e! p I *,, I I ĴLaJ*W ̂

might have helped towards the acceptance of these words in the vocabulary 

of modern Arabic poetry and eventually towards their use in more recent 

examples by Christian and Moslem poets alike.
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The literary contribution of the Arab authors in North America did 

not limit itself to poetry. Prose had as great an output as verse. 

However, a great part of the prose that was written did serve the cause of 

poetry both directly and indirectly. In the first instance it served

poetry through the critical material it produced of which M, Niaimah's
— 1Al-Ghirbal was the major contribution. The other two authors who wrote

on poetry and art were al-Rihani and Gibran, but their worlc is less 

systematic and studied than Nu’aimah’s, All three writers propounded 

a new avant-garde conception of poetry.

In the second instance prose served the poetic development of the 

time by helping to release and by confirming the Romantic trend in Arabic 
literature. In fact, it was first al-Rihani’s attempts at a poetic 

attitude in imaginative prose and prose poetry at the beginning of this 

century, followed immediately by Gibran’s more daring adventures which 

helped to establish the Romantic school in modern Arabic poetry. Prom 

this fertile Romantic beginning (hesitant and erratic in al-RihaniJ pure 

and steadfast in Gibran) the Romantic school of poetry in North America 

took roots. Its poets, together with other men of letters who were all 

bent on innovation in literature, were later affiliated in a literary 

society called*A1-Rabitah al-QaIamiy.yah'llmentioned above. The influence 

of this society on modern Arabic literature was very profound.

Thirdly, it was very early in the century and at the.hands of al- 

Rihani and then Gibran, that the possibility of a poem written in prose 

was suggested and given initial form, although it never reached a truly 

mature stage at their hands. Arabic poetry at this time, i.e., during 

the first and second decades of this century, was showing signs of rest

lessness with the more or less settled norms of neo-Classicism. All over 

the Arab world there were attempts at change in the diction, subjects and
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form of poetry. In Egypt, the failure of attempts at innovation in the 

poetic diction, blank verse and, in the case of al~*Aqqad, subject matter, 

was due to a limited talent and lack of intuitive guidance, as will be 

shown in the next chapter. The Mahjar attempts at innovation were much 

more successful despite a weaker linguistic basis in the two leaders, al- 

Rihani and Gibran, A keen intuition, a well-guided talent, a basically 

different outlook coloured by a more receptive upbringing and schooling 

and a persistent foreign cultural influence all helped to release the 

stream of creativity in these men, A movement of innovation and literary 

adventure, unequalled in its contemporary Arab world, was launched,

(i) The first Arab literary name to shine in North America was that of
—  _  —  2 Amin al-Rihani (1876-1940), a Lebanese self-made writer, orator and

preacher for Arab unity. To recount al-Rihani*s total achievement would

be beyond the aim of this work, but he served the cause of modern Arabic

poetry in four ways. Firstly his early literary activity in America gave

impetus and example?^ to the younger immigrants with literary talents around

him. Secondly, especially at the beginning of his career, he helped to

release the Romantic trend in Arabic literature, as has been already

mentioned, Thirdly, his rebellion against outmoded ways in literature

in general and poetry in particular, was timely, radical and completely
4 __authentic. Fourthly, al-Rihani is known to be the first to attempt

consciously the writing of prose poetry in Arabic. This gave him the

title of the 'Father of Prose Poetry' in Arabic.

By 1900 al-Rihani had already arrived at the firm belief that radical

reform was needed in the Arab East. An overwhelming revolution in thought,

spirit and existing material conditions must take place.^ The idea that

the decline in Arab society was due to both ignorance and sectarian 
7fanaticism took hold of him.

Early in his career, his attitude towards this belief took on a
8 9radical aspect. In speeches as well as in writings this radicalism

drew the attention of the Arabs to him. Having been reared from boyhood



in America, he spent the years between 1897 and. his death roving between
10America and many countries in the Arab World, In his daring ways which

11were never devoid of charm, he tried to render a double service to his

people. In the first place he wanted to be the transmitter of their

spiritual message to the West, In the second place he wanted to be the
12transmitter of the Western message of progress to the East, His trans-

* 13lation of al-Mafarri's Luzumiy.yat, his collection of mystical poems
14entitled A Chant of Mystics, (1921), his collection of articles in

English entitled The Path of Vision,^ (1921), -his famous book The Arab 
i 6Kings (1924); his other books on individual Arab kings and his

17lectures and debates on the Arab cause and other works have all been

directed towards delineating a picture of the Arabs that embodied
18grandeur, lofty spiritual ideals and national aspirations. On the other

hand, he directed his energy towards acquainting his people with the best
19 20in Western culture and achievement. His many speeches and articles

scattered in Al-Rihaniyyat and other books, in fact the whole of his work

in Arabic, all aim at opening the eyes of his countrymen to unity, progress
21freedom and modern techniques,

Al-Rihani*s birth as a radical reformer was in line with the 

spiritual development in the Arab World, The general intellectual 

awakening stirred inner feelings of dissatisfaction and anxiety as well 

as aspirations, some of them vague, some well-cLofined, to happier condi

tions, Al-Rihani*s spirit embraced and developed these feelings, Tho 

general dissatisfaction and anxiety took shape in him in his unmitigated 

rejection of sectarianism, ignorance and traditionalism in literature and 

life. The deep aspirations materialized in a dream of grand Arabism 

unsurpassed yet by its stature. The Romantic basis of this dream is 

indicated by the fact that it was his readings in Carlisle^-"The Heroes"

which first inspired him and awakened his mind to the past glory of 
22the Arabs, He visualised the possibility of a renewed glory on a
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pan-Arabic scale„ In this al-Rihani was more prophetic of the impending 

trends of thought and emotions in tho Arab world than any of his other 

Mahjar compatriots in the North,

This great intellectual and spiritual leader was a mixture of the 

Romantic and tho Realist, His love of freedom, the grandeur of his 

vision, his radical uncompromising attitude towards his beliefs, his utter 

rejection of existing social ills, his revolutionary attitude towards 

literature, language and art, his deep love of nature and simplicity, 

all point to the Romantic streak in him, Tho very image of the Catholic 

al-Rihani touring the Arab capitals calling for freedom and unity, be

friending kings and princes,^ imposing his fantastic presence on great

leaders in politics and literature in the Arab world, receiving tho praises
25of the most famous Arab poets and writers of his days,  ̂shocking the

traditional sensibility of readers and audionce alike with his radical

statements, pointing his finger accusingly at the poets around him with

the shout "You Poets I Listen?” then delivering his ten commandments for
26a poetic revolution, after Biblical fashion, the never diminishing

ardour of his revolutionary passion; all those conjure up to the mind

the impression of a most unorthodox, rather Romantic figure. But he was
27called a Realist by several writers. As opposed to Gibran’s wanderings

in the realm of the soul, and his yearning for Nature, al-Rihanifs positive
28attitude, his down to earth talk about aims and objectives, his call for 

science, progress and technology give him the aspect of tho practical 

reformer who saw the realistic solution to a bad social and political 

situation. But his arrival at this intellectual position, as has been 

said, was through a grand Romantic vision of a revolutionary whose spirit 

embraced all his world. Never a Romantic escapist, his strength of spirit 

and his sound intuition enabled him to feel the true currents of life than 

were stirring under the confused surface of Arab spiritual existence.

Thus he was saved from falling into the escapist literature into which otho
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poets in the North, those of AI-Rabitah al--Qalamiy,yah, had fallen at times.

It must he remembered that al-Rihani had'no systematic body of ideas about
it 29politics, as Hourani says. This statement by an authority on Arab

political thought in this period emphasises the intuitive basis of al-Rihani’s 

intellectual conclusions which ‘Abbud, the most intuitive and penetrating 

Arab critic of his time, recognised so well. Unlike the other writers 

‘Abbud saw the persistence of the two conflicting trends in him.^

Al-Rihani*s early rise in America stirred up the literary activity

of the Mahjar poets in the North. Before Gibran wrote his first book,
  3-1al-Rihani had already published three books in Arabic, in addition to

32 33his translated Luzumiyyat. He met Gibran in Paris around 1911 and

later in America, the two kept up a literary friendship until their

relationship suffered a relapse.^ Before the first World War they, with
35others, tried to form a literary society, but when the society was

eventually formed in 1920 al-Rihani had already embarked on his career as

a roving missionary for Arab unity.

Al-Rihani!s interest in achieving a profound change in literature was

as passionate as his other interests. His invectives against the defects

of poetry in his days had both the Romantic and the neo-Classical schools

as targets. In this he was unique in his time. His contemporary critics

were still busily destroying the ramparts of neo-Classicism and welcoming

the slow but steady appearance of a subjective emotional trend in poetry.

Al-Rihani, intuitively anticipating a stream of sentimentalism and dilution
36in Romantic poetry in the near future, began early his warning attacks.

He attacked in neo-Classicism the repetitive form and expression, the un-
37forgivable shamness, the banality and vulgarity, and in the Classical

38 39 40poetry the exaggeration, the lack of unity in the poem and the ambiguity.

He also attacked in Romanticism the Romantic sorrows, and the self-centred

attitude of the poet. His most notable work in this respect is his
—  A1 A?booklet Anturn al-Shu ‘ara’. His attack on Romantic* sorrows, dilution,

* It must be mentioned here that he did not use the word ’Romantic1,
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and lack of b a l a n c e a n d  his insistence on the element of truth and

authenticity in poetry^ are but precedents for the writings of the avant-

garde school of modern poetry in the fifties and sixties. His call for
45the involvement of the poet with the actual life of his people and his 

condemnation of the subjective, self-centred attitude^ of some poets 

around him are legitimate forerunners of the preachings of the neo-Roalistic 

school in modern poetry. Al-Rihani was one of the first critics to call 

for socially committed poetry, and is perhaps the very first to attack 

Romantic escapism and meandering in the realms of the abstract and of
■Jfimaginative sorrows. Despite the imaginative and contemplative basis

to his literary work in which love of nature and the yearning for natural
47 __simplicity are often manifest, al-Rihani never indulged in any of the 

hazardous elements of Romanticism which have always brought about its 

decadences the undisciplined emotional flow of language, the ever increas

ing self-centredness and the danger of insincerity.^ Long before the 

movement of neo-Realism started in modern Arabic poetry in the forties, 

he had anticipated it.

One of the most interesting and important ideas brought forward by 

him,one which does not seem to have been particularly noticed by writers 

on hinip is that "life is like a prism with many sides and corners. VIo

must look at it today from the sides from which the ancients saw it, but
49also from those which they neglected or did not know." The concept of 

the many sidedness of life and the importance of writers and poets seeing 

its variety and constant change is most valuable and is a direct indict

ment of the dogmatic nature and stubborn traditionalism of much of Arabic 

poetic writing in modern times.

Al-Rihani was one of the first Arab writers to rebel against 

scholasticism in language and the sanctimony Arabic had acquired early in

•ft fI. A. al-Mazini attacked the Romantic prose of al-Manfaluti in Kitab al~ 
Dlwan, the book of criticism he wrote in collaboration with al-fAq'qad in 
1921 as will be discussed.
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the centuryo In his opinion a writer must he free to rely on his taste
*50and artistic sensibility# Words to hims moreover, had greater qualities

than mere resonance, sound and form, for in their delicate nuances there is
51colour and fragrance# Writing before 1923 he brings to mind the

Symbolists’ descriptions of the language of poetry#

The third service rendered by al-Rihani to modern Arabic poetry is
*his introduction of prose poetry# His resort to this kind of

expression may be due to an urge to express himself poetically, hindered by
52an incapacity to perfect the rhythm of Arabic metres# This could be

due to a deficient early education in Arabic poetry, which should help to

inculcate the rhythm in a young strident, coupled with a natural lack of

sensitiveness to Arabic metre# His early access to Whitman's prose poetry
53which he declares to have imitated, helped to some degree by his reading

5 A -  55of the Bible, 1 of Nah.i al-Balagliah and probably of the Quran, must have

inspired him with the idea# In fact there is a marked influence of the

Quran in several pieces where strongly-worded phrases, short rhymed sen-
56tences, invocations and typical Quranic repetitions occur# The easy 

flow of Biblical style, its longer sentences, its melodious undulations so

* Terms connected with variations in form in modern Arabic poetry can be 
very confusing because writers do not seem to agree on their precise 
meaning# The terms 'al-nathr al-shifri', (poetic prose), and 'al-shif r 
al-manthur' (prose poetry)""and~''~qagTdat~~al-nathr' (prose poem) which is a 
translation of the French term 'Poeme en proseT, are all used haphazardly 
by writers on these different forms# The same confusion appears in 
writings which deal with 'free verse', 'al-shf*r al-hurr' and 'blank 
verse', 'al-shi * r al-mursal'# All these will be discussed in their 
appropriate place in this work# As for the first three terms, the 
difference between them is this; 'poetic prose', 'al-nathr al-shi(ri' is 
or at least should be applied to writings in prose which" employ a poetic 
style, probably some poetic imagery and a degree of heightened emotion# 
However, it differs from prose poetry 'al-shi*r al-manthur' in its style, 
which can be the style of an ordinary essay with typical paragraph 
structure and possibility of long sentences, or it can even be employed 
in a complete novel# This has been the kind of prose used by Gibran 
in his novels, short stories and most of his writings# Prose poetry, 
on the other hand, enjoys greater selectiveness as regards its theme, 
which remains more poetic and not discursive, and differs in the 
structure of the work# It aspires to take the shape of a poem, with 
its short lines (sometimes rhymed), its stanza divisions, and its more 
.heightened language, but it seldom arrives at the compression, economy, 
tension and emphasis of good metrical poetry, although it can be
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apparent in Gibran's work, are more manifest in other pieces which al-

Rihani wrote, His unconscious choice of the style of a piece of writing

may have depended upon the subject matter,

Al-Rihani's prose poetry however, despite its direct Whitmanian back-
- 57ground, was never able to leave the deep effect which Gibran's work left,

This is due to the basic differences between the two styles, Gibran's

mastery of the rhythm of the language was unequalled, despite some occasional

linguistic and grammatical mistakes. However it is possible that Gibran,

as ‘Abbud says, was influenced by al-Rihani's attempt which paved the way 
58for him,,,, but one feels, nevertheless, that Gibran would have found his 

way to the particular kind of poetic expression he used even without al- 

Riliani, However, al-Rihani's attempt left its impact on a younger genera

tion in the Arab East, who benefited by his particular kind of structure 

in the poetic piece. This included the short sentences, the division of 

the poetic prose piece into shorter or longer stanzas, the unity of 

theme in the piece, the repetitive phrases, the invocations, the attempt 

at charging the piece with emotion (ofton not so successfully) and the 

employment of images and metaphors taken from nature. It is impossible,

however, to trace with any accuracy his influence on other poets, but the
  59enthusiastic reception of the first two volumes of Al-Rihaniyyat and 

the originality and freshness of his attempt suggest that a considerable 

influence might have been felt by his younger contemporaries,

equally emotionally involved. Prose poetry was written by Gibran 
in addition to his abundant poetic prose and by al-Rihani quite early 
in the century. The term prose poetry and not prose poems is used 
in this context because the word 'poetry' is a looser term and covers 
a larger area than the word 'poem'. The poemo en prose in Arabic 
was only arrived at with success in the fifties, as will be discussed 
in the final chapter of this work.
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Al-Rihani is one of the most interesting literary and intellectualto
figures in the Arab world during the first forty years of this century.

He enjoyed a great popularity and fame during his life-time^ and was one 

of the strongest voices of freedom to bo heard during that time in all

aspects of life and creativity, "A whole world in a man'1 says one
61 -  -  writer about him. Perhaps this is a hyperbole, but surely al-Rihani

was a man who wanted to liberate a whole world,

(ii) Gibran Khalil Gibran (1333-1931) is the greatest literary figure

in the Arab world during the first four decades of this century. A mixture

of the sage, the robel and the poet, he was neither a philosopher nor an

active reformer like al-Rihani, nor was his best work a direct contribution

to the Arab poetic heritage in any true sense of the word. Yet his

service to Arabic poetry was great* It certainly surpassed in

value the service of many contemporary poets and critics who wrote

directly and exhaustively on poetry.

Although Gibran's ultimate literary achievement is not difficult to

assess and evaluate, it is very difficult to classify under one title.

He wrote novels, short stories, essays, poetic pieces, poems, books of

discourses, epigrams and other genres.

It is not within the scope of this work to go into the details of

his general achievement, but aside from his direct contribution to poetry

and the poetic conception, his Arabic works in their entirety served the

cause of modern Arabic poetry in two important ways, Firsts they

released, as no other single contribution did, the Romantic current in 
62literature and imposed I heir particular subjective tone on the contemporary, 

as well as the following generations. It was Gibran, in fact, and with 

him the rest of the poets of "Al-Rahifah al-Qalarrĵ yyah" in the North who 

formed the first Romantic school in Arabic poetry and released the 

Romantic current in literature to its full, Gibran's pervasive influence 

on the other poets of "Al-Rabitahf was such as to cause a profound change
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63in them towards several aspects of Romanticism especially in their 

enchantment with Nature. Gibran was helped in this by Nu*aimah's guiding 

ideas on literature and his insistence on the necessity of bringing about 

a change in it, as well as by the fact that these expatriates were suit

ably remote from constant direct contact with the neo-Classical poetry 

in the Arab world. Gibran's pure and straightforward Romanticism was able 

to influence them profoundly not only because of its strength but also 

because it answered a latent need in them towards a Romantic expression. 

This need did not spring from the fact of their expatriation, but their 

expatriation helped to release it more quickly. They had carried its 

seeds from home.^ On an artistic basis, it was a need dictated by the 

poetic situation itself which was beginning to struggle to release itself 

from the clutches of a standardised neo-Classicism, about to become 

fossilised. On a social basis, it was a need lurking in the Arab spirit 

everywhere. The Arab people had been exposed for some time now to diverse 

influences in ideas and knowledge. An actual link had been established 

with the West which was still one-sided and aimed at acquiring from the 

superior modern cultural experience of the West all that it could yield.

The beginning of this century is marked by a great freedom of choice 

of the sources of culture. The intake of learning from Western sources 

was unsystematic and free, perhaps even chaotic. Poets fell under 

different influences according to their chance meeting with them. This 

is why it is dangerous to generalise when writing about any one subject 

in Arab life at this period. This also accounts, in part, for the 

diversity of experience furnished in prose and poetry at that time.

The only general factor in the new literature was a greater or lesser 

tinge of Romanticism, an attribute that had to be acquired by force if 

any change was to take place in the literature of the time. A short 

perusal, however, can never deal adequately with the whole diversity of 

experience, especially with the slow and often painful merging of basic



national and acquired attitudes, Hox^ever, it can be safely deduced that

as soon as there was a discrepancy between the old order of life, so

well established when Shauqi was a young man, and the new imported ideas,

men fell into an anarchic existence, for there was no longer a general

order which could regulate life and creativity. The anarchy brought

about by this situation caused a certain kind of isolation of the indivi- 
65dual from society. The creative man of letters had to seek order from

within himself. A subjective literature was produced, for in similar
66conditions "the poet creates his own order." It must be remembered

that the Mahjar poets in the North experienced the sharpest contrasts

between their cultural background and their new experiences, a contrast

which they advertised and bemoaned. ^

Secondly, Gibran’s work, as well as that of his colleagues in

"Al-Rabitah", must be seen as a major contribution of the Christian literary

tradition in Arabic literature,^ It is a tradition that had been groining

steadily since the eighteenth century as has been discussed but had not boon

able to establish itself with any real force before. With the work of

Gibran and his colleagues a Christian spirit as well as Christian attitudes
69yet unexplored in poetry were released in strong currents. Away from

the traditional Arab Islamic atmosphere with its spirit of acceptance

involving hardly any conflict, living in a Christian environment and some
70of them falling under the influence of Christian writers and poets, they 

were more free to give to good Arabic literature a truly liberal expression 

of the Christian spirit and to talk freely on Christian themes. Two 

things are to be decided in this respect. The first concerns the 

difference between the attitude towards religion in the North and South 

Mahjar. Although the majority of the poets in the South were Christians, 

their approach to Christian themes remained within the general Arab frame

work of nationalism and national unity as has been discussed in the 

section on al-Qarawi, It was a continuation of the liberal spirit which
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flourished in Lebanon and the neighbouring Arab countries after the pro

clamation of the new Ottoman statute in 1908* The call to freedom,

brotherhood, and equality gave free expression to the longing for unity
71and for the abolishment of sectarian hatreds* This amiability never

72established itself strongly, but it remained an important theme for 

poets and writers over the decades* The South Mahjar poetic contribution

remains well within this tradition,, One can hardly call their intro

duction of Christian words and references*liberation of the Christian 

spirit in poetry,.

The Northern contribution, on the other hand, gave full rein to this 
73truly Christian spirit,. Those Christian writers and poets were able 

to employ the language of poetry and poetic prose for the expression of 

themes hitherto hardly explored in good literature* From this time 

on, under the influence of their writings, a Christian outlook, as well 

as Biblical themes wese to appear more freely in Arabic poetry.* This trend 

is mainly due to Gibran and his belief in universal love based on the 

Gospel, as well as his great fascination with the personality of Christ,^ 

The second point for discussion is whether this current was in harmony 

with an avant-garde movement in literature which aspired to express the 

undercurrents of Arab life*

At a time when a great moral and literary force was needed to express 

theso undercurrents, the Southern approach to the subject seems at first 

glance to be more avant-garde because it was in line with a deep longing 

for unity and brotherhood* But in fact the whole theme had already been 

handled for some time in the Arab world* It was becoming a stock theme 

and was to add itself to the hoard of stock themes that would furnish a 

rich material for what is called in this work "platform poetry"*

On the other hand, the achievement of a Christian ideal in literature 

seems at first glance a belated and rather reactionary expression when 

measured against the social and political development of the nation which
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sought in its more progressive examples direct secularism* But in the 

first few decades of this century the Christian spirit, long subdued by 

the pre-eminence of attitudes belonging mainly to a non-Christian culture, 

found high literary expression in this group* Former expressions in the 

same tradition, like those of Marrash, were not only of a lower level of 

creativity, but were also isolated examples. They were therefore unable 

to impose a Christian theme on a large number of readers as Gibran’s were 

to do* The appearance and confirmation of this theme must be rogardod, 

therefore, as the expression, not of a reactionary attitude to life, but 

of an admirable independence of spirit that was able to pave its own way 

and employ its own tools, divorced to a considerable degree from traditional 

hamperings.

Gibran’s direct contribution to Arabic poetry was by three means. 

Firstly it was through his poetical prose; secondly through the verse 

which he wrote, and thirdly through the diffused writings he did on poetry, 

language and art in general* Gibran is mainly a writer of prose, al

though many of those who wrote on him regard him as a poet, not only for
rj ™

the verse he wrote, but also because of some of his prose*  ̂ Although

most of his prose is poetic, some of it is more outstandingly so than
77the rest* These are what Hawi calls prose poems' 1 and what al-Ashtar 

7 ftcalls articles, and what will be referred to here as poetic pieces, or

prose poetry in general* But no matter what name one gives to Gibran's

poetical pieces, they remain a unique contribution in modern Arabic

literature, dwarfing his other metrical verse. The influence which they,

together with Gi brail’s other writings, mostly poetical, had on Arabic

poetry and prose is unequalled in modern times* A great number of the

poets and writers of the thirties and forties came under the direct in-
79fluence of this extraordinary experiment* Its style, known effectively 

as the "Gibranian style", will be described later. The fact that it had 

been influenced directly by the Bible has been established by many writers
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goand is now common knowledge. The loose flow of Biblical style, the

peculiar rhythm, the devotional and incantational tone, the emotional

repetitiveness of certain phrases and exclamations, as well as the

didactic attitude are all reminiscent of the Bible. He is also the

direct heir of Marrash, one of the first Christian writers to lean heavily 
81on Biblical style. The effect of the Western Romantics has also been 

established. He could turn to more informed sources with ease and 

enthusiasm. Indeed,' it was not necessary for his creativity to operate 

without background or living examples. As he became acquainted in turn 

with Rousseau, Blake,Niek&seheand probably other German Romantics, he was 

able to find in them, not only inspiration, but also confirmation of his 

own literary and spiritual tendencies.

But behind Gibran's experiment was a real creative need for a new 

flavour in the spirit as well as the style of literature. He marks a 

turning point and a division, not only in the literary conception, but 

also, and this is much more important, in the literary sensibility of the 
time. His was a real revolution in outlook and poetic attitudes. Before 

Gibran's unusual experiment, Arabic poetry, despite individual differences, 

showed a more or less homogeneous background all over the Arab world, 

governed by a homogeneous outlook on life. A largely uniform mentality 

and sensibility had been established over the centuries from Morocco to 

Yemen. The contempt of modeim Classicists for colloquial expressions of 

popular verse, moreover, prevented the poets from benefiting from the

diversified and more locally coloured popular verse of the different
, . ■*Arab countries.

A zest for Nature, a power of contemplation, a passion for freedom, 

a love of romance, all come surging up in Gibran's exquisite writings.

If any one person is to be credited with heralding the Romantic movement

Whenever the modern Arab poet benefited from the folk-lore, originality 
reculted. This will be the case of several poets including Nu'aimah 
and the Jordanian Mustafa Wahbi al-Tall, as will be discussed.
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and at the same time bringing it to its climax, it is this prophet of

solitude. Other contemporary authors like al-Rihani and Mutran never
_possessed a pure Romantic gift, as has been discussed. But in Gibran the

mysterious magic of pure Romanticism at quite a healthy level, flows gush

ing in the poetic enthusiasm which we meet even in his early writings. The 

impulse to sing from the heart, the rejection of social and literary 

traditions and shackles, the rebellion against established form in litera

ture, the lyrical impulse, the search for the mysterious in Nature, the 

veneration of Love, the adventurous soaring of imagination, all combine to 

give poignancy and weight to his Romantic adventure.

The causes for Romantic affinities in the first few decades of this 

century have already been discussed briefly and will be elaborated more 

fully in the chapter on Romanticism in modern Arabic poetry. Gibran's

personality, moreover, was naturally inclined to a Romantic attitude. It
82 83 —was dreamy, intense and "highly impressionistic." Gibran not only

* Al-Manfaluti, even as he began early in the century, already introduced 
some decadent streaks of Romanticism into ilrabic literature: uncon
trolled sentimentalism and exaggerated melancholy.

** These causes give the explanation why Arab poets, right from the nine
teenth century, showed interest mostly in Western Romantic literature.. 
Sabri, Shauqi and Mutran usually turned to Romantic Western literature 
in their readings or translation. So did al-Manfaluti and al-Rihani 
as well as al- Aqqad*al-Mazini and Shukri, as will be discussed shortly. 
It is to be expected in this light that other Arab poets and writers 
during this period would follow suit. l̂awi mentions the fact that 
Gibran’s reaction to Cubism in painting was one of rejection and be
wilderment, although he had striven to understand it. ^ He goes on to 
say "His favourite among the French writers were the romantics, Rousseau 
and Voltaire. He may have read the symbolists but his reaction to 
them, even if not hostile as his reaction to cubism, could not have 
been favourable. ,.35 Hawi, however, does not analyse the causes behind 
this phenomenon. The fact is that Gibran, like his Arab contemporaries, 
despite an authentic yearning to change life and literature, could not 
really assimilate the new trends in literature and art in the West which 
came as a result of a long process of development and artistic growth. 
From the grip of revived Arab Classicism the second step could not have 
been Symbolism, which is a more sophisticated form of art. Neither 
the artistic sensibility nor the innate needs of the era allowed for 
such an assimilation. And as for Cubism, how could the Arab spirit 
assimilate, at the beginning of this century, the spirit and intrica
cies of such an advanced form of art?
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caught the spirit of the age hut very much confirmed it. All the other 

attributes of his writings were Romantic: the theme, the imagery, the

rhythm and the diction. He revolutionised the literary art in every sphere. 

Although conscious of his work, he was led to a cultivation of his prin

ciples by a deep and well-guided creative instinct.

The most important of the Gibranian themes to concern us here are 

those themes which affected poetry or which gave, at least temporarily, a 

different flavour to it. The themes in his works which left their impact 

on later generations are firstly the themes which spoke of Nature and 

natural phenomena. It has been shown how Mutran, except for a few 

examples, was not able to present Nature in a unity with man and the

universe. It evoked little in him, save an aesthetic appreciation,
86whereas Gibran was able to arrive at a mystical fusion with Nature.

A new emphasis was1 given to natural phenomena and we find in Gibran the

beginning of a thread of thought which still persists and which idealises

naked, primitive Nature,

Gibran, whose Romantic output represents the first major literary

expression of the Romantic spirit in Arab creativity was, it must be

remembered, one of the most socially minded creative writers one could

ever meet. Arab Romanticism, in fact, began with him and al-Rihani as a 
87positive movement bent on demolishing the ills and outworn customs of 

their world in order to build this world anew. Gibran was not an escapist 

and the Forest in his writings was not a place of escape but a symbol which 

tried to solve the problem of human differences, conflict and incon

gruencies through an all-embracing Love. His pantheistic philosophy 

is positive and was probably a solution to the basic conflicts he had as 

an Oriental living and writing in the West. This furnished him with a 

common denominator of existence in which the fact of one’s humanity was 

enough, and erased many embarrassing differences. This positive and 

socially-rminded beginning of Arab Romanticism is not out of line with
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the beginning of Romanticism in other countries, as in England for example

where the Romantic poets all began as "centrally political and social 
88poets." The impression that Romanticism is merely a 'mode of

89escapism' involves a great injustice. Gibran, the first great Arab

Romantic, was deeply involved, even obsessed, with his contemporary history

and the realities of his time. It is not in their basic positive attitude

that his first expressions seemed to differ from the publicly involved

attitude of the neo-Classicists as much as in the mode of presentation

where the poet is also the oracular priest, the visionary, the inspired

bard. Gibran, in typical Romantic fashion, fused social problems,
90philosophy and religion into what Abrams calls "one grand design."

The pantheistic doctrine appealed to him for the above-mentioned

reason and also because of its Romantic affinity, for the "sense of identity
91with a larger power of creative energy" is another Romantic aspect.

He arrived at the concept of universal Love through his mystical fusion 

with Nature. But what is central and permanently acquired in his 

achievement in this context is the profound change wrought in the Arab 

concept of Nature. His extraordinary responsiveness to the appeal of 

lonely nature has lent an unfathomable mystery to his writings and given 

a massiveness and vividness to his most dreamlike moods. This is a 

significant departure from the Classical conception of Nature as an outer 

phenomenon which is either horrifying or aesthetically enjoyable. This 

last concept especially was easily satisfied with the outer description 

of the natural scene,

Gibran's growth in an environment of great scenic beauty, a beauty 

mysterious, dense and solitary, together with his special spiritual make

up add themselves very strongly to his Western influences. From this 

time on Nature and natural objects in Arabic poetry would be called to 

the aid not only of the Romantic poets, but also of the Symbolists and 

the neo-Roalists, as it had only very rarely been employed in Classical
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92Arabic poetry before,

Gibran's deep Christian infuences are well manifested by his involve

ment with the dualisms of life. The basic Christian dualism of body and 

soul is stressed by him, especially in his poem in verse "Al-Mawakib" 

as will be explained later. This gave birth also to other dualisms: good 

and evil, love and hatred, life and death, many of which were adopted by 

other members of 11 al-Rabitah" . There is no proof, however, that these 

dualisms have been perpetuated with any real intensity in later poetry. 

The task they accomplished to bring in a new flavour, to employ successfully 

a new set of concepts and expressions in Arabic and thus to purify and

revolutionize the language of poetry and open the way for more themic
93adventures. For Gibran's monistic pantheism and his belief in rein- 

carnation must have seemed rather out of date and presumptuous to a later 

generation, a generation more inclined towards realistic attitudes and more 

involved with the problem of man versus his existence on earth.

Gibran's rebellion against society, the clergy, the outdated tradi

tions, the inherent ills of the nation, have affected the mind and thinking
94 - -of the generation which was growing up in the thirties. He and al-Rihani,

were the first true rebels in Arabic literature who rejected, not only the

aggressions imposed from the outer world, but also the stupor, the fetters,

the inertia, the fanaticism, the ignorance and stagnation of their own

people. Gibran, as early as {Ara'is al-Muruj (1906) and Al-Arwah al-

Mutamarridah (1908) wq,s already coming forward with ideas that would have

* Hawi says that Gibran took this directly from Hinduism or Buddhism or 
indirectly through Emerson or the popular cults. He names some of 
Gibran's sources of inspiration in this but does not mention the Druzes. 
The Druzes, who believe in the transmigration of souls, have a very large 
and active presence in Lebanon, and it is highly probable that Gibran 
was acquainted with their ideas on this which are well known, from his 
years in "Al-Hikmah" School (1897-9) or at other times.



been shocking to a more settled age. But the Arab people had already

entered on an age of adventure, had laid themselves open to ideas from all

corners of the world, and so. long as they did not openly challenge

religious dogmas, they took them in their stride. His great love of

freedom, his deep belief in human brotherhood, his great zest for spiritual

progress were infective and stimulating. An unconscious belief in the

inner freedom of the individual and a similarly unconscious loss of

respect for old traditions was now subtlely beginning to take hold of

the Arab creative mind, and, despite all opposition of conventions and

conventionalists, great courage in challenging even the most strongly

guarded literary sanctuaries would soon be shown. It is probably safe to

trace the beginning of this upsurge of courage to Gibran's uncompromising

attitude to literature and to life, M.H. Haikal intuitively sensed the

strength and, in his opinion,"danger", of this North Mahjar movement in

literature. Writing in 1930 he said:"The traditionalist and the innovator

amongst us must combine their efforts, otherwise the victory will remain

on the side of those Americanized Syrians and Islamic culture will be 
9ba b o l i s h e d * B u t  Haikal, who well knew the literary value of these

9 6Americanized Syrians and acknowledged it, was wrong in thinking that their 

work was a threat to Islamic culture. What suffered greatly at their 

hands, and later on at the hands of others influenced by their achieve

ment, were the conventions and the outdated literary taboos. For despite 

the continuous use of Christian themes in Arabic poetry by later genera

tions (a case very difficult before those Mahjar poets) and despite their 

acceptance by the majority of readers in the Arab world, there was no 

confirmation of a real Christian religious attitude in literature as a 

whole. The Arab creative mind was in no religious mood in the latter 

decades, either Christian or Moslem. The whole struggle was centred 

on finding one's identity not only as an individual against society but 

also as an individual in society facing a stronger and often hostile world.
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Gibran's more or less instinctive pursuit of originality and individuality,

his early Christian influences, his abhorrence of traditional barrenness
97of style and of “prosaic expressions", his natural affinity towards music 

and harmony, his conscious belief in the necessity of evoking a change in 

Arabic language and literature, his Western Romantic influences all com

bined towards the formation of his own special style,, To all this one has

to add the very important fact of his particular talent and also that he
98had certain definite ideals, a certain doctrine, to advocate. These 

ideals were new in the context of a modern Arabic frame of thought, and 

in order to express them, he had of necessity to find his own language

and methods. To this we must add the fact that he was assimilating, as

fast as he could, attitudes and ideas from the Western sources with which 

he came into contact, which had first to be translated in his own mind 

and then into literature. His burning genius did not seem to stumble 

or falter and words, expressions, modes and tones were magically trans

formed at his hand into literature.

The characteristics of his style, the "Gibranian style" are well
99 100 101divided by Hawi into rhythm, language, and imagery. The rhythm

of his prose style was decided by his wish to preach and by his Romantic

ism, His wish to preach probably decided the Biblical resemblance with 

the use of interrogations, vocatives and repetitions. The Romantic 

element dictated the freedom which appears so natural in his prose style. 

Romantic rhythm is an intoxicant. It is more of a dancing rhythm 

which performs "the task of hypnotizing the reader into a dreamy trance,

where his sense of reality is drugged and, at the same time, his suggesti-
102bility heightened," However, the best examples of Classical and neo

classical verse in Arabic are rich in intoxicating music. Shauqi's 

poetry is especially marked by this capacity to intoxicate the hearers, 

and a great factor in the success of neo-Classical poetry in Arabic 

depends on the preservation of this element. But the music of this poetry
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intoxicates only to excite. Its marked resonance arouses the emotions 

and often tempts them into a loud expression of their intoxication. What 

was needed now was a change of 'gear', a lowering down, so to speak, of 

the loud elements of this music of Arabic verse into more subdued 

tones which allied themselves to the dreamier, softer emotions of the reader 

and appealed to his innermost depths. Such a change could not be accom

plished immediately in Arabic verse at that early time when Gibran started 

writing; i.e. in the first decades of this century. Neither at the hands 

of Mutran nor the Dlw'Sn group in Egypt was Arabic poetry able to abandon 

its loud rhythmical expression, Gibran, writing in prose, was immediately 

free from any bonds with an established poetic rhythm. His poetic prose 

with its physical undulating sweep and breadth of rhythm is smooth but 

energetic almost to the point of being over-charged. It seldom abandons 

its tone of sermon, and when it does, it still keeps the feeling that the 

poet is talking to a large group of people. Nevertheless, it could fall

on the ears with the magic of a psalm. When his emotions are most 
103heightened there is a fine roll and flurry in the rhythm and it can move 

at an intense speed. The use of parallelisms and antithesis is another 

particular quality of his style.

His diction: Gibran was able to achieve a rhythm more capable of

embodying a modern sensibility. For despite his firm Biblical connections, 

with their archaic tone, he transferred the poetic language to its right 

context in time not only through his experiment with language but also 

through the introduction of rhythms more simple and malleable than the 

rhythms of the inherited Classical poetry. Later on, Romantic poets like 

Abu Shabakah, al-Shabbi, Naji and ‘Ali Mahmud Jaha, writing in verse, were 

able to call forth a great lyrical impulse which was to allow the expression 

of all the moods of a well established and diversified Romanticism in the 

thirties, as will be shown.

Gibran’s concept of the role of language in the transformation of
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poetry is a modern and mature one. "The life of a language**.depends
105on the imagination of the poet***" and "the only means of reviving the 

language is in the heart of the poet, on his lips and between his 

fingers*" He wants in language only the spirit and the ’essence’*

The /ClassicistsJ can keep the rind and the skeleton of the words*

His belief in the vitality of the colloquial was supported by experimenta

tions in this field* This brought on Gibran the critical abuse of several 

writers in the Arab world, an abuse which sometimes impulsively covered 

the whole of the Mahjar poetry*

Gibran was not the only one among his generation to try to forge a 

new diction in poetic expression* It will be shown how Shukri tried but 

failed in his attempt to introduce words not familiarly used before in 

Arabic poetry* These, apparently chosen with deliberation, were usually 

correct from a lexicographer’s point of view, but were often devoid of an 

emotional relation with the reader and could not hark back to his own 

experience* Halced, white-washed and flatly unfamiliar, they stand in 

stark contrast with Gibran’s intuitive and highly artistic use of words 

which are usually charged with an emotional context that gives them force 

and immediate effectiveness. Shukri, it may be interesting to note here, 

did not get abusive criticism from the critics in Egypt, despite the 

absurdity of many of his usages of words*

But Gibran, despite some mistakes which occur here and there in his 
109works, has a great mastery of language and his vocabulary is one of the 

most inventive and selective in modern Arabic* Ho shows fondness for the 

Romantically remote as when ho imitates Biblical language, but also for the 

realistic as when he tries to adopt words from actual speech* These two

qualities, the Romantically remote and the realistic, are Romantic attri-
, , 110 butes*

Another interesting point about Gibran's language is the easy shift 

he shows from English to Arabic and vice versa* His works in English are
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not relevant here, "but, concerning the general aspect of his language it

must he remarked that he seems to have chosen, because of the spiritual

and universal aspect of his general themes, a vocabulary less idiomatic

than the usual choice of a modern poet conscious of modernism in language*

For the difference between the consciousness of the East and that of the

West (of which Gibran was clearly aware as has been mentioned already,)

should have created for Gibran the problem of ’root words’ and their

incapacity for translation from the language of one culture to the language

of a completely different culture. For "wherever two consciousnesses

differ, as it were, in kind, and not merely in relative lucidity - there

the problem of sympathy can always be narrowed down to the problem of
111the meaning of some one or more fundamental words." But he was able

to bridge the gap of what seems to be unbridgeable at the first glance. 

Probably this is also due to the fact that his sensibility had been in

fluenced and greatly ’tempered’ by a universally effective source of 

knowledge ; the Bible*

His Imagery; Striving continuously towards a sacramental balance of 

language, pouring forth adjectives often in rather unfamiliar ways, he 

resorts to another technique: the image* His images run into each other

like brilliantly coloured dyes, a rest to the imagination and the eyes from 

some of the hackneyed and over used images of revived Classicism, As 

metaphors and similes cut upon each other with the clarity of a lucid mind 

behind them, one's sense of the impassioned conviction of the writer is 

heightened, as well as of the irrepressible fascination of Gibran, the 

painter^, with colour and variety* His images evoke feelings, not through 

stock responses (Gibran is usually very fresh), but by a highly emotional, 

new but familiar, way of describing his object* By familiar here is meant 

that Gibran in his images, uses, on the whole, words and pictures which, 

although many are new, could expect from the reader or hearer immediate 

acceptance.
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113of "Biblical imagery which is so lavishly scattered over his pages" and

of structural images* depending in the description of this type ouPoakes’s 
114treatment of them, These last are important in the study of modern

poetry because they have recurred in many poems. The poem of this type

revolves around a sustained image which informs its whole structure,

Gibran’s best example of this kind is his metrical poem "Al-Mawakib"*

Gibran leaned heavily on what Poakes calls ’value-words’, i,e, words
113which represent "concepts or feelings universally regarded as valuable,"

such as beauty, love, justice, power, life, death,,,etc. In true

Romantic fashion these were used by him suffused with imagery. He either

personified his abstracts or expressed them through a concrete image. He

often ends by making the reader feel not only that they are real, but also

essential. He intensifies this feeling by resorting to other Romantic
, 16

tricks: incantations, sweeping rhythms, repetitions,

Gibran’s imagery, moreover, was often highly symbolic. In fact

Gibran’s symbols of which the forest, the sea and the night are the most

important, anticipated more the later Symbolism of some of the poets of

the fifties and sixties rather than that of the early Symbolic poets who

flourished in the late thirties and forties and who leaned on French

nineteenth century Symbolism, The former use symbols, as Gibran did,

to denote a point of reference, to represent more richly and concretely,

a basic idea. The latter use sounds and symbols to evoke impressions and

meanings in a magical, suggestive method, A great stress is laid on

the inner music of the words and their evocative power. Gibran’s

insistence on complete elucidation of his ideas, moreover, separates him

many steps further from the symbolist who care nothing or little for making
117themselves intellectually understood.

Gibran’s symbols, with their structure of thought^moreover, spring 

from Romantic sources. The forest, a basic motif in "Al-Mawakib", was
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a symbol for simplicity and flight from the misery and chaos of the City,
118a familiar Romantic symbol, where a universal love exists and all of

life’s dualisms are conquered! body and soul, good and evil, life and
119death; the sea as a symbol for eternity and unity of all existence,

and the night, a much loved topic for his poetic pieces, mostly used for 
120its own sake, but sometimes as a symbol of the poet's delving into his

121own deeper self, probably his sub-conscious,

The question whether Gibran’s poetic pieces were true poems or not 

would have been more easily ansitfered in the first decades of this century, 

before the accumulation of arguments about the subject of prose poetry 

and poetic prose hard become a stumbling block to clear thinking by many 

writers* The fact that Gibran, in his life-time, was regarded as a great 

innovator of an original style shows that his poetic writings were affilia

ted with prose* If this prose contained a strong poetic surge and 

was therefore accepted broadly within a ’poetic’ framework it should not 

follow that a poetical piece of his would have been accepted as a true

’poem’. What ‘Abbud said about him as "being more of a poet in his prose 
122than in his verse" does not denote acceptability of his prose poetic

pieces as true ’poems’* But this poetic prose, *Abbud is quick to note,
123has affected Arabic poetry greatly* In contemporary times, Nazik

al-Mala’ikah talking about Gibran as a poet makes sure that the reader
124

understands she is talking about his verse , not about his prose* Discussing

Iiis pieces in Dam* all wa Ibtisamah and Al- fAwasif, al-Ashtar never once
125refers to them as poems. He was, moreover, working under the super

vision of Mandur and seems to have gained the full confidence of the 
126critic. Yet Hawi regards these poetic prose pieces in the two books

as prose poems. He believes that Gibran was able to "cultivate and bring
127near perfection the prose poem as a genre and as true poetry." But

although Gibran wrote a kind of poetic prose very different from the prose 

that was being written in his days, and if similar to some of al-Rihani's
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yet far more poetical and effective, he does not attain, in any of the 

chants he wrote, the level of a true poenu This is especially so in his 

first collection Dam‘ah whose pieces had been written in the first decade 

before Gibran attained maturity of style and imagination* Some later

pieces are highly poetical, like "Ayyuha 'l-Lail", and "Baina Lailin wa
— 128 129Sabah” where he attains sacramental purity,as well as "Al-Sha*ir" and

130"Ayyatuha >:1-Ard" * But there is in Gibran's style a dilution and a
0

tendency, mentioned above, to say everything in the poetic piece* The

subject is exhausted and there is little left to the discernment of the

reader* The 'prose poem', developed later at the hands of others in the

fifties has attained quite a different level of poetic quality, as w@ will

see in chapter eight* Hawi, in his writing on Gibran, ignored any later

knowledge on the subject of prose poetry in Arabic, and only connected

Gibran with his direct roots* While this method should be correct in

giving historical data which ends at a particular date, it cannot be

applied when the question of applying terms is involved* The fact is

that Hawi does not give enough reason why he regards these pieces as 'prose

poems'^His reference to. "the emotional elevation of their rhythm and the

work of imagination in the creation of their particular images" is not 
131enough. Moreover, whereas one would agree with him that Gibran

132liberated, or at least helped greatly to liberate, Arabic poetry through 

prose, it does not follow that this prose had to be in the form of prose 

poems* In fact it is not impossible to liberate poetry through mere pros- 

if it embodies qualities strong enough to impose themselves on the language 

of the epoch and helpschange its sensibility* And although the idea 

preached by Gibran that the poet is the liberator of language is a very 

appealing and very possible one, it does not follow that the only liberator 

of the language must be the poet. But this would take us into the realms 
of the philosophy of language* Suffice it to say here that, while we can 

apply the word poetic, or even poetry to some of Gibran's writings, the
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term 'prose poem', with its definite boundaries, and its full poetic ex

pectations, cannot be used here with any accuracy*

Gibran's poetic gift was great but not pure* In his passionate 

desire to preach his doctrine of liberty and universal love to the world, 

he repeated himself and diluted his style, as has just been mentioned* Ho 

could not conceive of liberty divorced from an all-embracing universal 

love and his writings are fevered by a great passion which was even more 

prompted by his didactic impulse* He fretted savagely at any restraint, 

an attitude which poetry cannot allow* This is why the particular mark 

of his poetic gift s the passion and enthusiasm, are halted and slowed down 

in his proper verse* And this is why his proper verse is inferior to his 

prose, to his poetic pieces and to other contemporary verse as well*

This should not imply that Gibran did not write correctly in Arabic 

metre. But to write correctly does not make good poetry. Gibran was 

unable, apparently, to translate his passionate ideals, his zest and 

glorious enthusiasm, so manifest in his poetic pieces, into metrical form* 

The spontaneous sub-conscious formation of a poem, which includes at once 

form and content, is not strong in him.

But this incapacity must seem to the modern critic providential in 

the extreme. Had he been in full possession of the spontaneous flow 

between form and content, i.e. had he been strongly versed in old Arabic 

poetry and brought up to revere the poetic heritage, one cannot be sure 

if he would have found courage and guidance to experiment in prose with 

that which he would have found so galling in poetry* For Arabic poetry 

at that time, and this has already been emphasised in the course of this 

chapter, would surely have resisted the attempts at a successful radical 

transformation of its modes, attitudes and phraseology.

In their discussion of the poetry of members of "Al-Rabitah11,

1Abbas and Najm did not apply themselves to a full and separate study of 

Gibran's metrical poetry, although they studied the poetry of every othei
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member of the group alone5 Gibran’s poems were discussed only in the course 

of the general discussion. His influence on his colleagues is shown,

implicitly, to be that of ideas and images, an influence of the Gibranian 

spirit and the Gibranian attitudes and concepts. The truth behind this 

might be a lack of balance between the pervasive influence of that spirit, 

of that poetic ’presence’ as one might call it, and the metrical poetry 

itself, Hawi also discusses his metrical poetry in a few lines, mention

ing the fact that Gibran took very few liberties in the form of his 
133metrical poems, Nazik al-Mala’ikah however, regarded Gibran as a great

poet in the verse he wrote,

Gibran’s long poem, "Al-Mawakib" is regarded as his best poem in 

verse. Looked at from the point of view of a reader in Gibran’s time, 

it must have seemed to him a strange poem with its pervasive idea that 

the lyre’s music will persist even after the end of time and the world;

Jlj  — 1 .LlrJU '"*•.. "‘31
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Al-’Aqqad could not accept "Al-Mawakib" as a poem at all,^^ Even Labaki,
137who takes the pains to discuss it, admits its occasional weak phraseology.

However, two things are interesting about the poem. The first is the

Romantic idea, adopted and exhausted in one round by the members of the

group, that life in the Forest will secure the unity of all the dualisms
138of life; good and evil, life and death, love and hate, body and soul.

139The "Cult of the Primitive" is exalted, but the emotion is developed 

greatly so that the poet arrives at great pantheistic love.

The second thing is the adoption of two voices in the poem, a sort 

of impersonal dialogue. This technique of two or more imaginary voices 

in the poem (imaginary to differentiate it from real dialogue) was adopted 

by Abu Madi,
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140When studying this poem and some others including his poem "Al~-Bahr!1,

one grows subtly aware of a rooted traditionalism despite the originality

of both the theme and the approach, This is the persistence of the spirit

of the preacher and the wise man adopted by most Classical Arab poets.
141The dogmatic approach, the short jets of wisdom, the decisiveness em

bodied all in one verse are reminiscent of an old recurrent method of 

approach.

Gibran’s ideas on art and poetry were the third direct service he 

rendered to Arabic poetry0 His discussion of the role of the poet in 

changing and developing the language of his time has been dealt with, His 

attitude towards the general role of the poet was one of profound exalta

tion, To him, the poet was a link between this world and the other, a
142clear fountain, a tree planted on the bank of the river of beauty, He

143is a lonely spirit. Yet, he is simple, gentle, a lover of Nature who

keeps vigil during the night for the muse. He is the planter of seed

which grows to nourish h u m a n i t y , T h e r e  are two kinds of poeis in his

opinion; one is intelligent with the power to assimilate and adopt other
145peoples’ poetry, the other is inspired even before he is born. For

to him, the true poet is one who enters the temple of his own soul,,,and 

then comes out uttering words and expressions which are new and renewed

* 146every day,

Gibran changed the literary sensibility of the age. His personality 

was the most forceful literary personality of his times. His greatest 

influence probably manifested itself in the thirties, not only because 

his death in 1931 stirred up the typical critical (and homage paying) 

activity that follows the death of a great writer, but also because this 

coincided with the greatest surge of the Romantic wave in the Arab world. 

After him it was possible to experiment on any level and in any sphere of 

literature because he was able to liberate the creative spirit. This 

he did not do merely through a constant preaching on theory, but mostly



through furnishing the splendid literary example that supported it. This 

stands in stark contrast to al-^Aqqad's efforts in this respect in Egypt.

Already in the first few years of the Romantic movement, the mood

for a later poetry of escapism and melancholic morbidity was established.

From Gibran, the melancholic motif which constantly alternates in his

work with the stern premonitions of the preacher and the evocative oracles

of the seer, would be greatly exploited, although one can hardly discredit

Gibran for this. Between Gibran and *Ali M. Taha who was a more robust

Romantic than his contemporaries, there would appear an intervening crowd

of poets steeped in melancholy and despair. But one of the best among

them, al-Shabbi, would manifest the same deep involvement with the social

and political fetters of his people and would attain, in this respect,

great fame in the contemporary Arab world. Moreover, Gibran’s revolution

in imagery was accompanied at the same time by a flow of adjectives often
147stringed one after the other in excessive fashion. ' As G.H.W, Rylands 

says, "One epithet is as a rule more telling in poetry than two”^ ^  and 

this was to prove true, for this feature of Gibran’s writing was to have 

a harmful effect on the poets of the thirties and forties, and it was one 

of the main defects of poetry which the avant-garde poets of the fifties 

were to try persistently to overcome.

Despite the great need satisfied by Gibran’s timely appearance on 

the literary field, it was his personal tragedy that he did appear at that 

particular time. Endowed with real genius, he was handicapped by the 

peculiarity of the Arab poetic history; its previous stilted growth, 

the short span of time it had had to develop, its deep involvement, not 

only with a traditional form and content, but also with an awakening 

nationalism, the ignorance and timidity of its literary arbiters, the 

naiveness and often crudeness of its general public. He was constricted 

by the poetic needs of the time to follow a career of liberating both 

the form and the spirit of literature but with all the above-mentioned
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handicaps he could not "be both the liberator and the creator of literary 

works that could transcend his time and remain in the lead among a growing 

sophisticated reading elite. Although he is still read widely by the 

younger generations, to the real student of literature he is now rather 

embarrassing to read. His originality reeks with the spirit of the all

knowing teacher, and his approach is too sentimental, Arabic poetry, 

moreover, has had the typical anti-Romantic development in the fifties and 

Gibran fell a little out of favour,

(iii) Mikha’Il Nu/aimah (1889), is the third literary figure to have a

great effect on al-Mahjar poetry in North America, A critic, poet,

essayist and mystic, his greatest service to Arabic poetry was rendered

mostly through his essays oh criticism most of which are collected in

Al-Ghirbal , published in 1923, Other essays on criticism are scattered

in his many books of collected essays which he published in the course of

his forty and more years of literary activity,

Nufaimah studied at the Russian Teachers Training College in Nazareth

until the age of seventeen, then went on a scholarship to Russia to continu

his education. After five years of study at the University of Blotava,

he emigrated to Washington in 1911 where he entered university in 1912 to 
149study law.

It was in 1913 that Nu'aimah had a chance to discover his critical 

ability. The chance acquisition of a copy of Gibran’s Al-Ajnihah al-
150Mutakassirah coincided with his receiving the first number of AI-Funun,

the famous North Mahjar literary magazine published by Nu'aimah’s former 
- 151school friend Nasib ‘Aridah, His joy and enthusiasm at the signs of

life, originality and strength in the literary material published in Al- 

Funun (among which was Gibran’s famous "Ayyuha .il-Lail" and al-Rihani's
■ Q

“ 1 52"Bulbul al-Maut wa 'l-Hayat") launched him on his career as a critic,
153His first critical article entitled "Fajr al-Amal ba‘d Lail al-Ya’s", 

included an attack on what he called 'mummified literature': the literatur
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of imitation and decorativeness, as well as a comment on Gibran’s Al- 

A.jnihah al-Mutakassirah, Behind Nu/aimah was a rather rich cultural 'back

ground, if compared with other immigrant Arab writers and poets„ The

comparison he must have been making with European literature, especially 
154Russian, must have been the cause of the firm and clear ideas he had^ 

right from this first article, on the necessity of drastic change in 

literature, even of a literary revolution.,

His writings in Al-Funun which followed this first article were all
1 RRon criticism, and seem to have been immediately appreciated by readers

and by other literary figures in North America, *Aridah even writes to

him in 1914? only two years after the publication of his first article, to

say that his articles had made Al-Funun popular in Syria, Egypt and the 
*1 ̂6Southern Mahjar.  ̂ When Al-Funun was suspended from publication in 1914

1 57owing to financial reasons, he continued to publish in other North 
153Mahjar papers,

. - 159In 1916, however, Al-Funun came back to life only to be finally

suspended again during the war, and Al-Sa’ ifc, whose editor was 'Abd al-

Masih Haddad, another former schoolmate of his, became the platform for
f "l 60al-Mahjar '■ literature including N^aimah's critical writings. These

writings, which were mostly bent on establishing a real change in the form, 

language, attitudes and methods of approach of Arabic poetry, greatly 

helped to sow the seeds of change which a critic can detect in the poetry
— 161of some of the poets of "Al-Rabitah11, But although Nufaimah’s influenc

was really great in this respect, Gibran's direct example of original 

literature of a high calibre was tremendous. It is peculiar that Nu^imaU

although mentioning the influence of Al-Funun on the movement of literary
162 163innovation in al-Mahjar, and of al-Rihani, ignores Gibran’s role in

this respect throughout this chapter, although he has given Gibran his
i f \Aright place as a great influence on Arabic literature as a whole.

It is interesting that the first collection of Nu^aimah’s critical
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articles formerly published piecemeal in Al-Funun and Al-Sa’ih were
165published in 1923 in Egypt and not in al-Mahjar, Muhyi ?1-Dm Rida,, 

a great enthusiast for al-Mahjar literary contribution, was the editor 

responsible for this publication^^ for which al-*Aqqad wrote the intro

duction at Nu(airnah*s request, Al-Ghirbal, it must here be emphasised, 

was not influenced by Al-bxwan, the book of criticism written in 1921 by 

al-fAqqad and al-Mazini, It has already been mentioned that most of its
i 6*7articles had already appeared in the second decade in Mali jar periodicals.

It was only in 1922, apparently, that the two avant-garde movements in

Egypt and America discovered each o t h e r , B e f o r e  that the two lines of

development were advancing along parallel linos, ansxtfering the desperate

need of Arabic literature at that time to forgo new links and to free
169itself from crystallized traditional attitudes. Both groups, moreover,

had been exposed to Western literary influences, Hu^imah, on receiving

a copy of Al-Diwan in 1922, had time to include in his collected essays an

article on the two volumes of Al-Diwan in which he hailed the appearance

of this criticism in the following curious words;

"God bless Egypt, for not all that she writes is empty chatter, 
and not all the verse she produces is mere affectation. I 
used to think that she adored the decorative word and 
sanctified the /piere/ stringing together of rhymes, for how 
often she has glorified a clown and ,,, cheered a fake,.."^0

Apparently, despite his sincere joy in discovering an avant-garde team of

critics in Egypt, he is unable to conceal his former lack of admiration for

the literature produced there. This not too fair attitude, however, was

overlooked by A. al-DusUqi who spoke of the two movements and carelessly

made al-Mahjar authors dependent on the Egyptian critics for their ideas 
171on innovation. Ni^aimah’s attitude towards literature in Egypt, it

172seems, was shared by other members of "Al-Rabitah".

Unfortunately, neither Nu'aimah in Sab{un, nor Mandur in Al-Naqd 

wa ’1 Nuqqad al-Mu*agiruh, tell us in any detail about the reception of 

at_m^jpbal in Egypt and the Arab world on its publication in 1923? although
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173Ri$a prophesied a storm of protest* But we know that Hu'aimah sold
174only twenty copies in al-Mahjar, x-crhich is not a criterion but is a sign

that these Mahjar poets wrote for a faraway public at home* They knew

only too well the shortcomings in literary taste suffered by their immi- 
175grant compatriots* However, Al-Ghirbal seems to have been a popular

book, for it has had at least six publications since its first appearance*

-*-n Al-Ghirbal the contemporary critic can find the roots of many

trends in the contemporary approach to poetry, language, metre and the

Classical heritage* There is a line of thought connected with the 

Classical heritage which will be seen to continue, especially in Lebanon, 

up till the present time, although it was to be interrupted by Marun 

‘Abbud's towering figure and his more informed Classical background* 

Nu£aimah, himself, although more cultured than the rest of the 

members of "Al-Rabitah"» does not seem to have been particularly know

ledgeable in Classical Arabic literature. In his high school the subjects 

other than Arabic were taught in Russian, In Arabic they studied Kalllah

wa Dimnah and "Alfiyyat Ibn Malik", and ended by studying the history of
176Arabic literature as it was written by a Russian Orientalist. He

admits that Wasib £Aridah was the most knowledgeable member of'’Al-Rabitalf'
177in Classical Arabic literature, . Classical Arabic literature was at

that time m  the process of being re-discovered, Nu aimah himself was no

scholar of Arabic, and probably he had not acquired a real reverence for

the Classical heritage. His readings in foreign literature and his

comparatively scant knowledge of the Classical heritage led him to believe
178in its worthlessness. He was comparing it with the modern European li—

* In fact the Classical heritage is still in the process of discovery, A 
great amount of sincerity, depth of insight and perseverence are needed 
to discover its many values, Thesewore obscured in the Revivalist move
ment by the rather obsolete and sensational taste of those sincere but 
hard-working revivalists. At a time when Court poetry was still the 
fashion, it was perhaps natural for them to revive the eulogies which 
have filled the school anthologies, and to concentrate their efforts 
more on poetry than on the numerous prose works of a long line of 
Arab writers and scholars many of whom are still waiting to be revived.
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■fteratuiJQo His condemnation of the Classical heritage, (as well as the 
179modern,) has given a new impetus to a trend already mildly "begun which 

became very strong in the fifties, to criticize the old Classical heritage 

and belittle its contribution.

This brings us to an interesting point of our discussion in this 

respect. If Ih/aimah's critical efforts ran parallel with the efforts of 

the Egyptian avant-garde critical activity, and were probably more 

attractive than the latter, he was not involved, as most of them were, in 

the application of criticism to poets of the Classical period. His 

rebellion, which was timely and vital, turned its back on the traditional 

roots of ■ ■ modern literature and the few examples he gives of Classical

poetry here and there in his writings, are not really of consequence. This 

is the first critical output in Arabic that concentrates only on the modern 

contribution, but it is the beginning of a new critical trend in modern 

Arabic criticism. This trend was to lead, especially in the fifties, to 

a long and wearisome argument among the different schools of thought regard - 

ing the value of the Classical heritage and the connection modern poets 

and writers should have with it. Many futile arguments would take place, 

and great and rather unintelligent exchange of accusations and often abuse 

occurred. However, it is not surprising to note that most of those who

spoke against the Classical heritage did not know much about it. It was

most unfortunate that most of those who spoke for the Classical heritage 

were old-fashioned and reactionary.

His attack on the importance which his contemporary writers in the

Arab world laid on language and their great dependence on the lexicogrophor'
181inflexible attitude to it is quite legitimate. Behind him there was 

already a growing tradition of belief in the vitality of the spoken

language, as we have seen. The looser ties those poets and writers had

with the Classical language made it easy, even necessary., for their more 

adventurous minds to discover the vitality of having a less rigid attitude
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towards assimilating into the Classical some colloquial words which seemed
1 32to fit the meaning more. It does not seem that Nu'aimah or Gibran

had any conscious connection whatsoever with the call for the use of the

colloquial made by some foreigners in Egypt in the nineteenth and at the
183beginning of the twentieth centuries.

Nu'aimah’s arguments on language are often quite informed. "Language 

is one of life's phenomena and only obeys the laws of life. It chooses 

the suitable and preserves the best of it. It is like a tree that 

changes its dead branches for green ones, and its dried leaves for living
i f \ Aones..." Those whom he calls ’the frogs of literature’ and who would

keep the language from growth make of the writer a tool in the hands of 
185language. Their tragedy is that life goes on while they remain

s t a t i c . B u t  to him, language which is mere symbols, "has no value
187of its own," It is a means for denoting things that are "greater and

"188 189loftier" than itself, which are the human thoughts and emotions.

In order to defend his argument, Nufaimah tends to exaggerate his

statements. It must have been these exaggerations that al'Aqqad, in his

introduction to the Ghirbal„found unacceptable."^^ Nu*aimah really mean^

that although "it is good to pay attention to polishing /the language/ and
191arranging it in such a way as to grant it sweetness and accuracy", we

must not forget that it is mere symbols, nor believe it to be perfect in
192 f - - 193itself. But al~ Aqqad, and Mandur were taken by an enthusiastic

exaggeration of his argument.

Like Gibran, Nu'aimah believes that it is the poet and writer who

are the makers of language and its patrons. There should be no cause

for worry if they brought forth some new symbols or changed some old
194 —  _ones. Al-cAqqad and Mandur, overlooked the knowledgeable and simple

idea he puts at the end of his long argument that if the people liked the

newly forged symbol /or word, to be more clear/ they would keep it, wlieth-'

lexicographers and grammarians liked it or not, and if people neglected
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195it, it would die automatically*

T. Malhas is probably right in saying that Nu* aimahwas the first 
«

196critic in Arabic who preferred content to form in literature. The

history of criticism in Arabic shows the equal value which most Classical
197critics gave to the two.

It is, of course, natural that when there is a general spiritual

bankruptcy, writers and poets turn to the decorative. Embellishments

become an exercise of wit when intuition and spiritual communion lie

dormant* Mu/aimah, however, did not realize the temporariness of the

situation* In fact, he would not have been expected to realize it, for

in the history of rebellions, the first two elements required for success

are enthusiasm and vehemence, and these two qualities depend on this

limited perspective, on this great concentration on a special situation

that is given priority over everything*

Nu*aimahfs ideas on metre, however, are not quite so mature* He

makes many mistakes and falls into some contradictions as he attacks the

sham versifiers of his time. His criticism of exaggerations and banality

in poetry, which he refers to the laws of prosody,is irrelevant and shows 
199a hasty judgement* Every poetry has its laws of prosody, whether

written or orally transmitted. Quantitative metres may have stricter laws 

but this springs from the very nature of language and the inter-relations 

of word structure which impose the metres of its poetry. The laws of 

prosody are not imposed on a language. They are drawn only on the basis 

of what has already happened in the verse of that language. With the 

many variations and allowances used early by the poets and then deduced 

as rules of prosody, the scope is wide for great variety but also for 

committing mistakes. Laws of prosody, like laws of music, are necessary 

to help poets in putting under control this last tendency. It is true 

that good poets in Arabic hardly need to go back to these laws, but there 

are always poets whose ears are not quite as sensitive. The laws of
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al-Khalil ibn Ahmad need not stop any gifted poet from innovations. They

have "basic rules which apply broadly to any number of variations within

their own potentialities. However, Nu'aimah's arguments are out of focus

in this respect. The fact that there were many versifiers in Arabic

who wrote banal decorative verse is not due as Hu*aimah claims, to their
200capacity to versify by applying al-Khalil's laws of prosody. No poetry

can become a corpse of hollow meanings just because laws of prosody are 

accessable to would-be versifiers. In fact Arabic laws of prosody should 

be more difficult to assimilate than, say, English laws of prosody. More

over, there is no well-known poetry of any language which does not have
201long trains of versifiers and imitators. Hu'aimah, moreover, claims

that the accessibility of the laws of prosody have not only harmed our

poetry, but also all our literature. For would-be novelists and dramatists,

on seeing the possibility of becoming able to write verse (a highly

honoured art among the Arabs) through learning the laws <pf pro&'ody, did

exactly that and "here we are today with no novels and no plays and no 
202science...". This is really amazing from an intelligent and sensitive

i i w ‘ u 2 03 man like Hu aimah.

But this rebellion against prosody, despite ilts uninformed back

ground, helped to shake the sanctimony with which [metrical laws, recorded 

by al-Khalil, were treated. Al-Khalll’s great achievement was really mis

understood by both the traditionalists who he.ld it sacred, and the 

innovators who spoke about it with irony, Very few people saw it as

it really is : a record of the development of Arabic metres which poets, 

prior to al-Khalil, had achieved, and a description of their formation.

Probably Nu*aimah was throiivh into a chaotic attitude by Gibran's 

achievement. He found such, poetry in Gibran's highly poetic prose that

he was moved to a comparison with the regularity of rhythm in Arabic
/ -  205metres and found Gi?6ran's style more attractive. But he never really

J
formed a settledKidea on metre and in fact, all his generation was very

y

/ /
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unsettled on this same question, For despite the absurdity of the argu

ment above stated in connection with metres, al-fAqqad remarked only on 

Nu'aimah's much milder attack on language. It will be shown in the coming 

chapter how al--<Aqqad did contradict himself with regard to metre. In his 

old age he took a firm stand against metrical innovations and the introduc

tion of free verse in Arabic, but in his younger days he had condoned
4. i  ■ 206metrical innovations.

Nu*aimah shows this uncertainty right from the beginning. For while

he says in one article that neither metres nor rhymes are necessary for 
207poetry, he says in another article that metre is necessary but rhyme

is not.^^ However, his poetry shows a sensitive ear to music in poetry

and a good grasp on metre. And when he tried to define metre he said

rightly; "The primary aim of metre is to achieve harmony and equilibrium
209in the expression of emotions and thoughts,"

Hu(aimah is at his best when he speaks about the role of criticism

and the role of poetry. To him the aim of criticism is to sift literature
210and differentiate between the good and bad in it. The personality

211of the author is of no concern to the critic. Every critic, moreover,
212has his own sieve. This if of course the attitude of the subjective

213impressionistic critic, as Mandur said, although it is hard to see how 

a critic can ever be completely objective in his criticism, even if he 

should limit it to an interpretation of the text. Critics, Hu*aimah con

tinues, although they differ from each other, have one common quality
214among them : a natural power of discrimination. There are three other

qualities which a critic can possess: first , a critic can be creative,
215for he can discover the value of a neglected piece of literary work.

Secondly, the critic can also be an original writer, for in discovering

the beauty of a literary piece of work he gives to the readers his own
216concept of beauty and truth. And thirdly, the critic can be a guide,

217for he can show the creative artist his true path and his worth.
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What was, in his opinion, mainly wrong with Arab literature in this

respect? It was the lack of good critics. The arbiters of the literary
2 *18world, he insisted, were sham, timid and ignorant. There is great

courage in Bu/aimah’s strong stand in this respect.

If this aspect of Nu'aimah’s timely attack is no more equally relevant

today, other aspects of his criticism are still fresh and alive. His

insistence that 'man* is the axis around which literature must revolve is

still valid in modern criticism, and was given great importance in the 
219fifties. It would he a futile argument to say that most poetry, even

in Nufaimah's early days spoke ahout things that had to do with 'man'.

What Nu*aimah meant is what the modern critics mean now : ’Man’s inner
220soul' and his actual experience on earth.

But a great change has taken place in the ideas of critics with

regard to the "criteria of literature11, since Nufaimah wrote his famous
221article of the same title. There are literary criteria, in his

opinion, which are permanent because they depend on permanent human needs.

These needs are primarily four : Our need to express our feelings and ideas,

our need for a guiding light in life to show us the truth, our need for

the beautiful (he is speaking here of absolute truth and beauty), and
222our need for music. These needs do not vary in their essence with

223the change in time and place. The literary criteria, therefore, are

judged by their capacity to satisfy those needs,

Nu*aimah is not quite sure about his idea of the role of poetry.

He is aware of the two schools of thought existing in his days, the first

of which insists that art is for art’s sake, and the other that it should
224serve the needs of humanity. However, he insists that the poet must

not be a slave to his own time and to his own people, but at the same time 

he must not shut his eyes and ears to the needs of life, writing only 

what his inspiration prompts him to write. However, he gets out of this 

impasse quickly by stating that the poet, as long as he takes the nourishmen
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225of his talent from life will necessarily reflect that life in his poetry.

This is one of the earliest examples of the very long controversy on 

committed literature which flared into a battle of wits in the fifties, 

prompted mainly by the writers of the neo-Realistic school and other 

patriots.

But despite Nufaimah's wavering ideas with regard to ’committed

literature' (a term unknown in Arabic in those days), his basic criteria

of literature are not really obsolete, although to talk about some of them

today may seem rather old fashioned. The need to express oneself, the

need for beauty, truth and music are still basic needs in literature and

art (if we exchanged the word ’music* for the word ’harmony’), whether this

art is socially minded or not. The most which contemporary critics can

say about Nu'aimah’s early ideas is that they are deficient.

As usual with critics of his time, Ihi/aimah's main interest in

criticism was poetry. The authors whose work he criticized were poets,

and it was on poetry that he lavished his most glorious definitions, in

Romantic fashion. "Poetry is life, in its smiles, its tears, its silence,
22 6its expression, its cheering, its moaning.." It is the answer to a

227spiritual need in man, and in fact "the poet is the one who stretches

the fingers of his inspiration to the /curtains/ of your hearts and

thoughts and lifts them to let you see what is hidden under them; then you

shall see emotions and thoughts which you might think are the poet’s, but
228which are in fact your very own." For the poet is a "prophet, a

229philosopher, a painter, a musician and a priest." ^ This j&omantic

picture of the role of the poet is strengthened by Nufaimah’s belief in

inspiration. "The true poet never writes except when he is driven by an
230internal impulse that he cannot control. In this he is a slave."

Moreover, "he will describe what his spiritual eye sees and what has
231matured and fermented in his heart." This reminds one of the insist

ence of recent avant-garde criticism on experience in poetry.
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Yet Nu'aimah has no hesitation in expressing his sorrow at the fact

that most men of letters in Egypt, Lebanon and Syria were "blaring trumpets
232and bubbles floating on the surface of our literary life." The poets

233were expressing what they did not feel, and in fact they were "still
234looking for the foam and babbles of life." Indeed the whole nation

235"has been talking with its tongue, while its heart was silent."

An iconoclast of the first order, his strongest advice was to do

away with the traditional idols, to find the way to truth and authenticity.

"Clear your temples of wooden idols to which you have been burning your

i n c e n s e . a n d .  "build in your hearts new temples for new gods, and

lofty pulpits for lamps that burn with the oil of truth, zest and 
237sincerity."

Despite a general critical gloom, there is charm and sincerity in

Nu'aimah's early writings unequalled among his contemporary critics. He

seemed to be an Arab listening post overseas for Arab talent everywhere:

Egypt, the South Mahjar, Syria and North Mahjar. He brought out to the

open the sheer pleasure of breaking rigorous taboos in language and the

poetic concept. The zest to teach, to pave the way, to open up new

horizons is hardly ever.marred by the bitterness arriving at direct abuso

which makes al-‘Aqqad's criticism sensational and often repulsive. His
2^8attack on Shauqi is perhaps too prejudiced. - Shauqi is depicted here, 

not as a revivalist of the best of the Classical output, but as an instru

ment of traditional hangover. However a few deviations cannot spoil the 

overall picture. The reader can still react to the creative approach

and the enthusiasm without failing to realize the drastic attitude
. 239Nu aimah’s words must have represented in those days. Yet, despite

the interest they can arouse nowadays in the educated reader, a feeling 

that they are a part of a bygone era persists in most of them. One con

tinuously feels that Nu* aimah is speaking to simple inexperienced but 
obstinate readers, whom he must strive to convince. This is the cause of
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his long and sometimes over-simplified explanations, hut this is also ono

of the elements that give his writings their charm., He was helped in

clarifying his critical methods by a great volubility and fluency of style,

His method of explaining his ideas does not appeal directly to the emotions

as did Gibran'Bo He wrote objectively instead, appealing to the common

sense of the reader, His essays follow a special method s they are

divided into sections that seem to grow organically towards an end,

Beginning with a logical introduction, he builds on it, giving details,

clarifying his points through argument and sheer common sense until he

arrives at the natural conclusion, One point in his prose persists also

in his poetry : the many detailed variations and examples he gives, in

short, often parallel phrases, on the same idea* Examples of this are

unnecessary here, for all his writings abound with it.

The staunch rebel of the early decades seemed, however, incapable

and unwilling to adapt to changing conditions. His basic idea of the

aims of poetry and literature to express beauty, truth and goodness

persisted with him for a certain length of time then later became clouded

through an increasing mysticism. When he wrote his famous article,

"Mahiyyat al-Adab wa Muhimmatuhu", he still believed in those criteriâ '"

and launched his attack on three contemporary trends; firstly, the neo-

Realistic trend (he never named it as such) which revolved around what he

called Man's need to be free from hunger (for him, man does not live by

bread alone, and that although it is treasonable of literature to forget

about /hunger and poverty/* even more treasonable to,,,forget about
24.2the hunger of the heart, the mind and the spirit). Secondly, ho

attacked the literature which revolved around sex, and the physical

passions (saying that no one denied the great effect of the sexual passions

but that they were only dirt and prostitution when measured against the
24-3great aims of man's existence in this world). And thirdly, he

attacked the committed literature, without actually using the term, that
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revolved in the orbit of state, nationism and politics0244

In this article, however, he was able to reflect contemporary diffi

culties in other things„ He insisted that Arabic literature was still

immature and would remain so until three things were secured: Firstly a
245tractable language? secondly, a nation free of inferiority complex^

(he attacked here the blind adoption by poets and writers of Western
A 246 2̂ 7criteria, methods and idealg. Thirdly, freedom of speech.

But the contradictions into which Nu/aimah falls with regard to his

former literary criteria can bo exasperating. For,- . while he condoned,
j  p  A Q

in his Sab un, II, his former ideas in Al-Ghirbal: he had rejected

them, in mystical fashion some years before, at a great Arab literary con

ference, 249 In this conference, in which he delivered a lecture entitled
250"Al-Adib wa '1-Naqid", he declared that there can be no critic capable

of distinguishing beauty, truth and goodness in a work of literature, for
251each critic has his own personal criteria, that criticism was not really

necessary for literature, and that time can be the best judge of literary 
252workso Then, going deeper into a mystical fervour, he advised critics

to try to write their own books instead of writing about other people's

works, for after all, life can embrace all writers and poets, the good

ones and the bad, and there is no need to be heated about what we do not

like in other people's works. He gives here the example of Nature which
253embraces all creatures and rejects none.

What Nufaimah calls "personal criteria", G0 Santayana would call 

"subjective human knowledge". He says about the attitude of a mystic,

"If the data of human knowledge must be rejected as subjective, how much 

more should we reject the inferences made from that data by human thought. 

The way of true wisdom, therefore, if true wisdom is to deal with the 

Absolute, can only lie in abstention.„," The relativity of a category 

of thought is a reason for its rejection, A mystic would therefore 

"aspire to see, reason and judge in no specific or finite manner - that is,
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not to see, reason or judge at all;" which brings him nearer to the 
2*54 (Infinite, Nu aimah’s above-mentioned example matches perfectly this

attitude described by Santayana, this "tendency to obliterate distinction^

"Nothing is (really) right or wrong, because in Nature all things are
2S6regular and necessary,,," The similarities between Santayana’s

257
descriptions of a mystical attitude and Nu£aimah’s ideas in his lecture 

cannot fail to suggest an eruption of mystical fervour 011 Nu£aimah’s part 

before the preparation of this lecture, especially because of the contra

dictions in concept with other recent writings of his, as has already been 

mentioned. The strangeness and elevation of character such an attitude
p C Q

suggests might have been an incentive to Nu*aimah. However, his 

fellow delegates did not quite realise the mystical basis of the old 

critic’s attitude, and his lecture caused a great deal of havoc at the 

conference.

If Nu/aimah had wanted to shock the audience, he could not have said 

anything more at variance with the whole mood of the era. He seemed a 

strange and out-of-this-world voice trying to tell an Arab world plunged 

in the heated arguments of committed literature in the fifties, to accept 

everything given to it. In this lecture he not only imposed on himself 

an isolation of spirit, but also diluted all his former critical concepts 

and destroyed, to a great extent, the beloved image of the iconoclast who 

was so much in the lead when the spiritual and artistic needs of his
2H9people were a pressing obsession in the earlier decades of this century.

It is a rather strange fact that Nu’aimah was able to survive and

keep on writing (and selling his books) in this era, when the interests of

the majority loom far away from his mystical attitudes.Thurayya
261Malhasyin her book on hirn̂  seems herself unaware of these opposing 

currents of Arab life, or of the impossibility of an authentic general 

reaction to Nfa/aimah's main theme in recent years. She writes ardently, 

sometimes passionately, about Nu*aimah’s mystical outlook on life and 

li terature.
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Gibran, to assert himself as a poet (in verse) through a few but highly 
effective poems. One must be able to try to visualize the condition of 

Arabic poetry in the first three decades of this century in order to be 

able to estimate fully the value of the poetic experiment of those North 

Mahjar poets. Nu*aimah’s "Al-Nahr al-Mutajammid’1 and his famous "AkhI" 

both written in 1917*^^ are marvellous examples of the attempt of a poet 

ill at ease in a complicated and powerfully established poetic heritage.

But Nu'aimah wrote his poetry (in Arabic) only within a limited 

period (1917-26). His spiritual tendencies, which increased gradually 

with the years, hie natural inclination to explain the details of his 

ideas, to illustrate and elucidate what he is describing with numerous 

examples, the intellectual basis of his literary output, all these were 

bound to divert him from the path of poetry and to lead him to express him

self in the more voluble medium of prose,

Nu<aimah,s poetry was new. The novelty was both in the content and

in the technique. His themic adventures, however, were mostly of the

meditative kind, saved only by an ardour of emotion which proves an

authentic spiritual tendency. All his poems, except "Alchi" were of the

directly subjective type written to express the poet’s inner personal

experience, spiritual^^ and e m o t i o n a l " A k h i "  could well belong to

the poetry of the fifties, with its social consciousness expressed through

the personal consciousness of the poet. It is important to note Nu*aimah’

tendency to write about a true experience, an element lacking in the
—  266poetry of the neo-Classiclsts,including much of Mutran's. It is

important also to record here the authenticity of his meditative basis, 

a quality ’which may be lacking in some other examples of North Mahjar 

poetry of the meditative type. Nu*aimah must be seen as an impressive 

influence on his colleagues, a fact that does not rule out that his own 

authentic spiritual attitude was itself influenced by Gibran’s pervasive 

influence.
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His spiritual themes, which increased in their meditative attitude

through the few years in which he wrote poetry, until he was ahle to arrive

with them at a mystical expression of his belief were accepted by the

Arab world without much effort, despite their novelty. Nu'aimah was

writing his poetry during one of the most exciting periods of the Arab

modern literary history, During this period it was possible to impose on

the reading public a great variety of themeŝ  as long as it did not touch

the basic dogma of religion, the sanctimony of the heritage or the

jealousLy guarded code of honour5 for the first four decades of the

century are marked by a rare freedom to experiment, by what can be termed
268an "individual sensibility".

The main change achieved by Nufaimah in his poetry was a change in 

the poetic tone. The mystical trend in him increased with the years 

and although it was an important and interesting motif in his poetry, th~ 

achievement of a new and more subdued tone is a real victory for poetry 

at the time. The great resonance of the neo-Glassical poetry disappears 

here. Even Gibran's passionate rhetoricism seems pompous and pretentious 

if compared with the gentle and rather sad tones of Nu*aimah’s poetry which 

flows like the ripples of a gentle stream, Mandur, Egypt's foremost
269critic in the forties, was greatly moved by it even after three decades, 

Nu/aimah confirmed Gibran’s adoption of Nature as an object of 

spiritual love and spiritual experience, Nu*aimah’s spirit merged in it 

with awe or wonder. To him, it was evocative of emotions and spiritual 

yearnings,

Nu*aimah enjoyed early a great popularity as a poet and short story 
writer in the Arab world. When Majmu'at al-Eabitah al-j)q.lamiyyah was 

published in 1921, it contained five of Nu* aimah’s poems. These and oth^r 

poems in the collection were memorised by the growing generation in the 

Middle East and their influence was great on the second generation of 
poets in the Arab world.
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fAbbas and Najm are probably right in their suggestion that Nu‘aimah's
270poetry may have been influenced by the Lebanese folk-song. Nearly all

the mountain people in the Lebanon memorize these songs which cover many

happy and sad aspects of life. The Lebanese folk song is characterized

by its details and its repetitive phrases that revolve around the same

meaning, giving it several aspects. Nu/aimah's poetry shows an ex-
272haustive insistence on detail, which is an anti-poetic characteristic.

However, it must be remembered too, that Nu*aimah’s prose shows also this

same characteristic, as has already been mentioned. His wish to express

everything in his mind, or at least to give many sides to the same object

or idea treated in the poem may be the cause of the simplicity of his

language in poetry, a simplicity more characteristic of prose than of

verse , One cannot fully - agree with * Abbas and Najm in their

suggestion that the parallelisms of his style were caused by his prosaic 
273tendency, for the short sentences or phrases he crowds into his poems

are not . always prosaic. Classical poetry abounds with parallelisms

and anti-thesis. Nu*aimah, however, exceeds anything known before or

after him in this., shoving this tendency 0-Jfioin llis P**ose, although
274there is a longer history of such a style in Classical Arabic prose.

This is, in fact, a persistent trend throughout his poetry, but perhaps 

the most flagrant example of it is his poem "Ibtihalat" 5 the following is 

a typical extract:
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To sum up Nu‘aimah's poetic achievement, tbe poet , when dealing

with the poetry of contemplation which mirrors the moods and the inner

states of mind* arrived at a high degree of fluency and charm* a real

achievement in view of the difficulty with such poetry to remain poetical

He decisively achieved a basic change of tone in his poetry. Ilya Abu

Hadi who will be studied presently*fluctuated all his mature life between

the tone of meditation and confession and the tone of rhetorical poetry.

Moreover, Nufaimah developed the poetry of experience and paved his way,

in all his poems, to truth and authenticity. In his poetry he came closer

to the language of daily speech and of the simple song than did any of his

contemporaries. Unlike al-'Aqqad, Shulcri and al-Masini, Nu' aimah was able
276to give through his poetry a successful example of his literary criteria.

His poetry with its message of altruistic Love;
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is a further confirmation of both Suf-i -atud -Chrijs'tiati" li-Wra.ry traditions, 
But despite its many achievements, Nufaimah’s poetry was also an 

example of dilution and verbosity, as was Gibran’s poetic prose style. 

Arabic poetry would struggle for a long time to rid itself of the effects 

of a diluted style, greatly confirmed by some of the North Mahjar contri

bution.
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Al-Rabitah al-Qalamiyyah:

One of the most important literary societies to be established by

Arab writers and poets in modern times is the society of "Al-Rabitah al-

Qalami.y.yah" „ which was founded in New York in 1920. It was composed of

a small and rather select group of avant-garde men of letters who, although
281differing in artistic level and output, all believed in the necessity

of change and the introduction of new tools and new attitudes into litera-
282 -ture. The poets in the group were six, namely Gibran, Mikha’il

Nu'aimah, Nasib ‘Aridah (d. 1946), Rashid Ayyub (1871-1941)* Nudrah Haddad

(1881-1950), and Ilya Abu Madi (1889-1957). Abu Madi was not present at
283the inaugural meeting of ’’Al-Rabitah11, but joined it later on. Its

members unanimously chose Gibran to be chairman and, until his death in

1931 he was its guiding spirit. Nu'aimah was its councillor and the
critic who voiced its opinions and principles and established, in writing,

its literary criteria.

The most important achievement of this society was its presentation

of a \mified outlook on literature and art, and its introduction into

Arabic literature of a new, adventurous and successful literary experiment

based on avant-garde principles. In "Al-Rabitah" as an avant-garde

society, its selectiveness and exclusiveness stand perhaps unique in the

history of modern Arabic literary societies. The Apollo poetic society,
for example, which was founded in Egypt in 1932 on avant-garde principles,

had to compromise with the forces of conventionalism, as in making Shauqi

its honorary chairman. The "Shi'r" group, which formed itself in 1957 in

Lebanon, despite its most courageous stand against outdated conventional!mi,

did publish sometimes for poets in whose methods it did not believe, such
285as Badawi al-Jabal and G. Saidah. There is a greater purity of

attitude and practice in "Al-Rabitah al-Qalamiyyah11. Perhaps its 

existence in a remote country, where the direct prestige and contact witI 

entrenched traditionalism could be avoided, made it more possible for its
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leading members to be as selective as they were.

The influence of "Al-Rabitah al-Qalamiyyah" as a movement on Arabic

poetry was great- A line of truth and a line of feeling were achieved-

New attitudes towards life, man and his condition on earth were adopted-

Greater flexibility of language, metre and rhythm and a pronounced change

of tone were achieved- The Arab world, we know from written reports on 
286the subject, and from oral reminiscences that have lasted even up to 

the present time, showed very great interest in the publications of this 

society- These appeared in Al-Satih magazine (whose editor, *Abd al- 

Masih Haddad, was a member) and in the collection of stories, poems and 
essays by its members published in 1921 and entitled Ma,imufat al-Rabifah al- 

Q.alamiyyah- Looked at even after nearly half a century, this important 

collection still seems an achievement of modern Arab literary creativity.

It gained great circulation and brought fame and recognition to many of
non

the poets and writers who published in it.

Two magazines in North Mahjar;

Two platforms had facilitated the circulation of the avant-garde 

poetry and. poetic theory of the group who eventually formed ’'Al-Rabitah

al-Qalamiyyah". These were the magazines Al-Funun and Al-Sa*ih- Al-Funun,
—  288 edited by the poet Nasib ‘Aridah, was a select magazine, “ dedicated to

the advancement of modern Arabic literature. It began publication in

1912, was suspended in 1914 for financial reasons, was re-issued in 1916
289for two more years, then was suspended permanently in 1918- It was

then that these poets started publishing regularly in Al-Sa*ih, a fort-
-  290nightly magazine of a lower artistic calibre than Al-Funun, which

291 >remained their platform until 1931- Owned and edited by Abd al-Masi;

Haddad (1390-1963), a member of "Al-Rabitatf and the brother of poet Nudrah,

it published the work of these poets and writers faithfully and used to

issue special annual numbers (editions) dedicated to the publication of 
292their works, y but was to meet too, in its life-time, many financial
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diff iculties.^^

Ilya Abu Madi;

Ilya Abu Madi is the most famous poet in "Al-Rabifah" and the most
294widely read among all the expatriate poets in the Americas,, He was

the first poet in Arabic, to introduce ^thorough/ innovations in the Arabic
295poem, in the modern sense of the word. His poetry is termed the

296beginning of modern Arabic verse and a literary critic regards it as the 
297start of a period.

Ilya Abu Madi began his poetic career very early in life. It was

in his early twenties that he issued his first collection of poems,

Tadhkar al-Madi (1911)« He was then in Egypt, having emigrated there

from Lebanon when he was a boy of eleven. It is said that this first

collection caused very harsh criticism in Egypt for linguistic and pro- 
298sodical causes. This may well have happened for it was a typical

method of criticism with several Egyptian literary arbiters in the first

decades of this century, and even now. In this diwan a traditional poetic

education is betrayed. Its poetry shows !,a strong poetic talent, a sharp
299memory and a great capacity for stringing together words and rhymes..." 

but little modern sensibility, and little creativity. Between this early 

volume of the young poet and the famous great poems of the mature Abu Madi, 

there is a considerable gap and a tremendous growth in sensibility as well 

as a revolutionary innovation in the use of the poetic tools. But despite 

the great change that was to take hold of him even before the end of the 

second decade, he was never able to get rid of some traditional affini

ties^^ which, when not actually in the foreground, loomed almost con

tinually in the background giving him both a traditional strength of
301language and an occasional staleness of vision. Indeed, from this

point of view, Abu Madi is one of the most interesting poets in modern 

Arabic, for he arrived at a fine degree of modernity without ever achiev

ing a divorce from traditional roots. During those moments when his
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traditional affinities submerged itself and blended harmoniously with

modern attitudes. But later, his traditional self would re-assert itself

very strongly in his poetry, a fact which Nazilc al-Mala'ikah recognized,
302although she did not attempt to explain.

He emigrated from Egypt to America in 1911^^ and in 1916 was
already in New York^^ where the rest of the members of "Al-Rabitah11

(with the exception of Nu aimah, had already been. Nu'aimah came there

shortly afterwards and Abu Madi fell under his influence and no doubt

under that of Gibran as well. His second diwan entitled, Diwan Ilya Abu

Madi, which came out in shows the result of his new contact with

these avant-garde poets. "After his connection with the rebellion

against fossilisation and traditionalism..." as N^aimah puts it, he
305underwent a great change in his poetic sensibility. According to

Nu‘aimah the influence came after he, Nu'aimah, started writing in

Al-Funun and Al-Sa’ ih and after he published his two poems "Al-Nahr al-
  3q6Mutajammid" and "Akhi". Gibran, as an influence here, is not men

tioned by Nufaimah. However, the important thing is that the change 

towards a deeper, more modern sensibility was achieved to some extent,

before the appearance of his second collection in 1919° This volume
- 307contained his two famous poems "Falsafat al-Hayat" and "Lam Ajid

Ahada"^^ which mark, among others, this mushroom-like growth of the

poetic self in Abu Madi. As one example of his traditionalism in another
309poem, he had written in 1916 a poem entitled "1916" about the war, which

is marked by lack of unity, conventional philosojihizing and stock emotions.

Most of the poems in this collection are of this kind. It is interesting

:.tro note ■ that Abu Madi dedicates this volume to a Syrian merchant

whom he compares in a little poem to the ’stars1 and the ’rain1 (an old
310Arab image for a generous man), because this merchant had volunteered 

to publish the diwan. This very dedication which must have been written
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just before publication proves that Abu Madi was not yet as revolutionized 

nor as completely wooed to the new poetry as Nu'aimah would like to make
311out. However, this volume furnished a very interesting study of the

influence of a much needed new poetic concept on a poet with a traditional
education but with a very special talent. Ilya Abu Madi's peculiar

genius showed itself to be a capacity to assimilate new concepts and

immediately mould them into poetic creativeness. It is also interesting
312to see Gibran writing the introduction to this volume. Gibran, for

reasons that we can conjecture, chose to write most of this short intro
duction about poetry and the poet in general, jotting at the end only 

about three lines on Abu Madi in which he apparently chose to assess the 

good poetry and overlook the many poems written in traditional style.

In this diwan, he said, "there are threads that bind the outer phenomena
313of life to its inner secrets." Indeed there was in certain few poems

a very deep change from the direct pedantioism of a poet who super

ficially preached to his people wisdom and professed knowledge and who
314wrote flat, static and sprawling poems, to the new poet who replaced

the short direct epigram with deep contemplation and with poems growing
31 5organically from a point of thought to a point of crisis.

The poetic creativity of Abu Madi flourished greatly in the twenties.

Even before Al--Jadawif 9 his third and best volume, appeared in 1927? 'the

young readers of the Arab world were already memorizing his very popular

poem "al-Masa"', published in 1921 in Majmu'at al-Rabitah al-Qalamiy.yah.

The fluidity of style, the gentle melancholy, the soft musical tones bear

no similarity to any of his traditional poems published previously.

Indeed it would be difficult even for an expert to recognize the same

poet in this poem and in, say, "Suqut Aradrum" in his second diwan.

Al-Jadawil contained the cream of Abu Madi's poetry. Nu'aimah

wrote its introduction this time and he hailed the 'great change' in
- ~ 316Abu Madi. The experiment in Al-Jadawil included both form and content
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and carried with it the mark of a superior and highly adaptable talent7

hiding to a great extent the novelty of Abu Madi's conversion,, It is

the poetry in Al-Jadawil that is usually meant when critics discuss the

attributes or influence of Abu Madi. The appearance of Al-Khama,'il in

1940 showed that the poet's modern sensibility was not deep enough to last

him a life-time. There were too many poems steeped in traditionalism,

abounding with stock images and stock emotions and following traditional

patterns of form. Almost every poem in Al-Khama1il is monorhymed and

stretches flatly without much attempt at real unity or organic growth.

The poet's previous concern in Al-Jadawil to interpret his ideas in

suggestive, often oblique methods in which he might resort to allegory,

pictorial images or narrative is replaced here in most poems by the direct

flat epigram which is included in one single verse, in traditional poetic
317fashion. A flagrant example of this is his poem "Kun Balsaman"

where the very title implies the didactic attitude. The poem starts

by giving advice after advice to the reader (or listener) to love, and

arguing the importance of loving. It is a completely mental exercise

of reasoning and altogether devoid of experience.

A volume entitled Tibr wa Turab was published posthumously in 1960

at Beirut. In this volume Abu Madi's relapse to traditional themes,

moods, structures and attitudes is immediately apparent. The spirit of

the prophet of beauty and love is replaced in some poems by bitterness

and self~exhibitioni,sm, which although detectable right from the beginning
318in his early poetry and even in Al-Jadawil is far more flagrant hero

and does not seek to hide itself behind poetic devices. A good part of
319Tibr wa Turab, moreover, is made up of poems of occasion, which is 

indeed a very drastic relapse.

The real conflict in Abu Madi was between an original and an 

acquired attitude. He was sensitive enough to adopt an attitude which
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had. made itself dominant and to identify himself, temporarily, with it*

But his Basic realism always found its way towards the solution of any 

conflict that might impose itself. It was intelligence and a great poetic 

power that gave an authentic tone to his experiment with these new ideas, 

especially the idea of the Forest and the trend towards Nature, "both

adopted from Gibran and Nu*aimah. It is a seemingly innocent and Romantic
- - 320Ahu Madi who Believes that Love permeates Nature and that it is possible

to achieve joy and happiness By Being in harmony with Nature and its move- 
321mento But this view could not, nor did it, last with him for long.

ABu Madi’s realistic nature quickly realized how Bored he was with Both

the populated world of men (which embodies ugliness, hypocrisy, haughtiness 
322and servitude) as well as with the silence of the Forest:
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and he comes to the realistic conclusion that life cannot give a true

324solution to man on earth, ^
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Lualisms Between the heart and the mind, Between Nature and the

world of men, conflicts and doubts are not Basic in ABu Madi’s well-

integrated personality and fundamentalist attitude. The contradictions,

which permeate his poetry, do not seem to Be the contradictions of a

genuinely philosophical mind But are rather the natural result of a clash

within a personality whose established Basis of thought and Belief have

Been attacked and almost violated By a completely new way of thinking

and new attitudes. These new attitudes were • aligned to modernism,

a superior culture, and an avant-garde attitude towards literature and

life, ABu Madi’s intelligent and impressionistic mind responded quickly

to this onslaught which must have seemed to him more of a challenge than
326anything else. This is why his dualisms are flat and hollow and 

furnish no real stage for conflict. There certainly seems to Be no real
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intellectual or spiritual basis to support them as we find in Nu'aimah and 

Gibran.

His realistic basic attitude betrays itself sometimes in his best

poems. A clarity of attitudes, e.g. his well defined attitude towards
327the heart and the mind in "Baina Maddin wa Jazr" , shows the basic lack

of conflict in him.^^

‘Abbas and Najm have spoken at length on Abu Madi’s realism and there
329is no necessity to go into further details about it. However, other

ideas which they did not mention or which they appear to have misconceived 

must be discussed here.

Probably the first of these is the conception of the authors that
- - 330Abu Madi’s poem is usually the outcome of a psychological crisis.

331Whereas this is true of certain poems like "Al-Kamanjah al-Muhal^amah"
- 332and "Lam Ajid Ahada", it does not seem to be the case in most of his

poems. The idea must have arisen in their minds from the sustained
333sentiment one finds in his poems, which is the particular poetic 

attribute of Abu Madi. This poet’s genius is marked by his capacity 

to stir in his poems an emotion which might not be the result of real 

experience, but an instinctive device in him to raise an idea which 

attracts him to the level of poetry by supporting it with the necessary 

emotions. The greatest number of his poems, even in Al~Jadawil are not 

poems of experience but poems of ideas. The ideas are conceived in the 

poet's mind, then clothed with imagination and emotion as well as with 

other devices such as parable, allegory and narrative, and released as 

poetry. If we examine the poems of Al-Jadawil we see that this applies 

to most of them. One of his more famous poems in this volume is 

11 Al- ‘Anqa’" This is a poem about Happiness which he seeks everywhere,

asking the dawn about it, the stars, the sea; going into the palaces of 

the rich only to find them empty of it (a banal meaning), then resorting 

to asceticism to find it, but all in vain. Thinking that Happiness must
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then be the daughter of dreams, he gives himself up to sleep to discover 

that dreams, too, can be cruel and frightening. Youth and maturity, more

over, furnish no means to Happiness, Then finally, as his spirit bursts 

into a flood of tears, he finds, only too late, that it has always been 

there, within his spirit.

The poem is beautifully enriched with concrete images that qualify 

an abstract thought, and with a sustained emotion. There is, moreover, 

a rhythmical smoothness and a poetic glow that catch the heart right from 

the beginning. But these essential elements do not, and cannot, cover 

up the fact that the poem is basically built on a philosophic idea (the 

idea that Happiness dwells in the spirit of man) and not on a true experience.

But this poem is marked by the growth in structure and organic 
335unity. This is one of its greatest achievements and in fact one of

the greatest achievements of most of the poems of the diwan. The next
/T

poem, for example, "Al-Sajlnah’' also grows organically and is held

poignantly by the same sustained emotion. However, the subject matter

is highly affected and the sorrow for the flower imprisoned in the vase,

which is the subject of the poem., is unconvincing, or at least uninspiring,

Abu Madi leaves little scope for Symbolism in this poem and writes directly

about the plant and its (supposed) plight,
t.    jl, pJ I O q j  b* -
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but concludes with the usual epigram with which he often dramatically 

ends his poems:
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Several poems in this volume are simple allegories and parables,
- 339Some like his poem ’’Al-Hajar al-Saghir11 J are very charming; some like 

340"Rih al-Shamal1* are heavy and affected. The best poems in this diwan,
*

however, are those that approach close to experience and to some personal
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_ _ 341 — ^42revelation such as his lovely poems "Ta aliM and "Al-Masa"', His

famous poem "Al-Tin", although appearing to represent an idea (the idea

that the rich and the poor, the mighty and the weak alike face the same

destiny, a fact which ought to dispel pride on the part of the rich and

mighty), "betrays a personal involvement, a true conviction and a real

intent to denounce the rich and mighty of the world. The poet was to
~X ̂ A

repeat this idea in other poems later, but this poem remains unique 

among them for its many poetic attributes ; the authentic tone, the strong 

emotion, (an emotion mostly of suppressed suffering) and the pictorial 

imagination. This last attribute portrays a continuous movement of the 

objects described (the moving wind, the trembling branches, the clapping 

waters, the singing birds, the flowing breezes, the swimming stars, the 

busy bees, the labouring ants, the fluttering butterflies, etc,). The 

strange and stubborn rhyme e0 gi adrad * seems to enhance the originality 

of the poem. Because of the authentic tone one has a subtle suspicion 

that Abu Madi really derides the rich and mighty whose strength and 

authority must have caused him great suffering. But there is no doubt 

that his attitude involves at the same time a communal attitude of great 

authenticity. It is worthy of mention in connection with this poem that 

its theme and approach suited greatly the mood of the forties and fifties 

later with their insistence on socialized poetry, fAbbas and Najm, how

ever, think that its appeal is due to the ascetic Moslem and Christian
345philosophy existing in Arab society over the centuries. Although it

is true that the poem is based on this old motif, its great popularity 

also coincides with the socialist ideas spreading over the Arab world 

in the last decades,
—  —In poems like "Al-Yatim" Abu Madi flagrantly betrays his basic 

didactic attitude which is used more obliquely in his allegories and 

narratives. In this poem he naively attempts to convince the reader that 

the orphan is a human being like him, carrying his future in his heart,
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and he ends the poem by asking the readers directly to help relieve the 

misery of the little orphans;
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The poem, moreover, is a relapse to the flat structure of Abu Madi’s earlier

poems * Another poem "Al-Faqir", is an even worse example of this

relapse to flatness and direct didacticism, as well as to the boastful

attitude of so:..8 of the old poetry*
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The lack of unity in this poem, moreover, is an early proof of the incon

sistency of Abu Madi’s poetic experiment and the superficiality of his con- 

version0
- 350It is his poem ’’Al-Talasim" that has gained the greatest fame

among his poems probably because of its non-traditionalism, although it is

not the most successful from an artistic point of view, In fact it is a

sprawling poem, lacking in the organic unity and dramatic approach which

are characteristic of Abu Madi’s more successful poems„ In the Khayyam 
351spirit it is much simpler than al-Khayyam’s poetry, even in his Arabic 

translations„ Despite its contemplative and rather sad mood the poem 

remains a rather bad example of dilution. Like most of Abu Madi’s poetry, 

its philosophy is rather superficial. Its apparent agnosticism does not
352convey a real search for the great metaphysical truths it appears to seek,

nor does it express the real anguish of a truly bewildered spirit,
—  —The translations of al-Khayyam’s Rubaf iyyat that had appeared in Arabic 

up to that time were three: Wadi al-Bustani’s translation (Cairo, 1912),
Muhammad al-Siba:‘i’s translation (Cairo, 1923) and Ahmad Rami’s (Cairo, 
1924)-> Abu Madi might have been influenced by one or more of these.
There is no reason at all to believe that he was influenced by 
Fitzgerald's translation as Luwis fAwad claims, ^  for none of his bio
graphers mentions any affinities or special readings by Abu Madi in 
English literature.
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Despite its fame, "Al-Talasim” does not seem to have left a real

influence on Arabic poetry after Abu Madi. It is probable that its un~
354convincing treatment of the subject, its lack of charged phrases, and 

its fluctuating poetic level, among other causes, could not impose its 

theme and ideas on the poetic experiments of the following generations.

One of Abu Madi’s greatest attributes is his capacity to harmonize 

a lyricism of high quality with dramatic narratives. The objectivity 

inherent in all narrations whether direct or epigramatic often dons an

emotionalism in his poetry that betrays a personal involvement on the
355 - - 356part of the poet. His lovely poem "Ya Shadhahunna” especially

portrays these two attributes as well as his most profound message, that

of love;
\--- a lo J jD I Luiio ^
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These are some of the meanings that raised Abu Madi’s poetic value. 

His bulky poetic output offers a good number of memorable poems like this 

one, that attract the reader by their meanings and ideals as well as by 

the poet’s approach to them.

But unfortunately Abu Madi suffers from severe contradictions in 

his attitudes towards the great values he portrays. The flush of youthful 

enthusiasm for the finer values of life dwindles at times so much that we 

see the man who had aspired to be the prophet of life, faith, beauty and 

love showing this kind of callousness towards old age. He is talking 

about old women he saw in a hotel at which he stayeds

358

and this inhumane attitude towards the negroes borrowed, of course, by 

a most impressionistic Abu Madi from essential ’white racist’ attitudes
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in the U.S . s
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And this hollow exhibitionism and boastfulness:
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But Abu Madi’s readers seem to overlook these contradictions and to 

remember him by his best verses like this one which glorifies beauty:

Not only in ideals and basic attitudes towards life did Abu Madi

show a profound change over the years, but also in his attitude to Nature.

If Nature in Al-Jadawil was a part of the movement of life around the poet

and a great source of inspiration which merged in the heart with the spirit

of love and beauty as in his poem ”Ta{ali'’, or seemed to be a mysterious
-  362Being that attracted the poet’s spirit as in ”Al~Asrar" or was a unify

ing force in the universe as in "Al-Tin", it became later on a flat object 

of beauty for only the eye to witness. Abu Madi’s relapse into an* old 

Arab attitude towards Nature, seeing there only an external object of 

beauty, was another great proof that his conversion to the ways of Gibran 

and Nu'aimah and to their outlook was very superficial. His later poetry

shows no attempt at any mystical interpretation of Nature.

Abu Madi’s great popularity in the Arab world should be a good

criterion of modern Arab literary taste, in general. Although he failed 

to construct an enduring spiritual faith from a pure play of ideas in 

poetry, this went unnoticed by his contemporaries who were held, as though 

charmed, by his other appealing attributes. One can perhaps measure the

361
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degree of critical education and the spontaneous growth of Arab literary 

taste by taking a cross-section of his poetry. One can, for example, 

realize the insistence of the Arab reading public both on a happy medium 

between Western and Arab attitudes in poetry as well as between traditional

ism and innovation. For Abu Madi’s poetry is "a meeting point between 

Western and Eastern influences11 as well as an equal mixture of tradi

tionalism and modernity. While his best poetry often achieved a novel 

approach and expressed new attitudes, he never shocked the modern Arab 

poetic sensibility or tilted the balance of its comprehension of things, 

ideas and forms. For neither in theme nor attitute nor form did he over

step the boundaries of acceptability of the average readers in the Arab 

world. In fact his experiment is a pronounced victory of the old two 

hemistich forms, which include the Muwashshah variations, for he proved 

them to possess an inherent flexibility which could be moulded and ex

ploited by a skilled innovator. In mood, tone, attitude and general

points of view, Abu Madi is the most basically ’Arab1 among the great
365innovators of the North Mahjar, and the least basically Christian.

366For he was not normally prone to conflicts and doubts and the

philosophical basis in his poetry adopted more or less the basic philo-
367sophical attitudes of his people.

This brings us to another important characteristic of his poetry 

which explains his popularity further, namely the abundance of short all- 

conclusive wise sayings or epigrams. An old Arab poetic habit, the Arabs 

still love it, on the whole. It must be remembered here that the attack, 

launched later on by the avant-garde movement of the fifties on ’wisdom1 

in poetry and esjoecially on the poetic epigram, was not yet known when 

Abu Madi wrote his poetry. The persistent popularity of his poetry only 

proves that a great number of the Arab reading public was not really 

influenced by this later attack.
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The all-conclusiveness of his epigrams are also linked with another 

typically Arab poetic attitude, namely that of dogmatic conclusions and 

statements. It has been mentioned above how Abu MacLi did not experience 

the doubts, the dualisms, the uncertainties, of Gibran and Nu‘ aimah, who 

were much more essentially Westernised than Abu MagLi, This is a very 

interesting point. For only very few poets, before the fifties, were 

really able to experience the true conflict of dualistic attitudes or be 

ever tormented by doubts and real uncertainties. Abu Madi’s agnosticism
o

in '’Al-Talasim'’ is unconvincing, as has been mentioned above, because he
369is basically a man who cannot truly welcome vagueness and uncertainty.

■X*Arabic poetry, from Classical times up to the fifties, with the exception 

of a very few examples which include some of Gibran and most of Nu‘aimah, 

has been a poetry of direct portrayal of ’truths’ and firm conclusions.

Abu Madi himself staunchly confirms this attribute. This explains further
o

his popularity, which did not lessen with the years. For the later

decades in the Arab world, although they were able to assimilate, with

vigour, less dogmatic attitudes in art, and modes of a more sophisticated

nature on the one hand, were, on the other hand, subjugated to a new flux

of dogmatism in political and national thought which affected the poetic

taste to a considerable degree and helped to sustain the popularity of

such poets as Abu Madi.

Another point of popularity is the choice of allegorical symbols on

his part. Unlike some poets of the fifties and sixties, Abu Madi did

not resort to old Phoenicean myths to illustrate his ideas, but took his
•\70symbols from familiar objects mostly from Nature (the fig tree),

* ‘Umar al~IChayyam, writing in Sufist tradition, was able to admit a 
poetry of ’conflict' and ’unanswered questions' despite his Islamic 
basis. The dogmatism of Arabic poetry does not appear to spring as 
much from Islamic certainties of belief and faith as from old Bedouin
ways of life and emotional as well as mental attitudes. The strict
ness, the well-defined ways of life and human relationships in Bedouin 
life seem to account for this persistent dogmatic attitude, helped, to
some extent, by Islam, in its basic dependence on God’s will and its
attempt at ordering and organizing all aspects of the individual's 
life.
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the little pebble, the frogs, the donkey, 3Z3o.) He is really the

most folk—loric of the poets of his time* This does not mean that he

really resorted to actual existing folk-lore to illustrate his ideas, but

that he was able to create, from familiar everyday objects, certain
374-symbols which could be assimilated into folk-lore themselves. The

images he borrows from nature usually suit the nature of the Arab world. 

Often, for example, the Forest becomes ’the wilderness’ (al-qafr) in his 

poetry.

Furthermore Abu Madi’s poetry often shows a strength of spirit and

an optimism greatly needed by a frustrated nation in need to call forth

all its spiritual resources, Abu Madi's poetry was a good anticipation

of ‘Ali Mahmud Taha’s poetry which was to become very popular in the forties

with its optimistic spirit and often happy reminiscences of joyful moments

spent lavishly - as will be seen. Both poets were able to break through

the impasse of Romantic sorrows and accommodate their methods to remarkable

evocations of strength, faith and a passionate, happy love of life and

beauty; and both cultivated for this a dazzling poetic equipment, Abu

Madi’s stemmed from a Lebanese delight in philosophising and story-telling

as well as Lebanese fondness of the play of language.

Abu Madi’s best poetry is that which he wrote under the influence of

the other members of "Al-Rabitah". For it must be remembered that despite

his modernity, Ilya Abu Madi was not a poet who wrote, except rarely, of

true experience. His is essentially a poetry of ideas and vory little
375can be deduced of his life from his poetry.

Despite the real achievement arrived at in Al-Jadawil, Taha Husain
376could not perceive its worth. His criticism of it centred mainly on

377matters of form and language for which he condemned it far more than 

this great poet deserved, Taha Husain also falls into the mistake of 

talking about Abu Madi as one poet in a group. "They are a group", 

he says, "Endowed with a fertile poetic nature, strong talents and far-
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reaching imagination, and. are capable of being good poets, but they have 

not perfected ̂ their grasp on/ the poetic tools, have ignored the language,

and made this ignorance a lawtc#" Moreover, Taha Husain goes as far as
- - - - 379to say that Ilya Abu Madi does not care at all about music in poetry,

which is fax'1 from true?for his poetry abounds with music of varying
33 0rhythms* Taha Husain also insists that Abu Madi is extremely pessimistic*6 0 O

Although one cannot excuse Abu Madi for the occasional mistakes he made in 

language, because of his strong linguistic basis^one cannot accept Taha 

Husain's drastic condemnation of the most important poetic volume that had 

appeared in modern Arabic poetry up to that time with the exception

of Al-Shauqiyyat. He completely failed to recognize its

strength or foresee its future importance.

*Aziz Abazah's condemnation of all Mahjar poetry on linguistic and

structural basis has been mentioned. But the worst came when one of

Egypt's foremost contemporary critics, Luwis *Awad, volunteered to write
- - 381on Abu Madi just after his death. In his article on him it is

apparent that Luwis ‘Awad had not studied Abu Ma$l nor discovered his

importance and worth. He is unable to discuss his poetry with any

clarity or directness or to arrive at any conclusions worthy of mention.

Ho readei- of the essay can deduce from it anything concerning Abu Madi's

poetic attributes, but only that Abu Madi, among others, was a 'Romantic'
382poet. This deficient criticism is a grievous mistake on the part of

*Awad who is read by a large number of readers. In his article he leans 

on Taha Husain's discussion written some thirty years before, quoting 

his hasty and unstudied statement on the Mahjar poets, as mentioned
383above, and making a mock attempt at arguing with him but ending by

appeasing him at the expense of critical truth. Confirming Taha Husain's

statement that Abu Madi and the Mahjar poets ignored the Arabic language,

he raises this supposed fault with them to the level of 'crime' on
389language and metres. This attitude on the part of a contemporary
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critic reared in the tradition of modern poetry cannot be overlooked at 

all. For the renovation of the modern Arabic language was achieved first 

and foremost at the hands of the Mahjar authors, especially Gibran and 

Abu Madi.

Nasib *ArIdah;

Another Mahjar poet, Nasib ‘Aridah (1387-1946), despite the fact

that he was a poet of only medium importance, was able to gain for modern

poetry several achievements. In the first place he was a pure Romantic

who, without indulging in sentimentalism, was able to arrive at a

permanent change in several fundamental poetic elements. If Ilya Abu

Madi alternated between the old loud, exhibitionistic tone, and the private

and more subdued one which characterized modern poetry in later decades,

Nasib ‘ Arldah achieved a more permanent change of tone. Because he ab-

hored didacticism, his tone is soft and subdued, the tone of a poet given
to meditation who indulges in introspective explorations and

336solliloquies within his own soul. Again, if Abu Madi’s poetry is

characterized by clarity and directness, fAridah’s poetry took a further 

step towards more obliqueness when the meanings took on a more complex 

form and were rather implied than clearly pointed. There is the

beginning of the use of privately created symbols in the modern, rather 

than the nineteenth century French poetic tradition;

387
j \  ^— 9

t
and to his dead brother;

383
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The ’sun* he speaks about hore is his own creation of a symbol, (and so 

is the ’morning') but both are easily appropriated by the reader. These 

symbols are unsupported as Abu Madi’s symbols are, by allegorical 

elucidations but are brought forward suddenly and left without any attempt 

at explaining them. Their true value lies in their inherent capacity of 

being interpreted richly by the reader.

let while Abu Madi's meanings remain crystal clear and concretely 

portrayed, ‘Arldah’s are sometimes prone to vagueness and abstractions:

^  ^ ........ 1 b ^ 389
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Abu Madi never leaves his meanings so incomplete and so much approaching 
mystic i s m 90

In fact fAridah and Abu Madi, although belonging to the same school̂

have many points which form an interesting contrast. Although ‘Aridah

was comparatively free of traditional shortcomings, a quality of which

Abu Madi could not boast, he never achieved the organic unity of a poem

which Abu Madi perfected so beautifullly in some of his poetry. 'Aridah’s

poems stretch in equal intensity and hardly grow from one point to an

ultimate crisis at the end. They are more like waves that ebb and flow
391in more or less equal strength.

Again, Abu Madi was capable greatly of adopting or inventing an idea 

and building a poem about it; the actual experiences of his life were 

very hard to discern through his poetry. fAridah, on the other hand, 

although like him wrote mostly on abstract themes, explored his own soul 

and delved deep into the recesses of his own experiences, coming out at 

the end, not with a description of the actual experience but with a 

presentation of the outcome of life’s experiences and their effects on 
his state of mind. In his poetry, therefore, he paved his way to truth, 

the simple, wholesome true reactions of a genuine spirit that never
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preoccupied itself with leaving an impression on the reader. In the line

of truth, ‘Aridah might come foremost among the poets of the North Mahjar,

just as Farhat comes foremost among the poets of the South.

‘Aridah has a collection of poems Al-Arwah al~Ha1irah, which came

out shortly after his sudden death in 1946. He must he remembered as a

poet of introspection and of spiritual moods who explored the world of the 
392subconscious. In this he has come a long way from poets like Shauqi

who lived in the public eye and were constantly conscious of their roles

as public figures. With ‘Aridah, the separation of poetry from the

platform is complete, and the private voice of the poet finds its freest

and most uninhibited expression. Although ‘Aridah did write about some
393national questions, he never really indulged in the problems of the world

outside himself. Yet, despite this his subjects were of universal and

permanent value hampered only by the fact that his poetic gift was not rich
39/1enough to support the depth and richness of his theme.
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Jabr, QP»oit., pp.9-20; S. Kayyali, Amin al-Rlfcani, Nash*atuhu, 
Dirasatuhu ,Malamib min Ra.yatihi, wa Kutubuhu, Institute of Higher 
Arabic Studies, Cairo, 1960; M.A. Musa, Amin al-Rihani, Hayatuhu 
wa Atharuhut Beirut, 1961.

11. See a personal description of him in M. ‘Abbud, Al-Rihani, p.51, 
also p.49; and on him as an orator see J, Jabr, op.oit., p.40.

12° Ibid., p.25; Mo fAbbud, Al-Rihani, p. 55 & 74; G. Saidah,
op.cit., p.235.

13. See an account of the reception of Al-Luzumi.yyat in America in
Mo ‘Abbud, Al-Rihani, pp.9-10; J. Jabr, op.cit., p.29. For an 
evaluation of his translation of Al-Luzumiyyat , see M. ‘Abbud,
op.cit., pp.12-13; J. Jabr, op.cit., pp.29-30; M, Nu'aimah,
Al-Ghirbal, pp.163-4.

14- See an account of it in J. Jabr, op.cit,, p,71; (M. 'Abbud
however, Al-Rahani, pp.14-15 makes a mistake in presenting this book 
as two books with slightly different titles: Anashld al-Sufiyyah
on p,14 and Unshudat al-gufiyytn, p.15°) See also a criticism of 
this poetic work in M. Nu aimah Al-Ghirbal, pp.164-7°

15. See M. ‘Abbud, Al-Rihani, p.14; Jabr, op.cit., p.70.
16. See M, ‘Abbud, Al-RiRani, pp.15-16 and 96-114 for a lengthy and 

splendid account on the book; J. Jab>, op,cit., pp.92-6. It 
was translated into sixteen languages including English, ibid., 
p.95, an(I had a great circulation,

17. For his debates and lectures see ibid., pp.102-3; see also 
G. Saidah, op.cit.t pp.238-9.

18. Ibid., p.93.
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19° For a single example see his speech "Al-Sharq" delivered in Cairo in 

1922, Al-RIbaniyyat ? jv, 39~43. Written in prose poetry, it stirred 
great agitation against its literary form (see ibid., p°39) as well 
as against its boldness, (see M. ‘Abbud, Al-RTfcani, p°73)° The 
central theme is this; "I am the Orient| I have philosophies and 
religions5 who would sell me aeroplanes for them?"

20o For a single example see his poetic essay "Min 4Ala Jisr Brooklyn",
A1-Rxhandyyat, I, 58-62; it is beautiful in rhythm and expression and 
is often quoted. The central theme is embodied in this sentence; 
"When will you turn your face towards the East, 0 Freedom.*" p.59°

21. See an assessment of Al-RThani?s rebellion in R. Khouri, A1-Filer al- 
SArabi •'l-Hadith, p.111.

22. Mulult al-‘Arab, Beirut, 1924s I? 7°
23. ‘Abbud, Al-RThani, pp.76-8.
24. The friendliness and ease with which he wrote to kings and princes 

is seen in his letters to the various kings and princes he met and 
befriended during his travels. These letters are scattered in 
Rasa’il Amin al-RTRani, 1896-1940; collected by his brother Albert 
al-RTh&ni, Beirut, 1959°

25-. Such as Mai Ziyadah; see ‘Abbud, Al-RThani, pp.23? 24-5? bhe Iraqians 
al-Rasafi, al-Zahawi and al-Jawahiri; see ibid., pp.24-7s see also 
the many poems addressed to al-RThani by al-Ra§3fi who seemed quite 
obsessed by him, in Diwan al-Rasafi, sixth edition, Cairo, 1959°

26. See his booklet Antum al-Shu ?ara* Beirut, 1933. It was published 
after a hot literary litigation in June, 1933? in Lebanon following 
a speech delivered by al-RThani at Aley National college. (See 
p.20.) In this speech al-RTbani attacked some famous verses of 
Al-Akhtal al-Saghlr (Bisharah al-Khouri). See the rather harsh 
attack of Eduard Hunain on it, "Buka1 wa Shi‘r wa Naqd”, Al-Machriq, 
Beirut, April-June, 1934? XXXII, ii, 235-60.

27. G. Saidah, op.cit., p.235? J. Jabr, op.cit., p.44 & 69? K» Hawi, 
GibrSn, p.167°

23. In fact al-RTl̂ ani saw a great distance between fyis dream and its
realisation. See for example his letter to Is af al-Nashas’hibT, 
the Palestinian writer, in Rasa*il, p.434. The letter is dated 
October 1st, 1933 and in it al-RTh&ni describes the difficulties 
and obstacles but asserts the necessity of perseverence in strife.
See also the emotional halo to his vision of Arab unity in his 
address to the same writer, ibid., p.4'l7°

29* From a letter to the present writer in answer to a question concerning
al-RThanifs role in politics, dated November 25th, 1967°

3°° Al-RTpani, pp.45? 47-8, 89-90, 91? 125-6.
31. Namely; Mujaz TarTkh al-Thaurah al-Firansiyyah, 1902, Al-Muhalaf ah 

a 1 -ffijhn 1 athivva« 1903, and Al-MikSri wa 'l-Kahin, 1904, all three 
books were published in New York.

32. Published in 1903,the Ruba(iyyat were a great success in America; 
see J. Jabr, op.cit., p.29. For an account of the honour he 
received after the publication of the book see M. ‘Abbud, Al-RThani,
pp.9-10.

33* J. Jabr, op.cito, p.54°
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34® See a short account of this association in ibid,, pp. 69 & 105.
J, Jabr indicates however, that it was gossip which caused the 
estrangement between the two,_but we also know that al-Rihani dis
agreed basically withG.K". Gibran and M. Nu'aima and some others in 
literary attitudes and blamed them for wasting their artistic 
power in spiritual philosophies when Arab conditions were in urgent 
need of their attention. See G„ §aidah, op,cit., p.237® See also 
p,236 for a quotation from a letter by A. al-Rihani to Shukr Allah 
al~Jurr.

35® Xbido, p.225 n.
36, See his commentary on the poetry of Ahmad Rami (the Egyptian poet),

written as early as 1922, where he says to the poet "You made us
forgete..what has bored us in /pthei]  collections of poetry of 
sighs, o .and cheap catastrophes.. ." Adab wa Fann, Beirut, 1957, P®17

37® Ibid., p.82, addressing Yusuf Ghusub in 1928.
38° Ibid., pp.104-6.
39- Ibid., pp. 56 & 107.
40. Ibid., pp. 110-111.
41* Anturn al-Shu*ara1, pp.6-8, 15, 20-5, 52-68.
42, Rasa*H al-Rihani, p.425 from a letter written in 1933.
43. Ibid.; Adab wa Fann, p.83 where he praises the balance in Y, Ghusub * 

poetry.
44■ Antum al-Shu ara1, pp.9 & 37; Al-Rihaniyyat, I, 25-8.
45® Ibid.; Adab wa Fann, p.56; Antum al-Shu*araf, pp.85-8.
46. Ibid., pp.14-5; see also his chapter "Al-Alam al-Shakhsi wa

11-Qaumi", pp.37-51®
47* See his many articles in Al-Rihani,yyat most famous of which is

perhaps "Wadi ‘l-Freikah", I, 5-20; for some more scattered examples 
see such essays as "Fi *1- Uzlah". II, 7-23 especially 9-10 and 21-3; 
"Biladi", II, 44-6; "Tla f1-Tabi ah", IV, 31-2; see also his des
criptions in Qalb Lubnan, Beirut,_194$, and other books of travel;
on_his love of nature see M. ‘Abbud, op.cit., pp.47-8; M.A. Musa,
Amin al-Rihani, pp.39-44®

48. On these elements see F.L. Lucas, The Decline and Fall of the
Romantic Ideal, Cambridge University Press, 1948, pp.102-31.

49® Adab wa Fann, p.55®
50. See his essay "Al-Tajaddud al-Muzayyaf", Adab wa Fann, pp.69-74; 

see also his important article "Ruh al-Lughah" in Al-Ri^aniyyat,
III, 60-76.

51. Ibid., pp.66-7.
52. M. *Abbud, Al-Rihani, p.47, mentions that al-Rihani could not 

perfect Arabic metres.
53. See his introduction to the collections of his prose poetry at 

the end of Al-Rihaniy.yat, II, 182, in which he says "This new kind 
of poetry is called Vers libre ■ in French, or Free verse in 
English,»..and it is the last achievement in poetry in the West....
It is Walt Whitman who was the inventor of this method."

54® He was aware of the importance of reading the Bible, see J. Jabr,
op.cit., p.24.

55® Ibid.
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56o See for a single example his poem "Al-Thaurah", Al-Rihaniyyat,
XI, l83-5»

57" On his prose poetry see J0 Jabr, pp.52-3. Sami al-Kayyali, however, 
discusses his prose poetry most superficially, confuses it with free 
verse movement which took place in the fifties, claims that the free 
verse poets "imitated al-Rihani1*, and gives it not only the name of 
prose poetry,"Al-Shi *r al-ManthurV but also of blank verse,uAl-Shi{r 
al-Mursal" ; see Amin al-RThani, pp.67-8, It must be emphasised 
that, although al-RThani's attempts at prose poetry gave a newer 
freedom to poetry as a whole and broke the halo of traditional form, 
it had no direct relation to the free verse written later on in the 
fifties, which employes metre and rhyme more often than not, Al- 
Rihani 's attempt may be regarded as the forerunner of later attempts 
at prose poetry of the looser kind as well as at poetic prose.

58. Al-Rihani, p.54*
59« Published in 1911 (Beirut) they appeared at the same time as al-

Manfaluti's Al-Nazarat. B°th books enjoyed an exceptionally great 
and rapid popularity. Al-Rihani's style in these two volumes had 
not yet arrived at the strength and ease of his later style, and
did not compare with al-Manfaluti's masterful writings. But the
courage, novelty and charm of the work put it immediately in the 
foreground. See J, Jabr, op.cit., pp.52-3.

60. J. Jabr, Ibid, , pp.53, 76, 975 0. Saidah, op.cit., pp. 93f 239-240
etc.; M." Abbud, Al-Rihani, pp.7-8, 9-10, 23, 25-7» etc,

61. M.A. Musa, op,cit., p.126,
62. See I. ‘Abbas, Fann al-Shi‘r, p.51? see also a fuller discussion

on the same subject by the same author in collaboration with M. Najm, 
Al-Shi‘r al fArabi fi '1 Mahjar, the first chapter; M, ‘Abbud,
Ru'us, p.294»

63. *Abbas and Najm, op.cit., p.35? A.al-Ashtar, Al-Nathr al-Mahjari,
al-Madmun wa Surat al-Ta‘bir, 2nd ed., Be'ioiiu, 1964>p»83; and see 
pp.37-8 for the influence of his personality,

64. I. *Abbas and M.T. Najm were right in referring the beginning of 
Romanticism to definite forces already operating in the 19th 
century. See op,cit., pp.19-35*

65* Mark Gibran’s words "I am a stranger in this world", in his
poetic piece "Al-Sha'ir", AI-Bada'i‘ wa'I-Tara'if. Cairo, 1923, p. 35-

66. R.A. Foakes, The Romantic Assertion, A Study iflJ the Language of
Nineteenth Century Poetry, London, 1958, p-13.

67. For a more detailed discussion on this see below, the fourth 
capter, the introductory section.

68. See JC .Hawi, op.cit.« p.252.
69. A. Al-Ashtar, op.cit., pp. 61 & 85-
70. For example. .Gibran was influenced by Blake, the English Christian

mystical poet.
71o Al-Maqdisi, Ittijahat, pp.76-83.
72. Ibid,, p.82.
73. A. Al-Ashtar, op.cit., pp.62-5 discusses this point and points out

that some have gone as far as to say that they were Christian
missionaries_preaching the gospel (quoting for this a Southern Mahjar
writer, Taufiq pu‘un, see pp.64-5 & 65n),

74« See ibid., pp.36-75 K, Rawi, op.cit,, 192-3 & 207-9-
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75= See Ko. ̂ awi in his discussion of his prose poetical pieces, op.cit.- 

pp.270-3; So Labaki, Lubnan al-Sha-' irt p. 99? etc.
760 This includes his novels and short stories as well as epigrams.,

Articles devoid of the particular aspects of his poetical style are 
few. For a single example see his article 'Hiustaqbal al-Lughah ai~ 
Arabiyyah" , Al-Bada* if , pp. 121-8, although even this is not devoid 
of the sudden flights of imagination typical to Gibran, see p.127-

77° See op.cit0, pp.272-3; see also p. 104n, for his comment on Al-f AwasilO.020),
and pp. 89 & 104 for his comment on Dam * ah wa Ibt i samah ̂ (19X4).

780 See his chapter on Gibran’s "articles” (maqalat),, in Funun al ~N at hr
al-Mahjari, second edition, Beirut, 1965? pp.8-13= Under this 
category he mentions Dam fah wa Ibtisamah . and Al-‘Awasif
etc. These include most of GibrSn's prose poetic pieces. Al-Ashtar 
in his A_ljj1ai8lh_._.al-Mah,1 ari, Al-Madrnun wa Surat al-Ta bir, p. 197 refers 
to them as poetic proses "nathr shi* p.I”,"a much used term in modern 
Arabic.

79° See 0. Saidah, op.cit., pp.252-3; M. fAbbud, Ru'us, p.294? i*1 which 
he includes Yemen and Hijaz as having authors who followed Gibran's 
style; Philip Hitti, writing in 1929 insists on the pervasive 
influence of Gibran on the Arab world and asserts that the new 
generation are trying to imitate him, "Maqam Gibran fi *1-Adab al- 
Asri”, Al-Muqtajaf, March, 1929? Vol.74? iii, 300; see also N.
Karamah, Gibran Khalil Gibran wa Rtharuhu fi 'l-Adab al-fArabi,
Zahlah, [1964? 1 ;P° 1*14? etc.

30. M. * Abbud, Mujaddidun, p.209; Hawi, op. cit., pp.269-71 etjpaŝ sim.
31. Ibid., p.61.
82. fAbbas and Najm, op.cit., p.35°
83° See M. Nu/aimah, GibranJibal11 Gibran, Beirut, 1943, P°185°

84= Op.cit., p.97°
35. Ibid., p.98.
86. Ibid., p.122.
87. See Muhammad Taufiq Husain, "Ta^Tq fala Muhadarat al—Ustadh Anis 

al-Khouri al-Alaqdisi”, Al-Abhath., Beirut, June, 1952, V, ii, 209; 
also T. Sayigh, AJwa' JadidahTala Jubran, Beirut, 1986, the chapter 
entitled "Miskl'nah. Suriyyah”, pp. 112-33 and other places in the bock 
which show Gibran's concerned attitude towards his country and people.

88. M,H, Abrams, "English Romanticisms The Spirit of the Age”,
Romanticism Reconsidered, Columbia University Press, Hew York, 1961
p = 43°

89° Ibid., Abrams calls it a 'peculiar injustice'.
90. Ibid., p . 460

91« See Northrop Frye, "The Drunken Boat”, Romanticism Reconsidered, p. 14-
92. For more on Gibran's idealisation of Nature, see Hawi, op.cit.,

pp»121-3; et passim.
93° See Hawi, op.cit., p.229 et seq.
94. See N. Karamah, op.cit., pp.114-26.
95° See Saidah, op.cit., p.406.
96. Ibid., pp.60, 110 & 207=
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97o Hawi, op.cit,, p.245°
98. On the influence of his "doctrine" on his language and stylo see 

ibid., p.277,
99. Ibid., pp.254-60.
10°° » pp»250~3,
101. Ibid., pp.260-7*
102. Lucas, The Decline and Fall of the Romantic Ideal, p. 50.
103. See, for example, "Mata Ahli", and "Ya Banl Ummi", Gibran ffaiyan wa 

Maitan Habib Masud, second edition, Beirut, 1966, pp. 43-7 and 
163-6 respectively.

104* For more details on his parallelisms see Iiawi, op.cit., pp.254-8.
105* Al~Bada»i‘, p.128.
106. Ibid., p.126.
107* Gibran Haiyan, p.132.
108. *Abbud, Judud wa Qudama1, pp. 87-8 & 101 for ‘Abbud’s arguments

with such writers as al- Aqqad and Khalil Taqiyy al-Din in their 
criticism of Gibran's language and grammar.

109* For an enumeration of some of his mistakes see al-Ashtar, Al-Nathr 
al-Mah.jari, al-Madmun wa Surat al-Ta‘bir, p„203n.

110. Lucas, op.cit., p. 47*
111.O.Barfield, Poetic Diction, London, 1928, p.137.
112. Op.cit., p.260.
113. Ibid., p.262.

Ibid.? p.260. See R.A. Poakes, The Romantic Assertion, pp.49-50.
115* Op.cit., p.48.
116. On these see ibid., p.24,
117* See Labaki, Lubnan al-Sha‘ir, pp.116-7*
1l8. See ‘Abbas and Najm, op,cit., p.42.
119* See his poem "Al-Bahr" in Al-Bada’i‘, pp.213-4. On his use of the 

theme of the sea as*a symbol see Abbas and Najm, op.cit.. p.74;
Hawi, op.cit.„ pp.266 and 267,

120. See his prose poem "Ayyuha ‘1-Lailu", Al-Bada’i‘, pp.55-7; on his 
love of writing about the night see Nu aimah, Al-Ghirbal, p.229.

121. Hawi, op.cit., p.262,
122. Mujaddidun, p.213.
123. Ibid., pp. 72 and 213.
124. Shi ‘r ‘Ali Mahmud Taha, Cairo, 1965» p*12 n.
125. In his two books on Arabic prose in al-Mahjar, Al-Madmun wa Surat al-

Ta ‘bir and Runun al-Nathr al-Mahjari.
126. See the preface by Mandur to al-Ashtar*s first edition of Al-Nathr al- 

Mahjari, Kuttab al-Rabitah al-Qalamiyyah, Vol.I, Al-Madmun wa
Surat al-Ta bir, Institute of Higher Arabic Studies, Cairo, 1961, as
well as the author’s introduction to it. He modified this intro
duction and left out the preface in his second revised edition.
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127. Op. oi~t. 9 p.273.
128. Al-Bada1i* , pp.75-80.
129. IMd., pp.35-6.
130. Ibid., pp.98-100.
131o Op.cit., p.263.
132. Ibid., p.272.
133. Ibid.
134- Shi*r f Ali Mahmud Taha, p.11.

186. Al-Fusul, pp. 48 & 49®
187. Op.cit., p.110; sec also <Abbas and Najm, op*8it.y p. 47*
188. Ibid., pp.43-8.
139» See Northrop Frye, op.cit., p.13.
140. Some poems differ from this and enjoy great lyricism. See his

lovely poem "Ughni.yyat al-Lail", Gibran Haiyan. p. 219.
141* Nazik al-Mala'ilcah, op.cit., p.12, comments on Gibran’s dogmatic

approach.
142. Dam{ah wa Ibtisamah, Beirut, 1962, p.121.
143. Ibid.; see also "Al-Sha* ir", Al-Bada* i *, pp.35-6.
144. Dam{ah, loc.cit.
145. Al-Bada’i* p.36.
146. Ibid., p.127. This essay includes many ideas on conventionalism,
147* Hawi, op.cit., p.258, mentions Gibran’s excessive use of adjectives.
148. Words and Poetry, second impression, London, 1928, p.66.
149* See Sab‘un, I, which deals mainly and in detail with liis childhood,

early youth and education.
150* Sab(un, II, 20-30.
151. Al-Funun appeared first in April, 1913, see ibid., p.28.
152. Ibid., p.29.
153. Ibid. p . 30; he says in note that he included part of this article

in his essay "Al~Hubahib" published in Al-Ghirbal.
154* See Sabfun, II, 15.
155* Ibid., p.32.
156. Ibid,, p.33.
157* Ibid., p.32.
158. Ibid., p. 34 & 35°
159- Ibid., pp.57-8.
160. Ibid., p.142.
161. See his Chapter "Al-*Ajin Yakhtamir", ibid., pp.151-7*
162. Ibid., p.155*
163o Ibid., pp.155-6.
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164<> See Al-Ghirbal, pp.221, 223-5, ot passim.
165* Editor of a famous volume entitled Balagfctat a!-fArab fi *l-~Qarn

al- ̂ Ishrin, published in Cairo in 1924, in which he collected 
different works by members of ”AI-Rabi$ah al-Qalami.yyah”.

166. Sab*un, II, 194, 200.
167. There is a good possibility, however, that Nufaimah*s article on 

Shauqi entitled "Al-Durrah al-Shauqiyyah”, Al-Ghirbal, pp.145-154 
was written after 1922 under the influence of Al-DIwan.

168. Sab‘un, II, 198; See also Nu‘aimah, Al-Ma*rifah, Damascus,
Feb. 1964? p»107; see also Mandur, Al-Naqd wa *l-Muqqad al- 
Mu ‘as i run, pp.30-1.

169. Ibid., p.31»
170. Al-Ghirbal. p.206.
171» See-. Jama‘at Apollo, pp.121, 126.
172, See Sab*un, II, 33, where N. *Aridah tells Nu*aimah in a letter

that al-Manfaluti has written asking them to write a comment on 
his Al-Nagiarat. ‘Arxdah adds, ’’Write and vindicate me from these 
writers I ”

178o Ibid., pp.200-1.
174. Ibid., p.201.
175. Ibid., pp.172-201; see also Saidah, pp.88-9, 110-112, et passim.
176. SaVun, I, 122.
177° Ibid., II, 178; Nu*aimah admitted not having been in real touch

with ̂ /Classical/ Arabic literature while in al—Mahjar; see his inter
view with *Abd al-ICarim al-Ashtar, Al-Ma‘rifah magazine, Damascus, 
February, 1964, P*109°

173. See Al-ffliirbal. pp. 48-9 <>
179* Ibid., pp.42-9*
180. Even long before, al-Shabbi, the Tunisian poet, as early as the

twenties, wrote a little book entitled Al-K'hayal aI-Shi*ri fInd 
al-fArab, in which he attacked the whole Classical poetic output.
This book was originally given as a lecture delivered in Tunis in 
1929. See below the section on al-Shabbi in the chapter on 
Romanticism, pp. 582-5.

181. See his chapter ”' Waaler al-Dafadi, Al-Ghirbal. dd.91-107.
182. Ibid., pp.98 -9 ;  

PP.56 -7 .
see also Durub, third edition, Beirut, 19*53,

183, For a 
Cairo,

history of
1335 A.H.

these see MAlinxud Muhammad Shakir.Abatil wa Asmar,

184, Al-Ghirbal. n.97.
185, Ibid., p. 94*
186. Ibid., p. 95,

187, Ibid., p.105,

188. Ibid.
139, Ibid., p.106.

190. Ibid., p.11.
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191. Ibid-f p.105; see P*?8 where he says that poetry is both form
and content-

192- Ibid,
193. Al-Hagd wa 1l-Nuqqad al-Mu*asirunt pp-11-2<
194. Al-Ghirbal, p.106»
195. Ibid,
196. Mikha*11 Hu'aimah, a I--Ad I b al-gufi, Beirut , 19̂ 4* P■>39 *
197. See k, 55. da \ i ara, TarTkfo ai-Naqd al-'Arabi iiTE * 1*41 urn ai-habic al

lli.trl, Cairo, 1904 for a resume of the ideas of Classical critics.
193. Nu'aimah showed'awareness, later on, of this necessity. See *Abd 

al-Karim al-Ashtar, AI -Mathr al-Mah.jari, al-Fnnun al-Adabiyyah,
first edition, Cairo, 19o1» pp.172-3 and 223 where he is quoted to
have said something to the effect that the rebels had to go with 
their rebellion very far so that "the ebb would not drag them back.1*

199* Gee iU-dlhirbal, pp.119-22.
200. See his chapter, ,rAl-42ihafat wa * 1-*Ilal*r, Al-&hirbal« pp.108-126, 

especially pp.109-10.
201. See J2. Wilson, The Triple Thinkers, pp.22-3 of his chapter 

“Is Verse a Dying Technique?"
202. Al"Ghirbal. p.119*
203. See al-Ashtar, Ai-Punun al-Adabiyyah, p.193-
204. See Al-jShirTaal, pp.108-11-
205. See his description of his style, ibid., pp.222 & 223.
206. Ibid., p.12.
207- Ibid- 1 P*117-
208. Ibid., p.86*. he calls rhyme *an iron chain*»
209- Ibid., p.113.
210. Ibid., p.16.
211,
212.
213.
214* AI-llhirbal, p. 18.
215. Ibid., p.19.

Ibid., p.20,
2k* Ibid., pp.2o-*1,
218, Ibid., pp.74-5.
219* See a summary of a lecture by 7, al-Mial, "Muataqbal al-flhi * r al-' Ara 

fi Luhnas. ,f , Shi1 r qaurterly, hTo , Spring, 1957» P*99*
22°* Al-fihirbal. pp.26-7*
221, Ibid.s his essay "Al-Maqayis al-Adabiyyah", pp.67-76.

pp.14-I6.
Ibid

qotad, p.33.

222. Ibid., p.72; for more on his conception of the need of men to express 
themselves, see burub, pp.36-45* from his famous essay "Mahiyyatu al- 
Adab wa Muhimmatuhu".

2230 Al-ilbirbal, p., 73-
224. Ibid., p.85.
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225® Many years later his attitude towards this point was to become even 
more confirmed, He rejected the idea that literature va:s a picture 
of the age insisting that it belonged to all time. A man of letters, 
in his opinion, must feel his roots in all eternity. See Al-Authan, 
second edition, Beirut, 1958? PP* 46 & 47* A more precise idea is 
his saying that literature must be purified from the baseness of 
politics and nationalism; p.47; see also Durub, pp. 49s 51 & 52 
for his insistence that literature should concentrate on nourishing 
the virtues of the human heart.

226. Al-Ghirbal. pp.78-9*
227. Ibid,, p.81,
228. Ibid., p.103.
229. Ibid., p.86,
230. Ibid., p. 87*
231* Ibid., p.84.
232. Ibid., p.220.
233* Ibid., p,225.
234* Ibid,, p.125.
235* Ibid., p.223.
236. Ibid., , p.65,
237* Ibid,, p.66.
238. Ibid,, PP*145-54? es 149-51« See also Mandur, AI-Naqd

wa '1 Nuqqad, p . 48 where he argues Nu'aimah's harsh comment on 
Shauqi's poem.

239* For a summary of his ideas see al-Ashtar, Al-Funun al-Adabiy.yaht 
pp.199-209; and for an assessment and interpretation of them see 
ibid., pp.209-26 ; M. Mandur, AI-Haqd wa 'I-Nuqqad al-Mu*asirun,
pp.25-51; Hadim Naimy, Mi3$hail Naimy, American University of 
Beirut, Beirut, 1967? PP* 125-40; M.Y. Najm, "Al-Funun al-Adabiyyah", 
Al-Adab al-fArabi fi Athar al-Darisin, pp.333^45; Maihas, op.cit; etc,

240. Published first in Al-Abftath magazine, June. 1954, it was included 
Durub. The quotations are from Durub.

241* See ibid., p.52.
242. Ibid,, pp.48-9*
243. Ibid., P*50,
244* Ibid., p.51*
245* Ibid., p.56.
246* Ibid.
247* Ibid,

0
0C\i ,:S©e.,. d o . 201 -3,of Sab‘to, II.

249* 1956, in Damascus.
250. For a

35-7*
copy of this lecture, see Al-Adab, October, 1956, pp.5-6 and

251, Ibid.,, pp. 7 and 87.
252. Ibid., pp. 8 and 5*
253* Ibid., p.87; see also ibid., pp.8-11, for the answer of R. Khouri

to Hu*aimah's lecture,
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260.

261. 
262.

263.
264.

265. 

266.

267.

268.

269.
270.
271,

George Santayana, Interpretations of Poetry and Religion, New York, 
1924, p.14*
Ibid.
Ibid.., p. 15.
Ibid., p.17*
See Santayana’s description, Ibid *, p.18.
See al-Ashtar, Al-Funun al-Adabiyyah, pp.225-6; see also p.226 for 
a quotation from Nu aimah in which he says "I have become spiritually., 
inclined...and have started to see in criticism a kind of intrusion,
1tatafful’
Even in a world living under more normal conditions, Santayana 
cannot forgive the renunciation of the mystic; op.cit., p.21.
Mikha’il Nu'aimah, al-Adib al-Sufi,. ;i 1

Set Ilya# Abu Shabakah: Naiwabit al-Fikr wa ’l~Ruh, pp,158-60 for 
his attack on the mystical spiritualism of al-Mahjar poets which he 
describes as a plight.
Sab*un, II, 72.
Such as his poems : ’’Man Anti Ya Nafsi", Hams al-Jufun, Beirut, 1943, 
pp,18-21 "Ibtihalat", ibid., pp.32-7; "Sada M-Ajras", ibid., 
pp.38-42; "Unshudah", ibid., pp.58-60.
Such as his poems "Al-Nahr al-Mutajammid", ibid., pp.10-4; "Min Sifr 
al-Zaman", ibid., pp.26-7; "Ya Raflqi", ibid., pp.68-72; "Fattish 
li Qalbika", ibid., pp,o4-5l "IlaM.B.D.", ibid., pp.92-4 etc.
For an account of the conditions in which he wrote several of his 
poems see Sab*un, I I ,  72-3; 163-7; 253-5* Had this book been out
when * Abbas and Najm wrote their book 011 al-Mahjar poetry, they would 
have benefited greatly and found adequate answer to their speculations 
as to the incentives behind Nu*aimah’s poetry, see op.cit., p.191*
See for example his poem "Al-An", Hams al-Jufun, pp.95-6; see also 
(Abbas and Najm, op.cit., pp.188-9*
Term adopted from K.E, Morgan, Christian Themes in Contemporary Poets, 
London, 1965» p.16.
Fi ’1-Mlzan al-Jadid, third edition, Cairo, n.d., pp,69-75*
Op.cit., p.185.
To show the natural habit of writing similar folk-songs in Lebanese 
vernacular one may quote an extract given to the present writer by 
a Lebanese poetess, Jamal Sleem NuwaihigL. The Sleem family, like 
many others in Lebanon, do sometimes write to each other in Lebanese 
zajal; in the following extract "Jibaf" is the village of the Sleem 
family:

1 -* *•" k ulJ 31 4̂,... \j iti— <
J5 Vj--- —

Jj 'iy. ....   — 11 ^8 I
J -Vc-

This is spontaneous and artless and is proirablv an adequate 
escsvqole of the natural simplicity' of this, popular fora*

Lb? * -h,q
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272, ‘Abbas and Najm, op.cit., p .178 contradicted themselves when they
described his insistence on saying everything he felt as unpoetic then 
said that his poetry is characterized by its lack of dilution "qillat
al-hashw".0

273, Ibid,, p,184,
274, See for example A.IC. al-Maqdisi, Tatawwur al-Asalib al-Nathrlyvah 

fi ’1-Adab al-‘Arabi, Beirut, 1935, PP-133-216, especially pp.138,
161, 174-86, particularly p.184.

275» Hams al-Jufun, p.32.
276. See ‘Abbas and Najm, op.cit-, p.178.
277- Hams al-Jufun, p.36.
2780 Ibid., p.90.
279- See p.57 his poem "Al-Khair wa ’1-Sharr"; p.86, his poem "Al-‘Irak"; 

pp.87-8, his poem "Ya Bahr", The whole poems should be consulted
for examples of this.

280. Ibid., p.59,
281 o Nu‘aimah, Sab un', II, 170.
282. See Nu‘aimah’s introduction to the society’s constitution, ibid.,

p.171-
283. Al-Na‘uri, Adab al-Mahjar. p.379-
284. Aside from his introduction to"Al-Rabitah’ s" constitution, see also 

his introduction to the collection of "Al-Rabitah", Maimu‘at al- 
Rabitah al-Qalamiyyah, published in 1921. in New York.

285- See for example the first issue of Shi ‘r, Winter, 1957, a poem by
Badawi al-Jabal, pp.7-14? also the fourth issue, Autumn, 1957* &
poem by George Saidah, pp.8-13 etc.

286. See Nu‘aimah, Sab ‘un, II, 182 5 N. Sarraj, Shu‘ara’ al-Rabitah al- 
Qalamiyyah. pp.86-8; al-Na‘uri, loc.cit.

287. On its influence, see Sarraj, op.cit., pp,95-7-
288. Saidah, op.cit., p.309-
289. On Al-Funun, see Sarraj, op.cit., pp,80~4; al-Na‘uri, op.cit.,

pp.405-6; and see Nufaimah’s many reminiscences in Sab‘un, II,
23-30, 31-4, 51-60, 141-2,

290. Ibid., p.142.
291- Ibid., p.303.
2920 Ibid., pp.142 & 170. On Al-Sa’ih’s history see Sarraj, op.cit., 

pp,86-8; $>aidah, op.cit., pp.309-11j al-Na‘uri, op.cit., pp.423,
426-7.

293. Sabfun. II, 217-23, & 303,
294- See N, Safwat, Ilya Abu Madi, wa ’1-Harakah al-Adabiyyah fi ’1-Mah.iar, 

Baghdad, 1945, P-29, on his popularity m  Iraq. It is relevant to Say 
that Al-^Jadawil was published by two publishing firms in al-Najaf, 
the citaae]TdT~ 1 inguistic traditionalism in Iraqsln, ,1.927 • see also 
Saidah, op.cit,, p,64* His publishers,Dar 1-‘Ilm li ’i-Malayin, 
confirm the fact that he is one of the most popular, if not the most 
popular, poets of the Arab world in contemporary times; from an 
interview with the publishers.
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quarterly, No®6, Spring 1953, p®98®
296® fAbbas and Najm, op®cit®, p®145*
297® Nazik al-Mala'ikah, loc®cit®
2980 Safwat, op, cit ®, p®57'
299' Nu*aimah, Sab un, II, 152®
300® Gibb seems to overlook this completely; see '’Studies in

Contemporary Arabic Literature, I, The Nineteenth Century", 
B®SoOoAoSc, 1926-1928, IV, iv, 760® For him, the "Syrian American 
School", meaning that of North Mali jar, had a complete and 
irrevokable break with the past® See the comment of Nu#aimah on 
Gibb’s idea in his interview with Abd al-Karim al-Ashtar in 1958, 
published in Al-Ma rifah, Damascus, February 1964, II, No®24, 108®

301. Perhaps this can explain why Nu*aimah never liked his poetry® "I
do not find it of any worth"; "Ana la arahu shai’an"® Ibid®,p®110®

302® Loc® cit®
303= Most sources mention this year® Na*urijhowever, says that it was 

in 1912 that he left for America; op®cit®, p®377*
304« Saidah, op®cit®, p®276; Nu^aimah, looocit®, etc®
305' Ibid®, p®153»
306® Ibid®, po151®
307' See Z« Mirza, Ilya Abu Makj-i; Shaf ir al-Mahjar al-Akbar which is a 

study of the poet as well as a collection of his four diwans (the 
first two of which are very rare) and some other poems published 
after the appearance of Al-IChama1 il, his fourth volume; second 
edition, Damascus, 19̂ 3, ppT624-6®

308® Ibid®, pp®307-10®
309® Ibid®, pp.583-6.
310' Sab un, II, 153-4*
3110 Ibid®
312® See a copy of this introduction, Mirza, op® cit®, pp°94~5;

N®33® the mistake MTrza has on p®94, footnote®
313® Ibid®, p®95®
314» See as examples of these his poems "Bint Suriyj^ah", ibid®, pp®587- 

93; "Suqul; Aradrum", pp®553-8; "Biladi"pp®683-6®
315' For a single example see his poem "Lam Ajid Ahada"®
316® See Sarraj, op®cit®, p®329° Only an exerpt from this introduction

is quoted here. It is remarkable that this introduction by a
famous early critic was omitted from the fourth edition as well as 
from the huge collection in Mirza’s anthology, which includ„ed the 
short introduction by Gibran® Sarraj quotes from the first New 
York edition of 1927®

317» Al-Khama’il® fifth edition, Beirut, 1963, pp®87-91®
318. See for a single example,Al-Jadawi1, fourth edition, Beirut, 1963,

pp®99-102®
319* See Tibr wa Turab, first edition, Beirut, 1960, pp®141-227®
320® * Abbas and Najm, op®cit®, pp®78 and 79'
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321, See his poem, "Ta‘ali", Al-Jadawil, pp.30-3; see also ‘Abbas and 
Najm, QPoCit., ppo80-1 where they analyse the theme of love in his 
poetry.

322. Ibid,, p.81; however, they refer this to Abu Madi’s shift to a 
rational phase in his poetic career,

323° From his poem "Fi '1-Qafr", Al-Jadawil, p. 51°
324, ‘Abbas and Najm, op,cit., p,82 and 85-8,
325, Al-Jadawil, p.52.
326, See ‘Abbas and Najm, op.cit., pp.50-3, in which they describe them 

as "suffocated dualisms."
327° Mirza, op.cit., pp.670-3.
328. See also ‘Abbas and Najm, op,cit., pp.60-2.
329. See ibid., pp.134 et seq.
330. Ibid., p.137«
331o Al-Jadawil, pp.63-6.
332, Mirza, op.cit,, pp.306-10.
333o See ‘Abbas and Najm, loc.cit.
334° pp°10-15.
335* On this see ‘Abbas and Najm, op.cit., pp.146-150.
336, Al-Jadawil, pp.,16-20.
337° Ibid., p.20.
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339° Ibid., pp.37-8.
340. Ibid., pp.34-6.
341° Ibid., pp.30-3°
342° Ibid., pp.56-62,
343. Ibid., PP°39-45°
344° See for example his poems "Al-Faqir" and "Al-Qasr wa r1-Kuldi"

(this last one from his famous "Al-'Talasim"), ibid., pp.211-6 
and 158-61 respectively; see also AI-Khama'il for his poem 
"Kulu wa 'shrabu", pp.126-8; see also Tibr wa Turab, for his 
poem "Fi Qalbika 'l-Lah.", pp.103-5; especially p.104°

345° ‘Abbas and Najm, op.cit., pp.151-2.
346° Al-Jadawil, pp.81-3.
347° Ibid,, p.83.
348. Ibid., pp.211-6.
349° Ibid., p. 214..
350. Ibid., pp.139-77°
351° ‘Abbas and Najm, op.cit., p.171°
352° See ibid,, pp.168-71 for more detailed criticism of this poem.
353. Dirasat fi Adabina *I~Hadith, Cairo, 1961, p.164°
354° See for example his quatrains on the 'hermits' in which he, al

though pretending not to know the answer gives his own opinion 
by condemning hermit life, pp.149-52°
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355- See for example his poems; "Al-Tinah al~HamqaT", Al-Jadawil,
PPo46-7;_ "Al-MasaJ", ibid. , pp.56-62; "Hiya", ibid., pp. 118-121; 
"Al-Ashbah al-^alathah", ibid., pp. 105-113; "Umniyyatu ‘l-Alihah", 
Al-Kftama’il. pp.30-5*

356<» Al-Jadawil, pp.203-6.
357. Ibid., 206.
358“ Al-Khama* il, p.42, from a poem entitled "Mummies", ibid., pp.42-6. 

The whole poem shows unbelievable cruelty towards old women and a 
great coarseness of spirit.

359« Al-Khama’il. p.204-
360. Tibr wa Turab, p.44*
3610 Mirza, p.626, his poem "Falsafatu ‘l-Hayat".
362. Al-Jadawil, pp.71-2.
363. See for example his poems "Florida", Al-^hama*il. pp.200-5? "A1- 

Saif", Tibr wa Turab, pp.31-4; "Aylul al-Sha ir", ibid., pp.71-3; 
"Los Angeles", ibid., pp.78-83.

364. ‘Abbas and Najm, op.cit., p.145*
365. See ‘Abbas and Najm, Ibid. , p.151*
366. Nazik al-Mala’ikah, Shi‘r,6] Spring, 1958, p.101.
367. ‘Abbas and Najm, op.cit., pp.151, 152, 154, 175*
368. Nazik al-Mala'ikah, in her critical comment 011 Abu Madi, Shi ‘r.frto. 6;

Spring, 1958, pp.98-102, attacks 'wisdom1 in poetry. It is, she 
says, alien to poetry because it is the result of experience.
Poetry should be, not the sum total of experience, but the descrip
tion of it in its emotional level (pp.99-100). _Two points are 
relevant here. The first thing is that even Abu Madi’s poetry

Al-Jadawil, which N. al-Mala1ikah admires very much, is not often 
devoid of the epigramatic ending. The second is that it is not 
the philosophical basis in a poem (which can be well related to the 
evolvement of experience) that can spoil the ’poetic' quality_of a 
poem, but the way it is conveyed. In al-Jadawil, when Abu Madi 
resorted to oblique methods to convey his ideas, the dogmatic con
clusion at the end of thg, poems (poems like "Al-Sajlnah", p.20; 
"Al-SamA1", p.26; "Al-‘lr al-Mutanaklcir", p.29; "Rih al-Shamal", 
p.36; "Al-Txnah al-Hamqa’", p.47? "Al-Zaman", p.80; " ‘id al- 
Nuha,"p,133; "Maut al-fAbqari", p.137; etc,(pages referring to the 
ends of the poems) was accepted because it came as a logical con
clusion to a growing idea developed in the poem. What N. al- 
Mala’ikah condemns really is the directly didactic attitude of his 
less successful poems,

369. See Nazik al-Mala’ikah1s intelligent and very interesting discussion 
on this point, ibid., p.101.

370o Al-Jadawil, p.48.
371o Ibid., p.37“
372. Ibid., p.21.
373. Ibid., p.29.
374. See ‘Abbas and Najm, op.cit.» p,154°
375* He was even loath to give information about himself to his 

biographers. See I. al-Na‘uri, op.cit., pp.376—7«
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376. Ijadith al-Arbif a*, Ill, 220-7.
377- Ibid. , pp.220-2.
37̂ » Ibid. v, pp.226-7°
379c Ibid,, p.224»
380, Ibid,, p.223*
381, Dirasat fi Adabina *X-Hadith, pp, 155--162.
882, Ibid,, pp,158-9, andp.l60.
383c Ibidc, p.157c
884, Ibid,, also pp,161-2,
385, Ibid,, p,l62,
3860 Poems like tf<Ala 'l-Tarfq;”, Mukhtarat min Nasib fAridah, Manahil 

al-Adab al-^Arabi, Beirut, [̂ 195371 PP>> 7-“9:; "Munajat" , pp, 13—179 
”YaNafs", pp, 18-25, ’’Siyyan”,p,26-; his !'Ruba*iyyat;;, pp°53~59v 
see Mandur's essay on him in Mizan, pp.75-85? in which he analyses 
his poem "Ya Nafs:?.

337c MukhtSrat, p.15°
388, Ibid,, p,34c
389c Ibid,, Pc28 from his poem !,Ya Aldii” >- pp.27-3°
398, See what fAbbud comments on this verse, Mujaddidun, p,206,
391° See what *Abbs:s and Najm say about this point s op,cit,, pp,210-1,
392, See his long poem "*Ala Tarlq Irani1, Al-Arwali al-Ha’irah, New York,

1946, pp,178-97 which is'a search for spiritual illumination; see 
also Nu aimah, Sab un, II, 155°

393° Like his poems ”Nafsu 4l-Shiija<!T, Mulchtarat, pp.62~5; "Ila
Filastin” ibid,, PP°113-7? and above^ll his famous poem ”A1~ 
Nihayah71, ibid,, pp,10-2. However, although this poem is 
artistically good, its fame stems from its form which was regarded 
as a genuine attempt to liberate the form of the Arabic qasidah.
For a discussion of the form of this poem, see below pp,773-4*
It is interesting to see that the poem appeared in Al-Arwah al- 
Ha7ira.h arranged in the style of the modern free verse, see pp, 
65-7, On the national trend of his poetry see Muhadarat al~Mausim 
al-Thaqafi, Ministry of Culture and National Guidance, Damascus,
190*37 Vol. V, 293-5» a lecture by Farid Jilia entitled nAl-fUrubah
wa Shu fara}uha fi M-Mahjart;; see also Al-Ma rifah, Damascus, 
August, 1963, an essay by HSritli Taha H-Rawi entitled nNasib 
‘ Ariclah fi Shi4 rihi '’l-Qaumi”, pp,56-62.

394, See 4Abbas and Najm, op.cit., pp.210-12. For more on *ArIdah
see N.J. Sarraj, Nasib Âridah and his Contribution to Modern
Arabic Literature, a Ph.D. thesis, unpublished, University of 
Cambridge, 1963°
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CHAPTER THREE; THE BREAK THROUGH BEGINS 

SECTION 1 ; EGYPT

Perhaps a distinctive and at the same time peculiar quality of the 

Mahjar poets in North America was that they did not reflect a special social 

and political environment. Neither were they really involved in the 

American environment around them, nor did they actually participate in the 

developments that were taking place in their home countries in the political, 

social, cultural and psychological spheres. This is one of the reasons for 

the preponderance of their particular subjects; namely, Nature and man in 

Nature and in the universe, often stripped of his immediate identity in 

time and place. This is a unique situation in the history of any poetry 

and should always be treated as such.
In the Arab world, however, the story of poetry takes on a different 

shape, recording all aspects of the national development, with Egypt taking 

the lead in the field of poetic ideas. The literary renaissance in Egypt, 

nourished greatly by the Syro-Lebanese creative talent, was now taken into 

Egyptian hands. Prom the second decade on, the limelight in Egypt would 

be focussed mainly on Egyptian talent, often to the neglect of other 

talents in the rest of the Arab world. The Arab world, however, would 

hold on to its former attitude of inter-Arab literary exchange. The 

steady growth of literary activity, begun and developed in the nineteenth 

century, would now begin to bear fruit through magazines, newspapers, 

publishing firms and the University, together with the presence of an 

ever increasing number of educated men. However, aside from the 

contribution of Shauqi, supported by that of Hafiz and other Egyptian 

neo-Classical poets, the rising poet-aspirants of the second decade 

of the century (such as * Abbas Mahmud al-fAqqad, Ahmad ZaldL Abu Shadi,
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*Abd al-Rahman Shukri and Ibrahim al-Mazini) were not able to take the lead 

in poetry in the Arab world, and despite their progressive attitude, they 

could not furnish the literary field with poetic creativity of permanent 

value or even of real immediate influence. The great bulk of material 

written on the Egyptian poets of the first three decades in contemporary 

Egypt, can be very confounding to the student of Arabic poetry because it 

often lays the stress on a poetic contribution which had only a minor 

effect on the main stream of Arabic poetry and must therefore bo re

examined and re-judged. For neither al^Aqqad, nor al-Mazini, were good

poets in any sense of the term. Even Shukri never had much of a true
-(appeal in the Arab world, despite the fact that he was the foremost avant- 

garde poet of his generation. The generation of poots in the Arab 

world who were emerging in the twenties and thirties grew without benefit

ing much from the actual poetic experiments of the progressives in Egypt, 

for their poetry does not show signs of having been influenced by them.

It was, however, through the medium of prose that the Egyptian talent 

served the development of Arabic poetry in the first three decades of the 

century. This manifested itself in two spheres. The first was the prose 

writings of al-Manfaluti and some other contemporary writers which helped 

to set the trend of Romantic literature in the Arab world, as has been 

already mentioned. The second was the critical writings on the poetic 

art by the poets themselves as well as by some other critics.

(i) Al-Manfaluti9 s Romanticism

Al-Manfaluti (1872-1924) had a far greater influence than that for 

which writers on the subject have given him credit. His work, however, 

must not be judged in the light of permanent artistic achievement, for 

he did not excel in any of the literary genres which he attempted. His 

translations, as such, fail drastically. They were merely a free inter

pretation of the theme and mood of the translated work. The stories 

which he himself wrote cannot stand the test of good story writing. They
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are merely a faded imitation of the stories he translated., His articles

on social and moral issues are now out-dated and can only appear to the

modern reader as the somewhat naive writings of an old-fashioned Azhari with

a limited culture. Yet he is one of the few early twentieth century
2writers who won great popularity in their life-time, and whose works are

3still robustly alive in the Arab world. Writers on the subject seem to 

think that his popularity was due to his fluent, easy, lucid, vivacious 

and highly emotional styleA Yet style alone cannot be the only reason 

why al-Manfaluti was able to win such immediate popularity and to keep it 

with the successive generations. His great talent showed itself first of 

all in his instinctive realisation of what was needed in literature at that 

time, namely, reading material of a kind that could satisfy the emotional 

promptings of a society newly awakened to its own handicaps and disappoint

ments, forging a link with the West and sat the same time, keeping a firm 

grasp on the best in the old traditions both in style and ideas. This

came easily to him because he did not know any Western language. He

could therefore limit his fascination with Western literature to that sort 

of indirect translation through intermediaries which enabled him to keep 

to a purely Arabic s t y l e T h e  Western literature with which he came
7into contact was decidedly Romantic and he indulged himself in translat-

8ing such famous plays as Cyrano de Bergerac by Edmond Rostand and Pour la
9 10Couronne by Francois Coppee, and such novels as Sous les Tilleuls by

11Alphonse Karr and Paul et Verginee by Bernardin de Saint-Pierre. Aside 

from these long works he translated some short stories which he collected 

together with some of his own in his famous book Al-*Abarat. These 

translations were perhaps some of the greatest literary events that took 

place in the first quarter of the century. The Romantic yearnings in 

them, and in all al-Manfaluti’s creative writings coincided with the 

ftomantic yearnings which began to make themselves felt in society during 

the second decade and which increased in intensity in the third and fourth
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decades as awareness of the stilted social and political conditions steadily 
12increased, Al-Manfaluti early set the mood in Arabic literature for the

13Eomantic trend, helped to a great extent by a personal situation which

tinged his life with sorrow, namely the simultaneous death of two of his
14children followed by the sickness and death of his beloved wife, as well

as by a natural sensitivity to all who seemed oppressed, deprived and un- 
15happy in life. But the main point to be stressed here in al-Manfalutifs

achievement is that he had caught the mood of the era and was the first 

author to give it a true and full expression,. As al-Ma‘addawi as'£ert;s„ 

the mood of the age i\ras given to melancholy which manifested itself in the 

tendency of the younger generation of educated men towards introversion and 

wistfulness, coupled with a social reserve and timidity. These traits 

were imposed upon them by the special character of the times, for they 

were times which furnished them with a clearly different picture of life 

in a happier, more affluent and much more progressive society. There and 

then, the first realisation of their shackled existence dawned upon the 

youth of the Arab world. They felt deeply and vaguely resented the lack 

of emotional and intellectual freedom they had as they lay in the grip of 

the social and political taboos. This state of mind is at great variance 

with the self-assured attitude of Shauqifs generation, an attitude of 

acceptance that took the existing mode of life for granted. With that 

former generation there was no question of social contradictions, and 

everything socially different was foreign and belonged to different peoples 

and places. Their legacy was basically different and had to remain so, 

guarded jealously by reformers who would accept changes only if they 

coincided with basic Islamic or Arabic principles. The younger generation, 

however, was no longer so self-assured, Neither from the communal, nor 

from the individual point of view, was this generation a happy one. With 

the older generation all encroachment on its freedom was regarded as an 

outside invasion, and was tinged mainly with a political colour; but with
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the younger generation the issue of freedom was more complicated, for it 

involved also the shackled state of the individual in his own personal 

existenceo By the beginning of the second decade the younger generation 

of educated men was only too conscious of the gap which existed between 

their personal aspirations and longings for a freer emotional and in

tellectual existence and the social conditions with which they had to
16comply, and with this knowledge they sank back into their own despondency.

It was in the prose writings of al-Manfaluti and some others that they
17found an echo and an expression of their inner state of mind. Poetry

18had long catered for the old social and political order. It was the

voice of the community, not of the individual, a record of ’events’, an 

instigator to patriotic deeds and an outward expression of communal feel

ings and experiences„ Even now, in the new ora, it had remained a 

'public’ expression, sought for the stock communal emotions it was able

to release, Al-Ma*‘•'•ddawi draws a line between the different roles played
19by poetry and prose in those early decades. He says 11 it was asked of

poetry during that period that it should be the true expression of the

social and political conditions, and the vehicle of general national 
20feelings,,o I t  is clear to him that poetry was not able to be the

21voice of the inner self, of the individual’s experiences and longings, 

yet he gives no reason for the fact. However, the reason is not out of 

reach, Shauqi had brought the neo-Classical poetry to a very high 

standard, had given the Arabic poem what seemed to the audience to be the 

ideal pattern for poetry at that time, Arabic poetry, even at the present 

time, still suffers from the deeply rooted impression the modern Arabs 

acquired about its role and general qualities, and the Classical poem of 

the type Shauqi wrote is still very popular» It adhered to the two hemis

tich form and the mono rhyme • It catered in general to a large audience 

and was often meant to be delivered from the platform. Moreover, it 

dealt with matters of general public interest and invariably released
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stock communal emotions, Particularly during the early decades of the 

century the audience of poetry could not have accepted a drastic change in 

the pattern of the Arabic poem. Any important change had either to be 

brought about gradually, or had to be implemented by a really great poet 

able to impose his own personality on an art that had become distinctly 

standardised. Among the posts who rose to fame in the second decade none 

seemed to be a truly good poet. Moreover, one doubts whether, even from 

an artistic point of view, Arabic poetry could have undergone, in the second 

decade, the change from Classicism to Romanticism. As has been mentioned 

above, it is more difficult for the art of poetry to undergo change than 

for the art of prose,

Arabic prose, on the other hand, had always been a vehicle of experi

mentation ever since the beginning of the nineteenth century. When al- 

Manfaluti started writing, he did not meet with any of the difficulties, 

artistic or psychological, on the part of the audience, with which poetry 

was prone to meet. His immediate popularity is a proof, not only of his

stylistic ability, but also of his instinctively successful choice as
22regards the topic and mood of what he wrote. It is strange, however,

that al-Manfaluti, although adhering intellectually to the old Arab-

Islamic norms, gave expression in his melancholic writings to the mood of

bewilderment and restless yearning of the younger generation of that

period. In him, there is little of the /serene self-assured acceptance
23that was so prevalent in authors like Shauqi, and he soon sank into a

24kind of sentimental pessimism. The discrepancy between al-Manfaluti1s

basic <mltural normSe and his instinctive reflection of the mood of the 
younger generation can only be explained by the fact that the artist in 

him was at variance with the Ashari of limited culture whose intuition was 

deeper than his knowledge and understanding of things. On the other hand, 

his limited capacity as an artist must not be understood as a sign of 

limited talent but as a sign of a limited culture and an indication of
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struggled in more than one sphere, and if he did not succeed fully in tho 

field of creative art, he succeeded greatly in being the interpreter of the 

spirit and aspirations of his own age and of the age which followed.

In addition to his introduction of the .Romantic theme in Arabic

literature which paved the way for the Semantic poetry of the coming era,

al-Manfaluti also made some contribution in the field of poetic and literary

criticism. He was influenced in his critical writings by the Syro-

Egyptianised school of illustrious men of letters and their movement towards
25innovation which was inspired by Western critical standards. But it 

must be noted that the contribution of al-Manfaluti in the poetic and 

critical fields was negligible. He neither produced any important or 

even interesting poetic or critical works, nor did he have any direct 

influence on his generation in these two fields,

(ii) Cultural Activity in Egypt in the Second and Third Decades

On the other hand, a more direct basis for a new poetry was being 

laid. One important fact should be mentioned hero. The poetic field 

in Egypt and in most Arab countries was split into two camps, a sharp 

division which it has never abandoned up till the present day. On the one 

hand, there were the successive generations of avant-g&rde groups of 

Western educated poets and critics who looked on Western poetic standards 

as ideal and sought to establish links with them. On the other hand, the 

movement of revivalism which aimed first of all at achieving a renaissance 

of the Classical literary treasures, coupled with the rise of nationalism, 
had set forth a counter trend that directed itself towards a glorification 

of past models of literary works. This trend was to play a great role 

in the literary field over the decades, dominating most of all any attempt 

at change in poetic forms and attitudes.

Poetry had fallen, right from the beginning of the poetic 

renaissance, "more readily than other genres, under the appeal of the
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26paste" The reasons for forging direct links with the Classical contribu

tion have been discussed before, The first half of the twentieth century,

however, was to see tremendous changes in Arabic poetry, Right from the
27second decade, it was rapidly developing its own schools and tendencies,

The general picture can be puzzling to the casual observer, but an accurate 

scrutiny of tho influences to which poetry was exposed can clarify the 

overall picture.

The second and third decades in Egypt are of particular interest in

the story of tho development of Egyptian thought and creativity, due to

many factors, Firstly, it was the period when Western culture and methods

began to establish a real hold on the minds of the educated., Secondly,

tho art of novel writing began to assert itself as a new genre in Arabic

literature. If al-Manfaluti*s attempts had been ’weak* from an artistic

point of vioitf, Zainab by Muhammad Husain Haikal (1888-1956) which was

published in 1914? was very good for such a pioneering attempt. It was

the beginning of a supremacy to which Egyptian talent has laid a legitimate

claim even up to the present time. Thirdly, the now prose literature in

Egypt started to be the output mostly of Egyptian talent after a period of

near monoi>oly by the Syrio-Egyptianised group of men of letters. Fourthly,

as a result of an earlier cultural movement in Egypt and its arrival at an

advanced level during the last decades of the nineteenth and the early

years of the twentieth centuries, a large group of highly educated Egyptians

rose simultaneously to intellectual eminence as writers and critics in

several fields of writing. This gave Egypt a tremendous prestige over

other Arab countries and created an atmosphere seething with literary
28activity and intellectual venture. The whole of tho Arab world began

to look to Egypt as the centre of Arabic literature and the "protector of
29the Arabic language," Books were being published, anthologies issued

and numerous articles written on various subjects ranging from creative 

works of x>oetry and artistic prose writing to works of translation and of
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social and literary analysis. This period might ho the most important 

literary period in modern Egypt, despite the bustle of later jjeriods. Its 

literary activity, however, ’'must be judged, not from tho stand-point of a 

highly developed Westernized literature, but in relation to its background, 

audience and environment."^

Fifthly, a conscious trend towards the Egyptianization of literature 

written by Egyptian writers was released and took a complete hold 011 the 

minds of Egyptian intellectuals of this period, who included Taha Husain, 

Salamah Musa, Ahmad Ilasanain Haikal and ‘Abbas Mahmud al-*Aqqad. This 

call towards the Egyptianization of literature looks strange in the light 
of the above statement by the Palestinian, al-Nashashlbi. But this, like 

so many other statements by non-Egyptian Arab writers at the time, should 

not be taken as a sign of a unified attitude. While Arab writers outside 

Egypt had continuously integrated tho literature written by Egyptians into 

the main stream of Arabic literature, eminent Egyptian writers during this 

period were trying to propagate the idea of an ’Egyptian literature’ distinct 

from the contemporary literature which was being written in the rest of the 

Arab world.

It should be noted here that Egypt had "formed for a long time one

political, religious and cultural entity with the Arab world....It was the
31mighty fortress of both Arab culture and Islamic heritage." But before 

the call for the Egyptianization of literature took place, she had been 

exposed to certain political and cult\iral happenings which helped to direct 

her modern political and cultural history into its own particular channel 
and gave opportunity to seek a different and independent outlook.

Politically, the Napoleonic campaign, the establishment of the 

Muhammad *Ali dynasty and Egypt’s semi-independence from the Ottoman rule 

during the nineteenth century, its occupation by the British in 1882, its 

early political stirrings and reactions, all gave it a longer and older 

experience in modern political activities. Moreover, the rise of Mustafa
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Kamil (1874-1908)? the Dunshuwai incident of 1906, and the foundation of 

the political parties in 1907 and 1908 emphasised a national movement al

ready started* All this culminatod in the 1919 revolution which gavo a 
greater and more emphatic impetus to the feelings of Egyptian nationalism 

and to the idea of Egypt for Egyptians„ This idea was directed not only 

against foreign occupation but also at segregating Egypt from other Arab

countries on the grounds that Egyptians were the descendents of the 
32Pharaohs.

This was enhanced and emphasised on a cultural basis* For the early 

discoveries in the nineteenth century of ancient Pharaonic monuments (the 

Rashid Stone was deciphered by Ghamp£lion in 1822), and the subsequent 

discoveries of monuments of ancient Egyptian civilisation widened the 

historical perspective of the Egyptians and made them link themselves 

whole-heartedly with the roots of that ancient civilisation of which Europe
33was speaking with such enthusiasm* Pharaonic themes started to appear 

in newspapers and magazines with ever increasing frequency and the re

action of the Egyptian poets and writers at the end of the nineteenth 

and the beginning of the twentieth centuries to the new spirit of identifi

cation with tho Pharaonic past was almost universal,. Shauqi was only 

tx̂ enty six years old when he wrote his famous if not great poem entitled

"Great Events in the Nile Valley"?"Kibar al-Hawadith fi Nadi al-Nil,"^
35and which he declaimed at the Orientalists’ Conference in 1894- The 

Pharaonic theme appeared again and again in his poetry and in the poetry 

of Hafiz and others*^ Even Khalil Mutran found himself drawn to mention
37Pharaonic Egypt in his poetry,,

The identification, on a large scale, with these strong links that 

bound Egyptians to a great ancient civilisation seemed to be an immense 

asset when the progressive Egyptian students faced a superior Western 

culture0 The cultural attitude in Egypt had been, ever since the 

Muhammad fAli tradition, an attitude that held a great esteem for Western
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33civilisation,, More and more students were going to the West for their 

higher education and by the beginning of the second decade of this century, 

Egypt could boast of several European educated writers and thinkers who 

looked at European culture, ancient (Greek and Hellenistic) and modern, 

with great veneration and sought to forge links with it. The efforts of 

Taha Husain alone in this respect are a sufficient example of the way some 

Egyptian moderns were thinking at the time0 Taha Husain arrived at tho 

conclusion that the Egyptians had never been really Oriental but had 

belonged to the Mediterranean family of nations. In his Mustaqbal al- 

Tbaqafah fi Migr he tried to establish the solid links which had existed
39throughout history with the Hellenistic civilisation. There was nothing, 

not even Islam, he insisted, that could bar the Egyptian mind from re-

adopting fully the standards of Western civilisation and progress.^
- - 41Other writers, like Salamah Musa for example, were even more extreme.

On a literary basis, especially in the field of poetry, the call for
42the Egyptianization of culture has been affected and artificial. This

was different from the call to modernisation, for in any attempt at 

modernisation, the question would not be the 'Egyptianization' of litera

ture in a way which would distinguish it from other Arabic literature, 

but rather its capability to reflect the veracity, emotional and intellec

tual, of life around it. What is important here is the fact that what 

was contemporary Egyptian in the literary theme was not really alien in 

essence to the modern Arab experience. Asido from direct Pharaonic 

themes, which were never a spontaneous expression but rather the conscious 

reaction to a distinct call, the same kind of human experience (of con

flict, suffering, deprivations, problematic existence, search for indivi

dual and national freedom) and of artistic experience (traditional hamper- 

ings and cultural heritage) existed in all the Arab world. It was the 

same struggle all over, on various levels of intensity.

However, we are not so much concerned here with tho detailed history
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of any cultural movement in one Arab country or another except in so far as

suoh a movement was an impetus or a hindrance to the development, of Arabici
poetry over the decades,. The call for an Egyptianised. literature which rang

throughout the second, third and fourth decades of this century in Egypt,

brought in its wake some drawbacks. For it has helped to increase a rather

self-centred attitude among Egyptian men of letters, and to weaken their ties
43with men of letters in the rest of the Arab worldo This self-imposed 

isolation was unfortunate for the development of Arabic poetry in Egypt. 

Contemporary Arab critics, writing on the subject, have overlooked this point. 

But one has to refer to it if one x̂ ere to describe the poetic situation in 

Egypt correctly. Egyptian poets and their critics concentrated their 

interest on the Egyptian poetic output much to the exclusion of that of the 

rest of the Arab world. They seemed to live in a sort of shell and 

generally only sought examples and material either from amongst themselves, 

or from Western sources. Thus they were denied the benefits of the wider 

and more varied poetic experience of other Arab countries, as well as the 

benefits of other contemporary poetic experiments, many of them of quite a 

high level of creativity. Had they explored more into other Arab poetic 

fields, and sought to retain the unbreakable bonds between Arabic poetry in 

Egypt and Arabic poetry in other Arab countries, some writers might not have 

suffered a partial confusion of a,esthetic poetic standards which they did.

Had Taha ̂ usain himself# for. example, adapted dn at-.titude less isolated from 

the literary output of the other Arab countries, and had he sought to 

discover what was going on in other poetic fields, he x̂ rould not have been as 

insistent as he was in 1934f on glorifying al~fAqqad's poetry and on naming 

him the leader of poets in the Arab world. In an address to a large group of 

eminent Egyptians who had gathered to honour al-^Aqqad for a national anthem he
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had written (the story had more complicated political intonations than 

seems here), he expressed his joy that the anxiety he had felt for Arabic 

poetry after the death of Shauqi and Hafiz; was unfounded for the new 

school of poetry in Egypt /Zf which al-*Aqqad was a leader/ had started to 
impose itself on the Arabs. He insisted that "the Egyptian heart, feel

ings and emotions.*o.demand to be pictured in this new way which has made 

millions appreciate al-*Aqqad? Therefore? he said, "let us have no 

fear for Arabic poetry and literature nor for the position of Egypt in 

poetry and literature....Put the banner of poetry in the hand of al-*Aqqad 

and tell the poets and the men of letters: 'rally to this banner for he

has raised it for y o u ' . " ^

An enraged Marun *Abbud, Lebanon's foremost critic at the time and
45for several decades after, raised havoc over this. Not only did he 

ridicule Taha Husain's speech and attitude, in a first article, but in 

several others written over the years, he verbally massacred al-cAqqad's
u 11 4-6futile attempts at poetic creativeness and originality. There are two 

important points to consider in Taha Husain's attitude. Firstly his 

anxiety to secure for Egypt the leadership in poetry, and secondly his 

acceptance of al-*Aqqad's poetry not only as good but even as worthy of 

the honour of leadership, A scholar of Classical poetry both Arabic 

and Greek, Taha Husain's judgment of al^Aqqad's stiff, dry, ineffective 

though abundant verse, cannot fail to astonish the modern student of 

poetry. Al-*Aqqad's poetry was never accepted by the Arab world, which 

was accustomed not only to Shauqi's far superior poetic output, but to a 

much higher standard of poetry in general.

Finally, this period can be regarded as the first period in modern 

times in which a systematic study of the poetic theory was offered, based 

on critical material borrowed mostly from the West. The link with 

Western standards would be made permanent in this period and from this 

time on, the critical theory, like the poetic art itself, sought
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continuously to arrive at modernity, passing quickly, sometimes barely

skimming, over the different schools of poetry and poetic theory.

There had come about, by the advent of the second decade, a certain

eagerness for critical knowledge and its application. The age was ripe

for some sort of harvest, for nearly a century had passed since the signs

of the first awakening showed themselves and in the meantime a considerable

cultural activity had taken place. But minds had to be trained in

scientific research and objective evaluation of literary works. Even in

the nineteenth century the "whole intellectual life of the people was

thrown into confusion by the contradictions in principle between the old

system of thought with its dogmatic basis and the intellectual freedom of

Western scientific method....In Egypt this duality of method and the
resulting confusion continued throughout the century /nineteenth/ and

even yet has not been eradicated'.'̂

The era with which we are here concerned, namely the second and

third decades of this century, is the era of direct borrowing and indirect

interpretation of Western ideas on literature and life. As for aesthetic

criticism, it had for long linked itself with the impressionistic evaluation
48of single lines and stanzas of poetry leaning greatly on linguistic 

standards. This trend persisted side by side with the new methods of 

Western scientific research.

(iii) Taha Husain1s Critical Contribution

"The first systematic attempt at an all round evaluation of an
49 - -Arabic literary figure" was produced in 1914« "Ii was ^aha ^usain's

doctorate thesis on Abu al-fAlaf al-Met/am." Taha I-tusain's fertile mind,

his enthusiasm both for Western civilisation and a progressive Egypt, his

involvement with the Classical literature and his fluent, peculiarly 
50attractive stylo, brought him to the foreground. It is not possible 

hero to go into the details of his general achievement, which was great 

and left a tremendous influence not only on the educated in Egypt, but also
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52bility, he has been a ’’guardian of the literary citadel,,” He felt an 

obligation towards his countrymen to introduce them not only to new genres 

of Western literature, ancient and modern, but also to the Western methods 

of scientific research,, He has in fact ”lowered the drawbridge to admit 

Western methods of research and the principles of Sainte-Beuve, Taine and
53Jules Lemaitre," In this he rendered a great service to the development

of poetic criticism in modern Arabic literature,,

Like all the Egyptian critics of his generation, Taha Husain’s

greatest concern with criticism in Arabic centred around poetry in general,
54He concentrated more, however, on the Classical poetry. The two poets

of modern times with whom he was most concerned were Hafiz; and Shauqui, 

but he also wrote on Haji, *AIi Mahmud Taha? Fawzi *1-Ma*luf■and others.

It must be observed here, however, that Taha Husain, in "his criticism of 

younger writers„„,0is not so much the detached observer as the self-
rr

appointed mentor,"

Taha Husain1s application of Western scientific methods to the study 

of the Classical poets was a vital and admirable contribution. Firstly 

he helped to recreate for the Arab reader a whole new picture not only of 

the poets about whom he worte and their personalities but also of their
r f'

background with the many forces that were at play in it.^0 Secondly he 

was the first important modern author to throw shades of doubt on the 

seemingly infallible authenticity of the Classical poetry. This authen

ticity had been questioned during the Classical period by authors like Ibn 

Qutaibah, Ibn Sallum , and al-Asma'i, but in recent times it took on quite 

a different aspect when brought to light by Taha Husain in an age of 

Classical sanctimony. With the early appearance of Fi x l~^hi‘r al-Jahili 
in 19^5 the sanctimony which the Classical poetic contribution had acquired 

in the flush of revival and re-discovery, met a challenge which was under

stood by a great number of readers, unreasonably, as aimed at shattering
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its foundations. Deep psychological factors as well as ignorance and

fanaticism combined to make of Taha Husain's accusation of spuriousness

in al-Jahili literature a threat to the Arab heritage as a whole. Although

there is a great scope for quiet objective controversy concerning Taha

Husain's conclusions, the immediate reaction was, typically, one of loud

protest and utter rejection. Nevertheless, the efforts of Taha Husain

in this respect were the first, most poxtferful and most studious examples

of challenge to a blind glorification of the past. They helped greatly

to shake the rigidity of preconceived concepts and were a great factor in

bringing about an early split between modernist and reactionary forces in

tho literary field.

Thirdly tho new scientific approach learnt first-hand from the West

and of which Taha Husain was the first and boldest protagonist, left a very

deep impact on the minds of his contemporaries as well as on the minds of

the following generations, Arabic criticism had always been subjective

and impressionistic, but from the time that Taha Husain came forward with
57the idea of 'objectivity', a word repeated and over-emphasised by him,

the word began to carry great significance and has been constantly used,

often affectedly, as a synonym of good criticism. But it must be pointed

out here that Taha Husain, despite the great service he rendered to Arabic

criticism in this field, leaned a great deal on tho subjective element in

criticism, namely his own aesthetic appreciation and estimation of a poet's

work. Although his judgment of the Classical poets was not free from this

subjective attitude, (witness his predilection for al-Ma'arri)^ he showed

even more subjectivity when dealing with contemporaries, Cachia comos to

the conclusion that, in the field of Western scholarship, Taha Husain's
59real achievement was the "negation of past prejudices", ils for arriv

ing at real scientific judgment he concludes that "what he has brought to 

Arabic criticism is not tho objectivity he set out to find, but a 

subjectivity which, in aim at least, confines itself to literature. It
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cannot bo made proof against prejudice, but its prejudices will be literary, 

not religious or racial or personal e"^

However, what is important here is to try to discover how great was 

the impact of Taha Husain's criticism on the development of modern Arabic 

poetry. One can safely say that Taha Husain was at his best when dealing 
with dead poets. Some social entanglement, personal prejudice or a school

master attitude have helped to lessen the value of his criticism of modern 

poets. Aside from the fact that the Classical poetry was still largelj^ 
unexplored and in dire need of a re-judgment by modern standards (a task 
which lie undertook to do), the contemporary poetic field, with the exception
of the poetry of Hafiz and Shauqi, did not seem sufficiently worthwhile

61to merit his constant attention. The time was too early, it seems, for 
a critic to foresee imminent poetic changes and to help bring them about 
more quickly, Tho forces playing within the art itself wore more rapid 
than tho capacity of the modern critics in the twenties, thirties and 

even forties to foresee. The poets»partly instinctively, were trying 

their inexperienced hands on new experiments which were largely premature 
and unsuccessful and the only approach a scholar-critic like Taha Husain 
could adopt was that of an impatient don. He was not a poet for whom 
the development of Arabic poetry was a personal concern. What narrowed 

the field of modern poetry for him was the fact that he, like the other 
Egyptian critics and men of letters of his generation, hardly looked

outside Egypt for any new material that might need evaluation and
n . 62 analysis,

Taha Husain's ideas on poetry itself vary from his firm attitude 
regarding the importance and indispensibility of rhyme, metre and a good 
choice of words, to his insistence that literature must reflect life 
and that tho poet and writer must enjoy the freedom that enables them to 
express themselves unhampered by fear, social and literary prejudice or 
dogmatic conceptions,^ He was among the first writers to raise this
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question which is still at the heart of the literary discussion today.

Despite his knowledge of French and Classical Greek literatures,
Taha Husain fell into the traditional Arah mistake of limiting words to

their immediate connotations, which was a deformation of his intuitive 
65taste. He came to prefer "the exact and explicit rather than the 

66evocative." Although this set a had example in modern Arabic criticism,

confirming a traditional weakness, ^  it did not present a major issue in

his criticism of the poetry of tho thirties and early forties, for the
articles he wrote show, in general, a sound judgment. His main ideas

on *Ali Mahmud Taha and Ibrahim Naji, for example, prove themselves in

retrospect not too far from the truth. He regarded *Ali Mahmud 'J'aha 
—  68 —superior to Naji. Naji he described to be a poet of good but only

average talent.^

Among the first generation of Western educated critics in Egypt,

Taha Husain remained the most liberal and modern in his conceptions on 
poetry. His attitude towards the free verse movement which flourished 

first in the fifties is not the firm and assured attitude of a pioneer who 

knew the whole secrets of the game, but the attitude of a liberal-minded 

critic who understood that the dimensions of art could not be decided and 
drawn forever. He did not feel at home in the new era that had dawned 

on Arabic poetry, but knew that he must not reject it. From his general 

attitude one can sense that he felt that the new poetry, in its better 
examples, was perhaps the successful culmination of a long-term experi
ment. He nevor volunteered to give a final judgment but rather gave his

69opinion m  vague and general terms, encouraging innovation but not
70attempting a direct assessment or criticism of tho new poetry which his 

equally famous contemporary, al-cAqqad, was condemning in such loud 
terms
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Footnotes
1o Daif declares that al-fxqqad, Shukri, al-Mazini and others failed as 

poets, Shauqi, p.118.
2. Al-Zayyat, a younger contemporary of al-Manfaluti descrihes how people

turned their unparallelled attention to him as soon as his writings 
began to appear in Al-MuTayyad periodical, "Mustafa Luj;fi ’ 1- 
Manfaluti, bi Munasabat Dhikrahu ’ 1-PThalithah *Ashrah", Al-Risalah,
No.210, 12th July, 1937, p°1122.

3° Salamah Musa writing in 1923 asserts his popularity at the time, 
"Mustafa Lutfi ’l-Manfaluti", Al-Hilal, November, 1923, No.32, 
ii, 156; Gibb, writing at the end of the twenties, asserts the same 
thing, ’’Studies in Contemporary Arabic Literature, II, Manfaluti and 
the ’New Style”’, B.S.Q.A.S. , 1928-1930, V, ii, 316̂  Ramadi, writing 
in the fifties declares him to be still popular, A* lam, P°73; Daif, 
writing in the same decade asserts the same, A1 ■-Adab_a_l-_*Arabi] p.230°

4° Most writers agree on the merit of his style., See Salamah Musa,
Q'jDooit. , p. 1555 Gibb, "Manfaluti and the New' Style", p.317, Ramadi,
A lam, pp»75f 78 and 77; al-Zayyat, op,cit., Al-Risalah, Nos. 210,
12th July, 1937? p.1122 and 214, 9 ^  August, 1937, p°1282; Daif, 
opc cit., ppo202, 203, 204-5, 206) Marun Abbud, however, writes most 
disparagingly of his style, see Judud wa Qudama’ second edition, 
Beirut, 1963, PP°102-3, 112-3, 250-3° Al-Mazinx attacked him in [:1c 

ql~*Aqqad * o)book Al-DTwan fi 1 i-Naqd wa 'l-Adab, Vol.II,
Cairo, 1921, pp, 3-32 ° "'WoweVBr~t~~al̂ TA<̂ a~cL~'in~ Mura jaf at f i ’ 1-Adab
xva ’I-Funun, Cairo, [1926], pp. 172-7, admits rather hesitantly his 
achievement of modernity of style but denies him enough credit for it, 
for it was, in his opinion, only due to an appropriate moment of time, 
not to courage and good choice.

5° On the fact that he knew no foreign language see Ramadi, A*lam, p.76;
Gibb, "Manfaluti and the New Style", loc.cit.

6. The intermediaries translated the text into simple, unlitcrary Arabic
which al-Manfaluti re-wrote; see Ramadi,loc.cit., Daif, Al-Adab al- 
/Arabi, p°229°

7° Al-Manfaluti came early under the influence of the Syro-Egyptianized
school and their translations from Western literature, getting 
acquainted through Parah Antun and Al-Jami ah magazine with Rousseau, 
Hugo and other Romantic writers, see Najm, "Al-Funun al-Adabiyyah"
P°319°

8° Which he translated into a novel entitled Al-Shafir or Cyrano de
Bergeraco

9° Which he translated into a novel entitled FT Sabil al-Taj.
10. Which he translated into a novel (probably his most famous) entitled

Majdulin, aw Tahta Zilal al-Zaizafun.
11. Which he translated into another very famous novel entitled Al-?adIlal.L- 

or Paul wa Virgin!°
12. On the Romantic mood of the society in Egypt at the beginning of the 

century, see Anwar al-Ma*addawi * Ali Mahmud Taha, al-SjiafjLr wa ’ 1- 
Insan, Baghdad, 19̂ 5> pp°10-1, 12, 23-9°

13° LuwTs *Awad, Dirasat fi Adabina ’l-Hadith, p. 158° . *Awarl
also cites al-ZayySt with al-Manfaluti as an originator of the 
Romantic mood, ibid. 5 so does al-Ma' addawi, op.cit., p.26, mentioning 
two translated Romantic works by al-Zayyat, namely Flam Verier and
Raphael. But al-Zayyat’s style is too Classical to allow the natural
flow of Romantic feelings, the balanced, symmetrical sentences holding 
in check the spontaneous warmth of the kind that overflowed from the 
pen of al-Manfaluti; for a criticism of his "symmetrical" stylo, see 
M. Mandur, MTzan, pp.22-4°
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14* Ramadi, A *lam, p. 77*
15* Daif, Al-Adab al-fArabi, p.229»
16. See what al-Zayyat says about himself and his own generation as 

quoted by al-Ma*addawi, op.cit., pp.23-25*
17* Gibb sayss "The inquiet, struggling, groping spirit of the age found 

characteristic literary expression in the work of Sayyid Mugtafa 
Lutfi al-Manfaluti”, loc.cit..

18. For a detailed record of the reflection of social and political
events in modern Arabic poetry see al-Maqdisi’s Ittijahat. In this 
book al-Maqdisifs interest is centred on this, and the poetry quoted 
or mentioned is never selected or judged.
OP«oit.. PP*36-37*

20. Ibid.
21 • PP-33-34*
22. See Gibb, opvoit., p.317*
23. Writers on Arabic thought might disagree, at first sight, with this

statement, for restlessness and a contemplative, sometimes rebellious 
attitude towards certain norms of life had been expressed even before 
Shauqirs generation. But I am not assessing here the development of
Arabic thought among a select intelligentsia, only the general mood
of the eras concerned which manifested itself in popular reactions.

24* On his "natural tendency ... to melancholy and sentimentality" see 
op.cit., p.313.

25. Najm, "Al-Punun al-Adabiyyah", p.319*
26. P. Cachia, Taha ffusayn, p.29*
27* In this context al-*Aqqad also says; "If we surveyed Arabic poetry

from the end of the nineteenth century till the middle of the
twentieth, we would not fail to see that it carries the influence of
every poetic school / i n  the WestJ this appearing in both theme 
and manner of approach." Prom Al-Lughat al-Sha*irah, Cairo, 1960, 
p.158.

28. Is*af al-Nashashibi, in his speech, op.cit*, says "If Cairo is not
the political centre of the Arab world, ... it is the literary ^al-
lughawiyyah7 capital ..." Speaking of the literary renaissance he 
said, "There came Mahmud ̂ 1-Barudi/, then this genius of poetry, 
Alynad Shauqi, then Ai-Muqtajaf, and then this Arab Egyptian 
heirarchy who count among their numbers the greatest writers, poets 
orators, critics, thinkers, scholars, theologians and artists, each 
of them being great in his own field ..• all this will not pass away
so long as there is Egypt in the world."

29. Ibid.
30* Gibb, "Studies in Contemporary Arabic Literature, III, Egyptian 

Modernists", B.S.Q.A.S., 1928-1930, V, iii, 466.
31. *Umar Daqqaq, op.cit., p.106.
32. See ibid., pp.107-8.
33* Ibid., pp.IO8-9.
34* Al-Shauqi,yyat, I, 1-20.
35* Ibid., p.1.
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36o For a single example from Hafiz see his poem "Misr" s Diwan Hafiz, II,
89-94-

37» See Diwah al-Khalil, III, 166-7°
38. Cachia says, op.cit., p°42 "The impetus towards emulation of the West 

was already overwhelming, and retreat from it unthinkable
39° Cairo, 1933, p.6 et seq.
40° Ibid., p°29; see also Hourani, op°oit°, the chapter on 'J’aha Husain,

especially pp.31-2°
41° See Fi rl-Haycit wa '1-Adab, Cairo, n.do, pp.74-6; also Al-Yaum wa 

'l-Ghad, Cairo, 1927, p.2̂ 6.
42a See So Musa, .ibid*? pp»23Q~8, 250"2 ot passim.
43° See Shafxq Jabri, Muhammad Kurd *Ali, Institute of Higher Arabic

Studies, Cairo, 1957, p°62, on Kura Ali's resentment because his 
work was neglected by Egyptians; also pp.63 and 64, see also Ma'ruf
al-Ras&fi, Dfwan al-RasSfi, 6th edition, Cairoy 1959, P°171? for a
poem expressing resentment against what he called Egypt's "fanatic”
neglect of non-Egyptian contribution. Many more examples could be
cited here but these examples by two of the most famous authors of
the period, one Syrian, the other Iraqi, should be sufficient.

44* From Al-{AqqSd, Dirasah wa TahlXl, by several writers, ed. by Khalil 
al-Tuni si, Cairo, /prob° after 1961 and before 1964/, p°232.

45- See Ala al-Mihaklc pp°16-26 for a lengthy comment on the subject.
460 These will be discussed fully in the chapter on al-fAqqad.
47. Gibb, A.JUCUA.S. ,7, ii, 312,
4o. Cachia, op.cit., pp°37 a*id 177°
49° lbid., p.37°
50o See what Gibb says about his style, B.S.O.A.S. , V, iii, 457-.
51 * See Hourani, op_._oit., p.326.
52. Cachia, op.cit^p.179°
53° Ibid.
54° See Ma* Abi ftl-̂ Ala' FT Sijnihi, Cairo, 1930, Taj did Hhikra Abi

'!-* Ala', Cairo, 1937? and gaut Abi 11- Ala1, Cairo, T944? his bulky
book Ma al-Mutanabbi, Cairo, 1936, Ms^famous and controversial book 
Fi Tl̂ Sh'î  r al^Jahill, 1925 which he republished with additions under 
the title Fi ' 1-Adab al-Jahili, Cairo, 1927? his first twbf' volumes 
of Hadith al-Arbi a1, Cairo, I and II, 1937? and his many essays and 
lectures^on Classical poets mainly of the Abbasid period. See Min 
Hadith al~Shi*r wa '1-Nathr, Cairo, 1943 (first published Cairo 1938) 
for articles on Abi Tammam, pp.94-112, al-Buhturi pp.113-133? Ibn 
al-Rumi 134-154 and Ibn al-Mu tazz, 155-176°

55° Cachia, op.cit., p.180.
56. Ibid., p.167,
57° Ibid., p.137°
58. See ibid., p.175°
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59» Cachia, ibid., p.137 says "The negation of past prejudices is all 
that Taha Husayn's Cartesianism may be said to consist of."

60. Ibid., p. 142. However, Taha gusain himself admitted favouritism for 
Hafig; against Shauqi, see Hafiz wa Shauqi, pp.177-8; moreover, his 
speech on - al-cAqqad in 1934>op;'cit,, shows a certain impulsiveness
on his part. There are several examples of this throughout his 
career. Cachia, on p.175s gives an example of political prejudice 
in Taha Husain's violent condemnation of Mahmud Abu al-Wafa's poetry,
(Hadith al-Arbica', III, 210-9)°

61. In Hadith al-Arbic a1, III, 210, he says that he feels deeply sad when 
he remembers how he used to be hard on Hafiz and Shauqi a few years 
earlier whereas now it has become easy to please critics , for all 
verse has become poetry and all prose has become literature.

62. He wrote, however, on Ilya Abu Madi's Al-Jadawil, Hadith al-Arbic a',
III, pp.220-7 and on Fawzi al-Macluf's cAla Bisat al-RIHT ibid,
pp.201-9, underestimating the former but praising the latter very 
highly.

63. See Fi 'l-Adab al-Jghili, pp.343-8.
64° See IChisam wa Naqd, 2nd edition, Beirut, 1960, pp.8-11.
65. Cachia, op.cit., p.178.
66. Ibid., p.179° j
67° Examples of his literacy- mindedness are several; for a single example

see Hadith al-Arbica', III, his comment on the title of M. Abu al-Wafa's?
diwan, Anfas Muhtariqah which he translates literally as "Burning 
breath" saying, "I do not like the title, nor do I understand what 
is meant by it, for people's breath is always burning, and so is the 
breath of animals. It would have been sufficient for him to call 
his diwan The Breath p.212. See also Cachia, op.cit.,
pp.178-9 for a fuller description of his blunders, especially his 
comment on Naji.

68. Hadith al-Arbic a', III, 171o
69" Ibid., pp.170 and 171»
70. He had earlier encouraged cAli Mahmud Taha in his attempts to

innovate in the theme of Arabic poetry, saying, "Some people accuse 
our friend of Westernizing poetry, but I thank him for this ...
and see it an honour to Arabic poetry and an exercise to the 
Oriental taste and to the Arabic language." Hadith al-Arbic a', III, 
p. 165° See also his chapter "Al-Tajdid fi '.l~*Shicr" in his book
Min Adabina ^-M^asir, 2nd edition,Beirut, 1966, especially pp. 32,
34 and 35-6*

71. For an estimation of Taha Husain as a critic see also the article by 
Francesco Gabrieli entitled"Taha Husain Critioo", in Taha Husain,
a book published by the Instituto Universitario Orientale, Napoli,
1964-
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(iv) The Diwan Group

As has been said above, a large part of the critical theory on 
poetry was written in Egypt in the second and third decades of this century,, 
One cannot help but regret, however, that the poetic field in Egypt dxiring 
that time was devoid of a great avant-garde talent to give an authentic 
expression to all the enthusiastic outpourings of critical theory and 
protest„ The theory was learnt first-hand from Western sources, mainly 
Englisho The protest was mainly directed against the trenches of the neo

classical school, particularly against Shauqi and to a lesser degree, 
against jgafiz,, The first important protagonists of this critical movement 
in poetry were three friends who felt the urgent need for Arabic poetry to 

undergo a drastic change,, They were *Abd al-Rahm&nShukri (1886-1958)? 

Ibrahim Abd al-Qadir al-Mazini (1890-1949) and * Abbas Mahmud al-fAqqad 
(1889-1964)° Shulcri and al-Mazini met at the Khediwe Training College 
from which they both graduated in 1909? al-Mazini going to teach and Shulcri 
going to Sheffield University to study English literature„ Shulcri returned 
in 1912, and, with al-Mazini, met al-fAqqado These three began writing

simultaneously in al-Bayan magazine as well as in al-Jaridah newspaper,^
"and from that time the outlines of the new way in poetry and criticism 

2began to appear"„

The three came to be referred to as ’the English school' but the
name by which they are now known is the ’Diwan Group'„ They were well
versed in English literature and were acquainted with the literature of

3other Western countries„ However, they "might have benefited more from 
English criticism than from poetry and other genres of literatxire"This

This name does not seem appropriate, for it was given to th.e three with
reference to Al-Diwan fi ’l-Adab wa ’1-Naqd, the book of criticism
written by al- Aqqad and al-Mazini in 1921„ In fact Shukri was
mercilessly attacked in it„ However, this name will be used in this
worlc_because this is the generally accepted name. They are called the 
"Diwan G,Toup" by Mandur in his critical works, by ‘Abd al-‘Aziz al-Dusuqi 
in Jama at Apollo and by M»Z<. Sallam in his book Al-Waqd al-‘Arabi 
'1-Mu asir, Cairo, 1961.
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school, al-(Aqqad declares, was profoundly influenced by Hazlitt and his
5ideas on poetic theories,,

Shulcri, al-Mazini and al-*Aqqad are the writers who have laid the
6 4cornerstone of modern poetic criticism in Egypt, and, with Ih/aimah can be 

safely termed the first major writers on modern poetic theory in Arabic®

This is not to obscure, in any way*the modern, well-guided critical back

ground furnished by Mutran in the preceding decade, despite its modest voice® 

Its value, moreover, will not be diminished by the fact that al-*Aqqad 

denied Mutran any merit in the field, as has been mentioned above®

Shukri published his writings on the poetic concept in al-Bayan,
/al-Jaridah, al-Muqtataf and afterwards in Apollo® lie also wrote a forward 

to most of his diwans in which he discussed poetry and poetic standards® 

Shukri's critical as well as poetic activity was at its strongest in the 

second decade of this century® Between 1909 and 1918 he issued seven 

diwans® In the third decade he suffered a relapse as a result, perhaps, 

of al-Mazini's bitter attack on him in A1-Diwan® Shukri, in the intro

duction to his fifth anthology, had written about the plagiarism of 

al-Mazini® Al-Mazini avenged himself in the first volume of Al-Diwan, not 

only reversing the high praise he had showered on Shukri in an earlier book 

entitled Shi*r Hafig (1915)? but going so far as to accuse Shukri of madness 

and to call him the 'idol of tricks' ? "Sanam al-AlaeibM •

Shukri lived a long life after that but his poetic energy seems to have
7waned considerably during the rest of his life.

Al-Mazini was of a different nature® His poetry as well as his 

early prose works reflect an erratic and fiery temperament® Gradually, 

however, this gave way to the sarcastic, humerous writings which made him 

deservedly famous for his humerous writings among Arab readers for several 

generations® His diwan entitled Diwan al-Mazini was published in two 

parts® The first appeared in 1913 with a preface by al-*Aqqad® The
Q

second appeared in 1917° It was in 1915? however, that he published tx̂ o
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critical works® The first was a treatise on poetry entitled Al-Shi*r,

.Ghavatuhu wa Wasa'iluhu (19*15) in which he discusses the methods and aims

of poetry® The second was a little hook of applied criticism entitled

Shi*r Hafî ;. In 1921 he published, with the collaboration of al-‘Aqqad,

his most famous critical work, the above-mentioned A1-Diwan, which appeared

in two consecutive vo;®jrtes® Other critical works by him were two

collections of articles, in 1924 and 1927? under the titles of gasad al-

Hashim and Qabd al-Rih respectively®

Al-‘Aqqad was the strongest and most versatile literary personality

of the three and his interest in poetry remained with him all his life®

Between 1916 and 1958 he issued ten anthologies of poetry,^ attempting

experiments in poetry to demonstrate his theories® His writings on poetry

began earlier® It has been said that he had written on the unity of a
10poem as early as 1903® In 1912 he issued Khulasat al-Yaumiyyah in which

he collected his articles on literature and life® In 1913 two anthologies

appeared for which he had written the introductions® These were the

second anthology of Shukri and the first anthology of al-Mazini® In these

introductions, entitled "Al-Shi‘r wa Mazayah" and "Khawatir ‘an al-Tab‘ wa
11'l-Taqlid'' respectively al-fAqqad had opportunity to introduce the new 

poetic theories which he was to expound over the years® Other articles 

by al-*Aqqad on poetry and the poetic theory continued to appear either 

as introductions to his own anthologies or as separate articles® His 

above mentioned book, al -Diwan, was succeeded by several other collections 

of essays which often included several articles on poetry® These 

collections include al-Eusul published in 1922; Mutalafat fi 'l-Kufcub wa 

* 1-Hayat, 1924; Mura.ja ‘at fi ’ 1-Adab wa .*1-Funun, 1925; Sa‘at baina *1- 

ICutub, 1927° His interesting book devoted to the history of modern 

poetry in Egypt was Sh‘uara* Misr wa Bi'atuhum fi '1-Jil al-Madi (1937) 

has been discussed above® Later on, in 1955? another collection of

* Only works relevant to this study are mentioned®
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articles on poetry and literature appeared under the title of Ash tat Mu .It ami- 
‘at fi 1I-Lughah wa *I-Adab, and in i960 he published Al-Lughala al-Sha‘irah® 

Moreover, al~‘Aqqad, true to the fashion of his generation, wrote 
also on some of the Classical poets® A book on Ibn al-Rumi appeared in 

1931s another on *Umar Ibn Abl Rabi‘ah in 1943 and a third on Jamil 
Buthainah in 1944° Writings on other Classical poets were also included 
in his several collections®

The rebellion of the three poet-critics was marked by two main 
features® Firstly it was timely. The neo-Glassical school had been 
confirming a concept of poetry which, had it continued in the field alone, 

would have entrenched itself so strongly that to arrive at modernity would 

have become an extremely arduous task® Backed by Shuaqi1s talent, it had 
acquired a great hold on the minds and hearts of the Arabs, more especially 
so because it was almost the only form of poetry that had undergone a 

thorough revival in modern times. The issue of the moment was the 

introduction of tools that would be able to destroy the trenches of the 
neo-Classical school and form the basis on which a more gifted generation 
of poets might build a new poetic structure® With ridicule, with bitter 

unrelenting argument and an enthusiasm for poetry bordering at veneration, 

they were able to draw the attention of their contemporaries to the vital 
issues at hand®

Secondly the rebellion of the three critics seems startlingly sudden® 

For despite the background furnished by Mutran*s mild theorizations on 
poetry, their break-away from oppressive, old-fashioned, ruling ideas on 
poetry, as it manifested itself in their critical writings, was dramatic 

and complete® To them the neo-Glassical poetry, which was at its peak in 
the second decade, was devoid of all the prerequisites of good poetry®
The works of Shauqi and Hafiz, the two greatest protagonists of the neo- 

Glassical poetry in Egypt (and in the case of Shauqi in the whole of the 

Arab world) suffered strong direct attacks from them®
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But although they spoke in decisive terms on the 'ideal' poetry, 

they were not able to break away in their own poetry from some of the worst 

defects of the traditional verse which they criticised (the dogmatic 

expression, the parcelling of thoughts and ideas into geometric divisions,

the sudden introduction of aphorisms that end with the two hemistich , verse,
12etc.)® This is accounted for perhaps by two factors? irstly that they 

had a limited poetic talent, and secondly because the strength of the poetic 

tradition prevented them from putting into practice the theories they formed 

and the critical ideas they read and propagated. The forces operating 

within the art itself do not always coincide with the growth of the 

theoretical knowledge about that art. When an art is alive, there is 

always a process of development and deterioration that prompts change and 

progress. It arrives at a point of saturation and rejection and then

a need for new methods and attitudes appears. So long as an art is alive 

there is a perpetual search for forces of renewal and restoration® Two 

things, which are not necessarily interdependent, can hurry the process of 

growth: the appearance of a genius in the field, and the knowledge of new

artistic tools and methods. But the process, nevertheless, cannot be 

over-hurried before the art is mature enough to assimilate it in natural 

form®

This theory by no means ignores or belittles the relationship of 

poetry to social and political change. This is where the expression 

'living art1 finds its meaning and emphasis. For an art is alive only 

when it thrives within a living society, a society that itself yields to 

change and development and is open to new ideas and influences. Yet the 

relationship, the interaction between social change and poetic development 

is not such a closely connected one as it might seem; for aesthetic 

standards, especially those which have become deeply rooted in the 

aesthetic concept of a people, are very slow to undergo change, as has been 

discussed above. Modern Arab critics and writers on modern Arabic poetry



have tended nearly always to link it with political and social happenings®
In doing this they have overlooked the fact that the process of creativity 
and the use of artistic tools do not yield immediately to every change in 

the environment, hut are rather more slow in their adaptation to such 

changes® The division of the history of Arabic poetry in Egypt, for 

example, into well defined periods and turning points at such dates as 1882, 

1919 an(I 1952 would be a severe parcelling of artistic growth which arrives 
at absurdity® Revolutions do awaken the emotional impulses of a people, 

but the immediate activity that might be seen in art as a result of the 
political upsurge of life need not be linked directly with real artistic 

growth® And although it might help at times to forge definite changes in 
poetry, it might be sometimes limited to an increase in the quantity of 
poetic production on the one hand, and to the introduction of new themes 

on the other® In fact the political promptings in modern Arabic poetry 

have sometimes helped towards its levelling down, the national theme often 
becoming a passport by which the mediocre were admitted to the poetic field 
with a resultant levelling down of the standards of aesthetic appreciation® 

The general trend which characterised the poetry of the three Diwan 
poets was the subjective trend® Their verse was the expression of personal 

feelings and ideas and there is a genuine attempt to get rid of the neo
classical poet’s involvement with the 'public event’ and the outer periphery 

13of life® The introduction of the emotional, subjective element into

poetry was a great step forward and the greatest achievement of these poets®
Their poetry could be regarded as a stepping stone to the poetry of
experience which was to be written a little later® Its lack of permanence
or even of immediate genuine success does not diminish the importance of its
intermediate position®

The Romantic mood, which had begun to settle itself on the society
was caught by the three poets, but only to a limited degree. They are
* These are the dates of the Arabist revolution, and of the 1919 a*id 1952 
revolutions in Egypt®
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described, as an angry, hesitant and self-centred group, afflicted with
14- 15anxiety and with what some writers call 1 the malady of the age1,

Shukri, who was the most genuine poet of the three, depicted the state of

mind of the Egyptian youth of his class in what appears to he an original
< —  16 prose work entitled I ‘tirafat "Confessions11 which he published in 1916°

17Mandur believes the book to be the best of its kind in Arabic, In this 

book the Egyptian youth is depicted as a collection of day dreamers, They
are described as spineless, self-conceited, impatient, suspicious and 

plaintive, They suffer from feelings of despair and are incapable of 

systematic thinking. The world itself is depicted as a place of trouble 
and boredom. In fact the book, as Mandur presents it, seems to be a 
document on the social and psychological state of the nation, reflecting 
the feelings of despondency and despair which the Egyptian youth was 
experiencing at the time,^

Yet despite all this, this group of poets was not able to give a 
firm confirmation to the Romantic mood in poetry. Although al-Mazini and
Shukri reflected the Romantic mood in the bulk of their poetic works, they 

did so crudely, for their poetic tools were too weak to assimilate it 

successfully into art. Their poetic expression remained analytical and 

direct, lacking the evocative power and infective warmth of later Romantic 
poetry. It was very emotional but seemed, nevertheless, to reflect a pose, 
a sort of acquired attitude not rising spontaneously from experience. This 
merits notice, for the life of these two poets and their personalities 

proclaim the truth of the mood they were trying so hard to reflect in their 

verse. Partly from lack of genuine talent, partly because of the 
resistance of the tools of Arabic poetry at the time, which was then at the 
peak of its neo-Classical period, their genuinely unhappy mood was unable 
to reflect itself successfully in poetry.

But the attention drawn by this group to their persistent writings 
on poetry was vital. Ever since the days of the Syro-Egyptian writers,
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"there had grown in "the atmosphere a general esteem for Western critical 

standards. The three critics opened, in the name of modern concepts 

borrowed mostly from the West, the campaign against the old poetic concepts 

and came out with new ideas on poetry, its essence and its value. They 

insisted on several points concerning poetry the most important of which 

was their call that poetry should probe deep into the self and get its 

inspiration from human experience., Moreover, they urged the poets to
19search for the essential in things and refused, on the theoretical level,

the poetry of occasion and of public events. Above all they insisted on

the unity of the poem.

Shulcri seems to have been the guide to the other two in poetic
20theory at the beginning of their careers. His ideas are propagated by

the other two in many articles that have been written on the poetic theory,

with some variations. Many interesting and important points are discussed

by Shulcri in several introductions which he wrote to his different

anthologies, especially to the third, fourth and fifth. Of particular

interest is his introduction to the fifth anthology, published in 1916,

in which his full theory on poetry is manifest. It is "varied and 
21extensive", its greatest importance lying in its modernity, for one can 

recognise in ShukriTs ideas the basis of many of the ideas advocated by 

contemporary critics in the Arab world. This, however, should not be 

taken as a proof that Shukri*s waitings on poetry did spread much beyond 

Egypt, for the poet does not seem to have exerted much direct influence 

beyond the limits of his own country. It is only a proof of ShukriTs 

earlier assimilation and interpretation of a Western critical education 

from which other poets also were to benefit later on.

The influence of the English Romantic school on Shukri is very 

apparent. Reading his ideas, one immediately meets with a new attitude 

towards poetry. The role of poetry is elevated. The poet’s place in
22life is lofty and distinctly different from that of the ordinary person.
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"The true poet sees that poetry is the most glorious thing he can do in life

and ^believes^ that he was horn for it and that it is not a complement to
23his life hut its very essence.,” From now on we shall encounter writings

on poetry that elevate the poet's role and regard poetry as a revered branch

of arto One gets the impression, however, that Shukri wrote in this strain

more out of fascination with the Romantic ideas on poetry than out of a

really deep understanding of the subject. The stigma of immaturity appears
24in his own writings on the subject and also in those of his two friendSo

Shukri's idea, for example, that "every genius in poetry is worthy of being 
25called a prophet" seems to the modern reader merely a statement said for

the sake of glorification rather than as the result of a true understanding

of the role of the poet as a prophet predicting the true feelings and 

aspirations of his society., There is nothing in Shulcri's poetry to show 

that he understood the word "prophet” in this or in any other such 

significant context.

Poetry in his opinion "penetrates deep into the soul and strips it 

of its secrets” Again there is nothing in his poetry to show that he 

was able to penetrate deep into the realms of the soul and record the kinds 

of conflict, emotional and spiritual, that might take place there., On 

the contrary, his poetry has remained on a rather superficial level- He

has been able to reflect in its greatest bulk feelings and experiences of

a subjective nature, and to establish in poetry some link with the human
27 28

heart, but he has been able imUj rarely to delve deep into the self and

strip it naked to the world. This is a very interesting point if we

compare his poetry with his revelations in his original prose work I*tirafat,

mentioned above. Here in prose Shulcri roved freely, depicting an explosive

contour of society as he experienced it, bringing to the fore his dark

impressions, hatred, revulsion, despair and final condemnation as he was

never able to do in poetry. This is again a proof that the poetic tools

were not sufficiently flexible in the hands of the poets of the time and
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could not be manoeuvred to the best advantage.. Most of Shukri's poetry-

gravitated around the love theme and the greater part of this follows the

traditional bent of love-poetry in Arabic; the playful or plaintive tone,

the game of words, the pseudo-fascination with 'purity', the repetitive and

limited experience.. The poet's capability of introspection was accomplished

only in part* He spoke of personal experience but was not able to pave the

way in poetry towards real emotional veracity*

In fact Shulcri's poetry has proved difficult to judge by the critics

of the thirties and forties., Mandur, the most sober critic among them,
29seems to falter in opinion when he tries to assess Shulcri's poetry. This 

might be due to the fact that his poetry hesitates on the threshold of art 

and is not always flagrantly inferior. But it contains numerous examples 

where traditional themes, banality, sentimentality, structural weakness, 

a prosaic style and an absurdity of diction prevail* The following 

examples show plainly his weakness of structure and his absurd use of words;

fJbf lS~ ~ ~ \ — —  ^o-
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It is probably with Shukri's poetry that the use of words in a weak 

structural context begins among several poetic innovators in Egypt* He 

has a strange, non-poetic diction and phraseology that can only be explained 

by the fact that he was trying hard to engineer a change in the traditional 

use of language but, owing to a limited capability, was unable to achieve 

his goal* Although his use of language is sometimes correct from a 

lexicographer's point of view, the words seem out of place and precariously 

situated in the sentence* There is nothing here of Shauqi's glorious use 

of words nor of his powerful sentence formation* However, it is simple 

to understand Shukri's dilemma* His rebellion xvas directed particularly 

against Shauqi's methods of poetry-writing, of which language x̂ as an
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especially important element<> But only a poet as equally endowed as 

Sliauqi himself, could have accomplished, single-handed, a revolution in 

the language of poetry which Shauqi had so strongly confirmed,,

A staunch believer in innovation, Shulcri made experiments with blank 

verse* The first poem in blank verse appeared in his first diwan whilst 

in his second diwan he included several poems in blank verse varying in 

length* In all these poems he followed the order of the two hemistiche

and improvised no methods to compensate for the loss of the habitual music 

at the end of the verse* The experiment failed completely* It was, 

it seems, too early for Arabic poetry to attempt an experiment with blank 

verse before it could undergo a change in the basic two hemistich. form*

For this form is too symmetrical and geometrically divided with regular 

cycles of rhythm in each verse* The verse seems to close at the end and 

to gather itself into one distinct entity* This is why, perhaps, it was 

regarded as a mark of perfection that each verse, which was a closed musical 

unit, should exhaust its own content of meaning* It is only the recurrent 

rhyme that makes the unifying element in poems of this form* No matter 

how a poem is -united in theme and spirit, the rigid, symmetrical division 

of the two hemistich verse- and its equilibrium seem to separate it from 

the other verses and to make it imperative to have the binding musical 

element of the rhyme* This is why "running on" in blank verse does not 

help the poet, so long as he sticks to the regular, two hemistich form.

This basic characteristic of the two hemistich form proved a barrier to the 

adaptation of blank verse as Shulcri used it*

Shukri, moreover, has an interesting discussion on the role of the 

simile and the role of the imagination in poetry* This is important, 

because the whole conception of the metaphor was to undergo a vital change 

in modern Arabic poetry and it is interesting to note the beginning of the 

discussion on image in poetry which flourished in the fifties and sixties* 

Shukri insists that imagination "is not limited to the invention of similes,
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but embodies other elements in the poem like theme, ideas and the general
36spirit of the poem". As for the simile, "it is never to he sought for

itself, because its value lies in its capacity to arouse a memory, a hope,
37an emotion ... or to reveal a truth". These ideas are very important

for those early days» They are in fact an attempt to put an end to the

linguistic play of words of the past generation of poets, whioh, despite the

efforts of the neo-Classical school, still lingered behind, even in some of

the best examples of their poetry,,

Among the ideas propagated by Shukri was the idea of the universality

of poetry. The poet "does not write for ... one special people but for

the human mind and soul everywhere. He, moreover, does not write £ only/
38for the present day but for every day and every epoch". These ambitious

ideas were also propagated by al-'Aqqad, as will be seen. Despite their

pretentiousness, they are a sign of the intellectual freedom enjoyed by 

poets and writers at the beginning of the century. Later on poetry would 

be regarded by many writers as a social function and would be related to 

the poet's patriotic sense of obligation,. Throughout several decades, the 

cry was to ring out insisting on the vitality of poetry as a propagator of 

national feelings and a record of national life, as will be shown later.

There is no sign of a direct influence by Shukri on the modern Arab 

poets outside Egypt. He is little known in the rest of the Arab world.

He published his anthologies mainly in the second decade. This was the 

time when Shauqi's pan-Arabic fame began to flourish, a fame which grew into 

colossal dimensions in the third and fourth decades and overshadowed any 

other poetry in Egypt of the kind Shukri was writing with its concern with 

the self, its quieter tones and above all its often weak phraseology. But 

the story must have been different with Egyptian poets who grew up to know 

Shukri and to read his poetry. Shukri enjoyed quite a good reputation in 

Egyptian literary circles during the second and third decades. The 

powerful campaign launched by him and his friends could not have failed to
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influence the younger generation of poets considerably., One can conclude 

that although Mutran might he regarded as the first innovator in modern 

poetry, Shukri was the first real rebel* He tried, as no one before him, 

to cleave a completely new path and argued the importance of poetry and the 

necessity of modernising it with vigour, courage and insistence.,

In his Al-Shi*r, Ghayatuhu wa Wasa’iluh, al-Mazini also sings the 

praises of the poet., But, like Shukri, there is nothing in his poetry that 

can fulfil the remarkable role he assigns to the poet as the guide and
■30

interpreter of sacred inspiration and divine wisdom* Unlike Shukri, he 

believed in a special language for poetry probably influenced in this by 

Diya' al-Din Ibn al-Athir’s ideas on the subject*^ The special regard he 

had for the language of poetry did not allow, above alltfor the decorative 

play of words prevalent in the poetry of former generations, and he condemns

it severely, insisting that words are never to be sought for themselves but
41 -are meant to draw an image or arouse an emotion* Moreover, al-Mazini’s

poetry succeeded in making a link with the human heart and in being the

expression of the emotions* In this, al-Mazini was in harmony with his

own ideas on the matter* Poetry, he had said, remains the product of the

emotions and feelings*^

A very important point is discussed by al-Mazini in this book* He

attacks poetic prose in no uncertain terms* ’’This problem," he insists,

"shows that a great ignorance has come over people and a drastic mistake is

being made by them* For how can prose be poetry? Yet most people in

this *o. country believe that metre is not necessary for poetry and that

there is some writing which is poetry but does not employ metre* This

stupidity * * * has driven some people to try this new kind of poetry thinking

that they have accomplished something good and have invented some new kind
43of art o** " This is interesting here, at this early date, for it shows 

that the argument against prose started quite early in Egypt*

In his book?Shi{r IJafiz al-Mazini’s attack on the older poet was
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■bitter and unrelenting., He regretted it afterwards*^ Yet this book, 

despite the apparent prejudice manifested in it, is of great value, for it 

is the first direct attack on any of the neo-Classical poet s., Only

an outpouring of vehement criticism pretending to be knowledgeable and 

confident as al-Mazini's did, could shake to any degree the firm traditional 

conception that people had of poetry and its role., Oblique, hesitant 

attacks from less pretentious sources could not have achieved much change 

in the conception of poetry at the time. It does not contradict this idea 

that al-Mazini in his book?A1-Piwan, revoked some of the main ideas he had 

put forward in this book, namely his great eulogy of Shulcri’s poetry which 

he described, in the first book, as the synonym of what modern poetry 
should be*^

Al-Mazini’s bitter attack on Shukri in A1-Diwan was prejudiced and 
46destructive,. The personal, bitter exposition of Shulcri, the prejudice^ 

the pretentiousness and the emotional argument are a relapse for modern 

Arabic criticism* It was the most vicious contradiction to the idea of 

objectivity in criticism with which Taha Husain had been trying so hard to 

convince the critics in Egypt*

In his poetry, al-Mazini was the most apparently Romantic of the 

three poets* An outpouring of Romantic pessimistic emotions, a surge of 

rebellious sentiments, his verse was an immediate divorce from the objective 

poetry where the personality of the poet disappears behind the public 

facade* Here is a poetry of the self, which is freed from the social 

restraint of a public minded generation* But this was the only divorce 

from the traditional poetry in al-Mazini’s experiment. His diction, his 

phraseology, his general poetic structure, still carried the mark of 

strength and traditional resonance of the neo-Glassical poetry with none 

of Shukri's faltering phraseology and hesitant expressions. There is no 

attempt in al-Mazini to bring about a change in the language* His 

possession of the poetic language rested on firm Classical basis and was not
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shaken even by his direct appropriation of some English poems with their 
47

n e w  t h e m e s .

B u t  d e s p i t e  h i s  d i s t i n c t  R o m a n t i c  t r e n d ,  a l - M a z i n i  w a s  u n a b l e  t o

l e a d  t h e  R o m a n t i c  t r e n d  i n  A r a b i c  p o e t r y .  T h i s  m a y  b e  d u e  t o  t h e  f a c t

that his poetry, while not showing any of the weaknesses of Shukrifs verse,

was not of a sufficiently high standard nor of a sufficient abundance to

emphasise his special quality on Arabic poetry.

The enthusiasm manifested in al-Mazinirs early writings on poetry

seems to have been inspired by outside factors rather than by a permanent 
48drive. Criticism with al-Mazini was a whimsical attraction, the result

of an impressionistic fascination with the world of ideas and theories.
49He admitted as to this later on. In fact his career, perhaps more than

that of any other man of letters of his generation, is a proof of the

influence of imported Western theories at that time on talent in the making.

There was an urgent need for a new kind of theory and for forging links

with foreign and more progressive fields. Al-Mazini was certainly a

talented man, but he fell early under the influence of Shukri who was

predominantly a poet. He took to poetry like him, but his true talent

did not discover its real channels early in life. The best humorous

writer in modern Arabic literature, he lost many years of his career

catering to a field (poetry and poetic criticism) which was not genuinely 
50 *his own.

* This was perhaps prompted by several factors. Firstly because poetry 
was still the noblest and most familiar literary field of the Arabs.
To be a poet was the highest literary achievement - an achievement sought 
even by some of the best established prose writers of the nineteenth 
century (Adib Ishaq, Abdullah al-Hadim^ etc., not to mention earlier 
nineteenth century writers such as al-Yasiji and al-Shidyaq) as well as 
by early twentieth century writers (the most prominent of whom was 
perhaps al-Manfaluti). Secondly al-Mazini*s special gift as a humdrous 
prose writer might have found it difficult to evolve at such an early 
date because of the lack of good examples of humerous prose in modern 
Arabic on which it could base itself. Only an inner growth and a 
literary maturity as well as years of practice as a prose writer could 
have brought on that special style which made al-Mazini so popular in 
his later career.
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His final change of tone from the emotional and erratic to the

sarcastically humerous is a great manifestation of a literary talent finally
51finding itself out of the labyrinth of imported ideas and methods-

Al-fAqqadTs career as a poet and a critic of poetry was the most 

constant of the three- A self-appointed guardian of the literary citadel, 

he kept loyal to the task throughout his long and fruitful life- Like 

al-Mazini, he tackled criticism both on the theoretical and the applied 

sides and beat the drum for modernism, truth, greater depth and a portrayal 

of the poet's self- Bent, not only on bringing about a revolution in the 

concept of poetry, but also on establishing himself as the leading poet in 

Egypt who could give the new poetry its best and freshest examples, he 

worked on three fields- The first, which was the most beneficial to 

poetry, was his writings on the poetic theory- The second was his applied 

criticism, which was violent, bitter and indiscriminating- It had 

therefore a double effect; for while it helped greatly to destroy the 

trenches of the neo-Classical school and was one of the foundations on 

which later criticism against traditionalism based itself, it could not 

set the proper example for objective, level-headed criticism- The third 

was the example he gave in his own poetry of the theories he advocated.

This was a drastic attempt- For his clear, modern and rich theories, 

his consciousness of the role he wished to play and his insistence on his 

own value as a poet could not help a poetry that was devoid of the basic 

elements of art- Yet he was able to create, in the minds of a generation 

thirsty for change and modernisation but hazy in vision and perception, a 

mental impression of his importance as a poet- This he might have achieved

because of the abundance of his poetic output on the one hand, and the 

strong, decisive and knowledgeable critical writings on the other- But 

the result was that a good number of critics and writers on poetry in 

Egypt accepted his poetry (and the poetry of al-Mazini and Shukri with him) 

as a synonym of what modernized poetry should be in Arabic- This caused 

a definite lowering of the standards of aesthetic appreciation.
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This point deserves discussion here because it was a serious 

relapse in the development of poetry in Egypt, and the development of 

aesthetic taste there, A strange confusion resulted in the field of 

applied criticism for modern poetic works in Arabic which has not yet been 

cleared away. Even Taha Husain participated in it, as we have seen. The 

whole Arab world was influenced to some degree by the trend, although more 

sober and selective critics were trying constantly to overcome it, Marun 

‘Abbud, the most original modern critic in Lebanon reacted to al-*Aqqadfs 

poetry with sarcasm. He took hold of several of al-'Aqqad’s anthologies 

(Hadiyyat. al-Karawan, £Abir Sabil, and Wahy al-Arba'in) and showed their

"inferiority11, giving examples that could leave no doubt as to the poor
52 5̂quality of their poetry, "This poetry is dry like wood", he exclaimed,

"It is hoarse and prosaic c. and lacks the moving power /of poetry/"^

He remarked on the curious discrepancy between al-*Aqqad’s theorisations on

"true poetry" and the examples he created to demonstrate them, "Al-£Aqqad

is like an eloquent priest who knows the Bible and all the Holy Books and

perfects the art of preaching ... but is hindered by his instincts from
55behaving according to what he teaches ... " There is no clemency from 

'Abbud on al-'Aqqad. "I read the introductions to his anthologies and

exclaim 'God bless %  I must be confronting a poet who is unrivalled., but

as soon as I cross the threshhold, I find poor poetry and imagine myself
5 6

reading the exercise books of practicing /[students/ in intermediate classes."

However, al-*Aqqa& continued to find support over the years from

Egyptian writers. Yet, it must be observed, his poetry was never able to

take any hold on the spirit of the majority of readers either in Egypt or

outside Egypt. With the years, despite his continuous efforts at poetry

writing which resulted in the appearance of several anthologies, his fame

as a thinker and prose-writer superseded his fame as a poet. In fact

al-£Aqqad has hardly been remembered as a poet in the last decades by most
57readers and students of poetry. There is no scope in this work to
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discuss al-#Aqqadfs place as a man of letters'^ as the writer of the famous 

■biographies, of the novel Sarah, of the numerous articles on general culture,
59

or of his contemplative, always argumentative writings on philosophic themeso 
It is only with his place as poet and writer on poetry that this work is 
concerned„

Among the writers on poetry in Egypt who realised the poor quality
of al- Aqqad’s poetry was, as one would expect, Mandur. He spoke in

— 61several places about the dry, intellectual nature of al-'Aqqad’s poetry,
62 63 ^ its prosaic structure, its didactic spirit, the tepidity of its emotions

6sand the banality of its vision. He insisted that al-'Aqqad’s poetio

nature was naive and direct, very different from the complex material of
66his intellectual writings*

Two diwans of al-*Aqqad’s should be mentioned here as an example of
the experiments that were being made in poetry in the fourth decade. These

are Hadiyyat . al-Karawan (1933) and *Abir Sabil (1937)* The first takes
its particularity from the fact that the whole diwan revolves around one

single theme: the karawan (curlew). Al-*Aqqad, in his introduction to
this diwan, wonders at the fact that one does not find any mention of this

bird in the poetry of the Egyptian poets, despite the fact that the karawan

is heard a great deal in the Egyptian sky. All that they mention in their

poetry, he says, is the sparrow and such like birds although they are not
heard nearly so often.

But the poetry in this diwan, like the rest of al-*Aqqad’s, is

annihilated by the intellect and its affected creations. In fact, this
— 67diwan suffered one of the strongest bouts of ridicule from *Abbud.

*Abir Sabil (The Wayfarer) iB based on another theory. In its
introduction al- fAqqad declares that ’’all that we clothe with our feelings
and engulf in our imagination and penetrate with our consciousness and imbue
with our worries, dreams and fears is poetry and a subject for poetry,

68because it is life and a subject of life'1. "The wayfarer therefore sees
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poetry, if he wishes, everywhere he sees it in the house he lives in 

and in the street he walks every day, in the shop windows, in the car 

hecause all these are linked with daily life and everything which is linked 

with human life is entangled in our feelings and therefore fit to be

The abortive attempt of al-'Aqqad in ‘Abir Sabil to picture scenes 

and little experiences from daily life, however, found a favourable echo

how aesthetic standards had already been levelled down among some well-known 

writers on poetry in Egypt„ To give a single example, Daif, in order to 

illustrate what he described to be al-'Aqqa&’s '’magnificent gift of 

changing into poetry ordinary things and surrounding them with a halo of

presumed sadness which the forsaken goods in a shop supposedly experience 

on a feast day. They yearn for freedom, they are frantic lest they get 

worn out from stagnation, they cry for help.? The banality, the ridiculously 

prosaic expressions and the great absurdity of meaning never strike Daif 

as examples of extremely bad poetry.. He is not aware of the fact that 

experience in poetry must spring from the human condition and not from an 

* An extract from the poem can easily show its absurdity and its poor

expressed /±n poetr£7o

TOin Egypto This shows, perhaps more than any other critical reaction

art and dreams", gives the example of his poem”The Shop Goods on a Feast 

Day1' n 3— ^  ̂  in this poem al-*Aqqad describes a

quality;

— UJI
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imaginary situation of inanimate objects* He accepts it, even years after 

its publication, as a great and original experiment aimed at modernising 

Arabic poetry* This is a strange and unhappy situation for a widely read 

writer on poetry like Daif* Years ago, Marun *Abbud raised havoc in 

Lebanon about this poem* "Is there no one.., in Egypt to advise this man? 

/al-f Aqqad/" he exclaimed in no uncertain terms*^

It deserves mention here that Mandur shows the greatest concern 

about Arabic poetry with regard to the influence of e ATbir Sabil on it.

He says, "We fear that the example of ‘ ATbir Sabil might draw Arabic poetry 

to the pit which it had reached before al-Barudi, when it was bent on
74dealing with petty subjects*" Mandur's fears, however, are completely 

without foundation, for he was writing in the fifties after Arabic poetry 

had paved its way successfully towards the deeper and more vital issues 

of the human condition*

Mandur believes that al-fAqqad was imitating Ibn al-Rumi in his 

description of simple things from daily life, especially so because Ibn
75al-Rumi "was one of his favourite poets whom he *** studied and analysed"*

However, it is more likely that he was influenced by Haalitt's ideas on the

subject* The similarity between the ideas he expounds in the introduction

to cAbir Sabil, (some of which are quoted above), and the ideas expressed by
T f)Hazlitt, his favourite English critic, on the subject, is striking*

Hazlitt says, "*.* There is no thought or feeling that can have entered into

the mind of man, which he would be eager to communicate to others, or which

they would listen to with delight, that is not a fair subject of poetry.

It is not a branch of authorship; it is ’the stuff of which our life is 
77made’*"'1

With regard to al-*Aqqad's experiments in poetry one can conclude 

that he was, in his early career, greatly fascinated with theory and 

novelty* His poetri^ was no real match to his well-guided insistence 

on destroying the trenches of fossilized poetic conceptions
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and doing away with the artificiality and the pompousness of the neo- 

Classicists. Although his poetry never gained a true audience, it often
7 Agained, and still does, a good amount of praise by Egyptian writers.

But as a critic of poetry al-fAqqad*s place was outstanding. His

criticism, however, despite the fact that it achieved ultimate results, had

several factors which hampered its immediate effectiveness. In the first
79place he was too bitter and violent in his applied criticism to be

immediately convincing. Thus he, like al-Mazini, could not help to lay

a good basis for objectivity in literary criticism. In the second place

his choice of target did not reveal a basic good judgment of genius. For

as has been mentioned he launched his attacks mainly on Shauqi, then at the

height of his poetic achievement, stripping him absolutely of all merit.^

His argument against Shauqi*s alleged weaknesses was often unconvincing and

carried sometimes the marks of willful prejudice. He never saw Shauqi*s

situation as a poet and never sensed the forces of circumstances and the

particular role poetry had to play before it could undergo with safety the
81changes he advocated. In his enthusiasm for the achievement of modernity

in poetry he overstepped the boundaries of what was possible in that 

particular time and place. In the third place, even aside from his lack 

of sound jiidgment, it was too difficult for the poetic situation in Egypt 

at the time to absorb his radical views. Although these views were 

perhaps the strongest and most effective stand which the avant-garde 

movement could adopt in order to achieve any results against an entrenched 

Classicism, the Classical conception of poetry, strongly confirmed by 

eminent examples of contemporary poetic contribution, was too deep-rooted 

to undergo immediately any important change. In fact al-*Aqqad in his 

critical theories tried to enter the world of modern poetry before it was 

possible for the Egyptian soil to allow it to grow.

In the fourth place al-*Aqqad showed signs of self-contradiction 

and a discrepancy between theory and application that at times arouses
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82astonishment<» However, this might have been nearly inevitable in the

circumstances, For this is the era not only of the prevalence of theory 

over genuine poetic contribution but also of the prevalence of theorisation
O

over practical applied criticism and real aesthetic appreciation of 

modern poets, Most of the Egyptian critics of the second, third and 

even fourth decades were at their best when dealing with Classical poets, 

When dealing with contemporaries they were often at a loss* Either 

through unmerited praise or through violent ridicule, they brought forward 

and confirmed a standard of poetic evaluation rather out of touch with real 

aesthetic principles, as we have seen with Taha £tusain's attitude towards 

some contemporary poets.

It is important to see in al-‘Aqqad not only the pioneer in 

introducing a new and different conception of the art of poetry, but also 

the pioneer in trying to clear the way for these conceptions by destroying 

the Classical citadel0 It is also important to see, clearly and with 

certainty, the strength and depth of the roots of Classicicism in the 

first few decades of this century. The conclusion would naturally be 

this: that if the power of neo-Glassicism manifested itself in Shauqi’s

superior position as the first and leading poet, then the attack itself 

should be equal in strength to the poetry it set itself to defame,

A new creed demands many conditions to survive, but most of all it 

demands an undivided attention and loyalty on the part of its propagators, 

as well as an unrelenting denial of everything contrary to its teaching, 

Al-'Aqqad's obstinate stand against the neo-Classical school and his 

unfading enthusiasm to the new 'creed* in poetry shows the importance and 

vitality with which the new concepts of poetry were imbued and the drastic 

change they a$imed at introducing,

Al-'Aqqad was aware of the violence of his stand against Shauqi, 

They were destroying the overwhelming illusions and involved intrigues,
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he explained, and how needy they were for violence to prove their 
84argument , His criticism of Shauqi is regarded as the greatest

36achievement of his career as a critic, J He summarised what he regarded

as defects in Shauqi's poetry into four main points: imitation, absurdity,

disunity of the poem and concern with the outer description of things not

with their essence,^

Al-*Aqqad insisted that Shauqi not only imitated the Classical poets

but also borrowed their meanings directly. He gave several examples of

what he saw as plagiarism in Shauqi, naming such poets as al-Ma'arri,

al-Mutanabbi, al-Sharif al-Radi, Muslim Ibn al-Walid and others as targets
82for Shauqi's free borrowings.

With imitation comes artificiality. Poetry, al-*Aqqad insisted,

should be the result of a natural and spontaneous talent. Otherwise, it 
88is sheer artifice. Artifice is therefore not the outcome of an artistic

89talent but of intelligence. In his opinion, Shauqi's poetry remarkably

abounds in artifice and does not express the poet's own experience, taste

or true emotions,^

Contemporary opinion in the Arab world can often be in favour of 
* — 91al- Aqqad’s views. But poets like Shauqi, although highly traditional

are not really imitative, in the sense that they do not copy the Classical 

poets to the loss of their own individuality and poetic personalities.

Some of the Classical attitudes which persisted in their poetry were, not 

an object of direct and deliberate copying - the work of intelligence and 

observation as al-*Aqqad would have us believe-but a part of the poetic 

personalities of the poets in question. The framework of thought, the 

emotional setting of the Classical poetry was not altogether foreign to 

their own framework of thought and emotional attitudes. They had adopted 

them long ago, in a most spontaneous fashion, and included them naturally 

in their own poetic equipment. The Classical poetry, moreover, was the 

only poetic tradition which they could follow. They borrowed their
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poetic strength from it, and this was, instinctively, the only thing to do 

at the time, Shukri, in the second decade of this century, failed as a 

poet when he laid himself open to the influence of English poetry on him.

His experimentation with the language of poetry as well as his experiments 

in blank verse failed drastically. We shall see how Abu Shadi, a younger 

contemporary of Shulcri, will also fall under the same influence and 

experience the same failure.

The persistence of the traditional emotional set-up in that period 

(i,e, in the last decades of the nineteenth century and the first decades 

of the twentieth) is an important characteristic and must be insisted upon

if one is to understand the aesthetic development of the modern Arabs, The

inherited emotional pattern was accentuated, in no small degree, by the 

Classical poetry itself which confirmed already existent attitudes and

emotional reactions and illustrated them with ready-made verses from

eminent Classical poets.

But another point, purely artistic, deserves discussion here,

Shauqi’s genius, although it had to limit itself, by force of time and 

poetic circumstance, to a traditional framework, was, nevertheless, creative 

within that framework itself. The question here is this: how can artistic

genius sparkle with creativity within such a framework? The answer must 

be deduced from the fact that we know that it does happen, that some highly 

endowed poets have created within the traditional setting, poets like 

Shauqi, Muhammad Mahdi al-Jawahiri, Badawi al~Jabal and others. There is, 

aside from the compatibility of attitudes between these poets and the 

Classical emotional make-up, a sort of a spontaneously induced emotional 

state where the spirit of the Classical poetry dominates the creative 

faculty. They do not copy it deliberately, as minor poets do. They are 

genuinely imbued with it. The reaction of the modern Arab reader of more 

traditional education to Classical poetry confirms this idea. Very often 

he is a part of its emotional set-up and his appreciation of it is more
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often the appreciation of the emotionally involved rather than of the 

aesthetically moved,, It must be asserted here that the Classical poetry 

is still a part of the living modern culture of a great number of Arabs* 

Without such an understanding , the whole story of contemporary poetry 

in the Arab world, its struggle and development, cannot be made clear*

This does not mean that traditionalism in poetry, even at the hands 

of highly endowed poets ,should not have been attacked and rejected* But 

al-^Aqqad’s mistake lies in his bad choice of examples from Shauqi's poetry 

to illustrate his views* Speaking of absurdity of meaning in Shauqirs 

poetry he says that it is manifold* It involves unlimited exaggerations, 

untruths, contradictions in meanings, a lack of logic and other defects*

But he was really unable to prove the absurdity of many of the verses he 

gave as examples* For a single example he gives this verse of Shauqi’s 

as a sign of absurd meaning 0 This is from his elegy 011 Mustafa Kamil s

(̂5— >*li— _ l s - I a  wU-s  —

saying that this was meant to be a wonderful expression of wisdom whereas
92it is mere artistry*

Al-*Aqqad insisted, in many places in his writings, on the unity of

the poem* In fact, he described the organic unity of the poem and he

might be the first writer who wrote on this subject in modern Arabic with
93 -such clarity and insistence* Mandur, however, takes a firm stand on

this and tries to disprove the importance of an organic unity in lyrical

poetry* "It is wrong to ask the poet for such a kind of unity," he says,

"the lyrical poem is built on scattered feelings and thoughts which can
94be arranged in many different ways,"' He went on after that to show the

I — QR flack of such unity in al- Aqqad’s poetry*" Al- Aqqadrs discussions of 

this topic were, however, to give fruit in later decades, and contemporary 

poets of the fifties regarded the organic unity of the poem a most important 

element in poetry as will be explained, Mandur, however, was the first 

modern critic with a Western education who argued the matter and rejected
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the "blind, acceptance of it as an infallible prerequisite of good poetry,

Al-'Aqqad urged the poets to go deeply into the essence of things

and to reflect in poetry the "vastness of the universe and the profundity 
96of life"# Poetry, moreover, must be authentic and reflect a poet’s

97spontaneous reaction to things, Shauqi was a master craftsman with no 

spontaneity or authenticity, This is a strong basis for a new poetry.

But al“‘Aqqad chose Shauqi as his target and could neither prove his super

ficiality through the examples he gave of his poetry nop could he apply the 

principles successfully to his own poetry. He also overlooked the fact 

that Shauqi expressed himself as did the normal Arab of his days, that he 
was a true measure of his generation’s outlook and its general mood. It 

is true that the poet often precedes his age and that he can write a poetry 

so advanced that it is understood only by a few within his community. But 

such a role was denied to Shauqi's genius, because it would have conflicted 

immediately with the important role he was destined to play as the 

revivalist of modern Classicism, On the other hand, al-*Aqqad’s insistence 

that the poet go inward into himself and there seek his inspiration, was 

not a broad call for Romanticism but a continuation of al-*Aqqad’s 

unrelenting attack on the neo-Classical poetry with its apparent neglect 

to portray the poet’s own experience and delineate a true picture of his 

private emotions or thoughts. His main objective was that the poet should 

portray his true attitude towards life and things and should come out with 

a philosophy of life as he himself saw it, not as a traditional stereotyped 

attitude,^

However, in al-*Aqqad’s open invitation to go back to the self, he 

overlooks a most important point. It is the difficulty, the extreme 

difficulty for the poet of the time to arrive at real self-knowledge, to 

traverse the long and arid stretch of the public front which poetry had 

known over many centuries, Evon away from poetry, it was difficult for

’Public’ here is meant to denote ’not personal1 and includes both court 
poetry and the poetry of the popular platform.
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the culture of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to free 

the individual from his own inner taboos and the imbued attitudes that 

expressed themselves in his spontaneous reactions to personal and social 

relations. One of the main struggles of modern Arabic poetry during the 

first half of the twentieth century was its struggle, conscious and 

unconscious, to pave its way towards emotional and spiritual veracity. If 

we go back to the nineteenth century we find that the issues aroused by 

al-ShidyaqTs original and courageous outgoing into a much wider horizon 

were neither of a spiritual nor of an emotional nature. They were 

intellectual, carried on with vigour and intensity. But even these 

beautiful attributes of courage and individuality collapse on the threshhold 

of poetry which is mainly the expression of emotions and attitudes, and only 

banality is manifest, Al-Shidyaq stumbles and falls, writing in stereo

typed fashion, in the old traditional way where stock emotions are called 

forth and let out in the poem. The same traditional way of feeling and 

emotional reaction is manifest, very clearly, in Rizq Allah gassoun, This 

poet, who in one anthology put in verse a number of Biblical stories, and 

in another translated allegorical tales from Russian poetry, when he came 

to speak about personal matters in poetry, could not help but relapse to 

traditional ways of thinking and feelings. It has been discussed above how 

he eulogized and satirized # in the old traditional way, and wrote poems

of longing and lamentations, always loyal to the poetic tradition.

Over and over again the Arab poet would find it extremely difficult 

first to go through emotional and spiritual experiences unique and individual 

in their nature, and thou to express them in poetry, ‘A'ishah al- 

Taimuriyyah (d,1902) could only manifest emotions and moods abundant in the 

poetic tradition, but there is a great probability that she did not actually

experience such emotions. For there is nothing in her up-bringing, her
99education or her life that could invite speculation or an outgoing of the

self towards new areas of experience unknown in those times,
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From going over the development of poetry in the nineteenth century

and the early decades of the twentieth one can discern the slow arrival at

self-discovery, the gradual growth of the individual's inner experience and

his deepening vision. This is a very complicated process involving many

aspects of growth, intellectual at first, then spiritual and emotional.

The first outgoings of the Arab individual from a strict traditional way

of life was accomplished by his discovery and rejection of the outer

shackles (political and social) that hampered his growth as a member of

society. And for the Arab literary artist this was his first rebellion,

his first exclamation of distress, his first call to freedom. It was
101expressed in a multitude of examples, both in poetry and prose.

Needless to say poetry was public and an echo of the communal self.

Numerous variations on the same theme were produced over the decades. 

Expressions and attitudes were repeated over and over again until they 

crystallized and were finally added to the hoard of stock words, phrases 

and emotions with which every language abounds. And later on, poetry, 

in its attempt to arrive at an expression of the inner life of the 

individual, of his private self, had to overcome, not only the traditional 

self but also the crystallized phrases and attitudes of a poetry long bent 

on the discussion of the outer shackles of life. This will be shown more 

clearly in the course of this work.

When al-fAqqad first attempted to pave the way of poetry towards a

greater fusion with the inner self, he had not anticipated two things.

The first was that the individual's discovery of a discrepancy between

himself and traditions, between life as he knew was being lived in more
102progressive parts of the world and life in his own society, was blunted 

to some extent by his own inner taboos and restrictions. The second was 

that poetry in Egypt in the first two or three decades was too steeped in 

tradition to be able to yield itself to a successful change in its emotional 

tones. The greatest proof of this argument is the poetry of the Diwan
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group themselveso For although it is true that they expressed personal

feelings in their poetry, : , . it remained considerably lacking in depth

and emotional maturity. Al-Mazini, in his rebellion against society,

expressed with great intensity his angry feelings, but, confronting the
101great forces that hampered his inner growth, he wanted to die. Shukri

thought that the solution for the problem of poetry to endeavour towards 

the expression of the poet's inner feelings was to write love-poetry. The 

greatest bulk of his poetry was concentrated, therefore, on the theme of 

love. He did not realise that it was not only the subject matter that was 

at stake, but the inner attitude of the poet. There is indeed nothing in 

his poetry of the burning experience of a richer and deeper soul.

Al-*Aqqad himself was never able in his poetry to approach anywhere 

near his strong intellectual writings. As Mandur said, his poetic nature 

remained naive and simple, despite its often intellectual context. But 

this is because in poetry it is not the intellectual context that determines 

the value of a poem, but the attitude and its depth and fertility.

However, al-fAqqad's writings on poetry remain the most compact 

document we have on what was going on in poetry in the Egypt of the second,
O' ^third and fourth decades. His series of articles entitled'Poetrv in Egypt 

can be regarded as the most useful and important writing on the condition 

of jjoetry in Egypt during the twenties. In these eight articles (he is

writing in 1927) al-*Aqqad traverses the field of poetry in Egypt describing
104 105the harvest (poor and meagre), the poetic concept (deficient and ignorant)

and the general attitude of a poetry trying to face, with limited tools

and limited knowledge, the new conditions of life in a changing society.

His contemporaries, he said, had several misconceptions about

modernism in poetry. The first of these was that they believed that

modernity ^as achieved by the description "of modern inventions like steam,
1 q6electricity, aeroplanes and other machines". He ridiculed this,

insisting that change in subject matter alone was no sign of modernity but
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that it was the inner attitude of the poet and the way he described things
107 -that decided his modernity* This is one of al-*Aqqad*s best arguments,

because it differentiated between subject matter and context in poetry*

Thus poets like Hafia and *Ali al-Jarim were not modern when they set

forth to describe the aeroplane and the train* This he said, was merely

a continuation of the old poetic tradition of describing the horse and the
n 108 camel *

Another false conception, he said, was the belief that the avoidance

of exaggeration (a point upon which ‘Aqqad had insisted in his criticism

of Shauqi) was to follow with accurate precision the objective scientific

truth. This, he rightly insisted, was ridiculous, for it made of'Ibn

Malik's “Alfiyyah" the best of all poetry, Glassical and m o d e r n " . H e

advised the poets to exaggerate, but follow at the same time the artistic

truth. This is one ox the first olear calls for Arab poets to pave their

way towards artistic veracity.

In his sixth article he goes on to correct other misconceptions of

the poetic art as understood by his contemporaries. Imagination in poetry,
111he insisted, was not a licence to untruths or to illogical conceptions.

Emotions are not the expressions of extreme tenderness and effeminate
112feelings, of tears, sighs, sorrows, lamentations and misery. The

language of poetry was not to be limited to certain words of 'poetic value’
113which are to be repeated by all the poets. Nor should ideas in poetry

be expressed in round-about ways which make their understanding a matter 
114of great hardship. They are, moreover, not to be expressed by means

115of affected similes and forcibly invented images.
Another prevailing conception he spoke about was the idea that the 

poet had to be a moralist and to try to participate directly through his 

poetry in his people’s progress. This conception was destined to stay 

on and to cause a great deal of controvers5r even up to the present time.

In the twenties, however, this conception of the role of poetry was still
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very naive, and was mixed with the conception of poetry as a record of

public events which kept vigil on current affairs and participated in them

through celebration or satireo Although this conception has not yet been

eradicated completely from contemporary Arabic poetry in both practice and

theory, as we shall see later, the differentiation between engaged poetry

in a deeper (often Sartrian) meaning and the old concept of poetry as a

record of events is well recognised at the present time.

In two consecutive articles al-*Aqqad said that people believed that

no poet could excel unless he commemorated in his poetry every political
116and social event of his days., But, he said, “poetry has a means to

awaken people different to those of the politicians and social workers,

for it can teach us the love of beauty and this in turn can teach us to

rebel against oppression and tyranny because the soul that understands
117beauty rejects humiliation and tyranny.*' Further on he warned against

110seeking immediate benefits from art.

Al*AqqadTs conception of innovation in poetry was summed up in the

last article. Innovation, he insisted, does not lie in rejecting what

was good in Classical Arabic poetry but in writing what the poet really

feels in his heart. The poet must be the echo of his own age and

therefore must not follow the footsteps of the Classicals and look around
119him with their eyes.

This work does not aim at a full enumeration of alAqqad1s critical
120theory of poetry but rather at summing up its achievement and influence.

His theoretical writings seem, even now, fresh and original, despite his

great leaning on Western concepts. The fact that he admitted, as early 
121as 1913s the strong links he and his two friends had established with 

Western writings on poetry did not diminish but rather enhanced his 

prestige. He wrote in a correct and powerful style. He was knowledgeable

in Arabic literature and in Islamic studies. He spoke rather strongly

of Egyptian future,progress and nationalism, and despite his great
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dependence on Western thought did not seem in the least adulterated,, All 

this stands to his credit® The fact that a great number of his contemp

oraries did not react favourably to him cannot subdue the faot that a great 

many did® Al-*Aqqad's service to Arabic poetic criticism and culture 

in general cannot be over-estimated® Throughout many decades of this 

century he continued to bring into sight and into focusy for Arab readers, 

all that he had read and studied and assimilated of Western culture, 

applying modern Western methods to poetic criticism of some of the Classical 

poets, as well as to his studies on the biographies of great men® He 

succeeded to a great extent in linking Arab with Western culture® In 

poetry he tried to clear the grove of the sham and the artificial® His 

bitter, insistent carping, despite what reserve one might have against it, 

was effective to a great degree, at the time, because it shook the deep- 

rooted conceptions which had confidently established themselves as 

definitions of poetry® Before him Mutran’s mild voice had not been able 

to accomplish a real change in the poetic conception® Mu^ran's influence 

limited itself to poets and critics, but the bulk of the audience of poetry 

remained completely devoted to purely Classical values and concepts® Al- 

'Aqqad, with his insistent cries and bitter arguments, brought in clearer 

air® He related the art of criticism to living impressions, to the 

movement of life around him, to the essence of life itself® He tried to 

emancipate Arabic poetry from its bondage to sentimentality and ignorance, 

and helped a great deal to break up the critical tameness and rigidity of 

his time® In accomplishing this he followed the only method that could 

be effective at the time; direct unrelenting ridicule and attack on the 

trenches of the undesirable in poetry, carried on with point and vigour, 

but also with a strong background of knowledge and modern culture®

Al-‘Aqqad never accepted modern poetry in the fifties and his 

continuous rejection and ridicule of the new movement in poetry and 

especially of modern free verse brought him disfavour with the young
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generation of experimentalists® Most of these poets probably did not know

that it was al-*Aqqad who had said in the third decade, !,0ur metres and

rhymes are not sufficient for the poet whose horizon has widened and who

has read Western poetry and seen how their /the Western poetsj7 metres can

easily incorporate long narratives and diverse purposes and how the poetic

structure yields to them so that they can use it for purposes for which
122no Arab poet can use anything but prose”® But this is a far away cry

for the poets of the fifties among whom al-‘Aqqad became especially

notorious for his rejection of Muhammad Fauzi al~*Antilfs poetic volume

which had some free verse in it. This al-‘Aqqad did in his capacity as

a chairman for the poetry committee at the Higher Council for Arts,

Literature and Social Sciences in Cairo® Al-*Aqqad enraged the whole

generation of poets when he referred al- Antil's diwan to the prose 
123committee®
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SECTION 2; IRAQ

How far the Egyptian experiment affected the poetic output in other 

Arab countries at the time, it is very difficult to assess. The fact that

Egypt has been for some time now the centre of Arabic culture has been

emphasised in the course of this work. However, this should not load to

the conclusion that all ideas on poetic innovation stemmed from Cairo, or

that all experiments in poetry were first attempted there. One of the 

most outstanding features of the poetio development at this time was the 

simultaneous awakening to the need for change in all those Arab countries 

where an active poetic tradition has been sustained over the decades, such 

as Iraq, Syria and Lebanon. Side by side with conservative elements, an 

authentic change of poetic sensibility was taking place.

To find a general description that would fit Arabic poetry as a whole 

at this time, one may say that it records all aspects of the development of 

the Arab nation and reflects the gradual growth towards sophistication in 

life and in art. Yet despite this steady growth towards intellectual, 

emotional and aesthetic maturity, the story of Arabic poetry as told by many 

literary historians often neglects the interaction between these factors of 

the creative faculty and is often tragically marred by the unbalanced stress 

laid upon 'theme' alone in poetry. For although theme in poetry was the 

first and definitely the most concrete element that underwent a drastic 

change at the beginning of the century, slow and inevitable changes were 

steadily taking place in many of the other poetic elements. These were 

sometimes apparent, a,s in the attempts poets made to vary metre, rhyme and 

poetic diction, and sometimes subtle, as in the gradual change of tone, 

attitude, emotion and depth. It would be beyond the scope of this work 

to go into a detailed discussion of the gradual changes that were bound 

to take place in all these elements, but an attempt at a clear, concise
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and critical review of them will be made, which aspires to lay the basis 

for a more detailed study in the future.

One field of poetry which must never be overlooked at any stage by 

the writer on modern Arabic poetry is Iraq. In this country an artistic 

growth of vast dimensions was subtly taking place during the first decades 

of this century and, with the support of an authentic and strongly entrenched 

poetic tradition, it brought, in the late forties, the most important and 

drastic revolution in the history of Arabic poetry. Right from the opening 

years of this century the basis was being laid for this revolution, the most 

important factor of which was perhaps the open and generous attitude Iraqi 

poets and readers adopted towards Arab (and later towards foreign) creative 

talent everywhere.

Obviously it is impossible to discuss in detail all the Iraqi poets 

who were writing during the first four decades of this century. However 

among them, six or seven poets stand out as being most remarkable, and many 

of them were instrumental in the development of the poetry of this period 

as well as being representative of the various lines of development in Iraqi 

poetry during that time. Being the heirs to a strongly rooted poetic and 

linguistic tradition, each one reacted to the currents of intellectual, 

spiritual and political revival of the early decades of this century in his 

own individual fashion. Although one major element pervades their poetry, 

namely the pre-occupation, to a varying degree, with the national scene both 

political and social, the depth and quality of the innovations they achieved 

varied considerably. The study of this period in Iraqi poetry should be 

of particular interest to the student of Arabic literature, not only because 

it displays the varied reactions of these different poets, but also because 

it brings out the individuality and special qualities of some of them. The 

avant-garde poets of the fifties and sixties, who are in the habit of dis

missing lightly all the poetry of the period as conventional rumination, 

ought to hesitate long before giving their hasty judgments and try to study
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the poetry of this period as a poetry of endeavour and sometimes even of 

adventureo The interaction between the poetical and social convention on 

the one hand, and the new outlook on the other is charmingly and sometimes 

pathetically manifest in this poetry. The cross-section reveals many 

experiments varying in degree from the faint endeavour of al-Kazimi to 

the original and isolated endeavour of al-§afi„

1 : CONSERVATISM

di} AI-Kagimi

*Abd al-Muhsin al-Kazimi (1870-1935) was the first self-exiled Iraqi
poet in this century. One of the earliest champions of freedom in Iraq,

he was led by indignant pride together with his fear of the Ottoman

authorities to take refuge outside Iraq, finally settling in Egypt in

1899? where he remained until his death. With him he carried his deeply
rooted Shi* ah education, mixed with a good share of Bedouin culture and a

2vast knowledge of Classical poetry. Neither the urbanised surroundings 

of Cairo nor the battle of ideas that was raging in Egypt during the second 

and third decades seem to have influenced him, for this dignified and 

serene poet showed no traces of being aware of the vast theorisations on 

poetry that were taking place around him. A crude tendency to innovation 

and modernisation showed itself in some of his poems as, for instance, the 

poem in which he describes the train using imagery such as the old Arab

* A mild tradition of self-exile was already established in Iraqi
poetry, for aside from the actual emigration of *Abd al-Ghani Jamil 
in the 19th century, in protest against the authorities, his poetry 
and that of others yearned for leaving the place where man’s dignity 
was not honoured.^
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poet used for his own means of transportation,^ This seems rather strange

"because he was well acquainted with al-‘Aqqad, who led the battle against
5conventionalism, as well as with others supporting the same ideal, A 

poet with a great ability to extemporize,^* he was able-to draw continuously 

on a treasure of Classical verse, very traditional in its diction, phrase

ology, and imagery, but strongly woven, with a Classical purity unrivalled 

in his time even by the great Shauqi himself. In this poetry we see hovf 

the Iraqi poet, well versed in the strong Shi‘ah poetical and linguistic 

tradition^freed himself by the end of the nineteenth century from embellish

ments and ornamental language and sought his models in purer Classical
— 7patterns, like the poems of al-Sharif al-Radi, a Fatimid poet commanding 

great respect among the Shi‘ah lovers of poetry, A simplicity and 

directness, a serenity of structure and even balance are marred in al-
—  QKazimi by the lingering traditional images of the irBedouin poetry"„ These 

verses could be enjoyed much more if one thought they belonged to a 
Classical poet?

^ j d \ t*l„  ...I t  ̂ ■ i ■ yj y  ̂ t-lb

p ° 11 L*fJ I p—... b I J )l -U1 (J)

^dj^ — ..~js i , r ^  ^  j>J

Not one word here is out of place. This well-woven phraseology and

the harmony of words and rhythm are a constant quality of his poetry except
10when he chooses a difficult rhyme. This is a quality that was not

attained by his two more famous contemporaries, al-Zahawi and al-Ragafi, who

did not have the strong conscious Shi‘ah education which al-Kazimi had had 
11as a young man.

The Bedouin spirit and characteristics were a strong traditional

trait in Iraqi poetry in the 19th century especially in poets like Ibrahim al*
—  —  —  12 —TabatAba’ i, al-Kazimi*s teacher, and Muhammad Sa‘id al-^abbubi. They



are also apparent in al-Kazimi, In the extract quoted above the spirit of 

the Bedouin rover who has departed from his beloved spot, the mention by the 

Iraqi expatriate poet of Najd, and of the tents, the description of the 

beautiful maidens whose whiteness resembles the morning are all reminiscent 

of the ancient desert poetry of nomad days, Images from an ancient heroic 

warring spirit appear in other poems, such as in this extract:

I |11... ^ I ... —1 I I I — I iv  ̂ ..S,L" -j

1 ' ' ■ II II ill 1. J* J in l*|J ) — I I —' —■ f)U  3̂ ■■ 11 1 II { *) 1
■ *—■ • . .■....... ^..  ^  i*)........... . 1

1—.... -" ......... 1 { ‘ ' L*''-?--'' **-"*......   . .-'i...............— »,!& 1 '̂ S  L— r/ 1 JLaJ)~j ^

1........................ hit l»-i.\.. J)j] 1y  A.   Jn-\ôsd b..... .....

L&i -,£> ,  ---lid 1 . J1 r  j LiJ I -O 1 a -<-*• l&*a9I------ ,^ - j-------------^ --- ).ZO I ^
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Apart from the mention of tribes, swords and spears, the poem imparts

an ancient spirit of chivalry and courage where the souls of men flow on

the swords and the fighting is done on gallant Arabian horses that fly 
1 b,like Djinns, ^

In theme, al-Kazimi wrote many poems of occasion, private and public,,

He is, however, one of the first heralds of Arab nationalism among the

Iraqi poets, and it does seem strange, at first sight, that the introduction

of such a new theme did not call for a change in diction and phraseology.

But the secret must surely lie in the fact that he treated the subject very

traditionally, making of the Arab nation an object of eulogy and fakhrf in

a typically traditional manner, eulogized the Arab princes in whom his
16generation had hopes and faith and tried to awaken in the nation a 

Bedouin spirit of chivalry, thus producing a nationalistic poetry somewhat 

removed from the immediate active scene of the national struggle. In this 

al-Ragafi and other poets of his generation surpassed him. These verses 

of al-Kazimi could have been written at any time:
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Muhammad. Rida al-Shabibi (b.1890?), came of an eminent Najafi family,

and was educated at Najaf in the best Najafi tradition of literature, for
18 —his father was a prominent poet of his own generation, Al-Shabibi,

moreover, was among the many Wajafis who went to Baghdad during the national

rule and we see him in the thirties and forties occupying high posts in

the government. He is a conservative poet, but his poetry is linked with

the Classical tradition, his verse showing direct influences from it,
— -19However, he mostly writes in the tradition of al-Sharif al-Radi and

carries his grace and his peculiar appeal to the gentler side of the

emotions, ‘Abbud, reviewing his diwan in the forties, cannot but fall
20under the charm of his verse, and praises it while commenting on its

21 -Classical affinities. But al-Shabibi is saved in his application of 

the traditional method by several factors in his poetry; firstly, by his 

instinctive abhorrence of exaggeration in either his political or 

his love poetry. Secondly by a lower tone of voice that shrinks from 

resonance and hollow phraseology. Thirdly by a veracity of emotion that 

is in itself a considerable achievement for that time, in view of the 

poet’s strong Classical links and immediate nineteenth century background,

a great part of which was sham, Al Shabibi began writing about 1908,
22 ~  ~  prompted by public events but his diwan entitled Diwan al-Shabibi, was

published only in 194-0, and contains his poetic works over thirty years.

Al-Shabibi is also a conservative in some of his social attitudes,

thus falling behind his more progressive contemporaries, a]-Rasafi and al-

Zahawi. But he is deeply involved in the political struggle of his

people and his commitment, as that of his brother, the poet MuRammad Baqir
21 —(l889-196o), is authentic, Al-Shabibi has a firm belief in the vital

24relevance of poetry to political and social events of the poet's times.

* Witness for example his concept of woman's place in society as being 
merely the home;
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But whether he writes on nationalism or on love (and the latter is the
2 6more popular theme of his poetry) a pure lyricism, a fine choice of 

27diction, an exceptional grace of style and a flow of rhythm persist.

Only Badawi al-Jahal, his Syrian contemporary could surpass the Classical 

grace of al-Shabibi*s poetry. The following examples are interesting from 

this aspect and also Because they show some of his Classical influences:

\____ »Jo »̂* -f' |»— Vi
-..- ■ LŝmC ̂ {J tH  O f  —f iSo ÎJO •ŜO lj
. . i Ij j  ̂  ^ ... I -0J I yja d— ^ ^

 •£  johjp lj ... .—.ltd la9 loo 'j ■■  \S i  ̂ dltAiSfr aJU

j   .,<*u |k.j-J ̂ ^  1 ill ̂  ^9j \s5 ^

^  i \£> lo? la L ^   ̂̂  ̂33  ̂ 3̂  1̂ 1 *1.'
d 1 ..iloJ 1 lo dRj J I \j—.—_oi1 °inw lo

29

And this rather original verse:

d ..-. —— lj —

It is a pity that completely new trends in contemporary Arabic

poetry have overshadowed such transparent expression and eloquence of style,
— •■ 31and although al-Shabibi has had his influence on modern Iraqi poetry, he

is little known to the generation of Arab poets who are writing now outside

Iraq. Compared with al-Ra§afi*s pan-Arabic fame over half a century, the

superior aesthetic value of al-Shabibi*s poetry seems to have had an unfair

deal.

( 3 3 - ~ 1°̂ t j— f f  yt 30
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2. THE CHANGE OP THE POETIC SENSIBILITY

1 1 ̂ Al-Zahawi and al-Rasafi

To every student of Arabic poetry the names of al-Rasafi and al- 

Zahawi are familiar,, These two poets seem to dominate the Iraqi poetic 

scene in the first decades of this century. With them Iraqi poetry became 

important on a pan-Arabic levelo The unfortunate isolation imposed upon 

Iraqi poetry by bad means of communication in the nineteenth century was 

now over. With the better circulation of Arab periodicals and the political 

awakening that took place in the first decade when the Ottoman Constitution 

was granted, Iraq appeared on the Arab poetic arena fully armed and

extremely vigorous. We see al-Zahawi publishing his first diwan, Al~Kal5,m
- 32 -al-Manzum in Beirut in 1908, followed by al-Rasafi who published his also

in Beirut in 1910 under the title of Diwan al-Ra$afi. We also see how al-

Kazimi had made Egypt his home at the end of the last century. But even

before that al-Zahawi was already known to the Arab reader through his

original and daring treatises which he had published in Al-Muqtataf and 
„  3 3al-Hilal. his poetry being known to this reader under a pseudonym in 

the Egyptian periodicals. Al-Rasafi’s poetry was also known to the Arab 

reader very early in the century through its publication in Egyptian and 

Syrian magazines and he had gained a very early fame as a poet.*^

With these two Iraqi poets, moreover, there was a shift of the poetic 

scene from the Shi4 ah centres of al-Najaf and al-Hillah to Baghdad, the 

previous home also of al-Jamil and al-Akhras in the nineteenth century.

The fact that al-Najaf was the most fertile poetic field in Iraq should 

not give the impression that Baghdad did not have its own well-guarded 

literary life. For, like al-Najaf, Baghdad had its many families who 

were prominent in the fields of scholarship and literature, and the 

literary salon seems to have been an established meeting place for men of
35letters. These salons were held originally in the homes of the more
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prominent literary men and literati but later it became customary for them 

to hold their literary circles which abounded with humour and literary 

exchange also in the picturesque cafes at the banks of the Tigris.

Al-Najaf now, as the centre of the poetic activity in Iraq, was to 

recede a little to the background but was to continue, nevertheless, to 

enrich the poetic field by the many poetic talents she produced. The two 

Shabibi brothers, *Abd al-Baqir and Muhammad Rida, the poet 4Ali al-Sharqi, 

the roving poet Alimad al-Safi al-Najafi and the great Muhammad Mahdi al- 

Jawahiri are all from al-Najaf. These poets, fed and nourished in their 

early days by the Najaf tradition,joined the stream of office seekers for 

whom the capital, now growing rapidly under the national rule in the 

twenties, was the only goal. The exception among them was al-Safi who 

spent his life in a self-imposed exile in Syria and Lebanon.

With al-Zahawi and al-Rasafi there is an immediate adventure with 

themes and with the language of poetry. Their lives were directly tied 

to political events. With them the personality of the poet as the
37political and social spokesman of his people is firmly established. Any 

reader of the early poetry of these decades will notice the close commit

ment of poetry to public life. And, as has been established elsewhere in 

this work, the political and social poetry become the first means of re- 

juvinating Arabic poetry in modern times through the demands these new 

themes had on the various elements of poetry: on the diction, the style

and the emotion.

It is important at this point to describe the general qualities of 

these three elements and mention briefly their gradual development before 

we proceed to assess the achievements of the individual poets.

Any work on the poetry of this changing period must take into con

sideration the basic and inseparable relationship between theme on the one 

hand, and diction, style, attitude, tone and emotion on the other. In 

the first few decades of this century, a special kind of committed poetry
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which became then established and continued to appear up till the present 

time, developing in the meantime its own special characteristics, and 

finally becoming a genre in itself. For want of a better term this kind 

of poetry might best be referred to as ’platform poetry’. A more detailed 

discussion of this will be made later in this work, but at this point it is 

its first formative stage that is relevant and a brief examination of its 

more important early elements must be undertaken.

Diction and style: The diction in the political and social poetry

was very much simplified and an attempt at modernization was made by most 

of the poets. Perhaps the Iraqi poets are the best example to illustrate 

the struggle which took place in poetry to change from a Medieval to a 

modern poetic diction because this struggle took place against a stronger 

Classical background. The outcome will show not only variety but also 

considerable contrast. The stubborn traditionalism of al-Kazimi is in 

sharp contrast to the extreme simplification of al-Zahawi in whose poetry 

language loses its former weight as a value in itself and becomes a means 

of expressing his ideas and attitudes towards varied and often unpoetic 

themes, as will be mentioned later. Banality and lack of lustre are some 

of the defects of this early development.

The style attains of necessity great directness and clarity. But 

firstly because of an acquired weakness in trying to express new meanings 

in a more appropriate style and language, and secondly because the audience 

of poetry was becoming continuously larger and hence less learned and 

selective, certain flaws begin to appear, such as dilution, increased 

rhetoric, pompousness and a didactic insistence on an unnecessary repetition 

of meaning . It is in this period, moreover, that the many catch-words, 

slogans and stock phrases of the contemporary ’platform poetry’ originate. 

Examples of this will be given later in chapter 7.

The emotion in this kind of poetry is salient and sometimes over

powering, In the social poetry it begins, especially with al-Rasafi, by
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being a sort of emotion aiming at reform. The didactic role of the poet

dominates and his most pronounced emotions are pity* the prerogative of the
38strong, and sometimes a sort of ’pious anger’, The first few decades of

the century failed on the whole, to produce poets able to identify themselves 

either subtly and spontaneously with the social tragedy they describe, or 

to see in the bad social conditions the seeds of revolution. This last 

attitude, however, gradually made its appearance in poetry before the end 

of the first half century leading eventually to the establishment of the 

neo-Realist school in modern Arabic poetry whose theoretical concepts were 

borrowed from foreign fields.

In political poetry, however, the poet showed immediate personal 

involvement, as early as al-Rasafi and the rest of his generation, and 

even earlier. Yet despite personal involvement, the poet remained for 

the most part a teacher, a herald with a loud voice, waking up the sleep

ing nation. He is a listening post for events and his involvement includes
39not only the Arab world, but also the Oriental and Islamic, Poetry of 

this kind often saw some very fiery emotions, more communal than personal, 

and aimed more at stirring an immediate response than at creating a feeling 

of personal liability. Often the response of some poets to a given situa

tion appears to be a commitment to a role, a sort of infection spreading 

among them all.

With the years this type of socio-political poetry divided itself 

into two streams of equal importance, though not of equal artistic value.

One stream allied itself with the poet-orator and developed into the 

platform poetry mentioned above. It involved naked emotions and was full 

of catch-words and stock phrases, as will be described later. The other 

stream integrated itself with an avant-garde movement in the fifties towards 

depth and subtlety, some of it developing great sophistication and modernity. 

Love of country did not become a cult and a sort of communal ritual as it 

did with the first kind, but a search for identity and human dignity. It
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so that the development of Arabic poetry as followed in this work, may be 

more readily understood: a development not only of form and content, but

also a gradual development towards modern artistic sophistication.

Al-Zahawi and al-Rasafi were the two poets who exemplified in their 

poetry the values and aspirations of the first three decades of this 

century in Iraq. The activity of this period of Iraqi life revolved in 

turn around the Ottoman Constitution bringing with it waves of awareness 

on both the national and intellectual fronts, the Great World War of 1914- 

191Q which faced the Arabs with new responsibilities, and the British 

occupation which revealed dangers and was the cause of a long struggle 

beginning with the 1920 revolution. It also brought its own choice of 

National rule, a Hashimite king whose revered lineage was to confront the 

Arabs of Iraq with conflicting emotions and loyalties. This is a worth

while consideration because this situation enhanced the political experience 

of the Iraqis early in the century, and made the Iraqi poet arrive more 

quickly than his other compatriots at the point of self-rejection and revolt. 

In other Arab countries such as Syria, Lebanon and Palestine there was 

direct and apparent foreign rule and the poet’s rejection was directed 

towards the foreign intruders. Real self-awareness took hold of the poets 

of these countries only after they had rid themselves of the outsider (or, 

as in the case of Palestine) lost everything to him. Only then, and this 

only happened in the forties, could self-awareness, which is an essential 

^"gredient of mature poetry, dawn fully on them. But by the forties the 

Iraqi poets had already arrived at revolt. This helps to explain in part 

why the Iraqi poets were the ones who took the lead in poetic reform in the 

late forties and early fifties of this century.

Al-Zahawi spent his youth and early manhood during the Ottoman period.
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Yet he was able to free himself, with astonishing alacrity, from the 

stagnant and obsolete conceptions of life and art, even before the end of 

this century. Al-Zahawi, like so many of the Iraqi poets of his genera

tion including al-Rasafi, was tied to the wheel of politics, and not without 

some hint of self-interest. The personality of the poet-artist in its 

modern avant-garde sense, in which the poet regards himself to be above 

politics and committed only to life, and in which the field of poetry is 

separated from the centres of authority or from the manipulation of the 

political machine, was not yet fully known in the Arab world. A traditional 

linkage with high authority remained an important characteristic of these 

early poets. This was even more enhanced in the first decades of this 

century because the poets were among the few educated men available then. 

Moreover, the authorities of that time, like the authorities now, must have 

recognised the effectiveness of poetry on the Arab people and rewarded, 

appeased40 or neglected and sometimes even persecuted the more prominent 

poets according to their attitudes. Al-Zahawi*s and al-Rasafi1s lives 

reflect this relationship very clearly.

The association of al-Zahawi with the various political authorities

who ruled Iraq in his lifetime, which alternated between radical defiance4 '
42and humble acquiescence as reflected in his poetry, presents a wavering

line of approach4^ which can astound and even annoy the reader, if all of

al-Zahawirs poetry should be taken seriously. But the Arab reader now

leaves aside most of his poetry and preserves his loyalty for a few of the

poet’s more impressive poems.

Writers on the life and works of al-Zahawi,44 although they recognise

his many interesting qualities, nearly always stress mainly his role as a

poet. Al-Zahawi1s poetry, although a sustained production on his part3

was not the main reason for his importance to the Baghdad of the early

decades of this century or to the Arab world. For the man was one of the
46most astonishing free-thinkers of the early century, and when one thinks
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of his love of freedom,^0 his drastic call for the emancipation of women, ^

and for tho woman's right to ohoose her partner,^ or divorce him,^ his
50 51love of scientific experimentation, his call for secularism, his

52charming ridicule of the sterile-minded clergymen, his doubts and
53 54-spiritual conflicts, his passion for modernism and progress, and his

55daring early call to change the Arabic script, ^ one cannot help but

recognise in al-Zahawi a far greater value than his limited poetic talent
56could have yielded,, His immediate influence on his countrymen must have

57been deep and enlightening,,
- 58For al-Zahawi represents "a particular phenomenon of civilisation,."

This phenomenon lies in the new courage and adventurous spirit he showed

as an enlightened poet living at that particular time in Iraq, a country

only recently awake to life and progress and still steeped in ignorance
59and fanatic conventionalism. We have had more examples of this phenom

enon of courage in other Arab countries: in Taha Husain's challenge to

tradition and al^Aqqad's challenge to his contemporary poetry. But al- 

Zahawi's challenge to tradition and religion was by far the greatest. The 

benefit it gave to poetry was to introduce this new courage and to acquire 

the capacity to rove freely, touching on new and often complicated subjects 

and expressing tho most rebellious ideas in verse.
— 6oAl-Zahawi issued in his lifetime five collections of poetry. A

o i
sixth collection was published posthumously and a seventh, Al-Nazaghat, 

known to have been lost.?was found and published lately by Hilal Naji, as 

has been mentioned above.

There is very little artistic development in al-Zahawi's poetry over 

the years. He concentrated more on meaning than on phraseology. Content 

to him was the main field of adventure and he meandered from social 

problems^ to political topics, and from personal relations to philosophical 

monologues. One theme which he believed to be new and indicative of pro

gress was his versifications of scientific subjects, which were completely
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unsuited for poetry.^ They were didact i c b o r i n g and not free from a

naive sort of secret glee on the part of the poet at being in a position to

transmit such 'valuable knowledge' to his readers.

In his great adventure in meaning he had of necessity to employ new

tools. The elements in his poetry that underwent change most were diction

and style. He had advocated simplicity*^ but in the achievement of this

simplicity he often arrived at banality. His Kurdish background, *^ his
69knowledge of Turkish and Persian, his irregular schooling, mostly at home

70in his boyhood and later by teaching himself, might have made it possible 

for him to arrive at this sort of nonchalance regarding the choice of the 

poetic word and to his sentence formation. Such verses show a drastic 

weakness of style:

.' 71

1 j \ j j  -is M--- --
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and &V' banality of meaning:

Qp.---- U f o '
 J ^ o l ——o lo

There are numerous examples in his many anthologies of such unforgivable 

banality. They abound with poems suffering from great dilution, unnecessary 

repetitiveness and flabbiness, as well as absurdities and banalities of
74meaning. If the art of literature is to adjust the language to embody

what it indicates, at the same time keeping to an artistic level, al-Zahawi1s 

experiment achieved, in the main, only the first part, for in the process he 

often stripped the language of its necessary poetic qualities. On the

other hand, he did succeed in creating a verse that approximated to
75ordinary speech, and? in loosening the rhythms of Arabic poetry, freed it 

to a certain extent from its rhetoric din.

There is no indication that al-Zahawi was influenced by the spiritual
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*7 ̂
adventures and conflicts of the Mahjar poets. His metaphysical meander-

-  77ings, mostly embodied in Al-Hazaghat, seem to be in harmony with his whole

personality and mind. The following verse comes from Al-Nazaghat,

^ — J s J U -  ^  J J I  ^  7 8

79this thjme was well known in the poetry revealed during his lifetime.

However, in his treatment of such themes, thero was more mischief and

devilishness than agonised spiritual conflict. What elevates some of his

verses here is their authenticity, and their light-hearted spirit. Al-

Zahawi was not a tragic poet, although he treated serious, and often

tragic subjects like death* His work lacks the explicit rendering of 
80emotion found in great poetry, but he compensates a great deal by his

81quick-wittedness, mischievous brilliance and irony.

Like some other poets of his generation al-Zahawi tried to explain

his views on poetry. He wrote several articles on his idea of the poetic

concept as well as many poems. A progressive by nature, his ideas on

poetry were bound to encourage innovation. The poet in his opinion should
82innovate without losing the spirit of Arabic poetry. He may even invent 

words to suit the meanings he wishes to express, a process which enriches
O T

the language. As for metres there should be no strict rules about them
)L —and the r>oet can compose according to the metres set by al-IChalil or

according to other /metrical lawb/.^ But metre is essential in poetry

and an essential way of expression when excitement or agitation take hold

of a person. Indeed metrical rhythm originated in such states as these
85and is directly connected to highly charged emotions - a worthwhile idea 

which M, Nuwaihl has developed more recently, devoting a whole chapter to
86 87the subject. As for rhyme, a play of rhymes is permissible, and even

88the omission of rhyme altogether.
89Poetry is to him the outcome of the poet's feelings. He stressed

this point considerably both in his prose and poetry, thus unifying the
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attempt that was being made in Egypt to connect poetry with feeling and ex

perience, as we have already seen. Poetry, moreover, must be authentic,
90 91free from artifice and exaggeration, and based on truth. In fact,

92truth according to him, is more important than emotion and imagination.
93Poetry should also have an altruistic aim. A poet should never

cater to the multitude and flatter them in order to gain popularity with
9 4 .them, for great poetry is based only on absolute truths in life. As for 

him personally, his poetry reflects his life and the life and conditions in
95his'country. He asserted, moreover, that he never wrote except when he

96was prompted by an impulse to write.

These are some of his more vital ideas on poetry. His idea that

poetry is of an organic nature, that renews itself and develops from
97 98simplicity to complexity, is offset by his belief, in both theory and

99practice, that unity was not essential in a poem, for a poet can combine 

in some poems more than one theme.

Al-Zahawi’s legacy to Arabic poetry was considerable. He set a 

standard of courage and adventure in experimentation. At his hand poetry 

became emancipated from the age when it was synonymous with lofty, flowery 

language, and rich with luxurious resonance. And although Iraqi poets 

after him in general, with the exception of al-Safi perhaps, were to try to

shake off the effects of his style and to boil away all that was not poetic

in poetry, his kind of courage persisted. New adventures in the poetic 

diction and style were to be made and a new capacity to arrive at a more 

subtle simplicity was finally to be achieved.

In Iraq and the Arab World the name of Al-Zahawi was linked, and still

is, with that of al-Rasafi. However, the two were seldom on good terms 

and the Baghdadi lovers of poetry took part in the conflict for leadership 

between the two poets. This rivalry was conducive to a sort of mutual

influence of one on the other, with advantages and disadvantages. Perhaps 

the worst outcome of this situation was that al-Rasafi, probably in imitation
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- 101of al-Zahawi, wrote several poems on scientific and astronomical themes.

These subjects, in this way of presentation, were not only out of the scope

of the material of poetry, but also far away from al-Rasafi’s natural
aptitudes. These pathetic poems were almost completely devoid of any

emotional involvement and had a sort of primitive wonder in them which was 
102ludicrous. This was taking yet a step further into the malady that had

taken hold on the creativity of that first generation in its attempt to
prove itself ’modern1 and ’up-to-date’ by speaking about modern inventions

and scientific subjects, an approach sarcastically and violently attacked

by al-*Aqqad, as has been mentioned.

Al-Rasafi was not in need of such self-assertion. By 1910 when his
first diwan was published he was already emerging as the foremost among the
socially minded poets of his generation, and this not only in Iraq but all

over the Arab world, as well as one of the most fiery nationalists.
103He had acquired a great pan-Arabic reputation and in 1920 when he toured 

the Arab world, afterwards settling for some time in Jerusalem, his fame 

had already preceded him,^^

Born in Baghdad, he carried out his linguistic and literary studies
with one of Baghdad’s greatest masters of religious and linguistic studies,

- - 105al-Sheikh Mahmud Shukri al-Alusi. He stayed with him for about twelve
"1 q 6years and when al-Alus'i was exiled from Baghdad by the Ottoman authorities,

al-Rasafi was already well versed in language and Classical poetry.1^

Al-Rasafi started his career during the Ottoman period. Like al-
Zahawi, he went to Turkey during the first decade of the twentieth century

and met there the free Turks, coming into contact with the ideas of the
108French revolution which had been translated into Turkish, These ideas

were spreading quickly among the young generation of revolutionaries who 

later accomplished the overthrow of *Abd al-Hamid IX and eventually of the 

whole Ottoman Caliphate, These influences fell on fertile ground and 
al-Rasafi’s reaction to them was deep and sincere.
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Al-Rasafi’s name is linked with the political events of Iraqi history 
in the first few decades of this century, as well as with its social develop

ment. In him there is a more constant line of development in political

thought and affinities than in al-Zahawi, although he did occasionally
109waver m  his attitudes.  ̂ His career was linked with public office and

public life, which led him to alternate between acceptance and rejection
110 111 of authority: Ottoman, British and National. But rejection and

rebellion were the most pronounced attitudes in his poetry and life. A

man of proud and impulsive nature, he was not inclined on the whole to
appease when unsavoury situations existed. Thus he lived a life of

112relative poverty, exile and deprivation of work. His occasional

political vascillations were due mostly to his public ambition, traditional
113in the Arab poet, to an impulsive and impressionistic temperament and, 

as in the Jerusalem incident, to a political naiveness, common in the 
earlier decades of this century.

His involvement in the social problems of his country was a genuine
and constant obsession. He had known poverty in his childhood, which he

114. _spent m  a Baghdad slum. His teacher, al-Alusi, who was keen on
religious reform, must have imbued his illustrious student with the passion

1 1 6for reform, Al-Rasafi’s sympathy with the persecuted, the unhappy
117 118 119lot of women, the oppressed workers, and the poor in general has

120made him one of the foremost pioneers of reform and progress in the

early decades of this century. In fact al-Rasafi’s poetry as a whole
should be of real benefit to the student of social psychology and to the
sociologist, being as it is, a landmark in the progress and development

121of nationalist and socialist ideas in the Arab East, After him, even
contemporary with him, reaction against the squalor, stagnation, misery 

and the enveloping atmostphere of despair on the social and political fronts

would lead to their total rejection in poetry, even to a call for armed
—  —  122 rebellion. This was best exemplified in Muhammad Salih Bahr al-fUlumA • • • •
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and Muhammad Mahdi al-Jawahiri. Compared to verses like these by M, S.
Bahr al-'Ulum addressing the peasant

\n i i ...»‘jf 'J ̂  ̂  liliP 1L.. i .—t>ai>J t  ̂ ^ 123

\  — . I—I ..o.i.Q.o ^  I b fJ iu J  'V j  «J l_>  ....................  Ls» t ,. iU -u J  i

- ■ 124.al-Rasafi*s social poetry seems moderate and aiming only at reform.
) {0

This is interesting because al-Rasafi*s political poetry seethes with an 
inciting kind of indignation and shows, in some of its more famous examples, 

great courage and defiance. Examples in his poetry are numerous but the 

following is of particular interest.

C«;' 0° 125
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The political struggle in the Arab world is an older issue than the social

struggle, and al-Rasafi*s political attitudes were quite in advance of the
40level of awakening, and the general social concepts of the period.

Nowadays al-Rasafi is praised mainly for his role as poet-instigator
and poet-reformer who brought new emotions and new ideas to the social and 

127political fronts. This often diverts the attention away from
aesthetic values and presupposes the presence of abundant poetic merit.

But although an assessment of an established author cannot be merely 
aesthetic, a book on poetry must take into account first and foremost the 
poet's actual poetic achievement. This achievement is assessed in two 

ways; as an achievement in the aesthetic aspect of the poetic art, and 

as a link in the chain of development of that art. In the latter case it 
has a historical merit for us which must not be overlooked. Al-Rasafi*s 
poetical achievement belongs, as did that of al-Zahawi, to this latter 

type, and writers who see in al-Rasafi*s poetry certain flagrant defects and
2Q

dismiss it as *bad* overlook, not only certain aesthetic values which
the poet achieved, but also the value of his poetry as a liberating force in
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the development of the poetry of the early decades of this century.,

For al-Rasafi was the first Iraqi poet to "break through the tradi

tional and reactionary methods of thinking and expression and to bring

poetry out to both the heat and blizzard of life around him. This was a
129great victory for modern poetry. ' In his best political and national 

poems are exemplified all the aspirations, the anger, and the anxiety of 

his generation all over the Arab world. He did not achieve this through 

a true artistic revolution in form, imagery and tone, or a divorce from 

what was still essential in the poetic tradition and capable of being ex

ploited and manipulated, but rather through turning his back on an old and 

outworn mentality. His emotional development and his intellectual aware

ness, however, were not matched by an equal development in the modern con

cept of poetry, or by an established flexibility of the poetic tools.

Driven by the prerequisites of a new theme and a new type of audience (the 

general public), he resorted to simplicity of diction and expression but 

had often to force the words and phrases to translate his emotions and 

thoughts. There is in his poetry this sort of heroic struggle with 

language and style which sometimes left him tired and panting. But at 

other times he achieved great purity of style like these verses:

 ̂ I   j La. ̂  4 d~̂) I JM J IJ   3* i! I I 13 0

'  ̂•'LtaP *■>»' b ̂ ............. £i....Jj, vtJ J.J&J
\ LfJ 1 I.. —  ̂  ̂ ‘-7'-̂*̂^

A world of revolution was now open to him and sometimes walking 

straight, sometimes limping, he managed to leave his mark on the poetry 

of his era.

His original strong linguistic education does not seem always to

have been an asset in his treatment of new themes, for his often simple

verses can be studded with words from the Classical treasury. Classical,
131often Bedouin affinities, are apparent. These strong Classical roots
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often led him to a strange and pedantic choice of rhyme such as this:

1 1  ̂ (Xi*o O   ̂ i t j * X juj   ̂ \  U U j ■ UAJ

In a poem in which r ^  ' is chosen for the rhyme, such words as .
1 3 3* --Ĵ  fjoj-̂-vdat i ijp, jj.iu i ,jzî j a J I t [jfy&yo i * i j<̂ i3 appearo

Banalities which show an oversimplified concept of the poetic art and its

commitment to the social build-up of the nation, as well as a certain 
134naivety are also many in his poetry. Verses like these cannot be 

accepted from an established poet in more recent times:

 ̂  ̂I i j  i — S  tj o>I ■* ̂  jij) >î 4o jT  I J5 135

and this:

 I 1 & ^  t̂y™”  '*'mI ̂  ̂  ̂3L*w t 3i>v<J »Ji? 136
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He sometimes simply versified a fact:

138
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But his worst fault was his conception of the poet as continuously active 

in public life so that his collection is full of poems of occasion showing 

his participation in public activities of all sorts. ‘Abbud, writing

about him, calls the poems of occasion "the cholera of poetry and the plague
139 1A 0of literature" and criticises him severely for them. ^

- 141Al-Rasafifs poetry, then, shows different levels of creativity as

is bound to happen when poetry takes in for the first time in one era other

realms of experience at the hands of a poet whose poetic gift is not

particularly great. If then there is a marked levelling down of poetry

at his hands, and if he was not able to bring his poetry to a state of

homogenous fullness similar to that of great poetry, what then made him so
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142effective in his own time?

The secret probably lies in his passionate simplicity, which stands
out despite all the other faults. Instinctively involved in the situation
of which he wrote, he captured the communal spirit as no poet had done
before him, chose his words to suit the communal emotions of all the Arabs

143and spoke not only about the public and to it, but also on behalf of it.
This is why his poetry was necessarily a poetry of his age. It was not 

well suited to remote and timeless subjects which he attempted and failed. 

Poetry at his hands not only attained clarity and simplicity, as did that of 
al-Zahawi, but also a sort of communal emotion, which reflected fully the 

national experience. With him the personality of the poet as a national 

fighter for his people's cause became well established. For this kind

of achievement he had not only to strive for simplicity but also for 
dramatic effect, a quality which was to develop in ’platform poetry’ over 
the years. This is why when recited his poetry, unlike al-Zahawi’s, 

swells often with a jostling and poignant repetition of vowels and con

sonants, with immense effect on the audience. Many of his poems would 
read poorly in private but bring ecstacy when declaimed in public. The 

art of declaimed poetry was now being revived gradually and would even 

gain greater fullness and importance in the coming decades as it had never 
done before,

lii) Al-Safi

A streak of dry humour had started to appear in Iraqi poetry with 
al-Zahawi. This, and the tendency to simplicity were to be followed with 

greater success by AJimad al-Safi al-Najafi (b. c. 1895)» A rover poet 
who spent his lonely, poverty-stricken days between Syria and Lebanon, 

al-Safi’s poetic contribution was destined to be overshadowed by greater 
poetic events in the last decades, which were to rob it of much of the 

appreciation due to it as an original, diversified experiment which re

newed many of the poetic tools. Moreover, a partial concept of poetry
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among the avant garde poets of the fifties and sixties, which hred an

attitude of fanaticism, led to a neglect of the poet’s work in avant garde

poetic circles. In these circumstances, it seemed that al-Safi1s poetic
contribution which continued to flow, was destined in its last years to a 

145form of isolation* 'The ordinary reader, however, was still able to

enjoy his poetry, published in one collection after another mostly by one

of the most active publishing firms in Beirut, Lebanon*

Al-Safi has issued to date ten anthologies of poetry, but his first,

AI-Amwa.j (The Waves), first published in 1932, is still the most popular,

and has had at least four publications*

Brought up in the Najaf tradition of language and literature, al-Safi

showed quite early in his career a genuine reluctance to follow the trodden

ways of past generations of poets or to stick to linguistic abstruseness

and pedantry* In this he may have been influenced by his famous and older

contemporary, al-Zahawi, but also by a genuine poetic instinct and a great

and noble independence of spirit and ways. Al-Zahawi, when the poet met 
147him in 1927 immediately recognised in him a colleague and a disciple and

declared himself proud to have ’discovered’ h i m * A l - S a f i  had already

passed through perhaps the hardest experiences of his hard life* He had

struggled against the British occupation, had fled his town and then the

whole country out of fear of arrest, had been exposed to great dangers and
149hardships and to severe illnesses. Two years later another severe

illness decided his destiny: he had to leave the harsh weather of Iraq

and settle in Syria,

Al-Safi is a poet of extreme simplicity of style and with a poetic
1 51diction that often approximates to ordinary speech* In his contempla

tion of life he is very contemporaneous, not only on a philosophical, 

nationalistic and social level, to which so many of his contemporary poets 

restricted themselves, but also on the particular and lesser scale of 

individual life around him, which is a more difficult achievement. At his
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hands modern poetry was able to treat the ordinary subjects of daily life

without faltering or appearing ridiculous as did al-#Aqqad's poems in

Abir Sabil, described above. The vital difference between the two is

that al-Safi is interested in life and the human condition and can pave

his way to pathetic or comical situations with ease and clarity? while

al-fAqqad in his attempts in this field either invented a false situation

or over-dramatised a simple one often imposing a tragic note on an

inanimate situation.

Thus al-Safi while presenting a wide variety of experience gives 
«

his reader the impression of a man deeply involved in an open fight with
152 153 154. 155the ills, pettiness,  ̂ sordidness, shortcomings, ^  lethargy,

156 157 158 159hypocrisy,  ̂ ignorance, greed, crudeness, chaos and demagogic
1 60politics of daily Arab life around him. He manages to summon a sort

of reticent humour, delineating the picture often in minute detail,

arguing with his objects, scorning them, sometimes even rebuking them

harshly, but without seeming to preach.

A back-cloth of deep emotion lurks subtly behind the lines. The

luxurious riot of al-Rasafi's poetry and its echoing resonance are absent,

conquered by al-Safi's more personal tone, but the complete absence of

emotional mawkishness is in itself an achievement in view of the fact

that al-Safi felt deeply all that he said.

Moreover, al-Safi is a formidably proud man, a quality which has

lent more value to his figure as a poet, for he has borne poverty and

loneliness rather than demean himself by any sort of flattery to either

the political authorities or the public. This quality was in itself a
—“ "161revolution of a kind, recognised by several critics including *Abbud,

In his poetry neither the pompous attitude of the national poet, nor the 

slavish attitude of the eulogist had a p l a c e . H i s  personal ruin is 

an image of rare heroism, a private heroism hardly known in contemporary 

Arab life. For in Arab life now the image of the hero is a national
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image and heroism is connected with the public cause. This silent life

long crucifixion, this complete denial and rejection of all the loud 

activities of contemporary Arab life as they expressed themselves in a 

paradoxical existence of love of country and love of the private good life, 

has lent great weight and strength of spirit to his poetry. Neither did 

he accept compromise, nor exhibitionism. He paved his way towards depict

ing the human condition by depicting his own isolation with poignancy and 
163candour. This was a new realm of experience in poetry far removed from

the affected isolation of the Romantics of the thirties and after. At its 

best, this isolation gave him clear perspective and vision; at its worst, 

it turned him into an eccentric, not free from a tone of self-righteousness. 

But mostly, it was an isolation of anger, as a strong and sustained rejec

tion of the underlying currents of contemporary life in his own world, with 

all their failings and shortcomings. Modern Arabic poetry can benefit 

considerably from a study of this isolated experiment.

It is interesting to note that two prominent poets, the Romantic 

Lebanese poet of the thirties Ilyas Abu Shabakah, and the avant garde Iraqi 

poet of the fifties, Badr Shakir al-Sayyab, both agree that al-Safi’s con-
A /f A

tribution is an important event in modern Arabic poetry. A leftist

Lebanese critic, Ra’if al-£houri, looks into the artistic depths of his

experiment and sees in him a true artist who, despite some flaws in his
165poetry,, can arrest the attention of the reader for a long time. Yet,

al-Safi is not committed to any special trend in life or politics. The 

author perhaps of the most expressive poem on the condition of the Iraqi 

peasant,al-Safi does not refrain, for example, from sata.rising the life 

of the poor with its noise, crudeness and dirt. As has been mentioned 

above, other committed critics of less poetic insight than al-Khouri, 

might find in this a failing in the poet’s social duty, for they might 

insist that he should have seen the wayward and frustrating causes of 

such conditions in the slums. But al-Safi has no intention here of
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analysing causes, but of simply describing a given situation in life. He

oppressed, the stray and the needy is unrivalled in Arabic poetry, old or 

new.

But this poetic experiment which is highly adventurous in the light 

of al-Safi’s early education at Uajaf, did not pass without some serious 

flaws. A flabbiness of style, a prosaic phraseology, an insistence on 

elucidation and unnecessary repetition thus paying excessive attention to 

detail and an occasional but constant carelessness in the use of language, 

and a certain lack of lustre have combined to make al-Safi's poetry a targetft
1 nr 0  _

for the criticism of several critics,, *Abbud and al-Samirra’i who

mostly criticised his careless use of language and his occasional weakness 

of style, ( fAbbud dwelling more on the lack of music, lustre and concise-
a n  a

ness )did not fry to assess the importance of his experiment in diction,

attitude, tone and versatility of theme, nor the plasticity of style he

acquired. *Abbud, however, is aware of his difficulties as a poet treat-
1715 „ing of completely new areas of experience. Al-Safi himself defended

his own weaknesses in no uncertain terms:

Had al-Safi been more deferential to modern criticism, in its higher 

examples, he might have benefited from the new concepts which insisted on 

a poem being a compact creation where meanings are more implied than 

explicitly expressed. However, some of his poems arrive at great depth 

and beauty, like this;
.j . -wb) in ioy. 1̂  i.. ..ajis ^  -up  ̂1 —,̂ 'is 177

waswas committed to life, not to any cdo.pted i d e t h a t  would turn a poet
i f\H

into a preacher or a reformer. He had a deep love for clean, innocent

things, for things of nature and the elements, for the sea,^^ birds,
170 171 172flowers, insects 1 and animals in general. His sympathy with the

€ J  ...*J 1 J  I—S’llfJ I 176
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(i i i)Al-Jawahiri

Al-Safi's contribution, despite its great service to the elements of 

sympathy and truth in poetry was not able to infuse any real warmth of 

emotion in his abundant verse. But a voltage of emotional energy was to 

be conveyed by Muhammad Mahdi al-Jawahiri (1900-). He is another poet

from al-Najaf who is undoubtedly the greatest Iraqi poet of his generation.
1 7 f tBrought up in the traditional culture of the ancient town, and exception

ally well-versed in Classical poetry, he is said to have memorised all of
179al-Mutanabbi and a large part of the poetry of other famous Classical poets I 

His admiration of al-Buhturi, and his minute study of the poet's technique 

and methods^^ however, did not result in any significant direct links with 

this particular poet. For al-Jawahiri, in his surging verse and compli

cated poetic personality is more like al-Mutanabbi and Abu Tammam than al- 
"131Buhturi, having very little of al-Buhturi's gentle well-polished highly

182urbanised style. Nahj al-Balaghah is another religious source,

beside al-Quran, which gave strength and vitality to his style and imagery.

Other Shi‘ah poets in this century were also affected by it. Syria pro-
*duced at least two important Shi ah poets in this century whose childhood

education was influenced by this superior religious text.

Al-Jawahiri is regarded by critics as the foremost poet to reflect
183Iraq's troubled life since the twenties . However, he started his 

career in typical conventional manner by writing eulogies, whioh he still
i A A  ̂Q r

does, mu*aradat, and other occasional poems.  ̂ Al-Jawahiri was never 
" ■ '",p” "—' 0"'

completely free of this early trend, and his revolution , achieved to a 

great degree on the political and social spheres, never imposed on him the 

necessity of purifying poetry and literature in general of the unsavoury 

attitude of the eulogist and the flatterer. His poems of occasion,

moreover, were sometimes, although not always, forced and lacking in the 

usual intensity and charged power of his better poems. *Abbud, hearing him

Namely Badawi al-Jabal (Muhammad Sulaiman al-Ahmad) and Adunls ( Ali 
Ahmad Sa‘id)„
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declaim a poem at the memorial celebration of a Lebanese leader was quite 

disheartened and expressed his regret and revulsion at that poem which he 

found too prosaic and of a lower level than that of al-Jawahiri's other
+ 187poetry.

Al-Jawahiri*s life, just like his poetry, deeply involved in the

political life of modern Iraq and his rise to favour and his loss of

prestige with the authorities reflect the many political changes Iraq has
188known since the 1920 revolution. He has issued many collections of

poetry, the first being Baina *1-Shu ur wa 'l-^tifah (1928) and the second 

Diwan al-Jawahiri (1935)° Ir. 1949? however, he re-organized his poems and 

published them in three volumes (is 1949; Us 1950; and III: 1953) all 

three entitled also Diwan al-Jawahiri. A selection of his poems was 

published in Damascus in 1957 again under the same title. A last diwan, 

Barid al-zQhurbah. which is a collection of poems written mostly after al- 

Jawahiri left Iraq as ambassador to Prague in the early 

sixties was published in 19^5 probably at Prague.

At its worst, al-Jawahiri's poetry can be forced, too long winded and 

difficult to understand because of his use of unfamiliar Classical words 

and complicated sentence formation. At its best it has a superior quality 

of tone,(ardent and often explosive); of image,(vivid and often terrifying; 

and of intensity and compression. He was able to set the rhythm of poetry 

in powerful but harmonious action. In his best poems, the reader, but 

especially the listener, is uplifted on an emotional surge. Although 

powerfully in the Classical tradition, he succeeded in pervading the whole 

of his material with some special qualities of his own. The following 

example is interesting. It is very Classical in form, diction and 

strength of texture, and yet it is unique and is not reminiscent of any 

former Classical poet:
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This is a remarkably individual technique of great poetic value. In it,

as in most of his better poems, he is immediately Classical and modern.

Only one other modern Arab poet has been able to arrive at such Classical

heights: the Syrian Badawi al-Jabal, whose poetry, however, differs

radically in texture and tone. But both poets display a genius a thousand

years old; they are not slavish followers of the Classical tradition, they

are masters of it, living at its very heart.

Despite some unsuccessful occasions, al-Jawahiri is a master of the

platform. He has proved, in his better examples, that the poem of occasion

can be directed upon an externalised experience and yet retain its own

poetic value. His rendering of the emotion is very explicit, and the

communal spirit is so well captured by him that there is no dividing line

between his personal agony or joy and that of his audience. His poem 
_ <

"Akhi Ja far" on his brother, who was killed in the Iraqi revolution of

1948| is a good example of this:
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This is the magic power with which al-Sayyab and his generation grew up. 

It changed in al-Sayyab into a long wail of agonised protest, but in al-
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Jawahiri the feverish, suffocated expressions have a violence uniquely thoir 

own. His is the most virile poetic expression in modern Arabic poetry.

He has captured, not only the emotional but also the spiritual experiences 

of his people and his poetry often revolves around the very point of crisis. 

What were al-Jawahiri's poetic achievements? His form had remained

directly Classical; the two-hemistich line and the monorhyme, An attempt
191 192at changing' this pattern in his long poems "Anetta" ' and ‘'Aphrodite”

was unsuccessful. They lack al-Jawahiri's magnificent sweep and high 
193quality, “Anetta” for example, is made up of stanzas of dissimilar

pattern but of equal hemistichs of al-khafif metre repeated all through. The 

rhyme pattern, however, varies from one stanza to another: e„g.

1st stanza: aaa bb a cccc aaa dd ee.

Such a pattern sounds, to the ear of the reader, rather artificial with 

connotations that suggest the light topic of al-muwashshah with its flow 

of simple words. This is why the frequent difficult words, and the 

seriousness of tone with which al-Jawahiri treats his subject matter do not 

seem suited to it. Indeed the deep seriousness of tone in all al-Jawahiri’s 

poetry needed and was given a pattern that had been used by all serious poets 

before him: the two hemistich form and the monorhyme. Between this

Classical form and the lighter one of al-muwashshah or any similar form, 

the choice for al-Jawahiri had to be definitely the first. It must be 

asserted here that this form, although highly traditional, was still 

alive and full of vitality, f The form of Arabic poetry, in serious examples 

had never developed far away from its best Classical patterns, until the 

late forties of this century. Whatever was invented or discovered of 

variations in form were added to it and did not supersede it. The 

revivalists of the modern poetic renaissance took all of these forms at oncj 

and revitalised them,
IT ’ .......... '' 1 '1The drastic patterns in some Muwashshah forms and reasons why the 

present writer does not regard them as a part of a poetic revolution 
in form will be discussed in the section on form in the 7th chapter.
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The answer to the question lies, one feels .̂ in several other factors. 

Firstly, in this very ardent seriousness where there is no trace whatsoever 

of the niceties and trivialities which afflicted the major part of the nine

teenth century poetry. On the contrary, his serious tone is carried to 

the extreme, a solid foundation for the poetry of rejection and anger of 

a later period.

Secondly, the emotional sweep of his verse was the final liberating

force in a poetry that had long suffered from emotional insincerity. It

was also a liberating force for the spirit of the generation and served as

a catharsis for the suffocating undercurrents of Arab life. Probably in

al-Jawahiri’s poetry we have a central contribution that has prepared the

Iraqi people emotionally for the advent and the eruption of revolution.

This, however, is out of the scope and the direct purpose of this work.

Thirdly, the emotional jets of al-Jawahiri’s poetry g'ive it rhythmic

power- of ah intensity that suits his peculiar type of Bxigry exhortations. His

rhythmical technique was to be exploited fully by the following generation

and utilised into a freer form of verse. It was al-Sayyab who was destined

to be the greatest heir of this Classical strength in al-Jawahiri’s rhythms.

His genius exploited them in the new form of free verse, giving free verse,

right from the start.,a solid basis on which to build its diversified

rhythmic variations.

Fourthly, al-Jawahiri*s poetic diction is rich and carefully chosen.

He is highly aware of the importance of the poetic word: "The appropriate

and explicit word is the Result of^ & very hard and painful struggle, a
194-rigorous discipline,...a deep perception and a poignant sensibility...”

In his opinion, it is the poetic word which decides whether any of us is an 
195artist or not. An Arab poet, moreover, can never create good Arabic

verse unless he first studied thoroughly the Classical poets and learnt
196their poetic diction and technique. In this he is intuitively right,

although his own experiment has sometimes shown more affinities with the
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language of the Classical poets than was necessary., Examples of his use
197of difficult, even obsolete Classical words are many in his poetry,,

But the general quality of his words is selective, and he can charge them

with an effective power that lends strength and poignancy to his poetry*

In fact al-Jawahiri supplied Arabic poetry with a new poetic idiom in

which many words are used denoting violence as an element of Arab life as

he depicts it, words like blood, death, storm, fire, victims, martyrs,
198poison, hunger, cloud, fog, revolution etc* This poetic idiom was

exploited to the full in platform poetry accompanying the different Arab 

revolutions in the fifties, but it also crept in an oblique manner into the 

poetry of many avant garde poets, especially al-Sayyab*

Fifthly, the emotional surge and the bouncing rhythms are supported 

by a peculiar tone which, although found in lesser dimensions in some of 

al-Rasafi's verse, creates a particular atmosphere. It varies from a tone 

of terrifying anger in his national poems, to a tone of earnest involvement 

in his love poems, so earnest that the image of death often creeps into it:
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The terrifying anger in his own national poetry was to become a constant 

tone in later poetry, which the avant garde poets were to exploit, prompted 

both by the mood of the age and probably by this fine example of * angryT 

poetry supplied by al-Jawahiri,

Finally, al-Jawahiri's superior genius showed itself in his poetic 

images. The old simile with its direct, flat implications, is less used. 

Instead there is this modern growth towards a pictorial image often of 

very fine and impressive quality, supported by an emotional intensity, 

Witness this image of death:
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Tlie following is a famous verse;
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The same poem has several other impressive images;
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There has been a direct neglect of al-Jawahiri1s contribution by the 

avant garde critics of recent years. This stems from a misunderstanding of 

constant values in poetry, as well as from a clouded picture of the possi

bility that some poetic achievement of value was in fact accomplished in the 

third and fourth decades in Iraq; for it is possible that these critics 

link achievement merely with innovation and therefore find by comparison 

with, say al-Mahjar poetry, that Iraqi poetry does not show similar 

experimentation. However, what was taking place in al-Mahjar during the 

early decades of this century was impossible to achieve successfully in 

Iraq at the time, in view of tho Iraqi poetic heritage, the entrenchment 

of a healthier sort of Classicism in it and the relative slowness with which 

Western influences were infiltrating the literary consciousness there.

We have seen that attempts at premature innovation were unsuccessful in 

countries where the entrenched Classicism was still strong and had direct 

influences in literary circles. Al-Rasafi and al-Zahawi, and after them 

al-Safi, when they attempted new spheres of experience, were not always 

able to give to their poetry a strong and solid phraseology but brought 

many flaws into modern Arabic poetry. Al-Jawahiri*s genius saved the 

situation for poetry in Iraq by this magnificent achievement of a poetry
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reflecting the spirit of the age, and the aspirations of the people while

remaining remarkably powerful in texture, phraseology and emotional energy.

Moreover, it helped to save Iraqi poetry in the thirties and forties from

falling prey to the new unsuccessful experiments that were then taking plac

in Egypt, and in fact only the better Egyptian poets of the time had any
205effect at all on the contemporary Iraqi poetry. These, who included

*Ali Mahmud Taha and Mahmud Hassan Isma*il, were Romantic poets. Their 

influence and that of al-Mahjar poetry*^ caused a flourish of Romantic 

poetry in the forties in Iraq, taken on temporarily by vory young poets 

who later became leaders in a wide avant garde movement in contemporary 

Arabic poetry. These included Badr Shakir al-Sayyab, Masik al-Mala’ikah 

and *Abd al-Wahhab al-Bayyati whose services later to Arabic poetry cannot 

be over-estimated. If the immediate heritage of theso poets were to be 

explored with a view to studying the sources of their strength, it would 

be found that the diversified contribution of two generations of modern 

poets in Iraq was behind that strength. But it will be found that al- 

Jawahiri* s confirmation of the Classical tradition was a central support.

It did not only throw into the background some previous unsuccessful ex

periments in modern Iraqi poetry such as those naively attempted by al- 

Zahawi and al-Rasafi, but it also kept away premature innovations and 

furnished the younger generation of avant garde poets in Iraq with a firm 

basis on which to build.

But the Iraqis of the thirties and forties were not really aware 

of the strength of their position in poetry. They were really very 

dependent on Egypt for literary nourishment. A writer, writing in 1936 

exclaims that "Literature is at its worst in the country of the two rivers 

/iracj/ and Baghdad, which was../the centre of literature and culture/ now
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awaits the weekly mail to snatch the Egyptian periodicals and nourish
207itself with Egyptian literature." Thirteen years later another writer

confirms this complaint, and refers to the comments of the first writer.
"The voices of writers and poets have become silent in the land of the

203two rivers," he insists. This is rather strange, because he is writing

in December, 1949? after the movement of free verse had been launched.

The high regard of Egypt's name in Iraq has been further described by Zaki
- 209Mubarak, the Egyptian writer who spent an academic year in Iraq in 1937,

210and who became enchanted with the Iraqi love of poetry and open minded-
211ness in literature, as well as by their great appreciation of Egyptian 

212literature. He wrote several books on Iraq and its people. With

a stern voice he chides Egyptian men of letters for the self-centred

attitude which he only realised, it seems, when he met with the great

liberality of Iraqi men of letters. He insists that the monopoly of

literary leadership by Egypt might do the Egyptian literature more harm

than good, for "it would create faults the smallest of which would be

boastful pride and an over-confidence that there can never be anything 
213better," He continues by saying that "these faults have begun to

appear,.,for the Egyptians are pro-occupied with their own culture, which

has widened and become diversified, and do not look at what the people of
214Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Palestine etc, are creating." This, he insists,

will keep them in ignorance of the development of life in countries which
215are alive and progressing.

216Zaki Mubarak's description of literary activity in Iraq, although

it confirms the interest the Iraqis had in Egyptian literary output at

that time, gives a picture of an environment fertile with the promise of
217imminent authentic creativity. A latent fertility was awaiting the

opportunity to assert itself. It had laid itself open to influences, but

it was finally able to prove its inherent authentic currents and its corrcc 

artistic intuition when it took only what was vital and worthwhile in the 

extrinsic currents which were making themselves felt in Iraq.
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Diwan al-Zahawi,Cxiiro. 1924*

47» See his section on women, ibid,, pp.306~l8| see also his most famous 
poem "Mazziqi ya Ibnata ll- "’’iraqi 41-Hijaba" in Al-Lubab, Baghdad, 
1928, pp.335-9" See also the speech of A. Shahbandar at al-Zahawi's 
memorial ceremony entitled "Al-Zahawi wa '1-Mar'ah", in al-Rashudi, 
op.cit., pp.387-90; see also Naji, op.cit.9 pp.163-5"
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43, See his letter to the Egyptian writer, op,ci_tc, pp,37-3,
49- Ibid., p.33o
50, Najm calls him a pioneer of scientific thinking, Diwan Jamil Sidqi 

al-Zahawi, the introduction; for a single example of his method see 
his article on race—horses based on experimentation and observation, 
al-Rashudi, pjp_g_c_it„ ? pp,91-104-

51, See his letter, op,cit», p.44-
52, See his amusing anecdote in the Ottoman Parliament, ibid., pp,42-3»
53» This is best seen in his Al~Nazaghat , a collection of poems

published lately by $ilal Naji, op,cit,, pp.320-52,
54- See al-Rashudi, op,cit,, pp,46 and 63-
55, See his article, ibid,, pp,8l~9-
56, Al-*Aqqad wrote about him in 1927 neither putting him among the 

philosophers, nor among the poets, Sa* at, p.202; to him al-Zahawi has 
a ”fine scientific and mathematical talent” only, p,203- Al-*Aqqad 
is not able to perceive the value of al-Zahawi’s versatility for the 
cultural progress of his contemporaries,

57- He believed so himself. In his letter, op,cit,, p-43? he says "I
believe that,., fanaticism in Iraq diminished only under the 
influence of what I published of free philosophic and social ideas,” 
See also Rufa’il Bu$$i, Al-Adab al-*Asri fi 'l-^raq al-^Arabi,
Cairo, 1923? I? 5“6, see also Zaki Mubarak, Wafoy Baghdad, Cairo,
1933, p,300, where he says the Iraqis told him that al-Zahawi ’’led a 
poetic life and was a leader in artistic matters”,

58, Naji, op,cit., p,9- However, NSji meant quite another thing. This 
phenomenon he refers to the idea that with al-Zahawi poetry had 
started to link itself with science and philosophy, Naji tends to
believe that this linkage takes place spontaneously in an age of 
progress and that it is a sign of strength in poetry. When one
remembers that N&ji is writing in 1963? one cannot help the
astonishment at the lingering of such artistically immature ideas,

59- This is why one cannot agree with A.G, Karam when he regards al-
Zahawi among the poets of Shauqi’s generation who did not add to the
cultural wealth of the nation, "Madkhal”, p,242, and n,

60, These are Al-galam al-Manzum, Ruba 1 iyyat al-Zahawi, Beirut, 1924;
DTwah al-Zaham; Al-Lubab, Baghdad" 1928~*and Al-Awshal, Baghdad,1934-

61, It is Al-Tjiumalah, Baghdad, 1939-
62, See the dismission by Naji on the authenticity of the manuscript of

this diwan, which discussion sounds quite plausible, o_p_.o_it°, pp,
313-9-

63, Al-Samarra’i, opocit,, p. 47-
64- His insistence was more on the need of education and progress.” see 

his section on society in Diwan al-Zahawi, pp,264-72, and on women,
referred to above, footnote 4 7? p-352-

65- A few examples of these would suffice; see his poem ’’Nagrah fi 
’l-Nujum”, ibid,, pp,155-6; and ”Wasf al-Majarrah", ibid,? pp,135-44-

66, M, Isma/il, his essay, op.cit., Al-Adab, January, 1955? P-50-
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67. The following verses are famous:
I 1 gyt 1 d-—=ct.Î LwuJ I I d*A ^
! ,-■■.... ,.-..,.,.,.~w 1 dtul&1 L* 1 tjL̂w b 1

Al-Lubab, p. 163. See also lsmafil, loo.cit; al-Sama.rra* i, op.cit. ,
pp.47-51.

68. See his autobiographical article, "Hayati", al-Rashudi, op.cit., 
pp.118-26; the above reference is on p.118.

69. Ibid. , p. 197» Butti, in Al-Adab al-{A§ ri, Jf 10.,saya he wrote
poetry in Persian,”

70. Al-Rashudi, op.cit,, p.31.
71<. Diwan al-Zahawi, p.309.
72. Ibid., p.338.
78. Ibid., p.398.
74. For more on this see al-Sama.rra'i, op.cit. t pp.48-51.
75. Bee ibid., p.48,
76. Although he did recognise their innovations, see R. Butti, Sifcr al- 

Shi f r, . uftiro , 1922, .̂*45-
77» For a single example see Naji, op.cit.t p,322, a small poem entitled

"Anta Ahmaq" in which he denies the whole idea of the creation of 
the universe.

78. Ibid., p.321,
79* See ibid,, Naji’s discussion on his dualism, pp.178-84; see also

an article by Mahir Hasan Fahmi in Al-Fikr al-Mu‘agir magazine, No.9, 
November, 1965, P°75 s.eq, . Cf. Al-Rihani, Qalb al-‘lraq, Beirut, 
1957, pp.241-2.

80. See also what Ismafil Adham says on this, quoted by Naji, op.cit.,
p.236.

81. On his irony see al-Rihani, Qalb al-*Iraq, p.241; see also his poems 
entitled "Aba'da ma ana Abla1', in Naji, op.cit., p. 329; and 
''Allah1', pp,329-9, etc.

82. fin this see Butti, Sifcr, pp.25, 26-32; 37-46? Diwan a1-Zahawi,p. _
83. 800 ibid.
84- Ibid,, p. (L-; Butti, Sihr, p,24-
85- Ibid.
86. See his book, Qadi.yyat al-Sh^r al-Jadid, Institute of Higher Arabic 

Studies, Cairo, 1964; pp.29-38,
87. Butti, Sihr, p. 71; Diwan,iorcv cit.
8 8. He tried blank verse very early in the century and a poem in blank

verse, dated 1323 A.H,, most probably the earliestjpoem in blank 
verse in this century appeared in Al-Kalam al-Mangum (pp.149-55 of 
the 1955 edition), which_is extremely bad. See also another poem 
in blank verse in Al-hubab, pp.280-5 where he declares in an intro
ductory note that he invented blank verse, p.280.

89. Butti; Sihr, p.25 and 70; see also Diwan, pp.242, 244; 247; 248,
and 256.

90. BuJti; Sifcr, p.25; Diwan, p. I .
91. Butti, Sihr, p. 25 and 70*, Lubab, p. {; Pi wan, p.253 where he says

about poetry: ... , . . . . .
Jjz- JSU M wifil eLlj I ^8% V l̂ -sw ,L
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92. Lubab * PP* ^  "
93* Butti, « • f Sihr, p.71* Diwan, p.243.
94* Diwan, p. .h> and 242.
95* Ibid., P* 3

96. Ibid., p.242; Butti, Sihr, p.?6.
97* Diwan, P* x
98. Lubab, p.
99* Many of his poems lacked unity. One flagrant example is his poem 

in blank, verse, mentioned above.
100. See al-Zahawi’s letter, op.cit., pp.36-7; al-Rifcani, Q.alb al-*Iracf, 

p.240.
101. Shararah, Al-Rasafi. Beirut, 1960, p.51*
102. See for example his poems "Min ayna wa ila ayna", Diwan al-Rasafi 

sixth edition, Gairo, 19599 pp.13-6; also "Al-Ard", ibid., pp.27-32 
"Alikni ya piya’u", ibid., pp.24-7i all three of which appeared in 
his first diwan.

103. See Ra'uf al-Wa-ig, Ma‘ruf al-Rasafi. Bayatuhu wa Shi * ruhu hl-Siyasi 
Cairo, n.d. c.196oj,pp.85-6; Buttit Al-Adab al-‘ Asri, X.67-8.

104* See an interesting article by fAjaj Nuwaihid on al-Ragafi’s life in 
Jerusalem, in which al-Rasafi’s fame and eminence at the time are 
aptly described. Al-Anwar Lebanese daily, No.208, 24th April, i960.

105* Al-Wa‘is, op.cit., p.61, ^abanah, op.cit., p.33.
106. Ibid.
^7* Ibid. * PP*33, 34 and 211; Butti, Al-Adab al-*Agri t :I'>69-70.
108. Al-Wa*iz, op.cit.f p.68, 71-2.
109. Shararah, Al-Rasafi. pp.7-8 and 15-16.
110. See *Ajaj Nuwaihid, loc.cit., on al-Rasafi’s poem in which he re

ferred kindly to Herbert Samuel, the first High Commissioner in 
Palestine. This was at Jerusalem in 1920 and it caused him an 
immediate loss of prestige there; see the poem in Diwan al-Rasafi  ̂
sixth edition, pp.429-430.

111. On his political life see al-Wa‘iz, op.cit.. pp.60-90; see also 
the long argument of al-Wa*iz on his political career, ibid., pp.91- 
101 which aims, however, at proving, in a rather weak argument, that 
al-Rasafi was a real politician.

112. For more on al-Rasafi’s life and career, see Shararah, Al-Rasafi.
PP*35-41; 'pabanah, op.cit., pp.26-44; see also a profile of him 
in al-Ri^ani, Qalb al- Iraqr. pp.250-5*

113. Ibid.
114* ‘izziddin, Al-Shi(r al-'Iraqi ’l-ffadith. p.280; al-Wa*ig, op.cit..

p.60.
115* Ibid., pp.61-2.
T16. See for example his poem on the orphan "Al-Yatim al-Makhduf",

Diwan al-Rasafi. pp.158-9? and his poem on the Baghdad prison "Al- 
Sijn fi Baghdad", ibid., pp.42-6.

117* See his section on women’s progress, ibid., pp.342-54*
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118o See for example his poem "Ila ’l-'Ummal", ibid., pp.178-00; also
a poem entitled "Mu‘tarak al-Hayat", ibid., pp.36-9, especially p.37.

119* He has many poems on this theme among which are "Al-Faqr wa ’1-Suqam",
ibid., pp.94-102; and his famous poem "Al-Yatim fi *l-‘ld", see also 
Îzziddin, Al-Shi*r al- ‘Iraqi ll-Hadith. pp.280-2; J. Sa'id, op.cit., 

pp.73 and 74*
120. Hisjpoems against ignorance and squalor are also numerous. See

Diwan al-Rasafi, the section entitled"Ijtima‘iyyat", pp.52-4; 74-5;
85-6 ; 87-8 ; 88-90; 91-2; 146-7; 157-8; etc.

121. See a book by Hilal NSji, Al-Qaumi.y.yah wa dl-Ishtirakiyyah fi Shi* r 
al-Ragafi, Beirut, 1959» in which al-Ragafi*s nationalistic and social 
trends are followed. The book is interesting though over-enthusiast
ic, exaggerating the idealogical basis of al-Rasafi*s social attitudes.

122. See_his diwan entitled Al-‘Awafif, Najaf,1937; on him see Jamil 
Sa‘id, op.cit~. t pp.77-8, 79, 80, 87-8.

123. Quoted by al~Dujaili, op.cit., p.81 and others.
124. Ibid., p.77; ‘izziddin, Al-Shi*r al-‘Iraqi >.1-Hadith, p.282.
125. Diwan al-Rasafi, pp.423-5, from a poem in welcome of al-RI^ani on

his visit to Iraq.
126. Two interesting if artistically bad examples are his poems "Al-^ayat 

al-Ijtima ‘ iyyah wa *1-Ta‘awun", ibid., pp.82-3 and "Ila ’l-'Ummal" 
in which he naively says on p.178:

h—̂>wU Ls VI h—» I
Early socialist ideas are already infiltrating the Iraqi society.
With al-Rasafi they are still naive and simple, tinged rather with 
a religious colour.

127. Books like those of al-Wa‘iz, op.cit.„ and Hilal Naji’s Al-Qaumi,yyah
wa * 1-Ishtiraki.yyah f 1 Shi ‘ r al-Ragafi, which are completely devoted
to him, and other books which discuss general topics in poetry like
those of Izziddin, al-Dujaili and Jamil Sa‘id on Iraqi poetry, 
mentioned above; and like those of al-Daqqaq, Al-Itti.jah al-Qaumi, 
and al-Maqdisi Itti.jahat on Arabic literature in general.

128. For example, Shararah, Al-Ragafi, pp.47» 48, 50 and 52. He says
on p.52: "You can in all cases write in prose what al-Rasafi says
in poetry and in a clearer, more concise and more beautiful way."

129. M. Isma‘11, al-Adab, January, 1955* p.50.
130. Diwan al-Ragafi, p.103.
131. For examples of this see al-Samarra*i, op.cit., pp.72-8. They are 

numerous in his diwan; see also Tabanah, op.cit., pp. 200 and 206-9°
132. Diwan al-Rasafi, p„455°
133. Ibid., pp.420-3; for a further discussion on this see al-Samarra*i,

op.cit., pp.78-80.
134* An example of his naivity is his poem "al-Funun al~Jamilah" Diwan,

pp.80-82, in which he discusses the different arts in a didactic 
and prosaic fashion. Another is his other poem "Al-‘Alam Shi‘r", 
ibid., pp.6-12.

135° Ibid., p.110.
136. Ibid., p.191.
137* Ibid., p.264.
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133c Ibid.,, p.178.
139- 'Ala .‘1 Mihakk , p.lOOo
140, See ibid., pp°94~100, where *Abbud criticises him for the many 

poems he declaimed on a tour taken with an Iraqi delegation in 
1936 to Palestine, Syria, Lebanon and Egypt. 'Abbud calls this 
poetry 'ugly1 (p.98).

141* Isma'il, op.cit., p.49°
142. Mamduh Haqqi, in his small book Ma‘ruf al-Rasafi, Beirut, 1964, 

enumerates some of his faults, pp.56-60. He also enumerates what 
he calls his attributes, pp.45-51° However, Haqqi's ideas stem 
from a rather conservative background.

143. For a_further discussion of al-Rasafi’s role as a national poet see 
Al-Adab magazine, August, 1953, for an article by Ibrahim al-Wa1ili 
entitled "Al-Rasafi baina Tarikh al-Adab wa Tarikh al-Siyasah",
pp.35-6.

144° It is interesting to note that fourteen years after al-Rasafifs death
a memorial celebration was held in his honour in which his role as 
a national and social poet was highly extolled. A book in which all 
the speeches and poems delivered at this celebration were collected 
was published in Baghdad by the Union of Iraqi writers and entitled 
Mahra.jan al-Rasafi, Baghdad, 1959.

145° He has always been aware of this conflict, especially with the avant-
garde school of the fifties and sixties which advocated, among other 
things, free verse and a greater compression and terseness. See 
his poems especially in Al-Shallal, Beirut, 1962, pp.32, 82-3, 288.

146. See what this publishing firm, Bar al-'llm li '1-Malayin, wrote about
his popularity on the back cover of Al-Aghwar, second edition, Beirut, 
1961. The propaganda is plausible because this publishing firm is 
known to prefer established authors.

147° Turk! Ka^im Jaudah, Ahmad al-Safi al-Na.jafi, Bayatuhu wa Shi'ruh ,
Baghdad, 1967, p°43°

148. Ibid., p.45.
149° Ibid., pp.25-35°
150. Ibid., p.48$ for more 011 his life see I. 'Abd-al-Sattar,

{Abqari.yyat al-Safi, Tripoli, 1953, pp. 5-18.
151° For a long discussion on al-Safifs poetic diction see al-Sanmrra’1,

op.cit., pp.83-102.
152. See his interesting poem "iSahib Maqha", Al-Amwa.j, fourth edition, 

Beirut, 1961, pp«2l6-8.
153. His poem "Asbahtu Hurran", ibid., pp.232-3.
154° His poem "Inna J1-Wiyama yasu'uhfu “l-Iqagu", ibid., pp.223-4°
155° His poem "Al-Taqdir bafda *1-Maut", ibid., pp.227-9°
156. His verse on seeing some boys selling the Quran, an unacceptable

act by the Moslems, ibid., p.291.
157° His poem "Al-fAmafan al-Sufaha1", Al-Shallal, p.136.
158° His poems "Sahib Maqha", and "Kam min Dukhan", Al-Amwaj, p.112.
159° His harsh but factual poem "Jiwar al-Faqlr", ibid., pp.102-4.
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160. His poem "Al-Idha*at", ibid, , pp.187-9? and. his poem MLa taqtulu 11- 
Adaba," ibid., p.228.

162, He says on this \______ dji 'ijs oJsLs> Al-Shallal, p.269,
163c See for example his poems "WaJjdah." f Al-Amwa,i t pp.35-40; "Al-Lail wa

al-Humum" , ibid., pp. 175-7? "Safinatu .*1- Umr", Al-Shallal, pp.66-7; 
and his beautiful, heart-breaking poem "Wabishah", written on his 
sixtieth birthday and published in Al-Lafafrat» his ninth collection.

164. Al-Sayyab as quoted by Jaudah, op.cit., p.104 and Abu Shabakah as
quoted by him, ibid., p.99 and as quoted on the back-cover of Al- 
Amwa.j, fourth edition.

165o Al-Aghwar. p.9»
166. Y. ‘Izziddin, Al-Shi* r al-ffadlth. p,276; the poem entitled "Al-Fallab" 

is published in‘Al-Amwaj, pp.8-13.
167. He said in his poem "Al-Shi*r al-Multazim":

„.*!! *X -U cl * <! I ,.l_ -A -li <H .. fcsi

Al-Shallal, pp. 164-1

168. See for example his poems on the sea, ibid., pp. 43? 54-5? 6l; 85
and 66-7.

169. See his poems on birds, ibid., pp.16-7? 30; 60 and 254°
170. Ibid., pp.214 and 221-2.
171. Ibid., pp.18-24} 248 and 256.
172. See his poems "Al-Shl*ir wa 'l-Fa’r", Al-Amwaj, pp, 168-70; and 

"Al-Sha/ir wa 11-Qitt", ibid., pp.171-4°
173. Isma'*il regards him as a renegade of the Najaf school without appre

ciating the value of his experiment, op.oit., p.51. Ahmad Abu Sa*d 
in Al-Adab, November,1953, in an article entitled "Sharar, Diwan
Shi r li Afymad al-Safi al-Najafi", finds no virtue at all in the 
poet; his article is an example of the prejudiced approach of 
current modernism in criticism,

174. ‘Ala :* 1-Mihakk, p.44? see his three chapters on him, pp.41-64? 
see also al-S'Sma.rra1 i, loc.cit.

175. *Ala ’l-Mihakk, p.49.
176. Al-Aghwar. pp.17-8, from a poem entitled "Al-TanaqucL", pp.17-9°
177* Ashi**ah Mulawwanah, Sidon-Beirut, n.d., p.18.
178. Dujaili, op.cit., p.169.
179° Ibid; see also al-Sam^rra'i, op.cit., p.116 for his memorising a

great part of Classical poetry.
  tf —

180. M. Isma il, op,cit., p.53.
181. See also ibid.
182. Isma*il, hi bid - -v.
183. Ibid., p.52; Dujaili, op.cit., pp.166 and 180.
184. Dujaili, op.oit., p.172, describes an early collection by al-Jawahiri 

entitled Halabat al-Adab, published at Baghdad, 1341 A. H.which con
tains simple poems of mu*aradah of a number of other famous Classical 
and modern poeCs.

161. *Ala Jl-Mihakk, p.54 and other places; Dimaqs, p.129; also Ilyas 
Abu Shabakah as quoted by Jaudah, op.cit,, p.100.
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185<> See for example a book entitled Al-Pilasfiniyyat, published at al- 

Najaf? 1939? which shows the importance of 'occasions' in modern 
Arabic poetry,, Al-Jawahiri has two poems in this collection pp.2-3 
and po15. These and the rest of the poems in the collection are 
poems written on Palestine on the occasion of the visit of the 
General Islamic Conference on Palestine to al-Najaf in 1933=

186„ Witness his address to 1 Abd al-Karim Qasim at the Memorial
celebration of al-Rasafi in 1959? Mahrajan al-Rasafi, pp.17-18 & 27? 
in fine prose. However? he made of Qagim a genius whose light 
engulfed everyoneJ
Dimaqs wa Urjuwan, pp.53-9" The poem is entitled ”(Abd al-Hamid 
Karamalit! and is published in his anthology Diwan al-Jawahiri?
Baghdad, 1953? III? 132-47« However, fAbbud here has been too harsh
011 the poet, for this poem has some of al-Jawahiri!s most memorable 
verses? and one feels inclined to disagree with the critic's 
denouncement of this particular poem, a denouncement probably induced 
by the exaggerated length of the poem and its rhetorical quality»

188. On this see al-Dujaili, op. cit ., pp.173-80; 1u1; 183-90“ 200r 212-3; 
215«

139» Diwan al-Jawahiri, fourth edition? Damascus, 1957? p.l87«
190. Ibid.? pp.173-9.
191“ Diwan al-Jawahiri, Baghdad, 1950? II? 199~234«
192. Diwan al-Jawahiri, fourth edition, 1957? pp.51“64»
193= He repeated these experiments in his later poetry published in

Barid al-Ghurbah, but without success; see for a single example his 
poem of dedication, pp. j  _^? written at Prague in 1965°

194“ Al-Jawahiri? as quoted by al-Samarra'i? op.cit ., po 1160

195“ Ibid.
196. Ibid., pp.116-7.
197“ For examples of these see ibid., pp.118-24? and 126.
1980 These appear often in his poetry and it is unnecessary to give more

of them than hĉ s already appeared in the examples given above.
199° Diwan al—Jawahiri ? II., 47 ,

200. Tsma*il? opojcit. ? p.53.
201. Mahrajan al-Rasafi, p.130.
202. Diwan al-Jawahiri, fourth edition, p.173®
203“ Ibid.? pp.173-9.
204“ An Iraqi writer, Salim Taha al-Takriti? xvriting as late as 1949

complains of the lack of sufficient Western literary influences in 
Iraq; "Al-Hayat al-Adabiyyah fi 'l-^raq”,. AI-Thacrafah magazine, No. 
572, 12th December? 1949? PP“ 12-3 . In fact the younger generation 
of Iraqi poets had already been studying Western poetic techniques, 
but their poetry had not yet imposed itself on Arab critics and 
readers.

205. See Nazik al-Mala'ilcah ?s assessment of ‘ Ali Mahmud lJ!&h£'Ts popularity 
and her comparison of this with that of Abu Shadi's relative 
obscurity in the Arab world, Slii'r *Ali Mahmud Taha, Institute of 
Higher Arabic Studies, Cairo, 19&4? p.191“
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206. Al-Jadawil of Abu Madi, for example, was published, twice in 1927
at al~Najaf.

207* *Ab& al-Wahhab al-Amln, "Al-Hayat al-Adab iyyah fi Baghdad.”,
Al-Risalah, No.140, 9^b March, 1936, p.333®

208o Salim Taha '1-Takriti, "Al-Hayat al-Adabiyyah fi 'l-‘lraqt!,
Al-Thacrafah. No.572, 12th December, 1949s P °12.

209« On Zaki Mubarak's stay in Iraq and the welcome he got from Iraqi 
literary circles and the press see an article by Abd al-Razzaq 
al-Hilli entitled "Zaki Mubarak fi 'l- Iraq”, Al-Aqlam magazine, 
January, 19^5v PP°55~69® Mubarak seems to have stirred quite a 
good literary activity there.

210. Wahy Baghdad, pp.299®
21 -1. Ibid., pp.299-300.
212. Ibid. , pp.299? 400-1 and 402. Amin Sa‘id in his book Ay,yam Baghdat

Cairo, n.d. describes Iraqi life in 1933 and says that the Iraqis 
imported 12000 books from Egypt every year and 500 books from 
Syria, pp.213-4®

213o Ibid., p.412.
214® Ibid.
215. Ibid., p.413®
216. See also Zaki Mubarak's articles,. "Al-Adab al-fArabi ' 1—Haditji fi 

'1- IrSq", Al-Risalah, No. 4047 31st March, 1941? PP®372-6, and 
"Al-Andiyah al-Adabiyyah fi fl-fIraq”, ibid., No.405? 7th April, 
1941? PP®499-502.

217® Wahy Baghdad, pp.294> 299 and 300.
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SECTION 3: SYRIA

, CONSERVATISM

(i) The Kurd *Ali School

The literary iconoclasts of Egypt and al-Mahjar and the social 

iconoclasts of Iraq will find no counterparts among their immediate con

temporaries in Syria. Here, in the first few decades of this century, 

we shall see a mild uniformity invan output that is characterised more hy 

correctness of language, a Classical "balance of form, emotion and contest 

rather than by any real creativity. Only one outstanding poet, Badawi al- 

Jabal, begins to show a different approach and even his best poetry belongs 

to a slightly later period.

The nineteenth century poetic output in Syria was centred mainly in 

Aleppo, as has been shown in a previous chapter. It was in this ancient 

city that a Christian tradition had made itself felt^and where the mild 

development in-literature had been influenced by some foreign links. It 

was witness to some unusual if not particularly impressive experiments in 

poetry which, despite a modest aesthetic value, furnished an earlier basis 

of a modern poetic tradition in Aleppo. This tradition, however, will not 

be seen to influence very much the poetic development in Damascus in the 

first decades of this century but indeed will help to produce more original 

poetry in Aleppo in the thirties and forties. Here the observer can see 

yet another example of the immense influence of direct literary traditions 

in shaping the poetic output of any given period.

With the establishment of an Arab government in Damascus in 1918 the 

cultural activity became centred in the metropolis. Even before that a 

daily newspaper, al-Muqtabas, founded after the constitution of 1908 by 

Muhammad Kurd *Ali (1876-1953) had been leaving its influence on the mind



1and spirit of its Arab readers. With the advent of the second decade

and the increased political and intellectual awakening of the Arabs, the

influence of men like Kurd ‘All was not only forcibly felt but was also

vitally needed. He was an intellectual and a patriot, a progressive and a

scholar, and his influence on a small group of Damascene poets during the
2second decade and later seems to have been very great. He had studied

Turkish and French,^ besides Arabic. This latter language he studied with

the famous Sheikhs of Damascus the most prominent of whom was al-Sheikh

Tahir al-Jazaf in.^ He read Classical books of literature and history

as well as Ibn Khaldun’s social philosophy.^ In Islamic studies he read,

besides the Quran, Islamic theology, the traditions and biographies of

the Prophet and al-Sahabah, al-Ghazzali, Ibn Hazm, Ibn al-Jawziyyah and Ibn
Taimiyyah,^ Armed with this versatile education, and with a life already

7full of experience, voyages and strife, he was to help shape the intellec

tual tendencies of the small group of educated men round him, among whom 

were the four poets who were the most prominent among the first generation 

of Damascene poets in this century.

Kurdish by birth, Kurd ‘All spent his whole life serving the cause 

of Arab revivalism in all spheres, but first of all in the linguistic, 

historical and literary spheres. He was the man whose name was linked, 

more than that of any other, with the Arab Academy of Language in Damascus,,.
Q

founded largely through his personal initiative and efforts in 1919*'

Kurd *Ali was deservedly elected as its president, a position he held until 

his death.

The Academy's magazine, Ma.jallat al-Ma.jma* al-‘ilmT *l-*Arabi

founded in 1921, was a constant forum in which the Syrian writers and

scholars published their works, for it was not a purely linguistic concern,

nor was the Academy itself a purely linguistic institution, as was the

Academy of Language in Cairo, but served the cause of research in
10language and literature. Shukri Faisal, in his lectures on "Literary
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Journalism" rightly insists that it is impossible to divest the literary

output of a magazine from the spirit of that magazine in which it is 
11published. It is also relevant that the spirit of this illustrious maga

zine was one of balance, of patient academic research and of level-headed

ness. This is indeed a remarkable achievement for this time. A most 

interesting aspect of this achievement is the fact that it was accomplished 

quietly without the general ado that accompanied big literary events in al- 
Mahjar or Egypt.

Reared under the influence of Kurd *Ali's sustained enthusiasm for

research in Classical fields of history, language and literature and also

under the influence of Ma.jallat al-Ma.jma* , the first generation of men of
12letters m  Damascus showed the same tendency towards Classicism, and

formed with Kurd *A1I a whole school of thought which al-Kayyali calls the
i 13TKurd ^Al^s school of thought*. The cultural revival of Syria during

14the early decades was coloured by it. The most important of the poets

who came under its influence also showed its immense effect on them. These

were Khair al-Din al-Zirikli (1893—) T Muhammad al-Buzm (1887-1955)?  Khalil

Mardam Bek (1 895 -19 59 ) and- Shafiq Jabri ( 1898- ) .  Their poetry was

characterized by a pure terse style and strong meaning; it had a

nationalistic tendency and preserved in itself a link with the Classical
15literature and Arab civilisation in its most illustrious periods, J

The direct and indirect links which these four poets had with the 

Academy and its general spirit is shown in their respective careers, Al- 

Zirikli, whose nationalistic activities led him to take refuge in Egypt 

and other Arab countries,^ compiled the book of Al-Adam, in 10 volumes, 

in which the biographies of notable men and women of Arab history both

ancient and modern are briefly recounted. Some Orientalists are also
17 13included. In 1930 he was chosen to be a member of the Academy.

Al-Buzm spent his life in linguistic arguments with other interested
19teachers of Arabic like himself. He is said to have invented a method
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of teaching Arabic grammar which made of a difficult subject an interesting
20adventure for the student, but that he was too indifferent to write it

21down for posterity* His diwan was published posthumously in i960 by the

Academy of Language in Damascus and was entitled Diwan Khalil Mardam.

Mardam Bek, the most scholarly among the four, who edited several
22 21 valuable Classical books, was elected a member of the Academy in 1925,

2 A PRits secretary in 1941, and its president in 1953.

Jabri, after being chosen later on in his career to be the Dean of

the Faculty of Arts at the Syrian University, was invited to be another
26poet member of the Academy, an honour which he still enjoys. Jabri has

not published his diwan yet. In Classical Studies he has several books

including a study of the Book of Songs of Abu al-Faraj al-Asbahani,

Dirasat al-Aghani, (1951) and another study on Al-Asbahani himself, Abu

al-Fara.j al-Asbahani, (1955)« A third book is A1 -Jahi# ~(1Q4S) <

All these poets, moreover, came from middle class families. Mardam
27Bek was a rich man all his life. Zirikli, Buzm and Jabri were sons of 

28merchants. This might explain why their rebellion was merely national

istic, looking more towards a re-achievement of past glory than to a re

assessment of present social conditions. Their influence which began to 

be felt in the second decade of this century, persisted until the mid

century, and has not yet died away, despite the appearance in the field of 

diverse poetic talents many of them superior to their own.

But it was not only the influence of Kurd ‘Ali's school of thought 

and their own ’sheltered1 social background which decided their trends in 

poetry. There were several other factors that combined to direct them 
towards it.

Firstly they could not have studied the Arabic language except by 

going back to Classical books. Nearly all the men of letters of Damascus 

who spent their childhood and early youth either in the late nineteenth 

or early twentieth centuries had to go for their studies in Arabic to the
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29Sheikhs, Some of these were highly respectable masters of the language

and of Islamic studies and their pupils were taught the best in the

Classical heritage

Another factor was the feeling of national achievement connected with

the study of Arabic language and literature. In view of the difficulty

of following a persistent course of studies and of finding the right 
31masters, it also seemed a personal adventure. The literary revival in .

Damascus and other Islamic localities, had of necessity to be a Classical

revival as it linked itself first and foremost with Islamic sources of

knowledge, Damascus, at the beginning of this century had not yet forged
32any real links with Western sources of education,

A third factor is the natural tendency of the people of inner Syria

to be conservative, Jamil Saliba describes their hatred of outlandish

ways and even of remarkable originality, "The best among them is the one
33who conforms with his traditions," He asserts* further on that "this 

tendency towards the usual,,.prompts many intellectuals to keep to a middle 

course well-trodden by society. They do not surpass the ordinary.,.and are 

not liberated from social commitments, a thing which hinders them from any 

literary or artistic creativity,Like the rest of their contemporaries 

in the field of poetry these poets were naturally dedicated to a public 

role, but if an Iraqi public welcomed originality and radicalism, a Syrian 

public of the first decades was less inclined to do so. We will not meet 

in the Syria of the first decades any of the original poetic experiments 

of Iraq, Egypt or al-Malijar. The metropolis itself did not produce, during 

the first few decades, any poet of outstanding poetic qualities. But it 

is equally interesting to note that Syria has not produced, 

in this century? a single recognised poet who produced really bad poetry.

A sober Classical judgment was kept alive, and a respect for Classical 

perfection has been a basis of strength even for later avant-gardists and 

innovators, as will be shown presently. Although a large accumulation of
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s-tock phrases and stock attitudes pile up over the years, mainly through the

national poetry which was written in abundance, very few poetic works

reveal prosaic tendencies or suffer greatly from a weakness of style-

A noticeable similarity among these poets, moreover, is the general

uniformity of themes- They all treated a very limited number cf subjects-
35Their most persistent theme was nationalism- Others were descrip

tive and love poetry- However, the latter theme was less frequently 
36treated- Poems of occasion, which were the fashion all over the Arab 

world as has already been seen, were also common* But these often 

managed to introduce the national theme as well, Syria remains one of tho 

greatest strongholds of platform poetry*

This general description of the poetry of four poets who are 

representative of the first generation of poets in Syria in this century
Ij should suffice for the purpose of this paper. However, a further analysis 

of the conventionalism of such poets has been furnished, unwittingly, by 

one' of them, and it is an opportunity which research should very happily 

seise upon. In a series of lectures delivered at the Institute of Higher 

Arabic Studies in Cairo, Jabri describes the process by which he writes a 

poem. In following this process one sees the conventional mind at work. 

These lectures indeed provide a most valuable document on the subject of 

creativity.

When writing a poem, first of all, Jabri says, he looks for the 
37appropriate metre- When he overcomes this ’difficulty' and finds the

right metre, he searches about for the rhyme word. Having secured these

two he starts work on the first verse, ’al-matla*’, which might take him
39quite a long time to compose. Having succeeded in producing a ’mafia *’-

the job of composing the whole poem begins-

Jabri now asks this question "How do I compose a poem? How do its

images and words come to me?"^ He declares here that ’words’ are very
41important to him "for words are the secret and spirit of poetry*"
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42Therefore he is ’’very fond of words" and chooses them carefully. But,

he goes on to ask, "how do I, after finding the words for a verse of poetry,

find the image?" He answers this hy declaring that the words inspire him
43with the meanings in many cases, "X used to feel that words push the 

image stored in my mind and "bring it out into the open,"^ He gives here 

an example of this process;
<) J  \ . —■ ■ . p........ ....- ̂ Ŵt-l i ti,if),,, .  ̂ d J  X, .mpi ri— I

The first phrase that came to him in this verse was " j yj '

"This phrase dragged out its sister phrases which are appropriate to it,*
for there is an ESTABLISHED connection "between * ,̂11<’ which is

and "between ’ JJsjl » and ’ ' and 1 . There is also a

connection, equally well-ESTABLISHED "between all these things and ’ 4 .rV\'

and ' : o„ ^ I\ 1 and * .: jI\ ’. All these are harmonious images and when

one comes to the mind, the other is SURE to come. Then they all set
themselves harmoniously and in an orderly fashion without the poet feeling 

4bhow they did it."^ Again he gives another example;
<3—   —   ^  ̂ Aj 0  ̂̂ i—y  o. 11 j,u»' lo Pr?hai,J ̂ ̂

The word * i îî  ̂̂ he says, rxxspxred me witt /̂̂t.ae p h r ’ i ,̂  il,11 *. ̂

and ’ ^  j jjJ I jû . 1 with the word ’ ^ ...S' ' , then the word 1 ^  '

"brought to my mind ’ ^ ___.,̂1 ’ and so on..."

In short, he asserts, "Images are stored in the mind waiting to he

aroused in order to come out to the tangible and the visible, and it is
47the ’words' which perform this great function."

Now this is a perfect description of the way stock images and stock 

phrases are stored up in the mind, waiting comfortably to be recalled by 

words with connotations that evoke them.

Jabri, moreover, often chooses his words badly, when he releases 

himself from the grip of stock phrases. He says;

i  i >>*>•<} \ s j a   ̂dm}9 h. i i. .p i. rCJ j i j lyoJ J LwkSLiS 43

* Capital letters mine
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The choice of 1 \__ ’ for hlood is unacceptable as an image.

There is also an unnecessary repetition of two words with nearly the same 

meaning: \____ \ A g a i n  this example:
I - j uJ j b  IjjJ I ^  \ j ) j .o LAjip 1-. .... »m >>9 b

The use of the word ; r which denotes a rather slow and clumsy way

of walking is not fit for a phantom, which is light and ephemeral,

especially when it is meant for praise. Despite his special fondness for

words and despite the fact that he says that "Poetry cannot exist except

when the words are in harmonious relations to one another and form images
50that suit the meanings they express," he has not been able to give many 

original proofs of his own choice of diction.
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C-'ii) Badawi al-Jabal

However, another poet appeared in the twenties who, despite his firm 

roots in Classicism, did not Belong to this group. Muhammad Sulaiman al-
fr a

Ahmad, known as Badawi al-Jabal, (b„1907?)? came from the Alawite Mountains

of northern Syria where a rather radical form of Shifism is practised.

The mountains, bordering on the fringes of the beautiful Ladiqyaah coast,

are a stronghold of Shi*ah traditions in learning, culture and attributes.

Al-Badawi's father, al-SMdkh Sulaiman al Ahmad,was the religious Imam of 
52the Alawites and a man of learning in Classical Arabic, Islamic and

53linguistic studies. He later became a member of the Arab Academy of
54Language m  Damascus. His house seems to have been much frequented by

students who came to study with him. "They would sleep there, and eat and
55study with him, as his guests. He spent his whole wealth on this."  ̂

Sulaiman al-Ahmad taught his own son and trained him in the best traditions 

of the Classics especially the anthologies of al-Sharlf al-Radi and his 

student, Mihyar al-Dailami, as well as Abu al-'Ala' al-Ma*arri, Abu Tammam,

al-Mutanabbi and al-Buhturi. Al-Badawi also read the Quran, and Nah.j
- 56al-Balaghah, which had a profound influence on him, as well as the books
- - - 57of al-Jahig,and Al-Aghanr.

As a young man Al-Badawi went to Damascus. In 1925 R© published
58his first anthology of poems which seems to have been well received,

59despite the fact that it contained poems of occasion of uncertain value. 

However, al-Badawifs poetic talent, detected in the conventional verses, 

was immediately welcomed.^ It was clear from this anthology that al- 

BadawiTs idea of a poet coincided with the current picture of the poet 

as the public spokesman of his people, as most of his poems were of public 

or national interest. In the course of his life, this early assumption 

came into grips with his originality which struggled to liberate itself 

and assert its own independent genius. This will be discussed in the 

coming pages.
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Al-Badawi’s life, as would be expected, was linked constantly with 

political adventure. He launched himself on a political career very early 

in life, was put into prison several times in his younger days,^ and has 

experienced the rigours of self-exile for many years since the late fifties. 

However, he also knew public honour, became a member of parliament six times 

and a minister four times. It is the paradoxical state of contemporary 

Arab life that a poet who spent his life singing the love of his country 

and people cannot find a place for himself in his country under progressive 

governments. A schism in the ways of thinking of two generations and in 

their assessments of aims, methods and ideals has brought about this grave 

misunderstanding. A keen observer can understand this and perhaps even 

expect it, but from the artist’s and the critic’s point of view this tragic 

blow to the life of a great poet can be assessed only in the light of the 

human condition and the attitudes and feelings it invokes. Dahhan, 

probably cautious against political implications, neglected discussing

al-Badawi's poetic contribution in his book dedicated to poetry in modern
62Syria. This omission is all the more regrettable when one remembers

the poverty of poetry among the earlier generation of Syrian poets in this 

century, and the compensating riches of al-Badawi’s contribution.

In al-Badawi a new level of poetic creativity is manifest. There is

this main difference between him and the neo-Classicists; that he, and al-

Jawahiri with him do not merely emulate the Classical poetry, but belong

to the very heart of the Classical tradition and,in purity of style,

strength of texture and power of language could have been true Classicals. 

Al-Jawahiri has been discussed already. In al-Badawi this Classical level 

is achieved without alienating the poet from his immediate world. He 

does not appear as a fleeting voice from the fourth century of the Hijira, 

like al-Kaaimi or al-Buzm for example, repeating the words of the old bards, 

but rather as a direct continuation of the living tradition in which he is 

one of the greatest masters. "The only remaining proof of the Classical
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school.. ,  a writer said of him*^ He abhievds this mainly "by USihg a

k i n d  o f  d i c t i o n  t h a t *  despite i t s  f  reshnesS.,, i s  very C l a s s i c a l )  a  c h o s e n

vocabulary of words that suit, in the main, hoth ages. His imagery,

t h o u g h  n o t  o u t - w o r n  w i t h  C l a s s i c a l  u s e ,  a n d  o f t e r i  h i d  H le r y  6 W n ^ i s  h e a r e r

a l i e n a t e d  f r o m  t h e  C l a s s i c a l  c o n c e p t  o f  a n  im a g e b  Both d i o t i o h  a n d  image

are vivid, effective arid alive-, This is a very rare achievement for Such 
a veil—rooted Classicist.

His style has been compared to that of al-Bu^turi, delicately worked 

and graceful. "Every verse is an elegant flower, a cup brimming with wine
/T A

full of colour.o..fragrance and ecstacy.. . .  However, al-Badawi can 

boast of a far deeper poetic sensibility than al-Buhtun and a much more 

complicated poetic personality. In his more mature poetry al-Badawi 

surpasses all his neo-Olassical contemporaries, including Shauqi, by his 

capacity to pave his way to universality, to arrive at the poetic moment 

in which the factual and the metaphysical merge. In his poetry there is 

a constant thirst, a persistent loneliness, a deep foreboding which is 

often explained by events but which is essentially metaphysical in nature. 

His early studies in Sufi poetry prompted by a complex, deep and highly 

sensitive poetic personality, must have helped towards this. This will be 

illustrated in the following pages.

Perhaps one of the first comparisons we can draw between al-Badawi's 
creativity and the conservative compositions of a poet like Jabri for 

example, concern their respective methods of writing a poem. Jabri has 

furnished us with his detailed testimony of the workings of his mind while 

composing, as we have just seen. Al-Badawi appears not to have written 
anything on the subject, but he has spoken about an instance which is most 

significant. During one of his election campaigns (probably in 1956) he 

underwent a most poignant poetic experience* A poem occurred to him and 

he fell into the state of automatic reaction to the outpourings of images 

and ideas so that he became oblivious of all the confusion and excitement



outside, A huge crowd had gathered to hear him talk ahout his political
plans, but he shut himself up in a room and kept delaying his appearance

until the whole poem was written. It was a long and beautiful love-mystica

poem which he called "The Holy Flame" ( , ,,y3|\ , l<ih This experience

fits in exactly with the poetry that is written in "a complete state of

automatism", as Robin Skelton says,^ when a poem imposes itself on the poet

and must be written. It does not follow that all true poetry must be

written in this way, but such an experience is only possible for an

authentic poet. And although the same poet may write many poems which are

more consciously written than this, a certain amount of what Skelton calls 
68'mindlessness1 is always involved in the poetic experience of an authentic 

poet.

Al-Badawi idealises the image of the poet. He also extolls the king

dom of the heart. "When a poet finds his way to the world of his heart, 

then he has found his way to the beauty of his God, and sipped the wine of 

His love and entered into communion with Him. The poet's proximity to God 

and his enjoyment of His light come next only to that of the prophets' but 

above those of any great man or reformer in the world. For a great man, 

whether he be a leader or conqueror, a scientist or a philosopher,a reformer 

or explorer is made....by the combined efforts of the home, the school, 

historical events, opportunities, time and environment. But the poet is 

the sheer creation of God,.,,The making of the poet is an attribute with 

which God has honoured Himself alone.,..In this lies the meaning of the
69poet's pride and self-assurance." Then he says : "0 you who are proud 

of your wealth : here in my heart are treasures which no dreams and aspira
tions can attain.

"0 you who are proud of your power : here in my heart is the creative 

conquering power which challenges tyrants and Pharaohs....

* It is possible, however, that the poem as a whole was written on two 
different occasions. In the stanza beginning on p.12 and until the 
end of the poem a new spirit and a different tone are manifest.



tt0 you who are suffering from /the fear of7 old age and death : here
in my heart is evergreen youth and immortality, renewed with every heart

beat - .. .

"In this lie the poet’s genius and pride, a pride that yields only

to the majesty of God alone and of great and lofty beauty. So when a

poet falls from his heaven and stoops....to sing at the feasts of tyranny,

or when he retreats from the conflict of freedom against tyranny, or brings

down his glory to serve the glory of a ruler or any other great man, then h
70has denied the grace of God and alienated himself from His beauty...."

In his poetry, too, he extolled the poet:

o . . .  ^  j \ L  ̂ ) -P

Al-Badawi’s poetry showed a great development over the years. He 

never turned his back on the poetry of occasion, but later on he chose only 

the more dignified occasions. An early poem written in 1924 for the 

memorial ceremonies of the death of the Iraqi Mahmud Shukri al-Alusi and

a fleeting hint of al-Badawi’s later obsession with genius is shown in the 
verse:

But other images are most conventional in both concept and method of use. 

The two dead men are likened to full moons and to stars. Both have been

borne to their graves in a procession that has no end:

and this:

72

-  -73the Egyptian al-Manfaluti shows marked conventional affinities, although
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and for them the whole Arab world mourns with tearful convulsions, etc*

This should be no criterion for judgment on al-Badawi, for it was written 

when the poet was sixteen or seventeen years of age, and his poetry was 

still to develop. His later poems, scattered here and there in the 

different magazines and newspapers of the Arab world, should furnish an 

interesting study for the critic and the literary historian. For in the 

best among them the instinctive tendency of the poet to write about true 

experiences of a subjective nature is manifest. There is a constant attempt 

at luring the theme of the poem into one which he could personally share 

with the honoured object of the poem* In his poem on the thousand years 

anniversary of Abu al-'Ala' al-Mafarri, for example, he begins with some 

rather dry verses of an objective nature and an old fashioned play on words 

in the last verse:
76

—\ d J I j *—>■
^   I ip O*lo jLsJ^ L---1---I

, ■ ■/* 1 Lui i 1 M ■* J ̂  i 3̂ ul**V ^
 11    M j I I

Then he is able to bring about the theme of woman, a theme dear to his 

heart, and he soars immediately to real poetic heights; talking to the 

dead poet he says:

------Alii îAj OS j >J------ \------- (J? ^
^  I Vi ^  \-£bjSUiJ o)*------ d----------0U- .X>- dll ^

But the best of al-Badawi!s poems of occasion are his public elegies* 

In these there is much more than lament for a leader or martyr* There is
jQ

a personal loss. For most of these men were his friends, a part of th.j 

circle of early pioneers in the national experience of this century* Their
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death is a premonition, a warning which reminds him of the destiny of man. 

But, with aristocratic obstinacy, he evades the real issue of universal 

death, and keeps to the immediate issue of the death of a leader, a member 

of the first circle of friends. The death of one is an occasion to lament

the death of all:

79(J . jjo J1 £ jJ<) LihJ 1 vJ_y ■ I kj 1 I-.' * d
J.? jj ,— a -dis j & -d \ \-----,J>
(J n; I \ I d -UfcJ LSJ^  ̂  -"J0 0 L— — t  ̂ V  ̂

, c> L H d ^ h  ft\ . c?̂  <ihdfc-_p Caoj->-

and this:

j  -(*h o„ dl^Ao \ J^— SUo =*. J-aj ^9

They are nearly always buried in the sand, which devours them, while the 

dreary winds battle around the graves. They, his friends, have:

^  *\j  79

and then this physical image, horrifyingly poignant:

J-------------O J j  id igs 79
The desert, where his beloved friends are buried is a vast stretch of 

wilderness:

 ̂ ^  ..   ’'o 0° 79
and this:

Js> Wy JU -J I ^  I .Aft
79

This brings us to a very important point in the study of his poetry. 

That although his use of certain images persists, it is at the same time 

capable of a variety of interpretations. The image of the desert, for 

example, repeats itself in many of his elegies, and in many others which 

are not elegies at all. In his elegies this vast representation of a 

wilderness can denote, to the reader, the hopeless end of man after death, 

the eternal annihilation. But al-Badawi is a deep believer in God and th .
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doctrine of Islam, and therefore one must look for another interpretation,, 

It might be suggested that here he means by the desert the utter loneliness 

of the poet himself after the death of his friends. However, knowing al- 

Badawi' s life and the existing discrepancies of Arab life on the whole, one 

is led rather to the idea that the desert here is the forgetfulness these 

men of the first generation of pioneers have suffered at the hands of a 

growing, and to al-Badawi, an ungrateful generation,, This will also 

explain the persistence of this symbol, which is the symbol of loneliness 

and hopeless suffering, in his other poetry:

A .... n d jJ Qa d.   Jjjlt 8 0

It often changes tone as when he says:

a 1 'yn.. LJ o . -J J  ̂ j  ̂ -h i s  ̂  ̂ 81

or this:

w 82
d  r . - " ' !■  ̂  ̂ ^ '-tH S

or even this, addressing the spirit of Abu al~‘Ala’,:

£-\_________ 9J £y> h 4-----------------------------------------------------<-AU» 83

Nevertheless, it shows a sustained obsession with the same theme. We 

have here one of the most impressive introductions of the poetic symbol 

into a poetry which might seem, to the avant-garde , quite old fashioned 

at the first glance. It is apparent that he has been influenced here by 

the Islamic mystics, but his symbols and images remain completely his own. 

For a symbol is characterised by several qualities whick Skelton
O A

discusses in some detail. The symbol is described as independent and
85not bound to any "arbitrarily defined quality." This gives it great 

flexibility. Moreover, it possesses "great associative value and 

multiplicity of meanings...̂ /andT" acts independently within the poem... 

^withoutj depending upon any comparisons with, or equation with, concept 

or idea."^
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The symbol of -blue Wilderrie&s evbko^ Several other Signs and

simpler images; It ohlls forth the image of 'fire* which accompanies the

mid-day desert. Witness his prose eSsay oh the poet Iqbal * Which is as

poetic as any poem could bet

t > > • . • * * > ̂ i > ̂ ^  .-•>»"■** <s kXto 87

k JV„ „ -ftI V V V V

"And in this wilderness which has knoWn every prophet and poet.,-.where 

the noon sun is at its hottest) and the sands are stripped of all shade 

and shadow, Iqbal passed," Again;

• 83* . . • * d J ' CUSlijdj dj1 1J, II . >wO ' t}

"The fire of noon blazed in the wilderness, and life disappeared.,,"

The wilderness is th^ inevitable bridge over which every genius must pass:

"  ji' ts ^  ^  ijjb * J&.9 "  ^

"Every genius on earth has his own wilderness, which hands him over either 

to the guided path, or to /his/ death."

But the fire is not always an evil, scorching fire. It is also th.,

fire of love, "the holy flame" as he called it in his poem, mentioned

above. This is sometimes the mystic fire of the sufis and although it is

often poured forth on strictly earthly objects, it retains its nobility 

because it surpasses the temporary state of love to an eternal, unquencha It. 

fire in the heart:

The beloved one, who cannot experience the same fire has much to lose:

a! - Ah,:, L.nqj 1 djjz >)  i O*

And this eternal fire brings about a persistent thirst in the heart:
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Examples of this are many. The fire here must he regarded as a

symbol because of the multiplicity of meanings it affords throughout his 
93poetry. But the desert gives him yet another image* "the mirage", which

he uses with great success in one of his most famous poems. The whole
Q:3poem merits quotation;

94
*  '  ̂ b  A ■ —— — J  <*5"^ h " 1  ̂ ^

 ̂ -■ y» ^ ■ ,J 1 (Uj (̂3 1 L̂ J Ly A— —™*aluA-l >nfl. I ̂ ^

A , ■ —I, J-f-*-0 L S j ^  4 L ... hhiJJ *bJt j j f j j

(   jB  b  u a l l /  1  ̂ 0 ~ ~ °  A .......... - .....s»J o l t ;  1 i o j  1 l l > -  *  ^

A ■ .4  b j  t s j  I ^  a _ n J J ^  |  A- - ——■ . I. — —'3 ^ **bc> ^_ -3 ^JJ  ^  J -J *- Aa b  ^

 ̂ S btij bo JO b*tj bo — ■  b 0 ̂JM ̂  ̂ jF* 3̂  ̂\s-jsP ^

-jjhy ^*’’9 tj? »jJ 1 jjjA—b A -'■ »' ^ {J B— (0) bj-fi1

 -10 ^  ̂ AJ-----   -Sl-sU) jj b  b*0 A1 jj-*l jĵ U ̂ *

'J 01 (̂ bjy 31bj lib, b—. .i I i—'1jmJ I I

 p-1 J — —~J J^ Aj-uw j  -* .----- 9 U5 L>ri'u' ^

..Js ohs- pi l,£w»- Aulsl "Aj ,— ....l-lj ,̂ ja>=Ĵ  <J? Jlo L J>&.

- j  ■ I J  J ^ v  ^ m P  A b  J   ̂ i ■* ■ i .L ‘>vO I I O I b  J  O  I ^ kh-U  b

- j  J I S 1 B b ^ o J  l̂ p j i a j i J  1 t ?  b -. . , . - ~ o B  1j ^ * J  1 I ‘ "1

-. — ^s b i  ^  b  I 3'^ 1 (i.*o ■ -o J b .  b s  b j  o J   ̂ —b  ^ o  c ^ ^ -^vd  =j"

This poem seems to contain here, not a symbol, but an allegorical 

image. The beloved here is the mirage which appears to him invitingly 

but only to vanish from his sight. The direct identity of the image with 

the beloved makes it allegorical, because the allegorical image is
G ̂"dependent upon an explicit identification of it with a concept or idea."'^ 

However, his use of mirage as an image varies also, and becomes more symbolic 

For it is mirage in the following verses which makes life bearable by 

furnishing it with false promises;
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97(~7' I  tftioJ 1 ^ uiJ I ^11 ^ .......... J ■*.),•>. \juii q JLJ i ^  teui \jj

The images of the desert, sand, fire, mirage and the idea of the 

unquenchable thirst call forth two kinds of opposites in al-Badawi’s poetry:

1. Antinomous images. These are exemplified by the dew, pure water, 

satiety, drinkings

     „.o.J ̂ i d b)—.—  ,,-o i ( jj-— ■ I t jj < ei?j-'-*-* i i bjfUv t t ( S ^

wines* .. , .... .
f>—   ..  —  — ■ Q-o « ' ' < tit"... t 1— 6— )̂ Ihu < ^  J f J" *

shades; J------ J=>* < el__fragrance:** _____ -Ja/ y__L~,Jt j

98honey; t5__________Jj_<u-o.J\ , etc. These are not used as symbols in his

poetry, as a rule, nor as allegorical images, but as sudden contrasts to 

the central symbol or image, which greatly intensifies the meaning,

* The many names for wine are reminiscent of Ibn al-Farid’s and other
mystics’ use of the many synonyms for wine. ” I .fl̂ " appears in the al- 
Ta’iyya al-Kubra :

CJC)

L?
Translated by R.A. Nicholson:

"The hand of mine eye gave me love’s strong wine to drink, when my
cup was the face of Her that transcendeth beauty,"^00

In this poem he uses other words meaning wine or states of intoxication:
I t  , t t  I !  I I  M ... n  I t  . M ,-! +  ^J>_ô  » ayii 1 jS ~  ? ’ ^xc*
" aPPears in al-Khamriyyah;
^ j——  ^ g ,  ^ 1 , ^  L ^ X t v  —.............  i i  i n ^ ‘ '  1 j S  J  j j j l p  "1 0  *1

Translated by A.J. Arberry:
"We quaffed upon the remembrance of the Beloved a wine wherewith we 
were drunken, before ever the vine was created."102

** Many synonyms for fragrance also appear in Ibn al-Farid. For a single
example of his verse:
b ' ■ ■ — Cl■'jio J $ j —..' ' I j j j - L D  pJ.tothjJ '  ̂ i 03

Â.. — ■■■—<■B O dJu*

Translated by A.J, Arberry:
"The sweet perfume of the night-journeying breeze wafted from al-Zaura’ 
at dawn, and brought back to life him who was dead indeed, though 
numbered by among the living...
"The winds of Nejd vouchsafed to us the fragrance of that perfume, 
wherewith the air upon every side was redolent as though with 
ambergris." 104
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2c An opposite reaction on the part of the poet to the same harsh images 

so much connected with human suffering. The poet calls forth at times a 

great spiritual strength, and aided with a wealth of mystic emotion, plunges 

himself in the furnace with mystical elation;
-   \ \  <3LC0 1  II JLl A. . . . .  V y - f e .  dJLf 1 1  0 5

or this;
1------ ,-- —■ .9 1 0 fid  lU .............. . .1 »i|. 11 i loJS ^ ^ ̂ ^

This is most interesting for it gives al-Badawi*s poetry further weight hy 

furnishing it with a paradox that immediately elevates it0 Misery in the 

following verses becomes imbued with a healing power:
lo---------- ^ ------- 50

so that never would he want to be freed from his spiritual pains:

o  1 ^ < v > J 1 \ . . r c U :  ' i l j )  a — . . . . . . . <jJLM 'sf 1 0 8

The obsession with this idea carries him even further into heights hitherto 

unattained where even paradise becomes meaningless because it is free of 
pain;

1. ■- , ^ t /  1 ^(3 (J J  b a ^ w j 1 p    — ■■ ■ . ftq b j )  1 g )  I

^  L b J  1 K.S’~j wloJ I (J -o j 1*0 b -C ' b ^_ j9  1

g )  b _  ■ j  J  C J ° y  J ——- ■■ .  - .*»£■ ^jc1 b  <JS

O  ̂  m# .     1 .1 1 ., ^  ^   ̂ A i f  LojO  ̂ V ■ ■ 1 ■■ in.. 1 i..^ t h °

109

How very distant is this from the flat predictable statements of his 

immediate contemporaries, where the words of a poem are in routine conven

tional relations and do not have a dynamic effect on one another and ther-. 

fore do not cross the boundaries of the conventional. G„ Brooks asserts

that paradoxes are an essential element in poetry, and says that they
110"spring from the very nature of the poet's language.*' He must mean

here the authentic poet, of course.

Al-Jundi's reaction to the above verses is one of bewildered wonder, 

and he half rejects them. As he senses the "strangeness of this poetic
* *1 A *1/way/ of thinking", he asks "Where has the poet brought it from?" In
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this he represents the mind that has "been long accustomed to the

meanings and comparisons of conventional poetry, a poetry remarkably

characterized by clear, direct methods. These verses also seem to be- 
112wilder him:

tj -------h o W  (St* 0° f----------------- )}j> ijjnJL ~i

We are witnessing here, quite clearly, an example of the schism that took

place, in varying degrees of gravity, not only in poetry but also in the

deepest poetic sensibility of the reading public, which includes the

literary critics and the historians of literature. From this time onwards

we shall constantly meet with opposed poetic sensibilities that find no

point of meeting and that talk completely different languages all the time.

This sprang, not only from the natural order of the eternal strife between

old and new, as happens in normal phases of poetic development, but also

from the character of the conventional poetic sensibility of the older

generation, which liked only what was clearly pointed and well-explained

in a poem. It was a sensibility, moreover, which did not shrink from
113direct statements in poetry and was elated at the short didactic out

bursts of aphorisms, but this wisdom must be characterised by limpid 

meaning and be in line with the inherited stock concepts of life and man. 

This sensibility being what it is, rejects the oblique, the paradoxical 

and the ambiguous.

But paradox in al-Badawi’s poetry exists in many forms and not only

as a glorious and mystic acceptance of elation in pain, ” I kLlbc^
114

j____  ̂jfej\ plk " In the following extract he declares that his soul
115was not stained by his sins; ” , (r M, The purity~ i f ? #  r'

of his sins is such that the Houris themselves: ” o----- -
116d \___,Ua.£-" These are also the white sins of the beloved:

J j____________ Jid \ J O O i J  lU-, jyai O ---------o ^ - r j l  t±Lb\ 117
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This reflects a new sophistication of outlook, a contemporaneous sensibility 

and a complex poetic nature„ His deep love of beauty which prompted him 

to say:

' ■■     hj j» 1 eJUL) h ̂ \ i .  ̂ \ d i... inOiii ̂  1.1 1 "1y-

and to say also:

£ * t<y jo ̂ l<»9......... -. — — 1 1I-   ■ -  — .,«»■/ •-W? jA* >rn ■ I.fi laû  J&  * U»9   ”

has shown him a beautiful prostitute to be worthy of adoration:

11 <Ua J  O  J—Am J) d---I—------; hj L.zJ&j) UP \j-S*a 120

His sensitive nature, which continuously yearns towards a genuine unifica

tion of all existence sees in this girl's eyes the vision of all his 

beloved ones:

I  ..<->• ̂ ̂ o°s> ^ 'C'i)   ̂ (jr̂v0 121
The sudden emotion he feels for her is not ruined by pity or condescension,,

She, the beautiful woman, is donned with majesty:

122I , 1 J - ft 1) (̂v_qJLJ I 6 IŝiJ i (3̂   ̂ ■■ •c' ij d-*9 '' •
and his love is given freely, ecstatically:

• . t n . - -I 123 u/l____ JsJ cAJl ^ ^  d— ----- -̂-S; p-J ,-tav

He is here deeply influenced, as it seems, by Ibn al-Farid's conception of 

beauty, which refers all beautiful things to God's Beauty i t s e l f T h i s  

is a completely new realm of experience in modern profane poetry,. In his 

best poems one finds instead of the accurate representation of the visual, 

the play on words and the description of the outer contours of the image,

£i -.profound penetration into the abysses of the self, into the realms of toe 

unknown. Many stanzas in his poems experience sudden flights to boundaries
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125

12 <

where a union with the whole of etfistehce is effeotedi

   i ..>■. J if —»■ .1 I d fcilj ̂

tjj) .... ■■ ., — ■ AMt) d—J 3L*- g)0 d-Q-w I   - .. JUi.) ^ojl^

Jj:-------*_̂o cŜ ° 0>̂ l? 0,2*------ ^
.lrfl„„iijgJ \ |»Jj  ̂  ̂ jj V.„ ... jj \ .,;Ufu ^ (j_p

The vastness of a personal sort of eternity is attained!
1    't‘̂‘-j3 L* ■■—■—o-s» <V-P UîsJ i d i.»-.... -îci.qJ h, 1 ̂ ja 1ft iju wLs=*j
I—. — , ‘bOwJ I  ̂rUliwl i 1L ^  I ,..., ... -jj.; «J oil I <Jj J„>»j '.—Ah

h - ■ - -»£ gj 1 bj..j l**w ̂ t jj if1"     ̂  ̂dLuiw
The early influence of a Sufi hackground is not the only factor to

have contributed towards this; his natural surroundings, the beautiful and

mystically inspired Alawite Mountains also played their part. This

will also be the early natural environment of another outstanding poet,

Adonis. Dewy greenery; the varying colour of sky, mountain and trees;

thickly wooded valleys; sudden, gushing streamlets at every turn; the

eternal music of the woods, the flowing waters, and the chorus of birds;
127and the cool, cool breezes. Here there is no thirst, no arid stretches

of sand reaching to the far horizon, no scorching heat. The mystical 

fusion with the whole of nature and of the universe as well as the love of 

beauty, could both have been inspired by this childhood scenery. But this 

immediately confronts us with the nature of his most important symbols, all 

of which pertain to a desert landscape, quite alien to his own early natural 

environment. Was life around him "overwhelmingly oversymbolised" as

Margaret Mead puts it, talking about another poetic experience, "that there
/“ *7 *123is no place..yfor his/ own imagination to work at all?" Was it

because of this that al-Badawi instinctively hesitated to choose as his 

most important symbols, images taken from his own early evergreen surround

ings? These have already been exploited and probably exhausted by al- 

Mahjar poets. Was it then an artistic trick of his, intuitively undertaken 

to choose his central symbols from a stark contrast with images of his own 

environment and to look to the desert as a source of symbolic wealth,
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exploiting his environmental images mostly to mitigate the harsh desert 

symbols or to furnish them with a suitable range of contrasts? This must 

have played a part in his choice which makes it, to some extent, a personal

idiosyncracy. The fact that Ibn al-Farid, among others, used images
129 130 131of desert, fire, water and the idea of thirst helps towards an

understanding of his use of these themes, or even, one might say, his

perfection of them,, But as has already been said, his poetic personality

appropriates them completely and gives them fresh authenticity,, He had

linked the desert and its symbols with suffering, often great suffering,

and it is interesting to see how the poet has borrowed here the old physical

suffering of the nomad Arabs and their eternal fight against the desert and

changed them into symbols of spiritual suffering,, A true inner thirst and

a feeling of tragic loss assert themselves poignantly through these symbols.,

This is not a conventional relapse at alio It is rather a successful

artistic capacity to exploit a conventional image afresh and give it new

life and greater dimensions„

What makes his poetry more infectious is the fervour with which the 

verses are imbued. There is between the lines a vivid intoxication which 

gives his poetry that special passionate poignancy, and marks it out 

immediately among contemporary Classical poems that feed mostly on stock 

emotions. This saves his poetry from too much involvement with form and 

style. The occasional glimpses of real insight, the occasional arrival 

at a tragic, often metaphysical tone, the occasional flights to universal 

heights prevent his poetry from degenerating into sentimental rhetoric.

The flow of emotion in his poetry is accompanied by a luxurious flow 

of rhythm. Al-Jawahirifs passionate rhythmic waves breaking against a 

background of suffocated emotions is contrasted in al-Badawi by this 

gentle, silky flow of both rhythm and emotion. A pure lyricism is 

achieved, without the verses ever becoming sentimental, banal or of loose 

structure. The diction is well chosen to suit them both.
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To al-Badawi, this last element is a matter of conscious art, not a 

mere intoxication with words, The right meaning is arduously sought and 

closely observed. He "believes that no word is unpoetic, He once gave as 

an example of this his own use of the word "  ̂” "shatta” in the follow-

ing verse;

A ■ ...   I I w* biM d bj <J Cj—_ htvji ̂ 1 <J I \j J J 1 132

"This word might not he sweet on the ears, if heard by itself, hut in the
133context it is just right/’ This idea coincides with Richards' idea

that "no word can he judged as to whether it is good or had, correct or

incorrect, beautiful or ugly, or anything else that matters to a writer,
134in isolation/’ It must he stressed here that al-Badawi could have had

no previous knowledge at all of Richards’ idea* Al-Badawi is a master of 

the poetic art, and is in a position to arrive at critical definitions 

through his own involvement with it.

But, in general, the tendency of al-Badawi is towards choosing the 

most beautiful sounding words to express the right meaning. Witness his 

choice of the word " to suit the meaning of the second half of the

verse:

135

But although the Classical treasury of individual words has been 
xexploited to the full, his combinations are not always Classical. The 

early symbolic experiment of the late thirties, in which the evocative 

power of words was exploited after the nineteenth century symbolic

* This includes many of Ibn al-Farid’s individual words. But al-Badawi's 
exploitation of these does not drive him to Ibn al-Farid’s artistry and 
artificial play on words,136 jn fact it is an achievement on al- 
Badawi’ s side to be able to exploit this wealth of individual words 
without being bound to their artificial context.
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experiment in France, must have left a subtle influence on him and we
137have such combinations as " \________________ ^}j ^  Vjs? "»

M I £̂_JLn 3̂8 ^Js oiuij ), 139

11 I .ajJl <ilobliî 40

and this use of " -* y hi *.u (its coasts) for the desert;

141
-j I ̂ 4 h) j A (jui.juhi ij) J*(3rf h ...- wLtiJ ̂ ̂ J isJ 1̂ )4 (

New and important dimensions are added to Arabic poetry by al-Badawi's

intermittent contributions, but the limited outlook of some modern critic-

and their hasty assumptions have misled them into dismissing al-Badawi
142merely as one of the conventional poets who wrote perhaps better poetry. 

This published view, and al-Badawi*s neglect of publishing his main an

thology have deprived the reading public and the younger generation of 

poets of the benefit of his important poetic experiment.

His achievement is a tribute to the essential individualism of 

poetry and to its obstinate refusal to confine itself to any one fashion, 

or to any one school. The central point in poetic achievement is the 

genius of the poet, not his special concepts. Al-Badawi proved that.

He never belonged to a school of poetry, except in the most general meaning 

of the term. A revivalist of the first order, his adventure went beyond 

the boundaries of neo-Classicism. And although he encountered the public 

and wrote poems of occasion and platform poetry, his best poetry explored 

the farthest realms of personal experience, and of private agony and 

ecstacy0 The intoxicated atmosphere that dominates these poems gives 
to his poetry a genuine, ardent tone.

Moreover, al-Badawi*s poetry is a surprising example of a neo

classical poetry with a vision., His is a desultory vision, however, not
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a sustained theme5 it imposes itself intermittently and is never pre

meditated, This vision can only be interpreted individually by critics

because it is not absolutely crystal clear. For the poet’s genius is

battling continuously with his poetic inheritance, and with the current 

poetic practice of his generation. It is only when his genius imposes 

itself in utter unconsciousness of those other forces that visionary 

poetry can be written by him. This should explain the sudden flights to 

limitless heights in many of his poems. In fact al-Badawi’s poetry

furnishes very good material for the study of the conflict between

traditionalism and originality.

Al-Badawi’s vision ŝ manifold. Al-Jawahiri's impressive vision of 

the hand that stretches from behind the curtain of time to write the new 

destiny of man in the Arab world:

—......... ... lo jjfi—S ̂  U—• I I \jf) Uaj Is—Sj 1̂ 3

is in contrast to the vision in al-Badawi's poetry of the dead heroes 

buried deep in unfathomable depths of sand and forgetfulness. But he 

also has other happier visions. Love, majestic and elevated to the 

throne of God himself:

j— 1 I  1 . iojt 3^ V.-—. JeloJI lAJI "144

6 ̂ — .. i.. .Up 12J & b — j> i [as> >!5
and always accompanied by exquisite beauty:

{ ') I I.  — ̂ j J-* IjjS* I 4(0 gj b  wd ̂ C j  ̂JAM 4

1. •.* bJ I jtt J b̂ J 1 b Uu. I d. . — ... * tj <J£a * bi b L—>~>*J b l̂ ug i

This is a long way from the didactic poetry of al-Rasafi and al- 

Zahaw’i, and from the conventional balance of Jabn and Mardam.
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2s THE CHANGE OF POETIC SENSIBILITY

'(i) ‘Umar Abu Rlshah

Badawi al-Jabal is a perfect example of genius battling with deeply

rooted Classicism. As we have seen, his whole background was steeped in

it. Yet his genius asserted itself in a poetry strongly charged with

emotions, often of a personal tone, and in a successful use of symbols and

other images. But this was effected without touching some of the basic

elements of Arabic poetry, for his poetic energy worked within definite

boundaries of form and style, and of what Graham Hough calls "the spirit

of the language" which should mean here the "whole drift and pressure given
14-6by the whole body of poetry written in,.,," Classical Arabic, It

was not at variance with old and deep rooted attitudes. In it there was

no momentous change that could be discerned, though it was a poetry of

much wider dimensions than any of the poetry that was being written by

others around him. His subjects were of such an universal quality that

they could belong to any age or time in Arab culture and were therefore

not distinctively modern. This is perhaps why Saliba found it easy to

incorporate Badawi al-Jabal with the other ’conventional’ poets in Syria, 
147as he called them. He did not discern the basic differences between

al-Badawi's poetry and that of his colleagues.
A APt A A QBut Saliba and fAbbud with him, recognise an immediate change

—  150 of sensibility in another contemporaneous poet, ‘Umar Abu Rishah(' 1908).

It was Abu Rishah who gave to Syrian poetry of the thirties and forties a

new vitality and put it on the road towards more modern sensibility.

Two factors helped to make this possible for him. Firstly he grew up 
1 51in Aleppo, a city which had its own independent poetic tradition.

This tradition included some original experiments. Aleppo, moreover, did
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conservative spirit of the Damascene centre and of the Arab Academy of 

language and its magazine.

Secondly, Abu Rishah had a mixed education. He w.Msthe first Syrian

poet who had a really high education in a foreign university, the American
152 153University of Beirut. There he met other Arab poets who were them

selves falling under the influence of a mixed culture. The most important 

among them, Ibrahim Tuqan, was about to become the first poet to give fame 

and value to the poetic energy in Palestine and to modernize a hitherto

queit'"'and conservative output of verse in that country.

^  Abu Rishah grew up in a family all of whom were lovers of poetry.
154 -j 5 5

His father, himself a poet and the son of a Bedouin prince, was sent by
1 56the Ottomans to Istanbul to study. His mother, a Palestinian of notable

parentage, seems to have had a profound influence on her son. She was the
-  157daughter of al-Shadh.ili Sufi chief whose house in Acre, just by the

main features of historical interest (the walls, the al-Jazzar Mosque and

the al-Basha baths), was a centre for the men and women of al-Tariqah and

a zawiyah for wayfarers. The women of the family were of the first
153calibre in culture and moral (including nationalistic) attributes. ^ Abu

1 59Rishah*s mother is said to have known a good amount of poetry by heart

and her influence on her son must have been one of fine urbanization and

of refined taste. There are hardly any lingering Bedouin roughness in Abu

Rishah’s poetry.

Abu Rishah had a greater chance of furthering his education in

foreign poetry when he was sent to Manchester in order to study.
161Although his subject was of an industrial nature he seems to have had 

great opportunities for studying some famous English poets, particularly 

Shakespeare, Shelley, Keats, Milton, Tennyson, Browning, Poj Gray and

others including the French poet, B a u d j l a i r e o H i s  favourites were
? \ 163 ^Baudlaire and PoL
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He began his poetic career early, befbre he had become acquainted

with the foreign poets. Following custom, he began by direct imitation of
1 64*the Classical poets. He learnt from them the poetic language and the
165sentence formation,  ̂but regarding the poetic idea and meaning, he claims

that "their crippled imagination fell short" of any brilliant ideas in

poetry."^ He arrived at the point where they caused him only boredom.

The influence of his foreign readings in poetry is rather subtle but

deeply rooted. What happened to Abu Rishah affected him permanently. A

kind of delicate reaction took place in his poetry. A new approach and

a new spirit showed themselves in his more mature verse. By the middle

of the thirties Abu Rishah was quite a well-known poetic figure among the

young public. By the beginning of the forties he was a very popular

poet in Syria and Lebanon and his poetry-readings from the platforms of

educational institutions in Beirut, Aleppo and Damascus showed his immense
168fame and popularity among the more educated classes of society.

Ever since this popular beginning Abu Rishah1s career was linked with 

the platform. His poetry had of necessity to evolve from this close 

connection with the poet-orator. The tone, the rhythms and the evolvemont 

of meanings had to keep this fact always within sight. It is a mark of 

his genius that Abu Rishah was able to answer the public demand for a 

declaimed poetry and at the same time to introduce into this poetry some 

vital innovations. Had he begun one decade later, when declaimed poetry 

was becoming unpopular among the more modern poets, the course of his poetic 

genius might well have been quite different. But as it was, Abu Rishah1s 

connection with the platform remained an important element in his poetic 

output, often dictating even the theme, in addition to the rhythms and 

music of his poems.

Two themes were most dominant in his poetry : love and nationalism. 

Perhaps the first observation that should be made about his poetry is 

the fact that it is a sophisticated poetry which does not really care about
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a popular simplification of poetic diction, despite his involvement with

platform poetry, In this he does not at all resemble al-Zahawi or al-

Safi, His poetry does not, moreover, encourage the introduction of themes

basically unsuited to poetry as did that of al-Zahawi and al-Rasafi in

their scientific themes. Nor does it treat of such themes as would

invite controversy or arouse astonishment in the reader, like some of al-

Safi's choice of subjects. He chose the two most popular themes of modern

Arabic poetry, nationalism and woman, and he attempted to introduce his

innovations only within their range of possibilities. There was no

tendency towards the primitive or the over-simplified. His is a poetry of
169an aristocratic nature: slow, majestic and well-proportioned,

Abu Rishah's poetry showed a new freedom in the realm of man-woman 

relationship, A change in the spirit of the era towards a more liberal 

expression of the emotional life, allowed him to speak about his personal 

exploits without fear of losing his prestige as a public figure. This 

was a total change from the attitude of poets like Mardam and Jabri who 

suppressed their inner feelings and appeared to the world only as public 

figures. The aim was directed towards achieving a high public and academic 

position and this came into conflict with tho free expression of the emotion 

of love in conservative Syria at the time. But Abu Rishah represented th.: 

youth of the thirties and forties, who belonged to a more Romantic era and 

a more liberal spirit, a youth already thoroughly infected with Western 

ideals. The love experience was able to find a diversity of expression 

at their hands and the whole role of the man as a lover took on different 

aspects, A considerable change has taken place since the hesitant love 

poetry of Shauqi and al-Rasafi, Prom this point of view Abu Rishah’s lov 

poetry was one of liberation of the love ideal and of the deep involvement 

with woman, an involvement stated now in more modern terms.

But it was a love poetry with a strong moral trend, or even with a
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strong moral responsibility.. Nowadays, one might find in his meandering

exploits a lack of true experience and the confirmation of a polygamist

spirit loving the idea of woman more than a true and sustained love

experience with a single woman. One also finds in his violent outbursts

an expression of suppressed and naive longings, and in his moral attitudes

affected poses aimed at a show of morality. Nowadays it is even possible

to look at all this poetry as one looks at a social document which portrays

the emotional and psychological reactions of men in an Arab-Islamic society

evolving rapidly and adopting random Western behaviour patterns without

having shed away any of their own basic social and emotional attitudes.

Hence these ludicrous prose explanations introducing so many of his poems,
170poems remarkably clear and direct in their approach.

Abu Rishah came from a strictly Islamic background which had later

increasing acquaintance with Western ideas and attitudes. But if his own
171life reflects the life of an emancipated and well-cultured Moslem, his 

poetry reflects deeper attitudes and beliefs, as all poetry should do.

These betray a divided and rather traditional outlook on woman, a remnant 

from a less emancipated era when women lived in a secluded, well-protected 

world confined to very limited boundaries. The central theme of this 

outlook is that a woman is either pure or fallen. He expresses this 

poignantly:

172
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The good woman, in his opinion, has all the traditional, passive qualities 

praised in the inherited culture of the Arab people : shyness, innocence, 

moral pride and purity from the faults of passions. He even advises her 

outrightly to preserve these qualities.
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When she has got rid of her desires, she must not he sad:

for it suffices that the lily, the symbol of purity, should enjoy in its 

DESERT the morning dew (which is pure and innocent) and the breezes of the 

sunsets:

175u-*---------  ̂j* Lw'  ̂ <J— — — 5 ^  t j — i ^—‘1-5̂

The second type of woman, (_ and there are only two types in this culture 

that qualify the moral quality of a woman), is a fallen one0 She is 

"haluk" ^ ^  and "baghiyy11 "dVllatu al-ruh"̂  ̂  "sadum al-tiba* M etc„

She gives herself freely, even joyfully, and the poet knows as he indulges 

in satisfying his desires that it is a temporary relation, serious but harm

ful and unable to endure:

■ . . . .1£> I  ̂ I *JS>  ̂ 1 8 0
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When he loves, it is a good woman with whom he meets like an angel meeting 

another:
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Here the insistence on purity in his love for an innocent girl stands in 

contrast with his immediate past, which he hopes this new and innocent angel 

would forget:

•Jo I So (jjrn_/J I ^  dj., ..I,, i lij  ̂A a ’in 3 2
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There is no hesitation on the poet's part to confess his sins. This con

fession of a sinful past is carried out in a candid, matter of fact manner, 

but this should not be astonishing to us if we remember the cultural back

ground of Abu Rishah1s generationo The existence of a double standard of 

morality in this culture is so flagrantly apparent that the reader would
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scarcely stop to question Abu Rishah's attitude whon he denounces an easy 

woman but declares that he arrived at purity through sin:

1 . .. I. .... ..Jft-j i   Lth
A man is allowed that for which a woman would be completely denounced,,

He can enjoy the generosity of a fallen woman but his love, when he gives 

it to an innocent girl, should not try to satisfy its carnal desires:

(j; O—,— ..ii—*J ̂ \ o  jS ̂ t-Auijt) i..   ■ i    183
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This divided outlook is explained by the double standard of morality

existent in Arab culture. However, it has been painstakingly, if somewhat

mistakenly explained by Tawfiq Sayigh in a long article on 'ikiar Abu Rishah’s 
184love poetry, Sayigh treated the whole problem from a Freudian point of

view, making no allowance for the influence of the poet's own culture and 

its inherited attitudes. It might not be too far fetched to say that the 

existence of sharp differences in the moral standards of men and women in 

Arab culture are related to two elements in this culture, which exist side 

by side. The first is the relative liberty allowed to men by Islam in 

multiple marriage and the cult of concubinage. The second is the strict 

moral code applied to women since pre-Islamic times, which grew even more 

strict with the centuries, arriving finally at the complete seclusion of 

women. The sexual and emotional inhibitions of Arab women were in direct 

contradiction to the potential or actual liberty of men. The man's 

inherited attitudes were attitudes which boasted of potency and a relative 

freedom. In the light of this explanation the separation of love from 

desire in pre-marital relations in Abu Rishah and others like him will bo 

perhaps seen not as a pathological but as a cultural phenomenon connected 

directly to this cult of double standards and of woman’s honour and purity. 

There is no real inhibition in Abu Rishah, but a chivalrous abstinence 

prompted by a sense of duty to protect the woman's innocence and purity.

This is not alien to the attitude of honourable men in the Arab society
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of the thirties, especially men who, like Abu Rishah, dreamed of public

eminence. Sayigh would have us believe that Abu Rishah*s abstaining from

kissing an innocent girl is a pathological case. He says "The very idea

that he is an aggressor should he kiss her shows the DISEASE FROM WHICH 
185HE SUFFERS!'1 One cannot agree here with this assumption. However,

it would be unscientific to deny the possible existence of pathological 

attitudes to sex and love in Arab Islamic culture as explained by Freud.

But in any attempt to assess the attitude and behaviour pattern of men 

towards women (and vice versa) in this particular culture, one would expect 

that cultural elements should be taken into primary consideration. One is 

inclined to suggest that the liberation of sex in Islamic culture needs a 

special and minute study before conclusions are finally drawn in the light 

of Freudian analysis. But living in this society, one is intuitively 

aware of basic attitudes and grows to recognise and accept them in litera

ture.

This should not imply that all poetic expression about these matters 

followed this pattern of double standards. Abu Rishah*s generation was 

falling under various Western influences and the individual responses to 

these influences varied greatly. In Abu Rishah*s case cultural patterns 

harmonised with the poet’s ambition to be a ’guiding spirit* in whom the 

ideal of moral integrity is realised. Morality always involves a choice 

between contradictions. Abu Rishah’s choice was a hard one because it was 

intimately guided by his sense of moral responsibility. When he liberated 

the love emotion in poetry and directed his poetry to his own experiences 

in life, he had to keep to this ideal. Thus in his liberation of the lov- 

emotion he confirmed traditional attitudes. This could not have had a 

real salutary effect on social development, but on poetry the free play of 

conflicting emotions was beneficial in the extreme,

Abu Rishah*s national poetry is a product of many factors; a keen 

sense of public responsibility and chivalry, a well-rooted Islamic up-
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"bringing which directed itself, in his poetic orientation, to the glorious 

moments of Islamic history"^^ so closely connected with Arab glory and Arab 

supremacy, as well as a deep intuitive reaction to Syria’s continuous 

involvement with Arab political strife. Abu Rishah was remarkably obsessed 

with the political aspects of his era. But although he often caught the

wishful spirit of national revival and sometimes exulted in the vision of
1 £37 ‘H'glory and triumph, he had, even before 1948, a feeling of apprehension

1RRand a prophetic fear of an avalanching misfortune in the near future. L 

Abu Rishah*s patriotic vision was panoramic, dealing with past, 

present and future, and despite his occasional loss of heart, his general 

spirit was positively optimistic and virile. This was one factor why Abu 

Rishah was able to gain great popularity with all lovers of poetry in the 

fourth and fifth decades, for he waB able to catch the spirit of his era 

and to lead it, giving his poetic oracles as sacred and infallible know

ledge:
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or this;
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or this;
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Abu Rishah1s strong links with Arabism and old Arab glory were 

presented, not in the conventional ruminative methods of other Arab national 

poets but by resorting to his own individual methods, his own imagery and 

his own expressions. This should not give the idea, however, that Abu 

Rishah’s language and methods were exclusively his own and that he did not 

use any of the stock words and expressions in contemporary national poetry, 

or any of the expressions of the old poetry. He did, in fact, resort to 

a free, if limited, borrowing from both. Examples of his use of the old

* 1948 is the date of what the Arabs call ’the Palestine Catastrophe’.
In that year the political state of Israel was formed.
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Classical language and images is manifest in such verses:
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and this:
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An example of his
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used generally by most modern conventional poets is his mention of the 

different Arab capitals, or famous places in the Arab world as synonyms of 
Arab unity:
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In the same line is his mention of Muhammad and Jesus or Moslems and 

Christians also as a synonym of national unity between Moslems and 
Christians:
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This free appropriation of these general methods he adopted as

emotional traps rather than as ready-made phrases to which a poet might

resort for lack of more creative methods. Abu Rishah proved himself to be

an original poet in many of his methods and in his approach to many of his

poems. As an Arab, he was able to react with a poetic force as equal as

the emotional experience of his own nation. Thus his famous poem MBa‘ da 
2 03‘l-Nakbah" was memorized by thousands of young Arabs after 1948. The 

self-reproach on a national scale is most effective and the comparison with 

a more glorious past most poignant:

 H I r;L->dl dlyl *J* C   aJ.k;! " dl— Ourfu-oolj) " 204
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Writers on Abu Rishah stress his power of imagery and regard it as his 
205greatest asset. However, none of them was able to qualify those images

and explain their poe'ic importance and their novelty. But these images 

can be qualified and their relations to other images in previous and con

temporary poetry shown. In the first place these images are on the whole 

original. In the second place they are perceptible, concrete and vivid. 

We shall see later how another Syrian poet, fUmar al-Nuss, used intangible 

images given to abstraction* But Abu Rishah*s images live vividly in

the memory, such as this one describing a sick prostitute who likes to 

infect others with her disease:

- ...-all I d_byo I di^oJI ^
and as this:
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and this very famous one;
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and this;
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Another important aspect of these images is their emotional involve

ment , The qualities of nature are utilised emotionally and are thus in

corporated in the experience of the poet and not used merely in their outer 

contours:

i b  * n  ̂ h s  I ^(ja U j  I —' '   -* * ^   ̂ d j b  b  Lua»sJ  1 J b )  2 1 1
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the rocks, the thorns and the snakes are there in a relevant relationship 

to the artist, the hero of the poem, forming obstacles and dangers in his 

path,, There is a sharp contrast with other traditional images which he
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and these images in the same poem where he describes his muses:
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These images are rather artificial and traditional because they supply a 

physical image for a physical object and the connotations in them are very 

weak or even lacking altogether,, It is really interesting to see this 

poet move from one kind of image to another arriving sometimes at highly 

developed allegories as manifested in his poem MNasrn This is one cf
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his most famous poems in which he describes an aging eagle who is forced by

weakness and old age to descend to the low lands, abandoning his heights.
After being pushed hither and thither by birds of lesser dignity, he gathers

his remaining strength and flies back, crying, to the summit, where he

drops down and dies. The poet then asks if he himself would ever return
to his own heights or if the ’low lands’ have killed his feelings. This

poem was understood by a whole generation to mean the Arab people, their
past glory and their present unhappy conditions. The destiny of the eagle,
who, despite his weakness, ended in the dignified preservation of his pride

and nobility, gave to the hearts of thousands of readers(and listeners) a
215positive hope that a return to the summit was possible.

In a later poem he utilised both his Classical and his Western poetic
education in a descriptive poem, of a high calibre. Describing the temple
of KajoraP in Bundelkhand in Northern India, he is reminiscent of both
Al-Buhturi in his famous siniyyah in description of "Taq Kisra" and Keats

in his "Ode on a Grecian Urn", Here he is strongly reminiscent of Keat's
"Bold lover, never, never wilt thou kiss" :
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The poem achieved great fame among the contemporary readers because of 
the poet’s capacity to give life and vitality to his physical images, 
carved in stone:
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The fact that this is very similar to al-Buhturi’s poem does not really 
diminish its value, for Abu Rishah was describing a completely different 
scene here and his capacity of delineating physical images with skill has
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Another aspect of his poetry is that his poems, on the whole, grow 

to a climax. This was a real achievement on the poet’s part. In fact 

Abu Rishah’s poetry is one of the first experiments which successfully 

followed an organic unity of the poem. Very few poems are flat and 

monotonous. However, writers on Abu Rishah have overlooked this import

ant point and have not mentioned it. This achievement is seen to be 

even greater when one remembers the comparatively early time in which Abu 

Rishah was successfully experimenting. For in the early thirties, critic-: 

theories about the necessity of achieving organic unity in a poem were not 
yet really established,

Anwar al-*Attar............— ■—ii fi in i i

Abu Rishah’s poetry, like that of Abu Ma^i* is a mixture of Realism 

and Romanticism as well as of Classical and modern attributes. Perhaps 

this is one of the secrets of their popularity. Several Syrian poets 

of Abu Rishah1s generation as well as of the following one, also show 

these attributes. The poetry of Anwaral-‘Attar (b, 1913) is a delicate 

mixture of dream and reality. He is a great lover of nature and a large

part of his poetry is dedicated to it. Poems of a descriptive nature 

revolve around the glorification of scenery not only in Damascus and al- 

Ghutah, its famous oasis, but also of Baghdad and its Tigris, as well as 

of the picturesque Lebanese scenery. His descriptions of nature combine 

the traditional visual delineation of outer contours and physical 

characteristics with some of al-Mahjar's concept of Nature as a Great 

Being. There is a glorification of the desert in the following:

J I     i. —   ^   ̂ I.., i c a w - J j  11 11 ,. , U  \ J
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There is a hint of al-Badawi's poetry in the following verse:
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Lebanon is a synonym of Paradise?
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His poetry is permeated with a tenderness of emotion and a gentleness 
221of spirit probably unequalled in Syrian poetry before him, Witness the

tender noble emotions in these verses on his little daughter;
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His poetry keeps to the standards of Syrian poetry in its correct use of

language, in its strong phraseology and great clarity, Ahmad Hasan al-

Zayyat noticed this quality in Syrian poetry and, comparing it with Egyptian

and Lebanese poetry said that "Syrian poetryf did not become sentimentalised

like Egyptian poetry nor effeminate like Lebanese, but remained conservative

like the /Syrian/ people themselves,,,innovating without exaggerating, and
223without deviating from the true path,"

However, al- Attar was never able to introduce any basic changes in

Syrian poetry, despite the fact that he was called, optimistically, "sha *ir

al-Shabab al-Suri" (poet of Syrian Youth), Although he continued over the

years to write poetry which was mainly either on nature or on nationalism,
224.his creativity seemed to diminish greatly with time, ^ The mild Romantic 

trend which appeared in his verse was now taken on by another Syrian poet, 

Nadim Muhammad, and given greater impetus, Al- 6Attar published his first 

diwan feilal al-Ayyam, in 1948, He has several other collections including 

Wadi H-Ablam and Al-Lail al-Masbur hut by the time he was publishing his 

collections, other poetic events of far greater importance were taking place 

in the poetic field and his works suffered from a certain amount of 

obscurity.

On the whole, poetry in Syria seemed to fall within the middle line
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as compared to poetry in other Arah countries, i.e. it remained moderate, 

never taking before the fifties any of the sudden leaps which Arabic 

poetry in Iraq, al-Mahjar or Egypt, took. In the middle thirties, we see 

a Syrian writer, fAli al-Tantawi, complaining in Al-Risalah magazine about 

literary life in Damascus. "I do not see any signs of life in Damascene 

men of letters... they are in a state of slumber." He adds later saying

that

"Damascus has no literary magazines except a small magazine 
called al-ffali*ah,... which has its own special trend...
As for those literary pages which adorn some dailies, they 
are empty blabbing...and please no one who has a good
literary taste... Moreover if a writer wrote a book or a
novel, he cannot find a publisher, and if he published it 
at his own expense, he will find no buyers, for Damascus 
is a city that reads a great deal but does not like to buy 
books."225

* Ali al-fTan̂ awi Ts concern about literary life in Damascus was not

a mere whim but a genuine concern. In 1940 bcs published another article

Al-Risalah discussing the relation of Damascene literature with Egypt

and Lebanon. He says that "Damascus is lost between Lebanon and Egypt.

She does not accept the literary concepts of Lebanon, and Egypt does not 
226care about her." He says that many books by Damascene xtfriters were

presented to the various Egyptian magazines and to the "great ^iterar;// 

critics in Egypt", but most of them were neglected completely, while

those that were mentioned had deficient reviews. He g.oes on to say;
227"Is it not right, therefore, to complain, remind, hope and wait?"

Another Syrian writer, Waclad al-Sakakini , writes about the same 

subject of literary relations with Egypt, and in the same deferential 

tone. In a comment on al-Tantawi's second article published in the same 

magazine she says;

"It might be that literary Egypt...does not care about 
the literature of other Arab countries which are proud 
of her and believe in her leadership. It has happened

-* Wadad al-Sakakini is of Lebanese origin, but Syrian by marriage.
She is a story writer and essayist.
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that many people in these countries complained about the 
neglect of dear Egypt to discuss the culture of her 
brethren and neighbours and to cherish the admiration 
which every man of letters,,,in these countries feels 
towards her. But what eases the pain is that the leaders 
of literature in Egypt,admit this neglect,”^23

Then, five years later, al-Sakakini published another article in

Al-Risalah in which she asserted that Syria, after the first world war,

opened its eyes on the great cultural awakening of Egypt and followed

the footsteps of the Egyptians imitating them in her recent J/Titerary7 
229revival.

But another Syrian writer commenting on al-Tantawifs and al- 

SakakTni's discussions, sounds a grim protest on the pages of the same 

magazine about the imitative character of the Syrian literary revival.

He says?

"Damascus, ,, is an imitator and a follower, , , She walks 
on the footsteps of the Egyptians and her people read 
continuously their works and follow their trends. But, 
although we admire the Egyptian culture and many Egyptian 
men of letters, and although we recognise the supremacy 
and leadership of Egypt, we want our literature and our 
culture to be independent and wish that our literature 
should have its special entity and characteristics which 
differentiate it from other literatures,”230

This was the position of literature in Syria at the beginning of 

the forties? hazy, uncertain and lacking in adventure • The forties, 

hoxtfever, were the last decade in which poetry in the Arab xrorld was first 

recognised by its country of origin. The modern poetic movement which 

flourished in the fifties was to be a unifying movement which was to 

unite the energy of poets all over the Arab world. In the fifties 

Arab poets are .-usuri'lly recognised not as Egyptians, Syrians. Iraqians, 

Lebanese, etc,, but as followers of the new movement or as conventional 

poets. This will be discussed in a coming chapter.
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20* Jundi, op,citc, p.72; Dahhan, Al-Shi fr, p.37*
21o Jundi, loop cit*
22* For a list of the books he edited and of his books on literary 

history and linguistic studies, see a booklet published by the 
Ministry of Culture and Guidance in Syria entitled Al-*Urubah Tukarrim 
Dhikra al- Villamah Khalil Mardam -Bek .Damascuŝ ) 960, pp0 7-8»

23, Dahhanj Al-Shi* r, p,108; Kayyali, Al-Adab9 pd46,
24, Ibid,.
5̂, £8id*, Al-*Urubah, loc0cit,
26c Kayyali, Al-Adab, pd55; Jundi, opecit,, p,34,
27, Jundi, op,oit*, po84> Dahhan, Al-Shi*r, p.87.
28o In ibid, p. 31 for al-Buzm, pd51 for al-Zirikli and pd95 for Jabrio
29* For a description of the Schools of Damascus in the last decades of

the nineteenth century see a very interesting article by .Shakir 
Mustafa entitled nAl-TaflIm fi Dimashq, 1879-1890” in AI-Ma ‘rifah 
magazine, Damascus, February 1964? pp046-57,
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30. Sec ibid., p. 32, for an account of the study of Buzm and Zirikli with
several Sheikhs the most prominent of whom was al-Sheikh Jamal al-Din
al-Qasimi (an account of his life and work is to be found in Kayyali, 
Al-Adab, pp.74-7)* See again Dahhan, Al-Shi* r, p.89 for an account 
of Mardam's study with other Sheikhs. Jabri, however, seems to be 
self-taught in Arabic, ibid, pp. 196-7*

31o See ibid, p.32, for a description of such difficulties.
32. See Shakir Mustafa, loc.cit.
33. Jamil Saliba, Al-Itti.jahat al-Fikriyyah. fi Bilad al-Sham wa Atharuha 

fi ’1-Adab al-ffadith. Institute of Higher Arabic Studies, Cairo,
1958, p.23.

34* Ibid, p . 2 4 .

35* For a detailed discussion of nationalistic poetry in Syria see Amjad 
al-Tarabulsi, Shi r al-Ilamasah wa ’l-'Urubah fi Bilad al-Sham, 
Institute of Higher Arabic Studies, Cairo, 1957* However, Tarabulsi 
does not assess this poetry aesthetically, but gives an account of 
the national events and national occasions in which it was told, a 
frequent habit among modern literary historians in Arabic.

36. Jundi discusses the lack of love poetry in Jabri and refers it to his 
extreme seriousness and other causes, op.cit., p.39? see also the 
book by Jabri himself, Ana wa *l~Shifr, Institute of Higher Arabic 
Studies, Cairo, 1959? p*38j see also Dahhan, Al-Shi* r, pp.212-4.

37* Shafiq Jabri, Ana wa ’I-Shi‘r, p.88.
38. Ibid, p.89.
39. Ibid.
40. Ibid, p.93.
41. Ibid.
42. Ibid, p.95*
43. Ibid, p.98.
44. Ibid, p.99.
45* Ibid.
46o Ibid, p.100.
47* Ibid.
48. Ibid, p.127.
49* Ibid.
50. Ibid, p.106.
51. This is the date given to the present writer by the poet in an

interview in i960. Jundi, op.cit., gives the date as 1904 (pc54)
and Kayyali, Al-Adab, p.197? gives the date as 1908.

52. As told to the present writer by the poet in the same interview.
53* Ibid; also Jundi, op.cit., pp.54-5*
54* Ma.jallat alrrMa.jma* al-‘ilmi AlfArabi, Vol.Ill, No.6, , 191*
55* As told to'the present writer by the poet’s wife in the same

interview.
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56. As told to the present writer by him personally in the same interview. 

"We lived with those diwans and books", he said.
It is interesting to mention here that among the students of al-Sheikh 
Sulaiman wasf the father of another prominent modern poet of a younger 
generation, Ali Ahmad Sa*id, known as Adunis. Adunis’s mother is 
first cousin of al-Badawi. (The same interview.)

57* The same interview.
58. Salim al-Jundi, "Diwan Badawi ' 1-Jabal", Majallat al-Majma* al-fIlmi 

’1- Arabi, April, 1925, V, iv, 201-3*
59* This diwan is very difficult to find. The present writer had a short 

access to it by courtesy of its private owner. It contains, among 
others, a poem in praise of General Gouraud, the conqueror of Damascus 
in 1920.

60. See Salim al-Jundi, op.cit., p.202.
61. The same interview.
62. Op.cit.
63* Shakir Mustafa, "Al-Shi*r fi Suriyyah", Al-Adab, January, 1955? p*85.
64. Ibid.
65. As told to the present writer in the same interview. The poem is

published in Shi *r quarterly, No.1, Winter, 1957? pp*7~14.
66. The Poetic Pattern, London, 1956, p.138.
67* See ibid., et seq., for references to the poet-author's experience in

this, as well as to that of Dylan Thomas and others.
68. Ibid., p.138.
69. Kayyali, Al-Adab, p.207*
70. Ibid., p.208.
71* Kayyali, Al-Adab, p.200.
72. Shi*r quarterly, No.1, Winter, 1957? p-11®
73* Published without title in Ma.jallat al-Majma* al-fIlmi *l-*Arabi, 

October, 1924, IV, x, 482.
74* Ibid.
75. Ibid.
76. KayySli, Al-Adab, p.200.
77* Ibid., p.201.
78. An elegy on the Hashimite King Ghazi also has an emotional involvement, 

for the Hashimites are revered by the religious Alawites and al-Badawi 
has a special reverence for them. The following verse by him is very 
famous;

j Ua ^  j  I j L»  ̂i£ 5-̂ 41 , uilA LaJundi, op.cit., p.56,
79* All the following quotations (under 79) are taken from the manuscript 

of al-Badawifs poems, which he kindly let the present writer study at 
his own home.

80. Al-Adab, loc.cit.
81. Shi/ r quarterly, No.1, Winter, 1957? P*9*
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82 o
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.

94.

95.
96.
97.
98.

99.
100. 
101. 
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.

111.
112.
113.

114.

Ibid, p.14.
Kayyali, Al-Adab, p.200.
The Poetic Pattern, pp.92-105< 
Ibid, p.100.
Ibid, p.102.
Kayyali’, Al-Adab, p.204.
Ibid.
Ibid
Shi r, Winter,1,1957 , p.10<
Ibid, p.13.
Ibid, p.8.
See Skelton, op.cit., p.105? for a discussion on the use of ’fire* 
as a symbol in a different poem, which although discussing a different 
poetry is very relevant to our discussion.
This poem, published in al-Adab, January, 1955? P.85, is a little 
different from the same poem as written in his manuscript. The 
present writer patched it together, putting the sign f before 
verses found only in the manuscript, the sign before verses 
found only in Al-Adab, and a star * before verses found in both.
Skelton, op.cit., p,102j see also p.93.
Prom the manuscript.
Ibid.
The quoted words all come from two poems j ,rAl-Lahabu r'l-Qudsi" and 
"Al-Sarab”.
Diwan Ibn al-Farid, Cairo,, .1956,' j>.24*.
Studies in Islamic Mysticism, Cambridge, 1921, p.199.
Diwan, p.86 et passim*-:
The Mystical Poems of Ibn al-Farid, Dublin, 1956, p.81.
Diwan, p. 73 .
Op.oit., p.20.
Prom the manuscript.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Al-Adab, January, 1955? loo.cit.
"The Language of Paradox"^ In The Language of Poetry, edited by 
Allen Tate, Princeton, 1942, p.44.
Op.cit., p.62.
Ibid.
See what S. Daif says about this and what he calls "the dogmatic 
tendency" in Arabic poetry in Dirasat, pp.195-200 where he is discuss
ing al-Mahjar poetry,
Al-Adab, January, 1955, p.83,
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115°
116 o
117°
1 l8o
119°
120°

121,
122,
123°
124°

125,
126°
127,
128°

129,

130°

131°

132°

133°
134°

135°
136°

From the manuscript,
Shi< r, quarterly,1,Winter, 1957j P°9°
Al-Adab, loc°cit.
Ibid,
From the manuscript.
Ibid,
From the manuscript.
Ibid,
Ibid,
On Ibn al-Faridfs conception of beauty see Muhammad Mustafa Hilmi, 
Ibn al-Farid wal-Hubb al-Ilahi, Cair®* 1945, p°119°
From the manuscript,
fbiid.tv ■ : . ,
See Jundi, op,cit,t p°54°
Anthropology, a Human Science, Selected Papers, an Insight Book, 
U°S°Ac, 1984? p°222. See also p,22l°
For a single example this verse:
\    <0 a l£-  ̂  ̂ j V. .£9

Diwan, p°110°

3 bow ̂  jjl 4̂ 1? (jM'*’'"' )--- — j  \j (J-n-b
Diwan, p, 95, Translated by Arberry, op0cit,, p°60:
"That perchance the fire within my breast may be quelled by their 
gentle blowing? yet in truth I desire that this fire be never 
extinguished,"

I JI ■-) ■ •v- /t.i'i j 1 ill 1jj.C>j I t ,«J id laJ (J la Js>

Diwan, p°14° Translated by Arberry, op°cit,, p°45:
"Why hath a hindrance denied my thirst access to the waters, at a 
time when my heart hath become broken fragments because of my passio 
for thee?"
Water, thirst and mirage are merged in the following verses:
J "tlj j j * j ^  1 — -— J Ĵl L'jIji

4»>p bj m . d l_— —_o 9̂ IjJ <° I
Diwan, p,79 

Al-Adabg January, 1955 s p°85°

As told to the present writer in an interview with the poet in 1958.
The Philosophy of Rhetoric, by I,A, Richards, Oxford University 
Press, 1936, p„51°
Shi V, Winter,1̂ 1957) P°9*
See a list of those in Arberry, op°cit°, pp°17~19 where he lists 
about fifteen different figures of speech.
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137. Ibid*
138o Ibid*
139- Al-Adab * January, I955t P*83<>
140* Ibid.
141. Prom ihe manuscript.
142* A s Kayyali, for example thinks he is, Al-Adab, p . 117
143. Diwan al-Jawahiri, fourth edition, of 1957j p.l79»
144* Shi *r, quarterly, Winter, 1957, p«8.
145* Prom the manuscript.
14b. Image and Experience, Studies in a Literary Revolution, London,

19̂ 0, p.8. '
147- Op.cit., p.218, It is interesting to note that §aliba's description

of the Romantic school, p.220, is not altogether alien to al-Badawi's
experiments "the supremacy of the impulse of feeling, imagination, 
passion and fancy over the rational impulse....lyricism and the 
subjective expression of emotions, ..*'. Again Saliba's definition 
of the conventional attitude, p.217, does not always coincide with 
al-Badawi*s poetry. Three points in it do not apply to al-Badawi*s 
contribution : the fact that it is a well-balanced poetry, the fact 
that it is rational and does not allow free reign to the imagination 
and the fact that it abhors what is strange and unfamiliar.

148. Ibid, pp.221 and 223,
149" Mu.jaddidun wa Mujtarrun, pp. 175, 177 and 178.
150. Jundi, op.cit., p.113. However, Kayyali gives the year 1910 as 

his date of birth, Al-Adab, p.165; see also Dahhan, Al-Shi*r, 
p.239. On p.242, however, he thinks it might have been a little 
earlier.

151. Ibid; Kayyali, loo.cit., Jundi, op.cit., p.115.
152. Ibid, p.110; Kayyali, loc.cit., Dahhan, loc.cit.
153. Jundi, op.cit., pp.110-111.
154. Ibid, pp.114-5; Kayyali, Al-Adab, p.165; Dahhan., Al-Shi* r, p.249-
155- Ibid, p.241.
156. Ibid,
157. Jundi, op.cit., p.115.
158. Prom the present writer’s personal knowledge.
159- Kayyal1 , Al-Adab, p.16 5.
160. Ibid; Jundi, op.cit., p.111; Dahhan, Al-Shi*r, pp. 249 an<i 250o
161. Ibid.
162, Ibid, pp.256-257, from a quotation by the poet; 

Adab, p.166.
also Kayyali, Al-

163. Dahhan, Al-Shi*r, p.257-
164. Ibid, p.256.
165. Ibid.
166. Ibid.
167. Ibid.
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168* In the forties? the poet was frequently invited by the American

University of Beirut and other educational institutions to give poetry 
readings.

169. See also *Abbud, Mujaddidun, p.175°
170* Examples of these are numerous: ?,He knew her as an ideal of beauty,

then he met her ten years later and found that her beauty had
completely disappeared* He felt sad..*", Min ‘Umar Abu Rishah,
Shi'r, Beirut, /19477? P»17.
Or this: "She heard him declaiming his poem " Al-Naf sh .al-AbyatJ" and
admired him. He looked at her as you would look at a naive child." 
Ibid*, p.20*
Or this: "He knew that it was the first and last night." Ibid.,p.26*
Or this: "The shyness of a virgin is the echo of a suppressed desire, 
but the love of THIS virgin*.*", Ibid., p*57°
Or this: "He went to her to kill her." Ibid*, p.171.

These introductions as well as his general approach betray a 
certain amount of naiveness and the limited, rather old-fashioned 
experience of Abu Rishah*s generation. One can hardly visualise a 
poet of the present generation writing in the same tone.

171“ Abu Rishah has an emancipated wife and a gracious, easy manner in
mixed society. Personal knowledge.

172* Min {Umar Abu Rishah, Shi‘r, p.48*
173* Ibid*, P°97.
174. Ibid*
175° Ibid*
1760 Ibid*, pp. 48 and 50*
177. Ibid*, P.175.
178* Ibid* , p* 51.
179c Ibid*, p * 110.
180* Ibid* , p* 26.
181* Ibid*, pp.31-2*
182. Ibid*, p. 30*
183. Ibid*, p*111*
184* "Abu Rishah wa ’l-Hubb al-Mujazza, Al-Adab, September, 1955?

pp.15-20*
185* Ibid*, p.19.
186. See for example his poem "Muhammad", Min ‘Umar Abu Rishah, Shi‘r, 

pp.112-124.
137. See for example his poem "Hadhihi Ummati", ibid*, pp.154-163; also 

his poem "Ya Rami ", ibid., pp.164-170? etc.
188. See for example his poem "Ya Sha*b ", ibid*, pp*247“8; see also his 

allusion to traitors and cowards in his poem, "Khalid", p.240, and 
his paradoxical explanations of the lethargic national situation, 
pp.239-40*

189* Ibid*, p* 146»
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190. Ibid.. p.149.
191. Ibid., p.153.
192. Ibid., p.163.
193. Ibid., p.130.
194. Ibid., p.131.
195. Ibid., p.132.
196. Ibid., P.137.
197. Ibid., P.149.
198. Ibid., P.165.
199. Ibid., p.152.
200. Ibid., P.135.
201. Ibid., p.208.
202. Ibid., P.163.
203. Multhtarat, Beirut, n.d., pp
204, Ibid., pp.112-3.
205. Dahhan, Al-Shir pp.272-7; 

Suriyyah”, p.123? Kayyali, 
pp.120-35? Jundi, op.cit.,

206. Min *Umar Abu Rishah, Shi* r
207. Ibid., P.175*
208. Ibid., p..163.
209. Ibid., P. 131.
210. Ibid., p.237.
211. Ibid., p.3 6.
212. Ibid., p.212.
213. Ibid., pp.214-5.
214. Ibid., PP.193-6.
213. Tawfiq Sayigh, however, bel 

poet*s personal experiences 
wa *1-Hubb al-Mujazza*”, p. 
rather’far-fetched.

216 • Mukhtarat, pp,17-l8.
217. Ibid., p.16. See the whole
218. Quoted by Kayyali, Al-Adab,
219. Ibid.
220. Ibid.
221. Ibid., p.l84. S. Mustafa, ” • •
222. Kayyali, Al-Adab, p.186.

This assumption, however, seems

223.
224.

Quoted, ibid,. p.l85. 
S. Mu§"fcafa, loc.cit.
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225° "Al-ffayat al-Adabiyyah fi Dimashq”, No.136, 10th February, 1936,
P»215o

226. "Harakat al-Nashr fi Dimashq-*Atab wa Bayan", No.365, 1st July,
1940, p.1106o

227» Ihido, p.1107o
223. "Haula rl-fAtab wa '1-Bayan”, ibid., ££0.369, 29th July, 1940, 

pp.1233-9.
229® "Adah al-Sham al-Hadith", ibid., Wo.607, 19^b February, 1945s P°174,  

compare with what I. Adham wrote about the supremacy of the Syrian 
(including Lebanese) literary awakening, its greater openness to 
Western influences, its courage and bolder adventiirous spirit in 
"Khalil Mutran, Sha ir al-* Arabiyyah f 1-Ibda* j." , Al-Hv ojataf, 
February, 1939? Vol.94, ii, 164, March, 1939, Vol.94,~iiiT~302-3 
and April, 1939, Vol.94, iv, 411-3° also Gib.b, “Studies in 
Contemporary Arabic Literature, I, The Nineteenth Century”,
33.S.0.A.5., 1926-1923, IV, iv, 752-3 =

230. *Abd al-Ghani ’l-^tari, ibid., Wo.373, 26th August, 1940, p.1367.
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SECTION 4: LEBANON

The group of poets who flourished in Lebanon in the seoond half of

the nineteenth century were students of the conservative school of al"Shaikh
- ~ _ •]Nagif al-Yaziji,carried on by his students . The conservative element in

their poetry, however, was slowly modified, even before the century was over,

by the early acquaintance of poets and men of letters in Lebanon with

Western language and literatureo But what seemed to remain permanent in

the Lebanese literary tradition was the strong linguistic basis behind the

Lebanese creative talent. The weakness in the phraseology and style of
-  - 2middle nineteenth century poets like Nuqula al-Turk and others of his 

generation and level was not perpetuated in the poetry of the generations 

after them. The group of illustrious poets who flourished in Lebanon 

during the early decades of this century also showed the same strong 

linguistic basis in their poetry, despite the fact that they established 

much stronger links with Western poetry. The same phenomenon renewed 

itself again when real revolutionary innovations were made in poetry in the 

thirties at the hands of both the Romantics and the Symbolists in Lebanon.

We do not encounter in Lebanon in the twentieth century any poet of 

note who was not strongly rooted in language and style, as we find in the 

examples of al-Zahawi in Iraq, Shukri and Abu Shadi in Egypt, Mu$|afa Wahbi 

al-Tal in Jordan, to name but a few. This is why an examination of the 

linguistic background of these generations of poets is necessary at this 

stage because it explains the reason why the Lebanese poets who were the 

earliest in the Arab world to be Westernised and who were mostly Christians 

and therefore did not usually have the benefit of the Quranic style as a 

basis in their early education, were able to keep the balance between 

innovation and Westernisation on the one hand, and a strong Arabic style 

on the other- We have seen how the treatment of new themes in poetry was 

a stumbling bloek for some poets in other Arab countries, and how their
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styles flopped and showed signs of weakness and unevenness, as well as a

strange mixture of poetic diction alternating between the archaic and the

vulgar, as in the case of al-Rasafi, for example.

Lebanon's greatest literary pioneers were writers, poets and masters

of the language at the same time.^ We have seen what Nasif al-Yasiji,

Butrus al-Bustani and Ahmad Faris al-Shidyaq contributed to the Arabic

language, grammar and lexicography. The second generation of men of

letters after them kept the tradition a l i v e I t  may well be said that

the first herald of the literary revival in Lebanon was the great interest
5and efforts made in the study of language, syntax and grammar.

This strong linguistic tradition must have produced a great conscious

ness of language and of correctness. Lebanon's learned elite, being all 

closely acquainted with each other as is natural for the elite of any 

small country, could not but be constantly aware of each other's efforts 

and achievements. Their interest in language, moreover, might have been

enhanced by the bad reputation attributed to the style of Christian 
7writers. The further comparison with the strong linguistic tradition 

in Damascus shows that the Syrian linguistic tradition was based on an 

Islamic linguistic tradition which gave it a conservative aspect not only 

in the use of diction but also in style. The Lebanese men of letters were 

apparently less rooted in this and at the same time quite open to Western 

literary influences, a factor which made the linguistic adventure even more 

of a challenge to them. Their struggle generally was to be able to 

modernise and create new ways of dealing with new meanings while at the 

same time keeping to a Classioal correctness,

1: CONSERVATISM

A group of poets who flourished at the beginning of this century in
— 8Lebanon were called "al-Mukhadramun", because they were at the same time 

rooted in poetic Classicism in both form and content, but were able to
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show in ,their poetry both the effects of a mixed education and a trend 

towards modernism* Among* these were poets like Salim Iskandar *Asar whose

literary circle in Beirut was the meeting place of most of the Lebanese
9 _ _ * 10poets of the time, Nuqula Eayyad author of Rafif al-Uqhuwan, and

Ba*da al-Asil; Amin Taqiyy al-Din (1884-1947) who was among the first
12poets to pave the way of poetry towards truth and emotional veracity;

_ - 13 14Tamir al-Mallat and his brother Shibli; Nasib Arslan and his more

famous brother Shakib, Sulaiman al-Bustani discussed above, and others.

Many of these poets were as good as any of the Damascene poets examined

above, if not more interesting. They were also superior to many of the

Egyptian poets who were writing contemporaneously in Egypt. But while the

Syrian poets were, during the first decades of this century the only poets

in the field, and while the Egyptian poets, especially the Diwan group,

created a great deal of controversy which imposed their names on a vast

Egyptian public, these Lebanese poets, despite their fame, were overshadowed

early by greater poetic achievements of the Lebanese creative talent,

namely by al-Mahjar contribution and the rise in Lebanon of Al-AkhtM:. al~

Scghir (Bisharah (Abdullah al-Khouri). This was enhanced by the relatively

quiet literary atmosphere in which they flourished, an atmosphere that was

not crowded by feverish attacks and controversy or by loud theorisations

on poetry and art, taken directly from Western sources.

Shakib Arslan:

Before turning to discuss the achievement of Al-Akh'fcal al-Saghir,

Lebanon's foremost poet of the period, however, it would be appropriate to

examine the work of probably the most conservative poet in Lebanon of the

period, al-Amir Shakib Arslan (1870-1946) who was not only a poet, but was

also a writer and a public figure of great distinction and renown.

Arslan was a Moslem, who, after reading the Quran and memorising 
18a part of it, entered "al-Hikmah” School in Beirut. This school was

1&
famous for the strong linguistic and literary basis it gave to its students.
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It had been founded hy the Maronite Bishop Yusuf al-Dibs, himself a man of
17great distinction and culture and a writer on history, logic and philosophy;

Arslan's teacher at al-gikmah was the famous ‘Abdullah al-Bustani (1854-1930),

another one of the distinguished masters of Arabic in Lebanon and himself
18a poet and writer on language and a great lover of literature and 

19Classical poetry. x It is important to mention both al-Hikmah School and

fAbdallah al-Bustani because several of the Lebanese poets and men of

letters of Arslan's generation and after were students of al-Bustani at 
20al-Hikmah. Among these was also the illustrious poet Bisharah al-Khouri„
-  21 22 Arslan studied some English early and studied French at al-gikmah

and after leaving this school entered al-Madrasah al-Sultaniyyah in Beirut
23where he applied himself to Turkish. Early in his life he formed a

friendship with al-Sheikh Muhammad *Abdu, the great Egyptian religious
24reformer, who had been exiled to Beirut. This friendship left a great

- 25impact on Arslan and affected his career greatly.

Arslan is far more important as a historian, a writer on Arab unity

and other national causes, a defender of Islam, a translator, a thinker and

an essayist.^ In fact, he might himself have been more interested in his
27achievement as a prose writer than as a poet. Some time during his

— — 28career, he acquired the title of "Amir al-Bayan" for his firm, impressive,
29highly rhetorical style in prose. Despite his readings in French,  ̂his

poetry was deeply rooted in Classicism. This may be due to the fact that

although he did achieve a powerful poetic style,^ he was never a

spontaneous poet. He is quoted as having said; "I seldom wrote poetry

out of a desire to do so ... and in obedience to my own wish. I have only

a few poems written in this way. This is why the greatest number of my
31poems are elegies on friends and great men ..."

His ideas on poetry were also very conservative and, unlike the 

clear captivating logic of his other arguments, quite unconvincing.

Defending the Classical method in poetry he wrote; "If 'old' is a qualicy
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that corrupts poetry, then Homer should he rejected, for he is the oldest

of poets* To those who keep on talking about old and new in poetry and

who claim that every age has its school, we say that schools exist in

everything except in poetry, for poetry’s school is the heart, and its

medium is the spirit * * * The human spirit never changes .* *

"This about poetry in general* As for Arabic poetry which you want

to Occidentalize, it cannot be /poetr̂ £7 unless it is suited to the taste

of the Arabs and their attitudes /̂to wards li
32ways of their language and is related to their life*” He then declared

that he did not understand the language which the ^occidentalized/ poets

used in their poetry*^

Despite fAbbud’s good testimony about him as a poet, Arslan left

hardly any direct influence through his poetry on the following generations

of poets in the Arab world, For neither his style, which reminds the

reader of al-Kazimi’s '’Bedouin Style'!, nor his theme which was connected

mainly with great events in the Arab world or with elegies on prominent men,

suited the changing taste of the following generations, a taste which,

despite Arslan’s protest, was to undergo great and unforseen changes in

the following decades*
2 s THE CHANGE OF POETIC SENSIBILITY

( i ) Al—Akfrfcui ai-SaghTr

Bisharah ‘Abdallah al-Khouri, known as al-Alchtal al-Saghir^r 

(1384?~1968)^ quickly gained fame on a pan Arabic scale*^ He, too, was
—* t>7a student of ‘Abdallah al-Bustani at al-Hikmah and, because of a deep 

and more acute poetic sensibility was able to reflect early the influence 

of his mixed education, A lyrical poet of the highest degree, Classicism 

in poetry freed itself at his hands a great deal from its formality and 

rigidity and flowed with an easy grace and harmony* This is one of the
-}

earliest qualities of his poetry* Labaki says he began writing in 1909»"Jv

and harmonised with the
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He quotes one of the earliest, probably the earliest known poem which
- 'xqAl-Akhtal al-Saghir read to his friends of al- Azar literary circle*

This is a love poem in stanza form, which begins with this stanzas

- - -a**< L U  I3 jk—— -wiw b 1 «. OJ b O — i ■dj'
— ------ - i J" —U*»Jti .. .,Jlo I ii i til3b

b™uu3i .,<n ad 1 —-_i d njS 1 i. .’■/'JZvzy

This is interesting for it shows some of al-Akhtal’s most important

poetic attributes; the flowing music, the harmonious syllables and words,

the poet’s application of natural objects like the breeze, the stars, and

in other stanzas the night, the sun, the waves, to woman’s beautiful features,

Another attribute of this early poem, which his biographers and critics have

not remarked upon, is the link it seems to have with some Lebanese folk

poetry* Its language, its choice of rhymes; -u JJIj <■JJ.M ̂
41j j3--------is a-.-lbS their order of aaaa b, cccc b, dddd b, etc.,

where the last verse of each stanza ends in the same rhyme, muwashshah like., 

are very reminiscent of Lebanese folk songs® It is impossible, however, 

to raise this suggestion to the level of an argument here, because of 

limited sources on the matter and fear of deviation from the main course of 

this work* However, reference to similarities with folk poetry must recur 

here and suggestions regarding the links of the formal poetry in Lebanon 

with folk poetry must be made, even if the subject cannot be fully discussed* 

From the point of view of the above-mentioned poem, the suggestion seems 

supported by the great simplicity of language used in the poem, a simplicity 

which did not lose its poetic poignancy:

42  .* The suggestion of Karam that journalism in which the author was engaged 
for many years right at the beginning of his career, accounts for the 
simplicity of his poetic language is valid to a degree; for journalism 
might tend to lose for the poet the lustre of the poetic language®
However, the poet’s interest in Al-Aghani, which is another suggestion by 
Karam,might have contributed more towards the special nature of the 
poet's art, because of its simple language and the kind of poetry collected 
in it, mostly graceful songs of high lyricism®
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 ̂ d*— wt—.«.3*j ̂ i (̂i-iU ̂ J ■ ■.tWffff I. ■'« i i m.f-l̂|A«/
âJ 1 I O —̂Si d-̂ *w*̂ ~jo *     ■■ ■ »’(‘ 1 * f (j, ■—*,° < wl*£> c5̂ 3

k» ■ ■■fct Û JJrS5** i..ft3 L 1$
Although* strictly speaking* this is a modern muwashshah* it is far less

■X"formal and carries more the spirit of Lebanese folk poetry, in general<»

Other poems of the early period are still among his most famous,

poems like "Hind wa Ummuha" (1914)?^ "Min Ma'asi ,'1-I-Iarb" (l9’l7)f̂
-  46 °" *Urwah wa fAfra'" (19"• 7) 9 and a partly translated poem "al-Maslul" (1919) =

It is interesting to note that he resorted to translations from French at

the beginning of his poetic career, an activity he seemed to abandon in his
+ 48more mature years.

From its start, al-Akhtal al~gaghir's poetry showed a solid linguistic

basis which was in no way diminished even when he translated from French,

It also contained a large part of his vocabulary, a vocabulary which borrowed

a great deal from nature and the elements, especially from the beauties of

the natural scene in which Lebanon is so richs the sea, the waves, the moon,

the sim, the stars, the flowers, the dew, the breeze, etc. The main

quality of his poetry was immediately established, right from the first

poem* And as his poems followed one another it came to be realised that
-  49al-Akhtal al-Saghir was both a great lyrical poet and a connoisseur and

lover of beauty, He never abandoned these qualities<> His vocabulary

might have become more complex with the years, his images more intricate,

but his search for beautiful similes and images was seen with time to be

an authentic and passionate trait® The feeling, however, that he hunts

for his words and probably culls them remains with the reader throughout the

reading of his poetry,

* His famous poem sung by Egypt's foremost man singer, entitled "Ya wardi
min yishtirik"5 0 seems rather to be an artistically contrived song composed 
at the request of the singer than a result of an affinity with Lebanese 
folk songs. However, it does suggest a certain flexibility of the poetic 
tools, as Karam seems to imply,5^
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The strong education at al-Hikmah was blended early with a good
52basis in French which al-Hikmah is known to have given its students.

This was later augmented by his private readings in French poetry. In

his career as a journalist he had much opportunity, too} to nourish this
54-culture, for Al-Barq, the newspaper he founded and edited in 1908, was

the platform of "a literary movement which aspired, before the First World
55War, to emerge from the boundaries of the old and familiar”.  ̂ It 

published the works of leading poets and men of letters of the period in
pr/C

Lebanon and al-Mahjar, as well as translations of French Romantic

literature. ^  This newspaper which became after the war a literary weekl^f

was one of the bridges by means of which Romanticism was introduced into

Lebanon either directly through these translations, or indirectly through
59the Mahjar literature published in it. One of the first poets to benefit 

from this medium was Al-Akhtal al-Saghir himself.

But al-Akhtal al-Saghir never really plunged into modern Arab 

Romanticism. A Romantic element was stirred up in him by his readings in 

Romantic poetry and probably by the general changing spirit of the age, but., 

perhaps owing to a solid Classical basis as well as to his living in an 

environment where Classicism in literature was still very strong, it led 

him to make links with Classical Romanticism, end many elements in his 

poetry are very reminiscent of some Classical poets of earlier periods, 

especially the Umayy&d *■ This is shown to be true by the interest

he showed early in the tragic love story of ‘Urwah Ibn £lizam, the Umayyad 

love poet, and later by the story of ”fUmar wa Nufm” (1931)°^ This early 

affinity with this kind of Classical poetry (itself a step from the reading 

of panygeric poets of the Abbasid period who were highly esteemed by the 

nineteenth century pioneers) led him to the expression of the same trends
61

of feelings typical in Classical Romanticism. Firstly, he complained 

incessantly of the sorrow of parting with the beloved;
 j \  ija 6 .-Is w
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and this;

S' J j u  d....—.jig (J bt= *—AA t • L*» C5j\*  ̂ ^ il 1 Uw 1 1 63

And continually he spoke of suffering, emaciation and imminent death 64

Jjĵ l ^  die ,.0 dJw (_3̂ y ^6 d—— duJ

and this;
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66

And constantly he turned to longing and memories67

, j j  L 
13 «,b J>

b l

——J jd 1 < <X 1. 6-~->• J J

63
■■■uuy 1 I 1 ■ -J J X 1-̂

And he expressed repeatedly the deep, traditional lament for passing youth;

69L 5 U , UJ v U d ' d&9 1 1 iS (3**"̂  ̂ t*̂ r& * (J,........JiJ-s-

I wtw 1 wLw «i 1 | ,b g:L
C115l

and this famous heartbreakinglament: ̂ , Jj? O  1... ip 4 d-

jLz itbpJ 

^ (3̂ 6 bs>

...—..yjs-- 1 i ^
—; Jh ĵo 1. .-  î Ua>. tJiL.frbo

Jy Jjl d—<3 ̂ 1_9 <»—' 1. -jgJ I3 ^
1 lj i—■ 1 ...j <aJ Iji (33--|J Ij;

70

But al-Akhtal al-Saghir often plucks up courage and defies fate and old ag<

jl̂ —,---  ..fi.i.J p̂ lTl o...st*oM/ a...... jso uaj tjrf/li)l j\Js 71
and this most poignant example;

1  ........b..̂  1_____b-Ti- <*AJ 1 ls* -U uJL 72
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The links with the spirit of folk poetry in Lebanon can also be
73suggested here because it carries the same themes and longings* In fao- 

the whole Arab world finds in its traditional folk songs a means towards 

the expression of these themes which seem to be an integral part of its 
emotional heritage*
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All the writers on al-Akhtal al-Saghir feel that his poetry combines 
74two poetic sensibilities,, In assessing the novelty of his poetry one has

to compare him with poets of his own generation,, To the modern reader,

versed in the new concept of modern poetry in the fifties and sixties, his

poetry seems quite traditional. However, it is in fact a stepping stone

between neo-Classicism and the more modern experiments of Arabic poetry in
75the thirties and later. For despite the traditional aspect of his 

Romanticism, as well as its limited emotional freedom, it may well be said

to have helped to pave the way for the more authentic and more developed
-  7 6Romanticism of Abu Shabakah and the other Lebanese Romantics, His

greatest service to Arabic Romanticism in Lebanon, as Labaki aptly puts it,

was that in his expression of different experiences and emotions, he did not

"deviate from the spirit of the /Irakic/ language5' This is a great

achievement unattained by any of this poet’s contemporaries who helped to

develop modern Arabic poetry or to push it a few steps further towards a

more modern sensibility, Al-Akhtal al-Saghir preserved an even strength of

phraseology and a mastery of language throughout his career, hardly faltering
7 Q

in this respect. But this was not all. He was further able to charge

his words, not with tension, but surely with an emotional weight, clothe
79 80them with veneer and polish and pour them out with a melodiousness which

immediately raised him to a high level. His poetry was a great foundation

on which later poets, Lebanese and otherwise, who were known for their

linguistic strength and choice diction, were able to build. Of Classicism

he preserved the form and structure of the poem, many of the Classical

at
03

81 82expressions, themes, attitudes and rhymes, its clarity and often its

oratorical resonance.

Having flourished in the era when the poet was in the public eye an-:

played the role of the national spokesman and bard at all important public 
84events, al-Akhtal al-Saghir’s immense preoccupation with the theme of 

woman and love of life was an immediate change. This should not lead to
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the mistaken idea that love poetry and the description of woman's "beauty 

were absent from Arabic poetry at the time. But the theme was followed 

mostly in affected manner, hardly revealing the poet's personal involvement

despite this obsession, he did not relinquish the traditional role of the 

poet as public spokesman, as the voice of his people* If one should make 

a rough cross-section of his poetry, one might briefly summarise his themes 

to be love and nationalism* In this his poetry is in line with a 

simultaneous preoccupation with woman and nationalism characteristic of the 

poetry of a younger generation of poets in the Arab world, of the generation 

of *Umar Abu Rishah in Syria, of Ibrahim Tuqan in Palestine, *Ali Mahmud 

Taha in Egypt and Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi in Tunisia, to name but a few* 

However, these poets of the younger generation were more personally involved 

in their national poetry than al-Akhtal al-Saghir ever was, for he belonged, 

in his national poetry, to the generation of the neo-Classicists who made 

of these poems occasions for public appearances and were capable of writing 

on diverse themes to suit the occasion*

The first theme in his poetry, that of woman and love, was linked 

with love of life, and of beauty:

\  piw a--»JL& \ df- 33

in love. Al-Akhtal al-Saghir expressed the feelings of love with greater
85intensity and directness, if not without often affecting the love 

36situation* But despite his obsession with the theme, an obsession 

beautifully expressed in his verse:

and this:

and this

Ao
jfrJ dJ I t ■■
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It was also linked with the love of youth, as we have seen, and with nature, 

a theme which permeates the whole of his poetry, and with the love of wine 

and drinking:
/■  ̂ Q1 ̂ ■ -I  ̂  ̂ (ip ̂ . ■ ■■ ■ -M1  ̂J i^ i '■ ■ ̂  jJ ̂

1 -I . o  I 1 ^  - I  I j ^ L a o  L i  I I  ■ 1 A»0 .1 .—4/1 0  wJ L i  ^ y J L s d j j

In this poetry, so fascinated with life, beauty and youth, with woman and

wine, a loftiness of spirit and of outlook towards woman miraculously saves

the poet from indulgence and sensuality* If he is not a Platonic poet, he
92is surely not a sensual one* A veil of innocence covers the desire and

transforms it into an emotion of great beauty and charm* The poet's 

hedonistic trend as expressed magnificently in the following:

ĵ t ..... i,rJLwcJ 1 d — dk& I? —̂■■■■■■- * t b ̂  ̂  ̂ ^ ^̂
I d o  'a  t .  !h. I

and other places, has a robustness and a gentleness about it which keep

life in its well-known and accepted perspective* It elevates where it

loves* This will become a tradition in love poetry which will be followed

by other Arab 'poets, but especially by some Lebanese.' However, it

is by no means his own creation. It is a tradition in folk poetry which

characterises the za.jal of folk poets like the famous Rashid Nakhlah 
/ * S 11 « 94(d.1940?7, the prince of Lebanese folk poets, and others* Such is the 

sentiment in the following by Rashid Nakhlah:

^ ll&Jt (jtj£- JP-G \ <jL>  ii cJ--- Ud Qo 0^ \  c X  5̂
e J  1 j I, 1 t, J V i ... I.. iOvA»j iyj * ‘■ A ?

and this:

L.itjj ^ *1? “* fjf 1 "~ ■ — j  wbj J Li j  L̂-ild-  ̂̂
and this:

\ £ 3L f— H-Cw o?Lî ---------- \------ .cU« ^  o — U  oy
i_ _ _ tj VL i p j  V.c - p  L  J i o  ^ ^<3^° '
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■X-There is no scope for many more examples of such folk poetry here. 

But it is of paramount importance to attempt to establish the relationship 

between this trend in the formal poetry of al-Akhtal al-Saghir and folk 

poetry. This will also help to understand the same trend in the poetry of 

Sa*id *Aql, later on. This relationship between the two kinds of poetry 

in Lebanon did not pass without comment by Lebanon’s master criticf Marun 

‘Abbud. Discussing another Lebanese poet, he speaks of the Lebanese 

environment in which the poets grew. "People wonder"* he says* "at the 

number of good poets we have in this generation. Jjie is writing in the

which our youngsters are accustomed to hear day and night, they would under

contemporary critic, discussing the form of expression and the trends in 

the themes of Al-Akhtal al-Saghir*s poetry, finds him a genuine original,

"a type apart from the other poets, neither having the characteristics of 

Abu Madi nor of All Mahmud Taha, even though holding to the same line of

Ma*addawi has drawn his conclusions about al-Akhtal al-Saghir, apparently.

* Recent Lebanese folk jioetry is more sophisticated and has greater variety 
as in the poetry of Mishal Trad. However, the same tender sentiment

But if they should contemplate the Lebanese colloquial songs

93 t -stand the secret of our poetic gift."' Anwar al-Ma addawi, an Egyptian

99innovation as they." It is of the foremost importance, he insists, that 

every poet has his own flavour and his particular colour . But al~

persists:

i—  ̂Vi i .,1̂11, j
101

** There is no apparent reason why al-Ma*addawi chose these two p o e t s  f o r  
comparison.
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without any knowledge of the local poetio background of Lebanon- What he

finds different in him from cohtemporary formal poetry in general are

precisely those attributes found in the folk poetry in Lebanon when the
102poet started writing and perhaps long before, and hence he is not as

original as Mafaddawi thinks-

The second theme in al-Akhtal al-Saghir*s poetry, that of nationalism,

was a public and not a personal involvement- His participation in publio
101events and national memorial celebrations on which occasions he often

represented Lebanon, embraced the whole of the Arab w o r l d - T h i s

involvement in national themes was in line with the whole concept of the

poetic art in the early decades of this century when his attitudes were
105formed- Hence it was not a new trend in his poetry, but was related to 

the platform- In fact, the relationship of poetry to the platform was 

taken for granted by Al-Akhtal al-Saghir;

' j J * ..................  ̂ ^  ̂  ̂ 11,1 Cw b  to c‘l. -mw> 3̂

The platform, however, and the demands it has for a resonant, dogmatic

style, did not discourage this poet, so fascinated by the natural scene

from including even in his most serious and often sombre topics, descriptions

of nature or themes relating to his own preoccupation with beauty and the 
107love of life- He begins his elegy on Gibran with an overture on wine

108and the love of life- On another public occasion, that of erecting a
109statue in honour of Faris Musharriq at Duhur al-Shuwair, he dedicated

the greater part of the poem to extolling the beauty of nature in Duhur 
110al-Shuwair- His famous ha*iyyah in which he extolls love, life, and

wine on the one hand and Damascus on the other, ending it by chiding his

own country, Lebanon, for neglecting him, was first intended as a eulogy 

far Shukri al-Q^uwatli, on the occasion of his presidency of the Syrian 

republic- The poet later purged it of the political references as well 

as of any praise of al-Quwwatli and published the rest as a whole in his
_  —  —  _  illdiwan Al-Hawa under the title of "Wulida -'.l-Hawa wa ‘-1-Khamrn. In his
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second diwan Shi/r, however, he split the purged poem into three smaller
112 113 poems* The ethics of this procedure is not within the scope of this

work, hut the procedure has a different significance, important to this

discussion.. He may have omitted the political reference with what it must

have contained of eulogy to al-Quwwatli because he might have felt that the

tide in the poetic concept of the fifties, when he published his first

diwan, was strongly against all kinds of eulogies to men of power* The

possibility that he might have omitted this part because al-Qnwwatli was

"by 1953 already out of favour is a moral issue which would be out of place

here, but it seems more reasonable to believe that al-Akhtal al-Saghir

omitted these sections under the influence of the new poetic concepts, for

he also neglected to include his well rewarded eulogy of King ‘Abd al-fAzis

A1 Sufud and that of King Faruq of Egypt in his published works* Another

poetic concept which might have prompted him to split this poem and others

in his second diwan is that of the unity of the poem* So much insistence

on this was made in the fifties by nearly all the modern writers on poetry

that it would have been surprising if the poet had not paid attention to it

when he published his diwan in 1961 and had not split the poem according to
1 1 4themes, for in fact his poems often lack in unity, even of theme*

It was in this year, 19̂ 1, that he was’crowned’ the Prince of poets
11*5in Beirut, by representatives from many Arab countries* He and his

generation have been able to carry on a tradition in poetic formalities and

pompousness which was unacceptable to the avant garde poets and critics of

the fifties* Had he been less bound to the traditions of ’public poetry’

and the ambition for loud public recognition of him as a foremost poet, he
116

might have concentrated on that kind of poetry which he could perfect most* 

For it was the platform poetry which trapped him into his worst pitfalls as 

a poet* His involvement with this kind of poetry prevented him from

further experiments and tied him to the same faults of the neo-Classic;ists,
1  *7 1 1 8such as the tendency to exaggerate; to dabble in absurdities and to
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119let his poetry sound hollow with empty resonance. This was perhaps why

Ahu Shabakah believed that he "sang what he was compelled to sing, not what
120he felt like singing", a remark highly exaggerated, if one examined his

poetry as a whole. But *Abbud divined the secret of his weakness better

when he showed how he, in his elegy on Shauqi, had cared more for the
121audience than for art,

A critio who studies al-Akhtal al-Saghir1s poetry must surely be

aware that he did not resort to platform poetry for lack of other poetic

methods to express his clear if limited vision of the conditions and events

of his time. For he was quite capable of writing narrative poems, a method
he often resorted to at the beginning of his career (in the fashion of
Mutran) to avoid a direct treatment of the subject for fear of exposure to 

122coercion. However, he sometimes did write directly about subjects of
123humane importance.

But the real contribution of al-Akhtal al-Saghir to modern Arabic
124poetry lies in his more personal poetry, A great elegance of style, 

present in all his poetry, is particularly imposing in these poems., which
125are usually shorter and often written in muwashshah form of great finesse 

126and melodiousness, Aql ascertains that right from the beginning he
_ —t 127was the greatest love poet /of his generation/. He was subsequently

called the poet of "love and youth". But although it was at his hands 
that Lebanese poetry accomplished the decisive change from the rather 

objective method of the neo-Classicista* to the kind of subjoctiveness called 

for by Shukri and the rest of the Diwan Group in Egypt,he remained at the 
periphery of adventure in the realms of the emotions. There is little

1?3depth in his poetry, little preoccupation with the problems of existence,
129and rarely any sense of the tragic in life, an attitude that is expecte '.

in a great poet who lives long and passes through the many experiences,
upheavals and sorrows of life in Lebanon and the Arab world during this 

130century. His was a fleeting spirit that could suffer, and that could
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feel the misery of others, "but only to a Certain extent,. The deep, personal

involvement in the greater issues of life is not easily ihet with in his
1 31poetry, even when he speaks of loveo There is no profound experience 

of this great emotion, and despite what we know of his dedication to love, 

one does not feel that there is a great seriousness behind the insistent 

talk, even behind the ardent tone in verses like this*

J— 132
For as the poet grew into manhood, then into middle age and finally

into old age, the theme remained static, revolving all the time around the

image of a beautiful damsel, who never grew to maturity, never lost her

childlike innocence, never gave lavishly, but was for ever illusive,

light-hearted and almost uninvolved. His partings with her were endless,

his longing for her traditional. This attitude is not particularly alien

to the culture in which al-Akhtal al-gaghir had lived, a culture in which

a man is never too old, supposedly, for a happy and fleeting experience

with a damsel that enjoys youth and beauty, and in which a concentration on
1 33the physical qualities of a woman is predominant..

This is why his poetry was, and still is in many circles of the 
134Arab world, so popular, for it suited the emotional attitude of the

mass of the readers. It is a poetry that springs from the heart, not only 

of the poetic tradition, but also of Arab culture. The several little 

poems which were put to music and sung by the Arab world's most famous 

singers are memorised by millions of Arabs, even up to the present time.

Moreover, al-Akhtal al-Saghir did not exemplify the spirit of Arab 

culture only in his conscious involvements but also in his unconscious 

attitudes. Aside from commendable attitudes like his tenderness towards 

innocent maidens, he has in him some of the regrettable feelings, like 

those of fakhr•. He was not able to liberate himself from this attitude 

and verses of great boastfulness appeared in his poetrys
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and this, in an elegy on a Bishop: 
❖
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The image in his poetry did undergo some change from the traditional 

simile, although only to a limited degree, for he remained a directly

descriptive poet 137 However, the direct simile often gives way to a

metaphor in which a direct replacement of the object compared by the object
138with which it is compared is effected. This is usually an object of

139beauty taken from nature. nature is continuously lending its treasures 

to the physical qualities of the poet's damsels. The eyes are borrowed 

from the does and the neck from the deer, the hair from the night, the
140

cheeks from roses, the lips from anemonies, the breasts from the pomegranates, 

etc. This direct borrowing from nature is again similar to that of the 

Lebanese folk-lore. When al-Akhtal al-Saghir says s

1— — —«& >4jlP Ci 1..J 5J \ i .. — j Liu O \ A.i o
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-H JsllMRashid Nakhlah says
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And when al-Akhtal al-Saghir sayss
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Rashid Nakhlah says:
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This, folk poetry, like .that of al-Akhtal al-Sjpâ ghir1 s early

poetry shows great authenticity, because many similes spring from the

living language of the people and their images, similes like these:

* Meaning himself.
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The lips as 'thin as paper, the "blonde hair like Ba'alback molasses, the 

hair kneeling at her feet /i-e- very long/? month like pistaohe nuts 

with a fragrance like mastic and na<ld, as shown in the above examples, and 

further the neck like that of pigeons, the breast like a cotton field,
1 A  &

the fingers like pencils, all are living Lebanese similes taken straight

from the mouth of the people- This is interesting because it shows the

greater vitality of folk poetry when compared with that kind of formal

poetry which takes its metaphor mostly from the Classical.

One could perhaps say that there is a riot of nature in al-Akhtal

al-Saghir's poetry, where nature, as Karam says, "is clothed with shapes,
149colours and aesthetic values, as well as moods". Karam believes this

- 150to have been the result of the influence of French poetry and of Gibran,

thus overlooking the fact that this affinity with the aesthetic aspect of

nature is a predominantly Lebanese quality found in very large degrees in

folk poetry- We find it simultaneously in the poetry of both Rashid
- 151Nakhlah and al-Alchtal al-gaghir. It remains a "physical" love relation

in which the external aesthetic aspects of Nature are loved, sung and

described - much as the love relation with woman in this poetry remains

bound to those external aesthetic aspects- This is most interesting, for

by this similar attitude towards the aesthetic qualities of both woman

and Nature the replacement of these qualities one for the other and their

continuous exchange is effected with ease and directness. One fails to

see the influence of Gibran's metaphysical approach to nature and his

mystical wanderings on this poet's verse, staunchly alien to any meta-
152physical exploration.

Al-Akhtal al-Saghir's approach and his use of metaphor did undergo 

some change with the years. Although he remained primarily a poet of
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portrait and image, delineating his objects externally, and hardly delving 

into the heart of an experience, his poetic power showed greater vigour with 

the years and a greater grasp on originality and expression. At their best 

his images are clear and limpid. Sometimes they are extremely beautiful; 

like the following in his poem on al-Zahawi;

J â-— I I O —— -J ' 153

in this there is a direct reference to al-Zahawi's poem on hell. The

following is another example;

 |\; b̂~A l̂sj 1 ^  \— j ,q~Q t d? I ”I“Q '-a,J ̂ IS'

and this on a lost hope;
|» ■ —  ̂ •—*SjK> J "  —  ̂ C'  ..OwlAW 9̂ ... <11.1 b 155
p 1  ̂  ̂hi 1 ■ .I.^‘  ̂1  ̂̂ *j *q

A tendency towards the sensuous image is manifested in his poetry.

An inner thirst, insatiable as it were, is felt to lurk behind those love 

images granted to things like Palestine;

-frb«J ̂ yii— )} 1 bj ® 1—...... ^ ̂ b

> U J !  J a U I  d - .~ J  I . . .  . t o  U itJ  I  1 l t l ~ J  b u lo  .s .
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and this to the same country;

b. L iAui AloLl.J t— .... jjyn {J h  Lfeŷfc. yj 1 1 5 T

and this verse on Lebanon;

1 ĵ£> t d  I f -  t f j  wUP d y S y j jJ — ™5 Lu> b  15 *0

159This tendency is an enriching element in his poetry. It might 

have influenced the more modern trend in some poetry of the fifties and 

after to use more sensuous images which borrowed a great deal from the love 

metaphor. However, it will remain extremely difficult ever to decide such

an issue. But this apparent trend in his poetry was not able to stand in

the way of the flux of abstract images which invaded Arabic Romantic poetry 

in the thirties and after. Even before that we have seen how Pawzi al- 

Mafluf in al-Mahjar resorted to abstractions. The thirties and forties 

will be flooded with poetry having abstract images.
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A Christian, al-Akhtal al-Saghir did not show a great affinity with

the Christian theme or any definite Christian idealso His spirit on the

whole was that of Arab culture in general, and his infrequent references to 
160Christian matters or to Christ himself were passed unheeded by a

predominantly Moslem audience- However, ^Abbas's suggestion that there is

a Christian influence in images in which wounds are kissed and touched with 
161love is plausible, as in the above examples and in this;

v i ̂<j *. j hj 1 ^   ̂■ ■ 1» ioJj j V I ;tJ i 162

But they might also have sprung from the poet's sensuous nature in which the 

rapport between the object and subject is often carried out through a 

sensuous act of love-

Al-Akhtal al-Saghir's images, however, can be really bad at times, 

as in this verse in which Sannin is compared to a white candle; .

.. .a J wLsvmJI...................6 ........ .. Cl.a dP 1̂$  ̂3Ĥ3 164
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or this about tears flowing in abundance over the cheeks;

O   ̂  ̂J*—iJ?  ̂JA,- ...^ »J   ■ 1 ■ —' L Aj \... ̂ QjlsCt 165

and this about a courageous soul;

i ■ I b o h  ̂  3«uia*i , t 1 gI wUo 166

or on strife, this affected image;
1.!   1 .w  OuJ Lfr* J  ̂  ̂ d O.— —I ■ I. — — — h ’J J  L..»M) mJ "j  ̂̂

Bisharah al-Khouri, al-Akhtal al-Saghir, remains an important figure

not only in Lebanese but also in Arabic poetry in the period between the

two World Wars- The belated appearance of his two diwans (1953 and 1961)
168might have lost for them a warmer reception they were sure to have 

received if they had appeared in the thirties or forties, but to many 

readers he still remains one of the foremost favourites„ This is remarkable 

in view of the fundamental changes that have taken place not only in the 

social and political structure of the Arab world during the last two decades,
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but also in the very psyche of the people- For al-Akhtal al-gagjiir's
169poetry is without a real human problem to examine, without any direct or

170indirect moral ideal, and without much depth or spiritual exploration.

It is saved, however, by brilliant if fleeting visions of beauty, by a rich 

emotional lyricism, and a xuowerful poetic expression- Al-Akhjjal al-Saghir 1 s 

craftsmanship remains one of the most sophisticated in this century,, He 

brought poetry in Lebanon to a more subjective level and charged it with a 

jet of personal emotions- To a certain extent, he anticipated the poetic 

exî eriments that were to come after him. There is a great deal from which 

the modern poet, fortified against flippancy and lightness of approach and 

attitude can benefit in his poetry^ particularly from his rhythmic technique 

and his limpid powerful expression.

(ii) Aain Hakhluh

Amin Nakhlah (1901) is usually linked with Bisharah al-Khouri and 

has enjoyed fame and literary recognition since the late twenties of this 

century- He is the son of the famous Rahsid Nakhlah, the foremost folk 

poet of Lebanon at the turn of this century- He studied first with the 

illustrious *Abdullah al-Bustani at the "Batririkiyyah” College in Beirut0
where he also studied French. Then he read law at the Syrian University

in Damascus and later did further law studies at Beirut. In his more adult

years he studied caligraphy with the famous Turkish caligraphor, Hamid Bek,

as well as some painting and music- He was very fond of Western literature

and read widely French and other Western literature translated into French

or Arabic- He also read a great deal in Greek literature and philosophy
171(in translation), of which he is very fond.

A public figure, advocate, journalist, member of Parliament and 

politician, he is also a famous writer of literary prose- Out of the 

fourteen or more x*orks he has written (literary, linguistic, legal, 

historical, etc.) he has three collections of poems; Daftar al-Ghazal (1952)
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Al-Diwan al-Jadid (1962), and Layali al-Raqmatain (1966)„

Amin Nakhlah is a confirmation of the poetic tradition of al-Akhtal

al~Saghir, of rhetorical structure and the deliberate, painstaking sculpture

of words* His strong linguistic basis is emphasised by most commentators., M.

Saqr asserts that in "poetic style and in the ^jcapacit^ ‘t0 capture fresh
172and rare words, he is among the foremost creative poets"* Norin and

Tarabay emphasise this too, saying that "he is one of the rarest modern

poets to possess a true consciousness of the subtleties of the Arabic
173language and of the profound sense of its verb"* They regard him

174nearest to the Parnassians who are famous for their perfection of the

X̂ oetic word* But despite the wider poetic vocabulary he introduced into

modern x̂ oetry, he remains well within the Classical tradition* In fact

the Classical form and the Classical exxoression are barricaded in his poetry

with a watchful, almost fanatical care - and it all seems as if each word

had been tested, weighed, measured and seasoned before it was finally

allowed to exist as a part of the poem* It is sometimes as if the words

were studied in isolation and did not impose themselves on the poot in the

context of the poem, so that some of them do not have what Edwards P*J*
175Corbett calls "a national currency", or an emotional linkage with the

reader* * Such words, however, are not frequent in his work, but all

through one can sense the craftsmanshiid, the close intent on coinage and

on the perfection of the poetic diction* This is illustrated by him in

the following explanation of the creative process:
t j  ̂1 dJ 1 $£>t LjJ 1 1 ^  1 ^  (j?4H 1 175

* l.Cp b 1 O b J 1 twJ h) t dj bjt

 o b bj i h*jJ 'yLI t dJ O ̂  ̂ e ^
 ̂ y »jb̂—sAj) i y 1 J1  ̂ >£* * * • u— ^

* Examples of words lacking in enotional linkage with the reader ares
f ("“•*     ! 1 n  (J 1J d  t ^  J "  n  j Z j m J 1 dj 1 j u

Ufand ncmy others, " ŷaJi "
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The remote hint at inspiration in poetry which seems to suggest itself in

the sentence " ^ _____Jjj\ 0 Ujtu) " i s  contradicted else-
177 —where by his declaration that he does not write from inspiration- ‘Abbu

17ftcalls him "a priest of art", a coiner who might spend a year searching

for a particular word and a poet who has a love bordering on obsession for

some particular words "which he inserts forcibly where he pleases in the 
179poem"- And in fact, the reader often finds himself able to move only

"130slowly over the poem, taking the words in slowly, and in their details.

However, despite the particular quality of selectiveness in his words, he

was unable to produce a new kind of poetry- The reader is hardly ever

attracted by a sudden vision, or ever surprised by an unexpected revelation

or carried away to any remote horizons, or plunged into any considerable
181depths- He is also seldom moved to any but a temporary ecstacy of a

fleeting and superficial emotion- Control is the key word to his poetry, 

control and balance between emotion and ideas, and between form and content 

which is a Classical attribute-
102And surely this is what the poet himself believes- As for the

question of the old and the new in poetry, he insists that there is no

particular merit in either, but that idiat decided the supremacy of the one
181or the other is its 'excellence1- This is a correct assertion, but

Nakhlah would have served the idea more had he told us what his definition 

of •'excellence* was- He was writing in 1966, when the furious battle 

between the old and the new in poetry, which had raged in the fifties and 

early sixties, had reached a stalemate from sheer exhaustion, but remained 

harbouring under the surface deep hostilities on both sides. Even before 

that, in 19^2, he had asserted the same ideas, in verse this times

J) (i5-ULbĴ  |»-— jA q \ jyjl ^  I04

(Jj ' r *̂ ^  1 1 O  U... . —— I 1 \n  ̂ifJ ̂ J ^

Although the idea that the new poetry is only a string in the 

instrument of the old is acceptable if looked at from the right angle, it
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can "be quite misleading.. For this general assumption cannot he applied

with success to Nakhlah’s own poetry, which xaredy constitutes a new string
185hut is rather an attempt to perfect and re-tune the old one.

He has other correct concepts, which, nevertheless remain misleading 

for the same reason,, "Poetry” , he says, "revolves around the description 

of life and does not aim at a solution of its problems„ " This, too, 

would have exposed the poet’s own shortcomings had he attempted an eluci

dation of the statement from his own poetry, for his descriptions of life

hardly penetrate deeper than the outer contours of physical beauty, hardly
187surpass the descriptive and decorative element, and his poetry at its

best hardly displays more than the simple, uncomplicated emotions stemming

from superficial and sometimes affected experience„ His own personality,

that of the poet artisan, does not appear except at the level of his

rhetorical capacity, and thus wa do not see his inner depths but only his
189linguistic supremacy.. Moreover, he was often apt to pose and strike

attitudesc

What in his opinion, then, constitutes his poetic technique? True 

to form, he makes his technical confessions well within the limits of his 

own experienceo Poetry to him is made up of choice words with which the 

poem is artistically studded;

jJU

It is framed by a sharpness of minds

0J) M \  J, )! v i *    I p 8J I 6<J jj) 191

and a tenderness of feeling;

   •* ^ ^  o-- 1-- - u— -^8^ d— 'J*9

Moreover, it is produced with great pain and labour;
11 pjad. lo j  J—j .̂.i .g-lj A ...— i-> \ J ̂ Jy 193

_Lji-I'M \y Jji \ -■ ■ ■ . jJ t^S^J I
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There is no criterion for poetry except taste s
d—--->J*£> 6—^ dJ I

However, it must have both rhyme and metre, for words alone are not capable

of conveying what the poet has to say and must be helped by music and rhythm
195inherent in rhyme and metreo For to him the function of a poem is

primarily to give pleasure "tarab?f:

____ v.idv'dl *\JLid\S *—< <5-— -Ap-aJi ^  cJiaJ 19^
However, it can also give benefit to the reader because it perfects the soul 

197and uplifts it.

It is apparent therefore that Amin Nakhlah1s experiment was a 

ardent attempt to confirm the importance of the poetic language and 

expression within a Classical framework0 He was building on al-Akhtal al- 

Saghir* s experiment which safe-guarded to a considerable degree the 

sanctimony of Classical purity without fossilizing it. There was a greater 

freedom, a greater spontaneity in al-Akhtal al-Saghirfs choice of diction, 

because it was invested with much more personal emotion. Although his 

poetry lacked tension (because tension comes from compression, from the 

sudden awakening of the depths, qualities lacking in his poetry) nevertheless 

it was free enough to explore the limited realms of emotion open to him.

The greater insistence of Nakhlah. on balance and word sculpture gives his 

poetry a slow tempo which detracts from it the elements of surprise, wonder 

and ecstacy. He treats his love theme generally with an aloofness which 

allows no ardour, a great difference from al-Akhtal al-Saghir*s ardent tone.

Nakhlah1s rise to fame took place in the late twenties and early 

thirties, when al-Akhtal al-Saghir had already established for himself a 

pan-Arab reputation. With business-like intuition he realised that his 

poetic field should not be limited to Lebanon but should stretch beyond the 

Lebanese borders into the other Arab countries. But, despite his many 

Arab affinities he never gained al-Akhtal al-Saghir’s position in the Arab
* 19u

world although, apparently, he was not lacking in active self-advertisement.
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Even Shauqi*e testimony to him in verse, which he published at the opening 

of his first and second diwans did not raise him above his older compatriot*

Sa^hirfs verse. Furthermore, he seems to have been less needed than him 
for the development of oertain elements in modern poetry. It had been 

necessary for the development of modem Arabic poetry to have a major poet 

who could, while keeping to what was in the second and third decades still 
technically important in neo-Classicism (form, structure and phraseolqgy), 

change or begin to change some of the other elements (theme, emotion, tone) 
and make of himself a link between the Classical and the Romantic trends in 

mio&ern poetry; but there seemed to be no great necessity to repeat the 

experiment in a slightly later period. Al-Akhtal al-Saghir with several of 
his contemporaries had been able to carry the responsibility of such an 

intermediary task, and to lay a kind of basis for future experiments and 

bolder adventures* On the other hand, Nakhlah*s work, with its special 

qualities of restraint and balance, was able to lay a check on the 
onslaught of Romantic emotionalism in poetry. But it did not seem to

supply the rising generation of poets in the thirties and forties with a 
particularly new experiment, which was what they needed, Arabic poetry in 

this period all over the Arab world was showing signs of great impatience 
with repetitive experiments. Numerous poets who entertained an avant- 

garde attitude tried to introduce innovations in themes, form, diction and 
the general trends of poetry. It does not matter in this respect that 
most of them failed. The important fact is that the spirit of 

experimentation, of anti-stagnation was there, preparing the ground for 

the more successful poetic experiments of the fifties and sixties.

200

Why has Amth Nakhlah never attained al-Akhtal al-Saghir *s position?

Firstly he was never able to match the emotional effect of al-Akhtal al-

!•
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The above analysis perhaps helps to explain why Nakhlah worked in

isolation. The readers and the rising generation of poets might have

enjoyed his carefully studded, well-balanced verses, but their enjoyment

of them was limited and temporary. The real quest of the forties and

fifties was for new experiments, new openings for the emotions, new depths

and heights and a new factory for words, expressions and forms. The near

Classical perfection of Nakhlahfs poetry did not help his verse to become

a 'part of the new medium of expression in a moving world, or to constitute
201a particularly valuable addition to our poetic heritage.

This is enhanced by the fact that Nakhlah, as a Lebanese, was among 

a generation of poets well versed in the subtleties of the Arabic language, 

poets like Abu Shabakah, Safid *Aql, Salah Labaki and others. HisO o

linguistic superiority was not utilised, therefore, to keep a check on flaws

of style and language in poetry around him as would have been the case had

he been writing in Egypt in the twenties and thirties.

Nakhlah doos not seem to have been recognised as a Classicist

by all writers on him. Probably it was his new treatment of vocabulary

which prompted Saqr, for example, to say that he cannot be placed in any
202special school of poetry or within any special trend. But a scrutiny

of his poetry will immediately reveal not only his Classical links but also

some decadent streaks. However, one must note here that Saqr was writing

in 1955? when Nakhlah1s Daftar al-Ghazal was the only collection published

for him, a collection which contains, no doubt, a selection of his best

poems on love, wine, life and other such subjects. Nakhlah1s two other

collections, Al-Diwan al-Jadid (1962) and Layali al-Raqmatain (196S) have
a greater but less distinguished variety. The first, indeed, contains all

the poems of Daftar al-Ghazal and other poems written on subjects relating
203to personal and social matters. A perusal of this part of his collection

in particular reveals the basic traditional nature of Nakhlah as well as 

some of his decadent streaks.
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In the first place, the grouping as it occurs in the diwan^of the

poems strictly according to themes is a remarkably traditional quality-

Most of his poems belong rather accurately to the group under which they

are classed, a reminder of the descriptive nature of Nakhlah*s poetry-

For in the poetry of experience, although some classification according tu

theme is always possible, the complexity of human experience, when it is

deep and profoundly felt, abhors such strict classification- Nakhlah*s

poems in Al-Diwan al-Jadid are grouped in ten groups? love and the beloved;

life and nature; music and singing (which are poems of praise of famous

singers in the Arab world, or elegies on them, etc-); caligraphy and

painting (these are three poems: a poem in praise of a caligrapher, a poem

in praise of a painter and a poem in description of a painting); poems on

private matters (on his children and other members of his family with a

eulogy on King Faroulc of Egypt on his wedding); poems of friendship (which

are poems of correspondence, fmurasalaiQv with some contemporary poets, all

of them in praise of each other); short narratives; elegies on prominent

men; poems on youth and its passing; and poems on poetry and poets-

Aside from the directly traditional themes such as the elegies and

eulogies in which he, nevertheless, only seldom arrives at the absurdities
-  204and exaggerations of al-Akhtal al-Saghir, Nakhlah’s approach to most

other subjects is generally traditional- His approach to nature emphasises 

his descriptive quality and his traditional links- His poem trAl~Shallai” 

for example, contains perhaps some of his best descriptions of natural 

beauty:
O A t
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However, Nakhlah finishes the poem without effecting any true link with
_2°C

human experience- Other such examples are his poems UA1-Shams fi LubnanTt
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- 207and "Al-Shita1” which is a description of winter, devoid like the two

previous examples of any links with human experience. There is no

communion and no merging with nature which exists there only as a picture

that pleases the eye without exerting any spiritual effect on the poet.

This is why it was possible for Nakhlah to write descriptive poems about
2 08lifeless objects such as a comb which is pretentiously entered in a 

forced relationship with the damsel who uses it. The patience in the 

description, the magnificent power of detail is completely misused and 

wasted. The poem tells us nothing and aspires at nothing. The vision of

beauty it delineates is limited and almost lifeless.

But a truly decadent streak appears when Nakhlah resorts to other 

poetic activities. His murasalat with other contemporary poets are an 

insistence on an obsolete nineteenth century form of poetic activity. They 

are also an insistence on a self-centered attitude to life in which the poet, 

his friends and the joy they experience m  exchanging compliments and praise 

seem to dominate life. His dabbling in this accounts for the incapacity 

of this most capable poet to reflect a true life experience or to feel the 

many forces that underlie life around him: the noble aspirations, the hopes,

and the strife on the one hand, and the tragic elements on the other: the

sordidness, the treachery, the suffering, and the failure which attack Arab 

life and hinder its progressive course. Thus the worst thing that could 

be said about his poetry, indeed the worst thing that could be said about 

any poetry, is that it does not give a true picture of life around it,

Arab life in the mid-century with its underlying forces, fears and ambitions, 

is not represented at all in his verse ° On the contrary, Nakhlah1s 

poetry gives a distorted image of this life because the picture it delineates 

is one of placidity, prosperity, leisure and an intent on a sort of aristo

cratic pleasure and enjoyment which is alien to its tumultous existence.

His poetry depicts him, the poet, as a dilettante, a sort of a Medici patrm 

of arts living in an age of prosperity and tranquil creativity, and it is
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some of the poems in which he treats subjects of art which show the worst 

of the decadent streaks in his poetry. His poem "Hamid” in praise of the 

Turkish caligrapher who was his teacher,and his art is a flagrant example 

of this;
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210However, it would be unfair to this unique if isolated poet to neglect

mentioning his best poems. These are mostly found in his first collection
211and some of them, like his poem "Al-Shafah!f attained great fame in the

- 212forties and fifties. His poem ”A1-Habib al-Awwal" is a beautiful 

description of love and one of Nakhlahfs most intoxicating poems:

^ ^ j I S  ̂  lojjl ^  Xŝ j&JI tiL-*.l
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This is absolutely beautiful and attains real spiritual heights in those 

lines;

^  ■    ■ ■ ■-*' “* Ij £™o*u< U ^  .... j ~.}£J Is I 2 1 -(•
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Other poems have delved deeper into the realms of passion like his poem
— — 2J S"Al-Shafah” , above mentioned, and his poem "al-Qasidah al-Sauda*” which 

is a reminder of Badawi al~Jabal’s poem on the prostitute described above, 

although it does not possess its ecstacy and ardour;
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Perhaps his best poem, however, is "Bi'r al-Samirriyyah" which is the most 

directly symbolic poem in the collection., In this poem an elevation of 

his beloved to the level of sister of Christ is not only acceptable, but 

beautiful, emphasising the double meaning of the poem;

U_/ j  31 ' j j b l.̂g,_3w <jl&  iZt-M&jsXj v̂*oJ I o  jj> 2l3
What can the modern poet learn from Nakhlah1s experiment? There 

is no doubt that several points of strength and interest can be utilized in 

his poetryf but a large part of it has to be dismissed first* However,

even with this rejection the reader will find himself with a handful of 

poems certainly among the most exquisite in modern Arabic* The first 

lesson he will learn is reverence for the poetio word* It is a reverence 

he has also felt in the poetry of poets such as Badawi al-Jabal and al- 

Akhtal al-Saghir, but in Nakhlah it is coupled with greater control and 

deliberation, so much so that the reader can feel the poet's striving 

towards perfection and exquisite polish5 and in an age of greater leniency 

and a greater insistence on meaning and content than on diction and 

Classical correctness, Nakhlah's artistic restraint and meticulous care 

should be an example beneficial in the extreme*

Another quality dominant in his poetry is emotional restraint* 

Although this can be an impoverishing element at times, as it has been 

shown, it has saved some of his best poems from the traditional sentimen

tality inherent in their themes, themes such as crying over lost youth (see
— — 219 220his lovely poem "Al-Rafiq al-Da'i*" y ) and his elegy on his father*

This quality was greatly needed in the forties, when probably most of these

poems were written, for Romanticism had reached its most sentimental stage

at that time*

A third quality which the contemporary poet can benefit from to a
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great extent is grace* Neo-Realist critics might describe Nakhlah*s poetry

as aristocratic and snobbish, but a more objective outlook will reveal

the basic good taste and the pleasant ingenuity of the poet* The felicity

of his expressions, the grace of his style, the lucidity of his meanings do

stand in stark contrast to some poetic experiments that are carried out
221even at the present time* A tendency in the fifties which has persisted

up to the present time was to crowd the poem with as many words denoting 

violence and horror as possible* Such a quality did not appear with minor 

poets only but with such leading poets as Khalil Hawi for example* On the 

other hand, poets with a deliberate intent on extreme ambiguity can also 

learn that even a style as difficult as Nakhlah*s can be remarkably lucid, 

and might be able to benefit a great deal from a close study of Nakhlah*s

technique* Among these poets one can list also another leading figure,
  222Adunis, who, in his essay on him did not seem to find in his experiment

any points of interest at all. It does not seem particularly strange that

Amin Nakhlah himself cannot understand the poetic experiment of the modern

poets and finds it a 'renegade* from the Arab culture and language. He

writes;

. 223
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SECTION 5: TRANSJORDAN AND PALESTINE

It is usual to think of poetry in Transjordan "before 1948 as an 

extension of poetry in Palestine* This must he due to "both geographical 

and cultural links* The geographical proximity of the two countries and 

their relative remoteness from centres of government and culture ih Ottoman 

days gave them an affinity of a kind* They were made up of four adminis

trative districts which suffered from the same bad conditions, namely; bad 

organisation, neglect by the government, the lack of secondary and high 

education until the end of the nineteenth century, and weak links between 

them and the outside world* When Emir ‘Abdullah, the son of Hashimite 

King Nusain, became official ruler of Transjordan, he transferred his 

capital in the early twenties from the old town of Sal| to Amman, then a 

small town set amidst several mountains* The new capital attracted two 

kinds of emigrants; merchants and office seekers* The first group came 

mostly from Damascus; the second group came mostly from Palestine* Thus 

the organisation and direction of government affairs on the one hand and 

the flow of economic life on the other were mostly indebted to Arabs coming 

to the small country from other Arab towns. This fact became a cause of 

resentment for Transjordan's foremost poet, Mug^afa Wahbi a U a l  who 

flourished in this period* Yet this very fact created in Transjordan, 

which was a small artificially-created country populated mostly by Bedouin 

tribes and a poor peasantry, a homogeneous atmosphere in which urban 

influences made themselves felt on a rough, predominantly Bedouin cultxire* 

It also brought its cultural atmosphere nearer to that of Palestine during 

the twenties, thirties and forties, the time when Palestine was quickly 

developing in many spheres. The annexation after 1948 of that part of 

Palestine remaining in Arab hands by Transjordan's King ‘Abdullah finally 

brought the two countries together, making of them a small kingdom with 

many problems and a troubled and beleaguered population*
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Despite this ’apparent' similarity of cultural atmosphere, however,

the cultural links in the two regions during the first decades of this

century were not really the same. For the strong Bedouin influences which

prevailed in Trans-Jordan were lacking in the main cultural centres of

Palestine. Neither the Damascene merchants nor the Palestinian government

officials seem to have had, in those early decades, many literary interests.,

Moreover, the substantial Circassian minority living mostly in the capital

or around it, did not participate in the country's cultural life or

contribute to it at that time., It seems that the literary expression in

the twenties and thirties remained only in the hands of the region's
2indigenous population: the Bedouins who had their own poetry, and the

semi-urbanised population living mainly in the small towns, who all came 

under persistent Bedouin influences. This strong Bedouin poetic heritage 

in Jordan may have influenced its one major poet, al-Tal, and given him the 

freedom and originality which was needed at the time, as well as the candour 

and spontaniety which his poetry enjoyed. Palestine's urban population 

which was quickly becoming one of the most sophisticated and serious-minded 

in the Middle East,^ was not very artistically inclined during these 

decades. For despite a great advance in education and a love of learning, 

few poets flourished in Palestine itself without first having travelled and 

made contact with poetic traditions and poetic talents outside their 

country.^

In,

( i ) The Forces of Changes Mngt.afa Wahbi al-Tal

Trans-Jordan's foremost poet of the period, Mugtafa Wahbi al-Tal 

(1897-1949) has more good qualities and weaknesses than most poets of his 

generation who enjoyed similar prominence. His countrymen still love his 

emotional, simple verses and the spirit of candid bravado which permeates 

his poetry. Born in Irbid in North Jordan, the son of a teacher who also 

practised law,^ he had to go out of his small country for his secondary
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7education.. His education seems to have been somewhat desultory, for we 

see him change schools three times,going first to Damascus, then to Beirut

and finally to Aleppo where he graduated in 1918 from an Ottoman-directed
8 9school* In the same year he began work as a teacher in Eskishehrf a post

10which he kept only for one year and then returned to Irbid. Just as his

school life showed a pattern of changeability, his working life showed the 

same pattern throughout its relatively moderate span, mainly due to political 

reasons. His biographers recount a constant change of jobs, many resig

nations and dismissals, as well as several periods of imprisonment and 
11exile* They also mention two periods of his life when he worked at his

12profession, law, which he had studied in 1930= The first period, a
13 14seemingly prosperous one, was between 1930-1, and the second period

15lasted from 1942 to the end of his life. This, however, seems to have

been a period of frustration, professional failure, despair, constant

drinking, illness and finally death.^ In its last years, it was also a
17period of poetic sterility.

This outline of al-Tal's life, despite its brevity, suffices to show 

him as a non-conformiat and perhaps even a misfit. He loved wine, women 

and song, but this was not what signalled him out, for there were many young 

men who followed a hedonistic trend in life. This trend, moreover, is not 

necessarily progressive and can be assumed by a reactionary or even a brute. 

But al-Tal’s love of life was not merely a love of its merrier and less 

responsible side, but was also a deep reverence for the basic values of

freedom and human dignity.
-  18 Al-Tal or fArar, as he called himself, may be regarded as the first

Bohemian of modern Arabic poetry, a quality which might have been great had

his poetry been of a higher calibre. Perhaps he is also the first real

outsider among the modern Arab poets to reject the whole framework of Arab

life as he saw and knew it; another important quality. And although al-Ta"
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kept (as may well be expected) to the Classical form, * he was often able to
free himself from the hold of the Classical stock phrases and ways bf

expression and to use his own language and methods of expression. This i's

yet another outstanding quality. His introduction into poetry of the

language of daily conversation and Of a contemporary diction is truly

remarkable. These qualities of individuality and courage, of spontaneity

and authenticity, however, have been levelled down, to a considerable degree,

by a lack of artistic polish, and a certain neglect of perfecting his work.

His only diwan, *Ashiyyat Wadi ’.1-Yabis , was published posthumously;

the poems were collected by the poet's son from newspapers, notes and drafts 
19left by the poet. Muhmud al-Mutlaq, the poet's friend who edited the

collection and wrote the introduction, admits in the preface that he had to

omit publishing some poems and certain lines in others because they "were
20very bad and fell below the level of his poetry". He adds that he

21believes that the poet did not put any effort in writing them. As for

the linguistic and grammatical mistakes in the diwan, which are many, he
22says that he has left them as they are. Al-Tal is described as having 

had a good knowledge of language and grammar, a fact which makes his mistakes 

difficult to account for except as being due to nonchalance and impatience. 

There is no need for him, for example, to use the word "(awaz" ( )

in the following verse:
■■ "i i ■ —» ■ ■■ i ^ I dJ ̂ fn ̂ . . - * J O .  23

and have it read as "* awz" for the sake of the metre. The word "$.iq"

( tj ) or any number of similar words would have been appropriate.

This is more enhanced by the fact that " awaz" and "faqr" ( j - —^  )

are nearly identical.

Anotner example of linguistic mistakes is his use of the word

"madyuni" ( ,3----- ) in the following instead of " ^— - -4

* The presence of poems written in free verse in his diwan will be discuss--’
later and an attempt at denying their authenticity will be made.
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Jo <Jt) A    -.. —  - ...l̂ .Qwl l̂_5— >-iS ^Oj! j & d.?^  ̂ 24

His use of "banal words is sometimes grotesque,, The following verse 

furnishes a good examples

2 j 1 i-j&J L  ids^p X? I j s ^ - t ^ j J~ J b  ^ 5

' * - 4ô Jl>. d j 1  o jJ t <J..m. .o 1 h

* ^  ̂l«ĴJ | ̂  31̂*5 j

His grammatical mistakes are even more numerous* There is no excuse 

at all for him to put in the nominative words joined to a word in the 

accusative because the rhyme of the poem is in the nominatives

. £ j— .------- _Uy^ f j j  J1 3s 14 26
or to put in the indicative mood what should have been in the jussive:

—  g-lo (jj Ul>> ^̂-bJLjS......... d.. -' ' — . ....>■ JLdio «Ju£ îy>3

The above verse has yet another of al-Talrs most frequent grammatical 

mistakes: his removal of the nunation for the sake of the metre as in his

use of " ^  tJLo aboveo Examples of grammatical mistakes in his

poetry are too numerous to be quoted in detail in this work*

This brings us back to an examination of his attitude of nonchalance 

in the use of language* This basic nonchalance which prompted so many 

unwarranted mistakes and levelled down his poetry as well, induced him also 

to borrow extensively from the local everyday language around him, sometimes 

with some success:

  d/"* ^ <Jy°j d . — ....... J \j— ____--J lo d to 23
and this;

d-  nto&j Lb_j t) ib Ĉ-4.,*goJ 1) to
d, dl̂  J ̂ ^  ^ c J ^  \o

29

and this;

30
*>Sj tty o  ̂ i3 X? lS 1' —   ^ ^

. ■ mftS vil L;j£j ̂ IS" J ^  I ' ' i J lu> t*v \j I iSj£ X?

Many of his words are borrowed from the diction of his profession, law:

3*1A ■ ̂ t '̂J ̂4 ̂  ̂til 1  ̂ 1 1m ■*, -4 ,
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and this?

' Jj \cf jl> it.* ŷ*j * 4 n.. i, .S >. 32
This courage to use the contemporary language should not mean that 

al-Tal was exclusively 'modern' in his diction. His poem ” fcAla ' l-AtlaS?^

is a direct imitation of pre-Islamic poetry when the lonely poet would stand 

weeping on the deserted camp site of his beloved. Verses like the following 

are unacceptable from a modern poet;

This is especially so when the poet was so contemporaneous in most of his 

poetry. However this is indicative of the natural conflict that could exist 

when the artistic instinct of an authentic poet has been nourished by a 

conventional education. In the case of al-Tal it would seem that this 

instinct was saved in most of his poetry because of the weak roots of the 

poetic tradition of the Classical type in that region, and the predominance 

of a Bedouin poetic tradition. But remnants of his formal education which 

definitely included the study of Classical poetry still remained as part of 

his poetic background, andwere occasionally reflected in his work.

Al-Tal's poetry is characterised by an abundance of local colour.

A Jordanian reader is quickly touched by the frequent mention of names of 

familiar places like "al-Hummar", "Ziza'",^ "Wadi '1-Sir", ̂  "Wadi *1-

traditional mention of places in Najd, etc., which have often occurred in 

repetition in Classical peetry, as has been noted above. Al-Tal’s mention 

of these places is coloured by an emotional affinity to them which makes it 

very effective. They are reminiscences of a happy local life, where the 

Circassian girls are fair-haired:

JuJJ) CU-Jio ^  34

"Al-ZaHari"Shita" "Mahis" Irbid" "al-Ghaur"

’Amman" etc. This is a long way from al-ICagimi ’ s

JLu11 I
and the Jordanian girls are slim and black-eyed:

47
......... \ i)
j  I ... . >. jli&
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and -the gypsy-girls dance and sing and drink with him;

>±\\jb o-
and

48

49
|i I  ... — ....,...91 I d,-.... . .fi; k t <*Ji;J'j ly <w9g—. £ wli ) 1
i * <ii.l t Ijp l ^ LJJ........... ......... ,. . . . . 11 a 1 %jC, 1 I

and where the vines of "Gil'ad” ( .A  .a. \ ^  S  ) are rich with

exquisite wines;

i l^uJ ̂ wtb L̂ mu ..ÎlL i ii j L  ./̂ âJ ̂ lo j -5p 50

and the poppies of Jordanian plains and valleys bloom;

1 {£jjh! ̂  ̂̂  V ^ .i ■■ i ■ —to ĵ) ̂ O 0̂5 ̂  ̂ u b
like the cheeks of Jordanian girls;

ti/

^J1- »it  ̂̂ ^ \ ■ ...I 0̂ JU*' 0° ^

51

52

53J ^ ̂ <LV \ bAr>» ^ ̂ V w«i* ... ■!■■  ̂ ^
and the whole valleys and slopes of Jordan in spring are rioh with herbs 

and wild vegetation:

^ 54

J> 1 -̂jJU t ^  [J Ljv-Sw 6 m  \j$y I... , .. i   ... ■ .< U,». L—' o* V— Ab ĵq k

kuJ Js JaLH j_̂ i£uJU tl*____ . . o 3̂1  jJ U1 ». ,j?ki
\ \j I I It .1 I 1 .

These fields yield the best crops in the worlds' ‘
(f*

I . laJ i d J I  dJ Jti'. \.......  >=̂«aAM-*o  ̂w 1 n d ^  5
I J i __________a_______  --- ->J ^ (■ <,» .JtmAV L> ^

UL>' ^  l,U-v 1 4 ^   ̂c j .4.. ■■■>9.1  ̂ ^  k*J I ^  ̂

ÛloJ j * . . .n \..„ J i.î S -  j & -■•• ■   -■—.... \ju >J^

This love of country is not really narrow nationalism as al-UaSxri*

a Jordanian writer with fixed ideas on poetry and things would have us 
58believe0 It is rather an authentic involvement in his own living world

where his experiences take place.. He is one of the earliest poets in
57this century who wrote nearly always out of their own personal experienc

58and although he was not unconcerned with the pan-Arabic scene, his
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emotional attachment was legitimately to his own immediate surroundingsD 

Local colour in his poetry involves also the delineation of his 

country’s spiritual temper, its social and moral conditions, the diversity 

of its people (who included gypsies whom the poet immortalised in poems that 

gave him his greatest claim to originality, as well as Bedouins, and 

Circassians whose women folk, fair-haired and "beautiful”, fascinated him), 

as well as its political conditions.. Nothing more than this can he 

expected of any poeto Contemporary neo-Realists would be justified if they 

claimed al-Tal as one of their forerunners„ For he was a natural hater of 

classes and the class system:

A great lover of freedom, his kind of freedom was total, and not limited to 

political freedom and.social justice as in the case of most poets of his 

generation and earlierB The gypsies, perhaps the most degraded class in 

society, were not spoken of with condescension and pity, but were elevated,

This is a far step from the poets who pleaded for charity to the poor and

dignity as it had never before been glorified in modern Arabic poetry, a 

natural, spontaneous, unstudied attitude of human kinship, and love of freodoi 

This love of freedom enveloped also the personal freedom of the 

individual as well. It examines; the relationship of the individual to 

society, and his rejection of fossilised social taboos:

sought, loved and e;ren envied by him. 60 A district attorney is chided by

him for not receiving one of them, when he tried to visit him:

■ ■ - ‘ ' ̂  ̂ ■ P- In . ^ XuJJ L>» ^

— ■. [JJ AjuLaAjJ A .>5jfvs A ̂
I (_£ UA ^ j£ >  cl.-JJ 1 liJ 1 c_fo h  ^

61

sick, such as al-Rasafi for example. This is the glorification of human
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and this;

(j -̂-,*>«o |̂ Xuvô  ij 1 "aĴ> (_̂ J)J J t?
l>ll 15̂' C?1--------- "lit/* -> &lw I jui

and this in which he asserts his freedom to love;

But it examines also the relationship of the individual to God and religion. 

A fiery rebellion against religious sanctimony was only mitigated by a 

light-hearted sense of humour and a lingering faith in God. In a chapter 

he wrote entitled "My friends, the gypsies", which he never finished, he 

declares that a part of his love which he will never lose, goes to God, but 

that another part of him is directed towards merriment and enjoyment of 

love ... but this without debauchery, "I am a pursuer of love, completely 

fascinated by beauty wherever it is. Beauty in my view is the source of 

all good and good is the source of all pleasure This is also the

gist of his eternal argument with al-Sheikh 'Abbud al-Najjar, a man from 

Hijaz who was affiliated to the court until his promotion as a judge of the 

Moslim Court a few years before his death in 1940.^ Al-Tal, in fact, was
Cry

a friend of al-Sheikh 'Abbud who, it seems, persisted in advising him to
68change his way of life, especially drinking;

69

*1____
l/U L

J21) &$&
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Al-Tal was obsessed by 'Abbud and many of his poems refer to him directly 

or indirectly, sometimes seriously as in the followings

j  A-Cl “ 1 *̂1 , J I'. .. ..ii— I  ̂ 71

and sometimes sarcastically;

72
p..i .."o <} aV1 [j-w T~y^ 1*1 ■ nrt Oj , ..*£• C- ljand thisr* " ' ^ ^

j 1 i .. i- * ̂ L i&j\S —..I»M. ■■■■ mC1 ̂\.... .  ̂ 7 3
and this;

lo-aS 74

Abbud became the archtype of the spoil-sport religious preacher in
75

Al-Tal's poetry- With him there is sometimes a mention of gamzah al- Arabi, 

but it is *Abbud who exemplifies the archtype. Such a creation is unprece

dented in modern Arabic poetry- Al-Tal's preoccupation with him shows, 

perhaps, his internal preoccupation with the idea of good and evil, and in 

the tradition of Abu Nuwas, he consoles himself that God is a great forgivor;

{ y\ dy&wCto dJJ I îjo A ' Jj-*o ^ I I t L 76

Al-JTal's love of wine and drinking is sometimes explained by him in 

his poetry as an escape from the unhappy public and spiritual conditions of 

his country;

I ;L*,J diaJL t̂SJlS ^UJbj 77

S 1   ..Âp-w 1 dpi '*' 7̂1 ̂ J.A IrLlJj 1
But one who reads his poetry can hardly agree with him that he 

drinks solely in order to be able to bear life- The man loved to drink as 

a part of his rather torrential love of life- "I am," he said in his 

chapter on the gypsies, "a merry man. But --= I am Platonic in my ways 

and Epicurian in my creed- In drinking, I am like al-Khayyam, and in my
*7̂1

quest, I am like Biogene."

Possibly the first Bohemian in modern Arabic poetry, his Bohemianism
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is not animal, lout is a chaotic mixture of love of freedom (or perhaps an

incapacity to conform) and of merriment, a rejection of life as it was lived

around him and of love of life in its essence,. It is a very attractive,

very acceptable kind of Bohemianismo One might even say that his kind of

revelry was, in part, an attempt at holding desperately to the original

simplicity of Jordanian life, which embodied solely the basic elements and

rejected the wavering and complicated route of developing modernity,. It is

a thirst and a quest for the basic innocence which he saw being defiled day
- 79by day* His poem "Anfas Id al-Fish" is a very good example of this 

attitudes

— ^  o *  (3^' '■La-j ^  o'

(J L-  ̂ hjS" 6_____--------- ■ U J J ^

—ii, ^ ^  ̂ 6----------- • — ..... j  ̂ C j ^  ^

"— —v°-'  ̂ 1 Ji> Ip 0> 1—  .... .1 ,10 1 jjJ  ̂ J ”1

J 1 doji? h &--
...... . ■i.tUf (jLO h 1

Al-Tal depicted another personality in several of his poems. This 

was that of his gypsy friend, "al-Habr", However, this personality, despite 

al-Tal's warm and interesting delineation of it, falls below that of al-
t _

Sheikh Abbud in that it never becomes a symbol or an archtype0 His poems

on him are often original and his description of him is vivid and enter-
81 82 taining; sometimes with mild humour lurking behind,,

S 3The poet of the gypsies as he is commonly known by his countrymen, 

al-Tal!s chaotic life, his kind of courage which did not hesitate to attack 

the whole system of public life, of a fast growing bureaucracy and of a 

quickly developing class consciousness, as well as the long venerated 

religious sanctimony, immediately signalled him out as an outsider. In the 

totality of his rejection and rebellion he is unrivalled among his

* He is talking to his wife, ‘Aufah; Sirhan is the name of her Bedouin 
tribe.
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among whom many outsiders exist- Al-Tal can he emphatically regarded as

the first spiritual exile in modern Arabic poetry.^

It is regrettable that al-Tal suffered from a relative obscurity in

the Arab world during his life-time, when Arabic poetry could have benefito

to good advantage by his experiment and his kind of courage- This is not
88and cannot be due, as Mutlaq says, to his interest solely in Jordanian

affairs and his involvement only in its life and landscape, which gave him,
86as Mutlaq asserts, a limited outlook on life- Al-Tal's obscurity is 

due, rather, to the limited cultural links between Trans-Jordan and the 

rest of the Arab world with the possible exception of Palestine.

In fact, al-Tal's outlook on life is far from limited. This poet 

had very wide dimensions which unfortunately were checked by a limited 

culture and a lack of contact with superior world poetry. His knowledge
87 — 88of Persian and Turkish, and his fondness for al-Khayyam quartets,

influenced his poetry only to a limited extent- But his basic gift was

great-

An example of his wider dimensions is his elegy on al-Habr, who was
go

mistakenly reported dead to him- 7 His approach in the first part of the 

poem was most original. His ’dead1 gypsy friend, he said, when buried, 

had no mourners nor caused agonising suffering among the gypsies- Their 

drums sounded, the wine drinkers drank and enjoyed life, the music players 

played and Sunad, the famous gypsy dancer, performed her dances- Every

thing went on as before, and nothing passed with his passing- This is 

completely unconventional, new. ̂

The diwanof-Mustafa Wahbi al-Tal has sixty-six poems, short and 

long. Most of his poems are in the traditional two hemistich form- He 

used in many of them shorter metres, majzu1 at and resorted mostly to 

quick metres like al-kamil (in which he has twenty-three poems) and al

bas it - in which he has thirteen poems) and al -ha j az_..,(-.in"J whi ch he has eight
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poems)o These seem appropriate with his lively mood, Howevers two of

the poems in the collection merit consideration here because they are

written in free verse of the type used in the fifties. It has been

mentioned in the chapter on Abu Shadi that in this type the poet abandons

the two hemistich form and varies the number of feet from one line to

another, keeping to the same metre. However, it is important to voice

the doubt here that these two poems in free verse have been really written
by al-Tal himself.

The date given for the two poems is 1941 and 194-2, The first

successful experiments in free verse were written in 1947 in Iraq by poets

who had had a sound Western poetic education, Al-Tal neither had the

experience, the knowledge nor the patience to experiment with free verse
- 91and produce a long poem like the poem "Mata?’*̂  written as is claimed in 

92the diwan in 1941 *

In the second place, the mood of the poems and their general spirit 

is unlike that of al-Tal, In verses like the following the virile bravado 

of al-Tal and his blithe spirit when in the presence of a beautiful woman 

are completely absent?
9 J - ■ a,11 I I jjJ ^  9 3

‘i-LuJ dloi-

 ̂ LZ-Sy Lwj,

I/-*

1j  -ihJ \j IjSlIJ 1 (_y La-j UjJ 1 \

This is despite the fact that some of al-Tal*s diction has been used in 

the two poems, phrases like f* ” j— u ^

3 j j-----1>j— JaiJI ff}̂ ^ and others.

In the third place, no critic or reader among those acquainted with 

al-Tal*s poetry came forward with the serious claim that a successful
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experiment in free verse has first been made in Jordan in 1941 by al-Tal*

The controversy as to who first wrote successful free verse in Arabic in

Iraq has been going on so long that it should have merited a discussion of
97al-Talfs earlier experiment, 1 had such an experiment really taken place*

One suspects that these two poems were written later on by another Jordanian 

and added to al-Tal’s collection, probably to claim for al-Tal or for Jordan 

the precedence in writing free verse*

(ii) Sope Conventional Influenceh

The original creativity of al-Tal was not destined, however, to be

the beginning of an independent current in Jordanian poetry, flowing towards

an even greater originality and increasing modernity* For other forces,

steeped in conventionalism, were gathering contemporaneously with al-Tal's

experiment, which were to cut short its continued effect on other poets of

his country* These forces gathered, in the fashion of older days, around

the small court of Emir fAbdullah ibn al-Husain (as he then was called).

The Emir was a poet himself and a lover of Classical poetry* He had

arrived in 1920 from his original country, Hijaz, for which he retained a

permanent longing, in the fashion of the ancient desert poets* He was an

old fashioned poet in the Classical tradition not only of al-Sharif al-Radi,
98of whom he seems to have been fond, but also of more ancient poets whose

spirit and style he often reflects in his poetry* He has no published

diwan, but about sixteen poems of his are in the possession of 'Ali DJasuh
99al-Tahir from which Asad quotes* Taysir Zubyan in his book Al-Malik 

'Abdullah kama 'Araftuh (Amman, 1967) also quotes several poems and 

passages of poems, some of which had been published in ^ubyan's newspaper, 

Al-Jazirah which was started in 1939° Emir'Abdullah seems to have dabbled 

in mu'aradat and tashtir of Classical p o e m s , a  hobby apparently too old 

fashioned for the twenties and thirties* He also wrote love poems and 

poetry of longing for his country treating both themes in a very conventional
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manner;

Llu> 19 LuJ L LZ-uuAj tASj
^   J> I <!L*j*-jlI û-vuJ

^ wt,...,... 11   I L IŵoJ 1 d-J I

X

&

ŵLw îo
Ay *ct\{ Jl^M ŷwjj ^ la9
t_,-—I,, .......pîui (j^3  ̂<?,;J'PO^ lil

101

The language and ideas of these verses are particularly archaic* An oxampL 

of his conventional love poetry is the following;

J ;.' fU-J 1-L.i — h.^3 '
j-t--------------- Ur A A

UaoJ 1 b-j »J h) do L-a» 10c
jC,J* tip ̂ o  ̂ ^

One can only conjecture a judgement according to the examples quoted
103by Asad and Zubyan* A poem about a political theme shows an immediate 

change in dietion and style because the prince was writing about a current 

theme which concerned him deeply;

_s uJ !_j (J\j UJ1 G3 r
1 0 4

'A
' A
» A

lA>> 1 Ur
* 1 —... — U flj.l bîH<J

61 wU \_hujpLT
~i û - bu
. 1 —.’■ jPJ hi h-a>ĝJ IS.y
n ^  6_s lj-p

This poem employs a more modern diction* A much simpler language is
105employed, too, in the poems the Emir extemporaneously said or dictated*

At any rate, the only correct judgement one can give on the EmirTs 

role in poetic-activity in Jordan is that a trend towards more convention

alism in poetry is inadvertently promoted* For the Emir did encourage

poets and men of letters to flock to his court and did indulge in poetic
1 06competitions with them, and in a sort of witty, light-hearted poetic

107correspondence with some of them* The poets who flocked to his court

from other Arab countries were all very conservative poets* The most 

outstanding among them were IChairi al-Din al-Zirikli, al-Sheikh Fu'ad
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al-Khatibj and al-Emir ‘Adil Arslan..

The poetic and literary activity encouraged by Emir ‘Abdullah in

the twenties, thirties and forties were recognised by the Jordanian Jiryis
—  —  109 al-Qusus, writing in al-Risalah. , in 1936. y "A new literary life5’, he

says, "has crept into Trans-Jordan, a life we did not know before the

^/establishment^ 'ttie emirate." He says that the government opened
schools and sent some students out to study, and that there was a new

awakening among the people to educate their children. He also adds that

Egyptian journalism, moreover, was nourishing the young with its "fine
literature", especially al-Risalah magazine.

"But", the writer continues, "no author in the true sense of the

word has yet appeared in Trans-Jordan, nor any truly productive man of
111letters who takes his material and theme from life." He then mentions

some writers and poets among whom he names Mustafa Wahbi al-Tal, "the poet 
112of the gypsies", without so much as noting the poet!s originality and

authenticity. One can conclude here that what he meant by poetry of "life*1

was perhaps the direct political and social poetry which was being written

in abundance in Palestine at that time, on the other bank of the Jordan.

He concludes by saying that "literary life in Trans-Jordan was weak

and scant if compared with that of other Arab countries, but that its

progress and development, at the surprising pace it was then going on,
11 3encourages optimism".

2. PALESTINE

( ■*• ) The Forces of Change; Ibrahim Tuqan
114Known as the foremost poet in Palestine during the twenties and 

thirties, Ibrahim Tuqan (1905-1941) brought poetry in Palestine to a 

contemporaneous level and modernized it to some extent. He came from 

Nablus, the Biblical Sichem, a town built in the valley between two 

mountains and climbing a little way up either side. During the mandatory
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days, when Ihiqan was tvriting, Nablus and the villages surrounding it were 

all known as "Jabal al-Nar" (the mountain of fire), because it was in this 

area that the Palestine rebels found a stronghold for themselvest a vantage 

point from which to attack and a good shelter when hiding out. To the 

formidability of the mountain landscape was added the fiery and highly 

patriotic disposition of the people of Nablus and its surrounding villages, 

which swarmed with rebels. Apart from the ancient Samaritans who had 

always lived there and had become a part of its population, no Jew was able 

to settle there, or to acquire either lands or possessions in the area.

Rebellion and resistance seem to have been a characteristic of the townfs
115 116history. Another attribute is its love of learning. As far back

as the first decades of this century and probably earlier, the people of

Nablus seem to have sought more learning than the town was capable of giving

them. They went to Beirut, Istanbul and other cities to study in their 
117higher institutes. But these educated young men were known to reject

their town's conservatism afterwards and to settle in more liberal towns of
118Palestine or in other Arab countries. This is a remarkable phenomenon

because it meant that there was a constant trickle of emigration from the
119

town which persists, even up to this day in a sort of narrow conservatism.

The lack of personal freedom in the town was later to be a constant cause

of unhappiness and rebellion for its famous woman poet, Padwa Tuqan, 

Ibrahim’s sister, who was not able to emigrate.

The town played an important role in the life and poetry of Ibrahim

T\i.qan. His verse reflected the town’s fiery nationalistic temperament.

It was a record not only of political events in Palestine in the twenties 

and thirties, but also of the character of its heroic struggle against 

Zionism as well as of the ignorance, stagnation, stupor and selfishness 

that undermined its vitality and the elements of treason and treachery 

that were finally to bring it to its tragic end in 194-8 * seven years aftor 

the poet's death.
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The traditions of his family were also a great help to the poet.

The family seems to have had a traditional love of learning. Ibrahim

Tuqan is described as being encouraged by his grandfather who himself

created some poetry and 'zajal'. His mother is also described as having
120been fond of heroic literature in Arabic. His father was anxious that

121
Ibrahim and the rest of the children should study the Quran of which

-  -  - 1 2 2  Ibrahim grew very fond, reading it through every Ramadan.

In his elementary education Ibrahim was also fortunate, for he

studied between 1914-1918 a good school in Nablus (al-Madrasah al-
Rashadiyyah al~Gkarbiyyah)„ His teachers were lovers of literature. One

of them wrote poetry and another was an Azhar-educated man who had come
124into direct contact with the poetry of the neo-Classicists in Egypt.

Their method of teaching Arabic literature seems to have been relatively

’modern' and the young pupil came to know the poetry of Shauqi, Hafiz and
9 •

Mufran very early in life, as well as that of the other contemporary Arab
125poets of the older generation.

His secondary education was completed at St. George's missionary
— 126 school (commonly known in Arabic as al-Mutran) in Jerusalem, where he

must have studied English. During that time he also came under the
127influence of a great educator, Nakhlah Zuraiq, ' whose teaching post at

the English College in Jerusalem seems to have left a tremendous literary

and national influence on his students and, as in the case of Ibrahim Tuqan,
128on other young men who came into contact with him.

In 1923 Ibrahim went to the American University in Beirut where he 
129stayed until 1929° He studied with masters well-versed in Classicism

- 130among whom was Anis al-Khouri al-Maqdisi. It was m  Beirut as he
131approached manhood that his life as a poet really began. He found

132great encouragement from the press there which published his poems gladly, 

and at the university he met poets from other Arab countries such as the 

Iraqian Hafiz al-Jamil and the SyrianWajlhal-Barudi. He also met there
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his friend, admirer and later biographer, the Lebanese writer1 Umar 
133Farroukh. It was also in this relatively free atmosphere that ho was

able to experience love as he came into contact both in college and outside
134with feminine beauty and tenderness* He commemorates this in verses

Jjt 135

All during his university years, however, he was afflicted with

recurrent bouts of stomach trouble and an ulcer seems to have been forming
"Ithen, a disease which was eventually to cause his premature death*

For twelve years after graduating at the A.U.B. until his death in
—  -  1 3  71941} Tuqan changed several jobs going from teaching which he hated to

office work, and moving about between Nablus, Jerusalem, Beirut and Baghdad 

He visited Egypt early, for medical treatment, and seems to have enjoyed hi 

stay in Cairo which offered even greater pleasures than Beirut; Of Egypt 

he wrote;
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However, he seems to have received little attention from the Egyptians
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Ibrahim Tuqan’’s poetry is noted for its sincerity and emotional

voracity* His verse is clear and direct, the diction simple and well-

chosen, and the phrases powerful and often terse. He clearly shows the
141effect of the Classical literature and poetry on him as well as of the 

142Quran* However, despite the fact that he got acquainted with such

English Romantics as Shelley, Keats, Coleridge and Byron, and according to
143Asad knew some Turkish, French, German and elementary Spanish, he did 

not reflect many direct influences of foreign poetry* It is amazing that
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his knowledge of English literature; for a critic cannot help "but realise 

that in Tuqan's poetry'there is a marked absence of a direct echo of the 

English poets he is said to have read so well* However, this should not 

be a mark of anything but genuine talent in the poet. For there is a 

clear if subtle change in sensibility in him which must bo accounted for by 

his education and his more modernity of outlook. At his hands poetry, for 

the first time in Palestine, immediately changed to a modern attitude, 

telling in concise, direct phrases of the poet's own experience and of that 

of his own people, in terms sometimes crisp and angry, sometimes bitterly 

sarcastic, sometimes gentle and chivalrous. He recognised the ills of the 

nation and in prophetic, clear utterances drew his terrifying vision of 

imminent ruin and exile:

i>
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and again talking to his countryman:
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A man who loved life and recognised its vital forces, Tuqan sang
147songs of praise and glory to the heroic struggle of his country's youth, 

rejecting fully and uncompromisingly the forces of stupor, evil and
j] a Q

treachery that were sapping its vitality. The sanctified figure of the.

hero, the rebel and the martyr whose courage and sacrifice are beyond 

imagination is drawn vividly:
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Even death itself is afraid of him:
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and his spirit of rebellion is stronger than a storm:
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These noble figures stand in his poetry side by side with the debased 

figures of some of Palestine's unworthy children: of the land broker of

whom even

\____ <3-Up U  <J-------------------   152

and who with men like him are a soourge to the country:

A.—.IJI <}j9 V n  ̂ AwAAj ŷlj yo "! 5 3

and of the figure of the self-seeking politician who plag.ues the country:

and who with his like are:

Vo Ji Cj^(V-
and men of words without action:
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When ho talks of the brave and heroic he is tense, terse and 
effective:
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But when he talks of the feuding, glory-seeking leaders, he oan he bitingly 

ironical:

A . i j i A f t J  I  t — - f -  fjj) — i o  b » J  '  d .........  .........   -tjJ-Zjj J U
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He asks them in another poem:
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His sarcasm mixes with anger and contempt:
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This complete participation and involvement in his country's life 

and struggle, which was a central theme in his poetry, gave him quick and 

decisive fame- Like ^mar Abu Rishah, his second major theme was woman- 

Ho does not have Abu Rishah's sophistication in his love poetry, nor his 

fluctuation between his passion for woman and his veneration of her„ He 

was rather a heartily realistic poet who loved woman's beauty greatly:

t 162d-i — ■ ..i . j. h. > ijj ,.J d^ibj I j O—J) b ̂
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but whose basic attitude was that of 'gather ye rose buds while ye may1-

Love to him came easily, almost too easily, and did not involve much

suffering and philosophising. A gentleness as that shown in his poem

"Hairah"^0  ̂and a realistic understanding^^- of social mores imposed upon

the young emancipated girl of the twenties and thirties, as in his poem 
165"Pi '1-Malctabah", were counterbalanced by a mischievous approach to love

160
and sex, when he found opportunity for it, as in his poem "Pi Bair Qiddis" 

in which he says:

167... I jo ^ bjlvv Vj  ̂— i ■ — ■ b 1 , jtj£" b
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However, lie sometimes arrived at pornography, but these pornographic poems

were never published. They were and still are memorized by many of his

contemporaries and from the ones in circulation a critic can detect very

little art. But in these and in the more temperate ones published in his

collection there is a light-hearted attitude, often a merriment, which has

never failed to charm his readers. But his love poetry is neither deep

nor does it embody a vision. The devilment in his pornographic poems and

the ardour of his nationalistic poems with their critical candour, acted

like a catharsis for a people suffering from both political suppression and

emotional and sexual repression.

Nationalism and love, however, were not the only themes which the

poet treated. He wrote some poems of occasion, in the typical fashion of 
168the day, and some poems related to other experiences of his life. His

169poem f,Mala’ilcat . al-RahmahI! on the nurses who looked after him when he 

was ill won great popularity because of its gentle sentiment, its musical 

rhythms and original rhyme , and also because of the interesting, highly 

original approach the poet took when he drew1 the analogy between the nurses 

and the white doves playing around the pond;

cuj i 170
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Tuqan, moreover, wrote many elegies. His best is possibly his elegy 
172on King Paisal, in 1934® But most of his elegiac poetry is traditional

when the funeral of the dead man is described as great to denote his 

greatness;
1?3t'---- ‘<L ĵo 1 -j jjJt M
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and places and abodes where the dead man lived or which he frequented have 

wept for him and mourned his loss;

174
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The same philosophy about death persists as it was in Classical poetry. 

Death in this philosophy is a road which everyone will tread;
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The dead man enjoyed supreme qualities of character and beauty;
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and, moreover, was certainly in Paradise;
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One different element in his elegies is the frequent exploitation of 

the topic to talk about national problems. In his elegy on his Lebanese 

teacher, Jabr Dumit, he suddenly switches to talk about Balfour, the British 

peer in whose name the promise was given to the Jews of a national home in 

Palestine;
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He might also resort, at certain points in his elegies, to attack the feuds 

and ills that were obstructing the struggle of the nation and producing 

quick disaster, as in the following in which he weeps a Palestinian leader;

\y , j b  lo L t j p & b  _jJ d  . O  b *  l^-> \f- & \ j — > ^J> b - b j i o  ^ '

One wonders why this poet, who spent most of his adult life suffering 

from disease and a weak constitution, did not tackle the question of illness
-J 0Q   _

and death more deeply and poignantly. Ibrahim 'J'uqan was well aware of

his failing health and of the possibility of imminent death;
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In these two quotations one finds some of Tuqan’s noblest images ever.

The genuine tone of sad acceptance of a possible imminent fate, however, 

does not persist throughout the poem, which begins and ends as a love song 

to a Spanish girl, The idea of a possibly premature death is not an 

incentive for him to philosophise or attempt a reflection on death, for 

there are no metaphysical tendencies in Tuqan- It is rather an incentive 

for him to wish to get more pleasure out of life, before it ends:

A proof of Ibrahim Tuqan’s uncertain period in poetic development 

as he emerged from a relatively arid poetic background in Palestine to a 

modern sensibility, is the great difference in level between his various 

images- The beautiful images one encounters in the previous examples is

and outworn, and Nature to him is often as it was to the old Classical poet, 

a wealth of outer images to be used in direct physical description:

The flicker of lightening is a most outworn image, not only in poetry but 

also in daily conversation- Nature in the following examples gives him 

the same outer comparisons which it gave to his Classical forbears:

not always matched by similar creativity, Frequently his images are banal

t—ASli? i J n ■ 1 183
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186He used allegory in his poem "Masra ' Bulbul" (The death of a bulbul, 

in which the thrush is a symbol of beguiled youth, the rose a symbol of 

the pleasure girl and the garden a symbol of the tavern or play house*)

As it is clear, these symbols are not very adequate or original* But 

some of his poems are characterized by movement and vividness* £uqan, 

indeed, can be very effective in this aspect* His poem "^airah" is a 

perfect example of both psychological and physical movement in the poem* 

Form in his poetry -*lso underwent some experimentation. Although 

his basic form is the Classical two hemistich form, there is a conscious 

attempt at variation* He wrote many poems in stanza form where the 

variations of rhymes and/or feet in one stanza are faithfully repeated in 

the other stanzas, Muwashshah-like*

However, he was not always successful in his choice of variations*
  i p *7

His poem "Al-Thulathat al-Hamra?n, an elegy on three young men hanged 

in Palestine in 1929? "k°° elaborate in its variations to suit the sad,

explosive occasion when the simplest form would seem to be more appropriate

s• j JyJJU a
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The second stanza also goes on like this, with different rhymes, except

for the last rhyme, o, which is repeated throughout (dddd* eoec. xc*)*

Such an elaborate form which varies the length of verses as well as

the rhymes employs a certain amount of artifice which does not suit the

heightened occasion* Moments of intense feeling such as the above moment
189require the greatest simplicity of style, language and metaphor*

However, Tuqan succeeded in arriving at great stylistic effect in his 

famous poem "Mala’ikat al-Rahmah" in which the nurses, in their white 

uniforms, are compared to white pigeons and in which the rhythm of the
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short verses and the original rhyme employed echo the cooing of the pigeons 

and their quick, blithe hopping around the fountain* This is a perfect 

example of the poem in which a perfect harmony between form and content is 

achieved*

We have observed from the above discussion that Ibrahim Tuqan's 

experiment tended towards a modernization of poetry in Palestine but within 

the Classical framework* By 'Classical* here is meant that Tuqan preserved 

in himself many of the Classical attributes of old Arabic poetry: its

realism and factual representation of things, its terse phraseology and its 

powerful and precise diction* But his spirit was modern and he only spoke 

of his actual times and experiences, on the personal and national spheres* 

Even up till now he remains one of the few poets who succeeded in intro

ducing the element of irony and sarcasm into poetry with great effect, and 

despite a Classical framework, his personality is crystal clear and his 

poetry, unlike that of the neo-Classicists is a true record of his life* 

Despite his rebellion and rejection, as well as his illness, he never 

dallied in the escapist Romanticism that was being written in the thirties 

elsewhere in the Arab world, especially in Egypt* He remained down to 

earth but was able to soar • in his glorification of the martyrs and 

rebels of his country, to unlimited heights* His imagination kept well 

within limits and even his attempts at variation in form were regularized 

and tended towards symmetry and order. His poetry is one of the best 

examples of spontaneously 'engaged* poetry which roved freely among the 

various experiences of life*

( )  Other Poetic Expariuienta

The cavalier poet: In the village of ‘Anabta, just a short distance

from Nablus, a younger contemporary to Ibrahim Tuqan was born, the poet

*Abd al-Rahim Mahmud (1913-1948). He is known as the cavalier poet^^ or
191 - _the poet martyr* y Together with fuqan he helped to bring poetry in

Palestine to the warmth of life and to the heat of the country's struggle
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for survival* Tuqan*s role as a political critic seems pale in comparison 

with *Abd al-Rahim's role as the cavalier poet who exemplified in his poetry 

and life, and then finally in his death, the ideals of strife as a continuous 

personal, even physical involvement:
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It is his own personal fight, which should he everyone else's too:
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‘Abd al-Raftim died on the battlefield in 1948, having fought against the
194aggressor since his early youth* ^  He fell just before his country 

itself fell an-unhappy-victim* to.a tragic . fate which he, like his more 

famous contemporary Tuqan, had prophesied* He had said as early as 1939, 

addressing Safud bin *Abd al-fAziz, then only a prince, on the latter*s 

visit to Jerusalem and al-Aqsa Mosque:
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196The son of a poet who belonged to the conventional school of the

older generation in Palestine, he did his secondary education at al-NajaLi 
197College in Nablus, one of the most famous secondary schools in

mandatory . Palestine* This was where he met Ibrahim Tuqan with
198 199whom he became friendly* He later became a teacher at this College*

* Al-Qassam was a famous rebel in the thirties, who died fighting in the 
vicinity of Mount Carmel, Haifa*

** This verse is known to have raised the poet, yet unknown, to immediate
fame*
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His poetry carries the marks of an exclusively Classical education 

in Arabic# He was very fond of al-Mutanabbi^^ whoso poetic style and 

virile spirit he echoed, especially in his most famous poem?

t j J j—Jt (j  ^  (jr*---- **L> 5̂— ^ 201
This poem is a noble example of poetry alive and glowing with the clash of 

battle and the hovering shadow of a magnificent death. The death impulse 

in the following verse has no sinister implications, nor does it reflect as 

that of the Tunisian poet al-Shabbi, a deep longing for it?

■ »-■ ■■■■■■■ I fl I 1 wl&l  — i ■■■ ■ i  ̂ ^  I ■■o*oJ
but is a profound yearning to fulfil a noble task:
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This poem is still memorized by many Arabs,

However, not all of his poems are as good as this one. The

committee which was set up to collect and edit his diwan in 1956^ ^

resorted to a process of selection and omission in its choice of the poems 
205of the collection. These were collected from the various newspapers

as well as from friends and relatives of the poet as there was no manuscript 

of his complete works. The failure to publish all of ‘Abd al-Rahlm 

Mahmud's available poetry is regrettable as it denied to the literary 

historian as well as to the critic of poetry the chance to study the 

different levels of a creative talent hampered by a limited culture and a 

limited knowledge of modern poetic t o o l s . F o r  ‘Abd al-Rahim Mutynud's 

creativity was hampered to a great extent by these factors, unlike Tuqan 

whose greater urbanity and wider education were great assets in determining 

the finer quality of his poetry. And whereas the above-mentioned poem by 

Mahmud is equal almost to the best in fuqan, his uneven poetic

contribution and the weakness of some of his poems account for his lesser 

fame and explain in part Tuqan*s superior role in modern Arabic poetry in 

Palestine.

But with ‘Abd al-Rahim Mahmud the role of poetry, not only as a
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mirror of contemporary life, but also as a direct engagement with its greater 

forces is established. Self dedication and the inevitability of sacrifice 

become an integral part of the poetic expression, and the tragedy of the

outer wor’ld around the poet becomes his own personal tragedy and his own
—  901personal commitment. This is ‘Abd al-Rahim Mahmud's greatest achievement.

Another poet who rose to fame in the thirties writing in the same lino

of realistic poetry was ‘Abd al-ICarim al~ICarmi, known as Abu Salma (1911)°

Abu Salma, although from Tulkarm, near Nablus, received his secondary

education in Damascus, then studied law at its university graduating’ in
209 210 1930° He comes from a family who loved literature. His own father,

f *** “ 211Sa id bin Mansur al-Karmi, an Azhar graduate was a conventional poet but
212was also a scholar of note. He was chosen to be a member of the Arab

21 3Academy of Language in Damascus, and later its vice-president. He also
21/lhad a large library which included many valuable books and manuscripts.

Abu Salma must have benefited considerably from this cultural back

ground. On the other hand, he must have been saved from too much involvement

with conventional poetic attitudes by his higher education, his learning
215

French and some English, and his expatriation, later, from Palestine in 194o.

In fact we see that in his later poetry, he became more similar to poets

like the Damascene Anwar al-‘A$i?ar and the Lebanese Bisliarah al-Khouri

(al-Akhtal al-Saghir). His later poetry shows the intermediate stage

through which Arabic poetry passed between Classicism and Romanticism.

Abu Salma's poetry, from the beginning, showed a greater lyricism, and later

on it acquired a deeper involvement with nature and a less direct poetic

approach. It also showed in some of its examples a tendency, unknown in

the clear and direct image*y of Tuqan*s poetry for example, towards abstract

images. In this Abu Salma also differs from al-Akhtal al-Saghir whose

images are never hazy or beyond the visual capacity of the reader. His

early poetry, written in the mid-thirties, when the Palestine rebellion
216took place, brought him immediate fame and popularity. His verses were
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powerful and strongly woven, with a flow of direct angry emotion that was 

very effective.. Images were clear and sharp;
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This is extremely poignant, with a vitality in the images and the emotion 

unequalled in his later poetry- Hundreds of Palestinians memorized those 

fiery verses and other poems of his-

In his later poetry, he tried to become more sophisticated- The 

direct aim of his poetry changed as fiery emotions were quenched by 

disaster and stagnation, despair and lonelinessjwhich took hold of the 

refugees- He was in Damascus, one of the conservative centres of poetry, 

but it had, in the fifties, seen a few experiments in Romantic, Symbolic 

and other kinds of poetry- Abu Salma benefited from the Syrian and 

Lebanese experiments, and his poetry developed in both theme and imagery- 

However, the poetry of exile which he wrote after 1948 shows hardly any 

capacity to meet the tragic fact of this expatriation, the desperate 

rootlessness imposed upon him and his countrymen by forces of evil and 

aggression- These forces are able to inspire him with angry poetry, but 

he is unable to put his finger on the full tragic context of the disaster- 

When he writes angry poetry, to which he seems more suited, he brings to 

mind memories of his earlier virile poetry in the thirties- Addressing 

the refugees he attacks the Arab countries which let them down;
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But when Abu Salma writes about his longing for his lost country, it does 

not differ from that of al-Mahjar poets whose voluntary expatriation also 

brought about in them a similar longing but one that was not impossible to 

realize., There is a sadness, a gentle wistfulness in this longing which 

shows the effects of traditional emotions in poetry and exposes a great 

error in the poet's sensibility, a lack of insight into the true agony of 

a very pitiful, very tragic situation;
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Abu Salma tried to introduce another theme, that of love, into his
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poetry of longing for his lost co\mtry<, His love for woman mixes, rather 

artificially, with his love for country* The woman is often seen to be 

his countrywoman* but she has no real identity* She seems to be the same 

heroine of Cl&scicalpoetry for whom the poet weeps over the remains of a 

deserted camp and a lost love* But now she is united to the poet by this 

common fate of exile from Paradise, an exile which the poet cannot bring i: 

the depths of the tragedy that it is in reality;
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He uses images from nature, often the nature of his own country, to describ 

his beloved, employing for this a vocabulary noted for its delicacy and
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221exquisiteness, but suffers from too much repetitiveness, perhaps* 

However, his images, as his poetry developed, lost focus and poignancy and 

became fragmented creations and rather affected choices of colour, perfume, 

rays of light, breeze, flowers and trees:
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One does not get a true lasting image from this complex description of 

abstract meeting places (the procession of lilies, the fragrant dream, the 

vast hope, the road of the dawn, etcD) and unimpressive suggestions (too 

often repeated in other contemporary poets of the Romantic and Symbolic 

schools) of the effect of their love's magic* One can therefore say that 

Abu Salma's', poetry shows a richness of imagination without adding anything 

substantial to the development of image in modern Arabic poetry*

The mixing of love and patriotism added nothing to the warmth of 

emotion in his poetry* In fact it detracted from it, because, as with 

his poetry of longing, there is no depth in the love emotion he reveals,
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"but rather a fascination, rather immaturet with woman’s physical beauty* 

The involvement in the physical attributes of a woman is not camouflaged 

by the nobler images he employs to describe them* They remain naive 

attachments to the visual in a woman's beauty and fall below the nobler 

feelings of love and its profound experience* The theme remains on a 

lower level than that of either love or of the wandering Palestinian*
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Footnotes i1. Nasir al-Din al-Asad, Al-Shi r al-Hadi.tli f 1 Filast in wa ’ 1-Urdi.m ,

pp» 10-11 .
2. See Al-Risalah No.151* 25th May, 1936, p.866, for a reference to this 

Bedouin poetry in an article by Jiryis al-Qusus entitled "Al-Hayat 
al-Adabiyyah fi Sharq al-Urdunn”. Bedouin poetry., he says, might not 
be abundant, but it has living elements which make it different from 
the poetry written in Classical Arabic in Jordan and other Arab 
countries*

3. May I take the liberty here of mentioning that the Italian Arabist 
Sig. Maria Nallino remarked to me in Rome in 1952 or a little earlier 
that such were the qualities she saw in the Palestinian intelligensia.

4« Nazir Zaitun in an essay entitled ’’Fi ?l~Adab al-Malijari” remarked
that Arabic literature in al-Malijar was confined to the Syrians and 
Lebanese, for ”among the Palestinian emigrants who were not less in 
number than the Syrians, no man of letters appeared. Is it not 
indeed strange that we do not see one man of letters from Palestine?”, 
Al-Ma r if all magazine, Damascus, June, 1964* I* iv, 39=

5= Asad, Al-Shi‘ v fi Filastin, p.109°
6. Mahmud Mutlaq in his introduction to al-Tal!s diwan, ‘ Ashiyyat Wadi

U-Yabis, Amman, 1954* p°6.
7= See Asad, Al-Shi*r fi Filastin, p°40, where he describes how young men 

in Palestine and Trans-Jordan used to go to secondary schools in 
Beirut, Damascus and other places for their secondary education*

80 Ibid«, po109*
9= Ibid., p.110; Mutlaq, op*cit*, p07°
10* Asad, loco cit *
11* See ibid., pp.110-1; Mutlaq, op.cit., pp.7-123 *Fsa al-Nafuri says

that al-Tal changed twenty-one jobs, "Mustafa Wahbi 'l-Tal”, al-Adib 
magazine, June, 1946, p.46.

12. Asad, .Al-Shi r fi Filastin, p.111.
13. Mutlaq, op.cit., p.12.
14. Ibid., Asad, Al-Shi*r fi Filastin, pp.
15 = Ibid., p. 111; Mutlaq, op.cit., pp.12-3
16. See ibid., pp.13-4=
IT- Ibid., p.13.
18. Asad, Al-Shi*r fi Filastin, p.109 n.
19. See the preface to *Ashiyyat.
20. Ibid.
21. Ibid.
22. Ibid.
23° Ibid., p.71°
24- Ibid., p.31.
25- Ibid., p.97- See also similar example
26. Ibid., p. 16.
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Ibid., p .87 -
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explanation of the nickname; see p . 25 for a picture of al-IIabr.
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see Asad, Al-Shi ‘r fi Filastin, pp.145-6; Mahasini, opocit., pp.21-2; 
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Farrukh, op.cit., p*19? Asad, Al-Shic r fi Filastin, p.144*
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I jdiJ i l U) 1 ’•xjrt) 1 la 1 I 8,0 S j iLjj
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE ROMANTIC CURRENT II MODERN ARABIC POETRY

It has been established so far that the forces of change had long 

been at work in modern Arabic poetry which was struggling simultaneously in 

several different spheres. There was, moreover, the critical sphere which 

was being constantly enriched with new experience. Ever since the second 

decade a Romantic current had been slowly gathering strength in the Arab 

East after having established itself fully in the work of Gibran and other 

Mahjar Romantics, By the end of the third decade several Romantic poets 

rose to fame in the Arab world the greatest number of whom were from Egypt, 

But before attempting to deal with the Romantic output of any one Arab 

country a general glimpse of the Arabic Romantic poetry in general is 

essential,

1, Arab Romanticism came into being with the rise of Arab nationalism, 

but was not identical with it. For although the rise of the two movements 

was caused by the awakening of men to their unhappy surroundings and to 

the disparity between acquired ideals and the realities of life, their 

development did not take the same course. On the one hand, Arab Romantic

ism in al-Mahjar quickly took on a universal aspect and compared, in its 

modern idealizations, the real world of man with the desired world of the 

Forest and primitive life. It is not impossible to argue here that the 

Mahjar poets were comparing, perhaps unconsciously, life of civilised 

Western man in an industrial society with that of the Lebanese or Syrian 

peasant, rejecting the former and glorifying the latter. This argument, 

however, does not lack counter-arguments that might defeat it, as for 

example Gibran's contempt for the fossilized traditions of Lebanese 

peasantry and his repudiation of outworn concepts of country life in the 

Lebanon, But even without this, the argument is unable to stand on its
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own as this theme is not explicitly conveyed by the wording of these poems 

which speak rather about the general ideals of human life without any direct 

applications to life in the Middle Eastern countryside0

On the other hand Romanticism in Egypt was mostly introverted, in

dividualistic, negative or pleasure-seeking, and had no direct bearing on 

national questions as such. The Romantic nationalistic theme that pre

dominates Arabic poetry in this century is the glorification in poetry of 

past national greatness and of the national hero, past and present„ But 

this glorification has always been present in all the neo-Classical poetry 

and is not a particular attribute of the Romantic poetic expression.,

Rather can it boast of a far greater affinity with the traditionalists.

In fact Arab nationalism tended, in the long run, to suppress some 

aspects of the Arab Romantic movement in poetry in favour of a more factual 

approach. A study of the development of poetry in the forties will reveal 

this subtle, rather instinctive effort to bring poetry into the grip of the 

actuality of Arab life. Indeed it was to be the search by the Arab man 

for a solution to national disaster that would bring about the counter

movement of neo-Realism which carried in its expressed statements a sort of 

'contempt’ for Romantic yearnings and the Romantic poetic method.

20 Romantic Arabic literature in modern times had a very short period 

of preparation of about ten years, which constituted the first decade of 

this century. In this decade the mild Romantic efforts of both Mutran andQ
al-Rihani, as well as Gibran’s interesting early Romanticism began to be 

felt. Gibran, in fact, seems to have mushroomed as a full Romantic, a 

great step from his immediate predecessors who had but a slight connection 

with Biblical Romanticism. Moreover, it is clear that the Romantic prose 

of al-Manfaluti in the second decade stems, not from a Romantic tradition 

in prose, but from a decisive change in the spirit of the age which al- 
Manfaluti seemed to absorb, reflect in his works and direct towards greater 

Romanticism.
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3. The Romantic movement in Arabic literature happened without the back

ing of a philosophy (except in the case of Gibran who developed his own 

philosophy based in part on Western concepts), and certainly without any

thing similar to the French revolution. It lacked an indigenous basis 

of thought similar to the European foundation of thought and ideals that 

underlay the European Romantic experiment, Moreover, the Romantic move

ment in Arabic did not formulate its own principles after its growth. It 

never acquired a poetic creed with defined principles which the poets should 

try to follow. It simply happened. Especially in Egypt, it is perhaps 

one of the simplest Romantic movements in the history of any poetry.

4* The Romantic movement in Arabic poetry seems to have directed itself

fully, right from the beginning, towards the destruction of the neo

classical school of poetry. In fact the first theories it professed in 

EgyP't dealt with two things* that poetry should be the expression of the 

inner self, and that poetry had no further use for the neo-Classical school. 

Its direct and conscious concern was, therefore, an artistic one. Before 

anything else, it was an answer to the forces within the poetic art itself 

which strove for a change in form, attitude and content. This major 

motive for Arab Romanticism is hardly mentioned by writers on the subject 
in Arabic.

5« The psychological, social and political causes for Arab Romanticism

are well recognised as a driving force behind the Romantic movement in 
2Arabic literature. An analogy is sometimes drawn between the development 

of Romanticism in Arabic poetry in Egypt and its development in French or 

English nineteenth century poetry.^ However, the political causes given 

by writers like al-Ma,addawi and Mahmud Amin al-*Alim seem exaggerated if 

one considers firstly the short history of the political process in this 

century prior to the rise of the Romantic current and secondly the apparent 

lack of political consciousness in some of the more famous Egyptian 

Romantics such as Naji, al-Hamshari, Mahmud Hasan Isma*ll and 1Ali Mahmud
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Taha in his earlier and Romantic period. The truth of the disappointment 

in the outcome of the 1919 revolution in Egypt, in the general failure of 

the popular strife, in the usurpation of freedoms must be measured against 

the general awakening of the poets to these evils and their true involve

ment in a well-defined conflict against tyranny - a mode of political life 

not altogether new to the Middle East at that time. Even Abu Shadi who 

embodied far greater ideals than any of his contemporary Egyptian poets^ 

and whose culture and vision were far wider and less subjective than the 

rest, did not reflect in the poetry he wrote during the twenties and 

thirties a truly anguished rebellion against the ’lost’ liberty under a 

despotic king and a tyrannical prime minister, Sidqi, who is often given

credit for having helped, through his tyranny, to give rise to the Romantic
5current in Egyptian poetry. This explanation, moreover, neglects the

fact that Romanticism in Egyptian literature had started earlier in the

second decade with al-Manfaluti’s prose contribution and the call for the

poets to write about inner experience. It does not explain, moreover,

the rise of Romanticism at the same time in both Tunisia and Lebanon with

Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi and Ilyas Abu Shabakah taking the lead in these two

countries. Nor does this explanation attempt to link the rise of

Romanticism in Egypt with the earlier Romanticism of al-Mahjar, A close

study of the varying currents blowing over Arab life will reveal that

Romanticism must have been a reaction to a general change of mood in Egypt

and elsewhere in the Arab world. It will also reveal that it was not

Isma il Mazhar, writing in 19̂ 6, says on this ; "How often do we hear 
from those”who cannot contemplate the causes and results of things, that 
the Arabist revolution was the beginning of a modern intellectual 
revival, and that the 1919 revolution...was the climax of a great 
development in ideas not only in the sphere of politics, but also in 
the sphere of science and economics. But...one look at the Arabist 
revolution is enough to prove to us that that revolution, like the 1919 
one, did not touch the inner life of the people at all, but merely the 
outer life, and with fast vanishing effects..,. The basis on which tht, , 
inner life depends, in the very depths of the people's consciousness,11 ̂ 
was not touched by these two revolutions.



political failure, in particular, that had prompted this change of mood* 

Earlier political catastrophes did not result in a Romantic movement in 

literature. The failure of the Arabist revolution led, if at all, to a 

confirmation of the Classical current in poetry. The disappointment in 

the Ottoman Covenant of l808_all over the Arab world did not particularly 

help to release the Romantic current in poetry, nor did the miseries of the 

First World War in Syria and Lebanon, After the war, there followed the 

discovery of the Sylces-Picot treaty which resulted in the establishment of 

the British and French mandates in Syria, Lebanon and Palestine, then the 

discovery of the Zionist plot and the beginning of Jewish immigration into 

Palestine, the British intervention in home rule in Iraq, etc. Yet none 

of these gave rise to a true Romantic current in poetry in these countries 

Respite the fact that the whole Arab world during the third decade was shaken 

to its foundations with failed political strife and disillusioned national 

hopes. One can cite many more examples such as the Syrian revolt of 1925 

which ended in chaos and "martyrs", and the several rebellions in Iraq 

and Palestine, In fact a close scrutiny of the relationship of poetry 

to political strife will reveal that wherever political strife was con

stantly present, as was the case in Palestine, for example, a factual 

realistic trend showed itself in poetry. And indeed in Egypt, the in

volvement of poetry with national and pan-Arab political struggle was best 

expressed the neo-Glassical poets among whom Shauqi is the most out

standing, Even later on in the forties we see a Romantic poet, *Ali

Mahmud Taha, turn to more Classical methods when writing nationalistic 

poetry.

Again since there was a deep political disillusionment all over the 

Arab world, one must expect the same reactions to take place in poetry in 

each of the Arab countries, if literature were so immediately and intimately 

connected with changes in the political scene. But modern Arabic literature.
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and especially poetry has not been so closely connected, as it might seem, 

with political changes, A close study of the Romantic movement as a whole 

will reveal that Romanticism took hold of poetry in any particular Arab 

country whenever an enlightened awakening to cultural and social conditions 

became acute. First there were the Arab poets in North America, The 

disparity between the life they knew in the Arab world and the progress they 

saw in American life was so great that their rebellion had very wide 

dimensions. Fortunately they were able to share in the freedom which tiny 

discovered existed there. They achieved a personal freedom denied to them 

at home, a fact which liberated them to a considerable extent, and they 

could therefore direct their energy to the outside world and to more 

universal aspects. This is why their Romanticism was healthier and more 

positive.

The awakening to the same kind of disparity began to take hold on

the educated young Egyptians at the end of the first decade but reached

its full sway in the third and fourth decades of this century, Shauqi’s

generation had been able, to use the words of R.A. Foakes, "to assume as
7their frame of reference a concept of an ordered and stable universe,11

To them, "actions, ideas, relationships of characters, were inevitably
8posed against an ordering of the world." It was an ordering which

"established their value and distinguished clearly between right and wrong,
9good and bad," The analogy here is being drawn between the English

Augustans of whom Foakes is speaking, and the neo-Classical Arab poets.

It can bo further continued in the words of Allan Rodway who says that
10"Augustan poetry, broadly speaking, is conformist." The neo-Classical

poetry is conformist too, for its poets, again in Rodway's words, "felt
11at one with the fundamental values of their age." A complacency, an 

urbanity, a spirit of compromise and acceptance are qualities that 

characterise their poetry. Their rebellion was directed towards external
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elements and not towards their own society,, Their conception of life in

their own society was that what is, is right, and need have no change. It

is relevant and significant that pre-Romantic poetry sometimes tells a

story (witness Mutran's narratives and Shauqi's plays, to name hut a few)

or, again using the words of Foakes, at least says what it has to say in
12terms of a world, events and people outside the author himself.

This was the ideal order of Shauqi's world, but by the end of the

first decade the disparity between the "ideal order" and the world which

the young educated generation was slowly discovering outside their own life

had become great. But unlike the energy in Europe at the end of the 18th
13century which was based on well developed European ideals of a new life, 

and which led to Western Romanticism, there was a sort of anarchic exist

ence that disrupted the old faith in the traditional life, distorted its 

dimensions and dislocated a good part of its facets without supplying the 

bewildered generation with a new frame of existence. The result was some

times a groping for any new ideals that presented themselves, a groping 

often devoid of critical discrimination. The Egyptian youth of the twenties 

and thirties had discovered a great impotency in their emotional life, 

which seemed to enslave their energy and turn them into mooning introverts,

A deep inner thirst for emotional freedom had become apparent in literature 

since the second decade. The discovery of Western life by this generation 

had shaken the fundamentalist way of life which Shauqi's generation adopted, 

Shauqi had visited France and had lived in Spain but returned home unper

turbed, Shulcri and Ahmad Zaki Abu Shadi studied in England and returned 

home wanting to change the world. But the orthodox world in which they 

lived showed a resistence which led Shukri to the writing of his original 

confessions, IHirafat, in violent criticism of what he saw to be the 

sterility of life around him. The same negative forces led to the deep

-X- —The criticism of poets like Hafig and al-Rasafi was not a true rebellion 
against social status of the poor, but rather a call to the rich and 
mighty to help them, i,e, an acceptance of the social order in its basic 
form.
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despondency of Abu Shadi and his final emigration from Egypt to the New 

World, These forces were also the cause which turned the other Apollo 

poets into introvert Romantics, sometimes with marked decadent streaks of 

Masochism and Sensationalism,

This must be clearly seen if Romanticism in Arabic is to be correctly 

understood,

Al-Akhtal al-Saghir's semi-Romanticism was appropriate in Lebanon in 

the second decade. For strictly personal and cultural reasons (his very 

Classical education, for example), he could not yield to more Romanticism 

than this, Lebanon's true Romantics in the early century were its 

emigrants in North America, When consciousness grew among the people and 

the Romantic wave released in al-Mahjar reached home, together with the 

effect of al-Manfaluti's much read works, the thirties had already arrived. 

It was at the hands of a powerful poet ,tho famous Ilyas Abu Shabakah.that 

Romanticism in Lebanon developed.

In Tunisia, the association of Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi with the Apollo 

Group was motivated greatly by the avant-garde position which al-Shabbi' s 

poetry took. He is the only North African poet of modern times to play 

a role in the development of Arabic poetry as a whole or to enter the 

stream of the avant-garde movement in modern poetry. Not only the social 

and political conditions in Tunisia prompted the Romantic trend his poetry 

took, but also his own enlightened outlook, and his own personal tragedy.

This will be discussed in greater length in the section on him.

In Iraq Romanticism arrived quite late, at the end of the forties. 

This accompanied a belated awakening of tho social and cultural conscious

ness in the country. Its belated arrival gave it only a very short life

span as a fast growing consciousness of life and art took hold of some

of the most gifted poets to appear in the Arab world in modern times. h 

quick if not thorough change to a more realistic outlook took place in 

Iraq at the beginning of the fifties.
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In Palestine, however, the daily political struggle with an active 

and continuous physical aggression gave alertness and a deep public con

sciousness to the period. Only one poet, Mutlaq *Abd al-Khaliq, diverted 

to decadent Romanticism with a lust for utter self-annihilation. His, as 

will be discussed shortly, was an experiment which deviated from the general 

course of a public-conscious poetry about him.

It is poetry in Syria, however, which furnishes us with a stark 

example of resistance to Romanticism. Syrian poets on the whole seemed to 

remain hardly affected by the wave of Romanticism which had spread over 

Egypt and Lebanon, They had, of course, their Romantic poets among whom 

Anwar al- jlttar, above mentioned, was a mild example. Although the poetry 

of poets like Nadim Muhammad and Umar al-Nuss was authentically Romantic 

it did not dominate the scene. Furthermore it had arrived rather belatedly 

and the Romantic element never became a real wave in Syrian literature and 

never took hold of the most important poetic expression there. This 

resistance seems, at first glance, unwarranted, in view of the similarity 

of the conditions experienced by Syria, Egypt and Lebanon. But it could 

be partly explained by the difference in the cultural atmosphere between 

these countries. The conservative Kurd * All school in Syria, under the 

guiding spirit of the revivalist Kurd *Ali, had formed itself around the 

Arab Academy of language and its magazine, both of which were characterized 

by conservative affinities. This school left a deep impact on the literary 

expression of the period. Moreover, Damascus regarded itself as the 

citadel of Arab nationalism which had always aligned itself with the 

literary and cultural heritage and with the preservation of the Classical 

language,

However, although belated, the Romanticism which a poet like Nadim 

Muhammad professed, stemmed from causes similar to the causes discussed 

above. In his introduction to his second diwan , Farashat wa *Anakib , 

he says that after returning from four years of study in France and
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Switzerland, he faced the "stark and "blatant clash between the Eastern and
14Western mentalities<>" He describes this clash as being between the

attitudes of the two mentalities to love and woman, between the emotional

freedom in the West and the repressive attitudes in the Arab world,
15especially in Arab provincial life0 The result of this latter attitude

was that he experienced extreme repression and did not find an outlet except
16 17in drink and poetry,, His poetry was one of pain and suffering.

Naturally there were other reasons for this, too. The general moral

and political squalor are of particular note but, and this is extremely

important, they are effective firstly because they intrude upon and destroy

the moral ideals the poet has in mind, and secondly because they encroach

on his personal well-being, hindering his progress (he complains that the
18recognition which he desired has been denied to him), and saddening his 

life (he mentions the death of his brother as a result of politics). This 

shows that he, together with other Romantic poets such as Abu Shadi (and 

al-Shabbi to some degree) were conscious of political repressions as well 

as of evils of national life in general, as a result of the dark shadows 

which they threw on the life of the poets themselves„ The subjective 

element is highly present here.

6o As for ethnical causes for Arab Romanticism, this is a complete stud;/

in itself due to the need of a vast comparative analysis. However, the

suggestion does arise that a latent Romantic element, the nostalgia, prevails

traditionally in the Arab psyche, transmitted from one generation to
20another in poetry, habits, folk-singing, etc. But this must remain on

the level of a suggestion in this work.

7» Because of the lack of real substance and philosophy behind it,

Romanticism in Arabic literature contained from the outset certain decadent 

streaks. If al-Rihani and Mutran, (both with only limited Romantic 

streaks) together with Gibran showed a healthy Romanticism, al-Manfalutifs 

version was but a suppressed emotionalism in need of catharsis through
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tragedy. Death, parting, fatal illnesses, poverty and frustrated noble 

endeavours are constant themes in his works. The later Egyptian Romantics, 

with the exception of Abu Shadi, were self-seekers who either introvertodly 

sought their own sad, little world of solitude, communion with nature and 

sorrows, or were open hearted extroverts who idealised wine, women and 

song. The Iraqi Romantics also had their share of decadence, for many 

among them were escapists and masochists.

8. Arab Romanticism, which reached its fullest sway in the thirties and 

forties of this century, seems to be, geographically and culturally, an 

isolated movement in the context of a Middle Eastern framework. It is a 

remarkable phenomenon that after the departure of the Ottomans from the 

Arab world at the close of the first World War, cultural and artistic links 

were immediately severed. The last we hear of any effect of Turkish 

cultural activity on poets in the Arab world prior to the fifties is tin- 

influence on al-Rasafi and al-Zahawi of European ideals of freedom pre

valent in Turkey just before the first World War. The work of the 

Egyptianised Turkish critic Isma*il Edham in the thirties of this century 

in Egypt, reflects more his Western education than any direct Turkish 

affinities. As for Persia, aside from the several translations of al-

Khayyam's ruba *iyyat, some of which were made direct from the English 
21translations, there seem to be no important links with contemporary poetry 

in Persia at the period. Indeed if any Romantic movement in the poetry 

of the Persians and Turks was taking place contemporaneously with the 

Arabic movement, it did so separately. There is no similarity here with 

the general sweep of Romanticism over Europe in the late eighteenth and in 

the nineteenth centuries, and its envelopment of the whole European 

culture. The Arab world, having no actual literary intercourse with 

countries with which it shared some basic cultural concepts and values, and 

looking to the West for those cultural links, must have suffered an
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time had twofold difficulties ; the difficulty of basic cultural differ

ences and conflicting attitudes towards Western culture, and the feelings 

of inferiority with which the learners were often approaching their 

Western models.
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The problem which confronts the critic of this particular period in 

Egypt is the comparatively great amount of material produced in Egypt on 

this subject by non-professional critics. Certain concepts about xtfhich 

one feels inclined to differ, such as those of the poetic excellence of 

al-*Aqqad and Ahmad Zaki Abu Shadi, were propagated. One therefore finds 

oneself obliged to contradict and to question very carefully what so many 

other writers have taken to be an established truth.

The difficulty is enhanced by the fact that Arabic poetry in Egypt, 

when treated by Egyptian literary historians, is often studied in isolation 

and very little attention is given to the contemporary poetic activity in 

the rest of the Arab world. This attitude has precluded the possibility 

of comparison with other contemporary fields and therefore of making a 

competent and more sober aesthetic assessment of this poetry. It also 

ignored the influence of other Arab poets on poetry in Egypt. The 

apparent neglect by many writers in Egypt previous to the fifties to study 

the various contemporary trends of poetry in the Arab world has also 

limited their field of knowledge about these trends and their origin in 

modern Arabic poetry. It is true that the Arab world during this period 

looked to Egypt for literary leadership. But, aside from the influence of 

Shauqi and other neo-Classical poets in Egypt, the influence of the 

literary contribution in Egypt until the mid-thirties was more through the 

prose works and general cultural activity than through poetry. The 

experimental side of poetry in the Arab world was influenced more by 

al-Mahjar contribution. Indeed the more prominent poets of the Arab world 

already studied in this work show either the influence of their own poetic 

and cultural traditions modernised by their own creativity (as in the 

case of Ahmad al-Safi al-Najafi and al-Jawahiri), or the influence of
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either al-Mahjar contribution or of Western literary sources (as in the 

case of Abu Rishah and al-Akhtal al-Saghir). Before the mid-thirties the 

avant-garde poetic activity in Egypt influenced that of the Arab world by 

force of the heated controversy that took place and the great amount of 

writing done on poetic theory. Aside from the books on the subject, such 

as al-fAqqad’s and al-Mazini’s several collections of essays, the critical 

theory was published in the several magazines current in Egypt at the time, 

like Al-Risalah, Apcllc- , Al-Muqtataf and Al-Hilal, etc. However, the 

most important magazine to appear in Egypt in this respect was the Apollo 

magazine (1932-4) which was completely dedicated to poetry. A group 

spirit of a rather Romantic nature developed around this magazine which 

became a force by itself. But there was no single avant-garde poet in 

Egypt at the time who was able to exert as much influence as Shauqi had 

done. Al-DTwan group and Abu Shadi, who filled the literary world in 

Egypt with their theorizations on poetry and their attacks on the neo- 

Classical school, itfere unable to support their arguments with superior 

examples from their own poetry. The presentation of less superior poetic 

examples as paragons of excellence and modernity must have thrown the 

aesthetic standards of the reading public in Egypt into some sort of chaos; 

for it was, just like the reading public in the rest of the Arab world, 

naive and unsure of its own judgment. Had there been more contact with 

the poetic activity in other Arab countries, the exchange of ideas woulcl 

perhaps have helped to put certain applied judgments in their true 

perspective.

The poetic figure who rose to fame in the twenties and thirties in

Egypt was that of Ahmad Zaki Abu Shadi (1892-1955)° He is regarded as a
2pioneer and a great innovator in m o d e m  Arabic poetry. Looked at in 

perspective, Abu Shadi's contribution to the development of modern Arabic 

poetry in Egypt was great and valuable. Recent writers in Egypt have 

tried to re-assess his role and to give him his place in the story of this
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development* The most important of these writers are *Abd al-Munfim al- 

Khafajiv ‘Abd al-‘Aziz al-Dusuqi and Kamal Nash'at in their above-mentioned 

hooks, and M. Mandur.^ Mandur and Hash'at have applied some sound critical 

concepts to their study of his poetry and have therefore been able to 

detect, to a large extent, the many faults with which his poetry was
4 f <afflicted* A. al-Dusuqi and A.Khafaji, on the other hand, gave him a 

higher poetic value than he really achieved.

During his life time Abu Shadi's poetic contribution was the object
5 6 of both praise and violent attack* To counteract the critical onslaught

on him he found it necessary to write lengthy introductions to several of

his diwans in which he explained his ideas on poetry and defended his

poetic methods* To these were added many articles by his critic friends,

mostly in praise of his poetry* However, the halo of greatness with which

his poetry was invested was out of proportion with his true merit as a poet*

His lack of real creative achievement was proved, during his life-time, by

the fact that he was relatively unknown as a poet of note in the Arab world 
7outside Egypt, although the Arab world was at that time, i*e* in the 

twenties, thirties and forties, most eager to draw from the well of the 

Egyptian literary contribution*

However, Abu Shadi's service to Arabic poetry in Egypt was 

considerable if his critical writings on poetry, his spirit and his general 

activity in the field were considered*

Abu Shadi came from a distinguished family* His mother may have
8 9been a poet and his father was a poet and a dilettante in whose weekly

10 -  literary salon prominent poets like Mutran and £Iafiz as well as other
11 -prominent men of letters gathered* The young Abu Shadi grew up to love

literature and poetry* He did his secondary schooling at al-Tawfiqiyyah
12 13 school between 1905-9° This school was directed by an Englishman

and taught all subjects in English with the exception of the Arabic
14language which was taught by two Sheikhs* After graduating from this
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— — 15school, Ahu Shadi spent a year at the Egyptian medical college hut

emotional troubles at home forced him to go abroad where he travelled for 
16a year. In 1912 he went to England where he studied medicine in London

17graduating as a specialised dootor in bacteriology*

Very early in life Abu Shadi displayed great literary activity. As
18early as 1908, when the poet was sixteen years of age, the first volume

~ iof Qatrah min Yara fi fl-Adab wa Tl-I.jtima was published, to be followed

in 1909 "by the second volume* This book was a collection of his earliest
19poems and of some prose articles* A precocious outlook on life and

literature is shown* Moreover the universal attitude reveals great
—  20 courage and ambition* His first diwan was Anda* al-Fa.jr, (1910)*

Between this diwan and his last, Min al-Sama*, published in New York in
211949? he issued at least fifteen diwans some of which were collections

22 23 of selected poems* He also published several long poems separately,

and has, moreover, four more unpublished diwans which he wrote during the
24last years of his life, four operas and some long stories in verse*

Few poets anywhere are as prolific* His diwan Al-Shafaq al-Baki 

is a formidable collection in two volumes of 1,336 pages, which includes 

several articles on poetry and on Abu Shadi himself* Abu Shadi is
25described to have been able to write verse with great ease and speed*

This might help in part to explain why his poetry never attained a high
26 „ level* He seems to have published everything he wrote. If Abu Shadi

still lives on, it is by virtue of the great poetic energy he displayed

during his life-time, not because of artistic merit* Apart from his

courage, from the nobility of spirit his poetry displays, and the

fundamentally passionate mind behind it, his abundant verse offers little

benefit to the modern poet* He belonged to that finely tempered class of

people who found the rough edges of a quickly changing life unbearable*
27In 1946 after many literary disappointments among which the closing down 

of the Apollo magazine was the most damaging, his emigration to America
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put an end to his Egyptian activity,, Perhaps this is the first protest of

its kind made hy a modern Arab poet against the roughness of the literary 
28world around him.

The role of Abu Shadi as an enlightened writer on the modern poetic

concept was considerable* He insisted, as early as 1909>that there was
29a great need for a new kind of poetry* This proves again that a change

was urgently needed in Arabic poetry as early as the first decades of this

century* It also shows the informed guidance of Mutran, Abu Shadi's

teacher and friend, on the young poet as well as the influence of Abu ShadiTs

early education in English literature*

In his Qatrah min Yara‘his concept of poetry is clearly stated* He

never contradicted it in his later writings* He declared that through

poetry we discover the secrets of existence* It is the expression of the

spirit of the universe, and reveals its greatness and beauty* However,

this should not mean that the poet's interest must be limited to great and

universal issues to the neglect of all other elements in life* For

everything in the universe is a fit subject for poetry if the poet has the
30right reaction to it* This same idea was expounded later on by al-‘Aqqad

31as has been discussed above*
* - ipTo Abu Shadij, a poet must be sincere in what he says* In the

introduction to Al-Shu*lah he enlarges on this theme explaining that truth

in poetry should be limited to the veracity of feeling and imagination*
33There are no 'poetic' facts to be asserted in poetry*

He showed great independence of mind when he treated, also as early 

as 1909; the subject of music in poetry. Music, he admitted,might be 

important to most poetry* However, it is not an essential element, for 

the essence of poetry lies in the expression of life and the mystical 

interpretation of the universe* Later on he takes up this idea again, 

and says that those who insist on music as the most important element in a 

poem because it benumbs the senses and can creep easily into the emotionsy
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are nothing hut primitive minds., Cultured and serene minds are captivated

by the imagery of a poem, and it should suffice that poetry he rich in
35imagery without the aid of the 1 artifice * of music.

A mature and immensely progressive concept of the unity of a poem 

is given hy him also as early as 1909» is the concept of the inseparahl

and integral unity between form and content. This important idea was 

expounded again by al-fAqqad, as we have seen. Abu Shadi insisted that a 

poem must be assessed as a whole and not in its component elements. In his 

opinion, it is impossible to separate these elements or to change the wordin 

of a verse without changing its meaning. For a poet composes the poem as
36

a whole, and contemplates it as a whole, considering no element in isolation

He also called for the modernization /h e called it Egyptianization

sometimes/ poetry and its language.^ Modern poets, in his opinion,

must be free to express themselves even if they deviated from well-known

ideas and themes. When a poet has achieved a good knowledge of the

language, he must be able to feel free to express his psychological and 
39emotional tensions. Moreover, he must be able to adapt the language, 

metres and rhymes to suit the subject of his poem.^ The idea of a poet 

as prophet to his people is discussed by him in al-Shafaq al-Baki. The
41

poet, being sensitive and responsive, must appreciate his responsibility and

must have an altruistic and noble aim to poetry, whether that aim is
42humanitarian, national or religious.

Although Abu Shadi began his critical career very early in the 

century in Qatrah min Yara*and resumed it with vigour after his return from 

England in 1922, he did not make as strong an impact in the first three 

decades as the Diwan group. This was due firstly to his gentle manner and 

his tendency to compromise and appease his contemporaries. He was a 

refined gentleman and his spiritual dimensions were wide and lofty. Even 

when attacks on him by al-*Aqqad and his followers in the late twenties and 

early thirties became oppressive and detrimental, he was never able to match
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the ruthless violence of his haters* In the field of criticism the Diwan 

group had a louder voice and a more drastic aim: to destroy the well-

fortified trenches of neo-Classicism and to bring in a new concept of 

poetry* Their rejection of firmly established traditions in poetry was 

dogmatic and decisive* Abu Shadi, while his theories were avant-garde, 

recognised many basically good qualities in the neo-Classical masters and

Shauqi was made the president of the Apollo society and magazine founded by
_  4 3Abu Shadi in 1932* Abu Shadi did not recognise the fact that to

introduce new concepts a total destruction of opposite concepts was

imperative*^

young aspirant, but they were gestures that might have developed into the 

more mature knowledge of the tools and means of the true artist* Looking 

at his earliest poems in Qatrah min Yara*one finds a greater cohesion and 

solidarity of style then than in much of his later poetry;

One would agree here that the style is not yet particularly powerful, and 

would suspect, without much difficulty, that the poet’s linguistic back

ground was not particularly solid, but this might be excused by the poet’s 

youth at this time* There is little in this piece or in the rest of his 

earlier work to predict the confused and rather feverish spirit which 

consumed his later attitudes and the weak structure which dominated his 

poetry on the whole* However, one can see the indiscriminate fascination 

with variety, the insistence on quantity which multiplied itself with the 

years in a continuous effort to versify the whole of life around him* In 

this he advanced to new freedoms and was able to drive home the point that

Abu Shadi began his poetic career with the naive gestures of the

45

6 ̂  yf j\* f. £ ■
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poetry 'belonged to wider spheres than the traditionalism of neo-Classicism 

in Arabic allowedo But the benefit that might have been drawn from his 

wide exploration of poetic methods and themes was checked by the limitation 

of the poetic talent behind therm

In some of his earliest poetry in Qatrah a strongly Romantic element 

appears:
t tj—-AJ I

■>!**• ^   ̂ -!_s=*p d£u£UsJJ

— J-'jr

\---------- ^ 4 7 ---- ^ ^
His poemMal-Ma1ihul" is another example of such Romantic gestures., In a

letter to Khafaji in 1952 Abu Shadi comments admiringly on this poem* saying

that Mutran liked it very much, too5 then, wondering how he was able to

write it, says that it must have been due to his early education in English
43literature as well as to the literary atmosphere in which he grew up0

The effect of some readings in Classical or neo-Classical poetry is 

also shown in the style of the following poem:

 ̂ U,' " 1 *|1..1  ̂ I sAaajki td ft JasX' jjo I,/ 49

<jslyJs JL^Ji \ JJl d____
In Anda' al-Fa.jr, too, the same effect can be detected in some poems:

3 1, .. 1, u> J  1 *«)- — rJ I IS «iJ l \m ijj j L — , I., 1 -0 lw->J I  ̂ J ' ,  5 0
31 LjJ aJ— ilyj>

3̂ » n.'Sfij .   ̂̂ l ...dsj 1 j.— — \ji kZ*a* lo I * Ut̂X1

3/ J , ■■—  —  ■-; d J   ̂ ^  j* L-«— — — — « J  A.  ^ J 1  O w j
31 ■— >*jjn —̂ -*aj 1 31̂1 ^jo (J 1  *■'■' Lirf-0 Jj J , ll̂J I
3̂ I —S"J I ̂ yj 1 d— • . I.jflil. I j» V ^
Even later on he does produce some poetry free from his typical stylistic 

weaknesses, but only when he is in the grip of the Classical style:
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This, however, does not continue and the ahsurd use of words which is 
typical of Abu Shadi’s mature poetry quickly appears again;

The discrepancy between Abu Shadi’s earliest attempts at poetry and

his later verse is a phenomenon which accompanies the poetic development

of many lesser poets who, under the influence of their youthful readings

of great poetry, and pressed by the emotional tendency of yquth, may write
some acceptable verse, then discover their lack of talent * The best
example of such an experience is al -Marini ■> But Abu Shadirs story is
not exactly identical with Al-Mazini’s*

A close study of Abu Shadi’s poetry might convince the critic that
the poet’s creativity experienced a certain kind of divergence during his
ten years sojourn in Britain.. Abu Shadi*s basic study of Arabic may not

have been particularly strong, despite his father’s literary salon and

the literary culture it may have been capable of transmitting* His
schooling was done mostly in English* The sheikhs who taught the Arabic

53language at the school are said to have been very learned, but they 

might not have been able to transmit enough knowledge to the young student 

whose fondness for English literature was great from his earliest youth* 
Neither his prose nor his poetry in Qatrah min Yara* show very strong 
linguistic roots* His life later, in a completely English atmosphere, 
his marriage to an English woman and his continued readings of English 

authors might have weakened his hold on the Arabic language and disinte
grated his poetic and linguistic instinct. This may have been especially 
felt because his subject matter was enlarged to embrace a very wide area 

of experience and knowledge for which the Arabic poetic idiom was not yet
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to a lesser degree, Shukri suffered from the same poetic weaknesses which 

were also probably caused by a premature attempt to change the poetic idiom* 

He also shared with Abu Shadi a similar cultural background*

There is little to be gained in summing up the faults of any bad 

literary contribution when it has hardly called for imitation* However,

several writers on him tried to sum up his poetic faults and it is generally
- 54agreed that Abu Shadi’s poetry lacks a harmony of meaning, is devoid of

55emotional effectiveness, and shows a frequent weakness of style and
56 57language, as well as of the music of verse. The worst of his poetic

58faults is perhaps the sudden drop in level at the end of a verse* This

is usually caused either by the difficulty of finding an appropriate rhyme

or because the poet finishes the meaning before the end of the verse and

then fills up the remaining feet. This fault does not seem to have troubled

him in his earlier verse, but is a constant fault in his poetry after his
59return from England* There are numerous examples of this and other 

weaknesses;

the rhyme as it adds nothing to the meaning but rather distracts from it* 

A banality of meaning is shown also in the following;

60
where the word f oi JLkf seems to have been used merely for the sake of

lo Luiw ijS d— ijZj ̂ -5 ̂ J  jjP 3k—2*0 (J .>4 I

.I..-c-hw- (J4s 'j-Ss&iI

J i 0° (jT*

and in this where the weakness of language is very apparent;

Worse even are the following where no logical meaning can be deduced;
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Ahmad al-Shayib compares the similarity in meaning of a verse hy Atm Shadi 

and another by Dik al-Jinn al-Himsi, hut does not notice the great difference
f r / i

in the quality of poetry between the two verses. This ir> Dik al-Jinn's

verse;
— ~— 1 j—jt-Lu. tdJ ^  o jkt-

and Abu Shadi*s verse;
' ■ ■„* I W < i >> I b  CliO dpL«J A ‘ *̂  J *^9^3 1 r“ ‘}j  ijW

A weakness of construction and a prosaic style are detected in the following;
J 3 ------------------------------------ d Z  j \ $  O -------f ^ > .  ^  j J l  d J b li^p  6 5

J3 - - - - - - - <j;- - 9 ^ o ) U  QŜ Z------- \- - - - (JLZ 4 9  f c & J  I O f " * '
J p  . ^  I <3_jJpjJ jy ^  dJ 1 (Jp-A-S*

and in this where the use of the word "matbu*” ( {3 ) ±s absurd;

-------U j l  i l l j- iu s j 'ia«w \----- L̂ C eJVaS L  ^
and in this where the word " sakan" ( ) does not seem to have a

place after "fann" ( ̂  j, );

u îuJ I * ** “*  ̂ij?  ̂***...  .»■ < 1 .. ■. Sj^io i
His elegy on Naji contains many examples of extremely bad poetry,^

Nash’at is unable to contain his astonishment at the following verse;
J -------------------J-----^  ^ ^  a fry

There are numerous examples of this and other weaknesses in Abu Shadi*s 
70abundant verse. An interesting observation pointed out by Nash*at was

the influence of his thinking in English on his poetry, Nash*at gives many

examples of his foreign use of the adjective and of his frequent attempt
71at expressing specific meanings of English words in Arabic, This might

help to illustrate how Abu Shadi seems to have lost hold of the poetic

expression after his return from England, It might also explain Mutran’s

comment on him in the introduction to his diwan Atyaf al-Rabi* s ”This poet,,*

took the Arab concept of language by surprise, surpassing in this the

boldest of innovators, without heeding the fact that this concept is very
72slow to change
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His originality and his continous search for novelty, as well as his love of

art must have prompted him to write his operas. He did that with the hopov

it seems, of introducing poetry and music to the stage. There was a strong

tradition of poems written by serious and famous poets, which were set to
71music and sung, usually by the Arab world's most famous singers. But 

the art of the opera was completely unkown in Arabic although stage singing,

though on a lower artistic line, was popular in the Arab world, especially
74 -in Egypt. It is not surprising, therefore, that Abu Shadi should have

attempted this kind of verse. He wrote four operas which he sometimes

called musical tragedies, or stories for music, or operas "‘abarat". They

were; Ihsan, "an Egyptian tragedy for music", Ardashir wa gayat al-Nufus,

"a love story for music", Al-Aliha, "a symbolic opera of three acts", and

Al-Ziba' Malakat Tadmur, "a great historic opera of four acts", all in 1927,

It is indicative of the new need felt in the late twenties for a

change from lyrical poetry,the one type of poetry best known in Arabic, to

a poetry read or sung on the stage that Abu Shadi attempted writing opera

in verse in the same year in which Shauqi started his dramatic career, 1927°

But it needed a greater talent than Abu Shadi's, a more advanced

musical art and a more sophisticated audience to achieve success in this

attempt. It is strange that Mandur finds it hard to understand the reason
~ - 75for the failure of Abu Shadi's operas, although he admits to one of these

elements: that the poetry in these operas is of the same quality as his
rt /* ry r? *7 0

lyrical poetry on the whole- unpolished, and prosaic. However,

Abu Shadi's desire to introduce this art into Arabic should be regarded not

only as a personal ambition, but also as an ambition for introducing finer
79cultural values into his own national culture.

Abu Shadi attempted another form of versification: writing long

stories in verse. This is another proof of his immense tendency to versify

the whole of life and experience. He might have been influenced in his
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nanatives by Mutran’s more successful narrative poems0 However, Abu Shadi rs
80narratives, scattered in some of his diwans or published separately, such

8 1  f  —as his long narratives Maha (1926) and *Abdu Bek (1927) did not succeed 

in confirming this art in Arabic poetry, firstly because of their poor 

artistic value, and secondly because social and psychological conditions in 

the Arab world were directing poetry at that time towards the expression of 

long suppressed emotions and less inhibited personal experience0 Personal

emotions had to be released in poetry before the element of emotion could 

pave its way to veracity and a liberation of the true experience.. Arabic 

poetry in some fields in the twenties and thirties passed its most introvert 

period in modern times and a great tendency to introspection and self-analysi 

was shown*

The spirit of experiment in Abu Shadi also prompted him to attempt 

innovation in the form of poetry<> Xt has been shown how Zahawi and then
O ̂

Shukri wrote some blank verse* Abu Shadi also wrote several poems in 

blank verse, and, like the other two, kept the two hemistich form which has

an intrinsic artistic need for rhyme, as has been discussed when assessing
RA —Shukri!s experiment. Another equally unsuccessful attempt was Abu Shadi'

experiment with what he called ’free verse* ( j— pJaiH ) or (j—
It must be stated at the outset that Abu Shadi's conception of free verse

has nothing to do with the newer concept of free verse in Arabic poetry in

the fifties and after, where the freedom is essentially a freedom from the

two hemistich form in all its structures which also include some muvashshah

forms* The poet here decides his own form using as many feet 'tafa*!!'

as he finds fit in each line of the poem while keeping to the same metre*

Abu Shadifs experiment mixed in the same poem several metres; his"Tarnimat

Atun" is a flagrant example of this abortive experiment* The lack of

harmony in the flow of verses is violently repellent to the ear and is

completely devoid of artistic merit;

On 
m
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There were other attempts in the twenties and thirties to use several 

metres in the same poem, hut they all failed., The attempt of these poets, 

however, none of whom was particularly talented, show the need that was 

being felt at that early period to bring about a change in the poetic form* 

Various experiments in form would now be attempted, but success was not to 

be achieved before the end of the forties„ Several reasons account for 

this, Firstly, one might suggest, Arabic poetry was not yet ready, from 

an artistic point of view, for such a change earlier in the century. The 

two hemistich form had arrived at its greatest strength in modern times after 

the poetic Revival at the hands of Shauqi and other contemporaries in Egypt, 

Lebanon, Syria and Iraq, It had therefore to wait until such strength 

could exhaust itself by multitudinous repetitions, and until the accumulation 

of a modern stock vocabulary and modern stock phrases would become a 

hindrance to creativity as these stock words and expressions found easy 

access to the traditional form. It is true that owing to a quickly 

changing sensibility and quickly evolving attitudes and concepts (compared 

with Classical periods), stock words and expressions were rapidly becoming 

old fashioned, particularly because many of them had been already borrowed 

from older poetry. Here one cannot over-estimate the vitality and 

importance of foreign poetry, especially Western, in establishing such a
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change in the sensibility of the modern Arab poet. But despite the 

comparative speed with which a change of sensibility was being achieved, it 

had to arrive at maturity and real liberation from the sanctimony of the 

old form of the two hemistichs before a change of form could be attained.

a longer experience.

Secondly, Arabic poetry, before effecting a change in form, had to 

bring itself, through changes in language, attitude, tone, theme and emotion, 

to a contemporaneous level. This is why some experiments in Romanticism 

and Symbolism, in the thirties and forties achieved success, and new fields 

and horizons were opened for poetry before a change in form was attempted 

with success.

Thirdly, the change in form had to wait, not only for an opportune 

moment in the artistic development of poetry, but also for the rise of groat 

poetic talents at whose hands such a change could be realised.

Abu Shadi’s experiment in blank and free verse was therefore 

unsuccessful. The worst attempt he made was to combine blank and free 

verse in one poem;

This liberation (one might call it boredom or saturation) needed time, and

mutaqarab

tawil

mu.itatij ( ) g? ilL %-J \3kw*iu*

<ui> o

basit

mu.jtath I ( (_.> loI 'j (jAJ ̂  ̂ I lO-' Is

mu,jtat|i

basit
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Abu Sha&i is using above fixed divisions of verses and half verses and is

not varying the feet at will. The modern free verse does not recognise

such an arrangement and liberates itself completely from the fixed divisions

of verses and half verses* This is why only metres based on one "taf*llah"

(pure or simple metres) are generally used in free verse as will be explained

later on. Abu Shadi’s attempt, therefore, is very limited in scope and is not

synonymous with the modern experiment*

It must be stated here that the obscure (and unsuccessful) attempt

by Ahmad Paris al-Shidyaq to introduce such novelty into poetry can hardly

be said to have influenced the twentieth century experimentalists* Al-

Shidyaq, who was a bad poet himself, wrote some four verses without rhyme

but employing three different metres, "because of his anxiety to introduce
90a novelty; ^ ^  J

khafif A ...... —  1 c m b  ~ < j , . < j  el.i.fr 1 d f - h *

kaijti 1 ii.1—JA; j c1! I JJlI I 1

t awi 1  ̂ j wuJ ̂ .? V- ̂   ̂ ^ h. * IpJ ̂

 ̂-L—J-iw Jj ‘S3" i j f  ^
then he ceased, apparently convinced of the shamness of the experiment*

However, it is difficult to link this nineteenth century experiment with

that of Abii Shadi and his contemporaries*

The fact that al-Shidyaq had previously made an insignificant

attempt at this kind of verse is hardly grounds for Nash’at to hail him as
91a pioneer in the field* His attempt remained an isolated and remote 

adventure made at a time when poetry needed, not the introduction of 

novelties, but the confirmation of its basic Classical elements and the 

return to its more healthy roots*

The experiments of Shukri and Abu Shadi are significant because 

firstly they reflect a real and persistent search among twentieth century 

Arab poets for a change of form and secondly because they were the beginning 

of a series of contimKms experiments which finally culminated in success
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at the end of the forties- Otherwise, these experiments did not contribute 

any permanent benefit to the question of form in Arabic poetry because they 

were completely unsuccessful- But experiments would go on in the thirties 

and forties in both blank verse and free verse of Abu Shadi*s type in which 

many metres were employed in the same poem, sometimes combining the two.

* It is not certain whether the attempts of such established and highly 
talented poets like Shauqi, Idycv Abu ladi and Ilyas Abu Shabakah at 
employing more than one meter in the same poem were inspired by Abu Shadi's 
call topootc to use his version of free verse- However, these superior 
poets, in their experiments, never ventured beyond the boundaries of art 
and good taste- Shauqi resorted in his plays to the method of changing his 
metres for apparent dramatic purposes, hoping to portray, through the change 
in rhythm and music, a change of mood or topic employed in the dialogue.
He was not always successful, but that was for dramatic failures- Ilya 
Abu Ma$i might well have got his inspiration from the Apollo experiments, 
for he wrote a poem in 1933 and published it in Egypt itself, a significant 
gesture in view of the presence of other periodicals in al-Mahjar itself as 
well as in the rest of the Arab world- This was his poem "Al-Sha*ir wa 
*1-Sultan al-Ja'ir" mentioned above-92 other Mali jar poets used more than 
one metre in the same poem among whom Gibran is a good example in his 
Mawakib- In Lebanon, Ilyas Abu Shabakah gave a most successful example 
of this in his poem ”Al~Salat al-Hamra'"93 and others- In Egypt itself,
All Mahmud 'Paha wrote two poems in this style, as will be discussed. 

Hov/ever, these experiments are not at all identical with Abu Shadifs 
experiments, nor can they be classified in the same category. These poets 
made sure that the same metre was used in consecutive verses long enough to 
ensure a sustained rhythm, before they attempted to change it- Moreover, 
the change usually accompanied a certain change in the mood of the poem.
They employed the two hemistich form, kept the caesura at the end of the 
verses, and employed full rhyme patterns, including the monorhyme- But 
answering the call of Abu Shadi to use his version of 'free verse', the 
Lebanese Khalil Shaybub ( 13̂ 1 —-"1951 ) published his poem "Al-Shira*” in 1932- 
Like Abu Shadi, Shaybub used several metres, changing them often, but 
unlike him he used rhymes, varying them at will- The important thing is 
that he tends in this poem and in a similap one entitled "Al-Hadiqah al- 
Mayyitah wa '1-Qasr al~Bali" and published in 1943, to keep on writing in 
the same metre over several lines using meanwhile different numbers of feet 
from line to line, thus producing a piece within a poem of mixed metres, 
which belongs to the more modern free verse in Arabic in which the poet 
uses just one metre but varies the number of feet from line to line in 
irregular manner. Other sporadic experiments directly in this kind of 
free verse were published in Iraq even before "Al-Shira*". They were 
published in Iraqi periodicals of the twenties and after, which explains 
the fact that they have been unknown outside Iraq- Whether the Iraqi 
poets who launched modern free verse as a movement were acquainted with 
them or not is impossible to know at this stage- Yusuf (Izziddin
collected some of these in his book Ei !1-Adab al-Apabi al-Hadith,
Baghdad, 1967° In his collection the earliest recorded direct attempt at 
free verse is a little piece by Nuqula Eayyad, the well known Lebanese poet, 
which was published according to ‘Izziddin in AI-Hurriyyah magazine,
Baghdad, in 1924» Future research might prove the existence of earlierattempts-54
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Poets would start thinking consciously of the necessity of change in the

form of the Arabic poem, inspired to a great deal both by the Apollo spirit

as well as hy their readings in Western poetry, mainly Frenbh and English

Some experiments conducted in poetry even before the successful free verse

movement of the fifties took place,, showed greater sophistication and a

deeper understanding hf the question of rhythm in poetry* The technical

failure of Abu Shadi*s attempt lies mainly in his haphazard mixing of

several metres, changing from one metre to another quickly and abruptly,
95thus causing constant shocks to the rhythmic flow of the poem.

But he had other less drastic experiments in form* As early as 

Qatrah and Anda* al-Fa.jr, he showed that he was not traditionally bound to 

the monorhyme but wrote couplets and introduced other variations, often 

employing shorter metres also* His poem "Ya Amal” mentioned by both

* More sophisticated and deliberate experiments were made in the forties*
It must be stated at the outset, however, that these experiments remained 
relatively unknown to most readers* It is impossible to find out whether 
any previous experiment, from that of Fayya$ to those of the forties, did 
reaeh the hands of the young experimentaiistsin the late forties in Iraq, 
namely IT. al-Mala'ikah and Badr Shakir al-Sayyab* Aside from the 
experiments attempted or published in Iraq itself, whioh include the Iraqi 
band discussed below (pp* ^^-794)? Al-Risalah magazine reached all parts 
of the Arab world* Apollo, on the other hand, was subscribed to by the 
Iraqi ministry of education, as one reads on the covers of its later issues 
But there is no tangible proof that any of the later experimentalists, 
benefited directly from actual examples of previous experiments.

The poet who discovered the rigidity of the two hemistich form and the 
basic need for a liberation from it was the Î adrami poet 'Ali Ahmad 
Bakathir■> He had used mixed metres in his play Roireo wa Juliet, 1942, 
then discovered that both the two hemistich form and the multi-metres have 
to go if a good poetic drama were to be achieved* His next play Al-Sama* 
wa Akhnatun wa Wafor titi published in Cairo in 1943 was written in the 
mutadarak metre, in blank verse, and with varying feet in consecutive lines 
But Bakat])Jr was not a first class poet, and his well-guided experiment 
failed to attract attention on a popular scale in the Arab world*9° At 
any rate, although these experiments did not succeed, one can see how the 
continuous efforts of poets before the fifties were giving example and 
encouragement to the spirit of experimentation in poetry, were exploring 
some of the many possibilities of the poetic form in Arabic and were making 
the poetic tools more flexible and pliable all the time*
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A Dusuqi and Nash'at as a sign of innovation is merely a minor and artificial 

attempt at using one "taf*llah" in each hemistich* To he ahle to do this 

Abu Shadi had to rhyme both hemistichs, ending each hemistich with an 

unvowelled letter;

J ifil l.» ,F — a J— o I h \ 99
J__ L - 1

" 1

(j* or-'*'* -  V ^ — r
<3°-̂  ^ -  A —  i

0° t-5 a_—i L — j ̂

A word with a vowelled letter at the end would have joined the two hemi

stichs and made of.them half a verse, ” sha£rah", thus;

(J.m. . ' J31*- h JJSĴ  h J— ^»5J\ L Ĵ Ajl 6Lj(c> L

Abu Shadi is regarded as an innovator in the language of poetry*

But although he might have confirmed the idea that poetry should approach, 

as far as possible, the language of speech and liberate itself from the 

hold of the language in Classical verse which dominated the poetry of the 

neo-Classical school, his poetry was not powerful enough to exert any direct

influence* His simplicity of language and his more modern expressions,
—  101even as early as Qatrah min Yara* are usually remarkably non-poetic*

An attempt at analysing the causes for his general weakness of style,

especially in his more mature poetry has been made above* One can only

repeat here the suggestion that although Abu Shadi1s education in Western

literature preserved him from the imitation of traditional methods, as 
102Nash’at says, it also weakened his hold on the language and disintegrated

his poetic context* He wanted to translate the whole human experience
103with which he came in contact either directly or through his readings, 

into poetry, and neither the poetic tools at that early period, nor his own 

poetic endowment could allow such an ambitions objective*

However, Abu Shadi’s love for and approach to nature show a marked 

change from the concept of nature in Classical and neo-Classical poetry.
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He called it 'mother nature1 s

M ,51) * 1  u j \  j  ^  J  J > \  1 0 4

M__________6 J '̂1 " ôJj)

and found in it inspiration and ecstacy, solace and refuge* It is possible

that Abu Shadiy in his earlier poetry on nature before his departure to

England; was influenced by Gibran's early writings on nature* However, it

has been mentioned that Abu Shadi in Qatrah min Yara* xvrote about several

English Romantic poets and it is more plausible that he was influenced by

their attitude to nature* Mash'at is right when he decides that Abu Shadi

is the pioneer of the poetry of nature in Egypt, but one cannot agree with him

that it was simply Mutran's poem 'kl-Masa'"which decided his trend,

although it is probably true that this was the first poem of its calibre to
*1 0f5be written in Egypt* In Abu Shadi there is a veneration for nature and

a mystical fusion with it* He also believed in pantheism through his love

for nature and it is in his poems on nature that his Romantic trend appears

at its strongest, confirming the Romantic trend that was quickly taking hold

of the poets in the second and third decades*

Abu Shadi's choice of themes was unconventional, and, answering to the

poet's attitude of 'largesse' and love of life in all its aspects, they were

varied and reflected both Romantic and Realistic experiences* A passion

for woman combines a love for her physical beauty and a deep veneration for 
107her womanhood* In both prose and poetry his veneration for woman was

exemplary^ 1̂ and a great contrast to the superficial traditional interest in 

woman's physical attributes* It has been discussed how Shauqi's best love 

poetry was that written in his dramatic plays, and how the public role which 

poets like Shauqi played in their society hindered the poet from a personal 

expression of his feelings* Abu Shadi marks a sudden deviation, a sudden 

break with old concepts, achieved naturally and spontaneously in his earliest 

poetry and prose* In fact, there is nothing in his later poetry which does 

not find its seeds in his earliest contribution before his culture had
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widened, enough to show the overwhelming influence of foreign poets which it 

showed later* This is why Mutran's early patronage of the young poet must 

have "been a major influence on his life and poetry, as he himself 

ackno wl edged.

Abu Shadi was the first Egyptian poet who resorted to the Greek and

ancient Egyptian mythology* Greek mythology had been introduced in Arabic

by Sulaiman al-Bustani, the translator of the Iliad. Abu Shadi wrote in

poetry many of the stories of Greek and old Egyptian mythology. But it must

be stated at the outset that Abu Shadi!s use of old mythology (just like that

of his contemporaries such as Shaflq al-Ma‘luf) was not Symbolic, as it
110became in the fifties, and did not enrich the meaning of the poems*

There is no more scope to discuss Abu ShadiTs lesser innovations, for

their influence was negligible* The symbolic trend which Nash’at discusses,
- - 111deciding that Abu Shadi was its pioneer in Egypt, never really matured in

his poetry and was not developed in Arabic poetry in Egypt as a continuation

of the poet's attempts*

Abu Shadi's greatest contribution to the poetic movement in Egypt was

his founding and editing of the Apollo magazine which was dedicated to

poetry* It is symbolic of the great conflict in the literary world in

Egypt of the time that this magazine was not allowed to live for more than

two years. Its cessation came ironically at the hands of the leader of the

first avant-garde generation in Egypt, al~fAqqad, assisted by such followers

as Sayyid Qutb and others* As for Abu Shadi it is a mark of his enormous
dedication

■x- f _A.Dusuqi brings forth the assumption that Abu Shadi was influenced by the
Diwan group and not by Mutran* But Abu Shadi is the only Egyptian poet of
his generation who shows signs of independence before the Diwan group
appeared on the scene* There is every reason to believe that he would have
continued this kind of growth outside the traditions of contemporary poetry
in Egypt even had the Diwan group never existed, for his long sojourn in
England and his habit of extensive reading would have assured the persistence
of such a trend. Dusuqi, moreover, has no legitimate argument in assuming
that, despite Abu Shadi's assertions to the contrary, Mutran had no true
influence on him* For the young adolescent poet who wrote Qatrah and
Anda ' al-Fajr before the first decade was over had been most certainly
directed and encouraged to proceed on his way* Dusuqi's conclusions show
bias and prejudice* ̂ 9
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to the cause of poetry, of his abounding energy and his enlightened

tolerance that he was able to stimulate such a poetic vitality around him

and confirm the idea of poetry as a permanent individual and cultural

adventure to be sought for its intrinsic qualities of beauty and noble

elevation and not as an easy means of propoganda and exhibitionism* His

failure to propagate this energy and continue his message might have been

partly due to the violent rejection of egocentric fanatics like al-tAqqad,

partly to the fact that he did not produce a poetry powerful enough to

impose his mark on the situation* Added to these is the fact that he

was basically an outsider, right from the first expressions of his creativity

As a human being he did not belong in any true sense of the word to his
112immediate society* His world was more refined, more basically idealistic

and cultured than the noisy world with which he had to contend* His basic 

freedom was a freedom not from the moral or religious mores of his generation 

but from the literary, emotional, spiritual and rational restraint of his 

period* His natural and spontaneous rejection, even from adolescence, of 

established attitudes and concepts of life around him facilitated his quick 

assimilation of Western attitudes and ideas* His fascination with freedom, 

beauty, nature, progress and life in general shows the deep influence of 

English Romantics, such as Keats with his fascination with beauty, Shelley 

with his belief in the power of love, Byron with his glorification of 

freedom, Wordsworth with his spiritual communication with nature, etc* But 

it was this affinity he achieved with the Western mind that was his undoing

as a poet* For it not only isolated him culturaly from his contemporaries

on many levels of consciousness, but presented him also with a whole range 

of values and ideals to translate into poetry* For these he did not find 

the right vocabulary, because he was leaning on a Western approach* This, 

basically, was the rook on which his creativity foundered* Seen in this 

light?his failure appears to be the result of a clash in cultural attitudes 

and concepts which assaulted him too early in life and before his grasp on 

the poetic idiom of his own language had established itself* To this can
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be added, several other factors Firstly the speed with which he wrote 

and the apparently complete disinterest in revising his work* Secondly 

the example he had in the poetry of Shuleri which was afflicted with

the same poetic faults, although to a lesser degree, but which nevertheless 

received acknowledgement and critical praise by two of the most prominent 

critics of poetry in the second decade, al-‘Aqqad and al-Mazini* Thirdly 

the great emphasis which was laid on content in poetry in the second and 

third decades as opposed to the neo-Classical fascination with form and 

language, which led to a conscious neglect of these two important elements 

in poetry* Fourthly the Romantic dilution and verbosity which accompanied 

much of the Romantic poetry and helped towards a neglect, even towards a 

certain amount of ignorance,concerning the importance of compression and 

economy in the poetic style* The fact that the outpouring of Abu Shadi1s 

poetic creativity was hampered by such faults was unfortunate in the extreme*
(ii).Tho Apollo Society an<3-the-Romantic- Current in Egypt

The idea of founding a society for poetry in Egypt had pre-occupied
-  113 Abu Shadi’s mind for many years* When it was finally formed it counted

among its members most of the younger generation of poets and writers on

poetry in Egypt* Their mouthpiece was the Apollo magazine mentioned above..

which was dedicated to poetry and was the first magazine of its kind in the

Arab world* The society, although making it its policy right from the

beginning to appease all the poets in Egypt, and even going so far as to

make Shauqi the head of the Apollo society (a last honour to the great bard

just before he died), invited experiment and encouraged all kinds of

innovations including innovations in form which were very radical* The

society, however, was not formed on the basis of any one definite poetic 
114school* The only concept its members agreed upon was the call for

115innovation and liberation from fossilised poetic traditions* Talking

retrospectively about the society, Abu Shadi said that the unifying idea
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*■behind, the formation of the Apollo society was that fine authentic poetry

should express the feelings of the poet authentically and artistically* and

must neither be banal nor repetitive.. In the light of this definition*

he concluded, the society could include many trends and poetic schools.

It was possible for the Apollo school, in his opinion, to be therefore one

of the richest poetic "schools" of any time, because it mobilised and united

many "excellent" talents , The creative poets whom it brought together

followed diverse poetic trends; Symbolism, Surrealism, Romanticism,

Realism, etc., although rarely did any one poet amongst them completely
116follow any one school in particular..

In Abu Shadi*s statement above one can detect the loose conception 

of terms in Egypt at the time.. Eor there were no real Symbolic or 

Surrealist trends in Egypt during the early thirties. What he is trying 

to describe here, however, is probably the simultaneous onslaught of Western 

poetic concepts and schools, developed in the West over a long time, on the 

educated young aspirants of poetry at the time. Arabic poetry, after 

having secured a link with the Classical poetry was looking now for a new 

level of creativity, and was trying to find in the Western poetic experiment 

models to imitate and explore. Although a kind of Romantic trend was to 

take hold on many poets in the thirties and forties in the Arab world, 

several other experiments would be attempted simultaneously, as will be 

discussed.

The poetic condition in the thirties was described by the Tunisian

poet Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi. Writing an introduction to Abu Shadi*s

diwan, Al-Yunbu \  entitled"Al-Adab al- Arabi fi '1- A§r al-Hadir" , ho

declares that the thirties are characterised by a great mixture of cultures

unparalleled yet in the history of any poetry and has come, more than any
117other period, under the influence of foreign literatures. The result

* Abu Shadi calls it ’school*, a wrong term here in the light of the fact 
that he admits they did not belong to any one school of poetry. However, 
a Romantic 'school* of poetry, if 'school* could be used rather loosely 
here, formed itself around the society and its magazine, but the poets 
who contributed to the magazine and participated in the activities of 
the Society were not all Romantics,
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was those many trends we find in Arabics poetry at the present time. These

trends are; 1 „ The imaginative trend, which does not regard the poet a

good poet except when his poetry is an enchanted world of shadows and images?

of light and shade<> 2„ The Symbolic trend which demands that the poet

talk to people from beyond the clouds and insists on a delicious? ambiguous

and musical language .»„ 3« The philosophic trend which understands the

poet to be nothing but a philosopher with definite views which do not yield

to change as the poet’s mood changes «=. 4° The revolutionary trend which

demands that the poet’s words have the effect of a storm that shakes life
-*

in its depths „. „ 5° The [metaphysical Jtrend? which demands that the

poet talk of what secrets lie in that unknown world carried in the heart of

man, that could explain his eternal servitude to life and his eternal

rebellion against its tyrannical laws, and talk on the profundity of life

and death, existence and annihilation. 6„ The historic trend which

insists that poetry should be a living picture of the people's customs,

myths, dreams and developmentso 7° The political trend, which demands

that the poet be a leader to his people who calls them forth to life and

progress <> „ „ 8= The journalistic trend which demands that the poet write

on the problems of the day,»= 9° The erotic trend which demands that the
118poet offer himself wholly to singing woman's beauty and grace „ .»

The misconception of terms is again apparent here, for many of these

are not definite trends at all but are general terms some of which are

connected with theme in poetry,. However, this confirms the idea that

Arabic poetry in the thirties and forties was instinctively looking for new

fields of experiment and experience,, It also confirms the idea of Isma'il

Maghar that literary criticism in the mid-thirties was "in a state of great 
119confusion"=

Such was the condition of poetry in Egypt when the Apollo magazine 

was launched,, The younger generation of poets rising in Egypt in the

* Ho calls it " ’A 'A oyA\ ” (deep poetry).
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twenties had been obscured by the strong position of the Diwan group which 

was marked by a self-centered attitude» The Apollo magazine became there

fore the forum in which they displayed their creative work..

The first issue of the magazine appeared in September, 1932, and the 

last appeared in December, 1934“ All in all, twenty-five issues of the 

magazine were published,.

In his introduction to the first issue of the magazine Abu Shadi, its 

founder and editor, wrote that there was a great need for raising the status 

of Arabic poetry, helping the poets, defending their dignity and directing 

their footsteps to a healthy artistic patho The condition of poetry, he 

says, is a hateful mixture of excellence and degeneration.. A great amount 

of antagonism and futile hostilities are prevalent and a kind of idol 

worship exists* The Apollo magazine aspires therefore to raise poetry to 

its former lofty position and to achieve a spirit of brotherhood and 

co-operation among the poetso It will abstain from bestowing hollow 

titles and empty compliments on the poets, will be fortified against party

politics and conceit and will seek only to serve poetry for poetry’s own
. 120 sake o

There was no strict standard applied to the poetry that appeared in

Apollo during its short life-tiinec Very traditional poetry, some of it
121devoid of any artistic merit, was published side by side with the boldest

122poetic experiments., But a new spirit of freedom was manifested, and

the magazine did not hesitate to publish any criticism directed towards the

125

123new poetryo The enemies of Apollo were grouped into two parties; the
124 ftraditionalists on the one hand, and al- Aqqad and his group on the other.

The criticism of the traditionalists centred around the following

points; they protested against the varied experiments in form which dealt

with rhyme which the Apollo group varied or even did away with completely,
*126and with metres which they sometimes mixed in the same poem* The

protests were also directed towards the use of prose poetry as well as
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127towards the spread of Western ideas on poetry.

But the attacks of the traditionalists served only as a stimulus.

They allowed, as they did later in the fifties, for controversy and for a

chance to arrive at clearer concepts, The attacks of al-‘Aqqad and his

followers, however, were fatal; firstly, Because a l - ‘Aqqad was an innovator

himself who had already established himself in the literary world; and

secondly because these attacks were linked with politics. Politics is the

one block on which people can stumble fatally in the Middle East, Abu

Shadi was accused by a bitter and clever *Aqqad that he had been friendly

with a former corrupt government, Al-‘Aqqad had been imprisoned by that

government and it appeared to him that the very establishment of the Apollo

society and the publishing of its magazine had been especially improvised 
*123to fight him. Then, later, Abu Shadi criticised in a gentle, rather

t- 129apologetic tone, his diwan Wahy al-Arba in in the magazine, pointing out 

very delicately what faults he thought al-‘Aqqad had fallen into, and the 

battle between the Apollo group and al-‘Aqqad and his friends was now in 

full blast. Both sides tried to tearto pieces the works of the other 

group. The year 1934 saw the most bitter of literary fights imaginable, 

a fight reaching a critical state when Taha Husain, in one of his more 

impulsive moods, called a l - ‘Aqqad at a celebration given in the honour of 

the latter, the foremost poet in the Arab world, as has been mentioned 

above. These emotional and violent outbursts of hate and antagonism 

succeeded in the end in losing for modern poetry its first great magazine, 

Abu Shadi, when the magazine ran out of funds and the attack continued, 

suspended the magazine and withdrew from public life.

Why was Apollo founded at that particular time? Egypt had been 

for forty years the centre of poetic activity. It was the home of the 

greatest bard of the neo-Classical movement, Shauqi, An active and liberal 

spirit towards the poetic art had come into being. Its two main cities, 

Cairo and Alexandria, were growing rapidly in culture. Its poets and
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writers were among the first in the Arab world to study abroad and return 

to their country armed with new ideas, A great part of the history of 

Arabic poetry in the last fifty years is in part the history of its 

continuous attempts to forge a link with some foreign fields, and the 

Egyptians were among the first to do that,

Apollo*s role in the history of modern Arabic poetry was to become 

historic. Its achievements were numerous. Although it was not very 

careful about the material it published and a general air of appeasement 

hovered about it, nevertheless it was, at its core, an avant-garde and 

experimental magazine. It introduced the Arab reader to many examples 

of Western poetry through the translations it sought and published. There 

was a general spirit of gentle tolerence which, unfortunately, was not able 

to save it from falling itself a victim to the opposite kind of negative 

forces. The magazine’s patronage of emerging talents and young bards 

obscured by the overshadowing figures of the older poets was to set a 

tradition in the Arab literary world which would be followed, a few decades 

later, by other avent-garde magazines. Its encouragement of talent outside 

Egypt was a unifying element, greatly needed. Its rejection of the fashion 

of literary titles and enthronements was in antecedence to a democratic 

spirit which was to be confirmed later on, but only very gradually. The 

poets and critics of Apollo learned to respect literary comradeship. The 

magazine, Moreover, was the platform on which experiments in form took place. 

It was also the platform on which the Romantic trend in modern poetry in 

the Arab East established itself, a trend which helped the poets to arrive 

at a relative individuality and originality by which they were able to 

fight, in their limited ways, the more formal and repetitive elements of 

traditional poetry. Poetry became an aesthetic adventure sought for itself.

The Apollo magazine was above all a platform for the poetic theory. 

There was a great need for new standards and concepts. Much of what was 

written was copied from Western sources. The result was often a confusion
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between the different sources of culture as well as a confusion between the

contributors' native endowments and the use to which they were often put.

The disarray of terms and definitions was such that even an original

critic like Isma il Mazhar could not pave the way towards a clearer view of 
131the poetic field. But through the confusion ran a thread of real

creative force which tried to find its way through the throng of ideas and 
132experiments. The bolder experiments of the time were right in their

instinctive pursuit of variety, for behind them was a real artistic need

which manifested itself in the sudden and consecutive emergence in poetry

of one trend after another during the last thirty-five years. But one

thing must be emphasised heres poetic theory in the thirties far outmatched

the poetic creativity. All experiments, although answering an instinctive

need for change, were attempted according to one given theory after another.

The situation was to be reversed in the future.

Egypt could boast of several .Romantic poets who flourished in the

thirties around the Apollo citadel. It is impossible to go into the

details of their individual works, but some commentary on the achievement

of some of the more original poets is necessary in this work.

(iii) An interesting poet among them was Muhammad ‘Abd al-Mu'ti al-Hamshari
1 33(1908-1938), known as the poet of 'nature and peace’. Both his poetry

and his life reflect the Romantic mood that had settled over his generation

in Egypt. He seems to have suffered from great melancholy at the beginning 
134of his career. His poetry, on the whole, shows a vigour of phraseology

and structure that has completely escaped the kind of weakness prevalent 

in that of Shukri and Abu Shadi. He is, perhaps, the most original of all 

the poets of the Apollo group. His literary education at al-Mangurah
135 -  136secondary school where his contemporary, âlî i Jaudat, was also studying,

seems to have been adequate; for according to Jaudat, they had two capable 

teachers well versed in "poetry, literature and criticism, without having
137the narrow-sightedness of Azhar graduates nor their pedanticism". Both
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poets, moreover, were fortunate in meeting early and associating with two 

other more famous Romantics; *Ali Mahmud Taha and Ibrahim Naji, both of
-  1 3 8whom lived and worked at al-Mansurah in the late twenties. All four

poets engaged themselves diligently in reading Classical as well as foreign

literature and in getting acquainted with prominent Western authors,
139especially English. Al-Hamshari, moreover, is said to have been

influenced by the Quran, from which he got the idea for his famous long poem
„ -  f -  141Sha$i * al-A raf'J and also to have read the Bible. Long before he wrote

his poem Ŝhati, al-Afraf” which he did in intermittent stages, he read 

similar long poems such as al-‘Aqqad1s"Malhamat ShaitanV al-Zahawi’s 

"Tliaurah fi M “Jehim"and Fauzi al-Maf luf' s M<Ala Bisat al-Rihl'"^ However, 

he seems to have been influenced mainly by the best among these three long 

modern Arabic poems, namely Eauzi al-Ma‘luffs" *Ala Bisat al-Rih."
143Two years at the College of literature at Cairo University gave

144him further opportunity to study the English Romantic poets.

Al-Hamshari is interesting in several points. One is the differenc

in poetic value that can be detected between the poetry which conveys his

basic emotional and melancholic temperament and that which speaks of the

optimistic ideals which he adopted later through his readings of George
145Russel and through his work in the field of co-operative village work.

As an editor of the "Co-operative Magazine" (Ma.jallat al-Tafawun) he learnt 

to love country life and to idealise the village. This was further helped 

by his basic Romantic tendencies influenced to a great extent by the love
146of some English Romantics, especially Wordsworth, for country life.

1 4 7Jaudat calls al-Hamshari the "delineator of the village". In fact,
al-Hamshari dedicated his later energy which included his daily work, his

A /I O
prose writings and his poetry, to the promotion of country life. But

his best poetry is that which reflects his original Romantic temperament.

He has indeed some very fine poems which reveal very delicate Romantic 

emotions, a revolution in language and expression and several other genuine
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149Romantic attributes. When he wrote poetry to convey his message, he 

often failed to arrive at good results. In fact some of his verse on the 

village, its animals and life can be quite banal, even absurd. A poem 

about the ox, for example, indulges in ludicrous descriptions of that animal; 

it is described as " ^ - a &  "?

I •■W.Lig I 11 £4*̂x1 I &ju£ b I— ello ^
and as having no equal in beauty;

150
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This is completely absurd, and this is where the genuine poet can overstep

his original experiment if he becomes dedicated to an intellectual ideal.

Mandur is therefore wrong when he says that al-Hamshari1s poetic vision was
152never distorted or confused.

The seriousness which Jaudat describes to have dominated al-Hamshari’s
153attitude to poetry might be true, but again the poet's deliberate interest

in developing his art did not always meet with success. A poem on the

moon which shows a deliberation of effort indulges in similes and ends with 

a hollow moral?

i j  3 dUP 111 if....... d.. ...nJfabtife OUmO wd ̂ 154
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However, despite the artificiality of similes like ?f ty>Sj ^------s> dllS

aJj j and " U)L« jjtS ", some lovely images are

included?
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This poet can give real aesthetic joy in such poems as " UJb
156did Ad" ? ” n in which a great Romantic yearning for childhood

is portrayed, and " a «bJI ^--11 157 which embodies a great

yearning for beauty and woman. In fact this is possibly al-Hamshari's 

most perfect poem. Some couplets merit quotation here;

J 1 . ...I*ÎJ ̂ 'CrPLjUfD {J! J b ^ A J
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The revolution both in the poetic language of this poet also 
- 159recognised by Mandur,  ̂ and in his images shows authority and originality. 

This is where the Romantic experiment in Arabic poetry was, at its beginning, 

a real positive force even in poems of an escapist nature. In the above 

poem, quoted only in part, expressions such as ” \j „b* "» " ,/>b,

Jb Jdl <4?
n  tt ? ,3/1 it t» 

4 A O  ? Jl ^b-s"! ©to** are
not only very beautiful, but are also fresh and original, 

words like " ", ", ", "
it ĴibLi ft ? ̂ 0 G-j-0o ̂ a]_so new ang caidtivating. In the following stanza,

t! tt 
Ji£Ui J

The use of

* This is a relative judgment of value here. It must be remembered that 
although some of these images are now hackneyed with over-use, they were 
fresh and original at the time.
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taken, from his poem" al-*Audah"images of rare beauty suddenly bewitch the

eye and other senses;

j—..... 1 (J*0 Cjj  ̂ V.. i .. b  ̂  ̂ 1 6 1
j   «5 b*> tirf-U I (Ĵ ŜtoJ I, J \  ^

'J—   *J  ̂ 1 ^  tl I ĵijb !■■■■■ J loJ 1 o h w  ̂ Iblftj

b»..«  I ® I.. ?- wlJ b CUJt» bjj bj~dc- \ ...nili Lt-vjj. , J ̂ j b O' JSJr

The sudden reference to the ultimate fate of man at the far horizon shakes 

the reader and suggests a closed universe, surrounded by death despite the 

paradox of the lighted minarets* There is a bleak atmosphere hovering over 

the whole poem, but it is strongly emphasised in the above stanza* The

direct emotionalism of these images gives them value and poignancy* A

deep longing for death is also manifested in this poem:

j______5 b*, g,bwjk̂J c/j>j •..*.!__ I jib ^  JaJ )l c.yd

j - ..... .I js> b- Q  i .... ,.{> 11 gjo ijjij \ a~oUo ‘ibjf  ̂ ^

y — — — -V9 Jj} i ûw) 0 '  ̂ ̂O

j .... -. < Lm Ô aJ i ^  (J?*̂ 4 * ^  !̂5 ■■■■■ ..•■̂sJ ' d-d ̂  ̂ b
His long poem/'Shati* al-A^af*? also has many such images.* This

long poem takes its title from"al-Arraf" a Quranic word denoting a place

separating Paradise from Hell* In the poem it is a shore separating life

from death* The poet took his inspiration for this poem from watching the

Nile river at a picturesque rather sublime point in a v i l l a g e * A s  he

watched he saw that the "Nile was nothing but the river of life and death,

and the horrible darkness which /the poet's/ soul loved was the sublime
163darkness of eternity”* It is interesting to note that he started

writing it in 1929? i*e* after Faitfzi al-Ma^uf had published his long poem 

'"Ala Bisa-'J; al-Rî '% using the same metre? al-khafif * It is a poem about 

an imaginary trip which the poet takes after death in the magic boat of the 

Muse where she sails with him in the sea of Time to the shore of al-Afraf*
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After dedicating a few songs to the glorification of poetry and poets,, he 

describes the trip ending the poem in a plaintive and elegiac note on the 

death of the poet-singer<, Passages of great beauty and charm occur in the 

poem such as this;

f t \ „—. . 'fisi} '  Q .9  A - l '  j*  —■ " I 1 {jo * 1 1 1 6 6

M i i i ■ isj  ̂ 0  ,jj-i___________ 1__oJ ̂ .i.—R-m al ,iiuid 1

* 1 . .  - -   I  ( j ——  ̂   '    I . 1. O ') ■■ i.*CnJ  i  O  ^

M--------------------- *J»  M *  J p  ^  Afij-U) Oj) J  1 ^  jO.. .Ŝ i=yl 6 1— ..-,..- .̂1-1 1

The paradox noted in the "silence that tears" is repeated in other versess

1 6 7

O      ,£5  ̂I O   >1"''" C^-S LfJ1----- — 1—^  d  ̂ t) ■ 1 ji v'„» JaJiJ

Other images show great vivacity;

 ̂ ■ i . i   9 . r̂J O 4^  . oJ t O -------------------------  ̂ . ’''•J 0 ^>  ‘ "  ‘ '  /*-- * 1 6 b

k ..  ̂wL« ti ̂    1 J i ^  ̂ I ■ ■ i*

But such passages are marred by clouded images and crowded descriptions that 

seem to be there for the sake of mere description, without having a further 

aim. There is nothing in this poem comparable to Fawzi al-Ma‘luf’s

denunciation of man and his sustained rejection of human evil in "‘Ala BisaJ

al-Rihy Very little philosophy and at the same time very little human

experience and emotion arc depicted in this poem- Despite Jaudat’s heated
1 6 9  ^  protest to the contrary ' one might well agree with Bazik aHMala’ikali

that the poet in this trip shows little sorrow and portrays few memories,

although one may not agree with her idea that the poem is a love song to

deatho There is little passion in the poem, although a sweet wistful tone

gives it its most central attraction

Howevery al-Hamshari stands as a man of very good poetic talent whose

premature death deprived modern Arabic poetry of needed originality and

experimentation His greatest achievement was the freshness and novelty

of many of his words, adjectives and images<. He was a serious poet whose

courage matched his authenticity., He is important to this work particularly
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because his experiment shows the scope and horizons that were open to 

Arabic poetry in the late twenties and thirties, which an original poet 

could exploito

(iv) There is less originality in language and images in the poetry of

the more famous Egyptian Romantic, Ibrahim Naji (1393-1953)° Najifs

influence on contemporary Romantic poetry in Egypt was quite marked and was
- ' 170more profound than that of Abu Shadi0 He had a solid education in

171 172Classical and modern Arabic poetry, as well as in Western literatureo

His father, moreover, seems to have been a cultured man, well-versed in
173some periods of English literature, and is described as having taken a

174 -direct interest in giving the growing boy a literary upbringing.. Naji
175is said to have learnt English, French and German, and, aside from his

j n /"
constant interest in English literature, he translated Baudelaire from 

177French0 He was a great admirer of Mutran, But despite his early
“■* 173reading and memorising of a great part of Mutran's poetry, there is no

doubt that his links with Western literature were direct*
- 179 180 Naji graduated from Medical School in 1923° 4 humanitarian,

and a lover of life, his greatest passion was woman.. He seems to have
131had many relations with women throughout his life, and is in fact known

132as the poet of loveo

Naji has three diwanso His first, Wara 1 al-Ghamam,came out in 1934?

his second, Layali ^-Qahirah;in 1943 and his third, Al-ffa'ir al-JariB,was

published posthumously in 1953° In 19^0 a committee published his whole

poetic works in one volume entitled Diwan Naji o

Some of the reviews on his first diwan were rather harsh, and the
183

poet was profoundly shocked and hurt* It has been mentioned above how

Taha Husain criticised his diwan rather from a linguistic point of view,
  1

a scholastic criticism, as Mandur termed it, applying a literal 

explanation to poetic words0 In fact Taha gusain proved himself to have
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■been unable to understand the new way in which these poets were using

language. The oblique, sometimes symbolic application of words was

completely rejected by him. Indeed it is most ironical that the first

generation of critics in Egypt played a paradoxical role in promoting new

concepts and ideas and at the same time unobtrusively trying to stunt the

growth of poets and writers whose works showed the influence of these

concepts. We have seen Taha Husain's attack on young experimentalists like

Naji’, Iliya Abu Ma$i and others, and his distortion of aesthetic values by

trying to implement al-*Aqqad as the foremost master of the poetic art in

the thirties. Me have also seen al-Mazini's vicious attack on Shukri.

And we have seen al— *Aqqad's attacks on Abu Shadi and the Apollo group which

succeeded in dissolving the Apollo society and suspending its magazine.

Naji was at the heart of the poetic activity in Egypt in the
185twenties, thirties and forties. Right from the beginning of his poetic

career he proved, like his younger contemporary al-Hamshari, that the 

campaign for a new poetry launched in Egypt during the second and third 

decades was beginning to bear fruit. There is an immediate change of tone 

in many of Naji's poems, a change of tone which Mandur completely overlooked

when he discussed what he called al-shi'r al-mahmus- (poetry a demi voix)
— — — 1 86 —in his famous book Fi^Mizan al-Jadid. In fact Mandur denied

emphatically that poetry in Egypt had arrived anywhere near such a change

of tone. However, Naji had achieved such a confessional tone in several

187
11 lo V t (jj .A -——;J b b 1 I —o b

W   1 -j «-Ls- qj ,   v  ̂ *"*.I I ^  L/5 "
1 ***- **81 1 •AJt' 1 .>J b (_jpis  ̂ îi 1 I i J

* It should not be understood here that all Taha_Husain's criticism was 
ill-founded. These poets, including *Ali Mahmud Taha whom Taha Husain
praised but blamed for linguistic, prosodical and grammatical faults,
were all in need of a sober check to their nonchalance or occasional 
ignorance in language, grammar and the rules of prosody. faha gusain's 
fault lies mainly in his rejection of the experimental, and more creative 
side of their linguistic adventure, which was their main achievement.
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and this;
183

--------C .  0 . 0 uao ûi j w!--Jfcouu* I ^  1 Jĵ £.

H* ^  êy- >* ^

In fact Naji's main asset was his capacity to achieve a tenderness.,

a compassion and a personal touch unrivalled yet among his contemporaries,, 

This was greatly helped hy the melodiousness of his verse* A great 

lyricism is achieved which gives fluidity and music to his poetry,,

experience., Through this it released the current of feeling in poetry and 

arrived at great emotional veracity., His several poems of occasion

(eulogies, congratulations, elegies, satire and other themes) can he 

regarded as remnants of traditional streaks that had not been yet oblit

erated from the psyche of the poets of that time., But they were not

authentic streaks in Naji* In fact his poetry, as Mandur agrees, was on
189the whole authentic and original,  ̂ and one could dismiss these poems as

mere versifications outside the poet's creative impulse,,

It was the releasing of the special type of emotion which Naji

expressed, that of love and yearning for woman, that gave him his popularity,,

He had "responded /in his poetry/ to the suppressed emotions of the younger
190generation of the time, which was thirsty for love"* His achievement,

Mandur assorts,was that he was able to make out of these current general
191feelings a fine art*

However, this was not his only achievements Poetry at his hands 

arrived at a great simplicity and modernity of language* In this he was 

more contemporaneous than his greater friend *Ali Mahmud Taha* With this

Naji's poetry, moreover, revolved mostly around the poet's love
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expressive simplicity came a clarity of image which was more in the 

Classical tradition from this point of view than that of any of his 

colleagueso However, this did not prevent his images from being new and 

in line with the element of wonder and surprise one expects to find in the 

poetry of a Romantic revolution;

1 -----(_j \..   l.-'b- fjo 1 jS I— — jJLw { '  J ̂ ^
l — ■   - . —t.f  j  d i (S,m.---  ̂ J..... -«     J&JS l . i «i U  *■'

and this wher^ a mofaphysical vision elevates the poem;
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But already in Naji some of Romanticism's had qualities appear„

These are mainly dilution and the use of many consecutive adjectives mostly 

of a decorative natureo Examples from quoted passages are several;

» U  1 Jj ..Mio n. 1 \ H  s >t J U  *i<J it J — ^  i <» ? •* l— *----------^ * 4  ̂  (J-— I tf

ft i_- j «*  9 "0^ 6  These particular defects of the Romantic poetry,

abundant in Naji, will be some of the main weaknesses against which the 

later avant-garde poets and critics in the fifties and sixties will struggle, 

as will be shown.,

However, Naji remains one of the corner stones of modern Romanticism 

in Egypto He simplified and modernised the language of poetry<, He paved 

the way of poetry to emotional veracity and true experience and enriched 

the modern imageo He achieved a remarkable change of tone in poetry and, 

above all, he restored to Arabic love poetry a tenderness, a sustained 

devotion and a direct, uncomplicated, even humble approach unknown in 

Arabic poetry since the days of the Bedouin Umayyad poet s.,
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(v) *AIi Mahmud Taha, (1901—”1949) -
Few poets are endowed with the right kind of talent at the right time 

to create a moment in the history of poetry- But in the thirties and 

forties modern Arabic poetry had several such poets: Ilya Abu Madi in al-

Mahjar, al-Jawahiri in Iraq* *Umar Abu Rishah in Syria, al-Shabbi in Tunisia, 

Ibrahim ^uqan in Palestine, Ilyas Abu Shabakah and Sa'id *Aql in Lebanon and 

‘Ali Malimud Taha in Egypt- All these poets were not only relatively good 

poets from an artistic point of view, but were also important as poets whose 

influence on their own generation was remarkable- They either created a 

new trend in poetry, or strongly established one already started by other 

poetSo In most cases they echoed the spirit of their own generation or 

foretold the birth of a new spirit- Above all they all achieved varying 

degrees of popularity in their own life-time-

It should not follow from this that they were the best poets among 

their generation- None of the above-mentioned poets, for example, was 

greater than Badawi al-Jabal whose genius is hard to match- But Badawi 

al-ITabal was not a creator of a ’moment’ in the history of modern poetry- 

His creativity remained outside the poetic energy of his generation and 

belonged, virtually, to what is permanently appealing in the Classical 

tradition.

The fame of these poets was not equally matched in the thirties and 

forties all over the Arab world- Most of them were effective, during that 

period, mainly in their own countries and probably in those bordering on 

their own- Few of the non-Egyptians were able to exert their influence 

profoundly on the Egyptian audience of poetry- They remained mostly 

contained in their own localities while gaining recognition slowly over the 

Arab world- The poet among them who, within one decade, was quickly able 

to achieve great popularity simultaneously in his own country as well as 

all over the Arab world was ‘Ali Mahmud Taha.o 0
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He was the rage of the early forties, read widely and avidly by the

youth of the Arab world and sung enchantingly (or so it seemed at the time)
*by the Arab world's greatest singers,

Naaik al-Mala'ikah starts her admirable book on him by discussing what
197she believes to be the causes of his immense popularity. However, she

refers this popularity solely to certain poetic attributes in his verse: the

fact that "he combined in his poetry harmonious proportions of realism and

fancy, his imagination neither falling to the point of dryness and crudeness,
193nor soaring to heights which the general public could not reach"; that his

199innovations in the form of the Arabic poem were beneficial and essential, "

but neither radical nor repellent to the audience of poetry of his time;^^

that his poetry revealed a depth of thought and meaning which secured for it
201a popularity among the cultured elite without abandoning the great

202lyricism which attracted to it the general reading public; and that his 

symbolism was mild and simple*^ and his theme versatile.

However, Naaik al-Mala’ikah overlooks the main reason for Taha's' t
popularity in the early forties, the fact that his poetry, particularly in 

his second diwan Layali M-Mallah al-Ta'ih (1340)^^ released a current of 

emotional freedom greatly needed at that time. This vail be elaborated 

presently.
t - ~ — 207Ali Maiimud Taha began writing poetry as early as 1918* but

published his first diwan,AI-Mallah al-Ta* ih only in 1934* He was then

thirty three years of age. He had been born and reared in a small town,

al-MangHrtih, where he met with Naji, al-Hamshari and Jaudat, as has been

mentioned. He does not seem to have had a strong literary education, for he

did not complete his seoondary schooling but entered a technical college from

which he graduated in 1924*^^ However, he is said to have read greatly in

* It was his lyrical poerr/al-Ghundul”sung by Muhammad *Abd al-Wahhab, Egypt's 
great singer, which achieved a popularity unrivalled by any other song at 
the time.205
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209Western literature, and to have been a virtual introvert in his early

210youth, tending' to he quiet and despondent, much in line with the general 
211spirit of the age* It has been mentioned above that the greatest common

factor among the younger generation of that time was their deprivation of
212the right to love and to meet the opposite sex. Economic conditions now

began to stand in the way of early marriages in a world which was rapidly 

being modernised., A cultural awakening, moreover, revealed to that 

generation the disparity between their hopes and the reality of their life 

as well as between their way of life and that of the more progressive Western 

world,, *Ali MaJhmud Taha seems to have shared with his own generation their 

feelings of deprivation and emotional mal-adjustment» His first collection 

of poems, Al-Mallah al~Tafih reveals this very clearly,

A general air of despondency and sorrow reigns over his first diwan.

In his poem"Qalbi"for example,this melancholy and alienation is poignantly 

described;

■— \ J— .....ip L, ^  Av i JJ .. — .SUa ijjt—& ̂ ̂
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A great search for the unknown is depicted as in his typical poem al-Mailab 

al-Ta*ih which has a mild, metaphysical approach;

214I.. ..  ̂ I. ■ .I. jl .oJ i 1
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There is, moreover, a deep thirst for love and beauty; 

eJ, 1 ^ i Ipj \— >j
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and this;

-  I...i— ^ Lwj 1 J 1. ■ I. d «— j Lsîu 1  ̂i, 216

And there is also a great glorification both of the poet and of the â rt of
+ 217poetry0

215
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A strong current of feeling is released in this diwan where the poet

achieves great emotional veracity, This volume contains some of ^aha’s
218best love poetry where a great originality in his treatment of the theme 
219of love is seen.

The choice of title is typical of the Romantic trend among the poets
220 -of the thirties in Egypt, To Mala’iltah the title denotes the poet’s

221search for truth. This, however, seems to overlook a most important

aspect of the symbol of the ’wandering sailor*, that which denotes Romantic

escapism from the world of reality, Mandur expresses the meaning better
222when he says that it denotes a search for the unknown,

^aha’s second diwan, Layali .M-Mallafr al-Ta’ih ?was published in 1940,

It came after his experience of life had considerably widened and deepened,
221For in 1938 the poet had begun his pleasure travels to Europe which he 

exploited enormously in his poetry. This diwan contains his most popular 

poems, those which express, for the first time in modern Arabic poetry, the 

poet's own personal discovery of a European world of freedom and love which 

was perhaps one of the greatest ideals of the generation that was to come 

of age just before the Palestine disaster of 1948, During those years, 

nationalism, although already an established communal movement, had not yet 

become to the individual a constant personal endeavour, a deeply experienced 

motive of daily life. It still had a Romantic appeal, very emotional and 

rather vaguely outlined, and could not therefore supersede the other personal 

pre-occupations of Arab youth, among which the problem of love and social 

taboos was of paramount importance. Later, the eruption of active 

nationalism after the Palestine disaster, and the feeling of a personal 

involvement in national conflict abolished a large part of the Romanticism 

of the earlier forties and confirmed, to a great extent, the realistic trend 

in poetry and literature generally. But before this came about, fAli 

Mahmud 'J'aha’s poetry was one of the greatest outlets for the emotionally 

and sex̂ lally suppressed youth of the Middle East, a vision of ecstacy
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to which they clung and which they greatly enjoyed. After the tear drenched 

poems of other Romantic poetry, a merry, boisterous spirit was released in 

Layali, robust with self-confidence and male pride, a hope for an end to«cra-e»aT'iMwwiayi ■ * * *

the tiirmoil of suppression and stifled emotions, a pass-word into paradise,

A whole generation of youth does not break into raptures simply because a 

poet knows how to handle his material, or how to create new images and how 

to harmonise the Classical and the Romantic, Such popularity can only stem 

from an emotional cohesion and harmony with the hidden impulse of a 

generation.

The following verses contain a typical example of the kind of personal 

freedom achieved by the poet which fired the enthusiasm and fancy of Arab 

youth in the forties:

224
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Europe's free youth, the exotic beauty of European women, the fascination.
225of foreign names and places, the joyful carefree life depicted by the 

poet, all these gave an element of enohantment and provided the long
226suffering Arab youth with a silky and joyful dream of life and love. In

this seoond oolleotion ‘J’aha made a complete break from the introverted

melancholy of the thirties, Nazik al~Mala*ikah doe© not recognise the
- 027emotional involvement which the poet has in such songs aof,al-Ghundul»V "

ĴChamrat Nahr al-Rayn1̂ 'Buhairat Comô aiid others in bayali, because it is

not a true love involvement, In these poems she says "the poet was an
210onlooker, not a man undergoing an emotional experience"» Such poems,

211she considers, should be called "poems of descriptive lyricism or ghazal"» 

However, 'paha had experienced in this phase of his life (the phase of Layali) 

the first true initiation into the world of personal freedom in relations 

with vfomen. The new experience released in him an immense physical and 

emotional exuberance which he immediately translated into profuse, luxuriant, 

lyrical energy. In fact his love poems in AI-Maliah soem to express more



the inner yearnings of a youth deprived of love than a true, sustained love 
2 32experience« It was in line with the contemporary Romantic poetry written

in Egypt at the timet a poetry that yearned for the feminine image and was 

filled with despondency and melancholy. This might explain why Taha's first
collection was not particularly recognised as outstanding in the thirties,

- - 211 despite Taha Husain's relative praise - of it as compared with his condem

nation of much of Naji’s, Abu al-Wafa's and Abu Madi's poetry. For despite 

its superior quality, it did not present a different outlook. In fact, it 

only had its second publication in May, 1941, after Layali had already been 

published twice (1940 and February, 1941)* Two other publications followed 

in 1942 and 1943*

A new Romantic- element is introduced in La.yali. For if the East with 

its exotic charms and supposedly mysterious ways was an element of attraction 

to Western Romantics, then the West with its seemingly liberal enjoyment of 

lifoj the freedom it allowed to the individual and its own exotic charms 

constituted a great Romantic appeal to the Arab youth of the forties* This 

was depicted at its best in Layali« There is no doubt that this volume was 

several steps ahead of the poetry of other melancholy Romantic bards at the

time. It was in fact a re-awakening from the gloomy pit into which their
234 -  ~poetry had plunged Arab youth.' In this volume, moreover, Taha is fully

accepted by his European associates, without any barriers. Europe is

immediately transformed from tho land of the snobbish imperialist to a land

of peace and beauty whore wine, woman and song reign supreme. This is very

significant in a society that had, up till that time, regarded the West as

the stern faced representative of usurpation and superiority.

Nazik al-Mala'ikah does not regard the change in Taha's attitudes 

towards lifo and lovo as an authentic change that can happen to an intelligent, 

gifted young man when ho moves away from the taboos and restrictions of a 
small-town culture and finds himself at largo in tho free and open world.
From tho moment Taha discovered this new kind of life, ho experienced a
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growing sensuality* His craving for pleasure ‘became more and more

obsessive with the years, as is seen in his consecutive diwans* Nazik

al-Mala’ikah, however, asserts that "innocence was a nature in the poet *»*

sensuality only a temporary element in his life* The essence of his
235personality was spiritual"*  ̂ However, she seems to overlook some 

important facts here* Taha was a Romantic idealist only in his first diwan, 

when he was an inexperienced young man living in a suppressed community*

The mixture of reverence for innocence in woman and the craving for carnal 

pleasures in his later diwans should be understood as a result of the para

doxical nature of Arab culture* There are two sides to this nature* The 

first is that women are usually divided into the innocent and the lewd* The 

second is the sharp existence of double standards for men and women which 

impose the greatest restrictions on women’s personal liberty while allowing 

great freedom to men* These elements in Arab culture have been continuously 

portrayed in Arabic literature, and this theme was constantly touched on by 

poets such as Umar Abu Rishah and Ilyas Abu Shabakah who matured before the 

mid-century when such problems were of paramount importance*

Al-Ma‘addawi, discussing the same aspect of the poet, insists that
   Q “X(-\

Taha's true nature was inclined to merriment and to the love of life as

depicted in his second diwan and the following collections* The persistence

of the poet's love for pleasure is also observed by Mandur who regards him
237to be of an Epicurian nature*

The main difference between the conception of Mandur and Ma'addawi on

the one hand and that of Nazik al-Mala'ikah on the other is that al-Mala'ikah,

betraying a slight moralistic attitude out of line with her brilliance as a

critic, cannot accept the poet in his totality of experience but differen-
238ciates between what she regards as moral and immoral in his poetry*

Mandur, on the other hand, asserts that if Taha sought the pleasures of life,

he elevated them, "because his sense of beauty would protect him from 
239vulgarity"* He goes on to say that the pleasures which Taha* sang were



the "refined aesthetic pleasures of a noble spirit". It was al-Ma(addawi, 

however, who volunteered an even more sophisticated explanation, for he 

asserted that Taha sought physical union with woman because she was the "main

bridge which led him to those aesthetic values lying behind the sensuous
241 - - 242 image". Pleasure for Taha., in his opinion, was linked with beauty

243and he loved in woman the beauty of both body and spirit.

However, Nazik al-Mala'ikah is right when she detects a conflict in 

the poet's approach to carnal pleasures. This conflict includes a

reverence for purity and for the spiritual elevation of the poet;

,>*-------k? ___ _ 1— fjllj).........M..— o-JC d 245
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as well as a condemnation of sensual pleasure:
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Howevery this is not a sustained pre-occupation with the poet as Nazik

al-Mala?ikah belioveso When he sayss
, Uf ut
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and describes himself as a male snake embracing a female snake:

<i j  ;  £u9' o—n ^  W  ^ ^ -------»i4 eJLJ Ls> 248

it should not follow that he always experiences this conflict, for he could

experience great joy and ecstacy in physical union, a near totality of

experience:

j  C..... m"rd  ̂ \------------------------------------------------------------- 249
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Here he is describing an experience outside his own environment in which 

he had spent over 'thirty' years "in trivialities":
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This new experience is great and overwhelming, for here, in Europe, even 

the stone grows leaves;
nr ̂

Jr ri--- r-\ \ j 1 *«u i*-iw ^
It was probably under the temporary influence of a European culture that 

he was able to arrive sometimes at this most sophisticated attitude which
t -  252al-Ma addawi discusses and takes to be more basic and permanent in the 

poet than it really was;

t.X.—tw.Iin ■ iVi ĵo jfcwJww *̂3" *■»'\  ̂111 r" t ' 253
For often the poet differentiates sharply between love and carnal pleasures:

|H  .....  ^54

This love is described as a tremendous force;
J l     .1 i—J1 Vj «X3    n-w lo "V  ̂ \ -£ 255

whore the beloved has a celestial attraction to the poet:
*!> ijjl ^ i f !  ‘<L^1& t*U \̂ o>«J GltaJt 256

But her love, chaste and impossible, has led him to seek forgetfulness in 

worldly pleasures:

t 1   0 «—■■■— —j.iiftliv^  ̂ KZ*f£> 2 5 7

A dualism of body and spirit is also portrayed s
l l  ' »bj L C« C» ^  ■I'**’1 ̂  »■■■■■ ŴU jiif    S  ̂

. . . . . . .......................; .............................................................................................................................  253

Eis carnal pleasures are described fully in his poem^al-O^aram al~T>habihn
OCQ

( ^ )• f̂he regretful tone in this poem is superceded in

another beautiful poem in the same volume by a mischievous light-hearted 

affirmation of a pleasure seeking life:

1-—  JL«̂  LfJj I—-U JSJ 260
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* Meaning love.
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This is reminiscent of the tone of celebration of life and living in his 

Lavali.
In fact, 'Ali Mahmud Taha portrays in his poetry several attitudes

towards life and love, so that the conflicting ideas of several critics on

him seem to be well substantiated with examples from his works. In this

rospeot he presents a very interesting study, for he is the outcome of

several conflicting cultural influences of East and West* From his naive 261
poem’̂ladith Qublah"which deals with a trivial experience, to his sophisti

cated treatment of love and the dualism of body and soul in Arwah wa Aslibah. 

a diversity of attitudes are presented. This has had an enriohing influence 

on modern Arabic poetry and deserves a longer treatment than this work can 

afford. Tho above discussion was necessary because it reveals the now 

elements that were being introduced into the pootic- attitude under the 

influences of a wider culture and a broader experience. However, if is 

vital to stress here that the more sophisticated aspect of fshaî s love 

poetry is not the element which lay at the core of his popularity in the 

early forties. This is further proved by the immense popularity of a 

later poot, the Syrian Hisar Qabbani, whose outlook on woman, although 

seldom harsh, did not usually olevate hor nor p\xt love in ethereal light. 

Qabbani rose to fame in the late forties.

The works of 'Ali Mahmud Taha after Layali begin to show a tepidity 

and a gradual sapping of his ©motional energies. Once the emotional 

liberation was achieved by 1940 when Layali appeared, there remained no 

point in the poet's repetition of these limited adventures. His next 

published work Arwah wa Ashbah (July, 194£.) was an attempt at innovation, 

for it is a long poem based on a dialogue between several personages chosen 

from Greek history and mythology. Despite the presence of many fine
262

passages, the poem is rather affected and tepid revealing, as Mandur asserts, 

a marked ignorance of Greek mythologyjUnd is tediously full of talk on 

seduction, desires, instincts, feminine whims and in an unconvincing way,
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2 63 -  -the dualism of body and soul. In his very choice of personages, Taha 

shows no consciousness of the necessity of creating some sort of conflict 

in such a work, for most of these personages have no basic contradictions 

with one another and the subject revolves on the one theme that has pre

occupied Taha most, man-woman relationship. This work is not among the 

best of Taha's and some educated readers at the time found it rather lacking 

in a p p e a l . D e s p i t e  the fact that it was published four times between 

1941t when it appeared, and 1943, it does not seem to have contributed to 

the poet's influence or to his popularity. Probably its main attractions 

were the fame of its author and the novelty and pretentious sophistication 

of its subject matter. There was in Egypt at the time a marked attraction

for Classical Greek literature introduced by writers like Taha Husain, some
265Apollo contributors  ̂and others, and this might have been an element m  

Taha's choice of this theme, implying as it did a certain amount of sophis

tication, and in the readers' attraction to the volume.

In May, 1943s a collection of poems entitled Zahr wa Kharnr appeared.

In this diwan a tepidity denoting that Taha was on the point of exhausting 

his main theme of wine, women and song, began to be.felt. The modern 

critic reading this volume, is bound to wonder what Taha might produce next 

to alleviate the repetitive motifs that impose themselves here. This diwan 

was published three times within two years of its publication.

His next published work was a play entitled Ughniyat al-Riyah al- 

Arba‘ah which appeared in December of 1943° It was based on some old 

Pharaonic songs translated into French by Father Drayton in 1942. Although 

more of a play than Arwah wa Ashbah it is not a true dramatic work. Nazik 

al-Mala'ikah has written a detailed and excellent study of it, criticising

its superfluousness, weakness of dialogue and other dramatic errors to which
2 66little could be added in a general work of this kind.

In 1945 & new diwan appeared.Al-Shauq al- ‘A 'id. In this diwan a
267wistful search for his lost youth is portrayed. However, there is an
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oven more marked tepidity and some of hie poems have become purely descriptive,
269divorcing the poetry from direct experience..

His last diwan Sharqwa Ghprb appeared in 1947« There is here a
WlfBIUUJWBMHlWWITOJ *

270continuous insistance on lamenting his youth- Without being superseded

by any greater wisdom or true spiritual maturity, the ecstacy of his Layali 

has vanished, together with tho vibrating enthusiasm for life, love and beauty 

as depicted so vividly in his early poems* There are no magnificent over

tures like that of his Lake Como poem:

\ uU> j}—.... ChaJat 4/"“' ' ' —.iffl  ̂ *”7 ̂
'J-***'.'   HI  ̂  ̂ ,P I K. IQ' ^ T- , . I ■ 'U t --W Jy-

The loss of heart and enthusiasm is felt more clearly if his poem,
272  ’hAndalusiayah? with its wistful tone is compared with a previous poem'Tayis

— , - 271al-JadidahHin Layali, in which tho poet's exuberance of spirit is manifest.1 «uv*<»a«W4'Wfcwee * J' *-

But the poet was acquiring broader attitudes to national life.
274Partly because he came from an Arab family of noble birth,- partly because

he had a deep intuitive perception, he was able to feel and depict the growing

national feelings all over the Arab world* His poetry is an antecedent of

the growth of Arab nationalism in Egypt and his belief in Arab unity, his
275anguish about Palestine, his glorification of the Arab nation, all show

an authentic involvement in the political and national events of his later

years. However, his national poems, with the possible exception ofnAkhi

JawaaaV are inferior to his love poems or to his poems on poetry and poets.

Al-Mafaddawi, in his assessment of Taha's contribution, falls into the same** *

mistake into which many other critics of poetry fall: the discussion of tho

poetic themes while overlooking their varying poetic m e r i t . T a h a ,  if ho%

were to be judged on his political poetry, would fall far behind a good 

number of his contemporaries in the Arab world, poets like ■puqan and *Umar Abu 

Rishah for example.

But one judges him on his total contribution, by what it did to 

change the poetic sensibility of his age, and by his influence, direct and
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indirect on the poets of his and the following generations.

But before trying to assess these points, it is of interest to discuss

one further point with regard to Taha's national poetry.

One notices that in this poetry 'faha abandons the Romantic approach

and resorts to a more realistic method. Mafaddawi calls this phase of the

poet's experience (which came towards the end of his life and is best
277exemplified in Sharq wa Gharb) "the phase of realistic nationalism”. A 

growth towards a certain realism in the outlook of modern Arab poets was 

taking place during the late forties with the increase of political pressures 

and national responsibilities after the end of the second World War. A 

great political and national energy motivated an increasing number of poets 

in the Arab world. However this development in the main trends of poetry 

did not take on the same aspect in all the poets. A definite schism in 

nationalpoetry took place, A large number of poets fell back on the poetic 

tradition of the neo-Classical school and employed all its methods which had 

been brought to a high lovel of perfection by Shauqi. A high oratorical 

tone, the use of stock words, phrases and images, the perseverence in the 

use of the two hemistich form and the monorhyme, the resort to communal 

emotions and the disappearance of personal experience were some of its many 

aspects. A definite kind of poetry was to establish itself which could be 

termed "platform poetry" and which would have certain definite qualities. 

"Platform poetry" will be discussed in chapter 7.

The other group of poets belonged to the modern school of poetry which 

was avant-garde and rejected most of the aspects of the platform poetry.

Its characteristics will be discussed in a later chapter. The main point 

to remember about this school in this context is that the communal 

experience it portrays is part of the personal experience of the poet, and 

the poetry is not decked with stock emotions, phrases or images, and is not 

aimed at arousing sudden strong emotions in a large audience.

The national poetry of fAli Mahmud Taha belongs to the first kind.
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It cart toe regarded, from an artistic point of viowt as a relapse into neo-

Classicism} a point not observed by either Mala’ikah or Ma'addawi* The

presence of the stock words and images in this poetry, the flatness of its 
2 "7 3development, tho resort to a high oi'atorical tone are all reminiscent of 

the neo-Classical method*

palm's poetic attributes;
279

Critics of Tahd’s poetry are all agreed on the musicality of his verro
  ~ - pgr*To Nasik al-Mala’ikah his poetry ’’glows beautifully" with musical rhythm*

281She goes further to say that he has "an auditory imagination"*

Shauqi paif agrees but insists that this is the exclusive merit of 
232the poet. The secret of Taha’s popularity, ho assorts, lay, not in tho

fact that he depicted the life of taverns, but in the music of his verse,
28lWhich acted like incense hypnotising the senses of the reader# In his

2 $4
opinion, Taha portrayed no philosophic or spiritual aspects in his poetry*

Tho reader can find nothing in him, he assorts, which appeals to the mind
235or spirit, for he has nothing but the brilliance of words.

paif then discusses two of Taha’s most famous poemsfWl-jSHiundul"and
— — t 286al -Musi qiyyah al- Amya* u and strips them of all merit except the elabored..'

music of words* ” A1 -Ghundnt**in his opinion has no idea behind it and no

moaning*^ and like all his poetry, is completely devoid of experience.

The great capacity of the poet to depict a scene full of life and merriment

and to translate into poetry his own enjoyable experience of it is completed 
289overlooked by him*

The mechanical basis of such a criticism is immediately detectable*

It is even more emphasised when one reads the great praise Daif lavished in 

the same book one one of the most absurd poetic experiments of this century 

in Arabic, namely al~*Aqqad’s poem on the "Abandoned Goods on a Feast Bay",

discussed above, whoso hollow novelty was naively mistaken by Daif for

creative originality*

One of Taha’s main poetic attributes is his clarity* In a short
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290article which the poet wrote on Shauqi, he said that the sign of a real

gift in a poet was his capacity to express himself aptly and to choose words

which convey his meanings with clarity and precision

Taha's experiment in language was in itself an adventure, for aside
291

from his fine choice of poetic words which have great emotional implications,

he gave to poetry a new diction that aimed at celebration and joy and saved

the poetic language of his time from the dampness and moroseness into which

the Romantic sorrows had plunged it* This great achievement of Taha's

is not observed by his critics although Nazik al-Mala'ikah comes very near 
292to detecting it* In his poetry the reader can find a whole wealth of

words implying joy and ecstacy of life and its delights* A new strength

was injected, therefore, into poetry by Taha's experiment* Nizar Qabbani,

whose choice of words was also select and enchanting, was to find a good

basis for his experiment in Taha's poetry*

Taha pusain in his review of his diwan Al-Mallah al-Ta'ih, commented

on certain weaknesses detectable in Taha's use of language, grammar and the 
293rules of prosody* This has been a constant complaint against the poets

of the twenties and thirties* It does not mean merely that the linguistic 

basis of this generation of poets had grown weaker under the educational 

conditions of the early decades, but that the need for change in the poetic 

language, and for bringing it to a modern sensibility was stronger than 

this linguistic basis* However, despite the occasional mistakes in Taha's 

poetry, he has a powerful sentence formation and a terse, rhythmic style*

He is a refreshing arrival to the poetic field in Egypt after the painful 

degeneration of the poetic style at the hands of poets like Shukri and Abu 

Shadi* And although Naji's poetry and that of al-Hamshari did not suffer 

from grave stylistic weaknesses, some of the worse faults of the Romantic 

style were detectable in their styles (dilution in Naji and ambiguity in 

al-Hamshari)* Taha's poetic style had the advantage of being both modern 

and at the same time endowed with Classical strength, a quality praised
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  294early by Taha Husain. Although it was not altogether free of dilution, 

it was more often compact and terse. When he was in his poetic prime, he 

could sing of the simplest subjects without losing in intensity or relaxing 

his control,, But all throughout his poetic career the pressure towards 

Classical rhetoric was felt until it was finally irresistible in his 

national poems®

Taha’s contribution to the development of form in modern poetry was 

considerable® The unity of the poem is achieved by him, often with great 

success® As for the form of the poem, he responded with a sober sense of 

adventure to tho need of modern Arabic poetry to effect changes in form, but 

his intuitive grasp of the poetic art channeled his experiment within the 

range of what was possible for Arabic poetry dtxring the thirties and early 

forties to achieve with success. Ever since the first unsuccessful 

attempts by Shukri at introducing blanlc verse, the need to effect changes 

in the poetic form was felt® However, the experiments in form up till the 

time of Taha, which were backed by the knowledge of various Western experi

ments in form, were not successful in their major attempts® Abu Shadi's 

’free verse’ was even less successful than Shukri's blank verse. But more 

gifted poets of Taha's generation, xrorking in a less ambitious manner, 

were able to establish in poetry several changes in form. Among these 

changes, the couplet, the quartet and other stanza forms were permanently 

established as serious forms in modern poetry, thus preparing the ground for

bolder experiments in the fifties. Taha made great use of the couplet and
295developed the muwashshah and gave it great variety. He made two attempts

at employing two metres in the same poem, but this is nowhere like Abu 

Shadi’s free verse which was a chaotic mixture of several metres in the same 

poem, a form which did not follow any musical order but was most repellent 

to the ear.

There is also an attempt at Symbolism in some of Taha’s poems, but 

it is not the Symbolism which was being attempted with great flourish in
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Lebanon at the time* This is perhaps why Karam finds so much fault with 
297it, for Karam applies the rules of the symbolic school which flourished

in franco in the nineteenth century and which was imitated in Lebanon by

Safid *Aql and others, Taha's Symbolism is mainly themic, where the poem
298symbolizes a more or less complex idea and elaborates it.

It is impossible to go here into the details of Taha's direct influence

on Arabic poets of his generation and after, for this needs a special study,
299However, his influence was quite considerable and he had many imitators,

Taha, to use the words of Lucas, was a "creator of mood and madness"

Extremely rich in emotion, he was seldom sentimental or insincere, and 

despite his wider experience he was not prone to strike attitudes, but the 

greater part of his poetry flowed spontaneously and harmoniously. He was 

the strongest poetic voice to be heard in Egypt after Shauqi, and the main 

one after him who exerted a great influence on modern Arabic poetry outside 

Egypt, In fact it can be said with assurance that it was Taha who revived 

an actual link in poetry between Egypt and the Arab world after the death 

of Shauqi and Hafiz, His poetry must be judged not in the absolute and 

not against the background of the modern school of the fifties and after, 

but, relatively, in its capacity as a very important link in the chain of 

development of modern Arabic poetry.
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ibid, pp.43-8. Other poets before him, such as al-Kazimi emigrated
for political reasons.

■j
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29c See the many articles on poetry in Qatrah min YaraQ especially 
voliime II; see his later works A sda’ al -Hay at? a collection of 
articles written "between 1910-1925? pp.6-24; his many introductions 
to his diwans ; his book Qadaya '.I-ShiNr al-Mu*asir; his book Masrah 
al-Adab? Cairo 1928; his writings in Apollo and in Adabi? the 
magazine he issued in 1936 at Alexandria; etc0

30. Qatrah, II, 5®
31c See al-‘Aqqad's introduction to his own diwan fAbir Sabil.
32c Qatrah, loc.cit.
33" Al-Shu‘lah? p°9°
34c Qatrah, II, 3.
35" Fauqa al-‘Ubab, Cairo ? 1942, pp.q-̂  and ^  . See also Al-Yunbu*,

p.215; see also Mandur's argument on this in Al-Shifr, II, 37-8°
36c Qatrah, II, 18-29c
37» Al-Yunbu* , p0 3 ; Al-Shafaq al-Baki, p°48; Al-Shuf lah? p. 10.
33» Al-Shafaq al-Baki, p. 49? Al-Yunbu*, pa217 =
39" Ibid., p. JP
4°c Ibid., p. j

41o ■ P.44c
42. Ibid., p.43; see also his poem ;fAl-Jadid” ? ibid., pp.322-4? where he

further expounds his ideas on good poetry.
43c See Apollo, September., 1932? which is the first number of the 

magazine.
44c In the books written on the history of modern literary criticism in 

Egypt, there is hardly any mention of Abu Shadi? the critic; a 
flagrant example; Mandur's book, Al-Naqd wa 1l~Nuqqad al-Mu fasirun.

45c Qatrah? II, 104? his poem "Anti".
46. Ibid.? p.34c
47c Ibid., p.160.
43. Qp.cito, p.28.
49o Qatrah? II, 102.
50. Anda’ al-Fajr, second edition, Cwiro, 1934? p.14° See also the

comment of Nash'at? op.cit., pp.110-111? as to the influence he
believes Shauqi had on this poem.

51. Al-Shu/lah, p.4 6.
52. Ibid.
53° See Nash’at? op.cit.? p.l3r Khafaji? op.cit.? p.35°
54° Nash'at? op.cit.? pp.143-9 where he gives several examples. See 

also Mandur Al-Shi‘ r, II? 33°
55° A. Dusuqi, op.cit., p.249°
56. Ibid; Nash’at, op.cit.? pp.139? 151? 153? 159-166.
57° Ibid.? pp.151-154? Mandur? Al-Shifr, II, 37-8.
53. Ibid.? p°33; Nash’at, op.cit., pp.141-2.
59° Ihid.? p.141°
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60. Al-Yunbu*, p. 100.
61. Al-Shafaq al-Baki, p.381.
62. Ibid., p.163.
63. Ibid., p.1150.
64. Ibid., p.1146.
65. Ashi(*ah wa gilal, p.7=
66. Ibid., p.28.
67. Al-Shu‘lah, p.131=
68. See Khafaji, op.cit., p.223? for a copy of this poem.
69. Op.cit., p.139=
70. For more examples of these see ibid., pp.138-154o
71. Ibid., pp.159-166.
72. Ajjyaf al-Rabi* , pp.^fc I .
73. Such poets were Shauqi, Bisharah al-Khouri and Ahmad Rami.

74o Mandur, Al-SMJr, II, p.8.
75 = Ibid., p.16.
76. Ibid., p. 17»
77 = Ibid.
78. Ibid., p.18.
79. See Ihsan, his first opera, Cairo, 1927? PP°4 and 66--111.
80. See in Al-Shafaq al-Baki his poems "Bi-Amr al-Ilakim, Bi-Amrih ”,

pp.402-422; "Al-Ru'ya”, ibid., pp.658-668, mostly in blank verse
"Mamnun al-Failasuf", ibid. , pp.625-639? mostly in blank verse also; 
and otherso

81, See a comment on this long narrative in Nash'at, op.cit., pp.365-60

82* See a comment on it in A. Dusuqi, op.cit., pp.243-7° However, the
fact that an author attempted a new genre does not make him a creator
of this genre unless he succeeds in it. See p.247°

83p It is interesting to mention here that a virgin attempt at writing
blank verse was made in the nineteenth century by the Syrian poet
Rizq Allah Hassotm,in his versified translation of the eighteenth 
chapter of the Book of Job in his diwan Ash‘ar al-Shifr, mentioned 
above. See the London edition entitled The Poem of Poems, 1869p 
■ The pages are not numbered in this edition. In 1906 the Palestinian
Bulus ShihSdah experimented in this form; see his article "Al-Shifr
al-Mauzun ghair al-Muqaffa" in which he gives a rendering from English
in unrhymed two hemistich form, Al-Hilal, January, 1906, XIV, iv, 214-6.

84o Examples of Abu Shadi’s blank verse are given above (footnote 80); see
also "Mamlakat Iblis", Al-Shafaq al-Baki, pp.1023-34=

85. Ibid., the introduction to "Tarnimat Atun”, p.963=
86. See the introduction to his poem "Munazarah wa Hunan”, in Mukhtarat

Wahy al-*Am, p.44=
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37* Al-Shafaq al-Baki, pp.963-972.
88. Ihid, pp.963-4. See also his poem "Munazarah wa Jlanan" in Mukhtarat 

Wafcy ai-fAm, pp.44-45*
89= Al-Shafaq al-Baki, PP*535~6.
9O0 Al-Sag *ala ll-Saq fima huwa 'l-Fariyag, Cairo, 1919, 2*171»
91° 0p° cit., p.246.
92. Al-Risaiah, 1st March, 1933*
93* Afa*i al-Firdans„ third edition, Beirut, 1962, pp.;i4~95»
94. For BAl-Shira<ft see Apollo, November 1932, pp. 227-31 , the above

extract is on p. 227= * See also Al-Risalah, no.545* o f December
13th, 1943? P*993 for his other poem entitled "Al-Hadiqah wa al-Qasr 
al-Bali".For these and others see below, p.777 et seq.

95, See what N. Mala'jkah says about his experiment in Shi *r *Ali,pp. 187-9*
96„ See Bak4bir's book MuhadarSt fi Fann al-Masrahiyyah, min JQiilal 

Ta.jaribi 11 -Shakhsi yyah, Cairo, 195̂ ? PP»10’»11*
97* 0R°-Ci_t*s pp.527-3*
98. Op.cit.. p.396.
99° Al-Shafaq al-Baki, pp.819-320.
100. Nash'at, op.cit., pp.385-6.
101. See Nash'at's comment on this, ibid, p.109°
102. Ibid, p.111.
103. See his many translated poems in his various diwans.1 ‘ "
104. Ashi ** ah wa Zilal, p. 19*
1°5- O^cit. , p. 316.
106. Ibid, p.315* For more on Abu Shadi1s_poetry of nature see ibid,

pp.316-331; M. A. Saharti, Adab al-Tabi ‘ah, Cairo;, 1937? pp.99-104*
107. See his numerous love poems in the various diwan:gu ■ - See also his 

diwan, Zainab, although it does not contain his best love poetry.
For a discussion of his love poetry see Nash'at, op.cit., pp.332-344; 
Khafaji, op.cit.. pp.158-160; A, Dusuqi, op.cit,, pp.238-242.

108. See Al-Yunbu‘, p.  ̂ , where he declares that it was his love for
his mother and his veneration of her that made him venerate woman
all his life.

109. Qp.cit.. pp.156-166.
110. See for example his many poems on mythological themes in diverse 

numbers of Apollo.
111* Qp.-pit., pp. 370-4*
112. See Edham, op.cit., p*5? see also Abu Shadi's representative poem 

"al-Mahzalah", Al-Yunbu *, p.36.
113. Nash'at, op.cit,. p.403,
114* Mandur, Al-Shi *r, I, 90.
115. M .  II, 39*
116. Quotation by A. Dusuqi, op. cit., 279-280.
117* Al-Yunbu *) pp. *
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118. Ibid.
119- Al-Risalah magazine, No.161, August, 13th, 1936, pp. 1151-1152.
120. Apollo magazine, No.1, September, 1932, pp.4-5°
121. For a few examples of the traditional poetry published in Apollo 

see the October number, 1932, pp. 88,96, 136-3, and 139—141? see 
also the November number, 1932, p.247 and ibid, p.250; see also 
the April number, 1934, p.692, etc.

122. For a single example see Khalil Shaybub’s poem ’’Al-Shira’”, Apollo, 
November, 1932, pp.227-231 written in what they called ’free verse’. 
See also the encouragement for prose poetry In the January number, 
1934, P»348, and the good reception of a book, of prose poetry by 
Husain *Afif, ibid, pp.425-S.

123. See a strongly worded article in criticism of the magazine by $asan 
al-Hatim, entitled ’’Apollo fi ’1-Mtzan”, June, 1933? PP°1225-7; see 
also the December number, 1934, pp.26(3-9, etc? see also the many 
scattered articles in criticism of Abu Shadi’s poetry; for example 
the November number, 1933? pp.203-6; the February number, 1934? 
PP°515~516, etc.

124° For a discussion of the quarrel with the traditionalists see
A. Dusuqi, op.cit., pp.331-8; Nash’at, op.cit. pp.411-412; see also 
Apollo, June 1933? pp.1239~1240, and p.1238; see also Abu Shadi’s 
call for peaceful dialogue between the traditionalists and the 
modern poets in Apollo, May 1934? pp.742-3°-

125. For this quarrel see A. Dusuqi, op.cit., pp.492-507? Nash’at, op.cit. 
pp.426-439° See also the many articles in Apollo which attack 
al-*Aqqad, for example see Isma'il Maghar's articles ”al-Sha*ir al- 
Mustahjir", April, 1933_s_ PP°918-925? nal~*Aqqad fi_Vl-Mizan" , May,_ 
1933? pp. 982-995? Mukhtar al-Wakil’s article ’’Karawaniyyat al- ‘Aqqad’’, 
January, 1934? pp. 364-5° See also the March number, 1_933? for 
several articles on al- Aqqad’s plagiarisms; also Ramzi Miftâ i’s 
articles entitled ’’Tawarud al-Khawatir”, in the May number, 1933?
P P ° 995-1002 and the June number, 1933, p p . 1203-1217? etc.

126. See Hasan al-gatim's article*, op.cit.
127. Ibid.
128. A Dusuqi, op.cit. p.494; Mandur AI-Shi*r, II, 45°
129. Apollo, February, 1933? pp.691-4.
130. Mazhar seems to have participated actively in the first year. See

his many valuable articles in the different issues of the first 
volume.

131. See articles by Ramzi M’iftah, Mukht ar al-Wakil, Tulbah Muhammad
*Abdu and others. It is even more interesting to read the ideas
of poets who became famous later on, such as *Ali Mahmud T'aha 
(December, 1932, PP°351~4)j oto. ...

132. This applies of course to all the critical material produced at 
the time and not only to the material published in Apollo.

133. !3alih Jaudat, • M» A. al-Ham shari, Hayatuhu wa Shi/ruh , Cairo,
1963; P°29.

134° The Apollo magazine, February, 1933? p.637°
135° Jaudat, op.cit. p.17°
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136. Ibid.
137- Ibid, p.19 
133. Ibid.
139* Ibid
140. Ibid
141. Ibid
142. Ibid
143. Ibid 
144- Ibid

pp.19-20.
p. 23. 
p.24.
p. 28.
P.47.

145. Op his work in this field and his readings see Jaudat, ibid. „ 
pp,71-156.

146. Ibid, pp.31-2.
147. Ibid, p.157.
148. For prose examples see Ma.jallat al-JTa*awun from 1935 when he became

its editor. See also Jaudat, op.cit., pp.86-90, 92-101, 103-7S etc.
149. Fen examples of such poetry see ibid, pp.80-1, 83, 160-8.
15°. Ibid, p.160.
151. Ibid.
152. Al-Shi*r, III, 18.
153. OP.oil° PP.23 & 41.
154. Ibid, pp.40-1.
155. Quoted by Mandur, Al-Shi*r, III, 7-11.'
156. Quoted, ibid, pp.12-14.
157. Quoted by Jaudat, op.cit. pp.35-7»
158. Ibid, pp.35-6.
159* Al-Shi*r, III, 20s
160. Jaudat, op.cit., p.37»
161. Quotation from Mandur, Al-Shi *r, III, 13.
162. Ibid, p.12; see_also Nazik al-Mala'ikah's discussion of al-Hamshari's

love of death in Qada.ya, p.273.
163. Jaudat insists that this poem is not merely ’a long poem1 as Mandur 

calls it (Al-Shi r, III, 17) but is an epic poem with all the 
prerequisites of epic poetry,op.cit.p.63. Jaudat, however, does
not attempt to show how this is so. In fact, it is not an epic 
poem, although NSzik al-Mala'ikah also calls it so in Qadctya, p.274; 
it has no heroic motifs at all.

164. Apollo, February 1933* the introduction, p.628; the poem occupies
the pages from 629-645*

165. Ibid, p.628.
166. Axlq11.0j February, 1933, p. 639*
167* Ibid, p.640.
168. Ibid, p.631.
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169- Op.cit., p.6jo

170. Mandur, Al-Shifr, II, 57*
171. Ahmad al-Mu *tasim Billah,Naji, Sha *ir al-Wujdan al-Dhati, Eai.rb,

n.d. [but probably 1963]*p°17; S. Jaudat, NSTji, Hayatuhu wa Shi *rub,
Cairo, 1960, pp.33-4 & 143-4-

172. Ibid, pp.26, 59 & 143; Mu*tagim, op.cit., pp.16-17, and 19-
173- Jaudat, Na.ji, pp.21 and 24-6.
174< Ibid, pp.24-6, 29, 33-4; Mandur, loc.cit. Mu*tasim, op®, pit- pp.16-17; 

Ni mat Ahmad Fu'Sd, Na.ji al-Shg*irt Cairo, 1954, pp-6-10.
175- Mu*tasim, op.cit. p. 16, Jaudat Na.ji, p.21.
176. Mandur, loc.cit., says that he persisted throughout his life in

reading Western literature.
177- Ibid, p.53.
178- Jaudat, Na.j i , pp. 144-5-
179- Ibid. , p.51-
18°. Ibid, p.53.
181. Ibid, pp.111-117, 129-132, 142.
182. Ibid, pp. 29 & 141, Mu*tasim, op. cit. , p.84.
183. See Jaudat, Na.ji, pp.77-81.
184® Al-Shi*r. II, .61; see also Naji’s reply to Taha Husain’s

criticism in Jaudat, Na.ji, pp.86-92.
185- See ibid., ‘ p.100, for a description of literary life in

Cairo in the thirties.
186. Pp. 69-855 see especially p. 75-
187. Diwan Na.ji edited by AJynad Rami and others, Cairo, 1961, p. 149'
188. Ibid, p.147-
189. Al-Shi*r, II, 61.
190. Ibid, p.57®
191° Ibid, p.61.
192. Diwan Na.ji, p.181.
193. Ibid, p.39? see also his impressive poem ?,A1-Atlal", pp.341-7®
194- Ibid, p.40.
195. Ibid, pp.181-2.
i960 See above Nos. - 1237i& 188;--for dihe- poems quoted.
197- Shi*r *Ali Mahmud Taba, pp.7-16.
198. Ibid, p.12.
199- Ibid, pp.13-14.
200. Ibid, pp.8-11.
201. Ibid, p.14-
202. Ibid, p.15.
203. Ibid, p.14-
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204. Tbid, pp. 15- =6o In fact the hulk of his poetry deals mainly with 
two themes, love and politics, a typical combination in many poets 
of the thirties and fortieso
Several other writers oommented^on ’moderation ’ as an element in 
Taha's poetry. Among them, Abu Shadi related him to the 'middle 
school’ in modern Arabic poetry, a school which in his opinion 
f*sticks to the conventional music of poetry and to a powerful 
language and traditional expression". This school "deals with well- 
known meanings, ̂ innovating a little ... its gr̂ eateŝ  protagonist was 
’Ali^Mahmud Taha. It is now represented by Aziz Abajiah." (From 
IChafaji, Ra’id al-Shi *r al-Kadlth' , p.212.) However, Abu Shadi’s 
misguided opinion above misses the point which Habile recognises so 
clearly, namely that the poet was a genuine innovator whose authentic 
talent guided the extent of his adventure. In fact 'Jaha’s approach 
in his first two diwans was instinctively well-guided. There is 
absolutely no aesthetio or spiritual relationship between him and 
such reactionary poets as *Aziz Abazah.

205. See the comment of N. al-Mala'ikah, Shi«r *Ali, p°27»
206. This despite the fact that she recognises the eruption of Taha’s

fame when Layali was published, and the popularity of the volume in 
the forties, ibidv

207. Anwar al-Ma *&ddawi, *AIi Mahmud Taha, al-Shâ r. wa al-Insan, Baghdad, 
1965, p.21.

208. Mala'ikah, ibid, p.l8j Al-Sayyid Taqiyy al-Din al-Sayyid, *Ali Mahmud 
Taha, Hayatuhu wa Shi ruhu, Cairo, 1964? p.25.

209. Jaudat, M. A, al-Hamshari, pp. 19-20 and Na.ji, p.595 Sayyid, op. oit.
p.35> where he also describes his library saying that it contained 
more Western than Arabic books.

210. Ma*addawi, op.oit. pp.20-3.
21u  Ibid, pp.23-29.
212. See also ibid; also Sayyid, op.cit. pp.30-1.
213. Al-Mallafc al-Ta’ih, 5ib edition, [1943/]?p*55»
214. Ibid, p.32.
215. Ibid, p.21.
216. Ibid, p.133.
217» See his poems "Milad. Sha *ir", ibid, pp. 3-21; "Ghurfat al-Sha lr", 

ibid, pp.35-6; "Allah wa al-Sha7ir", ibid, pp.77-117»
218. Mala’ikah Shi*r *Ali, pp.366-7.
219. Ibid. pp.5Q-3 where she discusses one of his more original poems, 

"al-Nashid".
220. For example Waji’s Ma Wara’ al-Ghamam, Mahmud Abu al-Wafa’s Anfas 

Muhtariqah, Mahmud $asan Isma! Il’s Ayna al-Mafarr, etc.
221. Shi’r ’Ali, p. 378.
222• Al-Shi*r, II, 82-3.

223. Writers on him are all agreed on the importance of these trips for
his poetry; see al-Ma Mdawi, op.oit.. pp.19 & 60; al-Mala’ikah,
Shi*r *Ali, p.25? Sayyid, op.cit. pp.38-40 & 117.
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224o Layali 11-Mallafr al-Q?arih, fifth edition, Earlyi), n.d., p.86. Nazik 
al-Mala'ikah, however, condemns this overture, on moralistic grounds, 
Shi*r *Ali, p.197.

225<* See Layali for words like gfrundul, carnaval, (p. 3), Vinlsia, Varsofia
(p.6) Comb (p.49) Hayn (the Rhine) al-£r (p.95)? etc.

226<. In his "Siranada Misriyyah", ibid, pp.73-5? he transfers the
atmosphere of a European serenade to Egypt most successfully,

227- Ibid, pp.2-9.
228. Ibid, pp.92-95o
2290 Ibid, pp.48-54-
230o Shi r Ali, p.54-
231 - Ibid, p.40; see also her elaboration on the theme on pp.42-4 &

54-70, where she differentiates clearly between love and "ghazal".
232. For more on this theme of emotional and sexual repression see

Ma addawi, op.cit., pp.50-57-
233- Hadith al-Arbi a1. Volume III, 159~167-
234- It is strange that Mandur does not disouss this phenomenon of Layali

but quickly passes over the diwan dwelling-mostly on one poem-*4 Sir anSda 
Misriyyah". See Shi *r, II, 85~7-

235- Shi*r *Ali, p.81. See also pp.258-265.
2380 Al-Ma*addawi was speaking from his personal knowledge of the poet, 

see op.oit. p.62. See also p.70, p.57 and pp=59~62. See also 
Sayyid, op.cit., p. 126 and other places.

237- Al-Shi *r II, -83. See also Qadaya Jadidah, p.103-
238. See for example op.cit., p.29 & p.197? see also her chapter on love

and sex, ibid, pp.258-265-
239- Loc° cit.
24°- Ibid.
241 - Op.cit., pp.62-3-
242. Ibid, p.62.
243- Ibid, p.63,
244- Loc g,cit0

245- Arwafc wa Ashbalp., first edition, 1942, p.27-
24-8- Ibid, p.20. See also his interesting poem "Ilia” in Layali,

pp.44-47-
247- Layali, p„90-
248. Arwah, p.20.
249- Layali, p.52.
25°- Ibidj p.51.
251- Ibid.
252. Op.cit„a pp.62-3*
253- Arwaho p .24,
254- Al-Shaucr al-ATid, first edition, Chlr^,- 1945? P-53-

A
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256.
257-
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259-
260.
261.
262.
263°

264-
265°

266.

267-
268.

269°

270.
271°
272.
273°
274°

275-

276.

277-
278.
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Ibid.
Ibid., p.107°
Ibid., pp.107-103°
Sharp wa ffharb, Cairo, 1947? P-33- See also "Sariyatu '1-Fajr", 
Zahr wa Khamr third edition, Cairo,[1944J,pp.24-27. See also al-
Ma addawi, op.cit., p°65 for a comment on it.
Al-Shauq al-^'id, pp. 104-106. See also Arwah wa Ashbah, pp. 16-20. 
Al-Shauq al-f£'id, pp°6-7°
Zahr wa Khamr, pp.32-3- 
Mizan, pp.32-3-
See Arwah wa Ashbah, pp.6-9 for a list of and annotations on these 
personages.
See Mandur, MTzan, pp.30-38 for a full discussion on this volume.
See for example two articles on Apollo, god of poetry in Greek
mythology, one by fAli Jl-*Inahi, "Apollon wa ’1-Shifr al-Hayy", 
Apollo magazine, October, 1932, pp.113-24 and the other by° Tsa 
Iskander al-Ma fluf, "Apollon, Ilah al-Ghina'", ibid., pp.132-4°
Shi'r *Ali, pp.317-342; see also Mandur, Al-Shif r, II, 98-102; 
Sayyid, op°cit., pp.116-125° However, Sayyid offers no critical 
discussion of the play.
For example see his lovely poem "Al-Shauq al-fA fid", pp.3-9°
See for example his poems "Jazirat al-f Ushshaq" , ibid., pp. 10-12°,
and "Taqat Zahr", ibid., pp.13-15-
For more on this diwan see Mandur, Al-Shi* r, II, 104-107? Sayyid, 
op.cit., pp.128-9°
See pp.41 and 50-2°
Layali, p°49°
Sharq wa Gharb, pp-53-59-
Pp. 33-91.
On his family lineage see Sayyid, ibid., p°23 where he relates the 
poet's family to gusain bin fAli, the grandson of the Prophet.
See for example his three poems on Palestine in his diwan Sharq wa 
Gharb v "Ila Abna' al-Sharq" , pp. 69-78, "Yaum FilastTn", pp. 79-35 an 3. 
"Min al-A maq", pp.36-91; his famous poem on Palestine "Akhi Jawaza 
*1-Zalimuna * 1-Mada", Mafaddawi, qp°cit°, PP-90-91? see other poems 
revolving around Arab national themes in Sharq wa CQsarb, Zahr wa 
Khamr (his poem "‘Am Jadid " pp.89-96 is notable for strong feelings 
on past Arab glory)j in Al-Shauq al-^A'id, etc.
However, N° al-MalS'ikah has an interesting discussion on theme in 
poetry with special reference to Taha’s verse, see Shi*r *Ali,
PP-33-41°
Op.oit., p°79 et seq.
N. Mala'ikah mentions the flatness of the development of such poems. 
However, she means something different to what is meant above by the 
expression. By flatness it is here meant that the poem does not 
grow organically to a climax. This should not mean, as N. al-
Mala'ikah asserts (p°12l) that every verse of the poem is charged 
with the same amount of emotion as the other. The poem, instead 
of growing steadily to a climax, is divided into emotional units 
which work in waves or jets.
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279» See iMd. Jbp, H 2 “156;S^y^j o^jCi^.ppo 393-8; Mandur, Al-Shi*r, II, 
•|>,82: Taha Husain, Hadith al-Arbi* ar, , Volume III, ***TS§7*

280. Shi*r *Ali, p.143®
281o Ibid, p.147o
282. Dirasat, p. 140° See his essay^on him entitled "pajij al-Alfag 

al-Khallabah *ind *Ali Mahmud Taha”, ibid, pp.136-153.
283° Ibid, p.139°
284- Ibid, p.140.
285* Ibid, p.142.
286. See the more enlightened discussion of Ma'addawi 011 this last poem, 

op.oit., pp.120-128,
2̂ 7° Dirasat,pp.145» 146, 147°
288o Ibid, p . 1480

289- See Mandurfs protest on his criticism, Al~Shi*r, IÎ  
pp.80-8l.

290. ...Ap.oLlo., December, 1932, p.352.
291» See No al-Mala’iakah, Shi *r *Ali, pp.161-4®
292o Ibid, pp.169-174 where she refers to the many words in his poetry

which denote "colour and light",
293. 'gadith al-Arbi^a” , III, . 166-7; Nazik al“Mala’ikah, Shi *r *Ali»

 -------
294o Hadith al-Arbi a1, III, .166.
295® See Mala’ikah, Shi*r *Ali, . pp.202-8 for her enlightened

. treatment of the subject.
2960 See Sharq- wa Gharb for his poem "Alhan wa Ash*ar fi Manzil Richard

Wagner", pp.8-20 where he employs al-rajaz and al-basit; and Al-Shauq 
al- A’id, for his poem "Hia wa Huwa, §afahat min Hubb", pp.37-68 
where he employs al-sari* and al-mutaqarab metres. Mala’ikah, 
however, Shi *r *Ali p.190 must have overlooked the first poem when 
she asserted that Taha had only one single poem which employed two 
metres, meaning the last poem munitioned above.

297® Al-Ramzi.yyah, p.180. See also Mala’ika’s discussion on 'J'aha's 
Symbolism, Shi* r *Ali, pp.164-9®

2980 See for example his poems "al-Timthal" and "al-*Ushshaq al-Thaiathah" 
in Layali, pp.82-5 & 130-141 respectively; and his poem "Imra’ah 
wa Shaitan”, in Al-Shauq al-*A’id, pp.17-34® See also Mala’ika’s 
criticism of this long poem in Shi *r * Ali t pp.277-284.

299° A critic can find ample material on this in papers and magazines of 
the forties; see also ibid, p.27®

300. Op.cit., p.146.
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SECTION 2 s AL-SHABBI OF TUNISIA
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A glance at the examples of Tunisian poetry in the first four decades 

of this century shows that the obscurity suffered by Tunisian poets other 

than al-Shabbi in the Arab world was mainly due to the general lack of
•jstrength in their poetry., The poems in the selections of both M.P„ Ibn

*Ashur, and Z.A. Sanusi, do not show any impressive creativity and are

reminiscent of loss successful poetry in the Middle East,

The greatest weakness of this poetry as seen in these selections lies

mainly in its general structure and sentence formation, but other prosodical
2and linguistic weaknesses exist, The first explanation which imposes 

itself on the critic is the fact that nineteenth century poetry in Tunisia 

was not blessed with a great poet to confirm its poetic revival in a 

powerful verse contribution. No Barudi or Shauqi appeared there. Then, 

when Romanticism, with its tendency to dilute and deviate from accepted, 

well-established ways of expression and from the well cultivated images of 

Classicism began to develop in Tunisia towards the second decade of this 

century, the ground had not been made strong for its advent. It was 

introduced onto a relatively weak basis which made it even weaker still.

This was to affect al-Shabbi's own contribution which was not able to rid 

itself completely of the basic structural weaknesses of the local contri

bution.

In most Tunisian poets Romanticism appeared as a tendency towards 

despondency and melancholy. This must have been due, not only to the 

oppressive political and social conditions in Tunisia under French rule, 

as Ibn 'Ashur emphasises,^ but also to the discrepancy discovered between 

the progressive life in the West and life at home, as well as between

It is clear that these selections give only a limited scope for judg
ment, but it is usual for such selections to be authentically representa
tive.
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ideals and reality* This mood which dominates many examples of poetry^ 

written in the second and third decades of this century was to lead to the 

release of a Romantic current which found its greatest expression in al-

Shabbi, during the third decade* Tunisian Romanticism was greatly guided
5"by the examples of Romantic poetry translated from French* A personal

tone and an introspective attitude gradually began to take hold of some

examples of poetry^ contemporaneously with the same movement in Arabic

poetry elsewhere and to express the inner feelings of the poet and his

personal experience* Rot only Egyptian poetry, but especially that of
7al-Mahyar affected Tunisian poetry greatly*

Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi (1909-1934) grew up in a literary environment 

which had been open,therefore, to artistic currents blowing on it from East 

and Rest, and benefited greatly from the situation* However, despite the 

presence of contemporary attempts in Tunisia to innovate in poetry, to 

write in the Romantic trend, to treat the theme of nature, to resort to 

introspective reveries and to look inward towards the poet's own experience 

in life, i*e* despite the fact that most of the characteristics of al- 

Shabbi Ts poetry were present in Tunisian poetry, his appearance remains a 

phenomenon in the history of modern Tunisian poetry* A* Karru recognises
8 fthis and even tends to exaggerate al-Shabbi*s position. U* Farrukh, on

the other hand, although he sees in al-Shabbi a great talent unequalled by
9any of his contemporary poets in Tunisia, does not seem to realise the 

depth of his revolution or the extent of his intellectual and artistic 

adventure, when measured against his time and place* But al-Shabbi*s 

achievement was spectacular, for he was endowed with a deep poetic and 

social insight which paved its way quite early to a harmonious fusion of 

the personal and communal* He was able to adopt a new level of approach 

unprecedented in modern Arabic poetry except in scattered examples of Mahjar 

poetry such as N u ‘aima*s famous poem 11 Akhx", mentioned above* Al-Shabbi 

has several such poems in which the personal torment of the poet is suffered
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on behalf of the community and national failures enter the inner experience
1 0of the poet, arousing agonised personal emotions.

Al-Shabbi lived a very short life indeed, and his poetry,, which began

immature and unsure of itself, was never given sufficient scope to attain
11its full dimensions. His rise in an environment which, with its back

wardness, its fatalistic mentality, its submission to obsolete traditions
12and to reactionary forces, harboured all the causes for rebellion, 

governed his artistic mood and his poetic emphasis. However, the general 

debility of the poetic condition in Tunisia at the time offset his pro

gress and weakened his artistic rebellion, because he could never rid 

himself completely of local poetic weaknesses. Moreover, aside from the 

retarding effect of his immediate poetic heritage in Tunisia, the very 

fact that he directed himself towards introducing changes in poetry, 

away from Classical motives, made him less dependent on the terse, well 

constructed Classical poetry and more dependent on other innovators in

Arabic who included Gibran, a poet not noted for strength in his verse 
13contribution. He had also to depend on translated works, particularly

from French, because he knew no foreign language. ̂  But despite all these

drawbacks, al-Shabbi had the makings of a great poet.

Al-Shabbi was born in the town of al-Sliabbiyyah near the city of
1 STauzer, a part of Southern Tunisia noted for its beautiful scenery. His

Ufather was an Azhar graduate and a judge whose career took him from one

town to another, a fact which exposed the poet’s early education to
17several interruptions. His earlier education seems to have been

received partly at home under the supervision of his father and partly
18at one of the traditional kuttabs. By the age of nine he had already

19memorised the Quran. After having read several books on religion,
2osufism and philosophy from his father’s library, ho was sent, at the

age of twelve, to the College Mosque of al-Zaitunah where he read
21religious and linguistic studies until 1927 when he graduated. Three
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2?years later he graduated from the Law College in Tunis.

His life during those nine years in the capital seems to have Leon

very progressive on a cultural level. Its most important aspect is the

fact that ho read widely and extensively in both Classical and modern 
23literature. He was in constant touch with the contemporary literature

24in Egypt, Iraq, Syria and al-Mahjar. Among the authors he read were

Taha Husain,^ al-Manfaluti and al-*Aqqad in Egypt,^ as well as such
< 27Mahjar poets as Iliya Abu Madi, Nu aimah and Gibran. The influence of

Gibran on al-Shabbi was the subject of the book above mentioned by Kh.
23M» al-TillTsi. Karru, al-Shabbi*s most enthusiastic biographer, has

29also insisted on the profound influence of al-Mahjar school on him.

When Apollo was founded in 1932, al-Shabbi was one of its most ardent 
30contributors.

Moreover, al-Shabbi seems to have boon an avid reader of Western 
31literature, which he read only in translations. Among the Western authors

32he loved, Lamartine and Goethe are particularly noted.

Al-Shabbi*s life in Tunis the capital, seems, mox'eover, to have been 

positively active in the literary and social fields. His most important 

literary event was perhaps the lecture he delivered in 1929 at the 

Khalduniyyah club in Tunis. This was, astonishingly, the first lecture 

he ever delivered. It was entitled 11 al-Khayal al-Shi*ri ‘ind al-‘Arab", 

and was published the following year in book form. In this lecture al- 

Shabbi might be regarded as the boldest and most radical avant garde Arab 

poet in the first half of this century. ^  The depth of his rejection of 

old methods in Arabic literature, on a theoretical basis, is an astonish

ing phenomenon of rebellion unequalled by the rebellion of any of his 

contemporaries, including Nu^aimab, *Aqqad and Gibran. This will be 

elaborated shortly.

The death of his father in 1929 took him away eventually from the 

capital, but he remained diligently in touch with literary events in
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Tunisia and the Arab world. Some of his biographers mention his great

misery at the death of his father, an unhappiness accentuated by the fact
34that the burden of his family fell entirely on the poet's shoulders.

3 5Some biographers also mention an unhappy marriage,  ̂and some mention an
36early love which tragically ended with the premature death of the beloved, 

apparently a common event in the life of many Romantic poets of the period, 

as has been noted above. At any rate there seems to have been several 

personal causes which accentuated a mood of despondency and gloom already
37spreading in Tunisian poetry at the time. Al-Shabbi's fatal illness 

which killed him at the age of twenty-five, must have been a decisive 

factor in determining the extent of his melancholy. However, his poetry 

shows a definite emotional struggle of a rare quality between the despair 

he felt and the great and virile love of life which characterised his basic 

temperament.
But before discussing al-Shabbi's poetic achievement it is interest

ing to see what his ideas on poetry were.

In his famous lecture Al-Iihayal al-Shi'ri *Ind a!~*Arab al-Shabbi's 

allegiance is clearly seen to be to Western poetic methods rather than to 

any Classical or contemporaneous poetic contribution in Arabic. An 

immature ardour had led him to a form of absolute negation of the Arab 

literary heritage so strong that it can be described as the most extreme 

blow given at the period to the Arab literary heritage. And it was not 

only the heritage which was questioned here, but also the Arab mind, 

psyche and sensibility. Prom now on direct and oblique attacks were to 

be directed, with varying emphasis, to the Arab creative talent, or to the 

Arab creative output, by many Arab writers and poets who had fallen under 

an overwhelming influence of Western ideas on literature and art, as will 

be shown later on.
One can only conjecture here that the audience to whom al-Shabbi 

spoke at al-Khalduniyyah club was not only Moslem but had been predominantly
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reared in the tradition of the Classical Arabic culture. Al-Shabbi

addressed them thus:

"My probing into Arabic literature and its spirit has led me to

the conclusion that it is, in its entirety and without any exception, a

materialistic literature, lacking in spiritual heights, in inspiration and

in insight towards either the future or the essence of things....It is a

naive expression that penetrates no depths and reveals no profound 
38t h o u g h t . T h e s e  deficiencies stem from the fact that this literature

39"was dictated by the Arab spirit" which is fiery, extemporaneous and

oratorical, with no capacity to probe and penetrate /the essenoe of things/.

It is moreover, purely materialistic and treats only the external aspects

of things. These two qualities - the oratorical and the materialistic -

have weakened the imaginative faculty of the Arabs....and it was these two

qualities which made the Arabs regard their poets, not as messengers of

life, but as orators..».There is no doubt that a great amount of Arabic
40poetry is nothing but versified oratories.

At his best, the Arab poet, in his opinion, was merely a photographer

who sought to picture the external image of things and not their internal
4-1effect on the spirit. Arab poets did not feel the sublimity of nature

or any awe towards it, but looked at it as one would look at an embroidered

and beautiful garment... they did not feel the current of life which flows

in the heart of nature except very slightly and naively, never experiencing 
4 2ecstacy. As for the attitude of Arab poets to woman, it was "a base 

and mean attitude reaching the lowest degree of materialism, and under

standing nothing of woman except that she is a body to be desired and 

enjoyed.. To him "Arabic poetry is nearly devoid of that lofty

outlook /to woman and love/ which combines love with veneration and fond

ness with worship,that deep spiritual outlook which we only find in 

Aryan poets

Another thing he attacked was the poverty of Arab mythology. He
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45declared that he believed the Arabs to be poor in the art of mythology 

and that whatever mythology they had was devoid of art and vividness
47In fact it was only an expression of their tendency to worship the dead.

It is clear that al-Shabbi, in this lecture, is neither a scholar,

a critic nor a thinker. He is a rebel,.showing the characteristic of total

rejection and total condemnation which true rebels show. At the basis of

this rebellion is a strong desire to force a Romantic revolution on

Tunisian poetry and his attempt seems to us now as an instinctive drive to

throw grim doubts on everything which seemed to him to contradict it.

His rejection of the culture and the heritage of the whole Arab
. Q

world and his extolling of Western poetic attributes must have seemed 

harsh and unbearable to a people whose only weapon against a devastating 

foreign aggression and the forceful implementation of an alien culture was 

the loyalty and attachment they could give to their Islamic and Arab 

affinities. But how much of national pride and confidence had been 

broken already in these people is shown by al-Sanusi’s description of his 

own reaction to the lecture. He says "I left the place more worried than
49refreshed...I was even depressed and disturbed.. But he goes on to

say that he talked to many people about it and found they were all agreed

in admiring the lecture, but that some of them suggested a different way 
50of approach. He then comments on al-Shabbi's courage saying that he

"did not hesitate to shock us on many points which we held ideal and

sacred..and on which we, indeed, never expected to hear anything but words
51 -of veneration and glorification." Al-Sanusi then goes on to say that 

when the extremity of his emotions died down and he found himself resort

ing to 'reason', he realised "that the worst thing that had happened to
52the East was the fossilisation of all elements of life." Al-Sanusi

was one of the most active figures in the literary circles in Tunis at the

time and editor of Al- * Alam al-Adabi magazine, which published the bulk
5 'iof Romantic literature in Tunisia. The fact that many Tunisians regarded
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54al-Shabbi as a renegade and an atheist cannot detract from the fact that

this lecture was accepted, on an intellectual basis7by several educated

men in Tunisia,

This lecture cannot fail to astonish and shock the Arab reader even

forty years later. His other ideas on poetry are milder and in line with

the ideas and concepts which were being propagated in Egypt and al-Mahjar.

He seems to be completely aware, in these articles, of the flux of diverse
56cultural influences on the Arab mind. He is also aware of the psycho

logical state of rejection of old ways and search for new ones in periods 

of change, a search which seeks to make links with the other cultures of
57the world. On poetry he writes, ’’The great poet is able to harmonise

emotion, imagination, thought, style and metre so that a musical rapport
58is found in the poem," To him a "sincere artist is constricted to

express in his art only the loftiest and noblest images of life."''7 Al-

Shabbi then urges this artist to take his inspiration from all cultures

of humanity , whether Arab or foreign,^

Some of his ideas are highly reminiscent of Nu'aimah. He says:

"Poetry is life itself...in its beauty and ugliness, its silence and
6 jtumult...and in every colour and image,,."

He strongly attacked the shallowness of the poetry of his days and

the perseverence of many poets in subjugating poetry to insincere topics

such as eulogy, ^/formalised/ elegy, congratulations, etc.^ This kind of

poetry is separated from life, and at its best,when it takes on a social
63aspect, is similar to the speeches of preachers.

In his poetry he also portrayed more attitudes towards the poetic 

concept. A poet must favour a life rich with feeling:

55

j '
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He stresses the idea that the intellect kills art and is no match for the 

heart;

J_______ _̂a*£> J >■ A l— j ̂  1 ̂  J  \j la 6j I----£92 <5----ft£-j j£-»J ̂
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The poet, moreover, must open his heart wide to the flux of the universe
66and must explore the secrets of life. A pantheistic attitude is clearly

portrayed in his poem "Qalb al-Sha‘ir,f in which the poet's heart is wide
67enough to contain the whole of life and of death, too.

Al-Shabbi was able to produce a poetry nearly equal to his theorisa

tion of it, another phenomenon of this poet at a time when the poetic 

theory was far in advance of the poetic experiment, especially in authors 

like al-*Aqqad, Shukri, al-Mazini and Abu Shadi0 Since the immediate

poetic background in Tunisia was far behind the immediate poetic background
x___________________________________ _of these other poets in Egypt, one cannot but admire the leap al-Shabbi

made to cross the divergent gap between the two backgrounds and bring his

poetry up to the level of some of the best poetry that was being written

in the Arab world at the time.

Al-Shabbi is one of the most brilliant minds to appear on the poetic

stage in the first half of this century. Despite occasional structural

weaknesses and linguistic mistakes, the over all picture is not greatly

marred. These weaknesses and mistakes are not due only to the fact that

al-Shabbi1s poetic background in Tunisia had not attained a Classical

mastery of expression which alone was able at the time to invest the poetic

structure with strength, but was also due to al-Shabbi*s Romantic adventure

He aimed at raising poetry to a contemporaneous level and he had to expe-
70rimexit first of all with language, and to eliminate, as much as possible

71the traditional use of stock words, phrases and images. The poet

Middle Eastern poetic background was of course dominated by the neo
classical contribution which arrived at great Classical purity at the 
hands of Shauqi.
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succeeds, often, in introducing words hence rarely used in poetry in
7 2

Tunisia.
But it is with al-Shabbi*s main attributes as a poet that this work

is concerned. His structural weaknesses and occasional bad use of words

were not of a kind that was bound to establish itself as a bad tradition

in modern poetry, as did that of Shukri and Abu Shadi. Talking about al-

Shabbi* s greatness as a poet, Karru fails to convince the reader of this

greatness. He usually resorts to vague generalisations and when he tries

to show his value as a poet, he limits his comment to an interpretation of
73meaning and a description of the emotional reaction of the reader.

Like all avant garde poets of his generation, al-Shabbi showed 

diverse influences and an uncertain fluctuation of traditional motives, 

especially in his earlier verse. This was apparent as early as 1927 

when Sanusi wrote his book on modern Tunisian literature and collected 

several examples for each poet. He noticed that the traditional themes 

retained in al-Shabbi*s poetry their traditional style with its stock
74images, diction and traditional form (especially the monorhyme). Such

75 76traditional themes were falchr, and philosophic poetry, etc. In his

treatment of new themes, however, al-Shabbi is liberated from superfluous 

shackles and enjoys great freedom in his choice of diction.

Al-Shabbi*s theme is quite diverse. Aside from the above mentioned

conventional themes, which are less frequent in his work, he treats such
77 78 7themes as the glorification of poetry, of childhood and of motherhood,

80to introspective meditations and Romantic reveries, to poems of personal 
81experience, as well as to poems of negation, and rejection on the

8 2political and social levels. The influence of Majhar poets such as

Hu'aimah, Abu Madi and Gibran is especially seen in such poems as "Baqaya
O T Q /] _ ^

al-Kharif'*, "al-Zanbaqah al-Dhawiyah1* -, "Munajat *Usfur" in which a 

natural object like a flower or a bird is usually used symbolically as a 

comparative parallel to the poet’s own experience. However, al-Shabbi
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does not succeed in producing an allegory of such poems, and they remain,

unfortunately, poems of ideas. In fact al-Shabbi has indulged in writing
86several poems in which he discussed an abstract idea. These poems are

among the least interesting of his poetic output because of their flatly 

direct approach, their prosaic analytic style and their lack of charged 

emotions.
— 87Al-Shabbi’s most remembered poem is perhaps "Iradat al-Hayat",

-  88 _  -  89but other poems such as "Nashid al-Jabbar", "al-§abah al-Jadid",
_ — 90 _ _ Q 1"Pi Zill Wadi ‘l-Maut", "Salawat fi Haikal al-Hubb", "al-Wabiyy al-
_ q2 93Majhul" and others, are also quite popular. In the minds of the Arabs

nowadays it is the personality of the seer and the rebel that predominates

over that of the suffering bard. This means that it is the positive and

not the negative escapist aspect of his poetry which has won the greatest

appeal over the years. For indeed his poetry had two conflicting sides to

it. Firstly it was a positive force, like that of his teacher, Gibran,
oa „

which aimed at re-building this world anew.'' However, Gibran was able

to persist in linking his Romanticism with positive forces perhaps mainly

because he did not suffer the proximity of the society which he rejected

and satari.̂ ecl. But al-Shabbi’s social mindedness was occasionally blurred

by two factors: firstly, by the proximity (often menacing)^ of the society

he was trying to re-awaken and re-mould, and secondly by the anguish of a

prematurely tormented body in the grip of a fatal disease. His yearning
96for the Forest,' therefore, was not a yearning to a symbol that could 

unify life and solve the problem of human differences, incongruities and 

conflicts, as is the case with Gibran, but was a deep yearning to escape 

from the world of conflict, social prejudice and general misery:
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and this:
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This is clearly not a call to simplicity and harmony directed to everyone

hut a refuge from everyone! an escape from the sordid and banal world*

Al-Shabbi is one of the first true exiles in modern Arabic poetry*

depict with success in his poetry the state of spiritual and intellectual 

alienation of the Arab educated men of his time* Only a decade earlier 

Shukri, a great propagator in his critical articles of avant-garde poetry, 

was able to depict this state of alienation of the Arab intellectual of

nearly completely out of the modern theme of rejection and alienation*

Even among al-Shabbi's direct contemporaries the ills and maladies of 

society had not been able to impose a direct personal torment on the poet, 

except in very rare cases, and the poet often took on the personality of

the preacher or teacher rather than the personality of the citizen who is
y. 1 C1_______ _felled down by those very maladies he rejects. Al-Shabbi’s poetry

of rejection is an excellent precedence to the more sophisticated poetry

of exile and alienation that has been written in the fifties and sixties*

In al-Shabbifs poetry there is a complete liberation of emotion. He 
102felt things deeply and expressed them vividly. Despite the fact that

103his emotions were a predominant factor in his poetry, his intellectual 

power often shines through the emotional maze: >;-

Gibran’s preaching had a tone of personal suffering in it* Tuqan had 
a hint of it, but only to an extent. Only al-Tall was able to depict 
(and to live) the role of the social rebel who suffers extremely through 
his rebellion. This, while poets like *Umar Abu Rlshah and ‘All 
Mahmud Taha, despite their anger, remained integrated in their own 
background, a part of the 'great and glorious' fa5ade of the nation, 
nothing to compare with the agonised consciousness of al-Shabbi's 
alienation*

99A member of a whole generation of intellectual exiles,  ̂he was able to

the second decade from society only in his prose,^^his poetry remaining

i r ifj 104
-t-- ^  ob'
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A deep insight and intuition is revealed in this poetry and al-Shabbi

remains one of the first modern Arab poets to have a vision which, although

not sustained throughout his whole works, was mainly a vision of strength 
105and love. He based his dream of a victorious oppressed humanity on

the idea of revolution:

 ............... I j j_jj l—'—  ;Mi»' o lôJ) 1 j\ J->. 1 q6

Theiyrants of the world will be swept away:
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*108He advocated great ideals: the will to live, the veneration of woman
109and beauty, love of life and progress. This has often taken in his

110 111poetry an ironical tone or one of condemnation, even damnation.

Here the masses are:
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Al-Shabbi’s genuine concern in social progress springs from his own 

personal attitude and not from a reaction to imposed mass attitudes answer

ing the call of literary commitment, as we have had in the poetry of many 

poets today. In fact al-Shabbi can be regarded as one of the very first 

spontaneously committed modern poets in the Arab world in this century.

But this vision of strength very often gave way to gloomier attitudes. He 

wroto often of death, a death that was growing in his bones, in very 

beautiful verse. When addressing death, his accent often lies upon the 

futility of a life benighted by impossible dreams and unrequited aspirations

—*—  - j ' j - * lo ^  o j S  1 •vnjU-jsiS d ) . ‘ 4 cl*!*, (jj ) I ) 113

and this last stanza of one of his most beautiful poems:
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Nazik al-Mala'ikah explains his word "nujarrib" as a wish on the poet’s side

to make of death not a passive act of surrender, "but an act of the will
115 -carried out consciously, J "for the experience of death held for al-Shabbi

all the strange pleasure and enticing mystery that vital experiences hold...

he ^often/ mentions death when he is speaking of life, beauty, youth', hope

and spring...he believed that a complete and deep life cannot arrive at the
116peak of its consciousness and realisation until it merges with death."

This hac a great element of truth in it. However, Nazik al-Mala!ikah’s

further explanation that the feeling of death germinates from the poet’s

psychological devastation under the weight of the intense emotions that 
117ruled his life is far fetched. Al-Shabbi, like many true artists had

an acute feeling of the vulnerability of beauty and life. The sight or

experience of beauty brings to him immediately the realisation that neither

love, nor happiness nor beauty can last, and when he feels that his happi-
118ness is perfect (as is the case when he loves and is loved) he yearns 

for death because he feels that the present moment is a climax that is 

followed by a degeneration of the experience. Only death can protect it 

in its totality^
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This is one of the purest expressions of an intoxication with life and love

rarely matched in modern Arabic poetry before the fifties and certainly un~
120matched by any of the poet’s own contemporaries. His poetry is studded

121

with flashes of the metaphysical which immediately elevate it:

6 I » I I I'l._■— «J£y — . i b_™'_'»J I I
d I  ̂i A , , ..I.-nJ U iS Xjj ly? J~l'H
d ̂J  - & A - y 1 tJ I ly*w

With poems like these al-Shabbi swung open new doors upon more 

universal themes in modern Arabic poetry. A new spirit is manifested

and a capacity, only within the power of true poets, to use paradox in
. _pr, , . ■, A J  . . n „ 1 I A., \S.I I 122 . J -  . . a Si 123poetry effectively -> • , f ,

and on an enchanting land; ^  ̂  f V  124

Indeed his image is often magnificently new and vivid:

I   . i . i.̂ o U 9  ^^Lr' (■"■< fW-V lj>_p" • ■ '*  ̂ I JS™ " 1j3 12 5

and this:

  I (_y U./J I (jl^ I bJLHy 126

and this:

A i , . bo I Jyj I C* bwy I. jJ ^  JS ^ 1 ■ 1 ■ I I 127

and this signifying death:

d__________ -JJ bJ I J l_1 Ly—jl 3AJI ^ 128

It can be quite sensuous at times. Talking of spring coming to earth he 

says:

Al-Shabbi’s poetry is a good example of the diverse use of imagery in a

transitional period in literature. He uses a great deal of metaphor:
->y ' I 2 I__— ---f------- — 131 Q   S 132

dl ^  133 e-tc. and occasionally resorts to the more sophisticated

symbols:
1 1——i ■■■■■j..j ■ i ly I JS ' I I < y y 11  ̂ b 1 34
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But at the same time he uses a great number of similes, which is the 

simplest and most traditional use of image:

1 IjjJ 1 1 jkjjJ h} d(M* LJ ̂ O - I J S  l_ jvO tl L 135

and this:

Jl------------------------- 0°--------- i j--^ J-1-0 CH*̂
and this:

j -/0aJ1  «nib (j .^iib r.y u^siyjb oj\ *<l 137
J_________________ J ^ \  rLolS * \ j______«SJ» ILillS

In fact al-Shabbi, in his original approach to poetry succeeded in chang

ing the conventional poetic procedures<> Poetry at his hands seemed free

to be applied to almost any situation,, This he has been able to achieve

more through a change in tone, imagery and emphasis than through a radical 

change in the form of the poem* For the greatest number of his poems 

have kept to the conventional order of two hemisticho and a monorhyme*

Other forms were the couplet, some three verse stanzas, quatrains, and
1 38other stanza forms including muwashshalis.

Al-Shabbi*s poetic idiom is often new and fascinating, but is not

always sure, as we have seen* What characterises him most is his youthful
139 140energy* His poems have a simple, rather fluid lyrical charm, and

there is hardly any rigidity, and very little pedantism. However, despite 

a successful change of the tone of poetry in several poems, there is an 

occasional falling back on an oratorial tone, a reminder of the deep impact 

of Classical rhetoric:

Q*> I*— ^^3 ' ^  4̂1
^  i n *  J I •  *  * ^ .........  .. -■ —l"" "   ̂ 1 .J ̂

One of the greatest attributes of some of his poetry is its capacity
142to be interpreted in more than one way, ^ despite the fact that it is 

direct and clear. But this is not always achieved. Some poems, 

especially those with a direct social context, do not enjoy this quality. 

But when he discusses more personal topics, a new level is achieved. His
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143idealistic, rather sentimental treatment of the theme of Nature is often 

superseded by a tragic tone of realisation and discovery of the incongrui

ties and absurdities of life around him.

Even in his less successful poetry the unity of the poem is nearly 

always achieved. This is sometimes merely a unity of theme, but he

has been able, in several poems, to achieve an organic unity in which the
145poem develops to a climax, and its growth depends on all its components. '

But the Romantic adventure of al-Shabbi is not free from Romantic

weaknesses. His gravest fault is flabbiness and most of his poems are
146diluted, some to the extreme. Adjectives follow each other, often

without restraint:

i I  ̂  ̂ j) £—-v ad l * d 1 -̂1

I- j \ 1 >»/ .jd ̂ (J»« j jfj V ̂

— I ^  . *0 i ^  b - w  c) 1 . ■  ̂ ^  1 0 \j> t

147

Moreover, he is immediately noted as a poot who does not polish his work:

j  —... ^---   V L <3-Jjiio t_s__  ̂ 5̂— I bJ QO 6----- LJ 'J.—Sjf

Nowadays al-Shabbi is best remembered, as has been said, for his 

poems which have a social or political connotation. When his only diwan 

Aghani ’l-Hayat was published belatedly in 1955 f it did not cause any 

real excitement in the literary circles. This fact is mentioned and
149commented upon by al-Shabbi*s friend Muhammad al-Hilaiwi. He explains

the tepid reception of the diwan in the Arab world by the fact that many

of his poems were already known to the Arab reader, and that those as yet

unknown were very similar to those previously published.150 He also

adds that the political situation in the Arab world had taken full hold
151of the people and had drawn them away from poetry. Al-Hilaiwi,
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however, overlooks the most prohahle reason for this tepid reception of 

the diwan. The mid-fifties were almost weaned from the Romantic spirit 

which permeated the diwan, and had little patience with or interest in the 

natural scene, the reveries, the meditative attitude and the special kind 

of ecstacy and suffering which most poems in the diitfan reflect. It was an 

angry period, tuned to a more realistic approach. This was why al-Shabbi*s 

peoms of rejection appealed to it most. Whi"U Arab poets and readers of 

poetry in the twenties and thirties (and even in the forties) read the 

Western Romantics, Arab poets in the fifties were now reading the more 

modern poets of England, France, America, Spain and other countries of the 

East and West, This will be shown later on in this work. What is 

important here is the fact that poetic appreciation and the poetic taste 

had changed considerably since the thirties. Above all, the modern Arab 

poetic taste was more geared to an appreciation of a more revolutionary 

poetic form than al-Shabbi*s poetry could present.

But this should not mean that there was no unnecessary and unjustifi

able neglect of this most gifted poet, nor should it mean that the modern 

Arab reader can find nothing to benefit from al-Shabbi*s contribution.

Modern Arabic criticism has not shown particular interest in reviving 

recent forgotten poems of value. The greatest activity of critics is 

turned upon the contemporary contribution and poets like al-Shabbi, Abu

Shabakah, al-Hamshari and many others are only revived on particular 
1 5 2occasions and not as a result of a critical exploration of recent poetic 

treasures,

The contemporary Arab reader can indeed find many poems in al-Shabbi*s
153 -diwan which he can still enjoy. A poem like "Alhani al-Sakra", for

example, with its universal approach, can hardly lose its beauty or appeal 

with time. The contemporary Arab poet can benefit a great deal from 

al-Shabbi*s rhythmic flow, the depth and poignancy of his poetic sensi

bility, the riches- -of his emotion, the courage with which he approached the
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poetic experiment and the originality and vividness of his imagery. Above 

all he can benefit from al-Shabbi1s capacity of experiencing things in their 

totality and responding to them at many levels, including a metaphysical 

one, at the same time. Even up till now few poets in the Arab world can 

achieve this.

When judging him, critics must keep in mind the narrower dimensions 

of the poetic experiment at his time, and the extent which his own poetic 

adventure achieved in comparison to his contemporaries. They must also 

remember the short life-span allowed to him. If his genius was not able, 

within that tragically short life-span, to achieve a completion of the 

aesthetic message he seemed destined to fulfil, it should not be overlooked 

or allowed to be forgotten.

A
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FOOTNOTES

1D Abu al-Qasim Muhammad Karru, however, insists that it was imperialism 
that severed the links between the Middle East and Tunisia; see 
Al-Shabbi, Hayatuhu wa Shi ruhu, Beirut, second edition, 1954? P°7° 
This is not plausible, because the Middle Eastern contribution was 
available to Tunisians ever since the nineteenth century, as has been 
discussed* Moreover, when Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi attempted to make 
links with the Arab East, he was immediately hailed in Egypt* See 
Me Mandur, Al-Shabbi Rulj Tha’irah”, in Dir as a.\ ‘ an al -Shabb i, edited 
by AoMo Karru, Tunis, 1966, p*95? for a comment by MandUr on thiSo

2* It is impossible to illustrate here because of the abundance of
examples, but a quick look on the selections will show these clearly* 
See also KhalTfah Muhammad al-Tillisi, in Al-Shabbi wa Gribran,
Tripoli, Libya, 1957? PP°25~6 where he quotes Muhammad al-IJilaiwi, 
al-Shabbi’s poet friend, as saying that Tunisian !,poets are numerous 
biit most of their poetry is of doubtful value** * criticism will not 
find it difficult to uncover its sKtpness and prove its lack of 
feeling, emotion and imagination (except in very few cases) and to 
leave it - after a close scrutiny - merely a heap of words and metresJ
Al-Tillfsi himself, ibid*, p.24, asserts that poetry in Tunisia, when 
al-Shabbi appeared, was poor and not fit to participate effectively 
in life* See also Abu al-Qasim Muhammad Karru, Kifah_al-Shabbiv Aw 
al-Sha 4> wa 11-Wat aniyyah fi Shi rih , third edition, Beirut, i960,
p*44~°

3* Ibn ‘Ashur, Al-Harakah al-Adabiyyah wa ’ 1-Fileriyyah fi Tunijs, I, 116*
4* For example see Sanusi, Al-Adab al-Tuhisi fi ? 1-Q.arn al-Rabic * Ashar,

I, 99? f°r examples from "SarTd Abu B akr*”(bTT399~) ? pp»103~128; from 
Muhammad al-Fayiz, (b*1902), pp* 155-156; from al-Hadi al-Madani, 
(bll900), pp*170-172 and pp*177-181, etc*

5* Ibn ^shur, op* cit * , pp* 147-148°
6 ° Ibid*, pp*177-178*
7* For example see Sanusi, op* cit *, I, 99? on fbe influence of al-Mahjar 

on Sa id Abu Baler5 see also pp* 114-115 for a poem by Abu Bakr
entitled ”al-Ghusn al-Mujarrad” which is a direct imitation of
Nu aima’s poem "al-Nahr al-Mutajammid”, in its Romantic notion, its 
simplified language, its treatment of the subject and its unity of 
theme*

8* See Ad -Shabb i, ffayatuhu, p*9; ^ d  his book Kifah al-Shabbi, p*43 and
p*44°

9° Al -Shabb i, Sha ‘ i r al-I-Iubb wa M-Hay at, Beirut, 1960, p°57°
10. Some such poems are ”A1-Nabiyy al-Majhul”, in his diwan Aghahi ‘1-

Hayat, Cairo, 1955? pp* 102-5; and his poem ’’Iradutu ll-Hayat”, ibid* 
pp0167-170, etc*

11. Farrukh agrees to this; see his essay "Al-Jahib al-Fikri fi Shifr al- 
Shabbi”, Al-Fikr magazine, Tunis, April, 1966, p.110.

12. For a description of the state of society in Tunisia at al-ShSbbi’s
time, see Karru, Kifah al-Shabbi, pp.76-89*
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27.
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ICarru
Ibid.
Ibido
Ibid.

See the comments of Farrukh on Gibran and al-Shabbi*s superiority to 
him in Al-Shabbi, p°103; see also "Al-Janib al-Fikri fi Shi^r al- 
Shabbi”, p=112 for another comment by Farrukh on the bad influence of 
Gibran on al-ShabbiTs style*
Karru, A1 -Shabb i H a y  at uhu, p.72>: see also the introduction to 
AMiani ‘.1-I;Iayat, p a 10*
Karru, Al-Shabbi, Hayatuhu., pp.45-6°
Ibido, p=46c
Farrukh, Al-Shabbi, p062o

A1 -Shabb i , Hay at uhu t lp_p_°_git °

p. 47.
On his life in al-Zaitunah see Farrukh* s interesting 

description, Al-Shabbi, pp.63-5°
Karru, Al-Shabbi, Hayatuhu, p * 48.
Farrukh, Al-Shabbi, p.65; the introduction to his diwan, p*10; ICarru, 
Al-Shabbi, Hayatuhu, pp„47"8. He is described by Karru, p643, as 
having' read such great classics as Al-Aajiani, §ub& al-A sha, Al-Kamil 
Al-Amali, Al- Umdah, Al-Mat h.al al-Sa.? ir, Kit5b al-gina^tain, etc*
The introduction to his diwan, p. 10; Farrukh, Al-Shabbi, p.65; see 
also Rasa * il al-Shabbi, edited by Muhammad al-Hilaiwi, Tunis, 1966, 
in which several discussions on contemporary Arabic literature in 
the Arab world are carried out between al-Shabbi and his poet friend 
Mo al-Hilaiwi in natural and spontaneous fashion* See for example 
pp.34? 46, 58, 60, 61 j 82, 123, 127-8, 133 ot pc.ocin.
Karru, Al-Shabbi, gayatuhu, p=72 =
Farrukh, Al-Shabbi, p*65.
ICarru, Al-_S_habb i, gayatuhu, p. 47" Farrukh, Sha * ir an Mu* as iran, 
pp.170-1; Khaltfah M, al~Tillisi, Al-Shabbi wa Gibran, pp.20-1.
See also al -Shabbi’s poem ”Qalb al-Umm” in AAhahi * 1-Hay at y pp=129- 
133? which is reminiscent (especially on pp= 131-2*}of Mû  aimah1 s 
poem ”Ibtihalat”, Hams al-Jufun, pp.32-7? especially the overture; 
also al-ShabbiTs poem ”FT £ill Wadi *l-Maut”, Afghani \1-Hayat, 
pp=141-3, which is reminiscent, in its meditative atmosphere, of 
Abu Mali's poem, ”Al*JTalasim;f, Al-Jadawil, pp.139-177.
See especially pp051“*66o
Al-Shabbi, Hayatuhu, pp=47 & 70-7.
See for example his early assessment of Apollo in a letter to 
Muhammad al-Hilaiwi on February 22, 1933? Rasa * il al-Shabbi, pp.100-1
Zain al-‘Abidin al-Sanusi, op*cit„, I, 207; ICarru, Al-Shabbi,

;uhu, p»48c
ICarru, ibid; In fact these twof authors are quoted by a 1-Shabbi in 
his lecture ”Al~IChayal al-8hi ri Ind al- Arab”, published in book 
form by Zain al-̂  Abidin al-Sanusi in 1929. See Al-Kha.ySl al-Shi {ri 
* Ind al-*Arab, second edition, Tunis, 1961? pp.64^^d 65* for al- 
Shibbi’s mention of Lamartine and pp. 65 and 66 for his mention of 
Goethe*
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33c This is perhaps why Raja1 al-Naqqash, a modern Egyptian critic,
regards al-Shabbi as the "most prominent Arah poet before the socofid 
World War to insist on the necessity of innovation"; see his book 
Abu a'l-Q,asiro al-Shabbi, Iqra’ series, Cairo, 1962, p. 34*

34* Karru, Al-Shabbi, Hayatuhu, pp.43-9? Farrukh, Al-Shabbi, pp.72-4*
35* Ibid, pp.66-7; Karru, Al-Shabbi, gayatuhu, po89; see also Al-Fikr

magazine, op.cit., for an article by Ahmad Khalid entitled "Al-Shabbi 
wa 11-Mar1 ah",pp, 38-9 *

36. Farrukh, Al-Shabbi, p.685 see also Afihani * 1-ga.yat for poems probably 
relating to this relation; see for example "Al-Jannatu al-Ba’i*ah", 
pp.147-150; "Jadwal al-Hubb", pp*69-72; "al-Dhikra", pp.53—4;
"Ma’tam al-Hubb", pp.20-21. In his diary there is also a mention of 
that flower which life gave to him then took away from him;
Mudhakkarat Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi, Tunis, 1966, pp.8-9*

37* Karru, Al-Shabbi, Hayatuhu, pp.49 & 50.
38. Al-Khaval al-Shi *n, p.103*
39* Ibid, p.107.
40. Ibid, pp.122-3* However, although the rhetorical tone is present in 

much of the Classical poetry, the example he gives to prove that many 
poems are ’versified oratories’ is quite unsuccessful. This is a 
famous pre-Islamic poem by al-Harith bin *Abbad which he said before 
the famous Basus war when al-Muhalhil killed his son Buhair. The 
amount of emotion involved in the famous lamiyyah, the repetitive, 
highly impressive style, the charged, concise verses are highly 
poetic. Moreover, many of the images are most appropriate to good 
poetry:

t_j I - -  j  11 yjj) ^ja I  fc- 5/1 O ' Ad I j K‘ b

V il bM^«Q*d l j** I t ’ ' I ̂~*    ̂ f * J* ■ I !■ III .■ 11 O pT I |f Ov3*^r9 ^
and this: v. \ •

J  £j i.Zsy  a wj bl^Cr .1  ̂ bw*nf^n*«W ■ J ^Ĉ d ■   Vii I' J-fiiJ 1

and this: .
^  t-A- ^ .......................................................................... ...d .— M  bajJ * J'.l  •IjO  b^S

and this:
J  >i  ..„ad 1 C ./-.----------------------------------O j)----- —oJ t j --------------- ----bo^ * dJoJ i J

See ibid, pp.125-6 where the poem is quoted, and pp.126-7 for his 
assessment of it.

41. Al-IChayal al-Shi1 ri, p.113*
42* Ibid, p.67.
43* Ibid, p.72*
44* Ibid. Again al-Shabbi ohooses one of the most effective love poems

in the Classical heritage, that of Ibn Zuraiq:
<y .i. cub up p«iiw> ■ ^ ud I O ̂ d ...d ^
(p. 144 and after) and accuses it of tepidity (p.116) and lack of 
authenticity (p.117)* It is very difficult to understand al-Shabbi’s 
attack on this poem which is very rich in emotion and might be 
regarded a superior poem from many points of view.

45* Ibid, p.31.
46. Ibid, p.33.
47* Ibid, p.34*
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48. For his extolling of Western literature see Al-IQiayal_ f

PP°31? 33= 39s 41J 65~7» 72$ 109$ 114¥ 116-9 and other places,.
49- Ibid.. p.13"
50, Ibid.
51c Ibid" $ pd4o
52" Ibid.
53o See M.F. Ghazi, "Kaifa Nadrus al-Shabbi?", Dirasat i an al-Shabbi,

P»19"
54" Naqqash, op.cit., p°33; Karru, Kifafct al-Shabbi, p.491 more

details on the reaction of t|ie audience to this lecture see al-Munji 
al-Shamli, "AI-Khayal al-Shi ri Ind al- Arab, Aqidah Adabiyyah wa 
Ijtima iyyah Siyasiyyah", Al-Fikr magazine, April 1966, pp.23-4"

55" S’01? more on this lecture see Karru, Kifah al-Shabbi $. pp. 13-28? see
also an article by the Lebanese Shauqi Abi Shaqra, "Al-Khayal al- 
Shi ri Ind al- Arab, li Abi *1-Qasim al-Shabbi," LirasSt fan al- 
Shabbi , pp. 151-4? al-TillTsi, op_._cit., pp.17-9; Farrukh, Al-Shabbi, 
pp.128-9-

56. See his introduction to Abu Shadi's diwan, Al-Yunbu*, "Ilmamah fi 
'1-Adab al - ‘ Arabi fi 7l-fAsr al-Hadir", republished in Atliar al- 
Shabbi wa Sadahu fi 11-Sharq, Beirut, 196'] , which is a collection of 
writings by al-Shabbi and on him, ed. by Abu !1-Qasim M« Karru, p.115"

57- Ibid.
58. Ibid- 7 p.122.
59. Ibid.
60. Ibid., pp.122-3.
61. Ibid., p.130? from an article entitled "Al Shifr, ma yajibu an

yufhama minhu wa ma huwa miqyasuhu 'l-saliili" , published originally
A1 - 51 am al-Adabi , magazine, 1930, see ibid. , p. 24.

62. Ibid., p.140? from an article entitled "Al-Shifr wa fl-Shafir",
originally published in Al-‘Alamal-Adabi, 1932; see ibid.$ p.24.

63. Ibid., p.141o
64" Aghani I-̂ ay_at f p. 127"
65. Ibid., p.128.
66. Ibid.
67. Ibid., p.183.
68. For a single example this extract from his poem "Ughniyyat al— 

Shafir", in Afghani ll-Hayat, p. 64s
^ lĵj> I { t J ̂  1 (’-"'hJf)

( —wbsLu “CU J U lu) L, 9 1 djJ j~'Ji (1
£ r ~  *— Clw—-t.J UJ 1jJl3.1I d 8. r J>

1 C.h tflyT'tli  ̂J iw-vJ tlG <\ * 4 * I cy - * L: r

See also Farrukh, Al-Shabbi, pp.122-3.
69. See ibid., pp.118-121, where Farrukh gives a list of his linguistic 

mistakes. However, Farrukh is over-pedantic in his criticism anr1 
gives no|( allowance in his criticism for the modern use of words such 
as is&Lak. instead ofll.malafi (p. 119) and "al-lcaun" meaning world instead 
of" .al—1 lnV (ibid), "zuhur" instead ofnzahry which is a modern usage
( ibid); "Masha { ir" (ibid*)" and "ahasisr;~̂ (Tbijl., p.120).
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70o Farrukh rightly links these mistakes with al-Shabbi's wish to innovate 
(ibid, p.118)» Howevei*, one might disagree with him as to the 
reason, for he seems to refer it completely to al-Shabbi's intent to 
avoid highly Classical or Islamic words and pick instead pagan or 
vulgar words, (ibid.)

71. He was not always very successful, as in the following when he uses 
the word ' j  j_

j U— —*-> "V ̂ |f *  ̂ \d9 O' wl—519
Aghani 'l-jla.yat, p. 96. He also uses many archaic words such as 

 ^ o L oj* ' (p.97) and ' jf jt) ' for lions (p. 132). etc.
72. See Shafrarah, Al-Shabbi, Beirut, 1961, pp.10-11 where he gives a list 

of these words. See also Sanusi, op.cit., Volume I, 204? where he 
says that his vocabulary was widened by the new meanings embodied in 
his poetry. This is a correct and indeed a very modern evaluation 
by al-Sanusi; see also Naqqash, op.oit., p.91°

73. Al-Shabbi, Hayatuhu, pp.78-88.
74° Sanusi, op.cit., pp.203-4°
75° See his poems "al-Majd" and "Sir ma‘a al-Dahr", in Aghani !1-Ha,yat,

p.52. "Za’ir al-‘Asifah", ibid, p.42 etc.
76. See his poem "Min Hadith al-Shuyukh", ibid, p.14; Perhaps his most

conventional poem is "Gharfah min Yamm", ibid, p.17° The poem 
is made up of fourteen verses where the unity of the one verse is 
strictly kept. Nearly each verse is a wise saying dogmatically 
delivered and contained within the single verse. The following are 
an example:

11* I & \ju t 1 d iX—aJ dô|_nJ ̂
(_J— —«aj>J I blj 1 1& I Uo O dj~-.  -5 io?^
J———— o ̂ ̂ ^  ̂Jy d>̂j£aJ I p O— I .J t vjr>' bJ

This poem was written in part before 1927? for it is included in 
Sanusi's collection, op.cit., p.238 where it has a different title
"Al-Amal wa '1-Qunut" and is only limited to eight verses. The
poet must have completed it later on.

77° Such poems as "Shifn" in Aghani *1-gayat, pp.33-4? "Ya Shi*r", ibid,
PP°35-41? "Qultu li M-Shi r", ibid, pp.86-7; "Ahlam ShaHr", ibid, 
114-115; "Fikrat al-Fann", ibid, pp.127-8; "Qalb al-Shafir", ibid, 
p.183? etc.

78. See his poem "al-Tufulah", ibid, p.57°
79° See his poem "Qalb al-Umm", ibid, pp.129-133, and "Haram al-Umumah",

ibid, p.182.
80. Some such poems are "Ayyuha *1-Lail", ibid, pp.25-28; "al-Ka*abah 

al-Majhulah", ibid, pp.22-24; "al-Masa* al-gazin", ibid, pp.59-61, otc<
81. Some such poems are "al-Dhikra", ibid, pp. 53—41 "Jadwal al-^ubb" , 

pp.69-72; "§alawat fi Haikal al-Hubb", ibid, pp.121-124;^ ^Ya Maut". 
pp.95-97; "Aghani 'l-Ta^ih", ibid, pp.89-90; "Fi Zill Wadi M-Maut”, 
ibid, pp.141-143; "Alhani al-Sakra", ibid, pp.165-166; "al-§abah al- 
Jadid", ibid, pp.159-161; "Nashid al~Jabbar", ibid, pp.179-181 etc.

82. Some such poems are "Shakwa ’l-Yatlm", pp.29-30; "Ila ‘azif Afma".
Ibid, pp.78-80; "al-Nabiyy al-MajhSl" , ibid, pp.102-5; "Iradat 
al-Hayat," ibid, pp.167-170; "Ila '1-Sha‘b", ibid, pp.175-178? etc.

®3° Ibid, pp.62-63.
84. Ibid, pp.31-32.
85° Ibid, pp.55-56°
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86. Such as "Al-Sa'amah", .ibid. , p.44? "Al-£[ubb", p°45? ”A1-Saf adah” v

p.151? etc.
87° Ibid. , ppol67-170o See Karru, Al-Shabbi, Hayatuhu, p.32; AtlisCr al- 

Shabbi , p. 57? where he quotes a personal letter from M. Nu(a,imahwhich 
mentions the fame of this poem; see also ibid., P°45? Farrukh in 
Sha*iran Mu asiran, p°214 calls it "mu*allaqat" al-Shabbi°

880 Aghani ‘l-Hayat, pp.179“ 81.
89« Ibid., pp.159-61.
90. Ibid., pp.141-3°
91o Ibid., pp.121-4.
92. Ibid., pp.102-5.
93° See Karru, Athar al-Shabbi, pp.41-2.
94. In such poems as "Iradutu '1-Hayat", "Ila *l~Sha*b" and "Al-Nabiyyu

*1-Majhul"; etc.
95. See Naqqash, op_.cit. , p.88.
96. See his poems "Ahlam Sha*ir", in Ajdjani 'l-ffayat, p.114; "Quyud al- 

Ahlam”, ibid., pp.115-6; and "Al-Ghab", pp.188-91 etc.
97° Agliani 1,1-Hayat, p.114°
98° Ibid., pp. 190~9'1°
99° J« Berque in a short address at the festival of al-Shabbi at Tunis,

(March, 1966), Al-Fikr magazine, April, 1966, p.153°
100. In his book I 'tirafat; see above, pp.281 and 283°
101. On his rejection compare with Naqqash, opoCit., pp.36-47; Tillisi,

op.cit., p.56; Karru, Kifah al-Shabbi, pp.44? 57 and 68.
102. Shauqi Daif in Dirasat fi *1-Shi*r al-*Arabi '1-Mufasir, pp.50-64?

discusses al-Shabbi's capacity of deep and acute emotion, but 
emphasises only the poet's feelings of 'pain'. Al-Shabbi's poignant 
love of beauty, and his reactions of anger, frustration and strong 
condemnation are neglected. The same attitude to the kind of emotion 
released in al-Shabbi*s poetry is found also in Musa Sulaiman's 
article on his poetry, "Shi r Abu '1-Qasim al-Shabbi, Thaurah wa 
Ghurbah - Dirasat Tahlil wa Taqyim", Al~Abhath magazine, March 1966, 
XIX, i, 124-43; also°in Su/ad Abu Shaqra's article, "Shakir al-Alam",
AI-Adah magazine, June, 1953? pp.30-2 and pp.64~5° Farrukh, "Al- 
janib al-Fikri fi Shi r al-Shabbi" in Al-Fikr magazine, op.cit.,
p.110, asserts that his emotionalism took him away from logic and 
nearer to intuition. The best interpretation of al-Shabbi*s emotions 
was given by Nazik al-Mala'ilcah, Qadaya, pp.276-80.

103° This is an element of his poetry which also coincides with his theory 
of it. See Al-Khayal al-Shi ri. pp.116-9°

104. Aghani 'l-flayat, p.103°
105° See Naqqash, op.cit., pp.98-9.
106° Aghani 11-gayat, p.185, from his poem "Ila Tughat al-*Alam".
107° Ibid.
108. As in his poems "Nashid al-dabbar" and "Iradatu '1-Hayat".
109„ See his poems "Ila *Adhara Afrudit", ibid., pp.109-11; "Salawat fi 

Ilaikal al—Hubb", etc.
110. See for example his poem "Ila *1-Sha*b"„
111. This appears in many poems. For a single example see his poem 

"Al-Nabiyyu U-Majhul".
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124°
125.
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131°
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133°
134°
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Ibid., p.184°
Ibid.f p.76.
Ibid., p.143°

Ibid.j p.271°
Ibid., pp.276-230.
See his poems "Alliani al-Sakrg", Afghani M-hayat, pp.165-166;
"Tâ ita 'l-Ghusun", ibid., pp. 171-174? especially p. 172 etc.
Ibid., p.166. Farrukh, strangely, could not accept al-ShSbbi's 
many-sided interpretation of life and death and has a most mundane 
and practical explanation of itj A1-Shabbi, 211-221.
Al-IIamshari, whom N° al-Mala'ikah in the same essay seems to regard 
as equal in this respect to al-Shabbi? was in fact less conscious of
death as a personal experience. In his "Sha^i* al~A‘ raf" death
seems to be more of an idea than a passion.
Aghani 11-Hayat, p.129; see also p.173; also his poems "al-§abah
al-Jadd'd", pp.159~l6l; "al-Jannatu *l-pa’ ifah", pp. 147-158? ."Pi 
25ill WadT 'l-Maut", ibid. , pp. 141-143; "Alhani al-Sakra" ,

Ibid., p.22.
Ibid., p.173°
Ibid., p.172.
Ibid., p.143°
Ibid., p.15 °
Ibid., p.13°
Ibid. 5 p.130.
Ibid., p.169. This is perhaps one of the reasons why Farrukh calls 
him a pagan poet, see "Al-Janib al-Fikri fi Shi r al-Shabbi"yp° 114°
Aghani ll-gayat, p. 100.
Ibid.
Ibid., p.178.
Ibid., p.166.
Ibid., p.89° His poem "al-Sabah al-AFadid" is perhaps the best 
example of a more subtle use of symbol in his poetry.
Ibid., p.69°
Ibid., p.165, but notice the fine metaphorical use of images in the 
rest of the verse.
Ibid., p.121.
It is interesting to note that the muwashshah form has been revived 
greatly by several Tunisian poets. See Santisi, op.cit°,, I, for 
scattered examples of these some of which are on pp.123, 150-2 , 155? 
177-8, etc. See also Farrukh, Al-Shabbi, p.149°
For Mandur's comment see his essay, "Al-Shabbi Ruh Tha'irah",
Dirasat  ̂an al-Shabbi v p° 98.
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140. Two of the best examples of this are his poems "Fi £ill Wadi *1-Maut" 

and "Alhani al-Sakra" .
4̂̂ ° 4Eb.aui M-Hayat, p.43« The last hemistich has one word missing in 

the text.
142. A good example of this is his poem "Al-Sabah al-Jadid". l.Y.

Bull at all "believes that al-Shabbi wrote it at a moment when he was
free from pain, see Al-Rumantiqiyyah wa Maf alimuha fi ’1-Shif r al-
‘ Arab i ’ l-II adit_h s Beirut, 1960, pp.173-4; S. Daif believes that al-
Shabbi wrote it with a feeling of hatred for life and a wish to be
delivered from his pain through death, see Dirasat fi ’1-Shifr al- 
‘Arabi 11-Mu*asir, p.64. However, Mugtafa Badawi has a more 
interesting interpretation, for to him al-Shabbi had a metaphysical 
image of a morning coming to man through deathj it is not the wish to 
be delivered from pain but the faith that death is the morning of 
man’s existence, see his essay "Al-Taqrir wa ’l-fha1 fi Shifr al-
Shabbi", Dirasat fan al-Shabbi, pp.216-7; Nazik ai-Mala’ikah relates
this poem to al-ShSTbbi’s perpetual enchantment with death, seen also 
in many other poems, see Qadaya, p.272; a nationalistic explanation 
of the poem is indicated by the fact that it was chosen as one in a 
collection of nationalistic poems by al-Shabbi and others in Rawa’ i{ 
Mukhtarah min al-Shi* r al-Qaumi, Baghdad,[ c„1950]? PP»13- 5? see 
also Farrukh, Shakiran Mufasiran, p.192 where he says that a "new 
morning” indicates tlio advent of a new love instead of the old and 
unhappy attachment he had.

143. For a single example see his poem "Salawat fi Baikal al-Hubb"; see 
also Tillfsi, op.cit., pp.85-6.

144* Such as his poem "Nazratun li ’l-Hayat", Aptiani 111 -Hayat, pp.15-6=
145* 4n excellent example of this is his poem "Alhani al-Salcra".
146. See Ajthani v1-Hayat, p.168 and 171 etc., for examples of extreme

dilution.
147* Ibid., p p .136-3.
148. Ibid., p.168, where "Muthaqqalatun" is wrong and could have been 

easily replaced.
149° ”Na.zarat fi Diwan Aghani ’l-Hayat", Al-Fikr magazine, April, 1966.

pp.116-7.
150. Ibid., p . 117.

151. Ibid.
152. Al-Shabbi, for example, was revived as a result of a patriotic effort 

on the part of his countrymen; see the introduction to Karru’s book 
Al-Shabbi, Hayatuhu, especially pp.12- 4; see also Al-Fikr magazine, 
April, 1966, the preface.

153- Naqqash, op.cit., PP°92-95s discusses the contemporary attitude 
towards al-Shabbi5s poetry and decides that he finds his poetry 
too idealistic to suit the basically realistic attitude of contemporary 
Arabs. This is true, of course, of much of his poetry, but a 
selective approach to it can find several universal examples.
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SECTION 3; ABU SHABAKAH OF LEBANON

A poet whose practice was equal to his theory^ was Ilyas Abu

Shabakah (1903-1947)* He started writing in the twenties, the same decade
in which two other avant-garde Lebanese poets were writing* These were
Adib Mazhar (1898-1928) and Yusuf Ghusub (1893)* The appearance of these
two poets is the earliest phenomenon in the Arab world of a change of

poetic sensibility towards a Symbolism of the French nineteenth century
type. This trend and the achievement of its major poets will be discussed
in the following ohapter. Lebanese writers and poets in the twenties were

2reading Western literature, mostly French. Some poets were influenced by 

the French Romantics. Among those Abu Shabakah was the most eminent. He

was so Romantic that he repudiated the Symbolic experiment in Lebanon in
3 4its core. But other poets read the French Symbolists. It is a rather

astonishing phenomenon that the two trends, in their full expression,

appeared simultaneously in Lebanon. However, the circumstances surrounding

the appearance of Symbolism in Lebanon will be discussed in the following

chapter. One last observation to keep in mind now before discussing Abu
Shabakah*s poetry is that the thirties, which saw Abu Shabakah*s rise to
fame and importance, as a staunch Romantic, also saw the simultaneous rise

of another poet in Lebanon of equal fame and importance who was destined
to be the foremost protagonist of the Symbolist experiment in modern Arabic

poetry, Sa'id fAql.
Ilyas Abu Shabakah was a corner-stone in modern Arabic poetry in

5Lebanon and is undoubtedly one of the greatest modern Arab poets. Not 
only the Romantic current in modern Arabic poetry was greatly re-enforced 
by his diversified contribution, but also the Christian literary tradition 
in Arabic. This tradition, which was now already entrenched in modern 
Arabic poetry because of the Gibranian experiment, found great confirmation
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in Abu Shabakah*s work. He expounded it in two spheres: firstly by using
Biblical stories and traditions as direct themes, and secondly by indirect 

reference and the delineation of the experience of a Christian who felt 

deeply about the teachings of the Catholic Church. This will be expounded 
presently.

Abu Shabakah was reared in the Lebanese village of j)V\Quq Mikhaf il in 

Kasarwan,^ a part of the Mediterranean coast noted for its beauty. His 

mother seems to have come from a family well known for its poetic gift, for 
both her maternal uncle and her brother were recognised poets in their

rj —• 3community. She herself was educated at *Ai:iburah Girls* School. As

for his father there seems to have been a strong bondage of love between

the poet in his childhood and his father,^ until that father was murdered
10when the child was ten years old. This tragedy left a very great impact

11 — 12 on the poet. He entered the well known boys sohool of 'Ainturah in
1911, but because of the intervention of the first World War he did not

13finish school except in 1922. It was at this preparatory school that 
Abu Shabakah discovered his love for literature. Information about his

readings in Arabic literature is vague, and his main biographer, Razzouq,
1A 1conjectures that he read the Umayyad love poets and al-Ma‘arri. ^ At

any rate, there can be no doubt that he must have read a great deal of
Arabic poetry, old and new, for his style shows a strength which must have

depended on very firm roots of language and poetic education. Moreover,

the influence of Mahjar poetry in the North is also seen in his earlier
16work and is perceived by most writers on him. As for his French education

it is certain that this was followed strongly during his school years, under
the guidance of an eminent French priest who was the principal of the 

17school. Abu Shabakah*s deep admiration for and critical outlook on 
French literature are well shown in his' small but interesting book entitled

Rawabit al-Filer wal-Ruh baina il~fArab wsil-Firanjah. In French he read
18 19mostly drama, poetry and novels, and translated a fair r->ount. He
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also read other literatures which were translated into French such as the

Iliad, the Aeniad, Milton1s Paradise Lost , Dante’s Divine Comedy and 
20others. As a result of this extensive reading he was able to write

many articles introducing these writers and poets to the Arab reader,
which he published in the most prominent Lebanese periodicals of the

thirties, Al-Ma‘rid, and Al-Jumhur,

Another apparently great source of his culture was the Bible, which
21he read avidly in his youth. He was aware of the influence of the

22Bible on other Great European poets and called on Arab poets to read the

"Divine treasures" of some of the books of the Bible such as Deuteronomy,
2 3the Song of Songs and the Book of Job.

Abu Shabakah's life seems to have been afflicted by misfortunes

right from his childhood, for suddenly, after the father’s death, the
24-family found themselves poor. After his school days he tried to find

OjT 2^
a job but his efforts were thwarted, and he resorted to teaching only
to leave it for journalism. His work in journalism was diversified, for

he wrote on politics, social life and literature, as well as on his personal 
27experiences. However, journalism never brought him enough money and

28for the greater part of his life he was needy. This and other 
unfortunate experiences created in him a deep resentment against people
and the world. He is described as having been hypersensitive, of a very

29 30proud nature. He also seems to have been irritable and hot tempered.
But despite this nervous sensitivity Abu Shabakah was basically gentle,
sociable and magnanimous.^

Abu Shabakah published seven volumes of poetry in his lifetime.

These are Al-Qaijharah (1926), Al-Marid al-Samit (1928), Afa*i *1-Firdaus

(1938), Al-AIhan (1941)» Nida’ ai-Qalb (1944),jShalwa' (1945) and Ila ’1~
Abad (1945)<> A posthumous volume entitled Min Sa*id al-Alihah was
published in 1959° it is noticeable that most of the poetry of two of his
volumes, Afa U-Firdaus and Ghalwa' had been written many years before

its publication in book form.
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It is impossible to tell the story of this poet without discussing, 

as far as it is possible, his private life. For Abu Shabakahfs poetry 

revolved around his emotional experiences and delineated them, often with 

great accuracy. It is unfortunate that neither Razzouq F. Razzouq his 

biographer, nor other writers on him have furnished us with enough data to 

build a complete picture, and one has to resort to what material is 

available and to draw inferences from his poetry, until some more accurate 

study be made of him and his life.

From his poetry and from what has been written on him we know that 

there have been four women in his life who played major roles in his 

experience. His first love was Olga Sarophim whom he called "Ghalwa’”

in his poetry. She remained engaged to him for many years and then

married him in 1931 They never had children, but a child was still

born to thern.̂ * 01ga is in part the tormented, suffering heroine of 

Ghalwa1 ■;

The second woman in his life was a married woman from his own

village, whom the poet knew in 1929 and whom he loved at the beginning in

platonic fashion. However, the relationship between them developed into
35a carnal involvement which caused great anguish to the poet.  ̂ It will 

be discussed later how he reacted in his poetry to this devastating 

experience. It is not known how long his relationship with her lasted. 

Razzouq says it lasted until 1934°^ However, from the poet’s notes we 

are led to conclude that it only lasted for some months, for he dates the

end of his relationship with her as the same date of one of his poems,
37 —which is 1929« She is the beguiling snake-heroine of Afa ‘i ’l-Firdaus»

which he published in 1938°

The third woman to enter his life was a singer who seems to have
•}0

had a calming and purifying influence on him. However, she does not 

seem to have played in his life as large a part as his other women. The 

poems he wrote about her are not all known, for in his volume Nida’ al-Qalb
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which he published in 1944? only one poem can be judged to have been written 

on her, as will be shown presently.

It is with Laila, his last woman that his experience of love is 

deepened and enriched. She seems to have been the answer to everything

the poet wanted; beauty, chastity, sincerity, Romantic idealism and a fine
19 40literary taste.  ̂ He met her, it seems in 1940, a few years after he

41parted with the singer, and their relationship lasted probably until his 

death
43He died of leukaemia at the premature age of forty-iour. His 

life was a mixture of bliss and misery. He surely did not deserve his 

poverty, his father’s early death, his perpetual struggle for subsistence in 

the particular society of Lebanon at the time, the leukaemia which devoured 

him. But he was compensated very greatly by love. So many women were

caught for ever by that particular charm which catches the heart in his

poetry, by his absolute sincerity, by the passionate purity of his emotions. 

And he had so many friends, caught also for ever by his candour, his 

sensitivity, his capacity to forgive.^ He is one of the most interesting 

and charming literary figures in Arab literary history. The story of his 

life and its effects on his great poetic contribution still awaits a writer 

who will unravel the secrets of Hiis life and, with creativity and diligence, 

gather its threads and draw its contours.

At the beginning of the thirties Abu Shabakah formed, with a few

literary friends, a literary circle which they called "‘Usbat al-*Ashrah”.
45Only four of the ten members of this group seem to have been really active,

46the others staying on as supporters only. This group of writers were

literary iconoclasts who waged their war on every traditional man of letters
47and on every imitator. They believed in criticism as a means of serving

Arabic literature and they consequently faced a strong assault from the
48people they attacked in their campaign. Their platform and mouthpiece

/ 49was AI-Ma rid newspaper.
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Abu Shabakah *the critic did not limit himself to the boundaries of

a defined concept of poetry,. In his introduction to Afa{i Î-ffirdaus he

declared that poetry cannot be defined, for it is an organic being that

cannot be measured by theories which only live on the margin of literaturo

and have nothing to do with the essence* Poetry is an expression of life

and life has no definite identity, and no definite situations or boundaries,
50but is wider than all of these* Pie also declared that it would be

51unfortunate if the critics insisted on a definite theory of literature,

and asked the critics to leave poets free to deduce their experiences from

their own lives*"^

Abu Shabakah spoke of the artist having an inner knowledge of

outside things, of his capacity to realise the outer world through the

senses, a precedence to the more modern idea of intuition as an important

element in the poetic experience. Abu Shabakah does not mention the word

’intuition’ precisely, but expresses the same meaning when he says that

"the longing for the unknown becomes central in the human mind when man is

convinced that his physical knowledge of the outside world does not uncover

for him the truth about the things he sees and touches, and has to admit

that his inner knowledge is nothing but the impression of an outside cause
5̂whose essence he ignores*" Again he asks "How can one know what cannot

be realised j/̂by the mind7 but can only be felt? ... Is it not outrageous

to try to define the language of metaphor, of the spirit, of deep inner
54feelings with the language of definitions and rules?"

He also spoke of the disappointing effect of the constantly changing

face of life, an effect which brings about the realisation that it is

useless to search for the absolute truth .... a realisation which fills the

heart with depression* "This is the reason," he exclaimed, "for the deep
55pessimism of poets*""^

He himself does not seem to realise that he is talking here of 

artistic intuition and not of poetic inspiration as such, for he mistakes
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56the one for the other. His description above applies, not to the temporary 

feeling of inspiration poets feel at the moments of creation, but to a general 

and nearly permanent attitude of the artist whose senses are sharper than 

those of the ordinary person and whose inner promptings give him a glimpse 

of knowledge which is irrational and deeply intuitive. This sort of 

vigilant intuitive state gives artists their own attitude to the world and 

to life, and their emotional temperament. And this is what Abu Shabakah 

was describing above. As for inspiration, which he goes on to describe 

later, without differentiating between it and intuition, it does fall into 

a different sphere, and has to do directly with the act of creation. While 

many people with an artistic temperament do have an intuitive nature, only 

real poets know the state of inspiration which prompts creativity. It is,

6« C.Jsl. Bo'jra'soys, an all absorbing state of mind in which a poet forgets

anything outside the immediate object of his vision, and loses his sense of
56 57time. This condition is strikingly positive, and gives a great feeling

5 8of joy. The poet's whole being is enlarged and he is able to enjoy an

unprecedented completeness which, in his ordinary life, he enjoys only in
59

fragments with after-thoughts and misgivings and distractions.

Abu Shabakah calls this effect the effect of a superhuman power and
60the poet is nothing but a means to it. But this power is the essence of

the poet's spirit,^ and it is in this essence that objects merge together,

helped to this by all the senses. Abu Shabakah rejects the idea that the

poet can write when he wants.^ He also rejects the idea that the poet can

choose the words of the poem, for his rich outpourings of emotions prevent

him from toying with words. Poetry in his opinion, is inspired in its

complete form, which must not be altered. The words are formed ftn the

mind of the poet^ by the unified work of our spiritual elements, and they

therefore do not cost us much effort.^ This view, held by some other
65Romantics before him such as Shelley for example, holds the danger that 

by "stressing the extraordinary powers of inspiration we may underestimate
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66 67of him” , in polishing and perfecting his work*

To Abu Shabakah music in poetry is only one element among several

other equally important elements.. Meaning in a poem must not be inferior
68to music, nor image to meaning* The harp of the poet is Nature, he 

69insists* However, he also insists that a poet must be the image of his 
70age«

He also attacked obscurity in poetry which the Symbolists seemed to

accept and rationalise* They were to him mere imitators of Mallarme and

the French Symbolic school and had no real excuse for such obscurity in 
71Arabic poetry* It is astonishing how Abu Shabakah, although he accepted

72the Mahjar or say the Gibranian experiment with some willingness, never

accepted or understood the Lebanese Symbolic school* To him this school
73”did not live long and did not produce any remarkable work” . The poems

of Adib Mazhar ^in the mid-twenties/ insisted, were the beginning of an
74accursed period of Symbolic poetry, which flourished in the thirties*

Abu Shabakah*s greatest achievement as a critic was not in his idea

on inspiration which is in fact a well-known idea in all literatures, but

in his relentless attacks, carried out with directness and courage, on

traditionalism and shamness in literature. He and his friends tried to

clear the field from intruders on the art of poetry and literature in general*

But he was a far greater poet than a critic. He was not able, throughout

his relatively short life, to realise in the words of the critic the real

depth and importance of his poetic adventure.

With Ilyas Abu Shabakah Lebanese poetry arrives at the peak of its

modern contribution* Although he is recognised by writers on him to be a

poet of paramount importance, only few writers began to realise the vitality 
79of his experiment. J However, his true dimensions have not yet been fully

explored. The main reason for this does not merely lie in the slowness of

critical exploration into recent great poetry written before the fifties,
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but also in the drastic change that has come over the Arah psyche and

experience in the fifties and after. Modern Arabs, after the Palestine

catastrophe and what it brought about in terms of revolutionary thought and

aspirations, are anxiously looking for a solution to their economic,

political and social problems. A spirit of imminent danger hovers over

the Arab world, of constant watchfulness and expectations, and poetry like

that of Abu Shabakah and Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi tended to be neglected in
*the tumult of present day life.

Abu Shabakah deserves a much more thorough study than this work can

dedicate to him. However, an attempt will be made to show his particular

genius and his position among modern Arab poets.

Abu Shabakah came to the writing age in the twenties. The poet of

the day in Lebanon was al-Akhtal al-Saghir, that veritable mixture of

Classicism, Realism, Traditionalism and pseudo-Romanticism. There were

several other established poets in the Lebanese literary arena among whom

Amin Nakhlah was gaining a very strong position even without publishing a

diwan of his own poetry. Yusuf Ghusub published his first collection of

poems in 1928 under the title of Al-Qafas al-Mahjur, with an introduction

by *Umar Fakhuri who regarded it as "a great literary event, a blooming
7 6flower in the desert of our literary life in these barren days”.

By the beginning of 1923 Abu Shabakah had already published two 

volumes of his poetry, Al-Qaitharah (1926) and AI~Marid al-Samit (January 

1928)o However, these two volumes were no match for the much finer poetry

that was being written in Lebanon in the twenties and were certainly no

match at all to Ghusub's Al-Qafas. But the seeds, not only of his greater 

poetry but also of his Romanticism are embodied in the two volumes.

* The recent revival which the Tunisian poet Abu ̂ 'l-Qasim al-Shabbi had in 
his own country and even out of it, did not really help much to the 
general understanding of his experiment and its importance in modern 
Arabic poetry, nor did it direct much attention to him and away from 
the general strong involvement of the reading public with the more modern
poetic experiments of the fifties and sixties.
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In Al-Q.aitharah Abu Shabakah fs Romantic attributes can be seen in 

the melancholy;

^ ■ ■■ r>. j t dLft<0 J ril...  ̂ l£$jJ 77
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in the glorification of pain as a means to spiritual greatness;
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and in the frequent mention of death;
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Some of the horrifying images which later appear in greater vigour in 

Afafi show themselves here. There is a macabre relish in the following;
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His deep religious feeling is also portrayed in his poem "Ughniyyak al-

Maghib” in which the influence of his readings in modern Arabic poetry,
81especially al-Mahjar poetry, is seen.

The poetry of A1 -Q,aitharah9 moreover, is a very good source for a

close study of the many influences which were now working on him- Razzouq
32discusses them but does not explore them as fully as he could have done. 

There is a marked influence of the French Romantics; the influence of his 

readings of Baudelaire appears in his horrifying visions of death which 

were to obsess him for some time until Afa‘i was achieved. The influence 

of his readings in Arabic poetry both Classical and Mahjar also show 

themselves. The tone and sentiment in the following are reminiscent of 

al-Mahjar poetry;
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And the sentiment and image in the following are very Classical;
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Bat the volume represents ah experiment which had not yet established

itself or discovered its true channels. Although it shows a strong poetic
, . < ■ * •  85 ■gift which is trying ,fto emerge from the potential to the hfetual"( and 

reveals his individuality and independence,*^ it does fully prepare the way 

for the surprising achievement of Afa{i. A first diwan, it falls helow 

the first diwans puhlishod by Ghusub and later on by the Symbolist, Sa'id 

'Agio
•AI-Marld al-Samit is a narrative and is therefore the first objective 

attempt of the poet. Later on, in 1941? he attempted some pastoral poetry 

of an objective nature, but the rest of his poetry remains highly subjective, 

This long poem is the true story of a Lebanese young man who was in love 

itfith an Egyptian girl but who falls victim to tuberculosis which kills him. 

The poem delineates the tragedy: the mother's grief, the sister's anguish

and then the inevitable Romantic end with his death and his beloved's 

indescribable sorrow.

In this long poem the poet(s style shows greater strength and 

terseness than in Al-Q.aith.arah:

t       ~i Ip t . . in hi “ 4 Ljj j-->,■ *i M o to 87
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However, despite the fact that in the greater part of the poem Abu Shabakah 

shows his own individuality, there are still some traces of a traditional 

nature. The conventional hyperbole is there:
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as well as the Classical end of the bereaved beloved dying or nearly dying

at the grave of the dead lover;
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Although this poem is an objective attempt, Razzouq is right when

he says that Abu Shabakah wrote the story because it attracted him and was
90in line with his own emotional temperament.

With Afa*i ‘l-Firdaus which appeared in 1938 the poet's reputation

and position were established. It is certainly a unique contribution in

Arabic poetry. With it the Christian tradition in modern Arabic literature

is given its final confirmation as a living heritage.

Afa* i is in fact a slim volume, made up of only fourteen poems

written between 1928 and 1938. However, only his poem "Al-^alat al-Hamra"'

was written in 1928, most of the poems of the collection being written in

1929- His famous Biblical poems "Sadum” and "Shamshun” were both written

in 1934? and the two poems which reflect his horrifying vision of the world,

”A1-Dainunah” and”Al-Qadhurah” were written in 1933 and 1934 respectively.

It is apparent that the poetry of Afa *i is the result of a few

shocking experiences. Two of these are described by him and by writers

on him. The first was the physical relationship with the beautiful married

woman mentioned above. The second was the discovery, through a particular
91event, of the treachery, deceit and hypocrisy of people. This discovery 

resulted in his poem "Al-Dainunah” in which he says;
J  — ■ ■ ... 1 I 1 fflj I J  ^  \.* I i J ‘mm* 11 t l> jj«l ̂  p  ̂ j ^  ̂  ̂ 9 2

Abu Shabakah, it seems, was not able to get over the effects of his 

experiences easily, for although it is possible that his illicit relation

ship with the married woman, the heroine of Afa {±, ended in 1929? ”Shamshun”
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and "Sadum", which are a symbolic expression of his repugnance and indignation

were written later on, and even in his last poem "Al-Turh", written in 1938,

lingering shadows of this turbulant experience and a wistful tone of

repentence are portrayed?
7  —.i 0 bj I • >.*!■— i .... *•—J “U ' 93

This is the poem one feels Abu Shabakah wrote when his child was still-born.

The originality of the poems of Afa'i springs from many elements.

A quick perusal of the diwan gives an immediate impression of originality, 

for its unusual themes, its violent, turbulant atmosphere, its tone and 

method of approach, immediately impose themselves on the reader,, And in
94fact, these were the major points of discussion taken up by writers on him. 

However, a more analytic approach will reveal that the diwan*s importance 

and vitality lie deeper than that.
In the first place, the poetry in Afa*i is a poetry of conflict.

This is a rare experience in Arabic poetry in which very little spiritual 

conflict is usually portrayed.

In the second place, the poetry of Afa*i is a poetry of neurosis, 

in which obsessions, horrifying visions and devastating phobias possess the
95poet.

In the third place, it is a poetry of confession and self-rejection. 

This stands in marked contrast to the traditional fakhr found in such 
abundance in Classical poetry. Self-condemnation is hardly a theme 

admitted into Arabic poetry or the Arab psyche.

In the fourth place this poetry deals directly with sexual matters,

but is never pornographic. On the contrary, it is greatly contemptuous of

illicit sexual relations and has no real relationship with the poetry that 

extolls the theme of physical love in Arabic. Abu Shabakah spoke of

* This should not mean that Abu Shabakah did not indulge in self-praise,
for he did that too, giving a more interesting variety to a self-portrait
of great originality.
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perverse things hut was not perverse himself, and although he delved in
96squalor, he had no taste for it.

In the fifth place this poetry combines the profane and the

religious. His rage, which is beyond bounds, at the sins he committed,

is in its essence a 'religious rage', prompted by a great contempt he felt

for the flesh, a contempt which seems to spring from the teachings of the

Catholic faith. His dualism is more a dualism of true experience than

that of the Mahjar poets.

Three more things, however, account for Abu Shabakahfs attitude

towards sin. Firstly, Arab culture which emphasises the importance of

chastity in woman. This is an internalised attitude in the Arab psyche

and must be always kept in mind vihen discussing Arab attitudes towards sex.
97The poet's violent rejection of the "mother of the child" as he frequently 

refers to her and his blind, uncompromising condemnation of her sexual 

indulgence with him take their fanatic emphasis from the culture of the 

whole Arab people. Two kinds of women exist in the diwan, the angel-like 

woman of innocence and chastity, and the whore, thus confirming the sharp 

division long established in Arab culture. He talks to the first, the 

innocent thus;
qo
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but addresses the other with these fiery verses;
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This sharp differentiation has been also noticed in Umar Abu Rishah's 

poetry, discussed above.

Secondly, his provincial upbringing, which must have confirmed 

this attitude in him and stretched it to include the man himself. The
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provincial code of honour in the Arab world lays a great emphasis on 

chastity in a man, or at least it did so in the Lebanon of the third and 

fourth decades-"*^ And although this code of honour remains far more strict 

on the woman, it involves the man as well, ■ The fact that

Abu Shabakah was inflicting an aggression on another manTs honour fills him 

with rage and contempt:

ijjA, j jJ ^  J j 3 j» 1 ^  ^ 1
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Thirdly, all these basic characteristics were coloured and released

through his readings in French literature- Writers on him are not agreed

as to the extent of French literary influences on him- It is true that

Abu Shabakah was too genuine a poet to imitate directly any other poet, but

he lived at an age when Arab creativity was in real need of new methods and

a wider poetic exi:>erience- Moreover, he was an avid reader of French

literature and his book Rawabit is a living testimony of his admiration for
102the French culture- A poet cannot evade or escape the results of his

readings of poems he enjoys; for influences do work in a subtle way- It 

is, therefore, impossible to conceive of the idea that his contribution, 

which shows a completely unprecedented approach in Arabic, had not been 

directly influenced by his readings in French poetry- One can say that 

his Biblical education combined with his French readings and with other 

influences to make him what he was- However, it will be impossible in a 

general work like this to follow up all these influences in Abu Shabakah's 

poetry, for this needs a detailed study- Unfortunately, Razzouq*s book 

on the poet, which is the only detailed study of his poetry, does not attempt 

such a full analysis-

But Afa'i remains a book of religious suffering in which pain is 

the way to repentance and self-purification- In it we read of an internal
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fragmentation through the poet's dialogue with sin, and witness the
101insistence on stripping sin naked as a means to the greatest purity.

The recurring motif in the diwan is the conflict between virtue and vice, 

sin and repentance. The poet is in the grip of a devastating passion 

which he rejects, even while still under its spell;

“ • 104t_*P [5^^ vJlsLnJl JjJ b “6j&* V-'9J —  (JT L>
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He is struggling to preserve the last streaks of lost innocence in an 

essentially virtuous spirit, to thwart from himself the damning effects of 

an unacceptable carnal predicament; and sometimes, fully despairing, he 

gives up the struggle in sheer suicidal abandon;

jj.-..-—.. — \ .i.ljj -*■  ̂ O — ojJs 1 0 5
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In his anger and incapacity to halt the charge of his passion, he revives

the stories of other seductresses of Biblical history. "Shamshun" and

"Sadum” are not real narratives, but are the reflection of the poet's

acutely tormented state of mind. He is crying in them his lost virginity,

a virginity he had mourned on several previous occasions;

 ̂ 106 
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A very strong hint of Baudelaire's spirit is felt in Abu Shabakah's

violent, deprecating treatment of his subjects and in his grim visions.

He shared with him the constant comparison between two kinds of love where,

to use Martin Turnell's words on Baudelaire, "one stands for death and
107degradation, and the other for life and happiness". The influence of

Baudelaire on Abu Shabakah ought to be followed in far greater details of 

analysis for which this work has no scope. This work can only deal with 

one more example of the French influence on him, that of Alfred de Vigny's
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"La Colere de Samsum" on his poem "Shamshun"

There is no doubt that Ahu Shahakah is influenced in this poem by 
109that of de Vigny’sy but points of difference do exist- In the first

place, the images of Abu Shabakah are completely his; the angry lion, the

lusty lioness, the luscious furtive snake, etc- In the second place, while

the French poem begins calmly and descriptively and then gradually rises to

heights of passionate anger at the end, the Arabic poem begins angrily and

keeps a sustained fury throughout the poem arriving at great emotional

crisis near the end- What is particularly charming and effective in the

Arabic poem is its excellent economy- The poem is not a narrative like

Al-Marid al-Samit, but takes it for granted that the reader is familiar

with the storyo The episode of the hair cutting, for example, is omitted,

although the reader is prepared for the advent of the crime by ominous

exhortations and words of abuse which the poet pours over Dalilah- She

is beautiful, but with the beauty of the snake of Eden " J— —;l 
1100 J p a—*;*, vt ancj her breasts death lurks:

The voice of the poet disappears sometimes and it is Samson who is talking 

at the fall of darkness in the night of the crime, with the voice of a man 

who has no doubt as to the dangerous evil of his fair companion- The 

curtain falls only to be drawn presently on the committed crime- The 

background is a stark contrast, for the morning is laughing in the light 

of the young sun:

Only one word in this verse suggests the presence of evil: yurghi ,

bubbles of light not playing, but foaming- It was a great achievement 

to borrow a x̂ ell established story and transfer it to a personal experience-

j ----------(j*
and from her lips poison flows:

111

The two poems are alike in several points- Both of them, to use
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114 -the words of PoG. Castex are "un immense ori de fureur"* Abu Shabakah,

just like de Vigny, "a pathetiquernent resume dans ces vers son experience 
115cruel de 1'amour", although in Abu Shabakah's case the cruelty of the

experience rises from the devastating effect it has on his innocence and

health of mind0 However, the situation amounts to the same result for

Abu Shabakah*s poem "traduit sous un forme symbolique, un etat d'ame aprouve 
116par le poete"* In both poems, moreover, there is a strong hint of the

war of the sexes; Abu Shabakah*s protest is that?
jJy . SjJ  I jj,. . .. - jd  IS J d...— I p-tiiuilj 111

De Vigny’s protest is even stronger5 

118 Ft, plus ou moins, la Femme est toujours DALILA 

The fire of hate towards woman in Abu Shabakah is limited to the lewd woman 

and he keeps it alive in several other poems including his long work Ghalwaf 

written during the same periodp He was never able to escape the values 

embodied in his own culture*
Both poems, moreover, share a burning sincerity, a formidable

119 120 intensity and a tragic beauty, and both poems reflect a deep pessimism*

But Abu Shabakah, despite the fact that he was influenced, undoubtedly, by

de Vigny's approach and spirit in the poem, retains his own individuality

and reproduces a great work of art which can well be said to surpass de

Vigny's poem in strength and beauty*

The same artistic power and mastery, however, is not found equally

in all the poems of the diwan* "Al-Qadhurah", for example, does not rise

to the level of "Shamshuri’, "Sadum", "Al-Af'a", "Al-Shahwatu -’l-Hamra"'

and others* *Abbud admires in this poem what he describes to be Abu
121Shabakah’s"pictorial images". He compares it to Buadelaire’s "Une

122Charogne" because it is, in his opinion, "a collection of corpses"*
121He finds its images and words skillfully co-ordinated. It is true that

some of the brightest aspects of the poet’s skill are to be found in this

poem; the horrifying details of an image;
•• • -o I ijjo JS Jj1 \ j  dLO-* u j  ̂ O*
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and the great exploitation of sound ioagesj
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However, this poem does not rise to the same kind of lucidity and artistic

co-ordination between image and experience which we find in his best work.

In his better poems we are aware of what Turnell terms "the internal logic

in the sequence of images and in the way in which they re-inforce or
126 -  -deliberately contrast with one another"* In "Al~Qadhurah" he is awkward

127and lacking in a "correspondence between external and internal logic"*

The poet in this poem and in "Al-Dainunah" has a blurred, repulsive vision 

of the world which to him is a mass of ugliness and evil* He hurls his 

images, one after another, panting and feverish, without a moment's respite. 

But art, when it is at its best, is capable of a purification and a 

co-ordination of strongly felt impressions, and of translating them into an 

aesthetically apt relationship between image, experience and emotion. In 

these two poems, Abu Shabakah lays a precedence for what one may term "the 

poetry of the consistently repellent imagery" in modern Arabic poetry* 

Usually, this poetry abounds with physical revulsion*

Although Abu Shabakah*s poetry on the whole is a record of inner 

experience, his general outlook was not isolated from the contemporary 

situation and he was troubled by what he believed to be a breakdown of 

traditional values;
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The outlook of the period was hazy and tmcertain, but there was a great

scope for moralisation and a questioning in poetry of norms and shifting 

standards of values* In fact a thread of confirmation of traditional 

values was to run in Arabic poetry even after the advent of the fifties

side by side with many unconventional streaks* It was also to align

itself, paradoxically, with that kind of poetry (particularly platform 

poetry) dedicated to achieve a higher level of national enlightenment among
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the larger number of people, for which purpose some traditional values,

much adhered to among the larger number of the population, were to be courted*

But in Abu Shabakah's case, his reaction was spontaneous, stemming from his

own culture and character, and had no other end in view, Shararah saw that

his poetry was not Romantic in the least, but was rather Realistic, in

rebellion against the economic distress and the moral disillusionment in
129Lebanon at the timeo These, in fact, do account for the poet's anger

and disillusionment, but his experience of them, it must be remembered, was 

personal and first hand, and his emotional reaction to them was genuinely 

in the Romantic tradition* There is hardly any treatment of any of these 

subjects objectively and altruistically, his rejection of them being 

subjective and coloured by the facts of his own suffering and his own 

personality:

What is important in his disillusionment in, say, the betrayal of

the married woman of the values of chastity and faithfullness, is that he

regards it as an indictment, not only of the woman, but also of the whole

age, and his innocence is moaned together with the innocence of the whole

decadent generation* This woman to him is no different from a prostitute,

and in her degradation of love she is the symbol of those forces that are

undermining the whole integrity and moral cohesion of an age previously given
131up to established virtues and noble ideals*

It is amazing how Shauqi Daif misunderstood the whole situation of

Afa/i* To him, these poems did not reflect a true picture, for they
133were created objectively so that the poet could delineate woman's

134poisonous lust* paif is adamant that the poet, in these poems, is not
135"poisoned himself", but is merely playing the role of a preacher with a
1 ̂6pessimistic outlook* This shows that Daif has made this study of the

poet without trying to learn anything about his life, and without any 

critical intuition which should have swiftly and immediately detected the
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ardent tone of true suffering with which the poems are permeated* Daif's
137 -"book could not have been written before 1954? the essays on Abu Shabakah

and his life, Dirasat wa Dhikra.yat, had been published in 1943* There does

not seem to be any reason why a responsible critic should have overlooked

to consult biographical material on a poet he writes about when this material

is so closely connected with his whole poetic contribution*

Although Abu Shabakah was capable of a great variety of tone, he

did not altogether abandon the oratorical style in Afa ‘ i * His intimate

tensions and stresses, his anguish and torment, are coated with such

violence that the poet’s voice is raised in protest and condemnation* Even

his confessions in such poems as "Al-Salat al-HamraMr are more like the

loud cries of a drowning man asking for help and seldom come out in

whispered tones:
J   ...... - ft I —•i 'j  j  <J-i ̂  tj ̂ I  * 1 1 133
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A phenomenon in Afa*i is its magnificent overtures, for the poems 

usually open up with startling images and commanding exhortations* Often, 

he addresses someone else: God, the woman, an unknown person, and

sometimes he addresses himself* Usually he resorts to the imperative, 

which is a striking procedure that lends dramatic effect to his poems and 

is reminiscent of Classical poetry*
His images are concrete and reflect to a great extent, his mood and 

the nature of his experience* They are closely related to his inner vision:

 tv** c«swxlM <5— ji— dTJI id— jS
He is delineating here his impression of his relationship with the married
woman* A wishful image appears here, permeated with his own resentment 

and contempt of her;
  I I ^  1 . . —■  ̂\w— “j /| p)

141The erring woman is obsessively likened to the Biblical snake, and it 

is after the snake-woman of Paradise that the whole diwan is called*
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Some of his images have a dazzling vitality about them:

* 4/10
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He is a master at using metaphor to suggest an atmosiDhere and to foretell 

an ioninent events ,
L .
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Sound images are another typical device to create a special atmosphere:
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and this:
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Images of movement also abound:
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Sometimes macabre, sometimes merely horrifying, they nevertheless 

often have great aesthetic value* The following is particularly hurtful:

148
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1 4 9He has several long images, sustained over several lines, and often he 

resorts to paradox, which is one of the finest techniques in poetry:
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151the same purity applying to his ’'guitar" which is never defiled*

Writers on him have commented on his strong emotions some of which

like that of self-rejection mentioned above, were not dreamt of in Arabic

poetry before except in very rare instances* There is a kind of fire in
— 152his poetry, arriving at anguish in Afa/i*

In this diwan, Abu Shabakah introduced many changes in the poetic 

tools of his days: in theme, tone, emphasis, sentiment, imagery and depth*

This is one of the most angry volumes in modern Arabic poetry, and is
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definitely one of the two most angry poetic contributions before the fifties,

the second being that of al-Jawahiri.

His next work was a drastic contrast to Afafi fl-Firdaus and confirms
153the variety of conflicting tendencies in this poet- This was Al-Alhan

(1941) in which a deep emotional and intellectual rejection of the kind of

complications treated in Afa* i is reflectedo The collection has seventeen

poems, the last three of which belong to his long poem GhalwaT which he

published in full some four years later. Among the remaining fourteen
154poems several are directly pastoral poems in which, to use W.W. Greg's

words, the song springs from the yearning of the poet’s tired soul to
155escape to a life of simplicity and innocence. The shepherds in one of

these songs associate with the peasants and the two parties join in the 

praises of rustic simplicity and the fertility and beauty of rustic life;
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But in other songs it is sometimes the peasant's life that is depicted; 
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One poem among the more distinctly pastoral ones has an undercurrent of
158"tender melancholy and pathos", because of the sense of contrast between 

a past life of simplicity and noble endeavour and a present assault of an

adulterating civilisation:
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There is a soft melodiousness and a limpid purity in these songs,

but they do not rise to the level of his other poetry„ To suit the subject,
whose true roots in modern Arabic lay in the colloquial, he had to resort to
a greatly simplified diction and a highly simplified music* Abu Shabakah

is never at his best when he is writing objectively, for his true poetic

element stems from a concentration on personal experience and the adoption

of big themes.. Despite a love of simplicity he was not a simple man but
one of the most complicated modern Arab poets„ His love of country life

1 60and his constant sojourn in the village gave him a streak of provincialism 
which showed itself in part in the cult of purity with which he was obsessed, 

although even this had more behind it than mere provincialism, as has been 
explained.

It is because Abu Shabakah is at his best when he speaks subjectively 

that some other poems in this small collection which are not pastoral, are 
more interesting.. The personal experience of the poet gives them weight 

and poignancy;

"‘‘.jSj 1 dhjla I— tu-u — - 1 O'**0 ̂ ^
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162 - - 63This song and some others like ”A1-Masa’ f i‘l-Jibal” , and ”§alat al-Maghib" 

are not pastoral at all, but are subjective poems which are inspired by 

nature and in which a love of country and its landscape is reflected.
-  164Razzouq rightly sees a Romantic element in the songs of Al-Alhan

but does not realise that some of these songs belong directly to the pastoral

tradition in literature,, Abu Shabakah was probably influenced in these

songs by a living tradition in Lebanese folk poetry to idealise the village 
16Sand country life. One does not see any reference to French pastoral

poets such as Marot for example among the poets he read, although he might 
have been remotely influenced by the ’’unreal and sentimental simplicity” of 
Saint-Pierre’s Paul et Virginie- which he translated in 1933? since this
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166novel is influenced in its turn by pastoral poetry..

One of the pastoral oharaoteristics of these songs is the sense of
167contrast they give between town and country. This is confirmed by what

we know of the poet's love of the simplicity of country life and his hatred

of the immorality and materialism of city culture as he described them in an
—  168article he wrote in 1941? the same year in which he published Al-Alhan.

Razzouq comments on this article but refers Abu Shabakah's songs to patriotic

feelings and a desire to invite his countrymen to love the country and

glorify the earth.
Ra'if al-Khouri, a critic with a definite socialist point of view,

while praising Abu Shabakah’s patriotism as seen in these songs, complains

that the poet does not treat the actual reality of peasant life in Lebanon,
170which is not as happy as the poet’s "Romantic patriotism" has delineated.

But the discussion of social problems is not essentially a pastoral
characteristic and Abu Shabakah, whom one suspects had a good idea of the

kind of poetry he was writing, had never intended in these graceful, facile

songs to embody greater meanings than the charming but genuine portrayal of

a naive simplicity of rural life.
It is fitting to discuss next his volume Ghalwa’. for although the

poet did not publish it in full except in 1945 v he had written its several
171parts between 1926 and 1932. It is in faot one long poem with an

interesting structure, for the poet divides it into four phases, each phase 
being divided in turn into several sections. He varies his metres from one 

section to another, employing six metres in all; ra.jaz, mutaqarab, sari(, 

khaf if, -fawil and wafir.
Ghalwa’ is an original poem which can leave critics undecided as to

172its real artistic value. It is not, on the whole, a very attractive poem,
for neither the story told in it, nor the style of some of the stanzas are 
particularly intriguing, or of major interest to the modern reader. However, 

it reaches, in places, great heights of beauty and artistic skill.
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The story is about the young Ghalwa1 whof beautiful and chaste, visits 

a girl cousin of hers in another town- Ghalwa' wakes up one night to see 

her cousin in a sinful situation with a man. She becomes feverish from 

the shock and remains ill for a long time, and ends by believing that it 

was she tdio sinnedo The story then tells of the sorrows and suffering of 

her young and innocent lover, Shafiq, and of her great torment and sickness 

of spirit0 She is partly cured at the end.

Although Abu Shabakah took pains, in the preface to the volume to 

assure the reader that Ghalwa' is not a true story, his friends tend to

believe the contrary0 F, Hubaish seems to be certain that it was a true
173 174 - - -story and his opinion is shared by George Ghurayyib and Mikha'il

Nu* aimaho

However, whether the poem is wholly or only partly true is very 

difficult to certify, but it can be said that the story sounds most 

convincingly genuine, which is, artistically speaking, what interests us 

most* Abu Shabakah declared when he published it that he had burned over 

half of i t J 76

In this poem Abu Shabakah’s obsession with sin and purity is again a 

major pre-^occupation, seen throughout the poem- A dark, pessimistic streak 

which shows itself in fantasies and visions of great horror is revealed; it 

sometimes touches the macabre?

d^_-An_uJ' dU A j-----d— ' j — 177
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In the following, images of physical decomposition are a strong reminder of 

Baudelaire's "Une Charogno"s
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But the poet in this poem is capable of portraying some beautiful and 

bright visions too. Here he is celebrating the coming of the poetic 

inspiration;

.  ^ e l  d 179
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Other visions of a purifying suffering and pain, Christ like, prepare 

him to perceive the light of God;

180

a-----

As a narrative, the poem sometimes limps, but it can arrive at great

skill and transparency in certain passages such as the passage where the
131mother of the hero talks to him. The narrative here sounds most

genuine and typical of the kind of concern and advice an old fashioned

Arab mother gives her young son who is ailing from love.

Although Abu Shabakah still has in this poem some traditional images
13?such as " (jl Aad' , u0 " " and;

01  d____ «*St9 d— wLo *'———< ̂  ̂ O-îo j O— d ̂ jj 183

some of his images are very original and enjoy great vitality. His 

capacity of expressing his own emotional state through his choice of image 

is fantastic;

b Luwjo I ioJLww-wA b J J h-d ŷ̂aJ I wL&j b> ^
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This is quite macabre in an otherwise pleasant image, and of high aesthetic 

value. Some of his pictorial images are very effective;



But the best element in Ghalwa1 is the poet’s celebration of pain and 

faith and his glorification of poetry. Just as pain is the means to arrive 

at the knowledge of God, it is also the means to great poetic areativity;

he finished it in the early thirties, Ghalwa1 might have attracted great 

attention. But it came out after the publication of several important 

works of poetry; Abu Shabakah!s own volumes Afa*i and Nida' al-Qalb and

comparison to these, did not seem to hold equal attraction to the readers 

of poetry at the time.

It might be a good idea to examine Abu Shabakah's two volumes Nida' 

al-Qalb (1944) and Ila 'l-Abad (1945) together, since they both deal with 
the same theme and mark a completely new phase of the poet's life and 

artistic development. Afa*i ll-Firdaus was an expression of the tragic 

outlook of a man approaching maturity, whose disillusionment meant to him 
the breakdown of youthful idealism. Nida' al-Qalb and Ila 'l-Abad represent 
the return to innocence and purity;

The traumatic neurosis of Afa*i disappears to give way to a sustained song 

of ecstasy and celebration. A tender and gentle disposition shows itself 

here and the experience equips the poet with the power of giving voice to 

human compassion. In Afa fi he was tempted with a vision of terrible

186
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Abu Shabakah seems to have been very proud of this poem and expected
i Q7great success for it when it was published. Had he published it when

Sa *id Viql's al-Majdaijyyah and Qadmus, to name but a few, and Ghalwa' „ in

i j id .Ap-b 1
a it / lb gj 11 i P..* -̂- ,.l 1—



vengeance and spoke of violence and death,. In these two volumes he speaks 

from an affirmative standpoint, and his former devastating doubts give way 

to faith and serenity;

Confronted with such variations of attitude, approach and tone, the 

critic cannot but wonder at the flexibility of the poetic tools with which 

this poet was equipped. This flexibility stems from the very nature of 

his genius, For life’s experiences and the play of fortune unite with his 

rare talent to make of his poetry a superior work of art. Great poets 

can never bear the burden of the unchangeable tone and the same persistent 

attitudes, even if their tensions remained unsolved. They can never allow 

the monotony of approach to dominate their art.

It is not only the triumph of the moral ideal but also the triumph

of love that is celebrated in these two volumes, ‘Abbud calls Abu Shabakah
190 191"the poet of love and suffering" and "the poet of sexual instinct".

This is strange, for, reading these two diwans, one can hardly recall in

Arabic another poet who celebrated the ecstasy of love and its deep joys

as much as Abu Shabakah did. The exultation that sweeps over the poet as

he writes is insurpassable, and love is a mystic experience in which the

poet was able to find harmony and oneness with the beloved;

r 0~"—~ u x Q i  d  189

and this;

\s LJ1

And indeed he lives in an enchanted world of splendour with her;
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195To him she is the promised land and, surrounded by Romantic passion, is 

transfigured into an angelio creature;

j  - .1 1 j ■ I--—W 11— . . ,A C-. i , j l,r- I gK1 t I 19^
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"The words and feelings of the loved woman", to borrow Jean Prevost words,
197 198"appear to occupy the first place there. She is ,,, the inspirer,

to whom the poet owes his genius. The inspirer is aware of her role and
199of her mission, so that her beauty seems,but a paltry thing ■ compared to 

the loftiness of her mind and impulses of her heart

In Nidar there are two loves. The first beloved is the singer whose 

voice was a balsam which cured him from the aftermath of his Snakes;

201
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It is very difficult to decide which poems in Nidaf were written for
202the singer who seems to have been quite a gentle influence on him. But

this volume starts the trend to a pantheistic existence with the beloved

and the whole universe, and some of the poems represent some of the noblest
203expressions of love and profane mysticism written in the Arabic language. 

What elevates the poetry most is perhaps his capacity to express very great 

emotions without over falling into sentimentality. In these volumes, just 

as i-n Afa ‘i, he has the magic power of transferring his emotions to the 

reader complete and vibrant with the vitality of true experience,

Ila *l-Abad is one long poem divided into three sections, P,A, Bustani 

likens it to a vast beautiful lake,^^ ‘Abbud likens it to an oasis,

It ojiens up with a prayer to God to protect the beloved. The overture is 

calm and proceeds in a slow rhythm, but it then gains fervour and ecstasy 

as the poet asks God to consecrate his vision and hearing to-her;

M .... j J—— 1 QE- V'J 206
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The second section is longer,* This is the most traditional section of the 

volume, for it invokes the Classical allusion to the bird that brings a 

message to the beloved, as well as to the traditional emotionalism of parted 

lovers* The third section is divided into three parts, each narrating the 

history of one year of their love* In these last parts the poet is able 

to rise to great ecstany and exuberance* The whole history of his love 

for all his women is related in this volume which ends by re-affirming the 

uniqueness of his love for her* There is no more any conflict here* Even 

his love for Ghalwa1 is reaffirmed and given meaning and importance;

j .a teto  ̂i* h ^ -0  ̂ ^
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Abu Shabakah is single minded and completely devoted to the ideal of love 

in this volume* Passionate love between him and Laila, his last and 

greatest love, existed, but in all likelihood, was not consummated* It 

was not a question of substituting an aesthetic for a sexual experience, 

but a question of avoiding a new fail of the beloved and a new breakdown of 

the ideals he so ardently believed in* Ilis puritanism was one of control 

and emotional necessity, not the outcome of sexual or emotional deficiency* 

There seems to have been no pathological cause behind his conflicts*

However, this question should be studied at greater length before such a 

matter could be decided*

In these poems Abu Shabakah emerges in a state of purity and emotional 

health, a man whose basic innocence had not been destroyed by past shocking 

experiences* We see him here gain in clear sightedness, and a fountain of 

joy opens up in his heart of which he wanted the whole world to partake 

—  1 209
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He himself seems to have been stunned by his happiness which seems to have 

integrated him, for he writes to her telling her that her beauty brought
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back to his heart the love of his own family.. "You have made of mo” , he
210wrote, ”1 , the poet of diabolic visions, a compassionate and calm man,"

As in all his poetry, the imagery in these two volumes is emotional 

and vibrant with life:

... -.nU \ ... jJ I b? 1 ■.. 1—— 211
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and these two consecutive images:
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His narration of a meeting with her one evening and description of the old 

servant woman who stayed with her as chaperon but slept on the couch, is 

very effective, for it combines both a lively description and a tone of 

compassion and tenderness:

^ *-wj ̂ b̂-ajLC' • • ♦ A ,.mJ O—P_\.voj ̂ OUo L> Jt) ..I ifl I J  I .. Ih-̂- U' L> 213

Abu Shabakah is one of the most interesting poets ±n the Arabic 

language and the most original poetic voice in the thirties and forties,

A short study of his poetry cannot give it real justice. There is much to 

be gained from him by contemporary critics and poets, for he is one of the 

hinges on which modern Arabic poetry has revolved. His poetry might also 

be interesting to the social historian and the social psychologist, for it 

reflects some of the characteristics of the Arab mind at the time, and the 

problems which pre-occupied it. Poetry, in fact, might be the best vehicle 

for the social psychologist because it expresses the subconscious of the 

nation. However, in any such examination, Abu Shabakah’s particular 

qualities of character and mind must be first explored and studied,

Abu Shabakah’s superiority as a poet shows itself first and. foremost 

in his capacity to translate his contradictions into poetry. His type of 

experience was so diversified and unusual that it needed, not only courage,
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but also genius to convey it in the strong, terse poetry which he wrote.
214A thread of Classical strength runs side by side with a new creative

thread of unusual flavour. He introduced into poetry immeasurable

distances and unfathomable depths. In this he excelled over Abu al-Qasim

al-Shabbi, the Tunisian Romantic, who never attained his strength of

phraseology and general structure. But then Abu Shabakah was building

over solid ground, with a literary background that had given birth, even a

hundred years before he began writing, to a great literary renaissance.

This stands in stark contrast to the literary background of al-Shabbi whose

poetic gifts were also superior*

Abu Shabakah’s poetry is the triumph of the man of feeling, for it

would be idle to try .to extract a system of thought from his poems. He

completely liberated the emotion and his limpid powerful verses are a
215triumphant record of inner experience.  ̂ There is an intensive sincerity 

21 &about his poetry and it never shows traces of indifference and langour. 

Usually a poetry of extremes, its intensity, except in rare cases, is highly 

infective of the poet's attitudes and moods. He imparted tone and vigour 

to the poetry of his time, and the imagery of modern poetry gained greatly 

by his capacity to delineate, through concrete images, the mood and the 

emotional state in which he was. Finally, his poetry, was a confirmation 

of the Christian tradition in modern Arabic literature and has helped 

greatly to establish the importance of the Bible as a literary source in 

Arabic. The poets of the fifties, both Christian and Moslem, were to gain 

greatly from this vibrant, effective revival of Biblical themes, legends 

and images which his poetry portrayed.
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Shararah, who has written several volumes on poetry and poets, does 
not see Abu Shabakahfs Romanticism, manifest in his visions, his 
glorification of pain, his celebration of poetry and poets, his
insistence on the simple life, his love of innocence and beauty, his
emotional attitude towards life, people and events, his passion for 
nature, his artistic use of the effect of shock and contrast in his 
poetry and many other characteristics.

t
130. Afa i, p. 100, from his poem ”A1-Dainuhah”.
131. Compare with what Turnell says about Baudelaire; ”The prostitute

who degrades love is the symbol of those forces that are undermining
modern civilisation..” Op, cit. , p.233°

132. Dirasat fi 'l-Shi'r al-^Arabi ‘l-Mu'asir, p. 71»
133. Ibid., p.133.
134. Ibido, pp.74-5.
135° Ibid., p.75-
136o Ibid. , p.7
137“ Daif’s book has no date, but in his essay on Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi 

he refers to Abu al-Qasim Muhammad Karru's book Al-Shabbi, ffayatuhu
wa Shi ruhu, which came out in 1954=

138o Afa *1, pp.84-5*
139“ Ibid., p.47“
140o Ibid.
141. See ibido, pp.27, 31, 35, 50, 58, etc.
142. Ibid., p.50.
143“ Ibid., p„52.
144“ Ibid., pp.27-8o
145“ Ibid., p.58“
1460 Ibido, p.105“
147. Ibido, p.60.
148o Ibid., p.48“
149“ See ibid., pp.28-9, 61, 87-90.
150o Ibid., p.52o
151. Ibid., p.97“
152. See Karam Milhim Karam, "Ya Rafiq al-Shabab”, Dirasat wa Dhikrayat, 

p.55; Fu'ad Afram al-Bustani, "Athar al-Bina* al-Lubnani fi GhalwaT”, 
ibid., pp. 39 and 40, and other writers.
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153° Yusuf Ghusub, op.cit-, p°35? explains the poet's various styles by
the diverse influencesjfrom his readings which affected him, one.after 
another / Abdullah Lahhud, the poet's friend, however, rightly refers 
this to the various phases of his life and spiritual development 
op. cite ? po48 as well as to the deep conflicting tendencies in his 
basic character, ibido, p°49°

154° Such as "Al-Hassadun", Al-Alhan, Beirut, 1940, pp°3-9; "Alhan al- 
Shita'", pp.16-7; "Alhan al-Saif", pp.20-1; "Alhan al-Qaryah", 
ppo24-5>- "Alhan al Tuyur", j)p-28-9j "al-Mi *sarah", pp.32-3; "al- 
Fallah", pp0 36-7o It is possible also to include two other poems 
here "*Urs fT’l-Qaryah” , pp..48-9 and "*14 fi ‘I-Qaryah" , pP*52-3? 
although the first is an adaptation of wedding folksongs and the 
second is more like ordinary children's song. "Ya Biladi", pp.60-1, 
is more like a national anthem than anything else.

155° W 0W 0 Greg, Pastoral Poetry and Pastoral Drama , London, 19̂ >5? P ° 6 .

1560 Al-Alhan, p03.
157° Ibido 0 p.25.
1580 Greg, op.cito, p°7°
159» Al-Alhan, p.24-
160o Although he worked in the capital, Beirut, he insisted on living in

his village, £}houq MTkha'il, see Razzouq, opa cit», p.212; Ra'if
al-IChouri, "Abu Shabakah fi Lubnaniyyatih ", Dirasat wa Dhikrayat,
pp.63-4. ““

161o Al-Alhan, po41? from his poem "Nahr al-Salib".
162o Ibid., pp. 44-5 «>
163° Ibid., pp.56-7.
164° Qpo cit 0, ppo209 and 211.
165° This tradition, seen in earlier folk-poets such as Rashid Nakhlah,

discussed above, was propagated greatly throughout this century, and 
is in great vogue now,

1660 Greg, op.cit„, p.13°
167° Ibid., p.7.
168o It is an article entitled "Al-Adib wa '1-Ard" said by Razzouq, op.cite, 

p=206, to have been published in Al-Makshuf periodical. No.314? 1941?
po1. It is an attack on the city which has defiled moralstgiven
greater importance to material things, and a glorification of the 
simplicity of country life.

169° Op.cit., p.206o
170o Op.cit., p.70.
171° See the preface to Ghalwa', Beirut, 1945°
172° Mo Nu*aimah seems to share this opinion^ see "Shakir yaghmis 

qalamahu fi qalbih", Dirasat wa Dhikrayat, pp.24“5°
173° Ibid., p=152o
174° Ibid., pp.103-4°
175c Ibido, p.25; see also Razzouq, op.oit., pp.168-9 in which he says

that the poet drew an exaggerated picture of Ghalwa'; see also Abu 
Shabakah's article quoted in part by Razzouq, p.166, from "Al-Ma*rid" 
periodical, I\To. 934? 1931? in which the poet tries further t~ 
differentiate between the real girl in his life and the heroine of 
his poem.
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176® As -told by his friends Go Ghurayyib, op®Gif. , pp. 103-4? and F®
Hubaish, op.cit., pp.153-5®

177. Ghalwa?, p.14*
178o Ibid., p.13.
179- Ibid., p.69.
18°o Ibido, p.80.
181. Ibid,; pp.43-4•
182. Ibid., p.26.
183° Ibido, p.28.
1 4̂® Ibido , p.30«. N.Bo The paradox in ”nur al-duja”.
185® Ibido, p.51.
i860 Ibido , p. 65; see also p. 69®
187o P. Hubaish, op0 oit.? pp.152-3®
1880 Ila 'l-Abad, second edition, Beirut, 1963? P®50°
189® Nida* al-Qalb, second edition, Beirut, 1963? p.60.
190o Judud, p.231-
191® Mujaddidun, p.114®
192® NidaT, p®53®
193® Ila *l-Abad, p.30; see also ibid®, p«58.
194® Ibid®, p.65.
195® N i d a 1, p.37»
i960 Ibido, p®36®
197® See Ila ’l-Abad, pp®37-9®
198® See ibido,, p.37®
199® See ibid., p.30®
200. r*Baudelairean Themes: Death, Evil, and Love” , Baudelaire, a

Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Henri M® Peyre, Prentice-Hall: 
Englewood Cliffs, 1962, p.175®

201o Ila fl-Abad, p . 380

202. See Lu^fi IJaidar, op.oit., pp.118-9; Razzouq was able to prove that
his lovely poem ”Anti IT” , Nidaf, pp.30-2, was written for her, see
op.cito, pp.243, 246-7 for his plausible argument.

203o See the following poems in Nida1: ”Anti IT” , ”Uhibbuki” , pp®40-1;
”Ard . al-Ml ad” , pp®37~9? "Ka'san”, p.34? ”A1-Nasikah” , pp.23-7? etc.

204® Op®cit., p.40.
205® Dimaqs, p.158®
206® Ila >l-Abad, p.10.
207® Ibid®, p.27®
208® See ibid® , pp.39* 56, 65, 67? 77 other places®
209® Ibid., p.44®
210® Dirasat wa Dhikrayat, p®190®
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211c Nida', pc21<,

212° To±d‘ > 2o17°
213° Ila 1l-Abad, p°43°
214° There is no doubt that there is a connection between the love stories 

of the Umayyad love poets and Abu Shabakah, for they seem to 
fascinate him- He speaks of them to his beloved in Ila fl~Abad, 
PP°54-5? hut he was also interested in famous Western love stories; 
see his reference to the story of Tristan and Isfo&de, ibido, pp„69--72° 
The Arabic and the Western stories insist on the purity of the love 
relation..

215° He seldom wrote on an abstract idea. His poem ’’Al-Ina’” which
revolves around some abstract ideas, was published in Al-Qaitjaarah 
but was included again in Hicla1, pp.7-12, and seems out of context 
with the poetry of the volume- It is interesting to note that this 
poem was chosen by the Egyptian periodical Al-Risalah, No-5^2, 1944, 
p-316, from Hida*, and published with an introduction praising it»
See also Razzouq’s interesting comment on this choice, op.oit., p.246* 
The influence of Mahjar poetry xvith its love of abstract ideas is 
well seen in this poem.

216c A posthumous volume of poems of occasion was published in 1959
Beirut entitled Min Sa id al-filihahc Most of its poems are elegies 
on other poets«Itooes iiot embody his best poetry but one cannot fail 
to notice the sincerity and emotional involvement in most of its poems-
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The poetic roots of modern Sudanese poetry seem to he strong and

rather dissimilar, in certain aspects, from the poetic roots of other

Arah countries,, Many causes account for this dissimilarity,, The

Sudanese poetic background seems to have been greatly enriched by strong

heroic and mystic influences alive in both folk and formal poetry. The

folk poetry in the Sudan should be a very interesting field of study, for

it is certainly very rich and deep rooted in history, having been alive

as a poetic heritage for many centuries. Being the poetry of the emigrant

Arab tribes who had preserved a great part of the aspects of the old Arab 
2culture, this folk poetry was, at the beginning, greatly heroic, bent on

3singing the old Arab virtues of chivalry, hospitality and courage. But 

with the spread of mystical tendencies among the people in the sixteenth 

century, this poetry acquired important mystical q u a l i t i e s M , I «  Shush 

says that the Sudan had been isolated culturally from the Arab world.

This isolation he insists, lingered until the beginning of the first World 

War, The cultural isolation of the country led to the "appearance of 

religious, social and linguistic traditions characteristic of Sudan alone, 

and separated from the trends found in the Arab world after its modern 

renaissance, " 0 Shush describes these traditions and mentions the domina

tion of myths and popular beliefs found in some cultures older in Sudan 
7than Islam, and the mixture of genuine Islamic attitudes and beliefs 

with pre-Islamic local religious traditions. This should be a very 

interesting field of study for the anthropologist, for it seems that the 

personality of the religious leader-healer has been transferred to the 

Moslem Sheikh and a whole class of holy sheikhs "shuyukh al-tariqah" 

grew up in the villages,^ This and other influences led to popular 

mysticism, and it seems that a strong sufi current was dominant in the 

Sudan and played a great role in the life of the Sudanese, Naturally,
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git found expression in the chants and facile songs of the people,,

On the other hand, Shush insists that the isolation of the Sudan

allowed the Sudanese, especially the Bedouin tribes, which are of Arab

origin, to preserve their ancient tribal customs and traditions as well as

gave opportunity for the preservation of the language from becoming 
10adulterated- Shush must be talking here of the Classical Arabic and

not of the tribal dialects which have undergone many changes and acquired
11some aspects of other local languages- In the Classical language, it

is especially the qualities of strength and virility that must have been 

preserved in the language, for there seems to have been no signs of seedi

ness or effeminate qualities in the modern Sudanese poetry written in the 

Classical language at the turn of this century- The poetry of traditional 

poets like Muhammad Sa'id al--* Abbasi (1881), * Abdullah al-Banna (l89l)f 

'Abdullah ' Abd al-Rahman (1892) and others is terse and powerfully phrased 

and shows very strong Classical roots- Muhammad al-Nuwaihi noticed this

quality in those earlier poets but did not try to connect it with its 
12cultural roots- However, it is a very important element and deserves 

a special study for those interested in the development of linguistic 

traditions,

Formal poetry, i.e. the poetry written in the Classical language is
_  * not as old in the Sudan as the folk poetry- 'Abidin, draws a graph of

the development of poetry in the Sudan, both folk and formal, and elucidates 

the development of this poetry showing its trends, varieties and limita

tions- His study might be regarded as an excellent supplement for 

Shush*s study of the traditional poetry in modern Sudan, for the latter 

did not explore quite as much the roots and background of Sudanese poetry 

nor the heritage of the living folk poetry in Sudan- Neither of them,

* The graph shows that folk poetry dates much earlier than the sixteenth 
century, that sufi poetry (folk and semi-Classical) dates from the 
sixteenth century, that conventional formal poetry only startod tc be 
written in the nineteenth century and that poetry to which modern 
innovations have been introduced only as recently as the twentieth 
century-^
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moreover, explored, its possible connections with, modern Sudanese poetry.

On the other hand, Muhammad al-Huwaihi neglected any substantial reference 

to Sudanese folk poetry or any thorough study of heroic and mystic trends 

in Sudanese poetry, both folk and formal, in the nineteenth century. This 

is a regrettable omission of vital sources of strength in this poetry, which 

lie at the basis of the modern contribution. The same omissions occur in
—■ 1 A______ _ _

1 Ali Abu Sa'd’s book on modern Sudanese poetry. Jamal al-Din al-Ramadi,
_  —  11; however, in his book Dirasat fi 'l-Shi'r al-Sudani, wrote a short essay

16on mysticism in Sudanese poetry but did not alucidate it sufficiently, 

nor did he illustrate it with sufficient examples from former Sudanese sufi 

poetry written in Classical Arabic so that one could visualise the line of 

its development.

Sudanese poetry, therefore, furnishes a rich and, compared with other 

literary fields, a less familiar field of study. However, it is not 

possible to examine Sudanese poetry fully in this work. In the first place, 

any responsible study of this poetry has to take into account the trends 

and special qualities of the folk poetry because of its predominance and 

vital importance and its influence on the formation of the poetic imagina- 

tion of poets growing in its tradition. In the chapter on Lebanese 

poetry, especially the section on al--Akhtal al-Saghir, a direct reference 

to and comparison with Lebanese folk poetry was necessary, but was also 

possible to accomplish because of the present writer's familiarity with the 

Lebanese folk poems and the Lebanese dialect , However, it would be ex

tremely difficult for the Arab reader to understand the Sudanese folk

* It is interesting to notice that, although the imagery and general in
volvement of the traditional poetry written at the turn of this century 
are not alien to those in traditional Arabic poetry in general, as 
Nuwaihi noticed, a great change in them appears in the poetry of recent 
poets such as Salah Ahmad Ibrahim in his volume Ghadbat al-Hababai,
Beirut, 19^5* Salah Ibrahim writes in free verse. The final libera
tion from the conventional poetic tools has given scope to his other in
fluences to appear and take hold of important elements in his verse. A 
critic is immediately confronted with a different kind of poetry, based 
on traditions some of them decisively different from poetic traditions in 
the Arab world. One suspects here the presence of strong influences 
from Sudanese folk poetry itself. Through an authentically Sudanese 
background, a line of universality appears in Ibrahim's poetry.
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poetry without a specialised study. The Sudanese folk poet Muhammad bin

Ahmad bek ‘Awad al-Karim Abi Sin, known as al~Hardillu (1830-1917)? who is

highly regarded by the Sudanese ,}i&s an interesting collection of folk poems

written in the Sudanese dubait, a verse form used in folk poetry in many
17parts of the Sudan- However, it is only through the translation into 

the Classical language of its verses that the Arab reader is able to under

stand and enjoy these poems, some of which, like those on the hunting
18scenes, are quite original-

In the second place, because of the isolation of the country and its

belated participation in the modern poetic revival of the Arab world only

few Sudanese poets were able to impose themselves on the Arab reader and

on the modern poetic scene- Most of these began writing in the fifties

and after- Before that decade, the name of al-Tijani Yusuf Bashir,

(■ 1 $12-193-7 ) , has been able to gain recognition in the Arab world.

He has never arrived at the fame and influence of poets like al-Shabbi,
19for example, with whom he is often compared, but his poetry is interest

ing from many points of view-
20Al-Tijani came from a religious family with Sufi affiliations- His

very name, "al-Tijani" was given to him by his father after al-Tijani,
21the leader of the Tijaniyyah Sufis- He studied first at one of the 

22Jlhulwas which are equivalent to the kuttabs in other parts of the Arab

world, then at al-Ma< had al~«Ilmi in Ummdurman, which seems to have taught
23only literary and linguistic studies at the time- Al-Tijani, moreover,

p A
is described to have road greatly in Classical literature including 

28sufi, as well as in modern Arabic literature produced in Egypt, al-Mahjar,

Syria and Lebanon.^ He did not know any foreign language and like al~
27Shabbi, he read some Western literature in translation-

Two events in his life which his biographers mention may account 

in part for the wistful tone which dominates some of his poetry- The 

first was his expulsion from al-Ma* had al~*Ilmi probably on account of a
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literary argument in which. al-Tijani, in an impulsive mood, declared that
28Shauqi's poetry compared to the language of the Quran, This shows the

extreme fanaticism of the mentalities which held positions of authority

in the educational institutions of the country- The second event was

the tragic illness, tuberculosis, which emaciated him slowly and eventually
29killed him at the early age of twenty-five- However, his poetry is 

remarkably healthy compared to the unhappy state of mind which must have 

taken hold of him in the last years of his life- The longing for death, 

the utter despair seen in some of al-Shabbi*s poetry, the sentimental 

sorrows which dominated the poetry of less tragically afflicted poets in 

Egypt at the time, are not present in any excess in his poetry- His

poem MFa 'htafizha Dhikra" written to a friend when al-Tijani was very 

i l l ^  is not a poem of despair, but ends with a positive cry of hope;

I —  ‘ ‘J  ' I Ife 1 1 *0 $ j)' ■ ■ IJf J  Lj * is-wj ̂ \ ifr m t  ̂-J

There is a, strong Islamic abandon in the last verse in the following piece:

jjij 1  dS-S=yj? • i ..-i "•*'*• — —  • — A S'jj.Ra , imi 22
 ̂  ̂ dols dJJ I ——S J \ .i i i I OJL? *■* trfJ to

Al-Tijani began writing seriously when the call for the innovation

and liberation of Sudanese literature had already begun- A bitter battle

between traditionalists and avant-garde poets was raging^ in the late

twenties, which continued through the following period, and critics like

Hamzah al-Malik T anbal^ were directing their attacks on the defects of

the traditional literature and were calling the poets to reflect the facts

of Sudanese life: this was a mild critical movement in which al-Tijani
35himself participated-

There is variety, colour and depth in al-Tijani*s poetry- Romantic 

literary influences, a life devoid of actual emotional experiences, personal 

disappointments, bad social and political conditions,^  a fatal illness, 

a deep love of beauty, a mystical trend spontaneously inherited from his
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own cultural background, and a highly sensitive nature, all combined to 

give a decisive Romantic colour to his poetry„ However, his strong 

Classical linguistic roots which arise, not only from his own education 

but also from the basically strong linguistic roots of the Classical 

culture in the Sudan, had a stiffening effect on his poetry at times and 

stood in tho way of a complete Romantic liberation of his diction and 

expressions. Many of his verses are heavy with awkward, archaic wordsj

*

The lovely image embodied in the last verse of tho poet's day as being 

nothing but a passage for the sun and the rest emptiness, is completely 

spoiled by archaic and obsolete words he usedo This is a major defect 

in al-Tijani1s poetry and probably lies at the basis of his relative ob

scurity in the Arab world,. Its roots lie in the strict Classical educa

tion in the Sudan, a country where tho poetic mannerisms and fashions of 

Arabic poetry in the age of decadence did not find a real place and whose 

poetic connections until modern times were made mainly with the Classical 

heritage. We have seen how tho Lebanese poetic experiment in the nine

teenth century, despite the presence of a truo linguistic renaissance 

in Lebanon, did not escape the infection of the embellishments and defects 

of pre-renaissance Arabic poetry. But Lebanon was not isolated as Sudan 

was during the days of decadence, and was at the heart of poetic and 

literary events taking place in the area. However, the decadent trends 

in the early nineteenth century poetry, although they delayed and hampered 

the poetic development in the Arab world, did achieve a certain softening

J I  a L  J \  d L i-S  1 l i l  J j) Al cp jj liL 0̂-0

* Where
is the sun!

"muwadda* ah" is the wilderness and "yuh11
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of the poetic language and did help to shed away the uncouthness of some 

of the Classical poetic diction and its archaic Classical usage,

Al-Tijani, therefore, was handicapped because of his strong Classical 

background, a groat contrast to al-Shabbi whoso handicap stemmed from the 

fact that his background could not furnish him with a strong literary and 

linguistic basis on which to lean, Had al-Tijani been able to liberate 

himself from the excess of the Classical hold on his poetic diction, the 

following beautiful image of young boys at the khalwa dozing off in the 

middle of lessons, would have been most heart-catching, but his use of 

words like nirjahannat" partly spoils the effect;
33

j s  ^  v J i  ^ ( j ?  i x A * '  i f — ^  

J* 
- ■ ■ ■ i* ^3  1 i f  P j  loJ Ip  I  J& Jb  V j L n jJ   ̂ laJS

J - L  I L „ i» L o  \ a j j o  i f j  J j  g )  OoJ I ^  J S y J \ C_SU<oB

^ 3  '  ̂ J  Ip<) ♦ • e j  >3 Lpj 4 1— -.aa I j j & a j  y  e a ?  Is jU v  is

The virility of the linguistic basis and of al-Tijani‘himself shows 

in his alliterative use of ,fdM , a rather uncouth letter if repeated too 

many times, in the following;

39
1. -/ LwJ' jjy) I . . — .. 3--̂a9 4 Jo
* i— 1 " 1 j 3 ĵ j) a.i.—  -.J 1 du_=- cJ 31* "V 1 ,
*JL -  > i - ^ |  ^  Vi i j j  c a - j  s u i ^  \ j  i iL J u t Civ *-!*—y*

■ - ■ "■ j..... .  ̂ m"1—  ̂? cjI*——*)-) 1 ^
'f' •; Vp Cl ■ i -'vJj j til_ ^  ...a,.I1

His sufi background does not seem to help much in polishing his 

diction, an astonishing phenomenon because of the highly polished language 

of sufi poetry on the whole and its tendency towards choice diction,, But 

he adopts many sufi words and does occasionally use symbolic or general 

mystical language. He is also influenced by the sufis in his pantheistic 

yearnings and in what his verse reveals of an inner, constant thirst for 

beauty and perfection, Nuwaihi noticed his excessive use of words 

denoting the flow of soothing cooling water or d e w , ^  words like
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" " o j j ", " iiL-y", " " v - V " .  " " f
4111 (J— £>j m ? etCo, all from ono poem„ This reminds us immediately of

42Badawi al-Jabal's great fondness of such words,, Badawi al-Jabal's 

mystical influences have been discussed above„ The same influences must 

have been at play on al-Tijani, a fact which Nuwaihi neglected in his 

study of the poet„ But those sufi influences cannot be overlooked for 

they are quite pronounced in al-Tijani's poetry,, Ibn al-Farid's poetry 

abounds with constant references to thirst, dew, light, wine and other 

words denoting fluidity and soothing coolness;

43
Im, .)a>.r' i jy htfriq 1̂1) A  ̂htp"

i —   J j Jj-y —J c.ibj) J_«J I I Lsj 44

The symbolic reference to wine is used by al-Tijani very luxuriously in 

his elegy on a young beloved,, Standing at her grave he exclaims;

45|k i. ■ ■ ■■  ̂ iS3 ‘" * lr*^  ̂̂-' 'li  ̂̂ j l  l—
 ̂̂—  .....<1—■*«, Irh b i ' lS!) ‘ 1 , I jS 1 lift

pI - 11J) t— ,j 0-1 \ -w ̂  A  — loj  1— > h? I

^  h  ^  i  1 h ) C S3j ' 1 ""  d  .  ■*«, d  U f t  jj

The references to light, so abundant in al-Tijani's poetry, are used as a 

compliment to his use of words like dew and water. He manoeuvres them 

in such a way that they harmonise completely:

d____ - S  3j— & _9 J j  —uj I £jk>3̂  d— J 1 uj I jjtfiJU, 46

This use is in stark contrast to Badawi al-Jabal's use of soothing, 

thirst-quenching images of water, dew and other similar references in 

antithesis to his symbols of the desert, thirst, mirage and scorching heat 

Al-Tijani's relation to Sufi poetry in this is manifest in the following 

by Ibn al-Farid..;

1------------------u ;/ ■*■»- u5— t j  J  f ' 1 ^  < 3 r — ^  O T  t > - W  47
\_________*L—«uJ ̂ COJ S . ■■ «■£ ihJ COj—— — 1 d_w^o\_nJl (̂ 5̂  ̂ ^
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* (j\2 ' i l̂ Ĵ rAj lo ^  lu« 7̂oĵ lupi ....■̂ilû,.j l̂tj 1 lo li*S 1 *J-UT
Again Nuwaihi noticed al-Tijani's great reference to light, brilliance

and other words denoting light but did not connect it with his sufi

influences. Both light and dew, in his opinion, symbolise al-Tijani's

longing for illumination and tenderness with which "he longed to fill the

ideal world he created for himself.and  alio express the kind of depriva-
49tion which he suffered in his real life." His explanation of the cir

cumstances of the poet's life (the roughness of his society in its hard 

political and economic conditions^ and his unrequited longing for love)^ 

as the factors that account for his longing for gentleness and illumination 

as symbolised by the dew and the light, overlooks greatly the strength of 

the sufi poetic traditions which must have influenced him. This is the

more strange because Nuwaihi is aware of the mysticism in that part of
52his poetry which deals with the poet's longing to God. Nuwaihi even

quotes this significant verse;
-------- ^i\ J\ J  )tI 53

without realising that some of al-Tijani's poetic language and his whole

imagination lean greatly on sufi poetic traditions.

Ihsan ‘Abbas sees in al-Tijani's mystical trend a Romantic symptom
54which showed itself also in the Mahjar and other Romantic poetry. But 

al-Tijani's mystical trend, it must be remembered, is spontaneous in his 

poetry, and not induced by a general Romantic tendency. This is why 

words of symbolic, mystical affinity come so naturally in his poetry;

h 1  pp.  ̂Jpfi) ^  Is J *1." *.*3 Js>3  »J ̂ ^  Up̂ J ̂ 1,IU ...J.* ^ ̂
where light here symbolises faith and the knowledge of God. Here again

he uses the same symbol:
j j j \ )    i  1 & , -pf-Lc1 . h i  i  *d I

j . .  - ....................... * ty J  I  *  d  wL^pO j j) —  ,.p_iJ  ̂ I s -  W * -"   ̂ ( J j j )

‘Abidin noticed al-Tijani's constant reference in his love poetry to 
57beautiful eyes. This is another sufi usage again seen occasionally in
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Ibn al-Farid;

53
J a! JS J> LfJ 1------wjJaUJ JuS g jl ----olfr -&?

and s
59

», •*. ")lj 1 51j  ̂b -̂------- J?------\j t j) ̂ ^ ̂ cL̂ -̂a-o g><A ; b
Al-Tijani’s love of beauty in general is deeply connected with his great

love for God’s beauty, imbued in him, not only by his particular make-up,

but also by his sufi background. It is idle to quote from sufi poetry

on this, because it is the core of that poetry. But one need not go too

far in trying to find external reasons for a poet’s deep love and great

longing for beauty. In poets like al-Tijani in whom the longing for

beauty is obsessive, the truest explanation is probably the simplest; the

poet was simply a great lover of beauty and the aesthetic. Neither the
*

explanation of deprivation nor that of mystical influences will furnish 

sufficient reasons for the presence of such a deep, unquenchable thirst for 

the beautiful. Some weight must be given in his case to conflicts due 

to the torments of a soul deprived of actual, requited love. But this 

deprivation, nevertheless, is not the main reason behind the depth and 

richness of his poetic personality, nor behind his acute aesthetic 

sensibility, which was brought into fulfilment by his sufi education,^

The obsessive craving forbeauty lends, of course, a devotional 

emphasis to his poetry;
I  f  lj.& Ljju Î Li 1 eJJ 1 11 L* cJ 1. »i 61

^    - -J1' uLJu-rJ \ju 1--- ——3 d b>*J t liJJ 1—JuJv.Sw)_9
... j .q.~... ̂  *wLŝy idl— -iS b tJ5b

i -.jjB j - 1 CaJ 1 - ̂ - • n i lil L—™— j ... bj LwJb
and so does his great spiritual bent. But emotional and sensitive, he 

never succumbed to sentimentality of any kind, thus excelling over Ibn 

al-Farid himself who can be very sentimental and melodramatic, Al-Tijani's 

poetry is given an intellectual stiffening by tho depth of his metaphysical 

meditations, and by the interesting conflict .between faith and doubt;
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^ I CU— .jay  1̂ ‘ *“̂'w ̂ 62

This seems to havo boon a true conflict with him, for ho has many references 

to these doubts and a battle between faith and reason was going on all tho 

time;
elj- .■!,.— ih ■ i J i V̂ IaJs o.̂~. .. oiy Ia*b>- 1 ^  63
tiJp ■ ■ ■ in I i h) aa 1a<o

^ji a j 5 z _  _*? jji I J I ,j; J l

J 9 ̂ u*i I? (_s—
JLS Ltis. JsLfiJ 1)
j —Aw lo j” O i_yS b  i

 Jt JiLn~jj d-aJhs  ̂ icJ jj lo

This last fine image is sophisticated but marred by his use of awkward

words such as " d  (J J—

When he is reconciled to faith, he becomes so mystically inclined 

at times that a pantheistic conclusion is attained, and like Ibn al-Farid 

who said;
£— tj p ^ ‘JukJ ly-n-° J$---------------------- d-------JS ĵir- t_,U ( j '  dl p  64

ho also soos God in everything, ‘Abidin particularly chooses those verses;

6 I'Ji dLbj *  ^ ^  ^  L JS

£ ^  1----A  JsiI - ........ ...vO y I, , .,>»■ 1........ 1 tP----A---- O ' 1 \ (3 0_fo

lj9  ̂  j >wy-1--juO 'jjA* ^  1— ,...iJ-̂
God being all, His Beauty, alive and shimmering-, gives its qualities 

to all beauty on earth, Al-Tijani did not seem to perceive tho vulnera

bility and finality of human beauty as al-Shabbi did but treated it, 

usually as an absolute, a part of the eternal Beauty of God, However, a 

wistful metaphysical approach appears occasionally when he talks about other 

topics;

(S 1 Vi eii) 0— — IX) 15 V o- b L 66
a Q . . E) I i b-fJ1 Q--JI ■■■ I

The same perception is seen in his comment on the new born babe;

O '  — 1 1—JLfr ^ fv--— .o-wJ b . .i - n 1 I i ^ ^  6 ’J

^ij— nr.,.:>-l Q~~' '*9 ̂   ̂{j, " 9 I 1..............d ... . 1 I
Time, too, seems to have a pressing urgency on him; there is great com

pression, rarely found in Arabic Romantic poetry, in the following in

which he is addressing his soul;
j  - 'k  I I eL .b ju  j j i  'iu_j j^J i 1— I JJ I £ q

 .v P' ' “ ,u/ uj ̂   I 1

---------aJ 1 0------------^—J? q? d J  i , • t L ^> . I
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These lines excel in their melancholy beauty and are most symbolic of the 

quick passage of time, A feeling of wonder is touched in the following 

verse by a sense of the tragic that arrives at the universal;

d l J 1 O V I JjMO I I jOJ V I 1 69

His expression *\ is fine and deeply expressive of his basic

love of life, and unending wonder at it. What strikes in this superior 

verse is the fact that it is not metaphorical but poignantly telling of 

a whole life-history, These solo lines in al-Tijani's poetry show a 

calibre that only great poets have. One feels certain that far greater 

poetry would have been written by this poet if he had lived longer. At 

twenty-five, he was already in full awareness of the tragic and vital in 

the human condition.

The diversity of his poetry is a refreshing change from the usual 

traditional themes of poetry, as well as from the limitation of the two 

themes common in the thirties and forties, love and nationalism. The 

emotional urgency in his poetry, which is its greatest liberation, is 

balanced by a natural serenity and depth which give it weight and interest. 

Although he resorted occasionally to a sufi approach and often to much 

sufi diction, he was greatly disinclined to accept stereotypes and stock 

responses and he remained a poet with a distinct individuality. What 

marred his poetry x\ras primarily the awkwardness of much of his poetic 

language, a defect which could have been rectified by healthy modern 

criticism had tho span of his life been longer.
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SECTION 5: OTHER ROI ANTIC EXPERIMENTS

(i) The Romantic Trend I d  Syria
„ 1 The Alawite poet Nadim Muhammad, regarded as Syria's first Romantic,

reached his poetic maturity in the fifties. The streak of Romanticism

which runs through his poetry shows the influence of al-Mali jar and Abu

Shabakaho However, he differs from all these because his poetry lacks the

Romantic idealisation of woman, lovo and the poetic art, and all the

glorification of pain in his first diwan Alam (1953) gave x̂ ay in his second

dix̂ ian, Ear a shat wa ‘Anakib (1955?) t.o a more pleasure seeking spirit.

Shakir Mustafa compares his poetry to Abu Shabakah's Afa'i ^1-Firdaus,̂

but this is a, superficial comparison because Nadim Muhammad has nothing of

Abu Shabakah's celebration of love or his enthusiasm for life, nor does he

have his complexity and sophistication, nor his conflict. In Farashat wa

*Anakib he is rather realistic and mundane in his approach to love. He

neither idealises woman nor condemns her, and although he is obsessed with

his desires for her, he does not experience a true love for her. The diwan

has no exultation or ardour, but a sustained desire for the flesh xAiich does
inot centre around one particular woman. In fact, N. Muhammad reflects 

a different cultural background altogether. When compared xd.th that of 

Abu Shabakah it is first and foremost seen in the former's lack of spiritual 

conflict \tfith regard to woman and sex. The problem of sin is completely 

resolved xdth him;

4

and this;

s 5

and this;

6
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There is too much raw life in the above examples and in verses like this 

with which the diwan abounds?

J  ' ‘ ‘J  "  ̂ I1! i id tH id   ̂ ^

He betrays here and in many other examples the naive experience of the 

suppressed provincial man* This is why he is more pre-occupied with the 

female body than with emotion of love s

1______ ^  ^  o  -  U ^  ̂ 3

' £" U‘*J { J O I 1 pJ, ml g, ■ lO ^ I ... 1

His contribution to modern Arabic poetry in Syria lies mainly in the

fact that he freed poetry to some extent of many of its traditional themes

and of the conservative style*He is one of the first Syrian poets to speak
9about personal matters without much involvement with the public scene*

He was writing, as has been said, in the fifties, when the field of 

poetry in the Arab world was occupied mainly by a more modern and a more 

sophisticated kind of avant-garde poets* Despite the fact that he was 

able to get recognition in Syria, he remained little known in the Arab world 

which was then looking searchingly for other types of poetic experience* 

Nadim Muhammad's poetry shows the effects of Syrian conservatism in 

style and phraseology, despite the change of emphasis and the resort to the 

personal theme* 'Umar al-Nus§, another Syrian poet whose poetry is even 

more Romantic than that of N» Muhammad, shows even more than his colleague 

the effects of the Damascene school* His style is well-knit and his 

phraseology is powerful* The definite change in the poetic sensibility 

which his poetry reveals has not brought about any weakening influences on 

the structure* In his two diwans, Kanat Lana Ayyam (1950) a*id Al-Layl fi 

'l-Durub (1958) he resorts to the traditional two hemistich monorhymed form, 

and chooses sometimes metres like al-tawil which are very reminiscent of 

Classical poetry and hardly used, if ever, in avant-garde poetry in the 

fifties* Such Classicism, however, is only in style and form, for al-Nuss 

indulges in a sentimental Romanticism which reflects, not only a suppressed
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emotional background, but also the effects of a belated Romanticism arriving 

in Syria after it had acquired, in the rest of the Arab world, some decadent 

streaks varying in strength and gravity* Writing in the prime of youth, 

al-Nuss is weeping over his life, youth, happiness and love;

His poetry is a very good example of Romantic dilution, especially in the 

element of emotion, and a great indulgence in sentimental sorrows. The 

images in most of his poems are crowded, often indiscriminately, to 

emphasise the depth of sorrow and despair. This became even stronger in 

his second diwan. He resorts often to an abstract personification of 

emotions which results in blurred, unconvincing images;

I I— . .o f- i--  ^ Jjp'-
... t ^ ^  (Jj V ' 1 ^̂  ̂  'j 'b -w I 1

11

£ J-------— — .j)"* I J £_jl*cd \ 11 iJjJ L; t  ̂ Li ̂
—  - C- U,?aa l— — L o  ̂ ^ I  ;J l!. 4) <J-p a

Some poems in Al-Layl fi 1i-Durub yield to an excessive gloom and an

exaggerated crowding of images with hardly any artistic background to support

and elevate them. A violent image appears after another violent, gloomy
- 12 - 13image in his poems "Abwab al-Layl" and "Al-Layl jfi J 1-Durub” which make

very tiring reading and poor art. The following is a good example of this;

14U S’

^ —  ‘" ( ■ 'd ' ’.?  O 0  ^ “ C_5 J' - > - d  '  ( J r ^  “ i ?  ^ j V . . j-J u i9

6------irij0 {j*ĵ jaZ d-----------------\ (J
6 J J 1 L I-------------llii I—bjJ lJ U-C1y

* * fjp— d&Hy J -UaJ I

The whole poem is in this strain, with the single aim of describing the 

poet's gloomy, hopeless state of mind. His desire to accumulate as many 

figures of speech and metaphorical phrases as he can create results in an 

absolute lack of economy and condensation and in a distortion of sense.
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The bad effect is accentuated by the abstract nature of his images, Iiis 

poetry is a good example of the use of abstract imagery in modern Arabic 

poetry. There is a constant endeavour to use concrete images, but it fails 

because he does not produce a coherent picture capable of being visualised, 

and translated into an emotional correlative. Fragmentation of the image 

and a marked incoherence of tho different figures of speech in one poem 

defeat the poet's purpose of producing a particular effect on the reader;

j  _____ ... i. I j y  I
oJ j  ̂j i

j **  <%»■■ i i ■■ i J-O i —i.
* , j—   rc, J,# ^  dJ 1 I lij I? 1—     ̂ g) ̂ b’d

His poetry, with its tendency to crowd violent images in the poem, confirms

a trend that was getting stronger in modern Arabic poetry towards crowding 

a poem with too many violent images arranged in consecutive order. It has 

been mentioned above how Abu Shabakah in his two poems " Al-Qadhurah'' and 

"Al-Dainunah" in Afa*i was not able to achieve a "correspondence betxveen 

external and internal logic" and a harmonious co-ordination between his 

different metaphors; and it was mentioned that, in these poems, Abu Shabakah 

laid a precedence for what one may term "the poetry of the consistently 

repellent imagery" in modern Arabic verse, Shafiq al-Ma‘luf in *Abqar
16 talso crowded his long poem with horrifying images. Now Umar al-Nuss

confirmed this trend in a large part of his poetry. This was a groat

contrast to Abu Shabakah who, while expressing emotions at a high level of

intensity and even violence, was able, except in these two poems mentioned

above, to preserve an aesthetic sense and a high artistic level, because he

often leaned on the technique of expressing his emotions directly and

candidly. He realised, quite instinctively, the value of relevance and
17co-ordination in the use of images. In his poetry, as has been described,

the image forms a picture of great vividness and vitality, closely related 

to the emotional state of the poet and directly effective on the reader.
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The simplicity of the poetic language in poems that deal with experiences

of high tension has been most effectively dealt with by Go Rylands in his
18book Words and Poetry- To him simplicity is the keynote to the passionate

and direct style, for "at moments of intense feelings, when repetition,

particularly rhythmical repetition, is not uncommon, poetry and prose join 
19hands OO0” This "elemental simplicity is not for continual use in poetry,

but ooo for sudden moments, when the prose order of words will tell most 
20strikingly"o This secret of good poetry has escaped al-Nusg, as it has 

escaped Shafiq al-Ma‘luf in *Abqar, and as it was going to escape many poets 

in the fifties and after who have made a cult of the use of a great number 

of constantly repellent imagery and of metaphors of great physical revulsion, 

as will be described.

However, there is no doubt that, although the poems of al-Nusg suffer 

from such grave faults, he has many lovely verses and half verse;

^ jPj \3 21
V— — 1 jjj , » j \ 1

*Abbud noticed his originality in certain images but overlooked the weakness
22of the majority of them., However, he did notice the poet’s inapt use of 

23words at times, for indeed al-Nuss does not show the fine choice of words

which characterises his older compatriot, Badawi al-Jabal. Some of his
24words are quite archaic; " ^ J.e. ^ ^ l.il ” j an& others are

25pedantic and unnecessarily unfamiliar; " ^ d   ̂ ~sUI "i

where there is no poetic reason to use such ugly, unfamiliar words as

qaz ah and targush; they neither explain the meaning, carry a poignant

connotation, or add any emotional effect to the poem, but, on the contrary,

repel and alienate the reader.

Al-Nuss, however, is at his best in his love poems. In some of these

there is a real elevation of emotion, a chivalry and a tenderness which is 
26of a rare quality. Moreover, in his love poetry he seems to have
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something more substantial and real to talk about, and the ideas and notions

in these poems are not forced and affected,, In his other poems, especially

those that aim at a philosophical theme, a forced philosophy seems to
- 2 7prevail= In his poem "Al-Tariq ila ’l-LahT' an attempt at a metaphysical

approach fails to convey to us at the end any real revelation,,

The experiment of al-Nuss and Nadim Muhammad is a good example of the

predominance of Classical methods in Syrian poetry, for Romanticism did not

arrive in Syria except at a belated date, because of entrenched Classicism,

and when it arrived, it did not have the chance of a full expression of its

effects on form and style because of the same reason. This means that an

important poetic movement in the Arab world has spent its vigour without the

Syrian creative talent taking a leading part in its development„ It will

be shown shortly that another current in modern Arabic poetry, Symbolism,

has taken place simultaneously, also without the Syrian poetic creativity

being able to participate vigorously in its development. Would this be due

to the traditional balance in Damascene poetry of which ‘Abbud speaks with 
28mild admiration?

(**)• A Roaantic Poot in Palestine

Ibrahim Tuqan and ‘ Abd al-Rahim Mahmud were poets of realism in 

Palestine. If their glorification of heroism in national strife has a 

streak of Romanticism in it, then this streak is the healthiest one in 

Romanticism, because it is one of celebration, strength and determination.

But a Romanticism rather of an escapist, gloomy tendency seems to have taken

hold of their contemporary, the poet Mutlaq *Abd al-Khaliq from Nazareth
— 29(1910-1937)° His collection A1-Rahil published posthumously in 1938

shows clearly the deep effect of al-Mahjar Romantic poetry on him. It is

rather astonishing that Asad, who discusses his poe t r y ^  in a book dedicated

to poetry in Palestine and Trans-Jordan, fails to trace this Romanticism in

his poetry or to refer to the Mahjar poets as this poet’s direct forerunners.
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Mutlaqfs poetry is of particular interest to this work because it is 

the first example of the Romantic trend in Palestine, a trend which, in the 

thirties when the poet was writing1, was already strong in Egypt, Lebanon and 

Tunisia after having flourished in al-Mahjar. Compared with his contemp

orary poets in Palestine, the difference in poetic sensibility is astounding, 

This is even more enhanced by the fact that the poet studied solely in 

Palestine. We know that Tuqan’s early poetic education was directed towards 

the neo-Classical poets of the older generation in the Arab world. His 

reading later of the English Romantics was not enough to establish a change 

of sensibility towards a Romantic attitude when his poetic attitude had 

already been formed. This rather realistic attitude, moreover, might well 

have suited his natural temperament. As for Mahmud, we know very little 

about the details of his early education, but we do know that his father was 

a poet of the conventional school. He may well have directed his son 

towards the Classical poets of whom Mahmud became very fond, or at least 

furnished him with volumes of their poetry. Mutlaq completed his secondary 

education in al-Raudah college in Jerusalem. We know little about the 

details of his poetic education there, although one can at least suggest 

that it was in line with the literary education in the other few non

missionary colleges in Palestine, and perhaps emphasised a more Classical

poetic education in the class-room. However, we know that Mutlaq was an 
31avid reader. We also know that the Mahjar literatiire as well as that

32currently written in Egypt was read in Palestine. Mutlaq must have 

become very well acquainted with al-Mahjar poetry, for his poetry shows 

direct links with several Mahjar poets, notably Pauzi al-Ma'luf and Abu 

Madi. In his adaptation to new attitudes hitherto unknown in Palestine,

*Abd al-Khaliq must have been helped by a natural temperament which was 

sensitive, introvert, pessimistic and idealistic.̂  The influences he 

absorbed from his readings in current Romantic poetry in Arabic, however,
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he translated, into more decadent elementso Mutlaq distrusted man and 

his universe;

34
and this;
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And Mutlaq had a morbid love for death and fascination with it;
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Death, in fact, is his beautiful maiden;
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In his contempt of people and life he is reminiscent, very strongly, of 

Fauzi al-Ma*luf in his poetry, especially his long poem "Snia Bisat al-Rihf? 

discussed above.

A poem entitled f,al-Talasim", is an attempt at combining several 

contradictions perhaps with a view to showing the essential unity of the 

universe, a Mahjar theme, and the paradoxical essence of life itself;
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These are spiritual and philosophical depths hence unattained in poetry in 

Palestine, and rarely elsewhere, showing a sensitive perception and a deep 

insight into the enigma of existence. However, the poem is almost spoiled 

by the way the poet handles it, for a dogmatic tone expressed in short, 

rather abrupt statements, dominates it.
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Mutlaq did not live long enough, to leavo an impact on the poetic

development of his country. However, his experiment remains a phenomenon

as it mushroomed in an environment still unsuited to it. For although

the struggle in Palestine against Zionism and the British occupation did

show many weak spots where men turned traitors, or leaders sought personal

glory, and where the strife, the spilled blood and the heroic sacrifices

were betrayed by evil forces, the general spirit in the twenties and

thirties was virile and bouncing. Palestine in fact was involved in a

physical and heroic struggle with the forces of aggression. There were

many armed rebellions, and a general strike which lasted six whole months.

This is an atmosphere of faith and determination, of strength and energy,

and despite all the setbacks, cannot be conducive to despair and to a

decadent wish for self-anihilation. We learn from his biographers that
40he himself took part in his country's struggle. His poetry, in fact,

  41has some poems in the Tuqan tradition of political criticism. There can

be no doubt that his personal temperament and probably his personal
42experience (he is said to have suffered from bad health) have helped to 

determine his trend and leave him open to influences acquired through his 

readings in Romantic poetry.

*Abd al-Khaliq's poetry reflects a talented man of considerable 

promise, a promise cut short by his premature death. His death in turn 

prevented the current of Romanticism from spreading in Palestine. As the 

thirties passed the Romantic current was unable to find

expression through any poet of *Abd al-Khaliq1s generation who all oontirpi~ 

to write poetry in the Tuqan tradition of modern Classicism, most of them 

without Tuqanfs particular talent. The Palestinian poets, long before 

the call for committed poetry was made, were writing some of the most 

committed poetry in the' Arab world at the time.
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(iii) Tlie Romantic Trend in Iraq
A "belated current of Romanticism arrived in Iraq at the end of the

forties- The young generation of Iraqi poets* who were emerging in the

forties had available to them poetry from other Arab countries as well as

from the West, notably English- Both the Egyptian Romantic poetry and
43that of al-Mahjar were read avidly, and in fact Iraq must have been then

already a very good market for Arabic books for we know that it has been
44the best market in the Arab world for them since the early fifties- As

the young Iraqi poets of the forties fell under the influence of Romantic

poetry written in both Arabic and English they were also getting acquainted

at the same time with a more modern Western poetry- What happened to

most of them was a unique experience in poetic development, for their

spontaneous rejection of the strongly entrenched Classicism in Iraq, which

came as a result of their new poetic contacts with more modern trends,

expressed itself at the beginning in a Romantic poetry greatly drawn to

sorrows, despair and indulgence in fancy, but with a deep yearning towards

the ideal, the beautiful, the innocent and the unknown- These varied from
45one poet to another, and although a Romantic trend persisted in the 

poetry of N'azik al-Mala’ikah and others, it was short-lived in the poetry 

of most of the Iraqi poets- A line of strength, a factual grasp on the 

human condition and a jet of hope, faith and militant confrontation with 

the evils of Arab life were to dominate slowly the poetry of some of the 

most remarkable among the Romantics such as Bodr Shakir al-Sayyab and 

*Abd al-Wahhab al-Bayyati, and to emerge in a neo-Realistic trend aligner1 

to similar poetry in Europe- However,a few Romantic streaks were to

persist in their poetry which would express themselves in such themes as 

the yearning to childhood and the village- This will be discussed later 

on in this work- One feels therefore, that Romanticism as a ftill-fledged 

expression in Iraqi poetry was merely a stepping stone to greater poetic
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freedoms in both form and content- It seems as if entrenched Classicism 

in Iraq could not actually be abandoned and superseded directly by more 

modern attitudes and methods, and had first therefore to resort to a 

Romantic liberation of both the form and content of poetry- This is a 

valid discussion on an artistic basis proven further by the fact that al- 

Jawahiri, for example, despite his involvement in the condition of man in 

Iraq and his struggle for freedom and dignity, (an involvement similar to 

that of the neo-Realists of the fifties), did not succeed in liberating his 

poetry from the domination of Classical attitudes and methods, very probably 

because he never went through a true Romantic revolution in his poetry.

Iraqi Romanticism, despite its tendency towards despair and escapist 

sorrows, leaned on a strong basis of form and structure- The strong 

Classical foundation of this poetry proved itself capable now of being 

moulded and modernized- It has been described above how poets like al- 

Rasafi and al-Zahawi could not cope adequately with new themes, and how 

their poetry suffered in strength when they deviated from familiar topics. 

But in the late forties the poetic tools in Iraqi verse proved themselves 

capable of dealing with variations of themes and nuances of meaning, as 

well as with newly introduced methods and forms, as will be discussed in 

a later chapter-

The most decadent streak in Iraqi Romantic poetry appeared in the

poetry of Husain Mardan (1927)= He is an excellent example of the radical

attitudes that were taking place in young Iraqis of the forties and after.

A diabolism unmatched by any in modern Arabic poetry appeared in his poetry,
47and a complete rejection of social norms and moral attitudes- Darud 

Sallum and Jamil Sa'id have a strong moralistic tone when they speak of his
AO

poetry, but they fail to appreciate the boldness of his experiment- 

Moreover, his experiment was submerged quickly by the rise of the free verse 

movement in Iraq at the same time that he was producing his poetry, and by
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the vehement controversy it produced in Iraq and elsewhere., However, 

Mardan's poetry deserves special mention because of its radical nature and 

the poet’s capacity to express the most extreme emotions in well-knit, 

terse verses^
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The following is an example of the extreme diabolistio nature of his poetry;
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Mardan's first diwan, Qasa’i d * Ariyah appeared in 1949 an<i stirred a great 

indignation among the peopjle, Mardan was made to face the rigours of a
51law suit and the diwan was proscribed* Unperturbed by this, Mardan

published another diwan in 195°» Al-Lahn al-Aswad, in the same strain as

Qasa’id *Ariyah* His third, Rajul al-Dabab (1952), caused him to go to 
52prison* In later years, he got more involved in general rebellious

themes of a political nature, in line with the general trends of modern

poetry* This and an adoption of free verse in contrast to the two

hemistich form which he used in his former poetry, characterise his last

diwan, Tiraa Khass, In his former poetry he has been compared to

Baudelaire and there is a description of him as the heir to the Abbasid
54love poetry. However, he is not the only poet in modern Iraq who wrote

55sensual, sex-obsessed poetry for al-Jawahiri indulged in this too,

Hoi\rever, al-Jawahiri' s poetry possesses greater tenderness and depth and 

wider dimensions, Mardan is not able to avoid giving the impression of 

obscenity and of an unrelenting irrational rejection of everything. The 

change from a social hater to a social rebel, from a self-indulgent outlaw 

to a concerned angry man as effected in his last diwan is happily refreshing 

on a human level. On an artistic level his poetry loses greatly in 

originality, becomes more similar to other poetic contributions and much more 

conformist,
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE RISE OF A SYMBOLIST TREND IN 
MODERN ARABIC POETRY

It has been said that the Symbolist trend in Lebanon began 

simultaneously with the flow of a strong Romantic current there. The 

causes why a Romantic movement in modern Arabic poetry was a natural 

development have been discussed, but no similar causes can be seen for the 

rise of the Symbolic trend. While the causes for Romanticism in Arabic 

can be compared, in certain limited respects, with those of the Romantic 

movement in Europe, the artistic and social circumstances preceding the 

Symbolist trend in Arabic do not have much in common with the artistic 

and social circumstances preceding the European Symbolist movement. In 

France, Symbolism as a movement in poetry began in the latter half of the 

nineteenth century, and was the result of a sophisticated cultural, social 

and artistic development over the years. On philosophical and social

levels it was "a protest against the bourgeois spirit of the nineteenth
2  3century", the "bourgeois worship of activity and success", i.e. "against

positivism and materialism".^ On an artistic level it was a protest
Ragainst scientific Realism, as well as a reaction against the Parnassians, 

who were "a school of hard pictorial realism, of rigid evocation, instinct 

with the objective spirit of modern science." Its aim was "to achieve
7poetry in a purer state." As a movement, it was "a part of the general 

process of the discovery of the implicit, which characterises modern
Q

thought." It linked up with "Romanticism which had receded, but not
Q IQ

died," and which had "prefigured"“Symbolism and "opened the way for it."

The Arabic Symbolist experiment neither had such a long development 

behind it, nor did it stem from any such artistic and social causes.

Its rise might have been encouraged by the dissatisfaction which the
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literary elite, educated in the modern Western tradition, must have felt

in the face of so much rhetoric and utilitarianism which characterised,

to some extent, the neo-Classical poetry, but its advent against such

negative forces was not one of necessity, for Romanticism was trying to
11accomplish this task. On the other hand, Symbolism in modern Arabic

poetry was not a reaction to the "sentimentality and banality of the
12Romantic movement," as Karam states, for in the Lebanon of the thirties

at which time and place it flourished best, the Romantic trend in poetry

had not yet spent itself in exoess and decadence. It was in fact at its

prime, and the greatest Romantic poet in modern Arabic poetry, Ilyas Abu

Shabakah, was writing his best work in the thirties and forties when the

greatest Symbolist poet in the Arab world, Safid *Aql, was writing his.

Arabic poetry in Lebanon at that time was virile and progressing and did

not really need a new kind of vitality to give it life.

At the same time the relation of Romanticism and Symbolism in modern

Arabic poetry needs further clearing, for Romanticism seems always to carry
13the seeds of Symbolism. In modern Arabic poetry, some Symbolic streaks

were seen in the Romantic poetry of Gibran and other Mahjar poets, as well

as in such poets as al-Shabbi and al-Ramshari, and in semi-Symbolic poets

like Amin Rakhlah and Yusuf Ghusub, a fact which might mislead critics

into believing that Symbolism in Arabic, like the French movement, had

been prefigured by Romanticism. But a quick look at poetic events in

the twenties will reveal that the first successful Symbolic poems, which

were written by the Lebanese poet Adib Mazhar of the Ma*luf family, were
14.perhaps written in 19^5* before Romanticism had had a chance of becoming 

a strong and successful movement in Arabic, capable of prefiguring other 

movements. In fact, the Romantics who best showed Symbolic streaks with 

the exception of Gibran and other Mahjar poets, had not yet risen to 

real fame in the Arab world. It seems then that Symbolism in modern 

Arabic poetry was not prefigured by Romanticism, but stemmed from other 

fields.
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Seen in this perspective, the basic reasons for the advent of 

Symbolism into Arabic poetry seem to lie neither in the same complex 

social and psychological reactions which took place in the West, hor in 

a natural reaction to Romantic dilution and sentimentality or neo-Classical 

directness and exteriority. They seem to lie, rather, in the fact that 

the Lebanese talent was maturing simultaneously on all spheres. Cultural 

"fermentation” had been going on for a long time, and experimentation had 

been one of its greatest characteristics. Classicism, in its more tradi

tional techniques, had never been allowed to entrench itself fanatically in 

Lebanon. There was always a certain amount of freedom which arose, perhaps, 

from the fact that Classicism to the modern Lebanese poets was merely a 

method of writing and was not a deep emotional link with a long Arabo- 

Islamic heritage. Moreover, these poets had been reared in a tradition 

of education which had been inoculated, for a long time, with Western 

ideas and methods, and although many of them carried some emotional streaks 

of Lebanese village provincialism, they were, culturally speaking, 

urbanised and sophisticated. They found themselves, therefore, capable 

of assimilating the highly sophisticated concept of nineteenth century 

Symbolism, and because of an emotional detachment with the Classical 

heritage, capable of transmitting it, to a degree.

The freedom these Lebanese poets had towards the sanctimony of the 

Arab Classical heritage was strengthened greatly in this century by certain 

regional influences which made it even more possible for them to be more 

adventurous in poetic experimentation. These influences centred mostly

in the Phoenicean idea which was mainly due to the strong cultural and
15political links with the West, especially Prance. The essence of

this idea was that Lebanon had its own history and its own literature,

and that Western literature was more capable of reflecting the inner life
16of the individual and his modern mind than Classical Arabic literature.

As a result of this concept Lebanese poets started writing poems on the
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17ancient glory of Phoenicean Lebanon This is significant here only in

so far as it shows how Lebanese poets found it more easy, emotionally and

culturally, to turn their backs on the Classical contribution and to try
18to strike firmer links with Western poetic trends0 ^

But this should not mean in the least that Lebanese poets were rene

gades from the Classical tradition in its more positive attributes. In 

fact, Lebanese poets writing at home, have been noted for their strength 

of phraseology and purity of style. One must keep in mind that Lebanese 

writers and poets of the nineteenth century had been able to cultivate 

an established tradition in linguistic studies and in style. They had

been, moreover, the first liberators of modern Arabic prose. Their

emotional freedom from too much bondage to the Classical heritage was 

important because it was an intelligent and informed freedom, and they 

knew how to manipulate it without loss to the strength of structure or to 

the beauty of style. Moreover, this freedom liberated them from some 

banal motifs which a deep emotional involvement with the Classical heritage 

might impose.

The phoenicean idea seems to be the only link the Lebanese Symbolic

experiment had with motives which infringe on politics. As for social

and economic causes, there seem to be none. It certainly was not, like

the French movement, a movement against a bourgeois "materialistic
19tradition", as A. Symons puts it. If any, the Symbolic experiment in

modern Arabic literature has its roots in an elitist tendency which took 

its strength from Arab bourgeois cultural curiosity and ambition.

The Symbolic movement in Arabic poetry tried to adopt the doctrine 

of the nineteenth century French Symbolism without really delving into 

the essence of its philosophy. At home, it did not fully enter the main 

stream of Arabic poetry in the thirties, and penetrate the depth of the 

poetic sensibility of the Arab readers of that time, but remained a rather 

independent development, limited to a few exponants, until the poetic
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movement of the fifties Was finally able to utilise it for its own ends.

The poets of the fifties were ablb to exploit the aehieyementk of the 

Symbolic poets and use them as a part of a new movement with Wider dimen

sions that involved to a groat degree the question of the human conditions 

and of man’s existence in an Arab world full of contradictions and dangers, 

as will be discussed later.

But before moving to describe the characteristics of Symbolism in 

Arabic it is interesting to say at this point that there seem's for the 

observer as if a kind of race went 011 in modern Arabic poetry in Order 

to bring it to a contemporaneous level with world poetry, The various 

poetic experiments in the West had all to be experienced before this 

contemporaneous level could be achieved. It was as if the poetic ex

periment in Arabic was compressing the achievements of many epochs into 

a few decades in order to arrive at this purpose. In its quest for con

temporaneousness it experienced the same, or nearly the same, order of 

development of the main European movements : neo-Classicism, Romanticism, 

Symbolism and later on in the fifties, neo-Realism. However, this con

clusion must keep in mind that the adoption of a poetic theory which might 

seem on paper as highly sophisticated and advanced as its Western counter

part might not always yield such ripe fruit when applied to a poetry not 

yet flexible enough for its application, when adopted by poets not capable 

of assimilating it profoundly and when directed to a reading public com

pletely out of touch with the more sophisticated arguments and theorisa

tions of art.

In the West, the central aim of the Symbolists seems rooted first 

and foremost in Mallarme1s notion that "poetry should not inform but 

suggest and evoke. " ^

The Symbolists "proclaimed as their chief credo the ideal character 

of the world, the superiority of nonrational and intuitive perception over 

intellectual and scientific knowledge.""' This protest was, therefore,
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It tried to "express evanescent perceptions of the senses and dim emotions -
23the subjective, the fluid elements of the mind," and since they believed

24that it was "vain to...explain an unknowable world" in an "exact represen- 
25tation", as the Realists tried to do, they sought to "cultivate strange-

26ness, obscurity, dream like vagueness." To them poetry should appeal
27to "secret desires and excitements," should express "the poet's inner

28vision through suggestive metaphors and fluid melody."

The Symbolists relied much on the intrinsic value of the single word.

Words have two qualities. The first is one of meaning. For, aside from

the "definite, plain nucleus of meaning, the matter of fact sense evolved
29by social life under the strict, utilitarian law of intelligibility",

there lingers around each word "an aura of more vague and subtle signi- 
30

ficance".' This lies in its associations which have the "power to 

reverberate in the mind, awakening the echoes of numberless prior uses by
i

the race, and by the speaker himself; stirring trains of thought, calling
31up other words and images." This power is a "suggestive force...steeped

3 2in the subconsciousness of mankind." It seems that "symbols are the

instrument best fitted for the expression of shades of meaning and of 

elusive moods....

The second quality of words lies in their sound. It is the part
34

which is "less definite and intellectual, more emotional and sensuous."
35The Symbolists• "great regard for the musical element" springs from the

idea that music is "the most evocative of all arts...and the music of
36words is their richest evocative force."

But the music of the single word must flow into a harmonious musical
37whole, and "rhythm and the melody that is born of the sequence of words"

became as important as the intrinsic music of the single word.

This led to a great interest in form which became "very carefully 
38elaborated." In metrical poems, "the regular beat of verse is broken
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subject of "much theoretical d i s c u s s i o n , i n  the circle of the symbolists,:|

But free verse was not "the only or the best innovation of symbolist poetry 
4-1The poem in prose enjoyed a wide,,,vogue; a verse reminiscent of the

42Bible and of Pascal was revived and given a new splendor,,," The 

metrical innovations introduced by the Symbolists were, according to Peyre, 

"not claims to more facility, or to anarchic freedom, but a revolt against 

dead forms, a search for a new mould,as well as for a new idiom, in 

poetry."^ Yeats carries this further by saying that "the form of sincere 

poetry, unlike the form of popular poetry, may indeed be sometimes obscure, 

or ungrammatical,but it must have the perfections that escape analysis,
44the subtleties that have a new meaning every day,.,’1

What change did the Symbolists look for in their poetry? They
45rejected the description of nature for the sake of description, the

moralising element in p o e t r y , ^  the "appeal to the crowd, "the old

bondage of rhetoric,'1̂  "the old bondage of exteriority,"^"the anecdote
50and the brooding over scientific opinion," "the energetic rhythms which

51are the invention of the will,,,"

The idea of Baudelaire's sonnet "Correspondances" seems to figure

greatly in the central theme of the more famous Symbolists, "From that
52sonnet the essence of Symbolism was derived," Yeats, with the typical 

clarity which characterises man y  writers in English, presents a clear 

interpretation of the concept of this sonnet, without referring to it:

"All sounds, all colours, all forms, either because of their pre-ordained 

energies or because of long association, evoke indefinable and yet precise 

e m o t i o n s . w h e n  sound, and colour, and form are in a musical relation.., 

they become as it were one sound, one colour, one form, and evoke an 

emotion that is made out of their distinct evocations and yet is one
53emotion." For "all arts are parallel translations of one fundamental
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mystery- Senses correspond to each other; a sound can be translated 

through a perfume and a perfume through a vision; each vowel suggests a
54color-" It is not possible to go into any critical discussion of the

Western Symbolists here and the value of their ideas- The presentation 

of these ideas, however, is essential if the Symbolic experiment in Arabic 

is to be understood, and so is the presentation of their most outstanding 

characteristics-

The French Symbolists, through their painstaking experiment which

,,56

55has been "among the boldest in the history of literature," brought in

an "enlivened sensibility," and "a proper regard for the sound of poetry-'
57They "encouraged a more precise use of words-" To many adjectives and

58nouns "a new and obscure but suggestive meaning was lent-" The use of
59words "as counters to produce a stock response" was attacked- The syntax

was even more revolutionary- The usual sequence of words /was/ purposely
60altered or upset; orderly rhetorical development was carefully avoided-

This last point is extremely important for this work, because it has

probably affected the style of both prose and poetry in Lebanon-

This method in French poetrj'’ produced an impression of strangeness

and was quite obscure at times, but it also achieved for poetry "admirable
61plasticity and new effects of suggestion-" Another important character-

62istic of the Symbolists was their avoidance of the "elaborate comparisons’

of the Parnassians, and their omission "of the first term of the analogy"

and their emphasis of the "second which became a symbolic image-" They

avoided "explicit, clear-cut substantives," and they multiplied "adjectives
64and verbs which suggest subtle motion or delicate vibration-"

But a complicated technique like the Symbolist will definitely run

into difficulties- Bowra sums up what he regards as the main defects of

the Symbolist technique in two major points; firstly its severence from 
65ordinary life, and secondly the "enormous importance it attached to 

66music," But these were not the only major defects of this technique, for
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often they carried their techniques too far in other fields- Sometimes

they "disguised their meanings artificially, resorted to esoteric allusions

and private associations, and opened up the way to much of the obscurity
67of contemporary poetry," In their choice of words, they were inten

tionally "rare; many far fetched and over-precious words were coined;
68archaic words were revived" and often the symbolists were "lost in the

69clouds of a rarefied atmosphere."

The above resumo of the Symbolic experiment in France was necessary 

because the Symbolic experiment in Arabic, headed by Sa* id #Aql, was based 

directly on it. It will be comparatively easy now, as S a fid ‘Aql’s 

adventure is discussed, to see the points of comparison and similarity.

The individual French poets were not ̂ discussed, despite the relevance of 

some of their individual ideas to 'Aql’s theories, for lack or scope 

in this work, but a reference to their ideas will be made in the course 

of this discussion wherever necessary.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Karam in^Madkhal^ p0275 asserts that Symbolism in Arabic poetry, like 
Romanticism, was caused by political, social and economic conditions. 
The above discussion might help to clear this point.

2. Henri Peyre, "Symbolism", reprinted from Columbia Dictionary of Modern 
European Literature, ed. by Horatio Smith, Columbia University Press, 
New York, 1947^fp.292.

3. Ibid.
4. Ibid., see also Wilson, Axel’s Castle, p. 19, where he mentions the 

"mechanistic view of nature" and the "social concept of man."
5. C.M. Bowra, The Heritage of Symbolism, London, 1943, p.3.
6o L.F. Cazamian, Essais en deux Langues, edited by Henri Didier, Paris,

1938, p.189, see also Wilson’s interesting description of the move- 
ment, op.cit., pp.6-8.

7. Cazamian, op.cit., p.196.
8. Ibid., p.188.
9. Ibid., p.189.
10. Ibid., p.196.
11. Karam, Al-Ramziyyah, p.138, asserts that Symbolism in Arabic was

a rejection of accepted traditional methods, of repetitiveness, and 
of decorativeness. Although repetitiveness was not really fought 
by Romanticism, decorativeness of the kind Karam spoke about (saj* , 
ta.jnis, etc.) was not an existing problem in the poetry of the 
twenties and the thirties, especially in the countries where a 
Symbolist trend imposed itself.

12. Ibid.
13. Wilson, op.cit., P°2» where he says that Symbolism was "a counter

part to Romanticism/, a second flood of the same tide"; see also
pp.10-1 for a very interesting description of the emergence of 
Symbolism in France.

14. Riyad al-Ma*luf, Shu‘ara’ al-Mafalifah, Beirut, 1962; p.15#
15. Karam, Al-Ramziyyah, p.146.

Ibid., p.137#
17# Ibid.
18. See Barwlsh al-Jundi, Al-Ramziyyah fi ’1-Adab al-*Arabi, Cairo,

1958, p.438.
19# The Symbolist Movement in Literature, London, 1908, pp.8-9#
20. Bowra, op.cit.t p.9°
21. Henri Peyre, op.cit., p.292.
22. Bowra, op.cit., p.3.
23. Cazamian, op.cit. r p.189#
24» Peyre, loc.oit.
25# Symons, op.cit., p.4°
26. Peyre, loo.cit.
27. Bowra, op.cit., pp.7-8.
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28o Peyre, loc.cit.
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31. rbido
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34° Ibido
35° Bowra, op„cit,, p 08,
360 Cazamian, op.cit., p.190.
37° Ibido
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of imagination."

40o Peyre, op0cit0, p.293.
41o Cazamian limits himself to calling them "poetical prose", opocito,

po190o
42o Peyre, lococito
430 Ibid.
44° Op.cit.f PPo177-3o
45° Ibido, po178; Symons, opocit., p°8; Bowra, op.cit., po10o
460 Yeats, loCoCito; Bowra, op.cit., p.8.
47° Ibido
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this as "vehemence"; Peakes, The Romantic Assertion, p . 24 for a 
further explanation. Bowra, loc.cit., where he describes it as
frigid rhetoric.

49° Symons, loc.cit.; see also Yeats, op.cit., p.167.
50. Ibid., po176o
51° Ibid., p.177°
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(i) A Mild Symbolist ~ Romantic Experiment

The name of Yusuf Ghusub (1893) is one of the most outstanding names

to appear on the poetic horizon in the twenties„ He launched his poetic

career with Al-Qafas al-Mah.jur (1928) a volume of experimental poetry so

fresh and mature that fUmar al-Fakhuri hailed it in the introduction as a

"poetic event of great importance, a fresh flower in these barren days,
1in the wilderness of our literary life," Seeing the volume's Western

affinities, al-Fakhuri asserted that Arabic poetry had no choice but yield

to the forces of change and to the impact of foreign influences which
2were predominantly Western,,

Ghusub completed his elementary and secondary education at the 

Jesuit College in Beirut,^ His readings in Classical Arabic literature 

were few and "might be limited to the pre-Islamic poets, to some of the

Mukhadramin, (i„e, poets who wrote before and after Islam), and to some
A 5Abbasid p o e t s A m o n g  the modern poets he read Khalil Mujirano As

for his readings in French poetry he writes: "I read a great deal in

modern French poetry and am acquainted with its schools and trends«

However, when I write poetry, I do not tie myself to any particular trend

but leave myself to my spontaneous impulse, neither seeking Symbolism,

Surrealism, nor any other kind of poetry,"^

Ghusub may be regarded as a stepping stone between Romanticism
7and Symbolism, for he seems to combine the two trends in some of his 

poemso He has the Romantic melancholy at times:

■fr f it,
J_2— JJ-H ̂

A*»aJ 6.— -id jIksw j I
. J__________________ oUUj J*V------- \-----

However, in his sadness as well as in his other emotions, although there
9is no conscious economy, there is a marked control, very reminiscent 

of Mutrano Hone of the writers on him noticed this affinity between the
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two poets, but his reading of Mutran to the exclusion of other modern poe‘

seems to indicate a kindred spirits Abu Shabakah’s riches of emotions,

his Romantic ejaculations, his engulfing sadness, his overwhelming anger,

his exuberance in love are absent in his poetry,

Ghusub is a Symbolist in his great regard for the musical element.

However, his poetry does not depend on evoking and suggesting meaning.

It is never foggy, but is often elaborated and tends towards clarity 
1  nand directness much more than Safid fAql!s poetry ever did,

Ghusubf s poetic diction is well chosen and tends to be rarified, 

another Symbolist trait in his poetry. There is a deliberate selectivo- 

ness and a conscious refinement of the poetic language "within the

rAbbud, too, extols its purity,definition of Symbolic poetry,
12simplicity and strength, but despite the rare quality of his language

13he admits that his poetry is not very exciting,

Ghusub is also a Symbolist in the fact that his poetry seems to

stem from a silent, contemplative self and not, as in the case of the

Romantics, as a result of acute emotional excitement. The Romantic
14spontaneity is altogether missing.

Most of Ghusub1s poems revolve on love. However, this love is a 

controlled emotion which never burns with the brilliance of the Romantics

J \ ---------------------

But his Symbolist involvement shows itself most in his mystical
16insistence on an Ideal Beauty, although he does not arrive in this at 

the insistence and the irrationality of Sa'id £Aql who is a more authenti 

Symbolist,

Ghusub introduced his first diwan, Al-Qafas, with the following 

verses:

-j’ r

LfdLajl

 3?

A . a J IS ^  J--

A 'a. & daia'*' 't/
1 - - - - — ^

17
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This is an interpretation of the Romantic ideal in its indication of the 

spontaneous expression of emotional reactions to things. The verse:

( ̂ k}* I II w— — i III I (jlp  ̂1  ̂ with the intensity of emotion implied by the

word ' (Sj—2*' and the connotation of 'love and suffering' implied by the

word '  5 ' in Arabic, gives a strong impression of an involvement

with the Romantic experience. However, Ghusub's practice as a poet and 

his concentration on the self is more like that of the Symbolists than the 

Romantics. As has been already said, there is that constant control which 

does not release the emotion in Romantic fashion. The self and its 

different states which he idealises seem rather superficial at times and
13rather monotonous, as 'Abbud asserts.

His approach to love is not as diversified as that of his greater 

contemporary, Abu Shabakali, but quite varied, nevertheless, portraying in 

Ghusub's calm manner, many sides of the love relation: the joy, the long

ing, the disappointment, the requited passion. In this diversified ex

perience we see the cultured urbanised man who can arrive at a metaphysical 

experience in his love, arriving sometimes at great simplicity when des

cribing the experience of the Lebanese girl in love. In a poem like
19"Qalaq", for example, a simple and familiar face is depicted, familiar

because we see it in the Lebanese zajal as well as in the poetry of several

other Lebanese poets, including al-Akhtal al-Saghir, and Sa'id 'Aql, In

such poems the experience is simple, sweet and innocent, never reflecting

a complex experience. However, in Ghusub's poetry, unlike that of al-

Akhtal al-Saghir, there is sometimes a conscious suppression of the truly

passionate. In the following there is a highly passionate and excitingly

beautiful beginning:
\_________ JL,___j_ -̂---------\--- fj\— o Idt 20
\ . ■ .i. m ».Hi, ^ i p-Lrd 1/ » . ^ i a 11 ■.....■ t i (J!j U*.

but the elevation to a spiritual sphere in the last hemistich extinguishes 

the fire immediately. The sentence " \ l^H. " is indee^
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an anti-climax which depresses the flow of the reader's enthusiasm,,

It is interesting to note Ghusub*s struggle with the traditional 

hackneyed images and his frequent capacity to rid himself of them. His 

poem "Al-Ghada*ir" is a good example of his success in this spheres

21

q I,.— ....  ,>J (Jjl— — o j y  Ljj I L  o l  Lsj 1  ̂ ^

\̂ \ (s\----sTlji d--orûX -̂---9 gpJ' tjx**
 ̂    ■ •—! <& ^  I |vh»J I

I , , i     _oi.O dj ^ jo  {L tlS ’j  "d/ i ,.dd  I " i j >a£‘ (J ^ y -7'

0 t,------

The last verse particularly is very beautiful and fresh, However, he
22is not always so successful In his poem "Al-Thaghr" the beloved's

2 ̂lips are compared to rose petals (a traditional hackneyed image) and to 
24a ruby, (another traditional hackneyed image). The fragrance of the

2Sbeloved's breath is compared to the fragrance of apples, similar to the 

traditional comparison with musk and amber. However, he tried to put 

such images in a sophisticated frame. He was perhaps a pioneer in certain

images such as his comparison of the eyes tu an oasis:

ijj— , ..de~y>-------------------------- d------ d +jjs- 26

This was very fresh at the time, but has become hackneyed with use now,
21The comparison of the beloved's eyes to a garden: " ___.j) ^  "

is also original although it lacks in appeal,

Ghusub also proved his Symbolist affinities by his avoidance of piiblic, 

and political themes which were becoming a cult in modern Arabic poetry: 

in the neo-Classical contribution and in some of the healthier Romantic, 

notably in the poetry of the 5outh Ilahjar and in al-Shabbi, In Ghusub1s 

poetry there is no appeal to the crowd, although it is not completely free 

from lapses into rhetoric;
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J l o j l  d lU J l on L>° UJSl, 28
,___________ U U M ^ l  j\Jd\ ^
^ J ». n J I ^ —__Jx<- ^
 ̂ ii nil I.Ld ̂  ̂ ûkO

O  t ■ .S»10 1 Llo
 —J J.jtj I hp-M (JP̂ rf

.̂i. -... b .̂J J-'J ljS J-3*oJ 1 djj I-*-

Ghusub kept to the traditional form hut varied his rhymes sometimes„ 

However he tried in many places to break through the impasse of the unity

of verse in the two hemistich form, and used the enjambment:

and this:

and this?

J-

and this:

.id Vj}
i , , iXj £ , )  LUaJ I

CJ-'-----------

I <J. .. -----&*&:

.0* A... j  ......
L.S , -------jjjaJi

I?i 0 *

JilaJL Hul LqaJ ̂ (J tCU

\------- -— Q* '■ (ji ̂  J--
w

. .i, - i 7>; L) I t  jao+ixS

J5Lu ^ Ou*aJ ci J b I

V  3- — ...J.C- f̂yQ j

■nsUlll ’

29

30

31

32

This enjambment, however, is not really successful because it is not 

very suitable to the two hemistich form. The monorhyme and the etrio-t 

equalibrium of the two hemistich form make it rather imperative that the 

sentences be finished by the end of the verse, although it need not follow 

that the meaning should be completed, as has been the rule in " famud al- 

shi *rn „

One can say that Ghusub then was not faithful to a single style, 

but faltered between Symbolism and Romanticism as well as showed influence 

of the still living tradition of al-Akhtal al-Sajghir with its new if
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unadventurous themes of love, and its balance. A good example of this

is his above mentioned poem "Qalaq" in which there is no trace of Symbolism

and in which Romanticism is not strongly represented. Ghusub stood at

a cross roads ,neither accepting the banal and conventional, nor achieving

the original except rarely. In fact this middle way is Ghusubf s most

characteristic feature as a poet, as fAbbud must have noticed, for he
33often refers to this middle position which Ghusub occupies concluding

at the end that Ghusub has few leaps and great poetry in his opinion is

achieved only by /frequent/ leaps.^ All through his different collections,
35very little change is detected.

But there remains a great deal to learn from Ghugub. He was one

of the earliest poets in Arabic to free poetry, to a large extent, from

stock responses. He might have been the first to ignore completely the 

social framework in which Arab poets had worked for a long time. He pro

duced a good structure and knew how to purify and elaborate it. In this 

he is similar to Amin Nakhlah and to Sa*id *Aql later on. He never said 

a poem according to demand, like his other contemporary poets. ̂  He is 

the first poet to begin the tradition of art for art’s sake, not only in 

Lebanon, but in Arabic poetry on the whole. Nowadays, although he is 

still comparatively active, he has been obscured by the emerging figures 

of greater poets and by the development of new trends and methods in con

temporary poetry, but his role as a pioneer who introduced a different
37poetic sensibility and whose work marked a change in poetry at the 

period must never be overlooked. It entailed courage, independence and 

originality$ three qualities which no real poet can do without.
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(ii) Adib Mazhar and, the Rise of Symbolism in Lebanon:

The assimilation of Western culture has been going on so long in 

Lebanon that by the mid-twenties poets were already reaping a rich harvest. 

The mature, well distilled experiment of Yusuf Ghusub had been preceded by 

an even more complex and sophisticated poetic contribution. Adib Mazhar 

al-Ma'luf (1989-1923) surprised the literary world in Lebanon in the mid

twenties with some Symbolic poems of a quality hitherto unknown in Arabic 

poetry. He had been writing earlier in the usual traditional fashion^

until he got hold of the poetry of such French poets as Pierre Saman and 
39Baudelaire. The change that took hold of him can only be explained by

two factors. Firstly by the realisation that a substantial readiness for 

change towards complexity and sophistication in poetry was already present 

in the poetic sensibility of some Lebanese poets and was awaiting the right 

contact which would furnish the actual example and model; and secondly that 

Adib Mazhar himself was a very gifted poet with a deeper sensibility and 

awareness than most. For in one short step he was able to cross over to 

an attitude towards life and towards man's condition on earth hitherto un

precedented in modern Arabic poetry. Not only did he write about an 

authentic experience of a deeper nature but he was able at once to relate 

his own experience, mood and attitude to the human condition in general. 

Death, as a much desired experience, is treated in his poetry in a most 

original fashion. It is not the factual death that is treated in tradi

tional poetry with the usual kind of sorrow and traditional wisdom, but a 

deep, unquenchable desire for the soft black paw of death; a desire not 

really divorced from that of some Romantic poetry:

His was a strange and overwhelming fascination of death whose moaning is 

sweet like the blowing of black breezes:
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Although he yearns for death in a way arriving near mysticism in some 

instances:

0 \ * -U lJ   ̂ flo 31—, Is ■ - . ' 31.£ ĵ u£Li L

J J 1 ■ d I 1 1 ŷ... ■■■ 1 hi J 1 liL

42

I— -J,,........ ?i'hJ 1 ^ hjJ) I 1 U &  ^  -■ ■ ■■> h  ̂  1 d J h u b

I .j .', c: [ \ O  1 1 k  L f l  U A J u j )  (J? -J .... ............ 1 C v  L ( j J  ^

one can discern the poet’s tragic awareness of its presence in man’s life,. 

The whole approach is a great contrast to the poetry that was being written 

in Lebanon and the Arab world at the time and, compared with a later and 

more famous Symbolist, Safid *Aql, possesses greater depth, vitality and

seriousness. H i  Hawi is right in greatly regretting the early death of
j 1 ■ i 43 this poet.

Not only in Mazhar’s more existentialist approach to the idea of 

death, but alBo in his treatment of his subject does he differ from the 

Romantics. At his hands the poetic expression gains tremendously in 

obliqueness,subtlety and terseness. The Romantic dilution is absent, 

and there is a great adventure in a complex Symbolism. But his Symbolism 

concentrates, not on extreme polish and choice of words as in the case of 

later Symbolists of the thirties and forties including S a {id fAql and 

Bishr Faris of Egypt, but on conveying obliquely and symbolically, a highly

complex meaning vibrant with emotion, without losing the spontaneousness

of the experience and its authentic relation to the depth of the human 

anguish. This is very different from the painstaking concentration on 

choosing words deliberately, and on following an Ideal of Beauty. This 

is a poetry of the human condition, more related in its use of symbols 

to the later poetry of the fifties than the poetry of the above mentioned 

Symbolists. For Mazhar’s symbols surprise and stun by their unexpected 

suddenness, but leave a deep emotional effect on the reader not very unlike

the emotion experienced by the poet himself. There is a novel but

magnificent approach in the use of language in the following:
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lT -olh I..— ., ..JO ' did I?-

^_______o t wlj i ,. I. t 1_tjj (J,̂'
i O<̂ oj 1 (., * i *J Ol*o

. . I .-I, lAj ̂  ^
■■ ^ i p■ -. > Luyu

—i- .i!i > lh> dJU b 
^ U l  tf

44

r-
l5

His images are most original for the poetry of the twenties as in 

the following;

J&Jt i u  \j iAjs, (jjj U L-J i--JJsw 1 (JjJi l̂ J z}_5jA~

One has to measure a poet’s achievement not only in absolutist fashion, 

hut also with relation to the poetic possibilities of his own generation., 

When Mazhar says in the twenties such verses as the above and as the 

following;

 ̂...  ,yj I cl ....jjuw-g.0 CL. _L&J A ......... rtrf.i,) (jfip 3̂ 3Lfc> 1

one can see in the unusual use of words and their rebellion against the 
familiar order the beginning of a revolution in the poetic image and diction 

stopped before reaching maturity, with the poet’s premature death at the age 

of thirty. H i  Hawi has written a comprehensive studs'* of Mazhar’s achieve-
47ment and has tried to bring this original early Symbolist back to life.

In the development of modern Arabic poetry, however, Mazhar does not figure 

as one would expect. He had written only a few poems in the Symbolist 

tradition, and his death, together with the rise of other major poets in 

Lebanon in the thirties, helped towards an unmerited oblivion of his 

achievement. But Mazhar must be remembered now as the first poet in 

modern Arabic poetry to transfer to his poetry in a successful Symbolic 

experiment the existentialist sensibility of a highly gifted poet who 

felt in the depth of his soul the anguish, futility and despair that under

lie human life.
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(iii) A Ma.jor Symbolist

S a ‘id *Aql remains the best interpreter of the French nine

teenth century Symbolic theory in Arabic poetry,, He comes from Zahlah,

a small Lebanese town near Ba^abelc in whose renowned school, al-Madrasah
Ixi-'

al-Sharqiyyah, studied. This school had a tradition of strong linguistic 

and prosodical studies and it was at this school that men like Khalil Mutr&n 

and ‘isa Iskandar al-Mafluf studied, 4Aql studied the Classical poetry 

and got acquainted with such modern poets as Shauqi and al-Akhtal al-Saghir. 

This is in line with what other poets were studying at the time. However, 

he, through his personal endeavour, concentrated on reading the Quran as a 

literary text (he is a Christian) and on perusing the lexicons in search 

of rare and flexible words, which could be effective metaphorically,^ and 

which embodied a musical element. These words, which he chose with 

deliberation, he used in his poetry, often with effect. This basis of 

study points to the conscious and early awareness of *Aql of his poetic 

objective and of his deliberate pursuit of it. He soon became one of the 

best modern Arab poets to manipulate the single word, and had one of the 

richest vocabularies.

Besides the above mentioned sources of his education, the influence 

of the Bible as well as of Phoenicean historical legends prevails. His 

Biblical influences are seen in his adoption of direct Biblical themes for 

his first two volumes, Bint Yaftah (1935)» a &rama based on the tragedy of 

Jeftali's daughter in the Book of Judges, and Al-Ma.jdaliyyah (1937)? a long 

poem of exquisite beauty based on the story of Mary Magdalene and her mee

ting with Christ. His Phoenicean influences are seen in his adoption of a 

heroic theme from Phoenicean legends, in the story of M Qadmus,), Prince of 

Tyre. Qadmus appeared in 1944»

‘Aql's influence by French poetry and poetic theory is too apparent 

to need reference, Karam, in his book on Symbolism, traced those influence
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with studious application, and because of his lucidity of discussion and 

his exactitude, it is appropriate that his scholarly work be kept as a mail?

reference on the subject. Labaki, too, has a good discussion on the
4 5subject, and so does Saqr. In this work the best procedure would be to

try to assess, as much as possible, Sa'id ‘Aql’s place in modern Arabic 

poetry and his influence, not only on his contemporaries, but the more 

permanent and subtle influence he had on the generation of avant-garde 

poets who came after him.

*Aql rose to fame in the thirties and was able to sustain his import

ance, on a pan-Arabic scale, throughout the forties. However, in the 

fifties and sixties, although he remained a centre of literary attraction 

and literary noise, his actual importance had dwindled and he was over

shadowed , to a large extent, by the new movement of poetry which repudiated 

much of his practice and theory. For not only did ‘Aql's early robust 

creativity give way to repetition and monotony, but the very doctrine which 

he followed was destined to fall. The ideas of art for art's sake and pure 

poetry were exposed to the most vicious attacks by critics of the fifties 

and could not have a sustained existence in the modern Arab world. Neither 

the natural development of modern Arabic poetry, nor the general social, 

psychological and political conditions in the Arab world could support the 

practice of such a poetic doctrine for any length of time,

S a ‘id ‘Aql began to write and lecture on poetry in the thirties. Most
S'oof his early lectures were not published. He also embodied his ideas on

poetry in introductions which he wrotfe to some of his works or to the
7poetic volumes of other poets. The most important of his writings on 

the poetic theory might be perhaps his introduction to his second volume, 

Al-Ma.jdaliyyah. He also has an important resume of a series of lectures 

he gave in 1937 under the title of "Muhawalat fi Jamaliyyat al-Shi‘r"»^

The adherence to a Symbolist doctrine of aesthetics is clear in all these

writings, in which is revealed a very strong echo of Abb<£ H. Bremond’s
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9lecture "La Poesie Pure" which he delivered in 1925 at the French Academy," 

as well as of Bremond's other famous work on the subject, Priere et Poesie 

which appeared in 1926. Moreover, some of Paul Valery's and many of
10Mallarm6's ideas and concepts of poetry also appear in ‘Aql's writings.

To Sa*id fAql poetry, unlike prose, is the result of the creative
11state which is unconscious. In this unconscious state of mind, a sort

12of mystery prevails which gives birth to rhythm and to the first utter

ances of the poem. In this state there are no emotions, or images or 

ideas,^ for it is a state of purity over and above these elements,^ in 

fact, it is a state of purity from any of these elements. Poetry is 

composed in pure calm, a calm in which these elements cannot clash, a calm

in which the depths of poetry seem to merge, even to unite harmoniously wit
1 5the truth of the universe. This state in which the subconscious prevail

over the conscious is extremely short-lived and can only last for one verse
16or a part of a verso. In this idea, he is introducing into Arabic

Valery's idea that inspiration produces merely the first verse of the poem,
17the second verse being the result of one's own efforts.

fAql continues in the introduction to Al-Majdali.yyah to describe his

ideas on poetry and creativity by saying that because the music of the

poem dominates before the act of creativity, it means that the substance
18of poetry is music. In this he leans heavily on the ideas of Bremond

✓ 19and Valery with regard to the close relation between poetry and music.
¥Mallarme's idea that poetry should not explain but evoke, however,

< 20 does not suffice Aql, and he calls it naive. For, to him, evocation is

a complex procedure, and depends on the multiple quality of the sound of 
21words. He is talking here of a symphonic use of words. The conscious

tries to assimilate these multiple sounds, but fails, for consciousness is

weak and superficial, and demands clarity and simplicity. Faced with th^

multiplicity of sounds, it tires out and leaves them free to address them-
22selves to the subconscious. Here he quotes Bergson as saying that the
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objective of art is to put to sleep the conscious elements of our 

personality.^

Karam, after referring several of ‘Aql's ideas on poetry to their 

origins in the writings of Bremond, Valery, Bergson, Mallarmd, and others, 

concludes rightly that S a ‘id ‘Aql's "creative scope in these concepts remain 

limited.

But the advent of these ideas on poetry, as well as the attempt of

*Aql and other poets like the Egyptian Bishr Faris, to apply them in

poetry, did not arouse, as they would have done in the fifties and sixties,

a wave of rejection and accusation. The thirties and forties enjoyed a

greater tolerance. ' . . .
S a ‘td ‘Aql's Poetic Achievement;

If Western Symbolism, in its origin, was "a religion of Beauty" as

Bowra called it, then S a ‘id ‘Aql's poetry had striven over the years to

achieve this goal. Although he did not really assimilate all "the
25philosophical heritage from which Symbolism arose in the West," there is

a sustained effort to make of Beauty a cult and an object of reverence and

adoration. An aesthetic rapture runs throughout his work arriving some-
26times at what Bowra calls "religious devotion." However, the "peculiar

27intensity" which the French Symbolists sought to give, is not achieved 

in all his work, although he arrives at it sometimes. In order to 

accomplish the aesthetic objective he sought after, he, like the French
23Symbolists, "had to break with many familiar characteristics of poetry,"

Like them, he avoided public and political themes. His strength, like

theirs, lay in his "devotion to an Ideal" of beauty and of love. With tho

exception of Qadmus, there is "no appeal to the crowd" in his poetry, and

with the exception of his two plays Qadmus and Bint Yaftah. there is no
29attempt in his poetry "to serve ends other than the Beautiful." Like 

them he had a great regard for the musical element, and he shared their 

weakness of severing poetry from common life.

S a ‘id ‘Aql, however, is not a pure Symbolist in all his poetry. Ho
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did not always succeed in adding mystery to his poetry by suggestion, for 

many of his verses, when understood, prove to be direct and often flato 

His poetry, instead of growing with complexity and practice into a greater 

renderence of the Symbolic doctrine, grew more direct and clear with the 

years. And although he does not often resort to ’’preliminaries, explana

tions /and direct/ comparisons”^  there are, every now and then, prosaic
31joints in his poetry, "The old bondage of rhetoric and the old bondage

32of exteriority,” as Symons described them, are not altogether banished 

from his poetry, Qadmus is pregnant with rhetoric, as will be seen 

shortly. Moreover, description, which is one element which the Symbolists
33avoided carefully, is abundant in his verse. He concentrates fascinatedly 

on the exterior appearance of beautiful women, and on the influence of that 

external beauty on the world of nature around those women. One can feel 

his sustained attempt to evoke beautiful things magically, but his poems 

are often too packed with description to leave much scope for evoked 

mystery.

Reading his poetry one has the feeling that the poet works very hard 

on his verses, sculptoring them with deliberate care and aesthetic
34scrutiny. But this dutiful waiting, to borrow Symons' words again, 

on his words is not the mystical waiting on symbols with which "the soul
35of things can be made visible,” but is rather an intellectual waiting on 

the details of structure: words, phrases, lines and the music of the

verses„

Karam in his early book on Symbolism, discussed ‘Aql's poetry and 

attempted a full analysis of his poetic attributes. However, he gave 

more meaning and profundity to ‘Aql's poetry than it merited. In his

more recent work on modern Arabic poetry, Karam modified his views on *Aql

and, assessing him, said: "It may happen also that theory can dominate

him. This happens often, in fact. /At these moments/, his inner flow

seems burdened and one feels as if the glow is extinguished, the breath
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suffocated and the spiritual content imprisoned, so that the verses

appear like musical dolls in which the tremor of feeling is muted...and

beauty stands as a perfected architecture and a vocal /^expression of/

wonder in which the scream is hushed and from which pain is "banished,

/The whole thing seems indeed/" to await a "breath of life."^

S a ‘id ‘Aql's most famous work is Al~Ma;jdaliyy ah. This long poem

may be regarded as the best example in Arabic of a Symbolic poem based on

nineteenth century French Symbolism. Before Al-Ma .1daliyyah, ‘Aql had

published his tragic play, Bint Yaftah. In this play, his poetry shows

a mixture of the Romantic and the Classical, and is studded with lyrical

patches, showing immediately the basic tendency in this poet towards

lyricism. But as a Symbolist, ‘Aql is at his best in Al-Ma,jdaliyyah .

He distilled here his theoretical knowledge and applied it very carefully

to a mine of chosen itfords. Al-Ma,jdali.yyah, one must bear in mind, is not

a great poem, as its author must have intended it to be. But it is one

of the most charming poems in the Arabic language. The Symbolist concept

that poetry is a musical interpretation of an idea is best exemplified in

this poem, for the greatest part of the poem flows in a silky, rather
38intoxicating rhythm. "The calm of slow art" is a good description of

the atmosphere of this poem and of ‘Aql’s poetry in general. Aside from

the mysterious and fascinating music in this poem, images, many of a piirely

Symbolist nature, abound.

Al-Ma,jdaliyyah, as has been said, deals with the story of Mary

Magdalono. Unlike Abu Shabakah's poems which deal with Biblical Ihemos

there is very little Biblical atmosphere in the poem. There is very

little in all his poetry to support Karam’s assertion that his poetry
39arises from "the darkness and asceticism of the Church." For neither 

asceticism, nor darkness dominate this poem, or any of his works. In

fact, Al-Ma.jdaliyyah is a luxurious fountain of light and beauty. In

its dedicated and calmly intoxicated glorification of Beauty, the poem
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ignores the inevitable conflict "between physical passion and spiritual 

abstinence, between purity and debauchery. I. Hawi is right in his 

assertion that Abu Shabakah would have treated this subject much more pro

foundly and would have laid his finger on the true crisis of conflict in 

the story.^ The sublime horror which Abu Shabakah would have reflected 

gives way to a combination of admiration and adoration, a tone which persists 

in all his love poetry. Al-Ma,jdali.yyah with all the potential wealth it 

carries as a story of the human and the Divine, of the extremes of sin 

and purity, is a flat poem with little emotional development, and with 

very little passion. His ability to strip Magdalena,when in the prime 

of her carnal sovereignty, of the naked sexuality and abysmal aspects 

of her position, is not necessarily one of poetic strength, but is rather 

one of emotional incapacity. Although his poetry springs from the heart 

of the Christian tradition in modern Arabic poetry, it does not render a 

great addition to it. His greatest relation with Christian themes is

perhaps the aspiration of the central theme of his poetry for "grace and
4-1eternal beatitude," to use Erich Auerbach's term. Hoitfever, ho seems to 

stop at the boundaries of his devotion for eternal and Ideal Beauty. 

Throughout his poetry, there is no Christian interpretation of life, 

no dualistic conflicts between body and soul, no interest in the central 

theme of redemption and the Passion of Christ, no serious approach to the 

question of the degradation of the flesh. Youth and beauty are never 

objects of corruption and sin, but the poet rather tends to spiritualise, 

glorify and worship them. However, there is in his poetry in general a 

kind of striving towards humility, a basic Christian attitude, seen in 

his own attitude to Beauty as exemplified in Woman, which is one of homage 

and glorification of the other. Another basically Christian attitude is 

that of Love as exemplified in certain passages in Qadmus, where it is
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In its basic theme, therefore, Al-Ma.jdaliyyah does not have much 

which is not in common with *Aql's other love songs which ho was writing 
at the same time and continued writing later on. What elevates this long 

poem, therefore, is not primarily its theme, although the presence of the 

personality of Christ does lend it at times some kind of majesty, but a 

majesty that is equal to Magdalene’s dignified beauty:

d-«—— .fcjj "t/ I d  ̂ I 9̂ £ j£}j 'i! <)h ̂ d' j  ^2

What elevates this poem in particular is the fact that Sa*id ‘Aql applied 

in it the cream of his ideas on poetry which he had just learnt from 

French sources as well as the fruits of his diligent application to the 

study of language and his conscious choice of the poetic diction. There 

is a freshness and a purity in his Symbolic application in this volume 

which is not found in abundance in his later work. His Symbolic crafts

manship here is characterised by the sheer purity of words, the gemlike 

choice of every syllable and the rare harmony of letters, syllables, words,
■X"5fcolours, fragrance and all of Baudelaire’s elements of "Correspondences"

* It should not follow that humility and altruistic love are solely
Christian in their essence, bu£ the present writer here sees a different 
nuance in their expression by Aql than is customary, for example, in 
Arabic poetry, a nuance which lies in a humility not supported by groat 
passion, and a generalised love even in the face of the e n e m y .  4h

** There is no hint that *Aql in his application of this idea in his poetry, 
has benefited from poets outside the French Symbolic heritage, for 
example from Ibn al-Farid in his "al-Ta'iyyah al-Kubra” . However, there 
is in this long sufi poem a clear Symbolic trend which Karam brushes 
away in a few words without realising the proximity of its doctrine to 
modern Symbolism.44 Karam says "We have mentioned those two kinds of 
Abbsid literature /one of them is the Mystical literature/ not because 
we regard them as Symbolic, but because we appreciate their relations 
with some attributes of the Symbolic trend."45 However, in Ibn al- 
Farid’ s "al-Ta1iyyah al-Kubra" the Symbolist concept of the "Corres- 
pondances" is beautifully portrayed. Witness the following verses:
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51

 ̂  ̂—  L*/y<ub/J) I I ^  y-«J ̂ ^  w Ll*J I ^
and. this:

52
L**-» ' rt h I | 3̂  ̂*y,* ft dtJ LJ 1 yJUU d ̂ w? ■■■   ■», wUmJ  ̂1 .** • -1 Is ^ wIm)

Like other Symbolist poets, he exploited the idea of using colour to 

denote a psychological state or a trait of character,, This is immediately 

apparent in Al-Ma ,j dal iyyah which begins with this overture:

 ̂ 11 1 > ■ h hg ^   ̂ ■■    ■  ̂ J3‘ ■■■■ mi  ̂ 1 1 f, ^ ̂
c' ....... ,r,,<■> J*r̂" <JŜ9----------- ---- -— "*55 c X ~ " <3— j_5C lyjj

54These references to purity through whiteness and to vastness through

blueness (a reference to the vastness of blue skies, perhaps) is now an

ordinary use in poetry, but it must have appeared interesting to 'Aql’s

generation,, Of course, there is a latent Symbolism in Arab tradition

both colloquial and Classical with regard to colour references, Phrases

like " J— or " j—a are familiar; and in colloquial

there is an even richer usage, for it is customary to describe a man who

is good-hearted as ’white-hearted’, and to describe good or bad news as
white or black news ”  ̂ ij&y.' „ An elderly man with a persistent

desire for women is described as green of spirit ” tf an£ peasants

in some parts of Palestine describe wet clothes as being 'green', 'Aql

exploited the colloquial use of ’green’ to denote desire in Al-Ma,j dal iyyah ;•

Here, the senses correspond to each other and a synthetic magic over
whelms the poet's experience. The concept of 'universal analogy' is 
beautifully portrayed in the following:

£------fj51j \ j x  -- -- W “ V Ô a 47
— -- *̂ JI (jt) rjlaJ'  ̂  ̂  ̂ L$̂I? Ĵ -nĴ

.̂.. . . [.J \ Jj ho 1 (JT‘  ̂ J—*•'  ̂ T\J
— , •■■, i-’f j ̂ ̂  ̂\o-Aj ̂  ̂v*Li I livA

151 ^,£y— dofaji j 1 jJC ^3S' " . _An idea which haunted Nu aimah's mystical experience and that of Gibran' 
Darwish al~Jundi, in Al-Ramziyyah fi 'l~Adab al~* Arabi, missed refer
ring to the correspondence between the senses in Ibn al-Farid, although 
he discussed his and other Mystic S y m b o l i s m , ^  He referred to''al- 
Ta'iyyah al-Kubra^" without discovering the relevance of these verses 
to modern Western Symbolism, As for the phenomenon of mixing up 
between the senses in the poetic experience, he had referred to this i^ 
his discussion of Bashshar's poetry and compared it with Baudelairer s c-5 ̂
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56

Wot only his Symbolic employment of colour, but also his use of 

language is often dynamic, unusual and contains the element of surprise,

This is of course in line with the Symbolist approach to syntax, and to 

originality and suggestiveness in words, as has been explained above. 

Sentences and phrases like these: " U+Jtoij. .2aJ".57 " b̂ " , 58
i ,  \>.................— u ^ n , jd u - »  , ,  5 9  n  J—  . . J a - u J i  d a A A  | |  60 | |  1 i t  ^1 ^2

.LS'iM di j U  „ 63 ,, \ J ^ o J p J J ,, 64 , i . I, q T- t • j." J ", " “  ", etc, are very much m  the Symbolist

tradition, Sa*id ‘Aql seems fascinated with a particular paradox which

becomes a motif in Al-Ma.j dal iyyah as when he says; 11 ^  S... I \ ̂ ___&.J'*
Silence is for ever vibrating and echoing in this poem. In fact the 

original overture of Al-Ma.j dal iyyah had started with this sentence" sIo a  

o  oioJ ", an attractive expression which *Aql chose to alter, among other
v"" ^ A i

alterations, in his second edition. His expression " o j *- o  ̂  n an

his verse:__________________________________ '_____ , 5 U  c j L5

is very poignant, for calm is made to slow down at hearing her words, the 

poet thus taking it for granted that it had been in quick motion. Perhaps 

*Aql excels most when he refers to a clash that takes place in the essence 

of this silence and calm: " f r̂ J !  ̂  „66 •

There is a further use of paradox in this poem, for from the lover's hoarse 

voice songs are plucked (W.B. the strange use of the verb):

|y 1— jA ui I \...1& I 1, I ....... lAJ U u o J  I cL>W 67

and whiteness tinges with redness the brilliance of lewdness:

*  ̂ 'J'.W  ̂ nly ,̂1 -"vd ̂ 63

The use of paradox, which is "characteristic of metaphysical and much 

modern poetry"^ is a natural but sophisticated expression of complex feel

ings where a tension which normally exists between opposing factors in a 

complex experience is great enough to impose itself on the poem. In the 

above examples, however, such a tension does not seem to exist, but a kind
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of deliberate intellectual invention seems to be at work. This delibera

tion was noticed by I. Hawi who also noticed the tendency of fAql to resort
70to grotesque exaggerations. In fact3although the theme of A1 -Ma,j dal iyyah

must be regarded as ono of glorification of great Beauty, the exaggerated 

descriptions of her effect on the men of her times, because of the nature 

of their relationship with her which we all know from the poem, seem hollow 

and insincere:

v ^ 71

^  2 <y **J  i f  ̂J  wuiuJ  ̂ c\  ̂ ^ ^ P*4*1  ̂ 1 \i°

•• 1 -■■■hj  ĵp 7̂LiJ ̂  j  b-wAj I ^  J  b*bJ I

^  I.— — .1 ..-W.-’b  1 *— ills ^ j l t * C U u f  1 OjJ L J  I b̂wv. mAS  ̂ b ^ _ M V  ji?

This arrives here at absurdity, and does reveal a certain hollowness in the

poet, which he is not able to rid himself of.

Al-Ma,j daliyyah contains many symbols of the simple kind, some of which

are very beautiful. Magdaleneis described as the flower of pleasures
72 73" j slJUJI 2y£sj an& Christ is strewing jasmines from his hands, a

reference to purity and gentleness. Again she is referred to by the image
74of a garden full of ripe fruit, and her blitheness is referred to by wings

which tread on airs " *\________^  rLj--J6’ U c  11 ̂

Karam, in his painstaking attempt to analyse fAql's imagery, speaks
*7 Cof the "dynamic nature of his images." He is talking here of the fact 

that many of fAql's images denote some kind of motion:

*1,___—-/as £-1 tlaj ^ ^  jJ-syJl 77
This is opposed to the static quality of many direct images especially 

similcs j although a static quality is not necessarily present even in 

these. However, although many of his images are not static within the 

boundaries of the image itself but can vibrate with motion, his poems 

usually lack in movement and growth, and such images remain like imposed 

artificial ripples in a stagnant pool. His incapacity to develop the 

spiritual growth of his poems has especially hampered Al-Ma j daliyyah and
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given it the quality of a painting rather than that of a psychological and 

highly emotional story.

The deliberate application of Symbolism by *Aql shows itself, more

over, in the fact that it eludes him in certain verses, and his basic 

Classicism appears in the clarity of images, and balance between form and 

content and between emotion and thought:

J ' -j --11 dĵ .>.0 <C.i ... ■ J 8̂ 0 5F1 djJ 1 O ' .i 78
 Ij t 1 - t i^oJL . ,,,—a J 1 <jjl Cv»b-

J ̂J j ' ̂  ̂  ̂ f  ̂ ' ■ 1 ^ ̂   ̂I i; ' ■ ' ̂ ̂
This is seen even more frequently in his short poems.

It has been mentioned above that *Aql has a choice and rich voca

bulary * His poetic diction, however, has a sort of timeless quality 

about it5 for it is, in its greatest bulk, neither particularly contem

poraneous nor really antique, but much of it is novel in a Classical 

sense, if one may say so.

< Aql was able to use the single word and the phrase with various 

kinds of connotations,, We find Quranic connotations in such phrases as

» \ *S J  Q o  J - 4 — " It U----------------- l(?8 2

a t
” qj ^aJJ dAjj 11, etCp and we find some Classical connotations in

such phr'ases and words, ,T ^  ^ ^

M \̂____iH n  <wJ\ i>f88 n jl*. gpOi etc. and

some contemporary connotations in such a construction as:"  ̂c*0 "
However, the most peculiar observation with regard to his diction 

is that he has many words with no connotations at all. These are words 

which he chose deliberately from dictionaries and which carried no 

connotations and no reference to experience past or present, i.e. with no 

emotional or intellectual history for the reader. Such words like the 

following: " " *!>■— — .»■n ̂ ** p— — iL̂ Lu, n

" \---------------n?94 fphese words, however, might create their immediate

relationship with the reader because of their intrinsic value which lies
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usually in their musical and textural appeal. This volume lies at the 

"basis of the whole Symbolic experience of modern Arabic poetry. In it, 

as has been mentioned above, *Aql gave the best fruit of his Symbolic 

doctrine. However the above details apply to much of his other poetry 

in Rindala (1950) &ad A.jmalu Minki ? ha (i960), But Al-Ma,j dal iyyah

excels pver his other poetry also by the sheer majesty of its musical flow,
/'

The .elusive reality of Beauty arrives at a more concrete realisation of 

itself in the fluid melody of the poem, fAql, in this poem, proves him

self to be the master of certain magical effects of sound and rhythm.

He had manipulated the sounds of vowels and consonants with the utmost 

skill exploiting their latent musical powers, and an atmosphere of suggest

ive, controlled awe and fascinating numbness dominates the poem, in quite 

unsurpassable fashion, (Aql was never able to arrive again at this level 

of musical suggestiveness,

Rindala came out at a time xfhen people were already looking for some

thing new in poetry. Its impact was nowhere near the impact which Al-
95Ma.j dal iyyah had on readers. Its poems had been written between 1932-1949?

but *Aql does not give the dates of individual poems, which makes it rather
96difficult to assess his development over the years. The diwan consists

mainly of love poems in praise of the beauty of several beloved women.

However, neither the number of women, nor the slightly varying descriptions

of their external appearances, give the reader a clue to the poetfs own

experience with them. The whole volume is a repetitive song of praise

for their Beauty. 'Abbud was not able really to assimilate the Symbolist

experiment of 1Aql, but he discerned the tepidity of his love emotions in 
97these poems.

Refuting the idea that 'Aql's poetry suffers from tepidity of emotion,

Labaki asserts that its freedom of melancholy is no criterion for that,
98for it is a poetry of joy and health. One can hardly agree with him 

here. fAql's poetry is a gentle song of praise which hardly arrives at
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ecstasy* The glittering, "breath-taking excitement of Abu Shabakahfs love

poetry in Nidi1 al-Qalb and Ila f1-Abad, his exuberant wonder at the beauty

of his beloved and his great joy at his love for her can hardly be found

in ‘Aql's love songs*

For ‘Aql is not usually talking to a woman of flesh and blood whom he
99loves with the totality of his manhood, he is usually talking to a myth, 

a phantom too holy to be touched:

£---------------o° j Ik ^ ^  J— t-** ij  ̂̂
Being impossible to attain, she is a dream:

I-.'.. — 1 cuj ̂  ̂ iSj  ̂  ̂ j 01
and a phantasy who never existed:

. ... I l ib   ̂ CO -  .IjjSS I I bJ  ^ q 2

t j —--  LaJ 1 d jjjp\s  p jj) I

he accepts her as such and invites her to remain aloof, never to give:

i y —~aJ JO 9^  ̂ (4,̂ (jr-— J~̂*J I? I?
to remain an idea:

u J “4--------------- ^--- -— p̂j> ^
an impossible joy:

103

104

^  J j I jJ L ll Q s  ; dJ 1 ^  1 0 5

A hint of Jamil bin Mabnar's famous Platonic verses looms in some of 

his verses;
A

But he arrives at a greater abandon when he invites her never to let 

pleasures be attained:

J   - - * ■•■ I \ Js> ^jj bJ I b j  i -     JJ I jJ  g,  ̂^  1 0 7

d . .!> lyj ̂ 1 J— J b dUAj Q t >  {y b j ' i  ^

C La ̂ l—' biT j j   ̂ tJ° 7 bj) ^  ■■i.oJ bjj t » y\iy 5L
A    -13 Ijj Ijj \ H *J I \
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and! ydj >  <s,------- Jl C.MI e-U, Ui 108

Neither torment, nor genuine ecstasy , the love becomes a fountain that

flows quietly at will* The object of love, the one persistent face of

many complexions (Rindala, Marikian, Nayanar, Nallara, Yarinda etc*)^^

is usually without emotions herself* She is a dignified picture made holy

by the poet's sustained adoration of her Beauty* There is no adventure
110in the realms of the soul, no penetration to the mystery of existence, 

no universal vision of man's vulnerable destiny which lurks behind Beauty* 

except rarely:

111
a—   I it  ̂O \jqaJ ̂  ̂, y , • 1 ■ n̂( j ̂ 1    ’ lab

and;
T tytrf-0-1 J-0 1——— Jo JjIM ̂ — s-X \ \ 2 .

But such verses are rare* The human structure behind his verses is not 

real. The accent is on glorification, not on fulfilment* It might be a
■ i , .  ̂13 ̂mystical experience (she is the wine of time " ;̂jL, » an<̂ -t}ie

113world is dizzy with her 11 ^ ") but the poet never

really arrives at the fire of mystics*

He explained his central theme as a special faith which believes that

"man's longing for the beauty of woman represents his deep aspiration for 
114the absolute*" She does not represent herself but is a symbol of life

115and truth* Man's quest for her beauty represents his quest for truth*

Reading his poems thoroughly, one can see more than feel his point.

There is, in his persistent love song to his beautiful goddesses a hint

of a mystical motif reminiscent of poets like Ibn al-Farid and Ibn ‘Arabi

who expressed their most profound mystical feelings through the medium of
116apparently profane love* But again he misses their infective ecstasy*

However, a kind of mystical involvement must be at work, for it is only 

through such a kind of involvement that the persistence and monotony of 

his theme and attitude can be explained* For had he been writing about
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experience in life, he would have found it virtually impossible to keep to 

this kind of sustained tone and theme. He had started writing his short 

poems in 1932; it.jmalu Minki ? ha I came out in i960. This means that the 

poet, over nearly thirty years of life in a quickly changing society, during 

times of great changes in the poetic medium and concept, had not been able 

to show any reaction in his poetry to any of these changes0 An accusation

of inner stagnation is not enough to explain this phenomenon, for even had 

he persisted in writing ordinary love poetry, his love experience would 

have surely changed with the change from youth to manhood and to fading 

middle age. But nothing of this had happened to him. Lovely woman 

remained an idea of absolute Beauty that needed no true fulfilment, and 

that did not interfere with the poet's own life. Since he is not a 

religious mystic, his uniqueness and originality in Arabic poetry must be 

recognised. So must be recognised, too, his relative unsuitability for 

our contemporary times, an unsuitability which explains his dwindling 

popularity and usefulness in the contemporary poetic field0

Between Al-Ma.jdaliyyah and Rindala *Aql produced another work of a

different nature0 This was his play Qadmus (1944) in which he embodied

the other obsessive theme which preoccupied him throughout the years: his

Lebanese national concept. This play deals with the Phoenicean legend of

Qadmus, a prince of Sidon, whose sister, Aurope, had run off with Zeus,

chief of the Greek gods, and who found it his duty to go after her and

fight to bring her back. The myth tells the story of his fight with a

dragon who had killed two of his men, and how when he killed it, the god

of wisdom ordered him to strew his teeth on the earth, and how those teeth
117gave birth to armed nan who fought on his side. Aurope was the one who

gave her name to Europe, and it is said that it was Qadmus who gave it the 

alphabet.

The story of Qadmus, his dramatic fight with the dragon, and the whole 

circumstance of love, war and vengeance, furnish a good basis for a dramatic
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interpretation, but ‘Aql, who is by no means a dramatist, only succeeds in
119 1filling his plajr with beautiful lyrical songs. Aql's interest in this

volume does not lie in the development of a drama of exceptional richness,
120but in exploiting the theme for the glorification of Lebanese nationalism. 

However, even this nationalism does not carry enough conviction in the play. 
For the resurrection of an ancient Lebanese hero who accomplished feats of 
courage and manhood, when chosen not to celebrate the universal heroism 

of man and his obstinate endeavour against aggression and evil, but to 
resurrect a legend of an old civilisation with the view of connecting it 

with a modern world which had been cut from it for a very long time, does 

not carry enough weight with the normal reader, because it depends on newly 
imposed emotions. The educated reader, no matter how enthusiastic he might 
be about the idea of a "Phoeniceari'Lebanon cannot help a vague emotional 

unease with the ideas of the poem. For he knows only too well that the 
present culture in Lebanon is not Phoenicean, but is an Arab culture, defi
nitely related to the culture of the Arab--Islamic world, with some Western 
influences that vary from one community to another. Moreover, the

Phoenician discovery is a relatively recent attitude and new attitudes take
121quite a long time to take emotional roots. The idea of a "lost paradise"

rings false for the general Arab reader. This is why Qadmus loses
immediately where the poet wanted it to win. Despite the great beauty of

many of its passages, it does not carry the weight of a poetry that had

answered the inner need of its readers and probed into the real questions
that go on in their minds. The whole Phoenicean theme in modern Arabic
poetry, whether explicitly or implicitly employed is an invented theme,
brought about as a result of certain political and cultural influences,
and imposed on a Lebanese people who had no basic emotional awareness of it 

122at the time.
Why 'Aql chose to write Qadmus in the form of a play might be 

explained by what we know of his cultural ambitions, for he might have
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wished to accomplish what had not yet heen accomplished with real success
in Arabic: a poetic drama* However, he had in the theme of "Qadmus”
a fertile material for heroic poetry, with its capacity to celebrate "special

123conceptions of manhood and honour" where the chief claim of the hero is
124the pursuit of honour and risk, its glorification of "great national

125 126efforts," its objective and dramatic approach, its themes of violent
127death, abduction, battles and revenges* However, heroic poetry must

seem the last kind of poetry which would attract a Symbolist poet like
*Aql, although Qadmus is by no means a purely Symbolist play, but infringes

128on the Romantic and the Classical, with a predominance of lyricism*
But heroic motifs are also there, a stark contrast to his quiet lyrical 

homage to Beauty in his other poetry*

The poet’s Symbolism in Qadmus shows itself occasionally in the poet's 
intent to use his syntax differently. The use of a non-derived noun as 

an adjective is also very interesting in the following:

t ^ J ̂  y i  LJ I I - f j j  t  ^ 129

130

And he still surprises in his use of words in an original mannerr

‘ -j ° 11 <3 I 6 u j J  1 tj— — w-tiJ I <3j J y i O I £-4

and:
_o/ko ci JIIjj j— *9* — ■̂'rUs 1̂ 1

and arrives sometimes at a concentrated originality in such stanzas:
132

^ ----- 5y, £-Js>
^  oVI d___

^ f ■ 11. . ii ii ° J i 3 ,Û  i ..i .,.4 1
< 'J p y O

and in such verses:

.4- yo do 31s r3*n)i  ̂ ^ ^  I1-- "1̂ 3
But he does not have a sustained effort to keep, in this play, to 

a Symbolic approach, for some stanzas, many of them quite long, are purely
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13/1oratorical and packed with loud rhetoric? such asi

■ f' 1.' I <5jJLs»i9 \j SSt (Jjlj j. T n^
 ̂\ -AO UJ 1  ̂  ̂̂ L5-~ ^  " " 1-1 * (j •'̂  ̂

^  h  ^  , ■ ) JhJtjiP  J l o l  tJL?-* / ------------------------Tf-' ^ -------------------- -̂--------wfiWfev) 1 1 - l f - p

However, his extreme power of concentration and his deliberate choice 

of subject saved him from what the Symbolists would certainly call rhetoric 

disaster. Certain passages in Qadmus show him to be able to write in the 
grand style, and some lyrical patches are very beautiful:

A  - — a„i.l i lo eli J .........   I rt.— . ) O '  ■ . -I.tj

136

and: *'--- ^  J ^  ^  ̂  137
* I . .. til 11 «Jj) »b>- (<£ O 31; (jfl....— 1 £■jmiA

There are numerous patches of high aesthetic value and many others 
whore the poet arrives in his love of country to very impressive expressions 

sometimes to a generalised altruistic love with Christian affinities:

and:

and:

138

V.. 1-.,...—<J & ^  ti«d ^   ̂ J  “bd ^ ^  "4? ■ 1 '

,, . . . 1 3 9Id *S\, <>,w i_S •/ v*— — ;

J U1 yS-'X     140
J ii-iv.( <.>J I M ------- o^f ^ .*■ ■*• ^   ̂,_J'-*r4

J ht-Ji J1---o_sJ \ £-bJ ~bj w» ST< 31?
\ tJ_ C: 1} L>. \— -C -b 31

H'1 A new freedom in grammatical use of words shows itself in this
j

volume. The definite article 11 ^ " has been used by the poet in

several places with the verb both in the past tense:
3̂1— b ’■b ( I— jJLj L —. icJ j 31 
................    141

i I jyj caL* V ̂
and in the imperfect: 1

a 11 qo \ j 1 18— fc y*> 142
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What was *Aql's quest in poetry? Was it uniqueness? Certainly 

his basic theme is unique,, This would agree very well with his own con
cept of poetic experience, for, writing in the sixties, he insists that the

poetic experience or theme must he unique and unlike any other known by
143other poets, to deserve being written about, This is a strange and

deficient approach to poetry and to life, but an approach xtfhich he achieved 

to some extent in his own work. It should help to explain why his poetry, 

despite its many successful aesthetic elements, remained outside the ex

perience of readers, for in its quest for the uncommon it failed to capture 
and engage their depths.

He was, at the time, fighting a losing battle with the avant-garde 

poets of the last decade and he, surreptitiously, adopted some of their 

concepts, such as the organic unity of a poem,^^ and the relationship of 
the modern poet with the heritage. On this he said that "Poetry aims at 
artistic perfection. This is achieved by the poet only if he is able to

combine the whole achievement of the heritage, and the poet’s oxto
11145 'ht.-tntfMtyforiginality, an idea repeated[(^rgaily^in the fifties having been adopted

from T,S, Eliot's ideas in his famous essay "Tradition and the Individual
Talent",

He remained loyal to the concept of his early days on the structure

of poetry, a concept greatly dependent on that of the French Symbolists,

as has been discussed. Again he asserts in the sixties that "a poem is
like a palace: either a whole palace, or a wing, or a balcony. The Arab

poem was made up of balconies and Arabic poetry is a poetry of verses and

not of whole poems; but there are Arabic verses which we will always
r e m e m b e r , I n  the same year he wrote that a poem was constructed by
building separate structures, one after the other. Every word in these
structures had to be tested, weighed, polished and turned over before it
was fitted in the poem so that a poet would achieve a powerful and perfect 

147structure. This is apparently a hard technique. Like Valery, art
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in his practice is order, and like him, he nearly arrives at neo-Classicism
148in his approacho If the value of the Symbolist poet is measured by his

149"success in giving life, depth and suggestive power to symbols," then

Sa'id fAql's achievement in this respect is limited, None of his symbols

have gained memorable significance, for most of them were voluntary and

intellectualo The greatest Symbolists are those who can "create symbols

spontaneously and intuitively and recapture the freshness and mytho-poetic
150power of primitive bardso" It is certain that * Aql was not spontaneous

but lacked in the natural easy reaction of poets who lay themselves open

to experience, His vision of absolute Beauty remained vague and unin-

fective, for it lacked, especially in his short poems, the depth of feeling

and the depth of thought as well as the right kind of sensibility which
151make suggestive poetry great, His striving to conjure up a steadfast

calmness, the absence of anguish, of real conflict, in his poetry, his lack 

of concern in the tragic and pathetic in life and in what is decisive and 

destiny-making, makes his poetry a kind of song that belongs to no time, 

to no place and to no particular identity. The human structure behind 

it is not real, especially in his shorter poems where some clue to the 

identity of the poet and his women is expected most. But his women as 

has been said, were only the embodiment of an ideal, and in such an ideal 

the poet puts nothing of himself. Inaccessible and hence exalted, the 

beloved ones, who are always exquisite but never intelligent or wise, are 

more of puerile goddesses than women of flesh and blood. Thus his poetry 
added really very little to the riches of love poetry in Arabic,

What is most disturbing about his poetry is that it did not draw 

strength from the experience he gained in life. His poems are hardly 

events aware of the world, let alone immersed in it, Reading him now, 

one is drawn into admiration but is hardly fired by passion for his work. 

His passionate reaching for calm, a fanatical insistence on order, is a 

great contrast to the turbulent atmosphere from which Arabic poetry takes
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its mood at the present time* His greatest achievement lies in his

success in "borrowing into Arabic poetry some of the techniques of French
nineteenth century Symbolism which are more sophisticated and subtle than

Arabic poetry had ever known* I* Hawi speaks lightly of this achieve- 
1 52ment in his long article in which lie found little merit m  ‘Aql’s 

poetry* But Hawi’s judgement is too severe and overlooks Aql’s position 

in the thirties and forties, and the great pioneering role he played* The 

fact that other poets like Adib Mazhar had attempted some Symbolic poetry 

cannot rob Aql of this pioneering role, for Mazhar’s experiment was both 

too limited and too unknown in the Arab world* It is not a matter of 

’giving a patent' to any one who attempts a new trend first, even though, 

as in the case of Mazhar, his attempt was artistically successful* The 

merit goes to the person who establishes his trend through a sustained and 

pioneering effort* Again, Hawi seems to think little of the fact that 

‘Aql borrowed his ideas on poetry as well as his style from French poetry* 

However, here he forgets two points* The first is that modern Arabic 

poetry, even up till this time, can hardly boast of creating new concepts 

and modern styles which are not directly influenced by Western poetry*

The second point which Hawi overlooks is that ‘Aql’s role was great in 

recreating this sophisticated style in Arabic, a language which was not 

yet made flexible enough by very long experimentation* The introduction 

of a poetic style into a new language, and the exploration of a new diction 

is a great achievement*

Looked at in perspective, one can see his period (end of thirties 

and most of the forties) as one of a fantastic truce from the sorrows and 

troubles of the two periods which flanked his owns the first dominated 

by a Romantic search for an undiscovered identity, and the second 

dominated by a realistic search for a lost and bedraggled one? the first 

torn by despair, lament, escapism and fleeting dreams, many of them morbid 

and depressing, and the second haunted by violent visions of rejection,
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rebellion, terror and wounded pride* His poetic pre-occupation in this

intermediate period seems miraculously unrealistic, for he virtually lived

in an ivory tower and was, to use Karam's words, "cutting shining diamonds,
153and polishing the jewels of distilled words”*

What made his experiment possible made possible also a few others like

his, some probably in imitation of his own (Badi‘ Haqqi of Syria), some

definitely independent of him (Bishr Faris of Egypt)* Haqqi published his

collection, Sihr, in 1953. It was apparent that his 'well chiselled'

poetry carried the influence of both ‘Aql and Syrian Classicism* It had

a short season in Damascus but was quickly overshadowed by major poetic

events. Had it appeared in the previous period, it would have perhaps had

a greater prominence. For the forties were marked by a relative calm.

Intellectuals were able to exploit at leisure the fruits of Western culture,

now a few generations old and fermenting rapidly, A new value was given

in this period to the poetic structure, to the choice of poetic diction,

to the distillation of the poetic whole, and a new insistence 011 hard work

in poetry and on the precise use of words was born. A check on dilution

and sentimentality, a rejection of puny emotions was effected with success*

This proved a most necessary operation just before the fifties*

It is true that many minor poets imitated ‘Aql's poetry, especially

his diction, and vulgarised his experiment* But their failure should not

reflect on it* ‘Aql's influence should be traced, not among those direct

imitators, but among the major poets of the fifties* His experiment

proved to have been not an end, but a beginning of an important Symbolic

trend in contemporary Arabic poetry, not "an abortive literary movement",

to use Henri Peyre's words, writing on the French experiment,"but one of 
154the most fertile”* For the poetry of the fifties showed itself to be

decidedly Symbolic* This situation is comparable with that of the 

European Symbolic heritage in modern times, to an extent. The original
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Symbolist movement in France gave way to a wider concept of poetry in which 

a Symbolic approach was used in "a fresh exploration of the human situa

tion by modern poets like Yeats, T0S„Eliot and W.H. Auden, and a new
155attempt to make order out of the chaos that is still with us.’1 The

age, which was liberal enough to allow the existence of a poetic concept

which regarded art as a ’’private mystical experience," had changed into

an age which insisted on poetry to be in the service of man's more communal

problems of existence„

Similarly, the Arab poets of the fifties, who were facing the most

crucial problems of Arab existence after the Palestine disaster of 1940>

could no longer tolerate the existence of such a concept of poetry as that

of Sa'id 1Aql'sc But his experiment gave later poets an excellent basis

to build on. The suggestion might validly arise that these poets of the

fifties who adopted varying Symbolic attributes in a more externalised

poetry were building on their knowledge of twentieth century Western poets

who wrote in the Symbolic tradition„ Although no critic can deny the fact

that contemporary Arab poets are closely in touch with contemporary Western

literature, in varying degrees, there can be no doubt that most of them

exploited 1 Aql's Symbolist experiment to the full,. It is very difficult

to assess his influence in concrete details, because such influences are

subtle and often influenced poets who were antagonistic to his methods
—  157(such as Yusuf al-Khal), But all these poets grew in the budding

tradition which he founded. The poetic tools in Arabic had already been

manoeuvred by *Aql and his colleagues for the specific use of symbols 

within a modern context and any poets who came after them could not help 

but benefit from their successful experiment„
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(iv) The Attempt of Bishr Faris in Egypt
An emphasis on feeling and intuition was given by Bishr Faris (1907?- 

1963) in his definition of the creative function. He was writing in 1938, 
at a time when Romanticism in Egypt had arrived at the highest peak of its 
less healthy streaks: dilution, verbosity, and too much insistence on

emotional exhibitionism. It had become, moreover, a melancholic expression 

of a generation of poets reared under similar social, emotional, cultural 

and political conditions. In a very short time, *Ali Mahmud Taha's joyous 
lyricism was to dominate the poetic scene, but in 1938 the general atmos

phere seemed gloomy and the poetic situation was getting desperately out of 
hand.

It does seem a loss for poetry in Egypt that Bishr Paris's special
qualities were not capable of being exploited in a verse strong enough and
abundant enough as to dominate the poetic scene. His was a scarce and slow

experiment in an elitist kind of poetry, written at intervals, and never
meant for the general public. Faris is the most aristocratic of modern
Arab poets, if the term can still convey what is meant here: a man who was

not preoccupied with achieving quick and laudatory victories with a large

reading public. But this commendable quality was not free, perhaps, of an
inner thrill in the heart of this poet to surprise his contemporaries with
a novel invention,

Bishr Paris was a man well versed in Western literature. He did his
158post-graduate studies at the Sorbonne where he got his Ph.D. in 1932.

He started his career in 1936 by writing articles in French for the
1 5 9Encyclopaedia of Islam. ^ and throughout his life he did, beside other 

things, research in Islamic art, writing both in French and Arabic. His 

scholarly and original work was published by the French Institute for
-t

Oriental Antiquities in both Damascus and Cairo.
161A scholar, he was a poet, a dramatist and a story writer. His
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literary works were highly Symbolical and like Sa'id *Aql, he based his

Symbolist theory on nineteenth century French Symbolism. In Egypt he was
l62an isolated figure, unique in his way of life, in his interests, in the

kind of literature he wrote. Of a Lebanese origin, his presence in Egypt

did not seem to blend with the general literary atmosphere in that country,
1 fi\ \This does seem strange, because he was born in Egypt and lived there 

most of his life.

Aside from his great and active interest in Islamic art, Faris was
164greatly interested in the Arabic language and had a firm grasp on it.

This is why he was able to apply his theory of Symbolism in his writings, 
because Symbolism demands a deep and firm knowledge of the language in which 

the author writes. Like other Symbolists, Symbolism to Faris is the dis

covery of the subconscious, the exposition of the hidden feelings and
impulses, and the record of the sparks and spontaneous creations achieved

165through the neglect, on the part of the author, of the actual world. .
166To him literature abhors the description of logical outer things, for 

what makes literature is the capacity to record our own reactions to things. 
Literature is therefore a record of the inner self achieved by the artist 
because his eyes are well trained to see inner visions. The emphasis on 

feeling is prominent in his writings and Faris insists that the artist 

hardly cares for logic, which is a rational process employing the mind as 
a tool. He differentiates, rather sharply, between the process of drawing 
conclusions from several facts, which is a rational process, and the 
artistic realisation of things "tahqicr11 which cannot be achieved except

i (\7through feeling and intuition. For truth to the artist is not that
which he arrives at by a rational process, but that which he feels by his

... 168 intuition.

But to him, familiar language is connected with the mental exercise 
of the mind and is therefore foreign to the substance of the subconscious,
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and completely inadequate to express its spontaneous creations, The only

way to do that is hy abandoning the oratorical style- The act of

creativity, moreover, depends on both the intelligence which perfects the
created piece of work, and feeling which, even before the work of creation
has begun, had already aspired to unlimited perfection which is difficult

169to realise through the ordinary familiar language- But by the above

mentioned process in which both the intelligence, "al- as he calls it,
and the feeling have co-operated, a finer artistic creation is achieved 
characterised by conciseness and an abhorrence of inflation and verbosity. 

The deeper the ideas are, the more difficult and ambiguous the style will 

be, so that there is a gentle shade over the words, which must never be 
stereotyped and parts of stock expressions.

170Bishr FarisTs poetry is very distilled, and his choice of words 
is deliberate and original. Unfortunately, his basic poetic gift was not 

great enough to impose a spark of creative genius on his poetry. His two 

Symbolic prose plays, Mafraq al-Tariq (1933) and Jabhat al-Ghaib (i960), 
yield far more to his particular creative talent than does his poetry. 

Despite his thorough knowledge of the Arabic language and his love of it, 
he did not succeed in imposing a new poetic diction on his generation of 
poets or on the generation that came after him. Whereas Safid *Aql’s 
experiment grew in the bones of the following generation, as it were, and 
flowered into a thousand creative sparks at the hands of greater and more 

dynamic poets who surpassed him in depth and contemporaneousness with world 
poetry, the experiment of Bishr Faris seems now, in retrospect, to have been 
a rather isolated experiment like the poet himself, an event not destined 
perhaps to help the development of the poetic art as much as to test the 
readiness and capacity of the poetic period to assimilate diverse poetic 
experiences.

Faris never published his poems in book form. They are still to be 
sought in the periodicals of the time or in books that deal with Symbolism.
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His greatest fame as an experimentor in poetry was achieved in the forties, 
when he was more active and when the poetic atmosphere was eager for change 
and experimentation, and welcomed all attempts at novelty.

But despite the fame he achieved in the forties, his generation of 

readers found his poetic creations extremely difficult to understand. 
Unabashed, they tried in one instance to discover what Faris meant when he 
said;

(̂| ̂  ̂̂ O  l ■■ ■ n ‘ ....  ̂ l
 ̂  -» r> 11 J_I O " »— ■■■—"■ ■— - J I IssJL) ̂ lo

dj ii.O  1.1 I ■ .1 !■ I HI i ̂ dLlQl J )̂..»ll.»|. -■...im.p̂n̂ -SU ̂ ijî’
6j ̂  ■■ mi ■■ !■ i i.i i ■■ M '.\ > I  ̂ ^  ̂ c 3  ' ...— l"~'"— ...... t) ^£33 Lua«i

i , 1 "...11 (̂ 1------1 JutfXSâ J I I J lo

172

dj 1 — - - \ I e h ” I ^
d j  I  —  ^  -Lv-J (j-*'**'—   U  I \j J

'&j  I...............  ...frjaj 1 ., ............... v ^ C - < ^ i s C f c >

He was here talking to his muse, hut this meaning never occurred to his
173readers. This visitor must perforce have been a woman, they said.

The clear indication in the following verse;
dj t........j. n I 1 ^jo >̂vuJ 1 ^ o J  ̂ J:--.., ,-B.,lil I lo

that he was talking about the poetic language cnc] inspiration and in the 
following verse, about the shade that hovers over a poem and about words 

that imply rather than explain, completely eluded them. These were, 

strangely, the same readers who were reading Sa fid f Aql when at the height 
of his popularity. It does seem ironical that Faris’s insistence on the 
artistic experience to be realised through the feeling could not be applied 

to his own poetry, for the readers who were emjayi'a^ much of ‘Aql's poetry 

primarily through the feelings evoked in them, were not able to be influenced 
in the same way by Faris’s poems,

Bishr Faris then remains one of the figures who furnished variety 
and a sudden truce from the loud poetic ejaculations of the Egyptian 

Romantics, A succinct writer, his compendious creations stood in direct 

contrast to the scores of redundant poems that were being written at the
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time. But, contrary to what he aspired, he could not capture in his 

poetry a complete harmony between emotion and meaning, or infuse his 
poetry with a vividness or a subtletyvibrant enough as to evoke real 
emotion in his reader^ and his poems remained rather uninfluential and un
inspiring.

(v) A Surrealist Experiment

An attitude of aesthetic courage and adventure was in the atmosphere 
of the forties. The experiments in poetry during the previous decades, 
especially the thirties, gave a greater scope for adventure and further 

experimentation. At the time everything seemed possible. Although the 

reactionary forces had never been tolerant nor indifferent, they were not, 
as yet, menacingly aggressive. This may have been due to several reasons. 
Firstly, that the more drastic experiments in poetry up to this time (those 

of blank verse and free verse of Abu Shadi*s type, i.e. the mixture of 

several metres in one poem) had not been successful and did not seem a 
threat to formal poetry, *Aql's Symbolist experiment had been accom
plished in an atmosphere of Classical strength, and was therefore, not 
easily to be condemned by traditionalists. That of Bishr Faris were not 

really taken seriously by readers but w as rather treated as an amusing 
and ineffectual experiment. Secondly, there was an already deep rooted 
reverence for Western literary adventures, brought about by critics and 
men of letters who had had some access to some kind of Western education, 

and readers seemed not only genuinely curious but also reverential about 

the literary achievements of the West. Thirdly, the intellectual con
frontation with the West and the gradual rejection of its ideals by some 
leading authors and political leaders had not yet attained significance; 
for it was in the fifties that anti-Western antagonism in some circles in 
the Arab world took place, in whose wake highly Westernised literary 
movements and concepts were treated at least with caution if not with 
suspicion.
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In 1947 Orkhan Muyassar (19117-1965)» a highly cultured experimental
ist from Aleppo, in conjunction with another poet, Dr. fAli al-Nasir, 
published a volume of prose poetry entitled Siryal, forwarded by an intro

duction by Muyassar who also wrote a critical passage at the end* *Ali
- - 174al-Nasir, who is regarded by S. Kayyali as a poet living in an ivory tower I,

175had published several volumes of poetry before this one, but the twenty-
five pages of prose poetry he published in this volume were completely
different* He had got rid of the metre, the rhyme and the traditional

176clarity which characterised his former poetry. Muyassar’s share in the

prose poetry published in this volume was eighteen pages. The poetry
pieces of the two poets were of a Surrealistic nature. It is apparent
from the explanatory passage which Muyassar wrote that al-Nasir had under-

177gone a great change in his technique, and one can guess that this might 

have been achieved under Muyassar’s influence. This is confirmed by the 
fact that Muyassar succeeded, during the years, in acquiring a reputation 
of note in Syria as a delittante and an avant-garde influence on young 
Syrian and other Arab talents. His house in Damascus remained, until 

shortly before his death, a mecca for writers and poets living in or pass

ing by Damascus. He was a lover and connoisseur of fine art and fine 
literature and exerted a guiding influence both through his writings 

(published mainly in periodicals) and through personal contact.
Sir.yal might be the most avant-garde poetic experiment in modern 

Arabic poetry before the movement of free verse at the end of the forties. 
In its introduction the doctrine of Surrealism was introduced to the Arab 
reader with force, and was discussed and elaborated not by a mind which saw 

Western experiments as infallible paragons of perfection, but by an in
dependent mind that tried to use its own criteria of value and its own 
critical approach. However, much of Muyassar’s explanation of Surreali°:~ 

is an interpretation of Western Surrealist concept as its greatest 
propagators saw it. The role of logic and direction in the work of art
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is condemned, for logic should not interfere in the constant fruitful
179interchange between our outer clashes and our'bare souls0 If such

interference does not take place, the artist then can record what creative

images come to his mind, regardless of their beauty or ugliness, or the
13ofact that they conform to or clash with accepted social standards# The

role of the subconscious, which had already been introduced by Safid ‘Aql’s
successful Symbolist experiment, was again introduced with even greater
emphasis„ Like the Western Surrealists, Muyassar called for the liberation

181of the subconscious, and like them he wanted to avoid 11 superimposing a

complex structure of didactic reasoning and of refined analysis in an

attempt to capture these mysterious moments when man, escaping the in-
182explorable flow of time, reaches the 'peak of sovereignty"1. Muyassar

A Q  •}

described the subconscious as a "large 'reservoir'" collecting the
184-reactions of our clashes with the physical surroundings# If the

artist, when in a state of creativity, has a means of releasing these 
reactions and of thus liberating the subconscious at the moment of gemina
tion with the conscious, then he could achieve a true Surrealistic type of 

185creation# He asserted, however, that when the artist is finally able

to record these images liberated from the subconscious he usually does so
only by resorting to "definite geometric expressions (words, figures,
colours)" which his observation was able to store in the memory and which
he employs to delineate the living impression of the image he clearly sees

within himself# The image then emerges as a mixture of Surrealism and
Symbolism because in it, the workings of the conscious mind are clear,
due to the fact that the artist resorts to the traditional vocabulary in

1Q6explaining [his ideas] and in [ creating] his comparisons." In his
187opinion, his work subsequently suffers from verbosity# The poetry of

Andre Breton and his group, for him, is nothing more than direct mental
188compositions expressed in extreme Symbolism# At its best, it is never

189Surrealistic, but "para-Surrealistic". Was Muyassar advocating that
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kind of extreme Surrealism condemned by so many Western critics as second

rate? Henri Peyr describe this kind as ,!r' .‘lomatic writing, uncontrolled

by reason or by critical spirit, which gave itself out as spoken and written
190thought seized in its spontaneous immediacy^ Apparently ho dido But

Peyre does not seem to see in this kind of Surrealist expression any great
advantage, and he hastens to deny that Breton and other leading Surrealists
ever resorted to this method for "their verse and their prose give evidence

of elaborate compositions of skilful combination of effects, of a restrained
191choice made among the riches of the unconscious." This is of interest

here because it shows that the first protagonists of Surrealism in modern 
Arabic poetry were advocating extreme methods right from the beginning. 

Perhaps the following examples show the extent of their adventure.

Muyassar writesj

r L - J  I  J>

O0 OiP
: ^ \  * Lt jV-h

* t * *

wLur

192

and 'Ali al-Nasir writes

d i ii * - » j

<5—-

• •

v̂SUj dlf-

* I

193

Us

Muyassar must have predicted that Arab literary taste would not 
accept such extreme writing, for he attakced "the illiteracy of literary 

taste" of readers "whose minds are accustomed to traditional clarity
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195and quick logical connections." Surrealism to them, he said, was
nothing hut a combination of words and phrases without any connection,.
They did not realise the capacity of these words and phrases to arouse a

special emotional atmosphere.
One of the most important attributes of Surrealism which Orkhan

Muyassar discussed in his explanatory passage at the end was 'condensation'.

In the forties, Arabic poetry was already suffering from extreme dilution

and verbosity, as a decadent streak of sentimental Romanticism. Muyassar

added another important reinforcement to the Symbolist attempts towards con-
197densation and conciseness. He ended his rather lengthy discussion of

this attribute with this sentence: "An eye brimming with tears is far less
198beautiful than an eye whose tears have burned away."

It is very difficult to evaluate the influence of a book like Sir.yal
on contemporary Arabic poetry. If Muyassar had influenced f Ali al-Nasir
directly, he certainly did not influence another great friend of his, ‘Umar 
- - 199Abu Rishah. However, there is no doubt that Syrian poets of the fifties

were showing early signs of sophistication and complexity that could never
have been accepted by the Syrian conservatives. Young talents like

Adunis (*Ali Ahmad Sa'id) who is Syria’s foremost poet at the present time,
200did come under the exciting influence of Orkhan Muyassar. However,

there were many other influences playing on these poets, and it is not 

possible to ascertain where one influence ends and the other begins.
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CHAPTER SIX: THE CRITICAL I f L I T M  OF fABBUD AftD MAHLUR

(i) Marun *Abhud
The steady development of modern Arabic poetry, as has been 

illustrated throughout this work, vms enhanced, encouraged, anticipated 
and sometimes checked by the energy of Arab critics. Many of these critics 
were also poets themselves. The critical contribution, until the end of 
the forties, however, set ideals which the poetry of the time was unable 
to attain* Only throe poct-critics? AbS Sh&feakaki and * Aql wrote
a poetry almost as good as thoir concept of what poetry should be. This 
has been illustrated above.

One oritio , however, made it his life'a work to act as patron-saint 
to the Arab creative talent wherever it was to be found. This was the 
Lebanese, Marun *Abbud, (1886*1962) to whose works many references have 
already been made. My discussion of the poetry of the two or three 
generations of Arab posts who wrote in this century would be deficient 

without reference to *Abbud*s work. *Abbud died in 1962 at quite an 
advanced age, having given a most decisive service to the development of 
modem Arabic poetry. A man of great originality, courage, integrity and 
charm, h© m s  the greatest iconoclast modem Arab criticism has known.

As a “patron saint" to the Arab oroative talent, he attempted not only to 
guide and encourage it but also to protect it against its own faults and 
weaknesses as well as against imposters in the field. He was an authentic 
guardian of the literary citadel and tried to clear away the jungle of the 
sham and the traditional. He surpassed such ioonoolasts as al'Aqqad, 
because, despite his strict judgments and his irony, he did not show th© 
unreasonable harshness, the bitterness and the self-glorification which 
spoiled &l*#Aqq&d,e work. His judgment, Moreover, was fairer and, 
artistically, more correct. He surpassed such iconoclasts as Nu'aimah, 
because he remained a dedicated oritio and never abandoned hie central
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place as the wise and lively arbiter of current literary contribution for 

any other activity., He surpassed such critics as Mandur because he 

insisted on remaining at the heart of the literary life of the whole Arab 

world. Mandur? as will be seen presently, became more locally minded with 

the years.

In spirit, *Abbud was at the same time a Lebanese and an Arab,

Although well versed in the direct history and folklore of his own country,

his knowledge of formal literature was pan-Arabic, He spent all his life

as a teacher of Classical Arabic literature in al-Jam^ah al-Wataniyyah in

'Aley, a secondary school whose pan-Arab fame was enhanced by his

own prestige. He himself had been a student for two years in the famous 
2al-Hikmah School, His own culture was versatile and deeply rooted. He 

united in himself a masterful knowledge of the Quran and the Bible, and a 

thorough acquaintance with Classical Arabic literature, a great interest 

in Arab philosophy and history, and some fair knowledge of French 

literature,^ As a critic, he showed the most flexible critical sensibility 

imaginable in the Arab world at that time. If one remembers that ‘Abbud 

was contemporaneous with all the movements and changes happening to Arabic 

poetry during the first six decades of this century, one is better able to 

appreciate the meaning of his flexible critical sensibility. For, as has 

been said, the Arab creative talent compressed the experience of centuries 

in the West into a few decades, ‘Abbud witnessed all of this, and examined 

it with unfailing passion and open-mindedness. In a letter to a friend 

after a long illness in 1955 he says° "If I told you that since coming of 

age I did not spend a day without writing something, you might not believe 

me ,0. But I have made myself ,,, If anything me/ pleases you, it is 

because I have developed with the time and did not lag behind, even for 

one single hour. I promise the young generation to stay like this.”^

‘Abbud was a persistently avant-garde critic and was never baffled by the
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5successive waves of experiment at ion.. He would have never been satisfied,

as Wu‘aimah was, with the position of an isolated sage who wrote only

desultory comments on a poet’s work when given to him for judgment., ‘Abbud

rode the crest of the wave.
fAbbud attempted other creative work, such as poetry and story

writing, but it was as a literary and social critic that he achieved his

particular fame,^ and it was precisely in the field of literary criticism
that he exerted his greatest influence. His critical writings are mostly
on applied criticism, a great contrast to many other critical experiments

which leaned more on transmitting critical theories taken mostly from

Western sources. ‘Abbud therefore did not develop a major critical theory
which can be quoted or sought for systematic information. But the basic
core of his critical attitude and one which proved most instrumental in the

development of modern poetry, was his absolute abhorrence of conventionalism,
nrepetitiveness (he called it rumination), and imitation of past works or

3of Arabic Classics, as well as his great elation at the discovery of an
9authentic, genuine talent whose work showed independence and innovation.'

He sought innovation all the time and impressed on the minds of his 

contemporaries the necessity of a new kind of literature; ’’Literature, 

like other fine arts, is a picture of life ... /This picture/ is wonderful
when it is first created. But it is never meant to be chewed and vomited

10on paper generation after generation, or to be adored and sanctified...”
In his introduction to Mujaddidun wa Mujtarrun he exclaimed; ”Let us leave

the ruminators to live on what is in their bellies, and let us create a

new kind of food ... let us graft onto our literature /some modern material/
11for it has become wild ..." And what more poignant statement than this:

12"For centuries our eyes have been set in our backs".
13For him every epoch has its own fashion. However, he forbade

14the poets to tamper with two things: grammar and language. By language
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15lie meant the "basic rules only* However, in his opinion, words are all

poetic, ''for the secret of eloquence is in the construction; it is in the
coupling of words'1* ^  As for the formation of phrases and expressions,
the poet had a free hand, for "poetry is a factory in which expressions 

17are made"* Modern Arabs, he insisted, "are bored with the expressions
of the Classical poets just as wo are bored with a tune which we hear every
day* Our resort to these decrepit old expressions kills the meaning and

18deprives us of the power of thinking*" What we need, he asserted, are
19new expressions taken from our present life* Ho constantly attacked
20literary cliches and stock poetic materials* In his view true poetry

21could not be separated from its author*
‘Abbud’s writings wore always in anticipation of what was to happen

and seldom formulations of what had already happened. He was a true pioneer

and a loader of thought like al-Shidyaq and al-Ri^iani both of whom he admired 
22very much* Even in the fifties, when experimental poetry had arrived 

at adventures hitherto unprecedented in the whole history of Arabic poetry, 

he did not show surprise or opposition* His acceptance of free verse which 
began to be written at the end of the forties could have been expected only 
from the younger generation in the Arab world, a great contrast to al-'Aqqad, 

once avant-garde and pioneer, who opposed free verse most bitterly and 

destructively especially from the end of the fifties till his death when 
he was able to manoeuvre his attacks from a position of strength as an 
official spokesman of the Committee for Poetry in the Government-sponsored 

Higher Council for Art and Literature in Cairo* In fact, 1 Abbud had 
anticipated the poetic movement in many of his writings* "Poetry", he 
said, "is the victim of metres and rhymes* I do not rebel against the 
science of prosody, or call for prose poetry *.* but I see that in Arabic 

metres there is a musical unity which creates a special melody, and as soon 
as our poet finds words to fit the metre, he gets this melody. This is
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why he does not bother much about his poetic diction, whereas we see other
poets in the world create from the harmony of words a music characteristic

23of the poet himself . In another place he says; "Poetry is music

before anything else. There is a meaning embodied in this music which,
if it loses, it becomes no more than muddled tunes that do not thrill-
And just as music is renovated and diversified, so must poetry be- This

can only be attained by creating new expressions that have a melody and
24an echo and a good effect on the spirit-"

He linked literature with life- He says; "literature is not only

a criticism of life as Mathew Arnold says . it is a rebellion against

life ... and is equal to it . capable of correcting its crookedness as
25though with a sword-" Indeed, he is one of the few Arab writers who

opened the doors to the flow of vibrant life-^

For him, the duty of the critic was to treat the works of art
•artistically'- "Poets did not write so that we may study their poems
as historic documents- Poetry is neither history, nor geography nor 

27science-" In his viexir criticism was a creative work which should be

supported by knowledge- The critic, without this creative side, is
28"neither a critic, nor a writer

As a critic he was an impressionist- His method was to examine
the literary work, and show its points of strength and weakness, always

careful to point out its originality or its shamness- This he was able

to do because he was a true lover of literature and a fine connoisseur of
originality and art- Thus he was able to fulfil the most important
prerequisite which he himself demanded of a critic; creativity- He was

29unmatched in originality, variety and authenticity- The second pre
requisite, that of culture, was also his in great measure- This is 
immediately obvious from a perusal of any of his essays. Ancient and 
modern writers and poets, from East and West, saints, prophets, legendary
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figures, were constantly alive in his mind and were introduced into his 

writings in the most natural manner.. "He seemed to soar over time and 

place ... as if distances and epochs merged in his consciousness and he 

would see human life in its unity and continuity like a climbing river 

flowing in his h e a r t . I n  the course of discussion he could speak at 

once on Islamic culture, Christian traditions,. Western authors and 

Classical Arab authors and thinkers* From one single article, his essay 

on Ahu Shabakah, these extracts will suffice to show his most original 

method: "  O ;  ... o L j l J I  ^  j --------- ^

.j ( .   —   C£ .. i „ mq j  I  ̂ ĵJ I g) ̂ ! dJ ̂ ̂ lh°
32

"dj   Ir̂ *' Or**}

", . . ^  ty}  jo* J> *<hJS u+j Jjx‘— — ;— ^ ig—'-— But this is not all.
34 nHere is an introduction of Christian tradition " ^  KZj , ^ \  h \J\

. , , 'djy>\sy jLv *iLIp ̂5-j- " ” and another of Western poetry "
£—... . >" {j^s!p  J A ̂ y O S  \ J (5 -> } d—S.fi* 1 UL U i j  1

" h  --- ^  tl I L —. j  dyhi I
There are many more examples of these in this essay* Such examples are

also numerous throughout his works. Another remarkable thing about him

was his ability to simplify relations not only between people but also

between cultures. lie looked at whatever he got acquainted with of world

literature in a simple, awe-free manner. Thus he was able to release his

readers from some of the complexes of inferiority to Western concepts and

literary contribution which so many Western educated critics had instilled

in their Arab readers. His manner was natural, intimate and never baffled

or dazzled. It was that of the master who understood things for what

they were, and who regarded the literary heritage of humanity as belonging
3̂to all lovers of literature.

His manner î as both passionate and sincere. He showed great moral 

courage not hesitating to shake off the halo from the heads of the self- 

appointed princes of literature in the Arab world who were enjoying
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•undeserved prestige.. This has been illustrated in several places throughout

this work* He declared over and over again that he would never let friend-
37ship prevent him from telling the truth about a literary work- His

greatest weapon, after that of truth, was irony- He was a master of

ironic criticism, an attitude much needed to help dispel the false

impressions which had been confirmed in the minds of the younger generations

about established authors of uncertain literary value- Writing about

Al-Akhtal al-Saghir (Bisharah al-Khouri) he Says ,r** ° ■ n
t 6  U . , ~  *"*■“ ^u O M  -I-.— ..j.SvO J  ̂  LliJJ <Aj  V

a  Cj • t-J  I 4lô uj i ^  t 1 i l  ̂ k -J  1 ^  lip j &  Aj liUi!? ĵp dj Lw lw. ^

a j 1  —-•■*-. d     *? Is -APjj t  i C1 8j)aJ ̂  \ . i I, y l"  ^ 9 —̂ ^

33 ' . — i------ 'bjj ^ J 4

*Abbud has many books to his credit on literature, biography and

criticism, as well as some original story writing- His most famous books

of literary criticism are 'Ala 'l-Mihakk (1946), Mu.jaddidun wa Mu.jtarrun

(1948), Dimaqs wa Urjuwan (1952), Fi * l-Mukhtabar (19.52), Judud wa Qudama*

(1954)? arid Naqadat *Abir (1959)° The first three are on contemporary

poets only and the last are on contemporary poets and writers- His book

Ruwwad al-Nahdali al-Hadithah (1952) is a history of the literary revival

in Lebanon in the nineteenth century- His historic sketches and his

portraits of persons such as al-Shidyaq and al-Riĵ ani are well studied and

explained, but are at the same time considerably coloured by his personality.

A modern critic might not agree with all the judgments of Marun

*Abbud- Ho doubt he was occasionally too harsh on some poets such as

Ahmad al~Safi al-Najafi, whose rebellion in poetry he did not realise-
39Nor did he assimilate all the ideas on Symbolism- He was too harsh,

also, on Egyptian scholarship in saying that Egyptians were dependent in

their criticism of poetry and literature on the Orientalists before whom
40they suffered "a paralysis of thinking’*- This is an unacceptable 

generalization at a time when most writers in the Arab world were dependent
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on Western writers and critics. However, one cannot reject ‘Abbudfs

vehement attacks on the literary compromise shown by such critics as Taha
41Husain when he pronounced al- Aqqad the prince of poets, as has been 

discussed. Nor can one blame ‘Abbud for harshly criticising al-'Aqqad’s
constant pretentions at poetry writing, with that merciless irony so

42 —characteristic of him. One can sense here ‘Abbud*s artistic anger and

one finds it easy to understand his fears in the thirties for the poetic
taste of the readers in general, Egypt had succeeded in producing a
great literary energy and had been for many decades, the literary centre

of the Arab world, and authors in the Arab world looked up to Egypt as a

model and support.^ ‘Abbud must have feared that this situation would

tend to be sometimes extremely harmful to the young aspirants in the art

of poetry and literature. It was his responsibility to point out to them,

without any compromise, the shamness of a poetic experiment or of a literary

situation, because the general reader in the Arab world at the time lacked

self-confidence and independent judgment on the whole and leaned greatly
AAon the leaders of thought and literature in Egypt. 1 An Arab in spirit, 

he was, moreover, greatly angered by the movement of Egyptianization which
45took place in Egypt at the time,

‘Abbud marked a period of literary development in the Arab world, 
the period of the preparedness for the poetic revolution.. During that 

period he was not only an intellectual and critical force behind the 
development of poetry, but also a great spiritual force which prompted the 
young poets towards endeavour and experiment. His passion, his candour, 
his dedication, his moral courage were an inspiration for the literary 

youth. The pages of his books are vivid with the personal charm and 

radiance of that lively personality. It is impossible to do justice to 
this great critic in only a few pages. His works, his critical role, his 
personality, so little written about, deserve a much longer discussion than 
this work can afford.
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(ii) Muhammad Mandur
While ‘Abbud*s main contribution covered the years between the 

twenties and the end of the fifties, Muhammad Mandur (1908?—19^5) gave 
his central contribution in the forties. It is on one important book, 
Fil-Mizan al-Jadid (1944) that his reputation as a critic fully armed with 

modern concepts was established.

Mandur*s life seems to have been besieged by many negative forces 
which diverted' a great deal of his energy and creativity. He had been 

sent on a scholarship to Paris in 1930, having graduated from the College
46of Literature at Cairo University in 1929° He spent in Paris about

nine years but was forced to go back to his own country when the war broke
out. The fact that Mandur, in his long stay in Paris did not obtain his
doctorate for which purpose he had been sent there in the first place did
not seem to be outweighed by the well-founded culture he had acquired the$<L

The academic world judged him rather severely and bureaucratic routine made
4Sit very difficult for him to obtain an academic job which he well deserved.

This was the beginning of a long and sometimes bitter struggle which lost
to Arabic literature a great part of the freshness and creativity of one
of the most promising Arab critics in modern times. Por Mandur was not

49merely well versed in Latin and Greek and in French literature, but had 
assimilated that culture i\rell. It is apparent from the first essays he 
published and which constituted his critical book Fi * 1-Mi zan al-Jadid 
that he had come back fully armed with new tools of criticism and 

enthusiastically determined to apply them to modern Arabic literature.

He had also studied Phonetics in Paris and had done laboratory experiments
C ©  ̂'jon Arabic metres which he applied in his criticism and writings.

Mandur did succeed in getting a minor teaching job at Cairo
S2University and then at the newly established University of Alexandria.

53In 1943 he wrote his thesis on systematic criticism of the Classical Arabs
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Ka,and. obtained his doototfate with honours* But that did not holp to
*5*5bettor his aoademio situation by Obtaining a promotion for him. He

resigned in the same year and entered the arena of public life, going first
56 57to journalism. He also entered party politics.

Up to his death Mandur persisted in catering to journalism either
as a professional or as a free lance writer. He also lectured inter-
mittantly at certain colleges and institutes in Egypt among which was the

53Institute of Higher Studies affiliated to the Arab League. This direct 

and constant relationship with journalism, desultory teaching, and politics 
might explain to us why Mandur did not continue his career as a critic 

smoothly and xmcompromisingly. His life was constantly crowded and
59troubled by three factors: "politics, financial need, and ill health".

This was tragic, for Mandur the critic had opened his career with
courage and originality, as well as with a kind of unbiased objectivity

which was an example to other critics who centred their works only on the

literature of their own country. Mandur was the first Egyptian critic
who studied al-Mahjar poetry with enthusiasm and regarded it as much higher

60in poetic value than the Egyptian poetry at the time. In fact, his

essays on al-Mahjar poetry were the greatest items of attraction in his

book. His description of the element of "tone" in the Mahjar poetry was
most original at the time. It has been mentioned how'he described this
poetry as "al-shi*r al-mahmus" (poetry a mi-voix).^ He compared it with

the oratorical tone of poets such as the Egyptian Mahmud Hasan Isma'il^

and took great pains in explaining its greater aesthetic effect. "Poetry
a mi-voix" (al-shi'r al-mahmus). ho said, "is not a sign of weakness, for
it is only the strong poet who oan whisper so that you oan feel his voice

warmly coming out of the depths of his so,ul. It is not like the
oratorical tone which dominates our poetry and spoils it by alienating it

63from the spirit, from truth and from the heart ..." In another place 
he says "Oratorical resonance cannot elevate poetry no matter how strong
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This well concentrated attack on resonance and the oratorical tone

in Arabic poetry has been one Of the major elements of attack whioh the

avant-garde poets of the fifties used against traditional poetry* Mandur

was not the first to attack this element in Arabic poetry but he was

definitely the first to elaborate it and to bring the argument to its

logical oonolusion: that there have been experiments in modern Arabic

poetry which have succeeded in getting rid of too much rhetorio and oratory

and in expressing instead the intimate voice of the poet. This, he
65insisted, is the poetry of life and humanity*

Mandur was immediately attacked by other literary arbiters in Egypt 

among whom was Sayyid Qatub, al-1Aqqad’s greatest admirer.^ This is not
rf <7surprising, for Mandur had not spared al- Aqqad from his attacks.

Moreover, the discussion of tone as a major clement in poetry was a

relatively novel topic and one could not expect it to be understood even

by some educated people. Mandur himself did not give it a definite term,

nor did he try to discuss any of its other functions and qualities. The

division of tone into "whispering and oratorical" is only a very limited

attempt at discussing a rather many sided topic. Therefore, Mandur*s

attempt here did not succeed in introducing to the Arab critics the

necessity of studying "tone" as a varied element in poetry. This study

of tone as an.element was attempted, with a good degree of success, at a
„ r 1later date by the Bahraini poet Ibrahirn al- Urayyid. However al-rUrayyid 

did not give to "tone" its right translation which should have been "lahjah 

( ft • | )" , but oalled it "style" "uslub ( , 1... \ )", which is quite

a different thing. He also mixed ’tone* in some examples with theme.
tNevertheless, this was an extremely interesting attempt by al- Urayyid and 

proved once and for all that the Classical style was not necessarily always 

oratorical, A1-*Urayyid gave examples from Classical as well as from
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modern poetry to show the different tones with which the poet can and did 

address the world.^ It is a great pity that this hook is never studied 

or mentioned hy avant-garde poets or critics, because it is a genuine and 

original contribution to the study of this major element in poetry.

But Mandur's attack on resonance and oratorical style was very
69important and served a great purpose later on, as has been mentioned.

It must be emphasised here that Mandur regarded "music" as a major element
70 71in poetry, a concept which he retained all his life. He also called

72for coherence and depth in the element of emotion in poetry, for poetic
71 74 75vision, for nobility of feeling, for strength of spirit, for beauty

7and truth. He further demanded that poets should try to acquire a
77rather wide culture.

Mandur wrote several essays on criticism and entered into long 

arguments with other critics in Egypt on certain topics current at the
ryQ 70

time. It seemed that his aim was "to revise the prevailing standards". 

Al-Mizan al-Jadid is regarded as "the beginning of a new phase in criticism, 

a phase dependent on a deep and wide culture, a fine sophisticated taste,
80a sustained sincerity, and seriousness in work".

It is beyond the aim of this work to discuss Mandur’s ideas on 

criticism, for only ideas dealing with poetry as an art are relevant here. 

Mizan is interesting for us here, therefore, in only some of its materials. 

In his essay on Taufiq al-Hakim's use of the myth of Pygmalion, he says, 
"This trend /of using myths in literature/ a good omen, capable of 
renovating our /literary/ life but on one condition? that the innovator 

achieves a deep, human and beautiful adaptation. But if we adopt only 

the rind and the skeleton of things and leave the essence and hidden 

meanings, we will lose our authenticity without achieving a /n e w / and
„ g -j

genuine /sensibility/." He insisted that a man of letters should try 

to possess /i°e° to assimilate/ the knowledge he acquires, for it is only
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through such a possession that this spiritual wealth with its potential
32forces can grow spontaneously within us. He then goes on to compare 

the use of Greek and other myths hy European authors such as G,B, Shaw in 

his use of the Pygmalion myth in Pygmalion, P,B, Shelley in his use of 

the Prometheus myth in"Prometheus Unbound" and A,P,G, Gide in his use of 

the same myth in his "Prometheus Misbound" (Prometh^e mal Enchaine),^ 

Naturally Mandur is full of praise for these Euiropean authors with whom
~ 84he compares al-Hakim unfavourably, thus himself sharing in the development

of the complex of awe from Western authors and works of literature which

fAbbud so naturally avoided.

He discusses again the use of myths by another author, the poet

*Ali Mahmud Taha, Taha’s bad use of the Greek myths in his poetic work

Arwah wa Ashbah whioh is the topio of Mandur*s essay has been discussed

above. What is important here is Mandiir’s comments on the use of myths,

"It is good to take myths as an element in poetry. Many great poets had

done that before us. But we must succeed as they succeeded, and this will

be by possessing our knowledge of them, for we cannot create new values
85out of a well-known myth without assimilating it first," Taha’s use of

the Greek myths in Arwah wa Ashbah, he said,-v?as flat, inaccurate and 
86hasty. It is rather significant of Mandur’s loss of heart after this 

first flourishing stage of his critical career that he, despite this 

immense interest he showed at the beginning of his career in the vital use 

of myths in literature, did not show real interest in the successful and 

sophisticated use of myths by the avant-garde poets of the fifties, 

contrary to what one would expect.

Another important topic which Mandur discussed in this book was the 

metres of poetry. It has been said above that Mandur had made some 

phonetic experiments with Arabic metres when he was in Paris, When

D. Khashabah, another Egyptian writer, wrote about Arabic metres comparing
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them with metres in European languages, Mandur felt well equipped with the 

results of his experiments to answer him with authority,, Khashabah had 

said that English and European poetry is based on the single foot, unlike
O'y ^

Arabic poetry which is based on the complete metre . Mandur answered by

saying that Arabic poetry, like any other poetry in the East or West is

made up of feet which combine to make metres. Some metres in Arabic are

rt J .e.U“I\ " i.e. made up of the combination of two feet, and some

others are " J .c-ty:!! , i.e. made up of the repetition of the same
38foot. Poetry, he insisted, is characterised by the method in which

feet are arranged.^

This is interesting because it brought to the open the discussion 

of feet tafa* iT and tried to show that it is the foot which is the basis 

of poetry and not the finished metre= The free verse movement which 

successfully took place a few years later exploited, to a great extent, 

the idea of tafa *il as a basis for metres. Even if one tried hard, one 

would find it extremely difficult to ascertain whether Mandur's discussion 

on metres in this book had anything to do with the successful experiments 

with free verse at the end of the forties. It is probable that the 

experimentaliiii'had got acquainted with it, because it became very famous 

in the forties. However, experiments in free verse had been going on for 

a long time and the whole poetic situation in the Arab world at the end of

the forties was ready for a major experiment in form (and context), as

will be discussed soon. But Mandur’s writings might have furnished a 

technical detail needed as a further incentive at the time.

His conclusions on the durations of feet with zihaf "tafa* il 

musa^afah" are interesting. He came out with the conclusion that feet

with zihaf need not have shorter durations than normal feet. This is  a -
achieved by a process of compensation which takes place automatically

* By zihaf is meant the pronunciation of what is a long syllable in one 
rendering as a short syllable in another rendering.
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on rendering* It is true that. this process of compensation lengthens 

other parts of the foot* For instance, another long vowel in the foot 

can he prolonged, or a consonant can he prolonged; where the consonant is 

of a continuant nature such as 1, or one of the fricatives, such as s,
7fthis can he heard* Where the consonant is a plosive, e.g. h, d, the

duration of the closure can he increased slightly, and this may sound like
90a moment of silence* "The silence is, indeed, part of the articulation

91of the consonants*"

However, Mandur does not say why we can apply zihaf to certain 

syllables in a foot hut cannot tamper with other syllables in certain feet. 

For instance, we can shorten the last long syllable in fa *ulun « - - (which 

is the basic foot of al-mutaqarab) which becomes fa'ulu v ^, hut we 

cannot shorten the first long syllable, because by doing so we change the 

whole quality of the foot which then becomes fa* ilun v w the basic foot 

of the khabab metre. It is apparent that there are syllables which are 

basic to the foot and which decide the basic rhythm of a foot and hence of 

the metre involved. However, since Mandur did not venture to discuss this 

problem, it would be irrelevant to pursue it here any further.

But Mandur discussed another idea in his chapter on metres* This 

is his idea of stressed syllables in Arabic metres (ictus). He regards 

Ictus as basic and predominant in Arabic poetry* Giving a verse by the 

pre-Islamic poet Umru'u al-Qais:

he concludes that there is a pattern of stresses over the following long 

syllables:

L . ZA . „ Z/„ . L U „ Z „ Z/„ * _ Z/v * Z _ Z/„ * _ Z/„ **
* The above statement has been slightly corrected* Mandur, in fact, has 
regarded s as a continuant and has included f, a fricative, among the 
plosives*

** These patterns are to be read from right to left* The asterisks divide 
the feet*
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where syllables with two lines abovo them have the main and basic stresses
92and those with one line have the secondary stresses. He then brings

forward several conclusions;

1. That the stress takes place only on a long syllable.

2. That in the tawil metre, for example, the stresses are as follows;

there is a regular stress on the second syllable of fa1ulun « - 

while on long foot like rimfâ ilnn there are two stresses,

a basic one on the first long syllable and a secondary one on the last 

long syllable.

3. That the rhythm is formed by the repetition of these stresses on the

same syllables in each foot for it is the repetition of this vocal

phenomenon over definite time intervals that forms the rhythm, and not
93merely the quantitative quality of a metre.

The basic idea in Mandur's theory, i.e. the definite stresses over 

definite time intervals immediately arouses astonishment if read by an 

Arab poet who has practised any sort of poetry reading, for in Arabic the 

stresses seem to be very changeable. Although he is probably right in 

suggesting that stress falls only on long syllables, one cannot accept as 

absolute his aligning main and secondary stress to particular long syllables 

in any given foot, nor the corollary of this, that the other long syllables 

can never be stressed. He does not describe the experiments which he 

conducted in the phonetics laboratory, and one accepts his pattern of 

marking the verses, but only as one of several different patterns, 

corresponding to one of several different ways of reading the verses.

What the present writer is putting forward in criticising Mandur*s theory, 

is that there is more than one way of reading the Arabic verses, and that 

the different ways are possible because of the flexibility in the 

distribution of stress and duration features within the particular type 

of foot. The present writer recorded two different readings of the abovo
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verse, and has examined the pitch and intensity curves obtained from these
94recordings in the phonetics laboratory at SOAS.

In the first reading the stresses were on the following syllables 

(read from right to left);
L l  L  y j *  V  L  y , L  y , L  y , *  U  ̂V ♦ „ U  _ „ * ^  y ,

But in the second reading there were several alterations;

L y j L v K ^ L v * - .  U -  v  „  L  w L  y, U  v * I ] L  w * L  „ U  v  *  L  U v

In the two readings, the syllable most stressed is the second syllable of 

the second foot of the second hemistich, marked with a raised star, a 

syllable which is not stressed at all in Mandur!s example- Other stresses 

might or might not agree with his pattern, as a qiiiclc comparison will 

reveal-

The stresses vary, apparently, according to the reader- A bad 

reader might stress certain syllables without any apparent reason and his 

reading will sound bad perhaps, but the rhythm of the metre will not change- 

A good reader might stress a syllable for one or more reasons- Firstly, 

he might be guided by the meaning he is presenting- Thus in a famous 

verse by an Abbasid poet satirising the Abbasid dynasty in defence of the 

Umayyads, he refers disparagingly to Ibrahim, son of the Caliph al-Mahdi, 

who was a singer (as well as to ‘Aliyyah, his sister, also fond of music 

and singing);

j f c . . . 4 p~*̂  0^3 f ' '"T*0 ^

The reader therefore might want to stress the two last syllables in the 

word Ibrahim which reads thus; - U U  . ‘Aliyyatu, shaikhu and al- 

mughannin might be other words he would be inclined to stress because of 

their importance to the meaning-

Secondly, among the long syllables, it is the CV; syllables, that is 

those with a long vowel, rather than the CVC syllables, that is those with 

a short vowel, and ending in a consonant with sulcun, that a reader might
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tend, to stress because of the liberal and fluid flexibility of long vowels 

and their capacity to be prolonged with ease* This helps the stress by 

giving greater fullness to the voice.

Thirdly, a reader might tend further to stress syllables that
95terminate with voiced nasal continuants such as n and m rather than with

96plosive consonants such as b 3 t, d, d, t, k, or with gutturals such as 

hj h, ‘ain, gh, khv etc. It is the observation of her own renderings of 

verse that leads the present writer to put this forward as an hypothesis 
even though it would be out of plaoe in this chapter to go into too many 
technical details. The subject could perhaps be more fully elaborated in 

the future.

Fourthly, in the experiment made at the phonetics laboratory at SOAS 

another verse in the tawil metre was also rendered twice. In the second 
reading the first hemistich ran into the second hemistich, changing the 

whole timing of the verse.

These observations seem very important in the light of the great 
flexibility this potential quality of stress inherent in Arabic metres of 

all kinds gives the reader of poetry. It is greatly exploited by poets 

who are in the habit of declaiming their poetry to an audience. In modern 
Arabic poetry the kind of verse called "platform poetry" in this work, 
depends greatly on the manipulation of the living voice and makes great use 

of the flexibility of long syllables in Arabic metrics.

The three main contributions to the development of modern Arabic 
poetry in Miztan are M, Mandur*s comparison between the soft, intimate 
tone and the oratorical tone in Arabic poetry and his condemnation of the 
latter, his study of Arabic metres and his encouragement of a vital use of 

myth in literature. In his writings in this book one perceives originality, 
sincerity, purpose, clarity of ideas and a good use of a well assimilated 

culture. Unfortunately, the continuous battles of public and literary life
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lost him his freshness and originality.

But in Mizan Mandur*s love of theorising arid writing about

literature in general terms can also be seen. Many of his later books
cater to this type of writing. His books Fi ll-Adab wa '1-Naqd, (Cairo,

1949)? Al-Adab wa Madhahibuh ,(Cairo 1955)9 A1-Adab wa Fununuh , (Cairo
1963) and Fann al-Shi*r, (Cairo 1959?) are all of this kind in which Mandur

is interested in giving short resumes of types of criticism, genres of
poetry and literature and some descriptions of the different literary

schools and movements such as Romanticism, Symbolism, Surrealism,
97Existentialism, etc. These books are only small volumes and they
98 toverlap considerably. His book Fann al-Shi r passed nearly unnoticed

by the modern reader. For while Mizan was an anticipation of the movements 

of the new poetry' and contained some stimulating and vigorously avant-garde 
ideas, this more didactic book appeared after a fertile and more sophis
ticated period in a generation that was looking for more advanced formulae 
for its new movement, Mandur, in fact, put forward some ideas concerning 

epic poetry and poetic drama which he regarded to have become outdated 

genres. It is apparent from this that Mandur was out of touch with the 
trend of poetic criticism in vogue at the time, a criticism that depended 
much on T.S. Eliot's and other modern English speaking critics and poets 

and which had shown special interest in renovating the poetic drama.

Some of his other books are on modern literary history such as his
mature and informative book in three volumes Al-Shi*r al-Misri bafd Shauqi,

99 r -quoted many times above. His book A1-Naqd wa 'l-Nuqqad al-Mu as1run
(Oairo, n.d.) is a very interesting account of some modern Arab critics 

who are, with the exception of M. Nu£aimah, all Egyptians, ‘Abbud is 
flatly excluded as well as all other non-Egyptian critics and writers on 
poetry and literature such as I£san £Abbas, Ra'if al-Khouri and others.
These unfortunate omissions show Mandur's later trend of concentrating his
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efforts mostly on the Egyptian contribution, a gfeat contrast to his

initial wider interests. In faot, Mandur, sinoe the fifties, was not able

to catch up with the poetic events that were quickly taking place in the

Arab world, and his understanding of the new poetic movement in the fifties

proved to be deficient * In a disoussion published in Al-Adab magazine

in 1962, Mandur described the new poetic movement as different from the

older poetry by its musical arrangement,^^ a point seized upon by LuwTs

cAwad who rightly retorted that Mandur's description is only an external 
101one.

There is no doubt that Mandur was led to this deficient outlook by

the kind of literary life he was forced to lead in Egypt. He must have

felt that he had to assert himself to the Egyptian authors and literary

arbitors around him and these, previous to the fifties, had concerned

themselves mainly with the Egyptian literary output. In concentrating

mainly on the Egyptian literary forum, he allowed himself to remain in

ignorance of what was happening in the poetry of his own language outside
102his country, a deficiency no modern critic can afford to have.

Basically, however, he had no regional prejudice and if he had had enough

scope one feels confident that he would have kept up the good work he had
103begun in the early forties.

His change from an impressionistic critic in his early works to

a social realist critic in his later years"'^ did not make itself felt in
105the field of poetry on any important scale. His influence on modern

Arabic poetry was rendered in his earlier career. As a critic of poetry, 

Mandur will be remembered mainly for his impressionistic criticism in 

Mizan in which work he gave the greatest service to modern Arabic poetry.
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P°113°

103° See Najm, "Al-Funun al-Adabiyyah", p.358 for an assessment of his 
later career.

104° See his discussion of this in Al-Adab magazine, January, 19̂ 1,
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his impressionistic method in Mizan and other early writings.

105. It was his book Qaglaya Jadidah fi Adabina al-Hadith (Beirut, 1958) . 
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commentary; see his chapter "Haula *,1-Shifr al-^adith", pp.88-91, 
as an exaciple of light discussion.
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CHAPTER SEYjoN i THE DEVELOPMENT OF FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES AFTER 1947

SECTION 1: AN INTRODUCTORY NOTE

T h is  work has attem pted to  t e l l  the s to ry  o f modern A rab ic  po e try  

from i t s  renaissanoe in  the  n ine teen th  cen tu ry  through modem tim es. The 

general movement o f t h is  poe try  was towards a c q u ir in g  s tren g th  and 

m odern ity . T h is  was lin k e d  w ith  the sudden awakening o f the Arab people 

to  the  r e a l i t y  o f the w orld  around them, a w o rld  f a r  more advanced and 

developed than th e ir  own. The f ig h t  f o r  freedom and progress brought w ith  

i t  a genera l a s p ira tio n  on the p a r t o f  poets and men o f le t t e r s  to  express 

themselves through a medium more adequate to  the  needs o f the  age. An 

awakening to  the nece ss ity  o f education brought about a re v o lu tio n  in  the 

c u ltu ra l s itu a t io n  w ith  a sp e c ia l emphasis on two aspects, namely a 

re v iv a l o f the Arab n a t io n 's  own treasures o f past l i t e r a tu r e ,  and an 

attem pt to  acqu ire  knowledge and guidanoe from Western l i t e r a r y  experience.

The p o e tic  s itu a t io n  in  the  Arab w o rld  was changing s u b tly  bu t 

d e c is iv e ly .  I t s  successfu l l ia is o n  w ith  i t s  own p o e tic  ro o ts  in  past 

g rea t works o f p o e try  gave i t  the necessary s tre n g th  o f form , language and 

p o e tic  s tru c tu re  to  experiment w ith  new to o ls  and to  face  the  p o e tic  

adventure, i f  no t always w ith  success, a t le a s t w ith  ever-renewed v ig o u r. 

The h is to ry  o f A rabio p o e try  in  the  f i r s t  f iv e  decades o f t h is  cen tu ry  is  

f o r  the  most p a rt the  h is to ry  o f continuous experim enta tion  and specu la tion  

in  form , d ic t io n ,  imagery, tone, a t t i tu d e  Mid theme, based both  on the 

in s t in c t iv e  needs o f a poe try  s t i l l  in  many o f i t s  aspects Mediaeval, even 

in  a modern w o rld , as w e ll as on the  conscious knowledge which the poets 

and c r i t i c s  had o f these needs as they began to  understand them through 

t h e ir  f ir s t - h a n d  knowledge o f Western p o e try  and Western p o e tic  th e o ry .

Sc i t  happened th a t the p o e tic  experience o f c e n tu rie s  in  the West was 

compressed in to  a few decades, and the  o v e r -a ll p ic tu re  is  d a zz lin g  to  

the  observer. From the neo -C lass ica l re v iv a l,  p o e try  went q u ic k ly
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through the Romantic experience} and succeeded in embracing Symbolism and 

a little Surrealism. In form the experimentation was continuous and 

determined, if not always successful. The poetic diction gained in 

modernity, subtlety and urbanity. A great diversity of attitudes appeared 

quite early as the Mahjar poets of“Al-RSbitah al~Qalami,yyahu felt free and 

adequately armed to express their own, which were often basically different 

attitudes. Thoir successful experiment was followed by a corresponding 

change in attitude in some of the poets writing in the Arab world in the 

thirties and forties (Romantic and Symbolist). This change, although not 

always healthy or expressive of general needs, was a decisive change for 

poetry itself, a colourful gain in diversity that enriched poetry in the 

extreme* With the change in attitudes came a change in tone, Mid that too, 

beginning in the Americas at the hands of such Mahjar poets as Fawzi al~ 

Me/luf, M. Nu'aimah, N. 'Aridah and others. This was further supported in 

good measure by such poets as I. Naji, Abu f l-Qasim al-Shabbi and I. Abu 

Shabakah and others writing in the Romantic tradition, Yusuf Ghusub and 

Sa*xd *Aql and others writing in the Symbolist, as well as by suoh isolated 

experiments as that of Ahmad al-Safi which brought the tone of poetry to a 

conversational level* This is to name but a few. The realm of emotion, 

moreover, was given great importance as early as the second decade and a

sincere drive towards achieving a veracity of emotion was strengthened by

the early adoption of Romantic poetic ooncopts. This adoption led to the 

insistence on a subjective poetry stemming from experience, and the 

externalised, often objective attitude of the neo-Classical poets was

severely attacked. The greatest achievement gained in the realm of

imagination was the successful incorporation of Nature into the inner 

experience of the poet, and some Mahjar poets even achieved a mystical 

fusion with Nature hitherto scarcely known in Arabic poetry. Imagination, 

therefore, was able to utilise nature for the interpretation of inner 

emotional experiences and profound abstract ideas, and the poet was no longer
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satisfied with looking at nature merely as a source of external beauty,
'iS*pleasing to the eye. Moreover, Western poetry, encountered first-hand 

or through translations, was able to lend a dynamic influence to the use of 

imagery in poetry and the poetic imagination was greatly enriched, gaining 

not only in depth but also in kind and quality. The development of 

imagery in modern Arabic poetry deserves a specialised, detailed and much 

needed study> as do the changes effected in the poetic diction. In this 

work, the slow but steady achievement of the consecutive generations of 

poets in the realms of imagery and diction has been followed and emphasised 

wherever it was detected. But in a general work of this kind, intermittan 

observations on these themes cannot furnish the steady line of development 

which would be given by a specialised study. Arriving now at the fifties, 

the decade of the greatest poetic adventure in the history of Arabic 

poetry, the achievements in these two major poetio elements were so 

dynamic that they could never be completely described in a 
general work.

Although it is a sign of life and vitality that modern Arabic 

poetry in this century laid itself open to all kinds of poetic adventure, 

however, the steady change in poetry was not always easily achieved.

Throe points must be remembered here;

1 * The early schism in the poetic sensibility of the Arab people;

Despite the fact that the poetic field abounded xvith innovators and 

experimentalists, it also had many traditionalists whose fossilised 

creations were at times an added hindrance to the achievement of quick 

and decisive change. Every poetic epoch throughout tho ages has had its 

train of conventionalists, but modern Arabic poetry had the peculiar 
situation of having borrowed its initial modern strength from Classical

* This should not mean that all former poetry in Arabic looked at nature 
merely as a source of external beauty, but reference here is to the 
majority of well-known examples. Writings on Arab treatment of nature 
in poetry do not seem completely satisfying or explorative and many 
poetic experiences were overlooked*
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poetic experiments which, despite their permanent aesthetic value and the 

enduring freshness of many of them, often convey a Mediaeval spirit unsuited 

to the spirit of modern times, and artistic attitudes irreconcilable with 

contemporaneous poetic experience. The poetic renaissance was linked with 

revived feelings of pride in, and admiration for, the immense cultural 

heritage of the Arabs, and as this cultural heritage was attacked and 

criticised by some modernists such as Salamah Musa, Mxkha’xl Nu'aimah and 

other early avant-garde writers and thinkers in this century, the Classical 

citadel was jealously guarded by loyalists and men of letters reared 

exclusively in its tradition. Western influences were incompatible with 

major inherited attitudes and an early clash in the poetic sensibility took 

place. The passage of years and an accumulated modern poetic tradition 

modified, to some extent, this sensibility, so that the milder patterns, 

found unacceptable in the earlier decades, began to be accepted. However 

there was never any true or deep reconciliation between the traditionalists 

and the more splendid poetic achievements of this century. It can be said 

here, that although every poetry in the world experiences this customary 

clash between the traditionalists and the avant-garde pioneers, Arabic 

poetry in modern times experienced a more fierce battle than most, because 

of its peculiar circumstances. To the reasons given above which accounted 

for these experiences one may add that the fact (peculiar in itself too) 
that poetry is the most developed art of the Arabs and by far the most 

revered has deepened the protective, though often uninformed, jealousy with 

which it was guarded. The persistence of a strong traditional current in 

Arabic poetry, apart from the exhausting battle it created which hindered 

as much as stimulated avant-garde poetic creativity, meant that the great 

supply of very traditional poetry never failed. A literary historian, 

therefore, cannot overlook the fact that the literary field abounded with 

conventional and semi-conventional poetry side by side with avant-garde 

poetry of varying degrees of success and influence.
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This was not diminished in the fifties "but, on the contrary, the 

need felt in the fifties for committed poetry to be directed to a mass 

audience, renewed the popularity of such poetry which had waned a little 

in the short-lived Romantic period during the thirties and forties. The 

fifties, in fact, savr a revival of traditional poetry which makes of this 

most adventurous decade a period of particular interest to the critic.

This will be discussed shortly.

2. The Clash between Theory and Practice; The second difficulty

experienced by modern Arabic poetry before the fifties was the clash 

between the acquired artistic concepts of its various poets and critics 

and its own artistic possibilities. The first three or four decades of 

this century were characterised by the prevalence of theory over practice. 

The only poet-critic in the second decade who was able to match theory with 

practice was M. Nu'aimah. In the fourth decade Ilyas Abu Shabalcah and 

Sa'id fAql were able to achieve such a balance, to some extent. This was 

a sign of health and development. But most poets were not able to match 

their advanced poetic theories with equal poetic creations; the most 

drastic example of these was al-‘Aqqad, especially in *Abir Sabil, as has 

been demonstrated. But the steady development of Arabic poetry took on, 

in the forties, a subtle and quick growth, so that when the fifties 

arrived, the artistic needs of a more mature art of poetry were to dictate 

an experiment which was to take a whole decade to explain, and for which 

no full definition has yet been found. In its initial stage, the theories 

suggested to define and describe this experiment did not encompass its true 

artistic dimensions.

3° The Heritage of the Earlier Experiments; A very interesting

observation presents itself as one tries to assess the outcome of the 

various experiments and experiences of modern Arabic poetry prior to the 

fifties. For it is seen that some successful experiments such as 

Romanticism yielded, at the end, several negative streaks, while other
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unsuccessful ones such as the experiment of free verse of the type advocated 

by Ahmad Zaki Abu Shadi mixing many metres within the same poem, might well 

have had some positive results.

To illustrate this one might suggest that the experiment of Fawzi 

al-Ma fluf, despite its successful achievement of a poetry of high aesthetic 

value, may have perpetuated a trend in poetry towards the use of abstract 

imagery which was adopted by later poets of lesser poetic talent much to 

the detriment of the effectual use of images in poetry. A poet

like ‘Umar al-Nuss, for example, vised abstract imagery often in a most 

inartistic method, mixing what should have been of a most refined and 

rarified nature with images of the excessively repellent, as has been 

discussed. Another more drastic example is the heritage of Romanticism. 

This important movement in modern Arabic poetry helped to strengthen the 

line of feeling and the realm of the imaginative to a considerable extent. 

Nevertheless, it developed quite early several decadent streaks; 

sentimentalism, verbosity, dilution, the excessive use of adjectives, 

emotional exhibitionism, and other such ailments, as has been discussed or 

alluded to in several places above. The achievement of Symbolism in 

Lebanon was a welcome check, and although it catered to an elite, it gave 

an excellent example in economy, concentration and subtlety. But it 

divorced itself from life and was far more introspective and uncommitted 

than the troubled times allowed in an Arab world full of contradictions and 

national strife. When the fifth decade arrived, both Romanticism and 

Symbolism had already produced all their drawbacks, and the poetry of the 

time seemed at the mercy of their more negative streaks. Although Abu 

Shabakah's later Romanticism was pure and healthy, it could not save the 

situation. Sa'id ‘Aql's concentration on the glorification of an Ideal 

Beauty considerably limited the extent of his experiment.

Other impediments in the field were the drawbacks of the neo- 

ClassictSts-ts the rhetorical devices, the self-assertive tone, the loud
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exhibitionism, the stock phrases, words, images and emotions, the extreme 

externalisation of experience, and the repetitiveness of forms end 

attitudes.

In the coming two chapters, the discussion will concentrate on 

general events, trends and developments in the poetic technique from 1947 

on through the fifties and sixties. Individual poets will not he discussed 

separately as was the case with authors of the previous periods. We know 

to a sufficient degree the outcome of the work of the latter poets and 

the mark they left, good or bad, on the poets after them. But the 

achievement of individual poets of the current period cannot be assessed 

yet. They have not been writing long enough for any complete evaluation 

of their role and distinct influence. Moreover, with the exception of 

al-SayySb who died in 1964? they are still experimenting. Any attempt 
at a final judgment of them will not only be premature, but also deficient.

The interest of this work lies mainly in the evolution of Arabic 

poetry as an art form, and the emphasis is therefore on the development of 

the poetic technique before anything else. The examples in the following 

chapters are therefore taken from poets who experimented more or less 

vigorously, whether their experiments seem successful or otherwise.

Poets from several Arab countries are mentioned such as the Iraqi Nazik 

al-Mala'ikah (1923), Badr Shakir al-Sayyab (1926), ‘ Abd al-Wahhab al- 

Bayyati (1926) and Buland al-Haidari (1926)5 the Egyptian Muhammad Mu§tafa 

Badawi (1925)? Ahmad ‘Abd al~Mu‘ti Hijazi (1935) and Salah *Abd al-Sabur 

(1931)? the Palestinian Fadwa Tuqan (19̂ 8), Jabra I. Jabra (1920) and 

Tawflq Sayigh (1924)5 the Lebanese Yusuf al-Khal (19^7) Khalil Hawi 

(1924)? and the Syrian Adunxs (1930). An assessment of certain aspects 

of their experiments will be given without, however, making a complete 

evaluation of their individual roles.
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SECTION 2̂  THE BEGINNING OP THE FREE VERSE MOVEMENT

(i) A Short Historical Background
If one were to define in simple words the free verse movement in

modern Arabic poetry in its initial stage, one could say that it was a

liberation from the fixed number of feet in a verse of poetry* This

should include not only the liberation from the fixed number of feet in the

traditional two hemistich form, but also in such other verse forms as the

mulchammas, the dubait, the muwashshah, and all other variations

introduced into 'Arabic poetry throughout its long history*

Al-mukhammas and with it al-musammat, al-muzdawi.j and al-ruba* i are 
really 'cfxperiments in rhyme rather than in metre. The basic metrical unit 
in all these forms is the shatr itfhich is always equal to one hemistich of 
the complete two-hemisticli form. It is the arrangement of the rhymes 
which basically differentiates these forms from the two'-hemistich form.
The fact that some of them have an odd number of hemistichs such as five in 
al-mukhammas and a possible seven in al-musammat gives an added excitement 
to them but is not a deviation from the equilateral basis of these 
hemistichs. Al-mukhammas is made up of stanzas of five hemistichs each. 
Each of these stanzas either has an independent rhyme attached to each of 
the five hemistichs thus a a a a a; b b b b b; etc,, or the last hemistichs 
of the stanzas might have the same rhyme thus a a a a b ,  c c c c b ,  etc,^ 
Al-musammat, according to Ibn Rashiq, should begin by two hemistichs 

sharing the same rhyme, then have four hemistichs in another rhyme, followed 
by a single hemistich in the rhyme of the first two, thus; aa bbbb a;3 
but there are other arrangements too. However, al-musammat repeats the 
same rhyme of the last hemistich throughout the whole poem, this rhyme 
being called *amud Mal-qasidah,4
Al-Muzdawij is made up of hemistichs each two sharing a rhyme, and

al-ruba ‘iyyat is made up of stanzas of four hemistichs whose rhyme
arrangement may be aaaa; bbbb; cccc; etc., or abab; cdcd; etc*; but it can 
have other rhyme arrangements too in modern times such as aaaa; bbba; ccca; 
etc. Modern Arabs have made great use of both al-muzdawi.j and al-ruba- 
‘iyyat. One of the best examples is the volume of quartets written by the 
South Mahjar poet Ilyas Farhat* Rubs *iyyat Farbat, Sao Paolo, 1945»

The Dubait is a form of verse taken from Persian,1 Anis is right in
refusing to regard this form of verse which employs a new arrangement of
feet as a natural development of Arabic metre because of its Persian 
origin. For, unlike the above-mentioned forms which are, in the 
arrangement of the feet within the hemistich, identical with the metrical 
arrangement of the two hemistich form, it has mainly the following metrical 
arrangement:
fa'lun mutafa‘ilun fa ‘ulun fa'ilun

i,S3 -yJ-j dlly- <j>— ' g)--j j 9
tfr t al* ^ I '.J '  ' ’0 ̂ ^  d— — — rf VotalP ^5^

Every stanza is made up of four hemistichs each of them ending in the same 
rhyme aaaa; bbbb; cccc; but other arrangements such as aaba; code; eefe; 
etc. ore also used.
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The Muwashshah is a verse form which was invented in Andalusia at the 
end of the fETTrd! century A.H. hut flourished in the fifth. From the 
many references, Classical and modern, which speak about this verse form 
its dependence on music is undoubted.'̂ As a verse form it shows, in 
many of its examples, especially the earlier ones, great deviation of 
metre and composition. Poets often departed from the *arud agreed upon 
by the savants of Arabic prosody, and often also mixed more than one metre 
in the same stanza. Several literary historians collected and thus 
preserved a number of muwashshahat , but the first detailed study of these 
was made only at the end oT’TiKe sixth century A.H. by the Egyptian poet 
and washshah, Ibn Sana’ al-Mulk,in his famous Par al-Tiraz fi ‘Amal al- 
Muwashs'hahat. The basic system of the muwashshah is really simple to 
understand. The different Classical writers"^n the muwashshah are not all 
agreed on the terms applied to the different parts of the muwashshah. In 
this work the terms used in the E.I. will be adhered to for the 'sake of 
clarity. The muwashshah is made up of stanzas of identical pattern; in 
the metre or metres“iT“employs, in the order of the verses and in that of 
the rhymes. A perfect muwashshah, that which Ibn Sana’ al-Mulk calls 
"al-tamm" 12 is made up first“̂ T“a madhjhab or overture described by the
E.I. as a "sort of prelude to the actual poem". It is also called ghusn 
or niatla » After this overture the proper muwashshah begins. According 
to the E.I. the greatest number of stanzas arrived-at is seven stanzas. 
These stanzas are called d.juz1 or bait and are made up of two parts, the 
first part called simt or dawr and the second part called qaflah or qufl. 
Both the simt â d the qufl can each have a varying number of hemistichs 
with varying or identical rhymes. The rhymes in the simt are never like 
those of the matla * and are usually changed in every stanza; the rhymes in
the qufl are identical with those of the matla * and with all the other
Cfufls. The last qufl of the muwashshah is called al-kfcartiah and was 
usually composed in the spoken language, often the Romance language spoken 
by natives of Andalusia at the time, but can be sometimes composed in the 
Classical language. Thus according to this description the muwashshah, 
in its more perfect form, i.e. al-tamm, would be composed after tHo 
following scheme; 1. matlak a b a b; bait or djuz’; (i)cdc, c d e  
for the simt or dawr and ( ii) a b a b again for the qufl t̂-qaflah and, in
the last stanza kharjah. The next simt or dawr will have rhyme pattern
equivalent to this; g h i, g h i; and the next j k 1, j k 1. However, 
the rhyme pattern, which can be even more elaborate than the above example 
is not the only adventurous change from the qasidah. The unit in the 
muwashshah.like that in most of the other forms which deviated from the— M — iiimi .■■■■■ M 1 ^reguTar“two hemistich monorhymed qasidah, is the shatr and not the bait.
In the better type of muwashshah the length of these shatrs can vary 
considerably, thus differing~ctrastically from the basic rule of the Arabic 
qasidah which is the great balance in the metrical formation of its 
h e m i s t i c h s . 3̂ Another great difference is the possibility of deviating 
basically from the metres of Arabic poetry. Ibn Sana’ al-Mulk, the 
Egyptian poet and washshah, who died in 608 A.H., in his definition of 
al-muwashshah aptly described the metrical basis of this art form as 
followsT^^he muwashshahat are divided into two classes; I. The first is 
composed according to"Arabic metres; the second has no connection with them 
The first class is again divided into two subdivisions: i. perfect poetry,
this kind is bad and is to be rejected. It is more like muffiiammasat and 
is only composed by the weaker poets and by those who want to imitate that 
which they do not know ... ii. The second is that in which a vowel or 
word is repeated throughout in such a way that it Ceases to be pure poetry
II. Those of the second class of muwashshahat have nothing to do with the 
metres of the Arabs. These are the innumerable majority which cannot be 
contained /within a list7. I ;would have liked to record for them a

mmf yw*metrical system which would be the right measure for their /structure/...
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but that proved impossible, for they have no 'arud except the melody, and 
110 darb except the rhythm, and no watad except the keys that bind the 
strings ... "^4

Ibn Sana' al-Mulk then proceeds to enumerate the irregular types of 
muwashshahat o Among these he mentions those muwashshahat whose qufls 
differ in metre from their s i m t s . 5̂ This might prompt the modern critic 
to think that Abu Shadi1s unsuccessful experiment of using more than one 
metre in the same poem was precedented by the Andalusian muwashshah.
However, one must keep in mind the difference between the basTJPhature of 
the two experiments. For the mixed muwashshahat were successful and, 
according to Ibn Sana1 al-Mulk, were superlory patterns whose dependence on 
music and tune is clear from this savant's comments on them.^ Abu 
Shadi's experiment had no connection with music and singing. The success 
of the mixed metres of the muwashshah stemmed from their correct application 
to their music, and not from a true harmony between the different metrical 
construction of the ctuf Is and the simts if judged from a purely prosodical 
point of view, as would be done with Abu Shadi's experiment.

The muwashshahat which are not based on the metres of the Arabs are 
further divided by him into tifO kinds; 1. Those "which have a verse 
measure which the ear oan grasp and good taste recognise as one recognises 
the verse measures of poetry, without needing to test them according to 
the metrical system":;̂ ' and 2. Those "which have a confused verse measure, 
the structure being weak 'muhal.hal al-nas,j' and the composition disturbed
'mufakkalc al-nazm'". ®̂ In his view the reader of these patterns is unable
to discover whether the poem .is metrically sound or defective, and again, 
referring to the dependence on music, he re-asserts that such patterns 
"can only be understood^by those who have knowledge of this art" for it 
can only be discerned by the "measure of l̂elo.dy•,, It is relevant here to 
give an example of this kind of muwashshah;

matlaf 20
^__^ >U\ JJl ĵp V ^

~ -  /- u   -------

— VJ <_■ j — y> o / —< U — \J j —  O

Ibn Sana' al-Mulk's disinclination to try to solve the problem of these 
strange metres seems to have a very good reason, for he considered that 
the secret of their rhythmical system lay in the melodies of the tunes 
they were meant to fill. He does not say this in such precise terms, but 
the fact that these are songs written to fit already existing musical 
structures is easily surmised from his constant insistence on testing ^
these verse measures according to the melody "at the time of singing them". 
"What the melody is incapable of accepting" is found to be faulty and the 
writer is "scandalised".

The idea that the existing structures which these songs were meant to 
fit incorporated foreign tunes sung in Spain, probably by the indigenous 
Spanish population, has been discussed by some recent w r i t e r s . The
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-  24strangeness of some of the metres of these muwashshahat, ^ the use of the 
Romance language often in the khar.jah., ̂ 5 the "'fact that these songs
hegan aspopular creations, make? the idea very plausible. However, we 
cannot go into this here, for the solution of what one might call the 
metrical enigma of these muwashshahat has been sought by many writers and 
scholars, Arab and foreign, and the background of the study has become 
rather lengthy and complicated, entailing many long arguments. A full 
discussion of it would be beyond the scope of this work.

VIhat is relevant here for the sake of drawing a fair comparison with 
free verse in modern Arabic poetry, is to remember two things. Firstly 
that the muwashshahat were written to fit existing musical forms. Secondly 
that in their more adventurous forms, they often used units (ashtar) of 
unequal lengths, but these, in both the number and nature of their feet 
as well as in their rhyme endings, had to conform to a pre-defined pattern 
in which they had to be contained.

A last point must deal with the subject matter of the muwashshah. At 
the beginning these songs were mostly songs of love and wine "af̂ iefl as of 
nature in which the prettier physical aspects of soenery were described.
Then other subjects, more linked with formal poetry were introduced such as 
eulogy, elegy,satire, as well as such themes which are basically unsuited 
to light songs like ascetic and religious themes. The ascetic one is 
called ”al-mukaffirM, (from ^kaffara11 sto atone).  ̂ However, these last 
kinds are the less famous ones. The muwashshahat which deal with love, 
wine and nature are more famous and interesting and an atmosphere of 
playfulness and lightheartedness dominates them, although some of them 
can convey a wistful emotion typical to love poetry in Arabic.^'
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(ii) Exporiaents in Form prior to 3LJ4T
In the course of this work, the experiments in form have been

examined which took place during the periods or at the hands of the authors

discussed so far. These ranged from some of the attempts of Mahjar and

other poets in effecting stanzaic variations on the form of the qasidah,

to the attempts of writing blank verse nshifr mursal” by poets like al~

Zahawi, A. Shuleri and Ahmad Zaki Abu Shadi, to the attempts by the latter

of writing free verse which mixed several metres in the same poem* After

that, several other attempts were made in the poetic form prior to the

formal beginning of the movement of free verse in 1947" would help to

form a continuous picture of the evolution of the poetic form in modern

Arabic poetry if all these experiments prior to 1947 were discussed and

compared here, those already examined being re-assessed only briefly<»

I. The first are the successful experiments which introduced minor

variations on the form of the qasidah such as using shorter metres, the

couplet, the quartet and other stanzaic forms some of which were imitations

of the forms of the muwashshafr. The latter type imitated mostly the

simpler forms of al-rnuwashshah but did not always adhere to its basic

ruleso The revival of the art of muwashshah in this century led to the

composition of poems with identical stanzas, with or without refrain, but

with a more modernised spirit, diction and imagery= Several poets in both

North and South Mahjar experimented on this, among whom Nasxb ‘Aridah in

the North and Ilyas Farhat in the South are as good as any, ‘Aridah's

following poem is famous and has been often mistakenly regarded as an early

example of free verse;

3 An . O'. „.i \n dj)— jS O dj )   28

2  ̂  ̂ n) ii 1-0
2...............................................dy.—j O... -p* < J bji. iJ

3 (3 rf9* o* *■* °  rf" V  AH-5
* Written in this style to show the basic regularity of its formj however,
it could be written differently, the first line made into three of one
foot each* The numbers on the left hand side denote the number of feet
in each line.
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This is a simple adventure in the ramal metre which has the fluidity and

serious tone of free verse, hut which repeats the same pattern in the

following stanza* Farhat in his early poetry gives a limited hut
29representative variety of these experiments. Such experiments are

called by A,K* al-Maqdisi "al-tawshih al- *asri"»̂  which he rightly regards

as having been influenced, not only by the Classical muwashshah, but also
31by examples from Western poetry,. Other poets in the Arab East also

experimented in these forms and a large variety of poems were composed which

may or may not adhere to the pattern of the muwashshah5 but which agrees

with it in its fundamental aspect, namely the recurrence of pattern from
32one stanza to another* It must be remembered that these patterns,

although sometimes giving the appearance of being free, are not a free form

of poetry, because the poet has to conform in all his stanzas to the length

of the different metrical units which he decides in his first stanza, as
33well as to the rhyme arrangement* At this point, however, the following

question imposes itself with increasing persistences would a complex

stanza be regarded as free if it stood alone, i.e. if the poet did not

repeat its particular order in another stanza? The answer is probably no,

although the explanation of the reasons might be rather elusive* However,

a tentative answer would be that the divisions of the parts of stanzaic

verse which follows fixed patterns stand in a more decorative order* "The

stature of the whole", to quote G* Hylands, "requires and can set off the
34richest ornaments*" They have no enjambments, as a rule, and have very 

definite caesuras at the ends, locked by rhymes, thus producing the effect 

of a tightly organised structure* The words form themselves into units 

and are composed as well-defined groups, fitted within the strict 

boundaries of the stanza, and one feels that the creativity of the poet 

comes out in short spurts which order themselves within the closure of 

stanzaic lines. Moreover, the parts of a stanza, i*e* the shatrs, are
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never longer than a verse of the usual two hemistich form, a hemistich, or
35part of a hemistich., This form has its advantages and its usefulness, 

hut it differs basically from free verse®

II® The second category vras the more adventurous and pragmatic 

experiments which involved, not only the omission of rhyme in what came to 

he known as j,al-shifr al-mursaltT, hut also the metrical structure of the 

poem®

It has been shown how al-3ahawi in 1905 tried the first experiment in 

blank verse in this century, and how a few years later fAbd al-Rahman Shukri 

repeated the experiment, writing several poems in shi‘r mursal which he 

published in several of his diwans in the second decade® Both poets 

omitted the rhymes hut kept diligently to the two hemistich form® Abu 

Shadi, who rose to fame in the twenties, used blank verse both in poems of 

two hemistichs which kept to one metre only, and in those poems in which he 

experimented with metres mixing several of them in one poem and calling 

them free verse® Muhammad Farid Abu Hadid, a less famous poet-experimen- 

tclist, was experimenting at the same time with blank verse® He wrote a 

play in blank verse probably in 1916 entitled Maqtal Sayyiduna 1U thtrian 

which he published in 1927° The play met with no success on either the 

dramatic or the poetic levels, but despite that, he published other works 

in blank verse® Another experimentalist was the Hadrami poet *Ali Ahmad 

Bakathir whose experiments in poetry went further than simple blank verse 

as will presently be discussed® The experiments in blank verse which kept 

to the two hemistich form failed drastically® It has been discussed above 

how the rhyme seems to be a necessary adjunct to the two hemistich form 

because this form is too clearly defined and qualified to allow for 

rhymeless ends® Firstly, every verse is capable of being independent of 

the following verse so that the rhyme remains the only technical link

* Those of Abu Shadi's type of free verse also did, but primarily because 
the whole experiment failed®



"between the verses, a recurring note which hinds the music and gives 

strength to the rhythm- Secondly, the caesura in the two hemistich form 

is obligatory at the end of verses and is generally applied at the end of t ' 

the first hemistich (al-sadr), except when tadwir (enjambment) has been 

used- Such strict divisions of equal rhythmical units in poetry seem to 

require a rhyme- When a symmetrical pattern is established, then, at the 

moment it repeats itself, the mind anticipates an identical creation- The 

more a thing is regimented, the more it must be perfectly regimented in all 

its aspects; and the rhyme, ringing with the caesura at the end of the 

verses brings the symmetrical pattern to completion- The function of the
3 7rhyme is proven here to be, as Abercrombe asserts, "primarily structural". 

This condition applies also to stanzaic forms where the different shatrs 

which compose the stanza have predefined lengths and obligatory caesuras. 

Rhymes in these stanzaic forms are moro varied but they still seem necessary 

to link together the lines of the stanza. This is an interesting technical 

point which should be probed into in greater detail in a more specialised 

study.

Another adventurous experiment which also met with no success was 

that called "free verse" by Ahmad Zaki Abu Shadi. This was introduced by 

him in the twenties and was imitated by a few others. It aimed at mixing 

several metres in the same poem, but did so indiscriminately, so that there 

was no authentic rhythmical structure in the poems and the aesthetic 

aspect of rhythm was drastically damaged in most of these examples. But 

it had one positive feature, for it did not adhere to a fixed number of 

feet in each verse of poetry and the caesuras were not so rigidly pre-fixed. 

The advantage of this was easily proven when a poet happened to persist, 

probably quite unconsciously, in writing a few consecutive lines in the 

same metre; for then a piece of free verse of the modern type sometimes 

resulted. This was the case in a poem by the Lebanese poet Khalil
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Shaybub entitled "Al-Shira<!’ mentioned above which he published in 1932.

A perfectly good stanza in the modern free verse resulted?
J t 1 j l o  3 9

4 __u_ j  j  — j  —wv. VVd. AM- ' W.  c,JLq I

2  u« j ----  ̂V p 1 vljj
3     y  j    j    u Qm J
3  -—— /  — v,- j  — v- drJ ^4.. .hL^ ^

3 —u— j  — o— j  — v— L...,..Ac u ĵu 4 ^
2 —w— j  —>w — 5̂̂  y

But Iraqi periodicals have been publishing avant-garde poetic pieces

ever since the twenties. In his book Fi fl-Adab al-*Arabi *l-Hadlth

Y. fIzziddin collected several early examples of these. The earliest among
*•* , them in shifr hurr, (where a poem sticks only to one metre and

irregularly varies the number of feet from line to line) is one written by

the Lebanese poet Nuqula Fayyad as early as 1924° 4 brief example is the

following?
3 — <j~‘ f  f  — v— I**j L>. I US[ Ol 40
2 , — v— j  — OvffT.--1 lAS-l)
4 —ww j  — v—  j  ——u— j  Lxs~s L J l ^ . c ^ u r d  ^ 1  ^ ! *♦*
1 —v— »41, .. .vJ.,.

* Numbers denote the number of feet in each line. Prosodical signs always 
read from right to left unless otherwise stated.
** Most of the examples given by Y. *Izziddln are in shifr rnarthfPr,, These 
include the poem related to al-Rasafi. Pieces in metre number fifteen 
among which only four seem to be free. The earliest is Fayyad*s, quoted 
above, followed by Abu Salma’s (1926), Anwar Sha*ul*s (1929) and Madhat’s 
(1930)» 411 four are in ramal. The example from S. Fadli (1925) is in
slii *r mursal xdiich keeps to the two hemistich form, omitting the rhyme 
endings. The example from B.N. (1921) is in broken ramal and̂  must be 
dismissed. The example from I/A. al-MSzini (1342 A.H. Zl'923̂ 7)j in ramal, 
adheres to a regular stanzaic pattern. So do the two poems in ramal by 
B. Dhuwaib, (1925 & 1929) which imitate N. *Aridah*s famous poem discussed 
above. An example from Samir al-ICawakib J yseudonyrn?/ (1925) in ramal also 
conforms to a pattern; and so do those by Mir Basri (1934) in ramal, and 
Ilyas Abu Shabakah (1938)° The example from K. Salih (1930) has mixed_ 
metres and so has the one from T. * A. al-Hafiz, /T937j7- A. al-Qaraghuli 1 s
piece is an imitation of the famous muwashshah by Ibn Sana’ al-Mulk:

I  interesting to notice how
ai-ramal dominates these innovationsa reminder of the probable influence 
of the Iraqi band as well as of *Aridah*s poem in ramal. Al-band will 
be discussed presently. Y. tEzziddin does not bring out the distinction 
between these various forms, but tends to mix between the terms in a way 
confusing to the lay reader.41
*** The third foot is incomplete, the lost foot forming o unit by itself.
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IJadramout, in his translation of Romeo and Juliet <■ In this translation., 

he used several metres and based his composition, as he said in his 

introduction, not on the unity of the verse but on the complete sentence 

whose meaning can extend over two, three or more verses so that the reader 

can read on without stopping until the meaning of the sentence is exhausted,, 

The poet adds here that his composition is also free because it is not

one metre to another does not help the flow of meaning and is a worse 

encumbrance to fluency and the essential harmony between form and content„ 

However, Bakathir improved on this method later on, Although this play 

was published in 1946, the author asserts that it was written in 1936=

The poetry he published in 1943 shows that he had rejected the unsuccessful 

mixing of several metres in the same poem or play, for he stuck to one 

metre in a drama he wrote entitled A1-Sama1 wa Akhnatun wa Nefertiti,

varying the number of feet ftafa'il1 from one line to another„ The same

technique was used by him in a poem published in the same year in Al-

Risalah under the heading "Hamudhaj min al-Shu/r al-Mursal al-Hurr".

However, his use of the word ’hnursal” here is strange, because the poem

does employ rhymes;
*9 *” v j —u ™ j ■— j —\j f  k> L jcJ eip b— 4 3

5 — j —\> \> j —\j~ j —Ki— j — *«— uSjjjl ̂ ^

This is directly in free verse in al-khabab metre, of the kind of free 

verse employed in the fifties. In certain passages in this poem as well

* Numbers denote the number of feet in each line.

committed to a predefined number of feet All this is very attractive

in theory, as it is stated by the poet. But, the sudden change from

2 /--
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as in his play Akhnatun, Bakathir arrives at a poetic expression very near 

to the language of conversation;
7 U*' W-U' uU mo 44

 5  u ~  / —  v>« j  — - j  -—  / - O -  UJy I? { J 0-1*2

6 -i/u /-u« j - w  j -u- j —  /—w- b( b♦ ip -U' oJb

However, this apparent 'suffocation' of the music in verse, a technique

which, when manoeuvred "by a great poet, might he highly effective in dramatic

poetry, did not please a contemporary of Bakathir, a poet called Husain

al-Ghannam, who wrote in a following number of Al-Risalah saying that this
45poem was neither 'mursal' nor 'hurr* because "it had no music". For him,

"al-nazm al-mursal" and "al-nagm al-hurr" are two different things. However

he does not volunteer to explain them but goes on to say that poets

misunderstood the idea of free verse even when trying to preserve the

original music of the metres. He is referring here to the kind of verse

which mixed in the same poem several kinds of metres, varying them suddenly

and frequently. Ghannam here attacks the lack of harmony in this kind of

verse and calls for a kind of verse which employs metres nearer to each
46other so that some sort of harmony is achieved. He then gives as an 

example of his own poetry a verse translation of a poem by Longfellow which 

he describes as "written in shi‘r mursal", a strange term here for the poem 

does employ rhyme. Ghannam apparently was just like so many others at his 

time and after, who mixed up the different terms, either by mistake or 

intent, if they considered that a certain term better fitted what they had 

in mi.d* The poem in question is entitled "Ughniyat Hayawana" and employs 

the main feet of the wafir metre, mufa*alatun varying the number of

feet from one verse to another and doing away with the fixed caesura.

However, unlike that of Bakathir, he used in this poem only half verses or 

traditionally used parts of verses, i.e. "ashtar" and "a.jza'" which is a

* Numbers denote the number of feet in each line.
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limited freedom indeed. Bakathir used unusual numhers of foet in some of 

his lines, such as seven feet, as is shown in the examples above, Ghannam’s 

poem goes on as follows:

4 I I I  J dh-S ' dx b LrJ 1 f̂ ja 47" — ̂ \j j  j ———■ j — — V/
4 “•—“*<j f  u  ŷ—— »_» j — **• w L*lJ ̂ ̂4;* IjJ ̂ Jb I LuJ ̂ ̂>1*4̂

2  .—w j -----w

2 — ,— i/ j —— o o°j u-tJ o°j*

4  —O I  uu—« j —V v — u j —   ( JSLjs ^^4 0°i
4 ~— w / w /---   /--- - JĴj) ^

Despite the poet’s dependence on half verses or on traditional x̂ arts

of verses, the absence of the caesura, the absence of predefined pattern

from the poem do prefigure the later and freer free verse in Arabic. But 

the main difference in these experiments of Ghannam and Bakathir and those 

of the later free verse movement is the fact that they are immature and 

lack in other poetic values. Neither Ghannam nor Bakathir are talented 

poets and despite the well-guided intuition in experimentation and their 

arrival at the preliminary answer to the secret of freedom in the form of 

the Arabic gasidah (i.e. the variation of the number of feet between one 

line of poetry and another, provided this variation does away with the 

]orefixed caesura and does not follow a predefined pattern) they were not 

able to produce good examples of free verse which could impose it as a new 

form on Arab poets.

These various experiments in form prior to 1947 are unknown to most 

readers and even to many writers on poetry in the contemporary Arab world. 

But the more closely these E>re-1947 experiments are examined, the more 

clearly one sees the steady line of evolution of this form during the first 

half of the century. For although the experiments of Ghannam and Bakathir 

seemed rather raw and undeveloped, a Lebanese poet, Fu’ad al-Khashin, was 

able to write a poem in a more developed form of free verse. This was

■ft Numbers denote the number of feet in each line.
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his poem "Ana Lawlalci" which he published in 19460 It was written in 

al“-ramal metre in which the foot of fa *ilatun is the units
^    U  V - /  V\jj  v Uj/  —  v u   s h e  ^  C J O  U  b t  4 3

3 — w“/ — uu/ — v~ ^U«J* 0 -'̂ J *  -jfijt

 -- /--- /--- /-- “/--Vj:__  ̂ ^  U  ^  W5 o
3 O —vv/~—-o —J  wo 6L5h 0 .vifS.t~..

02 •■‘•“uu *!■■ m<J' I ob

2 o-uu^— uu * 10.1 -, ...i...>̂ 15j

-| o—u— — Za*o\j
02 o—vj—/——-v— ^

3 0__ /- V / -  ^
3 —v«/— uv./— u— Xĵ  cJĵ s* c-j!
3 --~-vv 15“ b tiy CuA«y

0 I • , I3 o - w / — 00/ — w-  ^ V 9 c*1'
a - -, I-jo uij • C*i«jUiw'j>

The number of feet here ranges from one to five to the line* This is 

achieved smoothly and harmoniously and is well in anticipation of the later 

and more famous experiments in free verse. If the subject matter and the 

attitude of this poem are still in the tradition of Romantic ghazal, it 

remains, as a prosodical experiment, a very successful one, and until 

further research proves otherwise, this poem might well be termed the first 

successful poem in free verse in modern Arabic. Fu'ad al-Khashin belongs 

to a younger generation of Mahjar poets. One can therefore hardly 

attribute his experiment merely to the tradition of experimentation in form 

which the Mahjar poets of the earlier generation, that of Parhat, Nufaimah, 

‘Aridah and others had acquired, for this tradition had already become in 

the forties a legacy from which all modern Arab poets might benefit. In 

fact, al-Khashin himself denies any direct influence on him by other poets.

* Humbers denote number of feet in each line.
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49In a letter to the present writer he says; <4 J © O ---J\*Py

Up-
SI

He seems to have acquired a conscious interest in experimentation in form, 

for he says in the same letter that he had started experimenting; in 1944 

and wrote a poem in two metres which he did not publish* One can surmise 

however, that his experimentation was a result of the sustained series of

who asserts that she was the first to write free verse in Arabic, does not

mention al-Khashin?s above quoted poem in any of her writings, although she

had begun contributing to Al-Adxb magazine around that date* However, it

may be that she missed it in hor readings*

This experiment, together with that of Bakathir's Romeo and Juliet,

was dono in metres which are formed by the regular repetition of one foot*

These are called "al-buhur al-mufradah" as opposed to "al-buhur al-

murakkabah" which are formed from the regular repetition of more than one

foot in one metre*

As early as 1946 also an Egyptian poet made a single attempt at

freeing a compound metre which, although . tentative , shows the seeds of

a later sophistication which appeared in the poetry he mote in the fifties *
  - 51This is Muhammad Mustafa Badawi in his poem "Baqaya Qasidah"* In this

poem of four stanzas he tried in the third and fourth stanzas to experiment

These are al-mutaqarab, which is based on the foot fa{ulun; al-kamil, 
which is based on mutafafilun, al-ra.jaz, which is based on mustaf ‘ilun; 
al-mutadarak, which is based on fa ilun (and from which al-khabab, based 
on lu*1 or fa‘ ilun is derived); al-ramal, based on fa ‘ i I aTtiin; and al- 
haza.j based on mafa'iliui* More will be said on these metres shortly*
Nazik al-Mala'ikah called these metres "al-buhur al-safiyah" a term which 
does not seem adequate because of the connotations of the word "x̂ ure"
" ̂af i" xvLth regards to "pure ’poetry" , "al-shi ‘r al-saf i" , a term much used 
by Sa‘id (Aql after Abbe Bremond's and Paul Valery's great use of the term 
"poesie pure" in French, as has been mentioned in the cha’pter on Symbolism* 
The term 1'al-buhur al-mufradat" is known in Classical Arabic; it was 
given by the famous al-Jawhari, author of Al-Sihah lexicon* He also 
gave the term "al-buhur al-murakkabat" to those metres in Arabic poetry 
which employ two different feet. Al-Mala'ikah called the latter 
"al-buhur al-mamzujah"* 50

experimentation in form during the -previous decades* Nazik al-Mala'ikah,
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with al-khafif metre and succeeded in the third in achieving marked and 

unorthodox variations in this metre;

_   v V  j  ™ 1 (Jj— ' ̂ «-taJ ̂ 52
   ̂  ^ ht*

_ — — - u — v /  - - o — lojv J> L J 1 \ £0 &£■ c>̂

- — u —j  — w — u '-- ’>C (j-1 J— -̂9
—  ~  \J  \ )  j  —  v/ —  j  —  —  u  — j  —  —  Vf "*/ —  \J  —  \ i  j  —  —  u  ~

Vvwvk' O ĥ  ̂  o' ̂  g|0 d 1

— — u — j  —  V —  vj  — — V — ^ -J L d J l |s3iil g l 0 'a-;-^'i

& ~ u —‘J  •“ W *" “  ** V "  1 O"**-' * * *  ̂1 O (/j—

-  -  v  —  ijr"v̂  ̂

“~j ■-• “• w •*• ......’î oJ 1 A—.J 1 i
_ _ „ _ / ------ / ------------------------

„  _ f _ k  V  liJ did _5M c ^ f '
The khaf if metre; fa ̂ilatun mustaf * ilun fa ‘ilStun is surely one of the

most fascinating compound metres to experiment with, for it lends itself

to several variations making smooth use of enjambment tadwir between the

two hemistichs and thus getting easily rid of the caesura in the middle of 
53the verse* It also yields to a rather free repetition of the first foot

fafilatun as well as other feet used in al-rajaz and al-ramal metres whose 

basic feet form al-khaf if (being mustaf‘ilun for al-ra.jaz and fa‘ilatun 

for al-ramal)* Thus feet such as fa‘ilun, fa ‘lun and fa‘ilun used as 

last feet in al-ramal, as well as feet such as maf‘ulun used occasionally 

as the last foot in al-ra.jag can also be employed* In the above example
< — imaf ulun ends the first line and fa lun ends the tenth*

Another conscious, if brief, attempt at free verse of the modern

type was attempted by Luwis *Awad in a collection published in Cairo in

1947 under the title of Blutoland wa Qaga'id Ukhra and suppressed in the

same year because of its revolutionary attitude as expressed in the
54author's dissident introduction and in some of his experimental verso;
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Some of * Avoirs o x£ e r i moat a. ■nore.' v in the vernacular* An attempt 
at freeing the Arabic verse from the predetermined number of feet shows 

itself in the following extract from his poem "Kiryalisun” in al-rajas 
metres

1 * «-> 5515 ■
2 \ jj:- __.!■»I
2 —<..oJ I . pA. )s Laj 6 Li(_y • (J;. !> *

But this rather minor attempt did not become known in the literary circles 

outside Egypt, as far as one can surmise from events which took place later 
on. However, its vitality lies in the fact that *Awad, simultaneously with 
so many other minor and major poets of the time, stumbled on the secret of 

freedom in the Arabic metres* This is no mere coincidence* These poets 

were not rummaging in a blind alley* On the one hand, the form of Arabic 
poetry, through decades of experimentation had been made flexible enough 
to allow its richest potential to yield itself readily to- new experimenta, < 

On the other hand, the accumulated influence of decades of readings in and 
translations from Western poetry were now yielding ripe fruit*

These were the major experiments in form prior to 1947- However, an 

art form which had been practised in Iraq for the last three centuries 

merits discussion here before the examination of the free verse movement 

can be attempted*
56

Al-Bands It was probably in the eleventh century A*H*, i*e* some

three hundred years ago, that a new art form came to be written in Iraq*
57This was al-band whose origins and purpose are not yet clearly defined.

58Most writers on al-band seem to regard it as a poetic form, whereas
59al-Zahawi regarded it as a form intermediate between poetry and prose.

Numbers denote the number of feet in each line.
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a conclusion arrived at also by *Abd al-Karim al-Duajili in his book on 
60this art form. Al-Dujaili, however, shows a rather hazy attitude

towards this when he says that al-band constitutes a liberation from the
~  _  61

poetic shackles of the traditional form ( *amud), thus suggesting that it

is a poetic form. Before any further explanation is attempted, a

description of al -band is necessary,,

Al-Dujaili has collected quite a representative number of bands which

were written in Iraq between the eleventh and the fourteenth centuries 
62A.H. From a study of these bands some idea of the artistic value and 

probably of the purpose of these bands might be formed, although no final 

picture can be drawn without a more detailed study being made of these 

bands and of the various writings on them. Such a study, however, is not 

possible here not only because of the length of time involved in such a 

specialised venture, but also because the majority of these bands have
fiAbeen preserved either by means of oral transmission, or in manuscripts

preserved in private libraries in Iraq,^ especially in al-Najaf,^ and

probably also outside of Iraq in such places as al-Ahwaz, al-Muhammarah 
67and al-Bahrain.

However, the bands available to us in al-Dujaili1s collection are 

sufficient to help us form a preliminary concept of the band as an art 

form and one might begin by asserting that there is no connection between 

t>ands anc  ̂music, despite the rhythmical flow of their composition. 

They are metrical structures which employ continuously changing rhymes and 

only two metres of the sixteen metres of Arabic prosody, al-ramal and 

al-hazaj. Each of these metres is employed either exclusively in a 

single band,or a band might be formed by a mixture of the two metres. 

Al-ramal and al-hazaj are two of the six metres in Arabic poetry called 

al-buhur al-mufradat or al-mufradah, which are based on the repetition of 

the same foot (taf^ilah) throughout the poem. In the band the author
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does not commit himself to a pre-defined number of feet (tafa{ il) as in the 

traditional metres of the two hemistich form, or in other Classical verse 

forms such as al-muwashshah, but gives himself the freedom to vary the 

number of these feet between each unit. The traditional, pre-determined 

caesura is also absent, for in a band the author seems to yield only to 

the demand of meaning and rhyme to end his metrical units. He is primarily 

guided by his meaning, but as rhymes seem essential at the end of most 

units, the necessity to repeat a particular rhyme might force the author to 

elongate his sentences, just as in rhymed prose, and thus cause over-padding 

and inflation. This is more so because the authors of bands have not been 

XDarticularly noted for eminence or creativity,^ and are therefore less 

capable of manoeuvring their creations with full artistic vigour, 

instinctively avoiding too much bombast and turgidity. In some bands 

the units seem to overlap greatly, using enjambment, "tadwir”, over rhyme 

ends and sometimes causing great injury to the rhyme ends by forcing a 

vowel ending on one rhyme different from that of the previous, otherwise 

matching, rhyme. Bands, it is interesting to note, were written in the 

same form as prose, i.e. in ’paragraphs and not in separate lines for each 

unit, as in the case of poetry.
69Al-band has been recently studied by Nazik al-Mala!ilcah, Mustafa 

-  -  70Jamal al-Din and others with a view to comparing it with free verse in

contemporary Arabic poetry. The studies already made by the first two

writers, whose contribution in this field is of great value, and by
71several other writers and commentators, make it imperative for a writer 

on free verse to discuss this art form at greater length and try to see the 

true connection, if any, between it and free verse, in view of the 

contrasting opinions writers on this art form have had.

It is necessary here to illustrate with some extracts of more 

representative bands. An example of a band written in the twelfth 

century A.H. by Nasr Allah al-Hafiri (d.1156 A.H.) is the following written
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in al-haza.j metre with, very little enjambmont. It is a band al~Hariri
-itwrote in correspondence with a dignitary of his times;

2 J— t 1 io Vo 3i-w

2
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2
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Th© aukim at the ©ad of the rliyae words is arbitrary, for their

vocalisation does not interfere with the netre. Y/fiat hmauens then

is that Dafa*xl foecones caf a* t  lun, retaining the full foot of a!-In

However, this will bring out the diiference in the various cases <

rhyne words, for if "al-durri11 is in the genative, "al-badru11 is in 

the nouinative.

Written here in lines as the modern free verse for the sake of obtaining 
an immediately clear picture of its metrical formation.

Numbers denote the number of feet in each line.
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In ‘this piece the divergence in the number of feet is very adventurous,

varying from one to eight., Bands in pu.tely ^amal metre also exist,

<rAli Balil who may have lived and died in the twelfth century, if not 
73earlier, seems to have deliberately written bands in al-ramal, for in

74one of his bands he alludes to this. However, he has bands which are

in pure haza.j, ̂  and others which meander between the two m e t r e s A n

example of a band by him in ramal is the following;

8 ^ ̂ Ad dvio .yJ dĵsJ ̂  ̂gif' 77
- - - -/ / / / / -  / /- -  ̂-

^ „ i S9 I '̂1 ,,t».a.j jfOJfcj h Je Lad V ̂ e/S b
 / /__ / _  / / / _  /--

— •— v —j  — — \j \J j  —■ — \J w j  —' — \t u

— — \j j  — — v, v, j '— — vj \j j  — — \j j  —- — \J — \J —-

Other bands impose a great deal of enjambment between the metrical units. 

An extract from a band in haza.j written in the eleventh century by Maftuq 

al~Mux^sawi(1025-1087 A.H,) is the following written in eulogy of a 
certain dignitary;
j — —1 “™  ̂ 11 J   'i.jxd ̂ *J 8

2 \1 j  — \i j  \J — — • »J d Ĵ 'bo ^ ^ iSjj ̂ ̂ ^

2 V j      \J j  KJ — “ ,0 jaJS*  ̂̂ bt̂-ŜVM jjp

2 ~~ — \j j  \j —* — J 1 4̂
? f .2 j  — — \> j  \j —■ — d |J— l̂io ; j-*£ b  ̂d~Qîo

/ • s?

2 j  ■— — \.r j  v./ ™ “ d ^ j ■ b* 1 (Ĵ lp OI

2 u^u — » u^u “ "• •* iJ -jibo  ̂j ^ S v O b
J  * /

2 v —. — \j j  \j —. — J AÂ-Uta (J-'wC'b 1... ,.i..l t dUU fjpj0

* Numbers denote the number of feet in each line.
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The enjambment in this piece is detrimental to the rhyme ends in view of 

their different vo^el signs which nrnst be pronounced if the correct raza.j 
metre is to be preserved.

Other bands are undoubtedly mixed, employing both al-hazaj and
al-ramal, and varying between them constantly. Nazik al-Mala'ikah,
studying these mixed bands, arrived at the conclusion that band writers

had a definite and elaborate system in the metrical formation of these
82bands, and she tried to set a metrical rule for band writing. Although 

it is not difficult to apply her conclusions to some bands or parts of 
bands, which mix the two metres, they cannot apply to all cases as M. Jamal 
al-Din aptly showed. She had perhaps not encountered those bands which

are of pure ramal or of pure haza.j although al-Dujaili's book and other 

collections were already available in Iraq at that time. Moreover, Jamal 
al-Din correctly showed that even in the mixed bands the rules which she 
proposed cannot always be applied.^

* The only alternative, from a prosodical point of view is that kharm is 
used. This is the omission of the first syllable of al-watad aT^majmu ‘ 
scanning - u (all prosodical signs on this page read from right to left), 
from the first foot of the verse, (unlike the catalectic in English which 
is the omission of a syllable from the last foot.) Thus instead of reading:

"j J  4-J/
^ j  — — \J J  .  M — \j j  o — — w /  v — — u

with the ends of the rhymes vowelled, a sukun is put on them and the 
following unit will begin with u - - :

oV-
maf ulun mafa ilun for the second unit. The use of kharm is allowed by 
prosodists, al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad excepted. Ibn Rashiq^says that it is 
frequently usedT^ In the above instance it is possible that a reader 
might be tempted to read the rhymes with a sukun in order to preserve the 
resonance and harmony of the rhyme endings. But in this instance, the use 
of kharm remains arbitrary. However, there are certain instances where a 
kharm has been irrevocably used and whether a vowel or a sukun is used at 
THie end of the previous rhyme the new -unit .still begins with^a kharm as in -this: ^  J-uJT ̂  iJoVt s=*“—
reading mafa ilun mafa*Ilun or maf&fil; fa*ilu mafa ‘ilun or mafadil.
The second unit here cannot be scanned in ramal and must be regarded as a 
hazaj with a kharm. Neither N. al-Mala’ikah nor M. Jamal al-Din paid any 
attention to These' formation^in their writings on the subject.



Al^alaSkah’s conclusion is that band writers exploited the nkidden

relationship” between the foot maf a filun of al-hagaj and the foot fafilatun 
85of al-ramal, and contrived a means of changing from one to the other in

_ _ 36
the band by ending a hazaj line with fa *ulun and a ramal line with fa ‘ilatan. 

The relationship between the two feet is well established, for the 

omission of a short syllable ”sabab khafif” at the beginning of a whole 

verse of ramal will change it all into a hazaj, and the addition of a 

similar syllable at the beginning of a hazaj verse will change it into a 

ramal» Two. examples from B-<, al-Sayyafet. proves thiss

III I . . it} ĴfCt I <5 j jjjimmJriSi- ̂  I i bp ĵO

iicb -Mfb

where ramal changes into hasaj by the omission of the word ”min”. The 

addition of the syllable ”idh” before the following verse in al-haga.j 

changes it into ramal;

88J 1 i j jjTq nr b 1 Lo-lfi L a S \  Uj <J I j (* ;.!.>>*m \j I bol& bSjj.f- \ JJJ

® •—  u —. j  ~ —u —m j  —— v — j  - j  O r)"— v/ j  ««•— j  «—»■»»-' wj  —

One can notice immediately that when such a change takes place the ramal

into hazaj metre ends in fa*ulun (or fa*ul if the last foot of al-ramal

had a qasr, i,e, had its "nun" removed and a sukun on its ”ta *” becoming

fa*ilat) ; and the hazaj into ramal metre ends in fafilatan (or greater

additions), Mala'ikah, however, in her discussion of the changes that take

place in al-band between these two metres seems to believe that this hidden

relationship between the two metres was subtly and creatively discovered by
89the first band writer and followed by others, ' She overlooked the fact 

that it is the rhyme, and the desire of the poet or reader to stop at the 

end of units ending in rhymes, that single out this last foot in this 

particular construction. The lines of Ibn al-Khalafah (d.1247$̂ )which she
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herself quotes could he read in one metre if the reader did not wish to 

stop at the rhyme ends

j .  J \  -I • 1; l_* 2J \ j.Ci J S  ^  9^
——u j  u-"—1/ j ™~~.v j  ...— j  yj  ̂-L—fwj {Jvttid L-/ I O )! ̂ jjP I «£-Oi>

Read with enjambment, the first syllable of the second line is added to

- - o making it  ̂  ̂mafa*ilu0 One can give endless examples of this in
*both metres<. What imposes the change from one metre to another, therefore, 

is the wish to stop at the end of the rhymed line so that the rhyme 

preserves its music and resonance, and to avoid enjambment0 There seems 

to have been a kind of permissiveness among band writers to change from one 

metre to another, even in extremely short bands like some bands of fAli 
Balilo^ 1

There is no scope in this work for a further discussion of the 

metrical variations and irregularities of al-band, but being a form 

relatively unknown to the general reader, and owing to its success in 

liberating two of the one foot metres in Arabic poetry, it was essential 

to dwell upon it a little and try to assess the ideas already written about 

it» The subject matter of these bands does not seem to differ much from 

some of the subject matter of the prose in the eleventh century A0H0 and 

later0 Bands from the eleventh century published in al-Dujaili's 

collection deal with the glorification of God and other religious matters

* The idea of an additional syllable being imposed at the beginning of 
several bands in hagaj, thus changing its first unit into a ramal one, is 
acceptable for those bands which keep, after this first irregularity, to 
hazaj<>92 Mala'ikah here again rejected the idea that a short syllable 
"sabab khaf ift! can ever be added to the beginning of verses, a denial 
strongly“rejected in turn by Jamal al~DIn0 He rightly reminded al- 
Mala'ikah that there is an irregularity, » fillah", in Arabic prosody called 
;lal-khazm” which gives an occasional licence to poets to add a syllable 
less“-:Ehan five letters to the beginning of verses.^ An example of this 
is the followings

ca/mafaf ilun ,mafafil ^ ^  4 ,. ^  )U j  95

mafacilun mafafilu mafa*il j ___ L H  J  j__ la *  ^  dl— ^1*.
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usually in praise of great religious personalities. Other hands from that 

century indulge in the eulogy of eminent men. Such subject matter persists 

in the following centuries, hut we also find hands describing nature, wine- 

drinking and women (although these are few), as well as hands of murasalah, 

i,e. the exchange of correspondence between writers and friends, hands in 

praise of hooks, hands of satire, elegy and other nondescript subjects. 

Although these themes seem, at their face value, also common to the themes 

of verse the period, the approach is prosaic and a conversational tone 

dominates most hands, Most important of all there is a complete lack of 

emotional tension in them, which is the first attribute of poetry. The 

similarity with prose is apparent if a comparison is made between any of 

the more usual types of hands and some prose writings of the same period.

The following is a piece of prose written by Balil in the introduction to 

his own hands %

l  W CU- to l&o ^  1 Z*/ if feto j j j  il jjp io J  ^  I 1 I h tV  ̂  I® 96
J  h j l  j ' j h p  Jb h j  I  w l5  i ^j I a j   ̂ O  U b  t ^  I f i J  I  jMi

I—  ■ ho I hio 0^*^ ̂ d&hrtixl I <ll-WO
i LmO i ^  Iix̂ ĥ  j (y I O ,'*v >  ̂* j f I  ̂»J  l ‘ J i Cl,

CUo l j  lo i  'Z-* hJb j  loS I t j  1_9 CO !j) O UftJji ( j  p j j j  lo j f  j  Ij S > O—«J

jDL) I__ J_JL IfLO
• pt y Lu ^  po jph1

There is little difference in diction, imagery, tone, emotion or elevation 

between this piece and the typical hands quoted by al-Dujaili, The prose 

piece above is a typical example of the prose we read in letters, 

introductions to hooks or any sort of discourse in prose written in the 

Age of Decadence, The only basic difference between this piece in prose 

and the following extract from a hand written by al-Sheikh *Abd al-Husain 

Sadiq (1283-1361 A,H,) in the priase of a book is the use of metre (hazaj) 

in the following;
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i j * -> ^   ̂^  £ - ^ 1  $£t 9 7
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Otherwise, the dilution, the indiscriminate use of adjectives, the endless

repetition of phrases of similar meaning, the tepidity of feeling, the

general banality as well as the sum total of stock emotions, attitudes and

expressions, are very typical of the rhymed prose used during that period.

This forces on the observer the question whether it is possible that these

metrical experiments originated in an attempt to apply metre to a rhymed

prose already decked with embellishments* That these bands originated in

an attempt to liberate the two metres which it uses from the pre~determined
98number of feet in the traditional verse, as al-Dujaili hinted, is not

plausible, because such a desire and a need for liberation can only take

hold on poets in an age of artistic rebellion where the creative energy is

active and genuinely original* The suggestion that these bands were
99adopted from similar Persian creations, does not contradict the above

made suggestion, but rather supports it in its insistence on imitation and

not on original creativity* Moreover, the Persian versions of the Arabic

bands are described as rather banal forms of literature of a low level of

creativity used first in funeral gatherings, then in comical writings*

The idea that bands are prosaic creations written in metre had been

suggested early by Sulaiman al-Sa’igh in his book Tarikh al-Mausil (Beirut,

1923), in which he says, speaking of 'tJthman al-Baktashi (twelfth century
101AoH.), that "he made his prose writings into bands" * •* It must also

have been suggested by other writers, for N* al-Mala’ikah says that "it may
102be that an ignorant / w r i t e r /  might dare to call it f̂bhe band/ prose5 

She is adamant that it is poetry, a belief she adopts because al-band is
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based on metre and can be very musical at times* However, neither rhyme
103nor metre can make poetry out of these prosaic creations* This

judgement is based on the greatest majority of these bands and does not 

exclude the possibility that a gifted man of letters might have been able 
to produce bands which were more elevated than the average ones written by 
his colleagues * But these exceptions cannot rule out the fact that bands 

suffer from the same defects as the rhymed prose written at the time and 

share î ith it the same approach and even purpose* One could then bring 
forward the suggestion that bands are a form of versified prose "nathr 
man gum" written in Iraq, probably in imitation of similar Persian art forms* 

The idea suggested by Jamal al-Din that it is the same as free verse in 

recent Arabic poetry seems therefore strange in view of the extremely 
different content and diction employed in the two* However, from a 
prosodical point of view, the successful liberation of the two metres of 
hasaj and ramal in the bands so that the metrical unit in the band came to 
be based on the foot and not on a pre-defined and fixed number of feet in 

the line of poetry remains an early achievement of this form* The 

metrical freedom achieved in the bands is the same freedom enjoyed by the 

recent free-verse poet. There is no doubt that, apart from some early, 
isolated and probably chance creations of some metrical compositions 
enjoying such a kind of f r e e d o m , t h e  band is the first sustained and 

successful attempt at liberating the Arabic metre* The claim by any 

modern poet to the precedency cannot be entertained*
The painstaking but unsuccessful attempts before the forties of so 

many poets in the Arab itforld tsying simultaneously to achieve a liberation 

of the Arabic metre seem neddless when one remembers that an early 

knowledge of these bands would have saved the poet-experimentalists so 
much laborious effort* How much the more fortunate Iraqi poets who 
finally succeeded in writing free verse, knew of al-band, one would find 

it extremely difficult to surmise*
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Free verse and the muwashshaht

Although al-hand was relatively unknown to most poets trying to

forge a revolution in form in the mid-century, the muwashshah form was
familiar; although, as one oan surmise from writings on it, modern poets
in general were not aware of the presence of a large number of muwashshahat

which had deviated from the metres of traditional Arabic prosody,, Trying

to compare the modern free verse with those muwash sh ah at in which the
shatrs did not conform to the rule of equilibrium of Classical Arabic
poetry, a critic, judging superficially, might assert that modern free
verse was a natural offshoot of the muwashshah. However, the influence

of this form on free verse is limited to the fact that the revival of the

art of muwashshah in modern times was a link in the chain of active

experimentation which took place in this century in the form of the Arabic
poem, and also to the fact that they furnished an example of the possibility

of having shatrs of different length in the same poem. But the muwashshah,
105as has been discussed earlier, is not a free form of verse* In fact,

it can well be said that it is even more restricted than the two hemistich

form because of its rigidity and elaborate composition,, It is the
constriction to contain the muwashshah and other such variations xvithin the
strict limits of a fixed and often intricate pattern that one must

remember when comparing it, from a prosodical point of viei-r, with modern 
106verse*
Another point to stress here is the connection and dependence of the

muwashshah on music* If a critic realises that what might seem to the

casual observer to have been a great revolution in form was in fact nothing
more than the diligent attempt by the poet-washshah to apply Arabic words
to certain tunes, then the idea of a great revolution in the poetic form

107per se would be abandoned* It is important to remember in this
context that the appearance of the muwashshah was not a revolution in
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poetry, and was never meant to be so, that formal poetry was not touched by 

this attempt which did not infringe on its boundaries nor on its well- 

preserved '* sanctimony” , and that the muwashshaht although it did eventually 

treat all the themes of formal verse, never really played an elevated role 

in the history of Arabic poetry* Compared with the modern free verse, the 

muwashshah will be found basically different* Firstly, a great number of 

muwashshahat deviate- from the metres known to the Arabs, while free verse 

does not* Secondly, the Classical version is directly dependent on music, 

whereas free verse is completely divorced from music. Thirdly, it imposed 

strict shackles and had to conform to a great number of conditions, whereas 

free verse enjoys a freedom unprecedented in the history of Arabic poetry, 

FourtEily,the muwashshah in its concern with a pre-defined pattern and with 

song, preferred the themes more suited to the spirit of merriment and 

leisure, and a great frivolity of spirit dominates most muwashshahat *

Free verse, on the other hand, is a movement towards a greater seriousness 

in the subject matter and was linked, right from the beginning, with the 

modern experience of the Arab individual and. nation, in its most crucial 

and tragic aspects.
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(iii). The Free; Yoroo MoVoc^nt -
In the light of the continuous experiments in this century to break

through the impasse of fixed pattern in the poetic form, it is idle to link

the free verse movement " which started formally in 1949 (with the

publication of the second diwan of N. al-Malatskah (1923) ShajT̂ aya wa Ramad)

with the effervescence of revolutionary political ideas at the end of the

fortieso In fact, the first experiments by the leaders of the later

movement were effected before 1948s the date of the Palestine catastrophe

which evoked in many ixah. Intollectualsa strong attitude of rejection

towards the sanctimonious relics of traditional culture which was the

old poetic form. The formal beginning of the movement of free verse must

therefore be seen as an artistic phenomenon which succeeded, not only

because it was artistically mature and timely, but also becau.se it was

suitable for the historic and psychological moment in which the Arabs were

living. However, this should not mean that the successive experiments

in form all through the decades of this century had not been prompted by

a revolutionary spirit, for indeed they were. The early experimentalists

in form, like the later ones, were all avant-garde who had cotirage and

originality, and they all rejected the slavery of the modern poet to old,

preconceived poetic forms6 Bivt their rebellion was not necessarily

political in its essence. The free verse movement at the end of the
/forties was the fulfillment of their previous efforlu^which, in its 

continuation of what they had begun,was able to exploit the flexibility 

achieved in the poetic form through their former efforts and succeed in 

imbuing the form of free verse which had been already stumbled upon by 

several previous exicerimentalists among them with finer poetic qualities 

and with more modern attitudes and diction.

Mr ppom now on the term 5ffree versen will be used in this work to denote the 
last movement which flourished in the fifties. The free verse of Abu 
Shadi which mixed several metres in the poem, when mentioned, will be 
qualified.



The free verse movement began formally in 19499 as has been mentioned.

The appearance in Baghdad of N, al-Malafikah's second diwan, Sha^-aya wa

purpose and wherein lay the artistic supremacy of free verse, heralded the 

movement, although in this diwan only eleven poems out of the thirty-two 

were in free verse. The appearance also of the second diwan of Badr 

Shakir al-Sayyab (1926-1965)? Asatir, in 1950 in al-Najaf with several 

poems in free verse gave the necessary support to the movement} and free 

verse was established as a new form in Arabic poetry. However? before 

these two diwans were published? their authors had already been 

experimenting for some time? and it was at the end of 1947 that they had 

each produced the first indications of their efforts in the field. The 

embarrassing controversy which took place later on as to which of the two 

was the first to write a free verse poem in Arabic never resolved the

question with finality? and in the light of the results of both of their

* No al-Mala'ikah asserts that it was she who wrote the first "free poem" 
in modern Arabic poetry? when she wrote her poem "Al-Kulira" which she 
published in Al-*Urubah magazine, Beirut, of the 1st of December, 1947 
(now s u s p e n d e d " c Badr Shakir al-Sayyab? on the other hand, 
asserts that his poem in free verse entitled "Hal Kana Hubban?", which he 
published in his first diwan Azhar Dhabi1ah (Cairo, 1947) had been written 
before Mala’ikah’s poem, since it appeared in a collection of poems 
published in Cairo, and although it had arrived in Iraq a few days after 
al-Mala'ilcah' s poem, it must have been written a good while before that.^^ 
In fact, al-Sayyab, when he re-published this poem in his later collection 
Azhar wa Asatir (Beirut, n.d.) put on it the date 29/11/460 Many 
arguments did take place around this question of precedence? in which many 
poets participated.  ̂This- should seem depressing to those who are aware 
of the long struggle of many courageous poets before these two to liberate 
the poetic form, and we shall not go through that here. However, it does 
seem artistically interesting to examine briefly the two poems in question, 
and see whether they had really succeeded in completely liberating the form 
of the Arabic poem.

Al-Sayyabfs poem is a love poem in the Romantic tradition. The poet 
had not yet discovered his spiritual and artistic potential and there is 
little to differentiate between this poem and that of Fu'ad al-Khashin 
discussed above;

Ramad with a preface in which she discussed what, in her opinion, was the

4

3
Numbers in this and in the following exmiple denote
the mxraber of feet in each line.
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Like al-Khashin’s poem, al-Sayyab has succeeded in liberating the form and 
his poem, like al-Khashin1s is in the ramal metrea Moreover, this poem 
is not different in spirit and approach from any of al-Sayyabfs other poems 
in the diwan, which are in the Romantic tradition..

Nazik al-Malarikah!s poem is made up of four long stanzas in al-khabab 
metre, with a variation on rhyme in the following order a, bb, cc, b, cCcl, 
b, eeee.. With the exception of the last four lines ending in eeee, all 
the other rhymes change in each of the following stanzas, but they keep 
their fixed order of ch.ange0 Thus the second stanza follows this rule;
£? SSt hh, Si ii» Si eeee, etc0 There is also a marked variation in the 
number of feet from one line to another which repeats itself identically 
in every stanza;
* aid Ic- _u? 113
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The first three lines seem to be quite revolutionary and free, but the 
poetess immediately conforms to the stanzaic rule which defines short 
sentences that are formed in the mind as such, curtailing the fluidity of 
the flow of wordso For even if one stanza of this poem is read alone, it 
still looks stanzaic poetry because of these strong divisions of the lines 
of the poemo However, the stanzaic formation of the first stanza 
prefigures the other three, which follow exactly the same pattern, ending 
in the refrain of eeee. Al-Sayyab was partly right, therefore, when he

* * • j  * •
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efforts, seems most insignificant., The most significant fact about the

beginning of this movement remains that N = al-Mala}ikah's Shazay.a was the

first important platform on which the free verse experiment was launched,

and that her writings on the subject, despite their deficiencies at the

beginning, initiated the critical output which explained and supported it.

On the other hand, some of Badr al-Sayyab’s experiments in free verse, as

they appeared in his diwan Asatir, combined the attraction of a powerful

though still evolving new form to a content which was both artistically

modern and spiritually vital to the angry young men of his time, and many
*1 *16of them took after him in their verse. The poem which seemed to

-  - 1 1 7attract the other poets most was his interesting poem ”Fi f1-Suq al-Qadinr
"113published in Baghdad as early as 1948, It was in al-kamil metre and

it helped to launch this metre as the first one to be effectively liberated
119and utilised in a subtle combination of form and content,  ̂ From the

very beginning, Al-Sayyab showed a Classical virility of style and spirit,

and there was no mistaking the rare (though still budding) genius which

lay behind these poems, Nazik al-Mala*ikahJs free poems showed a purity

of style, a hnowledge- of technique and an artistic sobriety rare not only
120in women poets but also among men. It was clear from the beginning

that these two talents were going to lead the revolution in form in modern 

Arabic poetry with a good chance of success,

*Abd al-Wahhab al-Bayyati, who rose to fame just after al-Sayyab 

and al--Maia’ikah, appeared as a fully-fledged modern poet in 1954 when he

* Continued from previous page,
114said that Mala’ikah !s poem, unlike his, was in the form of a muwashshah. 

However, despito these restrictions, the poem remains revolutionary"and 
important, for the poetess employed a rarely used metre, al-khabab, to 
write an elegaic poem, Al-khabab  ̂b5 had not been known to Tdc employed in 
serious .themes, let alone a “Tragic theme like this elegy on the cholera 
epidemic in Egypt, Moreover, the very use of a tragic theme in any sort 
of stanzaic form of identical pattern is in itself revolutionary, even if 
Nazik had used one of the more familiar metres. In this, she was ahead 
of al-Sayyab in his adherence to a rather light topic in his poem.
However, from a purely technical aspect, his poem is the free one.
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published, his second diwan Abariq Muhashshamah, He had begun writing

free verse since the fifties, but it was this diwan which established him

among the modern poets and dispelled the impression of the Romantic poet

which his first diwan. Mala'ikah wa Shayatin (195^) had- created. It is

interesting to note how the three of them had started as belated Romantics

in their first diwans, and had changed, al-Sayyab and al-Bayyati quite

drastically, and al-Mala*ikah very gradually. She had begun in eAshiqatu

*1-Lail as an introvert Romantic expressing characteristic sorrows and 
121despair, thus showing the same masochistic decadent streak which al-

Rihani attacked so severely in many of the poets of the twenties and
122  —  thirties in Egypt and elsewhere. However, in *Ashiqatu *1-Lail she

showed,in spite of this,more individuality and creativity than most of

them. Although she never completely abandoned her basic introverted

attitude, which kept on showing in her work every now and then, in Shaggya

as well as in Qararat al-Maujah (1957)? she was able to produce some poems

of very high quality which laid bare the general dilemma of the Arab
123individual as well as the causes of man's general anxiety. This is a

quality not fully realised by her critics, who often tend to exaggerate her
124introverted attitude, probably because of her personal approach to 

universal problems.

The Transfer of the poetic citadel to Iraq;

At the end of the forties, the literary scene in Egypt had no new 

singers of renown. It was still steeped in Romanticism and did not 
produce a poetic talent great enough to pave the way for the Egyptian 

creative impiilse through the maze of experiments and intense theorisation 

which had filled the previous decades. It is interesting at this point 

to look retrospectively at Egypt and try to visualise how things must have 

stood for poetry there at the end of the forties, Egypt had for a long 

time encouraged poetic experiment and theorisation, but persistently,
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Egyptian men of letters, with the exception of a few among whom Abu Shadi,

Mo Mandur, M. HaddSrah. and A. Hasan and several others, are to be remembered
with admiration, showed interest and appreciation only in the works of
other Egyptians, much to the exclusion of others. Thus the benefit of the

rich and progressive poetic experience of al-Mahjar and the rest of the

Arab world in the first four decades eluded most of them* This attitude
12 5has been touched upon several times in the course of this work, because

of the disadvantage it had incurred on the poetic experience of this country
which was in modern times,up to the fifties, the citadel of Arab learning
and literaturea A special emphasis was laid in this work on the

unjustifiable attitude of rejection by certain Egyptian men of letters such

as *Aziz Abazah for example, towards the important and central contribution 
126of al-Mahjar. Egypt7s strongest poetic links at the time were with

Western literature, both English (al-*Aqqad, Shulcri, Abu Shadi and most of 
the other Romantics), and to a lesser extent French (Mutran, Shaybub,

Bishr Faris, all three of Lebanese origin). But Egypt, which had just 
been the citadel of Classical revival and the home of Shauqi and his neo
classical colleagues, did not limit itself even as early as the second 

decade, to a Romantic revolution in the spirit and content of poetry, but 

also experimented, sometimes drastically, with form and diction often 
simulating Western patterns. Although the change from a Classical to a 

Romantic attitude in poetry would perforce impose a change in both form 
and diction, in a healthy Romantic revolution following a great neo
classical achievement, the change in both form and diction would have to be 

effected in mild measures. This was the case with the successful and 
effective Romantic revolution in al-Mahjar, with ‘Umar Abu Rishah.1 c‘ sober 
experiment, and with that of Abu Shabakah and other successful poets of

* In prose, however, Egyptian authors forged stronger links with French 
literature.
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x -modern Arab Romanticism*, Abu Shabakah, it is surely remembered, adhered

to a Olassioal strength in form and diction, experimenting with form only
mildly. This adherence to a Classical strength in these two elements
carried him through the immense change in theme, attitude and tone. In
theme, it has been described how he succeeded in competing with established

French poets and in adopting hitherto untreated themes. In tone he

arrived at a masterful elasticity and versatility,
A true poetic revolution is never completely aware of itself and

never realises beforehand the full extent of its dimensions. In Egypt,

were to be found some of the most poignant, perhaps the most poignant,
examples of deliberate experimentation in poetry, sustained over thirty
years (roughly from the middle of the second decade to the middle of the
fifth). In the history of Arabic poetry, random and rather isolated

examples of deliberate experimentation not backed by real creative impulse 
127existed, but in modern Egypt, many avant-garde poets were actively and 

simultaneously pre-occupied with novelty over a long period. It can be 
rightly argued that the time was most opportune for experimentation in a 

poetic meditim rendered strong by a Classical revival but brought close to 
the great danger of becoming fossilized within a sanctified Classical 

frame-work. And from this point of view these experimentsbrought their 

own benefit of shaking the trenches and bulwarks of Shauqi’s Classicism, 
Unfortunately, the poet-experimentalists concerned lacked the genuine 
creative impulse which instinctively hits the right target of change; and 

while poets of genuine talent and good poetic intuition such as fAli Mahmud 

Taha instinctively refrained from drastic innovations either in form or

-* Al-Shabbi, who was one of the most gifted Romantics of modern times, did 
suffer from the weaker cultural roots in Tunisia, and his phraseology was 
not as powerful as that of Abu Shabakah or Abu MadLi for example.

Experiments like those of al-'Aqqad in *Abir Sabil, and of Sliukri and 
Abu Shadi in the form (Shukri's blank verse and Abtt Shadi’s blank and free 
verse which mixed many metres in the same poem) and diction of poetry,etc.
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treatment, others like Shukri and. Abu Shadi were not able to manipulate the 

poetio tools with effect. This period, it is remembered, was backed by the

strongest, longest and sometimes rather confusing theoretical arguments
*imaginable.

At the end of the forties, one can see the Egyptian poetic arena not

so much enriched by many genuine new experiments as brimming with ideas and

concepts on the poetic art, although some of these had grown stale with

repetition. However, Mandur's contribution which mushroomed in the forties

was a genuine cause of pride for Egypt at the time, sustaining Egypt's

leadership in poetic criticism. His critical book, Fi '1-Mizan al-Jalid

conquered new areas for contemporary poetry. Describing the poetic field

in Egypt at the time, he pronounced his rather exaggerated and harsh

judgment of Egyptian poetry: it lagged a hundred years behind the Mahjar
129contribution. We cannot agree with him fully here, but he must be given

credit at least for sensing a general lack of real creativity and of new 

poetic energy in the Egyptian poetic field.

In Tunisia we heard no new voices after the death of al-Shabbi, and 

the country’s poetic output seemed to limit itself again to its own 

boundaries. The kind of self'-isolation of such countries as Morocco, Libya, 

Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Kuwait and others, still persisted. However, it 

would be inaccurate to judge the poetic output of these countries by this 

isolation. The fact that this work has not attempted an evaluation of 

their poetry should not be taken as a judgment of value. For this work 

concentrates solely on the poetic output which had helped to direct the 

course of contemporary Arabic poetry, and experiments which limited 

themselves to their local boundaries cannot be included. It is clear from 

this situation, however, that leadership in poetry was not going "be 
achieved in any of these countries at the time in question.

* The writings of Shuleri in the introductions of his several diwans in the 
second decade, and of al-*Aqqad and Abu Shadi (both throughout their life
time) are of particular interest to this .work, but others such as M.A. al- 
Saharti, A. Khafaji and A. al-Shayib participated in spreading Abu Shadi?s 
avant-garde ideas and at the same time backing his unsuccessful poetic 
experiments which he gave as a model for those ideas; Sayid Qutub can be 
cî ecj-aS a. single example, of those who supported al-'Aqqad’s experiments, 
but there were many others, 2̂8
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Lebanon, after the great output of its various poets in al-Mahjar and 

in Lebanon itself (where men like Ilyas Abu Shabakah, Salah Labaki, Yusuf 

Ghusub and Sa'id fAql dominated the scene for quite sometime), had already 

started closing in on itself, tending towards a sort of modern Classicism.

The Symbolist school whose origin and achievement have been described
130above, remained, at the hands of its foremost protagonist, Safid *Aql, 

aligned with nineteenth century French Symbolism and had few links with 

the local culture around it. By the end of the forties, Abu Shabakah was 

dead and Safid ‘Aql had already started to repeat himself and to acquire 

more defined Classical attributes.

On the other hand, Syria in the forties could boast of two poetic 

talents of avant-garde tendencies, ‘Umar Abu Rishah and Nizar Qabbani 

(1919? ) 0 Both were creative and popular. Abu Rishah, despite a 

vividness and a pictorial quality of imagination as well as strength of 

diction and emotion, limited himself to the tuo- Liajor ihonios sought Toy the 
general reading (and listening) public; love and nationalism. This 

limited the scope of his poetic development and bound him to the established 

poetic set of values in form and,to a certain extent, in content. Wizar 

Qabbani, a rich merchant's son from Damascus, began his career by a 

manifesto in which he declared that "poetry is justified by the pleasure it 

givesV but it turned oixt that this poetic pleasure was greatly mingled in 

his poetry with the sensuous descriptions of woman's physical beauty, some 

of which were most elaborate. Despite Qabbani's many poetic attributes 

among which liis unrivalled capacity to use the contemporary social idiom 

in poetry, his scope at the beginning of his career was far too limited 

from the point of view of theme and depth to put him in the lead of a basic 

revolution.

Jordan, with the remnant of Palestine included (after the 1948 

catastrophe) was decapacitated artistically. Its best poets of the mature
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generation were either dead (i. Tuqan) or dying (M»W. al-Tal), its people 
were in the grip of the fiercest devastation, its economy ruined. It had 
never had very strong cultural and artistic roots, hut the political 
disaster had suffocated any potential cultural development for some time 

to come. Most of its educated talents had sought refuge or work outside 
its boundaries* Later on, in the fifties and sixties, they were to 
participate vigorously in the creation of avant-garde poetry, and poetic 

criticism, wherever they found themselves, but at the end of the forties, 

their creative energy was curtailed. Only one voice of importance sang 

in isolation in the West Bank of Jordan, that of Padwa Tuqan, Ibrahim's 
younger sister, A gentle girl of talent and strength of character,

she was going to sing with sustained vigour throughout the coming years, 

and poetry at her hands forged its way to an emotional veracity unexpected 

in the conservative stronghold of Wablus where she was born and reared. 
However, her point of view was not universal enough and her education was 
not rich enough to enable her to take a leading role in the general changes 

of outlook and technique which were due to take place soon in Arabic poetry.

It X'jas apparent that the revolution in poetry had to take place 
elsewhere this time. This turned out to be Iraq, an old stronghold of 

poetry. At the end of the forties the influence of the mild poetic 

innovations introduced by al-Zahawi, and al-Rasafi was over. Their 
poetry, especially that of al-Zahawi, was not powerful enough or modern 

enough to leave a permanent effect on the poetical life in Iraq or the 
Arab world. Iraq had in the meantime produced a great poet, al-Jawahiri, 
who expressed in his fiery verse the inner revolution and turmoil brewing 
in people's hearts. But despite the great emotional impact of his poetry 
on his audience, and despite the artistic value of his particular creative 

genius, he was too Classical in style and diction to become a model for 
the young poet-aspirants coming of age in the forties, although the best
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in him; his virile, pictorial, emotional style and diction, was not going

to elude the sensitive genius of al-Sayyab who became his direct heir.

However, the Iraqi poetic field was now ripe for a poetic revolution. It

was comparatively free from a long history of failed experimentation, and

was therefore clear headed if not about what it should do with poetry, but

at least about what it should not do. Moreover, it was protected by the

strong and living Classical tradition which, despite its well grounded

Classicism, was open enough to receive with enthusiasm the work of such

innovators as the Mahjari poet Ilya Abu Madi whose Al-Jadawil was published

twice at al-Najaf in 1927» Above all, the Iraqis who are the best

readers in the Arab world, had been quietly assimilating the best that was
131offered to them by the Arab literary output, their deep, partly intuitive 

knowledge of poetry and feel of the poetic tools guiding them in their 

choice of what possessed real artistic value.

However, the contemporary Arab poetic contribution did not seem able 

to give sufficient nourishment or impetus to the generation of young Iraqi 

poets in the forties. If they were to achieve something vitally new, it 

was clear that some foreign fields would have to be explored and new sources 

of moral and artistic courage be opened. Human values needed to be 

released and expressed in modern terms and a stronger relationship with the 

inner experience of the nation, the whole Arab nation, had to be established. 

As it happened these foreign fields were mostly the English speaking 

countries, and so it was poets like Eliot and not Saint John Perse who were 

to play a great role in the poetic life of the generation of post 194-8 in 

Iraq.

However the greatest good fortune was the fact that some of the most 

progressive talents of the Arab world were maturing in Iraq at this time.

The genius of al-Sayyab, the brilliant creativity of al-Mala'ikah and the 
gallant and sustained revolutionary attitude of al-Bayyati, together with
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the output of poets like Buland al-Haidari (not abundant but terse, concise, 

vibrant with life and highly charged with emotion), and others, combined to 

give a strong front to the poetic revolution which they were to launch.

Most of them had been educated at Baghdad University colleges, where they 

became acquainted with foreign literatures, some in English, others in 

translations. By a well-guided poetic instinct, they went straight to the 

more vital poetic experience of modern Europe. Poets like T.S. Eliot,

Edith Sitwell, Yeats, Auden, Ezra Pound, as well as translations from some 

of the socialist poets like Pablo Neruda, Nazim Hikmat, Prederico Garcia

Lorca, Eloir, Aragon and others were read avidly. The importance of this

education cannot be overestimated, for it not only showed them the 

possibility of change, but also gave them the necessary models. The rise

of the new movement of free verse was greatly needed at this time and it

was quick to adopt and incorporate yet another movement, that of neo- 

Realism. In their experiment they were fulfilling a need, one that rises 

from the heart of art itself, for innovation and change. These poets were, 

in fact, working on two levels of conscioiisness, one realising, to some 

extent, the vitality of the movement, the other instinctive, prompted by 

an artistic intuition which did not realise, at the beginning, the true 

dimensions of the movement. This explains the naivity of the earliest 

ideas concerning the movement when compared with the potential depth and 

sophistication of the experiments themselves. The success of the movement 

and its quick adoption by numerous poets all over the Arab world shows that 

Arabic poetry at the end of the forties, after years of experimentation and 

aspirations, had become ripe for real change, awaiting only the touch of 

genuine poetic talent to bring it about.
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SECTION 3; THE WIDENING SCOPE OF THE MOVEMENT; THEORY AND PRACTICE;
FORM AND CONTENT

It has been said above that the liberty of free verse stems from the

fact that the poet is not bound to any preconceived law in the ordering of

feet in a line of poetry. In a good poem written in free versev there is,

to use L. Abercrombe's words, "a sense of a progressively enlarging 
132movement" which builds up to a climax. The poet’s only guide in this

is his own artistic feel of rhythm and music and the need of the content
1 3 3of the poem for a particular form that would harmonise viili it.'

The earliest ideas on this movement were given by Nazik al-Mala*ikah

in her introduction to ShazayS wa Ramad. "The new style in the ordering
x-of the Khalilian feet liberates the poet from thousands of shackles", she 

134said. She then proceeded to explain why, in her opinion, this new

form was better than the two hemistich form. The reason she gives is 

that the constriction to fill the pre-fixed measure of this latter form 

leads to padding and dilution. The new form evades this by allowing the 

poet to stop when his meaning is ended, and it is therefore conducive to
135greater conciseness and ease.

This explanation seemed very clever and apt at the beginning of the

movement, and none of the writers interested in the movement challenged 
136it. However, it is apparent that this justification of the movement

is a false one because it implicitly denies any possibility of writing 

good poetry in the old two hemistich form, a denial belied immediately by 

the many great poems written in that form throughout the ages. It is not 

plausible that Nazik meant it that way, but that, owing to her youth and

Referring to al-Khalil ibn Ahmad al-Farahidi (d.170 A.H.), the prosodist 
who discovered and recorded the prosodical laws underlying Arabic verse, 
arranging and naming the different metres which he found to be fifteen. 
He did not discover al-mutadarak from which al-lchabab is derived, a 
metre discovered later by al-Akhfash (bo216 A.H’TJ-
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inexperience at the time, as well as to the novelty of the movement, she

had not yet arrived at a real analytic explanation of the deeper artistic
137causes that lay behind it* Other writers shared her opinion* Perhaps

later, when the deluge of bad, sprawling poems in free verse started to 

appear, they may have realised that padding and dilution are not caused by 

writing in a special form, but by writing bad poetry* There is usually
138

no question of padding in the two hemistich form when handled by an expert,
139for then the right unit in which the length will be equal to the content,

*will be composed at once*

It is apparent that the best examples of poems in free verse at the 

beginning of the movement were ahead of the theories that tried to explain 

them and give them legitimacy* They were dictated by the needs of the 

poetic art at the time* Their success gives an interesting contrast to 

some of the earlier unsuccessful attempts at innovation which former poets 

tried to base on modern theories of art adopted from Western poetic 

experience, and which could not match them* In contrast, the poets of

This is an experience which perhaps only poets can realise* A poet's 
creative energy tunes itself subtly, unconsciously, to the predetermined 
length of the hemistich which is inseparable from its rhythm* As he 
composes, the words usually form themselves in an arrangement which fits 
the metrical measure without overstepping the meaning* This description 
would also fit the stanza form, but in a complex stanza there is more 
artificiality and awareness of its shackles, of changing lengths and rhymes, 
of complexity and deliberateness* But in the two hemistich form, for so 
long the established form of the best verse that has been written in the 
language, the regularity of the metrical units has become so deeply rooted 
in the subconscious of the creative energy of generations of poets that it 
has almost become an instinct* The whole creative process is different*
A good poet usually composes without too much awareness of metrical 
shackles peculiar to this form,^4^ although even the best of them can 
resort to some sort of padding at timesJ41 Another point of great importance 
is that all metrical constructions are limited by their own metres, and in 
free verse a poet will find that he is not as free as he thinks, nor is he 
at liberty to end a line when he chooses, for he must conform to the pre
requisites of the metre* Of course, free verse, over the years, was able 
to find many new outlets to metrical freedom, which cannot be enjoyed by 
the two hemistich form* This will be discussed below* What these 
critics should have said was that free verse allows greater freedom of 
metrical manoeuvres and not that it is a contrivance to get rid of a form 
(the two hemistich form) which induces padding and artificiality*
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the  f re e  ve rse  movement d id  n o t beg in  to  r e a l is e  th e  v i t a l i t y  o f t h is

movement except after several years of experimentation.. Then, artistic,

social and psychological explanations began to be attempted,. In 1954?

al-Sayyab, who seldom pre-occupied himself with criticism, wrote a short

comment on free verse in which he said that free verse was not only a

prosodical phenomenon but also a new artistic structure which embodied a

new Realistic attitude,. It came, he said, in order to crush Romantic

sentimentality, Classical rigidity, the oratorical poetry and the literature 
142of ivory towers„ Another Iraqi writer, writing in the same year, asked

the question; rfIs it not right that a new context in literature should see 
143new forms?5' thus asserting not only the firm connection between form and 

content but implying that the new form is the outcome of the new contexts 

in poetry, a statement which is not altogether accurate, as has been shown* 

However, a technical reason for the movement is implied when he says that 

this form was sought not for its own sake but in order to save Arabic
A A

poetry from the lyricism of its monotonous rhymes» In this comment,

the connection of the poetry written in free verse with neo-Realism is

asserted in no uncertain terms; "Neo-Realism, which is victorious in Iraq,

has embraced this form because it suits committec^peetry( says

'literature]£70 A poet who takes his theme from life and reality refuses

to hide behind rhymes, decorativeness, stylishness and personal 
145aspirations".

When these writers were writing in 1954, the experiment of free
A A £

verse had avalanched into a considerable movement* No al-Mala'ilcah*s

interpretations of the movement were developing too, but although she

corrected in her collected essays published in Qadaya many of her previous

ideas (published over the years in various literary magazines), one could

still detect certain contradictions in them* For example her correct
147idea that free verse is basically a prosodical phenomenon, seems to
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contradict her idea, which she puts forward in a different chapter, that
A A Q

psychological and social causes lay behind the movement* This

contradiction could have been averted if she had taken care to connect the 

two causes together. For the fact is that the two are not necessarily 

contradictory; while free verse began, in its initial stage, as the result 

of experimentation in form by two young Romantics (she and al-Sayyab), it 

caught fire because the psychological and social forces made it a welcome 

change* The accumulated poetic experience of this century was rich enough 

by the end of the forties to be fully exploited, and the impulses towards 

change and revitalisation which are at work within any living art had 

arrived with Arabic poetry at a point wherein change was necessary. The 

poets of the new generation were basically and genuinely different from 

those of the older one. Their culture was wider and far more modern* 

Thanks to the achievement of the older generation who educated them in 

Romanticism and Symbolism, they were able to assimilate the European 

moderns* Now, instead of the nineteenth century Romantics and Symbolists, 

the twentieth century various poetic experiments were being studied and, 

to a certain extent, possessed* On the other hand, they had experienced 

the most devastating discovery of the tragic, unbearable and needless 

impotence of the nation; and being more intellectually mature and modern 

than their elders, they were able to face the problem with greater realism 

and to restate the situation in more modern terms* In fact they were 

among the first to suffer greatly from the post 1948 situation* None of 

the leading poets escaped the aftermath of this debacle, and those who had 

started out laden with the relics of previous poetic (and social) 

indifference to the human situation around them, were soon converted. One 

after another entered the furnace which was to turn into a battle ground 

in the sixties. But this is beyond the scope of our work*

The established form had reached "the limits of its idioms'5, to use
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149CoMe Bowra's apt phrase. The Romantic and Symbolist experiment, which

had utilised the two hemistich form, proving its enormous suppleness and

flexibility, had filled it with current words carrying connotations and

laden with emotions belonging to a different experience and a different

poetic education. Moreover, it had been already too richly imbued with

centuries of lyrical usage. The tragic and rather sombre aspects of the

age after the Palestine debacle needed a form free of all the connotations

which might hinder the creation of poems to fit these themes and attitudes.

Art needs to change its form every now and then in order to renew its tools. •

Very few poets writing in the two hemistich form in the fifties were able

to escape the manner, tone, emotional references and special emphasis of

their elders, sometimes of the neo-Classicists3or of the Romantics, or of

the Symbolists0 This was precisely because of the quasi-contemporaneousness

of their poetic experiments and of their usage of more current idiom and

language. It was a poetry in which, again to use a sentence from Bowra,
150''regular verse and sonorous music impart a special pleasure through it",

a sort of pleasure which did not seem appropriate for the present epoch.

In an essay she wrote in 195̂ ? N. al-Mala'ikah speaks of some of

these forces, of the rejection of what she calls the monotonous pattern,

of the yearning, on the part of the new generation, for independence in the

choice of their own form, of a new and more realistic point of view towards
151life, and of the preference of content to form.

’JfThe tiro hemistich form became notorious in the fifties for monotony. 
However, although the monorhyme might be monotonous at times, monotony is 
more a quality of individual poets than of a particular stylo. Rhyme and 
regular form also existed in many languages (the English heroic couplet in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth century, the French alexandrine in the same 
p e r i o d ) . ^52 xi; is the artist's adaptation of them that decides their 
capacity to excite and refresh or to cause monotony and boredom, and 
although this form is accused by many of depending solely on external 
music,'53 i-fc takes its very life from its capacity of allowing the poet to 
charge it with spurts of emotions that can produce very vivid effects, 
far from monotony. ^
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Other poets and critics were also trying hard to analyse the

dimensions of the new experiment. In a lecture given in Beirut in 1957

Yusuf al-Khal who? in the winter of that same year, had just started

his magazine Shi/r dedicated to poetry, referred to the new poetry as 
— 155"Al-Shi‘ r  al-Hadith" , a torm which was to replace for most people the 

torm the movement had been known with, "Al~Shifr al-Hurr". The later 

predominance of this new term shows that the change has taken place in the 

movement to a complete fusion of form and content. In fact, the attempt 

at achieving a full renewal of the tools not only of form and structure, 

but also of content, attitude, tone, diction and interest, was being 

consciously as well as instinctively pursued, as the poetic education was 

steadily widening, the human consciousness of the poets deepening and the 

social and political stresses avalanching.

What was the gist of this "modern poetry" in al-Khalfs opinion?

* These are by no means the only terms given to this poetry. M. al-Wauwaih 
used for it the term "al-shi‘r al-jadid" which he made the title of his 
book Qadlyyat al-Shi‘r al-Jadid, then, at the end of his book presented a 
formal suggestion to poets and critics to call it ;?al-shifr al~muntaliq". 
This he gives as an alternative to the term "al-shifr al-hurr" which al- 
Mala*ikah gave to this poetry. He does not discuss the term "al-shi(r 
al-hadlth" although it had been in use for several years among established 
critics“and poets, when he wrote his book in 1964* Al-Khal*s term stems, 
in fact, from the Classical usage when the Abbasids divided their poets 
into muhdathun (or muwalladun) and mutaqaddimun.^56 ipjie ^erm nearest to
this was "aX-shi. 5r al-mustahdathIT used by I. al-Abyari. ̂ 57 Nuwaihi’s 
first usage, "al-shi"r al-.jad'id" was also used by Zaki Najrb Mahmud,  ̂ as
well as by 5lzziddlh Isma‘ily another tvriter on modern Arabic poetry, in 
his book Al~Shi*r al~fArabi ll-Mnfagir. X. al-Aiuxn, however, had called it 
earlier " shi ‘ r al -taf I la-half?. ̂ 9  However, if al-Nuwaihi’s term is better 
than the term "al-shi'r al-hurr" because of the latter!s implication of 
complete freedom, it remains tied to form. Al-Khal1s term covers, as did 
the Abbasid term, both the changes in form and content. The idea of 
"modernity" and "contemporaneousness" has been obsessive in the fifties 
to avant-garde poets and critics, particularly those who catered to Shi*r 
magazine, and the term seemed to respond well to their quest. However, 
one must admit that there is scope for ambiguity in this term because what 
is modern now will not remain so in future decades. But people will
definitely tend to link the term with this comprehensive movement starting
in the fifties, as we link the term "muhdathun" with the Abbasid innovators 
only. At any rate, an already established"'term is better adhered to if 
a generation understands what is meant by it.
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His first approacli was to attack the hullc of the existing poetic

contribution in the fifties., In his opinion* poets persevered in writing

poems in which the unity of the verse and not of the whole poem was adhered

to* just as in Classical poetry. They also persisted in the same

objectives and themes of the old poets* and their outlook to things, their

"cosmic experience of life" still stemmed from an "ancient, ruminative

mentality". This showed, he explained, that life for these poets had not

changed except in its exteriority., Their minds were still "drowned in

emotional Romanticism, sentimentalism and Naturalism, and were still lurking

in the dark ̂ recesses/ °f form, primitiveness, introversion and occultism ,
afraid to face the truth .

This is a rather strong attack which did not allow for the fact

that the very experiments he attacked as inadequate, e.g. Symbolism in 
161Lebanon, were timely and vital at their time, and lay at the basis of

the modern experiment. The steady line of development of Arabic poetry

which this work has tried to follow and describe, was usually completely

overlooked by some of the modern writers on poetry. But the new era is

characterised by sharp rejections of past experiences in poetry, in politics,

in life. Moreover, al-Khal was not telling the story of Arabic poetry in

modern times, but was preaching a new concept, and like all preachers for

new artistic concepts or for new political ideologies, he instinctively set

to destroying existing standards, in order to prevent them from imposing
1 62their inevitable taboos against his new creed.

* He gave this lecture at Al-Nadwah al-Lubnaniyyah in Beirut and was 
specifying "Lebanese poetry". However, his analysis covers the whole 
poetic contribution in the Arab world. Later, in his magazine, it was 
Arabic and not merely Lebanese poetry which was made the object of analysis, 
attack or comparison.

** Of course, this observation which can apply to some of the poetry that 
was still dominant, overlooks the magnificent contribution to this poetic 
element by several modern poets before the fifties, many of whom have been 
discussed above.



But he struck a correct tone when he said that the present poetry 

was not a modern poetry when compared to contemporary world poetry. Some 

leading poets, he said (naming’ Sa‘id fAql), were living physically in one 

epoch and spiritually and intellectually in another, and were therefore 

not living at all. The spirit of the age must be reflected in modern 

poetry and the modern poet must share with the other poets in the world 

the responsibility of modern civilisation.

But the best part of this important lecture is his descriptions of 

the elements of the "experimental avant-garde” poetry which he wants.

The points he gives are worth recalling here;

1. Poetry should be the expression of a lived experience in its full

truth, as the poet realises it with all his being, i.e. in both his
*mind and his heart,

2. Use should be made of the living image, either descriptive or mental,

instead of simple similes and metaphors or verbal abstractions and

rhetorical devices which the old poets used. Modern poetry should 

present a challenge to logic and should destroy the old traditional 

patterns.

3. A change over must take place from the old words and expressions which

have exhausted their vitality to words and expressions rising from the

heart of the experience and from the life of the people. (In fact, 

this poet and several of his colleagues were very preoccupied with 

language and the problems which the Arabic language presents, as will 

be discussed shortly. )

* This statement harks back to Bowra's description of "truth" in modern 
European poetry. "The truth which they demand ,,/the modern poetsj is not
mere truth or ordinary truth, nor a simple avoidance of falsehood, but the
whole truth in the full sense of the phrase, the truth as they see it with
their whole nature when their wits and sensibilities and emotions are all
at work.""*”3



4* Arabic poetic rhythms mast be developed to suit the new contexts, for

"there is no sanctimony to the traditional metres".,

5. The structure of the poem must be based on the unity of experience

and the general emotional atmosphere, not on intellectual and logical 

sequence*

6. The first and last objective of poetry is man, in his pain and joy, 

his sin and repentance, his freedom and slavery, his life and deaths 

Any experience not encompassing man is artificial and banal*

7* The importance of understanding the Arab spiritual and intellectual

heritage in its true value must be realised and the proclamation and 

assessment of this truth made without fear, hesitation or compromise* 

8* Delving into the European spiritual and intellectual heritage^every

effort must be made to understand it and react to it*

9* Benefiting from the poetic experiments achieved by the poets of the

world,* our modern poets today must not shy away from them as the old 

Arab poets had shied away from Greek literature*

10* Fusion should be with the spirit of the people and not with nature*

The people are an inexhaustible source of life; Nature is a temporary 

and changing state.

* No.7 sounds ominous here, and implies that there would be a great deal to
reject in the Arab cultural heritage, needing courage and fortitude to
announce. On the other hand, No*8 shows his early preference to European 
cultural experiences* The coming years were to confirm this attitude on 
his part and on that of members of the Shi{r Group, (Jama*at Majallat 
Shi fr)s much to the eventual detriment of the fine and exclusive magazine. 
The Group, in fact, did not stem from a deep and thorough knowledge of the 
Classical heritage, but probably from an instinctive shrinking away from 
the repetitive element in the contemporary Arab literature based on 
traditional lines, and the firm grasp it had on the minds of the majority* 
But they went to dangerous lengths in their rejection and did not back it
with studious evidence* However, the attacks helped to shake the
sanctimonious and irrational attachment to redundant cultural motifs which 
had persisted up to modern times*

This was rather superfluous, for there had not been any shying away 
from Western poetic experience for quite a long time.
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An emphasis on vision is made hy Adunis (1930), writing in 1959°

Modern poetry is a vision - a change in the order of things, a rebellion 

against traditional forms and the poetic order, and a rejection of the old 

poetry’s attitudes and styles which have exhausted themselves. Its task 

is to see what habit and familiarity prevent us from seeing, to discover 

hidden relationships, to employ such language and emotions as are fit for 

expressing all this. Modern poetry, he says referring to a statement from 

Baudelaire, neglects the event, for it deals with more permanent phenomena ~ 

it is directed towards the future* And because it neglects the event, it 

ceases to be realistic, for realism brings it nearer to ordinary prose in 

compelling it to use words in their familiar context. Realistic poetry 

deals with preconceived ideas and feelings, and its whole function is to 

sing them in rhythmical structures* The essence of modern poetry, on the 

other hand, is based on the opposite of realistic values* In order to be 

truly modern, poetry should have as an aim the poem itself, not an idea or 

an external problem*

But this is trying to prove an illogical premise by a logical sequence 

of reasoning* If modern poetry is against involvement in events, it should 

not follow that it is unrealistic* Neither are realistic things based only 

on events, nor are events categorically anti-poetic* In an era of eventful

happenings that have changed the map of the area and uprooted and unsettled 

millions, the event is immediately translated into all kinds of experience, 

from the metaphysical which he seems to favour, to the communal, to the 

personal* And this experience is not only varied but also unpredictable, 

and reactions to it do not have to deal at all with preconceived ideas or 

emotions* Adunis himself does not live in his poetry in the void, but a 

great part of his poetry is based on very realistic experience* In fact, 

it is the capacity of the modern poet to give a new and individual flavour 

to the meaning of actual communal experience that gives weight to the new
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poetic experiment. If one agrees with the writer that a completely new 

approach was necessary for poetry, one cannot accept his conception of 

realism as anti-poetry.

A great ambition is revealed when he says that in order that poetry 

should be great we should be able to glimpse through it a vision of the 

world. This is correct if one is dealing only with great poetry. But

in a general article addressing a whole generation of poets one is talking 

about diversified experiments, and one's terms should be more general; for 

there are in any one generation of poets many experiments which are good, 

attractive, interesting and artistically worthwhile without being great.

But Adunis is right when he rejects the direct involvement of poetry 

in a didactic attempt at spreading an ideology or achieving reform.

"Poetry is not a reflection, but a conquest. It is not delineation, but
+ ■ J 68creation."

And he is also correct in saying that the emotional reaction in

poetry should be both personal and communal, individual and cosmic at the 
169same time, although one still feels that he is still talking only about

great poetry, denying to a drastic degree many of the simpler and

interesting experiments which are poetically illuminating without verging

on such great heights.
As regards the poetic form, modern poetry, because it is a vision

and a discovery, ambiguous, anti—logical and anti—dogmatic, needs more

freedom. Moreover, form is not music, but a certain kind of structure

which remains capable of change. Its music stems not from the harmony of

its external elements, but from a mobile internal harmony which is the 
170essence of music. This is again a denial of one quality by asserting

its opposite, and it is impoverishing to poetry to reject all experiments 

which choose to stress the musical potential of metre and rhyme if the poet 

sees fit to employ them. What modern poetry seeks is the assertion that
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external music is not inevitable to a poem if the poet feels tlmt his

experience needs a hushing down of the sonorous elements of the music of

poetry. He is seeking the freedom to manoeuvre his verse in whatever

pitch, flow, rhythm and resonance he chooses. One can say therefore, that

all poetry need not be sonorous and musical, but that musical verse is cesh-
171tiainly not anti-poetry.

Like European modern poets, the idea of Beauty as a quest for the
172poetic form or for poetry as a whole is rejected. Moreover, the

difference between poetry and prose should not yield to the logic of verbal
173structures, for this is a distinction of form and not essence. This is

an attempt to defend the prose poem which was later to be discussed by him

at greater length.

To understand the movement of modern poetry one should, in his

opinion, remember the following points; the necesssity of rejecting

preconceived ideas and forms, as well as traditional models even though

they are regarded as paragons of perfection, of avoiding fragmentation of

judgment in which the poem is assessed for its various elements and not as
17ka whole, of abandoning subjective lyricism and of repetitiveness.

Modern poetry, he concludes, is a dedicated movement, bent on feeling its 

way slowly. It is the tension and essence of our contemporary life in
175order that that life should open up and arrive at unlimited ends.
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muwashshahat with the sixteen metres of the Arabs* To him Ibn Sana' 
al-MuTKTs representation is deficient and shows the superficiality of 
judgment typical to 'orientals', a not too kind statement; see Das 
Arabische Strophengedicht; I, Das Muwaggah, Weimar, 1397} p°104 n0 
Hartmann then draws 14-6 alleged variations on the sixteen metres of 
the Arabs added to them three more types (maf‘ ulatu. mutafa * i1atun 
which he calls chabab type and a dubait type) see ibid., pp.200-1*
He did not take into consideration the clear statements given by 
Ibn Sana* al-Mulk as well as by Ibn Bassam whose declaration in 
Al-Dhakhirah fi Mahasin Ahl al-Jazirah (Cairo, 1943? Vol.I, ii, 2), 
thalT̂ 'Most of the muwashshahat have no connection with the metres of 
the Arabs” Hartmann ci'febTbn p.109, translating it from Dozy's 
translation. He also I'efers to an important passage by Safiy al-Din 
al-Hilli (d. 749 Adi.) from his Al-f Atil al-Hali wa '1-Murakhkhas 
al-Ghali, which deals with za jal~ quot ing Tt '~i~n Arabic (see pTt^4* and 
nT)5P~“The zajal is in fact closely connected with the muwashshah.
H.Go Farmer sees in the two arts a popxilar form (see A Histo'ryof 
Arabian Music to the XHIth Century, London, 1929? P0*19^7 ®
VI. Iloenerbach, the editor of Al-^til, Wiesbaden, 1955? told the 
present writer in April, 19537 tha7"There was, he believed, a 
definite connection between the muwashshah and zajal on the one hand 
and the then existing tunes in Spain on”the other. The passage in 
Al-Vitil leaves no dô lbt as to this dependence on existing tunes, 
especially when the writer says "They composed according to every 
part words matching it in /its quality/ of heaviness and lightness, 
and which can take its place when sung”. See Al-‘Atil, p.26.
Despite all these references to the dependence of these popular forms 
or?, music, Hartmann doggedly persisted in trying to prove that the 
metres in the muwashshahat stemmed from Arabic metres. See also 
E d . under TIIC where Hartmann's experiment is rightly rejected.
There is another point which seems to be important in this context 
and which none of the writers, as far as the present writer is aware, 
has mentioned. This is the fact that the different, .parts of a 
stanza, while matching exactly in their rhyme endings with the 
corresponding parts in the other stanzas of tho same muwashshah, are 
not always identical with them in their number of syllable^o’r even 
in their metrical structure. In a muwashshah of fly® stanzas by 
al-A*ma al-Tutili (d.525 A.H. ), idantKql~ '̂"shatrs of the six qufIs 
are thus (examples given here are, the third shakes' of the quf Is.
W.B. This muwashshah is tarn and the first is t&e aafig/ » )

 / 9    , -/ --- J — ? -/--- » ----/ “w~
so that we have a strange collection of different feet; fa*ilun 
fa ‘lun„fa{ilatun fa‘lun, fa*ulun fa* al, fa*ilun fa*lun, fa? ilatun, 
faT/lim^fjlunT“ It would be impossible for these feet to inter
change with each other in strict metre and their presence in a 
corresponding part of a muwashshah could be explained by suggesting 
that they were written with fliê intention of fitting a certain
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melodic and rhythmic framework which would be capable of 
accommodating them aptly by lengthening or compressing the words or 
syllables where necessary to make up the required measure* There 
are also other instances where a difference in metre does not seem 
to matter greatly* For the above example see Diwan al-A ma al- 
Tutili, ed. by Ihsan fAbbas, Beirut, 1963, PPo275_7; for another,, 
good example see Ibn Sana' al-Mulk, op.cit., pp.71-2, the third ajtatrs 
of the qufls vrhl’ch scan as follows : fa ‘ulun fa‘ilans maf'ulun

^  ( ^   ̂__ m i n> iiw H ji...... . 11 w ,piy  II Ifa ilan.; maf ulun fa ilan; maf ulun fa ilan; mustaf ilun fa ul; 
maf fulun fa ̂ ilanT There are many comparable examples in the more 
complex forms of the muwashs.hab.at, but the above should be sufficient.

23o Ribera was very keen on proving this, but was unable to do so
because neither did the Arab historians say anything in detail about 
this point (see his book Music in Ancient Arabia and Spain, London, 
1929) P»136), nor was there adequate Romance folk-lore from that 
period to help him with his research; see his arguments on pp.126,
136 and 137» Tit© Egyptian literary historian, M. Diyab, op.cit. t 
pp.129-30, mentions with regard to the muwashshah, the importation 
of foreign tunes according to which words were*~composed. He says;

t£ I S j )  J (jj? U I
[line mine ] • , ^  6

JDiyab, writing in 1897 cites no reference for this, and he is quoted 
here only to show how, even before Ribera made his long study on 
Arabic music and sought to prove the dependence of the muwashshah on 
indigenous Spanish tunes, the idea of foreign tunes being'theHoasis 
of the muwashshah was already in circulation. B. al-Bustani in 
Udaba1 al—‘ Arab’ fi 'l-Andalus wa fAsr al —Inbi‘ ath, Beirut-f n*.ppS0—2 
asserts that these songs were influenced by forstgn literature alive 
in their environment and should be regarded, therefore, as Arabised 
songs. Mustafa ‘Awad al-Karim in his book on the art of muwashshah, 
quotes several writers who have tried to connect the invention”o ¥ n 
this art form with already existing songs in the Romance or other 
languages; see his book, Fann al-Tawshih, Beirut, 1959) pp.107-10. 
‘Awad al-Karim himself is adamant that this x̂ras so, although he was 
unable to prove this point with finality.

24® This strangeness is apparent in those muwashshahat which are not
based on Arabic metrics. Because of the elements in them which are 
foreign to Arabic metres, they were not imitated in shi* r, and they 
are not rewarding to declaim. Nor were they revived in modern times, 
for when Shauqi and his contemporaries such as Sulaiman al-Bustani 
and Rashid Nakhlah tried to bring about a revival of the Andalusian 
muwashshah, they imitated the simpler kinds which were nearest to the 
Arabic qasidah. (See Manahil al-Adab al-fArabi, Al-Muwashshahat 
al-Andalusiyyah, Beirut, 1949) Vol.Ill, 6A-90 for a long miiwgshshah 
by al-Bustani; pp.'91-̂ 3 for another 6y R* Nakhlah - and pp. 94-12CTTor 
another long muwashshah by Shauqi.) It is logical that the moderns 
should refrain frorrPreviving the patterns whose rhythms they did not 
understand.

25® On al-khar.jah see Ibn Sana' al-Mulk, op.cit., pp.30-3, especially 
p.32; see also the argument of ‘Awad al-Karim, op.cit., pp.107 and 
109-10; see also Diwan al-Afma al-Tutili,.pp. d  and j ; see also 
E._I.

26. Ibn  Sana' a l-M u lk , o p . c i t . , p . 38®
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27* On the lightness of the main themes of the muwashshahat see al-Maqqari, 
Azhar al-Hiyad fi Akhbar lfIyad, Cairo, 19407""*̂ olTlI', 227-8 ? see also 
No al-Mala’ilcah, Shi r Ali Malimu_d_jr_̂.aa, pp. 70 and 206; see also 
Manahil al-Adab al- Arahi, Al-Muwashshahat al-Andalusiyyah, Yoll , 6;
Jo Rikabi, opocito, ppD does not refer
to this in his section on the subject-matter of this art form but 
rather ends it with the admiring statement that it left nothing which 
formal -poetry treated but accommodated it? see op..cit, p. 33. Tliis? 
despite the fact that this writer recounts the disparaging attitude 
of a number of Glassical writers to the muwash shahat and the 
abstinance of many from writing about them, some of them because of 
their lack of seriousness:; see ibid,, pp. 112-6 =

23o L  Anls, Musiqa ai-Shicr, pp.291-2. However, he regards this example
as complicated. I(„J0 commenting in $4 -Adab on the origin of free 
verse also mentioned fAridah!s above-mentioned attempt as an early 
form of free verse; see the April number of 1954f P°69; so did 
al-NaftXri, Al-AjJb, January, 1953, P°92; and Jalil Kamal al~DTn in 
Al-Shi* r al-'Arabi al-Iladith wa Rub al-fAgr, p.160. Compare with 
fIo Isma Tl's assessment of“Tt where he says that it is conventional, 
Al-Siii* r al-*Arabi al~Hucagir, Qadayahu wa Zawahiruhu ’ I-Fanniyyah wa 
? 1-Ma ‘nax̂ iyyah, Cairo, 19^7v P°71°

29° See for example his poems "Munaghat Lai la” , "al-'J’auq”, and "Mautini” 
i11 Al-Rabi* , pp.181-3, 224-6 and 235 respectively.

30. Ittijahat, p°412°
31° rbidM PP.414-5.
32o For more details on the modern muwashshah or musamrnat, see ibid.,

pp.412-9; see also 'Abdullah al-TayTBT^Al-Murshid ila AshTar al-*Arab 
wa Sina'atiha, Cairo, 1955s I, 10-22°

33° On the lack of freedom in this form see ibid., pp.10-12. Al-Tayih,
however, is writing with comparison to the two hemistich form which
he finds much more conducive to freedom than the musamrnat. He is 
right in this, but the fact that the two hemistich form furnishes 
another type of restriction and limitation must not elude the critic.

34° Words and Poetry, p.35; see also al-Tayib, op.cit., p.11.
35° Rylands, op.cit., pp°3o-9°
36. This date is given by Anwar al-Jundi in his book Al-Shi* r al-*Arabi 

il-Mu*asir, p.562.
37° Poetry, its Music and Meaning, London, 1932, p.37°
38. It is strange that Ibrahim Anis does not analyse this point when he

discusses blank verse in Arabic, but rather limits his discussion to 
the insistence on the necessity of rhyme in Arabic without even giving 
convincing reasons for this; see Musiqa '.l-Shi fr, pp. 292-3° The 
same omission is noticed also in Izsiddin Isma Tl's book, op.cit., 
pp.59-60. N. al-Mala'ikah, also insists on the necessity of the 
rhyme, Qadaya, pp.160-1, but, instead of regarding rhyme more 
necessary in the two hemistich form says that it is more necessary in 
free verse because ”it is a j>oetry which already lacks some of the
musical aspects of the customary two hemistich verse. The fixed
length of the Khalilian Arabic hemistich helps to pick up the musical 
note and gives the poem a strong,highly defined rhythm so that it 
lessens the necessity for a strong resonant rhyme which rings at the 
end of the hemistich so that no one can ignore it.”
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ibid. , p.162. This is purely mental reasoning, for the very 
definiteness of the music of the two hemistich line requires a 
matching definiteness of the rhyme. See also Mala’ikah’s intro
duction to her diwan Sha.jaratu Tl-Qamars Beirut, 1968, p. 17? see 
also al-Tayib1s argument against blank verse in Arabic, op.cit., 
pp.22-5 *

89° Apollo, November 1932, p.227; see also above p.527.
40. Y. Izziddin, Fi 'l-Adab al-*Arabi 1,1-Hadith, Baghdad, 1967? PP°253-4?

quoted by him from Al-Hurriyy ah magazine ,"Tuly 15th, 1924“
41. See his chapter "Nash*at al-vShifr al-Hurr fi 'l-fIraq”, ibid., pp.

233-90? where all these examples are collected. On al-band see 
below pp.734-94“ M. al-Hashimi seems to have started publishing 
old bands in 1922 in his magazine Al-Yaqin (Baghdad), which might 
have directed attention to this genre. On this see ibid., pp.258-9*

42. See the preface to Rumyu wa Julyait, Cairo, 1948, p.3.
43« Al-Risalah, No,625? June 25bh, 1945? p.680.
44“ Ibid.
45* Al-Risalah, No.628, July 16th, 1945? P»752.
46. Ibid.
47“ Ibid*
4̂ • Al-A&ib, October, 1946, p.25»
49“ Bated 30th of May, 1969? &nd sent from Beirut, Lebanon.
50. See Ibn Rashiq, Al-fUmdah, Vol.I, 136-7, where he paraphrases al- 

Jawhari’s interesting ideas on Arabic metres.; in modern times M.
Diyab mentioned them also, op.cit., p.157“ For N. al-Mala’ikah's 
discussion of them see QadayS, pp.65-8. Where it is possible, it is 
always advisable to stick to an older usage if it is appropriate.

51. Rasa’il min London, Alexandria, /T956?7? PP*109-10.
52. Ibid.
53* For a single example of tadwir in al-khafif, see N. al-Malafikahrs

poem ''Al-Ba* th” , Sha.jaratu ' 1-Qamar, pp. 150-7 where she has twenty- 
four verses with enjambment in this poem of thirty-six verses; she 
herself commented on her frequent use of tadwir in her poems in 
al-khafif, see her introduction, ibid., pp.10 and 12.

54* See a summary of this introduction in Shifr No.31 -32, Winter-Spring,
1964, pp.121-3.

55* Quoted by Y.H. Bakkar, "Nazik al-Mala’ikah wa Bidayat al~Shi*r al-
Hurr”, Al-Aqlam, March, '1965, pp. 109-10“ see also G. Shukri’s _ 
article ”Sira al-Mutanaqidat fi Sufuf al-Shi*r al~Haditlr5, Hiwar, 
No.20, January-February, 1§66, pp.74-92, in which he strangely gives 
a great historical importance to L. ‘Awad’s experiment, see pp.74-7 
et passim; see also a rejoinder by Hadi Tufmah, ”A1-Taf*Tlah... 
Bi9Trah~Ti Tabdfd fann al-Shi‘r al-‘Arabi”, Al-Aqlam, September, 1966, 
pp.114-141 in which he violently rejects this claim.

56. ‘Abd al-Karim al-Bujaili, Al-Band fi ’l-Adab al-’ Arabi, Tarikhuhu wa 
Nususuh , Baghdad, 1959? P« ^

57. Al-Dujaili, ibid., p. declares that despite his long research on 
the subject "(lie”says on p._I?that it took him eight years), he could 
find no reference to the origin and beginning of al-band.

58. N. al-Mala’ikah, Qadaya, p.167 et seq., Mustafa Jamal al-Din,
wa ’1-Shi*r al-Hurr”, Al-Aqlam magazine, February, 1965? 

p.120 et seq.
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59» See al-Bujaili, A1-Band, p» t j f for a quotation from al-Zah5Jwi
originally quoted by Muhammad al-Hashimi.

60. Ibid., pp. ui and o
Ibid., p. ^ ; see also pp. j  , and y where similar comments arc
repeated.

62. See his preface to his book Al—Band.

63. See ibid., p. £ for al-Bujaili's description of his difficulties in 
collecting his bands.

64» Ibid., pp.£ and . On p. he says that most of those who
memorised these bands are from the common people and the possibility 
of their making many mistakes is great.

65. Ibid.
66. Ibid., p. £_ .
67. Al-Bujaili mentions on p. that many band writers came from these

places. According to him they went to ai-Najaf to study and 
eventually returned to their own territories.

63. See al-Bujaili, . i b i d ,, pp. 0  and ̂  . On p. ̂  he says that some
band writers were illiterate,0 see also M. Jamal al-Bin, op.cit. ,p« 124-

69. See her chapter, "Al-Band wa MakSnuhu min al-Shi‘r al-^Arabi”,
Qadaya, pp.167-79°

70. Op.cit.
71. S ee for example al-Bujaili!s comments on this and his elevation of 

al-band over free verse, in Al-Band, p.  ̂; for although al-Bujaili's 
collection and part of his research is very valuable, his evaluation

ai~band is rather hazy; see also (Abd al-Raszaq al-ili'lali, ”A1- 
Band fi ’l-Adab al-fIraqi”, Al-Aqlam, November, 1964, where he 
re-asserts Mala’ikah’s ideas, pp.73-80? see also another article by 
Husain Nassar entitled ”Al~Taf * llah: fi ’l-Shi^r pl-‘Arabi",
Al-Aqlam, ibid., p.43 where he does the same.

72 . Al-Dujaili, AI-Band, p.34-
73o The date of his death is not known, but he is included in Ania al-

IChatir wa Jalis al-Musafir, an anthology collected by al-Sheikh 
Yusuf al-Bahrani who himself died in 1186; see al-Bujaili, Al-Band, 
p .19 n.

74* See ibid., p.26, his band, marked
75. See for example ibid., his bands marked eJ and on p.22.
76. These are many^ see for example his band marked ^ on p.23 and his

band marked ^  on p.24f etc. It is strange that Jamal al-Dln in
his discussion of his bands overlooked Balil’s diverse use of the two 
metres but hinted that he wrote bands just in al-ramal. He does 
mention Balil’s bands which are published in al-Dujaili’s collection 
and which contain many bands in hazaj or which mix the two metres, 
without pointing out this fact; see op.cit., p.123?

77° Al-Bujaili, Al-Band, p.23y the band marked £ ; see also another
good example of a band in ramal by him?in Jamal al-Bin, loc.cit.

78, I b i d . , p .9.
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79° There seems to be a mistake in Dujaili's text where he quotes the 
word nurun instead of anwara j ^ j \ , However? several things
point to* the word anwara jpO^Tnstead, Firstly the meaning is more 
appropriatef for it is more apt to say that thankful pi'aise shone in 
his green tent rather than saying that thankful praise is a light in 
his green tent, because of the transient nature of the action of 
giving thankful praise<> Secondly anwara j ^ j \ fits with the rhyme 
endings before and after. Thirdly, it also fits with the metre 
whereas nurun • breaks it completely, Al-DujailiJs book has 
many printing mistakes,

30, On al-Miarm. see Ibn Rashlq al-Qairawahi, Al-fUmdah fi Hah as in al-
Shi r wa jTdabihi wa Naqdilv , where he gives a, clear account of this, 
I, 140-1; see also M,A, Khaf a j i Fann al-Shi (r v fArud al-Shi*r al- 
Arabi wa QawafIk.y two volumes, Cairo, 1949? 1950? I? 51°

81, Al-Dujailiv Al-Band, p,53°
.32, Qadaya, pp,172-5°
83° In his article, op,cit,
34° f PP° 127-9°
5̂° Qadaya, pp,17l°
36, Ibid,, pp,172-3,
37° Unshudat al-Matar, p,120,
80, Ibid,, p,36,

Qadaya, pp,171-2°
90, Al-Dujaili, Al-Band, p,63,
91° For two examples see his band marked q on p,23 and his band marked

£ 011 p,21 where several changes between the metres take place,
92, Such as, for example, BalTl's bands marked and J on pp,21 and 22 

respectively,
93° Qadayav p,170,
94° Op,cit,, pp,124-7° For al-Mxazm see Ibn Rashiq, op,cit,, pp,141-3° 

The nearest translation of al-khazm in English prosody would be the 
hypermetric, which means to have a redundant syllable in the verse. 
See also Khafaji, op,cit,, I, 46-0°

95° Al-Dujaili j A1--Band, p,67°
960 Al-Dujaili, ibid, , pp,19-20 n, quotes this from Anfs al -Shatir,
97° Ibid,, p,120,
98, Ibid,, pp, ui and ^ ,
99° See ibid,y p, (J  where al-Zahawi is quoted as having asserted this,

Al-Dujaili himself did research on the subject and came to the same
conclusion. Howevery he did not describe the Persian version of
al-band clearly. See ibid,, pp, J  ̂lie describes a
kind of "rhymed prose ^hTbT the word ’prosejy7 written in the metre 

roafa<1lun and ending after about ten lines with the rhyme \j ", 
Since al-hazaj metrey which is &, repetition of mafa llun four times 
to the Classical two hemistich verse in Arabic., is known to be the
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main metre used in al-band (see al-Mala’ikah, op.cit., p.167) and 
since it is also found in Persian prosody, eight feet to the verse, 
(see S» Khulusi, Fann al-Taqtl* al-Shifri wa ’l-Qafiyah, Baghdad, 
1963? Volol, 98) "the idea that the Iraqians took it from the 
Persians is pla\:isible» It is reinforced by the fact that the If 
is also found in the Arabic bands at the ends of paragraphs or even 
sometimes in the middle of a paragraph, although some other letters, 
one notices, are also used occasionally; see Dujaili’s Al~Band,
pp.11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 for examples of the use of L> at the
end of the bands; see also ibid., pp.54$ 55* 56 and 57 for "the tise
of ; etc. These are always in the accusative.

100. Ibid., p. 5
101. Ibid., pp.49-50 n.
102. Qadayg, p.170; see also p.175° But there are several instances in 

which al-band seems to be connected with prose, as in the above 
example in foot-note 99* Al-haza,j metre itself seems to have 
become connected in Iraq with prose or prosaic constructions.
Khulusi alludes to it as a metre regarded by some poets to be less 
elevated than other metres, o p . c i t p..97,He quotes the Najafi poet 
M.R. al-Shabibi in this verse: ̂ ‘ j I K j   r-L,
p.98<* The allusion by al-Shabibi to hazaj as being prosaic is very 
significant. See also al-Hilali’s article, op.cit., J6 for 
quotations from other writers.

103° Most bands are very prosaic, despite their crowded embellishments.
They seem, moreover, to have degenerated in time, as a glance on the 
later bands in al-Dujaili's collection shows. For a single example 
see a band written by a modern writer called Sahib Dhahab (b.1347 
A.H.), ibid., pp.160-1. Al-Bujaili himself recognises the general 
banality of bands (see p.a* of his book), although he vacillates in 
his opinion at times.

104« The early attempt, attributed to the linguist Ibn Duraid al-Azdi,
at writing a literary piece of similar composition in al-ra.jaz metre 
is very interesting. Al-Dujaili quotes it on p.  ̂, but rejects 
M. al-Hashimi’s suggestion that this piece is a band. Although it 
certainly was not meant to be one, for bands were not known at that 
time, it does have the same prosaic composition, and the same 
conversational tone as well as the same play in the number of 
feet 3? 3y 8, 2, 2, 3t 9 (this line seems to have a slight 
prosodical mistake at the beginning), 8, 3y 3? 7? 4* &nd 8. Al- 
Baqillani quotes a much shorter and slightly different version of it 
without naming the writer, and regards it as having deviated from 
metre, for, in his opinion, verse is that ”whose parts are similar 
in length and vocalisation”; see I jaz al-Our'an, p.84° Ibn al—
*Imad quotes a similar example supposed to have been written by 
al-Ma‘arris

U>  pj\ li/b D1 0° O* <dJl "
. ” Jiifi j ̂ I ‘-Cf’1' aLlio loi1 1 c \ Ki  ̂ *“'

and says, (quoting Ibn Khillilcan) that this piece was shown to Abu 
’l-‘lzz Muzaffar al-'Ailani, the prosodist, who said it belonged to 
al-raj az al-maj zu1, thus not recognising its prosaic qualities,and 
re-wrote it in hemistichs. This is interesting because it shows 
again that the order of the two hemistich verse was synonymous with
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105-

106.

107c

108,

109.
110,

poetry; see Shadharat al-Dhahab fi Akhbar Man Dhahab,
v, 1TT-2; —  — ’ ‘

Cairo,
Al-Ma arri, however, wnen he speaics about this kind of writing 

does not refer to this quotation attributed to him, but quotes 
another example by some later writers "muhdathuhl*,(quoted here in 
two hemistich form as they have done*for teoEnical reasons)!

\s>j«o d

s ,  w
1x11

jjo 74 L1 4JJ1 el
j

This technique of leaving a word unfinished in a versefal-Ma‘arri 
says,is called ”ighram;> by later savants; see Al-Fusul wa ! 1-Ghayat 
fi Tam.jid Allah wa“'t 1-Mawa‘iz, ed. by M.H. al-Zanati, Cairo, 7938,’ 
Vol.I, 446-7°

These examples from Classical times remain the earliest we have 
of prosaic literary pieces written in metre, as well as the earliest 
examples of metrical compositions based on the free repetition of 
one foot. An example from the piece attributed to Ibn Duraid is 
the following where the feet are 3, 3, 8, 2, 2, 3? 2

^  b \jU*uaJ i (_£j-n-> wtX 1 ( , IkuJLAo Aj  O jS  ’̂.1 ■ .j

b ( jjpplj J-"6* h  ( 1 wU 1 dlfi- ijjw t. 1 _/rfL>c-rf 1

* lo 1 0>Aa9 * &j 1

However, these attempts must be regarded as mere exercises of 
metrical ability, that have nothing to do with poetry, for their 
prosaic nature is undeniable.
On this see U, al-Malafikah, Shifr fAli Mahmud Taha, pp.203 and 206; 
see also A. al-Ahwani, Ibn Sana1 al-Mulk, p.180; J. Rilcabi, however, 
strangely regards it as a liberation of form, Fi *l-Adab al- 
Andalusi, p.308.
(Awad al-Karim strangely suggests that al-muwashshahat could have 
been developed to embody both narrative and dramafic poetry. In 
dramatic poetry, the khar.jah, written usually in the vernacular, 
could have been utilised, in his opinion, for the dramatic dialogue; 
see Fann al-Tawshlh, p.167° The idea of this lyrical, elaborate 
and restricted form of verse being used in dramatic or even 
narrative poetry cannot possibly be entertained.
*Awad al-Karim, however, insists that the muwashshah is the 
greatest attempt in the history of Arabic poetry7~and new, to 
rebel against the traditional metres; see ibid., pp.66 and 167; 
several other w r i t e r s entertain the idea that this art form was 
an intended liberation of Arabic metres; see A. Hammoudah, op.cit., 
p.45; Ibrahim Anis, Musiqa 11-Shi*r, p.222; and other writers.
However, just as al-Dujaili preferred the band to modern free verse, 
so also did several writers with al-muwashshah. See fAwad al-Karim, 
op.cit., p.168; fAbd al-Karim al-YSfi, Dirdsat Panniyyah fi *l-Adab 
al- Arabi+Damascus, 1963> p.165, where he savs that the 
muwashshahat were richer, deeper and wider / i n  theme/, a very 
strahge*"statement; see also the comment of Sa‘d Dafbis, "Ahammiyat 
Dirasat al-Muwashshahat fi * l~fAsr al-Hadith", Al-Aqlam, July,
1968, pp.84-3.
Qadaya, pp.21-2 and 21 n.
See his comment in Al-Adab, June, 1954, p°69°
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111, See the &raliments „in ■ Al-^&dab; ibid. 5 February, 1954? PP«49~50? 
a comment by Salih Kubbah; ibid. , April, 1954? & comment by K.J. 
[kaaim Jawad?}, p.69? ibid., May, 1954? comment by Jalal al-Khayyat, 
p.5 8? ibid., July, 1954? comment by Kazim Jawad, p.57® These early
comments were not the last, for the controversy still goes on; see
Al-Aqlam, March, 19̂ 5? the article by Yusuf Husain Bakkarjpp.108-11 
entitled "Nazilc al-Mala'ikah wa Bidayat al-Shi‘r al-Hurr” in which 
he tries to prove that she was not the first peet to write a free 
poem; etc.

112. Azhar wa Asatlr, Beirut, n.d., p.140.
113c- Sha^ayp wa Ramad, second edition, Beirut, 1959? P°122.
114® Loo.cit.
115, Nazik herself has no poems in this metre in fAshiqatu ;M-l>ail, her

first diwan; for another example *Ali Mahmud Taha does not use this
metre in any of his volumes of verse.

116. He himself realised this; see his comment, loo.cit., see also the 
comment of Kazim Jawad, loo.cit.

117® Azhar wa Asatir, pp.29-40.
118. In Al-Naflr paper, November, 1943®
119o K. Jawad, loo.cit., recognised this. He was one of tv-- poets who

benefited by al-Sayyab's liberation of al-karri il metre.
120. M. ‘Abbud early recognised N. al-Mala'ikah’s poetic gift£ see his 

essay on her first diwan, fJTshiqatu 'l-Lail, in Mujaddidun wa 
Mujtarrun, pp.185-97®

121. See *Abbud, Mu.jaddidun, p.186, where he says that N. al-Mala'ikah 
broke the record for a poetry full of tears and complaint.

122. See above pp. 172-3; sec chapter IV on Romanticism, where this 
is discussed in several places *

123. For a few examples from her second diwan, ShaffSyS,, see as examples 
of her involvement with the depressing conditions of life around her 
such poems as ”A1-I(ulira”, pp.121-4? "Al-Uftwan”, pp.60-6, "Linakun 
Asdiqa’”, pp.125-31? "Yutupia fi '1-Jibal”, pp.135~41 and several 
others. Some-poems, though originally personal, have a metaphysical 
approach rather mature for her age at the time, stemming probably 
from her deeply intuitive realisation of the major evils in life 
which include, as her poems indicate, the treachery of people we love 
and the banality, cruelty and destructiveness which dominate life, 
either openly or lurking behind the facade of people’s outer 
behaviour. She is a very interesting poet, although her poetry is 
either too personal or too generalised to suit the particular mood
in which the Arab people are living now. However, despite her 
teacher Gibran's wider dimensions of experience and approach, her 
best poems, one feels, are more capable of permanent survival than 
his.

124. See Jalil ICamal al-DTn, Al-Shi ‘r al-‘Arabi ‘l-Hadfth wa Rub.
al-‘Asr , pp. 161 and 174? see also Muihyi al-DirTIsma*11, 
f,Malamib min al-Shi ‘r al-‘Iraqi al-Hadith”, Al-Adab, January, 1955? 
p.5 6; Khalidah Sa‘id, however, recognised her capacity?in certain 
poems,to combine the personal and the 'communal'; see her essay on 
her entitled nAl~Inkifa' i.Ia Tl-Naf s” , Al-Bahth *an al-Judhur,
Beirut, i960, p.43® ’ "*"*
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125* See above, pp$32—4?249, 3499 403, 474, 512 et passiraD
126* Saidah’s discussion of this controversy in Egypt is well justified;

see his book, Adabuna wa Udaba*una fi ’l-Mahajir al-Amirkiyyah,
PP*195-223; see also Âzlz Abazah*s extemporised speech at the 
celebration given in honour of Saidah in Cairo 1956 as paraphrased 
in Al-Adib, May, 1956, pp*73-4, also a paraphrasing of his lecture 
in Tatwan, Morocco, in 1958, ibid* , January, 1958, pp*80-1»

127* The isolated and unsuccessful experiments of well known poets like
Abu *l-4Atahiyah (see Ibn Qntaibah, Al-Shi4r wa ^-Shu'ara *«ed* by 
J* de Geoje, Leiden, 1904, P*497) and of such adventurers as Razin 
al-fArudi (d*247 A.H.); (see on his innovations Yaqut al-Hamawi, 
Irshad al-Arib Ila Ma4 rif at al-Adib, known as Mu *j am al-Udaba".ed. 
by DoSo Margoliouth, Cairo, 1927, Vol.IV, 209-10, and Vol.VI, 16-7*) 
are common knowledge* See also a list of new metres invented but 
never seriously explored in Khafaji Fann al-Shl*r, 1, 66-7, etc*

128* Khafa.ji1 s book on Abu Shadi, entitled Ra*id al-Shi fr al-Hadith has
been mentioned above; see also the articles on him by al-ShS^Tb and 
al-Saharti in Al-Shafaq al-Baki and other referencesFor Qu^ub's 
writings on al-4Aqqad see Mandur's argument in Mizan, pp*103-8, and 
other references*

129* Mizan,p*75? see also above p. 74:7a
130o See above chapter V.

131* Several publishers in Beirut, including Bashir al-Da4uq of Bar -
al-Tali4ah, Suhail Idris of Dar al-Adab (and editor of^Al-Adab 
magazine) and BahTj ‘Uthman of Dar al-'llm li '1-Malayin, told the 
present writer about the great consumption of books by the Iraqis. 
Zaki Mubarak, xtfho sojourned in Baghdad in 1937, it is surely 
remembered (see above p* 349 extolled the praises of the
Iraqians in their open-minded attitude towards Egyptian and other 
Arab literary contribution, as well as in their love of reading and 
general literary activity*

132. Poetry, its Music and Meaning, p*15*
133* Form, not metre* Metres have long been described as catering each

to . definite themes; see 4Abdullah al-Tayib's discussion on these, 
op* cit *, pp* 74-485* Al*JTayib has many plausible points, but 
practice has shown that poets write in any metre they happen to 
choose for one reason or another. Metres, for example happen to 
be in vogue in a certain period, e.g. al-kamil in the early fifties, 
and al-khabab and al-rajaz from the mid-fifties till the present day, 
and poems of all kinds were written in them* Other artistic 
reasons exist* See an article written on this by Abmad Nasif al- 
Janabi entitled "Musiqa 11-Shi‘r, hal laha Silah bi Maudu4at al- 
Shi 4 r wa Aghradih ?", Al-Aqlam, January, 19&4? pp*125-32*

134* P*10*
135* Ibid*, pp*10-11*
136* It is strange that Ihasan ‘Abbas, who is a well-known modern critic, 

writing in 1952, had°not yet seen the contradiction in Nazik*s 
definition* He agrees that she is right because the two hemistich 
form has to resort to "poetic crutches" to fill the feet of the 
metre* See Al-Thaqafah magazine, No.722, November 10th, 1952,p*l6. 
However, he contradicts himself on p*17 saying that a poet exploits 
the poetic crutches, meaning that he never allows them to over-ride 
him*
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137. Such as *Abbas, as has been mentioned in foot-note 136. See also 
J.I* Jabra, Al-Adab, January, 1955» P«1| a^d many others.

138. A quotation from C.M. Bowra would be appropriate here. Discussing the 
Classical concept of form he says: ”It would not be entirely untrue
to say that the Classical conception both of rhymes and of regular 
verses is that the poet should be able to say what he has to say in 
any forma” The Creative Experiment, London, 1949s P«21.

139-* This attribute has pre-ocoupied the minds of several Classical 
savants; for a single example see Ibn Rashid’s discussion on 
conciseness and condensation in poetry, Al- Umdah,Vol.I, 250-7; see
also his interesting chapter on padding where he states that padding
is often resorted to in order to achieve a correct metrical 
structure, ibid., Vol.II, 69-72; N.B. his enumeration of words used 
as crutches in poetry, p*71* A modern critic, however, can point 
out at once how these very words are still used as padding articles 
in free verse, and might be able to add to the list.

mm &140. The statement of al-Jahiz demonstrates this very well, ” h >KJl jâ | "
J 1̂5 i  ̂^ ̂ dJ djuJ f I  ̂ 411 illL-rr *0U U S ^ L J J I  Jp
quoted, ibid., Vol.I, 257.

141. See Ibn Rashiq’s comment on al-Mutanabbi's resort to this, Al-*Umdah, 
Vol.II, 71.

4̂2. Al-Adab, June, 1954, p.69*
143. K.J. in ibid., April 1954, p .69 n.
144. Ibid., P069.
145» Ibid.
146. N. al-Mala1ikah, writing in 1954, desoribes the development of free 

verse as widening rapidly like a storm; see Qadaya, p.34»
147. Ibid., p.51.
148. See ibid., PP«35“4S, her chapter entitled "Al-Judhur al- 

Ijtima*iyyah li Q-Shi'r al-Hurr”.
149. Op.cit., p.2.
150. Ibid., p.3.
151. See her chapter, op.cit,
152. On these see Bowra, op.cit., p.21.
153. See an article by AdunTs, entitled ”Muhawalah fi Ta*rxf al-Shi*r 

al-gadith” Shi * r, No,11, Summer, 1959, p.83.
154« See above pp\ 106“s7,the discussion on Shauqi’s manipulation of the 

two hemistich form.
155. Shi*r magazine, No.2, Spring, 1957, P»97, from his lecture ’’Mustaqbal 

al-Shi*r al~fArabi fx Lubnah”.
5̂6. ShiV, No.24, Autumn, 1962, p.140.
157. Al-Ma.jallah, No.81, September, 1963, p.27«

Ibid., No.57, October, 1961, p.28.
159. For I a Izziddin's term ”al-shi*r al-jadxd” see his book Al-Shi *r 

al-*Arabi Jl-Mu*asir, p.62s For I. al-Amxn's term ”shi fr 
al-taf llah ”, see his book Nazariyyat , al-Fann al-Muta.jaddid,
Cairo,1964,' P*15, et passim.
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160. Loco cit.
161. Ibid,, pp.97-8.
162. For the concept of ideological violence, the present writer is

indebted to Nadim al-Bitar’s magnificent discussion of violence in 
revolutions in his book A l - I g  iyy ah al-Inqilabi.yyah, Beirut, 19&4 
see especially p.720.

163. The Creative Experiment, p.6.
184. IQ p:. cit., pp.98-9*
165. "MuhSwalah fi Ta'rif al-Shifr al-Hadith'1, SM/r, No. 11, Summer, 1959 

pp.79-80.
166. Ibid., p.80.
167. Ibid., 81.
168. Ibid.
169. Ibid.
170o Ibid.t p.83.
171o On this problem see Bowra, The Creative Experiment, pp.21-3.
172. See ibid., pp,10-1.
7̂3* Op.cit., pp.84-5*
174. Ibid.„ pp.88-9*
175. Ibid., p.90.
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(i) Connitted Poetry; Al-IItizao
It was in the pages of Al-Adab magazine (founded at the beginning of

1953) that the call for committed literature found its greatest support in

the fifties5 but many other magazines and newspapers also participated.

This call had started much earlier in the century, prompted mainly, not by

the natural social function of Arabic poetry which moved within a
*traditional social framework, but by modern socio-political convictions.

The Egyptian writer and thinker, Salamah Musa (1887-1953) was a socialist

who tried to promote the idea of a literature for the people and of the

people. His achievement as a writer, thinker, and educator is beyond the
1scope of this work, but he must be remembered here as probably the first 

writer to raise the question from a socialist point of view of mass 

communication and the necessity to write in the language of the people. 

Hence, he attacked many of the literary conventions that dominated the

literary field, denouncing rhetoric and the literature of kings and
2 3princes and advocating the use of a language nearer to that of the people.

Moreover, his promotion of the idea of sincerity in literature and of a

realistic approach to the problems of society^ was sustained throughout

the many decades in which he wrote. However, it was in the fifties, just

before he died, that his activity, encouraged by the 1952 Revolution in

^'Oniy a few decades earlier there would have been no question of to whom 
the poet and man of letters should write. The idea of eliticism had 
vanished by the beginning of the twentieth century and the poet found 
himself guided by a strong living tradition to direct his voice to a fairly 
large audience of poetry. But the ’people* whom the poet addressed were 
not the proletariat but the national community, or, to be more precise, 
the audience of poetry who combined a traditional love of poetry to a newly 
acquired concern for national problems. The poetry of the earlier decades 
of this century had, therefore, social aims and depended on the social 
medium for its legitimacy but within a traditional social framework. It 
was, of course, the Romantics and after them the Symbolists who introduced 
a new trend. The latter especially helped to propagate elitist ideas 
concerning poetry in their arguments in the thirties and forties about 
’pure poetry’ and 'art for art's sake*, as has been discussed in the 
chapter on Symbolism.
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Egypt, ao-oced to multiply,' aiid M s  influence,, on a pan Arabic scale,
5permeated a far greater audience.

In Lebanon the influence of the socialist writer 1 Umar Fakhuri made

itself felt in the forties with the publication of his two books, Al-Fusul

al-Arba*ah (1941) and Adib fi Q-Suq (1944)° The insistence on sincerity

in literature is stressed in these books, and in the second the media of

the writer is fully discussed and Fakhuri attacked the literature of ivory
6towers, a phrase which came to be commonly used in the fifties«

But more influential than him for the promotion of left-wing ideas

of commitment in the fifties was the Lebanese writer, educator, story

writer, critic and literary historian, Ra’if al-Khouri ( 1912-1967)■> A

Classicist and a modern, his name shone early in the forties with the

publication of his book Al-Fikr al~-*Arabi ,‘1-Hadith wa Atbar al-ffhaurah

al-Firansiyyah fi Tawjihihi ll-Siyasi wa tl-I,jtima<i ■, (1943), which has

been quoted several times in this work, as well as with his articles on

literature. He was a liberal socialist who was able, amidst the many

currents of thought and the many conflicting pressures, to remain loyal to

his first principles. In 1948 he wrote saying that it is the writer who

re-shapes (he says engineers) the spirit of man, but he must be free and
7his ideas must not be pre-moulded for him. He never changed this point

of view, and despite his belief in a socialist structure for society and

in a socialist attitude towards the role of writers and critics, he did not
0

hesitate to criticise Soviet censorship on writers in the Soviet Union.

This was a sign of great independence on the part of this critic at a time 

when the Soviet Union represented a great moral force to Arab socialists 

everywhere. One can say about him that he, with the towering figure of 

Marun fAbbud at his side, was able to found a front of critical dignity and 

integrity in Lebanon, exerting a real moral influence on literary thinking 

and critical attitudes. His role in promoting the ideas of committed
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literature was central in the fifties*, For him the writer is socially 
9responsible. Those writers who live in ivory towers, writing on subjects

that are separated from life (he is speaking here in particular about the

idea of 'pure poetry'), draw the curtains over the facts of Imperialism,

over the complaints of the workers and peasants, and submerge the struggle

of people for democracy, liberty and independence. They are, therefore,

socially related in a negative sense, i.e. in an anti-social sense. They 
10are escapists. Discussing the relationship between politics and

literature, he asserted that politics is a theme of great interest to

people. "The Arab writer is committed in this period of Arab national

revival to have, consciously and deliberately, a political meaning in his 
11writings.” This need not be direct, but should be implied. In his

opinion, this 'political' meaning can be imbued even in a love poem with

the spirit of challenge and strength it permeates, as opposed to that of
12despair and debility. His lecture "The Man of Letters Writes for the

Masses" in answer to Taha Husain's lecture "The Man of Letters Writes for 
13the Elite" rang in the middle of the fifties with a resounding cry, 

arousing the spirit and gaining the support of thousands of readers. 

"Literature," he said, "is an individual act of creation using social, not 

metaphysical material, a material which stems from the overflowing life of

the people."^ The debate, which was organized by the UNESCO at Beirut in 19).̂
15took on great dimensions and produced considerable intellectual activity.

It might well be regarded as the most important literary debate in the 

fifties.

Like most writers who promote the idea of a literature committed to
16the people, Ra'if al-Khouri advocated simplicity and clarity of language.

His own style conformed to these requirements, and he was, throughout his 

career, able to harmonise theory with practice, an achievement made easy 

for him because of his intellectual integrity. Although he was not able



to feel much sympathy with advanced experiments in modern poetry, ' he 

remains one of the brave, courageous writers who guided the spirit of the
1 ftfifties.

Other writers in Syria and Lebanon also participated in promoting the 

ideas of a committed literature, based on Marxist principles. As early as 

1950 Shihadah al-Khouri published his well-known book Al-Adab fi *1-Maidan 

in Damascus, in which he advocated, with strength and infective..-.conviction, 

the principles of socially committed literature, stemming from Marxist 

theories on the subject. Literature should enter the arena of social 

struggle and should commit itself to the oppressed masses - the peasants 

and workers-in order to be a weapon for them with which they can fight for 

their rights and by means of which they can regain faith in their own
19humanity. The term "neo-Realism" found expression in this work.

Najm, in his valuable record of the development of literary theory in 

the Arab world between 1860-1960 describes the formation in 1954 of 
"Habitat al-Kuttab al-Suriyyin", a group of socialist writers and poets 

who published several books of short stories and some volumes of poetry 

among which was the diwan of the socialist poet, Shauqi Baghdadi, Akthar 

min Qalb Wahid, Damascus, 1955» The activities of this Union of Writers 

were suppressed with the national flux which came about in 195& when the 

Syrio-Egyptian unity was effected.

In Iraq, the socialist poets were actively writing poetry which had 

a social context , ‘Abd al-Wahhab al-Bayyati, Kazim Jawad, al-Sayyab, and

several others. Their examples were the socialist foreign poets who had 

already gained world fame; ..’Federico Garcia Lorca, Nazim Hikmat, Mayakovsky, 

fablo Neruda, Aragon. As poets, their socialist concepts were immediately 

applied in their poetry. Al-Bayyati can well be regarded as the most 

important representative of the neo-Realism in Iraq, and perhaps in the 

Arab world, for he persevered in producing volumes of poetry which
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exhibited, dedication, and an experimental spirit, but which suffered from
a certain amount of monotony. Al-Sayyab, whose long poems Al~Mumis al-
1Amya' and Al-Aslihah wa 1l-Atfal exemplified the concepts of socialist

dedication, turned later to another kind of commitment in which the

conditioncf man in the Arab world pre-occupied his thoughts stemming from

his own experience and consciousness of it rather than from a kind of

deliberate choice of a socialist theme. Despite the high quality of
Al~Mumis9 much of his other work remains superior to it.

By the middle of the fifties the principles of Social Realism in
20literature had become well propagated among readers. Their main themes

were that writers should concentrate on the portrayal of real life. This

portrayal includes the social struggle between the classes, a struggle in

which the oppressed were always the heroes. The author’s outlook must

not stem from metaphysical concepts, but must depend rather on clear
logical scientific basis. Form and content are united and interdependent.

A spirit of optimism and faith, of strength and determination, should

permeate these writings, for the struggle of the masses should be
supported and given its victorious meaning in literature. "The author's

point of view", to use E. Wilson's words, "must 'be that of the vanguard
21of the proletariat'".

In 1955 the Egyptian.Mahmud Amin al-*Alim and *Abd al-*Azim Anis 
published in Beirut an important book on theoretical and practical 

criticism based on Marxist concepts. Answering the question "What is 

social Realism?" Anis says that it is not the reality of a writer's 

personal experience. The writer must understand his experience through

* To give a single example, IJusain Murawwah,_a Lebanese socialist writer, 
says in his discussion of the poetry of Khalil Hawi "How can we accept 
that he breathes into ... our generation the 'enchantment' of despair ... 
Does our poet think that this can create life from the wasteland? Or 
would he say that 'this is my experience, and it is nobody's business if
I should react to a certain experience.. "'22
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23the general, not the individual, reality. This is why an awareness of 
. • : ■ . r.' - .. ■ 2.

these problems is essential to the artist. In a work of art the approach

is of paramount importance, for it must imply and emphasise the right kind
25Tof social morality ' for the readers. It is interesting to see how the

writers attack and reject Existentialism, that "devastating individualistic
26philosophy which denies the objective truth of human reality, which has

an emotional attitude to the world, to man and to history. It is a

process of alienation ... not an act of commitment and a feeling of a true
27human responsibility." Existentialist ideas on social commitment are

rejected. "They are raw and immature", for the human responsibility should

be a conscious knowledge of the objective problems of the world and not an
28emotional, hazy approach. Existentialism is a defeatist, reactionary 

movement. It is a clear path, not between left and right as its
29protagonists claim, but is a path backward into reaction and defeat.

The work of art must achieve a complete unity between form and
content, an organic unity ... in which the images grow harmoniously into
each other from within the work of art until they arrive at the completion

of the work.^ In a novel, the heroes should take a stand towards things 
31and events, and the solution of their problems should depend, not on an

32individual but on a general political motivation. As for the conflict

in the literary field in Egypt, the battle is not between old and new but
33between the neo~Realists and their enemies. Concerning the basic

attitude of authors, the writers declare that anger alone is not enough,
and moreover constitutes a danger, for "an anger which is not accompanied

34by hope undoubtedly leads to despair". Among the authors whom they

attack in this book is T.S. Eliot who is described as "One of the biggest
35reactionary heads in modern thought." Their argument is presented with 

force and confidence, but as in much ideological thinking, dogma plays a 

good part in their discussion and their attempt at applying their principles
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to a work of art often lowers their aesthetic judgment.

There are several other writers on social Realism, The Lebanese 

Husain Murawwah who had written the introduction to fi ;1 -Thaqafah al- 

Misriy.yah published his own book, Qadaya Adabiyyah ,in 1956, in Cairo,
In this book he spoke, among other things, of progressive and reactionary 
writers, A writer is a progressive when he takes into account the 

movement of history and the rise of the new developing forces whose conflict 

with the "decayin^1 class is inevitable, fAli Sacd, also a Lebanese,
Q

participated to some extent in the call for commitment, and so did
 3 9Muhammad Mufid al-Shubashi in Egypt, As for Muhammad Mandur, however,

despite his assertion that he had become a social Realist,^ he remained a

liberal at heart in his poetic criticism. In his book Qadaya Jadidah fi 

Adabina !I-Hadith there is nothing of the stern, ideological approach of
Murawwah for example, in his book of practical criticism, Lirasat Maqdiyyah
- - ^41fi Dauf al-Manha.j al~Waqi*i, Beirut, 1965 =

The development of the principles of social Realism in critics, as

well as of those of the Sartrian ideas of commitment, which will be
discussed presently, found an echo in the needs of the era for all kinds

of weapons to help with the vital process of reconstruction and spiritual
atonement. But the fifties were not a fertile ground for the implementation

of socialist ideas on a popular scale, for they must be remembered as the

peak of Arab nationalism in modern times when there was voiced the

strongest verbal expression of the involvement of the people and their

spokesmen in a revival based on nationalism. Thus the ideas of a
42committed literature xirere unhesitatingly adopted by nationalist writers.

This adoption must not be seen as a contradiction or inversion of

principles, but as a natural resort on the part of the poets and writers
43involved to utilise everything in their hands for the sake of progress,

Arab nationalism in the fifties was a spontaneous reality. The real
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schism, therefore, took place not between the Socialists and. the 

Nationalists who had unwittingly joined hands, hut between those who 
advocated commitment in literature and those who saw that such an 
involvement would vulgarise and lower down the standard of literature. 
Therefore it was, on the whole, an aesthetic quarrel. The different 

points of view will be paraphrased at the end of this discussion,

Marxist theories of literature, however, were by no means the only 

influences which were playing on the rising generation of experimentalist 

poets, A profound but perhaps less definable influence was making itself 

felt during the fifties, that of J,P, Sartre,^ Sartre’s influence on

shaping some of the attitudes of the generation of avant-garde poets was
effected in two spheres2 in the promotion of his theory of committed 

literature and in the spread of his existentialist ideas which had an 

important effect on the poetic attitude of the generation of poets rising 

to fame in the fifties. In this section, our concern is with the first 
influence.

It was from February to July, '3947j in his magazine Les Temps Modernes,
that Sartre published a series of articles entitled "Qu’est que la
litteratiire?" which immediately asserted its importance, Henri Peyre

writing in 1949 describes it as ’’likely to remain as one of the most

important professions of faith, not only of this century but in the history
45of French letters," These articles are a keen analysis of the relation

between the writer and his public. The true demoralizers, they imply,
are the poets and writers who

■ enjoyed the benefits of a social order in which they refused
to take any interest,,, and abstracted themselves from the 
anguish of their contemporaries. They polished their words 
for posterity, rose serenely above their time and place to be 
universal and detached in their appeal ,4°

It is impossible here to paraphrase the whole discussion which appeared so
47"original" to his contemporaries. The ideas of commitment he puts
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forward have since been so diffused among other writers that it is not 

possible for us now to feel their full initial originality.. In the Arab 
world his ideas sometimes mixed* in the writings of critics, with those 
based on Marxist theories of literature0 This is very clear in the 

writings of Ra'if al-IChouri who began writing on committed literature 

before the publication of these articles, but was drawn in the mid fifties 
to attack Communist censorship and imposition on the essential freedom of

.v_

a writer, as has been demonstrated above® Sartre says on this topic;

Poor Communist intellectuals.. They have fled the ideology 
of their class of origin only to find it again in the class 
they have chosen® This time there is no more laughing; work, 
family, country - these are the words they must singo I imagine 
that they must often rather want to let loose, but they are 
chainedo 48

For Sartre, commitment is a spontaneous result by virtue of being a writer-
who "has to respond to a certain demand and who has been invested, whether

50he likes it or not, with a certain social function"o Sartre makes the

chief motives of artistic creation "the need of feeling that we are
51essential in relationship to the world"„ The writer, in his view, is

committed

when he tries to achieve the most lucid and the most complete 
consciousness of being embarked, that is, when he causes the 
commitment of immediate spontaneity to advance, for himself 
and others, to the reflective® The writer is, par excellence, 
a mediator, and his commitment is mediation., 52

With words like these the task of the writer is defined., Peyre summarizes
his call aptly saying that the first duty of a writer in Sartre's opinion

is "to establish language in its dignity and rejuvenate and transform wornout

* Al-Khouri may also have been influenced by Trotsky’s ideas on the 
artist’s freedom® Trotsky's dSF^Ce study Literature and Revolution which 
was published in 1924 might represent the most liberal view on art given 
in Russia after the Revolution® The gist of his idea is that "The Soviet 
State, and its ruling party, had no right to dictate to artists or writers 
what they should do and how they should do it „o<= artistic creation 
obeyed its own laws; it could not flourish and be true to itself without 
experimentation and unhampered development."^
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techniques. The second is to take sides against any injustice,* wherever

it may come from. Then to represent the world and hear witness to it,
Ahove all to build,

He is made, surely, to take sides. There are two enemies, Communism

and Capitalism, But his commitment is to the working class. Here Sartre

is speaking directly of the French working class, who have had a certain
55degree of education. An Arab writer in the fifties could not impose 

the demand with the same kind of convincingness, for apparent reasons, and 

much (but not all) of the emphasis was laid, therefore, on the commitment 

to iiirite about the masses. One can see in this a part of the cause of 
haziness in the writings on the subject at that time, although there are 
also other causes.

The campaign of "iltizam" in modern Arabic poetry had positive and 

negative results. On the one hand it helped greatly to bring about a 

deeper consciousness in poets of the experiences of the nation and tied 

many of them to the real struggle at home, lessening to a considerable 

degree the dangers of cultural alienation to which poets were often exposed. 

On the other hand, the great insistence on content and on the use of simple 

language nearer to that of the spoken language helped towards the weakening 

of some poetic elements such as condensation, depth and terseness, This 
is seen even in the poetry of the foremost Socialist poet, al-Bayyati,

The call for committed literature produced a great deal of counter 

criticism, "This /call does not constitute/ an aesthetic concept of 

literature and criti’cism," said one critic, "you do not see art through
56Socialism, but Socialism through art," "It has no real artistic

* This is an important point for it lays the stress on freedom, Sartre's 
statement is as follows: "The writer's duty is to take sides against all
injustices, wherever they may come from ,,, From this point of view we 
must denounce British politics in Palestine and American politics in 
Greece as well as Soviet deportations,,,"54
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principles," said another, "and makes of the theme the only aim of poetry, 

caring little for other elements in the poem* Moreover, it judges that
57

poetry has no value of its own in society, hut is rather a means to an end*"

“Marxist commitment," said a third, "hit us at the beginning of the fifties
like a sudden brainstorm and changed our poetry to an ’ideological
manifesto’, producing poems *** like one produces potatoes from a field*"

"Art", a fourth said, "is not the result of reality alone, but is a mixture
59of reality, vision and contemplation*" One can go on endlessly

recounting the protests against the slogans of this call that were being

repeated at the time, many of those stemming from Socialist concepts

diverging greatly from more liberal Marxist concepts of social commitment

in literature as exemplified by Marx, Engels, Trotsky, and others*^
It worried those writers that the artist might be tempted to seek

harmony with the multitude, and therefore suppress or mitigate what he

would naturally wish to say5 or might even deviate completely from his
original experience* But writers were aware of the pressing needs of
Arab life around them to recruit all forces for the service of the general

cause, so nmch threatened by internal and external aggressions* Some of

those who criticised the didactic examples of national and ’ Glamorous*

poetry with which the magazines î ere flooded, escaped from the difficulty
by insisting that a capacity for empathy and a commitment to delineate the

62truth of the poet’s experience are necessary* Others were more vague,

and, by means of a sophisticated language tried to resolve the issue with
seeming ease* "The poet’s commitment is to create an atmosphere of amity
and understanding *** to humanise the world, *** melting down the fanatical

fiimpulses and opening up the world to sympathy and friendship*" But 

bringing in friendship is not necessarily the function of poetry* Modern 

Arabic poetry, for example, is, in its more sophisticated examples, a 
poetry of rejection and unresolved tensions, of physical and metaphysical
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estrangement in a world increasingly menacing. There is no reason why a

poet should not resent, rebel, reject and hate the evils which surround his
fiA.life, and the idea that a poet cannot resent or hate is not tenable.

Again, for the poet to react indiscriminately to life and in vague,

generalized terms as opposed to the idea of being committed to life is

not an acceptable alternative, because it gives a license for

those poets whose basic rebellion is opposed to life escape from real
issues* In the Arab world, the individual’s life is tied up very closely
with communal life, and if his situation is authentic in his own world, his

reaction to the forces which surround it will be at the same time personal
and communal. A man of letters, Jabra I. Jabra says;

by the very fact of his living in this rebellious epoch, 
with its aspirations and resentments, its /mania/ fc>r 
meddling with his private life, ... /its uneven 
distribution of wealth where/ some are fantastically 
wealthy, and some are horrifyingly hungry, its 
unprecendented social stratification,* is voluntarily 
or involuntarily an involved part of this era. If 
he does not rebel and defend his individual entity, 
he will lose ... identity/ and in the name of
humanity, progress or freedom ... the ideologists iri.ll 
exploit his powers. Then all that distinguishes him, 
his special vision of life, his understanding of 
history or his sympathy with humanity will be 
obliterated.66

This is a good assessment of the situation. However, the fact that no 

contemporary Arab poet can escape being singed need not lead to a healthy 

involvement all the time. For influences on the intellectual in the Arab 

world are greatly diversified, and a poet might be led sometimes by 
the wrong influences to read history only in horizontal fashion, 

overlooking its vertical depth’s and its wider and deeper

* Jabra is perhaps speaking here of very recent times when enormous wealth 
has been concentrated in certain areas, and accumulated by a few 
individuals, as in the oil countries. However, this is not tenable in a 
historical perspective, for there has always been a great stratification 
of society in the Arab world, as elsewhere.
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dimensions. It is only the poet’s true insight into things that will 

save him from falling a prey to the many influences which, in the name of 
those abstract ideals which Jabra so aptly pointed out, can lure him from 

the real issue. Whether the poet's involvement takes place by the force 

of things and circumstances, inescapable because its causes are menacingly 

active, or whether it is a voluntary commitment on his part, entered upon 

because life would be unbearable otherwise, because the indignity of the 

other is also the poet’s own indignity, because aggression, coercion and 
debasement of life can be fought and conquered, are things to be judged 
not by what the modern Arab poet rejects, but by what he seeks, not by 

the negative aspects of his involvement, but by its positive aspects.

For, in the involvement of the poets, one can surely recognise both 
positive and negative streaks. But the avant-garde expression is highly 
symbolised and translates itself into the language of general torment and 

strife, hope and prayer. What is important at this point, however, is 

to assert the fact that by the end of the fifties the poets of the ivory 

towers were practically non-existent among the group of experimentalists.
fi *7"Anger, social indignation and political hatred", to use Sartre’s words, 

lie at the basis of the modern Arab poem. But it is always the Arab 

poet's alternative to the objects of his rejection that can show whether 
he is a lover or a deserter.



Who were the poets’ audience in the fifties? The national 

dilemma pointed to the whole nation in its struggle against internal and 
external enemies. The external enemies are easily definable, and anyone 
could attack Imperialism and Zionism without fear of being punished.

The internal enemies were more dangerous. According to the bulk of the 
poetic expression, the xsrhole nation seemed to be divided into the 
oppressors and the oppressed. The former were either people in power 
and their ’underlings’, or stooges of the external enemies, whilst the 

latter could be anybody. The oppressors changed faces and methods, but 

their nature, according to the poetic expression, remained the same; 
tyrants and jailers when they could, but always basically traitors and 

fakes. The oppressed kept the same face, lighted sometimes with hope 
and faith, but always oppressed, harassed and denied. They did not belong 
to any one single class of oppressed, but represented rather a vast, 
diversified multitude. The poets, throwing in their lot with the 

oppressed, with whom they identified themselves, (they felt at one with 
all those jailed and tormented), were well aware of the dangers of 
exposing themselves to the easy scrutiny of those in power, and much of 

their poetry turned to oblique methods, addressing a more elite kind 

of audience. Many of them succeeded in reflecting important elements 
in the contemporary consciousness, creating a poetry which their 
times demanded, a poetry of rejection, either negative or positive, 
of foreboding, sometimes of hope. Other poets concentrated on the 

external enemies, or satirised an Arab tyranny if it was remote enough 
(although some poets showed great courage in attacking either obliquely 
or directly their own governments), or an ousted decrepit internal
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system. They were the ones who kept to a direct method of expression and 

did not utilise the more sophisticated tools of modern poetry. Perhaps 
they could not do that, hut one must also remember that their kind of 

commitment did not compel them to do so.

The nation divided itself into several audiences of poetry. There 

were the readers of avant-garde poetry, who gathered sometimes in small 

groups to listen to modern poetry, often in free verse, being read to them, 

and tried to assimilate its new rhythms and its more oblique methods.

Most of them had had some access to Western poetry either direct or in 

translation. Some middle line poets (such as the famous Nizar Qabbani 
^1920? ]), whose poetry retained some conventional streaks (in form, 

attitudes, or diction and imagery) vaccilated between this audience and a

less selective one. Other poetry catered, to quote from an essay written

at the end of the fifties,

for two cravings on the part of the general audience. It 
has in fact two types of audience. The first is the urban 
literary salon, whether it belongs to a private patron of 
literature or to a formal society. This audience is 
decidedly middle class whose craving is for comfort and 
entertainment. The salon poetry, therefore, caters for
those needs, and the kind of poetry most enjoyed in these
salons is love poetry or any verse which is soft, easily
understood and entertaining. The second audience is that
of the large hall where the poet stands on a platform and 
declaims his poetry to a huge gathering from all classes of 
people whoso craving is for high tension and enthusiasm; and 
therefore the poetry best enjoyed in the large hall is 
patriotic poetry,

This last type of poetry has been termed in this work 'platform

poetry', because it is written with the intention of being delivered from

a platform to a large audience. This poetry is decidedly committed to 
the national and political issues of the hour. The link between poetry 

and the platform was established during the first quarter of this century, 

Shauqi, Hafiz, al-Rasafi, al-Zahawi, al-Kazimi, al-Akhtal al-Saghir and 

many others had a direct and sustained involvement with the public. In
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these early days it was the poetry of the period, and the change in its

quality from a salon and court poetry in the nineteenth century to a poetry

of the open audience in the twentieth was effected spontaneously. The

tradition was carried on by another generation of poets, with men like
al-Qarawi, Abu Rishah, Ibrahim Tuqan and al-Jawahiri becoming famous masters
of the platform. Nevf concepts of poetry were being advocated at the time,

insisting on an internalised kind of poetic expression and an intensive
attack on the externalised poetry of the neo-Classical poets was launched

by the avant-garde poets and critics of those decades, as has been fully 
69described. However, this kind of poetry flourished steadily in spite of 

these attacks, developing its techniques all the time. Echoing communal 
feelings and emotions on the one hand, and being the heritage of the famous 
neo-Classicists on the other, it was only natural that it continue its 

development in the fifties where the need for a united, nationally 
conscious community î as great after the disintegration which took hold of 
the Arab people as a result of the Palestine disaster. However, this line 

of externalised poetry in the fifties, differed from its earlier prototype 

in that it was no more the poetry of the most important poets of the period, 

nor did it constitute the main stream of contemporary Arabic poetry. The 
new avant-garde poetic experiments were able to overshadow it among the 

more sophisticated literary circles and among the more sophisticated 
readers in a way that the Romantic and Symbolic poetry of the thirties and 

forties was not able to do. (Poets like al-Shabbi, fAql,Abu Shabakah and 

Naji could never overshadow a poet like al-Jawahiri for example.) But in 

the fifties, this kind of platform poetry, although it flourished and 
served its public commitment, became rather alienated from the main stream 
and separated into a distinctive stream of its own. If asked, the avant- 

garde poets today might well assert that it is not poetry at all, but mere 

versification. To them, it is instantaneous, hollow, grandiose and full
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of bombast* If has no relovanoe to direct experience tmt preys on the
70emotions of a public eager for excitement and sensationalism..

Platform poetry in the fifties enjoyed a considerable popularity among 

the large audience of poetry, but it was not the only kind of traditional

poetry that was being written then.. It only constituted one specailised
type with a technique of its own* It is the special technique of this 

poetry that is the theme of this discussion* Critics of modern poetry 

are in the habit of dismissing all the poetry which keeps to the convention 
of the monorhymed two hemistich verse as the same kind of traditional and 
old fashioned poetry* The study of platform poetry as a type of its own 

has not been attempted fully by any so far*

Technique; Platform poetry probably is not a demanding verse-form but 

it must have its special poets* A large audience and the living voice 
are both essential elements in the formation of the poem* The successftil 

platform poet is essentially a man of the public; in his poetry he can 
never be reticent, withdrawn, meditative or private* In his role as a

speaker of verse from a platform, he has to dramatise, but he is not an

actor* His voice is neither the voice of the lyrical poet talking merely 

about his own thoughts and feelings, nor the voice of the narrator telling 
a story, nor that of the stage actor voicing the words of another person*
It is his own voice uttering the communal cry of joy or woe* He is the 

preacher, admonisher, satirist, instigator, but he is also one of the 

audience, admonished, satirised, preached to or instigated, with them*

* These observations are deduced from a study of the recorded poetry of 
the first poetry festival held at Damascus between May 16-21, 1959? 
courtesy of the Syrian Broadcasting Station, Damascus* The present 
writer is deeply indebted to the director of the Broadcasting House at 
that time, and to the technicians who so kindly helped her in carrying out 
this study over the period of two weeks* The present writer is likewise 
indebted to Mr* J, Carnochan of the Phonetics Department at S*0*A*S* of 
London University for his expert advice on the phonetica.1 aspects of this 
discussion*
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And as he is himself the subject and object, so are the audience. They 

are not merely listeners, they are actively present in the poem not only 

because the poem had to be contrived with them as receivers at the other 
end in mind, but also because they are included in its emotional make-up.
It revolves around their own feelings and problems as it revolves around
the poet's own feelings and problems, all within the communal framework of

71 life.'
The poet's voice is a decisive factor in this poetry. If his 

declamatory powers are poor, his poem fails signally. These declamatory 

powers are not limited to his voice quality alone, but include his ability 

to modulate his voice and to vary his tone in keeping with both the meaning
■5fof his poem and with the psycho-emotional response of his audience. This 

leads to the discussion of the rhythm of this poetry. But before 
attempting this, it is imperative that the form of platform poetry should 
bo discussed.

The predominant form used in platform poetry is the monorhymed two

hemistich form, although some stanza forms in symmetrical two hemistichs
72have been sometimes attempted with some success. However, the former

seems to be the ideal form, firstly because it abounds with stock rhythms,
and secondly because of its continuity and stretch of pattern, so that the

poet can impose his own variations of rhythmical units and emotional jets,

of modulation of tone on speaking it, without the interference of an
73elaborate structure. This pattern, although it is obvious and strictly 

symmetrical, is basically simple and allows all kinds of tone, emotional 

sweep and rhythmical variation. Although very traditional, it has never

* When a poem by al-fAqqad was read by another at tKefestival, which the poet 
could not attend, it was a complete failure, and not only because the poem 
was not a first class platform poem. The reader of the poem never grasped 
the poet's emotional base. See Al-Ihaqafah magazine, an. issue on the 
poetry festival at Damascus, . June ? 1959? P«19° A tepid reaction was 
also recorded to a poem by Anwar al-Attar, ibid., pp.50-2 and 69° Although 
his poem, contained other elements required for a successful platform poem, 
his rendering and the quality of his voice were not adequate enoiigh.
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lost its v i t a l i t y  -to the Arabs. The rhyme at the end of every verse

gives the poet a rhythmic balance by which he can be guided throughout.
It has, to use W» Nichols words, "a pivot-like quality which is part and

74parcel of the texture .00 of his poem’s fundamental pattern”.
The platform poem usually has an ostentatious rhythm. A good

platform poet like al-Jawahiri and the Syrian Sulaiman al-'lsa (1921) is

in complete harmony with the poem's rhythmic base, i.e. the nature of its
V  ̂"emotional pulsation", ' (again to borrow from Nichols), and will render it 

with similar rhythmic speed. When the emotion, which is perhaps the most 

important element in this kind of poetry, sweeping over the whole poem in 

large or small rolling waves, is at the beginning of its movement, the 

poet is slower, and his voice is lower and more even. As the emotion 
gathers strength, his rhythm gathers speed and his rendering follows the
same parallel, so that at the moment of the climax of emotion, his voice

has risen to the climax of its declamatory function breaking down with a 

flourish. These modulations of the poet's voice are helped and enhanced

by the right kind of sounds of the words of the poem, for as Bateson says
"sound is always primarily semantic". All this will be illustrated with 

examples soon. The important thing to remember here is that the platform 
poem is made up of many tidal movements each with its own independent 

climax, which comes always at the end, with the poet's voice falling, 
sometimes sharply, after a sudden rise, but more often dropping to a 

natural, expected and even craved for finale., after a gradual preparatory 

upstep of the pitch of the voice. But although each tidal wave has its 
own internal movement quite independent of the other, there is a subtle 

current flowing from cycle to cycle. This rhythmic, symantic, emotional 

structure can effect "a great purgation of suffering by beauty of sound
77and distraction of thought". All this manipulation of the voice and 

rhythm is closely connected Twith the meaning. The weight of the poet's
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voice, the intensity of the rendering, the rush or slowness of the rhythm,

the rise and fall, the apt use of pause and stress, the whole cycle of
the grand swell, must derive from the poetfs central theme* On the whole

it is a simple formula of ehh and flow* The poet, when he composes is
either consciously or unconsciously aware of this ever advancing and

retreating tidal wave in the poem and fits his meanings and emotions, his
*images and catch-words, to suit this basic structure„ Of course, in 

Arabic, the poet has great freedom in manoeuvring his tidal waves because 

Arabic quantitative metre gives great scope for these variations, and the 

stresses are arbitrary, depending on the phonological structure of the 

words, so that the presence of long vowels and certain consonants, for 
example, the nasals, provides occasion for abnormal prominence achieved by

an increase in the stress or in the prolongation of the voice, as has
78been discussed above in the chapter on Mandur’s phonetic experiment„
79As LAo Richards says, ”to read poetry well is extremely difficult”0 

What saves the situation for platform poetry is that a bad reader 

would not venture on the platform at all„
It has already been mentioned that the theme of platform poetry is 

generally patriotico In the fifties very few platform poets would be 

committed to ansdjhing but an Arab nationalist theme* Socialist ideas 

seeped into the national poetry of the platform, but did not dominate the 
poem* Syrian nationalist poets had the habit at the beginning of the 

fifties of reading their poems to an audience made up predominantly of 

members of their group, but their activities were becoming increasingly 

unpopular with the surge of Arab nationalism in that decade, and their 

poets started looking for a more vital themeo

* Sa'id El'tSsa. ,.,a Palestinian poet, told the present writer that when 
writing this kind of poetry, he could predict the verses that would 
arouse in a large audience the necessary reaction*
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The question of poetry and belief imposes itself here* Richards

alleged in his Practical Criticism, which is an experimental hook of
great interest to students of poetry, that "most readers, and nearly all

good readers, are very little disturbed by even a direct opposition to

their own beliefs and the beliefs of the poet <,«,<> And when they differ,
their divergencies will commonly not be a result of their different
positions with regard to the doctrines of the authors, but are more likely

to derive from other causes 00"0<̂
However, in platform poetry it is of paramount importance that the

audience believe in at least the most prominent doctrinal notions laid 
•&down in the poem. The poet, in fact, usually speaks about themes which

his audience holds dear or sacred, relying on a shared outlooks Among
81them, the best theme is that which is the issue of the moment■ This 

difference between this platform poetry and all other, is one of purpose.. 

The intention of the platform poem is not primarily aesthetic, although 

some poems, like those of Sulaiman al-*Isa and al-Jawahiri, contain some 
developed aesthetic features„ The intention of the platform poem is 

social and emotional« It must therefore harmonise with emotional and 

social attitudes of the audience and cannot accept a dislocation of values<, 

Another reason for this is that the audience of platform poetry, being 
large and indiscriminate, with many cultural backgrounds, can have only 
one craving in common, either national or communal0 Other cravings are 

difficult to share among such a diverse grouping of people« The less 

cultured among them, moreover, are not accustomed to experiencing a quick 
reaction to original poetry, especially to an original theme at variance 
with their own concepts0 This is why the platform poem is "built upon a

* What is meant here is that if the poem generalises on accepted themes, 
a poet can get away with some brief reference to a theme that has either 
fallen out of favour to a degree, or that has not yet been incorporated 
into the basic beliefs of the audience.
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82foundation of stock responses", again to use Richards' words. It 

resorts to an "extensive repertory of stock responses", and if it is a 

good platform poem, presents its stock meanings, images, words, and 

rhythms in such a way as to evoke the precise stock responses of the 
listeners, acting upon what Richards calls "the native familiarity" of 

those poems. This "implies ,,, that the mental movements out of which 

they are composed have long heen part of our intellectual and emotional 

repertory These stock elements in the poem "come home to a
majority of /̂h

84new direction of feeling is required". It must be remembered that at
poetry festivals in the Arab world the rendering of poems can go on for
several hours. Even had the audience been more select, it would be

extremely strenuous to ask them to listen for such a length of time to

any but a poetry made, through the dependence on a theme near to their

hearts, on an affirmation of values they adhere to, and on a repertory of
xstock elements, easy and enjoyable.

* An exception presents itself in a poem by Hashim al“Rifafi, It w?as 
in the form of a letter from a son to his father. The son was awaiting 
execution the next morning at a Baghdad prison and wrote bidding his father 
farewell, A platform poem usually speaks directly about the theme, 
talking about the abstract themes of nationalism, Arab unity, glory and 
ambitions, about tyranny, imperialism, treason, and aggression. It is a 
rally of words, which are sometimes angry, sometimes exviberant, and usually 
very bombastic and self-exhibitionistic, Translated into another language, 
it would lose _ its significance and its human relevance. But this poem 
is different. Using the simplest, most conversational language 
imaginable, the poem delineates a deep human experience xvith a powerful 
national reference. It is a narrative in the first person and the human 
experience it portrays would find immediate appeal in any language.
However, the poet succeeds in appealing to a mass audience, for 
reasons. Firstly, because he truthfully describes the hard experience 
which they could identify themselves with, his reaction, his relationship 
with his father to whom he writes consolingly, and his mother, about whom 
he worries, his mention of his reading a few verses of the Quran, his 
bewailing his youth, are all portrayed from the point of view of the 
average Arab man in the same position. Secondly, there is a heroic 
spirit in the poem, which, being mixed with modesty, wins tremendous 
appeal, Now the criterion of success of a platform poem is the 
immediate reaction it wins with the audience. The audience expresses 
approval by clapping at the end of a tidal wave of verses. This has its 
(Continued on next page)

earers/ with a minimum of trouble, for no new outlook, no
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The emotion in a good platform poem is also manipulated in recurring 

waves or spurts to fit the waves of the rhythm as well as the meaning.. It 

fits each of them like a glove® Despite the fact that it can be given to 

the public in great excess, provided it does not fall into absurdities, 
it usually holds its own with the audience® This is because the theme is 
serious and often grave, employing more virile emotions, which ward off 

mawkishness and sugariness, giving it the necessary hard core® A good 

platform poet can evoke the most violent surges of emotion, arriving with 

the audience at sheer ecstasy®
Of course the poet must sustain a kind of warmth and liveliness in 

his style, even in the preparatory passages when he is gathering speed and 

enthusiasm® The emotional sweep of this kind of verse has been a 

liberating force for the spirit of thousands whose poetic education is 
traditional, and a catharsis for the suffocating undercurrents of Arab 

life® This emotion, strictly speaking, is not personal, but it is 

pregnant with a conventional emotionalism which can infect the audience 

tremendously® This emotionalism is inherent in the basic build-up of a 

platform poem and lies latent in the repetitive words and phrases, which a 

poet can recall at the moment of composition and re-experience over and 

over again®
The tone in this poetry can vary, even in the same poem, according 

to whether the audience is to be stirred up, defied, mollified, or

Continued from previous page®
conditions which will bo described later® Clapping is sometimes
accompanied by a roar of acclamation and a shower of slogans® It is
apparent that it is the more surface passions of the audience that are
aroused® In this poem, al-Rifa*i was interrupted only twice in this 
fashion, in fact after the passages which pointto heroism and challenge, 
and this in a poem of seventy-one verses® However, the audience was very 
quiet during the reading with a hush of excitement dominating the hall, 
quite detectable in the recording® But as soon as the poet finished, the 
audience broke into exuberance, clapping powerfully, but not the erratic, 
fire-triggered clapping we hear in the usual platform poetry, but a rhythmic 
clapping, with a regular beat which went on for quite a long time® One 
could feel that it was the innermost emotions of the audience which had 
been touched®
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persuaded* Bui; a good platform poet will hesitate before he effects any 

serious change of mood* The basic mood of the poem, whether it is one of 
enthusiasm, optimism, pessimism, anger or glorification of a certain 
important event, must not fall into antithesis..

The imagery of this kind of verse often depends on stock metaphors, 

but when handled by a first class poet like al-Jawahiri, can be quite 
original without really blocking the receiving capacity of the audience= 

Al-Jawahiri gets away with many idiosyncracies such as the use of 
unfamiliar words also, which he imposes with force on the audience, usually 

obtaining a strong reaction * Other poets of lesser magical calibre can 
lose in effect if they employ unfamiliar words or a very original image 

which the audience fail to assimilate quickly.. But al-Jawahiri does not, 

firstly because his basic theme is clarified right from the beginning and 

qualified in most impressive manner, and secondly because his emotional 
surge is so overwhelming as to be able to enfold any unfamiliarity in its

for using metaphors is when the passions roll like a torrent and sweep a 
multitude of them down in resistless flood.. For it is the nature of
passions in their vehement rush to sweep and thrust everything before

* A poem delivered at the festival furnishes a good example of the use of 
an unfamiliar word in the middle of many highly effective catch words* It 
did not interfere with the effect but was swallowed in the emotional sweep 
of the verses before and after it* After several verses of high 
oratorical and emotional quality the poet, Muhammad Muhammad fAli says g

With this last verse the audience broke into very strong clapping* The 
fact that the word "hanadis" is unfamiliar (although phonetically

vigorous sweep* Rylands quotes Longinus as saying that "The proper time

them ***" 8 7

UjAP
* .1 i ■ 1 I*
dowJjiyj ̂ t'r
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impressive), had no negative effect on the reaction of the audience*
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The image must conform in its timing and completion to the waves of the 
poem* A long image must finish before or with the end of the tidal circle, 
and the most poignant and moving image is often placed at the climaxs

j ̂ j ■ H ..i. ^  j t ... 1 1 *” ... — b e  jJt- * D  i 6 W X j  b>«etv " T
j i   ̂  O l   ̂ U j* .  "d i  <Jjj ĵp lo J  b  i,' i . . -  ,„. ■ . P  L& 1 w L i.  ^   ̂ . -■

■■ ' ■*'*  ̂ ^  v̂|L) L^b d .. Âi*£' »49 I ^

The images most stiitable to this kind of verse are the strong, fleeting
images connected with Arab life and scenery, images that hark back to a

communal experience or usage* Thejr are functional and not merely

ornamental, for they enhance the meaning tremendously* Platform poetry
cannot afford to overload itself with what Rylands calls the calligraphic

89images of poetry, i*e* images that merely beautify and delight. ' In 

this and in his use of words, the platform poet is more like an orator 

than like a poet who can use images for either purpose, with eaual facility.

Dictions the first thing to remember is that platform poetry is the 
nearest we have in verse to an oration, and as in all oratory, the 
platform poet makes use of rhetorical devices* His purpose is to rally 

people in a firm determination to continue in their resistance or 

enthusiasm, and he needs a strong, high flown language to do that*
Whereas in poetry in general, rhetoric is out of fashion nowadays, and a 
preference for the conversational in poetry is manifest, rhetoric is usually 

a necessary component of platform poetry because of its oratorical quality* 
The use of language in platform poetry is of paramount importance 

because of the necessity of choosing words with the right kind of 

associations* A platform poet leans heavily on stock words* Certain 
terms, images and words tend to recur in this poetry assuming a special 
reference to political events, national aspirations and revolutionary 
motifs* The following are some of the stock words in the first eighteen
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verses of the poem read by Sulaiman al-‘lsa at the festival* Words 

denoting the Arab struggle are;
I t CUitbjllJ 1 ( 4 t i Jy !. - ■ ( » i iojC t  d j j  ..‘j t  C t ■ -; I t luJl 90

 S j b  A,».( 'uj> \ I (J ^  i---------------------jJI ( ,j\ JJy i ..MfagJ ̂

l^b i .I ■■vtQ ( J  fcU l J   ̂i La.""! i  ̂ 4 t £ * I ^ J

Words of places in the Arab world are extremely impressive* Usually the
poet refers to the capital of an Arab country, or its main river or
mountain* Here the following were mentioned by al-#Isa .u .j

p)LJl jljThe mention of the capital of a foreign country in

opposition to current political ideals is also very effective* In al-

‘isa's poem Moscow was the target, for his poem was on the struggle of
Arab nationalism against the communist flux in Iraq at the time* The
mention of names of great Arab personages throughout Arab history, or

reference to them (for example he refers to President Nasser here as the
\91dark one j... X> ) is also very effective* In the above passage

j an<3- are mentioned* All these have deep
nationalistic connotations* Many other words in the passage also carry
specific nationalistic associations such as; ,  * jUJt

^ i ẑ\j\ Jl« 4bpb In much platform poetry
92the word glory u ^J\ is very often used, because of its strong

appeal to a lost glory which the present Arab struggle is trying to revive* 

But this word has become completely worn out with over-use* The following 
are stock phrases frequently in use in this poetry; — H ^ — $ and

______________»Jt * Some of the most effective words are those

which have religious associations* In the poem of Hashim al-Rifa*i
n , u l > — ( j d  C v L - h   ̂ - L d J bstudied above, the verse ■ . > - - - - -

brought an immediate reaction from the audience who clapped loudly and at 
length although there had not been any other elements in this and the 

previous verses to bring about the usual reaction* The same thing
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happened after two verses when he mentioned his belief in God and his joy
in this belief* In Sulaiman al-(Isa’s poem above the mention of Muhammad
had jthe s-frioo . effect* The general quality of words in this poetry is

one of clarity and simple city, verbal facility and riches in emotional

associations* The poet refrains from the oblique usage of vrords, from
the drastic alteration in the natural order of the sentence, and from the

use of complex paradox of meaning, although contrast of simple images is
*welcome in the vein of the famous verse \ d.aite? < Ua Sw ? ,/w

The texture of the words tends to be more fluid, because of the 
connection with reading aloud* Scope for modulation and stress is given 
generously by a good platform poet, by using words with long vowels, or 
with semi-long vowels such as  ̂ and fj , with the nasal 

consonants  ̂ and ^ , or with the liquid J

The rhyme is usually well chosen for resonance, but resonance is also 

a sustained quality in the whole of the poem* The poet often resorts to 
repetition of certain phrases, which enhances tremendously the emotional 
effect* Sentences are often short, allowing for arbitrary pause if the 

declamatory style of the poet so demands* Hammudah aptly describes the 
method of Hafiz in composing a poem saying that he used to imagine himself

an orator reading his poem aloud to an audience* This was the reason, he
- 94said, why Hafiz resorted to repetition and to the use of short sentences*

* The following verses from the poem by the Syrian poetess Tal'at al-Rifa‘i 
illustrate the successful use of contrast in this poetry;

93

. A .,oI\ dio ̂ 4 . . . jfi qo -̂ 4̂: ^

where the green and the red, the ox and the lion are contrasted* The 
effect of these verses is shown by the fact that the audience applauded 
loudly at the end of the last verse*
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Application; The above elements constitute the necessary basic 

conditions of a good platform poem-; but it is the rendering which makes it 

functional a As lias been described above, a good platform poem is made up 
of units or cycles (tidal waves is another description), built on a 
climactic organisation in which the meaning, internal rhythm, emotion and 
imagery are well contained., The whole poem is studded with individual 
stock words and phrases„ The meaning is developed so that it gains its 

maximum poignancy at the end of a cycle, accompanied by an emotional 
voltage conveyed both in the meaning and (and this is most important), in 
the tone of the poet's voice* The poet usually begins quietly, sometimes 

even sadly, depending on the meaning* His voice will then gain in 
enthusiasm as the meaning develops (sometimes jumps) to one of challenge, 
threat, glorification, exaltation, promise* The poet in the rendering 

prepares the audience for this climax by raising the pitch of his voice 
either gradually or suddenly (according to the gradual or sudden 
development of the meaning), and then dropping it with a flourish at the 

end of the telling verse* The following verses produced such exalted 

acclamation that the poetess repeated them to the audience;

These were preceded by four short units each of them acclaimed* The 
poetess’s voice was rather even, though high pitched, during the rendering 
of the first three of the above verses, but she raised her voice to a
rapid brief crescendo with the word ” n then kept to a high even
pitch over the next five words ” aj— ,Uo g— * *— j ” , then again
raised her voice in a staccato crescendo with ” d— ” , then in a

95

n
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smooth prolonged crescendo with " *>lj ^  t?, then slowed over the next

two words lowering both volume and pitch to a poignant hush with the end
■ftof the verse*

This method of rendering poetry from a platform conforms to the best 
technique possible,, The poet, if he wants to lead the audience to a 
desired reaction must be able to perfect this technique. Some poets do 

not prepare the audience by the necessary crescendoes and the necessary 
diminution and pause, and fail to produce a reaction*

Suliaman al-^Isa can obtain very quick reactions from the audience 
right from the beginning* His rendering, like that of al-Jawahiri, has 

a magical effect, the audience waxes quickly, upborne upon the emotional 

surge* In the following lines which are the overture of his poem at the 
festival, the audience reacted well with clapping after even the second 
line, and went into a frenzy of acclamation after the last* Before the 

last word on which his voice died with a flourish, he had given a 
consecutive number of crescendoes;
(J) d—    I,-—f I....... I Ji I -.,    1 -,!> ̂    .«.>■ ll.>- CUuhoJ* Jjp \ I \ 1̂3

,j; j\------a-Ub CU llj 0̂ 1--^  ^ 1 g \ \  J>

clapping
"''  J- j  h™ p -- ^  ^..-.— I LtJ i

 ̂ i  \ *.Ls»& CL,__________
V-'" - ^  i ' .*>

 — ------------- -..'.iCsJ d---J j ‘j  -----------« o d  \  —,—— oJ aJ  l i j  .  .  b ty J  I

acclamation / repetition

With this kind of poetry the allegation that the mono-idrymed two 
hemistich verse suffers from a basic monotony is shown to be unjustified* 
There is excellent scope for variations of pitch, volume, tone and 
emotional and phonetic stress in a good platform poem* When at its best 
it is permeated with a lively emotion which develops into cycles of 
varying length and strength, each arriving at its own climax* Its

* Attention is drawn to these features of the voice by the arrows in the 
text of the two examples given.
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particular technique differs greatly from say that of free verse which, in 

its test examples, develops organically, usually arriving at one climax 

towards the end.
Platform poetry is the most oratorical of all conventional poetry,

96As poetry, it is rarely interesting to he read only;^ hut this should not

lead to the idea that all of it falls within this category. Some poems

which have the elements of success on the platform can make very good
reading too, such as those of al-Jawahiri, which are often as creative as 

97any. There was, ever since 1959 when the first poetry festival was 

held in Damascus, a mounting encouragement for this kind of verse, and 

because of its great divergence in methods, attitudes and purpose from the 
avant-garde poetry, the quarrel between traditionalists and avant-garde 
poets and critics was magnified. The platform poet has a strong basis for 

defence of his own method if he realises the fact that he is writing a 
’different' kind of poetry, with distinctive qualities, and a distinctive 

purpose of its own. Although it is not the best poetic expression of the 

nation, it serves a purpose and keeps alive the tradition of a verse for 

the people keeping the latter in constant touch not only with events in 
their emotional sphere, hut also with the rhythms and persistent qualities 

of their own poetry. Its greatest disadvantage is that it helps to 

confirm the traditional rhythms and rhetorical treatment of poetry by the 
traditionalists. But without the diffusion of poetry among the people, 
a large section of them would be completely cut away from all modern verse, 
because of the difficulty of much avant-garde poetry.
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SECTION 5: TRADITIONAL AND MODERN

Every literary epoch experiences the traditional quarrel between 

the old and the new; but the present epoch in Arabic poetry had the most 

heated quarrel imaginable, and the tension between the two schools of 
thought has not yet relaxed. The literary quarrel concentrated on poetry, 

because poetry is the only we11-developed literary art of the Arabs, and 
has great sanctimony in the hearts of the people. The jealousy with which 
it is guarded was set aflame when drastic changes began taking place in 

the fifties, attracting many followers among poets, critics and readers.

It was apparent that the new movement of free verse, and the accompanying 

changes in the diction, attitude, and imagery of poetry were serious and 
consequential, and must have seemed threatening to those whose concept of 

a perfect poem was informed by the examples of the Classical qasidah.

The traditionalists felt strongly that they should fight this "menace” with 

stubborn insistence. On the other hand, the avant-garde poets, in order 
to defend their own experiments, naturally attacked the old poetry; but 

their attack took on a more acute tone with the renewed revival of the 
traditional qasidah which was exploited to support the cause of Arab 

nationalism, as has been shown in the discussion on platform poetry. They 
felt that this was a "regression” that should be fought vigorously. 

Consequently, a grave split in the poetic sensibility of the audience of 
poetry in the fifties took place. Accusations were hurled from each side, 

some of them arriving at a drastic level.
The Syrian poet, Nizar'Qabbani, called this quarrel "the battle 

98between right and left", a rather misleading tag, for it points to 

certain political convictions not applicable to all the poets. Among
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^ _politically left-wing poets there were those, like al-Jawahiri, who

stuck to the old form of the qasidah, while many avant-garde poets were
right-wing in their politics.. However, Qabbani's other descriptions

of the two schools of thought is adequate to a certain degree; hut it is

more appropriate to speak of traditionalist and avant-garde rather than

right and left wingo The traditionalists he describes as people with a
quiet, serene outlook, who believe in the sanctimony of the old literature
and are committed intellectually, spiritually and historically to poetic

patterns which they regard as final and adequate for every time and place,

refusing any variation on them. This rigid constancy in the concept of the
poetic form and approach has been a target for complaint by many other 

99modern poets. Expressing it ironically, Qabbani said that the

traditionalists regard the qasidah as a form inevitably and irrevocably

determined by fate, a ready-made garment fit for all occasions. The

avant-garde poets, on the other hand, stand with their lungs open to the
fresh air, to all currents which inspire them to rebel and reject and to

forge a new destiny. "They are a generation which reads history but
refuses to be buried in its tomb."^^

The traditional qasidah is made the target of fierce and sometimes
unfair attack. Most of these poets decided that it had a flat structure

101with each verse corresponding to a complete and closed world, But 
modern poem is dimensional, with each verse a unit in an organic structure 
growing internally to a point of climax. Some of them accused the 

Classical qasidah of monotony, inherent in its very structure of monorhyme 
and the two hemistich form, an accusation which has been technically

* TLeft-wing' here is used loosely.
** Because of the rather derogatory connotation of this expression in 
certain circles in the Arab world, the present writer has avoided 
mentioning names.
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disproved in this work, especially in the discussion of platform poetry.
The rhetoric of the Glassical poetry, the oratorical style, the resonance,

which assure for the Arabic poem a real success on the platform, are

elements to be rejected in modern poetry, Qabbani asserts that the Arabs
have inherited a musical instinct which enjoys the one-chord instruments

102whose music depends on the cyclic repetition of the same tune. In the

avant-garde poetry, there is greater modulation and a constantly growing 
internal movement, for the new poets believe that it is man who creates 

his own forms. As for the rhyme, despite its charm and capacity to
103excite, it remains an end at which the imagination of the poet halts,

panting. The poetic language, moreover, must stem from the conversational
everyday language of the people; but the traditionalists are still

fanatical about the language of Al-Aghani and Al-fIqd al-Farld,^^ a

language which, as ^poet AdfSnfa describes it, is intellectual and abstract,
and which, quoting Jacques Berque, descends on life and does not ascend 

105from it* The reflection of the spirit of the age in poetry is
insisted upon by all these poets<> Those who prefer the patterns of the

past, another poet said, have overlooked the fact that every age creates

its own style, and although a nation's language and poetry have their own
characteristics, they also follow certain general rules of development*
It is a farco to insist that Arabic poetry has the exclusive destiny of

remaining eternally unchanged in form and approach and yet expect it to be 
106vitally creative* The esteem of the heritage does not lie in

constricting the literature of later ages to the older patterns of this 
heritage, but in letting it live with us, inform us, enrich us and 
strengthen our expression and phraseology, allowing us at the same time 
to preserve our contemporaneousness*

The attack of the traditionalists on the new poetry is also one 

of rejection and shock* Badawi al-Jabal, whose authenticity as a poet
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of great talent led him to enjoy some examples of free verse, would accept

it only as a different art form, not as poetry,, In his view the Classical
108forms are capable of entertaining all that one needs to express, and

sooner or later this other wave will pass away and poets will return to

the right forms of poetry (meaning the monorhymed, two hemistich form)*
It was a pity, he thought, that young poets should waste their talent on 

109such exercises,, Others were not as charitable* George Saidah, the

Mahjar poet, considered that these poets were incapable of writing in the
110testing form of Arabic poetry, and resorted to free verse for ease*

This verse form was also accused by some of being a conspiracy against the
111authenticity of the Arab poetic form and its whole culture, and the

simplification of language in the new poetry was accused as a conspiracy

on the language of the Quran, as a split with the heritage, one which
112represented a deep resentment against Arab nationalism* A legitimate

complaint against the new poetry was one directed by George Saidah who

protested against the ambiguity of the new poetry saying that ”a symbol should
113be different from a riddle”* He also attacked what he saw to be an

artificiality in the new experiments, sounding a doleful note on what he
114called ”the conceit and over-confidence” of these new poets*

A more sophisticated argument was presented by Zaki Najib Mahmud*
115Writing in 1961, he asked ”What is new in the new poetry?”* If it is 

the mitigation of the poetic form, then this has been a failure, for the 
new form is indefinable* Form, he explains, is the basic element in all 

art, and it is present only if one can deduce from it a definition which 
other artists can follow* But free verse in Arabic has not produced a 
form which can be described and defined, and therefore it is not poetry 

at all. He adds that "the new poets define this form as depending on the 

repetition of one foot; however, there are, he argues, several metres in 
Arabic which depend on the repetition of one foot, but in addition to
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* ̂9̂ VV-Jw-OU 
ohsiLinaevVcdasixnaayV , and the more rigorous it is, the greater is the achievement of

the artist in handling and possessing it. This obstinate rigour is the

secret of greatness in the pre-Islamic poetry. Even when the poetic

language seems to flow harmoniously, it embodies great skill, for the

poet’s achievement lies in his control over an elusive, slippery material

which is language. Can the new poets, he asks, claim that the material

of their language possesses this strength and obstinacy.? He answers in

the negative, for "the structure is made of straw. You can say what you

like about its content, but the weakness of the structure denies it
117entrance to the sovereignity of immortal art."

Zalci Najib Mahmud had based his judgment on the study of Egyptian

poets among whom Salah *Abd al-Sabur represented the modern movement.

This merited a protest from Shi* r magazine whose editors claimed that the

evaluation of the new poetry which is a wide and complete movement

representing a basic attitude in modern Arabic culture, must take into

consideration the role played by the Iraqi poets and by the poets of

Shi* r magazine themselves. The poetry of {Abd al-Sabur is not one of
118the richer and more mature contributions.

Zaki Hajib Mahmud’s essay stimulated several critics, M, Mandur 

asserted that the difference between the old and the new poetry lies in 

their very nature. It is not limited to the musical form, but involves 

the theme, imagery and methods of expression. It is true, he continued, 

that the traditional forms should not be abandoned, but the new form which 

has greater potentialities for poetry, must be allowed to thrive at its
119side.

'Izzidin Isma'il, sometimes rather exaggeratedly, summarised the 

differences between the old and the new poetry in the following points. 

Eirstly, thd new aesthetic concept stems from the heart of the artistic
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work and is not superimposed,. Secondly, that the new poetry is an 

attempt to understand and explore the essence of life and not only, as 

with the old poetry, to react to it. Thirdly, that the new poetry 

reflects the culture of the age on a worldwide basis defining man’s 

attitude to it. Fourthly, that the new poetry invariably embodies a 

communal experience. Fifthly, that the new poetry tries to reflect 

history in perspective from the point of viextf of this age. Sixthly, that 

the new poetry, because it embodies completely new contexts, employs new 

frameworks which do not follow a fixed method easily perfectible by 

practice, but follow a unique style in each poem. This new style is
120achieved by the organization of the poetic feet within this framework.

Yet another answer came from Shi* r magazine. The editors argued 

that the modern poetic revolution dees not lie merely in reflecting the 

age, nor in rejecting what is traditional and old, for neither the change 

in theme and ideas, nor in form, are enough to secure modernism in poetry.

* This statement, however, is not acceptable, and raises many points of 
discussion. In the first place, the fact that a poet has at his hands 
a fixed poetic pattern is no guarantee that he can perfect it by practice, 
if by perfecting it we mean being able to produce fine specimens of his 
own,for this needs much more than practice. In the second place, when 
using a fixed pattern, the individuality of the poet, his real genius, 
must show itself in spite of the fact that he is employing a poetic form 
common to all, and this is more difficult. In free verse this 
individuality is much more easily pronounced because of the freedom of 
the poet to invent his own patterns which more easily become characteristic 
of him and him alone. In other words, one can say that a poet’s 
individuality, if it is of a fine quality, will show itself in any pattern, 
but more easily in free verse. One must remember an important artistic 
point, that the fact that a poet employs a fixed pattern does not mean 
that he writes like everybody else, even from a rhythmic point of view. 
There is ample opportunity in the mono-rhymed two hemistich form for 
rhythmic manipulation and musical variation, and the idea of ease should 
be abandoned. On the other hand, the fact that in free verse the poet 
is creating his own forms should be appreciated also as a scope for 
greater invention in poetic music, hitherto unexperienced in Arabic,
One might venture here to say that it .is perhaps easier to fail i 
producing an acceptable free verse structure than in producing an 
acceptable traditional structure, but it is quite • difficult to create 
a really fine structure in either, and more so in the two hemistich form.
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The main difference of the new poetry from the old lies firstly in its

having' a vertical outlook on the age, understanding it with insight,
121vision and fore-knowledge; and secondly in the capacity of the new

poet to abandon the old artistic values, creating his own and expressing
122them in a unique, purely personal tone. The manipulation of the

poetic language and the control of the poetic technique are two primary

conditions in poetry, especially in the new poetry which does not follow

a fixed pattern in form, but is a living mobile organisation.. In the old

poetry the poetic structure was built on metre, in the new poetry it is

built on rhythm, its adequacy being measured by the harmony and

complimentary union of its elements. Above all it is dependent on
123creativity and authenticity.

The idea of fore-knowledge, vision and insight is one of the finest 

which the new poets insisted upon, but it must be remembered that this is 

not limited to the new poetry. Neither can one agree with the idea that 

the new poetry is built on rhythm, not metre. Rhythm in poetry is a very 

subtle and difficult element to define in such simple terms, and one feels 

that the writer was speaking more of prose poetry than of free verse, or 

perhaps more of free verse in the European sense than of the modern Arab 

concept of this form, which is definitely built on metre. The 

manipulation of rhythm in this verse is most important, but the basic 

musical structure is metric and not purely rhythmic.

* In A Glossary of Literary Terms by M.H. Abrams (1957) froe-verse is 
defined as follows? ”Frce verse, or in the French term, vers libre, is 
verse which, although more rhythmic than ordinary prose, is written without 
a regular metric pattern, and usually without a rhyme. Something 
resembling free verse used to be found in the King James translation of 
the Psalms and Song of Solomon. Matthew Arnold experimented with free 
measures, and Walt Whitman startled the literary world by using loosely 
rhythmic and variable lines in his Leaves of Grass (1S55)* The poets of 
the 1920fs, however, began the modern period of intensive exploitation of 
this verse. An extreme example, ... will demonstrate how subtle are 
the effects possible, especially in the variation of pace, pause, and time, 
when the verse is released from the necessity of a recurrent foot.”
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Zaki Najib Mahmud, whose depth of culture and perception is easily

seen in his works (see his Falsafah wa Fann) must have been convinced and

wooed by the arguments which his essay aroused, for we find him becoming

increasingly more interested in the avant-garde movement, writing about
124some of the more advanced experiments with insight and interest. But

other opponents of the modern poetic experiment continued to repeat their

previous arguments, talcing strength from the numerous bad examples of
125free verse that were constantly being produced by bad versifiers.

These attackers, naturally, overlooked the fact that equally numerous 

examples of bad verse were being written in the old two hemistich form 

and being published in magazines and individual volumes. The avant-garde 

poets, on the other hand, kept up the experiments, defending them with 

conviction and, as in the case of all revolutions, refusing to see any 

virtue in the patterns which they had rejected. In the meanwhile, they 

acquired greater critical insight and knowledge, and by the beginning of 

the sixties, were able to explain their experiments in more sophisticated 

terms.
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SECTION 6t TWO AVANT-GARDE MAGAZINES

The two magazines in the fifties which championed the cause of the

avant-garde poetic movement were AI-Adah and Shi{r, "both published in

Beiruto This is significant and points to the transfer of the poetic

centre in the Arab world to Lebanon, In fact this country enjoyed a

political, social and cultural freedom unequalled anywhere in the Arab

world. In it one could find all the trends of thought on politics,

society and culture which blew through all the Arab world, most of which

were represented by its two dozen and more periodical publications. This

colourful variety gave it, as when the colours of the spectrum are all

siiperimposed, a colourless quality, a kind of immunity from any dominant

streak of thought, and a permissive attitude which made it a haven for

poets and writers from all parts of the Arab world. Added to this was

Lebanon's central position as an Arab tourist centre, its picturesque

scenery, its many educational institutions and its increasing affluence

and cultural consciousness. But as regards the poetic contribution

itself, the major protagonists of the avant-garde movement came from all

over the Arab world. Among them the contribution of the Iraqi poets was

central. But all those non-Lebanese poets and critics had firm

connections with Lebanon, Their poems and essays were published in the

Lebanese magazines, and their volumes of poetry and books of criticism

were published by the many Lebanese publishing firms. For the first time

in modern history Beirut and not Cairo became the Mecca for Arab
126intellectuals and their trysting place,

Al-Adab ^ s  a monthly literary magazine founded in 1953 by Suhail 

Idris, himself a story-writer strongly rooted in the Arab Islamic cultural 

tradition. Right from the start Al-Adab took the lead in the'main 

literary issues of the avant-garde movement and was a platform on which 

the writers and readers expressed their views on literature and Arab
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culture and life- The cause of Arab nationalism} of committed literature, 

of free verse, of avant-garde criticism, of neo-Realism, and many other 

topics connected with poetry and the various other branches of literature 

were taken up by the magazine, discussed, enhanced and given a more 

national colour., Special numbers were issued at intervals dealing with 

one branch of discussion, which are in themselves invaluable documents of 

the mind of the period. The January number of 1955 which specialised in 

modern poetry may well be the best collection of articles on the history 

of modern Arabic poetry in most countries of the Arab world ever to be 

published in one volume, Al-Adab, moreover, encouraged and promoted new

talents and experiments, A constant monthly feature in it was (and still

is) that of the criticism of the material published in the previous number. 

This was very stimulating to the readers and contributors in the fifties, 

and was read avidly by them, often creating a chain of discussions and 

rejoinders. However, the difficulty of procuring*different critic for 

every number forced the job of criticism sometimes into the hands of less 

informed critics, which levelled down the standard of the magazine. This, 

and the fact that the magazine was more interested in stimulating and 

popularizing literature rather than in creating and sustaining a strict 

standard of aesthetic and intellectual creativity, made it less professional 

and more of a popular platform and a training field for talents in the 

Arab world. But it exercised a great influence in the fifties, and was 

an integrating force behind Arab creative talent everywhere. One can 

call it the 'voice of the period', for it is here that one can find the 

record of the various concepts of the Arab literary mind, its stresses and 

tensions, its suffering and feeling of tragedy, its aspirations and hopes. 

And indeed no scholar can study the literary, aesthetic, spiritual, 

psychological and intellectual trends of the period in the Arab world 

without taking into account the role of this important magazine, not only
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in reflecting the various manifestations of the Arab mind but also in

shaping its concepts of art and life. Because it rejected regionalism

and ardently believed in Arab unity and the solidarity of the Arab struggle

for freedom and progress, it helped greatly to assert the unity of Arab

creativity and direct it all in one major stream. This, in itself, is
127a great achievement. One cannot help, therefore, but feel regret at

its incapacity to sustain a truly avant-garde position by eventually 

rejecting to be a record of reactionary manifestations in art, politics, 

and life in general, at the presence of some retarding streaks in the 

magazine, the occasional love of sensationalism, of bravado, of fanaticism, 

the occasional publication of unscholarly discussions and of articles that 

manifested bias, or aggression against the integrity or character of other 

writers and poets and of occasional criticism of low standard. But its 

achievements far outweigh its faults,

Shi‘ v was a more professional avant-garde magazine dedicated to poetry. 

It was a quarterly founded in Beirut in 1957- Its founder,Yusuf al-Khal „ 

(1917), is a Lebanese poet and writer with definite views on poetry. He 

had studied at the American University of Beirut, had lived for some time 

in America, was in full touch with English and American literatures, and 

was deeply attached to Western culture as a whole. With the aid of a

group of poets and critics some of whom were soon to rise to artistic 

eminence, he directed the activities of the magazine, annexing to it a 

publishing firm and reinforcing its activities by holding a platform of 

oral discussion every Thursday evening which he called ;i Kb. am is Majallat 

Shi{r” or "’Al-Khami s” as it was sometimes called by the poets. Right 

from the beginning the magazine showed equal interest in Western poetry, 

and was soon forging links with the poetic events of the century as they 

manifested themselves in England, America and France; but other fields 

were also explored whenever the language barriers were overcome. Its
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interest in world, poetry did not show a particular interest in the

Socialist contribution on the whole, although some Socialist poets such
129as Eluard and Aragon were eventually translated.  ̂ The poetic tradition

it attempted to evolve was based on the aesthetic concepts of the modern

liberal Western poetic tradition with such poets as T.S. Eliot, Ezra Pound
1 30and Saint John Perce figuring strongly in it*

1 ̂1One may say that Shivr is a finer successor to Apolloo But when

it appeared, the poetic scene had changed considerably.. New sources of

moral, aesthetic, and emotional courage had been opened for poetry, and

it was slowly forging its way to new horizons of technique and approach.

When Shi*r came into existence, it found an avant-garde movement in full

swing trying to cleave its way towards a clearer vision of aesthetics, and

it supported and directed it, attempting to achieve this undisturbed by

dogmatic opinion, sentimental tendencies, conventional sanctimony, or a

lingering semi-mystical creed of ideal beauty which was the heritage of

nineteenth century French Symbolism. It aspired, moreover, to help

poetry to discover human values and attitudes and to re-state them in

modern terms. One of its greatest achievements was the definition it

gave to the avant-garde poetic movement. It had defined itself at the

beginning as an experiment in form in which free verse was applied with

limited variety. But it was soon outstripping its initial boundaries,

as has been explained. Shi ‘r tried to evaluate what was happening and
132 -to give it a definition. As has been mentioned above, Yusuf al-Khal 

gave it the name of "Al-Shidr e.l-FadithJ?.

The magazine led the poetic discussions of the day as Apollo had done 

in the early thirties. The main difference between the two from this 

point of view was that while the poetic theories of the thirties far 

outstripped the poetic output, the fifties were marked by a poetic 

creativity that outshone the poetic concepts realised by the poets. The
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poetic concepts into which they had been born, went forward on their

discoveries of the poetic possibilities, prompted by a keen artistic

instinct which rose from the demands of the poetic art itself. The
serious, highly advanced studies which Shi *r published on the p o e t i c

theory helped to clarify these concepts and deepen the understanding of
1the task of poetry, with relevance to the modern avant-garde movement.

Shi*r declared the movement to be an overall attempt at change. Its core,

it declared, was the human condition. It showed how Symbolism had taken

on a different and more modern meaning, and ceasing to be an ideal of an

abstract world of beauty was linking itself with life and borrowing its

symbols from history, mythology and folk-lore. Shi‘r defined these

trends and greatly encouraged the use of myth in poetry, a reminder of
114Apollo 's role in this field.

Essays on practical criticism constantly appeared on its pages.

These were based on those same poetic concepts which it expounded and
135 --promoted. Unlike Al-Adab which tried to reflect the diverse aesthetic

concepts of the Arab mind by publishing conflicting essays on the poetic

movement, giving scope even for conventional ideas to assert themselves

over and over again, Shi*r insisted on being the enlightened forum in

which the avant-garde movement could display its explorations and manifest

its experiments without fear of shallow unlearned evaluations, or hasty

attacks from fanatics. The atmosphere of Shi*r immediately took on an

air of exclusiveness and dignity, and without turning its back on free

arguments of good standard, barred from its pages all attempts to

vulgarise the aims and methods of a young aesthetic movement which it

supported with partiality and dedication. Like Apollo it never fell into

the traditional habit of preferences and false glorifications, although a

clannish spirit could be felt in it at times. But the magazine's
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dimensions were wide enough to allow for any experiments and any talent

to manifest itself fully as long as it was genuine* But unauthorised

young hopefuls who had no real talent could not as a rule he admitted*

The magazine tried, as far as possible, to keep to a dignified and

responsible latitude*

At the beginning, Shi *r was able to recruit most of the leading
136poetic talents of the Arab world; but by the end of the fifties it had

begun to be a target for the attacks of those who saw in some of its

adherents and editors anti-Arab dissenter3 whose aim was not the promotion
1 3 7

of a definite aesthetic concept, but of subversive anti- Arab attitudes* 

The fact that the magazine encouraged and forecast drastic ideas on 

language and poetry, the fact that it must have appeared more right-wing 

and more aligned to American and West European liberal concepts of poetry 

and art, did not help the issue* It gradually fell into disrepute as the 

sixties advanced* But examining the pages of the magazine, one can 

find little which is actually subversive, although the editors of Shi* r, 

when writing about the Classical literature, did not appear to be well 

informed or enthusiastic. Their literary perspective as regards the 

Classical heritage was neither deep nor representative of a continuous 

concept of the development of Arabic poetry throughout the ages* Their 

ideas concerning the Classical language and their insistence on its 

rigidity and on the vitality of the colloquial, seem paradoxical in 

view of the fact that the most prominent among them such as al-Khal and 

Adunis were completely unable to show in their poetry any authentic 

leanings towards the colloquial, or any borrowing from broad folk-lore,

* Shi *r appeared until the autumn of 1964, then was suspended, A year 
before, in the summer of 1963, Adunis, who was one of its chief editors, 
had left the magazine and the group* Many other poets had been lost 
to the magazine, apparently because of the subversive attacks of its 
enemies o $Iii*r reappeared in 1967„
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except in very few instances, and, in the case of Adunis, in none at all.

His poetic language is tightly related to the Classical language and leans

heavily on it* Yet he repeated, like al-Khal and others among the group

the same plaintive complaint against the language of poetry at the time.

When one remembers that these writers against the use of the Classical

language in modern poetry were very ambitious poets at the same time, one

cannot help asking the question; How can these poets wish to destroy what

they create? But the answer may lie in the discrepancy between theory

and practice and in the embarrassingly paradoxical situation the modern

Arab poet found himself in as heir to an Arabic poetry not yet completely

liberated from traditional motifs and expressions, and an ultra modern

European poetry. In their case, there is no doubt as to where their

preference lay. But this might have been an aesthetic preference

stemming from a deeper affinity with Western culture and from weaker

cultural roots in the Arab Classics* At any rate the question of

loyalties and political affinities is beyond the scope of this work,

except where it manifests itself in the poetic and critical contribution.

Here one must be able to see that through the efforts of this magazine a

great place for serious poetry was secured; a poetry concerned with vital

changes aspiring to enter the stream of world poetry fully equipped with
139all the modern tools of a poet's art.
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1„ On M m  as a thinker see Ghali Shukri, Salamah Musa wa Azmat al-Damir
al- Arabi, Sidon-Beirut, 1965? and Mahmud al-Sharqawi , Salamah Musa,. 
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14c Ibid.> p.07.
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believed that free verse was a passing vogue which was diverting the 
energy of young poets. This he told to the present writer on 
several occasions between 1954 and i960.

110. In another questionnaire, "Mustaqbal al-Shi*r al-‘Arabi ’1-Hadfth", 
Al-Adab, January, 1955? P « 6 .

111. Ilyas Qunsul in the questionnaire, "Al-Shi*r al-*Arabi baina ’1- 
Taqyid wa ’l-Tahrir", p.74«

112. eAz iz Abazah in a lecture at the University of Damascus, January 
f i t h ? / ,  1961; see the argument of the present writer in which his 
many accusations against modern poetry are rofutod.l, "Mazaliq al- 
Hamlah al-Rij*iyyah. *ala ’l-Shi/r al-Hadith", ill-Wahdah paper, 
Damascus, No,613, 13ih January, 1961, PP*3 & 7•

113. Loc.cit.
114. Ibid.
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115" He published it first in Al-Ma.jallah magazine, Cairo, October,
1961s then included it in his collected essays Falsafah wa Fann,
PP-345-51"

116* Ibido, pc350"
117« Ibido, p.351? see also al-Mala’ikah, Qadaya, p.202, where she 

alludes to the rigour and terseness of the good poetic form..
118o Shi{r, No-21, Winter, 1962, p.125=
119° He published this in Al-Ma.jallah magazine, No-53, November, 1961;

the argument was paraphrased in Shi‘ r, No-21, Winter, 1962, pp-120-1.
120- Ibido, pp-121-3, where it is paraphrased; originally published in 

Al-Ma.jallah, No-58, November, 1961; the same points are recounted 
in his later book, Al-Shif r al-fArabi al-Mu*asir, pp.13-6.

121. Shi fr, No-21, Winter, 1962, p-127» quoting Adunis.
122. Ibid.
123. Ibid., p.129-
124" See his essay "Waqfat Sha'ir" on the third diwan of Adunis,

Aghani Mihyar al-Dimashqi, (1962), published in Al-Thaqafah,
Cairo, May 19th, 1964s PP»13-6; see also Al-Fikr al̂fflu* asir, the 
magazine which he edits, for other examples of his championship of 
modern verse-

125" Even Nazik al-Mala’ikah felt misgivings at the onslaught of bad
examples of free verse in the late fifties^ see her article 
"Al-£Arud al-‘Am li ’1-Shi‘r al-Ilurr", Al-Adab,February, 1958, 
pp.6-7 and 76-8.

126o This was well established in 196O; see an article by the present 
writer in Al-Anwar, No-300, August 7th, i960, p.6, in answer to a 
questionnaire by A1-Hurriyyah magazine, Beirut, on the subject,

127" In the earlier years of the magazine, there did take place some
arguments, showing some regional bias between the Egyptian §alah
£Abd al-Sabur on one side, and the Iraqi Badr Shakir al-Sayyab and 
Kasim Jawad on the other; see Al-Adab, the July, August, September 
and. October numbers of 1955? under "Munaqashat". The arguments 
were puerile and uninspiring- But such attitudes disappeared by 
the end of the fifties, helped largely by the growth of Arab 
nationalism and by the ceaseless efforts of Al-Adab to enhance it 
on literary basis,- for a summary of Al-Adab ’ s history and role see 
Ghali Shukri, "Sira * al-Mutanaqidat fi Sufuf al-Shi£r al-Hadith", 
Hiwar, No-20, January, 1966, pp.73-9s 81, 85-6 & 92-

128- For a single example see the open letter sent by al-Khal to the
present writer when she was editor of the literary page in Al-Anwar, 
published in Al-Anwar, No-237? May 29th, i960, p.6. In this 
letter, al-KhSl’s admiration for European culture and life is 
manifest -

129» A translation of thirteen poems by Paul Eluard was published in 
Shi V , No.27, Summer, 19635 with a study of the poet- Both the 
translation and the study were made by ‘Isam Mahfuzi pp.52-80; a 
translation of Louis Aragon appeared in ibid-, the 31-32 number, 
Summer-Autumn, 1964? pp.7-104, also accompanied by a study of the 
poet- The translation and the study were made by the Shi*r 
editorial board- These translations seem belated in view of the 
fact that these two Socialist poets were very popular with many 
avant-garde poets in the fifties such as al-Bayyati.
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130,

131.
132, 
133o

134.

135.

136.

The major foreign poets who appeared, in Shi 4r between 1957-1960 
are the following;
1. Ezra Pound Wo,1, Winter, 1957, PP,73-81, by Shi4r,
2, Emily Dickenson tt ?t tt PP.82-7, tt tt
3. T.S, Eliot

"Ash Wednesday"
Wo.2, Spring, tt PP.51-66, tt Munir

Bashshur.
4. Yves Bonnefoy ?? tt ti pp.67-74 tt Shi4r.
5. Edith Sitwell Wo,3, Summer, tt PP.69-72 tt J 01. J abra.
6, Saint John Perse Wo,4? Autumn, tt PP.33-89 El Adunis.
7. T.S, Eliot Wo, 5v Winter, 1953, PP.33-76 Wo mention of

Murder in the Cathedral translator.
8, Paul Claudel Wo,6, Spring, t t PP.49-97 by R. Uabashi 

and Adunis.
9. Walt Whitman No. 7-8, Summer pp.44-56 tt Shi<r.

Spring,
10, Jules Supervielle Wo,9? Winter, 1959, pp.48-66 tt Go Khouri &

H.Abi Salih.
11, J acques ‘Pro vert tt tt tt pp.67-85 t? F.Teirabulsi 

& U. al-Haj.
12, Dylan Thomas Wo,10,Spring, tt pp,54-73 tt Wadhir

fAzmah
13. Arthur Rimbeau No. 11,Summer tt pp.32-57 tt Shauqi Abi 

Shaqra.
14. W.B, Yeats t t u t t pp.53-78 t t Fu'ad Rifqah.
15. Shakespeare Wo, 12,Autumn, i t pp.31-74 t i J,I. Jabra.
16c P, Valery ?r t t I t pp.75-39 tt Mustafa

al-Khatib.
17. S, Quas imodo No,13fWinter, 1960, pp.48-78 t t Isa al—

Wa4uri.
18, W. Blake Wo,14?Spring, tt PP.57-74 t t J.I. Jabra.
19. Pierre Jean Jouve:fWo,15,Summer, t? pp.70-90 t t Adnnis.
20, Antonin Artaud Wo, 16,Autumn, tt pp.69-106 tt Unsi al-gaj.
See above, pp.533-9,
See above, p. 814.
See Al-Shi4r fi Ma'rakat al-Wujud which is a collection of some of 
these essays published in the magazine; Beirut, 1960; see also 
Al-Bahth 4an al-Judhur, Beirut, i960, which is a collection of the 
essays"”of Khalidah~“Sa id, one of the magazine's foremost criticso 
See also numbers of Shi4r for more essays, especially after i960. 
For the concept of modern poetry as evolved by Shi 4r, see the 
■summary of Y. al-Khal1 s lecture, in ibid, ,1,Spring, 1957? PP°96-9? 
see also a paraphrasing of this concept as evolved by F. Rifqah from 
Khalidah Sa4id's several gBfeays • Shi4 r, No,14? Spring, i960, 
ppo36-7; see also the essay oi Adunis, ibid., No,11, Summer, 1959? 
PP«79-90°
See As4ad Razzuq, Al-Usfrurah fi '1-Shi4r al~Mu4asir, al-Shu4ora' 
al-Tammuziyyun, Beirut, 1959? which is a discussion of the use of 
the myth of Tammuz or Adonis as exemplified by the Shi 4r poets and 
others.
The essays of Khalidah Sa4id are all on practical criticism; 
others are found in Al-Shi4 r fi Mafrakat al-Wujud and scattered in 
the various numbers of the magazine.
See Shi4r, No,31-32, Summer-Autumn, 1964? P«5 Ion a list of the 
poets and critics who appeared in the magazine between 1957 and 
1964.
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13To One of the most severe critics of the magazine and its poets was 
the Egyptian critic Raja’ al-Naqqash; see his essay, "Hal li ’1- 
Shifr al-4Arabi al-Jadid Falsafah?", Al-Adab, March, 1962, p°38; 
his book Adab wa 4Urubah wa Hurriyyah, four vehement ■ •
essays all entitled "Al-Qaumiyyuh al-Suriyyun wa ’1-Adab", pp.47-31, 
in which he attacked violently the editors of Shi *r especially 
Adunis. Another critic who attacked them was Nazik al-Mala’ikah.,
She mentions the "European spirit" of the magazine and chides it 
for its encouragement of what its critics call "prose poetry" and 
what al-Mala’ikah calls simply prose; see Qadaya, p. 183 et seq.
In her argument on the language of poetry, p.291, she refers to 
these as the Lebanese school, a rather loose term because several 
among these poets were not Lebanese (e.g. Nadhir 4Azmah from whom 
she quotes) and secondly because the spirit of experimentation in 
the language of poetry is not represented best by the Lebanese in 
general. In fact the Lebanese were already developing towards 
increased Classicism in language as their contemporarj'' prose 
contribution and some of their poetry show. See for examples of 
Lebanese prose the writings of Amin Nakhlah, Mishal Assnar, Sa*id 
Aql, Kamal al-Haj, Antun Ghattas Karam,Khalil Ramiz Sarkis, and 
many others. Lebanon's most representative poets, moreover, do
not show any leanings towards imitating the language of daily 
conversation as the poetry of Khalil Hawi, Yusuf al-Khal (whose 
adaptation of some colloquial usage was intentional and inconsistent, 
singled out immediately in a poetry which otherwise h&s no real 
affinity with the colloquial) Rafiq Ma*luf, Rafiq Khouri, Josaif 
Nujaim and many others. Another poet who attacked the magazine 
was Muhammad al-Maghut who was originally introduced to the public 
by the magazine, but came to blows with it in 1962. See his 
bitter attack on it in Al-Adab, January, 1962, pp.57“9*

138. For two examples see the essay of Adunis, "Al-Shi*r al-fArabi wa
Mushkilat al-Tajdid", Shi 4r, No.21, Winter, 1962, his discussion 
of the Classica,l Arabic language, p.96; see also the farewell 
manifesto of Yusuf al-Khal on declaring bis intention of suspending 
Shi4r, ibid., No„31-32, Summer-Autumn, 1964? pp»7“8, in which he 
asserts that the avant-garde movement stopped at the wall of the 
language, because it is a language that is written and not spoken.

139° For a concise assessment of this important magazine see Ghali
Shukri, op.cit., pp.86-7; however, Shukri does not discuss, as he 
did when discussing Al-Adab, Shi{r’s negative attitudes.
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Many difficulties and dangers arise when one tries to assess the 

achievements of the modern movement in Arabic poetry- Despite the 

impression one gets that great changes have taken place in poetry during 

the past two decades, the major experiments in this poetry have not been 

completed yet, and some probably have not yet begun- When an art is still 

in. the process of vital experimentation, a decisive definition of its 

processes should not be attempted, because artistic change is dependent on 

creative genius which often eludes an attempt to prefigure its development- 

It is also deeply influenced by social and cultural developments, and in 

the light of what one feels to be great impending changes in the Arab 

world both on the cultural and on the social levels, the assessment of the 

poetic achievements of this unfinished period can only be limited- In a 

future period, the perspective will be longer, and critics and literary 

historians will be able to see more clearly than we can ever do now the 

genuine achievements of this period, differentiate the original 

experimentalists from the mere imitators, and discover which of the poets 

and the critics of poetry in this period had the greater influence on the 

poets of his generation and the generations following- Many reputations, 

one feels, will crumble, some will be enhanced and the true worth of the 

more authentic poetic contributions will be seen better when much of the 

artificial noise created by some critics, poets, and critical amateurs 

will die down-

The following chapter proposes to discuss the development of the 

poetic technique so far achieved in the last two decades- It will shovj 

that Arabic poetry has been able to undergo changes in all the elements of 

poetry and not only in the element of form, as it is generally believed by 

traditionalists- The further achievement in form will be discussed at
•3

greater length- Other elements will be tone and attitudes (elements
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rarely examined by critics), theme, diction, imagery and the use of 

obliquities (symbol, allusion, folklore, myth and archetype), as well as 

the poetic aspect of dramatic poetry-

Although it is the poetry of the last two decades which is discussed 

here, this conclusive chapter will point, where relevant, to the steady 

line of development in various poetic elements since the beginning of the 

century- Whatever has been gained for Arabic poetry in the last two 

decades is not the exclusive attainment of the current period, but is 

the achievement of all contemporary Arabic poetry.
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SECTION 1; FORM

(i) Further Experiments in Free Verse-

The discovery in the late forties of the possibilities in utilising

Arabic metres for writing a freer kind of poetry was only the beginning of

intensive experimentation in the form of the Arabic poem- Nazik al-

Mala’ikah was undoubtedly the first critic who tried to assess the

movement and show the young Arab poet its prosodical significance- Her

early, rather tentative explanation of the new technique in the form of

what she,and others after her, called ’free verse’ in Arabic developed

later into a more systematic and defined evaluation of what she believed

to be the prosodical limits of this poetic form- She expressed her ideas

in several essays written over the years and published successively in

literary magazines especially in Al-Adab- In 1962 she collected her

various studies of modern Arabic poetry in her famous book Qadaya M-Shi*r

al-Mu*asir which may well be regarded as the most controversial book of

criticism Qn modern Arabic literature- This book gave rise to a great

deal of controversy, creating a critical activity unprecedented in modern

times, and imposing on the critics of the period the necessity of

examining the great prosodical adventure on which modern Arabic poetry had

embarked. All this took place in the sixties after Qadaya came out. In

the fifties, however, one cannot help feeling deeply astonished at the

apparent lack of any real prosodical awareness of what was going on in

verse- It was apparent also that the poets themselves*in their

experimentation, were driven more by their creative instincts than by a

good grasp of the prosodical laws and potentialities. Aside from Nazik's

efforts in this field, efforts which showed commendable concern and great

courage and confidence, only a very few vnriters concerned themselves with 
1this aspect, in spite of the fact that the change in form was the element 

most discussed, in general non-technical terms, by all- However, even
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Nazik herself gradually changed her initial avant-garde and adventurous 

attitude and adopted a more cautious approach. This appears to have 

stemmed from two sources. Firstly from the fact that her strong 

Classical roots began to reassert themselves before the onslaught of so 

much bad "free verse” at the end of the fifties; and secondly her feelings 

became more and more aroused by the many dissident political involvements 

(real and imaginary) of poets and writers who called at the same time for 

greater freedom in the form and language of poetry. This caution on her 

part is rather disappointing, for Nazik can be a superior technician 

herself. Her sincerity and brilliance, her delicate ear for the music 

of poetry, her deep love for this art, should have carried her through 

greater adventures in form. But in this book, she appeared to have 

regressed in favour of greater conservatism, and other avant-garde critics 

took her former elevated place as the foremost (and at one time the only) 

critic of the prosodical aspect of free verse. Her concept of the 

freedom allowed to the poet in this form, as seen in the sum total of her 

writings, may be summed up as follows: that the use of a varied number

of feet in each line (she calls it shatr) of poetry is the only freedom 

he has which differentiates this neitf form from that of the traditional 

two hemistich qasidah. Otherwise, all the laws applicable to the two 

hemistich form apply equally to this form also. She says;

However, critics could not accept her thesis, and began calling her

argued with her violently. Muhammad al~Nuwaihi dedicated a large section 

of his book, Qadiyyat al-Shi{ r al-Jadid,to disprove many of her ideas on

4 5reactionary. Only one writer gave her her unmitigated support. Others
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6the prosody of free verse* Among the writers who also rejected her ideas

?were Yusuf al-Khal, J»I» Jabra, ‘Izziddin Isma'il, Luwis ‘Awad, and others. 
They were strongly opposed to her attempt to put limitations on the 

freedom of poets to manipulate the prosodical structure of the poem.

These limitations were seen by them to be shackles imposed on the 
creativity of the Arab poet* The poets are "still at the beginning of 
the road", said one writer, explaining that it is ludicrous to start

Q
putting laws to a poetry still in the stage of experimentation. This

warning was not the first of its kind, for Nazik1s tendency to impose laws
on poetry and criticism m s  pointed out and warned against by some writers, 

9as early as 1959° But with the appearance of her book, the arguments 

took on a wider sphere, building their ideas on further experiments 

achieved by various poets. In fact, it is these constant experiments by 

the new poets which furnish the real proof of the vitality and 

potentialities of free verse. But one has to admit that critics like 

Nazik al-Mala’ikah, who feel sincerely concerned about the maintenance of 

a level of correctness and awareness of technique in the poetic form and 

language are certainly entitled to voice their opinion. The warning 

against the sloppiness of numerous poets was well-guided, and al-Mala’ikah 

rendered a great service to modern Arabic poetry by warning against this 

and by showing the poets some of the pitfalls to be avoided in this new 

form of poetry. These will be discussed shortly* The fact that she 

was seized by a panic arising probably mainly from the special 

circumstances of the times and that she became more rigid in her views on 

the poetic form than befitted her basic creativity, should not diminish 

the vitality of her attempt to check the irresponsible attitude many poets 

showed in their practice.

Free Verse in Practice; The early practice of free verse 

concentrated on a simple variation of the number of feet from one line to
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another*., The first metre to gain great popularity in the fifties was

al-kamil, liberated first by al-Sayyab and then adopted by other Iraqi
-  -  10poets such as * Abd al-Wahhab al-Bayyati who utilized it greatly, and

Kazim Jawad. After al-kamil, al-mutaqarab acquired a moderate popularity 

with al-kamilo In 1955 al-ra.jaz began to be popular, and in 1956
al-lchabab started gaining in popularity with al-rajaz, both arriving at

#great popularity in 1957 with al-rajaz in the lead.,

The rise in the popularity of al-khabab and al-ra.jaz is a great gain 

for poetry* Both metres had never enjoyed an elevated position in 

Classical times* Al-ra.jaz, aside from the myth connected with its origin 

being regarded by some literary historians as the origin of all Arabic 

metres, had quite a unique history* It was regarded less elevated than
11

shi* r and had lagged behind the more famous metres of the Classical Arabs, 

until modern times when poets started using it in poems with an emotional 

and subjective theme. Among these were ‘Ali Mahmud 'Jaha in his diwan

* Perhaps the best source of study for this is Al-Adab* The following 
table illustrates the ratio of metres used, and the steadily increasing 
ratio of free poems written over five years;

Mo* of 
poems al-kamil al-mutaqarab al-khabab al-rajaz No*of fre 

poems
1953 90 37 14 2 1 25
1954 9B 44 24 2 3 37
1955 99 30 16 2 10 39
1956 85 21 12 6 12 67
1957 110 16 8 24 32 80

482 148 74 36 58 248

Al-ramal also gained popularity over the years in this ratio; 6;6i 14:16; 
17j remaining moderately popular*. Al-sarlf had a mild popularity all 
through with a ratio of 9»6;6;9;7« Al-khafif, however, seemed to 
dwindle within those years having the raTTo of 11;8:7s1:3* Other metres 
suitable for use in simple free verse were al-haza.j which was used only 
in five poems during those five years, and al-wafir which was used 
fourteen times.
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Sharq wa Gharb ' and Ilyas Abu Shabakah in Ghalwa *. In the f if tie

poets made great use of it, exploiting its zihafs and adding to the

original forms of its darb several new forms hitherto unknown.- The most
important element that xvas renewed was that of theme, for it was now

employed, following Abu Shabakah's initiation of this in rajaz, for the
most tragic themes possible., Al-Sayyab’s famous poem "Unshudat al-Matar

written in 1956,which is one of the most beautiful and most tragic poems
of the fifties, is in al-rajaz metre.

In Classical rajaz, mustaf*ilun which is the metrical unit of this
metre could also form its darb, but two other variations on the darb are
also used; the first by qat* in which mustaf *ilun becomes mustafc il, i.e 

12maf*ulun, and the second by both qat* and khabn so that it becomes
- 13fa‘ulnn. This last foot was greatly employed in contemporary rajaz.

But the contemporary poets introduced several other darb forms.

In "Unshudat al-Matar” al-Sayyab used fa‘ul; ^  ^  U
and fa*al; j dsL- jn "Sarbirus fi Babil” he

also introduced mufa *ilan, which is formed by what is called tadhyil in 

Arabic prosody and which is not employed in Classical rajaz. Nazik
al-Mala'ikah rejected this darb because it was not included in the

-  15Khalilian metrics and because she herself found it ’’ugly”. She does
not give any technical reason why it is so. Moreover, she does not

comment on the frequent use of fafal in the darb, des]?ite the fact that

it was not used in Classical rajaz either.
Another form introduced to the darb was mustaf*ilatun formed by

tarfil, i.e. by the addition of the long syllable tun to the original

complete foot. This too is unorthodox, but this tarfil is used in

al-kamil, and there appears to be absolutely no reason at all why modern
poets should not use it in their rajaz, if they see fit.

These new forms of the darb have given a greater scope for variety
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of rhythm in this metre, especially when a poet uses several of them in
the same poem0 Al-Mala’ikah here again rejects this kind of freedom,

insisting that poets should stick to the same darb form throughout the

whole poem. For this she gives again the same reasons as before?
1 &Classical usage, and the Arab ear which finds this abominable. As for 

Classical usage, it is well known that the two hemistich form, because of 

its extreme symmetry, must deem it necessary to repeat itself throughout 

the poem, but there is no reason why a poet cannot break through this 
rigidity in free verse. The best proof of this is the popularity of the 
best examples of contemporary free poems written in ra.jaz and using many 
varieties of darb forms. Nazik herself does not seem to like this metre, 

for she has not employed it either in Shazaya or in Qararat al-Maujah,

(1957).
Contemporary poets have resorted to the use of zihaf in ra.jaz using

— 17khabn (a commendable zihaf in Classical poetry) to change mustaf* ilun
mafa ‘ ilun; as well as other zihafs. It is rather disconcerting that

in all the points which one finds to be a modern achievement of this metre,

one clashes immediately with Nazik’s formulations, for here again she
- 18rejects the frequent use of zihaf, utterly neglecting the suggestion 

made as early as 1959 that the frequent use of zihaf in rajaz gives it 
greater fluidity and an informal tone highly suitable for dramatic poetry 

because of its non-oratorical quality, its great flexibility, and proximity
19 _to the spoken language. However, this effect of the great \ise of zihaf 

in rajaz and other metres was aptly used by the Egyptian poet Salah *Abd 
al-Sabur in his play Al-Hallaj (1965)® What one has to remember in the 
use of zihaf in Arabic is that the original foot measure permits certain 

variations (such as the substitution of a short syllable for a long one, 
or of a long for two short syllables in specified pattern) which are 

customarily regarded as "elision” , although there is no elision in the
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actual words used in the foot. It cannot, therefore, he regarded as a

ftdisease” of metrical measure, and so long as the poet is using correct

words fitting accepted feet measures, there is no reason to prevent him

from doing so. Al-rajaz itself is noted by a specialist on the subject
-  20for its potential liberality in the use of zihaf.

In fact, contemporary poets have used the zihaf intensively. But

* In this the Arab zihaf differs from the elision known in English. The 
latter is defined in The Encyclopaedia of Poetry and Poetics as ”a kind of 
fiction, two syllables being reckoned as one to make the line conform to 
the metrical scheme”, and quoting S.B. Sprott it defines elision as the 
"process by which two syllables are reduced to the prosodical value of 
one”. Finally it describes elision as capable of giving ”the appearance 
or illusion of smoothness", that is, elision in English telescopes the 
normal pronunciation of the items, whereas in Arabic the items are 
pronounced normally, although the foot is a variation of the original.

** For a single example among poets, see Nizar Qabbani in his free poems 
written in rajaz. His poem ”Maf Jaridah",22 for example has twenty feet 
with zihaf out of twenty-three $ his poem "‘'Idu Mlladiha”23 has fifty-eight 
out of "eighty-eight; and his poem ”Il£ Sadhajah"^4 has fifty-one out of 
seventy-seven. Qabbani, in much of his free verse, attempts to be as 
conversational as possible. In fact the conversational, familiar tone, 
the use of language nearer to the vernacular and to the contemporary idiom 
is one of Qabbanifs most important poetic attributes. When he employs 
rajaz in free verse, he feels the scope wide open for a greater 
achievement of this tendency, sometimes even arriving at an extremely 
prosaic expression as in his poem "Qissat Rachel Schwarzenberg". ^ But 
the use of zihaf does smooth down the rigidity of al-rajaz and the 
formality of the pronounced equilibrium and angularity of mus taf *i lun. 
Mo Nuwaihi and L. ‘Awad, regard the change of rhythm in some metres of 
free verse as having been effected under the influence of the English 
Iambic (Nuwaihi adds Trochaic) metres. It is certainly functional to 
assume that the constant readings in the poetry of a foreign language can 
affect our sense of rhythm, in general, and poets in all languages have 
transferred the rhythms of another poetry to their own. However, the 
specification that it was the influence of English metres on poets which 
has effected the changes in the rhythms of contemporary free verse is not 
correct. For whereas one can safely suggest that the rhythms of English 
poetry might have influenced some of our poets, it is necessary to 
remember two other major influences. Firstly the influence ofjthe 
rhythms of French poetry which have influenced such poets as Adunis 
especially in his adoption of the prose poem. Nizar Qabbani himself is 
not known to be acquainted with English poetry, only with French.
Secondly, and this is most important, the influence of the rhythms and 
stresses of daily speech which have changed considerably since Classical 
times. '
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-xits frequent use in rajaz is by no means confined to the moderns,

Al-khabab is another metre which has been greatly revived and
31elevated from its former light and noisy quality, and rather obscure

role. The repetition of fafilun faflun and fa*ilun can produce a kind
32of hilarious music which has been exploited by the dancing sufis, It 

has been discussed above how ‘ A l l Ahmad Bakathir employed this metre in 

his free verse play, greatly reducing its musical quality and rendering it

* For example, al~Mutanabbi * s ur.juzah beginning with the verse;

a      1 jjcaA  ̂ ^9 Ijp j y Uj,. ,91 j îo k  ̂ 23

has forty feet with zihaf out of seventy-two,

** Most writers use al-khabab to denote both metres made from the 
repetition of the foot fIT ilun, and metres made from the repetition of the 
■̂ee  ̂ an& fa{ilun. If a poem is written in the first with few or
no elisions of fa 'ilun to faflun or fa *ilun, it will certainly have a 
distinctly different rhythm; the following verses by A, Hijazi illustrate 
this;

j I g J . - c  I
 ̂C-Sj J ‘l*'■■' ̂ r-Si ils

This is a slower rhythm which can be quite august at times, Hovjever, 
this metre retains the potential to give a staccato rhytum jiist like 
fa'lun and fafilun, like this verse by Hija2i from the same poem;

a „ J,.̂ q i  ^ ( ULSU»(
A perusal of the more famous national anthems in Arabic in modern times 
shows that many of them are either in khabab or in ra.jaz, In these, the 
staccato potential of both metres (al-Tcttabab including that formed by 
fa 'ilun) is exploited; “'"

JUJJ M rJJ o - M  '___;j5
j>—i. — - -UJ h) kU-w

Ismafil, however, seems to differentiate between the two for he lists them 
as two different feet,3̂  He is partly right in this differentiation, but 
one must take into account that the shorter feet are really the elided 
feet of the longer one, faf ilun, and that they interchange frequently.
One must also take into account the staccato potentials ox bo oh feet which, 
if exploited, gives them very similar rhythms.
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quasi conversational, a good achievement marred by the poet's limited 

poetic ability0 Nazik al-Mala'ikah used it in 1947 in hen elegiac poem
"Al-Eulira", and was able to manipulate its rhythms aptly enough to suit 

34the sombre theme* Later on, poets began to introduce a great deal of 
gihaf into this metre.,

It is interesting to see M. al-Mala'ilcah accept the thesis that 
metres can develop with time, when she discovered that she herself had 
been using in al-lchabab an elided foot which had not been used in 

Classical poetry* This is fa* ilu* which she finds quite congenial to the
35ear* However, she is not the only poet who uses it, for most poets 

resort to it unconsciously in free verse;

f a * lun fa <lun faflun fa <lwi ^ ^ \j\ 1^0*3 36
V 4P Uf t

I III INI ,i J liX̂ I J O
fa*ilun fa*ilu fa*lun fa*ilu fa*ilu fa*1*

The change in these rhythms which one finds among most poets who
write in this metre is a sure proof of the changing rhythms in the
subconscious of the poets. These rhythms are influenced by the various
rhythms of daily speech, of Classical poetry, of folklore poetry and songs,

of the modern musical culture of the Arab poet which in itself is varied
and highly mixed, and above all of the change in the psychology of the
modern poet himself, i*e* of the rhythmic quality of modern man's total 

37experience. The tone of the poem, which is closely connected not only
with the immediate psychological state of the poet, but also with the

more lasting psychological attitudes that have taken hold of the whole
_ *generation, seems to influence the poet's use of zihaf*

* The present writer has had an experience in this particular element 
which might help further to illustrate tho above point* Tailing under 
the spell of this metre, she wrote two short poems* The first which 
deals with a tragic topic and expresses a general state of despair and 
death resorts to a great number of zihaf where fa*ilu dominates whole 
lines;
(Continued on next page)
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But fafilu is not the only new introduction to this metre. Poets 

found themselves slipping into the vise of other feet which are basically 

not of the lchabab type. Adunis hardly writes a poem in this metre without 
using fa{ulun or fa ‘ilatun etc.;

p ̂ S11 if dJ 1  ̂ 33

fa filu fa*lun fa*ulun fa*ulun fa*ulu fa‘ulun fafulun0 

and this in the same poem:
fa *ilun fa *ilatuno -̂ LwaJt J>

f/
and this: ^ j p z  îj \ 39

fa *ilu fa*lun fa*ulu fa fulu fa'uluno
This is no mere carelessness on the part of the poet, who is himself a 
prominent experimentalists It may be due to the fact that a new metre is 

evolving from the combination of the lchabab feet and fa*ulunv helped 

towards this, probably, by the introduction of fa filu. Of course it is 
possible to read the scansion differently according to the following:

*  Continued from previous page.
* "*J -Q ^J> t t ^ ) LlJ 1 6 IjjJ i (J 1 < g>£ ̂   ̂ gl^  ̂ ^

_  / . _ • / _  a -  a „ -  / -  / - .  /  -

where eight out of fifteen feet are fa'ilu. The other poem is different, 
It is ironical, and rather resentful, with an underlying tone of threat,
i.e. it is a poem that expresses a self-assured state of mind. Only one 
line resorts to this kind of zihaf% but probably in order to lessen the 
angular tone of al-lchabab there was the subconscious use of words with the 
aspirate h and the " seoitowels w s and y ^  l

iil if . -1-' I (*5  ̂ 1 i I OP *
o—  j  — v u j — \1 V j~\ju j  —— j  /̂“VW
J-  JJt ^  J ib'.. JOS’ doiaJl

o—  / - -  / - -  / .
   ̂1 1 J<.b J«UV (.tL L Ci+Oiiî  i ^

O j *— %J u  y j  "*U VI J  —  W  V  j  ■»—  j

These poems ax̂ e not yet published.
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mufta* ilun fa *ilatun f a * ulun fa fulu fa*ulun fa{ulunv which makes the first 

part in ma j zu* al-mujtath and the second al-mutaqarab; but then other 
lines in the poem would not fit this scheme such as the lines

I “ .j l_j\su L dot iL h
fa* ilun fa *ilun fa* ilun fa*ilun fa ‘Alan, which is pure lchabab. At any
rate, experimental poetry is becoming increasingly adventurous in the use
of metrical variations and in the gradual, smooth gliding from one metre

to another# This will be further discussed in the section on compound

metres# Al-Nuwaihi, discussing al-khabab, speaks of a tendency among
modern poets to write this metre (and other metres especially ra,jaz
in accentual rather than quantitative measures# These, he says, are

found in the spoken language# But he does not really prove this# He
contends that fa*ilu is not formed by the ordinary xind of zihaf, for it
is customary either to change txvo short syllables into one long syllable
(fa*ilun becoming fa* lun, to give just one example), or resolve one long

syllable into a short one (fa becoming fa)# There is no explanation, he
41insists, for the last two short syllables in fafilu# However, Nuwaihi 

takes it for granted that fa*ilu is formed from fa *lun? overlooking the 
fact that it begins with the long syllable of fafilun, the original foot. 

The first of the two short syllables at the end of fa*ilu if one accepts 
that this foot is derived from fa*ilun, is the original the second 

syllable _Iu is the elided syllable lun in fa*ilun#
The idea of accentual measures in modern Arabic poetry is 

interesting but needs to be studied more closely not only theoretically 
but also experimentally in the phonetics laboratory# On the other hand, 
Wuwaihi’s theory, although it seems at first glance to be alien to what 

is customarily understood to be the Arabic prosodical measures, ought not 
to be rejected, but should be regarded as a tentative attempt on the part 
of this able critic to explain the new poetic rhythms. One feels sure^'
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that Nuwaihi himself does not feel completely satisfied with his own

explanations and will surely follow them up with intensive and extensive

experimentation and study. Nuwaihi does not seem to have discovered the

experiments of Adunis and others in this metre, for he does not refer to
them. However, it is these yet unexplored experiments that could have

furnished al-Nuwaihi with the material most apt to illustrate his theory.

This is not to say that this poetry is really aceentual, hut that there is

a margin for discussion and critical experimentation there.

In a general study of this sort, one feels at a loss for not heing

able to give a decisive answer to this question, hut such an answer would

require an exhaustive study of minute matters in prosody and the aid of

special phonetic techniques, as well as an investigation of the function

of metre in different kinds of poetry, which are beyond the scope of this

work. However, it is relevant to mention that the written language in

Arabic has a well-defined quantitative quality. How much accentual

quality it has it is not possible to say without technical aid, but one can

feel safe in saying that whatever its accentual quality, it does not compare
42with that of English, which is heavily accentual. The quantitative 

quality in formal Arabic verse will persist so long as all letters remain 

vocalised. There are special rules to the reading of short vowels, and 

Arabs are very careful, when reading, to pronounce short vowels as short, 

while having greater freedom in the pronunciation of long vowels, as has

been shown in the discussion of Mandur's idea of accent.^ But we cannot
*go into this highly specialised subject here.

* The written language is quite different from the vernacular. The latter 
seems to have greater elasticity and to be distinctly accentual, although 
it still does not seem to compare in this with the English language. The 
different Arabic dialects probably offer a great variety of accentual 
measures and scope for an interesting study; for some dialects, say the 
Egyptian, seem to use more short vowels than other dialects, say the 
Lebanese.
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Compound metres in Arabic , al-buhur al-murakkabah , are of two kinds. 

There are those made up of three feet to a hemistich, and those made up of 

four feet. The first, apparently, have an unequal combination of feet 

which is two to one. But they differ in their arrangement of these feet, 

some placing the odd foot in the middle aba, and others placing it at the 

end aab. The seoond category is made up of two units of combinations 

(ab ab) to a hemistich.

In the aab kind there are two metres in Arabic, so far. These are 

al-sari e mustaf *ilun mustaf ‘ilun fa 'ilun and al-wafir mufa*alatun 

mufa*alatun fa/ulun. The consecutive repetition of the first foot 

suggests a scope for free verse where a poet can repeat the first foot 

more than twice. The darb should also be repeated frequently at the ends

of lines to keep the rhythm of the metre. Al-Mala'ikah insists that this
44darb should be repeated at the end of every line but this is not
45necessary, and poets have not kept to this rule.

Of these two metres, al~sari‘ and al-wafir, the first has been very 

popular and was experimented with quite early in the fifties, some of the 

best contemporary poetry being written in it. The darb of al-sari■ has 

an interesting variety of forms ranging through favilun, fa'lun, fa*ilun,
— — — Afi..fa*ilan and maffulan. The last one is most interesting because it 

gives a distinctive rhythm to the poem. There seems to be no technical 

reason why several of these forms of the darb should not be used in the 

same free poem, a technique which might help to dispel any monotony 

resulting from a faithful repetition of the same musical motif, as well 

as enhance the expression of a variety of tones and effects. In the 

two hemistich form the unity of the darb in the poem was necessary 

because of the symmetry and identical quality of the verses. But these 

have been abandoned in free verse. In fact it is this liberty to 

abandon both symmetry and the identical reproduction of the verse units
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4.7that is one of the first attributes of 1freedom' in free verse.

Al-sari *, although based mainly on the rajas foot mustaf* ilun, is really 

distinct from it and has quite a different rhythm.^

In the aba kind, the metre that has been oonsoiously experimented with 

so far is al-khafif metres fafilatun mustaf *ilun fa‘ilatun, The
4-9elasticity and richness of this metre have been partly discussed above.

Its capacity to yield to a free repetition of either foot as well as to 

the introduction of feet legitimately derived from them makes it a fit 

target for avant-garde poets aiming at the achievement of greater freedom. 

Basically it is a very melodious metre, as used in Classical poetry.

But despite this quality which gives it a harmonious musical composition, 

its distinct features have been noted and experimented with even in
* f - 1 - - -Classical times: mustaf ilun fa ilatun (mujtath dimetre) f fa‘ilatun

fa*ilatun (ramal dimetre), fa‘ilatun mustaf‘ilun (khafif d.metre).

The experiment of AbIX 'l-Hasan ;Ali ibn *Abd al-Rahman al-Ansari, the 
Sicilian poet who lived in the second half of the eleventh century A.D, 
is interesting in this context. He is the author of the "poem of five 
metres" published a century ago by M. Amari in his Biblioteca Arabo- 
Sioulo. S.M. Stern studied this six-verse poem which Amari regarded to 
be strophic and found it to be basically a poem of the biasedcal type.5^ 
Amari’s arrangement of the poem was in the following manner (only the 
first verse is given) 3

J  US Jlj, fty

Stern, however, re-arranged it in the usual two hemistich form producing 
a poem in the khafif metre, with several arrangements of internal rhymes:
■j o la <̂ j tJ wLko mLso..................... ....>1 ij? e U u u a  J
Of course, put in this arrangement the poem is in pure khafif, and not 
strophic at all; but its internal divisions marked by sTJrict rhyme 
endings do give birth, if arranged differently, to a structure of three 
two foot strophes to a verse, each strophe with a different metrical 
scheme. The six verses are divided identically (or nearly so, for ^he 
poet omits the rhyme at the end of the first strophe of the third verse-"* ) 
so that we have three series of parallel strophes of identi cal metrical 
pattern, length and usually rhyme throughout the poem.
The other four arrangements of this poem of "five metres" he suggests to 
be:
O

1 ■ f t j .91, „ . 1 i.jC ilLo J  —Cj
(Continued on next page)
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AI-Khafif has been partly utilized by al-Sayyab in a single poem 
- 5 2"Jaykur Ummi". Using al-khafif in his first line as a basis? he

resolves the following lines into ramal and rajaz each of which is based

on one foot of al-khafif, alternating irregularly between them in the

first part of the poem and bringing al-khafif back at intervals. In the

latter part of the poem, hoiirever, he forgets completely about the ra.jaz
55and simply alternates between al-khafif and al-ramal. The first lines

* foot note continued from previous page.
which he regards as an irregular dimetre of the khafif. Both the khafif 
basis as well as the irregularity are certain, for it scans fa*if Stun 
mufa* ilun, fa ‘ilatun fa* ilatun. The repetition of fa ‘ilatun is an 
interesting event in metre suggesting the freedom a poet can have in 
writing in al-khafif. In the above arrangement the last two feet of the
complete verse“"are omitted.
Of course one can regard this second version as a combination of two metres} 
the khafif dimetre for the first strophe, and the ramal dimetre for the 
second.
3. The third arrangement by Stern is in the regular dimetre of al-khafif

( QJ Sit* ( '̂.............
in which only the first strophes of the six verses are employed.
4° In the fourth arrangement Stern gets the following result; 

o --------------- Ja J L ^ \j U ^

This he regards to be in irregular ramal, an incPrrect assumption, for 
al-ramal cannot admit mustaf *ilun. This must be regarded either as an 
irregular khafif in which the repetition of fa*ilatun takes place after 
the first Tb'ot ("instead of the last as in KoTTJT'^husT fa*ilatun 
fa ‘ilatun, mustaf ‘ilun fa *ilatun; or else it may be regarded as a mixed 
metre in which the first strophe is in ramal and the second in mu.jtath.
5. His arrangement of the fifth, about which he seems hesitant, is as 
follows; a

i", • • A JI ijS> O  lo J ^
using only the last strophes in the six verses. This he rightly says to 
be in al-mu.jtath. One may have the following arrangement as a fifth 
attempt;

o ——diU L U J fj J
w w iO — ill- d I ^  i $

which gives a more coherent meaning to the verses, but Stern’s suggestion 
remains interesting to us from a prosodical point of view, because it 
shows the emergence of al-mujtath from al-khafif. In fact, all these 
arrangements show the extreme flexibility and richness of this metre and 
point to the great scope it has for the achievement of a colourful 
variation of rhythm.
Of course, other arrangements could be made, but the above examples are 
enough for the purpose of this discussion.
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of fhe poem show his conscious use of the three metress

Mmfif \--- 1— 0 \s p̂t db
ramal_____________________________ \__{\̂ \s *y ̂

rajaz l̂ vu Lcuf t i i h'-l5 h j;
In fact, his neglect of al-rajaz in the latter and major part of the 

poem shows that al-khafif yields more naturally to a free repetition of 

the ramal foot than to that of the rajaz foot. However, this experiment 

by al-Sayyab whose ear for metrical measures was one of the aoo& accurate in. 

contemporary Arabic poetry with a strong Classical basis, can only be 

regarded as a tentative experiment which he had no time to bring to 

maturity before his premature death.

Another experiment attempted in al-khafif metre was a poem written in
54 -■ -1960, It keeps to this metre, repeating only fa'ilatun, the ramal

foot which is sometimes resolved into fa'ulun;

faf ilatun mafa ‘ilun fa ‘ilatun
UjJjj I Uo -Q̂a <3 Op tpj  ̂ {j? j

fa ‘ilatun mafa‘ iluti fa‘ilatun f a‘ ilatun fa‘ulun

Muhammad Mu§sj;afa Badawi experimented more freely with this metre, and

came out with some interesting results. In fact, Badawi*s experiment

which is a conscious attempt to utilize the compound metres in Arabic,

shows a pioneering spirit and a confidence unmatched by the other milder

and more timid attempts of the time (his poems were written between 1953-

1954)« In 'the introduction to his diwan, Badawi declares his rejection

of metres formed by the repetition of the same foot (al-buhur al-mufradah)

for they are, in his opinion, monotonous ("that dangerous monotony which

lulls the senses - and how far is the pure, vigilant poetic vision from 
55that"^) He also rejects poems written in many metres, for "this

56disturbs the reader who has a sensitive musical ear,.," as well as prose 

poetry (al-shi‘r al-manthur) which he declares not to be poetry at all.

His reasons for this are twofold, Firstly, because poetry is "a verbal
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expression of a psychological experience which has its oxm basic emotional

elements", and secondly, and this he regards as of primary importance,

because this expression cannot be "based on chaos but follows a definite 
57musical style", The music of poetry, he insists, differs from that of 

prose in that it follows a complete and unified order, and it is this order 

which enables the poet to gain control over his emotional experience 

instead of spending himself in sighs and interrupted shrieks wh-ichJiavG-no— 

rehtevaneG-.■t-a real life* The artist's control over his own emotional 

experience is nothing but his control of life itself- nAl~Shi*r al-
~  IIManthur, therefore, is not poetry because it lacks the element of form

58without which art is not art at all- This idea of his challenges the

ideas of apologists for prose poetry, as will be shown shortly,,

Finally Badawi rejects rhyme, which he finds to be a shackle to 
59creativity- He did manage to write his poetry without resorting to the

vise of rhyme. His general technique was therefore one which had to

exclude several possibilities of expression; rhymed poetry, mixed metres 

in the same poem, metres based on the repetition of one foot and prose 

poetry. He attempted to build the poem on one of the known Arabic metres 

which are nearest to the rhythm of speech. He makes the metre the basis 

of the poem without adhering to it fanatically, sometimes contenting 

himself by fitting only a part of a line of poetry according to it, 

leaving the rest, even the beginning of the line, sometimes, free,^

Al-lchafif was one of the metres he exploited greatly;

fa'ilatun maf a filun fa'ilatan Js. ^  61

fa{ i la 1; im maf a ‘ilun maf*ulun 1 b ** < fV"
mnstaf,5ilun fa*ilun faflan J } \

fa*ilatun fa*ilatun d 1 j T.t.

maf a* ilun fa* ilatun________________________________ d___ L*..i Jj__ a i _ '
fa‘ilatun mafa/ilun fa*lar , * *.* ...

~"r--r - nrtiifci.i .T rr r-“ —> ^ <rS

fa* ilatun maf 5* ilara j+cs- Al=



fa* ilatun mustaf* ilan i,.? ijJ 1
fa*ilatun mustaf*ilun fa*ilatun fa*ilatun fa'lan

mafa*ilun fa*lun
The third verse is already highly irregular, beginning with mustaf *ilun, 

so is the fifth and the last. The darb forms are also highly varied and 
irregular, too, and the music, although ruling the poem, eludes a distinct

the meaning and images of the poem stand out distinct and effective in 

their own right- In the tenth verse above the easy use of enjambaoni 
al-ldiafif is demonstrated. The absence of rhyme checks the overflow

of music and the resonance of rhymed endings.
Other poems follow a more regular khafif, but even in these Badawi

rendering* a poem which approximates the familiar tone of daily speech, 
with all its variations of rhythm and nuances but without falling into 
banality and unconvincing over-simplicity,62 In his beautiful poem

complex experience expressed in a contemporaneous language completely 
liberated from rhetoricism and traditional overtones, are achieved. 

Treating a subject of gravity and of a rather philosophical nature, the 

subjugation of loud music in poetry becomes an achievement. It should 
not follow, however, that all poetry must try to subdue as much of its 
music as Badawi has done with his, for some themes and moods would require 
a merrier, or at least a more distinctively perceptible music. Badawi's 

choice of theme and his general mood demand this kind of subdued musical 

technique, but he succeeds in keeping the fluency, and the rhythmical 

cohesion of the whole structure. Others would not be able to do this

description. It is highly unfamiliar, of course, but one can see how

succeeds in overcoming the great musical fluency of al—khafif and

"Al-Tilal" 63 the variations' of tone and the rich nuances of a rather
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with equal success- But one must remember that in this age, in which 

there is so much weight on the conscience of the Arab poet on the one hand, 
and in which the pronounced music of Arabic metres still carries with it 
much of the traditional idioms and moods on the other, no Arab poet can 
afford to write his poetry without resorting to techniques which will help 

him to change the music ofthis poetry- The change need not always be one 

of subjugation of the musical element, but can be a change in the nature 
and rhythms of this music- In a varied experience even rhetoricism, 

which is usually felt to be a defect in modern poetry, can have a place, 
if introduced in the right context, and for the right purpose- But it is 
probable that every modern poet will sometimes find himself looking for a 

technique whioh will help him to achieve less musicality in a poem without 

losing the special rhythms of poetic composition- Badawi's poetry offers 
him a very good example- One cannot help feeling amazed at the fact that 
neither Nuwaihi who is sincerely pre-occupied in studying poetic techniques 

which enable the poet to approximate contemporary speech, nor I. Isma*il 

mention Badawi's experiment- But then there are many other poetic 
experiments that have not been touched by them either,despite the fact 
that they were writing on a specialised topic and trying to probe into the 

possibilities of a new style of writing.
One can say that the Idiafif metre has been effectively and genuinely 

liberated in Rasa'il Min London- Poems in this metre are the great 
majority in the diwan. He attempted a poem, "Al-Ma*badu 'l-Mutada*i",

— 64 — — —in al-tawil, (fa *ulun mafa *ilun repeated four times in the verse), which

shows the great struggle between, on the one hand, the high musicality of 

this metre, its tendency to group itself into units of two feet each; 
fa*ulun mafa*ilun, and its traditional rigidity, and, on the other hand,
the new purpose of the modern poet to achieve freedom and simplicity.
In the greater part of the poem the pronounced tawil rhythm happily■■ anai *■
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settles in the ’background, although it may reappear in full force in such

verses as ^  J I J L-iJl £ ty
In other verses there is a less pronounced coupling of feet?

fa‘ulun mafa'ilun fa'ulu f a‘ulun
^ I ^  I j, Le I

f af ulu maf a* ilun fa*ul ^

fa*ulun maf a* ilun fa* ulun fa* ulun ^ -yd \ uio l̂ bj US’
The tendency to repeat fafulun twice is one of the means of liberation in

this metre, which, like al-basit (mustaf*ilun fa*ilun repeated four times

in a verse) tends to divide itself into units of two feet each, Al-Sayyab
65also tried to free al-tawil but could not overcome its inherited rigidity.

He also attempted the liberation of al-basit but again with very little 

success. Only rarely does he produce a verse which does not have either 

one, two, three or four couples, as when he says2

maf a* ilun fa* ilun fa* lun, -5 jus> L*J* * \ 1 66

Free verse, general features:

One of the main features.of free verse is the use of enjambment or

run on lines, "tadmr" or 1T jar ay an81. The main reason given for this is
6 7the fact that a poet wants to stop only when the meaning is finished. 

Although this is valid, the caesura at the end of the line need not 

necessarily stop the meaning. A normal stanza usually contains a unit 

of meaning but does employ caesura between verses. On the other hand, 

a poet might resort to enjambment under the influence of music, for one 

of the chief characteristics of music is continuity. This point needs 

much more research than this work can allow, but it does seem from the 

study of poetry on the whole that some poets are more influenced in their 

rhythmical arrangements by the art of music and its own directions which 

do not always correspond to traditional poetic rhythmical habits.^ For
69example, "rhythm and rhyme that tend to make the single line a unit", 

as N, Frye puts it, are a poetic and not a musical attribute. It does 

not follow, of course, that poetry which does not reflect the chief



characteristics of music is not musical, for it can be even more 

mellifluous than the other,, We are here discussing certain character
istics only,

A poet might resort to enj ambient'. also when the word with which he 

ends a line has a superfluous syllable which belongs,from a metrical 
aspect, to the next line* This usually spoils the correct vocalisation 
of the rhyme, but modern poets have accepted it because rhyme has lost 
much of its old established value with them;

Poets can sometimes resort to enjambooirt as a technical device 
because the particular meaning needs a sustained (even breathless) 
continuity of rhythm;

The enumeration of all the blissful objects of Paradise "those wonderful

visions" here takes on a neurotic urgency meant to convey some ironical

undertones* The objects enumerated have an identical emphasis and value
and are uttered in one breath.

‘iziiddin Isma'il is right, however, in expressing fear that such a

technique might result in writing long sentences, stretching over many
7 2lines, which could exhaust the reader. Whereas a breathless sentence 

can be of aesthetic value if used sparingly for specific purposes, its 
frequent use can be a serious blemish, Khalil Hawi, in his three diwans,

i d ■ ̂ 11

V i t i LpI
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73resorting to very frequent enjambisen’t » some of his sentences stretching
in one breath over several lines, even to a length of ten feet:

-  ymutafa i_, J_j 74

{ilun mustaf*ilun mutafa*ilun mu ^1,, ^  j

tafa* ilun mug-taf *ilun muta ^  «J'
fa*ilun mutafa

* ilun mutaf afilun mustaf u - ^ h -

*ilun mutafa*ilan , CW ° [_
But the reason for this is that his poetic utterance comes out in long 
emotional and sematic unitso This is his particular style and, even if 

there is no enjambnent ? the same hurling down of words takes place* The 
following is a good example:

w

fa ‘ilatun fa ‘ilatun fa*ilatun ^  ‘bate 75

fa *ilatun fa*ilatun fa*ilatun 

fa ilatun

fa *ilatun fa* ilatun fa*ilan \ ĵ j q* j*jzJ I
This makes his poetry convey the impression that it is in constant crisis,

and does give his general style a monotony of tone and rhythm. 'Issiotdtn

Ismael: criticise# this as a weakness in Hawi's verse* However75a

this is an idiosyncrasy of the poet's style with which he gets away at
times when his vision attains, as in some poems, an aesthetic level of
importance* Wfaon it does not, the rhythm becomes heavily monotonous.

Nazik al-Mala'ikah completely rejects al-tadwir in free verse, saying
that it is applicable only in two hemistich verses, between the first and 

7 f\second shatrg. This rule which she lays down is immediately defeated by 

the numerous examples of tadwir in good poems written in free verse* 
Al-tadwir is another secret of freedom in this verse form and can be 

greatly utilised not only in lyrical but also in dramatic verse, where 
long sentences and a continuity of utterance and rhythm are required*



Another objection which al-Mala'ikah directs to free verse is the
use by poets of five and nine feet in a line. She does not mention seven
feet, Her reason for this rejection is that the two numbers have an ugly

effect-on the ear, a reason which prevented the Arabs from employing them 
77in their poetry. She overlooked here, however, the fact that Classical

poetry was in a two hemistich form which cannot admit odd numbers, and
that the employment of five or nine feet in a hemistich would produce q,

verse of ten or eighteen feet which, because it would be sustained in this

length throughout the whole poem, would be excessively heavy.
In fact the use of five, seven and nine feet in a line of poetry is

another secret of ’freedom* in free verse and lends it its new rhythms.
7 QJfazik herself resorts to the use of five feet in her own poetry. This 

epoch is trying to create its own verse rhythms and this fact gives an 
incentive to poets to experiment and should give the same incentive to 
critics to probe into the possibilities of metrical freedom in the new 
poetry before any rhythmic phenomenon is rejected. The fact that the old 

Arabs did not utilise a certain possibility, whether prosodical or 

otherwise, is no criterion of worth.

Rhyme in Free Verse;

Rhyme was an obligatory element in Classical poetry, and the best 
poems were written in monorhyme. Under the influence of Western poetry 
and the revived tradition of the Andalusian muwashshah. modern Arab poets 

tried to break through the entrenched tradition of the monorhyme and 

succeeded in introducing greater variety to the rhyme-scheme of the modern 
poem. Blank verse, however, although attempted seriously in the first 
decade by al-Zahawi, then by Shukri in the second and, in the twenties,

by Abu Shadi and others, failed drastically for technical reasons which
79have already been discussed. When free verse became the vogue in the 

fifties lending itself to more drastic experimentation, it was discovered
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that blank verse could now be more easily introduced, contrary to the
contention of Nazik al-Mala’ikah which was discussed above. Other writers

on the subject such as al-Nuwaihi, find that the liberation of the poet

from rhyme is another achievement of free verse, for, contrary to

al-Mala’ikah!s preference for a rhyme which rings itself with decisive
80resonance at the end of the line, poets may no longer want this musical

element. He insists, rightly, that there are other means of rhythmic
81variety in a free poem which do not depend on the rhyme at alio However,

the majority of modern poets have not really abandoned the rhyme, but show
a pervasive attachment to it. They use rhyme in a variety of ways, the

most common of which use is the intervariation of several rhymes in the

poem, not following a regular order. Some poets sometimes stick to a 
82monorhyme. Others, although using various rhymes in a poem, do not

8linsist on it at the end of every line, and some get rid of it altogether. ' 

Many times poets use fettered rhymes which do away with much pedantism 
and bring poetry nearer to a conversational tone.

The attachment which most poets show to rhyme endings might be the 

result of the continuity of a well entrenched tradition. Rhyme, of 

course, has its great qualities. It has a binding force, linking 
together units of meaning in a poem; it is the main structural factor in 
certain poetic forms such as the couplet, the quartet, the mukhammas, and 

other stanzaic forms in which the verse lengths are identical. In others 

which vary the length of their verses rhyme still plays an important 
structural as well as ornamental role, giving scope for the achievement 
of numerous irregular stanzaic forms. It lends to the poem, no matter 

in what form it is written, a special musical element different from that 

given by other factors, an element which sharpens the accent and which 
the poet must feel free to exploit if he so chooses. It has, if employed 
aptly, an emotional and even a spiritual effect and can sometimes have
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great poignancy, especially if txsed suddenly after rhymeless verses. It 

also enhances the meaning, for in a good poem the rhyme can he the 

culmination of what the poet wants to say. In fact, a bad or meaningless 

rhyme can be fatal to a verse, even to a xvhole poem. Although a good 

poem must not have superfluous or badly situated words, the presence of 

such a word in the middle of the poem might pass unnoticed if other factors 

are rich, but it can never be overlooked if it is a rhyme.^

On the other hand, there should be no taboo on blank verse al-shi‘r 

al-mursal, which in Arabic may have its own advantages in modern times.

This is different from blank verse in English which depends on the iambic 

pentametre and which seems to have gone out of fashion now. Blank verse 

in Arabic can be in any metre and can employ any number of feet in a verse, 

that is it is rhymeless free verse. Some themes need little apparent 

music and shi‘r mursal will be found very serviceable, especially in 

dramatic poetry, if applied to free verse and if it takes account of other 

techniques available; the use of gihaf to decrease the loudness of the 

musical (and lyrical) quality, the use of tadwir to approximate dramatic 

prose passages (thus having the advantage of the special rhythm of poetry 

and the special prose techniques), the simplified language, and the 

capacity to incorporate the contemporary idiom of daily life into poetry.

One can sum up the structural achievements of free verse in the 

following points; firstly, the variation in the length of verses, using, 

not only the traditional number of feet but also odd numbers hitherto not 

used in poetry, a prerogative which gives free verse some of its particular 

rhythms. Secondly, the capacity to lengthen a line of poetry to a length 

never before attained in the Classical poetry; for although there is a 

limit to the length of any rhythmic unit, the scope for freedom remains 

very high in free verse and occasionally very long lines are written if 

the meaning and the emotional need of the passage merit it. However,
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this prerogative should he used very sparingly. Thirdly, the use of

tadwir which, if used aptly and for an artistic purpose, can lend great

variety and freedom to free verse. Fourthly, the variation of several

darb forms in the same poem which can give great variety to the rhythm.

Fifthly, the arbitrary introduction of caesura even in the middle of verses

so that the poet can vary his pauses and the flow of his utterance

according to his intent. Sixthly, the arbitrary use of rhyme, and the

freedom to vary the rhyme-scheme. Seventhly, and this is an attribute

that exploits all yithers, the freedom the free verse poet has in creating 
/

his own verse structure depending greatly on the content. The connection

between form and content is closely tied up so that the form of the poem

takes shape not from a pre-conceived pattern but from the evolution of the

content itself. Since a poem in the modern concept, more often than not,

grows organically, heightening in tone and emotion as it progresses, and

developing from the point of thought and initial emotional attitude to a

point of crisis and emotional fulfilment, free verse seems most fit for it.

Every new poem is an adventure guided primarily by the poet's aesthetic

intuition, his feel of rhythm and his sense of completion. Although this

form seems easy enough even for amateurs, a really good free verse poem

is more difficult to achieve than a poem of the two hemistich form.

Nazik al-Mala’ikah was right in regarding freedom in this form as a trap 
85for weak poets. She was also right in perceiving in the easy flow of

this form a dangerous element which can lure a poet into composing a bad 
86structure. Moreover, this form gives greater scope for prosaic

expressions than the two hemistich form which is tied to a traditional

poetic idiom and to a symmetrical construction that does not readily admit 

the incorporation into poetry of the conversed;ional which in turn leads
Op7

the careless poet, as Nuwaihi rightly asserts, to slip into prosaic 

banalities.
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These are some of the characteristic possibilities of the free verse 

form. There is great scope for poets to explore the realms of the various 
kinds of rhythms which a good poem can have. The fact that poetic rhythm 

is by no means solely metrical has been touched upon several times in this 

work, for if metrical rhythm is but one kind of rhythm, then that resulting

from the flow of the emotion in a poem is another (whether this flow is in
88waves or grows in intensity to a climax). A third kind of rhythm is

accentual reŝ l̂ting from the stress which takes place in Arabic especially

on vowels and on certain consonants particularly on letters such as the

nasals n and m, the liquid 1, and the semi-vowels w > and y c? In

Arabic stress does not seem to be connected with fixed stressed syllables,

but is more arbitrary, as has been demonstrated in the chapter on Mandur.

All these problems furnish a rich field for specialised study which could

produce gratifying results. In this work, only a mere beginning can be

attempted, bringing forth the suggestions that arise in the mind, with a

hope that detailed research will be undertaken in the future. The

relatively arbitrary nature of stress in Arabic, it may be found, gives

greater variety to rhythmic modulations. A fourth kind of rhythm is what
89Frye calls the "semantic” rhythm, which follows the sense of the poem 

and which is particularly found in prose. A fifth kind of rhythm is one 

emerging from either the harmony or the repellent nature of the textures 

of words and their sound-pattern. Frye particularises assonance here,
ofbut this is by no means limited to assonance, for consonance and even

* C.W. Cooper & J. Holmes say on this;
"Certain consonant sounds - such as the sibilant s, for instance, 
the lingering liquid 1, the plosive p, the murmuring m, the 
guttural g, and combinations of these - are said to have certain 
rather special effects upon the reader."90 

In Arabic, of course, p is not found, neither is the guttural g used 
except in certain countries. Other gutturals and sounds not known in 
English can have a great effect, such as the guttural £, gh which can be 
very musical and effective in certain contexts, and the emphatic sibilant 
s, fjo , etc.91
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desonance are very effective. A poet might use desonance to convey or

enhance a particular disharmony, bewilderment, doubt, rejection, discord,

etc. All these techniques based on alliteration and the exploitation of

the qualities and relationships of vowels and consonants result in an

oracular kind of rhythm which can be highly effective. These and other

techniques (such as the use of pause in the middle of verses or at the

end, enjambneni , long or short lines, etc.) can be exploited in a sixth
92kind of rhythm called the nimetic rhythm which attempts to catch the 

mode of speech, the psychological state which the poet is trying to convey. 

Al-Sayyab, in his later poetry demonstrates a great power of conveying the 

rhythm of the life of a sick man in search of cure, or lying in a hospital 

bed awaiting death; the reminiscences, the regrets (some of which are 

heart rending), the sudden twitches of hope, the desperate longing for his 

children, the hopeless longing for his wife and for the image of woman, 

with all the self-pity, the anger, the physical pains, the dead virility

of a man who knows he is doomed. Al-Sayyab's genius has been recognised

by his contemporaries. One of the greatest attributes of this poet is 

his capacity of reproducing the rhythm of the particular experience he is 

delineating. Although Adunis knows the tenets of his craft as regards 

prosody, his poetry does not reflect a real variety of rhythms, as if

life for him were one stretch of a sustained attitude. The great variety

in the modulation of his metrical rhythm is not supported, as in the case 

of al-Sayyab, by a great variety of the nimetic rhythm. Khalil Hawi 

shows little variety in either.

This chapter has attempted to discuss some of the characteristics 

of the free verse form in Arabic and to illustrate some of its attempts to 

advance its liberation. The tendency of the modern Arab poet is to 

emancipate rhythm and metre from "formal artifice" so that he will be fê <?, 

in the words of Herbert Read, to "act creatively under laws of his own
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93imagination”a Perhaps Read's description of wliat happened to English 
poetry when free verse became the normal practice of poets is also 
relevant to Arabic poetry. He says, ”It was not alirays understood that, 

having cast off the tyranny of obsolete laws, the poet was under the
“X*necessity of originating his own, and much of the free verse that has

been practised since 1914 compromises the theory of its feebleness.
Nevertheless, the theory is right..

The contemporary theory of poetic form in Arabic must not be

regarded as the theory of a particular school, but as an essential theory
of growth and originality evolved from the needs of Arabic poetry in the
particular period through which it is passing. The poetic form in Arabic

has far greater potentialities than the poets and critics have yet been

able to visualise. The coming decades will see greater adventures in
form and the achievements so far can only be regarded as the beginning of
the age of exploration. Avant-garde criticism can help to explain and
compare what is happening, when it happens. But critics must realise

that modern poets are veering away from the rigid rules of Arabic prosody

towards greater originality. Perhaps it is relevant to quote here a

passage written early ±n 1959 which discusses the problem;
•The knowledge of the science of prosody is one thing, and 
the criticism of contemporary poetry within its old boundaries 
is another; for î e are constricted in view of the new events 
in metres to have the attitude of discoverers... It is 
absolutely impossible to put limitations on the kind of 
experiments which a poetic genius can make, now or in the 
future. As for imitators and adventurers who lack 
authenticity, /the answer is simple/; bad examples carry 
the seeds of death in their very hearts.

The prosodical aspect of our poetry is subtle and 
edusiv-e ? appearing easy and simple to the fanatic critic, 
as he looks at it within the defined limits of al-Khalfl.

* One is aware, of course, that the "free verse" Read is talking about 
is, unlike the Arabic "free verse", completely liberated from rhyme and 
metre. A further discussion on this will be given in the coming section 
on prose poetry.
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However, it is far from being so. The critic of /jmodern 
ArabicJ prosody must regard the laws of al-Khalil only 
as a basic point of approach, but must be at the same time 
aware of the danger of crystalizing the science of prosody 
within the old Khalilian limitations. Form and music in 
Arabic poetry will undoubtedly develop, and criticism 
will be forced to re-arrange its laws according to the 
creativity of poets and their successful experiments.
No matter how creative criticism may be, it will always 
follow on the footsteps of fine art and will not decide 
its limits beforehand. 94
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ii. Al-Shi*r al-Manthur and Qasidat al-Nathr

The thesis that poetry can only he written in verse and the clear-

cnt distinction between prose and poetry are more insisted upon by Arab

than Western writers on prosody. 0. Barfield} for example, finds the

identification of the words poetry and poetical with metrical form 
95"artificial” the Encyclopaedia of Poetry and Poetics finds it 

"naive".^ T.S. Eliot, speaking of Anabasis (1922) by Saint John Perse, 

says,
I refer to this poem as a poem. It would be convenient 
if poetry were always verse - either accented, alliterative, 
or quantitative; but that is not true. Poetry may occur 
within a definite limit on one side, at any point along a
line of which the formal limits are 'verse1 and 'prose'.
... The writer, by using, as does Mr. Perse, certain 
exclusively poetic methods, is sometimes able to write 
poetry in what is called prose... 97

E. Wilson describes how, recently, "the techniques of prose and verse have

been getting mixed up at a bewildering rate - with the prose technique 
98steadily gaining." He insists that "If, in writing about 'poetry1 one

limits himself to 'poets' who compose in verse, one excludes too much of
99modern literature, and with it too much of life." describes the

processes that have been taking place in verse, how the "sharpness and

the energy" even of Pound's technique of free verse have disappeared, and

how the "beat gives way to a demoralized weariness". He talks of "metrics

in full dissolution", of "verse turning to prose" in the hands of the

p o e t s . I t  would be a very lengthy process to try to quote from the

numerous Western writers, who reject the notion that poetry can only be 
101written in verse. On the other hand, many Arab writers, Classical and

modern, contend that the form of poetry can only be metrical. The ideas 

of modern Arab writers will be discussed later on in this chapter. In 

Classical times there was no question of regarding poetic prose as poetry. 

The concept of poetry was not only fixed on the idea that poetry was
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metrical, but also that al-shifr , or al-qarid, was that written in the
- 102 form of the two hemistich qasidaht as has been demonstrated above.

However, this sharp distinction might have been brought about by the
implications in the Quran against poets, " ,, a L I

0-9--------  ̂^ QP'rt-f* ■ , and poetry, n j Lj

c I Lji j (talking of the Prophet) when he was thought a poet by
103Quraish. But this very implication shows that the distinction was

not so sharp before that time, and that the Arabs did not find it

abominable, from an artistic point of view, to describe the highly

effective and imaginative prose of the Quran as poetry. As a result of

this quasi sanctimonious distinction offered by the Quran, the poetic
prose in this great book was tenaciously disconnected from poetry.

Another reason why Arabs insist that poetry must be metrical may be

due to the fact that Arabic metres are so overwhelmingly rich and varied
(the original sixteen metres give birth to about eighty variations) that
poets and critics probably feel that to abandon them would mean a loss of

immense riches and rhythmic variety. A third point may be linked with

the realm of Sociology; the function of poetry in the social order, the
perpetuation of poetic rhythm to serve the same purposes, the kind of
civilisation poetry is serving at the time, etc. It seems that with the

increasing mechanization and complication of Western civilisation, a

tendency towards using prose structures for poetic expression has
prevailed. Wilson asks the questions? "Is verse a more primitive
technique than prose? Are its fixed rules like the syntax of languages,

which are found to have been stiffer and more complicated the further

back one goes?"^^ Macaulay in his book on Milton asserts that "as
105civilisation advances, poetry almost necessarily declines". To him

language is best fitted for the purpose of the poet in its rudest state. 

"Nations, like individuals, first perceive, and then abstract. They



advance from particular images to general terms„ Hence the vocabulary 
of an enlightened society is philosophical, that of a half “-civilised

-jpeople is poetical,," Barfield in his book on Poetic Diction states

that the tendency of poetry to develop from verse to prose is due to the
107progress of language,. For the "rise of prose,,, is a necessary event

in the biography of a language" developing towards an increasing fixity
of word order, a "factor which encourages the prose-form of all kinds of
writingo"^^ Among these writers, Macaulay seems quite adamant in his

judgmento Barfield is aware of the presence of "plenty of contradictory 
109evidence," and regards the element of music in poetry as capable of

"counterbalancing tendency towards the prose forim „ Wilson,
after presenting his questions mentioned above, does not answer them
clearly and has, at the end of the chapter a revealing discovery to make,
for he says in a postscript apparently written later, that Auden's Age of

Anxiety (1947) "has nothing in common with prose"» He saysi
The work of W.H. Auden has not shown a running to seed of 
the tendencies mentioned above resolve metrical formsj, 
but has on the contrary taken the direction of returning 
to the older tradition of serviceable and vigorous English 
verseo ^
Eliot, with typical clarity of concepts, seems to know the answer,,

He is aware of the permanent value of the metrical structure, of the
112elements of change and recurrence in poetic forms, of the importance

113of the poetic structure and its relation to musical technique, and of
the fact that the medium of prose is not always safe for poetry (for

114"much bad prose is poetic prose" )„ What one concludes from his

lecture on the "Music of Poetry" is that free verse is merely one form
of poetic expression resorted to because "forms have to be broken and 

115remade"o Free verse was "a revolt against dead form, and a



preparation for new form or for the renewal of the old”f thus giving this 

prose medium a very temporary quality,, The comment on the renewal of the 

old form stands in stark contrast to many writings on the subject xdiich 

attribute a final perfection to one or another of the forms of prose used

suggestion that it has become temporarily stale-

According to Eliots the change in the poetic form becomes necessary 

when a relationship with the colloquial speech of the day is to be mades

'Every revolution in poetry is apt to be, and sometimes to 
announce itself as, a return to common s p e e c h - T h e  
followers of a revolution develop the new poetic idiom in
one direction or another$ they polish or perfect it';
meanwhile the spoken language goes on changing, and the 
poetic idiom goes out of date- *20

But Eliot in this lecture does not explain why the modern poet, in

trying to catch the "speech rhythms” and "sound patterns” of his day, had 

to resort to prose forms., Was it that the changes in the rhythms of modern 

life have tended to influence the poet towards the resolution of repetitive 

metrical rhythms for the more liberal and less apparent prose rhythms?

One can hardly see a contradiction between the rhythms of a mechanized 

world which are both loud and highly repetitive and metrical rhythms,

** A single example from Western writers is Charles Henri Ford, who says, 
"The prose poem is the form of the f u t u r e A m o n g  contemporary Arab 
writers on the subject, the Lebanese, Unsi al-Haj, who only writes in the 
medium of prose, says in his introduction to his volume L ami, describing 
the prose poem (qasidat al-nathr);

■J--  elpSj.l \ L̂s cPj -uJ \ 1 g cuH ^  ̂ ^
* • , t Lj, j tj iiJ <La L & J  I j, ̂ 1,

and Adunis, also writing in i960, raises the prose poem above verse in 
his constant comparison between the two forms., To him, qasidat al-nathr

*-for poetic expression- There is no degradation of metrical forix but a

is
and 11

it
t (J> dj-----& " H Q
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unless modem poets resort to the more liberal prose rhythms as an

escape -from the incessant; unrelenting., mechanical rhythms 'Shich dominate ■
their lives. But this experience is not necessarily valid for every poet.
However, the change in the spiritual experience and emotional attitudes of

man may have played a more decisive role, for one feels that there has

been a toning down of the lyrical impulse of Western man in recent
decades, a decrease in his wish to sing his verse and rhyme it and to
conform to a regular sequence of rhythm. But the universal, even cosmic

situations which have produced these influences need not, indeed in all

likelihood will not, persist in producing the same kind of reaction, and
a return to a more bouncing rhythm of life and expression is inevitable.
Another reason for the change from metrical measures and rhymes is perhaps
the temporary satiety with the already overworked metrical rhythms of

poetry. The rather crude protest of the American poet Charles Henri Ford

is significant in this respect: "Poet, don't rhyme. Poets don't rhyme.
Poetry doesn't rhyme - any more, The saturation point has been reached.'

121One more rhyme and I'll vomit."
The Prose Poem and Free Verse: The terms "prose poem", "poem in

prose" or "poeme en prose" in French, and "free verse" or "vers libre" in
French, are used to designate two different art forms. The prose poem of

recent times in the West appeared earlier than the modern free verse. In
France the rules of French versification which the Encyclopaedia of Poetry

and Poetics describes as "tyrannical" produced "a strong, if gradual

reaction - first in poetic prose, then prose poem, then vers liberdf, and
122finally vers libre". This is not the same order in which these forms,

at least what modern Arabs have of them (for they do not seem to have 
anything formally recognized as vers libere) appeared in Arabic. Poetic

* Unless one regarded the poetry liberated only from the two hemistich 
form or that of fixed pattern but not fully liberated in language or 
content or in both and not adventurous in form as vers lib&re. Under this 
much of Nizar Qabbani's poetry and that of numerous others would fall.
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prose, al-nathr al-shi{ri in Arabic is a prose style with a touch of the 

imaginative* It is pervaded by a lcind of emotion which can be described 

as poetic, but which does not arrive at the emotional tension typical of 

poetry* This style can pervade a novel, a short story, an essay, and is 

particularly typified by the fact that it does not belong to a closed 

entity, but can stretch throughout a long work* Gibran's novels are a 

very good example of this style* The translation of the term "free verse" 

in Arabic, which is "al-shifr al-hurr" is used for the metrical free verse, 

as has been already established in this work, and the Arabic term 

"al-shi fr al-manthur" is used to describe the English free verse* This 

latter has already been described above* The important thing to stress 

here is that al-shi *r ai-manthur appeared quite early in the century, the

term being used for the first time^probably by Jurji Zaidan, as early as
  1241905, in his description of al-Rihani's experiment* Al-shi{r al-

manthur , like the English free verse, is without metre, but may employ
rhyme sometimes as a decorative agent, although usually it is rhymeless.

This genre, like the later genre in Arabic, the prose poem, is a direct

adoption from Western poetry and has been greatly influenced by poetic
125translations from foreign languages, a phenomenon also present behind

* Ever since Abu Shadi started his experiments in the poem of many metres, 
the term "al-shi‘r al-hurr" has been used in modern Arabic writings on 
poetry. Nazik al-MalSJ ikali took it out of its former hazy context and 
gave it to the new metrical innovations* However, critics like J.I.
Jabra, are not in agreement with her on this term* The term "al-shi*r 
al-hurr", Jabra contended, is a "literal translation of the Western terms 
"free verse" in English, and "vers libre" in French* It was given in the 
West to a poetry free of both metre and rhyme"* The protagonists of 
"free verse" in Arabic, he insists, are only men like M&hammad al-Maghut, 
Taufiq Sayigh and the writer himself*^3 However, despite the fact that 
the English and French use of the term is different from that in Arabic, 
the latter seems to be more appropriate because it uses the word verse 
which denotes the presence of a certain metrical structure. Moreover, 
it has gained validity in Arabic through usage* Jabra has not volunteered 
to substitute a new term for the new, metrical form in Arabic which most 
poets and writers call "Shi ‘r hurr"*



the development of these similar genres in other languages* When

i\jritten on the page, al -shi ‘ r al -manthur looks like a poem with short

lines at the end of xdiich the reader often pauses*
— 127 Qasidat al-natlir is a term used for the first time in 1960, and

looks new in Arabic, although it is at least as old as the Quran for many
—  123of the Makki suras could well belong to it* However, as a self-

conscious genre, deliberately different from al-shi*r al-manthur it began
129to be written only in the late fifties* The Encyclopaedia of Poetry

and Poetics defines it aptly as

a composition able to have any or all of the features of 
a lyric, except that it is put on the page - though not 
conceived, of - as prose* It differs from poetic prose 
in that it is short and compact, from free verse in that 
it has, usually, more pronounced rhythm, sonorous effects, 
imagery, and density of expression* It may contain even 
inner rhymes and metrical runs* Its length, generally, 
is from half a page (one or two paragraphs) to three or 
four pages, i.e. that of the average lyrical poem* 3̂0

Eliot, describing why Anabasis is a prose poem sayss

*** Anabasis is poetry* Its sequences, its logic of 
imagery, are those of poetry and not of prose.; and in 
consequence - at least the two matters are very closely 
allied - the declamation, the system of stresses and 
pauses, which is partially exhibited by the pxmctuation 
and spacing, is that of poetry and not of prose* 3̂1

To differentiate between the form of free verse (the Western version)

and the prose poem, E* Dujardin said' "Le poeme en prose etait la

tentative de liberer la poesie prenant la prose pour point de depart; le

vers libre et le verset representent la meme tentative en partant du
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132 *vers..." The definitions of Western writers on the prose poem are

relevant to the Arabic version of it in that Arab writers, when describing

crasidat al"nathr lean heavily on Western writings on the subject* Arab

writers have particularly insisted on density, compactness, and an organic
133unity in the poem in prose which is a closed entity. The poet of

“ 134qasidat al-nathr must avoid elucidations and clarifications, says

Adunis, a description which fits all poetry* The rhythm of the poem in

prose is varied and new, depending on parallelisms, repetitions, accent,

sound pattern, assonance, alliteration, and one of its first structural

conditions is to be continuous, with no definite ends to every line (as

in al-shi *r al-manthur) but is written on the page as prose is.^^ There

is a marked difference in rhythm especially noticeable when the two are

read aloud. The sentence is also varied according to the mood* There

is the paradoxical sentence, full of surprise, which is meant to produce

shock? there is the inspiring sentence to express dreams, and there is

the lyrical sentence to express pain and joy as well as all strong

e m o t i o n s * U n s i  al-Haj asserts that the poem in prose appeared firstly

as a result of the weakness traditional poetry; secondly from the

feeling that the world is changed and changing, imposing new attitudes

which in turn impose new forms; thirdly as a result of translations from

Western poetry and fourthly as a /development/ from the poetry of the

Arabic free verse, some of which has succeeded in approximating to common 
137speech* The poem in prose is the result and the completion, he

* European poets of the twentieth century who employed free verse are 
Rilke, Appolimaire, Eliot, Ezra Pound, William Carlos William , Auden 
and numerous others* Some of the most famous protagonists of the prose 
poem are Baudelaire in his Spleen de Paris (1S69)? Rimbaud whose best 
work is his prose poetry, in hes Illuminations (1886) and Une
Saison en enfer (1873)? Mailarm6 in Divagations ( 1897); and Saint John 
Perse in Les Eloges (1911 )t Anabase (1922); Exil (1942) Pluies (1943); 
Neiges ( 1944TF Vents ( 1946) , etc., and many others.
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assures us, of the efforts begun a century ago to free not only Arabic

poetry, but also first and foremost, the Arab poet# The poet in a

changing world is in need of a language which can embody his new 
139attitudes,  ̂"the free poet's language must for ever follow him#., the 

poet never sleeps on an /old and outworn/ language”.

The two writers depended in their ideas on Suzanne Bernard in her 

informative book Le Poeme en Prose de Baudelaire .juscru'a nos Jours (Paris,

1959)° But they speak with conviction and enthusiasm and finally become 

so passionate as to make of qasidat al-nathr the greatest form ever
141arrived at. Says al-Haj, " J  aJUJt ^  pJ* .

And Adunis raises the poet of prose far above the poet of verse;

j *-;.l\ js L i • b x tu iy  e i-------L J I J— j—

This sounds rather Bqrmbaati.cr , for how can one be convinced by it when
*the writer himself persists in writing most of his poetry in metre?

/

The notion expressed by al-Haj and implied by Adunis that the poem

in prose in Arabic is the result of long experimentation in the form of

poetry does not hold much ground either. All the forms employing a

prose medium for poetic expression in Arabic seem to be the result rather

of direct Western influences than of a gradual and inevitable development.

It is only the free verse in Arabic, which is metrical, that can be

considered with any accuracy as a result of continual experimentation in
143the poetic form, as has been demonstrated above# The development of

prose forms in Arabic did not take the same course# Both the
- — - 144contribution of al-Rihani and Gibran have been discussed already.

Al-Rihani is remembered as the father of al-shi1 r  al-manthur in Arabic#

* As we see in his two later diwans, Kitab al-Tahawwulat wa 11-Hijrah fi 
Aqalim al-Bahar wa fl-Lail, Beirut, 19̂ 5, and AI-Masrah wa '1-Maraya, 
Beirut 51963. • ' •.... ~
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But although he tried to imitate Whitman, his contribution in this field

does not seem to have left a genuine effect on other authors; it only set

a precedent and introduced the idea of a prose medium for poetic

expression# Gibran, on the other hand, had great poetic gifts and his

achievement left a profound influence on his generation and the

generations after# But he had spent his early, formative years in

America and one can venture to suggest that he may have lost the chance to

acquire the metrical rhythms of Arabic poetry which are imbued in Arab

children at a very early age# The verse he wrote, one feels, does not

show a good command of metrical rhythm nor the arresting mastery of style

and language displayed by his marvellous prose# It does not seem to come

to him with the same spontaneity and richness# But Gibran's creativity

knew no bounds# It poured itself out in an overwhelming flow of Romantic

poetic expression, prompted by a great emotional force# Only a poet in

absolute and instinctive command of the verse measures of his own poetry

can express this in verse# Moreover, the Arab poetic idiom at the

beginning of this century was not yet ready to change over easily to a

Romantic idiom# This is olearly seen in Hutran's contribution, where the

Romantic tendencies are constantly stifled by the neo-Classical expression,
146'

form and attitudes# All this has been discussed above# Gibran's great 

originality was not able, so it proved, to channel his great Romantic 

force into a metrical pattern of abundance, fluidity and elasticity# His 

readings in Western poetry, where a prose medium for the poetic expression 

was already well regarded, as well as in the Bible, must have given him 

the necessary encouragement to pour forth his poetic energy through a
1A f\prose medium which rose, in certain pieces, to the heights of poetry.

Gibran's example has been followed by many aspirants, but few 

arrived at any real creative value# In the third and fourth decades, 

Arabic verse was sufficiently liberated to embrace the Romantic and even
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the Symbolist experience# It had acquired plasticity, greater lyrical

fluidity and a more modern idiom# Its best poets were now living in the

Arab world# Gibran's peculiar situation was not to be repeated# Poetry

seemed to have entered a phase of great experimentation and was seeking,

consciously and unconsciously, to arrive at contemporaneousness with world

poetry# The Arab metrics, probably some of the severest metrical

strictures of any language, seemed to be the greatest challenge of the age#

It was apparent that the revolution in the form of Arabic poetry could not

take place by abandoning form, but by changing it; hence the experiments

with the poem of many metres, with blank verse and with strophic verse#

Therefore one can say, from an historical point of view, that the shi*r

manthur was not a natural development of modern Arabic poetry, brought

about by artistic or psychological needs# The resort of Western poets to

write in a prose medium was accomplished by poets (some of whom had great

dimensions) who wrote first in verse, such as Baudelaire, Rimbaud and

Mallarme# The arrival at vers libre, for example, is described by Gustav

Kahn (probably its first precursor) as 'a logical development' preceding 
147from poetic prose# The history of prose poetry in Arabic does not show

the same aspiration of verse writers towards a prose medium# With the

exception of Gibran, most writers of prose poetry or poetic prose limited

themselves to this medium, until the end of the fifties when poets like

Adunis, Y# al-Khal and S. Abi Shaqra experimented with a prose medium also#

The experiments in al-shi*r al-manthur which were being carried on
■&all the time since the twenties, seemed before the fifties, to play a

* As early as 1922 Habib Salamah published an anthology of prose poetry, 
Al-Shi fr al-Manthur at Cairo in which poetic pieces by Gibran, May (Mary 
Ziyadahj, RashicPNakhlah, Salamah himself, and others appeared# In 1925 
Munir Husami published his own volume, *Arsh al-Hubb wa '1-Jamal, also at 
Cairo# This was probably the first volume of shir manthur to appear by 
a non-Mali jar author# This art form was encouraged in the forties and 
fifties by Albert Adib in his magazine Al-Adib, Beirut#
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less serious role, and neither critics nor defenders of the Arab poetic 

traditions paid much attention to them# The literary climate was more 

liberal and the attempts themselves less pretentious# In the fifties 

the various experiments in al-shi*r al-manthur, and later on in qasidat 

al-nathr, took on a more serious and determined role# Authors of 

al-shi*r al-manthur such as Ilyas Khalil Zakariyya, Nuqula Qurban, Fu'ad 

Sulaiman, Ilyas Massuh and Ibrahim Shulcrallah published their poetic 

pieces in magazines and newspapers, some of which arrived at a good 

artistic level# But it was with the publication of volumes of prose 

poetry, which claimed a fully fledged poetic status, that prose poetry 

began to suffer and to present a challenge to public poetic standards# 

Siryal, the Surrealist volume of prose poetry by 0richan Muyassar and fAli 

al~Nasir, had already thrown out this challenge in Muyassar!s introduction

which regarded metrical verse as incapable of conveying modern ideas and

llie3
149

143expressions# This, of course, had already been voiced nvuch earlier

by al-Rihani when he said that metre was stultifying to creativity# 

However, al-Rihani's claim did not impose itself on the mind, because it 

was isolated and was not supported by the evidence of abundant prose 

poetry# But now authors of prose poetry were increasing and drawing 

more attention# Thurayya Malhas published her first volume, Al-Nashid 

al-Ta?ih at Beirut in 1949° This and her other contribution had a 

Surrealist involvement which reminded the reader of Siryal# In 1952 

Albert Adib's volume Limann was published at Cairo, and in 1954 Tawfiq 

Sayigh published his first volume, Thalathun Qasidah at Beirut# In 1959 

two more volumes appeared in Beirut, Muhammad al-Maghut1s Huzn fi Bau1 

al-Q.amar, and J#!# Jabra?s Tammuz fi 'l-Madinah# A third volume, Maut 

al-Akharin by RiyacL Najib al-Rayyis appeared also in Beirut, in 19&2.

* Thurayya Malhas published two more volumes both at Beirut, Qurban, 
1952, and Malhamat al-Insan, 1961# Sayigh published Al-Qasidah Kaf 
x-jhich contains his most varied poetry in i960, and Mu*allaqat Tawfiq 
(Contimied on next page)
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Qasidat al-Nathr was propagated mainly by Adunis, and Unsi al-Haj, 

but poets like Yusuf al-Khal and S. Ab± Shaqra also wrote it. Al-Haj is 

the only one among these who writes only in prose. The others, known
151more as poets of verse, include their prose poems in their verse volumes., 

Al-Haj has published two volumes already, Lann and Al-Ra*s al~Maqtuf 

(Beirut, 1963)°
These experiments were supported by a strong critical theorization

which based itself eloquently on sophisticated Western concepts of similar

experiments, and were backed by a strong poetic platform represented by

Shi fr magazine. Its better known exponents were presented to the reading
public, not as authors of shii r  manthur, but as poets who were in the

152vanguard of the experimentalists. And either through implication or

through explicit statements, prose poetry was often elevated above verse. 

Khalidah Sa fid, a Syrian critic, wrote a series of essays which .appeared 

regularly in Shi/r covering a variety of experiments. (These were 

collected in i960 in a volume entitled Al-Bahth {an al-Judhur, which is

* Footnote continued from previous page.
Sayigh in 1963, both at Beirut. Jabra published Al-Madar al-Mughlaq at 
BeirTrtr in 1964° Other volumes appeared during these .years overshadowed 
by the above mentioned works which received more critical backing and 
were perhaps superior to some of the lesser known experiments. However, 
these latter experiments merit further study, for some of them may reveal 
at least some interesting attempts at change. A volume by Ilyas al- 
Jubaili for example, entitled Al-Faragh al-Abyad, Beirut, 1961? tries to 
apply T.S. Eliot's concept that "the |pTost of some simple metre should 
lurk behind the arras in even the 'freest* verse... freedom is only truly 
freedom when it appears against the background of an artificial 
limitation", His experiment does have the ghost of one metre or
another hovering in the background and affecting the whole rhythm of the 
stanzas. He also employs rhyme much like stanzaic forms. However, this 
experiment is interesting more from the point of view of rhythm than 
content. Other experiments are those of ‘Umar Anls al-Tabba* in his 
Fi Mafbad al-Qalb, Beirut, n.d. (but, as the author says in the last page, 
written between 1947 and 1951)° Perhaps the early date of this attempt 
explains why the author had not got rid of some of the Gibranian 
emotionalism and style. A volume of angry comments on bourgois life and 
morality was published by Ibrahim Salamah entitled Janazat Kalb, Beirut, 
n.d. [•r.fcut after 195$]* 7t was his second volume after QasSC'id min 
Khashab, but in much the same line of protest.
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one of the finest vobumes of applied criticism to be written in the 

fiftieso) In an essay on Muhammad al-Maghgl*s volume, Huzn fi Dau' 

al-Qamar,she says;

The main elements of the old poetry are rhyme and metre*
They are the receptacle which holds the poetic material.,
Some modern poets wanting to abandon them, broke the 
receptacle, and poetry poured out alive from their hands.,.
What are the elements which the poet used to replace the 
old ones? The poet who rejects the purely material 
elements of form has to appeal to the reader by more 
transparent and penetrating means capable of carrying him 
to the new world created by the modern poet, instead of 
sufficing himself by turning /the reader's/ head as in the 
old poetry, so that when he /the reader/ woke up, he 
found nothing., '53

Writing in i960 on Tawfiq Sayigh*s first volume, Thalathun Qasidah

(1954), Jabra I* Jabra says that "free verse /meaning al-shi/r al-manthur/

has very few friends and many enemies*** But the coming years will see
1B4this poetry impose itself on the negative attitude of criticso" He

then says that this poetry;

is a rebellion not only against *amud al-shifr, and its
lyrical rhythm, but also against its emptiness of the
experience of modern man* If you want to innovate, then 
you want it not for its own sake, but because you have 
something to say which cannot be said unless you do so*
And when you innovate, carried on the flux of your meanings 
and discoveries, then you will throw away the old 
completely and unliesitatinglyo■'̂ 55

Khalidah Sa‘id insists that prose poetry is more difficult to write
156and "only a truly gifted poet can overcome its difficulty"* One might

contend here that while it is difficult to write anything poetically 

effective in prose, it is even more difficult to embody the new meanings,

images and language of the modern poet in metre* The idea of a

revolution in the form of poetry is valid when the poetic materials have 

become sufficiently different from those in current use, and the 

quotations from Eliot given above elucidate this well* It was the free 

verse movement which translated this need into action* Compared to the 

traditional two hemistich form, it is a most drastic revolution which had
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hardly begun in the early fiftieSo Even up till now it is still in its 

infancy and many developments of its potential forms and combinations are 

yet to take place.. One feels that Jabra, as a principle, rejects the 

iise of metro in poetry, and emphasises the artistic value of prose as a 

poetic medium® This attitude has its counterpart in the West, However,

the pronouncement of absolute judgments on art are always very dangerous, 

yet one knows that in every revolution, its protagonists will go to 

extremes.. Metrical measures arc not an easily attainable medium for all, 

and many poetically inclined individuals never acquire them.. However, 

there should be nothing to prevent them from expressing themselves in the 

only remaining medium for them, prose® It is impoverishing for any art 

to limit its scope of expression®

The idea of the renovation of the poetic language through resorting 

to a prose medium, as discussed by al-Haj, is not an acceptable 

hypothesis, for the question arises as to what form the writers of prose 

poetry will adopt when the language of their own medium becomes stale, as 

it must surely do one day® Nor is this the only objection, but it would 

be impossible here to go into long arguments on every point of discussion®

^ Malt Whitmanfs writings on the subject are significant in this respects 
"In my opinion the time has arrived to essentially break down the barriers 
of form between prose and poetry®®® the truest and greatest Poetry (while 
subtly and necessarily always rhythmic and distinguished easily enough) 
can never again in the English language, be express’d in arbitrary and 
rhythmic metre®®® While admitting that the venerable and heavenly forms 
of chiming versification have in their time play’d great and fitting 
parts®®® it is, notwithstanding® certain to me that the day of such 
conventional rhyme is ended®” 5̂7 in  view the poetry of the future 
will resume ’’that other medium of expression, more flexible, more 
eligible” and will soar "to the freer, vast, diviner heaven of prose"®

** Tawfiq Sayigh personally told the present writer in 1958 that he has 
no ear for the metres of Arabic poetry® However, his prose poetry has 
its own particular rhythms, which are both semantic and emotional, and 
often quite pronounced.
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As regards the prose which aspires to poetry in Arabic, some of it has 
succeeded in employing a language which is new and not weighted down with 

over-use. But the novelty in it is not always indicative of real 
creativity.. In mticlt of this contribution there is too much deliberation 
and a conscious quest for originality and, as in the writings of al-Haj 
himself, a persistent desire to shock. The rejection of forms and 

hackneyed expressions and images, in an age of rebellion, becomes for the 
most part instinctive, and a good poet usually rejects such things 
spontaneous^. However, most prose poetry in the fifties and sixties has 
been able to shake off the extremely strong Gibranian tradition in language 

tradition, emotion and imagery, and to emerge capable of expressing itself 

in modern terms •
Moreover, the idea that it is through prose poetry that the language

can finally be liberated and made to approximate to daily speech can prove

not to hold much ground. In the poetry of Adunis, for example, there is

shown the same quality of language in his prose poetry as in his verse.
There is indeed very little affinity between his poetry and the social
idiom, and his language is more Classical than most poets. Like Saint

159John Perse by whom he is profoundly influenced, his language is "rich
160

and unusual", and like him, he seems to be a lover of "rhetorique profonde" 

The resort to the sporadic use of colloquial words which Tawfiq 

Sayigh sometimes uses, is perhaps more easily attained in a prose medium, 
but the ease is never an attribute in itself. Nizar Qabbani, in a verse 
medium has also used many words from the vernacular. The value of the 
method of the two poets is the vividness and poignancy of their choice of 
words. Sayigh usually uses a colloquial word at moments of tension, which 
can be effective at times? C>wm)#WO''̂ a(.7 *M • ’ Ls

1611 1 ! . . -" i
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However, he can use archaic or obsolete words such as <j___-uQU

,j» \ aŝ ? where arkan means mice, and 5------ zjk&i 1

The supporters of a prose medium for poetry contend that there is

a greater freedom of rhythmic manipulation in prose poetry. These

rhythms are described by Jabra as orchestraic, symphonic or rhapsodic, and

the poet, in his dependence on the rhythm of thought and imagery, completely
1 63avoids the monotony of metrical measures. This theory, however, does

not seem valid, for the prose medium is not always capable of avoiding

monotony, and there is a great deal of monotony of rhythm in both Whitman

and Gibran. Prose, because it does not depend on artificial limitations

imposed externally, will, sooner or later, acquire with every writer, a

much more personal and constant rhythm than that which particularises the

verse which a good poet writes. This, if applied to imaginative writing,
*can often be monotonous. C.P. Smith has noticed the failure of the free

verse poet (in English?therefore non metrical) to "achieve that freedom in

variation which its supporters wov.ld claim". He argues that once the

metrical rhythms of a language are mastered, they become instinctive, and

"while accepting subconsciously the metrical pattern which /theyj supply,
the poet can ■write as freely and uniquely as any orator, or essayist, or

165rhapsodist m  poetic prose".

* Many Western writers would oppose this view. Other than Whitman’s ideas 
on the subject, some of which are quoted above, H. Read speaks of vers 
libre as substituting the "element of proportion... for the element of 
regularity". Txvo things draw one's attention here. Firstly that the 
element of projjortion is present in all art, even in the least symmetrical 
of it, and secondly that the very presence of artistic rules denies the 
freedom supposed to be found in a prose medium; Eliot’s idea that there is 
no freedom in art is significant here. ̂ 7 pujardin sees in vers libre
"a form able to rhythmify or derhythmify itself instantly", and V.Cerny 
sees the spontaneous expression of inner rhythm in this form to be 
fighting against "formalism", and to stand "implicitly, for the self- 
assertion of poetic c o n t e n t " P a r k e r  Tyler says "The high inspiration 
of prose preserves the right to change its rules (or its ’waves') without 
notice" and asserts that the "poetic voice is freer in the genoology of 
the prose tradition.
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Mos-t contemporary Arab critics have not yet recognised the

contribution of prose poets in Arabic, although probably none of them

would deny the value of the poetry of Saint John Perse, for example.

Nazilc al-Mala*ikah attacked qasidat al-nathr calling it a freak, confusing

it with al-shif r al-manthur and insisting that it is merely prose and has
171no claim to poetry. Although Nazik is justified in rejecting the

persistent attacks of the exponants of these forms on metrical poetry and
172their assertion that prose poetry will be the poetry of the future, 

her insistence that it is only metre that differentiates between prose and 

poetry is not valid. However, one must insist here that among the many 

examples of prose presented as poetry in the fifties and sixties, only a

small 'proportion is really elevated to the level of poetry, with such poems
— —  —  _  17 ^ _  _as Tawfiq Sayigh* s "Min a'l-A'maq Sarakhtu ilaik ya Maut" and Adunis*s

174"Marthiyyat al-Ayyam al-Hadirah", in the lead.

Mo al-Nuwaihi wrote a chapter in his book, Qadiyyat al-Shi‘r al-Jadid

on the essential unity between poetry and metre, showing, rightly, that

when people are agitated, they tend to express themselves in regular 
175rhythms. This idea has been put forward by al-Zahawi, as has been

mentioned above. However, Nuwaihi overlooked the facts that; firstly,

some individuals never acquire or master metrical rhythms yet can be 

poetically aroused and capable of imaginative expression on a poetic level. 

Secondly, that poetry is not always the outcome of a particularly aroused 

emotional state, unless Nuwaihi means here, which, he does not soem to do, 

the particular emotional state which the poetic moment creates in the poet. 

This state although highly rhythmical and often, in a poet in possession 

of the metrical measures of his own language, inducive of a spontaneous 

metrical rhythm to accompany the act of creation, can surely produce other 

kinds of rhythms. (Hence the reiterations of words and phrases, the 

parallelisms, synthetic, antithetic and synonymous, the vocatives and
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refrains, the alliterations and assonance in prose poetry.) For one 

cannot believe that Gibran was not in a truly poetic state when he wrote 

his best work. But it must be emphasised here that poetry is not always 

nor necessarily the direct outcome of an externally aroused emotional 

state, for otherwise, how can one explain the poems which write 

themselves, falling upon the poet as if from the blue, sometimes at 

moments of great calm?

Mo Badawi's reasons for rejecting al-shi* r al-manthur are more
177potent. These have been discussed above, His concept of an order

represented by the form of the poem, which controls the emotional 

experience of a poet is valid. Form channels the poetic expression and 

controls it from sprawling and flowing in all directions, and it is the 

lack of metrical form that has allowed Gibran, who was poetically 

extremely gifted, to write often in a diluted fashion, and sometimes 

lacking in poetic tension. But when a poet in prose is able to control 

his emotional experience and transmit it with skill and conciseness, there 

should be no valid reason to reject his work. However, it must be
1 *7 Rremembered that such a poet is not easy to come by.

It is never easy to foretell what events will take place in art, 

but in the question of form in contemporary Arabic poetry, one feels rather 

confident in contemplating its near future. Contemporary poets will 

keep on experimenting in free metrical forms, which are still largely 

unexplored, and the coming decades should see, one feels, great adventures 

in Arabic metrics. On the other hand, those who either through an 

incapacity to master the metrical measures, or through preference, or 

for both reasons, express themselves in a prose medium, will no doubt, 

keep on xjroducing imaginative prose, some of which will perhaps be 
elevated to the level of poetry. There seems to be no indication that 

there will be a general preference for a prose medium among poets (the



public are even less inclined to accept these forms) before the immense 

potentialities of the numerous Arabic metres(with their derivatives) have 

been fully explored*, Only when this has happened, will poets start urgentl 

looking for a different form. Whether this will be poetic prose, or 

even more ornate and symmetrical metrical measures will depend on many 

factors? the mood of the age, the more dominant themes and genres of 

poetry at the time, the extent of the metrical innovations already 

effected, etc*, but at the moment, there is no artistic need for a 

dominant shift towards a prose medium for Arabic poetry* The real need 

in the poetic form at the moment is to try to achieve less musical 

results to suit a profoundly changed mood of life, but this must first be
•Jfachieved within a metrical framework.

Ghali Shulcri, in an article entitled "Shivruna Tl~Hadith, ila Ayn ?f(, 
and published in Hiwar in 1965? seems to find the prose poets in modern 
Arabic poetry the representatives of the highest cultural achievement 
among modern Arabs. To him they are *

( r n. (Jj wd I j  ̂ I ^  ̂ <2UUo
 ̂,d J  1 jf.jd  ̂ 1 4 lSfja d u d  I  L td  1 d -k J b  k e is a .

This is singling them out completely from all others who are described 
as living in a bitter state of retardation, a statement not backed by him 
with any evidence. They have, he asserts, uncompromisingly rejected the 
heritage and linked themselves to the modern universal vision in poetry,
(idiatever that may be), but without t{ ôl______sJ\  ̂  d--S\?o tt ̂ 1 oO
as if this, had it been true, were a virtue. But it is not true of most 
of them, for most of them are as involved with the realities of life and 
experience (which, in order to materialise, irvust stem from their own 
lives in their oxm world and from nowhere else) as any of the other poets. 
Ghali Shukri goes on to say that these authors

 9 ij jj I o L ,  h k j  ̂ CP  ̂ I .I** —do tjd  AsoJ I J  k -u d  UP \5 ^  k -j k  J jO J 181

He docs not tell us what exactly in their lives shows this utter 
rebellion, but assures us that their rebellion in art was equal to it 
for they

i l.'lucJ J " ,Ji: V ̂  g, { d  JiS Ujdjl sd ̂  tli-k-vcd ̂  I 1 82
* . *.n±: An JLtS , e I .-uii i■* i IS . *X*£~Ui . —£j o / V td k J . —  Cl* ' wd k

183

—* i ry j « v y  ̂ o * '  j * -» » *Ghali Shukri then reaches new heights of eloquence when he says:
^d>J I i k J 3L j j d P k*. i? fej  ̂ d^pk d—. Iff j  k-d 1 t

” ... k? 0 t{9jMJ ^ ^  ^ d s ^ p t d  I mlaAay

One wonders what haste persuaded G. Shukri to gather all these highly 
diverse authors into one group, for the only thing they have in common is 
the fact that they all use only prose as a medium for imaginative writings. 
One would hesitate before regarding the absolutely delightful but highly 
instinctive writings of Muhammad al-Maghut, for example, as exhibiting a 
proud intellectual attitude. The idea, moreover, that they belong to the 
extreme l e f t a n d  even transcend it, remains, of course, a highly 
untenable generalisation.
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Footnotes

I. The present writer wrote a long study of al-rajaz metre which she 
published, in A1-Adab, April, 1959? P°13 et seq. , under the title 
"Bahr al-Rajaz fi Shi'rina '1-Mu'asir"; see also an article by Raja* 
al-Naqqash on the same metre in ibid., February, 1959°

2 = See her chapter "Al-Shi'r al-Hurr Shi *r dhu Shatr Wahid", Qadaya, 
pp =73-6o

3c Ibid,, p.120,
4» Ghali Shukri, for example, called Bazik's attitude "the new

conventionalism" (al ~s al af iyyah al-jadidah), "§ira al-Mutanaqidat 
fi Sufuf al-Shifr al-Had 1th11. Hiwar, Bo.20̂  January-February, 1966, 
po90? L» 'Awad, in his ar t i c 1 e" Thaurat al- Arud" called her a member 
of the intelligent, progressive right-wing, see Dirasat 'Arabiyyah 
wa Gharbiyyah, Cairo, 19&5? p°121.

5c Bint al-Shati!, Al-Sha'irah al-fArabiyyah al-Mu‘agirah, pp.127-33? 
however, she declared that she would not explain the prosodical 
problems discussed by Bazik; instead; -she paraphrased..them.

60 Qadiy.yat al-Shi‘r al-Jadid, 1&1-22.2.
7c See Yusuf al-Khal, Shi‘ r, Bo.24, Autumn 1962, "Qadaya dl^bi‘r-al^Mu'asir" 

ppc-138-52} Jabra "Al-Shi‘ r al-Hurr~al-Baqd al-Khati , Al-Rililah 
al-Thaminah, pp.7-19? Ismaf ll, Al-Shi ‘r al-‘Arabi 91-MuHfidr, pp.105- 
8 , TT5-7? 119? etc, Lc ' Awad, .lpfc. cite; Ghali Shukri, op.cit., p°90 
et passim.
For examples of moderate, positive discussions of some of Bazik's 
ideas see Ibrahim Anis, Musiqa ^l-Shid, pp.317-3, and ‘Abd al-Jabbar 
‘ Abbas, "Mushkilatan fi ‘ Arud al-Shi‘r al-‘Arabi", Al-Adab, December,
1963, pPc29-33.

8c Lc ‘Awad, opcCitc , p.124°
9c See an article by the present writer entitled "Al-Baqd baina fl-

Hurriyyah wa 'l-Taqyid", Al-Adab, June, 1959? PP°13-6; it was written 
as a rejoinder to Bazik's article, "Minbar al-Naqd", ibidc, April,
1959? Pc20 et seq0 See also the comment of Sidqi IsmaeTl on Bazik's 
article and her method of criticism, ibidc, May, 1959? in Al-Adab's
constant feature "Qara'tu 'll~fAdad al-Madi min al-Adab" c

10. Abarfq- Miihaahsframah had twenty-eight poems in al-kamil out of 
forty-one poems, six in al-ramal, and the rest in diverse metresc 
Twenty-six poems were in free verse. It is interesting to note that 
Salah ‘ Abd al-Sabur in Al-Nas fi Biladi (1957) had nine poems in
al-kamil, and eight in al-rajaz, among thirty poems. Twenty poems
were free.

II. On ideas concerning the origin of al-rajaz and on its history and
uses, see Abdullah l al-Tayyib, Al-Murshid ila Ash ar al- Arab, Vol.I, .
246-63. On its less elevated position and the differentiation 
between it and shi‘ r see Ibn Rashiq, A1-'Umdah, Vol.I, 185-6.

12e See Al- Iqd al-Farld, Vol.Ill, 145°
13° See Khafaji, Fann al-Shi‘ r, Void, 1l6n.
14° Unshudat al-Matar, ppd64 and 160, respectively.
15. Qadaya, pp.103-6.
16. Ibid., pp.149-52? Isma'il contradicts her, see op.cit., pp.119-20.
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17° See: Al-'lqd al.-Earid, Vol.Ill, p*146.
18. Op. olt*, pp.36-8,
19° See the article of the present -writer, "Bahr al-Rajaz fi Shi‘rina 

Vl-Mu',asir".
20. Ibrahim Anis, Musiqa 11-Shi*r, p.321.
21» Edited by Ao Preminger and others, Phinceton, 1965? Under ELISION.
22* Qasa'id Min Nizar Qabbani, first edition,' Beirut, 1956, pp.17-3°
23* Ibid., pp.50-4°
24° Ibid., pp.99-102.
25° Ibid., pp.173-37.
26. Nuwaihi, op.cit., p.245? and 'Awad, "Thaurat al-'Arud", p.125.
27. Nuwaihi, op.cit., p.244 mentions also the influence of daily speech.
28. Al-*Urf al-^ayyib fi Sharlg. Diwan Abi al.~Tayyib, edited and annonated 

by Na^if'al-Yaziji, Beirut, 1305 A.H*, pp.227-9°
29° Lam Yabqg Ilia fl-I*tiraf, Beirut, 1965? P°89°
33° Op.cit., p.86.
31. The description of A. al-Tayyib of this metre as noisy is apt 

provided it is applied to the old Ichabab; see op.cit., p.83.
However his further description ofTt as having a mean standard 
ibid., cannot be accepted; no metre hafc an absolute value of goodness 
or ugliness, but it is the poet's manipulation of it that decides 
its suitability.

32. Ibid.
33° See above pp, 688n and 7T8.
34* See the interesting discussion of Nuwaihi on this poem, op.oit.,

pp.239-43.
35* See her disoussion of her use of farilu and her acceptance of it,

Qadaya, pp.107-11.
360 Badr Shakir al-Sayyab in Shanashil Ibnat al-Jalabi, second edition,

Beirut, 1965? P°19? see also Salah Abd al-Sabur in Ua'sat al-Halla.j
Beirut, 1965? where he makes good” use of al-Ichabab with this kind of
zihaf; see his comment on it p.208.

37° See what Muhammad Mustafa Badawi says about this point, Rasa'il Min
London, pp. 1̂-3°

38. Aghani Miliyar al-Pimashqi, Beirut, 1961, p.115.
39° Ibid., p.120.
40. Op.oit;, p.245*
41° Ibid., pp.144-5? for his whole idea of accentual measures see pp.

232-49? see also an attack on this idea of Nuwaihi by Hadi Tu*mahs 
"Al-Taf*llah ... Bid* ah li TabdTd al-Shi*r al-*Arabi", Al-AqlSm 
magazine, September, 1966, pp.133 and 135-6.

42. Encyclopaedia of Poetry and Poetics, under METER, p.498*
43. See above pp* 7 54-6.
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45“ Al-Sayyab in "Risalah min Maqbarah" has used the darbs of fa*ilan, 
fa *lun and fa*ilun; see Unshudat al-Matar, pp.78-$iT Other poets 
were even less consistent; Adunis, while writing rajas, suddenly 
uses the sari* darb fa*ilun, see Aghani Mihyar al-Dimashqi, p-1A4-

460 See Al-fIqd al-Farid, III, 147; Khafaji, op.cit-, I, 130-1o
4 7- al-Malafilcah rejects the variation on the darb in the same poem,

see Qadaya, pp.63-72.
4 8» I« Isma‘11, op-cit., pp.33~9> declares his dislike of the use of

fa‘Hun, and thinks that it causes dissonance; but many successful 
experiments with this metre disprove this; Isma'il's objection must 
be regarded only as the personal taste of the author-

50- This poem has been quoted by S-M- Stern from Amari's Biblioteca
Arabo-Siculo in his article The Poem of Five Metres, Palermo, 1961, 
pp.6-7- All the references below are to be found ibid-, pp.6-11.

51« Where he has — 4' which does not rhyme with the
equivalent strophes _______ ^ , u, Lh> etc.

52, Shanashil, pp-77”80°
53- He comments on this on p.80 n., but it should not mean that the

change of emphasis was not unconscious at the beginning; see also 
Ismacil's discussion of this poem, op-cit-, pp.90-3°

54« Prom an unpublished poem by the present writer,
55- Rasa'il Min London, p-14o
560 Ibid-
57“ Ibid-, p-10-
58- Ibid-
59° Ibid-, p.6.
60- See what he says about his method, ibid-, p.7“
61. Ibid-, from his poem "*Indama Tabzughu Shamsu fl-Ghad”, p.22-
62- See for example his poem "Al-Ladhi Yaj*al al-Tuyur Tughanni", ibid., 

p-29“
63- Ibid-, pp.41-6.
64“ Ibid-, pp.20-1.
65- See in Shanashil, his poem "Ha.-Ha--Ho., pp,54”3.
66- Al-Ma*bad al-Ghariq, Beirut, 1962, p.113? from his poem "Afya* 

Jaykur". ThTT“same deviation takes place once in another poem in 
al-basit, "Risalah", in Iqbal, Beirut, 1965? P°4S, where he says
___________ \ ^  scanning mustaf ‘ ilatun-

67- See Jabra, Al-Rihlah al-Thaminah, p.17? see also Nuwaihi, op-cit-, 
P P - 193-206- Nuwaihi's cTTscussion takes into account many vital 
points in the use of tadwir including the emotional urgency which 
flows on from line to line (see pp-201-2) and the need of enjambment 
in dramatic and narrative poetry (see pp-200-1), and it should be 
read fully by the reader who wants to know about tadwir in greater 
detail- On this subject see also what S. *Abd al-Sabur said in 
Al-Adab, January, 1955? P°7“
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68. Northrop Frye in his introduction entitled "Lexis and Melos" to
Sound and Poetry, a special number of the English Institute Essays 
195*5, and published 1957? discusses the influence of music and its 
particular characteristics on poets and their technique.,

69° Ibid., p.xv.
70o Al-Sayyab, Unshudat al-Ma^ar, pp.162-3®
71» By the present writer, see Al~fAudah min al-Nab( al-Halim, Beirut, 

I960, p.77, from the poem "BaT'da" ?1-Jazr".
72c Op.cit., pp„75-60
73“ Ibidc 9 pp»73 and 120-2.
74= Al-Nay wa f1-Rih, Beirut, 1961, pc24? from his lovely poem "Al-Nay

wa *1-Rih fi Saumafat Cambridge".,
75. Ibid., p.C5.°
7 5a. Op.cit., pp.75-0
760 Qadaya, p.93 et passim.,
77° Ibido, pp099-102; see the objections to her ideas by I. Ismael,

op.cit., pp.102-4 where he encourages the use of these numbers of 
feet; see also Nuwaihi*s argument against her, op.cit., pp.206-3.

78c For a single example see Qararat al-Mau.jah, her poem "Salat al-
Ashbah", pp.186-98.

79. See above pp. 285, 523-7 &56Q, footnote 83.
8̂° Qadaya, p.163; see also Shajaratu *1-Qamar, p. 17°
31. Op.cito, p.210.
82. N. Qabbani is particularly famous for poems in monorhyme? for 

examples from a single diwan see Habibati, second edition, Beirut, 
1964? his poems "Sha'ri Sarirun min Bhaifab", "Qis^at Khilafatuna", 
"Ila Qiddisah" and "Saut min al-Harim", pp.52-5? 117-21? 149~52 and 
158-63 respectively.

83. It has been mentioned above that M.M. Badawi neglects rhyme 
completely; others like Y._al-Khal and S. *Abd al-Sabur also do that 
occasionally; see Al-Nas fi Biladi by ‘Abd al-Sabur, second edition, 
Cairo, 1962, his poem "Abi", pp°59~64? a single example; for 
another single example from Yusuf al-Khal, see Q,asa?id fi *1-Arba<in, 
Beirut, 1960, his poem "Iliwar ma'a 'l-Shaytan" , pp.23-7.

84c On the connection of rhyme with meaning see the essay of M.K.
Wimsatt, Jr., "One Relation of Rhyme to Reason", published in Poetry; 
Form and Structure, Boston, 1964? PPc148-59.

85® Qadaya, pp.26-7; so 4id Nuwaihi, op.cit., p. 126 et seq.
86. Ibid., pp.27-32.
*7*7° Op. cit., pp. 129 et seq.; on the prosaic element in free verse see

Qadaya, p.163 et passim.
38. See above pp.851-3.
39“ Northrop Frye, op.cit., p.xxvi.
90. Preface to Poetry, New York, 1946? p.120.
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92.
93o

94®

95°
96®
97®

90®
99®

100®

101 ®

102 ®

103 ®

104®
105.
106 ®

107®

108®

109®

Al-Sayyab, in his long poem "Al-Aslihah wa fl-Atfal", Lises "the two 
letters in effective alliteration or consonance?' in the following, 
s and s are used to give the sound of innocent life and children's 
feet running in plays <4 __ \

y hd ,J >vrJI S-̂&juciuQc, —  1 „  ̂ LlJ I L̂ Llc-L) __ VJ ' " <Ljj>Lu i Lit.i.n  £
Unshudat t-. 1 ~Ma t ar , p,'251jsco also a variation on this overture?pn276< 
He also uses the jgh in alliteration implying the voice of a baby as 
he utters the first sounds of infancy ^L, 2*3^

JP'l
ibid®, p®251; a similar use of |?h by the present writer is to be 
found in "Bila Juc^ur", where the memories of a little girl with her 
grandfather bring about the innocent utterances of infancy implied

K i S T S  ;- - - - - - -
See Frye, loc®cit.
Collected Essays in Literary Criticism, second edition, 195"1? P®43® 
Quotations from him are all from pp®40-9®
Extract from the present writer’s article, "Al-Naqd baina Tl~ 
Hurriyyah wa ’1-TaqyTd", Al-Adab, June, 1959? pp®15"6®
Poetic Diction, p®155®
Under VERSE and PROSE, p®886.
Anabasis, by Saint John Perse, translated with a preface by T®S® 
Eliot, third edition, London, 1959? pp®15~6®
The Triple Thinkers, p®3‘i®
Ibid®
Ibid®, pp®32-3®
Barfield, op®cit®, p®155 n mentions Hegel as an exception® In 1932, 
C.P® Smith published his book, Pattern and Variation in Poetry, (Hew 
York), in which he insists on the vitality of metrical measures? see 
his full argument for an "underlying pattern in verse", pp.230-8? 
especially p.238®
See above p® 828 .For another example see also Ibn Rashiq, Al-‘Umdah, 
Void, 19-27; his chapter on the greater value of poetry, "Fi Fadl 
al-Shi *r"®
See ibid®, p.21, where he says? <lUI V!"

V j~ I j-£> Ui i C.J I 1 dU.ls
Op®cit®, p®33
Essay on Milton, edited by A.S. Collins, London, n®d®, p®4°
Ibid®, pp®5-6? Collins, the editor of his book, rejects it in the 
introduction, pp®xv-xvi? however, it was quoted by Barfield, op®cit®, 
pp®47 and 69, for illustration®
P0I6O? compare with Ibn Rashxq, op®cit®, p®20, where he says that 
prose came before poetry®
P®159®
Ibicu. p. 161.
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11°. Ibid., p.162.
111« The Triple Thinkers, p.36.
112o The Music of Poetry; Glasgow, 1942, p.26 et passim; for more by him

on the recurrence of old forms, see "Reflections on Vers Libre",
Selected Prose, London, 1953, p. 91°

113° The Music of Poetry, pp.27-8.
114° The introduction to Anabasis, p. 11.
115° The Music of Poetry, p. 26.
116o New Directions in Prose and Poetry, London, No.14? 1953? in a

section entitled "A Little Anthology of the Poem in Prose", pp.
33O-4085 above quotation from p.330. See also above p..934 n.

117° Beirut, i960, p. 13°
118o "Pi Qasidat al-Nathr”, Shi*r magazine, No.14, Spring, i960, p.82.
119* "*Audah ila Qasidat ax-Nathr", Al-Nahar paper,Beirut, August 17th,

i960, p°4°
120. The Music of Poetry, p.16; al-Nuwaihi is particularly fascinated by 

this idea, see op0cit., pp.17-24 for his translation of most of 
this lecture} et passim for comments.

121o Loco cit0

122o Under VERS LIBRE; see also P. Mansell Jones, The Background of
Modern French Poetry, Cambridge, 1951, PP°93-150 where, in four
chapters, he discusses the development of these forms.

123° Al-Rihlah al-Thaminah, p p °18 -9 ; Mansell Jones, however, thinks it 
presents a corffradiction in terms, op.cit., p. 94°

124° Al-Hilal, November, 1905, Vol.XIV,U,97-8.
125° The influence of translations from foreign languages on the spread 

of these forms has been commented upon by many wiiters; see 
Mo Badawi, Rasa*il, pp.9-10; Adunis, "FT Qasidat al-Nathr",
Shif'r, "op.cit., P°77? Unsi al-Haj, Lann, p°11; Nazik
al-Mala'ilcan, Qadaya, pp.126-30, etc.

126o This has been discussed by Suzanne Bernard in her book Le Po&ne en
Prose de Baudelaire jusqu’a nos Jours, Paris, 1959? PP°24-9 and 
34-7°

127° In Adunis’s article, op0cit., as well as in the introduction of
Uo al-Haj in Lann, op.cit.

128o It is interesting to notice that "A Little Anthology of the Poem 
in Prose", fay Co H0 Ford9 includes a Makki chapter from the 
Quran,in translation.

129° Uo al-Haj specifies that their conscious practice of this form
beg’an around 1958} op.cit., p.7°

130o Under Prose Poem.
131° From the introduction to Anabasis, loc.oito
132. Quoted by Mansell Jones, op.cit., p.109° Adunis repeated this

description in his article "‘Audah ila Qasidat al-Nathr", but did 
not mention the source.
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133o See al-Haj, op. cit . , pp.12 and 15 ;AdnnTrj, Shi*r, op^g’̂ t,. , pp.01-2, 
134° Ibid,, po32o
1 35 o For his description of the structural qualities of gas Ida, t al-nathr.,

see his article in Al-Haharv op. oit., as well as his article in
Shi‘ry op,oit., p.80.

1360 Ibid.
137° Op.oit-, p.11.
138. Ibid., p.15.
139° Ibid., pp.14-5°
140. Ibid., p.15.
141. Ibid., p.14.
142. "Fi Qasidat al-Nathr", loo.cit.
143» See above, pp. 168-04,
144. See above, pp. 174-5 and 180-1 & 187-94,
145° See above, p. 123.
148. See above, pp. 192-3,
147* In the interview by P. Mansell Jones, op.cit., pp.170-1.
1480 See above, pp. 727-9,
149° Adab wa Fann, p.45*
150. "Reflections on Vers Libre", p.38.
151o See for example Adunis's three diwans, Awraq fi 'l-Rxfr, Beirut,

1958, Aghani Mihyar and Al-Tahawwulat; see al-Khal1s Qasa'id fi 
' 1-Arba ̂ Tn.

152o Aside from the articles mentioned below and several others, Shi 1r, 
in collaboration with Al-Nahar paper, gave a prize (ja'izat qasidat
al-nathr) to Muhammad al-Maghut (who, incidentally does not write
qasidaf al-nathr but shi{r manthur), see Shi* r, No.17, Winter, 1961, 
p.171; a greaT**insistence on tin? "poetic value" of this form 
persisted; see comments by Adunis, ibid., No.19, Summer, 1961, 
p. 122, and by al-Haj, ibid., No.20, Autumn, 1961, pp.131-2, etc.

153. Al-Bahth *an al-Judhur, Beirut, i960, p.72.
154. r,Fi Jubb al-Usud", ShiVr, N0.I5 , Summer, i960, p.105.
155. Ibid.
156. Loo, cit.
157“ Leaves of Grass, New York, 1900, III, 56. See also above p.923 n,
158. Complete Prose Works, New York, 1902, "New Poetry", II, 272 ff.
159° Adunis translated a long poem by Saint John Perse in 1957 with a 

discussion of the poet's life, works and poetic attributes; see 
Shi *r magazine, No.4? Autumn, 1957, "Daiyyiqatun Hia ’l-Marakib", 
pp.38-83. His first poem in prose appeared in ibid., No.7-3, 
Summer-Autumn, 1958, entitled "Wahdahu 'l-Ya’s", pp.10-23. However, 
the direct influence of Perse's poem above is seen in Adunis's 
prose poem "Arwad ya Amirata 'l~Wahm", Shi *r, No.10, Spring, 1959, 
pp.7-16. The influence in choice of diction and imagery is seen
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in all Adunis*s later poetry; see his description of Persefs poetic 
attributes in his discussion of his poetry, op. cit,, pp.85-6; see 
also Bernard, op,cit., pp.599~601 and 755-62 for the description of 
the poetry of Perse.

160, Quotation from Henri Peyre, Contemporary French Literature, Hew 
York, 1964? p °416,

161, Thalathun Qasidah, poems Nos, 28, 4 and 2 respectively,
162, Ibid,, his poems "Faustus 1954" and "Ila Madam Aphrodite", 

respectively,
163° Jolo Jabra, Tammug fi F1-Madinah, the introduction, p.7°
164° Pattern and Variation, p.233°
165, Ibidc, p.234°
166, Quoted by the Encyclopaedia of Poetry and Poetics, under VERS LIBRE,
167, ''Reflections on Vers libre*, P ° 8 7 °

1680 Quoted by E.P.P,, loc,oit,
169, Ibid,
170, New Directions, loc,cit,
171o See Qadaya,.pp,130-4 and 180-93°
172, Ibid,, p.182.
173, Included in Al-Qagidah Kaf, it was first published in Shi*r, No,16, 

Autumn, 1960, pp°9-'19°
174® Aghani Mihyar, pp,240-66,
175= PP,27-38.
176. See R. Butti, Sihr al-Shi‘ r, p.24,
177° Rasa * il, pp.9-10, See above pp,905-6,
178, Among other critics who believe in the necessity of metre for

poetry are Izziddin Ismafil, op.cit,, pp°51-3; Ibrahim Anis, 
op.cit., p.14 et seq; and Muhammad Mandur^ Al-Adab, January, 1962, 
p.3j where he emphatically rejects al-shi r al-manthur.

179= Hiwar, No.19, November-Becember, 1965, p°76°
^ 8. Ibid,, p,80„
18-1. Ibid.
182. Ibid.
183c Ibid.
134 c Ibid.



s e c t i o n s:? t o n e , attitudes and themes

The fifties open a completely new era in literature, and in social

and political life,, Previoiis eras had prepared the w&y for a poetry

of greater courage and experimentation, for a period of harvests. Even

without the great political upheavals of this epoch, poetry would have

undergone a revolution in techniqueo The accumulated poetic experience

and the acquired poetic education of the past decades ivould still have

been there to effect it* However, the political upheavals which began

with the Palestine disaster in 1943 and culminated in a series of

military eruptions and active political and social experiments, gave

greater strength to a revolutionary artistic spirit* This helped to

effect deeper and bolder changes in poetry* Poetic tone and attitudes

were among the elements whose change was directly determined by the

political atmosphere of the Arab world*

By attitude is meant here the poet's standpoint and general outlook

on life and man* Tone describes the manner in which he conveys his

attitude* I*A* Richards described it as the reflection of the author's

attitude towards his audience*' The Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics

lists other terms used to denote the same concept as "impression”,
2"spirit", "atmosphere", "aura", "accent", etc* Attitudes and tone are

very closely related, for "attitudes determine tone, and tone reflects

attitudes"* Both are closely connected with the general mood of the era*

The E*P*P* has a further elaboration?

Since poetry is regarded as a specialization of language 
for the communication of attitudes, the determination of 
the exact shading of tone in a particular poem is one of 
the most important duties of the explicator* The tone of 
a poem is also a source of value judgments; a poem is 
deemed poor if the attitudes it expresses are vague, 
confused, unsustained, unjustified, simple, conventional, 
or sentimental*

Had the political upheavals not taken place during this epoch, 

the poet's pre-occupation with tone would have been mainly centred on
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bringing about a divorce from the oratorical tone of some of the neo

classical poetry and its loud accent* His pre-occupation would have been 

to achieve an attitude of greater involvement with man in the vein of 
some modern Western poetry* But with the present era deeply involved 
in political and social experimentation, this motif took on a deeper 
gravity and responsibility, and tone underwent changes as diverse as the 
changes taking place in the psychology and spirit of the poets themselves* 
An Era of Anxiety

The Palestine disaster announced the bankruptcy of Arab life and 
endeavour, yet writers on the siibject before the mid-sixties, while 
pointing towards the military and political failures, did not seem to 

realise the utter impossibility of achieving a harmony between the old 

concepts of life and the new mental and spiritual plane which must be 
achieved if the Arab people were to arrive at strength and effectiveness* 
The traditional framework of life with its particular values and concepts

was not rejected except in parts and a constant compromise was sought
3in analytical writings*

However, the siabconscious of the nation, in an undefined torrent
of hate, shame and rejection, expressed its reaction in two ways*
Eirst, in a chain of revolutions and coup d'etats which shook the Arab

world at intervals* Secondly by expressing its rejection in the
creative writings of some avant-garde poets and story writers*

The general outlook of the avant-garde poetry of the period is
serious* At its mildest, it is sad,̂ " but in poems of greater intensity,
it can be sombre, and often tragic* The words most used in avant-garde
literature to describe the general attitude of the age arei anxiety

(qalaq), alienation (ah.urbah), rejection (rafd)? disintegration (tamazzuq)
and loss of identity, harmony or piirpose (daya*)* "These are the banners

5of our age", says one writer* And they are indeed valid when avant- 
garde contemporary poetry is examined, for much of this poetry revolves
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around the problems of finding' roots in this era, of changing the face

of things, or simply of bemoaning the precarious destiny of the

individual in the Arab worldo

This aspect of the artistic expression reflected a state of

alienation -which caused the attitudes of rejection and rebellion,

feelings of anxiety and disintegration, and even despair and terror®

One writer described the general tone as a scream of terror ;;Iga { al~Ruf b *

permeating the poetry®^ However, the authenticity of this aspect in

the artistic expression has been questioned by some writers® Zaki

Najib Mahmud, a prominent Egyptian xnciter and Professor of philosophy,
7finds it strange that writers should talk of alienation and anxiety,

for the present-day Arabs do not share the same experience of Western man;

Western man had come to experience a wide chasm between his 
conscious and unconscious® What he sees with his conscious 
mind is denied by what is buried in his unconscious® This 
has caused a great disintegration within him which has
affected his literature®®® there is a strong feeling of
alienation and disillusionment because ^Westerr^ man has 
separated from his nature and lost balance... becoming 
therefore schisophrenic®®®°

We, the Arabs, he insists, have not experienced this dichotomy®^ We

are at the threshold of a scientific age and

The literature of the conscious mind is nearer to ouir
spiritual needs than that of the angry young men or the 
literature of anxiety of the Existentialists®®® Shining 
hope should therefore be more appropriate to our standpoint 
than despair®

This implies that one of the most prominent phenomena in modern avant- 

garde Arabic poetry, that of rejection and rebellion, does not reflect 

a true standpoint® It also implies that there is nothing in Arab life

which calls for unhappiness or rejection, that the artist has no valid

reason for rebellion stemming from inner feelings of alienation® Writing

in the early sixties, Zaki NajTb Mahmud overlooks the painful and dynamic 

effects of the Palestine catastrophe 011 the Arab individual, the feelings 

of shame, fear, hatred, and resentment, the whole political, and
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psychological chaos of the disaster, But as the Lebanese Sociologist

Nadim al-Bitar explains;

A great national catastrophe means that everything around 
us has betrayed us,,. It uncovers to us the fact that 
all the systems, beliefs and values that surround us did 
not represent an authentic truth... but \\rere false,

He goes on to say that when the catastrophe struck, it uncovered an

already existing disintegration in the ”unity of the traditional 
12 -existence”. To Bitar, the Palestine catastrophe has a revolutionary

dynamism which follows a special dialectic and does not stop before it
1 5effects a great psychological and ideological change. But this

psychological changes Dr, Bitar assertss ”takes place slowly and 
14unobtrusively”. This is what seems to have happened after the 1943

debacle. And until the actual failure of the old system of values was
-  -  15demonstrated and analyseds first by Bitar himself in the mid-sixtiesy

and then, after 19 7̂ , by others following him, the subconscious of the

nation, especially of the more sensitive individuals, was in actual

turmoil. In 1953 a Palestinian writer, J,I, Jabra, described the

situation in similar fashion, clearly linking the feelings of frustration

and sterility with the consequences of the Palestine disaster;

Ten years since we were afflicted with the /3°ss °li7 
Palestine,,, a great, enormously violent experience,,.
Death? Destitution? Hunger? We knew them all,,.
Blit the scream of woe gave way eventually to a scream of 
anger, and the general falsehood which had afflicted a 
whole nation was finally exposed,,, We started,,, to 
uncover ourselves and the first promptings of anger 
discovered the sterility in us,̂

Ten years later, another Palestinian writer described the general picture”

For many years I have been wondering whether the 
attitude of rejection of the traditional Arab existence 
did not after all stem from authentic causes. It was 
often attacked not only by conventionalists but also by 
many ”revolutionaries” as being destructive, or at least 
defeatist.

For many years many of us have been wondering what 
was wrong with our national life. The spirit of the 
last decade was, if you listened to broadcasts and read 
the dailies, quite optimistic. There was in fact a 
great deal of progress going on,,. But there was a
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general neurosis which poetsf creative writers and 
artists felt deeply and which they invariably reflected 
in their works» I am speaking here of the more highly 
regarded ones among therm D»0Their rejection of what 
a sociologist might call a limited phase of revolution 
was greatly intuitive and often expressed in ambiguity.,
This rejection sometimes found its way into intellectual 
analysis but this group were at their best when they 
kept to an artistic expression.. The most amazing thing 
about this group was the similarity they had with each 
other, no matter from what Arab country they came.
The subconscious of the whole nation, whose hidden 
impulse they expressed, hoarded the same kind of 
unhappiness, the same kind of fear* 7̂

Tho period between 3943-1967-may" fee described as a'period of

constant search for new values and for a solution, but a search not

backed by any really clear or functional system of thought„ Looking to

sociological sources for further enlightenment, one may say that many

sensitive individuals found themselves suffering from what H. Barakat,

referring to Durkheim’s definition of the subject, called anomie or 
18normlessness, which he described as a breakdown in the "system of

19 *norms,, values and symbols" „ In normlessness we immediately have
20one of the first causes of alienation.,

Z,N, Mahmud mentions 'freedom' as one of the three catchwords most

used in contemporary Arabic writing (the other two are ’modern’ and 
21’new’). Yet he does not discuss the problem of freedom in the Arab 

irorld, the way in which the individual's destiny, his very Will, are 

constantly and sometimes ruthlessly, controlled by others (the family, 

traditions, religious beliefs and above all, the State, with all its

■* Barakat is speaking here mainly of the West, but although aspects 
of normlessness in the West are different, it does not change the 
fact that a large section of the educated Arabs have suffered a 
dislocation of values in varying degrees of intensity, which left 
many of them in a state of normlessness or quasi normlessness»
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strong machinery of control Toy police, spies, and, in some countries,
22by extra-constitutional methods)* The powerlessness of the individual

vis-a-vis these forces, often tyrannical in their control, is surely

cause enough for acute feelings of anxiety, fear and restlessness, and
25we have here another cause for alienation,, It is important to point

out here that the Arab man's powerlessness, judged generally, seems to

be limited to his powerlessness in the face of the outer world,, With

only a few exceptions, the Existentialist experience of man's
26powerlessness "in the face of himself” is not yet authentically 

dominant in Arabic creative writing* His real hazards are not the 

Existentialist exercise of the Will and the compulsion to choose in the 

face of unlimited possibilities, but the effacement of individual Will, 

in the face of other forces outside himself* However, when the clash 

between individual Will and the outer world is internalized as a mode of 

personal experience in and against the outer world, and when the 

individual suffers through this clash a personal agony that rips his very 

heart, then he might express himself in Existentialist manneroCururepLArak 

avant-garde poetry boasts of a few examples such us that of Khalil Hawi 

which have dominant Existentialist motifs*

The police-spy and the police-state have not been left unattacked by 
the contemporary poet:; for a single example of each Adunis convicts the
whole age as a police-agc; ”  .l&Jj! *1 Jl=J)1 dl and
al-Sayyab satirizes the informer"

\j.w 1 1 y I? j yj

Arland Ussher in his book on the attitude of dread in Kierkegaard, 
Ileidigger and Sartre says on this, "The individual today has come to 
'yeans of Indiscretion1, and been given his latchkey; but he is frightened, 
and only too anxious to surrender it again* He finds himself 'thrown' 
into an unfriendly world, and confronted with a Demon - his oxra free ¥il~ 
Its symbol is the discovery of the machine-power, which has made us, to 
our dismay, 'as gods'* We lost all our Edens***"28
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Tlie Arab individual is confronted with a great discrepancy between

the higher objectives which his knowledge and national ambition put

forward and the facts of his life., Out of the corruption and ignorance

of 1948? the nation was promised redemption by revolutions but the

revolutions failed to bring about a truly redeeming change, and

this resulted in a sense of alienation which was a consequence of the
27''encounter between utopia and reality”.

Feelings of discontent, anxiety, emptiness, disgust, despair, anger,

resentment and uprootedness are aptly described by Barakat to be among

the manifestations of alienation, and to be "nowhere described as vividly
" 29as in literature and expressive arts , an idea already put forward

, 30above„

These attitudes, however, although having a true basis in the 

predicament of contemporary Arab life, have arrived to the Arab creative 

xsiriter as already crystalized and mature literary attitudes through his 

readings in contemporary Western literature, especially Sartre, Camus and 

Colin Wilson’s The Outsider, which was translated into Arabic soon after 

its appearance in English in 1956° Avant-garde Arab poets, for example, 

were fascinated by Sartre’s notion of man’s responsibility and aloneness 

in the carrying of his burden, and of his disgust at the shackles of his

* By Anis Za^i Ilasan; it was entitled Ai-hammtami, an original name at 
the time. Izziddin Isma ll also noted that these attitudes have been 
introduced through translations from Existentialist Western Literature, 
but he rightly claimed that the very fact that they exerted an immediate 
influence was significant0 Nizar Qabbani, however, rejected the 
Existentialist attitudes of nausea, the Void and the Absurd, regarding 
them as completely French, probably prompted to this not only by a nature 
normally more integrated with social norms than most, but also by examples 
of extreme metaphysical attitudes adopted by some minor authors. Iloisan 
Abbas warned against artificiality in the adoption of these attitudes 
which he said were detectable especially in poetry, noticing at the same 
time that the Lebanese and Syrians have shown a greater leaning towards 
the adoption of these attitudes than others, and referring this to the 
many translations of Sartre and Camus in these two countries. However, 
since books translated in Lebanon are available everywhere, the reason 
might rather lie in the fact that there is a longer tradition of more 
sophisticated French influence in these two countries than elsewhere in 
the Arab world.
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32freedom.. In some experiments a heroic drive existed, probably greatly

influenced by Sartre’s incessant announcement of the individual’s moral

duty to be committed to the external cause and to the fulfilment of his

commitment regardless of consequences and without a concrete hope of 
33ultimate success, an attitude described by Henry Peyre as "the anguish 

of Existentialists and their desperate h e r o i s m " T h e  poet felt that 

it was not only his moral duty but also his inevitable destiny to be the 
hero of the written word,

du I 35 

d  Cl. IS) 1 U dJ 1

The 'word* was glorified beyond description in the folloxrings

..... . ^  1 1 Lj 36

37And described as a message of love and redemption, for which the poet 
is persecuted and crucified^

3̂?. — — ^  V I p I 33
5

 ̂1* ill '* T‘ ~ j l

Several types of rejection are expressed in contemporary Arabic 

poetry and these vary in both intensity and nature» Metaphysical 
rejection stemming from man's universal condition (his ’existential

\ 39dichotomy' as Erich Fromm calls it), is detectable in some experiments 

(man's aloneness in the fa.ce of his destiny as a mortal and a unique 

human being, his need to alleviate this aloneness, his tragic realisation 
of his inevitable death, his search for a meaning to his life)c^
However, it does not yet constitute an outstanding experience or a main 
theme around which the poetry revolved* The many aspects of this kind 
of rejection would require a lengthy study in cultural patterns before 
one could determine with authority the originality and authenticity of 
the examples given.. Cultural attitudes, the persistence of inherited 
points of view, the acquiescence to or rejection (conscious and
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unconscious) of religious norms, the strength and nature of human

relations in any given culture, should be examined carefully and the

aid of informed opinion sought.. One might suggest here that the

metaphysical attitudes of individuals are closely connected with the

points of view and the artistic expression of the culture with which they
*have the maximum affinity, for this basic affinity seems to come to the 

foreground in moments of highly personal experience0 Thus Badr Shakir 

al-Sayyab, facing certain death, gave up his revolt and abandoned himself 

to a despairing pre-occupation with death and suffering* Whether this 

abandon stems from existentialist experience, or from Islamic submission 

to fate is difficult to ascertain at times, although at others an Islamic 

abandon is certains

The agonies of Job are enacted again with all the Prophet's deep faith

suffocated scream of terror permeates the four volumes which constitute
— , x*the poetry al-Sayyab wrote after the fatal disease struck him in 1961*

It is definitely a unique and tortuous experience to read these volumes,

for the poet's voice screaming in the face of infinity can never be

forgotten* His death shudder is infectious* The picture of the grave

waiting for the poet, of the dead (his beloved mother, deceased since

his childhood, amongst them) calling for him, horrifyingly summarizes

man's existence and his ultimate fate, but also reminds us of Arab

folklore which relates death and the dying with the dead who had previously

loved them;

* S. Fromm, for example, discussing human relations in a social context 
says, "In any given culture, love relationships are only a more intense 
expression of the relatedness to man prevalent in that culture*"41 
However, Fromm, in the long run, relates human relations to man's 
existential need to alleviate his aloneness*

and submission to God's will: " *>UJl JlkLwl U^o Oô JI dOJ T\ 43 *>ut a

* *  ' AJL~Ma bad al-Ghanq, Manzilal-Aqnan,. Shanashil Ibnat al-Jalab 
and his posthumous volume, Iqbal„



In fact, -this poetry knows the two opposing poles of utter rejection of 
life and the positive and feverish search to find a meaning for a life 

lived only to he pitifully and quickly spent„ While there is absolute
nihilism when he says;

he finds a positive and redeeming attitude to his life in his creative 
energy as it asserts itself in his poetry with which he thinks he could 
conquer death;

li 46

However the general handling of his material in these poemsv with very
few exceptions, tends to be very simple, as if his acquired sophistication

*of theme and handling had abandoned him- In some of his poignantly 

experienced moments, he is the son of a simpler basic culture.

Travelling to Beirut, London and Paris in search of a cure, he is again,
47

not the adventurous Sandabad or Ulysses, as he liked to believe, but 
rather the old Arab lost at sea. Rent with nostalgia for country and 

family, his desolate loneliness does not evoke in his many new poems any 

meditative thought either on his own condition or on that of mankind in 
general. There remains only these intensely agonised emotions of 
nostalgia, fear, despair, suffering, self-pity,and compassion for his 
children

* However, the constant presence of death bred in al-Sayyab a heightened 
sexuality at times, as if desire to him at that moment was another great 
assertion of life, defeating in its intensity the debility of his 
exhausted body and embodying a need for fusion that might re-enforce in 
him the lingering reality of life;

(j

j  !*) <j“-^ C>̂' { <3̂
tj;I Ltpl\j J 1
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However, aloneness, the inevitability of death and the harden of 

old age are causes of anxiety and anger in the work of the Ir:vi Bui and 

al-Haidario Thus when he expresses his al oneness in images describing 

the blind fate of mortals and the vulnerability of life his tone is 

angry and sulky; V v

VjPl) 65s 50

^ Lli 1 \_X’J ^ ̂

Man's aloneness in the crowd as depicted by the Egyptian poet Ahmad 1 Abd 

al-Mu^i Ilijazi discovers a poetic sensibility of depth and charm, and 

(using a phrase from Erich Fromm) shows a consciousness of the "fundamental 

aloneness and solitude ^ f  manj i*1 a universe indifferent to his fate","^

It appears on several occasions and can be sximmed up in the sentence with 

which he ends one of bio pooos, » UjJl lie"-52
In the work of the Syrian poet, Adunis, there is originality and 

complexity, and much of it is mystical and often metaphysical. He has 

been developing more and more in this direction. His rejection of the 

social and political framework of life and his hope of national revival 

are becoming more and more welded into the other universal and timeless 

problems of existence. The poet’s experience, at its best, becomes a 

mirror of man's eternal suffering and hope and his eternal quest for 

truth, seen against the background of the contemporary Arab's experience 

of a world at a dividing point in history. It is impossible to go into 

his complex experiment here, but it is relevant to point out that his 

emotional apprehension of thought>(to use a phrase from Herbert Read),^ 

is expressed directly in an imagery and a symbolism sometimes of a high 

quality. He does not always achieve the synthetic order necessary, in 

a good metaphysical poem, to obtain harmony between the elements which
54constitute it, but he probably does not aim at it in obedience to a

55basic rejection that has no intention of arriving at harmony.
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The Palestinian prose poet, Tawfiq Sayigh was able, earlier than
any other contemporary poet, to achieve this fusion of experience between

the temporal and the universal * The exile of the Palestinian iss in his

poetry, also an exile from the Kingdom of Heaven, from love, from the

established literary world, i®e® from all the sources of experience that

give roots, security and assurance.. He is capable of a polarity of 
50

approach.

It would be impossible, for lack of space, to go into more details

of metaphysical rejection in avant-garde contemporary poetry, but other

experiments do exist, some of which are very interesting®

However, the main theme of rejection in contemporary Arabic poetry
*

is directed towards a denial of the external social and political world® 

The poet's pre-occupation seems to lie more with the problems of life 

than of death, of this world rather than of the other® For 'tho daily 

menace besieging the individual's life presents the greater immediate 

danger® The presence of death (whether it is actual death or a death in 

life) embodies to this poet, less a metaphysical than a moral problem®

It is a kind of death that is inflicted usually by others (war or other 

forms of aggression)® It can be conquered by struggle and action®

Almost all avant-garde poets have chosen exile, at least at some 

period in their careers® Always a spiritual attitude, this exile was

*  Social rejection and political anger are not new in modern Arabic poetry® 
The social rejection of poets like al-ShSbbi and al-Tal, and the political 
anger of poets like Tuqan and al-JawShiri give a solid foundation to the 
present form of externalized rejection, although none of the contemporary 
poets has arrived at the kind of irony found in al-Tal and Tuqah® This 
does not mean that these were the only poets who protested against social 
and political ills, but most other poets of their period, and many poets 
now, direct their rejection towards generally accepted social and political 
objects of hate such as Imperialism and Zionism®57

** The martyrdom of self-exile is not new in modern Arabic poetry, for 
there is a tradition of self-exile among Iraqi poets in the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries ( Abd al-Ghaffar al-Akhras, *Abd al-Ghaninl-Jaml 1 
in the nineteenth century, and al-Kazimi in the twentieth, to name a
fe w ) .58
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in some cases also physicals inflicted on the poet hy actual persecution 

or at least hy the fear of persecution*

Much of the rejection of poets started as the vague gestures of 

individuals who felt the treacherous and futile elements in political 

and social life and* intuitively* rejected them* Most poets have 

written at least some poetry in this vein;

(jp  ̂ dJEuJ
(11j j V I 

Jja,j I f U  A^-L-v ,J IJj V’<5

This is seen by poets to be the plight of a whole generation !!
air*—* CrW“

«*j w^° have sown the seeds but found that they could not
61reap the fruits t! J JLjil 1 . v a generation that dreavo, in vain

of a day when peace and happiness can be established;

f-JUl 62

pj ' I 6 > I q [j4

When a reaction finds its ultimate satisfaction in a self-exile 

that is content with bemoaning the lot of the individual and the nation, 

it can be termed passive, because it sometimes involves a great deal of 

despair. But the attitude of giving and self-sacrifice in the poetry of
t. *Khalil Hawi, al-Sayyab and others, is definitely positive;

In these experiments the self-sacrifice stems from a great love that 

transcends the fact that there will be no recompense. To the voice that 

warns him that

* This attitude is not to be confused with that of the poet-martyr, poet- 
fighter. These poets are speaking here as individuals fighting an 
ordinary person's fight.
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Khalil Hawi answers:

65L.— d Isj>- ^  1 OJi'b''"

 ̂V ,: '''̂) l31’ v X-i- 1
This attitude combines many emotions and uses several methods of

expression,. Based on love* it recognises and hates the evils that hinder

life without losing touch with the basic issue? which is the necessity of

securing and protecting a more just life* It recognises that struggle

is necessary and inevitable* It turns itself from merely rejecting evil
#to actually destroying its

h    n . •It, ^ 1 1̂.
* * * jLiL̂j Lj j  ^

The development of the tone of rejection in individual poets would 

furnish an interesting basis for a specialised study* It will be found 

to reflect both the events in a poet's own life and events in the Arab 

world* But changes in attitude are highly psychological and should be 

handled with the utmost care*

A poet's attitude of rejection can depend greatly on his political 

affinities? if any* Socialist poets like *Abd al-Wahhab al-Bayyati 

usually end their poems with a note of confidence in the struggle of man 

and his ultimate victory? within a Socialist framework* This can be 

irksome because it does not allow for the usual change of mood in an 

author and might lead to artificiality in weaker poets. The Tammhz poets?

'* Khalidah Sa *id is wrong when she regards the poet's declaration of 
bearing the burden with love as passive? for it is no submission to evil 
and death? as she would have us believe? but is an acceptance of 
responsibility and of a burden borne because leaving it would mean the 
very debasing of life*66

Most prominent among them were Badr Shakir al-Sayyab? Khalil IiSwi, 
AdunTs? Yusuf al-Khali ? and the prose poet Jabra I* Jabra.
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who resort to the use of the Adonis myth, usually show a positive kind 

of rejection because of the inherent faith in rebirth and resurrection 

imbued in the myth itself. The poets of this group, however, have very 

few things in common either in their handling of material or in their 

basic attitudes of rejection. As will be discussed shortly, they do 

not form a school of poetry, and after the end of the fifties, their 

basic Tammuzian affinity seems to dwindle.

Is the commitment to a particular ideology needed to achieve a real
68revolutionary standpoint as some writers claim? While one feels that

the commitment to a revolutionary ideology is legitimate for a poet who

finds fulfilment in this, one does not feel that only such a commitment

secures a revolutionary standpoint. The poet in revolt transcends the

given limits of a revolution when he is prompted by his intuition and

perception to do so. The Socialist poet, al-Bayyati, asserts the right

of the committed poet to rebel against the revolution to which he is 
69committed. What is important to realise is that the poet, although 

he experiences both political enthusiasm and political hatred, should at 

the same time be able to  transcend politics and be ahead o f  it.
Certain poets resort to a variety of ways of expressing their 

rebellion. The employment of myths and material from folklore 

intensifies the effects of the poet’s experience, if properly handled. 

The poets in revolution have likened themselves to such mythical figures 

as Sisyphus (pathetically and sometimes wilfully carrying his rocks

The attitudes expressed in most of the numerous diwans published 

every year tend to be simpler and more directly expressed, reflecting the 

still prevailing simplicity of outlook and expression of the majority.

r? ” or throwing it away? ” *Js- I
71 and Sandabsd in his constant' - roving in exile ("

72Jji”) in search of truth and re-birth (” _<.H ̂  .ye. 

S j L ^  etc.
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It lias been said above that the prevailing tone in contemporary

Arabic poetry is serious, sometimes tragic, sometimes angry. These are

legitimate feelings today, provided poets do not allow their poetry to

become hysterical0 For indeed numerous virulent hate poems besmirch
the contemporary magazines»

Among individual poets Adunis, Hawi and Buland al-Haidari keep a

sustained gravity, their poetry lacking any redeeming sense of humour.,
74Al-Sayyab has a greater variety of attitudes; personal joys and griefs, 

and communal hope, faith, anger and tragedy. His tone alternates between 

confidence, despair, irony, compassion, apology, yearning, and sometimes 

a devastating self-pity* Among Arab poets he is the writer who has 

composed the greatest number of elegies on himself., A versatility of 

attitudes and tone is found in the poetry of avant-garde women poets 

whose involvement has often been accomplished on two spheres, the personal 

and the communal, Fadwa Tuqan's candour is an achievement for the line 

of truth in poetry., She has been able to transfer into verse the varied 

tones of a woman in love; playful, '* j L J c c o q u e t i s h ,

” jAiili ^*1 U1 f\ 76 contented, "1^,1 ^ h-iJ 1
full of ecstacy, n ^  ^  ^.| rI,^ and m i s c h i e v o u s . ^

Nazik al-Mala’ikahds poetry vascillates between agony and ecstacy, anger
80and a rather philosophical matter of fact tone, in a fascinating manner.Among

Lien ii, Badawi achieves a variety of tone and a capacity of control which

results in subtlity and a sustained urbanity. Tenderness, irony,

wistfulness and a kind of emotional intellectualism that lends poignancy
81to his meditations*are among his achievements in this respect. A

heart-catching tenderness of tone is found in some of iSalah 'Abd al-Sabur's
82poetry (although it can be deliberately oratorical). In fact the 

element of tone is ‘Abd al-Saburls foronost noetic attribute, but 

unfortunately marred by a certain nonchalance-in his style. Ahmad ‘ Abd 

al-Mu‘ti Hijazi is also capable of great tenderness; a wistful atmosphere
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hovers about his poems. Despite a sustained urgency and high pitch in 

al-Bayyati's poetry, there is redeeming optimism and confidence.

A Short Note on Theme in Avant-Garde Poetry;

Theme in poetry must surely harmonize with the variety of attitudes 

prevailing at a given time. The main themes in avant-garde poetry 

therefore centre around the problems of the nation and of the individual 

as a conscious member of the community. Several observations may be 
made here;

1. The subject matter revolvesaround man and the human condition.

There was a conscious, sometimes a fanatic, retreat from the aesthetic

veneration of the Symbolists, from the description of nature for the sake 
33of description, from Romantic introversion and self-indulgence. One 

of the greatest achievements of this poetry is the merging of the personal 

with the communal experience, so that the expression of man's plight in 

the Arab world is delineated through the poet's awareness of his own 

plight and unhappiness.

2. The subject matter is treated in a more oblique fashion. The 

obliquities in this poetry will be examined later in this chapter.

3. A lino of truth is achieved in this poetry. Avant-garde poets, 

on the whole, wrote as a result of true experience, not to curry favour 

with either the authorities or the public. This is no small achievement, 

for the demands on the creative writer in this period were tremendous. 

Political changes, whenever they took place, needed the support of public 

opinion. The authorities felt the need for someone who could assure the 

public, creatively and emotionally, of their role as destiny makers. The 

public which needed to be re-assured, leaned heavily on the traditional epeci 

of the Arabs, the poet. Thus the many poetry festivals since the late 

fifties, and the numerous poetry gatherings all over the Arab world.
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*Yet avant-garde poets rarely wrote for occasions*

4° The political theme in most avant-garde poetry was translated

from the level of the event to the level of a general (but also highly

personal) experience* Aside from the actual event of the Palestine

disaster of 1943, two great events seemed to inflame.the imagination?

the union of Syria and Egypt of 1953 and the Algerian war of liberation,
85especially the latter*

5° Other themes varied widely* Love poetry was quickly taking on

a new approach with the change of individual consciousness* This theme

reflects more than any other the cultural attitudes of people* Changes

of attitudes to love shown by both men and women poets in this period

deserve a long study* On the whole, avant-garde poets did not seem

particularly obsessed with problems of love* Exceptions are such poets

as Tawfiq Sayigh who shows a complex attitude towards a problematic love

theme, and Fadwa Tuqan whose basic life involvement seemed, until

recently, to be centred mainly on her personal love relations* Niaar

Qabbani’s attitude often reflected a rather conventional outlook towards

woman and love* He began his career as a poet who sang the praises of
37playful, coquetish women* However, a change gradually took hold on

him, especially after the 19&7 war* Nizar Qabbani now is one of the

strongest poetic voices of the Palestine resistence movement*

6* The Christian tradition in modern Arabic literature found 

confirmation in the work of such poets as Tawfiq Sayigh and Yusuf al-IChal*

* Such as Ahmad Abd al-Mu* ti Hijazi and Salah *Abd al-Sabur, on rare 
occasions* A poem by Abd al-Sabur delivered at the festival in memory 
of the Classical poet Abu Tammam, is a courageous challenge to the 
rhetoric and loudness of platform poetry* It uses very simple, nearly
conversational language, and a deliberately subdued tone, but is
illuminated by sudden flashes of poetic r e v e l a t i o n *^4

** Eadwa Tuqan showed a spontaneous and deep involvement with the tragedy 
of war in Palestine as a result of the 19̂ 7 June war*33
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Their religious aiiiiud.es stem from basically Christian points of view,

TO
and themes based on conflict and dualisms are portrayed*

T.o However, one has to remember that it is not the subject matter 

in poetry that really matters, but rather the poet's attitude to it, the 

emotional veracity he maintains, the modern sensibility he achieves*

8 * Generally speaking, one can say that the new poetry provides a 

social and psychological commentary on events which delineates the 

development of the national consciousness through these years of 

tumultious strain and stress*

9h Finally, a most important development is the adoption of 

archetypal patterns; differenciated by the F*P*P. as subjects, themes, 

situations, characters and images* In modern Arabic poetry, these 

various patterns exist, too; subjects (freedom, rebirth, national 

redemption); themes (the awakening of the Arab people, the necessity for 

sacrifice to secure a nobler life, the inevitability of stiff ering and 

the sustained fortitude of the individual against so many odds, the 

indictment of inner corruption and debility); situations (the alienation 

of the poet in a society controlled by force and even tyranny, the awe or 

revulsion felt by some poets towards the City, the yearning towards the 

Village); characters (the soothsayer, the hero, the tyrant, the traitor, 
the sufferer, the stooge, the hypocrite; one can perhaps even put here 

the jailor and the spy,’); and images (the wind, the sea,, the wa.ll, the 

grave, the birds, the snake)* The adoption of archetypal patterns will 

be discussed in the section on myth*

Avant-garde Poetry and the Palestine Disaster;

The Palestine disaster of 194-3 idiich unleashed so many social and

political events was thought a subject most fit for poetry* The general
89opinion was that poetry did not rise to the level of the event* This 

judgment stemmed from the erroneous opinion that such poetry ”sh_if_r
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al-nakbah" as -they called it, must needs speak directly. Thus although

there had been quite a number of experimented poems written directly on 
90the disaster, most avant-garde poems reflected it in oblique terms

ftwhich eluded these critics. In fact, the avant-garde poetry of this

period is,generally speaking, a poetry tightly linked with the aftermath

of the Palestine debacle.

The astounding thing is not that poets were not writing enough about

a certain tlieme, but that they were î riting and experimenting at all,

Por although, artistically speaking, the period was ripe for changes,

the poets were living in so many currents of ideas that there x̂ as little
balance. As Edmund Wilson says;

Highly developed forms of literature require leisure and a 
certain amount of stability; and during a period of revolution 
the writer is usually deprived of both,94

It is only recently that the work of Palestinian Arab poets living

in Israel since 1948 has become widely known in the Arab world. In many

of its aspects, such as diction, imagery and form it must be regarded as
99a part of modern Arabic poetry. Most of its themes revolve around the 

plight of occupation. However, its adventure is in the realm of tone

* Two books came out on "shi ‘ r al-nalcbah.", which show this general 
attitude. The first is Salih al-Ashtar's book, Ei'Shi‘r al-Hakbah, 
(Damascus, i960), and the second is Kamil al-SawSfiri's painstaking work, 
Al-Shi r al-^Arabi 'l-Badith fi Ma'sat Eilastin, 19^7-^959 (Cairo, 1963)- 

Al-Ashtar limited himself to the discussion of poems which spoke 
directly and blatantly on the problem. His discussion tends to accumulate 
material unselectively. Since he seems hesitant about the value of the 
new poetry,91 avant-garde examples are very few in his book. Thus the 
deeper impact of the Palestine disaster as represented in avant-garde 
poetry eluded him, Al-SawafIri’s book has more or less the same defect, 
but it is a more studious attempt to register a long history of a struggle 
and of the poetry that accompanied it directly. He is limited by the 
date he set for his study. Because he examines indiscriminately / all the 
verse written directly 011 the Palestine problem during this period, his 
conclusion was that the "traditional trend dominates most of this poetry" 
and characterizes the poetry of most Palestinian poets,92 ±s rather
interesting to note that among the poets he regards as innovators are 
many who would be counted among the semi-traditional poets by avant-garde 
critics. Among these are Khalid al-Shawwaf, Sulaimah al- Isa, Abu Salma 
( *Abd al-Karim al-ICarmi) , Mahmud Hasan Isma il and several others ,93
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and attitude. This is not the poetry of alienated individuals, as one

would expect, hut of a defiant, courageous people who have faith and

Attitudes of defiance are not real

the Arab worldo Faith and confidence have always been an important

aspect of al-Bayyati*s experiment, as well as that of other Socialist

poets. The tone of defiance is heard strongly in the poetry of the
_  9 9Palestinian Yusuf al-Khatib and ICamal Nasir, and many sporadic 

contributions. Recently it has been equally sustained in the poems of

Nizar Qabbani when he writes about national problems. Nevertheless, 

the sustained mixture of faith and uncompromising challenge in the works 

of Arab poets living in Israel seems to stem more from their peculiar 

circumstances as individuals confronted by an external, alien enemy sur

rounding, tWcirt and not from a commitment to a party as in the case of 

al-Khatib and Nasir, or from a spontaneous reaction ■> in the case of 

Qabbanio This also shows that alienation in the Arab world stems more 

from internal causes, the individual feeling powerless against an enemy

resolution;

and Samxli al-Qasin

j\j J s  LLo says Tawfiq Zayyad,
c— 97

1 ^  c_Â ' s an(̂
Mahmud Darwish assures us;

,,L~£

100

101
springing from the very heart of the nation.
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SECTION 3; DICTION

This is a period of revolt against poetic conventions* Every

revolt in poetry is, in the first place, as C.M. Bowra puts it

a matter of vocabulary and the use of words.*. Words 
are the bo-all and the end-all of poetry, and the use of 
a different vocabulary means that poetry changes in 
character... In practice this means that xvords and 
mannerisms which are worn out with use have to be 
discarded and replaced by others which are fresh and 
unspoiled* ̂

It is not possible to assess the real changes that take place in a new

poetic era without paying special attention to the way poets began using

their words* F»W. Bateson says on this

It is to words... that I invite the historian of poetry 
to turn* I suggest that /the history of poetr/7 is a 
part of the general history of language, and that its 
changes of style and mood are merely the reflection of 
changing tendencies in the uses to which language is 
being put.̂

Writers are not agreed whether poetic language should bo a select 

vehicle recognizing an essential difference between the language of 

poetry and that of prose, or whether words are only to bo judged in their 

relations to other words. Badawi al-Jabal, ̂ himself a poet who tends to 

be very selective in the choice of the right word for the right meaning, 

stressed the idea that no word was unpoctic if used in the right context 

and company. I. al-Samarra*i, on the other hand, thinks that the poet
wought to be selective in his choice of words? ” j bid, ̂  1

This idea has been put forward also
^

* Aside from I.A. Richards’ statement to the same effect, quoted above, 
T.S. Eliot gives a sound general statement on this when he says 5,a poem 
is not made only out of 'beautiful words’. I doubt whether from the 
point of vioxtf of sound alone, any word is more or less beautiful than 
another - within its own language... The ugly words are the words not 
fitted for the company in which they find themselves; there are words 
which are ugly because of rawness or because of antiquation; there are 
words which are ugly because of foreignness or ill-breeding..»: but I
do not believe that any word well-established in its own language is 
either beautiful or uigly.”9
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"by Amin Nakhlah who insisted on the choice of the single word and on 

extreme care in the construction of sentences* The Symbolist S.'Aql also

stressed the importance of the single word in poetry* In his worlc he 

showed a Symbolist sensibility which puts great significance on the sound 

of the single word*^

Arab poets need not go out of the Arab poetic heritage for a fine 

and universally applicable definition of the language of poetry* Al-Imam 

al-Marzuqi had brilliantly defined it for them* Writing on the language 

of * amud al-shi*r, he said;
|  C CU 1 1 J

* —- I j  List'oJ I 1 nA-
** /  ?  . t J- ' ' -1 J g  ^

♦  t  I t l -  v )  lc -  L j f j i  L _ i  V  l a  L i )  1 j  l i  L i )  J 1j2u  L j

Arab writers are usually in the habit of discussing only one or two
-*aspects of the diction of poetry, and the field is still ripe for further

*—i ~ — , _research* Ibrahim al-Samarrafi!s book, Lug&at al-Shi r bain Jilain,

* Nazilc al-Mala’ikah in Qadaya treated two subjects connected with language, 
the responsibility of the poet towards achieving correctness of language, 
and the meaning of repetition*^ M* al-Nuwaihi in his book, Qa^iyyat 
al-Shi{r al-Jadid, wrote an excellent study on the vitality of language in 
the new poetry and on the necessary relation between the language of ^  
poetry and the language of common speech, but did not treat other topics* 
IzzidTn Isma‘11 in his book, Al-Shi{r al-fArabi r1-Mu*asir, also treated 
this topic as well as the phenomenon of abiguity in modern Arabic poetry.^

xx Further research into the language of modern Arabic poetry should be a 
fascinating undertaking because of the dynamic quality of the modern epoch, 
(when words and expressions are being coined all the time and their 
connotative value is being explored)* Many topics need research and 
examination, for example, the infiltration of colloquial words into the 
language of poetry, the influence of the colloquial on syntax and on the 
spirit of language, the role (if any) poetry is playing in simplifying the 
written language, the catchwords most used in any one single poetic epoch 
(a study which would supply us with further information on the diverse 
influences playing on the poets of a given period, as well as give us a 
key to the ideas and ideals which pre-occupied the minds of these poets), 
the coinage of new words and phrases, the way poets have been trying to 
develop the language not only towards a more connotative power but also 
towards a greater manipulation of words to perform new functions (such as 
the use of nouns as adjectives), etc* It is essential that such studies 
be made when the language is still at this stage of its development, 
before greater changes take place, as they certainly will*
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is a study in the language of the hest known Iraqi poets in the twentieth

century, a refreshing discussion by a linguist who accepts and calls for

change in the language of poetry. It thus breaks the rigid conservatism

of Arab linguists since the revivals Nevertheless al-Samarra’i deals
13only with the single xford and deliberately refrains from dealing with

the subject of word relations and sentence formation which would bring

him into the realms of imagery and style.

The research done on the language of poetry in the present work

had perforce to be intermittent. The results might be nevertheless

regarded as a general basis for a more specialized work on the subject.

A short resume will help to give a general continuous picture of the

development of the poetic language in this century.

It is not true that the language of the noo-Classical poets was a

direct imitation of the language of the Classical poetry. Sliauqi's

exuberant diction was rarely obsolete or archaic. At its best it was

excitingly vivid. Generally, his language was denotative and explicit,
14stressing the full ■’primary meaning” of words, as is the case with all

pootry of statement. But it was also vivid, polished, precise and alive

with emotion. Isma^il Sabri on the other hand, was perhaps the first

modern poet to achieve a kind of metaphysical quality in his poetry.

His diction was sometimes connotative and misty, always very urban and 
15very cultivated. Hafiz showed great vitality in his use of the verb,

and his employment of a language of irony and humoiir was a great 
16achievement. Mutran, the most progressive poet among his generation, 

although deeply aware of the necessity of change in poetic language, did 

not have enough courage to introduce great changes. His long poem, 

”Nairun” is a regressive attempt to prove linguistic ability by writing
17a long poem in monorhyme.

The political poetry which started to be important in the twenties, 

was responsible for many changes in the poetic diction. Words were



chosen for -their directnesss clarity and emotional power, A great 

trend towards simplicity is soent coupled, however, with a trend towards 

dilution, increased rhetoricism, pompousness and an unnecessary 

repetition of words and phrase s.. Many catch-words originated in the 

political poetry of this period of which contemporary poetry is not yet 

rid,18

In Iraq, al-Hasafi’s language, perhaps more than that of any other

poet of the time, shows the marked struggle between Classical and modern

affinities. Side by side with very Classical words (some of which were

obsolete and archaic), one finds simple words from the current

vocabulary which through over-simplification sometimes arrived at a flat
19banality of expression. The same struggle is seen in al-Zahawi, but

he was capable of even a greater over-simplification. At his hands
20language completely lost its former weight as a value in itself. 

Negatively, this produced many unpoctic (even anti-poetic) passages^ 

yet positively, poetry was emancipated from the age when it was
21synonymous with lofty, flowery language and luxurious resonance.

Simplification of poetic language is also encountered in al-Safi„

Although a certain lack of lustre and carelessness in the use of language 
2?can be detected, he was able to choose words with a lower pitch 

creating poetry with a conversational tone yet previously unattained, 

Al-Jawahiri1s rich and carefully selected diction, often charged with an 

emotional power, supplied modern Arabic poetry with a poetic idiom 

denoting anger, frustration and rejection. Originally direct and over

powering in al-Jawahiri, this poetic idiom was lator able to lend itself
23to a more oblique expression in avant-garde poetry.

In Syria, Badrwi ’l-Jabal's great sensitiveness to the beauty of 

the verbal ornament, his elaborate, sometimes magical, use of words, were 

strengthened by the exploitation of the evocative potential. His 

Symbolic use of words seems to bo quite independent of the conscious
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Symbolist experiment of *Aql and Faris, stemming rather from the

24tradition of mystical poetry in Arabic*

In Lebanon, despite the fact that al-Akbtj;al al-gaghir borrowed from
folk-poetry, translated from French* and worked in journalism, his
linguistic basis retained Classical strength and effectiveness* lie
borrowed his words from nature and the elements, and presented them

25polished and charged with emotion* As has been just explained, Amfn 

Hakhlah insisted on choice, polish, and word sculpture, but his choice 
lacked spontaneity and a sustained emotional effect* A new emphasis 
on the value of language for its own sake emerged*

In East Jordan,al~Tal conducted a two-sided experiment in language* 
On the one hand his nonchalance in the use of language was irritating*

On the other, he borrowed extensively and effectively from the language 

of life around him, from the Jordanian dialect, and from the diction of 
his own profession, law, so that he was predominantly Modern? in his 
language, despite some deviations* A streak of light-hearted irony is
sustained in most of his verse* The experiment was fresh and of great
vitality*26

In Palestine, Ibrahim Tuqan also introduced the language of irony,
sarcasm and humour, but his language was much more terse and showed a

27greater precision in the use of words*

However, it was Gibran who has given us the greatest adventure in

poetic language achieved by any Arab author in modern times* This
writer changed the whole sensibility of modern Arabs towards the use of

2 3words* He was aided by such poets in al-Mali jar as N u faimah and 
c — 29Aridah, but it was his style and conscious achievement in language 

which dominated the literary experiment of his time and maintained a 

considerable influence on the following* This was a complete revolution 
in language, looking for variety, selectiveness, the current idiom, and 
a different inter-relation of words*
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In the Arab East} the attempts of poets like Shukri and Abu Shadi

to change the current poetic idiom were not successful., Shukri often

chose words ill-suited to the context* "^ Abu Shadi’s hold on the
language was weak*^

Romantic poets like Naji wore able to arrive at a relative
modernity of language and a different sensibility, but the overall

effect m s  spoilt by verbosity and the use of too many adjectives*
Romantic spleen dominated the diction of many experiments in the thirtio

and forties* The situation was saved firstly by a diction of ecstacy

and celebration introduced by poets like *Ali Mahmud Taha and Ilyas Abu 
34Shabakaho Secondly by the Symbolist experiment with its insistence

on distillation and the select use of words* The influence of the

Symbolists, especially Sa'id ‘Aql, on contemporary Arabic poetry, is feu-
great er than is normally recognized* Several of its attributes pervade
the contemporary poetry and are seen especially in the strong trend of
sometof this poetry to use connotative language often invested with a

tone of reverence and mystical fervour* The excessive use of strong,

repulsive words was begun in this period with Shafiq al-Ma‘luf!s ^Abqa-r
and some poems by Abu Shabaltah, as has been discussed above* This
begins a trend in the use of diction in contemporary Arabic poetry*

This short survey shows the immense vitality of the language of

Arabic poetry during this century* When the fifties arrived, the poeti
tools were already very flexible* Moreover, this active history of
experimentation was enormously strengthened by the sound poetic educatic
in Western poetic theory available to the new poets*

It is difficult to assess the influence on the new Arab poets of
such writers on the language of poetry as T*S* Eliot (rtEvery revolution
in poetry is apt to be, and sometimes to announce itself as, a return +•' 

36common speech"); Ezra Pound ("Use no superfluous word or adjective 
which does not reveal something"); T*E* Hulme ("Poetry is no more nor
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less 'than a mosaic of words, so groat exactness is required for each one"/
•3 n

poets should seek "always the hard, definite, personal word") , and

I object even to the best of the Romantics*** / f o r  to them/ 
poetry that isn't damp isn’t poetry at all* They cannot 
see that accurate description is a legitimate object of 
verse* Verso to them always means a bringing in of some 
of the emotions that are grouped around the word infinite,39

or .Rainer Maria Rilke

The poet's task is increased by the strange obligation to 
set apart his words from the words of everyday life and 
communication thoroughly and fundamentally* No word of 
the poem (i moan here every 'and' or ’the’) is identical 
with the same-sounding word in common use and conversation*^

and many others* The poets were reading extensively and assimilating

various influences* One can, in fact, see the influence of Eliot's

theory above on several poets whose experiment showed a conscious
A  1knowledge of it, such as Salah *Abd al-Sabur. Rilke's concept of the

poetic language is seen in the practice of Adunis, whose poetry shows
42very little affinity with the diction of common speech, and, despite 

its abundance, reflects a meticulous care in the use of every auxiliary 

word in the poem* But again Adunis, in his successful attempt to 'break 

the neck of logic' shows the influence of Rimbaud who wished "to arrive 

at the unknown through the disordering of all the senses"*^ Pound's 

and Hulme's principle of condensation and economy was perhaps the best 

poetic rule advocated by some writers*^ Some of tho legacy of Arabic 

Romanticism to the fifties was, as has been seen, a diluted language, a 

flabby poetic structure and a tendency to use too many adjectives*

The influence of Eliot's idea of the proximity of a poetry in 

revolution to common speech can be further detected in the deliberate 

attempts by some Western educated poets to engraft words from the 

vernacular on a Classical background* Many of these attempts were 

purely conceptual* for a single example, Hawi’s use of occasional words
wfrom common usage is only a sporadic attempt and a word like "

in the following sentence remains isolated among others of a different
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This should not mean, howover, that tho trend to approximate 

common speech originated in modern Arabic poetry xylth the recent spread 

of Eliot fs ideas on the subject - These ideas would bo of no value if 

this were the case, because Eliot was describing a natural phenomenon in 

art growth- As has been shown in this work, attempts in modern Arabic 

poetry to return to the current language and abandon Classical pedantry 

had started with al-Zahawi whose experiment was continued in a finer 

manner by al-Safi and was brought to a brilliant culmination by the 

Erench-oducated Syrian poet* Niaar Qabbani* xdio started publishing in the 

forties- Qabbani has done* more than any other contemporary poet, to 

bring the language of poetry as near as possible to the level of the

current language, both the xjritten and the vernacular- In many examples 

of his erotic and socio-political verse, he is able to approximate also 

the rhythms of common speech, especially when he repeats the patter of 

Xtfomen, or talks informally- The immediacy of the influence of his poetry 

on his audience (and he has absolutely the largest axxdience of poetry in 
the Arab world) shoxtfs before anything else that he uses the contemporancoxis 

social idiom people are accustomed to, but at a heightened level- His 

contemporaneousness does not only lie in his use of the single x*rord, but 

also, and this is most important, in the style, in his word arrangements 

and the very spirit of the language;

* Qabbani was usually very careful not to use x̂ ords xdiich are now obsolete 
and only rarely gave way xisually for the sake of a stubborn rhyme as when

and in incorporating into poetry words from tho xyritten language not yet

he said " ” -HO jjg was very courageous in using in his poetry
foreign xxrords xdiich he Arabised such as ^ ang n J } 47

included in tho Arab poetic idiom, such ag " " s rv L— '̂  ”,
?? ? 5* ? " ' j ^  Uij I and hundreds of
o t h e r s Examples of his use of words from the vernacular are ” j j  
"  t  ”  p ^ = = J £ j | ” ,  e t c , 4 9 Expressions from common speech are
also available, such as » ”s ” U  a- ..JlU
etc-^u
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^  2jj; ♦ ♦ til ■> !̂_t*jl 1 ir& 51

this heightened expression is in reality a direct translation of the 

vernacular equivalent- Even his eruptions into rhetorioism in some of 

his poetry is not alien to similar eruptions in common speech;

—-4J! V ♦ * J t  L 52

fu*—1> ^  I *  ̂ ti 1 -•* ̂ 1
Jj) ̂ ‘* ■*-' V L-$J li

li V V l C-t l l l

1 o°

Qabbani probably arrived at this through his poetic instinct.

Other poets in the fifties had also an enlightened fore-knowledge of 

these principles, as is apparent from their techniques and writings, and 

we had some very honest attempts at applying adopted principles to 

practice- * Abd al-Sabur has succeeded, in much of his poetry, in 

achieving a language that beats with the pulse of common speech, the 

single word being characterized by simplicity, the tone often intimate 

and the structure often conversational- However, his poetry is frequently 

marred by flabbiness, a loose phraseology and a misuse of obliquity;

1 ywV 1 LI 5 3

An ati.Ln.lP Uj
g t j s i o J  I j j l  «LLrjL-f-

The last line particularly is absurd. Al-BayyatiTs simplicity of 

language does not always achieve an intimacy of tone, for his style is 

too musical, enhanced in this by a constant use of rhyme- M.M* Badawi 

is saved from these dangers by both a strong phraseology and a conscious 

experimentation with metrics, described above, to arrive at a rhythm 

similar to that of "prose and conversation";



I> 1 .jj i to
jJjud Jajj-i^ r, L~~ Jjaj L^IT Lp‘1

'Ln_-»_i jLJL? A,5-/̂ J
l̂i.J ̂ I 4w*iJ

But contemporary Arab poets differ widely in their use of the poetic

language. The one aim they have in common is to achieve freshness and 

contemporaneousness. They want to create in poetry a vocabulary 

liberated from the legacy of the forties with its mixed ne-o-Classical, 

Romantic and aesthetic Symbolist attributes; neo-Classical pomposity and 

rhetoricism, Romantic excesses (dilution, the use of many adjectives and 

of too many abstract or sentimental words) and vagaries, and tho 

aesthetic labours of the early Symbolists with their insistence on poetry 

being brought to the verge of its frontiers with music. The trend was 

towards a more oblique use of words, but at the same time words had to be 

more precise in their ultimate meaning. A more dynamic language capable 

of expressing the modern situation of man in the Arab world was sought.

A marked attempt to use the verb as a vehicle of expression because 

of its greater vitality is seen to abound in avant-garde poetry^

55
j  j Lyik'vj  ̂ l-i fitj i

t t w n "
* * j  ■ r, ( A.vi.i.-’Vj! j  LiJ I

Adjectives are used sparingly. Adunis can go several stanzas without 

using a single adjective, depending mainly on verbs and noons. In al-
tiCL

Sayyab’s most famous poem, "Unshudat 'l-Matar", the principle of using 

adjectives only if they add something substantial to the meaning, is 

applied with great technical skill.

Adunis*s greatest adventure is with language. A wayward poet in

The poem occupies over seven pages but has only fourteen adjectives, 
three of them a repetition. Bach adjective is revealing of a necessary 
meaning in the context. This is not an exception. His poem "Risalah 
min Maqbarah", just to give another example, occupies four pages and has 
only nine adjectives. Both poems use some adjectives denoting colour.
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the use of his words, he has an unsurpassable wealth of poetic vocabulary. 

In his achievement of a poetic style strictly his own, he is a daring 

adventurer, imposing on tho language of poetry words which it had never 

embraced before2
I * * t 1 * 1

57
*4? J-sJl 
^ L ■ ̂ |J 1

A poet of suggestiveness and mystical fervour, the primary senses of 

words with him almost disappear in favour of their derived meanings and 

associations.. With his mind dwelling on the borderline of poetry and 

philosophy, he invested the language of poetry with a wealth of mystical, 

metaphysical and philosophical vocabulary,. But his words tend sometimes 

to be vague and abstract, and they often lack the infective warmth which 

abounds in al-Sayyab* He borrows his words from everything, from all 

of man’s experience, from all of nature’s elements and animals, from 

diseases, concrete objects*and emotions, from the Islamic and Christian 

religious experience, etc. However, his greatest adventure is in word 

associations and relations; in phrases like these:

< ..  ̂ I { I I 1 ( ® 1 5^
* ^  ̂ I .̂1 V f ■ •*' .. I ■■ - J 1

The words cause a revolution in each other and are, in their "new sudden

combinations", a far distance from the poetry of direct statement in
59which the words are arranged in conventional and logical order„ His

repetition of typical words, criticised by Jabra,^ is a natural outcome 

of a rather sustained outlook* Poets with a distinctive personality 

always have their own vocabulary and key words. Jabra criticises also

in Adunis a tendency to repeat himself and produce a flabby structure, 

"an exaggerated undulation in the river of w o r d s " Al t h o ug h  Adunis 

is too much given to verbal felicities which can irritate the reader, 

there is no doubt that his work is central to the creation of a new
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Arabic poetic idiom. A poet of conflict and of paradox, his greatest

contradiction is the uncompromising discrepancy between his theories on

the written Arabic language which, he insisted, lacked in vitality,^

and his own practice which sought to make its strongest linguistic links

with the great wealth of the Classical treasury* However, despite his

possession of a luminous and rare Classical vocabulary, he shows a

surprising lack of variety in both style and tone, which decreases the

tension of his poetry*^ In fact, Adunis tries to keep his poetry at

maximum intensity and the "transitions between passages of greater and
64less intensity", to borrow Eliot's phrase, are rare. These passages,

described by Eliot as necessarily prosaic, save the poem from an

unbearably sustained tension, making room for the necessary fluctuation
65of emotion which is "essential to the musical structure of the whole", 

and thus preserving the poem's equilibrium and its "pattern of resolved 
stresses"*̂

Al-Sayyab's language is clearer, more immediate, and invested with 

more emotion than Adunis*s, but is at the same time less varied and 

original* However, al-Sayyab's greatest achievement in language is his 

unrivalled precision in the choice of words* There is no arbitrariness 

in this choice but instead an inevitability, as if the word is absolutely 

the best that could be chosen to fit the context* Stemming from the 

primeval elements of an Iraqi countryside, his imagination borrows not 

only from the visual scenery of this nature, but also from the riot of 

sound in it* Al-Samarra'i has aptly noticed al-Sayyab's strong auditory
C  *7imagination and the way he feels the sounds he describes* And indeed, 

when reading his poetry one is infected with the experience of this 

auditory sensibility* Poets mostly use visual imagery* Sound images 

are usually less developed in people, poets included, but once transmitted, 

are perhaps more easily received and remembered* A poet who has a 

particular sensibility to the sounds of life, and can portray them in
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*auditory images, is always at a gain* The effect of the spade’s 

clinking noise crawling towards the limbs of the dying poet is 

unforgettable;

Words denoting sound in his poem, ''Unshudat ’l-Matar” alone inoTude the 

following;
( i --J 'S - ̂ j ranlVhj J £  ̂ ^
*  j  —i j Jn*«■J £ i  i f  i  1

.̂1-Sayyab’s love of the Iraqi countryside is linked always with human

experience and he stood in awe of the vague Romantic beauty of nature®

This is why he was able to be always so precise* Alliteration is also
70an important feature of his linguistic technique* His adjectives

which, as has just been described, he uses with caution, are usually

very telling and never dull, but, at the same time, they do not reflect

a quest for the rare epithet as one can see in some of Nazik al-

Mala'ikah’s poetry® The inevitability of al-Sayyab’s epithets, one

feels, stems from the necessity to describe faithfully a picture born in

the poet's mind from the immediate fusion of idea and image at the

moment of poetic creation®

Al-Sayyab's language, like that of Adunis, has strong Classical

roots, but he does not refrain from using a word from the vernacular 
71here and there® Here again one feels that he has used the inevitable 

word, and a marked difference is felt between his usage and that of, say,

* The Palestinian poet, Samih al-Qasim has an interesting stanza showing 
the greater vividness in tho memory of sound images;

/■ji y • • • i_L. 68

* ♦ y t * * * -7J Oj ♦ * *
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-  _  *  7 2Tawfiq Sayigh when he says: " i c ^  ",

for can one think of any Classical word which al-Sayyab could have used
instead of the word " a  t . ” in the following verse without
appearing absurdly pedantic?:

***.±40-' V 1 t-L̂als r‘ ;j \j k Jj! ^ j 15
7 1

j ! l35»'s .■W'L-tJ.j
More than one approach is detected in Nazik al-Mala'ikah’s use of

words. In her purely descriptive poems one feels that her imagination
creates many of her epithets and images at will- The result is often
a cluster of adjectives and images of an original, dazzling beauty^ the

74

following are from her ^Ughniyah li rl-Qamar”;

:.'J& i'J ̂  ̂J-̂h IJ  ̂ ’ iwibJ l *̂1 l

«LbJ ^9 I vL^-i v b

^ ^  f l̂trj 1 t.. *mn .1 * I 0 I Lfi lilAi; Ijj)
The adjectives are very select, and the language is sometimes sensuous

and always warm.. The use in the same poem of adjectives like __ ,

< C jC  » } etc., although superior, remains in the tradition of
75some Romantic poets of an earlier period, especially al-Hamshari.

In Nazik's best poems of experience, her language portrays a 
quality of absolute fitness to the meaning, something like al-Sayyabfs, 
although a little less compact. The following from a poem on the flood 

of the Tigris is typical of Nazik's best poetry. The same sensuous 

texture of the words appears again:

*Uf fj, <tj\

<L—
I Lu9 O

* However, SayighTs use of these words fits the sarcastic tone of the 
poem, which is a mixture of mischief and pathos. Sayigh1s language is, 
in fact, characterised by strict precision and economy and marked, not 
by abundance and colour, but by depth of meaning, restraint, conscious 
elevation and simplicity seasoned with wit.
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Khalil Hawi's language is also characterised hy strength of 
phraseology and freshness» At his best, he uses a language vibrant with 
life and emotional effectiveness:

V.AA”'*1'"5 i jjf j." { rjrj

-4j di /jf3- ( p f **.” r~ i , A.
I i ( t (yUa

sometimes he successfully approximates the syntax, rhythm and spirit of 
common speech. The following is^reminiscent of folk usage:

J  U*«P LtikJ V  < ^ . * 1̂ 1."- I j  £ IjS-.

S I 01 ■r- 7 8

J   ̂ £jd> .̂ASVi îl=Aj Ij J  I tjJ I L„ ̂ JOT' ̂ fcJLsCIfJ
However, Hawi is a poet most affected by images of gloom and "destruction,

a continuation of a tradition begun by Shafiq al-Ia*luf in * Abqar and
Ilyas Abu Shabakah in his two poems "Al-Baynunah" and "Al-Qadhurah”,

The fusilade of extremely repellent epithets and images which follow
each other in an unrelenting outpour is a great blemish to an otherwise

powerful poetry. The following words and expressions are all

incorporated in twenty-five consecutive lines:r^id 1 i j U
t tj ^r?UJl ji^Jl i i j.a.11 y - , ^  t i t

< X ^ y . : ^  i  49,‘V I i  i  i ĵSLlsw fnJ i M̂ .U1 0^5,
lj>JLaJ 1 £ Jjjl ^  jpaa ( L̂ j { fi J IjjjJ 1< ^jiV I i

Words of wilful ugliness. It i^true^ha^Were-lib^reaV WofJe? Wfc5 ^

protest in contemporary Arab life, but to protest too much so as to seem
30ftto have no natural feelings" as Aldous Huxley puts it, is unacceptable

in good art. Huxley rightly explains that "such excessive protestations
can never be convincing". Many poems in Hawi have a sustained

necrophilous atmosphere.
Unsi *1-Ha3 writes in the same vein especially in his first volume,

Lan, with the great difference that Hawi aims at building a world over
the wreck of so much misery and ugliness and al-Haj, in absolute

31rebellion, aims at destroying and "defiling" all values. The
following are an example from his second volume, Al-Ra*s al-Maqtu* :
6  * * 4 ^  V  { J* P j  I J  V  ( j a ^ J i  V  £ ! ĵ .+asJu  V  8 2

J  I dj jlr. 1/ f d.tJj.r-JI V  £ ^vjLJ I JLb J j£  Lf^la
I.
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Shauqi AbT Shaqra stands at the extreme opposite, and his poetic 

language has a particular charm of its own- Like Qabbani, his poetic

diction is spontaneously linked with the current language, but without 

any of Qabbani's occasional rhetoricism and self-assured, imposing tone. 

It is, rather, a language of childlike innocence and spontaneity, with 

a genuine seriousness and even pathos under the meek, heart-catching 

surface-tone. Even in very serious lines like the following, he 

sustains this;
■ "< j > fj) J ^
Li J  f

ft
j ijb

The discussion of the language of modern Arabic poetry is far from 

exhausted, but it is impossible to extend it any longer. Brief examples 

of some representative experiments have been given. There remains a 

great deal that could be said on other poets too.

However, a brief mention of the deliberate grammatical changes 

attempted by some poets might help to elucidate further the trend 

towards innovation in language. It has become an established poetic 

trend to omit, as much as possible, the conjunction 99 j 99 between

words and sentences. This is perhaps a direct effect of readings in

Western poetry, especially English, but could be also the result of the 

wish to economise in the use of words and auxiliary articles. Another 

interesting attempt is the use of a noun to do the work of an adjectives

99 ^ oilyjt 99 and ,9  ̂(— ^jl ^ 50^1"

But an attempt to enter the definite article 99 jj 11 on verbs (used
00

especially "by YllSTAf ^Hfllcll ) I  ̂ J f
0̂7

on worI*!a in the vocative; ” IS" ^ ” , on nouns in

construct; 99 0 >U)1 L _ 99 and on the adverb; 59
39

 __1199, was not destined to become a convention, although

some of these uses have been known both in Classical and neo-Classical
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90poetry. The reason for this does not lie mainly in the attacks

directed to this kind of usage by critics foremost among whom was Nazik 
91al-Mala’ikali, hut also because the attempt stemmed, not from a genuine 

need of tho language of poetry to approximate the vernacular by this 

particular means (for these are common usage in the vernacular), but 

from a deliberate conceptual wish on the part of the poets to do so.

A change in art must answer to a real need, and when an attempt fails to 

take root, it might be taken as a proof that it did not stem from 

necessity..
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SECTION 4s A SHORT NOTE ON DRAMATIC POETRY IN ARABIC

Having now covered the territories of form, tone and language, 

a word on dramatic poetry in Arabic seems to he appropriate here, because 

dramatic poetry is greatly dependent on these three elements- The 

dramatic verse of Shauqi was not discussed before for two reasons- Eirst, 

it should be said that while dramatic verse was an adventure on the part 

of the ageing poet who experimented with it towards the end of his career 

(an attempt which proves Shauqi’s basic vitality), yet it x̂ as not a 

dramatic achievement- Thus it remains, in the final analysis, a poetic 

achievement which introduced the poet's art to new realms of poetic 

experience such as the pure Romantic emotion he displayed in the love 

pieces scattered in several of his plays- Secondly, the discussion of 

dramatic verse is an important and complex undertaking which should be 

attempted only if there were enough scope for it, which there isn't - 

This short note is not intended, therefore, to be comprehensive or to 

deal with the purely dramatic aspect of verse plays- It is a tentative 

attempt to contemplate the Arabic experiment of dramatic verse only in the 

three aspects of form, tone and language, and this only very briefly-

The form and language Shauqi xised in his dramatic verse and the
2tone he employed xvere particularly unsuitable for the stage- The two 

hemistich form is not, and can never be, a possible medium for dramatic 

verse- This is because dramatic verse, more than any other, should 

approximate the way people address each other in normal fashion- T-S- 

Eliot shows that the changing rhythms of speech made blank verse as a 

medium for the theatre (once so successful in Shakespeare) obsolete in the 

nineteenth century, because it was "difficult to preserve any illusion of 

reality"-^ What one would like to point out here with regard to the two 

hemistich form in Arabic is that this form would have never, at any phase 

of its long history, succeeded in preserving an illusion of reality-
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People simply do not address each other in balanced, mono-rhymed 

rhythmical units*

Not only the form hut also the tone and language in Shauqi*s 

dramatic poetry were a hindrance* The general tone was either oratorical 

or, as in the love pieces, impregnated with lyrical rhetoricism, while on 

the theatre one needs a poetry capable of a variety of tones emulating the 

different moods and ways people address each other* The language must 

also aspire towards this kind of achievement, where it will have not only 

the directness and simplicity of the language of people performing the 

acts of normal living, but will also convey the rhythms and accent of the 

speech of the time*

This brings us to the discussion of a new dramatic experiment in
_ c _  . _verse by Salah Abd al-Sabur* Between Shauqi and Abd al-Sabur, many poets

have attempted verse plays* The most famous among them is the Egyptian
t ^ _poet, Aziz Abazah who uses a form more rigid, a tone more oratorical,

4and a language more pedantic than Shauqi* But since this discussion is 

not intended to examine dramatic poetry in Arabic either historically or 

dramatically, but only from the point of view of form, tone and language, 

the best thing one feels one could do is to examine the two most different 

types of dramatic verse available to us in Arabic, as exemplified by 

Shauqi and *Abd al-Sabur in his verse play, Ma* sat al-gal1aj (1965)°

Ma1 sat al-tlal 1 a.j is written in modern free verse* Eour metres are 

employed; al-rajaz, al-wafir, al-mutaqarab and al-mutadaralc (ab-dfhabab) *

In his appendix to the play, fAbd al-Sabur explains that he chose al-rajaz, 

al-wafir and al-mutadarak because of the changes that can be inflicted on 

them (through zihaf), mentioning that al-mutadaralc in particular is 

suitable to emulate the language of speech* He asserts, rightly, that
5writing for the theatre will introduce flexibility to the music of metres* 

Although the best test of this poetry is to hear it spoken on the 

stage, one feels that *Abd al~Sabur has succeeded in good measure in the
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passages in which he employed rajaz and mutadarak. The last is, in fact,
the major metre in the play. His use of this metre shows great
flexibility and the original "dancing” music of the metre is greatly

6subdued through his deliberate use of that particular version of zihaf
7

(fa*ilu) discussed above. In certain passages, the emulation of
0

ordinary speech is very successful- His use of rajaz is also usually
apt and succeeds in emulating the conversational tone

1" ■ ■ 1 fjO (ĴT* 1 i
JLi—  ̂ thj 1

However, he shows a real capability of rhythmic manipulation when he 
erupts, in an elegaic monologue in rajaz, to heightened lyricism suitable 
to the occasion- Al-Shibli, one of the main characters of the play, is 
addressing here in elegiac tone his friend, al-Hallaj, as the latter 

hangs crucified from a tree; _ , ., , , ^

? O h-  ̂ ^   ̂̂

However, his use of al-wafir and al-mutaqarab does not seem so successful.

This results from the great inherent musicality of these two metres and

their extreme fluidity- This should not mean that these metres cannot be
used for the stage, but that the poet in this instance has not been able

11to rid them of their inherent musical quality- His use of rhyme in
most of the passages written in these two metres worsens the effect by
heightening the music-

When successful, ‘Abd al-Sabur is aided greatly by his capacity to
12use extremely simple language. There are the heightened passages which

are usually pregnant with metaphor, but he tries mostly to fit them to the

occasion, as in the elegiac passage mentioned above as well as in passages

of a more mystical quality, as when al-gallaj or al-Shibli talk about
, . , 13mystical experience, etc. But when the passage is to be uttered in a
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matter of fact way, as for example when the judges are a r g u i n g t h e

simplest, most direct and most discursive language is used,, f Abd

al-Saburfs manipulation of tone is also apt and usually fits the context

of the passageo There is a great subjugation of the oratorical tone,

and in the mystical passages, there is a devotional tone of great effect«.

Free verse as it is employed in this play proves itself to be a

suitable medium for dramatic poetry, and it is probably correct to say 
15that the rajaz and mutadarak are the two best metres for this medium- 

A1-mutadarak in fact was the metre employed by the first experimentalist
16in free verse plays in the forties, *Ali Ahmad Bakathirdiscussed above- 

Not all the contemporary Arab poets writing in free verse seem to 

have been able to achieve the kind of. rhythm, tone and language which 

promise success if they should attempt dramatic poetry*. One can hardly 

imagine al-Sayyab, for example, succeeding in this, because of the high 

and forceful musical quality of his poetry,, The same would apply to 

Khalil Hawi, to give just another example» One poet, Nizar Qabbani, has, 

a great capacity for manipulating tone, rhythm and a language at once 

simple, effective and contemporaneous„ From the point of view of these 

elements, one may say that he would be promising as a writer of dramatic 

verseo
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9* Pp*9-10*
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11. For his use of al-mutaqarab see the speech of al-Hallaj on pp. 171-8-;

and for his use of al-wafir, see pp.63-71*
12. T.S. Eliot calls these passages 'poetry', i.e. as he explains, "the 

language at those dramatic moments when it reaches intensity".
The Three Voices of Poetry, pp.9-10.

13* See p=29 et seq.
14. See footnote 8.
15* See the essay by the present writer, "Bahr al-Ra.jaz fi Shifrina

'1-Mu asir", Al-Adab, April, 1959? P»13 et seq., where this point
is discussed.

16* See above pp.778-9*
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SECTION 5 * IMAGERY

The history of poetry is a series of great changes in diction and
imagery. "Every generation of poets has to rediscover afresh the

peculiar nature of metaphor; for it is the life-blood of poetry."

This period was particularly adventurous in this aspect. Firstly, being

more radical in poetic innovations than the preceding periods, it went

even further in its discovery of the potential power and variety of images*

Secondly, with the attack on rhetoric and the heightened statement, modern

poetry had to depend more on imagery. Thirdly, the atmosphere was

brimming with conflicting ideas and emotions and the poets experienced
2complex states of mind, which could not really be expressed directly.

Bowra asserts that the poet "so long as he is ready to explain himself,... 

the image does not play a part of first importance". He is speaking of 

the modern European poetic experiment and describes a changed outlook on 

imagery, for the "poets need images to express the full complexity of 

their moods and use them more freely to convey the special thrill which 

they regard as their essential function".^ Fourthly, it must be 

remembered that this European poetic experiment of which Bowra is speaking, 

had a direct influence on the modern Arab poetic experiment, and its 

emphasis on imagery was transmitted to the Arab poets. Severe*! points 

merit discussion here”

1. Avant-garde poets began using their images in a more modern sense. 

There was a keen avoidance of hackneyed and obsolete images and the 

contemporary environment and life found greater representation in this 

poetry than in the poetry of previous periods. A greater emphasis on 

originality was sought which led in some instances to deliberate 

inventions, not always successful.

2. Imagery in Classical poetry seemed to acquire a bad repivtation at the 

hands of some critics. M. Nasif says that the "old poet usually composed
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according to a predefined pattern which he realised instinctively",^
7In the old concept, he asserts, "imagery was a robe", Comparing a poem 

by Shauqi as a representative of the old poetic method, with a modern poem, 

he concludes that in Shauqi's poem there is a pre-oocupation with words 

and their music, simple emotion, and an apparent fluidity,~ The images 

are easy and clear, and are scattered in the poem in order to conform to

the unity of the single verse, so that the poet had to treat them
9 10independently and place them in equal value,
£ W tv & Ut 11I, Isma ll describes Classical imagery as "  ̂ Kb,k <■

By this he means first that it was the external exact form which was sought

and secondly that the poet compared concrete objects with concrete sensory

images. He gives as an example of a typical Classical image a verse by
12 —Ibn al-Muftazz in which the crescent is compared to a boat. 111 Ilawi

emphasised this argument adding that the Classical image was an interpre

tation of a meaning and an idea and not an expression of a feeling and an 

experience. It was mental, mathematical, scientific, literal, dry, easii’r 

understood, but not capable of arousing emotion. It was not intuitive 

and did not express a psychological state, Giving a part of a verse from

the "mu' allaqah" of Umru'u Tl-Qais describing his horse, " ^
1 ̂doLsU tSLvi}", lie asks, "What value can such an image have?” Ilisan

fAbbas agrees with reserve that in most images of Classical poetry the

paired subjects were concrete, suggesting that poets might have sought the

image for its own sake. Sometimes, he adds, the poet used the imago to
14illustrate an argument, which was a rather lame usage of the image.

Most of the above descriptions of Classical imagery would agree with

the concept (as expressed by T,E» Hulme) of accurate description, hardness
15and clarity of the Imagists, which Ezra Pound described as "the noblest 

tradition of our craft ypoetr£7o,, It means contestation of fact. It

presents. It does not comment,,, It is not a criticism of life,"^

However, "presentational accuracy" was not really a consistent feature of
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Classical poetry, although it is found in good measure in it, as'Abbas 

stated. The connection of figurative language with emotion, well

Classical images. The dogmatic and all-conclusive attack especially by
I. H&wi and Isma'il on the Classical image as compared to the modern, is *
not justified.

Modern imagery is, however, more consistently and fundamentally

related to the psychological experience of the poet. Description for the
sake of description is rare. The influence of the Imagists on poets like

al-Sayyab and al-Bayyati has not .succeeded in divorcing their imagery from
19its emotional connotations. The great gain they had from the Imagists 

in their early poetry was in precision and in the capacity to delineate all 
aspects of an extended image, to present a picture vividly and concretely 

to the eye.

* Because of the highly selective and absolutist method of Adunls in his 
anthology of Classical poetry, Dtwan al-Shi' r al-*Arabi, it is a very good 
reference for some superior patterns. Among many examples are the 
following by 'Antarah; e

-A*0 03*and
I Lu J U,; LL,

and by Qiss bin Sa'idat al-Iyadi’s on the sun;
...ait.j.i I I Lip- b—■— e hu.vJ I iXp

and by Malik bin Harim al-Hamadhahi, a moving description of a poor mans

and by Abtt S a ftarah al-Bulanil •

Then Tamim bin Muqbil's most beautiful verse reflecting an existentialist 
attitude;

jsj™ m4,L tfjbj Hu* gj or-iAjI L
The emotional effectiveness of 'Abd al-Raliman bin Hassan's verse;o ®

and this fantastic imagery by AbtX Du'ad al-../adi, arriving at the absurd;

established in modern criticism 1? is by no means absent from numerous

and this lovely use or the image byTa'abbata Sharra;
dr1 ^ ^ <JJ— - ̂

j  Ij  ' 3 18
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3. Change in the Nature of the Image; the Real Adventure; 
a. The Extended image.

Modern poetry employs long images that might even spread over the

example of this, the long poem revolving on the two opposing personalities

of the greedy and adventurous sailor and the lethargic dervish. The poems

which employ myth are particularly prone to use long continuing images

supported all the way by many short metaphors, symbols, and sometimes

similes. The use of symbols also encourages the creation of images

sustained over a considerable length, because they enrich the picture by
22supplying a wealth of connective associations.

b, T he M et aph or,

No figure of speech has been more discussed either by Classical Arab

critics or by modern Western writers as much as metaphor. In this chapter;

only a few relevant points can be discussed. The important thing is to

show to what extent metaphorical competence was achieved. Metaphor is

defined as a figure of speech involving two operative terms, in which the
23"comparison is implicit in the actual structure of imagery”. It is used

-> 2 4lor adornment, liveliness, elucidation or agreeable mystification. ' The

metaphorical relation is expressed by such words as "unification”,
2R-'identity" and "fusion". G. Whalley elucidates this;

Metaphor is the means by which feelings can be fused 
without losing their individual clarity,,, the fundamental 
mode for transmuting feelings into words,., the process by 

' 1 rnal relationships peculiar to poetry are

However, despite the fact that several critics connect the creation of the 

image with highly aroused emotional states, the validity of such a claim 

cannot be established. Descriptive poetry, which employs a great number 

of images, is not necessarily passionate. Many examples can be cited of 

descriptive poems which, though rich in images, are lacking in passionate

appeal. One of the best descriptive poems in Arabic, which is highly
- 27metaphorical is Nazik al-Maia1 ikali' s "U/diniyali li Tl~Qarnar" , which

— -  21whole poem. Hawi's poem, "Al-Bahhar wa ’1-DarwIsh" is an interesting
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despite its "beauty and effectivenessy is not a passionate poem although it 
reflects the poetess’s aesthetic ecstacy0 George Rylands, discussing this 

points comments on the statement of Longinus that "The proper time to use 

metaphors is when the emotions roll like a torrent" "by asserting that 
Longinus here was talking of oratory and his words apply to prose. But 
poetryj he asserts? is "most simple when most terrible". In fact, the

two ideas are valid in the poetic experience. The same poet might write 
highly emotional poems in either style- Al-Sayyab,. whose poetry in 

Unshudat al-Matar is greatly dependent on metaphor and other figures of 
speech, uses fewer images in some of his later and more tragic poetry. 
Writing a poem entitled ”Al~Wasiyyah”, meant to convey his last wishes, he 
resorts to the most simple and direct statement when he arrives at the 
gist of the poem;

It is not the aim of this chapter to go into great theorizations on 

the nature of metaphor- A long history of theorization on this in both 

Arab and Western writers would involve us in long arguments, out of scope 

of this work- What is essential for this study is to try to assess the 
extent and importance of the metaphorical adventure of poets in this period. 
This can be bettor understood if the kind of inner liberation of the poet 
is assessed- Critics and poets rightly speak of spontaneity, but 
spontaneity is a relevant term. It is strangely and paradoxically pre

conditioned. A Romantic poet might be spontaneous, but there are complete 
realms of experience which he will not touch. Some inner taboo would 
check him, surreptitiously. Poets are ruled by modes and fashions. Born 
to an epoch, they seem to voice its general spirit, and their spontaneity, 

springing from a subconscious affinity with the spirit of their epoch, 
shows itself only within what is expected from the point of view of that

29
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epoch- This is speaking very generally- Some artists will always 
contradict a general rule, but these original contradictions do not 
disprove a general statement -

In the present period, the most important thing that has happened to 

the poets is the great liberation they acquired towards their experiencing 
of the world. The old poetic taboos on experience tumbled down. 
Experiences denied to the Romantics in their quest of the Infinite and 
their resolution of all things into a general harmony' , and to the

Symbolists in their quest of the Ideal and the Beautiful (both exclusive
outlooks omitting unpleasant or discordant impulses) were now open to the 
modern poets- They acquired a free access to all realms of experience
and emotion- It is according to the depth of the inner (intellectual and

emotional) liberation of the poet that the subconscious and the conscious 
form their metaphorical creations - This is a very important point, 
because it explains to us the reason why the poets of some generation use 
their images in more restricted ways than do the poets of another.

Existant poetic conventions control and direct f>oetic creativity more than 

one would like to believe, so that the poetic fashion in vogue seems to be 

apprehended instinctively by the poets of a certain generation- This is 
intricately connected with the artistic needs of poetry at a given time, 
but it remains a situation with prescribed frontiers.

The liberation of the poetic experience opened the way to all kinds
of metaphoric adventure- Poetry, in its better examples became, to borrow
a sentence from R-A- Foakes, " ’inclusive poetry’, which offered an

31experience m  its entirity, complex and full of contradictions*1. The 
field of imagery became richer, admitting a wealth of new varieties of 
comparison- There was born a new audacity which made it possible for 
poets to exploit the metaphorical power latent in all objects- Being open 
to all life, their images sprang from the new freedom of the poetic 
creativity to co-ordinate all of life’s objects and experiences- As a
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principlet this gives rise to contradictions expressed in paradox and irony.

In its strictest sense, paradox is "a statement which seems untrue
32but proves valid upon close inspection". When poetry prefers the

simplest, clearest and most direct statement, paradox is less easily

resorted to, although Cleanth Brooks tried to show that "the truth which
33the poet utters can be approached only in terms of paradox". However,

Brooks’s examination of the several facets of paradox is illuminating.

For example, he shows how paradox need not be verbal. A poem which can

enlarge and modify dramatically our preconceived concept of things would
34be highly paradoxical too.

Paradox is connected with wit, but in fact, it need not be witty 

always. It can consist of a tragic vision of the paradoxical things of 

life, seen as a unified whole. The following verses by al-Sayyab are a 

good example;

cj . Mi 35
1 15̂ < ^ I S "

This is from the famous "Unshudat al-Matar", a poem pregnant with paradoxes 

which figure, not only in verbal expressions;

|   t 1— dijArP l I_9 d  36

*L Ip j-. Ip J a-1 Ip |p

but also in its basic theme; the rain falling over a fertile valley full 

of starving people, death lurking in life-giving rain. This is the 

paradox of wonder or pathos, at its keenest.

Adunis resorts frequently to paradox. Some of his paradoxes are
37 33directly verbal; „ . . ", " . . i. - . i T "L§J I ^0 I ,̂LS>sJ 1 1J 6 1

(an ironical use of -the paradox here), » ^  jjl tJ-,ldJj 01/ •
But some of his poetry is hased on paradoxical situations or paradoxical 

arguments of interest, for examples his fusion of love and death;

^ 1 »̂L+vi 1 40

0~tia

I 6 (Jp (JJT̂ ̂
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In fact death as a symbol of change from stagnation to life* which is a 

recurring theme in his work, is frequently used in paradoxical form’ 

ff U tr^JI dL.lS ^  and: ” i 1!70̂

The examination of paradox in modern Arabic poetry would be an interesting 

and rewarding study. However, only a .fevr more examples can be mentioned 

in this work. Some of Tawfiq Sayigh Ts prose poetry is based on a 

paradoxical apprehension of experience, Iiis poem, !,Min al-A*maq Sarakhtu 

ilaik ya Maut” is a poignant example of an extended image based on the 

paradox of death and love, the journey of the poet towards death on the 

back of his mare is subtly fused with the love experience. The 

poems of his ”Mi. ‘allaqat Tawfiq Sayigh”, are also based on the paradoxical 

image of two swords, one in the hand of his mother, which -protects him, 

and another in the hand of ICay, the woman he loves, which stabs him.

The whole poem is an interesting example of paradox:

V _,U3I l i~  , 43

i ^  cr* r

kltaCfM- fir* 0

o ^ 1
<,— =Ji <c— 1 fq/5 Y

Nazik al-Mala'ilcah employs the paradox of wit with skill: 'SjuaLdl ,

I did; ! liluj 5 lLCj , J lai- Lu ll loj 5
all verbal paradoxes; but such poems as ”A1-Shakh§ al-Thani” and ”A1-Za?ir

45al-Ladhi lam Yaji1” conform to the idea that a poem is paradoxical when 

it modifies dramatically our preconceived concepts of things. In these 

poems, the longing for the image of a lost lover stands in paradoxical 

contrast with the feeling of satisfaction that he never re-appeared, for 

by not so doing, he remained the same person: his re-appearance would have 

destroyed the image of continuity which the interruption of the relation 

could secure. There is more wit than pathos in these poems, but for 

Nasik, whose natural inclination, one would have thought, was to have be

wailed a lost lover (as she indeed does in other poems),^ this is an
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achievement. It is also an achievement for Arabic poetry at the time,

with the rather dry humour, the quiet philosophizing, the matter of fact,

intelligent tone, miraculously freed of traditional sentimentality which

normally accompanied such themes in Arabic,

The process of metaphorical creation is one of continuous tension

and illumination. Images in a well written poem recall others either in

harmonious or paradoxical, existence with them. But in a satisfactory poem,

two conditions of metaphorical competence are required, Firstly, a thread

of relatedness must always exist among the metaphors, even when they seem

dissimilar and far apart. Secondly, the images in a poem must develop its
47theme or be relevant to its theme, C,D, Lewis warns against images 

"milling around in a poetic vacuum /and being7 self-absorbed",^

Another great change in the imagery of modern Arabic poetry was the 

new relationship between the paired subjects. This underwent a radical 

change with some poets, Aduhis is undoubtedly the adventurer in

this realm. Other than the wealth of vocabulary which he exhibits, his 

images are unexpected and radically unusual. Often they are very stranger

This is not a mere aesthetic adventure informed by a tendency towards 

eccentricity. It is a courage to conquer for poetry realms of experience 

yet untouched in modern times, to subjugate, not mere words, but the very 

objects of life to the poetic experience, to find new figurative meaning

in things hitherto regarded with indifferent eyes. Thus the use of the
50 ” 51words ’bed’ ” L.A, uJ I a&L* ", trees I us I ^  ̂  LbJ I ̂ A l l y v

Rimbaud, Adunis seems to wish to alter the world by sheer violence of 

impact. He had absorbed modernity easily, drawing upon the tradition of 

Rimbaud, the creed of the Siirealists and the practice of such modernists as

and pitcher "

Likewhich has, as 0, Barfield says, "a.n interior significance11
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S^. John Perse,-oomDx^ing with it a wealth of Classical diction. He was 

able to fuse this very complex aesthetic experience together with the 

complex psychological experience of a modern, highly cultured, extremely 

sensitive Arab, into visual and concrete imagery of great originality.

From the Surrealists he adopted their love of adventure, their interest in
■55-

dreams, their constant protest, their intent on a rebellion destined to

liberate the mind from conventionalism in art and life, their desire to

discover a new world, and their particularly superior aim of unifying
55exterior reality with interior reality. However, he differs from them

in several points. There is no automatism in his work which is not free

to the spirit of imagination to shape the flow of his theme, which might 

seem to the superficial observer as purely Surrealistic, is only partially 

so. For although some of his images seem to be of a remarkable ignascent 

quality, there is a hard core of intellectual strength behind them;

There is a deliberate Surrealistic attempt here, but this is not sustained 

throughout his work which has a much more coherent outlook.

Dealing with abstract and sometimes mystical themes, his poetry is 

usually marvellously free of abstractions. All avant-garde poets indeed 

show a decided abhorranoe of abstract images, or of the poetry of abstract 

statement, and seem unanimously to think in images, a decidedly modern 

trend. Adunis*s sensuous handling of thought appeals to the eye,

*The following is a good example;

JT6

either from aesthetic or from rational control. His abandoning himself

n
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sometimes to the ear, sometimes to other organic sensations. The 

following beautiful image combines visual, auditory and kinesthetic imagery;
V -  ... 59

* * * ri.-.JuAs* I [p
ftutunJ l ̂  nil )̂-=SvE.J 1 l \j

dU— .j I L U & u :  eU(p

One feels that the poet sometimes deliberately culls words of widely
6o

diverse imagery. They often appear in clusters of one kind. The 

following use of organic word~images(i"e. awareness of heartbeat, pulse.
61

breathing, etc.) however, is highly pedantic;

Co d— |jj CU I  j U h i ' - l j )  I 62

< i Tifĵ 'yLH < < IL4JL4JJI < HctllJI el ^ l

1 1 cii. L & J j j  ^ j ^ u a U  t 58 L. j*aJ$ I L ^ $ J  

Adunis*s fertility is prodigious but needs careful tending. He 

exploits all objects; body organs and other constituants;

( l^Xfl i  y O f- C 6 j— i£> L i -  l  ( n j  b S \ t j> U a s  i 2 j 6  3

* i l J  A j  ( J — i Oi 1 i  -4m. .. .  « y

things; 64

* 5 ; L  1*$^ ( to—  ̂ ^ 0  Lt*nj i ( 0 J

animals of all sorts;

|  t b U i  Jus- < <L*X»-)f c i j l t j y  i  p  L * >  < ^ U l  < ^ , 1 3 ^  ( “ L a + j  ^ 5

* ^ ̂  d i_i t £

66However, he can be abstract at times; ” 5__ ,|^j| 5̂  ^  J y  0 b}s?

but on the whole abstract statement in his poetry, like in the poetry of

Saint John Perse, by whom he is profoundly influenced, is ^compressed and
C v

grudging...kept in leaslf*. The illogical connection between the paired

subjects of his images are sometimes carried out too far, so that we have
e. 63an image like this; tr **♦ L^Jsi L~rJa* i^\JS " s

inappropriately grotesque and far-fetched.

One of the most important things about the use of imagery in his 

poetry is that he might unhesitatingly pick up images which have no
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immediate emotional connotations for the reader, depending more on the 

striking effect of their originality, strangeness and freshness. Such

an image as the following does not awaken memories or emotional references.;

he is speaking here of his footsteps;
I i.

i - i - ( ^9j L— jj I tki
jJUJl ' j LU5

Adunis does not seem to gain much from T.S. Eliot’s famous ooncept of the

’objective correlative'. Eliot had defined it in the following terms;

The only way of expressing emotion in the form of art 
is by finding an ’objective correlative1Jin other words, 
a set of objects, a situation, a chain of events which
shall be the formula of that particular emotion; such
that when the external facts, which must terminate in 
sensory experience, are given,.the emotion is immediately 
evoked.

E.O. Matthiessen finds that the importance of this concept is !'in its

apparent insistence on definiteness and particularity of language and 
71situation”. Matthiessen mentions that Eliot had once said in a

conversation that his images were;

'consciously concrete’ 5 they correspond as closely as 
possible to something he has actually seen and remembered.
But he also believes that if they are clearly rendered, 
they will stand for something larger than themselves; 
they will not depend for their apprehension upon any 
private reference, but will become 'unconsciously general'.

The concept of the 'Objective Correlative' has not been found
73completely satisfactory by some critics in the West. One can say here 

that it would depend a great deal on the poet's particular way of thinking 

and use of imagery. Al-Sayyab is usually naturally prone to use images 

which, through their precision and close relation to experience, can evoke 

immediately in the reader, equivalent emotions. But al-Sayyab is 

primarily a student of English literature and one of the great admirers of 

Eliot himself. Adunis has drawn his refreshment from French modern 

sources, highly engrossed and influenced by Symbolism and Surrealism.

He is further an admirer of Perse1s method. If one remembers that the 

greatest influence on modern English poetry and on Eliot himself was
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the doctrine of Imagism with its insistence on concreteness and precision,
while that French modernism is greatly forvned and influenced hy the

rejection of logical clarity hy the Surrealists, one will realise how

diverse are the influences which have marked the modern Arab poets* AiunT. "s
presentation has around it, as Watt says about Perse, "an aura of 

74-uncertainty"» K*Cornell describes the modernism of imagery in the poetry 

of Perse and other similar French poets in terms closely applicable to 

Adunis;

The image tends to become isolated, the series of images, 
unrelatedo The demand on the readers imagination is 
greatly increased, for it is no longer a question of a 
selection of related notations, but rather juxtapositions 
created by the poetic mind, drawn from varied times and 
places in the writer's mental or physical experience*
Critics were led to make comparisons with movingrpicture 
techniques, or even a series of camera "shots"*

The following passage by Adunis exemplifies this description;

An "original coiner of striking images, rare, remote, fastuous" as Henri

and visualise sometimes, there is usually an emotional thread which binds 

them and they can be interpreted in most cases* They are not anarchic 
and do not "lack the unifying force" which C*D. Lewis spoke about:, i<,e.

One doubts this, because, even in poems where one can fully understand the 

full implications of the images, the sense of non-reality persists* This 

is due, one suspects, to a few reasons some of which Jabra realised in a long 
.. csay which • will be discussed in the next section on obliquities. But

Peyre said of Perse 77 But although his images are hard to understand

they are not what lie describes as a "heap of broken images"

rarely*

Is it because of the strangeness and rarified quality of his images

that Adunisfs poetry does not always have that immediate link with reality
79which gives, as Matthiessen describes, the "dramatic effect" of a poem?
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and tenderness* His tone, it has been discussed above, is sombre.. Man’s 

suffering is rejected by him, one feels, more from an ideal abhorrence of 

injustice than as the result of full empathy. It is his idealisation of 
the concept more than his reverence for the object* He is mostly either 
dealing with ideas, or bemoaning his own suffering* It can be argued that 

all poets bemoan their own suffering, and that it should not be, therefore, 

a cause of alineation from their poetry* But Adunis*s self-centred 

suffering slightly misses the final clenching with the reader’s own 

experience of life, and remains somehow isolated. This is due, one feels, 
to his lack of that captivating personal candour which al-Sayyab reveals 

only too well, and to his apparent fascination with self which arrives at 

what Jabra termed an ’’enormous narcissism”* Regret, self-reproach, self

disillusionment, the feeling of one*s responsibility and one’s participation 
in the general guilt are missing. This is hardly ever a poetry of 
confession* It is a picture of a contemporary inferno in which the poet 

is either the innocent proud victim or the judge that indicts. When, in 
occasional poems, Adunis shows tenderness, he is immediately captivating:

# 4 81III L” _ A zJLlJ ? I j L( Ul IJL \

Al-Sayyab is a master of the metaphor* His treatment is usually 
sure and his images strike with immediate effect:
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Less adventurous than Adunis, he remains highly creative, and the pictures 

he delineates leave a clear, vivid and often unforgettable impression® 

Al-Sayyab's immensely rich world of poetry was created within the narrow

limitations of a life restricted by ill health, poverty, futile political
83 84struggle and unrequited loves® Yet his poetry was able to convey a

message of love which could not be clouded by the political hatred of a

world full of spiritual hunger, sterility and oppression® In the

rainless city, ruled by mercillous gods with stone eyes;

■— 1 mn 1 1 ifT-* ̂  ̂  I ^  l ' n  1 — I ^

he secures the most heart catching image when he describes the victims

as the virgins of Babylon;

J O U  I J ly-= • L— j‘1,1 jr. 86

L ,------Q C iiA.J LhuJ/ cLa ) I

There is nothing of the self-assertive tone which weighs heavily 011 the 

poetry of Adunis and Hawi, directing the attention to the poet as hero, 

redeemer, sufferer for mankind and a very central person: (” ^ .<11 L;|
87 * 5 88^ h jL 11 Adunis, 1 Loy  ̂ Hawi)®

In the poetry of al-Sayyab, we have, rather, the personality of a man who 

feels the suffering of others and comes out to meet it with love and 

compassion and a foreknowledge of his own naturally limited role® Here, 

to be a redeemer is only the expression of an inner wish to share a common 

endeavour;

J  ■ * I IBnflil l ,̂J|

l J l

* J L...

A spirit of perfect personal candour % jb* * *1 JlH IkrW < i
90 > an<3. great tenderness informs many of his images, here, he is 

paying tribute to Federie© Garcia Lorca:

I I L  d j j  I v j  ^ U j  t  1 \ 91

L f ^ J  I iL )b  t> (yTjVJ q a  S

j I 1 U - b d J I  j j j o  J i / b  V
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Tho interplay on paradoxical images here is permeated with, a tenderness 

that tones down the witty appositionso Lorca’s influence on his poetry 

is seen in several elements, but is more subtle than that of Edith Sitwell 

by whom the poet was profoundly and irrevocably influenced. Lorca gave 

him several of his images, of which the interplay of colour, seen in the 

last example is only one motif. Another example of Lorca's influence on 

his imagery is his use of the image of lost, imaginary bells ringing in 

tho poet’s consciousness, as we read in the glorious overture to a famous 

poem, "Al-Nahr wa ’1-Maut”;

92t iim . im . i ^  » ♦ + ♦ t_ , I..-* f);

I t̂i  ̂La or" [/■‘v* ̂

and from the same poem •

reminiscent of Lorca’s use of the same images

My heart of silk 93
Is full of light.
Of lost bells,
Of lilies and bees.

The variation between extreme violence and great tenderness is also a

characteristic of both poets, and it is from this natural affinity with
*the violence and the fragility of life that much of their poetry stems. 

Imagos of violence in al-Sayyab’s poetry and the sensation of ’blood’ as 

the warm fountain from which life springs and whose flow is a sign of a 

violent, often unjust death, brings back also Lorca’s sensitivity to blood

* Several other affinities between the two poets exist. Other than their 
common tenderness, there is their yearning for the primitive and for the 
things of nature, their spontaneous feeling of the constant presence of 
death in human life,94 their hatred of mechanised, industrialised society 
(exemplified by Lorca in his poems Poet in New York, and by al-Sayyab in 
his hatred of the City and his persistent, unquencheable longing for the 
innocence of village life for which his own village, Jaikur, stands as an 
arche-symbol)^, and finally the fact that in each of them, to use Bowra*s 
words on Lorca, ’’poetry was really poetry and nothing else” ,9° remaining 
vividly effective and not "thinned by intellectual analysis" or "a 
reference to artificial categories of thought".97
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in the same context:
93>wim i*i l_J

J  L— —J-SlJ li> i J jvJ j U J  ̂ d*~»J
^ 3L—HA-I dj g. -_VAj ) I 

Other images of violence are many, among which is the poet's constant
99 /reference to bullets: " u ĵ, , „ ,rj 'Cr-J^^ ' (a*id so is the morning, 

and the night). The poignancy of his actual feeling of violence is felt 

most when, as he lies sleepless, listening in his conscience to the 

suffering of humanity and to his own death bells ringing in his veins, he 

yearns for a bullet to pierce tho depths of his chest:
W 1J  ̂fd) kjLlJ?  ̂00

gp.'if (1-~jp> L\Oj ^31 
 ̂̂ 31 h j ̂ / jl̂?  ̂fj 1

A greater poet in his own language than Edith Sitwell was in hers,

al-Sayyab, nevertheless, kept a sustained fascination with her work. Her

visions of a "levelled, devastated world that lies before modern children

ic.j/a world that)? has returned to a state of a prinvv',1 c h a o s " l e f t  a

deep impact on him. In his strange poem, "Min Ru'ya Eukai", he adopted

her image of the Babiotin, a monstrous ape which becomes the foster-mother

to the orphaned human child and lives with it at the bottom of the sea
102where it sings to it a "blood-curdling lullaby". Imagos from Sitwell

clipped into al-Sayyab*s poetry, often repeating themselves: the rain,
103the silhouettes of children against a harsh and dangerous world, the 

treacherous face of Judas: "Under the Judas-coloured sun"^^:

dj I I
v ii £)i .k-U, 1°5

j i >——■ I
*1 A/C

Her Gain* "Red edged by the sun like Cain”;

d L ™ = A . > J I  £ J i b  ( l  d - J * ,  1 0 7

|Vu*u*
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and above all the steel bird;

But steel wings fern thee to thy rest,^^ 

which al-Sayyab used in the same senses

♦ Ju lip Jlj U 109
Sitwell’s rain is not identical with al-Sayyab’s. In her poem

’’Still Palls the Rain”, which C.M. Bowra thinks ”has claims to be the most

profound and most moving poem yet written in the English language about 
110the war”, rain is an image of destruction and death, coming from the 

slcy. But al-Sayy§b did not adopt this directly inverted image (despite 

the fact that it has seeds in Islamic culture ” ^  2,lr*s. ”, (the

Quranic phrase) but regarded rain and water as basically a source of life

and fertility^ here he addresses Jamilali bu Hairad, the Algerian heroine,
111” ks'VL (J ♦ ♦ * j  llAc ” and talking in the words of

112Christ, ”j..   I *LjI ,̂ 1“”• Another example is ”

,jj j,Jl j-JXj,* ̂ kJI, jyOl,"’13 81111 the rade8mi“S rain in «w>
following; t °L> ĉ Lic, ^4

Ij j jjfM  t...o jj-' a Lj  ^  I §̂11

In two of his best poems, "Unsliudat al-Matar" and "Madxnah bila Matar”• .
the rain is ironically denied to those who need it most. Only rarely 

does he find rain itself a source of menace as does Sitwell, ” ♦ . * . .(_Te "■* -j •] c
? ̂ JkJl ^  eL̂ JI L i ”, J This extract is from "Madxnat al-Sandabad”, a 

poem greatly informed by Sitwell’s poetry, especially her poem, "Still 

Falls the Rain”. On the whole, al-Sayyab!s image of rain is firmly 

rooted in the A -Ab traditional image of rain which the poet wished to 

water on arid land, a grave, a forsaken spot where the beloved used to 

live, etc., but in his poetry, it often carries within itself the paradox 

of sterility and fertility, of death and love, of poverty and plenty as 

is perfectly exemplified in his beautiful poem, "Unshudat al-Matar”.

ToS, Eliot’s influence on al-Sayyab is more subtle than that of 

Sitwoll but is also important. We cannot follow up here the details of
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this influence hut two examples should he sufficient,. Al-Sayyab's image 

of the human voice raised in futile protest as dry and sandy ”. 1
„ 11a.

rerilin -̂SCGn  ̂ Eliot's description in "The
Hollow Men” where he says;

Our dried voices, when 117
He whisper together 
Are quiet and meaningless 
As wind in dry grass*

Again, al-Sayyab*s repetition of the word Mmatar" in "Unshudat al-Matar”

might have been inspired by Eliot's verses;

But sound of water over a rock 118
where the hermit-thrush sings in the pine trees 
drip drop drip drop drop drop drop

Al-Sayyab is an authentic poet, but he is full of literary echoes*

Al-SayySb never outlived the details of his childhood and early

youth. In this he is very different from such poets as Adunis, al-Khal

and Hawi, who seem to have been born into adulthood with hardly any trace

of those intuitive discoveries of childhood days which give life its first

true and pure experience* Al-Sayyab's poetry is vivid with scenes from
119those early days, their thrill, and their deep agony brought about by 

the death of his mother. This last memory was destined to haunt him 

forever, and is even more heart-rending than tho tragic fact of his fatal 

illness and his slow and horrified waiting for death* The exact 

experience of a child in such circumstances is recreated here most vividly:
* Lj 120

. * 
jkjs. (jjf L!  ̂  ̂̂  W

jlyji ^  0 ,̂> p  «
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and in this kind of experience, he stands independent of influences.
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-ifThe poignancy and dramatic reality of his images as shown in the last 

examplenre found in many poems. In the following image one can almost

122

see and hear the couple walking along the bleak night road;
ji I.

til
1  ̂ J L,J 1 i Jj i  ̂ *■ *'*■

l y£"t  ̂ ( <Lŵ l*£US\3 ,̂'ĵ .rC.** l V̂ Lŝ r) O

ĵJ<4£A.J i tjm S l ^  ̂ ^La*Jyj i
His capacity to give concroto forms to feelings is ofren marvellous;

JL*#'1'm' r-'*" '**''*•&  ̂ I tXrJ It .fr.rU *at-*̂ 123

and this;
dJj iAaJ I d ( jjP  I-- iv» u La ^iy^aU ‘■.̂ dsua V  I <_£ 124-

* * * g?i #a-Uckf̂  L™^AA Vj

both signifying a feeling of helplessness and futility. In his poetry,

there is, moreover, an intimacy with natural objects which gives them a

kind of human significance. A secret sense of delight with nature, is
125reminiscent of Lorca, but unlike him, is haunted by a sense of personal 

tragedy. His use of auditory images has been mentioned in the section on

diction; the falling of rippling water, the rain showers, the lapping of 

waves, shouts, children’s feet, btillets sounding in the night, and the 

poet's voice from a big living grave shouting against the odds of death.

A silent cry resounds all tho time, a continuous presence of the voices 

of violence and treachery against the soothing effect of the poet's
126gentle nature, and always the children's fcet;"^^ ull k»jIU l&»*

Khalil Hawi thinks in images, leaning mostly on metaphors and symbols. 

He is greatly capable of producing vivid, precise, images; " «' n ■ ^t$j  ̂  -*"11 (jV3̂

* Matthiessen’s definition of the dramatic element in poetry is to the 
point; "The dramatic element in poetry lies in its power to communicate
a sense of real life, a sense of the immediate present - that is, of the 
full quality of a moment as it is actually felt to consist... This ability 
to portray the very character of life is rare since it depends upon a firm 
grasp of experience, and thus demands from the poet a unified sensibility, 
a capacity of feeling that can closely interweave emotion and thought."
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128(the prostitute), ” ĵ oJI (men seeking pleasure in the night),

” ^ISVUr-J^r'129 (nerves breaking), ” ^  ^  dbs"13°*

” f'131s " t,132, (traditlon> superstition) and
this famous images L_ ^  ^  ^  ^  133

6j L^uJ I ĵS I ’̂i

Here he describes poignantly the poet who solicits the pleasure of the 

'great * for moneys ^  Jj, ^ 1 4̂
j  I.... J ua-L>> <- ,-Lj *> i 

the imago of a mouse here is subtly portrayed but is spoiled a little when,
C

two lines later, he mentions " jdj~~to " explicitely* In such

examples, he shows true metaphorical competence, but he fails sometimes in 

this and we have such images as ” J :i * i tf andHi .iMubW i/l* 1

f? (J  ̂ j^uaLsuJ^ îyL̂sJ 1 *’o ^

Like Adunxs, his poetry is informed by ideas, and it is again the
137voice of the cultured intellectual thinking and interpreting experience

in terms of its equivalent in thought,, Often, as in "Jinniyyatu 'l-Shati'11
f ___ t

and ”La azar Im 1962'*, the poem is built on a central idea which is 

supported by fragments of actual experience and reinforced by strong 

emotions which the poet is capable of calling forth. It is indeed to the 

poet's credit that he is able, despite this basis to most of his poems, to 

portray a spirit torn with anguish and anxiety* But the reader is 

constantly aware of the poet talking at high level of consciousness, and 

is haunted by the feeling that this poetry does not portray, in fact cannot 

be portraying life as it is really lived, but a certain pre-moditated 

attitude which has worked its way to the poet's spiritual experience*

This is especially so in his two last diwans, Al-Nay wa 'l-Rih and 

Bayadir al-Juf„

But the greatest drawback in his imagery is his iteoquant us<t- i:;
1 ^8of excessively repellent images, described and illustrated above* He

hoards his poems with them, finding endless metaphors to convey the



meanings of decay, corruption and revulsion., The result is a poetry 

usually highstrung, sometimes even raving;

139

A.-i i 1 1 4 0

L-jJJ I
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There is nothing wrong with fury in poetry, hut in Hawi’s poetry it is

excessive* This is a sorry defect, which can immediately alienate a

reader who might accept it in one poem hut, haunted with it in whole diwans,

feels inadequate to cope with it, not only emotionally and aesthetically,

but also intellectually* In fact, this defect, enhanced greatly by a

breathless, avalanching music, might divert attention from other images
1A1which he draws pulsating with life; " ^  jJ! !f, an

image at once ironical, concise and of great precision* The following, 

describing the feminine body is also vividly interesting* Stemming 

directly from folklore, it has an immediate effect;

I tJa© 5̂ 2/**"  ̂ I 142
—  Pj) Ij

The real innovation in the field of imagery which al-Bayyati helped

to establish was the use of the extended image which I* fAbbas called "The

long and broad image”. A broad image is made up of several units or

images depicted horizontally so that one has the picture of a whole setting

stretched out before him, full of action, little scenes and noises* Some

of the best examples of this are his poems, "Suq al-Qaryah" and ”A1-Hadiqah 
143al-Mahjurahsf * This kind of imagery was adopted by other poets such as

Salah *Abd al-Sabur*^^ Al-Bayyati himself was probably influenced in this 

by al-Sayyab's poem, "Fi fl-Suq al-Qadim", written in 1 9 4 3 * Al-Bayyatifs 

technique, however, is superior to that of al-Sayyab in this particular 

poem, and with regard to imagery, more of an adventure, al-Sayyab turning
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his poem into a rather Romantic expression of a forlorn individual in a 

strange place*

The long imago is a form of extended image in which a character 

recounts his experience» It is usually a dynamic development in which a 

stream of consciousness is often at work* Among the poems employing an

image of this kind are r,Al-Affaq'f, "Al-Qurasan” and ?tAl-Malja* al~*Ishrun"* 

Al-Bayyati’s images are emotionally informed* A misty kind of 

sadness lends them at once a suppleness and a greater familiarity, even 

when they are original* This basic emotional approach and involvement in 

life is the first separating line with the Imagists. Al~Bayyati's 

extended images are always associated with a symbolic meaning which the

poet has in mind, and are never delineated for their own sakes, a fact
t - 147previously noted by I. Abbas*

Al-Bayyati’s use of extended images, however, was not sustained over 

the years* He went back to the ordinary use of single images which 

string his poems* This is seen in the next volume he published, Al-Ma.jd
    * A O

li ’l-Atfal wa ’1-Zaitun, (1956) , as well as in the subsequent ones*

He had been exposed to the influence of several left-wing poets such as
- 149Nazim Hikmat, Eluard, Aragon, Pablo Neruda and Mayakofsky* His debt

to these poets cannot be assessed in a general study but the style which

evolved remains his own with all its particular attributes and faults,, a

style which he was able, this time, to sustain over the years arriving at

its full maturity in Sifr al-Eaqr wa ’1-Thaurah.

A dogmatic belief in the glorious future of the Communist struggle

informs his work and lends to his images a colour of either cheerfulness?
190” ^ rj ojaJl J— jjUw !! and?

146

tragic anguish?
ly&J I j  L-JpCu L Inj.\£

151

152



or grim disdains
1 ^ ijljAiUj Ij I 3̂ J i

I -— , — ~ I " I 4 tr>  ̂3 l-v»S*53-3 1 L I
and

As has been mentioned already, al-Bayyati shows a greater mastery 

of imagery in Sifr al-ffaqr wa rl-l£haurah, stringing his images sometimes 

one after another with an eye, -usually, at congruity and relevance,, Here 

he describes the poet at a Classical court:

His poetic maturity in this volume shows itself beautifully in his poem, 

"Luzumiyyah" which is one of the best poems al-Bayyati wrote after Abariq 

Muhashshamah□ Informed by Abu 'l-̂ Ala' al-Ma'arri’s more intricate

approach, al-Bayyati abandons his simple, direct and facile style and 

produces a paradoxical poem of high quality:

But his images, although original at times, are rarely characterised

by a particularly strong fancy, rarely strange and, like those of most

modern poets, almost never elegant« Despite the general effectiveness of

his poetry, brought about by its cumulative impact rather than by success

and mastery in single poems, which is an attribute of al-Sayyab, his style
15<shows many defects, especially in his images, which are not always sure. 

Examples of his inappropriate use of the image are the following: ” t^JL^
3l^r.159 One can hardly visualise claws 

strewing things nor can one see how a spider’s web can be strewn»

u-pl JlL Jj-UI {jo 

UI J^u■-CP+&. U I J^u
I i »LLlvi’
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Another had. image is this;
t-yi I tĵj, 160

What wine has to do in this acrid stagnant image, one fails to see.

where ashes cannot he entertained as an image of a forest* He is very 

fond of the image of ashes, and uses it often, usually more aptly;

Another important defect spoils the effectiveness of his images*

This is his weak manipulation of rhythm. He seems to he controlled hy 

the music of his poetry, almost like Hawi, although he shows greater 

variety of rhythm and music. Writing on very serious, sometimes tragic 

themes, he is not always ahle to portray a convincing situation, mainly 

because of the exaggerated flow of his music. In a serious poem like
# "164” Adhab al-Hallaj" the tragedy is diluted inartistically hy the

extreme fluidity of words which seem to slide away quickly, even breath-
165lessly^ and hy the obstinate use of rhyme in elaborate fashion.

These are some of the defects of al-Bayyati's poetry, hut he has 
166several others. They are probably brought about by his wish to convey

a message of love, faith and courage to the greater number of readers,

even to the masses, which left him lacking in sophisticated reverence

towards a strong poetic technique. The many admirers who showered praise
167on him did not help the situation. What makes his poetry, despite its

many defects, likeable is its sincere, enthusiastic and often tender 

approach to life, its rare capacity to portray a picture of human reality 

in its simple, but paradoxical qualities of hope and despair, love and 

hate, pride and disdain, compassion and cruelty. Despite the poetTs 

universal outlook as a Communist, his poetry shows a sustained

Side by side with such a lovely image as this ” Ju yi£
following inapt image;

163
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involvement with the true human condition existing in his own part of the 

world* Above all, it appeals to the reader b,y its impassioned tone of 

love and dedications
I WHIM / *0 I ]MJ|; l

I Ml - -  163
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In Tawfiq Sayigh's images there is nothing wasted or superfluous.

They probably lack the spontaneity of al-Sayyab’s, but they remain sure

and organically placed in the poem, Sayigh * s prose poetry is based

primarily on precise meaning which is elucidated by images that help to
169bring out its basic clarity. He often follows up an extended image

much as al-Bayyati does in Abariq Muhashshamah, although there does not

seem to be any mutual influence between them. In an essay on Al-Qasid,ah

ICaf the present writer described the nature of Sayigh1s images as follows;

The poem is usually a chain of concrete and highly accurate 
pictures referring to abstract meanings or hidden feelings 
which the reader would not have been able to realise except 
through images. Often these,,.images, which resemble 
miniatures, are units in a complete /and extended/ image 
which rules the poem,,, Images in Tawfiq's poetry surprise 
us with their originality. It is clear, /noreover/ that 
this poet has an amazing consciousness of the world around
him, for he does not take his images from the realm of
abstract fancy, /but from life around 7̂0

171
iu  ̂  ̂ -1 nifWQjl J

He is addressing his mare in the above example*, In the following, he

delineates a picture of life in a big oitys

and of modern life in this;
i'u '  ̂ L̂ _Oy l̂-X"J ̂ 173

174-Some of his images he takes from the world cultural heritage:
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and”. - -- - - r  ̂ I , k)J 1 *«i m*ii i An

However, the hunting for originality becomes pure wit at times, as when

he says:  -jy5

t----
L _ L a ^ t  ĉ Lt Ui UyM.jl

Cx la-o-i L^J Lfj jj& 1 tj I J  tw»i’3 t I  1

and: s  . 176

ijj1̂ 1 lLhwu«£ (Lŵwcuk-JJJ V ̂ ^

and: m . , n , n .< 177ĵÂ 1 vUVt aL«Ĵ A/ O. J Lmw^J ■
which are images more appropriate to prose than to poetry.

Sayigh must be rementbered as a man of precission, v/it and 

originality,, Probably the taste for his prose poetry has to. .be an acquired 

one, but his particular approach and technique still out in ..his work 

and even those who might not enjoy his writing should be able to recognize 

them. Much can be learned from his handling of images..and from their 

precise congruity, for they are never vague or blurred. It is never

safe to try to attempt an association of original talents with m y

particular school or tradition. The only general description one can 

give to Sayigh ♦s work is that it is more informed by the English modern 

tradition than by any other. His precision and definiteness of purpose 

show Eliot’s pervasive influence which, however, is too subtle to admit 

a direct anology except with difficulty.

Salah *Abd al-Sabur is capable of creating fresh and luminous 
images endowed with tenderness and vitality:

J.l JuJ I ^  c ir " 173
1 u is

i V  IS

He pictures a Middle Eastern panorama, delineating various aspects

of life in Egyptian cities and villages” the faces of people appear, and
179vividly live in the memory of the reader, retaining their ethnic 

qualities: the tenderness, the ferocity, the special emotional experiences
• J

jo V i J* J  lj£  Ccyju
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However, his imagery is not always sure, and can he, if not blurred, at

least incorrect: ^ 0 I 1d1
where drinking is not appropriate to daggers; and this;

 ̂ Jj) vij (UiA2*ad̂ >5̂ j 1o2
where one oannot visualise a destroyed vehicle rotating.. In the 

following his use of !bent’ for shirts is wrong;

4 i -* -w . .1 - 1o3jO 0 J \    >

and the same applies to his use of 'hurl' for fissures;

- rtov. Jr » .....nwqSlV.'tj ̂  ̂ £,̂ 1̂ ”| S d
Such a misuse of words is not infrequent in his poetry* *Abd al-Sabur,

like al-Bayyati, has had many admirers, and it is his poetry which is
185first illustrated from and examined by Egyptian critics* However, it

is usually the positive achievements of this poetry that are

discussed; the poet’s sensitiveness, his appropriation of what he could

of the cultural heritage of mankind, the vast panorama of life, the

particular emotionalism, the power to bring the language of poetry to a

conversational level, etc* The defects are not usually discussed* But

the defects of *Abd al-Sabur’s poetry are central and are often a fatal 
*18 6blemish, A talented poet ought to be helped by his critics to achieve

a better technique* However, in Ma* sat al-Halla,j v his last experimental

work, he shows greater maturity and mastery over his use of imagery.

Modern poets are always on the look out for new sources of imagery,.

stiidying all possible sources of inspiration and experience in order to

discover different ways of expressing themselves. It is the t!doom” of

poets, as C,Mo Bowra asserts, ’’that they must always create something 
1 87new”. It has been shown above how real adventures have been attempted

in the realm of imagery, and how overused images and obsolete language 

have been deliberately avoided by the better poets. One feels it will 

be impossible for Arab avant-garde poets writing now to abandon this quest 

for the new and fresh, and stop the adventure in the realm of language and
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imagery. One can predict an even greater attempt towards an increased

affinity with modern life and a firmer grasp on reality. However, the

deliberate quest for new images and for a new way of forming them will

certainly have its disadvantages. Many poets, one feels certain, will

create images which have not been incorporated into their poetic

experience, which will result in what C,D, Lewis describes as images
108starting from cold. Many poets, moreover, in imitation of older

original poets such as Adunis and Hawi, will use the newly achieved

audacity to invent images lacking in aptness, substance or evocative

power. An increase in the trend confirmed by Hawi of using excessively

repellent images is already noticed and a chaos in image formation can
189already be detected in the rising generation of poets.

The Simile:
190Simile is defined as a "comparison of one thing with another

191explicitly announced by the word ’like* or fasf", Contemporary

Arabic poetic criticism has greatly disqualified the use of the simile;

Simile ("al-ta^hblh") usually contradicts the nature of 
poetic experience, because the comparison found between 
two different phenomena is basically dependent on a 
logical process which proceeds from introductions to 
conclusions through thinking and realising and not
through feeling and experiencing, ̂ 2

Another critic describes the simile as being "exact and similar” to the

object compared and "in exactness and similarity there exist clarity,
193emphasis and definiteness".

The last description finds a parallel in Western writings;

Simile, through its descriptive function readily leads 
to diffuseness and extension,,,a digression from metaphor 
in the direction of descriptive and logical consistency, Q, 
from the specifically poetic mode to the discursive mode.
In his study on heroic poetry, C,M, Bowra, however, sees in simile

a device with which the poet is able to catch "those emotional and
19P

imaginative associations which lie beyond the reach of literal statement". 

Even simple and short similes such as a shield is "like a tower", "are
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immediately and to the point? they illuminate the situation for a moment".

However, simile can be seen to have a function which a metaphor does 

not have, for it is more precise and can be easily limited to one aspect 

of comparison which might be all that the poet wants to point out, as in 

the following passage by al-Sayyab:

poet drawing attention here to one element of the identity,. For it is 

apparent that the tremor which the poet feels is not identical with a 

child's tremulous experience except in its immensity, and the comparison 

has to be limited. In a metaphor, there is a greater fusion of identity. 

Another example of a limited identification is the following by Adunis:
® 1QQ” UiaJl {r where only the aspect of an

extinguished lamp is sought. The simile here is apt and completely 

self-sufficient.

Most avant-garde poets are sparing in similes. In this epoch 

metaphor, symbol and other obliquities have been raised far above simile, 

Khalil Hawi, an overconscious poet in his technique, fanatically avoids 

using s i m i l e s H e  is helped in this by the fact that he is not 

satisfied with partial descriptions and always seems to aim at maximum 

qualification of the object treated. But similes are, after all, one 

figure of speech among several and there should be a greater enrichment of 

means if a poet could manipulate them with effect. They help to vary the 

style and texture of poetry. One way which often proves to be effective 

is to arrange them in clusters:

After a long passage devoid of any similes, al-Sayyab suddenly hurls them

i_4)i i

198this "provides a single common characteristic in the comparison", the
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in a group. Here, they are not playing an explanatory role hut an

emotional one. They pass like flashes on the reader’s mind, conjuring up
202the emotional relations which lie in their intrinsic meaning. They

cannot he regarded as diffusive or extensive hut as a means of greatly 

condensing the emotion. The excellent Sayyabian paradox used in this

passage gives it a special poignancy. However, remoteness,which is
203 _ highly commendable in the use of single similes such as this by Adunis:

204" SUaJI a4J tf doeB not seem t0 *>e absolutely
necessary in the use of accumulated similes. Bowra comments on the

"unpretentiousness", the "simplicity", the "formulaic" and even the

"conventional" nature of these accumulated similes. He adds that,
205nevertheless, "something is gained by their juxtaposition",  ̂explaining

this by saying that "Each simile makes its contribution, but the total
206result is more than the mere sum of them". This total result, which

he does not describe further, must be, one feels, the emotional impact

produced by this clustering of similes. Since familiarity in imagery is 

richer in emotional associations, this is easily understood:
0j>Lj [j o Lvi 

 ̂ 1 lUjtXjJ e tLp?v» O)'1
j 11 Ir i  ̂1 , jJ) LjiALJ fit -i

lwnA.1---- l-

*Abd al-Sabur had used only one simile previously in his poem, then 

suddenly he produced this cluster of similes, most of which are familiar, 

ending, however, on a last original note:

One may conclude here that simile, although ordinarily less 

condensed and hence less poetical than other forms of imagery, has its 

own, special attributes which, when handled aptly and sparingly, can 

enrich and vary the texture and effect of a poem.

* Modern imagery, says C.D. Lewis, is unfamiliar and therefore "meagre in 
emotional associations".^^
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60. Por examples of these see pp.94 and 99 °f his poem, "Mir'at li '1- 

Tarljdi", ihid.
61o Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, under IMAGERY.
62. Prom "Fasl al-Mawaqif", p.220.
63. See Al-Masrah wa 11-Maraya, pp.45s 46, 47, 43, 43, 51? 55? 56, 57,

65, 70 and 87 respectively.
64. See ihid., pp.65, 65, 65, 65, 65, 66, 66, 69 and 69 respectively.
65. See ihid., pp.50, 53, 53? 53, 5 6, 56, 56, 71? 71? 77? 33, 83 and

87 respectively.
66. Prom his poem, "Saut min al-Ma1", ihid., p.130=
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67- Harold H. Watts, "Anabases the Endless Film", reprinted from the

University of Toronto Quarterly, Vol.XIX, No. 3, April, 1950* p.229-
63. Prom his poem, "Al-Sam£T al-Thaminah", A1-11 asrah wa 11-Maraya, p.165-
69o Prom his poem, "Lughatun li !1-Masafah", Afghani Mihyar, p.94®
70* The Sacred Wood, London, 1923, p.100.
71* As paraphrased by the Encyclopedia, of Poetry and Poetics, under

OBJECTIVE CORRELATIVE; see also P.O. Matthiessen, The Achievement of 
T.S* Eliot, third edition, a Galaxy Book, New York" T959T"pP°53-80 
especially pp.56-67*

72. Ibid., p.63»
73* See the Encyclopfod-la of Poetry and Poetics, loo.cit<■
74- Watts, op.cit., p.228.
75* The Post-Symbolist Period, New Haven, 1953, p*152- Perse*s influence

on AdiinTs is seen in other things, too. It is possible that AdunTs's 
basic image in his Al-Masrah wa *1-Maraya of a mirror reflecting the 
poet's self and that of his age, was influenced by Perse*s image of 
the same thing. In his speech of acceptance upon the award of the 
Nobel Prize for Literature (Stockholm, December 10th, i960). Perse
said, "It is for the poet, in his wholeness, to bear witness to the
twofold vocation of man; to hold before the spirit a mirror more 
sensitive to his spiritual possibilities; to evoke in our century a 
vision of the human condition more worthy of man as he was created,..1’, 
trans. W.Il. Auden, New York, 19̂ 1, p«12.

760 Prom his poem, "Ilarabat MadYnatuna”, A^hani Mihyar, p. 159-
77* Contemporary French Literature, New York, 19̂ 4* p.416.
78. The Poetic Image, pp.133-4*
79° Op.cit., p.67.
80o "Al-Tanaqu£at fi 'l-Masrah wa ’1-Maraya", p.125*
81. Prom "Harabat Madinatuna", p.160; see also his lovely poem, "Mir*all

li Khalidah", Al-Masrah wa *1-Maraya, pp.224-7*
82. Prom his poem, "Madinah bila Matar", Unshudat al-Matar, pp. 176-7 ■
83. His serialised articles, "Kuntu Shupdaf-gyfairJ,published in Al-Sha*b 

newspaper, Baghdad, reflect ‘ this to some extent; see No.1441 of 
August 16th, 1959s et seq>; see also his lecture "Al-Iltizam wa *1- 
La-IItizam fi *1-Adab al-^Arabi *1-Hadith".

84* See his confessional moving poem, "AhibbinT" where he says;

* * * * * * * *  t s u
Shanaslill, p.59-; see also his poem, "Jaikur Ummi" where he says;

* ( Lp 1 ) ̂ 1 ( 51.8̂ ) * <dllj ( . AJ>l) Lis )
^  £41 J

ibid., p.73.    d

85. Prom "Madinah bila Matar", p.173*
86. Ibid.
87. Prom his poem, "Jasad al-Hasah", Al-Masrah wa '1-Maraya, p.197-
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33. Prom his poem, "Al-Sandabad fi Rihlatihi '1-Thaminah", A1-Hay wa 

'1-Rifc, p.108.
89. "Al-Nahr wa ’l-Maut", Unshudat al-Matar, p.144*
90. Prom "Jâ lcur Ummi" , loc.cit.
91 <» Prom his poem, "Garcia Lorca", Unshudat al-Matar, pp.27-3.
92. "Al-Nahr wa 'l-Maut", p.141°
93° Translated by Bowra, The Creative Experiment, p.193°
94° On Lorca's death theme, see Howard Young, The Victorious Experiment, 

Madison, Milwaukee, 1966, pp.156-60.
95* See al-Sayyab*s many poems on Jaikur in Unshudat al-Matar (e.g.

"Marthiyyat Jaikur", pp.93-8; "Tammuz Jailcur" , pp. 99-I02; his lovely 
poem, "Jaikur wa ’1-Madinah", pp. 103-7; "Al- *Audah li Jailcur", pp.108- 
15 etc.); in Shanashil, ("Jaikur wa Ashjar al-Madinah", pp.51-3; 
"Jaikur Ummi", pp.77~SO) etc.

960 The C reative Exp er iment, p.192.
97° Ibid*, p.197°
98. Prom his poem, "Qari * al-Dam", Unshudat al-Matar, p.131, on Lorca, 

see Bowra, The Creative Experiment, pp.98-9°
99° Prom his poem, "Ru’ya fi *tni 1958", Unshudat al-Matar, p. 125; compare

this with Lorca's use of the image of knives in his poetry as
exemplified by Bowra, The Creative Experiment, pp.212-3.

100. Prom "Al-Nahr wa 'l-Maut", p.143°
101. C.M. Bowra, Edith Sitwell, Monaco, 1947, P°33*
102. Ibid.
103° See for example his long poem, "Al-Asliliah wa ’1-Atfal", Unshudat 

al-Matar, pp.251-77°
104° Prom E. Sitwell's poem, "Lullaby", Selected Poems, a Penguin Book, 

Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1952, p°33°
105° Prom his poem, "Madinat al-Sandabad", Unshudat al-Matar, p.158.
106. Prom Sitwell's poem, "Street Song", op.cit., p.35°
107. Prom "Madinat al-Sandabad", p.156.
103. Prom Sitwell's poem, "Lullaby", op.cit., p.33°
109. Prom his poem, "Min Ru'ya Fukai", Unshudat al-Matar, p.43; he repeated

it again in his poem. "Marthiyyat Jailcur", .ibid. , p.93°
110. Edith Sitwell, p.35°
111. From his poem, "Ila Jamilah bu Hairad", Unshudat al-Matar, p°73°
112. Prom his poem, "Al-MasiR ba*da ’1-Salb", ibid., p.146.
113° Prom his poem, "Sarbarus fi Babil", ibid., p.169°
114* Prom his poem, "Madinah bila Matar", ibid., p.177°
115* Prom "Madinat al-Sadabad”, ibid., p.156.
116. Prom his poem, "Risalah min Maqbarah", ibid., p.78.
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117.

118.
119.

120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.

126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.

138.
139.
140.

The Complete Poems, and Plays, 1909-1950, Wew York, 1958, p.56; 
compare also Eliot’s verses in ’’The Waste Land”;

There is not even silence in the mountains
But dry sterile thunder without rain „

ibid., p. 47? with al-Sayyab's verse; ” ^  J cvUyva  ̂v
in ”Madtnah bila Matar”, p.173.
Al-Sayyab seems to he also very much influenced hy Eliot’s following 
verses; (both examples are in direct statement)

Shape without form, shade without color,
Paralysed force, gesture without motion;

Al-Sayyab says;____________-_

”A1-Audah li Jailcur”, Unshudat al -Mat ar, p. 111*
”The Waste Land”, p.48.
See for example his interesting poem, ’’Shanashil Ibnat al-dalabi”,
•̂n Shanashil, pp.5-10 which is a reminiscence of a thrilling
experience. In some other poets such as Tawfiq §ayi^h end Salami
'Abd al-Sabur thrilling memories of childhood also figure but are 
never haunting or persistent; see for a single example from each 
Sayigh’s poem, ’’STkulujiyyali Rij<iyyah”, Thalalihun Qasidah; and see 
*Abd al-Sabur, pp.77-8 of his poem ”A1-Mulku Laic”, Al-Uab fi Biladi.
’’Unshudat al-Matar”, p.161.
Op.cit., pp.67-8.
Prom ’’Jailcur Ummi”, pp.79-80.
Prom his poem, ’’Li’anni Gharib”, Al~Ma*bad al-Hhariq, p.124.
Prom his poem, "Jaaltur wa ’1-Madinah", Unshudat al-Matar, p.107.
See Young, pp.cit., p. 148 where he speaks of Lorca’s ’’playfulness 
rooted in childhood thought /that^ finds expression in the little 
things of nature”.
Prom his poem, ”Yaquluna Tahya”, Shanashil, p.66.
From his poem, ’’Ua'sh al-Sukara”, Nahr ad-Ramad, p.41.
Prom his poem, ”Jahim Barid”, ibid., p.47.
Ibid., p.49.
Prom his poem, ’’Bila *Unwin”, ibid., p.53.
Prom his poem, ”Pt Jauf al-Hut”, ibid., p.66.
Prom his poem, ”*Audah ila Sadum”, ibid., p.122.
Prom his poem, ”A1-Majus fi ’Urubba”, ibid., p.114.
Prom ” fAudah ila Sadum”, p.123.
Prom his poem, ” Wujnh al-Sandabad”, Al-Nay wa ’l-Rib; p.64.
Prom his poem, ” Sind al-Bas^arah”, ibid., p.13.
See what critic H i  HSwi, the poet's brother, says on this,' !fAl- 
Majimm al-Wujudi fi wa ’l-Bih", ai-m Si , April, 1961, p.19.
See above p.152; see also p.989.
Prom his poem, ”Al-ICahf”, Bayadir al-Ju*, p. 12.
Prom his poem, ” *Ind al-Bassarah”, p.11.
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141. From his poem, "Wujuh al-Sandahad", p.50.
142c From his poem, "Jinniyyatu rl-Shati,;?, Bayadir al-Ju* , p.24.
143<> Ahariq Muhashshamaha ppo35“6, and 93~5 respectively,” see also other 

similar poems such as "Vit Min", which is a cross section of life 
showing at the same moment the two aspects of a revolutionary and a 
stagnant type of life, ihido , pp.24-6} "Al-Q,aryah al-Mal^unah", 
ihido, ppo58-60, etc.

144- See for example his poem "Hajama ’1-Tatar", Al-Nas fi Biladi, pp.51-4 
which, in its major part, is an example of a hroad image depicting 
the scene of a defeat and an invasion.

145- Azhar wa Asatin, pp.29-40.
1460 Ahariq Muhashshamah, pp.30-2, 40-3 and 13-5 respectively.
147- Al-Bayyati■> pp.12-20.
148c Other diwans were Ashlar fi ’l-Manfa, (Cairo, 1957); fIshruh Qasidah 

min Berlin, (Baghdad^ 1959)? Kalimat la Tamut, (Beirut^ 1960)';
Al-Nar wa ’l-Kalimat, (Beirut, 1964) and Sifr al-Faqr wa M-JPhaurah,
^Beirut, 1965)®

149- Al-Bayyati translated poems from Nazim Hikmat and others in 1956,
see Risalah ila Nagim Hikmat, (Beirut, 1956), and with the help of
Afynad Mursi he translated a hook on Eluard, (Beirut, 1957) and 
another on Aragon (3eirut 1959)“

150o From his poem "Al-fAudah", Al-Majd li *1-Atfal wa ’l-Zaitun, 
p. 13*

151» From his poem, "Qitar al-Shamal", ihid., p.66.
152. From his poem, "Yaumiyyat * Arahi fi Isra’il, Ughniyah ila Yafa" 

ihid., p.6.
153® From 

p. 15
his
•

poem, "Al-Rahi* wa ?1-Atfal" v Ashfar fi ’1-Manfa

154® From his poem, "Hasrah fi Baghdad", Sifr al-Faqr, P“53“
155® From his poem, "Al-Suhuf al-Safra’", Al-Nar wa ’1-Kalimat

156. From his poem ’Al-fAba’ah wa ’1-Khanjar", Sifr al-Faqr, p]
157® Ihid., p.62.
158. Jalil KamSl al-DTn asserts the fact that al-Bayyati is more careful 

of his content than of his form, see Al~Shifr al-fArahi ’l-Hadfth wa 
Ruji al-‘Asr, p. 110; see also the discussion of ‘Abbas of the defects 
of al-BayySCti * s image, Al-Bayyati, pp.90-102.

159“ From his poem, "Al-Hadiqah ’1-Mahjurah", Ahariq Muhashshamah, p.93®
160. Ihid., p.95c
161. From his poem, "Ramad fi ’1~Ri1l", Sifr al-Faqr, p.29®
162. Ihid.
163“ From his poem, "Al-Ard al-Tayyihah", Al-Majd li ’l-AtfSl, p. 55°
164® S i f r  a l-F a q r , p p .11-27®
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165. Shukri *Ayyad thinks that al-Bayyati achieves majesty not tragedy in 

his poetry* He likes his music and praises it most highly, Tajarih 
fi ’1-Adab wa * 1—Naqd, Cairo, 1967s p*146* However, he notices 
that his images are not always clear and congruent, but, strangely, 
refers it to what he regards as a "Surrealistic element” in his 
poetry* He adds that al-Bayyati, more than any other poet of his 
generation, arouses the problem of "understanding in poetry”, p*147° 
This is surprising, because, compared with the poetry of most avant- 
garde poets writing outside Egypt, al-Bayyati's poetry is simple 
and easily understood..

166* Many other defects occur in syntax, e*g* his wrong use of the
proposition in the followings " be >
where ”bi" instead of "fi” should have been" used, "Amal7’, Al-Majd li
’I-Atfal, p*47; a^d in construction, e»g* he has the habit of putting 
the "mudaf" at the end of a line and the "mudaf ilaihi” at the 
beginning of the next, which is a most inappropriate use of it;

** I I L j ( I Li

Li i ^

♦ ***♦ .-.Leu "Risalat Hubb ila Zaujati", ibid» , p*35»
167o See for example two volumes of collected essays on him by several

writers, Abd al-Wahhab al-Bayyati, Ra' id. al-Shi£ r al-ffadijLh,
Damascus, 195S ? and Ma 'sSt al-Insan ad^u^'gir f rShi* r * Abd al- 
Wahhab al-Bayyati, Cairo, 1966* I. ‘Abbas's book, Al-BayySti, 
mentioned above is a sober study of the poet and his original
technique in Abariq Muhashshamah« Having been written at
such an early date of al-Bayyatifs experiment and of that of the new 
poetry, it helped to enhance greatly al-Bayyati’s prestige and fame*

168o Prom his poem, "14 Tammuz", Kalimat la Tamut, p.53°
169. See for example his poems, "Min al-A‘maq Sarakhtu ilaik ya Maut”,

and poem No*24, AI-Q,asidah Kaf o
170q "Al-QasTdah Kaf, li Tawfiq Sayigh”, Shi(r quarterly, No*16, Autumn,

1960, p*142*
171» Prom "Min al-A‘maq Saralchtu ilaik ya Maut”.
172. Prom poenNo«23, ibid*
1 7 3 Prom poem No* 18, ibid*
174- P^om poems Nos*17 and 16 respectively, ibid*
1?5» Prom poem No*2, ibid*
176* Prom poem No*3, ibid*
1770 Prom his poem, "‘An Jamilah til-Jaza'iriyyah", ibid*
178. Prom his poem, "Al-Huzn", Al-Nas Pi Biladi, p*37*
179° See for example such poems as "Al-Nas fi Biladi”, ibid*, pp*65-7

where the uncle, Mustafa, the wiseman and the story-teller of the 
village and his grandson Khalil, the silent rebel, are vividly 
delineated* See also the lively description of Zahran in "Shanq 
Zahran”, ibid*, pp°55”8* See Z*N* Mahmud’s protest on *Abd al-
Sabur ’s poem, "Al-Nas fi Biladi" in which he rejects his description
of the people, "Ma Hakadha '1-Nas fi Biladi", Palsafah wa Pann, 
pp»352-7. However, Dr* Mahmud's criticism puts more literal 
meaning in the poet's words than was meant by him*
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180o

181.
182.
183.

184.
185.

186.

187.
188. 
189.

190.

191o
192.

193»

194«
195*
1960

19?*

198-

From his poem, "Ahlam al-Faris al-Qadim", in his diwan of the same 
name, p.92.
From his poem, "Rihlah fi ’1-Lail", Al-Nas fI Biladi, p.47°
From his poem, "Hajama ’1-Tatar", ihid., p.51.
Ihid., p.52. This image has another defects the rise of’dyed* 
suggests a great deal of hlood and is not congruent with the use 
of sprinkling of hlood.
Ihid.
See for example M. al-Nuwaihi’s critical hook, Qa&iyyafc A1-Shi*r 
al-Jadid, and L  IsmafilTs hook, Al-Shi1r al- 'Arabi 11-Mu*asir, 
in which 'Ahd al-Sabur’s work forms nearly the central contribution 
from which most illustration on the new techniques of modern Arabic 
poetry are taken, much to the neglect of several other avant-garde 
experiments, and others.
Other defects are dilution, a prosaic tendency and a weakness of 
structure and sentence formation:

Ufll

^  OIamJI .•iLwJ'VU li 1 -,L LyiAqulu hakum, p.34, etc. w
The Background of Modern Poetry, p.'3°
The Poetic Image, p.107»
See for example A1-Adah, October, 19̂ 9? ^or several examples of the 
inapt use of imagery, e.g. this verse hy Abd al-Karim al-Na im 
from his poem "AbS jDhur”; Ltiidj 8 0̂1 ,
and this verse hy Hasab al-Sheijdi Ja*far from hir poem, "Al-Malakah 
wa T1-Mutasawwil", ° p. 38:

I jIO-AA J j j j lfj
For a resume of the ideas of Classical Arab critics on the simile 
and the great position it occupied in Classical times, see M. Nasif, 
"Al-Ma^a ’1-Adahi li ’TashbTh", A1-Surah 1 l-Adahiy.yah, 
pp.48-72.
Encyclopedia- of Poetry and Poetics, under SIMILE.
Ill Hawi, "Al-Surah haina ’1-Shil r  al-Qadim wa '1-Shifr al-Mu asir", 
Al-Adab, February, 1960, p»53*
Mo NasXf, op.cit., p.106° see also p.61 where he attacks clarity in 
poetry.
Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetios, loc.cit.
Heroic Poetry, p.267.
Ibid.
From his poem, "Unshudat al-Matar" in his diwan of the same name,
p.160.
Bncyclop-gdier of Poetry and Poetics, loc.cit.
NSsif describes the concept al-jshiz has of the simile as "

op<
characteristics of the simile. However, Nagif does not agree with 
him.
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199° From his poem, "Yasaminah", Al-Masrah wa *1-Maraya, p»273.
200o N.B. his implicit agreement with the ideas of his brother, Hi HSwi.
201o "Unshudat al-Matar", p.162.
202o Bowra says on this, "This is a technique pursued by many users of 

similes. It draws attention to more than one aspect of a complex
situation and shows how much the poet sees in it.", Heroic Poetry,
p.272. In another place he says, "When a poet wishes to produce a 
particularly striking effect, he may pile up similes,., taking care 
that each adds something new”, ibid., p.273* The discussion above 
attempts to draw attention that this effect is emotional.

203. See Encyclopedia-' of Poetry and Poetics, loc.cit.; see also Nasif,
op.cit., pp. 64 and 67 where he interprets the ideas of * Abd al-Qahir 
al-Uurjani to the same effect.

204* From his poem, "Jasad al-Hasat", Al-Masrah wa *1-Maraya, p.195°
205» Loc.cit.
206. Ibid.
207° Frsn hie- .pdera, JlSa'aqtuluk" , Al-Nas fi Biladi, pp. 147-3. N.B. tW 

metrical fault in sixth line.
In the present writer's poem, "Adhru* al-K&ttan", a cluster of four 
similes, the only ones in the poem, appears at the beginning of a 
stanza. This is a poem on death in which a description of the 
ritual of the Oriental funeral is attempted. Here the description 
is ended and a kind of keening begins, in which the traits of the 
dead youth are enumerated, in imitation of folk usage. The use of 
rather familiar similes was deliberately sought in an attempt to 
foree a link with the folk usasret

 r.*(J i 5̂ I bL < jV J  b J  - W ** 15 ( I ^

Al- Audah min ai-BaV al-Halim,p.176. Al-Bayyati also has a passage 
which abounds with similes?. 1 11 u 1 n-

. 1Kor1" 1/
"Ughniyah ila Waladi fAli", Al-Majd li ' 1-Atfal wa '1-Zaitun, p. 57° 

203. The Poetic Image, p.105.
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SECTION §: OBLIQUITIES

Symbol, Allusion, Folklore and Myth

(i) The Symbol
One of the most common obliquities in avant-garde Arabic poetry is

the use of symbols. A symbol is the deliberate use of a word or a phrase

to signify something else, not by analogy (for unlike metaphor and simile

it lacks a paired subject), but by implication and reference. A symbol is
1

chosen arbitrarily by the poet to stand for a poetic "idea or set of ideas'1
2and may be described as a ''sort of disguise for these ideas". However,

Go Whalley maintains that a "symbol.. 00 is always a vehicle for feeling, 

for complex and valuable states of awareness, and never a vehicle for dogma

or for ideas",^ a notion fully adopted by I. Isma'Tl in his discussion of

symbol and myth in contemporary Arabic poetry.^ Now whereas one agrees

completely with the fact that a poetic symbol can never be a vehicle for

dogma, because dogma has its own fixed emblems, or for any pure system of 

thought, one cannot accept the notion that a symbol is evoked only by 

emotions.. However, when one realises that in a genuine poet ideas are 

never pure thought but impose themselves on the poet emotionally, one might 

see a line of unity between the two'concepts- In the poetic experience, 

ideas evoke emotions and, more often than not, emotions give birth to ideas 

which give them their boundary and coherence.

In every national literature, many conventional symbols can be found; 

in Arabic? the moon, the sword, the crescent, the cross (the last two 

being fairly modern in their implication), etc. All these have meanings 

which are widely recognisable. But a symbolic poet will have his own 

private symbols. These are naturally more difficult to interpret, but 

are more exciting and rewarding.

Although most avant-garde Arab poetry is symbolic in general, not all

"Symbolism", says S. Wilson, "may be defined as an attempt... to 
communicate unique personal feelings."5
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its poets resort exclusively to the use of symbols in the p^mnnal sense 

described above. Although al-Sayyab, a master of the metaphor.,, employs 

certain personal symbols f the symbolic value of his poe'.ry remains more 

general and archetypal. His two greatest symbols are the Village and the 

City which already stand for generalised symbols and are on the way of 

becoming a convention. Symbols of innocence and spiritual dignity on the

one hand, and of oppression, materialism and alienation on the other, they

are used in the same vein by several contemporary poets such as al-Bayyati,
—. _  6Ilijazi and Hawi.

Some poets tend to sustain one or more symbols throughout the bulk

of their work, which gives a kind of solidarity and cohesion to their 

poetry, and helps the poet to achieve further condensation, for when a poet 

has created a good symbol, "something that has a permanent reference to a

its disadvantages, for it can become tedious in the long run, can act as a 

check to further originality, and can lend itself to being easily adopted 

by other poets and thus get conventionalised. In modern Arabic poetry

The use of symbols in modern Arabic poetry is too vast a subject to 

be treated fully here. The poetry of Adunis, for example, is thickly 

laden with symbols, as well as with other kinds of obliquities. But two 

examples of the use of symbols in contemporary Arabic poetry should suffice 

the purpose of this discussion. These are Khalil Iiawi's poem "Jinniyyat 

al-Sh^tif" ^  and Muhammad Mustafa Badawi’s "Al-T'ilal".^  Hawirs poem

* Freedom is symbolized by the sea in the poetry of Yusuf al-Khal. It 
occurs several times, for example, in his diwan, Al-Bi ?r al-Mahjurah; this 
example is from his poem, "Vlahdah";

set of ideas, it is an obvious economy to repeat it" 8 However, this has

9some symbols such as the sea, the rain and the wind have suffered this

fate

. . . . . .. w J N - l /  I 'Q j J L & J  J  U S f )  ^>1 b l l  I j j  U )  v l . i  I

and this example is from his poem, "Memento Mori"” "
and this from his poem, "Al-Du a’"; " ( . Q 'f L 
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resorts to the use of two main symbols, the young gypsy girl and the priest. 

The gypsy girl is meant to he the symbol of primeval innocence and vitality?

civilisation who with his sophisticated and corrupt methods aims at 

destroying the innocence and vitality of the gypsy girl and succeeds in

In Badawi’s poem there are also two main symbols, the hills and the 

lake* These are rich with associations that it is possible to interpret 

them in more than one way. The hills which no one has seen but which 

everybody speaks of and longs for?

and the mute lake which everyone knows-exists: rt Ui

according to the poignant irony in the poem) world on the one hand and the 

world of reality 011 the other. It might also denote the other world with 

its (fantastic?) assurance of everlasting life and the absolute certainty 

of death* Such examples of symbols having more than one meaning exist in

where the beast might denote a personal as well as a communal nightmare.

where the gallop on the mare’s back seems to symbolise both the poet’s (or 

man’s) quick voyage through life unto his death, or the lover's trip to “the 

climax in love.

Modern avant-garde poets, however, do not regard themselves as 

Symbolists. They employ symbols just as they employ several other means 

of obliquities* They even resort at times to the effective simplicity of 
the direct statement. They, in fact, benefit from the poetic experience

the symbol of

14.changing her into an old hag " .J L— Sj,JI ^  elk^Art.

LjpsJI I”^  might denote any ideal, unrealised (in fact unrealisable 

several well-written poems such as Nazik al-Mala’ikah’s poem "Al-Uffuwan"

and TawfTq Sayi^h’s prose poem "Min al-Afmaq Sarakhtu ilaika ya Maut!
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of diverse experiments "both in the Arab poetic heritage as well as in the

Western, The important thing for them does not lie in writing as

Symbolists, Imagists, Surrealists or Existentialists, hut in presenting

life and m a n ?s condition in their world in the best means attainable.

As C.M. Bowra, speaking of modern Western poets, puts it, theirs is an

"imaginative realism which allows no frontiers to the poetic spirit but
19assumes that it may find its material in any branch of life” ,

(ii) Allusion

Allusion is a "tacit reference to another literary work, to another
20art, to history, to contemporary figures, or the like", Tillyard

21rightly regards allusion as a minor obliquity, the obliquity consisting

in a statement's implying more than its words state because 
those words provoke a reference to a literary context, and 
that context, if known to the reader, cannot but supply an 
additional significance,^

23Allusion has often been used to "display knowled$e". This was
24quite common in the past, but it is in the very nature of allusion to be

open, at all times, to the display of erudition, and poets in modern times

cannot be exempted from the possibility that they might exploit this

potential to show their wide knowledge and cleverness. However, allusion

has more important uses. It can be used for the sake of arousing an

emotional appeal in a reader or audience "sharing some experience or
25knowledge with the writer". In modern Arabic, this has been exploited 

greatly by poets adhering to an ideology, especially in platform poetry, 

with the aim of bringing about an emotional aura. The following verses 

by Yusuf al-Khatib are typical;

where the allusion to Shauqi's more famous and highly exciting verse is 

clear;

Again in the following verse, Sulaiman al-£Isa alludes, probably
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unconsciously, to the ancient poet's constant mention of ft ” as

he stands on the vississitudes of the old camps

I I, Li ĵ 1 j. Li * * | ^ l ~  j \   ̂ li J ^ Jih£)

But the most artistic function of allusion is its use "to enrich a
23literary work "by merging the echoed material with the new context” .

In this it performs its main function which is to "thicken the meaning of 
29certain details", for its use involves an economy and a compression.

30
”In a minimum of words a large context rich in association can be evoked."

In order to be effective, the technique of allusion assumes first of all

an established literary tradition as a source of value, which the audience
31must be able to share. To be successful, allusion must "refer to highly

32or reasonably familiar originals".

According to the Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, several types

of allusion exist, but we are here particularly interested in two types.

The first is topical allusion which means a reference to recent events.

This abounds in modern Arabic verse not only in avant-garde but also in

platform poetry.^ The second is metaphorical allusion which is a

technique using "the echoed element as a vehicle for the poetic tenor that
34it acquires in the now oontext". It is the richest and most complex

type of allusion because it depends on a wealth and a continuity of

literary tradition. Allusion of this type serves in fact as a unifying

factor in literature and can achieve harmonies which other means cannot

attain. It is natural for such a kind of allusion to be dependent more

on the poet's own literary heritage. Most unconscious allusion^ stems

from the poet's national literature which has become more a part of the

naturally acquired aesthetic experience of both the poet and the reader or

audience than any foreign literature. On the other hand, world literature

remains a wide open field for poets to use. However, the difficulty of

communicating the implications of such an allusion to the reader might

limit it to the status of mere deliberate reference, because it cannot rely
36on a "close poet—audience relationship", but demands an explanation by
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the poet or his critics and an initiation of the reader to the meaning of

the passage. Of course, this kind of reference is not functional in any

form of oral verse.

Conscious allusion in modern Arabic poetry has been largely inspired
3 7by T.S. Eliot's use of allusion in the "Waste Land" and other poems. 

Al-Bayyati's poetry, especially in AbSriq Mohas^shahmah abounds with 

allusions and direct quotations, showing Eliot's pervasive influence on 

him. He uses both topical and metaphorical allusions varying from 

political slogans?  ̂ to reference to recent events?
■ j f Lj 4c

j  L̂ waJ I ^̂ Luul l<\ p
41to political dogma; " el̂ Lvot J t ”, to folk usage in this

double reference; ^  L 'LJkdj< f 42
* jJ  If) 4|>J.TusJi * 0  I j \ s -

The nostalgic use of the 'north wind’ here in the song of the wood-cutter

stems from the heart of folk songs " L—— ĴJUI j  ^  the

double reference, however, is also to Shelley's poem, "Ode to the West Wind"

in which the following passage is famous;^

Oh.' lift me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud.*
I fall upon the thorns of life.' I bleed.’

Al-Bayyati also refers to proverbs; " J— U jJL> L and
45” ^ L y J! _  and to literary passages, both

Classical; c? ^ ^  p-L+iij 46

and modern; v -— — — ^ xsd! Ip [5 47̂  pgfepping

to Shauqi's above-mentioned verse,* and to current newspaper and radio

L_Jjj u
j>3ixuJ Lj «-» jj) — 43

49as well as to Biblical text; »  @[y eJyVI 4.JU rr .
There i& uo doubt thct al-Bayyati has in Abariq Muliashshamah the 

greatest concentration of allusions in modern Arabic poetry, but other 

poets also exploited this interesting poetic technique* In general, the 

use of allusion in modern Arabic poetry does not vary a great deal from
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al-BayyatiTs use, although in some poets a greater subtlety is shown. It 

will not he necessary for the purpose of this work, therefore, to give more 

than a few more examples.

Yusuf al-Khal shows a great subtlety in his frequent use of allusion* 

He often uses Biblical references but; exploits also the literary wealth 

available to him* The first poem in Al-Bi *r al-Mahjurahv a short 

dedication to Ezra Pound, is informed by this technique and the allusions 

in it refer both to Biblical themes (the fig leaf, the crucifixion) and to 

Ezra Pound's poetic teachings and his political plight. Here a close but 

subtle analogy exists between Pound and Christ as well as between Pound as 

a persecuted literary pioneer and teacher and al-Khal himself;

I * !  n J  • , |  » d l  i <il ,C. L> li) 7m  u" j, i> -i* ^  /
< : eJLu. 4 * 1 *  IJ I 1 ^  #  “

• u* u=. dL-u r UjJI “  f-

u lj! • j I —=» ̂
ajJsJ I j I 1

J— -̂ScA.JJ lip Y

His Biblical allusions are many. Tillyard's comment that Biblical 

allusions especially tend to be over familiar and hence lose much of their
51

allusive significance becoming "more a portion of speech than of literature" 

does not apply to their use in Arabic. For Biblical allusions in Arabic 

are not common but have only been recently introduced into poetry together 

with Biblical and Christian terms and phrases. Al-Khal*s poetry, therefore, 

benefits greatly from the freshness of these Biblical allusions, and so 

does the prose poetry of Tawfiq Sayigh and Jabra Ibrahim Jabra. The 

following by JabrS is interesting and typical;

5 ̂

A poet might allude ironically to a literary passage, sometimes 

inverting the meaning completely as in the following by another poet from
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a poem on the Palestinian refugees and their conditions as an uprooted, 

alienated people.. The poet here mocks the attitude of the Arab people 

towards the refugees which limits itself to the outward show of sorrows
t.2> i {jp 53

*  ̂ LytJ L»taĈ J>.I>f lft
In its sustained use throughout the history of Arabic poetry

Classical and modern, the image of the dove had always pointed to nostalgia
*and parting with one's beloved and one's home*. No bad Omen is implied,

* Even in Sufi poetry the mystical allusions to the dove do not part from 
this general approach.. Muhyi al-Din Ibn al-*Arabi says in Tar.juman 
al-Ashwaq; . , u 54
The dove in this and other passages, even if explained in the commentary 
of the author, translated by Nicholson, as subtle spiritual essences,55 
Universal Spirit,56 or Absolute Wisdom,57 has been used in the traditional 
mannero In modern times, poets have used this allusion throughout the
decades <, Among these are Shauqi whose verses in al-Andalus are famoustft

 ̂ i*}̂ L=yĴ* fvs&j 1 vJ LoI TT * * *«.   Y/ ̂Khalil Majf̂ â jjeky al-Zahawi, al-Rasafi and al-Kasimi and many others also 
used it05° it was also used even by such poets as al-iUdital ad-Saghir:

<y>* 59
| J l o ^ ) i  1 L £ Ij

Amin Najghlahg
U"*! ^  J 60

Ibrahim Tuqans c
.... 1 pi I j 3  ̂ j V 1 <l*j! Lj g ̂

and finally Badr Shakir al-Sayyabs
(J) «— L y.'Tdj

It is interesting to note that the Lebanese folk-poet, Rashid Nakhlah, 
when using the image of the dove, took it partially out of its traditional 
context and associated it with peace and loves

bL— *,=**-■> Jjp.uj KtiayJi>p pL - * i i i ) ^ j-. Ur- L 63
p u.4.uj ' j . s - j Lsj liltjj lp.;> 1

This is used here as a universal symbol denoting peace«
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l i k e  the  a l lu s io n  to  the  crow Which is  d i r e c t ly  connected w ith  a hopeless 

p a r t in g , as in  death. The crow has a s in is te r  im p lic a t io n ,  the  dove a 

p u re ly  n o s ta lg ic  one, "but bo th , no doubt, have become a rche typa l images 0 Th

following are famous Ciassisal archetypal images of the dove by Ahmad IbnO* #
Yusuf al-Manasi (do1045) and ,ibu Bakr al-Shibli, the mystic (do9^5) •

0 1/*"*~v* ^  J 44*̂ 34 Cv*'L*
and th is  to  which the above mentioned modern passage a llu d e s :

But in  the  modem passage the  a llu s io n  is  no t used to  s tre ss  the  fe e lin g s  

o f n o s ta lg ia , bu t to  r id io u le  them in  a people whose o n ly  n o s ta lg ia  

(accord ing  to  the poem) is  aroused by ou ts ide  t r a d i t io n a l  s t im u li  and 

expressed o n ly  in  tea rs*

( i i i )  F o lk lo re

The in c o rp o ra tio n  o f  fo lk lo r is h  elements in  p o e try  comes o fte n  as a 

n a tu ra l process and need not always sorve as an a l lu s io n  to  a s p e c if ic  

value vdiich the poet means to  p o in t out and devolop in  connection w ith  a 

p a r t ic u la r  p o in t .  B iit i t  always revea ls  a v i t a l i t y  and dynamism o f 

experience and, g e n e ra lly  speaking, i t  m ight have an e f fe c t  on the  

development o f  the  language o f poe try  towards g re a te r contemporaneousness.

F o lk lo re  in  C la s s ic a l A rab ic  poe try  has no t been s tu d ie d  ye t and one 

cannot app rec ia te  the  ex ten t to  which i t  permeates th a t  p o e try . However, 

one cou ld  venture  to  say th a t the  poe try  which catered to  k ings  and 

p rin ce s  m ight n o t have boon so laden w ith  f o lk lo r is h  elements as o the r
-r*

p o e try  because o f the fo rm a l t r a d it io n s  which eu log ies  had to  uphold and 

the  s o r t o f e leva ted  p o s it io n  o f  i t s  o b je c ts : c a lip h , p r in ce  o r d ig n ita ry .

In  modern tim es , p o e try  has been lib e ra te d  to  a g re a t e x ten t from th is  

t r a d i t io n ,  bu t the  s tron ges t obs tac le  to  the spontaneous in c o rp o ra tio n  o f

*  One o f  the  g re a te s t values o f g a ja l and e a r ly  muwa f̂apfrafr l ie s  in  t h e i r  
capa c ity  to  g iv e  a more panoramic p ic tu re  o f l i f e  and to  p o r tra y  more the  
mind o f the  common people. I n i t i a l l y  a poe try  o f  the  people, the  
muwashahah has more elements o f fo lk lo re  than fo rm a l p o e try , e s p e c ia lly  
in  t h e f f ia r  j a h w h i c h  p o rtra y s  t h e ir  sense o f  humour to  a g rea t dea l.
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folklorish elements was the great divergence between written and spoken 

Arabic* The neo-Classical movement was a confirmation of many Classical 

expressions and attitudes, which took poetry even further away from modern 

folklore* Exceptions are,of course, found, especially in the humorous 
poems of Hafiz*

In the avant-garde poetry of the present period, however, a greater 

awareness of the vitality and importance of folklore is seen and a 

conscious attempt at incorporating folklorish expressions, attitudes, 

proverbs and traditions has been made. The rise of social consciousness 

and of the importance of the common people as opposed to the elite also 
helped to break the barriers between the strict formalism of the neo

classical tradition and the mobile and more spontaneous elements of folklore* 

But not all the links with the folklore were conscious and deliberate* 

The whole trend of poetry pointed towards simplification and vitality*

It was only right that some poets would feel a natural inclination to 

resort to folklorish elements in language, traditions and attitudes*

Among these Mizar Qabb&ni is the best example* Qabbani's great talent 

spontaneously forged a strong link with the Damascene folklore* Many folk 

expressions, attitudes and traditions were incorporated;

•U*jyyi * ♦ \ j u  ^4^1 i_vic
♦ * 1 IojJ ̂ I

Among other poets who discovered this great secret of vitality, although

not as spontaneously as Qabbani, was Ahmad * Abd al-Mu*ti Hijazi* Some of 

his poems show a great affinity with the spirit of the people, reflecting 

their turns of mind and their traditions;

O ' — *11 ^5
Jbcs- M..— 1 

e 4j 1; 3
' < i i j I 

<L!j JuJl ^0 CLr Li

The green fly, frequenter of corpses in the village, nlono claims the dead 

boy in the city •Hijazi's nostalgia in the big city, moreover, shares a
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similar feeling which permeates the Arab spirit harking hack to the 

nostalgia of the Arab people since Bedouin times* Al~SayyabTs greater 
sophistication did not miss that nostalgia, but he was a more ambitious 
poet who was able to achieve a marriage between folklorish elements and 
universal myths as in his reference to Job's sufferings

: z } - "  o' l/5 66
^  wLi L \j j ]  I ^1 i  \ I u)J ”

+ 's_vVp>J 1 tj 1
rfhis is very folklorish, taken directly from the mouth of the people all 
over the Arab world* Its mythical side will be discussed shortly*

The conscious use of folklore in poetry is one of the important 
introductions to the technique of modern Arabic poetry, bringing in 
vitality and a sense of reality* It is one area of true human experience 
regained for modern poetry* It is important for the modern lyrical poet 
in Arabic, however, to look for folklorish elements in his own environment? 
the things he says and hears, the normal everyday turn of his mind and of 
that of his people whom he thoroughly knows and understands* Folklore is 
an already well assimilated material, but it is relatively new to theraodern 

poetic practice in Arabic* This novelty gives it a freshness that can 
carry with it the element of surprise because it is different from the 
previous formal poetic practice* However, artificiality and improv
isations can be fatal* A dramatic sense of reality must be sustained and 

the use of the folklorish element must, even when consciously introduced, 

acquire the smoothness and naturalness of a spontaneous expression* 
Otherwise the poem will appear patched and of an uneven texture*

* The normal Iraqi saying is " j v-- ^   ^ ”* In the
Palestinian dialect it is " y "•
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(iv) The Myth and the Archetype

'The Bnc./plopedia of Poetry and Poetics^  aptly attempts a synthetic 

definition of 'myth* which combines elements from what it calls "two 

contrary and one-sided views of the matter” as held by Th Cassirer and
7-U Chase. Cassirer’s view treats myth as primarily a kind of perspective

in vrhich it "becomes synonymous with the mythopoeio mode of conscious

ness, it is simply a basic way of envisaging experience and oarries no 
necessary connotations of storytelling”. Chase’s view insists that myth 

is merely story* The -tnoyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics defines myth as
a story or complex of story elements taken as expressing, 
and therefore as implicitly symbolising, certain deep-
lying aspects of human and transhuman existence.

* Arab poets and critics had been for several decades aware of the 
importance of myth in poetry. This was demonstrated, in the course of this 
work. However a resume of these attempts will give a more coherent 
picture. Nastb * Aridah, as early as 1925? used the Arabic myth of "Irani 
Dkat a]-‘Imad" (the strange city of gold and precious stones built, as the 
myth goes, by Shaddad bin ‘ Ad, which disappeared in the desert and would 
re-appear only once in every forty years, and happy was the man who saw it) 
in his poem "I!Er Iramu * he used the myth symbolically as an impossible 
spiritual quest. Abu Madi used the Arabic myth of "AX- Anqa1" in his poem 
of the same name-, also to symbolise, the quest for happiness. A1-*Aqqad 
wrote in A3.~TuguI a short and rather superficial article on myth entitled 
"Ara * fi ’l-Asatir". Abu Shadi in hie poetry and on the pages of his 
magazine, Apollot tried to draw attention to the importance of myth in 
poetry, although his own application was not successful,, rAIi fl-‘lneni 
wrote in 1932 his long article on Greek mythology, "Apollon wa ’1-Shi‘r 
al-Hayyu which, he published in Apollo., calling on Arab poets to adopt these 
myths in their works, and in 1934 !h.\fairaah wrote his long article on the 
myth of the phoenix. In 193$ Shafiq al-Mb/lufJs painstaking work, * Abqar, 
appeared in which many myths from Arab mythology were incorporated, but his 
approach was narrative and flat. In 1037 U. * Abd u 1-Mu‘id1 s valuable book, 
Ai-A.sa.ilr al»*Arabiyyah Q & h l  al-Iaiam appeared, ‘Aii M» -'jlahE also used 
Trreelc ;nytlwraL^Iirs^-irol^^ ? (1942), and as m  Abqar, his
treatment was flat and by no means symbolic, which prompted Mandur to 
criticise him severely. The myths of Tammuz and * Ishtar or ‘Ashtarut had 
been used in Arabic creative writing at least as early as Gibran’s 
narrative piece raiqa?;- in Herd aly wa Ihtisamali. Later on, in 1943, a more 
important worlc appeared on these two myths, when the Lebanese Î 'abPo Thabit 
published his long poem ‘ Ashtariit wa A dim Is, with a long introduction on 
the history and meaning of these tv/o myths. Thus the publication in 1957 
of Jabra Ibrahim Jabra’s translation of the part in Trazer's book, The 
Golden Bough,- which deals with the fertility myth of Adonis; and in 1959 
of Huhumm&d ff.mkri Viyyad’s important book on Western mythology and its vre 
in modern bestera literature helped only to enhance a current that had 
been long trying to establish itself, Moreover, several important poems 
using one kind of myth or another had ..already been written before those 
dates, as - will be demonstrated below*’5?
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Tlie idea of narrative "as an essential part of the meaning of myth” is

therefore stressed here; hut there is the insistence too
that the original sources of such storytelling lie somehow 
below or beyond the conscious inventions of individual 
poetsj and that the stories themselves thus serve as partly 
unconscious vehicles for meanings that have something to do 
with the inner nature of the universe and of human life..
It was Carl Jung who in modern times gave the fullest scientific

interpretation, so far, of the origin of myth in human creativity, lodging
it in the psyche. But much earlier than Jung writers like G. Vico in
La Scienza nuova (1925) emphasised that

primitive thought is essentially poetic, in that the 
endowment of inanimate objects with life, will, and 
emotion is at once the natural tendency pf primitive 
man and the most sublime task of poetry.°9

Many recent writers such as Owen Barfield uphold this idea. In his
well-known book, Poetic Diction, Barfield quotes Smerson as saying that

’As w e  go back in history, language becomes more 
picturesque, until its infancy, when it is all poetry; 
or all spiritual facts are represented by natural 
symbols. ’ 70

A statement near to his own heart, for to him, the phenomenon of myth is
intimately bound up with the early history of meaning.„„
the product of that same mysterious 'metaphorical period' 
when the inventive genius of humanity is said to have 
burgeoned and sprouted as never before or s i n c e ;?1

that period when meaning was "still suffused with myth, and Nature all
72alive in the thinking of man".

Jung gives the origin of myth a psychological interpretation
insisting that the source of myth is the psyche, as has been just mentioned.
The psyche has contained, and still does, "all the images that have given 

73rise to myths";

The tremendous dynamic effects of mythic-religious 
concepts on man’s history, art and behaviour ... must 
be explained as psychic events with an independent 
nature of their own. 4

He postulates a collective unconscious underlying primary mytli-formation
and consisting of 'primordial images' or 'archetypes';
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The Divine Father, the Earth Mother, the World Tree, 
the satyr or centaur or other man-animal monster, the 
descent into Hell, the Purgatorial stair, the washing 
away of sin, the castle of attainment, the culture-hero 
such as Prometheus "bringing fire or other "basic gift to 
mankind, the treacherous betrayal of the hero, the 
sacrificial death of the god, the god in disguise or the 
prince under enchantment - these and many other archetypal 
ideas serve as persistently recurrent themes in human
thought.75

To Jung, the collective unconscious is an area beyond, and much
vaster than the personal conscious,. He envisages it as the;

unconscious inherited wisdom of the race. As such he sees 
it as accounting not only for the striking analogies 
between the themes and patterns of myth in many different 
cultures, but also for the presence of recurring mytho
logical and archaic symbols in dreams, even in the dreams 
of those who have no knowledge of the traditional and 
literary sources which perpetuate therm
It is to these symbols that Jung gave the name of archetypes or

primordial images, "reborn in every individual". ‘ These images o,ppear

when particular circumstances are encountered in the life of the individual

"which bring him in touch with some aspect of this universal collective
7-7experience".

Since the end of the eighteenth century, there has been increasing
76insistence upon the need of myth in poetry. It is considered by some 

x^iters that;
The spiritual problems of the poet in contemporary society 
arise in part out of the lack of myths which can be felt 
warmly, envisaged in concrete and contemporary imagery, 
and shared with a wide body of responsive readers.79

The ’mythical method’ was seen by T.S. Eliot to be a vital factor in art.
In his memorial lecture on Yeats, Eliot said that Yeats "out of intense and

personal experience, is able to express a general truth; retaining all the
80particularity of his experience to make of it a general symbol". Speaking

of the mythical method in James Joyce’s Ulysses he said that he regarded the
8l

book to bo "the most important expression which the present age has found", 
for Joyce, in his use of the myth has been able to manipulate "a continuous 
parallel between contemporaneity and antiquits'’". This is simply "a way of
controlling, of ordering, of giving a shape and a significance to the
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32immense panorama of futility and anarchy which is contemporary history"®

It is not possible in this general work to discuss the use of myth
by modern Western authors, although in a specialised work this should be
examined for the sake of tracing the influences and draining the appropriat

parallels between Western and Arab poets® However, Eliot’s use of the

fertility myth in "The Waste Land", which seemed to give an ansitfer to the

Arab poets1 search for an interpretation, in poetic terms, of the dilemma
and chaos of Arab life, must be examined briefly®

The central experience which informs most of the poetry of 
Eliot is ®o«’ /the/ age-old pattern of symbolic death and
birth, lived through as an intense personal experience® ^

"The Waste Land" revolves around a myth of sacrificed death which
Eliot found in the ancient rituals of Adonis, Attis, Osiris, cle.pcrib'-GcT

84fully by Sir James Frazer in The Golden Bough® The myth symbolizes the 

sacrificial death of the god and the restoration of fecundity to the waste 

land through his blood® The ancients "attributed the annual cycle of
Or

change primarily to corresponding changes in their deities"® These 
deities "annually died and rose again from the dead"®^ With their rise, 
life was reborn, and plants grew again and fertility returned to the ecu fch 

Eliot used the myth implicitly, but readers acquainted with the 

works of Frazer and Jessie L» Weston’s book on the Grail legend. From 
Ritual to Romance, which Eliot acknowledged as one of his main sources of

o *7
information, will recognise in the poem certain references to vegetation

rituals and ceremonies®^

"The Waste Land" is a critique of contemporary Western life® "The

presence of sterile degeneration and the necessity of regeneration and
8 9change is the general truth behind it and its central theme®" Elisabeth

Drew elaborates further on this?
One of the elements is the blindness and numbness of the 
external contemporary consciotisness; its sterility, 
impotence, emptiness and aridity; its general loss of 
any vital relationship with the language of symbols, and 
in general with the human heritage and tradition® ® ® ®

is agonizingly aware, in the imprisonment of his 
personal waste land, that the possibilities of rebirth
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cannot be dismissed as an historical anachronism; that 
the truth of the experience is eternally present and that 
the living of it plunges the jjhole man into a process of 
disintegration and conflict

Although "The Waste Land" is not a poem of despair, it stresses the 

living death of the crowd in the ’unreal city’ and the horror of a 
disintegrated life. Arab poets found in Eliot’s implicit use of the 
fertility myth an expression of ultimate love and an emphasis on the 
potential of self-sacrifice. It was the idea of the cycle of sacrificed 

death that leads to rebirth which attracted them most. Prom the mid

fifties when al-Sayyab’s masterpiece, "Unshudat al-Matar" was written on 
to the early sixties, Arab poets repeatedly drew the analogy between the 

aridity of Arab life after the 1948 disaster in Palestine and the aridity 
of the land in the fertility myths, saved from complete waste only by death 

and the s^dlling of blood, analogous to the falling of rain over a parched 
land.

The reader of "The Waste Land" can immediately realise that the 
dominating image is that of water, which has, as Elizabeth Drew describes 
"the ambiguity of all primordial images in that it symbolizes means and

91
ends of both life and death, and both as inseparable parts of one process".

Rain is also the central image in "Unshudat al-Matar". The implicit 
use of the Tammuz (or Adonis) myth in this early poem by al-Sayyab, the 
contrast drawn by the poet, not between the aridity of the land and the 
falling ofthe rain, but between the fertility of the rain-drenched land 

and the aridity of the human soul, set the pattern for numerous poems 
after him:

’ it J I L.} i
p| ^

I f J——

An analogy is drawn, too, between the rain and the brine water of the gulf:
^ t*wij Jpj P tpÂ 1 t {"imt p P i t i d ĵjptpPPltJ i ^ PI'P Q ̂
^ U w J I p  ^  k - V  1 I f - J  : c Jr,

(5-id' j'1 Lap

j  Ip ! djad
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A tragic end, resulting in death and futility. And like the drowned man 

who drinks the brine water of the gulf, the poet's dead mother drinks the
94rain water in her grave. What difference then lies between the life 

giving rain and brine water? None, for the moment, but the future is 
fertile with hope;

J c / ci?*-}
LjjJr- . j A &  L ! J1

J — Q *  J IP' l/

The analogy is also beautifully drawn between the drops of rain and the 

tears of the starving and naked, as well as the drops of blood from the 
oppressed. The poem is built up of contrasts in which the poet’s comments 
on his own personal life only enhance the dramatic sense of the work and 

give it an immediate poignancy and an even greater sense of reality. None 

of the Tammuzian poems written later by al-Sayyab himself or by any of the 
several poets who employed this particular myth, ever equalled this poem.

The Tammuz myth is also implied in his lovely poem, "Al-Nahr wa '1- 

Maut”, where Buwaib, the river of al-Sayyab's village, Jaikur, (probably 

the most famous village in Arabic poetry), is the sleepless eye of memory, 
the shrine of innocence, happiness and fertility, to which the poet yearns

P 96to return laden with gifts; ” ^  *«S ̂  dLJl —  ̂ . U J I  •
But it is also the door to death; q..JI c,*-^ t«JU 97

* " I j  t i I Ia s

carrying both the potentials of death and of life that ensues from it;
j  I i  cAjjD C -J p S  j)J  1 9 8

J  I d I
In ”Jaikur wa fl-Madihah” the myth is also woven into the poem with 

great poetic skill, but it does not complete the normal Tammuzian cycle of 

death and revival, the poem ending on a note of despair and the discovery 

of the futility of struggle. In ”A1-Nahr wa ?l~Maut” the poet had aimed 
at changing the chemistry of death, of one’s drowning in his own blood
” j    jaJ 1 J5I into life, where stars and moon
alike illuminate waters and trees green with fertility and life;
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But in 11 Jaikur wa

il-MadTnahn there is no hope for the village, The poem is one of the most
:wrovJrw<£ • and desperate expressions of hopelessness in modern Arabic poetry,

Jaikur is abandoned by her children who all flock to the loveless,
murderous City whose streets are ropes of mud and fire, the veins of the
dead Tammuz who exemplifies the village youth devoured by the barren City;

101" 35 JliuJUs "» The poet himself is one of those
trapped in the City, besieged wherever he looks by the Wall that blocks 

the road to Jaikur, The hopelessness of the struggle to revive the green 
village and save innocence and fertility from a, city life commercialised

beyond mercy and enriched with the famine of Jaikur ^ U U - * J  1 jUa-- ”
is exemplified by the following heart-rending verses;

Jaikur is an archetypal image of lost innocence and happiness. The 
influence of Eliot's ’unreal city’ in"The Waste Land"is seen in al-Sayyab’s 
hatred of the City, but it had helped only to emphasise, what the poet 

authentically felt about city life. It must be remembered that this was

the era when Arab villages had already awakened to life and were sending 

out their children to the capitals and cities in quest of knowledge and, 
more often, for the sake of earning a living, and al-Sayyab, just like 

Ahmad fAbd al-Mu<‘ti Hijazi and others, felt the difficulties of life and 

its dehumanization in the City, Al-Sayydb never abandoned his yearning 
for Jaikur and the simplicity of its life, ‘ It finally succeeded in 
becoming an accepted and immediately understood symbol in his poetry to 
which he alluded frequently;

Was his poem, "Fi fl-Maghrib al-*Arabi” , written in 1956? an attempt 
at translating the pagan myth of Tammuz into an Arabic counterpart with 
more factual links in history, thus bringing it nearer to the hearts and 
cultural experience of his readers? The theme of the dead and revived

102
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God permeates it, and so does the fall and revival of a civilisation* This 
poem was written to extol the struggle of the Algerians in their war of 
liberation, and is one of the most interesting and effectual poems on the 
Algerian struggle* The prophet Muhammad is the archetypal hero who, after 
a past glory, has died;

J5L"

C f

C1 SljJv,)!

105

and all of us have died with him;

dJJ Ijj U 1
This is the death of heroism, of life, of all Arab civilisation, for not

107
only the living but also the dead have died » ^  Cy3, ^  Ll^".

The dawn of Arab civilisation began with the rise of Muhammad and the 
knowledge of God, and it was the dynamism of the new faith which brought 
about the flux of that civilisation* It is this dynamism which al-Sayyab 
has in mind in the poem, God and Muhammad becoming symbols of it, stirred 

to life in us whenever our strength is revived, but dying in us whenever

the sources of strength in us die away* Thus the God who roved once
108 ~ _" JL_J=usJ I * Ahy.r- CJ_ iW ” , who wore the shield of battle in Phi Qar

and who is now carrying the banner of the rebels in the Algerians mountains,
this same God, has been sighted weeping in an abandoned house in Jaffa, and

seen descending from the clouds, wounded and begging for alms, (N.B» the

Christian connotations in the last image) *^^

This is another attempt at producing the effect of the Tammuz myth
and the personification of the same vision of life after death* However,
being based on factual figures and events, and linked with Arab history by

several direct allusions, it remains limited in scope and the core of the
Tammuz myth, that of a resurrection as a result of sacrificial death, is
missing* nevertheless, it remains an archetypal poem of great
significance and effect, embracing, despite the audacious originality of

its treatment, particular motifs recurrent in Arab poetic and emotional
experience through long centuries of verse making, motifs which convey a
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"mythic sense of race, of rootage in the soil", of time as a recurrent

110cycle of events "shot through xtfith a firm line of communal action" in 
the creating and re-creating of civilization and the rejuvenation of the 
race. Thus the poem is hound to create in the reader a set of emotional 
responses typical of those created hy archetypal poems of value., Salah 

*Abd al-Sabur was wrong, therefore, when he rejected the lovely poem,
111seeing in it a conflict between Islamic and Arab nationalist feelings.

The archetypal basis of the poem eluded him and other writers on al-Sayyab 
completely.. The poem closes with a prophetic announcement of the return 
of God (strength, virility, vigour) to the nation;

L 4 .U ll-a ® y-'AIlJ I 112

irifcilp  j LiiJ jjj l ^ l 1
The powerful rhythmic structure of the poem, written in al-wafir with a 
variation in al-rajaz, is very apt, for the poet exploits fully the 

vigorous potential of al-wafir, resorting to al-rajaz when the mood change 

to one of plaintive debility. The imagery is very fresh, without being 

too complicated, and often fittingly taken from Islamic motifs; the 
destroyed minaret, the green (an Islamic colour) brick, the adlian. etc.
It is to such poems that al-Sayyab owes his fame and supremacy in modern 
Arabic poetry.

In 1958 Yusuf al-Khal piiblished his diwan, AI-Bi1r al-Mahjurah in

which the sterility of life in the Arab world at the time was discovered
and bemoaned, and rebirth sought and prayed for. Al-Khal compared this

111sterility to a wilderness; " djUo ,
in which people toil without hope;

, kfiJ I 1 ; J  IdJ I Iy i )  I
 ̂i t 1  ̂̂  I I

.id! I tl J-fGbJ I C-b l̂aJ 1
— L  i PLiiJl * V V 1 j . l u H J J

a picture of complete spiritual aridity. The barrenness that binds peopl
willingly to this horrible destiny kills in them all notions of good and

evil, so that the wealth of the overflowing well water in his poem "A1-

Bi’r al-Mahjurah" is not noticed by them. Dominated by apathy, they
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 I T_T.. "l 1 ̂

^  & I . - *̂1 'jtXJ
t jv-.'

a situation, however, hardly applicable to the psychology of the people he 
is describing* The everflowing well water in the poem represents man 

(as exemplified by Ibrahim) in his unconquerable potential of creativity 

and resolution:
gj‘‘ i  ̂ i  ^j  I p & l W--ôjv ^

   —.—.a La t

And while the call rings loud for people to retire from the struggle to a

stagnant refuge that shields them from danger, Ibrahim goes on:
Ij — .i Lu (Jit I \ -] y 

,LVl £;rJ!e
I 6j  iJUgj

Other poems, too, show the central faith which the poet courageously

puts forward* A comparison of man's life with that of the plants is
basically a Semetic idea and constitutes another link with the fertility 

118myth of Tammuz* His poem ??Al^Judhurft is an excellent example of this

linkage and embodies the fundamental faith of the poet that a rebirth will 

take place:

♦ o 1 juJjp tj
120for the secret lies in the roots (" (r^  ")°

The whole diwan is informed by the Tammuz myth* In his criticism
121of this volume, written in the same year, Jabra says

This Tammuzian symbol is a new thing in Arabic poetry*
It is imported, but only to stay*0* Yet it is not a 
new symbol for us as a people whose popular beliefs and 
customs have many ^/elements/ from the Tammuz myth in its 
many forms* If Western poets like T*S* Eliot have 
returned to this myth as a result of their cultural 
awareness of its inspirational and ritualistic value, 
to us it comes willingly as we look back * * * to our

* An interesting allusion to the popular provrb in.. Arabic s "Throw no 
stone into the well from which you drink."
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unrecorded popular beliefs; it is in us.

Jabra is one of the greatest enthusiasts about the use of myth in
poetry, and of the Tammuz myth in particular In the preface to his
first volume of prose poetry, Tammuz fi ’l-Madinah, he referred to ’’his

he said, filled him with terror? ’’they summarize for me the past few years, 
when loo, was looking for the sources of fertility,, The deliberateness 

in this search reflects Jabra’s strong cultural background and portrays 

his deep admiration for the "mythical method". The use of the Tammuz 

myth in his poetry, however, is implicit, and very much informed, in places,

Blit the initial despair is relieved by faith in an imminent rebirth;

the mention of the anemones is a direct allusion to the mythical belief 

that anemones are the blood of the slain god, Tammuz,

It was Jabra, too, who gave the group of poets employing the Tammuz

explain the universal and deep significance of this myth, not only in its 
primordial phase but also in its later phases when it had become the 
product of more sophisticated minds.

Two points must be tfumtjpnedhere. The first is that, although the 
Tammuz myth originated in the Middle East, it is no longer really alive in 
the people, on a general scale. This is so, despite the fact that the 
legend of al-Mahdi and the tragedy of al-Husain impinge on it to a degree. 
The second point is that this particular myth eventually came to be 
exhausted b^ Arab poets. It was used in its many forms and names 
(Tammuz, Bad, Adonis, even the phoenix) by several poets so that it 
quickly lost its lustre. Poems which directly employ the myth became 
heavily repetitious, and it would be extremely embarrassing now to write 
such a poem which directly employs this myth.

122symbols of destruction, disintegration and death" in his diwan, which

by Eliot’s style;

123

■■ ■!  ̂ liJ' ' M
124

myth the name of "Al-Shu'ara’ aI-Tamm"zi,y,yun’ and took great pains to
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In his prose poetry he himself elaborated on the myth, using it often 

as a background, a structural basis for various themes-. An extract from 
his poem, "Kharazat al-Bifr" elucidates this:

hundred men, women and children slain in the massacre of Dayr Yasfn, 

Palestine, on April 1943- A prophecy that death will give birth to

life and revolution informs Jabra?s poem, as it informs other poems on the

An interesting relationship is brought forward here between the 

Tammuz myth and that of the suffering, crucifixion and resurrection of 

Christ, for the burial well becomes Golgothah whose ’holy' overflow will 

revive our villages0 This will become a symbol of great immediacy in 

modern Arabic poetry,,
Another poet who employed the Tammuz myth and its variations was 

Khalil Hawi= His approach is often direct and deliberate:

His whole diwan, Nahr al-Ramad, revolves around the Tammuz myth, emphasising, 

on the one hand, the aridity of the spirit which dominates the poet’s world, 

its disintegration, its sterility, and its stupor, and on the other, the 

imminent revival of life and virility,. His lovely poem, "A1 Jisr", is an 
excellent example of this prophecy of a renaissance, effected, however, by 
the rising generations

Hawi's poetry is greatly informed by the archetypal idea of the 

resurrection of a nation after death and the revival of a civilisation,.

This is the well in which the Zionists buried the dead bodies of several

subject 127

i.j i O— J l A—.) ̂ b 
La JI dpvJ I

=».3 U> j\., ,rJ i L'jj! L
i i j-,j u Ij 6 L I

However, his last diwan, Bayadir al-Ju*, as its title implies, shows the
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break down of faith, for the three poems which make the diwan all end on a 
note of despair?

I j i L, ■“ t Lj ̂ -J ̂ 0
( J I _;p— — f j v u i j  CL 4 ^

or at least of desperate impatience?
■* V f»»y Li-£ViJ 1 ^ lLO

Li* hXl ̂  ̂ i l fl.jt d
 ̂ l | .'4J iJLwOâ VJ I fljS

In his long poem, "La^azar *Am 1962”, Lazarus is resurrected by Christ but

is unable to represent any but a dead face and heart to the living,

eventually dragging them down with him to a dead and barren existence* The
over-diluted poem' is haunted with dark visions and decked with images of

corruption, sterility, rancour and stagnation* However, passages of great

artistic beauty are scattered throughout and help to alleviate the

artistically gloomy and otherwise ineffectual longer passages* Khalil

Hdwifs poetry, almost in its entirety, is poetry of the archetype, which he

deliberately seeks* His adoption of the Sandabad, the archetypal figure
of the rover in cjuest of knowledge, will be mentioned shortly*

The fifth poet of the Tammuz group of poets is Adunis* His deliberate

choice of this pen-name already shows his basic involvement with the spirit
of the myth of Tammuz or Adonis which is its Greek synonym* However,

Adunis varied on this particular myth employing, in 9,A1-Ba*th wa '1-Ramad",
his best direct poem on the idea of spiritual resurrection after death, the

myth of the phoenix* This is the legendary bird described by Philip de

Thaun in his Anglo-Norman twelfth-century Bestiary as

very elegant and handsome; it is found in Arabia, and is
shaped like a swan; no man can seek so far as to find
another on the earth; it is only one in the world, and is 
all purple; it lives five hundred years and more*** When 
itpvsceives age coming on, it goes and collects twigs-, 
and precious spice of good odour; as leaves it takes them, 
and spreads itself upon them; by the sun's ray it takes 
the pure fire (of the heaven); voluntarily it spreads its 
wings over them; these it burns of its own will, and is 
reduced to powder* By the fire of the spice, by the 
good ointment- of the heat and humour the powder takes 
sweetness, and such is its nature, as the writing says, 
on the third day it comes to life again* ^
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Its miraculous "birth can also be compared to the virgin birth of 

Christo The myth embodies intimations of immortality and the idea of 

resurrection and life after death,
Adunis uses the myth in this last sense. Living and experiencing

the contemporary Arab existence, Adunis saw in the chaos, the anxiety, the 
despair, the disillusionment of a whole generation a good rea,son for a 
sacrificial death that brings redemption, so that life can regain its 
force and focus. It is the same theme repeated all over again in a

different form, which revolves around the regaining and re-possessing of
life through death;

If al-Sayyab?s "Unshudat al-Matar" is dominated by the image of water,

burn to life, to lead the way; "

back to Sufi poetry which Adunis seems to have learnt in his childhood, 

spent in the Alawite mountains, where learned Alawites are known to

In his use of the myth of the phoenix Adunis is direct and deliberater 
It is an interesting poem combining several experiences of the poet into 
one harmonious whole. The poem is divided into four sections and 
develops to a climax of hope and faith in revival and redemption.

Although it does not arrive at the poetic power and effectiveness of 
Adunis's later poetry, it has many of its basic attributes; the structural 
originality, the unusual imagery, and the mastery of language. The

141rhythmic scheme, which Khalidah Sa id finds so captivating in places,

direct though subtle link here with the vegetation myth of Tammuz;

1 35this poem by Adunis is dominated by the image of fire; ^I^

136" To embrace the fire, the conflagration, is to

starry flame
a light which must burn in order to exist at all;

The image of fire in this poem harks

memorise and declaim S,ufi poetry.
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is not yet really distinctive, for it carries echoes of the rhythmic 

schemes of other poets such as Yusuf al-Khal, writing at the same time» 
Later on, Adunis would find his own musical structures and would show 

great independence in his manipulation of rhythm in poetry, hut not in 
this poem<,

The burning of the phoenix is first associated in the poet’s mind,
we are told, with the burning to death of his father, Khalidah Sa'fd,

the poet's wife, emphasises the importance of this event and its continuous
142impact on the poet's mind, - But the agony felt at such a tragedy 

cannot explain many passages in the poem, and it is absurd to presume that 
the clear references to the death of the hero in the poem point to the 

death of the poet's father. He talks directly of the death of a great 

man on the cross, a hero with great promise; " - ^  ^ j j

I jcyj t », Death, however, is immediately defeated, for the
dassling light comes back soon, and hark; !T l J JUo J L/g

The presence of the hero is not explained by Khalidah Sa ‘id, but other 

critics, such as Raja' al-Naqqash, understood it to refer to Anjrun Sa*adah, 
the founder of the Syrian Nationalist party, who was tried and execute!

word 'fihiq' (the phoenix) with 'finiqyS' (Phoenicia) the historical dream
land of the Syrian nationalists who aspired to revive its civilisation 
skipping the long period of Arab civilisation as irrelevant if not 
subversiveo He bitterly attacked also, and here not without examples
from the poem to back his argument, the poet's hopeful references to

147Carthage and Tyre, the famous ancient Phoenician ports;

Like the phoenix, and like Ghrist the source of
Love, this hero is a redeemer of mankind;

overnight in Lebanon in 1.049 Al-Naqqash, however, wrongly linked th
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The poem's political references are interesting to us only in that a poem
might lose its immediate appeal if linked to a historical idea that is
antipathetic to most, Adunis’s poem has a kind of religious fervour that
is rather exclusive and fails in parts to arrive at universality.. The
appeal to the phoenix leaves no scope for implication, hut arrives at a

149direct and sometimes intellectual comparison;
?  i-ha Ij ( , SjJjkS

11 ^ ^ ” ll ’ M L t  150
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The whole passage, stretching over two pages, is in the same vein, with
ojx insistent calling on the phoenix in a manner that is unpoetic because

it is too direct and demonstrative and even comical at times in its tone
of veneration of the bird* This is hardly a fortunate approach to the
use of myth in poetry* The attempt of Adunis, moreover, to achieve a
synthesis of present and past also stumbles here, because he, unlike
al-Sayyab in his poem, rrPi * 1-Maghrib al-*Arabi", fails to play on the

sympathetic chord which links his readers, through emotional connotations
that naturally captivate them, to a past which their consciousness
recognises as the right background to their own present * Maud Bodkin
says in this context;

The archetype of rebirth, present in all nature and human 
life, and giving both foundation and expression to the 
perennial springing of human hope, can only be felt in
power when the range of suggestion possible to poetic
speech enables us to survey our present ills, pictured 
in vivid actuality, and yet in widest perspective of 
space and time* 5̂1

One must emphasise here, however, that it is not Adunisfs descriirtion of 
our present ills which is inadequate, for he indeed excells in his 

recounting of them in the third section of the poem, but it is the 
impossibility, for most Arab readers, to survey these ills in the 
perspectives of time and space which Adunis allots for t*beca:time, the 
Phoenician civilisation, and space, Tyre, Baflabak and Carthage* Because 
of the strong political connotations of these references at the time, the 
chord of sympathy is immediately severed, and the poem does not captivate
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tho spirit of most readers, or appeal to their inner sense of harmony

with life’s unchanging pattern through time* Bodkin quotes Plato as
having warned against accepting myths with ease, saying that ”though there

152 __is lure and enchantment in them, there is also hazard"* In Adunis*s
poem the hazard is most pronounced*

As has already heen mentioned, the cross and the crucifixion and 
resurrection of Christ came to he used as variations on the Basic theme
of the Tammuz myth* They x̂ ere taken out of their Biblical context and
made to signify something else, and were turned, even at the hands of 

Christian poets, into other souroes of mythological symbolism* Thus 
Christ is made into an oversimplified symbol to represent the resurrection 
of a nation and the price of martyrdom it pays to achieve this 
resurrection* The basic idea of the crucifixion and the redemption is 
lost in the course of this representation* Adunis exclaims? " gj-—

U  i and Yusuf al-Khal says?
l j Lj Of) iJLAa \z \j  J  }
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and in his famous poem, "Al~Masih ba* cl al-Salb” , al-Sayyab provides a 
constant comparison between the plight of Christ and that of the Arab 
individual fighting for the freedom of his people? victimised, murdered, 
but victorious at the end? - . . n ■ : I , „ .

I 3 ^  j $  153

( d™^LiJb
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*  **yjJI 1 J-O I o-j j! ̂  J“
Al-Sayyabfs ethnic instincts were most awake and alert, and he was

able to Arabize almost all the myths he used* Christ and the Cross 
became, in his hands, a part of a human heritage no less Arab than 

anything else* In this he succeeded more than several other poets of 

his generation, whose adoption of themes, motifs and modes hence not used
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in poetry, often reeked of affectation and lacked the authentic integration
with a true experience*

The poets employing the Tammuz myth and its variations directly were
not the only poets who approached the theme of rebirth after death* It
may be said that this theme, more than any other theme in contemporary

Arabic poetry, pervades the modern Arabic poem, especially in the fifties

and early sixties* It was adopted, often without any reference or even
knowledge of the myth of Tammuz and its variations, by most poets,
including the conventional and the semi-conventional* But among the

conscious users of the myth, it remains a phenomenal event that they
should all react, as a group, to the same approach, and that the myth and
its variations should be portrayed in many poems by several leading poets
of the fifties, to express their mutual reaction to the Arab situation*

Jung helps to illuminate the problem when he says that "The archetypal

image of the wise man, the saviour or redeemer, .** is awakened whenever
156the times are out of joint"* Nevertheless, one feels a little uneasj'

at what seems to have become an infectious and fashionable practice among
leading poets writing simultaneously within a very short period of time*
It has been mentioned above that the Tammuz group of poets did not form

a school of poetry in the late fifties, because of the diversity of the
157treatment of the myths at their hands* The sixties showed this to oe

true, for their own personal experiences soon intervened to diversify even 
more emphatically their various poetic experiments*

Apart from the myth of the fertility cult and the variations on it 

in the figures of Christ, the phoenix bird, and others, the modern poets 
used other myths and archetypal figures from history, with different 
interpretations of human experience* Sisyphus, Prometheus, Icarus, 

Ulyssus, Sandabad, Job, al-Hallaj and many others were employed*

The myth of Sisyphus has been exploited by the poets to denote the 
Arab man’s or nation-*** constant strife* In the words of Albert Camus
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the Gods had condemned Sisyphus to ceaselessly rolling 
a rock to the top of a mountain, whence the stone would 
fall back of its own weight. They had thought with 
some reason that there is no more dreadful xiunishment 
than futile and hopeless labour,'5°

Adunis and al-Sayyab were among other poets who employed the myth. They

played on the rich potential of the myth, inverting the preliminary
159 - -significance of futile strife, Adunis might have been influenced by

Camus's interpretation of the meaning of strife. For to Camus, the
"measured step" of Sisyphus towards "the torment of which he will never

know the end" coincides with the moment of consciousness and
At each of those moments when he leaves the heights 
and gradually sinks toward the lairs of the gods, he is 
superior to his fate. He is stronger than his rock,

The conscious knowledge of powerlessness and rebellion, the refusal to

admit defeat and collapse in the acceptance of the burden, informs Adunis*s
short poem, "Ila STzIf" where he says;

£* JJbl D l 161
* 1 (J I

converting torture into an act of heroism and courage,
Al-Sayyab's declaration at the end of one of his best poems that 

Sisyphus has thrown away his rock is another interesting and poignant 

conversion of the myth, more original than that of Adunis, if equally 
effective;

— o o J I

{ j * #   iDaVt (_)"♦ ■ t ( j I t j
He is proclaiming here the valour of the Algerian struggle in the war of 

independence, Man is portrayed at the climax of his strength and victory, 
the very conqueror of a fate that- has riddled him for centuries.

The motif of the Sisyphian struggle can be seen in the poetry of 
several poets, even without the explicit mention of the myth; " yd— —2

J— Lj fro 163 an0^ er poem, the rock, the burden

of a whole generation, inevitably awaits the mountain climbers at the 
base;

 ̂I    jCI 5|j bij r,, J)y: t  ( Lw I II 1C d*
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the burden lurking between death and an impossible harvest„ heath here is

exemplified by " tjJĴ  "} a reference to the Damascene
usage of carrying the myrtle to the graves of the dead, and the promised,

"16*5unattainable fruit as exemplified by the apple,,

The myth of Prometheus, "the fire bearing Titan god" who stole fire
from the gods for the benefit of mankind, is another great influence on
modern Arabic poetry,, At the root of this myth ist

the sublime conception of the passage from slavery to 
freedom, of the spirit which refuses any longer to remain 
the unquestioning slave of the caprices of a tyrant and 
demands to obey no power but that which is the embodiment 
of 000 justice, that whose service is perfect freedom and 
the fullness of life0^ ^

Modern Arab poets have not written a special work on this mythical seeker
of progress and freedom, as did Shelley and Goethe in modern times, but the
spirit of the myth permeates much of the poetic expression in the last two

decadeso At a period of search for redemption from the unbearable
political and social situation, the fortitude and the sustained willful
struggle of Prometheus seems to be most fit* If Sisyphus stands side by
side with Prometheus in modern Arabic poetry, it should not be regarded as
an attempt to reconcile opposites, but as a recognition of the hopeful

belief that behind the inevitable bearing of a terrible burden, there is a
167fortitude that will conquer and achieve the glory of man.

The unconscious emergence of myth from reality in periods of crisis
is seen in al-Bayyati’s early work, Abariq Muhashshamah;where the arche-

168typal figure of the rover is delineated in several poems. The dream
of departure from a land of misery and oppression has been a constant motif

16̂ 5 170in modern Arabic poetry and is not lacking in the Classical„ However,
in this diwan, the dream of departure becomes almost archetypal, pre
figuring the use by other poets of the archetypal figure of Sandabad,
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the courageous merchant who roams the world and braves unimaginable dangers

in quest of treasures,. However* al-Bayyati’s travellers do not have a
grand quest in mind, but are expressive of the general anxiety which

permeated Arab life at the time, and the feeling that it would be
impossible to accept it as it really was* They go out without belief,
but with a nostalgic yearning to come back. Other poets have depicted

the personality of the rover. Tawfiq Sayigh’s traveller, a man without a 
171passport, is more akin to Odysseus who was constricted, by a malignant

power, to depart, f!driven about the Mediterranean by the winds of the
172angered god, Poseidon9’.

In his book, The Hero with a Thousand Paces, Joseph Campbell

describes the departure of the hero on his mythological journey;
This first stage of the mythological journey - which we 
have designated the "call to adventure" - signifies that 
destiny has summoned the hero and transferred his spiritual 
center of gravity from within the pale of his society to 
a zone unknown. This fateful region of both treasure and 
danger may be variously represented; as a distant land, 
a forest, a kingdom underground, beneath the waves, or 
above the sky, a secret island, lofty mountaintop, or 
profound dream state; but it is always a place of strangely 
fluid and polymorphous beings, unimaginable torments, 
superhuman deeds, and impossible delight.^ 3

A very apt description not only of Ulysses, whom Campbell mentions, but
even more so of the Arabic Sandabad. Several poets used the myth of
Sandabad to signify a search for an important aspect of life. In Khalil

HSwi it signifies the search for the resources of oneself, for the

fountains of strength and self-knowledge. His poem, "Al-Sandabad fi
Rihlatihi Tl-Thaminah" tells the story of this quest and of the conflicts,
suffering, tort\ire and finally of the conscious realisation of imminent
victory and the possible achievement of great aims. Because the poet is

dominated by the central idea of the Tammuz myth, that of resurrection
after death, the Tammuzian motif permeates the poem;

bringing in the good tidings of a rejuvenated life to the nation, not only

175
The poem ends on a line of hope and faith; "
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for his house, but for millions of houses;

j I J5 , J j  I J Jj<a j  I J J *
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the coming generation being assured of its future possession of a worth
while life.

Al-Sayyab, however, in his poem "Rahala 'l-NahartT, curtailed the 

myth* His quest was a cure for his sick body. He must have written the 
poem at a moment of despair and anguish, for it is a defeated Sandabad who 
is singing so heart-breakingly here of the impressibility of return;

I  ̂ (laqwA) ̂ tttX ̂ dU Q ^
L<*

j 111 HldO  jpod (jw.C'i

Cr“J jgC) i  L T

Despite the touching mood of the poem and its authentic expression of a

tragic situation, the poet's use of the archetypal figure here is not very
successful, for it does not complete the Sandabad cycle of adventure and
achievement, nor does it give us, as does his inversion of the Sisyphus

myth, an equally vital alternative<. Moreover, the poet does not succeed

in raising the poem to a level of communal experience that could give the
necessary weight and significance to a myth in which the archetypal figure
is heroico One can accept the adoption of archetypes of suffering (Job,

Sisyphus) to signify a personal experience on the part of the poet, because

there is a great scope for self-identification on the part of the reader
with them. But a personal adoption by the poet of the archetypes of
heroism can give the reader a very uneasy feeling, and may be detrimental
to the poem. Al-Sayyab's adoption of the myth of the Sandabad above,

however, although personal, is acceptable emotionally, because it embodies

no heroic self-extollment„ But, as has been said, it is not the best
representation of the xise of myth in poetry• * Izaiddin, however, strangely

178
chose this poem to illustrate the use of the Sandabad myth by modern poets.

Al-Sayyab, at the end of his short and tragic life, succumbed to the 
horrible fate, the terrifying force of death that, for him, had existed 
right from the beginning; his drowned sailor, his mother's rain-drenched
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grave, the numerous victims, dead and dying, of an unjust society- Death

m s  everywhere in his poetry- But with it, when he was in his prime and
even later, so long as he was able to hope and dream, there was also the
cycle of fertility, taken according to his own whim from the treasures of
mythology and from other literatures, but alive and a creed in its own

right- The movement towards vitality and reproduction carried itself
rhythmically throughout his work, combining death and fertility with love,

producing love and fertility and life from death- This was nature's
seasonal cycle; impregnation, fruit bearing, then the harvest and
fallowness. And this was the myth which fascinated him most- But the

poet could never sustain this fascination when death extended its
irrevocable hold on him- Then everything also surrendered-

This is why Sandabad is such a defeated figure in this poem, and
this is why the greatest archetypal figure which accompanied the years of
degeneration in physical power is Job- The Job story lives among the

Arab people and its appropriation in poetry furnishes a unifying cultural

factor- The popular Arab concept of Job is that of an archetype of
suffering, patience and faith- Mixed with Islamic abandon to God's will,
it neglects Job's final triumph in picking up his life- It is, in the

popular Arab version, the story of the triumph of faith, and obedience to

the ever merciful Will of God- Al-Sayyab did not abandon this theme;
his adoption of the Job story is personal and suited to his own experience,
and is not meant to be a story of man's suffering through intolerable pain

and his final triumph, the triumph of a suffering hero "picking up his life
again", as Archibald MacLeish, speaking about his'* use of the Job story

i& ‘his- .yerae play* J.B,, (195G) puts it. He odds *
The myth of Job is a myth for our time because this is 
our answer also; the answer that moves so many of us who, 
without the formal beliefs that supported our ancestors, 
nevertheless pick up our lives again after these vast 
disasters and go on - go on as men-^79

This idealism could not have been relevant to al-Sayyab's experience at 

-the time- The hope that he, like Job, might be cured, accompanied him
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but this was also a natural feeling of hope, common to most men in the same
circumstances, and not a constructed ideal picture based on the faith in
the capacity of man to overcome his disasters and triumph over therm Fade

now was irrevocably rolaced in the mighty hand of God, Hope at the very
131end was discovered to be an impossibility " J I 11 ̂  ̂  L"

*" 182and death was craved from God: " jl— =J< I Jl 3*? \ j t p j  v  ands

written in Kuwait one and a half months before his cleatho
e o » « e o « » 6 f f * # 9 e # *

It would be impossible to discuss here every variety of myth and
archetype used in modern Arabic poetry» However, since this chapter
concentrates mainly on technique, a further examination of the use of myth

and archetype by Adunis should be appropriate,

AdunTs has several attributes which make his frequent use of myth and

archetype a natural outcome. First, he has a cosmic sensibility, a
sensibility which Jabra, however, finds marred by an ego-centric attitude
in which the "narcissistic self, enlarged by mystical ecstacy, becomes the 

184whole universe," Secondly, Adunis's is a vision of sustained mystical

tendencies, often enhanced by fervour. Thirdly, he has a conscious 

feeling of time. In a universal sense, he has the feeling of the 
continuous progression from past to present to future in which all of man's 
experience throughout history is unified, proving the endless capacity of 

human experience for reproducing itself. In a personal sense, a wistful 
note is detected, for his pre-occupation with time exj)lains also his pre
occupation with death, the correlative of time and, in a strict and

188individual application, its very enemy. The two attitudes - where time
is shorn to be endless in terms of human experience exemplified by the 
resurrection of several archetypal personalities from the past and their 

projection onto the present; and where time, in terms of personal 
experience, shows the vulnerability of man’s fate through death - are 
blended together to give charm and poignancy to f iivcral poems. .
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Adunis's historical sense might have "been influenced by Perse's

similar sense of the past. In his speech of acceptance of the Nobel prize
in Stockholm, 1960, Perse said: "In spite of himself, the poet is also

tied to historical events. Nothing in the drama of his times is alien 
186to him", thus stressing the "permanence and the unity of Being".

Perse's Anabase, moreover, is a mythical poem which has
a mythic sense of race, of rootage in the soil, of space 
as the area in which man moves and settles, of matter as 
the quarry of his building stones, of time as the cycle of 
seasons shot through with a firm line of communal action in 
the erection of cities... /All this/ conduces to an 
archetypal image, concretely and movingly envisaged, of the 
human caravan as massively operative in man's collective 
prehistory.
Adunis has shown in the poetry he published in the sixties, an

increasing pre-occupation with the past, which seems to him a constant
adventure of discovery (his continuous attempts, for example, at discovering

the possible effectiveness in a poetic medium of such personages from the
Islamic past as al-Hallaj, al-Naffari, al-Ghazzali, *Abd al-Rahman

al-Dakhil and others). However, in this pre-occupation, he tends
sometimes to forget about the present, losing touch with his own age.

Jabra has noticed that the attempt of Adunis to discover the balance
between the Middle Ages and our age has thrown him into confusion:

His vision... shakes under its mystical weight, fails to 
get rid of the traditionalism which it rejects, and stumbles 
over generalizations, hardly reaching the heart of the 
contemporary city with its metaphysical and psychological 
problems except in a round about way, and in referring 
several times to revolution... But his rejection is 
carried out in Romantic fashion, and in its pride and self
elevation we miss a real sympathy with people in their... 
experience of all that makes life worthy of patience and 
endurance. No matter how we admire the wonderful style, 
a doubt haupts us that the threads connected with our age 
are weak.

Actually, the feeling of unreality does not lie in the mystical quality of
the poetry, nor does it lie in generalizations. Our age, like every other
age, has to yield to generalizations. The link which Adunis draws,
moreover, between man in this age and man in other historical ages is valid
as a principle, but it is betrayed in his poetry by his sustained

*A1‘-Husalsi al-Hallaj (d.922), Muhammad al-Naffari (d*965) and Muhammad 
al-fehagzali (d.llll) are the th£ee famous mytics* *
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insistence on drawing his own image as that of man in this age, in all the

diversity of his experience. Jabra has criticised severely Adunis's

attempt at unifying all those "hero-symbols" in one person, that of the
poet, for this means

the running away from the real meaning of each, making of 
the synthetic personality an artificial one, which cannot 
have a meaning of integrated values and dimensions.^ 9

The poet cannot be all these archetypal personalities from history,
mythology and literature at the same time. The great mixture, in the
personality of the poet-hero, of all that which is symbolic, in archetypal

fashion, of man's endeavour, wisdom, fortitude, courage and conflict,

gives the reader a feeling of uneasiness. What makes it more poignant is
the lack of either humility or humour in the poetry.

Jabra insists that there is a conscious intellectual attempt which
-  ~ % 190Adunis violently imposes on his intuitive feelings. v But the same

feeling of a conscious attempt to incorporate the myth in poetry is often
detected in Jabra’s own prose poetry. Very few archetypal poems have yet
succeeded in escaping this fate. In an experimental age of discovery and

conscious endeavour, one must expect, to a degree, this phenomenon among
poets.

Modern avant-garde poetry in Arabic is, on the whole, a poetry of \ 
the archetype, influenced greatly by the modern discoveries in the realm 
of psychological patterns and the role of myth in the human subconscious.
A metaphysical concept of the formidability of man’s endeavour, his 
tenacity in the face of archetypal punishment and suffering, his love of 
heroism, his deep realisation of the inevitability of oppression, and his 
sustained rejection of it, came to be interpreted in more universal methods 
by the modern Arab poets, and whether the myths have been explicit or 
implicit, the spirit of modern poetry is permeated, with them. This is 
one of the greatest achievements of modern Arabic poetry, and it should be 
allowed to develop, even at the expense of some originality and spontaneity.
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For it is the means to touch the core of history, and it is through poetry 

that it will he possible to unify the present moment in Arab ejfcisdhiiice' (a 

moment of crisis indeed) with the many moments of crisis in history. It 

will unify man’s endurance and universalise the present Arab struggle with 

the struggle of man everywhere, and at all times.
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fl-Shifr al-Mu‘asir, Beirut, 1959? P®97? where he notices the great 
influence of Eliot on Jabra.

124® From his prose poem, "Ughniyah li Muntasaf al-Qarn", Tammuz fi
'l-Madlnah, p.43®

125® "Al-Mafazah wa rl-Bifr wa 5l-Lah”, p.34 et passim.
126.. Tammuz fi '1-Madinah, p. 69®
127® See also a poem by the present writer, "Al-Shahid al-Mahjur",

Al-fAudah min al-Mab{ al-Halim, pp.68-74, where the tragedy is 
pictured as an incentive; 1 .1LLb.

P !^omn « > V  jjj  j 1

1,,<.) Ljp/i 1̂1̂
 Jl, .sJI IT

p. 74 u
128o From his poem, frBacda ’l-Jalid”, Nahr al-Ramad, p®91®
129® From his poem, ”A1-Jisr”, ibid., p.138.
130. From his poem, ”Jinniyyatu fl-Shati'", Bayadir al-Ju*, p®33®
131o From his poem, "Al-Kahf", ibid., p.15®
132® Brand's Dictionary of Faiths and Folklore, Vol.II, London, 19̂ 5?

under Phoenix.
133® Awraq fi 'l-RTfo, p.80.
134® See also ibid., ppi ‘-7'8-9®
135* Ibid., p.81.
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136. Ibid.
137* Ibid., p.82.
138. Ibid.t p.80.
139* Ibid.t p.81.
140o See Khalidah Safid, "Al-Maut Tariqan ila '1-H^yat", Al-Bahth 'an 

al-Uudhur, p.92.
141 * Ibid., p.97"
142. Ibid., pp.92-4®
143. P.65.
144. Ibid.
145® Ibid., p. 660

1460 "Al-Qaumiyyun al-Suriyyuh wa !l~Adab", Adab wa 'Urubah wa Uurriyyah,
PP.60-1o

147" See ibid., pp.66 and 75-8.
148. P08I0

149® See Khalidah Sa'id, op.cit., p.95 where she alludes to this trait 
although evading a frank statement.

150. P.72.
151® Maud Bodkin, Studies in Type-Images, London, 1951? p.158.
152. Ibid., p.150.
153. "Al-Ba‘th wa fl-Ramad", p.78.
154® From his poem, "Al-Taubah", Qasa'id fi '1-Arbafih, p.73®
155® From his poem, "Al-Masih ba*d al-Salb", Unshudat al-Matar, p.149»
1560 Modern Man in Search of a Soul, trans. by W.S. Bell and G.F. Baynes, 

London, 1933? P»197®
157" See above, p.962.
158. The Myth of Sisyphus, trans. by Justin O'Brien, New York, 1955? P=1̂ 9
159* See above p=962«
160. Op.cit., p.121.
161o From his poem, "Ila Sizif", Aghani Mihyar, p.127®
162. From his poem, "Risalah min Maqbarah", Unshudat al-M at an, p.81.
163. From the poem of the present writer, "Marthiyyat al-Shuhada1”, 

Al~*Audah min al-Nabf al-Halim, p.103®
164" From the present writer's poem, "Manclhurun" , ibid. , pp. 184-5°
165. See ibid., the appendix.
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See for example his poems "Miisafir hila Haqa* lb’’ "Al~Affaq", 
"Al-Qurasan", "Intizar", "Al-Rahil al-Awwal", "Fi rl-Manfa", 
"Al-Malja1 al-fIshrun"; see also Ihsan ‘ Alohas's discussion, of this 
point, AldBayyati, pp.43-51.
See above p. 959 no
Al-Mutanabbi is a very good example; his famous verse is typical of 
thi s;

fi iwii 1 r ̂ d 1 ) - ■ ■- I |J  ̂l) 1 ii? ̂*y' 1 jJJ ̂ IdJ
See poem No„24 in Al-Qasidah Kaf„
Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thotisand Faces, fourth printing,
New York, 1962, p°58o
I bide
AI-Nay wa ?1-RTh, P0880

Ibido, po11C also §usain Fawzi’s amgle account’cf al-Sandabad ^n 
Ibid n 103 f  Haditfc al-Sandabad al-Qadim, Cairo, 19^3*
Manzil al-Aqnan, p060

Qpa cito, pp0207-12; perhaps Salah *Abd al-Sabur was the first poet to 
mention al-Sandabad in this context in his ‘poem "Rihloh fi ’l-Lail”, 
but his presentation of al-Sandabad here was a minor theme in the
poem; an interesting verse in description of al-Sandabad is this;
" W ,  ,..l BilSai, pp.47-8, verse is
on page" 480 u  J

As quoted by Colin Co Campbell, "The Transformation of Biblical Myth; 
MacLoish’s Use of the Adam and Job Stories", Myth and Symbol, by 
Northrop Frye and others, second edition, Lincoln, 1964? p.84o
From his poem, "Qalu li Ayyub", Manzil al-Aqnan, pp0114-5°
From his poem, "Nafs wa Qabr", Iqbal, pc54°
From his poem, "Fi Chabat al-Zalam", ibido, p0460

From his poem, "Nafs wa Qabr”, p056«
"Al-Tanaqudat fi ’l-Masrah wa fl-Maraya", Shi* r, N0o39? Summer, 1968,
p.119.
See his lovely poem, "Mir'ah li Khalidah", Al-Masrah wa. 11-Maraya, 
pp.224-7? see also his poem "Ru'ya” where he says; ft

, j hj)
V  **.■.' e

Aahani Mihyar, p„162. (_r dJ~:yy JI a.,.J Î
On Poetry, trans9 WJIo Auden, New York, 1961? p011o 
Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, under MYTHo 
nAl-Tanaqudat fi 'l-Masrah wa ’ 1-Mar ay a" , p»122o 
Ibido, po123.
Ibido , Eiowover ,Adunis can also write poetry of* vision and 
tenderness, as in the following froa his poena "Al-^aqr" :

c
l I \X i.t Lj«£i  ̂  ̂ 1 ^ft w
 ̂  ̂ dJJ la-£> 1 {J}- 1 d-'O-t-” * L  —- f

Kitab al-Tahowwulat, pp.76-7,
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CONCLUSION

In the foregoing survey of trends and movements in contemporary Arabic 

poetry, an attempt has been made to trace these trends in the various Arab 

countries and in al-Mahjar with the aim of showing the continuity of the 

line of development of Arabic poetry in this century. The experiments 

were usually coloured by the cultural traditions and local characteristics 

of the Arab countries of origin. Far from being isolated, they were inter

dependent. The main stream of Arabic poetry in this century can be likened 

to the undulating course of a river making its way from one Arab country to 

another where important experiments were carried out, being fed by streams 

and rivulets from other Arab countries. While a great poetic activity 

would first flourish then decline in the various capitals of the Arab world, 

the main stream of poetry went on steadily and with increasing strength 

winding its way all the time towards greater affinity with world poetry.

In order to furnish a true line of continuity, it had been necessary to 

examine the background of this poetry with a view to tracing some of the 

poetic traditions which played an important part in influencing the 

contemporary scene. Thus it has been possible to trace the beginning of 

certain trends which played .an important part in the development of poetry 

in this century; Damascene conservatism, the Egyptian tendency to 

concentrate mainly on the Egyptian contribution, the Christian tradition in 

Arabic literature, the strong poetic traditions in nineteenth century Iraq, 

etc.

No study of current Arabic poetry can afford to neglect the achievements 

of poetry in this century, or to overlook the relativity of the present 

situation to the one preceding. The fifties and sixties saw an 
unprecedented revolution in Arabic poetry, which touched every aspect of the 

poem. But this revolution was not the more creation of this period. It 

has been the main purpose of this work to show that this revolution was 

fundamentally dependent on continuous experimentation in poetry in the
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preceding decades, which made the tools of poetry more flexible and gave the 

poets a deeper experience on which to build. The various schools, movements 

and trends have been examined as fully as is possible in this context. The 

experiments of the current period can be seen as a synthesis of the 

achievements of the Arab poetic creativity in this century. Ideally, 

current avant-garde poetry adopts the Romantic capacity of self expression, 

of investing the world with emotion and insistence on actual experience; the 

Symbolist economy and exploitation of the connotative and evocative power of 

words, and neo-Classical terseness and mastery of expression. But it 

discards Romantic sentimentality, excessive spleen, dilution, the exaggerated 

use of adjectives, flabbiness of structure and dreaminess; the Symbolist cult 

of the Beautiful and the Ideal and extreme internalisation, and the neo- 

Classical rhetoricism, extreme externalisation and conventional forms.

Current poetry also benefits from isolated experiments which did not belong 

directly to one school of poetry or another (such as the experiments of 

poets like al-Safi, al-Tal, Tuqan, etc.) as well as from Western poetic 

experiments such as those of the Imagists, T.S. Eliot, St. John Perse, Lorca 

and others in the West and from the social realist poets everywhere.

The fifties saw the disintegration of age-old assumptions about form 

and poetic diction as well as traditional attitudes in poetry. There has 

been indeed a long struggle in modern Arabic poetry to cross the frontiers 

of national limitations onto the wider international sphere of art.

Political passion, which has been the major factor in initiating the first 

changes in the spirit, approach, diction, style and theme of Arabic poetry 

in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, could not by itfeelf ■ • 

continue to be a major influence on the artistic aspect of a poem. Other

factors made themselves felt and it was the sum total of the individual’s 

national, social, cultural, emotional and artistic experience which brought 

about the momentous changes in the fifties.

The 1948 Palestinian debacle was able to produce, therefore, a more 

sophisticated reaction in poetry, which showed itself in the spirit of
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rejection, rebellion and sadness, which characterised the contribution of 

the various poets. Under the influence of this spirit, it was also possible 

to question andreject the whole sanctimonious boundaries of the poetic 

heritage. The new poetry is characterised by the loosening of metric forms, 

the insistence on conciseness and economy, on terseness of expression, on 

concreteness of imagery, on contemporaniety of spirit, on the tendency 

towards a language and rhythm nearer to the language and rhythms of common 

speech and on a modern day poetic idiom.

It was regretable that there was no scope in this work to deal with many

authors for whom I have great admiration and affection, but who would 

certainly fit into more specialised studies. It was not possible to discuss 

any but the authors more characteristic of the periods examined. This 

necessary omission should not be understood to indicate that the authors 

discussed are the only worthwhile ones in contemporary Arabic poetry, but 

rather that those with whom we have dealt are more representative of the 

achievements and faults of the period than are the others.

There is no doubt that Arabic poetry is now passing through an acute 

phase of experimentation. Even more fundamental experiments in this poetry 

are yet to be made. Everything in current Arab life is dynamic, and despite 

the fact that modern Arabs are now decisively oriented towards technology, 

poetry still plays an important part in their culture and, one feels, will 

once again prove to be the first medium of expression of a quickly changing 

sensibility.

One predicts greater changes in metrics, and it is probable that the 

foregoing experiments will prove to have been only the beginning of a drastic

change in the rhythm and music of Arabic poetry. One suspects that these

changes will be concentrated at the beginning on the intricate and highly 

varied metric forms of the Arabs where the real adventure lies. So far the 

attempts at writing poetry in the medium of prose have been prompted mainly 

by similar experiments in the West, notably French, not by real artistic need
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at the time. The great potentialities of Arabic metric forms have not been 

explored yet, let alone exhausted, and it is those and not prose that will be 

the target of experimentalists at this next stage. With all the foregoing 

experiments in these forms, they have now become malleable enough for further 

experiments of a more drastic nature. We have seen how, so far, only very 

few poets have had the courage to produce, consciously or unconsciously,their 

own metric forms which deviated from basic rules of Arabic prosody. It is 

feasible that in the near future more poets would follow these pioneers and 

furnish their own metric forms. It is also possible and probable that a 

tendency towards more accentual rhythms will impose itself.

I have tried in this work to follow the gradual development of the 

language of contemporary Arabic poetry, and have shown how it was capable of 

lending itself, within a comparatively short period of time, to the varied 

experiments of the neo-Classicists, the Romantics, the Symbolists, the 

factual direct approach of some neo-Realists and all the obliquities of the 

current period. There is every sign that the language of poetry continues 

to change to suit an evolving era. Poets will in the future show greater 

audacity in the use of language and both the language of common speech and 

the Classical vocabulary will be utilised for greater wealth of poetic 

expression. The development of greater affinity with common speech and 

folk poetry will undoubtedly affect the rhythms of poetry and will prompt 

further experimentation in the music of verse.

The tone of Arabic poetry in the coming years will be subject to the 

psychological changes which in turn depend on the general developments of 

the life of the individual and the nation. The tone of dread and protest 

which had dominated Arabic poetry before the 19̂ 7 war could have given way 

after the war to one of bitter irony, were it not for the rise of a new 

faith and a new hope in the nation. This is now changing the tone of poetry 

to one of confidence, and at present the note of anger is mixed with hope 

and self-assurance. Sadness and terror no longer seem to have any more 

place in this poetry. Neither does there seem to be any place for



merriment or even for light-hearted sarcasm, although the present mood will 

probably lead to a louder tone*

Poets will show greater audacity and the whole of life will be utilized 

to coin new images* Concreteness in imagery will be sustained., However, 

two tendencies in the use of images have already left a bad influence on the 

rising generation: the tendency to use too many excessively repellent

images in one poem, and the tendency to an exaggeratedly illogical 

connection between the paired subjects* It is the task of criticism to be 
vigilant and to warn the young poets of these dangers before they fall into 

such a shallow trap*

The need for a modern, well-guided criticism is greatly felt now.

There is a great flux of poems and an even greater flux of concepts which 

are often contradictory* These pour on the Arab world from East and West, 

and critics are still dependent greatly on Western poetic criticism*

There is great need for an informed discussion of the technical aspects 

of Arabic poetry now, for these are undergoing great changes* The 

criticism needed in this aspect should stem from both a well-informed 

knowledge of the poetic process in general, and a deep knowledge of the 

particular aspects of Arabic poetry, especially prosody* It is only with 

such a thorough understanding that a Western educated critic can make an 

authentic contribution* Often critics have either adhered to a traditional 

outlook which assumes that some important aspects of Arabic poetry are 

permanent and unchangeable except in a very moderate way, or have applied, 

sometimes quite indiscriminately, a purely Western outlook* Many critical 

accounts have been offered without an informed aesthetic perception and 

many poetic experiments have been undeservedly treated as masterpieces of 

creativity*

So long as contemporary poetry continues to develop, and while 

experiments are still carried out in form and content, these changes ought
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to be observed, studied and recorded* The present work is only a survey 

intended to provide a panoramic and one hopes, clear, view* It is set out 

to provide a basis for further specialized studies, and should it prove 

successful in this task, then it will have served its main objective*
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A monthly literary magazine. Beirut, (1944- )*
Current daily paper. Beirut.
Monthly poetry magazine, Cairo, (1932-1934)*
Monthly literary magazine. Baghdad, (1964- ),

* Only periodicals frequently consulted are listed
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Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies. (B.S.O.A.S.) London. 
Dirasat *Arabi.yyah. An economic, social and cultural magazine. Beirut,

(1964- ).
A monthly literary magazine. Tunis, (1955- ).
A monthly scientific and literary magazine. (1892- ).
A bi-monthly cultural magazine. Beirut, (1962-1967)* 
Current daily paper. Beirut.
Current daily paper. Beirut.
Monthly cultural magazine. Damascus (1962- ).
Bi-monthly Catholic cultural magazine. Beirut, (1898- ). 
A cultural magazine. Cairo, (1957- )°

Al-Fikr.
Al-Hilal.
Hiwar.
Al-JarIdaho 
Lisan al-Hal. 
Al-Ma*rifah.

Al-Majallah*
Majallat al-Ma.jma{ al-*llmi fl-*Arabi. A linguistic, literary and cultural

magazine, (1921- ).
Muhadarat al-Mausim al-Hhaqafi. Damascus, the Ministry of Culture and

National Guidance, (1959“ )°
Monthly magazine of culture. Cairo, (1876-1952)*
A current daily paper. Beirut.
Y'oelcly literary magazine. Cairo, (1933-1946).
Quarterly poetry magazine.
YTeekly literary magazine.

Al-Muqatataf 
Al -N ahar. 
AI-Risalah. 
Shi* r. Beirut, (1957-1964, 1967- ). 

Cairo, (1939-1947).
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P.20 In the title of R. al-Khouri's book the word "Firansiyyah" is
missing; the title should, read; Al-Fikr al-*Arabi f1-gadith wa 

■ Athar al-ffhaurah al-Firansi.yyah ft Tau.jihihi 'l-SiySsi wa *1- 
I,jtim5;fi.

P.83 8th line; the phrase "of the publication" is missing after
encouragement.

P.112 4th line from below: please read "a wistful feeling of loss".
P.179 8th line: an "a" is missing before "liberation".
P.185 9dh line: "was" is missing after accomplished.
P.328 Please read following verses:

c, L dJ> ^ j j L l  * j J \

L 1 jU
instead of these;

O' u f j ' t 1
P*342 ?th line: "was" is missing after "poetry".
P..358 Footnotes 8 should be 9? 9 should be 10 and 10 should be 8.
P . 567 Footnote 24, second line: a whole line is missing after "An

Egyptian writer"; please read; "An Egyptian writer, Radwan Ibrahim, 
in an article entitled "Ta'bin Abi Shadi bi Migr".

P.570 Footnote 94s the word "Mayyitah" is missing in title of poem after
"Al-Hadiqah".

P.731 Footnotes 9 ^ d  19s title of H. Peyre's essay should read "A 
French Debate on Pure Poetry".

P.732 Footnote 41s Please read "Englewood Cliffs, 1962," after "Peyre".
P.824 Footnote 32: title of Tayib's book should read Al-Murshid ila Fahm

Ash*ar al-*Arab wa Sinafatiha.
P.893. In note, second line, please read: "the ratio of most popular

metres used".
P.940 Tootnote 11* as p.824*
P.942 Footnote 49 is missing. It should read: See above p„783*

From the Bibliography the following are noted missing;

Al-Rayyis, Riyad Najib, Maut al-Alcharln, Beirut, Dar Majallat Shi*r, 1962.
Al-Sayyab, Badr Shakir, Al-Ma*bad al-Ghariq, Beirut; Dar al-*Ilm li fl-

Malayin, 1962.
Trotsky, Leo, Literature and Revolution, trans. Rose Strunsky.

New York, 1925*


